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N.Y. Film Circuits Convert Plants for Coal Heat
Editorial

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings

Change-Over from Oil Will
Require Theaters to Add
One Man to House Staffs

TREASURY SECY
SAYS QUOTA MET

Local film circuits have already
$3,000,000 in War Bonds Sold
converted their theaters' heating
systems to coal where feasible or
at Garden's Rally
else are in the process of doing so
in order to meet the oil shortage
which threatens to hit the nation
The September War Bond drive
this winter, it was learned yester- "sparked" by the film industry came
day. Some circuits have prepared to a spectacular finish at 1 a.m. this
And speaking of UMPI, some day there'll themselves to the extent of stockmorning with some 20,000 New
be a unity move patterned after it which
ing their theaters with coal.
Yorkers in Madison Square Garden
iwili click and the entire trade will be the
The chains have been able to ac- for the Army Emergency Relief
better for it. . . . There are just so many
complish the change-over at not too show, "We're All In It" wildly cheerfolks, however, who insist upon learning the
since5) chiefly inhard way. . . . Film biz, of course, has no great an expenditure
(Continued on Page
=

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

IT TOOK vision on the part of executives
of both United Artists and Paramount to
make that 22-picture deal. . . . Which is
one reason why it would be mighty poor
judgment to sell this industry short, regardless of the lamentable demise of UMPI. . . .

monopoly on them. . . . Meanwhile, FILM

DAILY'S Order of Applause with Two
Palms to Metro's Bill Rodgers and those
others who gave UMPI their best, for industry service generously and loyally rendered.
, . . The leadership was there . . . but
unfortunately it was ahead of the times. . . .

Harold M. Graves, assistant to
the Secretary of the Treasury,
terms the industry-led War Bond

— Get in the Scrap! —

Expect Momand Suit
To Trial on Kov. 9

13 More Features "Now
In Preparation,"
Sears
And
Leserman Disclose
Chicago— With the titles of 18
features, six westerns and eight Hal
Roach streamliners identified, United
Artists seasonal program which, as
now framed calls for a total of 31
features, was announced at the sales
convention at the Blackstone Hotel
here yesterday by Grad Sears, viceprexy in charge of distribution, and
Carl Leserman, general sales manUA's supporting shorts lineup will
ager.
total 13; 12 will comprise the "World
in Action" series, the 13th, a Bob
Hope-Bing Crosby golf short.
Pix for(Continued
which titles
desigon Page were
6)
— Get in the Scrap! —

drive
outstanding
success."
(Turn "an
to Page
5.)

Philly Exhib. Files
$225,000 Trust Suit

ing and buying Bonds in a last minrally that
month's
total
salesute past
the swept
billion the
dollar
(maturity
GETTING back to United Artists, watch
Oklahoma City— Trial of the A. B. value) quota.
the smoke of the Grad Sears-Car!
Harold M. Graves, assistant to the
Leserman selling organization in the months Momand anti-trust action against the Secretary of the Treasury stated at
Philadelphia — An anti-trust suit
Griffith Amusement Co. and the maj(Continued on Page 5)
immediately ahead. . . . 'Cause the pace
ors, long pending, is expected to
was filed yesterday in U. S. district
— Get in the Scrap! —
they'll set will be so hot that's all you'll open before Federal Judge Bower
court by Flora H. Friedman, as
probably see . . . the smoke as they tear
Broaddus here on Nov. 9. Court
owner of the local Lawndale, against
by. ... A helluva lot of theaters that never
Warner
Brothers
Pictures,
Inc.,
expressed
the hope that trial
played UA product before will be flashing has

•

UA titles in marquee lights this season. . . .
Incidentally, there's more than just distributor bread-and-butter money in Harry
Sherman's corking Hopalong Cassidys as
Paramount can testify. . . . And to hundreds
of theaters around the country they're
"musts." . . . Naturally, in this way alone
UA stands to swell its roster of happy exhibitor customers. ... As for the seasonal
program outlined to the Chicago convention
yesterday by an enthusiastic and confident
Sears, it speaks for itself. . . .

•

KIOW

for a couple of things that make

{Continued on Page 6)
— Get in the Scrap! —

Research Council Okays
SMPE Change-Over Stand

Cal. Drive-in Award
Is Upheld on Appeal

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page S)

January Shooting for
"The American Way"

Two- Week Scrap Drive Here
Opens Oct. 15; National Campaign on Today
All pix theaters in Greater New
Crescent Head Opposed
York will open a concentrated twoTo Admission Increase
week drive for the collection of

. . . There's not a single question set down
in the Society's questionnaire that should be
skipped by that committee. . . . The industry, down to the little exhib. in Hartshorne,
Okla., has too much at stake. ... An
editorial nod, too, to Eddie Mannix for his
(Continued on Page 2)

Nashville, Tenn.— With a record
of not having raised admission prices
in his theaters for the past five years
or more, Tony Sudekum, president
of the Crescent Amusement Co. and
holding an interest in other theater

^

DIG UP THAT

Italian Propaganda Film
Distrib. Seized by FBI

West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
An arbitrator's award reducing the
"The principal distributor of ItalHollywood — Representatives of the 63-day clearance of three theaters
ian propaganda films in the United
Academy Research Council declared over the Sun Val drive-in theater in States," according to P. E. Foxworth,
Burbank, Cal., has been affirmed by
(Continued on Page 6)
the Council
agrees
with SMPE's the motion picture appeal board. The
recommendation that haste be avoid-

■^ sense. . . . One, the SMPE warning
that before the industry goes in for any
mechanical change-over to conserve raw
stock, the proposed methods should be
given the acid test of performance by a
committee of competent neutral engineers.

'(^

(Continued on Page 4)
— Get in the Scrap! —

(Continued on Page 6)

SCRAP! — TAKE

A RAP

scrap beginning Oct. 15, it was voted
yesterday at a meeting of New York
City exhibs. held at WAC headquarters. Campaign will be in addition
to the scrap activities some of the
city's exhibs. already have started
and plan (Continued
to continue
for 4)the entire
on Page

AT THE JAP! — AVENGE

PEARL

Harry Goetz expects to put "The
American Way" into production in
January. The long heralded production, the stage version of which had
an extended successful engagement
at the Center Theater, will be directed by George Stevens and released byColumbia. Goetz arrived in
New York this week from the Coast.
With Gregory , Ratoff, he recently
completed "Something
About" for Columbia.

HARBOR!

to

Shout

X c
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"George Washington" Set
For 4 Weeks at Strand
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WENDELL WILLKIE is in Chungking. He expects to spend a week or two in China.
JANET BLAIR leaves the Coast the end of
the week for the Music Hall opening of the
film version of "My Sister Eileen," in which
she plays the name role.
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ROBERT BENJAMIN, Producers Releasing
Corp. counsel, has arrived on the Coast for
conferences with President O. Henry Briggs
and Leon Fromkess, production head.
ROY ROGERS flies in from the Coast on Sunday to appear at the rodeo at Madison Square
Garden. The Sons of the Pioneers, who appear
in his pictures, will accompany him.
IRENE MANNING, returned yesterday from a
War
Bond
selling tour
through
the Midwest.
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studio

execs.,

producers,

directors and writers urging careful study
in the production of pix with war themes
and backgrounds. ... If the six questions
specified by Mannix

were

to be adopted

by

studio crrefs generally there'd be a marked
slash in the number of so-called "war films"
on Coast schedules.

AAAA Committee Will
Study Situation in AGVA

riNANCIAL
NEW

letter to Metro

15-16 +1-16
2
+
73/8
1%—

%
%

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45. . 70
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
653,4
— Get in the Scrap!—

74
Sl%

The international board of the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America held a special meeting at
the Actors Equity headquarters yesterday to consider a report on the
condition of the American Guild of
Variety Artists submitted by Walter
N. Greaza, assistant executive secretary of Eauity, who has been running the affairs of AGVA for the
past four or five months.
The board appointed a committee
to study the AGVA situation in the
light of the Greaza report. The committee will report back to the board
with recommendations. Paul Dullzell, executive secretary of Equity,
is chairman of the committee, other
members of which are Kenneth
Thomson of the Screen Actors Guild,
Emily Holt of the American Federation of Radio Artists, Ruth Richmond of Chorus Equity. Dewey Barto
of AGVA and Blanche Witherspoon
of the American Guild of Musical
Artists.
Dullzell made it clear at the meeting that Equity had never considered the assumption or acceptance
of jurisdiction over variety artists
now held by AGVA.
— Get in the Scrap!—

Hartford Theaters Join
In Boosting B. O. Scales

Recall Col. Tim McCoy
To Active Army Duty

Hartford, Conn. — E. M. Loew's
Theater has raised admissions from
40 cents to 44 cents, including tax.
The Proven Pictures has gone from
15 to 20 cents on admissions until
1 p.m. Most of the subsequent-runs
have also gone up from 30 to 33
cents, both in Hartford and New
Haven, but Bridgeport stays at old
levels.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

THEO

JUNG of the Loew's construction department, N. Y., visited the Connecticut theaters this week.

WILL YOLEN, Warner
rives in Tulsa today.

exploitation man,

ar-

PHILIP and JULIUS EPSTEIN, Warner Bros,
writer-producers, arrive in New York tomorrow from the Coast with the body of their
mother, who died Monday night in Hollywood.

NEW yCRK
THEATERS

Day-Date Broadway Runs
For Para. Victory Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 66Q7. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.,
W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Ru.
Marsoulan (12). MEXICO CITY— MarcoAurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

EDGAR BERGEN pulls into town from the
Coast tomorrow for personal appearances. He
will be at Fort Monmouth Oct. 4; Annapolis,
Oct. 11; Quantico, Oct. 18: West Point, Oct. 25.
JINX FALKENBURG arrived by plane from
Hollywood yesterday afternoon to appear in
"We're All in It" at Madison Square Garden
last night.

Warners' "George Washington
Slept Here," has been booked into
the New York Strand for a fourweek run, starting Oct. 30. Phil
Spitalny and his all-girl ork now on
the Coast making a picture, will provide the "in person" show during
this engagement. "The Hard Way"
and "Flying Fortress" will be +v,e
following screen Strand attract'

DAILY

Hollywood — Colonel Tim McCoy
featured in "Rough Riders" produced by Scott R. Dunlap for Monogram release has been recalled to
active service with U. S. Army and
reports at Fort Washington, Md.,
today for a refresher course preparatory to probable assignment to
headquarters of an Army corps.

Paramount's first two completed
Victory shorts in its program of
four are scheduled for day-and-date
screenings at all first-runs on Broadway. The date for "Letter from
Bataan" is Oct. 8 and for "We Refuse to Die" Oct. 29. "We Refuse
to Die," which deals with the destruction of Lidice, Czechoslovakia,
by the Nazis, will have its first
showing in Lidice, 111., on Oct. 23,
The short will go into general release on Oct. 25, which has been
designated as Lidice Memorial Day.
—Get in Hie Scrap! —

RADIO

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

ORCHESTRA WIVES
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
PLUS
A BIG
STAGE SHOW

The gains in attendance at film
theaters which have marked the
start of the fall season are serving
to draw heavy attention to motion
nicture shares, it is reported in Wall
Street circles. The improvement at
the nation's box-offices is understood
being reflected in firmer stock prices.
At present film shares are at levels
not far from their 1942 maximums.
— Get in the Scrap! —

PRC Is Negotiating
For Talisman Studios
Coast

Bureau
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Attendance Gains Send
Stock Quotations Upward

West

D

K U A f

William Rowland has started production on "Follies Girl" which he is
producing at the Ideal Sound Studios in Jersey City with a cast
headed by Wendy Barrie and Doris
Nolan. Other sequences will be shot
at night spots in New York. Cast
includes Arthur Pierson, J. C. Nugent, Cora Witherspoon, Lew Hearn.
Cliff Hall, Jay Brennan and Fritzi
Scheff, in addition to several top orchestras. Distribution has not been

IN

"TALES
of MANHATTAN"
A 20th Century- Fox Picture

'Tollies Girl" Starts
At Jersey City Studios

set.

CITY MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE GREAT STARS
FORTY-TWO
FEATURED
PLAYERS

STARTS
GRABLE

TOMORROW
• VICTOR
MATURE

FOOTLIGHT
— and SERENADE'
—
GEORGE

'FALCON'S
SAMUEL

SANDERS

BROTHER'

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES
(The Life of Lou Gehrig)
Released
Through
RKO-Radio
A& 1 UK
& 45th
Midnite
A DTAD
B'way
Popular
BUY WAR BONDS AND

Pictures,
Inc.
Shows
Perf.
Prices
Cont.
STAMPS

"BRILLIANT— A HIT."— Anderson. Joor.-Amer.
3UC TO ^ I . JUcept sa,. Ev6s. 50e to $2.50 I Tax

DAILY

Hollywood — PRC is negotiating to
acquire the Talisman Studios from
L. A. Young. Preliminary talks are
being held by O. Henry Briggs,
president of PRC, Attorney Robert
Benjamin, counsel
of PRC, and representatives ofYoung.

RClr ¥n $1 ^f) at a» Performances ex- | Plus

Sonja Henie & Arthur M. Wirt* present
A New Musical Icetravaganza

STARS

ON

ICE

Evgs. Inel. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly
Filled

HIGH!

Rich mo

$

Harrisburg!
Atlanta!

New

Orleans!

Louis!

m

^

st.

Providence!

Syracuse!
Wilmington!

—and

Reading!

Allentown!

W?\

H

Memphis!

to

Held Over
in its first
nine cities!
"Yank At Eton"
is the latest
release to top the
headlines in
M-G-M's famed
Terrific Twelve!
One big hit
after another
from MetroMayer,
GOLDMINE^

THE

STRY'S
INDU
HIGH!
with Ldmund Gwtnn • Ian Hunter • Freddie
Bartholomew
• Marta
Linden
• Juanita
Quigley
• Alan Mowbray
• Screen Play
by George Oppenheimer, Lionel Houser
and Thomas Phipps
• Original Story by
George
Oppenheimer
• Directed
by
NORMAN
TAUROG
• Produced
by JOHN W. CONS1DINE, Jr. • A
Metro-Goldmine-Mavcr Picture.

Get in the

SCRAP
with a
SCRAP
MATINEE!
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Two-Week Drive for
Scrap Set in N.Y.C.

Philly Exhib. Files
$225,000 Trust Suit

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Warner Brothers Circuit Management Corp., Stanley Company of
America, Vitagraph, Inc., Paramount
Pictures, Inc., RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., Loew's, Inc., 20th Century-Fox,
Columbia, Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., and United Artists, charging
violation of the Sherman anti-trust
act, the Clayton act, and the Robinson-Patman act.
The plaintiff charges that as the
result of the alleged unlawful combinations, agreements, restraints,
and conspiracies described in the
complaint, the value of the Lawndale has been reduced, the rental
value of the house has been reduced,
the reputation of the house has been
damaged, the market for sale or
rental has been depreciated, the
patronage of the public has been
greatly reduced, the ability of the
theater to demand a profitable admission price has been affected, and
the ability of the theater to profitably bargain for the exhibition of
film in a free, competitive, and untrammeled market has been denied.
The bill of complaint charges that
the defendants, Warners, conspired
to deteriorate the Lawndale, which
it had under lease until 1937, so that
the value of the house would be destroyed, in favor of its own Oxford,
nearby.
The usual injunctions, plus $225,000 triple damages, under the Clayton acts, are asked, plus costs.
H. M. Ball is attorney for the
plaintiff.

Seven Arbitration Cases
Docketed in September
Seven demands for arbitration
were recorded with the motion picture tribunals of the American Arbitration Association during September, not counting one other filed this
week in Cleveland but not yet docketed in New York. Cases were filed
in Memphis, Buffalo, Albany, New
York City, Des Moines and Cleveland.
Nine awards, including a corrected
award in St. Louis, were made during the month. Five appeals were
filed and the appeal board issued
three decisions.

Could the Yankees Do Otherwise?
•

•

•

EXCITEMENT attending the World Series is giving added

momentum to the consistently heavy biz "Pride of the Yankees" is doing
'round the land
Locally, the great Goldwyn-RKOpus keeps packing 'em into the Astor
Reason why John Q.. the Missus and the
kids are plunking down their valued dough to the tune oi a $1.10 top
these days is not that the pic deals with the so-called "national pastime"
Baseball is a bit presumptuous anyway in using the latter phrase
It has considerably less right, in fact, to adopt the label than the
movies have
Actually what the public buys in "Pride of the
Yankees" is gilt-edge screen entertainment
That entertainment, as
Goldwyn has fashioned it in this specific instance, comprises dynamic
action, high inspiration, exquisite romance, and rare human-interest
values
Momentum the World Series is imparting is just that extra
push
. Exhibitors will find that this feature will pile-up for them rich
"gates" even when the hot-stove league days come along
Reaction
of the Astor audiences demonstrates the wisdom of Disney in making
the side-splitting and hugely appropriate short, "How To Play Baseball,"
to tag along with "Pride of the Yankees" like a contrasting, colorful
caboose follows a majestic, fast freight
T
T
▼
• ••//' our newsreel gents have nothing to file on the subject
of "fabulous futility," we offer this quote from a Philadelphia dispatch
via AP: "Danny Litwhiler of the last place Phils set a new major
league fielding record for outfielders by playing the entire season without making an error". ...
• The guy who said it takes all kinds of
people to make up a world was absolutely right
A thought which
stems from the observation by the learned head of the English department of a leading Eastern university the other day before a sophomore
class

Quote: "The movies?
There is no excuse for the movies"
Write your own comment
▼
T
T
• • • HENRY REEVE, prexy of Texas Theater Owners, Inc., and
director of the Mission Theater in Menard, Tex., comes right out boldly

and commendably to lodge a protest against "present Government policy
of futile censorship that is stifling the full power of our screens to reach
the American people" and thus acquaint us, of the home front, fully
and realistically with the war, and the part our boys are playing in its
prosecution
He cites that the only picture which does this to date
is "The Battle of Midway"
Despite the fact that theaters are playing
a mighty role via selling Bonds and running patriotic shorts, etc.. Reeve
points out that, given the tools (specifically frank war pix), our people,
via the screen, can be made to realize what this war means
Phil
M. suggests that Reeve's "An Open Letter to Uncle Sam" be perused
by Washington
Capitol solons may not agree with everything the
epistle says, but it's clear, red-blooded thinking and writing
T
T
T
• • • IN collaboration with Metro, Coty Fifth Avenue will hold
on Tuesday afternoon a preview of a unique exhibit of Fine Arts of
the Cinema, featuring a group of life masks of outstanding stars of today. ... • Edwin Raffile, on the Connecticut MPTO exec, board,
is West Haven Republican Town Committee chairman for the fourth

Alice
Joyce
Jack
Merserea
Joseph Cotren
Larry Simms
G. Keva Marcus

consecutive term. ...
• Perusal of pressbooks reveals "honeys" for
Paramount's "Wake Island" and Republic's "Flying Tigers"
There
must be something about operations in that section of the world which
inspires the promotional lads. ...
• Radio City Music Hall treats
the soldiers right
When sale of seats must be temporarily stopped
because house and lobby are jammed, soldiers and sailors who are waiting in line are escorted to the front and persmitted to buy tickets immediately, thus saving many an AWOL

month of October. The national
capaign in 15,000 theaters begins today and spans October.
Free scrap matinees, children's
parades
Saturdaymeans
morning
sh^"^
and everyfor possible
of gel
scrap will be utilized by the nicu
area houses. A committee composed
of Fred Schwartz, chairman; Irving
Lesser, Maj. L. E. Thompson, Eddie
Dowden, Dave Weinstock, Harry
Lowenstein, Julius Joelson, Herman
Starr, Eddie Rugoff, Don Jacocks,
Manny Frisch, Charles Moses and
Bernard Leventhal was appointed by
Sam Rinzler, chairman of the New
York City branch of the WAC to
work out the details for the twoweek drive. This committee will
meet today to formulate the overall program.
Rowell Fisher, assistant executive
secretary of the New York office of
the WPB addressed the exhibitors,
and assured them that every bit of
scrap the theaters collected would be
picked up and carted away so that
scrap piles would not be a burden
on anyone. Harry Brandt and William White told of past successful
drives their theaters had conducted.
Irving Lesser, of the Roxy, explained
that the Broadway houses were in
a little different category from the
nabes, and would use their screens
and lobbies to advertise the drive.
Morris Kravitz, business agent of
local 306, IATSE, and Corp. Izzy
Schwartz, member of the executive
board of 306, represented the labor
unions at the meeting. Representatives of 306 and No. 1 will meet with
a special committee composed of Major Thompson, C. C. Moskowitz and
Harry Brandt to co-ordinate all war
activity drives, special events and
all other issues that may come up
in the war effort.
Among those at the meeting were:
Arthur Mayer, Harry Goldberg, Herman Gluckman, Harry Brandt, Leopold Storch, W. B. England, Al Waroff, Martin Levine, Harry Lowenstein, Al Reid, Si Fabian, Sam Rosen,
Sam Morris, Izzy Schwartz, Morris
Kravitz, Freddie Schwartz, Nathan
Moll, Ernie Emmerling, Ben Resnic,
Frank Cronin, Leif Jorgensborg, R.
E. Fisher, A. B. Johnson, Sam Rinzler, Julius Joelson, Dave Weinstock,
Chas. Moses, Barney Schoenbach,
Bernie Leventhal, Mannie Frisch,
Norman Elson, Miles Rosen, Irving
Lesser, Leonard Goldenson. Eddie
Dowden.

Ansell to Head Scrap
Campaign in St. Louis

St. Louis — Hundred and ten film
theaters in St. Louis city and county
will launch a scrap drive on Oct. 5
with Joseph C. Ansell of the Ansell
Bros, circuit heading the special
campaign committee.
F & M theaters here recently collected 750,000 pounds of scrap metal
and 60,000 pounds of scrap rubber,
with sale proceeds going to the USO.
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WAC

Leaders Jubilant at Hitting Drive Goal

Last Minute Rally Adds
$3,000,000 in Sales at
Madison Square Garden

DRIVE "AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS"

Harold M. Graves, assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury, here to repre(Continued from Page 1)
sent Secretary Morgenthau at the War Bond drive finale in Madison Square
the Garden that a message from the Garden, issued the following statement early today to the trade press:
7. qtary stated that the September
But regardless of the final figures the
"Thirty days ago, I had the pleasure of
\ # Bond sale quota of $775,000,month is regarded by the Treasury as an
witnessing the launching of the motion pic300 had been met.
oustanding success. The Bond-buying urge
ture industry's September Bond-selling
has been stimulated in America as never
drive. The stars and other representatives
The scene in Madison Square Garof the Hollywood Victory Committee and
before. Multitudes in public squares, audiden, where the Army Emergency Rethe War Activities Committee, gathered in
toriums and factories have had their underWashington, put on a great show — and
standing of the war quickened and dramalief show gave way to the Bondbeneath that show, which was aimed at the
tized. There has been a tremendous growth
rally at 15 minutes to midnight was
of interest in the 10 per cent payroll deducpublic, I detected an earnestness of purmemorable. It is estimated that
tion plan; factory after factory has reportpose and a patriotic zeal that I knew promaround $3,000,000 was subscribed at
ed going over the quota following visits
ised well for the industry's effort to aid
the Treasury.
of the movie people.
the Garden.
"Tonight at Madison Square Garden, I
"September is ordinarily a bad Bond-sellwitnessed the finale of the drive. And
On the platform for the last
ing month — one of the worst of the year,
that same fire was burning; those same
because of income tax payments and other
"pitch" were such stars as Dorothy
obstacles. Yet total sales in terms of cost
people were carrying on. trying to get the
Lamour, Edward Arnold, Patricia
price exceeded $700,000,000 at the close
last Bond-dollar, fighting to the last minute
of business on Tuesday the 29th, and may
Morison, Constance Bennett, Veronto reach the monthly quota, and demonwell reach the goal of $775,000,000, or the
ica Lake, Ritz Brothers, Myrna Loy,
strating the industry's intention to keep
up the fight until the war is won. It was
industry's own quota of $1,000,000,000 in
Joan Blondell, Lili Damita, William
Bonds expressed in terms of maturity value
really as thrilling as any fictional movie
Gargan, Paulette Goddard, Carol
I have ever seen.
by the time the Treasury's books are closed
Bruce, Joan Fontaine.
for the month. Obviously the motion pic"Between September 1st and tonight, we
at the Treasury have followed closely the
ture industry gave a spark to the SepGraves presented the stars with
tempber drive which has fired the selling of
efforts of the stars, the exhibitors, the
many million more Bonds than might otherletters of appreciation from Secretheaters, the producers, the newsreels — all
branches
of
the
motion
picture
industry.
wise have been expected — and of course
tary Morgenthau for the work done
All took their responsibilities so seriously,
the additional millions in payroll deducin the drive.
tions pledged to the stars will continue to
so earnestly, that they reminded me more
of soldiers fighting in a great cause than
buy planes, tanks, guns and bullets each
While there is great confidence
of the so-called glamour people of a makeamong WAC leaders that the drive
and every month until the war is won."
believe
industry.
magnificent. At this moment we do not yet
has attained the goal, the actual
know whether the quota has been reached.
"And as for the results, they have been
figures available yesterday showed
that Sept. 29 sales were $27,477,000 Grew Associates Adding
Research Council Okays
and the 29 days' total was $727,SMPE Change-Over Stand
500,000, leaving around $62,000,000 Department for Radio
(Continued from Page 1)
to pourThere
in through
the final
sales.
seems little
doubt day's
that
A radio department has been added
more than that amount will squeeze to the Grew Associates, headed by ed in any mechanical changeover to
conserve raw stock, but declined to
through, and wind up the drive in a Agnes Grew who will supervise the comment on recommendation that
dramatic upsurge that will spell suc- new department. Tom Collins will
proposed new systems be thoroughcess where only failure was prebe in charge of the script departly tested by neutral engineer comdicted.
ment. Grew Associates has been es- mittee.
— Get in the Scrap! —
tablished for several years in the
Garrison Finish Marks
field of research and has made exten- PRC Sets New Record
End of State Bond Drive
sive surveys on entertainment
Giving rise to the hope that New through
Women's Institute of For Deals With Circuits
Audience its
Reactions.
York might reach the Treasury's
PRC reports a new high for circuit
State quota for the month, an avalanche of late buying brought the $108,734,486, as opposed to a state- deals. The Ann Corio-Buster Crabbe
total near the $110,000,000 mark.
wide quota of $125,000,000.
picture "Jungle Siren" has been
State Chairman Max A. Cohen an"It is too early as yet to state booked by the Texas Interstate cirnounced yesterday.
definitely whether our drive has gone
cuit of 150 theaters, the Butterfield
with 115 houses in Michigan
Incomplete returns on sales re- over the top or failed in its goal," circuit
ported to the Federal Reserve Bank Cohen declared. "Certainly, we are and the RKO houses in Greater New
through Tuesday, showed a total of staging a Garrison finish and there York. The Rome circuit in Baltimore is the latest to contract for the
is definite hope that we might make
entire program.
the quota."
"The Mad Monster" and "The
Laughton
Envoys of United Nations
Pulls 88'Filibuster9
Out of Air
Strangler" are now showing in the
Speak for War Bond Drive
Butterfield theaters and "Bombs
Eyes of New Yorkers have seen
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Over Burma" and "Secrets of a Comany feats of endurance, including
the ninth and 10th PRC picWashington — Ignoring diplomatic Ed" are
flagpole-sitters and marathon-danctures in a row to play the new Grand
precedent, envoys and official repreers, but on Tuesday it was their ears
Theater, Chicago first-run.
sentatives
of
the
United
Nations
apwhich brought to them a memorable
— Get in the Scrap! —
peared on the stages of the Capitol
fight against time. Charles Laughton,
and Earle here to make dramatic ap- Grand Rapids Thea. Bldg.
prominent film actor, intermittently
peals to climax the industry-sparked
spent 17 hours on radio station
War Bond drive.
Sold to Long Island City Co.
WEAF, conducting a last minute,
one-man War Bond drive to help
Among those taking part were
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Powers Thethe motion picture industry reach
Lord Halifax, Britain's Ambassador,
ater building has been purchased
its billion dollar goal. New York
Cimon Diamantopoulos, Greek Amnewspapers were so impressed with
bassador, Walter Nash, Minister from from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. by Michigan Estates, Inc.
the Laughton radio effort that they
China, Mexico, Yugoslavia, Canada,
devoted large space to it, and
Dominican Republic, as well as a of Long Island City, N. Y., for approximately $400,000. Powers has
representative from Russia, Nether- been dark since
praised the actor for "pulling no
last Winter. Joseph
lands, Czechoslovakia and others.
punches."
Berger
of
Kalamazoo
and New York
The audience response was excel- heads the Michigan Estates,
Inc.
lent.

N. Y. Circuits Change
Over to Coal Heal
(Continued from Page 1)

volved is the removal of the oilburning unit and its replacement by
a grate, the installation of bins, and
the lining of the furnace with brick.
The time consumed by the work
hasn't been more than a week or
two in the majority of instances.
Any added cost entailed by the use
of coal will not be represented by
any difference between the price of
anthracite and that of oil but rather
by the extra help required by the
operation of a coal furnace, not to
mention the cost of ash removal.
The consensus was that an extra
man might have to be added to the
payroll of each theater.
Some Lack Coal Bin Space
Inquiries revealed that some circuits would not be able to convert
to coal 100 per cent because certain
of their theaters were said to lack
space for bins. The Brandt circuit
was one of those where such a situation was reported to exist.
While the theater operators were
compelled to await their turns to obtain grates and other equipment
needed for the change, they were
said to be encountering little difficulty in having orders filled.
It was disclosed at Loew's that
all of the circuit's houses were now
on coal. Only 14 houses, representper cent in
of the
the circuit's
total,ing about
were20 involved
change.
About two-thirds of the 14 were
said to be already stocked with coal.
A. J. Kirwan, head of the RKO
circuit's purchasing department, said
that the 15 houses which were using
oil had been or were being switched
to coal.
Skouras Theaters Converting
Of the Skouras chain's 70 houses
22 have been burning oil. Jules
Catsiff, head of the purchasing and
maintenance division, reported that
half of the 22 already had been converted to coal, with the other half
in the process of being converted.
He said installations were being
made as fast as equipment was made
available. Catsiff revealed that the
circuit issued orders to place its
houses on coal in May — long before
the Government cracked down.
The Brandt circuit was reported
to be getting estimates on the work
of converting to coal the heating
plants of such of its oil-using theaters as had room for the installation of bins.

New Haven Fix Theaters
Turning to Coal for Heat
New Haven — Loew-Poli and several other houses have stocked up
with coal and ordered coal grates to
prepare for the threatened oil shortage this winter, although few houses
have actually made the conversion
from oil.
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WASHINGTON.

THE

Army War

Show, on

tour since

its

opening in Baltimore last June, has
been doing the biggest business of any
show ever to take to the road. More than
650,000 took it in at Soldiers' Field, Chicago during its eleven-day stay. All receipts
go to Army Emergency Relief ...» The
New York at War films were exhibited here
recently by Grover Whalen for the benefit
of numerous Washington notables, including
Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson,
Senators Claude Pepper and Joe Guffey,
Army and Navy officers, and members of the
State Department . . . • Hamilton Wright,
Jr., is back from the northwest territory
near the Alaskan border where, with a
newsreel cameraman, he made some thrilling pictures showing the construction of
the Alaskan highway. He has asked clearance of film by Army Public Relations office
... • Under the batonship of Joseph
Weil, former Universal exploitation chief,
the American Red Cross is planning some impressive motion pictures for its next national
campaign. Weil may send several units to
war fronts to film "The Red Cross in
Action" . . . • Gasoline and tire rationing,
plus observance of war time adversely affected attendance at many drive-ins during
the past summer. Many theaters reported
declines in receipts up to 75 percent with
the average being 38 percent . . . • According to preliminary reports, all trucks and
cars used by the motion picture industry
come under the jurisdiction of the Office
of Defense Transportation. This will include cars used by staff and free lance
cameramen
representing
newsreels
. . .
Allen Rivkin, M-G-M writer, has gone
with the Hollywood office of the Motion
Picture Division of the Co-ordinator of
Inter-American Affairs. He will work with
Mervyn LeRoy and Jack Chertok, former
director and short subject supervisor for
M-G-M respectively. Rivkin is the author of
the "Ferrying Command," a story of airplane production and delivery to the war
fronts which has part of its locale in
Brazil . . . • Nelson Rockefeller is due
back shortly to go into a huddle with the
President on South American affairs . . .
• Audiences in Chile prefer American
films with heavy drama, comedy and farce
the most popular types.

House Still There
(Just An Oversight)
Nashville — A theater owner here
(name on request) admits that even
a War Bond auction can be carried
too far. An over-enthusiastic auctioneer, after all other available items
had gone under the gavel, put up
the theater's stage flag, which had
cost the management $75, and sold
it. How thorough the auction was
can be gleaned from a further fact:
— a stray cat from a nearby alley
happened along, was put under the
hammer, and brought $400 in War
Bonds!

Titles Set

forom Para.
Pix Bought
Page 1)

nated will be contributed by Hunt
Stromberg, Sol Lesser, David L.
Loew and Albert Lewin, Harry Sherman, Mayfair Productions, the Cinema Guild (the name chosen for the
group of features acquired from
.Paramount), Alexander Korda, Arnold Pressburger, Charles R. Rogers, Noel Coward and Michael Balcon, in addition to Major Roach.
The remaining untitled 13 features, described by the company as
"now in preparation," will come from
David O. Selznick, James Cagney
Prod., Charles Chaplin, Jack Benny,
Edward Small, Gregor Rabinovitch,
and Benedict Bogeaus, it was indicated, although deals with other
leading producers admittedly are being negotiated.
Selznick's UA Status
Addressing the convention, Sears
clarified David O. Selznick's position
in the company as follows :
"It is generally known that Mr.
Selznick is liquidating his assets. I
have not been told what his personal
plans may be, but I do know this:
Mr. Selznick has a contract with
United Artists for 10 pictures. After
he has made five, he has the right
to withdraw. After 10, he becomes
a stockholder. Meanwhile, his stock
is being held for him. He is an
owner-stockholder, and is entitled
to the respect and prestige accruing
hereunder. I can assure you that if
Mr. Selznick makes a picture it will
be distributed by us and by no one
else. In brief, he has a contract and
it's still in force."
Sears left Chicago last night for
Hollywood by plane after the final
session of the convention.
Titles announced, with the producer contributing, follow:
HUNT STROMBERG— "The G-String
Murders," based on Gypsy Rose Lee's novel,
with Barbara Stanwyck in starring role. William Wellman will direct from a screenplay
written by Herman Mankiewicz ; "Dishonored Lady," based on the Katharine Cornell
stage hit, and filmed from a Kettie Fringe
screenplay; "Guest In the House," based on
Broadway's hit, as adapted by James Gunn.

California Drive-In
Award Upheld on Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)

LOEW-LEWIN— W. Somerset Maugham's
"The Moon and Sixpence," directed by Albert Lewin with a cast including George
Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Albert Basserman.
HARRY
SHERMAN— "American Empire," directed by William McGann, with
Richard Dix, Leo Carrillo and Preston Foster; "Silver Queen," co-starring George
Brent and Priscilla Lane, and directed by
Lloyd Bacon; "Buckskin Frontier," starring
Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt and Lola Lane,
based on the Henry Sinclair Drago novel.
MAYFAIRwild
PRODUCTIONS
"Jacare,"in
full-length
animal picture— filmed
the Amazon River Valley, with commentary
by Frank Buck.
THE CINEMA GUILD— "I Married a
Witch," Thorne Smith story co-starring Fredric March and Veronica Lake, and directed
by
Rene Clair;
"Crystal
Ball,"
Paulette
Goddard
and Ray
Milland,
andwith
directed
by
Elliot Nugent; "Young And Willing," based
on "Out of the Frying Pan," starring William Holden, Eddie Bracken, Susan Hayward
and Robert Benchley, and directed and produced by Edward H. Griffith.
KORDA — Alexander Korda will present
"One
of
Our directed
Aircraftf byIs Michael
Missing,"Powell.
Britishmade feature
ARNOLD PRESSBURGER— "Never Surrender," which Fritz Lang will direct ; "Tomorrow Never Comes," cast to be an-

nounced.

CHARLES R. ROGERS— "The Powers
Girl," starring Anne Shirley, Carole Landis,
Alan Mowbray, plus Benny Goodman and
his band, 50 models, with Norman Z.
McLeod directing.
MICHAEL BALCON— "The Foreman
Went to France," with Constance Cummings
and Robert Morley co-starred.
SOL LESSER— "Stage Door Canteen,"
star-studded production based on New York's
iamed service men's club.
NOEL
COWARD—
Which We which
Serve,"is
Twin Cities
(British) "In
production
based upon the career of Lord Louis MountDatten; Coward, who directed, stars.
HALAlan
ROACH—
"The Bobby
Devil With
Hitler,"
with
Mowbray,
Watson,
Joe
Devlin
and George
E. Joe
Stone;
"Fall
In,'
with William
Tracy and
Sawyer,
directed
by Kurt Neumann; "The McGuerins From
Brooklyn," starring William Bendix, anu
Grace Bradley; "Prairie Chickens," introducing Rosemary La Blanche, "Miss America
1941"; "Yanks Ahoy!" with William Tracy,
Marjorie Woodworth and Joe Sawyer; "Taxi,
Mister," which stars William Bendix, Grace
Bradley and Joe Sawyer; "Calaboose," with
Jimmy Rogers and Noah Beery, Jr.; "Thai
Nazty Nuisance," with Bobby Watson, Joe
Devlin, Jean Porter and Johnny Arthur.
HOPALONG CASSIDY SERIES— William Boyd in "Undercover Man," "Lost
Canyon," "Border Patrol," "Leather Burners," "Colt Comrades" and "Hoppy Serves a

Crescent Head Opposed
To Admission Increase
(Continued from Page 1)

Writ." in Tennessee and Kentucky,
chains
is firmly opposed to any advance on
admissions even in the face of increased operating costs.
Complainant, the California Drivein Theaters, Inc., charged that the
Crescent, which controls all Nash63-day clearance which the Major,
ville movies except Loew's, has three
Magnolia and Loma had over the Sun uptown houses charging 20 and 10
Val was unreasonable and asked that plus Federal tax. Paramount and
clearance be fixed at not more than Knickerbocker charge 40 plus tax.
Melrose and Belle Meade, super subthree days Warner
on product
Paramount,
Bros, ofandLoew's,
RKO.
urbans, get 30 plus tax and all other
The arbitrator fixed the clearance at subs are below this level.
28 days.
Crescent theaters in and near
After reviewing the evidence, the Nashville in recent weeks have experienced miserable business for the
appeal
upheld the arbitrator's board
award.
first four days of the week and then
— Get in the Scrap!—
had to hang out the SRO sign nightly
ATS Forum on Wednesday
through the week-ends. Soldiers admitted during the heavy crowds
American Television Society's first
Pall forum will be held on Wednes- sometimes run as high as 40 per
cent
of the total.
day at the Hotel Woodstock.

appeal was filed by the Minor Estate, the intervenor, which operates
the Major, Magnolia and Loma Theaters.

Expect Momand Suit
To Trial on Nov. 9
(Continued from Page 1)

can be concluded by Christmas; if
not, adjournment will be taken until
the first week in January.
setJudge
Oct. 5 Broaddus
as the date
for the ''ad
>al
previously
and estimated it would take six to
10 weeks to complete the case. At
this time an agreement had been
entered into regarding the use of
depositions that had been taken in
the past. Earlier this month D. I.
Johnston, head of the battery of
defense attorneys, refused to agree
to this procedure. Hence the opening of the trial has again been
postponed so that time may be had
for the re-taking of a number of
depositions.
Judge Broaddus at the time informed the litigants in the case that
upon finding the same information
had been obtained that was obtained
in the depositions already taken, he
will require the defendants to pay
the entire cost of taking these depositions, including attorneys' fees.
Legal organization handling the
Momand side of the case at the trial
opening in November will include
George S. Ryan of Boston, Mass.,
C. Ray Smith of Oklahoma City,
Bohanon and Adams of Oklahoma
City and E. C. Stanard of Shawnee.;
Vast amounts of documents havd
been filed by both Momand and thd
defendants as the case has been
before three federal district judges.j
On March 31, August 10 and 20
Momand's attorneys used more thanl
50,000 sheets of paper and employedj ip
threealltoSummer.
five additional stenograph- L(
ers
The defendants have also spent
an estimated $10,000 in auditing Momand's books, securing an order]
from the court to do so, and engaging several CPA's for the job which
lasted throughout the entire Summer.
Case has been pending for nearly
13 years.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Italian Propaganda Film
Distrib. Seized by FBI
(Continued from Page 1)

Jin,,

New York director of the FBI, was
seized yesterday along with 18 other
allegedly dangerous enemy aliens bj
the FBI for a hearing and possible
internment. Foxworth refused to
disclose the identity of the distributor, stating that FBI policy made it
impossible.

STORKS!

to

Pittsburgh— A seven pound
sod
their first child, was born to Mr anL
Mrs. John Zomnir at the AlleghenP'
Hospital here. Father is office mal
ager for Metro's exchange
k
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-- :< Reviews of thc new funis :< :<
"The
with Fred Forest
MacMurray, Rangers"
Paulette Goddard,
Susan Hayward
Paramount
87 Mins.
MIXTURE OF ROMANCE AND ACTION,
SEASONED WITH COMEDY, MAKES THIS
GH2 DIVERSION.
■fcfked out in eye-filling Technicolor
that boosts immeasurably the pictorial stock
of this saga of the Northwest forests, "The
Forest Rangers" holds out to film audiences
the promise of first-rate entertainment
which mixes romance and he-man stuff with
a strong dash of comedy for seasoning.
The film has been endowed with action
most lavishly. The commotion is so constant that there is never any fear of the

"Henry Aldrich,

with Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith
Paramount
72 Mins.
LATEST ADDITION TO SERIES RATES
AS NICE LITTLE NUMBER FOR FAMILY
PATRONAGE.

Editor"

In the neighborhoods where family patronage is heavy this latest entry in the
Henry Aldrich sweepstakes should fare fairly well. While the Aldrich heir's humorous
adventures in this film are just as idiotic as
ever, they succeed nicely in engendering
excitement of the sort that wins the plaudits of unsophisticated audiences, with the
younger element profiting the most.
The film has to do with Henry's trials
as editor of his high school paper. The lad
lands kerplunk in plenty of hot water when
he turns to sensationalism to boost the

picture's losing attention. A series of
forest fires provides most of the excitement of the production. This fact adds
much to the film's interest because it makes
possible many scenes illustrating the methods
used in combating the blazes which every
year destroy thousands of acres of valuable
timber.

sheet's circulation. He becomes acquainted
with John Law when a fire story to which

The chief actors are Fred MacMurray,
Paulette Goddard and Susan Hayward. MacMurray is the chief forest ranger. The
Misses Goddard and Hayward are rivals for
his attentions even after the former wins

suspicious origin. It's his fool's luck that
there actually is a firebug in the case. The
kid blunders upon the discovery by accident.
Thereafter he devotes himself to tracking

he has applied plenty of embroidery backfires. Trie kid faces the problem of having
to explain his reference to the fire as of

"Get Hep to Love"
with Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor
Universal
79 Mins.
PLEASANT LITTLE FAMILY PICTURE
PROVIDES SOME GOOD LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR YOUNG.
Dealing with young people, "Get Hep to
Love" should stand up nicely as an attraction for the family trade. Young people
especially will be attracted to the film,
which directs the major part of its appeal
to the jivin' members of our population.
Associate Producer Bernard W. Burton has
wisely enhanced the film's chances by pouring a dose of the classics into the musical
ferment of the production.
The interest centers in Gloria Jean, who
does quite a bit of excellent warbling. Hers
is an engaging wholesome personality that
clicks heavily with the family groups. Her
songs in "Get Hep to Love" include "Sempre
Libre," from Verdi's "La Traviata"; the everpopular "Drink to Me Only with Thine
Eyes"; "Villanelle," done to English lyrics

by
Ralphby Freed;
with "American"
lyrics
Dolly "Siboney,"
Morse complementing
the
Spanish lines of Ernesto Lecuona, the composer of the piece. The musical contents
of the film include also "Believe Me If All
Those Endearing Young Charms," sung by
down the pyromaniac in order to clear him- Cora Sue Collins, and the Al Hoffmanself.
Several
times
his
amateurish
detecMann Curtis-Jerry Livingston jive ditty,
'the Missus title. Miss Goddard, a sophistitive work causes the police to suspect him
cate strange to the life and ways of the
"Let's Hitch a Horsie to the Automobile,"
forest country, is required to take a lot of being the firebug. When Henry, at risk rendered by Peggy Ryan.
of digs from Miss Hayward, who runs a of death in a blazing building, brings about
Miss Jean appears as a concert prodigy
the arrest of the villain with the burning
who runs away from her mercenary aunt in
•lumber mill, before she proves that she
passion, he has the pleasure of enjoying the search of a little fun. She finds happiness
' "belongs."
last laugh.
in the home of a young married couple
The villainy in the film is handled by
Jimmy Lydon again plays Henry Aldrich
' Regis Toomey with the assistance of Albert with a naivete that borders on the stupid (Robert Paige, Jane Frazee), who fall for
Dekker, a business rival of Miss Hayward's. even if it does add to the humorous side of the girl's story that she is a foundling. In
'Toomey, an aviator engaged on a contract the character. In spite of this, the youth an ensuing court battle it develops that
Gloria's aunt has no legal claim on her.
■ basis to direct the forest rangers from the
air in their fire-fighting activities, is re- gives a good account of himself. Charles That leaves the girl free to accept Paige
doing an encore as Henry's bosom and Miss Frazee as her guardians. An
]sponsble for the blazes, set by him to col- Smith,
Meet for extra flyng time. He gives Mac- pal, is first-rate. The lads get nice support amusing romance between Gloria and Donald O'Connor has been worked into the story
Murray a hectic time of it before he is un- from Rita Quigley. John Litel, Oliver Blamasked. His end comes spectacularly in keney, Charles Halton, Vaughn Glaser, to increase the film's hold on the young
Maude
Eburne, Francis Pierlot.
folk.
'the fire which provides the climax of the
The
screenplay
of
Muriel
Roy
Bolton
and
film.
Jay Dratler compounded the screenplay
Val Burton is packed with comedy and from an original by M. M. Musselman. With
The acting is a great asset to the film.
While MacMurray and the Goddard and human interest stuff. Hugh Bennett's di- the aid of director Charles Lamont he has
rection iscapable. Sol C. Siegel produced
managed to make "Get Hep to Love" an
' Hayward gals are excellent, it is Lynne the film, on which Jules Schermer served as extremely
lively picture with a generous
"Overman who makes the most vivid impres- associate producer.
sion, his role as a handyman around the
quantity of humor.
CAST: Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith, Rita
ranger station giving him a generous opporMiss Jean and O'Connor receive good
tunity to display his comedic talents. Some Quigley, John Litel, Olive Blakeney, Charles support from Miss Frazee, Paige, Miss
of the others whose work is meritorious are Halton, Vaughn Glaser, Maude Eburne, Ryan, Edith Barrett, Miss Collins, Nana
Toomey, Dekker, Eugene Pallette, James Francis Pierlot, Cliff Clark, Oscar O'Shea, Bryant and others.
Brown, Clem Bevans, Rod Cameron, Sarah Edgar Dearing, Billy Wayne, Walter FenCAST:
Gloria
Jean,Paige,
DonaldPeggy
O'Connor,
ner.
Edwards.
Jane
Frazee,
Robert
Ryan,
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Asso- Edith Barrett, Cora Sue Collins, Nana Bryant,
The picture represents an astute producciate Producer, Jules Schermer; Director, Irving Bacon, John Abbott, Millard Mitchell,
tion job by Robert Sisk.
The direction of
[George
Marshall is fast and vigorous and Hugh Bennett; Screenplay, Muriel Roy BolTim Ryan, Douglas Scott, Jivin' Jacks and
the screenplay of Harold Shumate skillfluly
ton, Val Burton; Film Editor, Everett Doug- Jills.
I aimed at the popular taste. Thelma Strabel
las; Art Directors; Hans Dreier, Franz
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bernard
.did the original.
Charles Lang merits a Bachelin; Cameraman, Henry Sharp.
W. Burton; Director, Charles Lamont
DIRECTION, Capable. PHOTOGRAPHY,
J nod for the excellence of the camera work. Good.
Screenplay,
Jay Dratler; Based on original
William V. Skall obtained some good effects
by M. M. Musselman; Cameraman, L. W.
[ with his color camera.
O'Connell; Art Director, Jack Otterson;
Will
Dine
200
Service
Men
CAST: Fred MacMurray, Paulette GodMusical Director, Charles Previh.
! dard, Susan Hayward, Albert Dekker, Lynne
Lambs Servicemen's Morale Corps
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
t Overman, Eugene Pallette, Regis Toomey, will entertain 200 of our boys in the
Good.
James Brown, Clem Bevans, Rod Cameron, armed forces tonight at a dinner
Sarah Edwards, Chester Clute, Kenneth Grif- sponsored by the Catholic Actors
fith, Keith Richards, William Cabanne, Guild. The place will be the Lambs Abel Collapses On Bond Tour
• Jimmy Conlin.
Idaho Falls, Ida.— Walter Abel
Club. Gene Buck will preside.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert
one of Hollywood stars touring for
r Sisk; Director. George Marshall; Screenplay, Harold Shumate; Based on Story by
Thelma Strabel; Film Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hed-

rick;
Cameraman,
Charles
Lang;
Color
Cameraman, William V. Skall.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

the War Bond sales drive, collapsed
here on the stage during a Bond
rally, and was taken to a hospital.
His tour was cancelled.

"Top Sergeant"

with Don Terry, Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine
Universal
66 Mins.
BLEND OF MELODRAMA AND ARMY
LIFE IS RATED AS FAST AND SUSPENSEFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
Melodrama enters the army in "Top
Sergeant" and gives a pretty good account
f itself to the enjoyment of neighborhood
udiences, which will find a generous leaven
of comedy as a further inducement to leave
their money at the box office. The army
maneuvers which figure heavily in the action will add materially to the topical interest of the picture.
The top sergeant of the title is played
by Don Terry, who has taken upon himself
the job of ferreting out a gangster who
has taken refuge in the army. Two oldtimers, Leo Carrillo and Andy Devine, try
to help Terry dig out the criminal, but
only prove a handicap. But, while they
may not prove much of a help to Terry, they
do give sterling accounts of themselves
as a couple of laugh artists.
The game of wits between Terry and the
gangster generates considerable suspense
and certainly a lot of action. By the time
the thug has been rounded up the audience knows it has been through an exciting
experience.
The film was directed by Christy Cabanne
with competence from a lively and wellfashioned screenplay by Maxwell Shane and
Griffin Jay, who worked from an original
by Larry Rhine and Ben Chapman under the
producer eye of Ben Pivar.
The acting is more than capable, with
Terry, Carrillo and Devine easily the standouts. Some others who lend their talents
favorably to the film are Elyse Knox, Don
Porter,
Richard Davies, Addison Richards,
Bradley Page.
CAST: Don Terry, Leo Carrillo, Andy
Devine, Elyse Knox, Don Porter, Richard
Davies, Addison Richards, Bradley Page,
Gene Garrick, Alan Hale, Jr., Roy Harris, Emmett Vogan.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
Director, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Maxwell Shane, Griffin Jay; Based on Original
by Larry Rhine, Ben Chapman; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Film Editor, Milton Carruth; Musical
Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Warner Drive Winners
Get War Bond Prizes
As victors for this territory in
the Vitagraph Victory Campaign
sales drive which ended last month,
pi'srht members of the sales force in
Warners New York exchange yesterday were awarded their prizes in
the form of War Bonds. Winners
included Leo Jacobi, who was recently promoted to branch manaerer;
Harry Decker, Joe Vergesslich,
Georg-e Waldman, Wally Howes,
George Walsh. Gus Solomon and Irving Rothenberg.
—Get in the Scrap! —

George Kirby Under Knife

Cincinnati — George Kirby, Republic branch manager, operated on at
covering.Hospital here, is reported reHolmes

You Were Never Lovelier
has JEROME KERN'S
Greatest Score Since "Show Boat"!
re^
fa Vununed everywhe
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SEPT. WAR BOND DRIVETOTAl $838^250,000
Single Bills Favored
in Survey of Twelve States
Editorial
Saving of Almost 3.000
Operating Hours Weekly
Seen by 551 Pix Houses

Of 896 theaters participating in a
poll on double or single feature preferences, 551 houses claimed that they
•would save almost 3,000 running
hours per week by reverting to a
single feature policy. The poll was
conducted by Allied Theaters of Illinois in 12 states and, according to
the results, a decided preference for
single bills was expressed.
The reduction in running hours,
the report declared, bears out the
(.Continued on Page 4)
— Scrap the Axis! —

Lauds Industry's
'Good Neighbor' Job
By VAN BEUHEN DeVRIES
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — The motion picture
industry is doing an outstanding job
in promoting the good neighbor policy and counteracting Axis propaganda in Latin- America, Nelson
Rockefeller, Co-ordinator of InterAmerican Affairs told a press conference here yesterday
upon
his
(Continued

on

Page

New York State Rolls Up $5,000,000 Over Its Quota
Of $125,000,000; Secretary Morgenthau Pays Tribute to
Industry for Its Unselfish Work for the Drive

New Faces
. . . metro has 'em
=

By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

kyJETRO admittedly doesn't need to be
■"' told by this sidelines commentator
that it has a box office honey in its
nostalgic bitter-sweet saga of vaudeville,
"For Me and My Gal," for the Judy Garland starrer generally has received the accolade form experienced trade reviewers
and from picture-wise showmen who caught
it at the screenings.
It's a safe bet, too, that the judgment
so rendered will be substantiated by the
extended playing time and the heavy grosses
that will come along in due course. On
merit, it rates a long stay on the Main
Stem here .... and it will mop up as
well
tions. in the smallest of the country's juncTAKING the ball from that point, a cou' pie of remarks upon what Metro has
done in "For Me and My Gal" may rate
(Continued on Page 2)
—Scrap the Axis! —

Portland, Seattle
Admissions Tilted

11)

— Scrap Hie Axis! —

G. A. Matthews Appointed
WB Winnipeg Manager
Toronto — Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of Vitagraph, Ltd., has promoted Greydon A. Matthews to succeed the late Louis Geller as Winnipeg branch manager.
Matthews, who served for some
(Continued on Page 4)

Water Always Was. . .
The Place For Sales
New Haven— Earl Wright, on harbor patrol for the Coast Guard Auxiliary, had occasion to stop a disgruntled owner of a pleasure boat.
By the time Earl finished explaining
wartime duties, he had sold the boatowner two $50 War Bonds.

Sales of War Bonds and Stamps during the September drive
totalled $838,250,000, well over the $775,000,000 quota, Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., announced last
night. The $838,250,000 represents
considerable more than a billion dollars worth in maturity value.
The "Make it a billion" slogan of
the War Activities Committee has
become a reality. The total figure
includes sales amounting to $120,In a statement last night Will H. 645,000 covered by last minute telegraphic reports of cash deposited in
Hays, MPPDA president, issued the the 12 Federal Reserve Banks.
following statement on the War
September
was the first time in
(Continued on Page 3)
Bond drive, paying tribute to the
public, the press and the radio as
— Scrap the Axis! —
well as the film industry:

Hays Lauds Public,
Press, Radio in Drive

Boston Theater Biz
Hits All-Time High

"The motion picture industry's assignment by the Secretary of the
Treasury to assist in the sale of
War Bonds in September was accepted both as a welcome responsibility and as a further opportunity
Boston — This will be biggest b.o.
for special service.
"The industry's ability to attain week in Boston film history on the
basis of figures already compiled
its designated
objective
was
made
(Continued on Page 3)
covering attendance during the first
—Scrap the Axis!—
half of week. Every theate1* in the
Hub, it is indicated, will exceed all
Urge Idle Film Workers
previous records.
To Take Defense Jobs
Crisp (Continued
fall weather,
absence
of
on Page 4)
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Portland, Ore.— This city's firstHollywood — Unemployment of morun houses have made another adtion picture workers who are receivvance in admission prices, with 40c
ing state unemployment benefits but
until 1 p.m.. 50c one to 5 p.m., and 65c refuse to take defense jobs are a
nights. Special students tickets, problem, according to R. G. Wagewhen accompanied by identification net, director of the State Department
(Continued

on Page

11)

(Continued

Selznick Sells GWTW

on

Page

11)

Share

— Scrap the Axis! —

Harry Bryman Appointed
M-G-M's Havana Manager
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Harry Bryman, former
M-G-M
manager
in Montevideo,
(Continued on Page 4)

Mobile Theaters to
Fight 10% City Tax

Jock Whitney Is Reported Paying $900,000
Jock Whitney interests have purchased David O. Selznick's share in
"Gone With the Wind" for a reported price of $900,000. Under
Havana (By Air Mail— Passed by Selznick's deal with M-G-M, the distributing company retained 50 per
Censor) — Ban on the March of
Time's "The Argentine Question" on cent of the gross, while 25 per cent
went
to
Selznick
and 25 per cent to
the grounds it is pro-Nazi and antiwarlike has been urged upon the Whitney. Selznick now has no further financial interest in the picture.
government by Dr. A . Martinez
To date, Selznick is reported to
Azcue, member of the Cuban Film
(Continued on Page 11)

Cuban Censor's Charges
"Fantastic," Says M of T

(Continued on Page 4)

^

^

Df C UP THAT

SCRAP!— TAKE

A RAP AT THE SAP!— AVENGE

PEARL

Mobile, Ala.— Officials of Paramount-Richards circuit, operators of
the Saenger and affiliated theaters,
will send a delegation to protest
a proposed 10 per cent amusement
tax when the City Commission meets
for a vote.
Meanwhile, the theater operators
are running trailers asking patrons
to sign a petition against the proposed tax.
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Gov't Charges Petrillo
Would Be Music Arbiter
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Chicago — In a petition filed by the
space and exhib. cogitation. For instance, Government before Federal Judge
ROSS LANDESMAN
of Mort
you hear a lot these days from theater John P. Barnes supporting its con- department
at Warners home
office Blumenstock'
leaves Mon
tention that the AFM and its presi- day for the Coast, where he will join the studio
operators
about onthat
dent, James C. Petrillo, should be publicity department under Alex Evelove.
for new faces
the need
screen.(it's perennial)
BEN HECHT is New York-bound from th
enjoined from banning recorded muOkay, in "For Me and My Gal" Metro
sic, Petrillo was charged with aim- Coast.
gives the nod to a quartet — Gene Kelly,
JANE WITHERS leaves Hollywood on Monday
ing to be the arbiter of what music
snapped up by Metro on the basis of his the public should hear.
land.a six-week Bond selling tour of New Eng
on
Broadway performance in "Leave It to Me";
The National Ass'n of BroadcastRichard Quine, who made his pic bow in
CONSTANCE
BENNETT
is at the \
f
ers was permitted to file a petition Astoria.
"Babes on Broadway" after stage and radio in the anti-trust suit as "friend of
— Scrap the Axis! —
experience; Marta Eggerth, from the Con- the court" over the protests of AFM
tinental and English screen via the Broad- counsel.
80-City Distrib. Setup
way musical, "Higher and Higher," and
petition seeking dismissal For OWI 16 mm. Pictures
Keenan Wynn of the stage Wynns, making of AFM's
the action called the complaint
his first screen appearance.
"an imposition of involuntary servi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL\
For the record, it might be interpolated
tude and a violation of its constiHollywood— The OWI
has pre
tutional right to arbitrate labor dis- pared an expanded program for the
that "For Me and My Gal" was a valuable
story property, packing a hefty dramatic
distribution of 16 mm. pictures de
and romantic wallop. So it took producer
— Scrap the Axis! —
signed for morale purposes through
courage to, among other things, toss the Cuban
Exhibitors Elect
a network of distributors in about
male lead to a stage show dancer. But
80 cities throughout the country.
Fernando
Gonzalez
Prexy
that courage happened to have been underThe pictures, designed to be shown
written by what assays as producer sensiin factories, schools and other cent
putes."
tivity, afaculty firmly entrenched in Culver
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by ers, are being made by Hollywood
City. And, per schedule, the results are Censor) — The National Union of
exceedingly happy.
Exhibitors has elected these officers: camera crews and a special film unit
organized originally by the OEM.
Fernando Gonzalez, president; Edel— Scrap the Axis! —
j/ELLY clicks emphatically, and not as a berto de Carrera, of the Circuit of
"^ dancer alone. He has personality. He can Carrera, vice-president; Doctor Os- Republic and Autry
act. And he is photogenic. Given the
car Tariche, secretary; Enrique Vaz- Not Financing Rodeos
right roles, the proper build-up (and you
quez, treasurer; Celestino Diaz, vicecan count on Metro to see to both), and treasurer; directors: Francisco Solis,
Jose Valcarce, Ernesto P. Smith, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
he's definitely "in."
Hollywood — Moe J. Siegel of Re
Oscar Freixas, Constantino Rey,
Quine and Wynn have lesser opportuniManuel Lopez Toca, Faustino Rod- public
characterizes
as "pure
ties, but they'll be heard from. Which
all reports
that Republic
and bunk'
Gene
applies equally as well to Miss Eggerth
riguez, Ambrosio Guanche, Dr. Carlos Autry are interested in financing
Bota, Manolo Trillo, Rogelio Estrada
who possesses that certain something. She's and Santiago Rey.
rodeos.
as luscious an import as ever has come from
Hungary.
Siegel further stated that the
—Scrap the Axis! —
world championship rodeo starting
So don't worry too much about new star
at Madison Square Garden Oct
Governing Board
material. Metro has four candidates in New
was organized and will be directed
this picture alone .... and, take the stu- Of M. P. Arts & Sciences
by Major Dibbles, vice-president of
dios' word for it, there are 36 more in
Madison Square Garden, and that
Culver City.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Roy isRogers'
as guest
with the appearance
recommendation
and
P.S. Judy Garland tops her past perHollywood — Academy of Motion star
formances inthis one. And Busby Berkeley
rates five or six bows a la the old Palace
for his direction.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Technicolor Postpones
Dividend Payment to Dec.

Technicolor's board of directors
yesterday postponed the quarterly
dividend payment until December
because the effect of the WPB conservation order, new tax law and
the loss of technicians to the armed
— Scrap the Axis! —
forces on the company's volume and
profit is not determinable at this
Briggs Honored on Coast
time.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Dr. Herbert Kalmus, president and
Hollywood ' — A cocktail party in
honor of O. Henry Briggs, president general manager, said following the
meeting that the mid-year slump in
of PRC, who has arrived in town volume
had now been converted into
from New York City, will be given
by Leon Fromkess, production head, a current demand beyond the capacity of Technicolor to handle.
at the Vine St. Brown Derby this
—Scrap the Axis!—
afternoon. PRC producers and members of the press will attend.

NEW YORK
Monogram
Picts. ...
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

101 i/g 101% 101 i/g +
i/g
CURB
MARKET
1
1
1
+1-16

— Scrap the Axis! —

Ted Levy Chi. Collarites' Sec.

Chicago — Ted Levy of Warners'
"Navy
exchange was named temporary secWest CoastComes
Bureau Through"
of THE FILMDebut
DAILY
retary of the newly organized white
Hollywood — RKO Radio's "The collar workers. Union Local F-45
Navy Comes Through" will have its reported that ushers and other unorworld premiere on Navy Day, Oct.
ganized theater employes may be or27, at the Navy's new theater at
ganized by the
AFL. is Ancalled
ushers'
the Treasure Island naval base, San organization
meeting
for
next week.
Francisco.

Picture Arts and Sciences' new board
of governors comprises: Actors —
Edward Arnold, Charles Coburn,
Donald Crisp; Directors — Frank Capra, Frank Lloyd, George Stevens;
Producers — Walt Disney, Y. Frank
Freeman, Edward J. Mannix; Writers— Charles Brackett, Mary C. McCall, Jr., Lamar Trotti; Science
Branches — Farciot Edouart, Douglas
Shearer, Ray Wilkinson.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Welles Presides, Chaplin
Speaks, at 2nd Front Meet

full approval of Republic Studios.

*|8^
— Scrap the Axis! —

Chi. Censors Pink Two
Chicago — The censor board exam
ined in September 79 films with 439,000 feet, made 10 cuts and pinked!
two pictures, Warners'
"Mummy's!
Foot" and Paramount's "Glass Key.'

Charles Chaplin will be one of the
speakers at a meeting on a second
front to be held at Carnegie Hall
the evening of Oct. 16 under the
sponsorship
of theOrson
Artist's
Frontwill
to
Win
the War.
Welles
«

preside. Chaplin is honorary chairman of the group.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Wanger to Star Diana Barrymore
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Wanger will
star Diana Barrymore in "The
WAFS," his next production for
Universal following "We've Never
Been Licked." Story deals with the
Women's Auxiliary Ferrying SquadI ron.
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Hays Lauds Public,
Press, Radio in Drive

War Bond Drive's
Total $838,250,000
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

five months that the Treasury Department's quota for War Bond sales
was realized.

possible by the generous co-operation of the public, the press and the
radio, and by the co-ordination of all
branches of the industry which
moved forward together in solid
front. Artist and artisan, employer
and employe, everyone in exhibition,
distribution and production from the
youngest recruit to the most experitiring help.
enced
veteran, gave utmost and un-

|[;

Secretary Morgenthau in a statem«Tk said that the September drive

: ir." 'ftch the motion picture industry
played such a prominent part was
an outstanding success.
The SecreI tary expressed
particular
satisfaction with the steady growth of the
I payroll savings plan, pointing out
(4 that an additional million workers
k signed up for the plan in SeptemL ber, while the percentage of payroll
U invested rose from 7.2 per cent in
August to 8 per cent in September.
Payroll Saving Plan Grows
Commenting on the fact that Sep[.- tember had been anticipated as a
bad Bond-selling month because of
income tax payments, etc., the Secretary paid tribute to the continued
aid from labor and the retailers.
"But the greatest impetus of
all," continued Secretary
MorII genthau, "came from the scores
of motion picture stars appearej ing at Bond rallies in more than
300 cities, and through the thouF sands of theaters
which
sold
B
War Bonds at regular and special performances.
These War
Bond rallies not only stimulated
E
sales in excess of the quota but
produced
millions
of dollars
I in intensified payroll savings
I among
the employes
of shipyards, airplane factories
and
hundreds
of other
industries,
large and small.
"I would be remiss if I did not
express
special thanks
to all
those in the motion picture industry— the theater owners, the
•T stars, the producers, the theater
rr employes and in fact everyone
in the industry who worked so
E
unselfishly in September to make
the month's
War Bond
record
a success."
New York State's Record
While
national
figures for the
September
Bond
drive sparked
by
, the film industry were still incomplete late last night, it was an( nounced here by Col Richard C. Patterson, Jr., chairman of the Treas, ury's New York War Savings Staff
jthat the State's $125,000,000
goal
nad been exceeded by at least $5,)00,000.
With New York state representing
about 16 per cent of the national
Bond sales total, Colonel Patterson's
mnouncement of the splendid results
achieved by Max A. Cohen's state
setup encouraged WAC national
irive officials to optimistic predictions that the national quota of
5775,000,000 had been surpassed.
Jast-day landslide of Bond purihases was reported.
Colonel Patterson, remarking that
;he official figures will probably show
nore Bond sales on Sept. 30 than

• • • BOB O'DONNELL of Interstate arrived in Hollywood with
this one: ..... A few days ago, O. Henry Briggs bought 10 tickets in
connection with the "Turtle Derby" run to swell the funds of the Dallas
Variety Club
Bob named the turtles after 10 PRC pix and. oddly
enough, "A Yank in Libya" won the competition, — and enough dough
to allow Briggs to recoup on his original investment. . . • Victor Henri
Miller, former musical director at Loews

State, Syracuse, will play his

new piano concerto, "Manhattan Panorama," with Eddy Brown's ork
over WQXR at 9:30 p.m. on Monday. ... • With production of his
latest Puppetoon for Paramount just under way, George Pal announces
that nine of his staff are off to the various Army camps
Those leaving are Dale Tholen, Ray HaTryhausen, Herb Price and Allen Hamm,
animators; Jimmy Stone and Stuart O'Brien, set-up men; Leo Barkume and
Bob Larson, production men; and William Eddison of the music dept. . . .
• Among the women aiding Mrs. Herbert H. Lehman and Mrs. Rogers
W. Straus, honorary chairman and executive chairman, respectively, of
the women's division of the forthcoming "Night of Stars," are Mrs. Leo
Spitz and Mrs. Hal Home

▼

T

T

• • • WHOLEHEARTED
support of major film companies,
theater organizations, music companies, and leading business men
affiliated with filmland, is being given to the Third Annual Year Book
being published by Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, in connection with its
-/ieat the Band" theater party to be held Oct. 13 at the 16th St. Theater, it was announced yesterday by Irving H. Greenfield, president
of the Lodge
Event will be a preview showing of the new George
Abbott musical
A good selection of tickets may still be secured
from the office of Bernard Goodman at Warner Bros

"The only competition was who
best could serve, who most could
give, and everyone in the industry is
full of appreciation to all in the industry for what each has done.
"The determination of the industry to give its greatest possible aid
to its country at war did not begin
in September, and will not end in
September.
"The industry's contribution was
not made separately or apart as
members of an entertainment and informational medium, but unitedly as
citizens of the United States of
America who, in common with all
their fellow citizens, are determined
to win this war that 'government of
the people, by the people and for the
people shall not perish from the
— Scrap rhe Axis! —

Asks $62,132 of Opticolor;
Claims Breach of Contract

Morris L. Welch yesterday filed
earth'."
suit for $62,132 damages against
Opticolor, Inc., the estate of Ogden
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
L. Mills and eight individuals, claiming breach of a contract.
Opticolor, organized to develop and
any single day since Pearl Harbor, Stamps, saying: "Keep on selling
pointed out that the industry drive and buying until our boys quit exploit motion picture inventions for
taking and projecting color films,
also stimulated enormously, particiand the other defendants allegedly
pation in the payroll savings plan.
employed the plaintiff in 1937 to surThe industry, Colonel Patterson Rochester Certain to Go
vey the field in Germany and to
said, had to surmount "formidable Over Top in War Bond Sale
dying."
employ
a German firm to co-operate
economic and financial factors" to
Rochester — With 99 per cent of the in the developments.
The plaintiff
put over the drive, and declared,
"Salute To Our Heroes" month charges the defendants with aban"The ultimate value of the cam- city's
doning him in Germany after he had
quota of $4,500,000 on the record
paign must be measured not only in books up to noon yesterday, officials contracted for them with Hugo
dollars and cents, but also in terms here said last night the drive was
Meyer & Co. to carry on research
of its tremendous influence upon the
sure to go over the top. Actual sales work.
over-all war effort. It was a stag- recorded so far total $4,459,509.
— Scrap the Axis! —
gering job. It was significantly

▼

V

St.
Louis Over the Top
done."
In Sept. Sale of War Bonds
St. Louis — St. Louis has
gone over the top in a war effort.
Total War Bonds and Stamps sales
by theaters in St. Louis and St.
Louis County for September was
$3,769,517.40 while local banks and
post offices during the month sold
upwards of $30,000,000 additional.
The local quota in the September
billion dollar drive was only $10,000,000.
Fred Wehrenberg,president MPTO
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois yesterday congratulated the theaters of this territory
for their fine showing last month,
but urged them not to relax their
efforts
to sell War
Bonds
and

V

Five More Bungalows
Given to MPRF's Home

$5,000,000 in War Bond
Sales by Chi. Theaters

Chicago — War Bond and Stamp West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sales in September via local theaters
Hollywood — Donation of five more
will exceed $5,000,000, it was re- bungalows to the Motion Picture Relief Fund home in the San Fernando
ported yesterday.
Prexy Jack Kirsch reports that Valley has been announced by Jean
Illinois Allied theaters' War Bond Hersholt, head of the fund. Donors
sales for September will exceed $1,- were James Cagney, the Edward G.
000,000. Schoenstadt theater circuit Robinsons, the Motion Picture Lawsales exceeded $250,000. B & K sales
yers, the Sol Lessers, and Mrs.
are expected to exceed $2,000,000.
Charles (Chic) Sale, whose contribution was intended as a memorial
to her husband. Guests started mov$5,367,731 in Bond Sales
ing
into
the home yesterday.
By S. Calif. Variety Club
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

— Scrap rhe Axis! —

Hollywood — Variety Club of Eli Shire Dead
Southern California up to Sept. 12
Lincoln, Neb.— Eli Shire, 75, retired theater operator, died at his
sold $5,367,731 in War Bonds. Figures for remainder of month are now home after several years of illness.
being compiled.
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Singles Favored
In Twelve Stales

DUALS vs SINGLES POLL RESULTS

No. count by states in Illinois AllieoVs poll
The table below represents the actual
(Continued from Page 1)
contention of Jack Kirsch, Illinois of exhibitors on the question of eliminating double feature programs.
Allied president, that it would have
Houses
Run
Double
No
Hours
Saved
Involved
the effect of adding longer life to
Singles Part Time Saving
States
Weekly
35
Total
4
..
3
theater equipment and cut down on Connecticut
9
16
82
Replies
40
13
18
Illinois
1,182
the use of electricity, parts, film and
30
5
23
93
Indiana
220
other vital raw materials needed by Iowa
190
46
24
12
7
180
261
the Government in the war.
3
12
2
74
Michigan
2
2
3
Missouri
22
153
Out of the 896 returns, 188 the- Nebraska
30
149
47
54
13
4
aters reported operating strictly on
17
4
4
104
21
New Jersey
97
a single feature basis; 85 part time North Dakota
17
5
296
while only 72 exhibitors contended Oregon
70
29
18
67
33
Pennsylvania
that no saving would materialize.
57
106
Wisconsin
Leo Wolcott, president of Allied
50
24
252
Independent Theater Owners of
Totals
2,968
Iowa-Nebraska took an independent
poll in the two states. To the ques- Studios Start Eight;
Sabot Heads Cleveland
tion, "Do You Favor Elimination of
Exchange Workers Union
Double Features?", 302 voted in fa- 47 Films Now Shooting
vor of the move and 48 were opCleveland — Front office employes
posed. Nine remarked that they fav- W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ored duals on Friday and Saturday
Hollywood — Eight new pictures of local exchanges have been or
only.
are scheduled to go into production
ganized
into Local F-5.
this week with the total shooting
— Scrap the Axis! —
Charter for the new union, an
standing at 47. The check-up:
At Columbia: Six shooting, includ- IATSE subsidiary, was presented by
Cuban Censor's Charges
ing "Robin Hood of the Range," John C. Wein. president and busi"Fantastic," Says M of T
western, starring Charles Starrett,
ness manager of Local B-5. The
(Continued from Page 1)
with Kay Harris, Arthur Hunnicutt,
.Censorship Board. It was charged Douglas Drake, Jimmy Wakeley and new F-5 union is made up of bookers,
that exhibition of the film, which John Bond. William Berke directing cashiers, bookkeepers, stenographJack Fier.
goes into the reasons for Argen- forAt producer
ei-s, telephone operators, secretaries
M-G-M:
Nine shooting
At Monogram: Three shooting, including and contract clerks. B-5, composed
tina's neutrality, would tend to
spread confusion among the people Sara Katzman's "Little Mobsters," comedy
of Cuba, which is at war against drama with East Side Kids, Leo Gorcey, of back office employes, was organized in June, 1937.
the Nazis. The Government has not Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall, Gabrielle Dell,
and Daphne Pollard.
Wallace Fox directing.
Local F-S has elected the following officers:
indicated what action it will take
At Paramount: Three shooting, including President, John Sabot, RKO; Vice-President,
on the protest.
"Miracle of Morgan's Creek," drama, with Sol Gordon, Paramount; financial secretary

Louis de Rochemont, March of
Time producer, yesterday termed as
"fantastic" Dr. Azcue's charge that
"The Argentine Question" was proNazi. He pointed out that the film
was banned in Argentina as antiNazi.
— Scrap the Axis! —

G. A. Matthews Appointed
WB Winnipeg Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

Brian Donlevy, Eddie Bracken, Betty Hutton, Diana Lynn, Akim Tamiroff. Preston
Sturges, who wrote the story, is also directing the picture.
At PRC: Two shooting, including Alexander-Stern production, "Lady From Chungking," drama, starring Anna May Wong,
with Ric Vallin, Mae Clarke, Harold Huber
and Ted Hecht. Bill Nigh directing; an
untitled western starring Buster Crabbe, with
Al St. John, Caroline Burke, John Merton,
Slim Whittaker, Jack Ingram and Edwin
Brien. Sam Newfield directing the Sig Neufeld production.
At RKO
Radio: Three shooting.
At Republic: Three shooting, including
"Ridin Down the Canyon," western, starring Roy Rogers, with Linda Hayes, Lorna
Gray,
"Gabby" Producer,
Hayes, James
Sons ofGeorge
the Pioneers.
Harry Seay,
Grey

time as branch manager of the FirstNational exchange in Winnipeg, has and director, Joseph Kane; "The Sundown
Kid," western,
starring Don "Red" Barry.
recently been on the sales staff of Elmer
Clifton directing.
the Toronto branch.
At 20th-Fox: Six shooting, including

DAILY

"Coney Island," musical, with Betty Grable,
George Montgomery, Cesar Romero, Charles
Winninger, Phil Silvers, Paul Hurst, Frank
Orth, Matt Briggs and Phyllis Kennedy. DiPerlberg.rector, Irving Cummings. Producer, William

Hollywood— A total of 160 additional circuit theaters have booked
the Monogram program for 1942-43,
according to an announcement issued
by Steve Broidy, vice-president and
general sales manager.

At United Artists: One shooting, Charles
R. AtRogers'
"The Powers
Girl."
Universal:
Seven shooting,
including
"It Ain't Hay," comedy, Abbott and Costello
starrer, with Grace McDonald. Erie C. Kenton directing for Associate producer, Alex
Gottlieb.
At Warners: Four shooting.

— Scrap the Axis! —

Mono.
West

Sets More

Coast Bureau

Circuits

of THE

FILM

— Scrap the Axis! —

OWI Bringing Soviet Pic

Today's Verse
UMPI
UMPI

UMPI
UMPI

Sat on a wall,
had a great fall,

All the king's horses
And all the king's men,
May try to Put UMPI UMPI
Together
again.

— MAX

STEIN.

A

Moscow — A new Soviet picture,
"The Defense of Leningrad," will be
brought back to the States by Gardner Cowles, who is accompanying
Wendell L. Willkie as an Office of
War Information representative. The
picture is made up of newsreel footage shot during the first year of the
war in Russia.

and treasurer, Grace Dalphin, Paramount;
recording secretary, Claude Astrum, Republic; business rep., Dan Cowhig, RKO, board
of trustees, Robert Blitz, Paramount; Leonard Steffins, Columbia and Rose Brown,
Paramount; executive board, Mrs. Corwin
Collins, Columbia; Sol Gordon, Paramount;
Leonard Steffins, Columbia ; Bob Blitz, Paramount; John Sabot, RKO; Louis Van Baalen,
RKO; and Dan Cowhig, RKO.
Sol Gordon
was named
sergeant-at-arms ;
Ruth Stevens, Paramount
was named
convention delegate and John Sabot is the delegate to the Cleveland Federation of Labor.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Boston Theater Biz
Hits Ail-Time High
(Continued from Page 1)

rain, presence in the city of thousands at two big conventions, and
presence also of thousands of service
men and their relatives has given
impetus never before seen in midweek. Theater managers are &■
tually wondering
where they /
put extra crowds.
RKO Boston was forced to run
two extra shows of stage show and
picture. Other theaters in the downtown area were forced to put on
extra showing of pictures. So great
was crowd in some downtown theaters that assistant managers were
actually giving out information to
patrons of rival theaters in other
localities where seats might possibly
be obtained.
Neighborhood houses in Brookline, Cambridge, Somerville, and the
Newtons and Winthrop have been
crowded to capacity throughout
the past four days. Indications are
for most stupendous upsurge of
business over the coming week-end.
Paramount and Fenway theaters did
tremendous business on the opening
here of "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Four legitimate theaters also open
and packed to the very doors, and
standing room the regular thing each
night.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Harry Bryman Appointed
M-G-M's Havana Manager
(Continued from Page 1)

Uruguay, succeeds Lt. Eddie O'Connor as the company's chief in Havana. O'Connor has gone into active
service at the U. S. Embassy.

TO THE

COLORS!

Three members of the RKO Radio
home office joined the armed forces
this week. OTTO PIRKOLA, publicity department artist, enlisted in
the Coast Guard. Because of his
Knoxville, Tenn. — Knoxville Cen- previous small boat experience he
tral Labor Union, representing all was given the rating of assistant
union bodies of the city, is backing boatswain, second class.
a drive to secure Sunday movies and
have secured petitions signed by
ARTHUR M. HERSKOVITZ of
the purchasing department went into
nearly 15,000 citizens.
the Army and JOHNNY BELMONT
Voting out a 50-year-old Sunday Navy.
blue law, which had been amended of the mail department joined the
tj permit Sunday movies, the mayor
ARNOLD N. DYBING, advertisand city council appointed a coming manager and purchasing agent
mittee of representative citizens to
draft a new law. Efforts are being of the Pathescope Company of Amermade to influence this committee to
ica, Inc., has enlisted in the Army
draft a measure that will allow mov- as a Volunteer Officer Candidate and
will report to Camp Upton on Oct. 5.
ies on the Sabbath.

Knoxville Unions Back
Move for Sunday Films

— Scrap the Axis!—

Beckman Heads NW Film Club
Seattle — Keith Beckman was
named president of the Northwest
Film Club, with Neal Walton being
elected vice-president, and Bill Forman elected to the board of trustees.
The club voted for extensive alterations of the club rooms.

HAROLD R. FLECK, president of
Vaporate Corp., who served as an
Ensign in the last war, has left to
join the Navy as a Lieutenant.
BOB GROSS of the Still Department at Warners home office will be
inducted into the Army a week
from next Tuesday.
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The Paramount

Company

doesn't wish 'em for

you — it guarantees 'em! Ask the scores of exhibitors who booked in "HOLIDAY INN" for Labor
Day— and kept celebrating for weeks! Then
look what we've got cooking for Thanksgiving!
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Trade closely eyes population shifts
Adoption Of Loew's Control Plan Recommended
Exhibition Field Detects

Projection's Maintenance
At High Level In Wartime
Essential, Isaac States

Adoption by the smaller chains of
theaters of the so-called Loew's Control System for maintaining projection at the top current standards,
and the applicability of the system
even by the most moderate-sized single theater, is advocated in a wartime paper delivered to the Atlantic
Coast Section of SMPE by Lester B.
Isaac, director of projection and
sound for Loew's Theaters, who also
suggests that certificates of merit
be issued in deserved instances to
^ members of projection room staffs
4 to encourage top-flight operation.
I Although it may take a little while
{Continued on Page 10)
— Scrap the Axis! —

New Midway Theater
Has Gala Inaugural
! Before an audience studded with
Federal and city officials, film executives, and stage, screen and radio
personalities, the new RKO-Skouras
Midway Theater opened formally
last evening in Forest Hills, bearing
(Continued on Page 10)
— Scrap the Axis! —

Improvement Program
Makes Lake Thea. As New
Cleveland — Warners' Lake Theater, 750-seat downtown, after being
closed several weeks, has reopened
with all the appearance of a new
(Continued

on Page

10)

It & II Wins Pennant
— In the War League
Chicago — Bell & Howell, wellknown manufacturers of film equipment, will receive an Army-Navy
"E" pennant for outstanding war
work, it is learned here, and employes will also be given the coveted "E" pins. Factory has been
engaged to virtual full capacity on
contracts for both major branches
•f the armed forces.

Plain Talk
About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS

"I INLESS
our
scrap
is turned
into
^ weapons
NOW,
America
will be
fighting the war with one hand tied be-

much room for improvement in systematizing scrap collection.

FOR the benefit of theatermen, we pass
along some of the suggestions made this
week by the American Industries Salvage
Committee in terms applicable to motion
picture houses:
(1) Scrap is of use to the war effort in
direct proportion to the speed with which
it is gotten back into production. Get
scrap to your depots without delay; (2)
Treat the theater to a house cleaning. What
was junk six months ago has its place in the
war effort NOW; (3) Sort rubbish carefully; (4) Use separate containers for different metals, rubber, twine, etc.; (5) Select
a definite date each week for getting salvage to the junk dealer or collection point;
(6) Salvage what can be used, and burn
or otherwise dispose of the real rubbish
IT IS not in any wise to belittle what has which cannot; (7) Keep premises clean of
been done and what is being done, but debris, for this is the only way of making
the fact is that local salvage drives every- certain that there is nothing more to be
where would show far greater returns if salvaged; (8) Every bit as important as
put (Heaven forbid!) on a compulsory basis. salvaging materials is the need to conserve
In such an undemocratic eventuality, the what we have, so use less by making better use of what we have; (9) Get this
dignity of free men would suffer a cruel
blow, and the joy of serving the fight for message across to every theater employe;
freedom through giving would be crushed. (10) Make every effort throughout the theThat such an eventuality cannot arise is all
ater to prevent deterioration and breakage;
the more reason that we should be thorough(11) Make salvage collection and conservato-a-fault in the giving we are called upon
tion a prime concern of yourself and your
to do.
staff; and (12) Keep constantly before you
It is not strange that in such a huge the truth that every ounce of material saved
undertaking as the national salvage of scrap is a pound AT the Axis!
materials, many people should have only a
let America
to fight with
general idea of what is and isn't valuable DON'T
one hand
behind have
its back!
scrap.
Nor is it strange that there is

hind its back."
In this one tragically true sentence is
contained the measure of responsibility which
rests upon the shoulders of all filmland
as it spearheads this month the nation-wide
drive for scrap. Coming as it does immediately upon the heels of the September
billion dollar War Bond campaign, the appointment of the motion picture realm by
Uncle Sam to lead the Battle for Salvage
will test the fiber of every manufacturer
of equipment, supply house, studio, and
theater. The effort of collection must be
collective, for only with the participation
of all can the sort of job be done which is
expected of us.

Copper Rule Hits Equipment
WPB

Limits Filling of Low Priority Orders

All brass and wire mills have been
notified by WPB that beginning with
November deliveries no copper
orders may be filled having a lower
St. Louis — Methods of salvaging priority rating than A-l-A, a step
which
will have a bearing upon cerwaste light for the war effort with
tain aspects of film theater equipa paint brush were discussed at a
ment manufacture.
session of the National Illuminating
The new regulations, however, are
Society here. By means of a scientific use of color, it is practical to not expected to have any drastic influence on the production schedules
increase the illumination from most
of the brass mills, or the bulk of the
systems 100 per cent with- business of the wire and cable comlighting
out any change
in the lighting
(Continued on Page 11)

Proper Painting Advanced
As Light-Salvage Factor

(Continued on Page 10)

Elements In The Trend
Of Big Future Consequence
Film circuits and the exhibition
field at large, together with architects of motion picture houses, are
watching closely the proceedings of
the Tolan Committee of the House
of Representatives for indications of
the post-war effect attending the
current transplanting of war workers, servicemen and Government employes, inasmuch as such wholesale
population shifts, whether temporary
(Continued on Page 10)
— Scrap the Axis! —

Chanon Assignment
Includes Film Work
Cleveland — Officials at the Nela
Park headquarters of General Electric's Lamp Dept. announce that
Henry J. Chaknown
lighting
non, widelyengineer, has
just been
transferred to the
orSouth Pacific
Division
Los
g a n i z a in
t i on's
Angeles. In his
new work, Chaizenonin the
design
will specialof lighting systems for maxiin Coast aircraft industries, in ship

S^SSS

(Continued

—»*««*

on Page

10)

Film Is Diot Only
Pebble On The Beach
Rochester — Eastman Kodak Co., it
has been disclosed, is manufacturing
two important navigational instruments vital to long-range flights of
American bombing planes. The instruments, according to the company,
are used in guiding through the
night and over unfamiliar terrain.
Known as "airmen's signposts" they
are the astrograph and drift meter.
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NEWS

Ntotiograph Now At
95% Gov't Work

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Advises Adoption of
Loew's Control Plan
(Continued from Page 9)

to get the Control System in practical operation by stands, Isaac asserts, it will prove of invaluable
assistance in preventing neglect at
any time, and particularly helpful in
avoiding serious consequences during
the war period. Briefly the system
is this, he explains:
(1) Questionnaire form which gives complete history covering date the theater opened,
type, serial numbers of all equipment contained in the projection room, together with
the size of all wires, conduits, fuses, and a
complete inventory of all supplies and spares;
(2) A complete record of all supplies as to
type, quantity and date received; (3) A repair
record showing exact date each piece of equipment was repaired and cost of same; (4) Projections film reports. This form is used as
record of the condition of film when received
at theater, also serves to indicate condition of
projectors in case of damage to film during
its run, and prevents carelessness and unnecessary damage to film; (5) Carbon consumption
form. A weekly report which shows if illumination system is performing correctly. These
reports are averaged over a certain number of
weeks and if the equipment is functioning
correctly and the proper current is being used,
total average will indicate right consumption;
(6) Monthly report of projectionists. This
covers complete inspection of all equipment and
projectionist's
its condition.
Reportsof
are carefully opinion
checked,of and
any indication
defect is immediately corrected; and (7) Bulletin form. Issued at required intervals to
all theaters and contains information to eliminate trouble, or recommend additional adjustment. Form is also used to inform projectionists in advance of any new equipment
scheduled to arrive, or changes in supplies,
such as carbons, etc., and giving details for
handling same.
—Scrap the Axis! —

Proper Painting Advanced
As Light-Salvage Factor
(Continued from Page 9)

equipment or any increase in the
wattage, declared Arthur A. Brainerd of Philadelphia and Robert A.
Massey of Wilmington, Del.
They said it can be done in four
simple steps: (1) Refmish the ceiling with a high grade white or light
ivory paint, preferably having an
eggshell or matte finish; (2) Refmish the sidewalls with a slightly
darker paint such as light green with
65 per cent reflection; (3) Refmish
all horizontal surfaces — benches,
floors, chairs, tables in a paint of
at least 40 per cent reflection factor,
and (4) Give all machines a standard "3-dimensional" finish — spotlighting the working area with light
colored paints of contrasting colors.
Other speakers said that production efficiency can be increased from
3 to 25 per cent through improved
lighting, together with improved
and proper color schemes.

Chicago — The Motiograph organization is working three shifts of
eight hours each, it is declared by
Vice-President Fred Matthews, with
95 per cent of the factory production going into defense work. Aircraft and gun parts, as well as Government-ordered projection equipment. A school for women workers is about to foe launched to enable the company to continue replacement ofmale personnel as latter
are called into service.

RKO-Skouras Interests
Unveil Their New Midway
(Continued from Page 9)

the name of the Pacific island so
gallantly defended by the nation's
fighting forces. Appropriately, "The
Battle of Midway," official U. S. Navy
picture in Technicolor, was a highlight of the debut, the main feature
being 20th-Fox's "The Pied Piper."
One of last theaters to be completed under the priorities ruling of
WPB, and also the last theater to
have been designed by the late
Thomas Lamb, internationally famous theater architect, the Midway,
located on the South side of Queens
Boulevard at Continental Avenue, is
a model of modernity. Included in
its equipment are the latest Simplex
projection, RCA sound, Hertner generator, American Seating chairs,
Peerless Magnarc lamps, Hurley
screen, Bausch & Lomb lenses, and
carpet supplied by the Greater New
York Carpet House.
—Scrap the Axis! —

Improvement Program
Makes Lake Thea. As New
(Continued from Page 9)

theater, having been glamourized
from the box-office to the rear exit.
The entire front of the theater has
been resurfaced with structural glass
and a new box-office has been moved,
from its previous location in the
middle of the lobby to the extreme
side. This gives the theater a more
spacious entrance and contributes to
the greater freedom of entrance and
exit.
The walls of the lobby, foyer and
auditorium have been redecorated in
tapestry of a light rose shade, which
also enhances the appearance of
size. New drapes and wall mirrors
all add their share to the modernized appearance of the house. The
old ceiling lights in the auditorium
have been removed and only side
lights are now used. All new carpets have been installed throughout
the theater, including the stairway
leading to the modernistically furnished ladies rest rooms.
— Scrap the Axis! —

Rio To AMA

Chain

Chicago — Alexander M. Assim,
AMA Theater Circuit prexy, announces the purchase of the 800seat Rio Theater in Hammond, Ind.
The house will be modernized.
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G-E Transfers Chanon
To New Duties On Coast
(Continued from Page 9)

Population Shifts
Concern Exhibitors

building, and wartime motion picture production, and will also serve
(Continued from Page 9)
as consultant for blackout of coastal
areas in the Southern California or permanent, will determine largely the future course of theater conregion.
struction.
At Nela Park, since Pearl Harbor,
Chanon devoted much of his time and
Two national organizations, — the
talents to analysis of wartime lightSociety of Industrial Realtors ? ~\
ing for industrial plants with the the
Mortgage Bankers Ass'n, — , wV _jf
saving of vital metals as a chief ob- also reported at mid-week to be joinjective. Much of this work was done
ing the study of the intricate probunder auspices of the War Produclem, with realty values at stake in
tion Board and Bureau of Conservation. He has been regarded as a scores of U. S. cities.
If
the
tendency
is toward
mainleading
authority onin home
"black defense
light"
tenance of the status
quo,thei.e.
the
and
its applications
greater part of residents remaining
and for Army and Navy needs.
in new locations, such communities,
— Scrap the Axis! —
most of which are now under-seated
RCA Business Is Brisk
because
of the Government's
on
new construction,
will require ban
many
more theaters, while, it is cited by
In Chicago Territory
those close to the situation, many
Chicago — New RCA sound sys- formerly large centers of population face over-seating.
tems, Brenkert projectors, Brenkert
lamps, and RCA Snowhite screens
The Society of Industrial Realtors
have just been installed in the Grand points out that the peace-time trend
Theater here, owned by Ben Bano- is likely to follow the wartime patwitz, and in the Skokie Theater, Skotern because "human dislike to be
kie, 111., owned by Carroll Morton. uprooted is strong." Should this maLocal offices of RCA have also interialize in the years following hostilities, there will ensue a major
stalled systems in Chicago's Garfield
Theater, for the account of Charles shift in theater construction activity,
according
to architectural channels,
Lindau, and the Rex, for CVN
Circuit, as well as in the Dundee, and new houses, designed to incorDundee, 111., for R. H. Shoellhorn,
porate scientific advances made during the war, will radically outmode
and the Rodgers chain's Opera existing
ones.
House, Cairo, 111.

BOOTH INSURANCE?
Say, NATIONAL has been giving
me that tor more than 15 years.'
It's true that National Theatre
Supply Company has contributed
much to the peace of mind of
theatre owners the country over.
For over 15 years that has been
National's

job, 24 hours a day.

Call it booth "insurance," booth
"protection" or anything else you
please. Just remember that National has been providing it . . .
and will continue to provide it . . .
with Simplex loan service equipment, a unique Budget Plan for
major repairs and, men who know.
When

it comes

to

booth "insurance," you
can always get it from
National.

NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY
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Lauds Industry's
'Good Neighbor' Job
(Continued from Page 1)

return to Washington, following an
extensive tour of South America
that took him into six separate countries.
^'People in South America are be--•^-ling- increasingly conscious of the
v.ar and its significance upon their
lives and economic position,"
Rockefeller declared, "and show an
enthusiasm to know what they are
up against.
"Films produced by the United
States motion picture industry play
an important part in keeping these
people informed," he added. "American-made pictures which comprise
about 90 per cent of those shown in
Latin-America, have always been
the dominant factor of audiences and
the emphasis now being placed on
the war by the industry, as well as
its significance, has about the same
forceful effect on the audience today.
"These pictures by the way," he
added, "do not give the audience an
impression that they_ are being
shown propaganda, which, in fact,
they are not. It is purely an informational program as far as this
office is concerned. South America
wants information on what the
United States is doing in the war
because it is keen to know and the
reception accorded our films has been
excellent." The Co-ordinator stated
that they were not sympathetic to
the industry's treatment of some
Latin- American problems, but
praised its efforts in eliminating
these causes of irritation.
"The film industry has been doing
a great job of deleting and editing
pictures made for South American
consumption," he said, "and these
items of vexation are rapidly being
dissipated."
— Scrap the Axis!—
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G-E Extends Aid Via Booklet For Economy In
Operation of Heating Equipment During War
A new consumer booklet, "Tips on Fuel Conservation," has just been published by the air conditioning and commercial refrigeration department of General Electric Co. while the booklet's issuance was aimed at fuel conservation in American households, its contents are equally applicable to commercial
establishments, including film theaters. Not only are suggestions made for
saving fuel, but also for guarding against heat loss. Copies are now being distributed byG-E distributors and dealers.

Portland, Seattle
Admissions Tilted

Selznkk's GWTW
Share to Whitney
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

cards, are priced at 40c at all times.
It is expected that subsequent and
suburban houses will shortly up their
prices 5c.
Indications are that Portland's
population will be increased another
20,000 by mid-November with the
bulk from Eastern centers.
Between Jan. 1 and Aug. 31 Army
engineers in the Portland district
let construction and supply contracts
to a total value of $104,000,000.
Payroll of Government workers averaged $645,000 a month.
Seattle — Increased prices are really getting under way, now, with the
Palomar, the city's vaude-film house,
going to a straight 65 cent price in
the evenings. Up until now, the increased prices were in effect only on
week-ends and holidays.
The Hamrick-Evergreen circuit
will increase their admission rates
within the next two weeks. At present they are showing advanced price
films at their first-run houses, and
will not lower, when these pictures
finish their run.
— Scrap the Axis! —

— Scrap the Axis! —

Urge Idle Film Workers
To Take Defense Jobs
(Continued from Page 1)

of Unemployment. He declared that
throughout California, 20,000 unemployed are drawing $10 to $18 a
week, and that 2,000 are collecting
assistance at the Hollywood office.
Wagenet pointed out that many of
Hollywod's craftsmen claim that
they have never done manual work
and so do not want jobs in war
plants. Wagenet said his department did not like taking a "work
or else" attitude, but that many have
dropped their applications for benefit upon exposure of jobs.
Film colony workers who receive
high pay for a short period and fill
in gaps with unemployment checks
are the object of a campaign to induce them to take Government-sponsored training for defense work.
Wagenet declared his department
will seek to change the "psychology"
of the particular element which prefers to take money but not training.

Milwaukee — Harry Perlewitz of
this city was renamed business manager of the ITPA at the exhib. unit's
convention here. The association reelected William L. Ainsworth, Fon
Du Lac, president; A. C. Berkholtz,
West Bend, treasurer; Mark Morgan, Cedarburg, secretary, and
elected Charles W. Trampe, Milwaukee, vice-president. Directors named
in addition to the officers were J.
P. Adler, Marshfield; William S.
Smith, Menominee; Lucille Forbes,
Merrill; Harry Melcher, George
Langheinrich, George Fischer and
James Boden, all of Milwaukee, and
P. J. McWilliams of Portage.

Denver ■— Numerous theaters in
Colorado and adjoining states are
—Scrap the Axis! —
now showing Spanish or Mexican
films that previously had no use Bijou Gets New Seats
for them. With the labor shortage
Springfield, Mass. — All new seats
what it is, many Mexicans are mov- have been installed in the balcony
ing into sections clear of them be- of the Bijou Theater, Manager Al
fore the war.
Anders reports. This completes work
— Scrap the Axis! —
on an extensive job of redecorating
Fire Damages Booth
and repainting.
New Smyrna, Fla.— Fire in the
projection booth of the Palace Theater here did considerable damage
and will make it necessary to replace all equipment in the booth beAS carry
SoletheEastern
full and Distributors,
complete lineweof
fore the theater may be reopened.
equipment manufactured by: —
W. B. Small is manager.

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California

^PRODUCTS

(Continued from Page 9)

panies, as they are now concerned
directly with the war and already
bear high ratings. But there are
still a numerically large number of
customers whose orders fall below
A-l-A down to the A-l-K category.
These users of copper products will
therefore have to make an effort to
secure a rerating to a higher level
or else there will be no copper made
available to them.

production.
Whitney, now an Army captain, is
said to feel that GWTW is still good
for a sizeable fortune in the postwar period when countries where
the pic has not played are again
open to American films.

Spanish-Language Films
Win Increased Outlets

— Scrap the Axis! —

WPB Copper Ruling
To Affect Equip.

have realized between $4,500,000
and $5,000,000 from GWTW. Metro
retains its interest for the life of the

Harry Perlewitz Renamed
ITPA's Business Manager

Bissell Returns to Col.
Pittsburgh— Holbrook Bissell, former branch manager for Columbia
in Cleveland and for the past three
years in the advertising business, replaces Charles B. Kosco, who recently resigned to go with 20th-Fox,
as salesman for the local Columbia
exchange in the West Virginia territory.

NEWS

Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

CHARLES

ROSS Inc.

RCA's plants are now on a war
production footing. RCA's Theatre
Service Organization is contributing
to the all out war effort by helping
theatres "Keep 'Em Running" in the
projection rooms, so that both
civilians and members of the armed
forces can get the recreation they
need in these trying times.
Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequent, scheduled check-ups
Prompt emergency service
Sound and projection parts
RCA Magicote Lens Service
Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
Projection engineering service
Acoustic engineering service
Emergency portable sound system
Emergency parts stocks

THEATRE
SERVICE
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

iMltf

'

HERE'S TO

wmm
\

WITH a salute to all the great war pictures that have

advantage—never before in his rise to greatness have

contributed so inspiringly to the nation's morale,
Columbia offers a diversion in a great motion picture
...aimed at LAUGHTER...BEAUTY... MUSIC-SHEER
ENTERTAINMENT...

theagilityand magnetic personality of FRED ASTAIRE
reached such heights... never since SHOW BOAT has
JEROME

KERN composed such ear-tingling tunes:

"I'M OLD FASHIONED"

"YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER" is a musical motion
picture produced in a manner refreshingly new to
this form of entertainment.
NEVER before in her shining screen career has the
exotic beauty of RITA HAY WORTH shown to such

"DEARLY

BELOVED".

• "YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER"
IN THE SPRING"
"WEDDING

AND in his grandest manner, XAVIER CUGAT

§ His

Band, with their extraordinary song hit, CHIU.CHIU.
IT is all here. ..in one mighty piece of entertainment

BMljM^Rffl^^B

^^^™

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

2
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LABOR 'PINCH' TILTS PRODUCTION COSTS
Fear Talent Raids As Wage
THE
WEEK
TS REVIEW

Execs. See Rival Studios
Offering Higher Salaries
When Options Expire

Detailed program of scrap collection which theaters in the New York
Met. area will conduct for two
weeks beginning Oct. 15 will be set
at a committee meeting of local
branch managers at WAC tomorrow. Committee will co-ordinate
and spread information to the 900
houses in the area.

Over Quota

Because of the talent-raid possi-—
By L. H. MITCHELL
=
bilities that are likely to result from
WAR BONDS: Secretary of the the passage of the wage stabilization
legislation, industry executives
Treasuiy Morgenthau announced the
here and on the Coast are frankly
day following' the close of the Sep- concerned.
tember War Bond drive that the total
While the law may prevent a star,
figure was $838,250,000, far surpassing the goal fixed-by the Treasury director or player from receiving an
at $775,000,000. New York State increase in salary, there is nothing
passed its $125,000,000 quota by $5,- to prevent a rival studio from offering more money to a player or di000,000. Morgenthau and Will H.
rector when option time comes
Hays issued statements of apprecia(Continued on Page 4)
tion for the unselfish work of the
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —
film industry in behalf of the drive.

'*

*

*

UNITED ARTISTS: It was announced at the United Artists Chicago convention that Hunt Stromberg would produce from five to
seven pictures yearly for the company; that Harry Sherman would do
two million-dollar-budget pix a year
in addition to his Hopalong Cassidy
productions; and that Sol Lesser's
'Stage Door Canteen" would be an
outstanding UA production which
will be worth $5,000,000 to the company in Grad Sears' estimation.
Titles of 32 features were announced.
Sears stated that if David O. Selznick made any production it would
be released by UA. Deal for buying 22 pix from Paramount during
the coming two seasons was finalized last week.

Bill Becomes Law

Plan A. Y. Campaign
For Scrap Tomorrow

UA Releasing First
Para. Pic on Oct. 23

Monogram Canadian
Franchise to Hanson

Sets Cost 25% More; Studios Short of Carpenters,
Plasterers, Sound Experts
West

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Shortage of carpenters, prop makers and plasterers who
have been lost to the Army, Government projects and war plants has
caused a rise of 25 per cent in studio
set construction costs. Many of the
carpenters are working overtime,
getting time and a half overtime
pay, and are being carried from week
to week.
Severe loss of carpenters was first
felt several months ago, when builders of Army(Continued
cantonments
offered stuon Page 3)
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —

Harry Sherman's "Undercover
Man" will be the first of the pictures acquired from Paramount by
United Artists to be released under
the new setup. This Hopalong Cassidy feature will be released Oct.
Toronto — Oscar R. Hanson, presi- 23 and will be followed on Oct. 30
dent of Pioneer Films. Ltd., Foto(Hallowe'en)
by "I Married a Witch,"
Nite Distributors, Ltd., and other also an acquisition
from Paramount.
Hearing on the Government applicompanies, has taken over MonoUA's release schedule from Oct. 2
cation to compel divorcement of 20
gram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., to Feb. 15 has been completed.
Or- recently acquired theaters of 20thwhich holds the exclusive Monogram
(Continued on Page S)
Fox and 18 of Paramount Pictures
franchise for the Dominion. Hanson
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —
will be postponed today to Oct. 19,
becomes president of Canadian Monit was learned on Friday. The Govogram(Continued
and Harrv onA.Page
Kaufman,
has Cut in Canadian Holidays
ernment is seeking divorcement on
5)
To Trim Theater Grosses the claim that the two companies
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —
acquired the houses in violation of
Initiation For New Chi.
Toronto — Order of the Federal the provisions of the consent decree.
—Ax the Axis with Scrap —
Government reducing the number of
statutory holidays to six, as a war Theater Insulation
Operators 4 Weeks' Pay
SMPE: Industry was urged to
Under new by-laws adopted by measure, will not disturb' the ob- Gets WPB Green Light
servance of Thanksgiving Day on
avoid any hasty change-over in the membership, all persons admitted
has already been proequipment in a report by SMPE be- to Operator's Local 110 in the fu- Oct. 12 which
claimed
a
legal
holiday for this year. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lieved by the industry to be aimed
ture will be required to pay an initia- ■ The six official dates henceforth
Washington — Theater operators
to exceed four times the
at the so-called Sponable plan. The tion fee not
Friday were granted authority by
(Continued on Parte 3)
(Continued on Page 3)
Society issued a lengthy questionthe
WPB to undertake without spenaire on all the many intricate
cific authorization certain types of
changes that would be involved. Reconstruction
using onnon-metallic
ma(Continucd
Page 3)
search Council of the M. P. Academy
is
a
Smash
Success
agreed with SMPE's admonition to Club for Service Men
go slow.

* *

Divorcement Hearing
Over Until Oct. 19

*

Hollywood Canteen Bows In

* *

*

SCRAP DRIVE: Arthur Mayer, Theaters Will Continue
national chairman of WAC, set plans
for the industry to participate in Selling of War Bonds
the Government's October drive for
*crap. Metropolitan New York execs.,
On Friday the War Activities Committee notified Secretary of the
Inferred
on the
trade'swill
part span
in thea Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
irive,
which,
locally,
that 15,000 film theaters, of which
Mriod of but two weeks.
number 1,700 are in New York State,
the selling of War
MISCELLANY:
Michigan
IEA would continue
(Continued on Page 5)

* *

*

(Continued on Pane 4)

^

|^

Dt G UP TRAT

SCRAP! — TAKE

A RAP

West

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood Canteen
formally opened its doors Saturday
night to the thousands of service men
in the Los Angeles district, and what
an opening!
While stars and studio chiefs and
other dignitaries sat in bleachers
usually put up for the mobs of curious tourists to watch the bluebloods

"For Into
Me and
Gal"21
AstorMy Oct.

Metro's "For Me and My Gal"
opens a continued run, popular price
engagement at the Astor Theater,
Broadway, on Oct. 21. The Asfor's
current tenant, "Pride of the Yankees," will end its long engagement a
few days before its successor's debut.

(Continued on Page 4)

AT THE JAP! — AVENGE

PEARL

RARROR!

^
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♦ TWO-A-DAY RUNS
Yankee

Am.

Seat

STOCK
High

ioy4

low

(a)

Close

ioy4 +

Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2%)
8%
8Vi
8y8
Columbia
Piers, pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd..
7'/4
7i/4
7i/4
East. Kodak
135y8 134}4 135%
do pfd
172i/2 1721/2 172V2
Gen. Prec. Eq
14y4
14
14

Vs

%

+
+
—
+

Vs
13/4
Vi
%

Loew's,
Inc
44y8
43%
44
+
3/8
Paramount
17
16%
17
+
%
Para.
1st pfd
119S/8 118i/4 119% + 1%
RKO
3%
3
3% +
%
20th
Century-Fox
. 13%
13%
13*4 +
%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 24%
23%
243/8 +
%
Univ. Pier, pfd
Warner Bros
6l/8
5y8
6
+
y4
do pfd
76
76
76
+
%
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100
99*4
99%—
i/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
102
102
102
+
l/4
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Radio-Keith cvs
3-16
5-32
5-32 +1-32
Technicolor
7%
7%
7% —
%
Universal Corp. vtc...
71/,
7l/4
7i/2 +
%
Universal Picts.
28
28
28
+ 2i/2
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

70
64i/2

— Ax the Axis with Scrap —

Bamberger Back to RKO
In Sales Promotion Spot

74
67%

Theater
Astor
Criterion
Rivoli
Paramount
Music Hall
Roxy
Strand
Globe
Capitol
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York
Ave. Playhouse

♦

week. . . :

Hollywood

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Pictures) — 4th
(Scandia Films)
Films)
(a)

week
(a)

Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

♦

♦
48th
48th

55th

West Coast Bureau of THE

BEN KALMENSON, Warners general sales manager, left Friday night for the Coast, where
he will confer with Lt. Col. J. L. Warner at
the Burbank studios in addition to making stopovers at various exchange centers.

THEATERS
RADIO

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE GREAT STARS
FORTY-TWO
FEATURED
PLAYERS

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

ORCHESTRA WIVES
7th
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
50th

CAPT. HAMPTON W. HOWARD, officer-incharge of the distribution branch of Overseas Motion Picture Service, arrived Friday
Washington.

from

RUBE JACKTER, assistant general sales manager of Columbia Pictures, leaves today to
visit Frank Rogers of the Sparks circuit in Jacksonville.
ROBERT SMELTZER, Warners' mid-Atlantic
district manager, returned to Washington over
the week-end following home office conferences.
WILL

YOLEN, Warner exploitation man, returned to New York over the week-end from
Texas and Oklahoma, where he worked on YDD
openings.
WALTER WANGER
from Washington.

has returned to the Coast

THEO JUNG, of the construction department,
at the Loew's, Inc. home office, is making a
tour of the Loew-Poli houses in New Haven,
Hartford,
Waterbury,
and
Meriden
this week.
ARTHUR

HORNBLOW

has arrived

in town.

Hal Wallis to Be Major

NATALIE SHAFER, Broadway player, has returned from the Coast after completion of an
acting chore in the Joan Crawford

JOEL SWENSON
union."
from
his vacation.

of the MlPPDA

Paramount^
BUY WAR

has returned

MORRIS ROSENTHAL, manager of the Majestic, Bridgeport, has returned from London,
Canada, where he attended the funeral of his
mother,
Mrs. A. Rosenthal.

Chi. Operators, Theaters

Leon Bamberger returns to RKO
Deadlocked on Contract
today as sales promotion manager In Army Air Force
after his leave of absence during
which he served as executive secre- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Chicago — With the operators union
tary of United Motion Picture InHollywood—Hal B. Wallis will
dustry. The UMPI office in the Ho- shortly be made a major in the Army demanding a two years' contract calling for a 5 per cent wage boost and
tel Astor closed on Friday. Bamberg- Air Force and will become executive
er temporarily will be on the 10th officer in charge of film production one week's vacation with pay, negofloor of the RKO Bldg. until a new for the photographic unit stationed
tiations between the union and theoffice is made ready for him. Doris at the Hal Roach studios which has
Sanders, secretary to Bamberger at been taken over for four months by locked.ater operators are reported deadUMPI. also returns to RKO today.
the Army Air Force.

AT THIS THEATRE

HAlfiHiW
IWN0R"
GRABLE
• VICTOR
THE
JOHN
PAYNE

BETTY

MATURE

FOOTLIGHT
— and SERENADE'
—
SANDERS - BROTHER'
JANE RANDOLPH
FALCON'S

GEORGE

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES

SAMUEL GOLDWYN is at Sun Valley, where he
will vacation for a month.
Richard F. Walsh, head of the IATSE. returned on Friday
from
Chicago.

BONDS

THE WW0R o«d

film, "Re-

iEDCAR BERGEN, accompanied by CHARLIE
McCARTHY, arrived in town Friday for a series
of appearances at army camps.

STREET

"

ROXY

ROY ROGERS has flown from the Coast to
participate in the Madison Square Garden rodeo.

IN

"TALES
MANHATTAN"
A 20thof CenturyFox Picture

Follows current bill.

M. J. SIEGEL, head of Republic Productions,
is here from the studio for conferences with
Herbert
J. Yates.

DAILY

new ycer

Stanley
St. Theater
St. Theater

'Roxy
Criterion
Strand
Astor
Paramount
Music Hall
Stanley
Globe
Rivoli
Capitol
New
York
New York
Palace
Palace
St. Playhouse

FILM

Hollywood — Radio version of
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," Warner
Bros, release, with James Cagney,
Walter Huston, Joan Leslie, Jeanne
Cagney and Rosemary DeCamp appearing in their original screen roles,
will open
new CBS
Screen
Guild 19,
Theater seriestheover
on Oct.
Proceeds from this sponsored
gramFund.
go to the Motion Picture
lief

commG ono GOinG

Net
Chg.

+

Bros. Pictures)— 18th

Girl Trouble
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Oct.
7
Wings and the Woman
(iRKO Radio Pictures) — Oct. 7
You Can't Escape Forever (Warner Bros. Picture) — Oct. 16
For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — Oct. 21
The Forest iRangers
(Paramount Pictures) — Oct. 21
My Sister Eileen (Columbia Pictures)
(c)
In the Rear of the Enemy
(Artkino
Pictures) — Oct. 9
The -Devil With
Hitler (United Artists)
(c)
The
Moon and Sixpence
(United
Artists)
(c)
A Yank at Eton
(Metro-Coldwyn-iMayer
Pictures)
(c)
Texas
to Bataan
(Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Law and Order (Opens tomorrow)
(a)
Here We Go Again (RKO Radio Pictures)— Oct. 10 (a)
Escape from Crime (Warner Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 10 (a)
Mother
(Artkino Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow

MARKET

ioy4

(Warner

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

riNANCIAL
YORK

Doodle Dandy

Spring
Song
(Artkino
Landstormens Lill Lotta
Kokskavaljerem
(Scandia

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

NEW

Parade ®

Picture and Distributor
Pride of the Yankees (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)— 12th week
Pardon
My
Sarong
(Universal
Pictures) — 6th week
Wake
Island
(Paramount
Pictures)— 5th
week
The Major and the Minor (Paramount Pictures)— 3rd week
Tales of Manhattan
(Twentieth Century-Fox)— 2nd week
Orchestra
Wives
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 2nd
week
Desperate Journey
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
Manila Calling
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 2nd week
Panama
Hattie
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
The Boogie Man Will Get You
(Columbia Pictures)
Footlight
Serenade
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
The
Falcon's
Brother
(RKO
Radio Pictures)
(a)
A Yank in Libya (Producers (Releasing Corporation)— last day (a)
The
Sombrero
Kid
(Republic
Pictures)— Last day
(a)
Inside Britain
(12 factual
films)
5th

10 Cents

"Dandy" Radio Version
Opens New Guild Series

(The Life of Lou
Released

Through

RKO-Radio

Gehrig)
Pictures,

Inc.

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
A STOP
B'waV
Popular Shows
Prices
Cont.
dM K&45tn
Midnite
Perf.

"BRILLIANT-A
*
50C tO $1

50

Sonja Henie &■

STARS
CENTER

HIT."-And.rton.

Jom-.-Amer.

"'"cent Sat. Eves. SOc to $2.50 | Tax

THEA.,

at "" Performances ex- | Plus
Arthur M. Wirts present
A New Musical
Icetravaganza

ON

America'sRockefeller
Only Ice Center.
Theater

ICE

CO. 5-5474

Eves
Inel. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly
Filled

fe
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DATE

Labor 'Pinch' Tilts
Production Costs

Today:
Allied "caravan"
regional,
Indianapolis.
Oct. 5-6:
Allied
Theater Owners of Texas convention, Dallas.

{Continued from Page 1)

dio carpenters six months contracts.
As yet there is no shortage in the
supply of painters, the studio paint""s' union having 900 members,
-T»se average age is 52. Sixty mem■jRs are in the ax'med services.
The ranks of sound technicians,
with 120 members of the sound technicians' union in the armed services
or working on secret Government
projects, have been very hard hit.
To overcome the loss of so many
men, the union is sponsoring two
classes, one at Western Electric and
the other at RCA; and will soon es-.
tablish a third at an independent
studio. Eighty pupils, recruited
chiefly from radio and technical
schools, are enrolled and are taking
four-week courses. After being made
apprentices they will take six
months' more of class work. They
will be given work permits for the
duration.
One hundred and thirty members
of the Society of M. P. Film Editors.
are in the armed services and the
list of unemployed members has'
dropped to 25. Last year, almost 80
members were without work. As
an instance of the demand for good
cutters, an assistant film editor, who
had been unemployed for several
years and who had given up hope of
getting studio work, was recently
given employment.
The studios are having no difficulty
in filling calls for cameramen.
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —

Cut in Canadian Holidays
To Trim Theater Grosses
{Continued from Page 1)

will be New Year's Day, Good Friday, Dominion Day, which will be
the first Monday in July; Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day and Christmas.
Holidays dropped are Victoria Day
on May 24, the King's Birthday, Civic
Holiday in August, Armistice Day
and a number of feast days, including All Saints Day, the Feast of
Conception and Ash Wednesday.
The theaters are definitely affected
by the new order because exhibitors
invariably arranged extra performances and, among nabes, held a special matinee on such occasions.

The Shape of Things to Come?
• • • YOU hear a lot these days about the coming invasion of.
the industry by femmes as the trade loses more and more of its manpower to the armed forces and to war production
With that as a
preface, Phil M. takes a look into the crystal ball and comes up with
Susie Glotz, owner of the Bijou, in her office when Lucy Latchkey, film
peddleress for Parafox, enters
Read on, boys, as Phil M., no gent,
eavesdrops
T
T
T
• •
• LUCY:
Hello, darling, Ive got a big surprise for you, but
first where did you get that atrocious hairdo?
SUSIE: Never mind
the compliments.
What's on your mind, dearie?
LUCY:
I have
the most darling block-of -seven pictures you ever saw in all your born
days. One stars Footy La Parr and
SUSIE: Nix on Footy. Madge,
our projectionist, can't stand her and won't run the machines if she's
in a picture
LUCY:
But, Susie, this is simply super super and
we're asking only 30 per cent
SUSIE: And the rental is going to
be just as flat as your chest
LUCY: But, Susie, you know we can't
sell Footy on flat rental, and you should see the smart suit she wears
in the big love scene
SUSIE:
What's it like?
LUCY:
Well,
it's rather close fitting around the hips and the skirt has some kind of
brocade along the seam

T

T

▼

• •
• SUSIE:
What's the collar like?
LUCY:
Almost like
a man's suit except the lapels are a little larger
SUSIE: Hmmm
LUCY:
She wears a white shirtwaist and it has a ruffled collar:
it's really divine
SUSIE:
Hmmmm
LUCY:
And in the big
garden scene, my dear, wait until you see the evening gown she wears
SUSIE:
Pretty?
LUCY:
Pretty?
That's hardly the word.
It's gorgeous.
Lots of spangles and quite form-fitting, or revealing, if
you know what I mean
SUSIE: And you want 30 per cent? LUCY:

M.
L.

Loew
George
Loew
Kathryn
Louise Dresser

Irving
Crawford

Oct. 7-8:
Allied
"caravan"
regional,
Oct. Philadelphia.
14:
Stanley-Warner
managers'
Oct.

19-.. 20:

Oct. 19:

Dallas.
meeting,

Allied MPTO
of Western
Pennsylvania, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Nat Levy testimonial,
ford, Philadelphia.

Oct. 20:
Metro
exhibitor's
Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 25:

Pittsburgh

Dec. 17:

Local

802,

Variety
AFM,

Bellevue

forum,
Club

Strat-

Roosevelt
banquet.

elections.

Theater Insulation
Gets WPB Green Light
(Continued from Page 1)

terials and equipment designed to
insulate buildings so that fuel can
be conserved.
In a supplement to Construction
Conservation Order L-41-B, it was
provided that the order will not apply to construction begun prior to
Jan. 1, 1943 which is necessary to the
installation or application in buildment. ings of certain materials and equipThese include insulation materials,
air cell pipe coverings, weather-stripping and storm windows and doors.
It was provided, however that no
rubber, cork or metal, other than
fasteners, may be used in such installations or applications.
—Ax the Axis with Scrap —

Initiation For New Chi.

After you play it, you'll be ready to give us 70 per cent ...... SUSIE:
What else do you have in the same block?
LUCY:
My dear,

Operators
4 Weeks' Pay
(Continued from Page 1)

there's one of those bang-bang westerns with a new cowboy star
named Zeke Hoofenmouth and is he handsome!
You'll just rave over
his curly hair
SUSIE:
I'll probably rave over the price you're
asking, too
LUCY:
Don't be silly, Susie. Our westerns are really
nothing to snort about, but the one with Zeke will make your women

weekly earnings. This change is in
accordance with a resolution passed
at the IATSE convention.
The understanding is that the fee
in the majority of instances will be
$400. Members will pay $100 down,
with the balance paid in installments.
The union is now negotiating new
wage scales with theaters.

patrons stand up in their seats
SUSIE:
The last time I had 'em
standing up in their seats was when somebody hollered "Mouse"
LUCY: That's cute, Susie, but the western will cost you only $50 for your
house
V
▼
T
• •
• SUSIE:
I didn't pay $50 for "Gone With the Wind" for
last run
LUCY:
Of course not. "Gone With the Wind" wasn't
a western with Zeke Hoofenmouth.
Really, Susie, Zeke's got all that
it takes
SUSIE:
Yeah, and you'll take all that I've got
LUCY:
But, darling, you also get the Footy La Parr picture
SUSIE: That's true. What else does she wear?
LUCY:
Oh, wait
until you see the hat she wears in the scene where she catches her
husband necking with the gardener's wife
SUSIE:
Cute?
LUCY: It's like half an egg shell with a porcupine bristle in the middle SUSIE: Sounds entrancing
LUCY:
And it's yours for
only 40 per cent
SUSIE:
I wouldn't mind the 40 per cent if I
thought I could copy the hat and make one for myself
LUCY:
It certainly would improve you— I mean
SUSIE:
Oh, is that so?

Arthur
David

BOOK

Well, your hats aren't so hot. And that coat you're wearing— it's a disgrace to your company
LUCY: Well, your dress wouldn't win a
prize in a fashion show
SUSIE:
Never mind my dress. You're
here to sell pictures and they're pictures I don't want either
LUCY:
If that's the way you feel about it, that Footy picture will cost
you 50 per cent and you're darned lucky I'm not asking more
SUSIE: Is that so— etc. (and far into the night)

— Ax the Axis with Scrap —

B & K Restores $1 Rate
For Quarterly Dividend
Chicago — B & K has restored the
quarterly $1 dividend rate on the
common after two quarters during
which it was sliced to 50 cents.

STORKS!
Two members of Warners home
office became daddies last Friday.
Herbert W. Kempe of the playdate
department was presented with a
girl weighing 8 pounds 10 ounces,
born in the Madison Park Hospital,
Brooklyn. Jack Kingsley of the promotion department also became a
father of a girl, weighing 6 pounds
13
ounces,
and born in tte New Rochelle Hospital.
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Wage Law Passes;
Talent Raids Feared

WHO'S
•

•

I EON

(.Continued from Page 1)

around, according to members of the
legal staffs of the production companies.
It was pointed out that an agreement among all companies not to raid
each other's talent would be halted
quickly by the Department of Justice. This means that the law, which
was signed by President Roosevelt
Friday night, would affect the amusement field more than other industries.
—Ax the Axis with Scrap—

•

WHO
Introducing

FROMKESS.

Born in New

Over Quota
■ tr»**;*.ii*il from Pane l )

—

proposes a central buying unit to
cut costs to both exhibs. and distribs. . . . WPB warned of "draft"
of theaters' air conditioning plants.
. . . Metro's E. J. Mannix urged that
company's studio execs, to devote
careful study to any future pictures
with a war theme. . . . Producers of
advertising films asked for stock
allocations. . . . New York film circuits are adjusting their heatingplants to the use of coal. . . . Momand anti-trust suit, filed in 1933,
-is- expected to go to trial Nov. 9. . . .

•

•

•

pictures, including "Tomorrow We Live," "Prisoner
of Japan," "The Yanks Are Coming," "Secrets of
a Co-Ed, " "Boss of Big Town," "Miss V From Moscow," "Jungle Siren," "Mad Monster," "Dead
Men Walk," "Corregidor." In 1927, married
Rita Minton, concert singer. Weight, 180 pounds.
Stands, five feet, six. Eyes, brown. Hair,
brown.

HCLLyWCCD

Speaking—

—HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH
V ILb
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Hollywood Canteen Bows In
Club for Service Men is a Smash Success
(Continued

There is a large floor, big enough to accommodate a thousand dancers at a time,
two bandstands and a stage. With three
"name" bands for the evening — all donating
their services by the way — the stage had to
be pressed into service for one of them. The
orchestras were Kay Kyser's, Duke Ellington's and Rudy Vallee's Coast Guard Band,
with Rudy himself in his Chief Petty Officer's uniform, waving the stick.
Several hundred screen starlets, members
of the Studio Club, and prettiest of the stenographers, clerks and other studio workers,
were on hand to dance with the boys and serve

Jack Carson in Strand P.A.
Jack Carson, Warner star, will
make a p.a. at the New York Strand
with the run of "You Can't Escape
Forever," starting Oct. 16.
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —

Penn Square Resumes
Cleveland, O. — Penn Square Theater, closed two months, opened Saturday, resuming a foreign picture
policy.
E. J. Stubs operates.

from Page 1)
as hostesses.
The older players and studio
workers were in the kitchen and behind the
big snack bar, with Billie Burke in charge
of the latter.
Eddie Cantor as Emcee
Sparked by Eddie Cantor as emcee, a great
floor show was put on, with Eleanor Powell
dancing until she all but collapsed; Dinah
Shore and Betty Hutton singing encore after
encore, Cantor himself delivering several of
his famous songs, and many others contributing impromptu numbers. Red Skelton and
Rags Raglund
were among the volunteers.
Abbott and Costello scored terrifically with
their comedy.
The service men all but tore the place
down in their enthusiasm. They early cleaned
the snack bar of sandwiches and coffee and
reserve supplies had to be rushed out.
Although supposed to close at midnight,
it was two hours later before the last guests
and service men had left the place. A squad
of volunteer janitors immediately went into
action to get things ready for the reopening
at two o'clock Sunday afternoon.
Canteen Going on Web
There was no radio hookup the opening
night, but it is learned that the Canteen
will be on a national chain soon with a
sponsor, guaranteeing the organization against
financial
worries.
There will be two volunteer "name" bands
every night, and top entertainment.
Everything is donated to the Canteen, including service of all workers and performers. The earnings will go for extra food
that must be bought and for added features
for the service men.
Backers of the Canteen estimated, in advance
that it would be able to handle 3000 men
nightly. More
than
twice
that number
showed up for the opening, making necessary a "rationing" system which will be
worked out with morale officers in the district in future.

on Fgfl

• bought screen rights to Quentin
nold's new book, "Only the Stars
Neutral," for a reported price of $100,000
and has engaged Reynolds to help prepare
the scenario and to appear in a prologue
to the picture.

•

•

METRO has signed Al Lewin, formerly
of the indie team of Loew-Lewin, to
a writer-producer-director contract. He left
at
the week-end
Broadway
plays. for New York to see the

•

•

I ESTER COWAN, Columbia producer, is
*~ bidding for the motion picture rights
to the new Ann

of the film industry strut their stuff,
detachments of men from the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard
occupied the spotlight.
With the guard of honor were
Gov. Culbert L. Olson, Mayor Fletcher R. Bowron, numerous high officers of the various services and business and community leaders.
— Ax the Axis i
Bette
Davis Receives Colors
iScrap— A color guard officially presented
flags
to
Bette
president of the
an's
Swetm
J.
H. ted With DFC Canteen, who Davis,
Capt.Decora
made a short speech
Son
of welcome. After that, the 200 uniformed men in the honor guard beKapuskasing, Ont. — Capt. H. J.
came the official hosts for the eveSwetman, manager of the Communing.They
'
swung
open the
doors,
nity theater here, has been advised and thousands
of their
comrades,
that his son, Squadron Leader Wil- who had been packed in the patio
liam H. Swetman, RCAF, has been in front of the Canteen and half a
awarded the Distinguished Flying block each way up Cahuenga BouleCross. Captain Swetman, a World
vard, entered for the first time.
War I veteran, himself went over
Inside, the boys found a magnificent Canteen, entirely rebuilt and refurbished since it
the first CEF force in 1939 and
been' The Barn, a night club. All the
was invalided home as the result of had
work was done entirely by guilds and unions
with the screen industry, and all
injuries
received in a bombing at- affiliated
was done without payment.
tack on London.

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Personalities

York City, on Nov. 23, 1901. Educated

I- at De Witt Clinton High School and Columbia University. Became a member
of the New York Curb exchange. Through financing, became interested in the motion picture
business. In 1929, did original Wall Street financing for Columbia Pictures. In 1937, handled
Wall Street financing for Monogram Pictures. In
1938, became treasurer of Monogram, resigning in
1939. In 1940, helped in the formation of Producers Releasing Corporation. In 1941, was elected
executive vice-president of PRC in charge of
foreign and domestic distribution and exchange
operations. In 1942, was placed in charge of production at the Hollywood studio. Since taking over
supervision of production, has supervised nineteen

Paterson Mayor's Meet
On WB Strike is Floppo
A meeting called by Mayor Furey
of Paterson on JPriday to settle the
differences which caused the strike of
service employes at seven Warner
houses in that city and Passaic fell
through when Donald Jaycocks, the
circuit's New Jersey zone manager,
refused to enter into any further discussion of the situation unless it
were between himself and the workers or "any legal government agency
certified to act." The CIO asked that
th% whole dispute be reopened. Jaycocks is understood to have refused
on the ground that the strike was
over and the employes had returned
to their jobs. Also present were
representatives of the U. S. Conciliation Service and the New Jersey
State Board of Mediation.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

•

Ronell musical, "Count

•

DARTON MacLANE and Charlotte Wyn'■' ters (Mrs. MacLane), are currently before the cameras together for the second
time in their lives, for Producer Lester
Cutler'sIn.""Permit to Kill." They first met
Me
while making "Smart Blonde" for Warners.

•

•

VA/ITH his "Something To Shout About"
"' now in the cutting room at Columbia, Producer-Director Gregory Ratoff is
leaving for New York shortly to look over
the Broadway shows. Ratoff has scheduled
"Leave It To Me" for his next at Columbia.

•

TED

•

FIO RITO and his band have been

' signed to open the El Patio Ballroom in
Reno, Nev., on Oct. 30. Following a series
of dance dates, Fio Rito returns to Hollywood in November to fulfill a motion picture assignment.

•

CCENARIST

GEORGE

•

BRUCE, now under

^ contract
at Metro, has written
than 40 motion picture screenplays.

•

•

more

"THE PAGEANT OF THE POPES," forth' coming book by John Farrow, who
directed "Wake Island," has had an advance sale of 16,000 volumes, prior to its
appearance in book stores on October 14.

War Bond Concert Series
Stopped by AFM Union

Musicians' Local 802, AFM, forced
the abandonment of series of FM
broadcast concerts by the Perole
String Quartette arranged for by the
War Savings Staff of the Treasury
Department to aid the sale of War
Bonds and transferred it to WQXR,
$8,000,000,000 Tax Levy
standard frequency station.
Gets Senate Group Okay a The
union based its refusal of
"clearance" for the series on the
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ground that the FM stations did not
Washington — The $8,000,000,000 regularly employ any musicians. William Feinberg, secretary of the
tax bill presented to the Senate Finance Committee seven months ago union, said, however, that permission would be granted for the Perole
received the approval of that group
String Quartette to play on any staon Friday. It is the largest tax bill
tion that ordinarily employed musicians.
in the history of the United States.
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UA Releasing First
Para. Pic on Oct. 23
(Continued from Page 1)

der of their release and the dates
follow:
"Moon and Sixpence," Oct. 2; "The
. n^ii With Hitler," Oct. 9; "One of
I ■■* Aircraft is Missing," Oct. 16;
I - Undercover Man," Oct. 23; "I Married a Witch,"
Oct.
30; "Silver
Queen," Nov. 13; "Fall In," Nov. 20
"Jacare," Nov. 27; "American Em
pire," Dec. 12; "Lost Canyon," Dec.
19; "In Which We Serve," Dec. 25;
"Crystal Ball," Jan. 1; "The Powers
Girl," Jan. 15; "The McGuerins from
Brooklyn,"
Jan. 22; "Young
and
Willing," Jan. 30, and "The G-String
Murder Case," Feb. 15.
—Ax

the Axis with Scrap —

Theaters Will Continue
Selling of War Bonds
(Continued from Page 1)

Bonds and Stamps for the duration
The Committee also informed Morgenthau that a permanent 5,000theater organization had been formed
for the purpose of continuing the
Bond sales.
To cap off the September War
Bond drive, the Treasury in co-operation with the War Activities Committee, has prepared a "thank you"
trailer that will be attached to newsreels released tomorrow.
Trailer captioned, "Hats Off To
The Moviegoers of America," pays
tribute to the way the people — the
fans — responded to the industry's
Bond-selling drive. It lets the public know the national drive was a
success — even though, in some communities, the local quota may not
have been attained. It also gives a
deserved bow to the local Treasury
War Savings Staffs.
Francis S. Harmon of the WAC
Friday sent a wire to all WAC state
chairmen directing attention to Secretary Morgenthau's praise for the
industry and expressing "thanks a
aillion" on behalf of George J.
Schaefer, Si Fabian, Oscar A. Doob,
Arthur Mayer and others of the
WAC "home office" group. They
were assured that the Treasury staff
'deeply appreciates" the "splendid
jxample of all-out industry co-operaJon with our Government."
—Ax the Axis with Scrap —

funior Issue Before Equity

TO TUE

Westfield, Mass. — ANDRE J.
Seattle — BOB WINDSOR, heaa
GRAINGER, manager of the Park shipper at Warners Exchange has
Theater, has resigned to enter the joined the Navy.
Army shortly ana he has been succeeded by Malcolm E. McGowan, his
GEORGE SHARF of Loew's legal
assistant.
department has joined the Army Air
Forces and leaves today for Detroit.
Detroit— HERMAN BRODY of the
Times Square Theater staff has been
Portland, Ore.— H. P. McNARY.
inducted into the Army.
for past hve years booker at VvarArmy.
ners branch nere, has entered tnt
Meriden, Conn.— LEO RICCI, for
many years operator of the Capitol
heie,
will report for Army duty in
Portland, Ore. — HAROLD DON
90 days.
NiiiK, booker at Republic-shemela
Excnange, has enlisted in the Army
Air
Forces.
Camp Shelby, Miss. — Second promotion within a fortnight has come
to VICTOR W. FRANK, former
Portland, Ore. — C E C I L J.
Syracuse, N. Y., theater manager,
now with Battery A, 329 Field Artil- FAkJNES, salesman for Universal,
lery .battalion here. Just upped from nas joined the Army Signal Corps.
corpoial to sergeant, Frank, now has
EUGENE O'BRIEN, Columbia aa
received a warrant as staff sergeant.
sales manager, New Haven, goes
into the Army.
Columbus, O. — TOMMY PASKELL, chief usher at Loew's Ohio
Lieut. SAM
ROSEN,
of Rosen
here, has signed up as an Army Air
Forces flying cadet.
Film Delivery, New Haven, is now
stationed at Gulfport Field. Miss,
East Liverpool, O.— JANE TALLNew Haven — JACK BRASSIL
MAN, daughter of William Tallman,
manager of the Ceiamic Theater with the Loew-Poli advertising department for the past 8 years here,
here, will report Oct. 6, to Smith College, Northampton, Mass., for train- and in the show business for 13
ing in the WAVES.
years, was
Ceriani'sSherman
before
leaving
for feted
Armyat duty,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— JOHN
GRE- Fadowitz succeeds him at the Poli.
ANY, formerly assistant manager of
Worcester— BOB BERGIN, assisthe Strand 1 heater, has been advanced to the rank of technical sertant at Loew's Elm St. for many
geant, fifth grade. He is stationed years, goes into the Army, Marat Westover Field, Mass.
garet Vellnave, former cashier, replacing. This makes six women assistants on the Loew-Poli circuit.
Freeland, Pa. — IRVING REFOWICH, nephew of Owner Ike RefoScranton, Pa.— ROBERT McDONwich of the Refowich Theater and
OUGH
of the Comerford
Circuit
manager of the house, has joined the
Army.
home office, has entered the Army.
Forty Fort, Pa.— WILLIAM EGGLESTON, formerly projectionist at
the Forty Fort Theater, has been
promoted to the rank of corporal at
Camp Chaffee, Ark.
OSCAR KRAUS, artist formerly
with 20th-Fox and Lord & Thomas,
has enlisted in the Coast Guard. He
is stationed in Boston.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Proposal to make it easier for
Hollywood — NORMAN RIVKIN,
juniors to become senior members of
formerly a member of Universal Stu\ctors Equity will be considered at
dio's publicity department, and who
.he Oct. 13 council meeting.
has been attending the Medical Service School at Carlisle Barracks, has
been commissioned a second lieutenant.

WEDDING

BELLS

COLOMtS!

Monogram Canadian
Franchise to Hanson
(Continued from Page 1)

been named general manager with
head office at Toronto. The branch
offices are located in six key cities,
including St. John, Montreal, Winronto. nipeg, Calgary, Vancouver and ToPercy C. Taylor, recently with
Odeon Theaters of Canada, has been
appointed manager of the Vancouver
Monogram office with temporary supervision of the Calgary territory
and has already left Toronto for the
West Coast. With the acquisition
of Monogram Pictures of Canada,
Hanson secured more than 20 features from Regal Films, Ltd., which
handled Mono, distribution throughout the Dominion for many years.
STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION,
ETC.,
REQUIRED
BY THE
ACTS
OF AUGUST 24. 1912. and MARCH 3, 1933.
OF THE
FILM
DAILY, published daily
except Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays at
New
Y., for ]October
1, 1942:
State York,
of NewN. York
SS-.
County of New York. J
Before me, a notary public, in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, depose,
and says that he is the Business Manager of
THE FILM DAILY, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief
a true statement of the ownership, manage
ment (and if a daily paper, the circulation) ,
etc.. of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933 embodied in Section
537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher,
editor,
ness manager
are: managing editor, and busiPublisher, John W. Alicoate, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Editor, Chester B.
Bahn, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.;
Managing Editor, None; Business Manager,
Donald
York. N. M.Y. Mersereau, 1501 Broadway, New
ThatFolk,
the Inc.,
owners
Wid's Films
& 2.Film
1501are:
Broadway,
New

N. Y.: John W. Alicoate, 1501 BroadScranton, Pa.— PVT. PETER A. York, way,
New York, N. Y.; Addie Dannenberg,
RAIA, formerly with the RCA The- 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Edna
ater, has been transferred to Dale Sussman, 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
That the known bondholders, mortagees
Mabry Field, Tallahassee, Fla., fol- and3. other
holders owning or holding
lowing his graduation as an aviation 1 per cent security
or more of total amount of bonds
engine mechanic.
mortgages, or other securities are: None.

Camp Shelby, Miss.— VICTOR W.
FRANK, former Syracuse, N. Y.,
theater manager, has been promoted
to sergeant in Battery A. 329th Field
Artillery Battalion, here.
Denver— PAUL GUNDY, shipping
clerk at the Republic-Sheffield exing.
change, has joined the Navy and
has left for San Diego for train-

Des Moines, la.— LARRY PAULSON, 20th-Fox salesman in Des
Rochester— DR. CHARLES GAL- Moines, has left for Miami, Fla., as
LAGHER of the medical staff of
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Engagement of Eastman Kodak Co., has rejoined the a lieutenant in the Army Air Forces.
Ernest A. Stern, booker for the local Navy.
DOYLE ANDERSON, poster clerk
Paramount exchange, to Regina Abwith Columbia at Des Moines has
avanel of this city has been anEARL WRIGHT, 20th-Fox sales- joined the Army.
lounced. Wedding will take place
man, New Haven, and WILLIAM
n early Fall. The prospective groom HUTCHINS, National Theatre SupCleveland— BERNIE RUBIN, PRC
s the son of Norbert Stern, who opply manager, are on 24-hour Coast
rates the Drive-In Theater, South patrol duty every sixth day, as part branch manager, has enlisted in the
'ark.
Army Signal Corps.
of the Coast Guard Auxiliary duty.

4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders aa
they atinear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given, also
that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge anil
belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds or other securities than as
so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid ingsubscribers
during
months' precedthe date shown
abovetheis 125,010.
D. M. MERSEREAU.
Business Manager.
Sworn
to and subscribed before me this
30th day of September, 1942.
(Seal) Frank K. Zimmerman.
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':< RCVI6UJS
Of TH6
IKUJ flLfllS
A tS"Mrs. Wiggs of the
"Mexican Spitfire's
"The Falcon's Brother"
"Road to Morocco"

with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Lamour
Paramount

Dorothy

83 Mins.

FAST AND FURIOUS COMEDY IS FIRSTRATE POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT PROMISING THE PROVERBIAL POT OF GOLD
FOR EXHIBS.

Cabbage Patch"

with Fay Bainter, Hugh
Herbert
Paramount
80 Mins.
HUMOR IS SAVING GRACE OF DATED
SENTIMENTAL STORY WHICH MISSES
THE TARGET.

It's fortunate that this re-make of "Mrs.
"Road to Morocco" should lead to the
proverbial pot of gold for the exhibitor. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" possesses just
about enough humor, routine though it be,
The film offers three potent marquee lights
to provide the exhib. with a sales argument.
— Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy La- Candidly, the pic, turned out by Sol C.
mour— the power of whose names alone is Siegel, with Ralph Murphy as associate,
a guarantee of popular appreciation for this
latest addition to the list of laugh riots. is so much ineffectual hokum pointed directly at the tear ducts. Its sentimentalism
The three players have been joyously united
misses the mark badly; for the treatment
to provide solid and unalloyed entertain- of the dated story, fails to create any real
ment for every member of the household.
Things move so fast and furiously in this interest in the plight of the poverty-stricken
Mrs. Wiggs and her brood.
venture in hilarity that one has no time to
Most ot the drama revolves around the
stop and think that some of the humor is
efforts of Mrs. Wiggs to keep her family
of extremely familiar pattern and many of intact in the face of the efforts of the authe situations are old standbys in the busithorities to take two of her youngsters for
ness of comedy,
adoption in order to lighten her financial
Hope and Crosby romp with abandon in
worries. The film has a happy ending of a
this bit of nonsense which gyrates around
sort when her husband, long absent in
the rivalry between the two men for the
Alaska where he went to prospect for gold,
favors of a beauteous native princess — Miss returns home just as broke as ever.
Lamour, to you. Hope finds himself enThe film offers some real moments of
joying the upper hand when the princess entertainment when Hugh Herbert and Vera
buys him on the advice of her astrologist.
Vague are on the screen. The two salvage
The romantic bubble is passed back and
forth until Bob bows out in favor of Crosby, many laughs out of the wreckage in a
comic-book romance loaded with slapstick.
settling his affections on the princess' fa- The film owes practically everything to
vorite attendant (Dona Drake). A menace cially.
these two funny people, Herbert espeenters the situation in the person of Anthony Quinn, a warrior sheik who wants the
The Alice Hegan Rice novel and the play
princess for his bride. How Crosby and
derived from it by Anne Crawford Flexner
Bob outwit the sheik provides some of the,
have been turned into an uninspired screenfunniest moments of the film.
play by Doris Anderson, William Slavens
A number of musical interludes should
McNutt and Jane Storm. Murphy directed
widen the public's reception to the picture, the picture in a pedestrian fashion.
which carries the producer banner of Paul
Fay Bainter struggles hard with a role
Jones, who had much to do with the pro- that is much beneath her talents. Besides
duction's awareness of the popular taste. fhose already mentioned, other players inAll three of the leading players contribute
volved are Carolyn Lee, Barbara Britton,
their voices to the singing. There are
John Archer, Betty Brewer, Mary Thomas,
four attractive tunes, all the work of
Billy Lee, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Moroni
Johnny Burke and James Van Heusen. Olsen,
Janet Beecher. None of the actors
"Moonlight Becomes You," "Constantly," seems to be able to shake off the curse
"Ain't Got a Dime to My Name" and "Road of the story.
to Morocco" are the titles.
CAST: Fay Bainter, Carolyn Lee, Hugh
Crosby and Hope are in top form. They
Herbert, Vera Vague, Barbara Britton, John
get fine assistance not only from Miss Lamour but from Quinn, Miss Drake and Archer, Betty Brewer, Mary Thomas, Billy
Vladimir Sokoloff.
Lee, Carl "Alfalfa" Switzer, Harry Shannon,
Frank Butler and Don Hartman have sup- Clem Bevans, Moroni Olsen, Janet Beecher.
plied the principals with a screenplay that
gives full play to their varied talents. David
Butler's snappy direction doesn't allow the
attention of the audience to be diverted
for a moment. A good word for the musical direction of Victor Young and the
photography of William Mellor.
CAST: Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy
Lamour, Anthony Quinn, Dona Drake, Vladimir Sokoloff, Mikhail Rasumny, Jamiel Hasson, Monte Blue, Louise La Plante, Theo
de Voe, Brooke Evans, Suzanne Ridgeway,
Patsy Mace, Yvonne de Carlo, Poppy Wilde,
Ralph Penney, Dan Seymour.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul Jones;
Director, David Butler; Screenplay, Frank
Butler, Don Hartman; Musical Director,
Victor Young; Film Editor, Irene Morra;
Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Robert Usher;
Cameraman, William Mellor; Songs, Johnny
Burke, James Van Heusen.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Associate Producer, Ralph Murphy; Director,
Ralph Murphy; Screenplay, Doris Anderson,
William Slavens McNutt, Jane Storm;
Based on novel by Alice Hegan Rice and
play by Anne Crawford Flexner; Film Editor, Anne Bauchens; Art Directors, Hans
Dreier, William Flannery; Cameraman, Leo
Tover.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

with George Sanders, Tom Conway
RKO
63 Mins.
FALCON CHARACTER KILLED OFF IN
SUSPENSEFUL SWAN SONG ABOUT NAZI
ESPIONAGE.
This film marks the death of the Falcon
character. The series will be carried on

with the gentleman sleuth's brother serving
as the pivotal figure. This production relieves George Sanders of any further commitments in the Falcon role. His successor to the mantle is Tom Conway, who happens to be Sanders real-life brother.
The Falcon meets his end while tracking
down a gang of Nazi espionage agents, but
he doesn't pass out of the picture until
the rats get their just desserts. His brother
plays a big part in helping to uncover the
villains, who have been able to carry on
their work through an ingenious method of
conveying information. The newspaper woman who has been a familiar figure in all
the Falcon films is inherited by Conway
when he takes up where Sanders left off.
No doubt she will continue to lend fumbling assistance to the central chartcter in
the cause of justice.
Considerable mystery has been worked
into the screenplay of Stuart Palmer and
Craig Rice. Stanley Logan has directed
with respect for the lighter side of the
Falcon character. Maurice Geraghty is
listed as producer.
Sanders is again his nonchalant self as
the Falcon. Conway, who bears a striking
resemblance to him facially, acquits himself nicely as his brother's successor. Jane
Randolph does an acceptable encore as
the newspaper woman. Others who figure
in the action are Don Barclay, Cliff Clark
Edward Gargan, Eddie Dunn, Charlotte
Wynters, James Newill, Keye Luke,
Amanda Varela, George Lewis, Gwili Andre.
CAST: George Sanders, Tom Conway,
Jane Randolph, Don Barclay, Cliff Clark,
Edward Gargan, Eddie Dunn, Charlotte
Wynters, James Newill, Keye Luke, Amanda
Varela, George Lewis, Gwili Andre, Andre
Chariot, Mary Halsey, Charles Arnt.
CREDITS: Producer, Maurice Geraghty;
Director, Stanley Logan; Screenplay, Stuart
Palmer, Craig Rice; Based on character
created by Michael Arlen; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Cameraman, Russell
Metty; E.
ArtKeller;
Directors,
D'Agostino,
Walter
Film Albert
Editor, S.
Mark
Robson.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Rodeo Advance Ahead
With Rogers Headlining

with Leon Er.-ol, Lupe Velez
RKO
63 Mins.
FAST-STEPPING COMEDY HAS £k£
STUFF TO PLEASE THE FAMILY TRi^f

Elephant"

Broad
rampant
again'
in
this
latestcomedy
of the runs
Mexican
Spitfire
series.
The slapstick is slapped on plenty thick to
provide generally acceptable entertainment
for the family trade. Those who like this
sort of comedy should find "Mexican Spitfire's Elephant" good for an hour of solid
laughs. Others are more than likely to find
it all much too silly, since a lot of it is
repetitious.
This time Lord Epping gets himself into
difficulty when he unwittingly does a
smuggler the favor of bringing into the
country an onyx elephant in which a costly
gem is concealed. Uncle Matt and the
Spitfire try to help his lordship out of the
pickle, only to make matters tougher for
the old fellow. The action is motivated by
the efforts of the smuggler to get the elephant back with the aid of a woman confederate. After a lot of darting in and
out of doors and mad carryings-on the
menace is removed from the scene and
things are straightened out all around.
Leon Errol again is highly funny in the
dual role of Lord Epping and Uncle Matt.
Lupe Velez is better as the Spitfire in
this film than she has been in its predecessors in the series. She is at her most
entertaining in a brace of song and dance
numbers. Lyle Talbot plays the smuggler
well. Others who should be mentioned are
Walter Reed, Elizabeth Risdon, Lydia Bilbrook, Marion Martin, Luis Alberni, George
Cleveland.
Leslie Goodwins has given the film whirlwind direction under the supervision of
Bert Gilroy. Charles E. Roberts put the
screenplay together from a yarn concocted
by himself and Goodwins. All the old tricks
guaranteed to draw a laugh from unsophisticated audiences have been trotted out

CAST: Leon Errol, Lupe Velez, Walter
by
him. Elizabeth
Reed,
Risdon, Lydia Bilbrook,
Marion Martin, Lyle Talbot, Luis Alberni,
George Cleveland, Marten Lamont, Jack
Bnggs, Arnold Kent, Max Wagner.
CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay, Charles
E. Roberts; Based on Story by Charles E.
Roberts, Leslie Goodwins; Cameraman, Jack
Mackenzie; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino,
Feild M. Gray; Film Editor, Harry MarkerMusical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY
Good.

Would Stop Picketing

With Republic's Roy Rogers replacing Gene Autry as the star at- Due to Switch in Unions
traction, advance sale for the roToronto — Controversy between the
deo at Madison Square Garden Friday was ahead of that last year.
theater and the IATSE's Lo"Flying Tigers" as Single Republic is tossing a cocktail party Garden
cal 173, operators, resulting from the
In Two WB Coast Theaters for Rogers at the Essex House tomorrow afternoon.
theater'
switchNo.to10 Projectio
National s Union
will be nists'
aired
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— Ax the Axis with Scrap —
m Court here Wednesday when the
Hollywood — Republic's "Flying WB's Three for November
application of the theater for a permanent writ to halt picketing will
Tigers" has been booked into WarWarners trio of November re- ing.
ners' Hollywood and Downtown thebe heard. Sam Rittenberg recently
leases
will
be
"The
Hidden
Hand,"
aters both
on a single
"Tigers"
reopened the Garden after remodelopens at
houses bill.
for a minimum
7; "The Hard Way," 14, and "George
two-week run starting Oct. 21 or 24. Washington
Slept Here," 28.
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"The Yanks Are
"You Were Never
Lovelier"

with Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth
Columbia
97 Mins.
u! JUICE BLEND OF ROMANCE,
MELODY
]\C-a HUMOR
SHOULD
PUT THIS MUMS. JL OVER BIG AT THE BOX-OFFICE.
Romance worked out to the accompani,',\ ment of melody and whirling feet gives this
..J musical assurance
of success at the boxoffice.
"You Were Never Lovelier" is light
..and
gay and utterly irresponsible — a perfect antidote for the war blues.
It is ar\ tention-holding entertainment heavily but. ! tered with comedy.
\ The film offers several audience-pulling
Jnames. First there are Fred Astaire and
. .(
TCita Hayworth in the leading roles. Then
',Vwe have Jerome Kern, a guarantee of tunefulness beyond the ordinary. A third
.. strong drawing card is the presence of
.! Xavier Cugat and his orchestra, who are
■ I responsible for some excellent musical mo. Jments
thatnoshould
followers
end. delight the band leader's
Astaire and Miss Hayworth team delightfully, joining their very large talents to put
over several dance numbers with a sock. To
^augment their work done in partnership with
A/liss Hayworth the Astaire limbs beat
out a snappy rhythm in several solo dance
routines which, though they may not be
'itl any too fresh, still manage to be hugely
" Effective.
The scene of the action is Buenos Aires.
'Astaire is a visiting dancer from the States.
l:a 'Miss Hayworth is the daughter of a wealthy
i* 'hotel owner (Adolphe Menjou). Her coolness toward men has her younger sisters
very much disturbed as custom forbids
•their being married until she is. The fact
that the gals are desperately in love and
are aching to be married makes matters
Worse.
In an attempt to defrost Miss Hayworth
'her dad devises an imaginary suitor ablaze
'^j'with passion, sending her orchids and mash
■"•('notes to sustain the illusion.
The trick
'{backfires when
the girl, thinking Astaire
lis the ardent swain, falls for him.
Menjou,
's|who heartily disapproves
of Astaire, gets
'-''the dancer to agree to change
the girl's
'-opinion of him in return for a contract to
» I dance at the hotel.
Astaire is in a tough
I spot when
he finds himself in love with
the gal, who eventually finds out the truth.
•a -A happy ending is achieved
for all coni [ cerned after everything has been explained
id to the satisfaction of everyone.
jj
Astaire and Miss Hayworth are topnotch.
<er Menjou
gives a highly humorous perform! ance.
Gus Schilling is a standout in a role
HY, which makes it possible for him to steal
jevery scene in which he appears.
Leslie
— Brooks, Adele Mara, Isobel Elsom, Barbara
j Brown, Douglas Leavitt and Catherine Craig
| are others whose work is good.
' |

Produced with plenty of showmanship by
Louis F. Edelman, "You Were Never Lovelier" has been given lively direction by
William
A. Seiter, who
worked
from a

■I screenplay by Michael Fessier, Ernest Pagano
' and Delmar
Daves which makes
good use
of comedy.
Carlos Olivari and Sixto Pondal
j Rios did the original. Johnny Mercer wrote
j the lyrics to the Kern music.
He and Kern
have supplied the film with some
firstrate tunes.
Deserving
of commendation
are the photography of Ted Tetzlaff, the

"Bowery
At Midnight"
with Bela Lugosi, John Archer,

Wanda
McKay
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
63 Mins.
RIGHT DOWN THE ALLEY FOR MYSTERY AND HORROR ADDICTS.
Mystery and horror film followers will
find much of interest in this effort. Director Wallace Fox has done a swell job
of maintaining interest and suspense. Sam
Katzman and Jack Dietz served as producers and Barney Sarecky as associate
producer.
Bela Lugosi has been ideally cast as a
college professor of psychology, who spends
his nights posing as the head of a Bowery
mission house. In reality, this is only a
"cover up" and he is a relentless killer.
He finds convicts, down on their luck, and
when their usefulness to him is over, he
kills them or has one of his aides do the
slaving. Wanda McKay, a social worker,
and John Archer, one of Lugosi's day-time
pupils, provide the love interest.
One of Lugosi's early victims is John
Berkes. He is followed by Wheeler Oakman, with Vince Barnett's a subsequent
victim. John Archer uncovers Lugosi's
crimes and is shot down. Lew Kelly, a
derelict doctor, employed by Lugosi to
dispose of the "murder" victims, brings
them back to life, and in the end they
turn on Lugosi and slay him.
CAST: Bela Lugosi. John Archer. Wanda
McKay, Tom Neal, Vince Barnett. Anna
Hope, John Berkes, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Dave O'Brien, Lucille Vance, Lew Kelly,
Wheeler Oakman, Ray Miller.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman, Jack
Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney A.
Sarecky: Director. Wallace Fox; Author,
Gerald Schnitzer; Screenplay, Same; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Art Director, Dave
Milton; Editor, Carl Pierson; Musical Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Adequate.

Rites for Mrs. Donegan
Funeral services for Mrs. Marv E.
Doneg-an, producer of advertising1
films for the Loucks & Norlinsc S+udios. were held Saturdav in the
Church of Notre Dame. Mrs. Donf>p-an. who was 48, died Thiirsdav in
the Fifth Avenue Hospital after a
hrjpf illness.
dance direction of Val Raset and the musical
d;rection of Leigh Harline.
CAST: Fred Astaire Rita Hayworth,
Adotohe Menjou, Leslie Brooks, Adele Mara,
Isobel Elsom, Gus Schilling, Barbara Brown,
Douglas Leavitt. Catherine Craig, Kathleen Howard, Mary Field, Larry Parks,
Stanley Brown, Xavier Cugat and his orchestra.
CREDITS: Producer, Louis F. Edelman;
Director. William A. Seiter; Screenplay,
Michael Fessier, Ernest Paeano, Delmar
Daves; Based on story by Carlos Olivari,
Sixto Pondal Rios: Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Film Editor, William Lyon; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Dance Director, Val
Raset; Musical Director, Leigh Harline;
Songs, Jerome Kern, Johnny Mercer.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Street of Chance"

with Burgess Meredith, Claire Trevor
Paramount
74 Mins.
ENGROSSING AND SUSPENSE-PACKED
FILM IS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
MELODRAMA LOVERS.

with

Henry King and his Orchestra,
Mary Healy, Jackie Heller
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
PRC
65 Mins.
AMBITIOUS MUSICAL IN MODEST
BUDGET FIELD HOLDS PLENTY OF POP
APPEAL.

Coming"

Unraveled simply and directly, "Street
of Chance" is a first-rate little melodrama
given excellent treatment, acting and direction. The sound screenplay of Garrett Fort,
Here is an ambitious musical in the modas guided by the directorial hand of Jack
est budget field, which reflects much credit
Hively, works up tremendous suspense.
Melodrama addicts will find the production on Producer Lester Cutler's showmanship.
It
has
tuneful music, pleasing performers
a gripping bit of entertainment definitely
and, of course, an attention-winning title.
demanding their attention.
It
has
been
given good direction by Alexis
Fort's script, devised from a yarn by Thurn-Taxis.
Cornell Woolrich, tells the story of an inWilliam Roberts, newcomer, has an innocent chap hunted by the police for a murgratiating personality and sings well. Mary
der committed while he was living in a state
of amnesia. The fellow has no recollection Healy handles her vocal assignments effectively. Little Jackie Heller, a night club
of the crime. Most of the film is devoted
entertainer, teams up well with attractive
to his efforts to get at the truth. By a clever bit of sleuthing he gradually works out Dorothy Dare. Henry King, the orchestra
the solution. The guilty party turns out leader, has an imporant role, while Maxie
to be the person whom suspicion hardly Rosenbloom and Parkyarkarkus furnish most
touches — the girl to whom he was married of the comedy. Jane Novak, the silent
screen star; Charles Purcell, Forrest Taywhile in the grip of amnesia.
The story has been acted out quietly
lor, David O'Brien, Lynn Starr and Lew
Pollack are among the capable principals.
by a cast that, thanks be, resorts to underRoberts, soloist with King's orchestra,
playing to gain effect. The amnesia victim
is played in splendid fashion by Burgess joins the army, and when Jackie Heller,
Meredith. The girl is acted by Claire Trevor whose musical arrangements have been rein good style. Sheldon Leonard appears to
sponsible for most of the outfit's success,
fine advantage as the dick assigned to also joins up, King's musicians quit in a
shadow Meredith. Jerome Cowan and body. King upbraids the men and declares
Frieda Inescort handle nicely the roles of they are foolish to enlist. However, when
the persons suspected by Meredith of en- he gets word that his brother is "missing
gineering the crime pinned on him. They in action" he loses no time in getting into
fool the audience just as completely as an army uniform. King and the others put
on splendid entertainment for fellow soldiers
they do Meredith. Another topnotch perand then get the call to march off to
formance isthat of Adeline De Walt Rey- war.
nolds as the bedridden paralytic through
whom Meredith learns that Miss Trevor is
"I Must Have Priorities On Your Love"
the culprit. Other good performances are is the best of the four numbers by Lew Pollack, Tony Stern, Sidney Claire and Herman
by Louise Piatt and Arthur Loft.
Ruby, while Kay Crothers and Dr. Arthur
Hively's direction keeps the film constantly engrossing. Sol C. Siegel is down Garland furnished "Don't Fool Around With
as producer, with Burt Kelly as associate.
Chris A. Beute functioned as associate
To Theodor Sparkuhl goes a bow for photography that contributes much to the mood producer. Marcel LePicard's photography
Of the story.
is very praiseworthy.
My Heart."
CAST: Burgess Meredith, Claire Trevor,
CAST: Henry King and his orchestra,
Sheldon Leonard, Jerome Cowan, Frieda Mary Healy, Jackie Heller, Maxie RosenInescort, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, Louise bloom, William Roberts, Parkyarkarkus,
Piatt. Arthur Loft.
Dorothy Dare, Lynn Starr, Jane Novak,
CREDITS: Producer. Sol Siegel; Associate Charles Purcell, Forrest Taylor, David
Producer, Burt Kelly: Director, Jack Hivelv; O'Brien, Lew Pollack.
Screenolav. Garrett Fort; Based on story by
CREDITS: Producer, Lester Cutler; DiCornell Woolrich; Film Editor, Arthur
rector, Alexis Thurn-Taxis; Associate ProSchmidt: Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Halducer, C. A. Beute; Authors, Tony Stern,
dane Douglas; Cameraman, Theodor
Lew Pollack, Edward Kaye; Screenplay,
Arthur St. Claire, Sherman Lowe; CameraDIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Sparkuhl.
man, Marcel Le Picard; Added Dialog,
Excellent.
Edith Watkins; Editor, Fred Bain; Musical
Director, Lee Zahler; Music by Lew Pollack and Tony Stern; Lyrics by Herman Ruby
and Sidney Claire.
DIRECTION,
Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Praiseworthy.

"Land Is Bright" to be
Wood's First for Col.

"The Land Is Bright," the George
S. Kaufman-Edna Ferber play of
last Broadway legit season, has been
Patricia Ellis' Brother
purchased by Sam Wood, producer- Killed in Plane Crash
director, who will make it into his
first independent feature for release
Detroit— Joseph W. O'Brien, II,
through Columbia, under an agreement which calls for at least one Army Air Forces, brother of Patricia Ellis, was killed in an airpicture a year. The company, with
plane crash near Plant City, F)r.
several top-flight story properties
Body was returned to his home here
now on tap, will probably make for
burial.
some
of these available to Wood.
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NARMA SULAK, for the past 12
"Beyond
the Line
of Duty"
(Broadway
Brevity)
years secretary to H. C. Kaufman,
20 Mins.
manager of exchange operations for Warners
Ace Attraction
Columbia, has resigned to join the
WAAC and will report to Fort Des
A picture, as long on entertainMoines, for training immediately
ment, timeliness, and stimulating-tofollowing a vacation in Chicago, her pride as this one, rarely comes along.
home town.
But seeing is believing. In "Beyond
the Line of Duty" the Warners have
New Orleans — MARCIA ANN one of the greatest shorts of this or
BORNE, billing clerk in Warners any other season. It is socko stuff;
exchange here, locally becomes the a scoop for the producers; and a gem
first feminine employe of the com- fo: any house in the land. The astute
pany to join the WAACS.
WB tab reel strategists got Capt.
Hewitt T. Wheless, the heroic U. S.
Chicago— A. M. SUFFRIN, of the Army Air Force pilot whom Presi20th-Fox branch here, has joined the
dent Roosevelt cited publicly in a raArmy.
dio address recently and to whom he
awarded the Distinguished Service
Treverton, Pa.— HAINES A. MIL- Cross for a stirring exploit via flying fortress action in the Philippines,
LER, formerly manager of the Ritz
Theater, has been commissioned an to re-enact not only that exploit, but
ensign in the Navy.
his career in military aviation.
Two factors make for enormous
Indianapolis — JOHN 0. SER- emotional impact in the film, (1) the
VASS, of the S & S Theater Corp.. exemplary and natural acting ability
has been commissioned a first Lieu- of Capt. Wheless (Hollywood posttenant in the U. S. Army forces.
war talent-seekers please note), and
Servass graduated from the officers (2) the use of President Roosevelt's
training school at Miami, Fla.
verbatim description used as narration. To convey to showmen the walCleveland— BERT LEFKOWICH,
lop this two-reeler packs, let them
son of Max Lefkowich, who, with visualize 20 solid minutes of genuine,
Henry Greenberger operates the Com- history-making drama and rousing
munity Circuit, has just received his action. It discloses the running fight
pilot wings. He reports for duty 'twixt the flying fortress and 18 Jap
Zero fighters and the background of
at Corpus Christi.
training which enabled Wheless and
Cleveland — HAROLD SHULTIS, his companions to win what is easily
former assistant manager at Loew's one of the
ments aloft.war's noteworthy engageStillman Theater, is now stationed
Audiences will revel in every scene.
at the Army air base at Walla Walla.
Wash.
It's an ace American picture of an
American ace!
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — GEORGE FLAX,
nephew of Jake Flax, head of the
local Republic Exchange, has been
appointed a Second Lieutenant in the
Army and reports on Oct. 5 at Camp
Lee, Va. George was a salesman
at the local exchange.
LEON

NELSON,

former

head

checker for Warners in the "Virginia
territory, has been promoted to sergeant at Camp Lee.

i

"Sweeney Steps Out"
(Hollywood Novelty)
Warners
10 mins.
One of the Best
Enormous potentialities of the
short subject to portray life and
human-interest values is demonstrated by this single-reeler which stars
tiny Michael J. O'Donnell, with John
Kieran, — author, sports writer, naturalist, and most widely-known as
"expert extraordinary" of radio's
"Information Please" and that profilm versions,
as thetabnarrator. Allgram's
showmen
who— offer
reels

Chicago— Lt. BRUCE TRINZ, formerly of the Trinz Theater circuit,
is now stationed in West Virginia.
to their customers are hereby adHis brother, JAMES TRINZ, forvised that "Sweeney Steps Out" is
merly manager of the Clark theater
for a place among the best
of the circuit, is now located at headed
shorts of the year. Any reviewer
Lowry Field, Tex., where he has would have to be stone blind not to
entered an officers training school.
see the inevitability of this. Contributing evidence of film's prowess
Memphis — B. W. HIRSH, short is the sensation
it created in a testsubject booker with Malco circuit
run
at
New
York's Radio City Music
has joined the Army.
Hall.
Extent of its human values can
Memphis— W. T. BIGGS mainten- be gleaned by citing that it conance man with Malco Circuit has
tains two of the most powerful elejoined the Navy.
ments which captivate the public, —
a child and animals. In the top role,
Rochester— JOHN MENZIES, for- young O'Donnell (he's six years of
mer assistant manager at the Cen- age) decides one morning, very early,
tury, and DOMINIC BRUNO, for- to run away from home, accompanied
merly on the Century staff, are both only by his little stuffed elephant,
ac Fort Knox. Menzies is in officers Bombo. The youngster finds himself
in the Bronx Zoo, sees all sorts of
training school.

including football, lacrosse, baseball,
| wild and not-so-wild fauna, loses
Bombo, and, afraid to pick the latter et al. But the backbone of the two- ■ .
reeler is the combination of stirring j
up when he does discover his where- martial music supplied by the U. S. J
about (the toy elephant is guarded
Military
Academy
Band,
and the I
by a fearsome bird), imagines himspine-tingling singing of the Cadet
jeered the
by the
denizens.
It's Chapel Choir. Theatermen and fans
then selfthat
boyzoofinds
his better
and braver nature, and becomes a will profit alike wherever
this^M
man in heart. Triumphantly he shown, which should be everywPS
rescues Bombo, — and all the beasts
of the jungle commend him.
"Mail Trouble"
(Leon Errol Comedy)
There is much more to "Sweeney
18 mins.
Steps Out" than a pretty pictorial, RKO Radio
Fair Comedy
and endearing, subject matter. It
is a grand study (with a moral) in
Errol fans will find this one on
child psychology. Too, it is bril- a par with predecessors of the series
liant, novel entertainment. These
with respect to laughs. The anare some of the reasons why it's a
noyed Leon doesn't like the botanical
must-booking for all stands.
hobby of his father-in-law who clutters up the house with all sorts of
"Fox Pop"
potted plants. A good opportunity
(Merrie Melodies Cartoon)
to get rid of the offender presents
Warners
7 mins. itself in a matrimonial agency, to
Clever Reel
which Errol writes for a spouse.
Producer Leon Schlesinger serves But before the letter can get off,
notice via this Technicolor reel that the father-in-law secretly inserts
his 1942-43 pix are going to pack Errol's photograph and removes his
plenty of appeal to eye, ear and own. Of course the prospective bride
funny-bone. Made under the super- arrives and raises cane with the
vision of Charles M. Jones, with mu- marital relations of Leon. But all is
sical direction by Carl W. Stalling, straightened out in the end, — the
and animation by Philip de Lara, culprit receiving a good lesson. Film
"Fox Pop" recounts the disturbing is fair comedy, often on the slapexperience of a young red fox. He
stick side. It should go okay with
hears, according to the delightful most humor-seekers.
Ted Pierce script, an announcement
"The Hep Cat"
oyer tiful
a radio
to the
effect
women will
wear
the that
silverbeaufox
(Looney Tune Cartoon)
about their necks this season. So the Warners
7 mins.
young red fox, his heart surcharged
Nifty Laugh Bit
with romance, disguises himself as
Fans of all ages, — old and young — ,
a silver fox (via a paint job) and ar- will get lots of laughs from this nifty
ranges for a fox-farmer to capture bit of animated nonsense recounting
him. But, like the best-laid plans of a tomcat's Waterloo. The Casanova
mice, Reynard's plans go cockeyed, feline, who imagines himself to be ke
for he hasn't figured that a fellow the last word in male allure in the
gets skinned in the interests of Dame backyard sections of a community,
Fashion. He escapes, is set upon by
goes a-courting what appears to be
hounds, survives the ordeal, — and
smashes to bits the deceitful radio! a glamorous tabby-gal. But the
apple of his eye is a dummy, riggedIt's a clever, well-fashioned subject.
up
by Casanova's
a menacing
dog. energetic
There mayenemy,
not —be
much to the story, but in celluloid
"The(Broadway
Spirit of West
Point"
Brevity)
form it scores solidly because of the
Warners
20 mins. clever situations, good animation,
and interesting sound effects. Lots
Brilliant Two-Reeler
hasmaterial.
been injected via imagFast pace and excellent form of appealinative
which Warner entries are currently
showing in the shorts field is main"A Nation Dances"
tained spectacularly via "The Spirit
(Broadway Brevities)
of West Point," — an offering every Warners
20 mins.
inch as appealing as companion reels
Tip-Top
Subject
in this 1942-43 series, all of which
When the Nazi military machine
have thus far elicited rave comments
from those who have seen them at was rapping at the very gates of
press and trade screenings, as well Moscow last Autumn, and threat of
as at certain private showings. Un- the city's capture was grave, the
der the expert direction of Jean annual folk dance festival was scheduled to take place,— and it did! Out
Negulesco, the sound cameras have
been trained upon the U. S. Military of 60,000 feet of film made on the
Academy, catching in eye-filling festival, highlight sequences were
shots the full romantic flavor of this selected and a two-reeler produced.
This is it. Special introduction was
world-famed institution.
There are shots of the buildings, written bv Erskine Caldwell. Footage is filled with action and entergrounds, and magnificent vistas, thp
tainment values. Besides its appeal
latter threaded by the Hudson and
flanking highlands. Too, there are as a corking dance subject, one views
inspiring sequences of the cadets at the short with particular admiratheir training chores, parading, in under tion, knowing that it was filmed
bespeaking the
physical training, on maneuvers, and heroism conditions
of the Russian
people.
"I J is
participating in intercollegiate sports '
IS
HJ *r +7
M
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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BROADWAY'S WEEK-END BIZ A GOLD MINE
Col.
Cole Fears Gov't Regulation of Film
Industry
Soaring Attendance and
Sees That Likely to Happen Before Pending AntiTrust Action is Settled

CANADIAN "UNITY PLAN" PROPOSED
Falk Would Use All-Industry Advisory Council As
Clearing House for Internal Disputes

Dallas — At the open forum here
yesterday at the convention of Allid Theater Owners of Texas, Col. H.
Toronto — Henry Falk, head of the
A Cole, the unit's prexy, in express- National Council of Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors, has found a
ing regret that UMPI is dead, said
tie feared the industry was headed trade use for the All-Industry Advisfor Government regulation.
ory Council of the Wartime Prices and
The morning session of the first Trade Board by broadening the jurisiay of the convention was closed to
diction of the organization so that
the press.
The luncheon and busi- it would deal with disputes and probaess session were devoted to Col.
lems
within the Canadian film busi(Continued on Page 7)
ness, apart from collaborating with
— 'Don't be a Scrap Slacker —
the Government board in the framing of control measures.
Returning from a speaking
tour

Pix and Newspaper
Scrap Drives Join

Warners To Double
Newspaper Ad Coin

of Quebec and the Maritime Provinces during which he laid the proposal before combined independentchain-distributor gatherings, Falk
urged that the Advisory Council
should be made into a central clearing house for internal disputes and
for dealing- with matters of general
On the other hand, Falk declared
policy.
openly
some to
trade
officials "have
tried tothatreduce
a minimum
the

-—Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Columbia's Year
Nefaf$1r611,659

Allen Sparrow, who has been a
nanager for the Loew circuit since
.920, was promoted yesterday by
roseph R. Vogel to district manager,
vith headquarters in Columbus, 0.
sparrow replaces Mike Cullen, dis(Continued on Page 6)

Rate Cut, But Md.
Ticket Tux Booms
Annapolis — Maryland fiscal officials
got a pleasant surprise when they
got
around to
amusement
tax computing
revenue. the
Whenstate's
the
tax was reduced from one per cent
to one-half per cent, tax officials expected ahealthy drop in the amount
collected. Current computation, however, showed an increase of almost
$10,000 over the 1940-41 fiscal reports.

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

—Don't be a Scrap Slacker-

— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Albright Replaces Marks
"Down Under" for UA

Moving Para. Cartoon Plant?
May Switch Production from Miami'to N. Y.
"Clubs Mobile" to Carry
Famous Studios, Paramount's carproduction plant in Miami,
Pix to U. S. Troops in U.K. may betoonshifte
dto New York, it was
Bureau

of THE

FILM

p|

DAILY

on — A "Club Mobile"
Washingt
program
to be inaugurated in Great
Britain to carry motion pictures, muathletic
sic,
and canteen facilities
to U. S. troops assigned in small
(Continued on Page 2)

^

Vermont Opposes Rugge
For Presidency of 702

Candidates nominated for office
United Artists has appointed Syd- were announced yesterday by the
ney J. Albright as its general man- Motion Picture Laboratory Techniager in Australia and New Zeacians Union, Local 702, IATSE. The
land, succeeding Cecil Marks, re- nominations were made at a regular
signed. Albright formerly was UA
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington

Recall New Year's Eve

Theater business on Broadway
over the week-end came close to
shattering all records and managers described it as "another New
Year's Eve." With thousands in
town for the World's Series and the
opening of the Belmont race track,
which also attracted throngs, night
business along the Rialto was almost
unprecedented for a non-holiday
Radio City Music Hall with "Tales
period.
of Manhattan" took in $62,000 in
four days, Thursday to Sunday. The
(Continued on Page 6)
—Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

(Continued on Page 7)

At a meeting held yesterday at the
offices of the National Newspaper
Association, the film industry's naFollowing a series of conferences
Columbia Pictures Corp. and subtional scrap drive became a part of
sidiaries earned $1,611,659.13 for the
;he great campaign currently being at the home office between H. M.
Warner, Major Albert Warner, Jos- 52 weeks ended June 27 after pro•.onducted by the country's press.
vision for taxes amounting to $1,At the meeting were Richard W.
eph Bernhard, S. Charles Einfeld,
31ocum, chairman of the newspaper Ben Kalmenson, and Mort Blumen- 163,617, it was announced yesterday.
issociation, Monroe
Greenthal
for stock, Warners has decided to carry Comparable net earnings for 1941
(Continued on Page 6)
through the 1942-43 season on the were $552,743.94 after provision for

Vogel Names Sparrow
Loew District Manager

"Takes" Lead Showmen to

learned yesterday. The studio is
owned by Isador Sparber, Seymore
Kneitel and Sam Buchwald who recently took it over from Max
Fleischer. The cartoon staff was
moved from New York to Miami in

Hub Film Theater
Biz Records Fall
Boston — Boston's theaters carried
out their promises of exceeding all
previous records over the week-end.
Beginning with the middle of the
week and continuing throughout the
week-end, the crowds at all of the
downtown houses and at nabes, was
the largest in their history.
Department
stores in Boston last
(Continued on Page 7)
—Don't be a Scrap Slacker—

AMPP Names Com. On
Wage Stabilization Law
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Following a lengthy
discussion of the wage stabilization
law, the Association of Motion Picture Producers
appointed
(Continued
on Page 6)a commit-

10% Admission Tax
Effective in Mobile
Mobile, Ala. — A 10 per cent levy
on amusements voted by the City
Commission over the protest of more
than 5,000 residents whose names appeared on petitions presented by
Paramount-Richards chain and independent theater operators, is in
effect.

(Continued on Page 6)

mr; up that scrap:— take a rap at the jap>— avenge pearl harbor!
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"Clubs Mobile" to Carry
Pix to U. S. Troops in U.K.
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Buckley Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services will be held in St.
Louis tomorrow for Roscoe C. Bucklejy, brother of Harry D. Buckley of
United Artists. Buckley died Sunday- He was a sales executive of
the Palmefcex Corp., manufacturers
of a cork substitute. Surviving are
a: daughter, Mrs. Gordon Righter,
and .another brother, Horace Buckley. . ■ ■ ;

Botsford V.-P. and G.M.
Of A. & S. Lyons, Inc.
West

New Haven — First of the first-run
houses to make an admission price
.change since the original accommo
d'ation to the theater tax, is the
-+ 4 'A Paramount, which raises balcony
prices matinees to 40 cents, and
evenings to 50 cents, leveling admissions all over the house. Paramount
has
also upped
prices from
11 cents
to 15children's
and sometimes
17

vtc

Met, Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57... .

— 'Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

be a Scrap Slacker—

Paramount, New Haven,
Increases Admissions

cents week-ends. Last week leading
nab'es went from 30 to 33 cents.
— .Don't be a Scr"ap Slacker —

Head
Theater
Metal Chicago's
Scrap Campaign
Chicago — Jack Kirsch of Illinois
and Allied, Ludwig Sussman, Allied
director, head the Chicago committee for the theater scrap drive. Mayor
Edward Kelly and the school board
will co-operate in the campaign.
— Don't be a Sctep Slacker —

Actors' Fund Meets Today
First Fall monthly meeting of the
Actors' Fund of America will be held
this afternoon.

COminG and GOIM

{Continued from Page 1)

membership meeting Saturday at the numbers in isolated posts, was anFraternal Clubhouse.
nounced by the American Red Cross
John Rugge, president of the local, here yesterday.
was renominated. William Vermont,
This service project is the latest
cm rently secretary-treasurer, will development in the American Red
contest his re-election. Nominated Cross club program through which
for the first vice-presidency were 21 recreation centers are already
John Francavilla, incumbent; John operating in the British Isles as leave
Conrad, John McCarthy. Joseph Mc- clubs for American military forces.
The plan worked out by Harvey D. Gibson,
Carthy, Nick- Koutrouby and George
Red Cross commissioner to Great Britain, and
Waugh will run for second .vice- William Stevenson, deputy commissioner, in
p: esident. In the race for secretary- co-operation with the U. S. Army Special
treasurer will be Charles Peterson, Services Division and British volunteer orAdolph Grude, Rose Vanoli, Charles
ganizations, has been approved by Lt. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, commanding
Mannino and John Oxton. Amy Noll,
general of the European theater of operaincumbent, is unopposed for recordtions, Norman Davis, Red Cross chairman
ing secretary. James Branch, the said.
—Don't be a Scrap Slackerlocal's sergeant-at-arms, was renominated for the same post with- Albright Replaces Marks
out opposition. It is possible that
by election time, Oct. 17, one or more "Down Under" for UA
of these candidates will have dropped
(Continued from Page 1)
out of the race.
manager in the Netherlands East
Indies. He joined the company in
Urges SAG to Prepare
1934 as manager in Japan and also
For 1947 Producer Pact
served in the Philippines and Java.
As news commentator for NBC in
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY Batavia, Albright broadcast on
Hollywood — At its annual meet- Sunday nights to America and was
ing, Class B members of the Screen one of the last to leave the city before it fell to the Japanese last
Actors Guild demanded the establishment of their own hiring hall and March.
abolishment of $5.50 check.
—Don't be a Scrap Slacker—
President James Cagney urged
unity among SAG members, point- Chi. Operators' Pact Waits
ing out that the year 1947 is the year On Wage Interpretation
the Guild must negotiate a new contract with the producers, and said
— Operators' union officials
that the Guild must be so strong areChicago
seeking an interpertation of
that it will be able to put into the Washington's freezing wages before
new contract everything that 10
proceeding with new contract negotiations with theater owners.
years' of experience has taught. He
added that the whole future of the
Eddie Galvin, Age 71, one of foundGuild and the whole future of acers
of
the
union is
dead.
tors in motion pictures depends on His widow operators'
and two children
survive.
"the power we have to throw into Burial was in Acacia Park.
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H.

M. WARNER

left yesterday for the Coast.

Theater's labor
Warner
N. PHELrS,
FRANK returned
from Ohio.
yesterday
contact,
IRENE MANNING, Warners' star who has
been in the East on War Bond activities folin "The
role Coast.
starring
lowing completion
Song,"
left of
lasthernight
for the

Desert

JANET
Columbia's

BLAIR,
"My

the
Coast
this
film's opening at

who
Sister

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,
today.Coast yesterday.
the
MERVYN
today.
ALBERT

has the
Eileen,"

a.m.,
to
the Music

title
roleJn
arrives #W\

remain
Hall.

until**

JR., got into town from

LeROY

will be here from the Coast

LEWIN

arrives here from Hollywood

ROBERT BENJAMIN, Producers Releasing Corp.
counsel, is on his way back to New York from
the Coast.
CHERYL CRAWFORD may be back from the
Coast today. She went West to interest Marlene Dietrich in appearing in a musical show
to be produced
by her.
O. HENRY BRIGGS. head of PRC is visiting
San Francisco and iDenver for conferences with
franchise
holders before
heading for New York.
ARTHUR GREENBLATT, PRC general sales
manager, left for iPittsburgh yesterday.
W. F. RODGBRS and H. M. RICHEY
Philadelphia
yesterday.
PETE WOOD

were in

is here from Columbus.

HARRY EGERT. National Screen division
sales manager, is making a one-week tour of
the Connecticut
theaters.
—Don't

be a Scrap Slacker —

Counsel
to File Amendm't
In Gary Arbitration
Case
Chicago— Attorneys for the Gary
Theater, Gaiy, Ind., have notified
John Sullivan, arbitration clerk here,
that they will file an amendment to
the theater's arbitration complaint
which is set for hearing Oct. 27.
Also that they will invoke Section
tory.
X, seeking first-runs for their terri— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Murphy and Unterfort
Will be Feted Oct. 15

Hollywood — A. M. Botsford has
been made vice-president and general
Syracuse — Frank Murphy, Loew's
manager of A. & S. Lyons, Inc. In State manager, and Harry Unteraddition to these duties he will also
fort, RKO Schine city manager, cobe associated with Arthur Lyons in chairmen of the industry's War Bond
the latter's production plans for UA drive here, which exceeded the quota,
will be honored at a Victory dinner
release. — 'Don't be a Scrap Slacker —
at the Onondaga Hotel Oct. 15. Event
is expected to attract 100, including
Bond Drive's Field Men
visitors from New York, Buffalo
Honored at Luncheon
and Gloversville.
A luncheon for the field men who
organized the theaters for the billion dollar Bond drive was held yesterday at the Hotel Astor. They
were the guests of the company
presidents and the WAC. Each man
received a silver lighter as a gift
—Don't be a Scrap Slacker-

Arthur J. Cooper Dead
Milwaukee — Arthur J. Cooper. 50,
one. time manager of the former Butterfly, Alhambra and Riverside theaters here and the old Casino, Riviera, Strand and Bijou in La Crosse,
Wis., died aboard a Great Lakes
freighter on which he was an engineer.

M&&

F

Open wide your playing time! Another Warner Wonder
Show is on the market! 50 engagements set and the time
already extended in practically every one!! <4 weeks m *¥.*»«!«!>
. . . The show we're talking about and the show you'll
be talking about is WARMER BROS. IATEST
!

ERROL FLYNN • RONALD REAGAN

i' ) i ffn#if

NANCY COLEMAN
Directed by

RAOUL

• RAYMOND

WALSH

MASSEY- artS^y

-A HAL B. WALL\

* Original Screen Play by Arthur T Horman . Music by Max Sterner

PRODUCTION

^r-m

A TITANIC WAVE OF APPLAUSE °
GREETS REPUBLIC'S EXHIBITORPRESS PREVIEW IN 33 EXCHANGE CENTERS ON SEPT. 22

\

W
Vi

I

PAUL KELLY- GORDON JONES
BILL SHIRLEY* MAE CLARKE
AND

A CAST

OF THOUSANDS

Associate Producer EDMUND GRAINGER
Directed by DAVID MILLER

REPUBLIC

PICTURE

Screen olav by KENNETH

GAMET

end BARRY

TRIVERS

"flffe
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Pix and Newspaper

B'way Week-End
Biz a Gold Mine

Scrap Drives Join
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

Oapitol, wlhere "Panama Hattie"
opened Thursday, grossed $24,821,
playing to 6,000 more patrons than
the next best musical to play the
house in 17 months and topping
"Honky Tonk," one of the theater's
best previous grossers. Pic is being
held.
The Strand, where "Desperate
Journey" is in its second week,
grossed a high $25,279 in three days.
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" in its 19th
week at the Hollywood brought in
$4,900 on Saturday and Sunday.
Other theaters along the street reported similar high grosses and capacity crowds throughout the weekend.
—Don't

be a Scrap Slacker —

Vogel Names Sparrow
Loew District Manager
{Continued from Page 1)

trict manager, who has been commissioned a captain in the Army Specialists Corps.
Sparrow has been manager of
Loew's theater in Richmond for some
years, previous to that having been
in Norfolk. Sparrow's new territory
will include Columbus, Dayton, St.
Louis, Pittsburgh, Kansas City.
George Peters, Loew manager in
Reading, moves into Sparrow's spot
in Richmond. Brock Whitlock, manager of Loew's Columbia, Washington, is promoted to Peters' spot in
Reading.
— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

AMPP Names Com. On
Wage Stabilization Law

the WPB and Arthur Mayer for the
WAC.
Newspaper association telegraphed
its members yesterday suggesting

Social St ui f :
•

•

•

MARKING

a departure from previous affairs, the Warner

Club of Philadelphia this year will stage a pachyderm Hallowe'en Party
in its club rooms there on Friday, Oct. 30, with all proceeds going to
provide

"Victory

Packages"

for the

Gert McMonigle, Wally Makowski,

in

the

armed

forces

Judith Hammer

and Helen Mahoney.

• PRC blossomed forth with one of the best parties o' the year when
Leon Fromkess, in charge of production, gave an affair in honor of Prexy
O. Henry Briggs in the famed American Room of the Brown Derby out
Hollywood way

on Friday afternoon

Guests included Major Alex-

ander P. ("Victory Through Air Power") de Seversky, Ilona Massey, Lee
Tracy, Barton MacLane, Doroth Burgess, Otto Kruger, Mae Clark, Ric
Vallen, Tina Thayer, Sam Zimbalist, Sig Rogell, John Miljan, Buster Crabbe.
Barbara Pepper, and a flock of syndicated columnists and trade press
representatives. ... • This afternoon in snooty Essex House here,
a by-invitation-only party will be hosted by Republic for western star
Roy Rogers, The King of the Cowboys, who is Mr. Big of the Rodeo in
Madison Sq. Garden, opening formally tomorrow night. ... • Lillian
Hellman, who's writing the screenplay for Samuel Goldwyn's next production to follow "They Got Me Covered," RKO Radio release, will be
honored with a reception and cocktail party at Jack and Charlie's "21"
on Sunday
Orson Welles, whose next Mercury Production for RKO
Radio is "Journey Into Fear," is one of event's co-sponsors

Columbia
Reports Year's
Net of $1,611,659.13
(Continued from Page 1)

$145,420 in taxes and after a special
charge of $84,157.86.
tee headed by Y. Frank Freeman
The company's share of English
to confer with the various guilds in- revenue under the agreement exvolved and to agree on joint action. pi. ed Oct. 31 was included in the conAn industry survey of where all
solidated profit and loss statement
studio employes live will be launched although the entire amount may not
looking to some system of conserv- be realized in U. S. dollars at the
ing gasoline and rubber. Freeman
has accepted the chairmanship of expiration date. Net effect of estimated unrealized revenues at Oct.
the film industry's coming community chest drive.
31 amounted to $160,000 after deB. B. Kahane was appointed to
duction of taxes applicable.
Balance sheet shows current assets
the association's board of directors
succeeding Harry Cohn who re- of $15,150,000 and current liabilities
signed.
of $1,990,000. Working capital
amounted to approximately $13,160,000.

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., celebrated
two events yesterday: first he joined
Buchanan & Co., advertising agency,
as an account exec; second, his wife
presented him with a boy, their third,
in Woman's Hospital. Newcomer
weighed in at 7 pounds 8 ounces.

boys

Al Zimbalist
Tack Brodsky is chairman of events, while his committee consists of Milt Young, James Dormond, Max Bronow, Adele Carr,

(Continued from Page 1)

STORKS!

club's

A feature of the party will be the miniature "Barbary Coast"
Heading arrangements committee are J. Ellis Shipman and club Prexy

— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

130 Warner Studio Men
Into Services in Month

Warners' Burbank studio lost 130
men to the armed services in the
past month, while the rest of the
organization gave 70 more men and
women to Uncle Sam, making a total
of 1,200 Warnerites now on active
service, the company's home office
Springfield, Mass. — Raymond Cro- personnel revealed yesterday. Number to go from the studio now totals
nin, manager of the Paramount is
the proud father of a new daughter, 320, according to the Burbank rosJoan Evelyn .
ter as of yesterday.

Pic Pioneers To Fete
Patriot Entertainers

Jack Cohn, president of the Picture Pioneers, announced yesterday
that the organization will hold, during the latter part of November, a
dinner honoring stars of screen,

they contact
local theaters
them
we strongly
approve "and/^jf\
of tv I
conducting scrap matinees, but that
these matinees should be dated in
such a fashion as not to conflict in
anyAllform
your efforts."
film with
exchanges
throughout the
country have been enlisted in the
drive for scrap. In a letter to all
sales managers, branch and district
managers, William A. Scully, head
of the WAC distribution committee,
has asked that the exchange maintenance men see to it that their
branches collect all available scrap
and put it in their local scrap pile.

New York home offices have been advised
that the collection of scrap in Manhattan has
been set for Oct. 15. Every company has
been urged to appoint a scrap committee to
get all available salvage ready for the city's
trucks.
Ernest Emerling of Loew's. was yesterday
named chairman of the Publicity and Exploitation Committee for the industry scrap drive
in the met. area. Ed Schreiber of the WAC,
withmetropolitan
Paula Gould,Loew's,Harry
will Mandel
contact
the
dailyofpapers.
of RKO, will arrange with the Broadway theaters and circuits, to include slugs on the
scrap campaign in their ads. Eddie Dowden
also
of Loew's,
work
out an
opening and
stuntEdforSchreiber,
the TimeswillSquare
section, on Oct. 16.
Other details such as contacting local dailies
and weekly papers, will be handled by Mike
Siegal of Century. Janice Rentschler and
Jack Harris of Skouras, Johnny Cassidy, Bucky
Harris, Ray Malone, Fred Herkowitz, and
Patty Grasso of RKO; Carl Fishman. Teddy
Arnow, and Sam Coolick of Loew's. Jack
LaRue. Ed Freiberger, Lenny Freund, Century Circuit; David Black and John Burke
of Fabian ; Herman Starr, Skoura? ; and A.
Mike Vogel of WHN.
— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Cartoon
to N. Y.
May MovePlant
Paramount's
(Continued from Page 1)

1938 when the new studio was
stage and radio "who are giving so
unselfishly of their talents and time
Buchwald has been inspecting
opened.
in entertaining the men in our armed buildings in midtown New York for
forces." Disclosure was made fol- a possible studio site. Among the
places under consideration is the
lowing a meeting in Toots Shor's.
Hal Home was named Arrange- Pathe Bldg., at 35 W. 46th St.
Buchwald was not available last
ments Committee chairman, and Hal
Hode, Gilbert Josephson, Joe F. night for comment.
("Doc") Lee, Joe Hornstein and Leo
Biecher will serve with him.
—Don't

be a Scrap Slacker —

YDD War Bond Premiere to
*e Duplicated in London
London (By Cable) — Following the
example of New York and Los Angeles, each of which sold nearly
$6,000,000 in War Bonds with the
premiere of "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
a British War Bond opening has
been set for the picture at the Warner Theater here on Oct. 15. Top
price for the first night of YDD will
be the equivalent of $20,200. Advance sale already is $808,000 in
Bonds, with an indicated sellout,
which will produce a total of $5,
050,000.

TO THE

COLORS!

EARL ALLVINE, for 13 years
member of the short subjects editorial staff at Movietone, was sworn
in yesterday as first lieutenant, senior grade, USN. He reports later
in the week to Anacostia Naval Base,
near Washington, D. C, for assignment to the Motion Picture Division
of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Navy. He is a brother of Glen Allvine.
Roanoke, 111.— CHARLES PHILArmy. LIPS has closed the Oak theater
for the duration
and joined the

Wss?
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Canadian Unity
Plan Proposed
(Continued from Page 1)

Status and scope of the Advisory
Council" and seemed to prefer charting their own course, pointing out in
this connection that "the past conduct of the film and theater business
'■raCanada has been unpopular with
'^Government
headache
tiie
head offices ofand
the amajor
compa-to
nies."
In his addresses, Falk made a
plea for trade unity "to avoid public
fights among the various factions, to
conciliate our differences in the privacy of our own councils and to act
unitedly in matters pertaining to the
industry" and stressed co-operation
with the Government in various subjects, including tax, priority and rationing questions and the evolution
of a fair code of ethics and practices.
Falk expressed regret that the
Federal Government had to deal with
two key men representing the film
business in arranging for the Victory Loan campaign this month, one
man acting in behalf of the indenendentsandthe other representing other
groups of the film trade. Falk commented, too, that the indies had
called on the National Selective Service Board to grant service deferment to theater projectionists and
consideration was being given to the
proposal. He added the plea would
have been far more effective had the
delegation represented all theaters.
The Independents' president told
an audience of chain managers, unaffiliated owners and exchange officials at Halifax of a discovery he
had made there which called for action by a united industry. He described the revelation as a move to
distribute 16 mm. films for free performances at military camps and
barracks day and date with the regular theaters and, if this were accomplished, the exhibitors ran the
risk of meeting this opposition even
after the war. He urged priority
protection for theaters in each zone
against the camp entertainments,
the barring of civilians from film
shows in camp quarters and the general adoption by the theaters of reduced admission prices for uniformed
men and women in the Army, Navy
and Air Force.

M of T Plans Two
More Service Sagas
March

of Time

will follow its first

service feature, "We

Are

rines," with two other factual sagas
of the armed forces, according to
tentative plans. One will be dubbed
"Blue Jacket," the second, "Flying
Patrol." First feature, expected to
be ready for distribution within 30
days, is said to have only 5 per cent
enacted footage.

Warners To Double
Newspaper Ad Coin
(Continued from Page 1)

basis of a doubled budget for newspaper advertising as compared with
the previous season, it was stated
yesterday by S. Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity.
Because of co-operative deals with
exhibitors and many other factors,
actual amount of money to be spent
was not indicated.
Warners still feels that newspapers are the best medium for movie advertising, Einfeld said, and results already achieved through the
increased newspaper space on the
first releases of the new season,
"Across the Pacific" and "Desperate
Journey," has convinced the company that this policy is the most
advantageous for both exhibitor and
distributor.
Next pictures to receive the benefit of a double newspaper budget will
be "Now, Voyager," "The Hard
Way," "George Washington Slept
Here," "The Desert Song," as well
as the special engagements of "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Boston's Film Theater
Business Records Fall
(Continued from Page 1)

night launched their policy of remaining open until 10 o'clock each
night. This instead of injuring theater attendance apparently actually

increased it for it had the effect of
bringing added thousands of persons
into town.
Boston and Maine railroad took
"These and other matters can and off all trains running to Rockingham
should be handled on a national barace
track yesterday for the durasis by a unified industry if we are to
tion and this added to the theaters
grow in public esteem, public service business in keeping thousands in
and friendly
co-operation," was a Boston who formerly went to the
Falk
declaration.
New Hampshire track each day, returning late at evening.

WEDDING

BELLS

Fears Gov't
Cole ation
Regul
of Pix

the Ma-

— Don't be a Scrap Slacker —

Hall, Feld and Fields
Join the Armed Services

Cleveland — Ruth Burdorff , secretary to the heads of the Scoville, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Essick & Reif circuit, will be marHollywood— Jon Hall has enlisted
ried Oct. 24 at the Unity Lutheran in the Coast Guard Auxiliary; Fritz
Church to Clarence Madden, man- Feld in the Signal Corps, and Assoager of the Berea Theater, a S. E. &
ciate /Producer Leonard Fields, has
R. unit.
joined the Navy as a petty officer.

(Continued from Page 1)

Cole's report, and the open forum to
a discussion of exhibitor problems,
and the election of officers at which
Col. Cole was re-elected president
and Jack Lilly secretary-treasurer.
Few changes were made on the board
of directors and among the vice-presidents.
The closed session today will be
devoted to a discussion of the "CarRegrets Death of UMPI
Cole, in his remarks, said he felt
that UMPI was dead and that it
avan."
"was
very regrettable." He then
continued:
"I fear that we are headed for Government
regulation. You may have your own opinion
but I don't want to see this industry reporting to a Governmental bureau. It did not
prove successful from the independent standpoint in Canada. Before the settlement of
the anti-trust suit that is still pending we are
likely to be under Government control. The
men who have the say so in this industry are
so short sighted that no attempt is being
made by them to halt the downward
rush.
"When we learned that some of the reforms that we had hoped for were not to be,
we began to plan an alternate course when the
road we were following ran out. That will
be presented to you tomorrow by the caravan
committee. We believe that it will bring some
hope to you for the independents. Even in
our failure we grew some in stature. We
have gained some respect and we have more
respect today than before. If that respect
can be turned into solid accomplishment the
effort has not been wasted. The association
is going to continue. We have done many
things for our members that they could not
accomplish individually."
The open forum discussed difficulties brought
about by the war; the effect of the cut-down
of raw stock; transportation of films with
reference to cutting down of truck speed
from 60 and 70 miles per hour to 35 and
what effect that would have on number of
prints needed ; the elimination of trailers and
how the exhib. is going to advertise coming
films ; (it was suggested that exhibitors get
out old slide machines, as they probably cannot get new ones because of the priorities
on steel and lenses) ; availability of prints and
their physical condition.
Cole said : "Thank God, we are in single
feature territory. We are the most fortunate industry in the country. Labor problems are giving some trouble particularly in
sections where there are war industries. Some
theaters are trying women
in the projection
May Continue Caravan Tour
M. A. Rosenberg, president of Allied States
and chairman of the Allied Caravan Committee, here for the convention, in a statement to a representative of THE FILM
DAILY he said: "The Caravan Committee
had expected to close its tour with the meeting
in Dallas, the thirteenth on the schedule,
but the amazing success of the tour and
the enthusiasm aroused has attracted attention in several territories in which there is
no Allied organization at present. The committee spending Saturday answering telephone
inquiries from those territories. A decision
will be reached in the next day or two as
to whether to extend the present tour or to
attend to important staff work before conductTheing additional
mission meetings."
of the Caravan is to
ize opposition among the independent
tors to higher film rentals.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
and board chairman, is attending the
ence.
—Don't

Private
Smith
of the
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tells
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Oct. 23
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be a Scrap Slacker —

Pittsburgh V. C. Drops Banquet
Pittsburgh — For the first time
since its inauguration, the local Varity Club, has cancelled its annual
banquet scheduled for Oct. 25 because of war conditions.

miss it!
Don't
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Editorial

experience; Marta Eggerth, from the Continental and English screen via the Broad-

New Faces

way musical, "Higher and Higher," and
Keenan Wynn of the stage Wynns, making
his first screen appearance.

. . . Metro has 9em
=
1

tt

I 2 I
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Judy Garland in
'For Me and My Gal'
with George Murphy,
Gene Kelly, Marta
Eggerth, Ben Blue.
Screen Play by Richard Sherman, Fred
Finklehoffe and Sid
Silvers • Original
Story by Howard Emmett Rogers • Directed
by Busby Berkeley
Produced by Arthur
Freed • A Metro-Goldmine-Mayer Picture.

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

—

METRO admittedly doesn't need to be
told by this sidelines commentator
that it has a box office honey in its
nostalgic bitter-sweet saga of vaudeville,
"For Me and My Gal," for the Judy Garland starrer generally has received the accolade from experienced trade reviewers
and from picture-wise showmen who caught
it at the screenings.
It's a safe bet, too, that the judgment
so rendered will be substantiated by the
extended playing time and the heavy grosses
that will come along in due course. On
merit, it rates a long stay on the Main
Stem here .... and it will mop up as
well
tions. in the smallest of the country's juncTAKING the ball from that point, a couple of remarks upon what Metro has
done in "For Me and My Gal" may rate
space and exhib. cogitation. For instance,
you hear a lot these days from theater
operators
about onthat
(it's perennial)
for new faces
the need
screen.
Okay, in "For Me and My Gal" Metro
gives the nod to a quartet — Gene Kelly,
snapped up by Metro on the basis of his
Broadway performance in "Leave It to Me";
Richard Quine, who made his pic bow in
"Babes on BroadwV

after stage and radio

For the record, it might be interpolated
that "For Me and My Gal" was a valuable
story property, packing a hefty dramatic
and romantic wallop. So it took producer
courage to, among other things, toss the
male lead to a stage show dancer. But
that courage happened to have been underwritten by what assays as producer sensitivity, afaculty firmly entrenched in Culver
City. And, per schedule, the results are
exceedingly happy.
IXELLY

clicks emphatically, and not as a

■^ dancer alone. He Jias personality. He
act. And he is photogenic. Given
right roles, the proper build-up (and
can count on Metro to see to both),

can
the
you
and

he's definitely "in."
Quine and Wynn have lesser opportunities, but they'll be heard from. Which
applies equally as well to Miss Eggerth
who possesses that certain something. She's
as luscious an import as ever has come from
Hungary.
So don't worry too much about new star
material. Metro has four candidates in
this picture alone .... and, take the stuword for it, there are 36 more in
Culver dios'
City.
P.S. Judy Garland tops her past performances inthis one. And Busby Berkeley
rates five or six bows a la the old Palace
for his direction.

and it's going to be the Astor's pet picture!

FOR ME AND
MY GAL"-OCT. 21st-ASTOR THEATRE
(Naturally the World Premiere is at the world-famed show-shop!)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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IANAGERS ONLY "IF NECESSARY"
FEMMEJ
New Havana Levy Ruinous, Cuban Exhibs.Warn
National Exhibitors Union
Cites Business Slump, Cut
In Prices, Higher Overhead
By MARY

LOUISE

BLANCO

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — Smarting under the lash
of what they charge to be "ruinous"
and "extremely prejudicial" municipal amusement taxes imposed by
Havana's Mayor, the National Exhibitors Union has petitioned for
the rescinding of the levy.
Provisions of the new taxes call
for a boost from $1 and $2 to $4
(Continued on Page 4)
— Get in the Scrap! —

Argentine Film Biz
Scores 1942 Gains

Veterans and Youngsters
Operators' First Choice
To Fill Gaps in Staffs

JVew Studio Personnel Deals Marking Time
Until OES Clarifies Roosevelt Directive
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pending issuance of regulations by the newly established Office
of Economic Stabilization in Washington, studios are carrying out present contractual relations with personnel holding commitments, but no deals involving
large
sums are expected to be closed until the President's directive is fully
clarified.
Producer counsel, pointing out that the entertainment field is the only
one generally employing the optional contract, stressed also that, unlike other industries, itis difficult to set a fixed compensation for players, inasmuch as a
well-known actor can demand and receive several times as much to play a
certain role as a newcomer.

LOU PELEGRINE
FILMBy DAILY
Staff Writer
Although the drain of manpower
to date has not been drastic enough
to force their hand, the circuits in
this area, in common with those in
other sections of the land, are prepared in a severe emergency to throw
open toaterswomen
positionsreserved
in the theonce exclusively
for
(Continued on Page 8)
— Get in the Scrap! —

Sosna Run Complaint WB Asks Changes in Form Permanent
Reversed on Appeal League's Play Pad
Pledge Committee
Two changes in the agreement
The award of the arbitrator in the

complaint filed by Louis Sosna, Sosna
Theater, Mexico, Mo., has been reby the appeal board insofar
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail — Passed as the versed
case concerned RKO, 20th
by Censor)— Although
the number
of film performances showed a slight Century-Fox and Paramount, but
affirmed the award as it related to
\ decline in the first six months
of Warner Bros.
! 1942 compared with the correspondSosna charged that the defendant
! ing span in 1941, health of the ex(Continued on Page 4)
companies had refused to license
their pictures upon terms that would
— Get in the Scrap I—
make it possible
for him to do busiEinield Plans Eastern
(Continued on Page 6)

with the League of New York Theaters applying to the backing of
Broadway shows by picture firms
are being sought by Warners. The
company wants a film backer to have
the right to name its own producer
and to pull out before the end of
the first three weeks of a run without being forced to post a minimum
bond nual
of meeting
$7,500.
The League's
tomorrow
will take anup

A permanent pledge committee to
handle all drives and campaigns put
on for the war effort by theaters in
the New York met. area was named
yesterday
at a meeting
at WAC

the proposals.

i Stay on His Next Trip

12 Pictures Get Coast
Gun, Making 51 Shooting

A special meeting of the National
Association of Motion Picture Inde-

S. Charles Einfeld, Warners adA publicity chief, leaves the home
V ' office tomorrow for Washington. He
S, will remain in the capital for two
(Continued on Page 4)

Dunphy To Speak at
ITOA's Scrap Lunch
More than 400 ITOA exhibs. and
managers are expected to convene
at a lunch given at the Hotel Astor
tomorrow to hear Chris Dunphy,
Chief of the WPB's Amusement section. Prexy Harry Brandt will preside.
Dunphy's talk will be on the scrap
drive, which is being conducted
under the auspices of the WAC, and
in which it is expected that almost
1000 New York houses — indies and
circuit-operated alike — will take
part.

—Get in the Scrap!—

Rodgers Speaks In Philly
For Allied Jewish Appeal

West Coast Bureau of THE

^

DIG UP THAT

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twelve new pictures
Philadelphia — Approximately 125
film men attended the annual dinner are scheduled to go into production
of the industry division of the Allied this week, bringing the total shooting to 51. The checkup:
Jewish Appeal, Monday night, at the
At Columbia:
inWarwick
Hotel, with William
F.
(Continued Four
on Pageshooting,
5)
(Continued on Page 5)

Studios to Gov't?

Vitaphone

Warners' Brooklyn Plant May be Taken
With the Army's Signal Corps
Century Circuit Managers Photographic
Center now based at
Reject Local 266 as Agent the former Paramount studios in
In a collective bargaining agency
election conducted by the New York
State Labor Relations Board yesterday, Century Circuit managers
and assistant managers rejected
Local 266, Building Service Em(Continued on Page 5)

^

— Get in the Scrap!—

(Continued on Page 5)
— Get in the Scrap! —

NAMPI to Act Today on
Clearing House Proposal

SCRAP!— TAKE

Long Island City, reports were current yesterday that Greater New
York's second largest studio, that of
Vitaphone, in Brooklyn, presently
would also pass to the War Department.
Since the transfer of all Warner

(Continued on Page 4)

Columbia Salutes
Gem of Caribbean
San Juan, P. R.— (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — When Puerto
Rico's own Discovery Day rolls around
on Nov. 19, impetus to the islandwide celebration will have accumulated via the events delineation in
posters distributed around the country by Columbia Pictures. Suggestions for the posters were made by
Frank J. Richardson, formerly of the
Institute of Tourism here, and executedment.
byColumbia's
foreign departTheresa Oppenheimer,
now
in Hollywood and writing about film
doings there, also played an important role in making the posters
a reality. On Discovery Day, San
Juan is staging a parade in honor of
Latin-American consuls. Civil defense units will pass in review.

(Continued on Page 8)
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M-G-M Gives Debut Show
Of "Fine Arts of Cinema"

Republic Hosts Reception
For Rodeo Star, Roy Rogers

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer yesterday
presented a debut showing of its
"Fine Arts of the Cinema" at Coty
Fifth Avenue. The exhibit, first
of the showings which will go into
scores of leading department stores
and public libraries throughout the
nation, is the creation of Howard
Dietz and presents the esthetic
values which go into the making of
motion pictures.
One of the features of the exhibit is the life masks of Hollywood
and other "greats" including: Mickey
Rooney, Mme. Chiang-Kai-Shek,
Judy Garland, Jeanette MacDonald,
Laraine Day, Kathryn Grayson, Robert Montgomery, Van Heflin, Edward
Arnold, Frank Morgan, Spencer
Tracy, Charles Laughton, Basil Rathbone, Robert Young and Adeline Dewalt Reynolds.
The films represented via artists'
sketches and other production drawings are "Seven Sweethearts," "Randon Harvest," "Mrs. Miniver,"
"White Cargo," "A Yank at Eton,"
and "Journey for Margaret."
One of the greatest outpourings
of celebrities, including civic and
society notables, comprised, in part,
Grover Whalen. chairman of the
board of Cotv Fifth Avenue, H. L.
Brook, president of Coty, Arthur
Rotham, a vice-president of the company. J. Robert Rubin, Howard Dietz
and William R. Ferguson.
First stop of the exhibit will be
Pittsburgh, and the tour will involve
leading key city department stores
of the 48 states.

Republic Pictures hosted a cocktail reception yesterday, the eve of
S. CHARLES EINFELD leaves for Washington
the opening of the New York Rodeo, tomorrow
and from there returns to the Coast
for Roy Rogers, the company's star at the week-end.
and top-billed personality for MadiMAJ. WARREN P. MUNSELL, Army Air Forces,
son Square Garden where the rodeo
who stepped
as the Theater
Guild's busiwill be held.
ness managerdown
to accept
his commission,
has
There were door prizes for men gone to Washington.
and women, and the male guests were
JAY GOLDEN
of the RKO-Paramount-Cojw*presented with 10-gallon hats and fcrd pool in Rochester, is in New York. tC^'i
scarves, and the women with headBOB TA'LINCER is in town from the Co%.*-'
gear of the plains. The party was
— Get in the Scrap! —
one of the most unique in local picture annals.
Doob Replaces Greenthal
Present were Herbert J. Yates, As WAC
Divisional Chief
James R. Grainger, who planed out
for Chicago immediately after the
reception, Mark Epstein, Sergeant
Oscar A. Doob, Loew circuit's adGene Autry, Walter Titus, Bosley publicity chief, succeeds Monroe
Greenthal, now with the WPB, as
Crowther, Charles Reed Jones, Eve- chairman of the Public Relations
lyn Coleman, Jack Alicoate, Zac Division of the WAC.
Freedman, Grace Beneke, Cal SwanDoob, public relations director for
son, Cecily Hathaway, Lillian Jen- the War Bond drive last month, will
kins, Ned Irish, Eileen McCav, Toni
(Disnev) Spitzer, Spike Claason, organize theater publicists who
Irene Thirer, Jack McManus, Jimmy played a major role in that camDunn, Louise Levitas, E. E. Early,
paignparable
intoto the
a WAC
division
exchange
setupcom-in
Jack Carson, Graham Wain, Steve
the Distributors Division.
Edwards, and members of the metroIn a letter to the WAC trade
politan press and of the motion pic- press division yesterday, George J.
ture trade press.
Schaefer, Arthur L. Mayer, Si
— Get in the Scrap! —
Fabian and Francis S. Harmon paid

— Get in the Scrap!—
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Met.
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Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
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Bldg. 4s 1st '57....
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Bid

Asked

71
64

75

— Get in the Scrap! —

One-Day Matinee Service
Discontinued by Carrier

Detroit — Discontinuance of film
carrier service for one-day matinees
bv trucks on daytime runs is being
placed in effect by Film Truck Service in over half the state of Michigan,
according to Harold C. Robinson,
president. Cut is in order to allow
readjustment of running schedules
caused by the 35 m.p.h. speed limit.
All towns west of Kalamazoo, north
or west of Grand Rapids, and north
of Bay City are included in the new
order.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Theater Authority Wins
Income Tax Exemption
Under a Treasury Department
ruling, Theater Authoritv. Inc., has
been exempted from the Federal
income tax provisions on the grounds
that it is "organized and operated
exclusively for charitable purposes."
The organization, which was set up
by entertainment unions to regulate
benefits, gets its income by collecting a percentage of receipts.
— Get in the Scrap! —

COmiM and G0IIIG

glowing tribute to Doob's Bond
drive service, terming it "the finest
public relations job our industry
— Get in the Scrap! —

"Manpower" Released
has done."
In New York on Oct. 22
"Manpower," Victorv short produced by the OWI for distribution
throughout the nation by the WAC
without charge to exhibitors, will
be released nationally on Oct. 29,
with the New York release set for
Oct. 22. The film, which shows how
every American can fit into the war
pattern, attempts to clear up the
manpower situation by explaining
the voluntary system set up by Paul
V. McNutt's War Manpower Commission.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Haines, Schwalberg

Tour

Roy Haines and A. W. Schwalberg, vice-presidents of Vitagraph,
left yesterday for a tour of exchanges in the Central District.
They will be in Cincinnati today
and in Cleveland on Thursday.
Pittsburgh also is on their itinerary.

New Duties for Three
In 20th-Fox Pub. Dept.

Goldberg In Philly

Three members of the 20th-Fox
Harry Goldberg, director of ad- advertising and publicity department have been assigned to new
Quentin Reynolds in Film
vertising and publicity for Warner
Quentin Reynolds will appear in Theaters, goes to Philadelphia to- duties. Rodney Bush will head an
day to conduct a meeting of the enlarged exhibitor's service unit,
a prologue to the screen version of
circuit's advertising and publicity Sid Blumenstock will be in charge
his "Only the Stars Are Neutral," men
in that zone.
of trade paper advertising, and
rights to which have been purchased
Christy Wilbert will function as
—Get in the Scrap!—
by 20th-Fox.
— Get in the Scrap!—
editor-in-chief of the press book
Edington Rejoins RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY department.
— Get in the Scrap! —
Buys Cantor's New Story
Hollywood
—
Harry
E.
Edington
is
MacKinley Cantor's story "Hap""
Offer 67 for B & K Common
Land" has been purchased by 20th- rejoining RKO as a producer on a
Chicago — B & K common stock is
Fox before its publication in the one-picture deal which carries an
67 bid with no offerings.
option for a term contract.
Saturday Evening Post.
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New Havana Levy

Argentine Film Biz
Scores 1942 Gains

Ruinous, Say Exhibs.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

hibition field is roundly evidenced
by the fact that the number of
tickets sold rose from 12,200,000 in
the six-month period to 13,400,000
this year, and average admission
price swung upward from 78 centavos to 85 centavos (10 centavos
are approximately 2.2 cents), producing an aggregate "take" of 11,300,000 pesos in the first half of
1942 compared with 9,500,000 pesos
in the 1941 period.
Analysis of the situation by industry experts here is declared to
prove this tendency, — namely that
film fans apparently prefer to patronize the larger stands with attendant higher admission prices than
go to the smaller houses for less
money.
Last month a temporary factor
effected this trend inverselv. This
was when small bus transportation
underwent a strike, and forced many
potential patrons of larger theaters
to patronize the nabe houses. However, upon settlement of this labor
dispute, the tide began running the
other way.

daily on houses with admissions up
to a 50c top, and $5 on admissions
from
50c up in
the instance
of firstrun stands.
There
is a 50 per
cent
reduction in the tax in those
stances and situations where Cij
films are exhibited; a 75 per
reduction for all foreign pictures in
the Spanish language. However,
should a Cuban attraction or a foreign picture in the Spanish language
be exhibited with a picture in English or any other foreign language,
the full tax is payable.
Houses with stage shows which
use only Cuban artists in their cast,
get a 50 per cent tax concession.
The exhibitors in their petition call
attention to the greatly reduced business they have been doing in the past
few months, and that the levy is
onerous additionally for the reason
that stands now, because of the war,
open much later and shutter much
earlier than normally, thus cutting
heavily into attendance. It is pointed
out that the municipal amusement
taxes spell ruin for the industry if
enforced.

— Get in the Scrap! —

Einfeld Plans Eastern
Stay on His Next Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

days and then return to the studio.
Einfeld expects to make another trip
East in about three weeks and at
that time will headquarter in New
York for a month, it is understood.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Balto. Drive-in Folds

Baltimore — 'Governor Ritchie drivein theater, opened in 1938, has been
closed for the duration, a war
casualty. Gas and tire rationing
killed biz.

WEDDING

BELLS

Atlanta — George Mullins of the ad
sales department in the Warner exchange here is now a benedict. The
bride is the former Jo Celia Eberhart of this city.
Marriage of Ruth Florence
Freckleton to Berne N. Fisher in
Newark on Sept. 25 was announced
yesterday. The bride is secretary
to Max Cohn of Columbia Pictures
and was previously head of the print
department for Gaumont British.
Groom is chief production engineer
at General Instrument Co., radio
manufacturing organization, in Elizabeth, N. J. They will reside in the
latter city.
Sanbornville, N. H. — Florence M.
Sanborn, daughter of Ansel Sanborn,
film circuit owner and member of
the Governor's Council, has become
the bride of Kenneth N. Emerson
of Rochester.

"I Know

Dlow Democracy

Is Worhing"

• •
• THE "Stars Over America" War Bond sales drive is over
— but the memories linger on
probably will for many years to
come in the minds of the more than 60 Hollywood personalities who
in the month of September have visited a total of more than 300 cities
selling Bonds, more Bonds, and still more Bonds — a billion dollars' worth.
A lot of things happened on those tours
things never heard of or
seen before. .... -For example
T
T
T
• • • JAMES CAGNEY appeared before several thousand steel
mill workers in Gary, Hammond and East Chicago
They expected entertainment. "Look, you guys," said Cagney, "I didn't come
here to entertain you
/ came here to give you hell
There's
a war on, and you fellows have only allotted four per cent of your
salaries for Bonds to foot the bill
We can't win the war that
way
you've got to invest 10 per cent"
Cagney said a lot
more and when he had finished he received an ovation such as is rarely
experienced by any man
and the workers began boosting their
allotments
they boosted them to more than 10 per cent
an
increase representing $6,000,000 during the coming year
T
T
T
• • • GREER GARSON'S eyes filled with tears when she reached
the little town of Williamson, West Virginia, for she was greeted by
600 War Mothers
women with 800 sons in the Service
At
Springfield, Mass., Charles Laughton, Ann Rutherford and Virginia Gilmore "refereed" a contest between Management and Labor
Executives ofthe Van Norman Tool & Machinery Company pledged $250,000
worth of Bonds if the employes would match the sum
Management
lost, for the workers went away and above that figure
On a Sunday in Mitchell, South Dakota, Ralph Bellamy, Richard Arlen, Peggy
Diggins and Dorothy Cordray auctioned off so much of their personal
clothing for Bond sales that the merchants had to open several stores
so they could buy enough replacements to leave town
the girls
had even sold their shoes

▼•▼..▼

9
0
0 AT Columbus, Ohio, Fred Astaire set a precedent when
he did a dance routine on four tables in the Capitol building while
a swing band gave out with all it had
and Governor Bricker led
the applause
An enterprising mortician at Asheville, N. C, sent
a note by special messenger to Jane Wyman and John Payne saying,
"You're doing great, but at a pace that will bring me to you— and
quickly"
Ilona Massey at a rally of steel workers in an Ohio steel
mill kissed a grease-covered worker when he bought a Bond
"That's
Democracy," exclaimed the factory manager, "A great star kisses a lowly
worker" ..... ."You're wrong," replied Miss Massey, "I'm not a great
. star . . . I was born poor . . . I'm just one of you"
At Charleston,
South Carolina, Veronica Lake's throat filled as she was introduced to
Chief Boatswain's Mate Charles Scaffe, sole survivor of the U. S. Destroyer Ingraham, who gave her a miniature replica of the boat
T
T
T
• • • AT Birmingham. Alabama, the first man to step up and buy
a Bond from Laraine Day was none other than the great Sergeant York
as she autographed his Bond she asked him for HIS autograph
"You really did something for your country," she exclaimed
"Shucks, you embarrass me," replied the Sergeant
and Andy Devine and Zorina led the cheers that followed
. .Those are things you
can't forget
Hugh Herbert, who doesn't like automatic elevators,
won't forget being stuck in one between floors in a factory at Cincinnati
(.Continued on Page 6)

The petition calls executive attention to
the allegation that motion pictures comprise
the only Cuban industry asked to bear as
many restrictions and emergency regulations,
resulting in "depressed business conditions"
as exemplified by third-run situations obliged
to slash their 20-10 scales in half to lure
patronage.
Local showmen also memorialize the Mayor
that they have been subjected to a boost in
accessories prices which have reduced exhibition revenues, among the items being
posters, carbons and tickets, while employes'
salaries
raisedrecent
by presidential
decree represent another
drain on income.
Other factors which, the petition says, will
make for widespread shutdown of theaters
unless alleviation is forthcoming are (1)
transportation difficulties patrons face, due
primarily to shortage of gasoline; (2) prohibition in use of private cars, now effective;
(3) partial blackout in the suburbs with resultually
thatandbox-office
"takes"downhill
have gone
discouragingly
; andgrad(4)
the fact that patrons are, as a consequence
of
hardships
and
regulations,
losing
movieattendance habits.
It is strongly argued that, should the theaters have to close, the taxes cannot be enforced, and, further, that in eliminating
screen entertainment the country would be
taking away an invaluable morale and recre— Get in the Scrap 1—

NAMPI to Act Today on
Clearing House Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)

pendents will be held today to consider a recommendation to establish
the association as a clearing house
for its members' raw stock requirements. The meeting also will take
up the appointment of a special
agent in Washington to expedite the
issuance of priorities.
Among the other topics on the
agenda is the constitution and bylaws, approval of which will be
asked.
—Get

in the Scrap!—

Sol Lesser Signs Rich
Sol Lesser has engaged Freddie
Rich, CBS conductor, as general musical director for "Stage Door
Canteen," which UA will release.
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Form Permanent
Pledge Committee
(Continued from Page 1)

headquarters. The committee had
met to discuss the forthcoming scrap
drive which the New York theaters
will hold from Oct. 15 to Nov. 1 and
aft.Myalans for the salvage campaign
hf_#;en worked out, it was decided
to Trrake the committee a permanent
one for the duration.
Members of the committee, who
responded to the call from Fred
Schwartz, chairman of the New York
Exhibitors Scrap Drive, are as follows: Henry Randel, Paramount, for
Manhattan; Jack Bowen. Metro,
Bronx; Phil Hodes, RKO, Kings;
Joe Lee, 20th Century-Fox, Queens;
Dave Burkhan, United Artists, Richmond; Irving Wormser, Columbia,
Nassau; Sam Lefkowitz, United
Artists, Suffolk; Jules Liggett, Universal, Westchester; David Levy,
Universal, Orange, Sullivan and
Ulster counties; Ben Abner, Loew's,
Putnam, Dutchess and Rockland
counties; and Robert Wolf, RKO,
for the theater circuits.

Cleveland Theaters Will
Hold Scrap Shows Oct. 17
Cleveland — Scrap Day will be observed by local theaters on Oct. 17
with special morning matinees for
which the ticket of admission will
be five pounds of scrap. Cleveland
public schools have agreed to dismiss classes two mornings prior to
the drive, to permit the children to
collect junk on a house to house
canvass. Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts
will also aid in the drive. Exhibitors have agreed to donate to the
Boy and Girl Scout organizations,
a percentage of the money realized
from the sale of the collected scrap,
the rest of the money to be turned
over to the USO. Ray Allison, manager of the Shaker Theater and J.
Knox Strachen, head of the Warner
theater publicity department were
named to head a scrap drive committee of their own naming.
All pictures for the matinee will
be furnished to theater owners free
of charge. Cleveland exhibitors had
arranged for a scrap drive prior to
the opening of the schools, but it
failed to materialize when several of
the major exchanges refused to supply gratis films. About half a dozen
exhibitors went ahead with the drive
paying for their show out of their
own pockets.

Pi to the colors:
HOLLIS KENNAHAN, who left
Warners several months ago to enlist in the Army, completed his
officer's training course this week
at Fort Benning, Ga., and was commissioned a second lieutenant. Lt.
Kennahan, a former member of The
Film Daily editorial staff arrived
in New York yesterday for a brief
furlough before assignment.

Rodgers Speaks in Philly
For Allied Jewish Appeal

Montgomery, Ala. — > Lt. J. CE(Continued from Page 1)
CIL BROWN, former Paramount assistant manager, is now stationed at eluding "Reville With Beverly," musical
with
Freddie Slack and his OrCamp Rucker, Ozark, Ala.
chestra, Bob Crosby and his Bobcats,
Stuffy
Smith and his ork and
Dallas — MARVIN COOPER and
DAVID INGRAM of the 20th-Fox Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Frank
Sinatra, Mills Brothers, Three Radio
shipping department here have en- Rogues, the Wilde Twins. Sam
listed in the Navy Air Corps and the
White producing and Charles Barton
Army Air Corps, respectively.
directing; "Outlaw Busters," western, with Russell Hayden and Ann
Savage.
Leon Barsha producing.
Century Circuit Managers

Reject Local 266 as Agent

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Rodgers, Metro sales chief, as the
principal speaker and Ben Golder
the toastmaster.
Rodgers made a touching talk on
tolerance, and discussed the benefits
of UMPI. He said he hoped that
some good would be derived from it
and tolerance of each other's problems. He also gave credit to industry leaders who headed various
drives.

ployes International Union, A F of
L, as their agent. Union, in spite
of an energetic campaign, polled
only five of the 67 votes cast.
Joseph R. Springer, in charge of
theater operations for the circuit,
which has 37 houses in Brooklyn
and on Long Island, termed the
"vote of confidence and loyalty very
gratifying"—Get
in ain the
statement.
Scrap!—

Rodgers declared, in closing; "We
are judged by what we give, not
what we are or what we have." He
offered his own contribution to the
local drive, but the local committee
refused it. The total of $30,000 was
contributed in a few minutes, representing a 40 per cent increase
from those present. Ben Amsterdam
and Dave Barrist were in charge of
arrangements.

Expect Para, to Earn
Up to $4 Per Share

Paramount's earnings for the year
are expected to be between $3 and
$4 a share, depending on the tax
bill, according to observations by
the Wall Street Journal. The report
points out that Paramount has been
building up a strong cash position
— Get in the Scrap! —
which probably result ultimately in
a further drastic reduction in the
I-I Not to Book New
funded debt and, perhaps, in the
elimination of the first preferred
Pix at Advanced Prices
outstanding.
This, according to the Journal,
Chicago — Jack Rose, president of
should
eventually mean the common
the Indiana-Illinois Circuit, stated
stockholders
will get a much more
yesterday that the circuit will not
book new season product to show generous share of the earnings of
the
company.
It is further stated
at advance admission prices. Rose
also reported that the circuit sold that Paramount has been one of the
most
active
film
stocks, selling at
$1,500,000 worth of War Bonds in
1942 tops, having held its gains.
the September drive.
— Get in the Scrap!—

— Get in the Scrap! —

Greene Hurt on Maneuvers

"Second Front" Theater Party

Miami, Fla. — Corp. Fred C. Greene,
former manager of the Surf Theater,
Miami Beach, is recuperating at
Stark General Hospital, Charleston,
S. C. from injuries received while
on maneuvers. Corp. Greene is a
member of an armored engineering
outfit.

A party to pay for the secondfront
Artist'sHall
Front
to Win meeting
the War ofatthe
Carnegie
on
Oct. 16 will be given backstage at
the Lyceum Theater after Friday
night's
performance
of "Junior
Miss."
Max Gordon
and Joseph
Fields
are

—Get

in the Scrap! —

Newscaster In WB Spot

sponsoring the affair, which will be
open to the— Get
public.
in the Scrap! —

New Haven — Vincent Palmeri,
Postpone
of "YDD"the
Chicago — Chi.
B & KDebut
has postponed
WE LI newscaster for the past four
years, has resigned, to become as- Chicago debut of "Yankee Doodle
sociated with Warner theaters at Dandy" at the Roosevelt Theater to
the Roger Sherman.
next week, and is holding "Wake
Island" for another week on account
Minneapolis — The scrap drive for
of the heavy business it is doing. A
ill theaters of North and South Daoperate,
is
being
planned.
Superviscota, Wisconsin and Minnesota
preview of "Yankee Doodle
ion of the theaters' participation will press
Dandy"
was held yesterday at the
served out of Minneapolis exchanges be handled
by the Canadian Motion
will be handled through John J. Picture War Services Committee. local Warner exchange.
— Get in the Scrap!—
Friedl, exhibitor state chairman of
John Grierson, Canadian film comhe WAC.
HI. Allied Admits Two
missioner, has announced that his
department will furnish trailers and
Chicago — Two theaters were adCanadian Theaters Will
announcements. Theaters will be
mitted to membership in Allied TheStage Scrap Metal Drive
aters Owners of Illinois yesterday —
permitted to sell the scrap metal colToronto — A scrap metal drive in
lected, the money to be turned over the Brandt Theater, Harvey, and the
Time Theater, Waukegan.
Canada, in which theaters will co- to the War Services Committee.

Friedl to Direct Scrap
Drive in Minn. Territory

12 Get Coast Gun,
Making 51 Shooting

At M-G-M:
Nine shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting, including
"Silver Skates," musical, with Kenny Baker,
Belita, Erick and Frack, Irene Dare, Danny
Shaw, Gene Turner, Eugene Mikeler. Lindsley Parsons producing; William Shapiro supervising, and Leslie Goodwins directing;
"Beyond the Great Divide," outdoor special,
with Scott R. Dunlap producing and Howard
Bretherton directing. Buck Jones and Raymond Hatton head the cast.
At Paramount:
Three shooting.
At PRC:
Two shooting.
At RKO Radio: Six shooting, including
"Bombardier," army picture, with Pat
O'Brien, Randolph Scott, Anne Shirley and
Russell Wade. Robert Fellows producing and
Richard Wallace directing; "Two Weeks to
Live," third of the Lum & Abner comedies
being produced by Jack William Votion Productions. Chester Lauck and Norris Goff,
in their radio roles of Lum & Abner, headline a cast including Kay Linaker, Franklin
Pangborn, Irving Bacon, Rosemary La Planche, Evelyn Knapp and Ivan Simpson; EdwardA.
> dren,"
Golden's
"Hitler's
Chilbased on production,
Gregor Ziemer's
Readers
Digest
story,
Granville,
Tim"Education
Holt and for
KenDeath."
Smith Bonita
in the

cast.
At Republic: Three shooting, including
"Mountain Rhythm," comedy, with Weaver
Bros, and Elviry, Lynn Merrick, in the feminine lead, and Joe Allen, Jr., in the male
lead.
Frank McDonald
directing.
At 20th Century-Fox: Eight shooting, including "Margin For Error," drama, with
Milton Berle, Joan Bennett and Otto Preminger. Producer, Ralph Dietrich ; Director,
Otto Preminger; "Project No. 47," drama,
directing.
with Annabella, John Sutton. John Brahm
At United Artists: Two shooting. Harry
Sherman's first production for United Artists, "Colt Comrades," the 47th in the
series of Hopalong Cassidy pictures starring William Boyd, with Gayle Lord (Teddi
Sherman), daughter of the producer, also
Andy Clyde, Victor Jory, Herb Rawlinson.
Douglas Fowley and George Reeves. Leslie
Selander directing. Charles R. Rogers is
shooting
"The Powers
At Universal
: Seven Girl."
shooting.
At Warners: Five shooting, including
"Thank Your Lucky Stars," all-star musical
which Mark Hellinger is producing and David
Butler directing. In the cast so far are Ida
Lupino, Dinah Shore and Edward Everett
Horton. Frank Loesser and Arthur Schwartz
are writing special music for the picture.
— Get in the Scrap! —

"Norway in Revolt"
Smuggled into Norway
March of Time's "Norway in
Revolt" recently was smuggled into
Norway, it was revealed yesterday
by Louis de Rochemont, who said
that the subject was being shown
secretly to a group of Norwegian
patriots while the RAF was blasting
the Quislingites.
—Get

in the Scrap!—

Ann Corio to Make Three
Features for Monogram
Rochester — Ann Corio, appearing
at the RKO Temple here, has been
signed to make three features for
Monogram release.
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Standard Bands for
"Command" Shows

Sosna Run Complaint
Reversed on Appeal

West Coast Bureau of THE
(Continued from Page 1)

ness and requested a run upon terms
and conditions not calculated to put
him out of business.
Arbitrator found that RKO, 20thFox and Paramount had not refused
to license the Sosna pictures, but
that Warner Bros, had refused. The
appeal was filed by the complainant.
The appeal board points out that
while the arbitrator was right with
respect to Warner Bros., the record
is so deficient in proof of material
facts that "we cannot approve his
conclusion that the other three distributor defendants had offered the
complainant a run on terms and conditions not calculated to defeat the
purpose of Section VI."
In directing the four companies
to license their pictures to Sosna, the
appeal board ordered the case remanded to the arbitrator who is directed to determine on further hearing whether such offers are made
upon the right terms and conditions.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Wage Stabilization Not
To Affect Lab. Workers
That the President's economic
stabilization order was not expected
to affect wage agreements in the
laboratory field in the East was the
belief expressed yesterday by a
spokesman for the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, IATSE, who said that wages
presently in effect were generally
under the average set in the edict.

WHAM

— Get in the Scrap! —

Post for Jack Lee

Rochester — Jack Lee, who enjoyed
a successful career on the stage and
in vaudeville before he came to
WHAM
in 1928, yesterday was
named general manager of the station by William Fay, vice-president
in charge of broadcasting for the
Stromberg- Carl son Manufacturing
Co. Lee had been Fay's assistant
for six years.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Spencer Dies in Trinidad
Montreal — News has been received
here of the death of Wilton W. Spencer, 48, who has been for some weeks
on leave at Trinidad. Spencer was
since 1928 advertising and publicity
manager for Confederation Amusements, Ltd.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Form National News Dept.
Ellen Davis of the 20th-Fox advertising and publicity department is
organizaing a new national news department based on the results of the
survey being conducted by the company to get an insight into the editorial needs of the country's press
under war-time conditions.
— Get in the Scrap! —

J. H. Imhoff Hospitalized
Chicago — J. H. Imhoff, office manager for Metro's exchange, is in
the hospital for a check-up.

(Continued from Page 4)

with Fred Astaire

and

Ilona Massey

And

at Lincoln, Nebraska,

while a physician was painting Harry Ritz's sore throat, his irrepressible brothers insisted on asking him questions
At Pittsburgh, Pa.,
a man shouted to Irene Dunne "I'll buy $25,000 worth of Bonds for
your earrings"
"Make
it thirty," Miss Dunne suggested
"Okay," replied the man as he took out his checkbook and Miss Dunne
took off her earrings
T
T
T
•

• • DONALD COLMAN and Lynn Bari at Hutchinson, Kansas, literally had to crash the gate to get to their own party. They were
scheduled to appear at the Fair Grounds
arrived in an Army Jeep
and found the gate closed
ducked low and Jeep went right through
the wooden gate
Spokane, Washington, residents will long remember Walter Pidgeon, Adolphe Menjou and Joan Leslie
while
addressing a Bond rally in the street, a dentist shouted down from a
third-floor office window that he would buy $10,000 worth of Bonds if
Pidgeon would come up the fire escape and get the money
While Miss Leslie and Menjou cheered, Pidgeon climbed the fire escape
and sold the Bonds
Hedy Lamarr shook hands with every employe
of the York (Pa.) Lock if Safe Company who had subscribed 100 per
cent to the Treasury's payroll deduction plan— then she sold them $20,000 more War Bonds for cash
In Oklahoma City, Bette Davis auctioned a can of engine oil and sold it for $100,000 in Bonds to, of all
people, prominent oil man Frank Phillips
▼
▼
T
• • • JANET GAYNOR, Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce and Robert
Stack ran into a surprise at the very opening of their tour in Amarillo,
Texas. . • • . .Mayor Joseph Jenkins met them at the train, bought a $100.000 Bond in behalf of the city
When Paulette Goddard and William Gargan attended a dinner at Harrisburg, Pa., the guests started
out with pledges of $400,000, actually went more than a million dollars
above that sum in Bond purchases
At the railroad shops in Albuquerque, N. M., Ginger Rogers obtained payroll pledges totaling $1,750
per week, accomplishing in 15 minutes what the local committee had been
unable to do in weeks
Veronica Lake came up with a classic when
she reached Chicago on her tour
She was suffering from an impacted wisdom tooth and had been advised to stop her trip
"Stop
nothing," she declared, "If I have to have it yanked I'll have it yanked
it will be another yank for the Axis"
T
T
T
• •
• JINX FALKENBURG was so embarrassed when she fell
off a horse in Idaho
she's quite an athlete
At Indianapolis
Dorothy Lamour set a new high for the price of handkerchiefs when
she auctioned her hanky off for a cool $11,000 in Bonds
Gene
Tierney and Chester Morris ran into real competition at Fort Madison,
Iowa. It was an unexpected surprise cloudburst that drenched them and
the Bond rally crowd
but through the rain and wind they sold
a quarter million dollars worth of Bonds
Unforgettable at Hannibal, Mo., was the sale of the first Bond by Edward Arnold
it was
to Mrs. J. P. Powell, wife of the newspaperman who lost his feet in a
Japanese prison camp, and who is now recovering in a New York hospital From his hospital bed, Powell telegraphed his wife to buy
a Bond to help lick the Japs
T
T
T
• • • "TRIPS like these do us good," said Irene Dunne when she
returned home, "We have to do these things to get to really know our
fellow countrymen
I know now that Democracy is still working
100 per cent."

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood is an extraordinary place for co-operation,
said Col. W. Mason Wright, Jr.,
of the pictorial branch of the Bureau
of Public Relations of the War Department, who is here with Coi^dconferences
studioof produccion
ward Kirby, with
in charge
radf - " or
executives
and network representatives.
"Both Col. Kirby and I are interested primarily in getting the greatest amount of information to the
greatest number of people, and we
have been given 100 per cent asCol. Kirby, in expressing thanks
to the Hollywood Victory Commit
sistance."
tee for headliners provided for ra
dio programs through its talent pool,
said they could not have done more
Col. Kirby made known that "Command Performances," War Depart
ment's No. 1 morale builder among
radio programs shortwaved to the
fighting forces overseas will be heard
by American listeners over standard
broadcast bands for the first time on
Christmas Eve when a show originating largely in Hollywood will be
released over four national networks.
President Roosevelt, he said, has
been invited to make an address to
the troops abroad and the program
will be broadcast simultaneously
over shortwave bands.
The program, now in its 38th
week and transmitted over 36
beams each week-end, will be released Christmas Eve at 8 o'clock
Pacific wartime. Col. Wright reported that "Beyond the Line of
Duty," featuring Major Wheless and
intended originally for Army camp
screenings exclusively, is to be given
a general release. As evidence of
Hollywood's co-operation, the Colonel
reported a total of 54 service pictures for commercial release as having been completed and released or
being tionin
various
stages of producat the
moment.
—Get

in the Scrap!—

Gives Rights to Red Cross
World rights to the short film,
Pas de Quartre," have been given
to the American Red Cross by Anton
Dohn, dancer and choreographer of
Ballet Theater, who appears in the
production. The picture will be exhibited throughout the United States,
Latin-America and England, it is
— Get in the Scrap!—

Mrs. Emma

Kaiser Dead

Cleveland, O— Mrs. Emma Kaiser. I
59, one of the earliest exhibitors in
this territory, is dead. Thirty years
ago Emma and Joseph Kaiser opened
the 200-seat Corlett.
— Get in the Scrap! —

Leon Brown Dead
Leon Brown,
73, veteran
stage
manager and actor,
is dead here.
—Get in the Scrap!—

Harry Melville Dead

Detroit— Harry Melville, 71, stagedead. hand at the Palms-State Theater is
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They're all in the Scrap and

READY
SCRAP

FOR YOUR
MATINEE!

eose

God bless America! Isn't it thrilling to see
The folks on the march! You can't beat that spirit!
Those folks are your patrons, Mr* Exhibitor!
They know that their war machines
Need scrap metal and scrap rubber.
They know that without scrap —
The scrap's over! No time to lose!
America needs you. NOW !
Use the two-fisted press book!
Every Scrap Matinee puts steel
Through the Axis heart!

.

Matinee tells Uncle Sam
Every
To
tellScrap
the boys over there that
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We're all in the Scrap together!
Sponsored by the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway;
New York City (Room 408). Get the film "SALVAGE"

from your nearest RKO Exchange
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to Feel Manpower's "Pinch"
N.Y. Circuits Still
Femme Chief Projectionist in Fla. Theater

Not All Operators Happy
Over Prospective Femme
Invasion of Theater Field

Quincy, Fla. — Ada Holley has been made chief operator at the Shaw. Hubert
Ferrell, who held the post for 18 years, has been promoted to manager, succeeding Clarence Walker, who is being transferred to the Thomasville office of
the Interstate Enterprises, which owns the Shaw.

(Continued from Page 1)

men, a survey of the theater employment situation reveals.
Indications are that not every circuit will be happy over the prospect
of a feminine invasion of the theater business. Spokesmen for several circuits have stated frankly that
they will resort to the employment
of women only in desperation. They
feel that a masculine mind is more
efficient for theater work, especially
where managerial posts are involved.
"Pinch" Still to be Felt
The local circuits haven't really felt
the "pinch" yet. Up to the present
they have been able, with few exceptions, to operate without turning
to the fairer sex for other than ushers' jobs. Jobs customarily held by
women, such as cashiers and matrons,
are not involved in the survey.
The circuits in this area have not
adopted the policy of training women for theater jobs against the day
when the shortage of manpower will
leave theater managements no other
choice but to hire women for many
of the positions now held by men.
One reason is that many circuits feel
there are enough old men and
yongsters available for some time to
come.
The theatermen are adhering to
the practice of training women to
fill jobs only as vacancies occur,
holding that what there is to know
about a theater position less than
that of a manager's can be learned
in short order. The question of hiring women and training them for
specific jobs is being left entirely to
the judgment of the individual manager. Circuit executives assert that
the prospect of seeing women in
managerial posts other than sporadically isremote at the moment, since
nearly all their managers are men
of maturity with family responsibilities and hence are reasoably safe

The Latest Thing
In Movie "Serials"
Dayton, 0. — Entire process of making motion pictures in present-day
Hollywood is being set forth serially
in "Scholastic," local high school
periodical with top circulation in
the U. S. titled "How Hollywood
Makes Movies," the 16 articles by
Mrs. Alice Evans Field, assistant director of the Dept. of Studio and
Public Service of MPPDA, cover
stories, adaptation, planning and
casting pix, scoring of music, and
technical jobs of director, cameraman, art director, costume designing,
the sound engineer, etc. Series is
launched in current issue, and subsequent chapters will appear in alternate issues.

from
the draft unless
emergency should arise.

some

dire

hiring of women and older men to
replace employes called to the colUsing Students Part Time
ors. The Indiana-Illinois Circuit reMany
circuits are meeting the manpower
ports the appointment of Winifred
minor theater chores when men of draft age Stumpf, former cashier of the Linare called to the colors. The youths are
coln, Goshen, Ind., as house manused on a part-time basis after school hours
ager. Hazel Nosker has been made
or during the week-end. The hiring of girls manager of the Capitol, Whiting,
so far has been limited chiefly to ushers'
Ind., and Mrs. Helen Dausman, aspositions.
sistant manager of the Elco, Elkhart,
The shortage of manpower is being felt Ind.
most acutely in areas in which war industries
exist. Theaters there have found it tough to
The
Warner circuit locally also
hold their male employes in the face of
higher wages offered by defense work. It is training women for managerial
is in those _ areas that the call for women
berths.at "Virginia
Habel,Hammond,
formerly
for theater jobs has been heaviest.
cashier
the Parthenon,
At the headquarters of National Theaters
here it was said that a few of the circuit's
houses were accepting women for managerial
posts. A spokesman for the chain, one of
the country's giants, said that managers were
prepared to engage boys if necessary, with
very old men considered especially ideal for
jobs requiring little exertion, such as doormen and ticket-takers. He added that in
some cases housewives and school girls were
being used.
Loew's has stepped up its employment of
female help recently. An executive of the
circuit said that the company was unusually
amenable to the employment of women to
take over men's jobs, not excluding managerial ones, since it had long had women
managers running several of its houses.
RKO Training Usherettes
RKO was said to be training girls for
ushering. The circuit is at present using
usherettes only at the Palace on Broadway.
The Brandt Theaters will train women as
the need arises, it was said, with mature
women considered ideal for doormen's
work.
The Prudential circuit is using usherettes
to replace men called into the service.
While the Century Circuit is not at present
training women for theater jobs, it is preparing for what may come by lining up "a
few possibilities" to be groomed for assistant
managerships.
Some by
of the
thesecircuit
"possibilities"
are women engaged
now as
cashiers ; others are girls who have applications for jobs on file with the company.
plansthe
to Cocalis
use women."
That
was"Wethe have
wordno from
Enterprises,
which has been engaging school boys to fill
vacancies on the ushering staffs caused by
the draft.
At the Interboro Circuit it was _ reported
that the "loss ratio is not too great" among
its managerial help as result of the war
since its personnel is understood to consist
mostly of family men. While the _ circuit
has not made it a policy of hiring girls except as ticket-sellers, it is said to be keeping its eyes open to detect any aptitude
among its cashiers for managerial duties.
Reade Averse to Femmes
The circuit most adamant against the employment of women is the Walter Reade.
"I don't think we will ever use women," said
a spokesman for the circuit. A moment later,
however, he qualified his statement by adding : "We will use women only as -a last
resort." He disclosed that the chain had
taken some young men with ability and
trained them for theater posts.
Some of the circuit's theaters are using
boys of 16 to 20 after school hours and at
week-ends, with just enough regular help
being maintained to take care of matinees,
said the executive. He was frank in admitting that much of the school-going help
would quit the circuit upon graduation for
the higher rewards of war work. The circuit
was ready to accept this prospect, it was
indicated.

Theater Circuits in Chi.
Sector Engaging Women
in

Chicago — Leading theater circuits
this territory have started the

Ind., has been named assistant manager of the Paramount there.

Girl Bookers In Vogue
In Cleveland Exchanges

Gov't to Take Over
Vitaphone Studio!
(Continued from Page 1)

short subject production to tha£j\"rbank plant, the Vitaphone sy . cos
have been idle, except that part
which houses the Warner laboratory.
Warner executives were unavailable last night for comment upon the
report.
To what use the Vitaphone plant
woold be put in the event the Government takes over is not known,
but the trade yesterday speculated
on the possibility that the Army Air
Force's photographic section, now
based at Wright Field, 0., might
be transferred here.
— Get in the Scrap!—

Three London, O., Houses
Acquired by Chakeres

London, O. — Chakeres Theaters,
Inc., with headquarters in Springfield, has acquired the stock of the
Cleveland — Rosalind Hoffman and
Ruth Sporr of Vitagraph have been London Theater Co. and will operate
the three houses in this town, the
promoted from secretaries to assistant bookers. Other local exchanges Majestic, Princess and State. William McCollister of Wilmington, 0.,
now having girl bookers are M-G-M, has been named manager of the
20th-Fox and Columbia.
houses.

Malco Theaters Install
Femme Ushers in Memphis
Memphis — Malco Theaters is again
leading the city in the employment
of women. Malco theaters here now
have girl ushers.

Wometco to Prepare for
100%
Personnel Replacement
Miami — Mitchell W o 1 f s o n of

at a premium. Two houses, the Admiral and the Arabian, are being
managed by women at present.

Feminine House Manager
Named for Tacoma Blue Mouse
Tacoma, Wash. — Mrs. Florence
Barbour, for the past 10 years head
cashier at Hamrick's Roxy, has been
named as house manager at the Blue
Mouse Theater. She takes the place
of Dale "Lefty" Joachim, who has
joined the Army.

Wometco Theaters has issued orders
to all managers to train older men
and young boys under 18 as well as
girls to handle every phase of the
business. He said: "We must plan Appoint First Femme Aid
on replacement of almost every man To Ad Sales Dept. Head
in our organization should the war
Cleveland — Warners is the first
last sufficiently long." Four of the major exchange to install a girl as
downtown houses already are em- assistant manager of the ad sales
ploying usherettes, and from this department. Helen Horwitz has been
group four already have been pro- appointed to assist Dave Yellen.
moted to cashiers, one has been
named chief of service and at least
two are in line for assistant manNow All Theaters
agers' positions.

Wilby-Kincey Appoints
First Feminine Manager
Kingsport, Tenn. — Lucy Potter,
secretary and bookkeeper for Kingsul Theaters here since 1936, became
the first woman manager for the
Wilby-Kincey chain in Tennessee,
Alabama, North and South Carolina,
and one of the first in the state,
when she was placed in charge of the
Rialto Theater here.

Seattle Labor Situation
Increasingly Serious

Seattle — The labor situation is
growing more critical each day in
the city's theater business. All the
major circuits are hiring men over
50 for doormen, and usherettes are

Are "Key" Stands

Arthur Mayer, WAC's salvage director, has asked the trade to support "Keys to Victory" Campaign
to collect millions of keys needed by
the Navy for metal. In memo to
theaters throughout the nation, he
urged stands to co-operate with
the Paper Industry, sponsors of the
drive. Special arrangements have
been made with WPB for handling
this valuable scrap. Old keys will
be shipped direct to a special refinery where the nickel silver will
be extracted. Mayer points out that
keys should be segregated from other
scrap
because of their high nickel
silver content.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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BRITISHJTUDIOS PRODUCING 45 FEATURES
Canadian Parish Hall Show Protests Seen Futile
Editorial

Be Smart

Gov't Said Not Disposed
To Act on Exhib. Squawks
Vs. Church Competition

. . . and sell films
=

67 CHESTER

B. BAHN

==

XA/HAT you'll find in the paragraphs to
™ ™ follow stems from a couple of things.
From the announcement by Warners' canny
Charlie Einfeld that the company has determined to double the bankroll which will
buy newspaper ad space to support the
1942-43 program of some 35 or 36 features. From the extremely healthy business
at the box office that the average theater
is doing these war-time days. From the
faintly noticeable curtailment in selling
effort on the part of some exhibs. around
the country.
What Warners propose to do in the way
of increasing last year's newspaper advertising budget 100 per cent strikes this sidelines' commentator as the smartest of
smart showmanship. And, by the same
token, that curtailed selling effort
discerned here and there in a study of the
scores of newspapers that daily flow across
the editorial desk rates as the dumbest
of dumb showmanship .... if dumb showmanship can be said to exist. Whether

Montreal — No disposition to change
the arrangements by which parish
halls in the province of Quebec are
able to obtain and show 35mm. films
in competition with licensed theaters, is believed to exist officially.
Complaints of theater owners in
small provincial towns, which were
summarized in a recent resolution
of the Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries, Inc., have apparently not
yet been acted upon.
R. C. McMullen, the administrator
of the theater and film section of
the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board, disclaims knowledge of the
(Continued on Pane 4)
— Keep Scrapping! —

Scrap Drive Signs
15 State Chairmen

Acceptances have been received
from 15 exhibitor State chairmen
that's lousy English or not, you get the
idea?
who have agreed to co-operate on
the industry scrap collection campaign, the WAC, under whose banXA/ITH business soaring — meaning there
ner the drive is being conducted,
* » are more people walking up to cashiers announced yesterday. It is expected
today than ever before — film biz has the that further acceptances will bring
best chance it has had in years (maybe even the total up to 30, representing the

in its history) to sell itself and its product.
It can, by wise advertising investment, able
publicity and efficient promotion, cement
its great mass audience into a block that
stoutly will withstand economic chipping
when and if peace is followed by a business
recession.
Needless to type, that's a job that cannot be done by the producer and distributor alone. The exhib, whether he's on
Broadway or on Main St., must resist the
temptation to "coast along" — must remember that the coin he pays for merchandising
today is an investment both in today and
tomorrow. If he permits prosperity to make

his "soft" — if he's complacently content to
let tomorrow take care of itself, chances
are his tomorrow will be very hard indeed.
WiAKE

no mistake about it: This is

'"'the time to build for the future, to put
the best foot forward, to make sure that
the tens of thousands of new film patrons
across the country keep coming indefinitely.
(.Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 4)
— Keep Scrapping!—

WB-tocal 121 Dispute
To NLRB as Test Case

Ark. ITO Will Meet
With Tri-State MPTO
Memphis — ITO of Arkansas will
meet in joint session with the MPTO
of Mississippi, Tennessee and Arkansas when the latter stages its annual convention here Oct. 18-19, it
is announced by R. X. Williams, of
Oxford, Miss., president of the TriState unit.

Jessel and Cutler
In Producing Deal

Toronto — The Wartime Prices and
Trade Board has approved the 194243 groupings of pictures submitted
by the distributors, as required by the
board's policy to keep prices within
the ceiling rulings governing 194142 contracts. The approved groupings relate to the scale of prices

(Continued on Page 9)
— Keep Scrapping!—

NAMPI Will Name Five
Regional Vice-Prexies

Starts Audience

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monogram
stockholders at the annual meeting re-elected W. Ray Johnston president; Trem
{Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 9)
— Keep Scrapping! —

Cutler, now producing for PRC
release, is in New York for conferences with Jessel and the agreement is expected to be inked before
he returns to the Coast at the weekend.
Jessel, it is understood, would ap-

Survey

M. P. Research Bureau to Conduct

West

government.
Ealing studios will contribute four
pictures to the UA lineup this season, Carr said. Three of the productions are in the £150,000 class
and one will cost £111,000.
In the

Dislribs. Canadian
Blocks Get Sanction

(Continued on Page 3)

Tohnston Re-elected Mono.
Prexy; Bonus Plan Okayed

Britain's production output for
the current year will total approximately 45 pictures, compared with
a pre-war schedule of about 250,
Teddying Carr,
Artists'said
managdirector United
in England,
here
yesterday. Carr arrived here from
London last week on business connected with both UA and the British

Deal which will align George
Jessel with Lester Cutler, executive
producer for Motion Picture Associates, Inc., as co-producer for a
program of 18 features to be made
over a three-year period, is in the
terday. stage, it was learned yesclosing

Regional vice-presidents in five
territorial key cities will be set up
Dispute between Warner Bros, and by the National Association of Motion Picture Independents, it was
the United Exhibition Employes
Union, Local 121, UOPWA, involv- reported yesterday following a meeting
at which
the constitution
and
ing service employes
at seven of
(Continued on Page 3)

MGM

Compares with Pre-War
Program of 250; Carr Terms
UK Theater Biz Fantastic

Study

Effectiveness of advertising plans
and audience preferences and reactions will be the basis for a new
scientific study by M-G-M through
the Motion Picture Research Bureau
which will make a continuing national survey for the company, it
was announced
(Continuedyesterday
on Page 9) b" How-

(Continued on Page 9)
— Keep Scrapping! —

Two Clearance Complaints
Are Docketed in Boston
Two demands for arbitration involving clearance were filed in the
Boston tribunal this week. One was
docketed by the Danvers-Orpheum
Theaters, Inc., operating the Orpheum, Danvers,
(Continued Mass.
on Page 9)The other

Avoid Price Jumps,
Mort Singer Advises
Chicago — Moves to advance box
scales should be suspended for the
duration, in the opinion of Mort H.
Singer, circuit exec, who returned
yesterday from the Coast. Singer
declared that the public will resent
any attempt to tilt admission prices
at this time.
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Subway Construction
Brings Damage Suit
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JAMES R. GRAINGER, president of Republic,
leaves Chicago today by plane for the Coast and
will return to the home office on or about Oct.
15.
PHIL SPITALNY and his all-girl orchestra
left Hollywood yesterday for San Francisco,
where they will do a broadcast on Sunday and
a concert for soldiers at Treasure Island on Wednesday.
EDMUND

CWENN

Be Smart
(Continued

from Page 1)

Cutting advertising appropriations, no matter
where the cuts are made, won't accomplish
that. (Parenthetically, consider the effect
of such an ill-advised policy on the press
of the country which today, more than ever
before, is kindly disposed to the industry).
you can put down, too, that cheapening of the entertainment on the screen

scarcely will turn the trick. Which applies, further, to decline in standards of
house service, permitted or condoned by
because

"they're coming, any-

way, why worry?"
Anybody
want to take the other side of
the argument?
— Keep Scrapping! —
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Columbia and Paramount
Issues at Year's Highs

(.Wednesday, Oet. 7)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat
Col. Piers, vtc. (2i/2%) 10
9%
10
Columbia
Picts. .pfd.. 33Vi
33
33l/2
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
14
14
14
Loew's,
Inc
43%
433/8
433/8
Paramount
17'/g
16%
17Vs
Para.
1st pfd
120
120
120
RKO
RKO
$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
. 143/4
14l/2
14%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 24%
245/8
243,4
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.... 149
149
149
Warner
Bros
6y4
6%
6y4
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

Net
Chg.
+
+

%
1 Vi

•
V4
%
Vs
Vl

—
—
+
+

+
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1

Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts: deb. 4s56.100y2 100% 100% +
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
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MARKET
Monogram
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...
1
1
1
—
Radio-Keith
cvs
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
7V4
7'/4
7y4 —
Trans-Lux
Universal
Corp.
vtc.
73/8
73/8
73/8
Universal Picts
N.

Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER

l/4

%

Vs

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.,
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

71
64

Both Columbia voting trust certificates and preferred stock advanced to new highs for the year
on the Big Board yesterda" the
advances reflecting the company's
decidedly healthy financial statement
for the fiscal year. The 2% per cent
vtc.'s closed at 10 as against the
old hieh of 9Vz while the preferred
hit 33y2, the old high having been 32.
Paramount common also advanced
fractionally to establish a new hierh'
<?ain was %th, the new high. 17%.
Paramount's ^referred equalled the
vear's high of 120.
Wall St. is disDlaying a livelv inferest in Columbia's position, financial circles downtown anticipating
+hat the earnings for the current
fiscal year may run ahead of the
year just ended, before taxes.

75
67

LESTER CUTLER, who has just produced "The
Yanks Are Coming" for PRC, is at the Savoy
Plaza.

Pittsburgh — Local Varietv Club
has elected these new directors.
Harry Feinstein, Warner Theaters;
Pete Dana, Universal; William Finkel, exhibitor; Tony Stern, Warner
Theaters; Brian McDonald, radio
commentator; Mike Gallagher, Gardens; Moe Silver, Warner Theaters;
Al Weiblinger, Duquesne Light Co.;
Jim Alexander, Republic; Sam Feinberg, Repubic; Buck Stoner, Metro.
Following were elected delegates
to the national convention: Harry
Feinstein, Elmer Ecker, Mark Goldman and Art Morrone, alternates;
Joe Hiller, national canvassman.
Election dinner was dedicated to

West

Hebert In New

Goldwyn

West

of THE

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — After a meeting yesterday attended by representatives
— Keep Scrapping! —
of the Screen Actors, Writers and
Exhib. Committee Will
Dirctors Guilds, the Artists' Managers Guild, and Association of MoAid Bennett Candidacy
tion Picture Producers, the following
statement was issued:
Albany — Due to the fact that John
"The motion picture industry is
J, Bennett, Jr., Brooklyn candidate eager to comnly not onlv with the
for Governor, is personally acquaint- letter, but with the spirit of the
ed with hundreds of metropolitan wage stabilization law. Though
and upstate theater managers, an- manv important points are still to
nouncement of exhib. committees to be clarified and many problems to
aid his cause is due to break shortly, be solved, this attitude is wholeheartaccording to industry sources.
ed and industry-wide."
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Bureau
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DAILY

Hollywood — Samuel Goldwyn has
signed William
Hebert
to a new
long term contract
as director of
advertising and publicity.
— Keep Scrapping! —

Max Weinstein Hospitalized
Cleveland — Max Weinstein, one of
the owners of the Ambassador
Amusement Co., operating the Ambassador and Ritz theaters is at the
Neurological Hospital in New York
where he was operated on last week
for a spinal ailment.

IN

"TALES
of MANHATTAN"
A 20th Century- Fox Picture
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

DON

AMECHE

•

JOAN

BENNETT

GIRL TROUBLE
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

ROXY

Paramount
BUY WAR

BONDS

AT THIS THEATRE

E23EHSB
BETTY

GRABLE

»

VICTOR

MATURE

— and SERENADE'
—
FOOTLIGHT
with GEORGE BROTHER'
SANDERS
FALCON'S

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

PRESENTS

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES
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Pact

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE GREAT STARS
FORTY-TWO
FEATURED
PLAYERS
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Name Diamond Arbitrator
In SPG-Para. Controversy

Wage Stabilization Gets
Coast Guilds Compliance
Coast Bureau

NEW yCEtt
THEATERS

Capt. Mikewho
Cullen,
Loew's for
district
manager,
is leaving
the
Army Specialist Corps. He was
presented with a raincoat. John
S. Stahl, a member of the Variety
Club, who is stationed in the
Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey was presented with a
wrist watch.

Milton Diamond, attorney, has
been selected by Paramount and
the Screen Publicists Guild to serve
as arbitrator in the controversy
over Paramount's policy of not including publicity - advertising employes in the "cost-of-living adjustments" made to other Paramount
home office workers. A contract
between Paramount and the SPG
was signed in May.
A hearing has been set tentativelv
for the week of Oct. 19. Diamond
was selected from the national panel
of the American Arbitration Association. He is a member of the law
firm of Diamond, Rabin & Mackay.

— Keep Scrapping! —
Vs

EDNA BEST gets in from Hollywood on Tuesday for a possible role in the Gladys Hurlbut
play, "Fare Thee Well."
RICHARD DAVIS, Ascap representative, New
Haven, has returned from a trip to his home
town,
Rochester.

Chicago — Illinois United Artists
Theater Co., lessee of the United
Artists Theater under B & K management, has filed a Circuit Court
suit for $50,000 damages against the
city, Healy Subway Construction
Co., Casey & Emmert Co., contractors, resulting from the subway
construction on Dearborn St., w(Ryp
the house is located.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Elects New Directors

. . . and sell films

managements

is on his way to Washington

arrives from the Coast on

Monday to rehearse for Katharine Cornell's revival of "The Three Sisters."

And

MERVYN LeROY
from the Coast.

(The Life of Lou Gehrio)
Released

Through

RKO-Radio

Pictures,

Inc.

Aa l UK & 45th
Midnite Shows
Pert.
ACTTkT?
Prices
Cont.
BUY WARB'way
BONDSPopular
AND STAMPS

"BRILLIANT— A HIT."— Anderson. Joor.-Amer.
2VC TO .p 1 .3Ucept ^
Eves. 50e t0 $2 ro | Tu
50c

frnlil 5fl

Sonja

STARS
CENTER

at aM Performances ex.

| Plus

Henie &■ Arthur M. Wirtt present
A New Musical Icetravaganza
THEA..

ON

ICE

Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. Intl. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly
Filled

Mft
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Biddie fo Remain
Attorney General!
Washington
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Wage Stabilization
Order Is Clarified
DAILY

Washington — Close friends of Attorney General Francis Biddie stated last night that Biddie does not
wish an appointment to the U. S.
Sterne Court, but prefers to reI Jfc as head of the Department of
Justice.
Speculation had connected his
name with the successor to James
Francis Byrne who left the Supreme
Court to become director of OES,
and reports had it that if Biddie
should receive and accept the Supreme Court nomination that Assistant Attorney General Thurman
W. Arnold would likely succeed to
the Attorney Generalship.
— Keep Scrapping! —

WB-Local 121 Dispute
To NLRB as Test Case
{Continued from Page 1)

the circuit's houses in Paterson and
Passaic, N. J., yesterday went to
the NLRB in what is expected to
be a test case on whether the board
has jurisdiction over the type of
theater labor involved. The case is
believed to be the first of its kind
in the country. Yesterday's informal
hearing was held here before Dr. L.
Hamilton Garner, assistant regional
director of the NLRB.
Warner Bros, was said to have
declined to participate in the conference on the ground that the board
had no jurisdiction in the matter.
Local 121 was represented by Walter
Kennedy, its president, and Robert
Freeman, organizer.
An official of Local 121 said that
a request would be made for a formal
NLRB hearing in Washington, adding that if the case failed there,
an attempt would be made to bring
the controversy before the War
Labor Board.
— Keep Scrapping! —

UDT Installs Revivals
In Detroit Rosedale
Detroit— United Detroit Theaters
is continuing its policy of a major
revival house, shifting the Rosedale,
long on a nabe policy, to "The House
of Proven Hits." Policy was in
existence for about three years at
the Madison, downtown theater just
shifted to a first-run to allow more
film releases locally.

'W$L
Rouben Mamoulian
Finis Fox

Washington

V

V

V

• • • THAT nooze story out of Los Angeles yes'day telling of the
filing by Anne Shirley of a $100,000 suit against Charles R. Rogers Productions, alleging that another woman's legs were substituted for hers
in a scene from "The Powers Girl," is 'way off the beam
If by any
chance the step is one of those promotional packages, it is ill-advised, —
and ditto even if it's the McCoy
Such yarns don't fit well into the
consciousness of a nation fighting for its skin, and which should be concentrating upon far more vital "underpinnings," namely those supporting our war effort
The suit yarn makes excellent reading for the
boys whose legs are weary from plodding desert sands and ice-covered
tundra, and who, like the rest of us, have more to worry about than the
plagiarizing of Miss Shirley's comely calves
Hollywood is doing
so many constructive things that it's a pity to see anybody going out on
V

V

V

• • • AMBASSADOR GREW'S warning that the Japs and Nazis
are tough customers finds Republic Pictures wisely heeding his words
Initial evidence will be furnished via "G-Men vs. the Black
Dragon"
Company's solons have ordered writers that the most
super of heroes be limited to slaying two, at the most, of the Axis
enemy
Angle is to get America into a state of realism, and
away from the false notion that the foe is a pushover. ... • New
Haven flash has it that Herman M. Levy, Connecticut MPTO executive
secretary, has been re-elected secretary of the Bar Association. . . .
• And from Scranton: Harold E. Bell has just been appointed editor of
"The Comerford Salute," monthly house organ of the Comerford chain
for the men in service. ... • Eleanor Burston of Warners personnel
department has been elected vice-chairman of the policy committee of the
Federation for the Disabled and Crippled. . . • Earle D. Carson, safety
supervisor of Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, has been graduated from
a course in industrial plant protection at the War Department Civilian
Protection School at Amherst College. ... • Don Teeters, assistant
mgr. of the Royal, Toledo, dashes off songs in his spare time, and has
had three numbers accepted by WWRL, Woodside, L. I., for its
"Songwriters On Parade" program. ... • Last night's big B'way event
was debut of the Rodeo with Roy (King of the Cowboys) Rogers and
his horse, Trigger, as the guest star
Also appearing in the "lineup" were six pretty "Sponsor Girls" representing Texas communities,
and the well-known-to-filmland cowboy musical sextet, The Sons of
the Pioneers. ... • E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, Jr., son of the M-G-M sales
exec, is the only New Yorker on the University of North Carolina football team which plays Fordham here Saturday
Young O'Shea is
the outfit's center. ... • John Jones of Chicago's Community Fund
has appointed Joe Esler, Chi. correspondent of THE FILM DAILY,
as the drive's field captain
'V
V
V

Bureau

of THE

• • SLATED for top spot among song sensations is "Der Fuehrer's Face"
Composition is in the Disney short originally titled "In
Nutzi-land"
Walt has now titled the tab reel to coincide with the
song
Spike Jones made a recording of it for the Bluebird company and the latter is $350,000 behind in current orders as result of airing by radio stations
The short is scheduled for RKO Radio release
next month
V

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

V

HARBOR!

▼

DAILY

— Keep Scrapping! —

NAMPI

Will Name

Five

Regional Vice-Prexies
{Continued from Page 1)

by-laws
of the new
organization
were approved.
The regional officers will be established in New York, Chicago, Atlanta,
Dallas and Los Angeles. They will
look after the interests of independent distributors and will be
guard against adverse legislation.
An international committee is to
be appointed to represent foreign
independent producers who distribute
through American independent companies. Selection of a Washington
representative has been placed in
the hands of the executive committee.
— Keep Scrapping! —

B & K Elects MacMullen
Chicago — Roy MacMullen, manager of the Granada, was elected
president of the Balaban & Katz
Employes Club. Elmer Immerman,
personnel manager, is the new first
vice-president, Jimmy Savage, publicity department, second vice-president. Joe Katz, Century theater manager, third vice-president, Joe Rehak
of the headquarters staff, treasurer
and Kurt M. Wolf, secretary.

$10,483,552 War Bond
Sales in Loetv Houses
Loew's Theaters

sold V/z per cent

of the Treasury's official quota in
the September War Bond drive, according to figures released by Harold J. Cleary, chief accountant. Total
Bond sales for the month amounted
to $10,483,552.

•

FILM

Washington — Clarification of the
President's economic stabilization
order discloses that pay rises can
be obtained without approval of
the War Labor Board only by
salaried employes who make less
than $5,000 per year and are not
covered by collective bargaining
agreements. If wages are fixed by
collective bargaining more pay can
bo obtained with a WLB okay only
when the increase is obtained by
the individual.
Approval of the director of the
WLB is necessary in cases where
employes earn more than $5,000 per
year. WLB authority is required
before an increase in wages, by
whatever means, can be granted.

$7,460,712 was
town theaters
houses
in New

Of

this amount,

credited to out-ofand $3,022,840 to
York.

Leaders out-of-town were: Capitol, Washington, $1,388,629.25;
State, St. Louis, $674,566;

Loew's

Orpheum,
town

Boston,

$497,882.

In-

champs were: Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn, $386,750; Pitkin,

025.
$302,775;

Loew's

Jersey City, $261,-
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Canada's Parish Hall
Protests Seen Futile
{Continued from Page 1)

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO
Introducing

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

CHARLES W. KOERNER.
Vice-President in Charge of the RKO Radio Studio, is Hollywood's newest production chief to come from the exhibitor
ranks. Son of a railroad executive, he was born in New Orleans, La., Sept. 10,
1896.
Attended Shattuck Military Academy, Faribault, Minn.
Worked around
theaters after school and during vacations.
In 1914 started on a very frayed
shoestring by operating the Maclntyre Opera House, Havre, Mont., a 350-seat
house in a town of 6,000 population.
First program included Doug Fairbanks in
"The Lamb" and a Mack Sennett Comedy.
Sold out
and enlisted in first World
War.
Associated
with
Jensen and Von Herberg in 1919.
For six years branch
manager for First National in Portland, Oregon and Butte,
Montana.
In 1925, became
part owner
and general
manager
George
Mann
Circuit in Northern
California.
Became personal representative of Harold B. Franklin when
be circuit was sold to Hughes-Franklin in 1931.
Took over
operation of RKO
houses in Southwest,
then chief of

protests, other than having heard
"unofficially" that there were complaints.
The attitude of the board as expressed in recent rulings is that
customers who held contracts during the basic period, Sept. 15 to
Oct. 11 last must continue to be
supplied, and it is not thought that
even receipt of an official protest
would change the ruling.
Theater owners complain that
parish halls exhibit -full size films
at prices under those which theaters
can afford to charge, and that they
gm upstate New York and New England divisions.
Transare able to do so because the halls
flB
^H
ferred to California in 1939 and in 1941 was made genbeing on church property pay no
i'
I eral manager of the RKO Theater Circuit with headtaxes and are also exempt from
H quarters in New York.
His success with theater operathe provincial ban on the admission
| tions caused the RKO Board of Directors to place him
of juveniles under 16 years of age.
in charge of the studio in the Spring of 1942 where
Children under 16 have been prohis knowledge of showmanship already is being reflected in this company's
hibited from attending motion picproduct. Stands 6, 1. Weight, 180.
Hair, gray. Eyes, blue.
ture theaters in the province of
Quebec for several years, ever since
the tragic fire at the Laurier Palace
. in which 78 lives were lost. Parish
halls are no better equipped to deal
with fire than are theaters, yet they
are through church influence able
to sidestep the ban and show pictures to juveniles.
The overwhelming influence of the
Cleveland— TOM MOONEY, eldest
Rochester — STOCKTON LEIGH,
son of Milton Mooney, head of
Roman Catholic clergy in the province of Quebec prevailed on the manager of the Monroe and public- Co-operative Theaters of Ohio, has
ity
director
for
Schine
theaters
here,
Government to ban a number of has joined the Army.
enlisted in the Naval Air Corps.
films shown in other provinces, and
it is strong enough also to place
Kansas City, Mo. — Local Warner
Kenton, O.— ORPHA HOPPE, for exchange has just lost its first memthe parish halls in an unjustly
privileged position enabling them to the past eight years cashier at the
ber to the WAACS. She is EVEcontinue to compete unfairly with Kenton and secretary to Judge G.
LYN MILLER, assistant contract
the commercial cinemas in provincial H. Foster, owner of the theater, has clerk, who leaves this week for Fort
towns.
been accepted as a member of the Des Moines.
WAVES. The first woman of the
— Keep Scrapping!—
film industry in this territory to
New Show Every Two
Cleveland— SIDNEY COHN, for
become a member of the armed
Co-operative booker, has been
Weeks for Armed Forces
forces, Miss Hoppe reports for duty mer
transferred from Fort Riley, Kan., to
Oct. 10 at the University of Wisattend
officers' candidate school in
consin, Madison, Wis.
A new show every two weeks is
the Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth
promised by USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,
N. J.
Rochester— FRED
WOOLLSTON,
for the country's armed forces for
the 1942-1943 season, which opens whose orchestra has played at the
Andover, O. — EMERSON A.
officially about Nov. 20 and closes 22 Century and other theaters here, will GIBBS
of the Andover Theater is
weeks later. Show units will be al- join the Army.
leaving for Army duty on Nov. 1.
most tripled, with the volunteer proHis sister will operate the house in
gram, which covers almost half of
Memphis — TOM STURDIVANT, his absence and the booking will be
all the entertainment, tremendousshipper at the 20th-Fox done by Co-operative Theaters of
ly enlarged, it is announced. Seventy assistant
exchange here, has been inducted Ohio, operated by Milton Mooney.
shows, including 22 musical variety into
the Army.
revues, 36 tabloid troupe units, four
Seattle— GORDON MORRIS, forconcert companies and eight legitimer salesman with the B. F. Shearer
San Francisco— WARREN MACmate plays will tour nation-wide this
GRATH, Movietone cameraman, has Equipment Co., has joined the Army.
Winter.
Motion picture stars, concert enlisted in the Army.
artists, name bands and top talent
Seattle — Keith Linforde, from
from the stage and radio comprise
Australia, has been named manager
Detroit— PAUL B. BROMBERG, of the Mission Theater to succeed
the volunteer side of the Camp
Shows picture, and during the Win- auditor for Wisper & Wetsman HOWARD WYNNE, who has joined
ter a big increase in the number of Theaters, has been commissioned^ a
volunteer personal appearance tours major in the Army, and named chief the Army Air Forces.

TO THE

by performers from all of show business is scheduled. Hollywood has
volunteered on an all-out basis. The
Hollywood Victory Committee which
worked in close conjunction with
USO-Camp Shows last year, has arranged for a great many more screen
stars to troupe the Camp Shows circuit this Winter both here and over-

COLORS!

fe

accountant of the Army's new (naDICK SCHAEFER, son of Lou
tional) Ordnance Headquarters being
established in the Union Guardian Schaefer, Paramount Theater manager, New Haven, has been promoted
Building here.
Other W & W staff men to leave to Second Lieutenant in the Marines
in Quantico. A second son, Crpl.
for service include BARTON HO
SIER, manager of the Calvin, now ROBERT SCHAEFER, has returned
in officers' training school; ROBERT from service on "X" Island overseas
be at
sent
Officers'
Training
GUSE, assistant at the Harper The to
School
Ft. to
Benning,
Georgia.
ater.

Scrap Drive Signs
15 Slate Chairmen
(Continued from Page 1)

full complement of manpower responsible for much of the excellent
Bond drive.
showing
on the September (p^o
War
Those who have accepted thus xar
are: Fred Schwartz, New York;
H. F. Kincey, Charlotte, N. C;
John Q. Adams, Dallas, Texas; Rick
Ricketson, Denver; Lou Elmer, Des
Moines; E. C. Beatty, Detroit; Marc
J. Wolf, Indianapolis; Charles
Skouras, Los Angeles; M. A. Lightman, Memphis; John Friedl, Minneapolis; C. B. Akers, Oklahoma
City; Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia;
M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh; Albert J.
Finke, Portland, Ore.; Joseoh Ansell,
St. Louis, and Sidney Lust, Washington, D. C.
The exhibitor state chairmen will
operate independently in their own
bailiwicks, under the national coordination of the WAC. They will
run their scrap matinees, parades
and ballys to get in the scrap at
their own discretion. Their reports
to the WAC will make it possible
to form a complete picture of the
results
of the national industry
effort.
Meanwhile, the scrap drive in the
Met. area is already showing impressive results despite the fact that
the stated two-week drive period
locally is a week away. Reports
from 57 Skouras theaters in the
Met. area, for instance, show that
91,418 boys and girls and many
older people have turned in 220 tons
of scrap at the special scrap matinees
held in the last two weeks.
At the Academy of Music 4,500
kids collected 18 tons of scrap for
the most successful show on the
Skouras circuit. It required four
city trucks to haul the pile away. A
parade, headed by Al Schacht, baseball comedian, preceded the show.
In Englewood, N. J., Uncle Don led
a parade of 1,500 kids who dragged
200,000 pounds of rubber and metal
to the Englewood Theater and this
experience was repeated, in varying
degrees, in every theater on the
circuit.
Next Saturday four more theaters
of the chain will hold special scrap
matinees and on Columbus Day,
Monday, the Skouras drive will be
completed with a show at the Riverside Theater in Manhattan.

110 St. Louis Theaters Will
Hold Special Scrap Matinees
St. Louis — Hundred and ten film
theaters in St. Louis city and county
will stage special morning shows
on _ Oct. 17ticipatifor
parng inthe school
current children
scrap drive.
Youngsters are bringing scrap to
the schools, which are handling ticket
distribution. No minimum in scrap
is specified.
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SAMPLES!
On the following pages is a description of the line-up of Short Subjects for
release by M-G-M in 1942-43. At press-time, we selected at random a few
current shorts as samples of M-G-M's range of ideas and quality in this field.

f \
I
%
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Pete Smith Cooks Up
Another Epicurean Epic
That's
Timely As
Today's Headlines!
A PETE SMITH
SPECIALTY
In Technicolor

"VICTORY

featuring cooking expert
POLLY VIPATTERSON
TTLES"
^
demonstrating how
ho usewives can help win the war on the kitchen range.
No Story On The Screen Is More Dramatic Than The
Story Of The Screen Itself!
JOHN NESBITT'S
PASSING PARADE

THE FILM THAT

(Above) Famed Museum
of Modem Art, N.Y.

Highlights
150 years
WAS ofLOST"
of world history as recorded by the motion
picture camera and preserved on film for future
generations by the Film
Library of the Museum
of Modern Art.

WHAT

IS

As schools open,
parents of 2,000,000
high
school students
ATCA?"
will be asking that
question when their
sons are enrolled in
the newly formed Air
Training Corps of
America.
Just as newspapers
and magazines (Life,
Saturday Evening Post
and others) are announcing this new
organization, M-G-M
is ready with a Short
Subject of wide public
interest which explains
the whole
IT'S
A idea.
CAREY WILSON
MINIATURE
with a
Ready-Made
Audience

-0

A chip off the old block!

M-G-M

SHORTS

1942-43!

We enter our 15th year of leadership in short subjects. Why has M-G-M's junior product been
consistently superior in ideas and quality? Because they are made in a studio within a studio,
which recognizes the importance of quality and specializes on shorts only, with all the vast
production resources of M-G-M

at its disposal. M-G-M

Shorts are FEATURE

STRENGTH!

6 M-G-M SPECIALS— (Two Reels) expertly produced, semidocumentary dramatizations on subjects of current news interest, including two or more Crime Does Not Pay pictures.
In audience interest, box office appeal and production values
these shorts have the stature of features.

14 PETE SMITH SPECIALTIES -The industry's top-ranking
shorts specialist, Pete Smith pictures have won more praise and
more prizes than any other shorts series. His formula for successful shorts: plenty of verve and verbiage to amuse audiences,
plus exploitation angles that register at the box office.

10 JOHN NESBITT'S PASSING PARADE-His rare talent
for combining entertainment and enlightenment in shorts of
timely significance has made John Nesbitt a name of unquestioned marquee value. Exhibitors well remember his "Of Pups and
Puzzles" and "Main Street On the March" which won both
Academy Awards as the best one and two reelers of this year.
(more on next pagej

10 M-G-M MINIATURES- Literally junior features, the
carefully chosen subjects in this series are designed to appeal
at the box office, as well as on the screen. Most of them will
be narrated by M-G-M's inimitable impressario of psychic
phenomena, Carey " Nostradamus" Wilson.

16 M-G-M CARTOONS In Technicolor-There's sparkle
for every program in M-G-M's beautifully mounted animated
fantasies featuring such well-established characters as Barney
Bear and the cat and mouse duo, Tom and Jerry. "The Blitz
Wolf" has currently won industry attention and there'll be
more timely cartoon ideas to follow!

12 FITZPATRICK

TRAVELTALKS

In Technicolor-They

answer the wanderlust urge in all of us. Especially valuable
now with travel limited. Next season let your audiences tour
the Americas, North and South, with America's greatest travel
authority, James A. FitzPatrick — it's journeying "First Class"!

10 OUR GANG COMEDIES -The oldest single unit in
motion picture history, Our Gang continues to occupy its
own unique place in the affections of two generations of
moviegoers. It's good fun for kids from six to sixty.

104 ISSUES NEWS OF THE DAY -Medal- winning newsreel! Now, more than ever, people want to be informed, want
National
'Headliners Club Award"
MGM News of the DAy;
NEWS

Rl

to see for themselves what's happening here, there and everywhere in this global war. With widespread coverage News of the
Day is prepared to maintain its reputation as the screen's real
NEWSreel. Commentators John B. Kennedy, Bill Stern and
Adelaide Hawley make this a subject whose interest is unfailing.
Every Month
SELL BONDS
FOR THE

Metro-GOLDMI
The LONG

N E-Mayer

and SHORT of it!
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Audience Preferences
Basis for M-G-M Study
{Continued from Page 1)

ard Dietz, M-G-M vice-president in
charge of promotion.
The study will be broad in scope,
a: "^while covering all M-G-M productions, italso will embrace audience analysis of a general nature.
Dr. Leo Handel, director of the
Motion Picture Research Bureau,
said yesterday that the survey
"should prove of special value and
importance to the entire film industry."
A group of trained investigators
will conduct the research on a nation-wide basis and reports of the
surveys will be made as they develop. The Bureau has established
permanent headquarters at 1540
Broadway.

H©LI_yW©€D

By RALPH WILK
--HOLLYWOOD
'"THE
ARMY
PUP"
and "Flying Com\A/ILLIAM PERLBERG will produce 20th■
mands," a story of woman ferry flyers, have been added
to Producer
Bryan
*™ Fox's long-projected remake of Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables," with Mary Foy's schedule at 20th Century-Fox.
Anderson as Cosette and Laird Cregar as
Javert. Talbot Jennings was reassigned
LIERBERT I. LEEDS who has completed
to do the scenario.
* * the direction of "Manila Calling" at
20th Century-Fox, goes East to visit his
and then reports for active Signal
DKO has signed H. C. Potter, former family,
Corps duty.
' * Broadway producer, to direct "From Here
to Victory," at one time titled "Bundles for
Freedom.'' Production starts Tuesday with DOY WILLIAM NEILL has been assigned
Cary Grant as the star.
'*by Universal to direct "The Wolf Man
AT the request of Canadian officials,
'** Producer Lester Cowan is considering
the suggestion of holding the world premiere ot "The Commandos Strike at Dawn"
in Quebec. The Columbia story heralds
the exploits of the Canadian Commando
troops.

•

•

— Keep Scrapping! —

Distributors' Canadian
Pix Blocks Get Sanction
(Continued from Page 1)

which
the distributors
expect to
place on their product.
Columbia's groupings include two
specials, "Commandos Come at
Dawn" and "Cover Girl." There are
five pictures in Group 1, eight in
Group 2, eight in Group 3, 12 in
Group 4 and 14 in Group 5. Two
Howard Hawkes productions and
"Arabian Nights" are the specials
in Universal's groupings, the others
including 11 "supers," eight in
Group 1, 12 in Groups 2 and 3, nine
in Group 4, seven westerns and
seven re-issues.
Republic's list has "Flying Tigers" as its special. The others include six Deluxes, 14 Anniversaries,
14 Jubilees, eight each from Gene
Autry, Roy Rogers, Mesquiteers and
Don "Red" Barry; Anglo-American
Films to be distributed by Esquire
are two specials, five in Groups 1
and 2 and two streamliners.
Paramount's specials are "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," "Lady in the
Dark," and "The Story of Dr. Wassell." Others are six in Group 1,
10 in Groups 2, 3, 4 and 5 and six
"Hopalong Cassidy" westerns. Regals Films (M-G-M): six in Group 1,
10 in Groups 2 and 3, 12 in Group 4,
10 in Group 5 and a balanced group
of the remaining pictures.
RKO: Two Samuel Goldwyn and
Disney specials, six in Group A, eight
each in Group B and C, 10 each in
Groups D and E and six Tim Holt
westerns.
20th Century-Fox: Two specials,
"Tales of Manhattan" and "Young
Mr. Pitt," 12 in Group A, 14 each
in Groups B and C and 12 in Group
D.
Warner Bros.: Four specials,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," "The Desert Song," "Air Force" and "Mission to Moscow," four in Group 1
and eight each in Groups 2, 3, 4 and
5.

SPEAKING-

HOLLOWING the
" starring roles in
ler's production for
ciates, Inc., "Permit
Lane and Charlotte
their Madero County

•

•

•

•

Meets Frankenstein," in which Lon Chaney
will play both title roles. Madame Maria
Ouspenskaya and Lionel Atwill have been
signed for the supporting cast. George
Waggner will produce.

•

•

ll A FTER TOMORROW," a story con** cerning an attempt to monopolize
war industries, will be produced by Arthur
Ripley for PRC, with work to start in December. Steve Sekely and Fredric Jackson
have been engaged to write the script.

wind-up of their coProducer Lester CutMotion Picture AssoALDE
GATENO
has been made chief
To Kill," Barton MacWynters have gone to
•*» film editor of all Bryan Foy Producranch for a visit.
tions for 20th Century-Fox.

GEORGE McCALL has joined the staff
of Russell Birdwell and Associates. McCall, for the past four years has been appearing in and directing national radio
shows.

business tastic."
is so Women,
good
he that
said,"it's
are fanreplacing men as managers and projectionists inmany houses. The manpower shortage has made it necessary for the British government to
"suggest" that all British subjects
in different parts of the world return to England. It is presumed
that is the reason why Sir Alexander
Korda may stay in England for the
duration after he makes one more
trip to the U. S.
The London branch of the War
Activities Committee is functioning
smoothly, Carr said, and is doing
an excellent job in supplying film
entertainment for the soldiers. The
WAC over there is in charge of
Francis Harley of 20th-Fox, Joe
Friedman of Columbia and Carr.

One of
theis reasons
for Carr's
rent trip
the recent
request curby
British diplomats in the U. S. that
the picture "Net of Kin" not be
released over here. Carr will confer with the men in Washington.
Carr said he believed "In Which
We Serve," which was produced,
directed and written by Noel Coward, is "finest picture ever turned
Peverell Marley will join out and the greatest contribution

•

•

^AMERAMAN
^■^ Major Capra's Unit of the Signal Corps,

signed Willis O'Brien, pioneer special effects
cameraman, who originated the trick animation effects in "The Lost World" and
"King Kong." First assignment for Pal
will be "Jasper and the Choo-Choo."

when he completes "Dixie Dugan," 20th
Century-Fox
production.

■kyjUSICAL
▼' by Jule score
Styne of
and"The
Kim Powers
Gannon,Girl,"
has
been accepted for publication by Remick
Music Co., and will be published in November. The five songs are "Partners," "Three
Dreams," "Out of This World," "The Lady
Who Didn't Believe in Love" and "We Are
Looking

for The

Big Bad

Wolf."

days after the last playdate of first
run downtown Boston when a picture plays one week. If a picture
plays more than one week, it is
then
requested
that the picture will
(Continued from Page 1)
become available 14 days after the
was filed by Hancock Theater Co., second week of the run. Seven Boston theaters are named in the comoperating the Strand Theater,
Quincy, Mass. The five consenting
companies were the defendants in
plaint.
both complaints.
Ed Jarvis' Clearance
Complainant in the Danvers case
charged that the Orpheum plays Complaint Withdrawn
Albany — Ed Jarvis, owner of the
product 14 days after Salem, but Delmar
Theater, Delmar, N. Y., has
because the Paramount, Empire and
Plaza Theaters in Salem often delay withdrawn his clearance complaint
Loew's and Warner Bros.,
playing pictures on availability, the against
the case apparently having been
Orpheum has to wait an unreason- settled satisfactorily.
able length of time. The arbitrator
Warners' Delaware Theater was
is requested to set a clearance based
on a minimum number of days after the interested party. Jarvis charged
first-run Boston or any other relief that the Delmar, prior to the openthat can be offered.
ing of the Delaware, played 30 days
The Strand in Quincy claims its after first - run Albany, but that
since
Warners opened the Delaware
clearance schedule is unreasonable.
Complainant asks that clearance he had to play seven days after that
theater.
over the Strand be reduced to 14

Two Clearance Complaints
Are Docketed in Boston

(Continued from Page \)

former bracket will be "The Bells
Go Down," "The Chetniks" and "San
Demetrio." In the latter cost bracket
will
be "Went
the despite
Day Well."
Carr
said that
increased
admission prices in England, theater

LJARRY GREY takes over the production
■ ' of "Shanty Town," the Mary Lee starring vehicle for Republic, from Leonard
Fields, who reports to the Navy as a petty
officer this week.

GEORGE PAL, producer of the Puppetoon
series of shorts for Paramount, has

THE song, "Three Little Sisters," by Irving
Taylor and Vic Mizzy, has been purchased by Republic and will serve as a
vehicle for Jane Withers, Mary Lee and
Ruth Terry.

British Studios
To Produce 45 Pix

Keep Scrapping! —
to the war —effort."

Jessel and Cutler
In Producing Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

pear in several of the pictures, including "Sweethearts of the U.S.A.",
musical which Cutler plans to send
into production about the end of
the year. Also wanted for the pic
are Ella Logan and the DeMarcos,
"name"
band.
now
Jessel in and
"Showa
Time"appearing
at the with
Broadhurst,
Other possible productions if the
Jessel-Cutler deal jells, as expected,
include a biographical pic based on
the lives of Weber and Fields, to
which Jessel is said to hold rights,
and a new American version of "The
Captain of the Koepenick." Overtures
for rights to the latter reportedly
have already been made.
"Captain of the Koepenick" was
originally made in Germanv in 1931.
An American version was produced
by Richard Oswald in 1941, but the
pic was never released, it is said.
Three majors are said to be interested in the impending JesselCutler setup with a view to distribution arrangements.
— Keep Scrapping! —

"Jungle Siren" Into Gaiety
"Jungle Siren," the Ann CorioBuster Crabbe PRC special, will
have its New York premiere at the
Gaiety tomorrow.

We?

10
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Of
"Destination
"Sin Bennett,
Town"
with Constance
Brod
Unknown"

with William
Gargan, Irene Hervey
Universal
63 Mins.
WAR
MELODRAMA
LAID
IN CHINA
HAS
ENOUGH
SUSPENSE
AND ACTION
TO GIVE IT FAIR RATING.
Another melodrama with the war as its
background, "Destination Unknown," should
provide a fair lower half of double bills.
While it sticks pretty close to formula,
the film never fails to maintain suspense
jnd excitement at a satisfactory level. The
worse fault with the film is the confusion
which marks some of the action.
China before our entry into the scrape
is the locale of the story. The principal
protagonists are William Gargan and Irene
Hervey. The one is an American flying
ace; the other, a Dutch spy. Both are
after the same thing— the secret of the
disappearance of some priceless Russian
jewels. Each thinks the other is an enemy
agent. Therein lies most of the action of
the film. The two work at cross purposes
until they learn they're both on the same
side. From then on they pool their activities in their search for the jewels. Gargan is the one to find the jewels. Before
the excitement subsides the authors of the
film require Gargan and Miss Hervey to
fall into the hands of the Japs, with their
escape effected by the closest of margins.
Gargan and Miss Hervey fill their roles
the busicapably. Their collaboration in
ness of outwitting the enemy has romantic

ns that aid the film's potentialirepercussio
ties as entertainment. Sam Levene lends
excellent support in a role good for a few
laughs. Others who do nicely are Turhan
Bey Keye Luke, Felix Basch, Donald Stuart,
Olaf Hytten, Edward Colebrook, Willie Fung,
Charles Lung.
The direction of Ray Taylor keeps the
film in constant movement. Lynn Riggs
and John Meehan, Jr., wrote the screenplay from an original by Lawrence Hazard
and John Kafka. Marshall Grant gets the
associate producer credit.
CAST: William Gargan, Irene Hervey, Sam
Levene, Turhan Bey, Keye Luke, Felix Basch,
Donald Stuart, Olaf Hytten, Edward Colebrook, Willie Fung, Charles Lung, Herbert
Heyes.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Marshall
Grant; Director, Ray Taylor; Screenplay,
Lynn Riggs, John Meehan, Jr.; Based on
story by Lawrence Hazard, John Kafka;
Cameraman, John W. Boyle; Art Director,
Jack Otterson; Musical Director, H. J.
Salter.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

K. C. Warner Club Elects
All Feminine Officers
Kansas City — Annual election of
the local Warner Club resulted in a
feminine landslide. New officers are :
Rosalee Birenboim, president; Nelly May Dahlin, first vice-president;
Bessie Buchhorn, second vice-president; Helen McCoy, secretary; Henrietta Spinoza, treasurer, and Margie Zimmerman, reporter.

Universal

TH€
R6UJ
flLHIS
■< ?<
"Lure with
of Margie
the Islands"
Hart
"The
Spirt
of
Stanford"
wilh Frankie Albert, Marguerite Chapman

Crawford
75 Mins.

ACTION FANS SHOULD GET MONEY'S
WORTH OUT OF ROUGH-AND-TUMBLE
DOINGS IN THIS PIC.
This is entertainment of the biff-bang
school — lusty, hell-bent stuff that leads a
reckless pace from first to last. With the
aid of a bang-up script by W. Scott Darling
and Gerald Geraghty and punchy direction
oy
should not
naveRay
too Enright,
hard a "iin
time Town"
of it pleasing
the
action tans. The interest is pretty well
sustained throughout, and there is always
something
happening to claim the attention.
The story has to do with the exciting
days when the discovery of oil in the West
sent people from all over the land scurrying tnere to seek fortunes in black gold.
Among the drifters who come to the town
■ n and around which the action takes place
are Constance Bennett, Brod Crawford, Andy
Devine and Leo Carrillo, a lot of shady adventurers. Crawford becomes a big shot
in the town when he saves Ward Bond,
rhe local gambling czar who has the people
under his thumb, from being lynched. Bond
and Crawford clash over the latter's efforts
to take over operation of the town. Their
feud is climaxed by a gory fight a la
"Spoilers." Toward the end of the film
the citizenry becomes aroused and drives
out Bond, Crawford and the other sharps
who have been giving the community a
vile name. Miss Bennett figures in the
story as the sweetheart of Crawford.
The actors come through with good performances. Miss Bennett, Crawford, Carrillo, Devine, Anne Gwynne, Patric Knowles
and Bond are the outstanding members of
the cast.
George Waggner produced this knock'em-down-drag-out picture.
CAST: Constance Bennett, Brod Crawford, Anne Gwynne, Patric Knowles, Andy
Devine, Leo Carrillo, Ward Bond, Arthur
Aylesworth, Ralf Harolde, Charles Wagenheim, Billy Wayne, Hobart Bosworth, Bryant
Washburn,
Jack Mulhall.
CREDITS: Producer, George Waggner;
Director, Ray Enright; Screenplay, W. Scott
Darling, Gerald Geraghty; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Musical Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Columbia

73 Mins.

HEAVY AND OUTSTANDING FOOTBALL FOOTAGE OFFSETS WEAK STORY.
The heavy footage given over to football is this pic's piece de resistance. Maybe
that's as it should be. At any rate, the
only thing that matters is the football scenes
— scenes taken from actual games in which
Stanford has participated. These exciting
sequences are climaxed by shot after shot
of the Rose Bowl game between Stanford
and Nebraska. Football fans will get a
terrific boot out of the film when it forgets its silly and inconsequential story and
takes to the gridiron. A couple of musical
interludes help a lot.
The name of Frankie Albert, twice allAmerican from Stanford, should help to
attract attention to the film. While Albert is no whiz as an actor, he makes a
pleasant impression, revealing himself as a
clean-cut personable chap.
Albert plays himself in this film version
of his gridiron story. Following the familiar
formula of gridiron sagas, "The Spirit of
Stanford" has Albert as a conceited fool
to whom the university is second to his football. It takes a co-ed (Marguerite Chapman) and a series of unfortunate incidents
to knock the conceit out of him and make
him a true son of Stanford.
The Howard J. Green-William BrentNick Lukats screenplay takes a long time
getting under way and kills a lot of footage between football sequences, which are
worth waiting for. The direction of Charles
Barton leaves much to be desired. Sam
White produced the picture. The football
shots are outstanding.
Albert gets fine support from Miss Chapman, who runs away with the acting honors.
Other players include Matt Willis, Shirley
Patterson, Kay Harris, Robert Stevens.
CAST: Frankie Albert, Marguerite Chapman, Matt Willis, Shirley Patterson, Kay
Harris, Robert Stevens, Lloyd Bridges, Forrest Tucker, Billy Lechner, Harold Landon,
Volta Boyer, Ernie Nevers.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam White; Director, Charles Barton; Screenplay, Howard J.
Green, William Brent, Nick Lukats; Art
Director, Lionel Banks; Film Editor, James
Sweeney; Cameraman, Franz F. Planer; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Monogram
61 Mins.
GLAMOR OF THE MARGIE HART
NAME

IS ALL THAT WILL DRAW PATRONAGE TO THIS FILM.
|

"Lure of the Islands" will not do much
luring.
It is a painfully inept film.
The chief asset is Margie Hart. Not to
Miss Hart as an actress but the glamor
inherent in the Margie Hart stripping
trademark. Curiosity will impel many film
fans, the men particularly, to drop in to see
what the gal looks like on the screen and
what she has to offer.
The story is a stupid rubber-stamp affair
about two U. S. agents sent to a Pacific
Island to check on Axis activity there. Miss
Hart is a half-breed anxious to get to the
States. She helps the agents to put the
Axis boys out of commission. The characters in the film are thoroughly unbelievable, as is most of the action. Music interspersed throughout the film adds a little to the entertainment value of "Lure of
Lindsley Parsons produced the film, which
is
on a screenplay whipped up by
the based
Islands."
Edmond Kelso, George Bricker and Scott
Littleton. Jean Yarbrough directed with
small imagination. The cast gives a poor
account of itself.
CAST: Margie Hart, Robert Lowery,
Guinn Williams, Ivan Lebedeff, Warren
Hymer, Gale Storm, John Bleiffer, Satini
Puailoa, John Casey, Jerome Sheldon, Kam
Tong, Angelo Cruz.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
Director, Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, Edmond Kelso, George Bricker, Scott LittleKaye. ton; Film Editor, Jack Ogilvie; Cameraman,
Mack Stengler; Musical Director, Eddie
DIRECTION,
Good.

Poor.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Johnston Re-elected Mono.
Prexy; Bonus Plan Okayed
(Continued from Page 1)

Carr executive director in charge of
production; Herman Rifkin vicepresident; Sam Broidy vice-president in charge of sales; Norton V.
Ritchey vice-president in charge of
foreign sales; J. P. Friedhoff secretary-treasurer.
The board of directors consists of
Second-Front Rally Speakers
Johnston, Broidy, Carr, Charles W.
Lillian Hellman, Jan Struther and OWI Wants Better Music
Trampe,
Howard W. Stubbins, RifMargo have been added to the list As One of War Weapons
kin, John Mangham, Alton Broidy
of speakers lined up for the secondand William Hurlbut. Bonus plan
front meeting to be held at Carnegie Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY already voted by the board of direcHall on Oct. 16 under the sponsortors was approved, and covers the
Washington — The OWI yesterday
ship of the Artist's Front to Win
fiscal years ending June 27, 1942 and
the War, of which Charles Chaplin announced the formation of a na- June
26, 1943.
tional Wartime Music Committee
is honorary chairman. - Chaplin and
Bonus is 10 per cent of net profits
Orson Welles will deliver the prin- composed of representatives of various Government agencies, and the of the company before Federal taxes
cipal addresses.
appointment of Jack E. Joy of the and amounts to $21,700. It is com— Keep Scrapping! —
puted on net profits as of close of
War Department's radio branch, as
OWI music consultant.
the first fiscal year which ended
Another Femme Manager
Purpose of the committee is the June 27, 1942. The president, exMemphis — Another Malco theater
ecutive director and vice-presidents
has a femme manager — Carrie encouragement of more and better
Carimi has been promoted from patriotic music as a war weapon. do not participate in the bonus plan.
increases for Johnston, Carr
cashier to manager of the Capitol Dr. Lyman Bryson, of CBS and OWI, Pay
and Broidy were approved.
Theater.
is serving as chairman.
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FILfllS
"Prison
Girls"
"The Sombrero Kid"
"A
Yank
in
Libya"
with Rose Hobart, Sidney Blackmer
with Walter Woolf King, Joan Woodbury
5 PRC
PLENTY
OF EXCITEMENT
'

PEfc£E

SHOULD

MAKE

THIS

67 Mins.
AND SUSTIMELY

Fl^fCLICK.
Action and excitement
run rampant
in
this story of an American newspaper cor') respondent on the prowl in Libya.
Director
Albert Herman's direction sets a headlong
'I pace right at the start and keeps it up to
"the very last scene. The action is temp4 ered with humor, which comes off nicely
'I las handled
by Parkyarkarkus,
who is one
of the best things in the film in the role of
ii an American intelligence agent masqueradij ing as an Arab peddler to get a line on
jj Axis activity in the desert. Also worked
■> into the plot is a bit of romance in which
i are involved Walter Woolf King, the cor:• respondent, and Joan Woodbury, an agent
,. working with the British whose identity
■ keeps the American guessing for a time.

with Don "Red"
Barry
Republic
56 Mins.
FAST-STEPPING AND
EXCITING
WESTERN SHOULD PROVE ANOTHER
WINNER
WITH
BARRY FANS.

Don "Red" Barry creates no end of excitement as he goes about the business of
clearing himself of a murder charge in
this action-jammed western which his fans
will find fashioned expertly to their taste.
The star accomplishes his mission with a
thoroughness
mirers hugely. that should please his adBarry is the adopted son of the marshal
who killed his no-good father when the chap
was a shaver. The community holds him in
high esteem until his foster parent, owner
of a gold mine, is killed by a gang that has
been terrorizing the town. The dead man's
attorney, who is the head of the gang,
poisons the community against Barry in
order to divert suspicion from himself.
Barry is chucked into jail when he accidentally kills a person but is enabled to
escape so that he may track down the gang
responsible for his predicament. He joins
the gang in order to discover the truth.
When he learns that the attorney is the
murderer he sets out to avenge his foster
father's death with a determination that
results in plenty of physical encounters
of a red-blooded sort.

The plot concerns King's attempt to un•I 'cover a Nazi plot to stir the desert tribes
to revolt against the British. King has a
:i hell of a time convincing the British consul,
who, it later develops, has been hep to the
state of affairs all along. The American
( falls into the hands of the villains in trying
or ito run down his story but escapes with the
help of Parkyarkarkus. The villains are disJ posed of neatly.
Credit Barry with a two-fisted acting job.
a The players handle their roles adequately,
ii with H. B. Warner turning in the best job The support given him is first-rate. Standing out among the surrounding players are
4 as the British consul. King, Miss Woodbury,
Parkyarkarkus, Duncan Renaldo and George Lynn Merrick, John James, Joel Friedkin,
Rand Brooks, Robert Homans, Stuart HamJ Lewis are all good.
blen, Bob McKenzie.
;. Arthur St. Claire and Sherman Lowe
George Sherman functioned as both asgi wrote the screenplay for the George M.
sociate producer and director. On both
• Merrick production. They have succeeded
counts he deserves praise. Norman S.
j in working
some
excellent suspense
into
Hall's screenolav, based on a story by Eddy
the script.
White and Doris Schroeder, makes excelY,
CAST:
H. B. Warner,
Walter
Woolf
lent use of comedy when necessity demands it.
<ing, Joan Woodbury, Parkyarkarkus, Dun- ran Renaldo, George Lewis, William Vaughn,
CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Lvnn Merrick,
Howard Banks, Amarilla Morris.
John James, Joel Friedkin, Rand Brooks,
>•
CREDITS:
Producer,
George
M.
Merd ick; Director, Albert Herman; Screenplay, Robert Homans, Stuart Hamblen, Bob McKenzie. Slim Andrews. Stanford Jolley,
\rthur St. Claire, Sherman Lowe; Film EdBrownlee, Anne O'Neal.
tor, L. R. Brown; Cameraman, Edward Lin- Frank
CREDITS:
Associate Producer, George
1 len; Musical Director, Lee Kahler.
Sherman; Director, George Sherman; Screenolav, Norman S. Hall; Based on story by
'
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Eddv White, Doris Schroeder; Film Editor,
William Thompson; Art Director. Russell
W. H. Cuzner Re-elected
Kimball; Cameraman, William Bradford;
Halifax, N. S. — At the annual Musical Director, Cy Feuer.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
neeting of the Allied Exhibitors
lere, W. H. Cuzner, owner-manager Good.

)f the Strand at Sydney Mines, was
•e-elected to the presidency; M. E.
Walker, owner of the Gaiety in
Halifax, was re-elected vice-presilent; T. J. Courtney, manager of
he Casino in Halifax, was re-elected
ecretary-treasurer. R. S. Roddick,
nanager of the Halifax Capitol, was
lected chairman of the general
ommittee.

Blaskey Heads Warner Club
Newark — Samuel Blaskey has been
elected president of the Warner
Club of New Jersey as successor to
George Kelly. Other officers elected
were Jack Levy, vice-president in
charge of entertainment; Sally
Schachman, vice-president in charge
— Keep Scrapping! —
of welfare; Al Mann, treasurer;
Jeanne Snear, secretary. Named to
.eo Guild Joins WB
the board of directors were Walter
Leo Guild, who has had his own Jacobs, Charles Duboff. Nat Garber,
■ublicity office in New York for Eugene Genthon. Albert Barber,
he past several years, leaves for Milton Brenner, Harold Widenhorn,
he coast next week to do exploita- Gertrude Kapnek, Sam Roth, Frank
ion work for Warners.
Costa.

PRC
63 Mins.
PONDEROUS MELODRAMATICS REDUCE PRODUCTION'S STANDING AS
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT.

Filmgoers who do not mind wading
through a lot of ponderous melodramatics
may find a measure of entertainment in this
film, the plot of which has little to do with
life among the lady prisoners despite the
title.
The central character is a woman doctor (Rose Hobart) who is in prison unjustly. She escapes, but is soon faced with
the decision either to return to the hoosegow or go on hiding for the rest of her
days under a different name. No sooner
has she decided to live as a hunted creature
than she runs into a doctor (Sidney Blackmer) who realizes her identity. Having
faith in the woman, Blackmer falls for her.
Suddenly she does an about-face and reveals her identity to the authorities. Blackmer gets in trouble with the law when she
runs away after he has carried her off to
prevent her arrest. The gal returns to help
Blackmer out of his mess. By the time the
film has reached its end the woman doctor has been cleared of the crime for which
she was sent to jail, and everybody's happy.
The screenplay, which Arthur St. Claire
fabricated from a yarn by Octavus Roy
Cohen, tries hard to gain sympathy for
the lady doctor. William Beaudine is listed
as director, with Lester Cutler down as
producer.
The cast does as well as could be expected under their heavy melodramatic
load. Claire Rochelle, Lynn Starr, Jane
Novak, Vince Barnett are prominent among
the players appearing with Miss Hobart
and Blackmer. Barnett injects a laugh
or two into the film.
CAST: Rose Hobart, Sidney Blackmer,
Claire Rochelle, Lynn Starr, Jane Novak,
Vince Barnett, Jack Baxley, Crane Whitney,
John Ince, Frank Brownley, Richard Clarke,
Spec O'Donnell, Inez Cole.
CREDITS: Producer, Lester Cutler; Director, William Beaudine; Screenplay,
Arthur St. Claire; Based on story by Octavus
Roy Cohen; Film Editor, Fred Bain; Cameraman, Marcel Le Picard; Musical Director,
Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Brian McDonald Elected
Variety Post Commander
Pittsburgh — Variety Post 589.
American Legion, has elected the
following officers:
Commander, Brian McDonald:
First Vice-Commander, Joe Hiller;
Second Vice-Commander. Dr. A. I.
Wise; Adiutant. J. G. Balmer;
Finance Officer. Joe Misrach; Chaplain, Rev. J. S. Garahan: Service
Officer. Archie Fineman: SereeantAt-Arms, Mort England: Delegate
to County Executive Committee.
C. C. Kellenberg: Alternate to
County Executive Committee. Brian
McDonald; Chairman of Post Executive Committee. Col. James S. Ervin.
C. C. Kellenberg retired as Post
Commander.

*

*

SHORTS

*

*

"We Refuse to Die"
(Victory Short)
Paramount
15 mins.
First-Rate
The eradication of the village of
Lidice, Czechoslovakia, by the Nazi
conquerors is the subject of this
excellent film, produced by Paramount under its commitment with
the Government to turn out four
shorts to aid the nation's war effort.
The picture, a vivid and effective
re-enactment of Lidice's death, has
a high inspirational value that should
drive everyone who sees it to rededicate himself to the task of shattering the Axis. Despite the black
deed with which it deals, the picture
has a strange exaltation borne of
the promise that the spirit of free
men which Lidice represented cannot die — that the village shall rise
again once the Nazi hordes have
been destroyed.
The film has been accorded a firstclass
by William
' C.
Thomas,production
with a splendid
cast headed
by Barry Sullivan, Ellen Drew,
Lionel Royce, Henry Victor and
Henry Rowland, all of whom give
inspired performances under the direction of William H. Pine. Sullivan
does an unusually moving job as
the villager who rises from the grave
to tell the story of Lidice. Maxwell
Shane did the screenplay.
"The(March
Fighting
French"
of Time)
20th-Fox
20 mins.
Good
The story of the true Frenchmen
who refuse to accept the shame
forced upon their country by the
Nazis has been given excellent treatment in this latest March of Time
issue. Through the medium of a
series of well selected scenes the
picture draws a vivid contrast between the France that was and the
France that is. It is a comparison
more than odious. It is like a sudden plunge from sunlight into gloom.
The film is filled with hope for
the resurrection of the France beloved of art and literature. It bases
this hope on the work being done by
the French underground, composed
of patriots dedicated to the destruction of their Nazi masters, and by
the Free French forces, battling on
many fronts to hasten the happy
day. In a collection of splendidly
photographed scenes the film reveals
the harassing tactics used against
the Nazis by the fighting French
both at home and abroad. Among
the most interesting shots are those
offering glimpses
some of
France's
leaders,
before andof after
Hitler.

Wfc
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Denver— LEONARD GRAY, man"A Letter from Bataan"
ager of Civic's Oriental, has joined
(Victory Short)
the Army. CLARENCE FROID,
15 mins.
Rex manager, also a Civic house, has Paramount
Fine
joined the Army Air Forces, and is
The need for conservation and
taking a refresher course at Ft.
Collins.
self-sacrifice by the civilian population of the country so that our armed
Farmington, N. H.— ELTON V. forces may be kept in top physical
YOUNG, son of Walter Young, shape is illustrated dramatically in
owner of the Strand Theater, leaves this short. The film, done in a manner that would do justice to a featoday for Fort Devens for Army
ture production, conveys the gravity
service.
of its message with a simplicity and
a clarity that are most commendable.
Detroit— STANLEY DUDELSON,
an opening sequence re-enactposter clerk at Universal, and son Aftering the
tragedy of two Bataan deof Moe Dudelson, United Artists
fenders killed because lack of the
branch manager, has enlisted in the
proper
food
has impaired their effiArmy, and is stationed at Fort
ciency,
the subject takes the audience
Custer, Mich.
to the home of one of the men, where,
a letter, he impresses upon the
Indianapolis — W. T. TIDWELL, v'.d.
stay-at-homes the importance of preventing waste in order that our
Warners treasurer's rep. from the
home office, was notified to report sarily.
fighting men may not die unnecesto his local draft board, Houston,
Tex., while at the local exchange.
The players include Richard Arlen, Susan Hayward, Jimmy Lydon,
Hot Springs, Ark.— CLYDE SMITH Joe Sawyer, Janet Beecher, Keith
city manager of the Malco Theaters, Richards, Esther Dale and Will
hat. joined the Army.
Wright— good, all of them. William
C. Thomas produced and William
Memphis— With PHIL ZERILLA H. Pine directed from a screenplay
mtering the Navy as a yeoman, by Maxwell Shane. This short deThomas E. Home, Jr., takes over
serves heavy playing time in every
theater in the land.
as manager of the Rialto.
Denver — Two more from the division offices of Fox Intermountain
Theaters are joining the colors.
MARVIN CATCHPOLE, auditor, has
been commissioned an ensign and
will be in the Navy by Oct. 15. His
father, Mark M., formerly operated
a theater at Eckley, Colo. EUGENE
MILLER, film statistician, joins the
Army on Oct. 12.

"Sniffer Soldiers"
(Sports Parade)
Warners
10 Mins.
Timely, Interesting
Filmed in Technicolor in co-operation with the U. S. Army, "Sniffer
Soldiers" recounts the training of
dogs to serve in many capacities
with the armed forces. Venue of the
reel is Fort MacArthur in California. There canines of many breeds
Scranton, Pa.— ED FRIEDMAN,
projectionist at the Riviera Theater, are put through their paces, and,
after careful and rigorous schooling,
left for the Navy's Great Lakes
Training Station after enlisting in they graduate. Because of their keen
the Navy.
senses, intelligence, and general aptitudes. Uncle Sam is using "man's
Olyphant, Pa.— WILLIAM LOF- best friend" as sentries, messengers,
TUS of the Granada Theater has pack animals, and as adjuncts in
been advanced to Sergeant at Camp battling potential invasion of hostile
Livingston,
La.
parachute troops. Del Frazier skillfully directs this subject, which, because of its timeliness and interest,
Scranton, Pa. — Pvt. HENRY
LIEBER, formerly assistant man- is certain to be enthusiastically received by theatergoers everywhere.
ager of the Strand Theater, now
manages an Army post theater in
Panama.
"Life with Fido"
(Terry-Toon)
7 mins.
Endicott, N. Y. — Pvt. JOHN 20th-Fox
So-So
LECHNER, formerly of the Lyric
Theater, supervises projection booths
Done in Technicolor, this cartoon
of three Army post theaters at Fort has to do with a hunting dog with
McClelland, Ala.
a soft heart. A little duck takes
advantage of this fact by attaching
St. Louis— BEN FREEMAN, for- itself to him. Unable to do harm
mer assistant manager of the Will to the duck, the dog takes it home
Rogers Theater, is now a lieutenant with plenty of resultant headaches
in the Army at Jefferson Barracks; when the quacker refuses to stay
RAY FLOODMAN, former doorman, put and wanders off in search of
is an aviation cadet at Westminster adventure. The dog is kept on the
College, Fulton, and ANDY HENRY, jump keeping1 the duck out of trouble.
former house officer, is an Army cor- A few good laughs make this a fair
booking.
poral at Mather Field, Cal.
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"Spirit
of Democracy"
(Variety
Views)
Universal
10 mins.
Interesting
This short reveals a side of Thomas
Jefferson not widely known. The
author of our Constitution was very
much of an amateur inventor. Many
of his inventions are in use to this
day in his home in Monticello, Va.,
now a public shrine. The place is
full of gadgets devised by Jefferson
to make existence there more pleas
ant. All of them are shown in this
film, which is a revealing subject
of excellent quality.
"Even as IOU"
Columbia
15 V2 mins
The Old Tricks
The Three Stooges are back at
their old tricks in this two-reeler,
a wheezy
slapstick
that doesn't
come
off lot
any of too
successfully.
The
boys strive like Trojans for laughs
but get very few. They've hoed the
same ground times without end.
This time they try to play good
Samaritans to a woman and child
who have been dispossessed. Most
of their shenanigans have to do
with their attempt to get money
for the unfortunates by playing the
races. They wind up with a race
horse which proves a real winner.
Ruth Skinner and Stanley Blystone
lend the Stooges support. Del Lord
and Hugh McCollum produced, with
the direction credited to the former
and the screenplay to Felix Adler.
"Andy Panda's
Victory Garden"
(Lantz Cartune)
Universal
7 mins.
Fair
Panda is beset by no end of trouble
in trying to plant a victory garden.
The ground is unfit for planting,
and every effort of his to get the
project going meets with defeat.
Things look pretty hopeless until
a bottle of vitamin B falls into
Panda's hands. Presto — the garden
is in full bloom with vegetables of
a size never known before. This
cartoon, done in Technicolor, is good
for a limited number of laughs.
"Keeping Fit"
Universal
10 2/3 mins.
Good
The importance of physical fitness on the home front is* stressed
in this short, which makes its point
by showing what happens when an
aircraft worker drops out for failure
to take care of himself. The fellow
ties up production all along the line,
delaying the flow of vital war equipment. The message is put over by
a cast topped by Robert Stack, Brod
Crawford, Dick Doran, Andy Devine,
Lon Chaney. Anne Gwvrme and Irene
Hervey. The film merits generous
booking because it deals with a subject that bears constant repetition
these days when the nation's health
means so much to the winning of the
war.

SUBJECTS

■<

"Kiss and Wake Up"
Columbia
18 mins.
It's Elemental
This short's appeal will be limited
strictly to the kids and to adults
whose entertainment tastes are elemental. One routine slapstick r^nip
in the film has to do with the efc- cs
of a young lad to make his sweetheart jealous. He enlists the services of a pal, dresses him up as a
girl and
girlmasquerader.
friend he's
going
to tells
marrythe the
The guy, however, fails to fool the
girl, who has a lot of fun at the
boy friend's
all
over.
Johnny expense
Downs, before
Frank it's
Sully,
Adele Mara, Etta McDaniell and
Betty Blythe are the players. Jules
White produced and directed.
"Trotting Kings"
(World of Sports)
Columbia
10 mins.
Excellent
Here is a fascinating short based
on the training of horse flesh for
trotting races. In a series of instructive and beautifully photographed scenes the film traces the
development of the equines from
birth to the big test at Goshen, N. Y.,
in the Hambeltonian, the race of
races in the trotting kingdom. Most
of the training scenes were shot at
the Walnut Hall Farm in the Blue
Grass region of Kentucky. Bill Stern
makes a sterling commentator.
"Old and Modern New Orleans"
(Columbia Tour)
Columbia
10 mins.
First-Rate
A surprisingly lot of ground is
covered in this Andre La Varre tour
of the quaint and exciting city of
New Orleans. All the places that
have made that city one of the
world's most interesting are visited
briefly but satisfactorily in as fine
a travel short as one could hope
for. Especially fascinating is the
contrast between the old and the
modern quarters of the city. This is
an ace short that cries for a place
on film programs.

"The Big Build-Up"

(Terry-Toon)
20th-Fox

7 mins.

The central character
in this carFair
toon is a pup who allows himself
to become overly inflated by a radio
commentator's praise of dogs. In
trying to live up to all the nice
things said about his kind, the animal
gets himself into some highly ludicrous situations good for a resounding laugh or two. The pup is put
to shame by a kitten, which manages
by devious methods to scare the
daylights out of the pooch.

500,000 See "Mrs. Miniver"

Chicago— "Mrs. Miniver" is finishing a 12 weeks' run in three B & K
Loop theaters with an estimated attendance of a half million patrons.
lb
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Manpower

Measure Raises Essentiality(See Column
Issue
1 Below)
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

M A YSIGN UK AGREEMENT TODAY
Chris Dunphy Warns
Exhibitors on Conservation
Editorial

Theaters Must Conserve
Or Go Out of Business,
WPB Exec. Tells Industry
It is up to the exhibitors,
themselves, whether they stay
in business insofar as their
Metropolitan New York film
theaters set 7,000 tons as scrap
goal; 100 per cent co-operation
pledged by exhibitors. Turn to
Page 8 for story.

equipment is concerned, Chris Dunphy, administrator of the Amusement Section of the WPB, warned
(Continued on Page 6)
—Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Essentiality Issue
Raised by WMC Bill
By VAN BEUREN DeVRIES
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY

Washington — With the nation's
manpower problem fast approaching
the critical stage and the War Man< Continued on Page 4)

—Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Studio Unions Promise
Full Co-op. to Producers
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Full co-operation was
oromised
producers
by the studio
(Continued on Page 3)

Hear Canadian Union
Merging With I MSI;
Toronto — The dove of peace hovered over the convention of the
American Federation of Labor here
with intimation negotiations have
reached the final stage for the amalgation of Canadian Operators Union
with the IATSE.
Although the Canadian union operates under Federal Government
charter, the wartime situation, including the manpower problem, is
such that rival unions are reported
getting together on permanent basis.

Finalization Will Release Blocked Millions to U. S.

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings
=

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=—

I F there's any field of American industry
' which should go in heavy for continuing
customer research, it's film biz. ... By the
same token, if there's any field of American
industry which, for one reason or another,
has restricted its customer research activities heretofore to an absolute minimum,
it's this same film biz. ... To be sure, film
companies and individual producers from
time to time have retained national research and checking organizations to do
specific jobs. . . . But, by and large, that's
as far as it has gone. . . .
Proposals and suggestions for co-operative
audience research have been advanced on
occasion, witness the "morgues" of this and
other trade publications. . . . Apparently,
however, there never was a full meeting of
the minds, so to speak. . . . And the industry has continued to mark time. . . .
Now, Metro, which has a happy way of
pioneering and assuming leadership, discloses
(Continued on Page 2)
— Bury the Axis with Scrap—

Protest Restriction
On Educational Films

Distributors; Loew's to Receive Largest Sum; Defreezing tobe Reflected in Earnings Statements
Agreement whereby American film companies will receive
their blocked money from England in full is expected to be
signed this week, possibly today, it was learned reliably yesterday. Total in blocked funds is said

League Asks Parley
On Play Pact Change

(Continued on Page 6)

EXTRA!
It was reported early today that
the de-freezing negotiations had
been completed and that the
American companies would receive their frozen funds within 30
days. It is understood that there
will be no further restrictions on
revenue earned in Britain by
American pictures.

Proposed changes in the agreement
with the League of New York Theaters applying to the backing of
Broadway shows by picture firms and
the Actors Equity suggestion that
stock companies be established on a
national basis to train new talent
to replace players called to the colors were discussed yesterday at the authorities and are reported to be
annual membership meeting of the now concluded.
league.
While the exact amount each comThe league voted to ask the Drapany will receive is not known ofmatists Guild and the film industry
ficial y, itis understood that Loew's
to name (Continued
representatives
on Page 4)to get to- will receive between $9,000,000 and
(Continued on Page 5)

— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Five Pic Stocks Advance
To New Big Board Highs

A protest that the drastic restrictions placed on educational film
producers by the WPB order freezing raw stock has the effect of a
censorship has been voiced by the
National Council on Freedom from

to be between $35,000,000 and $50,000,000. Negotiations have been
progressing favorably with British

—Bury the Axis with Scrap—

Selmick Remaining
As Producer for UA

No less thanfivte stocks' scored new
highs for the year on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange yesterday. It was the second successive day for Columbia's
David O.
reported
revtc.'s
Paramount's
tirementSelznick's
from production
has been
commonandto pfd.
turn and
the for
trick.
Columbia
abandoned and he will continue to
vtc.'s closed at 10%, a gain of %,
Unitedon Page
Artists,
it was
while the pfd. was up 1% to 34%. produce for
(Continued
5)
Paramount's
common
a
(Continued
on Pagehit4) 17%,

Rule Theaters Essential, Plea

Mixed Observance
Of Columbus Day

Quebec

Columbus Day observance by home
offices here will be mixed. While
20th-Fox will be closed all day Monday, RKO, Warners, Universal, Metro
and Columbia will operate a half day.

Exhibs. Also Ask Ceiling on Rentals
By ROY

CARMICHAEL

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Montreal — Requesting the Minister of Labor to include theaters in
the list of essential industries and
Current and future trends in war
"mong film and radio audiences will protesting against the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board's failure to
be the subjects of talks to be deliv- establish a price ceiling on film rentered at the next meeting of the
als, the Quebec Allied Theatrical
American Marketing Association
passed two resolutions inwhich will be held next Tuesday, at Industries (Contirtued
on Page 4)

American
Marketing
To Hear Dietz
TuesdayAss'n

UA yesterday
had reached
no and
decision. Paramount,
Republic
Monogram will be open all day.
National Screen will be on a
half-day schedule. MPPDA and WAC
yesterday had not determined their
policy.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Vi
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Paramount
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RKO
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3434
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16% 173/8
120y2 12334
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through announcement by Howard Dietz
that it has retained Dr. Leo Handl and his
Motion Picture Research Council to make a
continuing national survey for the company.
The study will be concerned with the effectiveness ofadvertising plans, plus audience preferences and reactions, among other
things. . . . Naturally, Metro, which is paying the shot, will reap the major and primary benefits. ... But such audience analysis of a general nature as Metro may release
cannot but prove of material assistance to
the entire trade. ... So to Dietz and Metro
FILM DAILY'S Order of Applause
Palms for their vision. . . .

AND

with Two

while citations are being handed

%

out

*» this Friday morn the same Order of
Applause with Two Palms to all those concerned with sending the September War
Bond Drive over the top. . . . (Don't write
in that the bestowal is a few days late —
remember, the War Department is still pre
senting Army decorations to veterans of
World War I). ... No, no names, if you
please. ... It would take all the news columns in this edition of your favorite trade
daily to record just about 25 per cent of
those who rate the Order. . . . And you
know best if YOU should be included. . .

£ALL
this Chapter II. The OWI, which
^^ is establishing its own non-theatrical
80-city distribution system for 16 mm. pix,
is also, according to the Wall St. Journal,
venturing into the publishing field with a
slick-paper picture monthly magazine for
export. Your Uncle Samuel is missing no
bets.

%
1%

-f- V4
+ 1%
+
i/4
+ 3%
+
H
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First "NightMeeting
of Stars"Today
Producers
Showmen responsible for the annual "Night of Stars" show will meet
today for the first time this year
in the offices of Marvin H. Schenck,
chairman, to discuss plans for the
ninth annual edition to be held on
Nov. 24 at Madison Square Garden.
Proceeds of "Night of Stars" will go
to the United Jewish Appeal to further the work of the Joint Distribution Committee, the United Palestine Appeal and the National Refugee Service.
Among those who will attend tomeeting to exchange
tionday's
on available
talent are:informaMarvin H. Schenck, chairman; Ed
Sullivan, co-chairman; Sidney Piermont, associate chairman in charge
of staging; Arthur Knorr in charge
of lighting; Lester B. Isaac in charge
of amplification; Don Albert, directo
of the hundred piece orchestra, and
Samuel Blitz, executive director.
Also Phillip Bloom, F. William
Boettcher, Eddie Cantor, Leo Cohen,
Ernest Emerling, Hal Home. George
Jessel, Harry Kalcheim, Nat Kalcheim, Jesse Kaye, Abe Lastfogel.
Leon Leonidoff, Harry Mayer, Larry
Puck, Frank Roehrenbeck, Harry A.
Romm, Herbert I. Rosenthal. Robert
W. Weitman, David A. Werblin, Max
Wolf and Allan Zee.
— 8ury the Axis with Scrap —

Lord & Thomas Appoint
Pegler a Vice-President

COminC and GOinG

DAILY

will be published on Monday, Columbus Day, a legal holiday in New
York
and
many
other
states.

"Stage
Door Canteen"
To
be Released
Feb. 26

Appointment of Jack A. Pegler as
UA has penciled in Sol Lesser's
a vice-president of Lord & Thomas forthcoming production of "Staere
was announced yesterday by Emer- Door Canteen" for release on Feb.
26,
the latest release schedule shows
son Foote, executive vice-president
14%
143/8 _
\/A
25
25
+
14 of the advertising agency. Pegler
Some changes are indicated. "Amer150
154
+ 5
has been with the organization since
ican Emnire" will go out on Dec
S'/s
6'/2 +
l/4
1929 and is head of the motion pic- 11 and "Lost Canyon" on the 18th
80
80l/2
MARKET
ture department, handling the na- instead of on the dates earlier eriven.
tional advertising for RKO Radio New dates for "Young and Willing"
Para. iB'way 3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100y2 100'/2 lOOVi +
%
Pictures and RKO Theaters.
and "G-String Murders" are Jan. 29
Warner .Bros.' dbs. 6s48. 102
102
102
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
He started his advertising career and Feb. 12, respectively.
Monogram 'Picts
1 1/8
1
V/& +
%
— Bury the Axis wiHi Strap—
with
the
Chicago
Examiner
and
was
Radio-Keith
cvs
3-16
3-16
3-16 +1-32
affiliated with newspaper syndicates AFL Gives AFM Full
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
7y2
73/8
71/2 +
14 before becoming associated with the
Trans-Lux
motion picture advertising business. Support on Records Ban
Universal
Corp. vtc.
7%
71/4
73,4 +
%
Pegler is the son of Arthur James
Universal
Picts
29
28'/2
29
+ 1
Pegler, famous newspaper writer,
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Toronto — The AFL at its convenBid
Asked
and the brother of Westbrook Pegtion here yesterday voted its unqualiMet. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 71
75
ler, columnist.
fied support to the AFM ban on the
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
64
67
making of musical records and elec— Bury the Axis with Scrap—
BIRTHDAYS
trical transcriptions.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
The AFL also condemned the antiAscap Dividing $1,056,000;
trust suit against the union and its
NLRB Hearing Tuesday
To Mail Checks Tomorrow ^resident, James C. Petrillo, by the
U. S. Department of Justice.
First formal hearing- on the petition of the Screen Office and Pro—Bury the Axis with Scrap —
Ascap's Board has authorized distribution to members for the third
fessional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA, for a collective bargaining quarter ending Sept. 30, of $1,056,- Chi. Operators Reject Offer
election at the 20th-Fox exchange 000, it was announced yesterday.
Chicago— Operators' union meetThis brings the total distribution
will take place on Tuesday before
ing yesterday on a new contract
the NLRB. Second informal hearing to members for the first three chart- which included a 2V2 per cent raise
on a similar petition involving white
ers of 1942 to $3,106,000. Checks was not accepted by the men. Anrow.
other meeting is scheduled for today
collarites at the Loew's exchange is will be mailed to members tomorto iron out the differences.
scheduled to be held the same day.

GREGORY

RATOFF

arrives from

the Coast

today. Tonight he will guest star on
Information
Please
broadcast.
ANTOINETTE
"TONI"
SPITZER
York last night for Washington.
EDWARD

ARNOLD

left

leaves tomorrow

the
New

for Hol-

lywood.
ANNA NEAGLE and HERBERT WILCO/*n*ill
be in Montreal today for a guest rajfe- ig>pearance
for the benefit of the Ca*jP:ian
Merchant Marine.
E. T. GOMERSALL, Universal western division
manager, is on a two-week tour of the Northday.
west. F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Southern and
Canadian manager,
is en route to Jacksonville.
SOL

LESSER

HARRY

M.

JOSEPH

arrives from the Coast on MonWARNER

is

BERNHARD

in

Washington.

planed

to Washington

yesterday
afternoon.
VERONICA LAKE arrives here from the Coast
next Friday.
C. L. CARRINCTON, vice-president and general manager of Altec Service Corp., is in
York from
the Coast.

New

— Bury the Axis with Scrap—

Asks $26,990,00 For OWI
Propaganda-Psychology
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Elmer Davis, director of the Office of War Information
in asking the House Appropriations
Committee for $26,990,000 for financing the use of "propaganda-psy
chology" by OWI to help win the
war, told the committee that he was
receiving the "whole-hearted co
operation" of the country's newspapers in spreading the war aims
and accomplishments of the United
States.
"The better the American people
understand the war, the harder they
will
said. work and fight to win it," he
—Bury

the Axis with Scrap —

"Saludos Amigos" in Capital
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DATL1

Washington— Walt Disney's "Sa
ludos Amigos," his new South American musical feature soon to be re
leased in this country by RKO will
be screened in the National Ar
chives Building this afternoon.

OCT. 9

Irving Cummings
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OCT. 10
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OCT. 11
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Maurice
12
George
John
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Studio Unions

Pay-As-You-Go and
Spending Taxes Next

Promise Full Co-op,
(.Continued from Page

1)

unions at a meeting at which Pat
Casey, producers' labor contact,
stressed the need of most unions to
tr^n replacements for employes ent; '■*£ the armed services.
Jwidio executives believe women
can be trained to work as film loaders, lamp operators, operating cameramen, cable splicers and film editors. Several unions are giving temi.porary permits for new workers but
j insist on keeping their membership
|rolls closed, contending they are doling this to take care of members
jwhen they return from war service
[or Government war projects.
J Sounnd Technicians Local has 110
Isound men undergoing instructions
pat the present time. Studio CarpenUnion projects,
has lost defense
more men
to
jjters'
Government
plants
jand armed services than any other
I local, 50 per cent of its membership
Iof 2,400 being .in other than studio
[work; 1,100 are working on Gov'ernment projects and in defense
i"plants and Cameramen,
100 are in sound
the armed
fservices.
men,
f grips, costumers, projectionists,
utility laborers, makeup men and
[laboratory workers were among the
P unionists represented at the meeting.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap—

Lesser Due in New York
^From Coast on Monday
Sol Lesser, who
is competing
preparations
to film "Stage
Door
Canteen," will arrive in New York
from Hollywood on Monday.
While
in the East, Lesser will continue his
search for a newcomer to play the
•'jrole of Eileen, the Canteen Girl in
\■".the film story and also complete
] plans for the filming of special
lj scenes for "Stage Door Canteen" in
' i.and around New York.

WEDDING

BELLS

Buffalo — Marion Walsh, secretary
to A. Charles Hayman, head of the
Hayman circuit operating in Buffalo and Niagara Falls and president
of MPTO of New York State, Inc.,
is the bride of James Guilfoyle. She
resigned her theater job and has
been succeeded at the Lafayette Theater by Miss Gwen McDonald. Miss
Marie Bell moves up to Miss McDonald's former spot.
Santa Barbara, Calif. — Arlene
Judge and Capt. James R. Addams,
R.A.F., were married here.
Cleveland — Esty Schmertz, daughter of I. J. Schmertz, 20th-Fox
branch manager, and Mrs. Schmertz,
has set Nov. 7 as the date of her
marriage to Bernie Kaufman of
this city. Mr. Kaufman is a senior
at the Dental School of Western Reserve University.

Bright Spots In The Dimout:
9 • • NEW YORK'S annual Rodeo, with Roy Rogers the guest
star, along with his superb equine. Trigger, is doing very well, thank
you, at the 8fh Ave. Garden of Stanton Griff is, et al
At the premiere
performance on Wednesday night, you couldn't have shot a cannon
through the big arena without copious casualties to metropolitan exhibs.
.... The latter were out in force, primarily to lamp young Mister Rogers
in person, and apparently to enjoy seeing others get horsed around
for a change, — there being a dearth of film salesmen on the premises
.... Being showmen themselves, the exhib. contingent was impressed
roundly with this Rogers fellow, whom the promotional hands of the
Yates outfit have saddled with the title, "King of the Cowboys"....
Roy proved that he has a lot more aloft than his snow-white, 10 -gallon
skypiece, for when there was a slight hitch in the plans which the
Rodeo's Max Reinhardts had cooked-up for his gala entrance, and
subsequently a bit of a mixup in the public address system's mike
placement, the young star more than triumphed over the situation ....
The calm, cool and collected Fred Allen, acknowledged master of
meeting any contingency via quick thinking and the spontaneous ad lib,
couldn't have done better than Rogers, which is a well-deserved
tribute to the lad's showmanship ...
T
T
T
9
#
• AND
down at the National Theater these nights and
certain afternoons, you'll find more showmanship of the Oscar SerlinHoward Lindsay -Russel Crouse brand
It's the swift-moving footlights offering, "Strip for Action"
At this laugh-and-spice-packed,
carnival comedy's recent bow, you couldn't have shot a cannon through
the big auditorium without copious casualties to major pic companies
story scouts
They were out in force, and so were many bigwigs,
including H. M. and Albert Warner, J. Robert Rubin, et al
That
our celluloid alumnus, Mister Serlin, and his co-producers, have a hit
on their hands (and a lush pic property as well) is as plain as the nose
on Cyrano's face
Only there will have to be "some changes made"
when the stage show is translated into filum
As it stands now, we
are personally happy that Joseph R. Breen is not currently in the codeadministration seat and doesn't have to try his trim and proper shears
on some of the dialogue, situations and bits
The carnage would
be terrible!
▼
T
T
• •
• PITY the poor publicists
They're forever getting space
for others, and rarely their own deserved share
Witness Page 53 of
the Oct. 5 issue of Life mag
Thereon, you'll find virtually a fullpage photo of an infant, along with this caption, leading off the humaninterest-packed article, titled "Babies": "Blond, Blue Eyed Friendly
Rosemary Williams Is 12 Months Old, Weighs 25 Lbs., Has 3>/2 Teeth,
Crawls But Can't Stand, Drinks From Cup With Two Hands, Waves
Bye-Bye"
But nowhere
does her Daddy, Phil Williams, publicist
de luxe of the March of Time, get credit as the co-producer
Ah,
Wilderness!.... T
▼
▼

• YOU'VE got to hand it to the Michigan Variety Club
• •
Its alert and patriotic members never miss an opportunity to do good
Phil M. hears that they'll serve Thanksgiving Dinner to 20
men from the armed forces
Plan is a continuation of present
Canteen policy of playing host to an equal number of men every
Sunday night in the clubrooms
Service lads are given a show and
supper, and "dates" are provided by turns among film exchange
and theater girl employes
Usually the show attended is a firstrun stand. . . .
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!....

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — While the exact provisions of the new $6,000,000,000 tax
bill which the Treasury will propose
shortly have not been disclosed, it is
understood that the Treasury will
recommend both a spendings tax at
progressive rates and a pay-as-yougo levy on net income. The former
would be levied on the amount that
individuals spend on consumers
goods and services, with complete
exemption granted those whose
spendings
are below specified
amounts.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Cleveland Scrap Drive to
Aid Stage Door Canteen
Cleveland — Jerome Friedlander,
film attorney and an active member
of the Variety Club, has been named
chairman to handle all the money
derived from the sale of scrap resulting from the city-wide scrap
matinee of Oct. 17. At a recent
exhibitor meeting it was voted to
turn over all proceeds to the Variety Club Scrap Fund. This money
will be used to make contributions
to the newly organized Stage Door
Canteen,
whichfloor
Loew's
donated thefor
second
of thehasState
Theater Building.
Inasmuch as the money comes
from special shows held at theaters,
and that the Stage Door Canteen is
an entertainment project for service
men only, it was felt that the sum
could best be utilized within its own
field of entertainment. All contributions to the Variety Scrap Drive
Fund should be sent to Friedlander,
Citizen's Building, Cleveland. •

Smuggled Nazi Footage
In WB-Government Short
Footage smuggled out of several
Nazi-occupied countries will be incorporated into "The Unconquered
People," two-reeler to be made by
Warners with the co-operation of
several Government agencies. Picture will be distributed throughout
the Western Hemisphere and other
United Nations as a "psychological
warfare" weapon.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Two-Reeler Plugs Loan Drive
Montreal — Associated Screen Studios has completed the two-reeler
"We March Together" for the forthcoming Victory Loan campaign. Both
English and French versions were
produced, with Jack Ralph handling
narration for the former, Roger
Beaulu narrating for the French
version.

STORKS!
Scranton, Pa. — William L. Kays,
manager of the Globe Theater, has
a new son.
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WMC's
Industry Faces

Raises Pix Essentiality Issue
Legislation
Rule Theaters Essential, Plea

Potential
Crisis as McNutt Fails
To Rule Films Necessary
(Continued from Page

Quebec

Exhibs. Also Ask Ceiling on Rentals
(Continued from Page

1)

volving
nual the
meetingissues
here. at the body's anOne resolution points out that
others of the United Nations have
classified theaters as essential to
the success of the war but that Canada has listed the film industry as
a non-essential, thus hindering the
operation of theaters. It was resolved that "members of the Quebec
Allied Theatrical Industries request
the Honorable Minister of Labor to
modify the present classification of
the theaters and to include them
on the list of essential industries."
The other resolution alleges that
the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board's regulations have covered
"only such minor matters as run,
clearance, priority of zone allotment." This leaves the all-important
subject of price control with no definite standard, the resolution contends, and subject solely to individBill Will "Freeze" Labor
ual cases being brought to the adUnder the terms of the manpower
ministrator for decision, "putting
bill now being discussed and which the onus on the
theater owner to so
will be acted upon shortly, the War bring this action and thereby incur
Manpower Commission and the War
Labor Board will be empowered to the condemnation of the distributors whose good will is a necessary
"freeze" all labor in vital war industries. This authority has been
are subject to the draft board for
sought by Chairman Paul McNutt
either the armed forces or for
since he forbade loggers and non-ferwork in an essential industry.
rous metal miners in 12 Western
Early
this year Brig. Gen. Lewis
states to seek other employment
B. Hershey, Selective Service direcwithout specific Governmental apcor
recognized
the industry as "esproval.
sential to war production" and LoWhen the bill is passed, it is hoped
well Mellett, said "as a civilian acby officials that industries and emtivity, Ibelieve the industry is esployes within industries classified as
sential to the national health, safeessential will be frozen
in their
ty and interest, through the mainjobs.
This means that men within
tenance of the national morale. As
such
classifications
cannot
be a war activity, I believe the industry
drafted, or enlist, or be commis- is essential to the production of
sioned in the armed forces, nor can training and instruction films for
they transfer from one job to an- the armed services, as well as educational and information films for
other unless released by their employer. All persons not classified the civilian population.
as essential by the commission will
"In performing these functions
then be liable to military service the industry requires the services
or placed as workers in industries of actors, directors, writers, producers, cameramen, sound engineers
the War Manpower Commission believes faced with a labor shortage. and other technicians. In each category there are or will be from time
Both the motion picture and
to time men who cannot be replaced
theatrical industries today fall
because of the shortage of persons
into such a position because
neither has been listed as an
of their qualifications and skill and
whose removal would cause a seriessential industry by WMC. Unless it is classified as essential
ous loss of effectiveness."
to the war effort, all employes
Mellett's View Unchanged
Apprised of the situation confronting the industry under the
Trade News
forthcoming manpower legislation,
Mellett yesterday stated, "my view
Wendell Willkie and Josef Stalin
has not changed. I am still conwere reported yesterday to have exvinced the motion picture industry
changed motion picture subjects duris an essential one."
ing his recent visit to Moscow. WillThe
OWI when queried dekie presented Stalin with some
clared that the industry perAmerican newsreels and documenforms "one of the most importary pictures, while Stalin gave Willtant functions in the war" and
kie a print of "The Siege of Leninplayed "a hell of an important
a five-reel
part in spreading war informaArtkino grad,"
will
distribute.subject which

power Commission drafting legislation giving it control over hiring,
firing, and job switching The Film
Daily was told yesterday by several usually well informed Washington observers that the motion picture industry probably faces a potential crisis.
Despite statements from selective
service headquarters, the Office of
War Information, and Lowell Mellett, chief of the latter's Bureau of
Motion Pictures, to the effect that
the industry is essential to the war
effort these observers pointed out
that the Government actually has
failed to list either it or its employes in a deferred or essential
classification. Such inaction has not
resulted in too much of a handicap
yet, but the potential effect is regarded as dangerous.

Despite
tion."

such

statements,

1)

League Asks Parley
On Play Pact Change
(Continued from Page 1)

gether with a committee of ita4- cgm
at a later date to discuss theV-'oposed changes in the agreement. It
Honorary president, Ben E. Norrish, Associated Screen News; Pres- was proposed also to call a meeting
ident, J.Arthur Hirsch, Consolidated of Equity and league representatives
to discuss further the stock idea.
Theaters; Vice-president, George GaOfficers were named as follows:
netakos, United Amusement Corp.;
Treasurer, E. N. Tabah, Confedera- Marcus Heiman, president; Lee Shution Amusements, Ltd.; Secretary, bert, first vice-president; Brock PemEugene Beaulac. Executive commit- berton, second vice-president; Giltee: J. Arthur Hirsch, chairman;
bert Miller, secretary; Herman
George Ganetakos, J. A. De Seve, Shumlin, treasurer. The new Board
France Film Co.; N. N. La wand, of Governors will consist of these
Confederation Amusements; Wil- officers and the following: William
liam Lester, United Amusement A. Brady, Lester Meyer, Norman
Corp.; B. C. Salamis, Fairyland; T. Pincus, Harry G. Sommers, Vinton
H. Trow, Imperial, Three Rivers; B. Freedley, Max Gordon, Lawrence
A. Garson, Superior Theaters. Di- Langner, Rowland Stebbins, Dwight
rectors of the Association: Alex. Deere Wiman.
Adilman, Steagathe; Albert Bey,
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
Thetford Mines; G. H. Brock, Cowansville; Leo Choqutte, Ste The- Five Pic Stocks Advance
rese; J. A. De Seve, George Ganeta- To New Big Board High
kos, Edouard Gauthier, J. A. Hirsch,
(Continued from Page 1)
William Lester, N. N. Lawand, E. N.
Tabah, T. H. Trow, George Rotsky,
Consolidated Theaters; B. C. Sala- gain of y±, while its preferred, which
equalled the year's high
son. mis, Eugene Beaulac, and B. A. Gar- Wednesday
of 120, was up yesterday exactly
3%. Warners common, joining the
ever, it is admitted here, that the new high procession, hit 6% as!
industry is behind the eight ball as against the old high of 6%.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
long as the WMC omits it from its
listing of essential industries. Only
newsreel and technicians engaged Expect Soaring Taxes Will
full time and exclusively in the pro- Cut Into Earnings of RCA
duction of technical and vocational
tiaining films for the Army, Navy
Although business volume of
and war production industries have its income-producing subsidiaries,
so far been listed as essential by the broadcasting and manufacturing, are
Commission.
running ahead of a year ago, soaring
"The industry is fast being bled taxes are seen by Wall Street
white of its manpower," an in- sources as chief factor in anticipated
formed source stated, pointing out lowering of RCA's profits for the
that such stars as James Stewart, first nine months of this year.
Clark Gable, Tyrone Power and
While common dividend action is
Henry Fonda, as well as cameramen, directors and producers are not taken by organization's directors until early December, indications are that RCA will not cover
serving their country in one capacity or another.
the 20 cents it has paid on the issus
"All have gone into the service of 1937 by a great margin. For
with not only the blessing of their
1941, RCA's reported net income of
employers but in many instances $10,192,716
was equivalent to 50c
with their encouragement because of
per common share.
the patriotism within," he said.
"To date, there has been no effort made by the industry to save bureau.
productions,
a visual
information
these actors and technical men, but
if the Government wants it to con"Here is how it shapes up to me,"
tinue its use as an information one official said. "A player like
medium as well as one of entertain- Clark Gable will draw more people than someone not known. This
ment, immediate steps will have to
be taken to prevent the continued means that when a Gable picture is
playing
audiences are also
drain on the industry resources," it viewing capacity
the shorts being turned out
was said.
by the Government in connection
Industry's Three Functions
with the war. However, remove such
The industry has three functions, stars from the screen and fewer
it was pointed out; (1) entertain- people flock to the theater and the
ment to keep up public morale, (2) Government message is seen by
an information medium through which
Government propaganda may be fed
"The
way
it looks though,
to the public as a means of selling fewer
the eyes."
industry will have to ask
war effort, and (3) a program vehfor
essential
classification;
icle for making possible the presenotherwise, it is doubtful if the
tation of Government
shorts and
howGovernment will act."
adjunct
his directors
business."were elected
Officerstoand
as follows:
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Selznick Remaining
As Producer for UA

WSs
TO THE

COLORS!

%

Rapid City, S. D.— JOHN BERChicago— JAMES CLARK of ParTOLERO, one of the partners in the amount's local exchange, has joined
learned yesterday. Selznick's nego- Black Hills Amusement Co., writes the Army. His father is branch
tiations with Paramount for the lat- from England, where he is stationed, manager at Milwaukee.
ter's purchase of his story proper- that he has been promoted to Major.
HARRY
LYONS,
RKO
theater
ty has been dropped and it is exDes Moines, la. — Lt. GEORGE exec, has reported to the Navy.
;- ^ed that he will make several of
,.'W stories for the UA current pro- S. LOFINK, former office manager
Pittsburgh— ROBERT B. FILSON,
gram.
for Universal at Kansas City, New
booker for Blatt Bros. Circuit for the
Selznick's existing contract with York and Des Moines, has been
UA calls for the production of 10 named supply and disbursing officer past five years, has enrolled in the
pictures. After he has made five, of the Navy electrician's mates Army Volunteer Officers Corps.
he has the right to withdraw from school
at Detroit, Mich. He forDenver — EMMETT WARNER,
merly had attended the New York Army.
his agreement, but upon the completion of 10 he becomes a stockholder. State Merchant Marine Academy and Universal salesman, has left for the
It is understood that Selznick's was in the United States Naval Rereported intentions to liquidate his
ISIDOR WALTER ZINGMAN,
holdings has been cancelled.
Seattle— MINER BETHMAN, JR., from the proofroom of Barnes Ptg.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
associated with his father in opera- Co., printers of The Film Daily,
of theaters at Kamith and Koos- has been inducted into the Army.
Max Parker Named Head kia, tionIda.,
has enlisted in the Army. Also FRANK JACOBOVICS of the
Of WB Studio Art Dept.
pressroom.
Denver— GEORGE ALLAN, JR.,
after joining the Navy, was assigned
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pittsburgh
—
JOHN
B. PRIOat the electrical section at San Diego, LETTI, assistant shipper at 20thHollywood — Max Parker has been Cal., where he also has charge of Fox,
left for the Army yesterday,
promoted to head of the art depart- one of the theaters.
reporting at Fort George Meade, Md.
ment at Warners studios, filling the
Co-workers presented him with a
spot vacated by Bert Teitelbaum,
wrist watch.
who enlisted in the U. S. Army Air
Rochester — John Meyers of NewForces. Anton Grot, Warners art
ark will manage the Phelps Theater
Des Moines, la. — MILT GOODdirector, has returned to the depart- for DAVID W. KEEN, who has rement after a two-year absence due
ported for active duty in the Army.
MAN, salesman in the Columbia exto illness. His first assignment is Meyers formerly was manager of
change, has resigned to take volunthe Strand in Palmyra.
teer officer's training in the Army.
"Thank Your Lucky Stars."
{Continued from Page 1)

May Sign U. K.
Agreement Today
{Continued from Page 1)

$10,000,000, representing the largest
remittance to an American company.
Paramount's share will be approximately $7,000,000. It is reported
that one of the smaller companies
already has received its blocked
money in full.
De-freezing of the funds tied up
in England is expected to reflect
materially in the earnings statements of the American distributors.
Present indications are that Loew's
profits, as a result of the de-freezing, will be equal to $7.25 per share.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Managerial Realignment
Hits Buffalo's Rialto
Buffalo — Three Buffalo theaters
have new managers: Donald Baecher at the 20th Century, downtown
first-run; Paul Kay at Dipson's
Bailey and Aram Moushlian, Dipson's Amherst. Latter two are
nabes.
Baecher succeeds Carl Spavento,
who resigned preparatory to entering one of the armed services. Leonard Raymond is assistant to Baecher.
Moushlian was shifted from the
Bailey to the Amherst. O. J. Macris, formerly manager of the Amcuit. herst, remains with the Dipson cir-
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Conserve Or Go Out ot Biz
Protest Restriction
Dunphy Warns Exhibs. in New York Speech
On Educational Films
{.Continued
(.Continued from Page

1)

Censorship, affiliate of the American
Civil Liberties Union, in letters directed to Donald Nelson, WPB chief,
and to Lowell Mellett, chief of the
film division of the OWL
The letters, both signed by Elmer
Rice, chairman of the council, yesterday were reported under consideration by the Nelson and Mellett
offices.
The text of the letter to Nelson
follows:
"Our attention has been called to an order
issued by the War Production Board, L-178,
under date of Aug. 20, under which it would
appear that no educational picture may be
produced in 35 mm. width without your
board's approval of the merits of the film.
"It is stated that in order to conserve
film material these educational projects will
be subject to what in fact amounts to a
censorship. No such control is exercised
over the release of film to regular motion
picture producers, who apparently will merely
have
their supplies somewhat
cut.
"We are at a loss to understand this exceptional treatment for educational films, and
would appreciate your advising us whether or
not the above interpretation is correct.
The letter to Mellett follows:
"I am enclosing copy of a letter to Donald
Nelson of the War Production Board since
its deals with a matter under your jurisdic"We would appreciate knowing what action
has been or is being taken in order to avoid
a censorship which we are confident is not
intended.
"It should seem to us at this distance
that the obvious solution is to allocate a
purlimited amount of film for educational
poses on a percentage basis of what has
previously been so used— the principle which
apparently applies to the major motion picture producers."
—Bury the Axis with Scrap—

Attendance Records Seen
For RKO Houses Tomorrow

A new high attendance record for
the premiere showing of a motion
picture is expected to be set by RKO
Theaters throughout the country tomorrow when they will simultaneously present "Here We Go Again
new' RKO Radio Pictures' comedy
starring Edgar Bergen and Charlie
McCarthy, and Fibber McGee and
Molly. Tickets have been selling
in advance for the morning world
premiere, and judging by their sale,
more than 250,000 will be present m
RKO Theaters.
—Bury the Axis with Scrap —

It's "Secret Mission" DAILY
Now
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollywood— The story known as
"Project 47" has been re-christened
and is now "Secret Misby 20th-Fox
sion." Lee Jay Cobb has been signed
for a featured role in it.
—Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Ameche
West Coast in
Bureau"Diploma
of THE ticFILMCourier"
DAILY
Hollywood — Don Ameche has been
cast for a lead in "Diplomatic Courier" by Frances Wickware which
appeared in condensed form in The
Reader's Digest.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Chi. Theaters Participate
Chicago — All Chicago theaters are
participating in fire prevention week
sponsored by the fire department and
the Association of Commerce.

yesterday at an ITOA-sponsored luncheon at the Hotel Astor. Approximately 400 theater managers and
executives attended the affair at
which they were acquainted with details for the forthcoming scrap
drive.
While he lauded the theater men
for their excellent work in the various war effort drives, Dunphy said
he was frankly disappointed in exhibitors' efforts to conserve material, especially copper drippings.
Conservation by exhibitors, he said,
nas been "lousy." He stressed the
fact that new carbon allocations are
not based on the amount of copper
drippings turned in and that there
was no reason for withholding them.
He said he had pledged himself for
the industry that it would save 90
per cent of the drippings.
Daily Check Is Urged
The problem of conservation is
also a very vital one for theaters,
Dunphy pointed out, and he urged
managers to make a daily check of
every bit of equipment in their theater in order to make it last as long
as possible.
Production of new equipment is
out for the duration, Dunphy said,
and only by saving and taking care
of the equipment on hand can the
exhibitor stay in business.
"You have had an easy ride
up to now," Dunphy continued.
"Not one of the 16,000 theaters
throughout the country have
been closed because of the deof anyclose
equipment.
We don't
want nialto
any theaters
but
you operators are the answer to
whether theaters will or will not
be closed. Therefore you can
see how important the conservation of your present equipment
is. Whole-hearted co-operation
of everyone is necessary. Ignorance and excuses are over.
"It is quite natural that each
individual problem seems to be
of greatest importance but I can

Ticket Re-sale Brings
Jail Sentences for Four
Montreal — Having pleaded, guilty
sometime ago to charges of defrauding the Government and the FranceFilm Co. of $3,000, four of five former employes of the St. Denis Theater were sentenced by Judge
Edouard Archambault yesterday.
Leopold Lalumiere, former manager of the theater, was sentenced
to six months at hard labor; Blanche
Lamoureux, and Marguerite Lagarde, both received sentences of
four months, and Hector Lamoreux,
wo months. A fifth will be sentenced later.
The five were charged with having
collected and re-sold theater tickets
between Aug. 1, 1941 and June 15,
1942.

hcllywccd

from Page 1)

assure you that when you file
application for critical materials
that no circuit or no one individual will get more than anyone
else. You will get what is available. The same treatment will
be given to a 300-seat theater
as to a 3,000-seat house.
"The co-operation of the theaters with the Government in
this vital home front war work
has been splendid and I know
you will do a fine job on this
scrap drive.
But remember it
is not enough
to get scrap
brought to your theaters.
You
must get every last pound of it
from your own houses.
And do
not forget the copper drippings.
They are the most important
part
of your
campaign."
Speakers
at salvage
the luncheon,
where
Harry Brandt served as toastmaster, were Si Fabian, Sam Rinzler,
Arthur Mayer, Francis S. Harmon,
and Joseph Bernhard, all of whom
emphasized
the importance
of the
scrap drive.
Seated on the Dais
On the dais were Leo Jacobs, Dave
Weinstock, Max A. Cohen, Harry
Lowenstein, Arthur Mayer, Si Fabian, Francis Harmon, Chris Dunphy,
Harry Brandt, Joseph Bernhard,
Jules Lapidus, Sam Rinzler, Arthur
Sachson, Harry Kalmine, Leo
Brecher, Don Jacocks, Abe Leff, Milton Weisman, Ed Alperson, Herman
Gelber and John Manheimer.
Representatives of the unions
present at the meeting in addition to
Gelber, president of Local 306, were
Solly Pernick, business manager of
Local No. 1, Tom Mertha, of Local
No. 4 from Brooklyn, and Abe Kindler, Empire's prexy.
They pledged complete co-op. for
the special scrap matinees and Harry
Brandt, speaking for the ITOA, assured the union leaders that every
theater employe would get credit for
all the help they give in connection
with the theater's scrap drive.

American
Marketing
Ass'n
To Hear Dietz
Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)

Speaking—

—HOLLYWOOD
WILa

By RALPH

properties, all planned for early \J^
COLUMBIA has purchased three s'"»
duction. Trio embraces "The Queen Was
in the Kitchen," by Marion Spitzer and
Milton Merlin; "Concertina," by Frederick
Skolsky.
Kohner and Lt. John Huston; and "Once
a Woman," by newspaper columnist Sidney

•

•

riNAL day of shooting on Alfred Hitch' cock's "Shadow of a Doubt" has been
postponed
the serious,
director's
illness. Whileonhisaccount
illness of
is not
Hitchcock will be confined to bed for several
days, tion
necessitating
the change in producschedule.

•

•

TWENTIETH-FOX

has

assigned

R.

C.

' SherriffHoffman
to scriptand
"Blind
Man's
House";
Leonard
Michel
Jacoby
are
collaborating on "Women With Wings,
Bryan Foy Production, and Flourney Miller
and Hy Kraft are writing the screenplay for
the William LeBaron production. "Thanks,

•

•

TITLE
of "Project No. 47," has been
changed to "Secret Mission"; picture is
being directed by John Brahm for 20th
Century-Fox.

•

REPUBLIC

has

•

signed

,x Freddy Martin
and
"Hit Parade of 1943."

•

two

orchestras,

Count

Basie,

for

•

HRC shapes up like a training ground for
' new starring material. During the past
10 days, MGM, RKO, Paramount and
Pal." have screened "Secrets of a
Warner Bros,
Co-Ed, " PRC picture, in order to look at
Tina Thayer and Ric Vallin, who play important roles in this Otto Kruger production.
Incidentally, Alan Ladd was "discovered"
through a role he played in a PRC picture,
"Paper Bullets" and ditto for Marjorie
Reynolds.
kiETRO

will

•

•

present

the

Shostakovitch

'Vl marching hymn, "The United Nations,"
in

the

Kathryn

Grayson

picture

"Private

the Hotel Sheraton at 12:25 p.m.
Miss Jones."
Talks will be delivered by Howard Title of Republic's "The Crooked Circle"
has
been
changed
to "The
Traitor
Dietz, Loew vice-president, and Matthew Chappell, technical consultant
for C. E. Hooper Inc.
WERONICA
LAKE, who is in Hollywood
George H. Allen, chairman of the
" resting after her month's War Bond
committee in charge of the luncheon
tour, will be starred in "Incendiary
programs, explained that radio and sales
Blondes," cabaret-revue to be given in the
Within."
motion pictures were linked in the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,
single session because they are two New York, Oct. 23, for the benefit of the
of the nation's most important mor- American Theater Wing War Service Inc.
ale builders and had been manifest- Writers.
Event will be sponsored by the Artists and
ing analogous trends.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

300,000 See "Pride of Yankees"

Chicago —
persons saw
which ended
RKO Palace

Approximately 300,000
"Pride of the Yankees"
its six-weeks' run at the
Theater here last night.

•

•

•

•

JEROME
COWAN
has by
been Warners
signed toanda
J long-term
contract
will be seen opposite Constance Bennett in
"Forty
Whacks," based on the Geoffrey
Homes novel.
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Consent Award Settles
Newark Clearance Case
A consent award has been entered
in the clearance complaint filed by
the Davestand Amusement Co., operating the Kent Theater, Newark,
N. J., against the five consenting
companies. One hearing was held,
after which all parties agreed to a
new clearance schedule.
_ Complainant asked for day-andr^Te availability with the Regent
ipeater, Newark, and the Capitol
Theater, Belleville, and not later
than 14 days after the Elwood Theater, Newark. Under the consent
award, Warner Bros, was dismissed
from the complaint because of its
interest in the other houses involved.
In the new schedule, the maximum
clearance to be granted to the Capitol over the Kent by Paramount,
RKO and 20th Century-Fox will be
seven days and by Loew's 10 days.
The maximum clearance granted by
Paramount, Loew's, RKO and 20th
Century-Fox to the Elwood over the
Kent will be 14 days.

O'Brien Will Arbitrate
Skaneateles Complaint
Buffalo — Attorney Regis O'Brien
has been selected as arbitrator and
first hearing has been set for next
Wednesday, on the clearance complaint of the Colonial Theater,
Skaneateles, against the five consenting defendants.
Mamyer Operating Co., Inc., of
Gloversville, a Schine subsidiary, has
filed as intervenor.
Complaint contends present 30-day
clearance in favor of the Auburn,
Jefferson and Palace, all Schine
houses in Auburn, is "unfair, unreasonable and unnecessary" and asks reduction to seven days.
Ruben C. Canter signed the complaint for the Colonial as complainant and FHRC Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., owner of the building,
as co-complainant.

USMC Film Cutting
Unit On Duty at CF1
U. S. Marine Corps photographic
section has established a permanent
film cutting detail at Consolidated
Film Industries lab. here under Lt.
Charles Hunt.

Mr. exhibitor!

Chicago Warner Club
Elects Irving Lipnick
Chicago — Irving Lipnick, manager
of the Shore theater, is the new
prexy of the local Warner Club.
Other new officers include: Vicepresidents, William O'Connell, Highland theater; I. H. Barron, James D.
Summers, Gertrude Birn; treasurer,
Dick Beck; assistant treasurer, Margaret Stieper; secretary, Eleanor
Berger; contributions and loans,
James E. Coston; board of governors, William Shartin, H. Turrell,
I. H. Barron, James E. Coston, L. S.
Stein, Alex Halperin, H. W. Wheeler,
Jack Shumaw, Charles H. Ryan.
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —

Nate Sandler Adds Two
Theaters to Iowa String
Des Moines, la. — Nate Sandler of
Des Moines has purchased the CoEd and Rex theaters at Fairfield,
from Lou Gains. Sandler also operates theaters at Northwood and
Missouri Valley, la.
Other theater changes include:
L. E. Carter sold the Dows theater at Dows to Mrs. Helen Pollard
of Reinbeck. Don Wolf sold the
Plaza theater at Monona to E. E.
Graham of that city. Joe Cass sold
the Orpheum theater at Strawberry
Point to Brown and Bergtold.
—Bury the Axis with Scrap —

n"

on "Missio
ingKoch,
Conferr
Howard
who is writing the
screenplay of "Mission to Moscow,"
Jay Leyda, writer-lecturer and
Chicago — Hearing in the Madlin and
Theater arbitration case has been set authority on the Soviet Union, who
will serve as technical adviser on
for Oct. 14 by George Frazier, ar- Warners pic, have gone to the coast
bitrator.
from New York for conferences with
— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
Producer Robert Buckner and DirecFrom Salesman to Exhib.
tor Michael Curtiz. Picture goes into
Des Moines, la. — Eddie Dunn, for- production within the next few
mer Warner Bros, salesman, has weeks.
been named manager of the Granada
—Bury the Axis with Scrap —
and Rialto theaters at Norfolk, Neb. Atlanta Warner Club Elects
The two houses are operated by
Atlanta — Margaret Magill has
Central States Theater Corp. of Des
Moines. Dunn also formerly was been re-elected president of the local
employed by Tri-States before join- Warner Club. Other officers for the
ing Central States.
ensuing year are: Mabel Smith, vicepresident; Kathleen Rice, secretary;
— Bury the Axis with Scrap—
Femme Booker In Seattle
Nell Robertson, treasurer; Ollie Williamson, chairman of welfare and
Seattle— Celia Estill has succeeded
donation committee; Mike Hogan,
Al Harris as booker for the 20th- head
of entertainment committee.
Fox Exchange. Harris, who re— Bury the Axis with Scrap —
signed as booker last Saturday was
gifted with a pen and pencil set and
a traveling bag from the office force "U" Buys Broadway Comedy
and salesmen.
The film rights to the Richard
— Bury the Axis with Scrap—
Maibaum-Harry Clork comedy, "See
Rites for Wm. J. Humphrey
My Lawyer," have been acquired by
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Universal for a consideration reported to be $7,500. The play was
Hollywood— Funeral services were
held here for William J. Humphrey, produced during the 1939-1940 sea67, veteran director and actor.
Madlin Case Hearing Oct. 14

EXCITING!
ENTERTAINING!
and it PAYS OFF!

ROLLING

Right To your Doorstep!
It's as inevitable as the Fuller Brush man that an
"MQ" representative knock on your door today,
tomorrow or in the near future. • Hear him out
because" MQ" is the goose your box office needs!

HCRB

ARc THi 80y$ WHO ARE

REV HOT AHV SNOWBALLING

UM.V

ADAMS FILM EXCHANGE . . .
JACK K. ADAMS — Dallas, Texas . . . (Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma)
AFFILIATED PRODUCERS, INC. . . .
THOS. A. BRANON— Atlanta, Georgia
(Florida, Georgia,
North and South Carolina)
CANADIAN PREMIUM DISTRIBUTORS . . .
JOHN W. COHN — Toronto, Ontario, Canada . (Entire Dominion of Canada)
CAPITOL FILM EXCHANGE, INC. . . .
HENRI ELMAN — Chicago, Illinois
. . . (Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
NAT WOLFE —FILM
Denver,EXCHANG
Colorado E . . . . f.
Colorado,
Wyoming,
Mexico,
Kama,,NewMichigan)
Missouri,
IAL Idaho, Montana,
COMMERC
Utah, Southern
Western Nebraska, Black Hills of So. Dakota)
CRYSTAL PICTURES, INC. . . .
MELVIN HIRSH — New York City, N. Y.
. . (Long Island, Greater New
York City, N. Y., State as far as Poughkeepsie and Northern New Jersey)
HERBERT ROSENER CO. . . .
HERBERT ROSENER — Los Angeles, California
Northern Part of California, Part of Nevada, Part i
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS EXCHANGE . .
TED CUNNINGHAM — Los Angeles, California
SOUTHERN DISTRIBUTING SERVICE . . .
J. VIRGIL POSEY, W. A. PRUITT — New Orleans, Louisiana . (Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee)

A 9 Minute Audience Participation Short Bearing the Hays Official Seal!
TEAR HERE . . .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
10558

CAMARILLO

COMMUNICATE

DIRECT WITH MOVIE QUIZ HEADQUARTERS

AVENUE... NORTH

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

Please send me full particulars on Movie Quiz —
Theatre

City

State

TtST YOUR 7.«." WITH "M.O.."!

VXte
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7,000 Tons Of Scrap Goal Of Met. Pic Stands
100% Cooperation Pledged
By Theatermen As Plans
Are Announced by WAC

i

Film theaters in the New York
metropolitan territory as a group,
whose aggregate seating capacity is
close to 1,350,000, will try to shatter
a 10-pound-per-seat quota for scrap
during the intensive salvage drive set
by the War Activities Committee
from Oct. 15-24 inclusive, under the
campaign title, "Showmen At War,"
it was declared yesterday by Sam
Rinzler, chairman of the New York
WAC, following a meeting of indie
theater owners and circuit heads.
Rinzler, asserting that co-operation of all stands was assured, said
that the campaign would boil down
into three principal divisions, (1)
staging of a special Free Scrap
Matinee by more than 900 houses on
the morning of Saturday, Oct. 24;
(2) publicizing drive as a whole via
screen, lobby, newspapers, radio, and
other exploitation; and (3) donation
of any and all obsolete and dispensable scrap equipment that may be
lying around theaters.
Characterizing
the
Free
Scrap
Matinee
as a "must,"
Rinzler explained that any child or adult bringing scrap metal or scrap rubber to
any theater during the Oct. 15-24
period will receive a tag which will
serve as admission
to the special
show, and that the donors of scrap
should be encouraged to wear the
tags about their communities as long
as possible in advance of the matinee so that word of the free show
Stress spread.
was placed on these
be
five points:
(1) Tin cans are
eliminated
from the collection;
can
(2)I
No limit has bees set on the
amount of scrap to be brought;
(3) Portion
of theater's sidewalks should be roped-off for the
collection; (4) WAC
will supply, gratis, sufficient tags for
each theater on basis of seating
capacity, and that a space has
been provided on the tags whereon the theater can rubber-stamp
its name; and (5) that the major film distributors have agreed
that any percentage picture a
theater may be playing can be
used for this special matinee,

You Can't Beat This
Distinguished Staff!
Canvass by THE FILM DAILY of
U. S. newspapers, asking the latter
(in light of recent drains on Fourth
Estate personnel) to submit names
of their motion picture editor and
critic so that all ballots for the
forthcoming Ten Best Pictures poll
would reach the accredited voters,
brought a startling reply from an
Iowa daily. Under the reply postcard's printed line (Our motion picture editor and critic are:) was this —
Mrs. Miniver and Sergeant York

Exhibitor Features In Bond-Selling Pix
Town's Heroes In the Biggest Show On Earth
Dallas — Henry Reeve of the Mission Theater, Menard, Tex., is getting
great Bond-sale results by showing on his screen pictures of the town's lads
serving with the armed forces. Each week he runs two who have entered active
service, along with an appeal consisting of not more than 45 words. Cost of the
films are absorbed by the local bank which furnishes the pictures as promotion
for Bonds, and not a word of copy appears about the bank. So impressed are
audiences with the necessity for supplying its native sons with weapons so
the folks on the home front can be protected and the war won that they buy
Bonds on an amazing scale. Pix are prepared by Jamison Film Co., and Reeve
is convinced that if this personalized angle were used in all theaters, more
Bonds than ever could be vended.

and that if the current attraction of Oct. 24 is not deemed interesting tochildren, theatermen
may obtain, gratis, a western
plus surrounding shorts, or an
all-shorts program, — in which
case bookings should be made
immediately.
Plea for Flying Start
Houses are urged to start plugging the matinee via newspaper ads,
stories and trailer, commencing Oct.
15 or by Oct. 10, if possible, on
which latter date free mats will be
available through National Screen
Accessories, 630 Ninth Ave. As an
aid to houses, the drive's publicity
committee, chairmaned by Ernest
Emerling, will supply papers directly^ with stories in New York City,
Westchester, the Long Island counties of Nassau and Suffolk, and
northern New Jersey.
WAC is paying for a special onesheet poster and 22 x 28 cards for
the drive, and showmen are asked to
display at least one of the posters
and several of the cards in their lobbies. The Sterling Sign Co., 60
West 18th St., New York City, has
available the same poster in 40 x 60
size, silk screen process, and will be
more attractive in theaters with
larger lobbies. Price is $1.25 each.
It is also urged that some sort of
poster be placed on the scrap collection bin itself in front of each theater.
Parades Scheduled
Rinzler and his committeemen revealed elaborate promotional plans
for WAC co-operation with theatermen. Several "Scrap Parades" will
be held in the various boroughs of
New York City, highlight of which
will be the "Parade of Junkies" in
Broadway and Times Square on Oct.
16. The
junkies'
horses
and wagons
will
be in
the line
of march
with
huge 10-ton trucks of the Department of Sanitation. Any stunt ideas
which theaters have should be sent
to Ernest Emerling, publicity chairman. 1540 Broadway, New York City.
Coincident with announcement of
the general WAC plans. Fred
Schwartz, chairman of the Greater
New York Committee, declared that
:n most instances the parades will
b^ in the form of masquerades in
which the children will dress in vari'wi kinds of scrap costumes and
nrtees will be awarded in War Bonds.
A committee of zone chairmen, he

said, has been appointed to organize
the parades, members comprising
Janice Rentschler, Skouras Theaters, Manhattan; Bucky Harris,
RKO, Westchester; Jack Lareaux,
Century Circuit, Suffolk; Ed Freiberger, Century Circuit, Nassau;
Leonard Freund, Century Circuit,
Kings; Fred Herkowitz, RKO, Bronx;
Ray Malone, RKO, and Ted Arnow,
Loew's, Queens; and Dave Black,
Fabian Theaters, Richmond.
A special plea is made to operators of stands that they should not
fail to scour their own premises for
scrap to augment the collections accruing from their patrons. A partial
list of on-the-premises scrap would
comprise chiefly worn rubber mats;
broken seat sides and brackets; old
electric channel letters; odd lengths
of pipe; worn stage cable; old brass
display frames; worn-out generators; organ pipes (rich in tin and
lead); old radiators and grilles; old
box-office grilles; obsolete ticket machines; valves and plumbing fixtures;
light brackets and chandeliers; brass
cuspidors; and brass or iron railings.

Joint Labor-Management Scrap Committee
Proposed by the FWSC
committee in each place employing
film labor in order to expedite the
collection of scrap.
.lA
On each committee
would be a |Tic.-ti
c'fi
resentative
of the management
a representative of each union which
has members employed by the outfit. It is proposed that the labormanagement committees put out a
series of posters reminding employes
to extend their search for scrap to
their own homes.
The first joint labor-management
committee is at present being set up
at 20th-Fox.
By yesterday members of Local 4,
stagehands, and Local 306, operators, had collected nearly two tons
of scrap at the Brooklyn Paramount
alone.

New Jersey Exhibitors Hold
Scrap Drive Meeting Today
Newark — The industry's scrap
drive will be discussed by New Jersey
exhibitors
this morning
at Proctor's
Theater here.
The meeting
was
called by Harry Lowenstein, president of New Jersey Allied, and Don
Jaycocks, Warner zone manager.
Also present at the meeting will be
Arthur Mayer, administrator for
New York State; Fred Schwartz, N.
Y. state administrator of the theater
section; Charles Eaton and Clinton
White, administrator and executive
secretary, respectively, for the drive
in New Jersey, and Sam Rinzler.

Search Theaters for Scrap,
Northwest Exhibs. Urged

Minneapolis — E. L. Peasley, president of Allied Theater Owners of
Unions, Gov't Aid
Arrangements have been made the Northwest, has called upon opwith the various Labor Unions so
erators of 800 picture houses in
that the operators will give of 'their Minnesota, North and South Datime without charging the exhibitor
kota, to participate actively in the
overtime, and proper clearance of October scrap metal drive.
ticket tax as been secured from the
"We want theater men of our secGovernment.
tion to clean up their own premises
WAC spokesmen yesterday ac- of scrap metal and to join with local
cented that no independent theater committees everywhere to make this
owner or circuit head wants to make drive a success," Peasley said.
five cents from the sale of scrap.
In New York City, it has been arranged that WPB will attend to the
Metro Plans to Tour
removal and sale of scrap, and that
proceeds will be divided among such
A Pic Pioneer's Son
organizations as the American WoTo accent the Government's need
men's Volunteer Services, the USO.
for more dogs for war work and also
and Civilian Defense organizations.
to spotlight the forthcoming "Eyes
In upstate New York, Jersey and
in the Night," M-G-M has arLong Island communities, it is sugranged a personal appearance tour
gested that a similar division of the
for "Friday,," the seeing-eye, German shepherd dog, who plays the
proceeds be made.

FWSC Proposes Joint Labor
And Management Scrap Com.
Film War Service Council, consisting of five local CIO and AFL
unions, has entered the scrap drive
on an official basis. The organization, which has been encouraging
film unions to participate activelv in
the drive, has suggested the appointment of a joint labor-management

role of Edward Arnold's canine guide
in the picture. Initial appearance
will be at Loew's Capitol, Washington, Oct. 14-15, and then Oct. 1617-18 at Loew's State, New York.
Subsequently, "Friday" will, according to present plans, go to Pittsburgh
and Cleveland. He has the movie
tradition in his blood, being a son
of

"Flash,"

dog-star
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DISTRIBUTORS MAINTAIN RELEASE PACE
CoeTHE Asks
Continued Support for Nation's
Exhibs.
Despite Talk of Product
WEEK
IN REVIEW
Scrap Drive
= By L. H. MITCHEL1
=
7,000-TON
GOAL:
New
York
City's film theaters have fixed a goal
of 7,000 tons of metal in its scrap
drive during the last two weeks of
I | October.
Newspapers
are joining
! with films in boosting the drive. Fifteen state chairmen for the campaign
r | have been named. . . . WAC, under
I auspices of which the theaters' scrap
i drive is being held, announced the
a j formation
of a permanent
pledge
i committee
to handle all drives in
l the N. Y.. met. area.

* *

*

CONSERVE NOW: Chris Dunphy,
administrator of the Amusement Section of the WPB, at a meeting of
- the ITOA here, warned exhibitors to
conserve their equipment or face
the possibility of going out of business.

Says Films To
Spark
Patriotism;
Kill Nation's
Democracy, Must Kill U. S. Pix
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

* *

*

*

ESSENTIALITY: War Manpower
Commission's move giving it control over hiring, firing and job
switching seen by industry as i-aising
question as to the essentiality of motion pictures, the WMC having
failed to include films among trades
essential to the winning of the war.

* *

*

NEWS GRAB-BAG: David 0.
Selznick is remaining as a United
Artists producer. . . . First Para,
pic acquired by UA will be released
Oct. 23. . . . W. Ray Johnston was
re-elected Monogram prexy at stockholders' meeting; Mono.'s bonus plan
was okayed; Mono.'s Canadian franchise has been acquired by Oscar
Hanson. . . . Hollywood Canteen
bowed in during the week. . . . Hearing on theater divorcement action
against Para, and 20th-Fox postponed to Oct. 19. . . . Columbia reported a year's net of $1,611,659. . .

DIG UP THAT

Curtailment, 115 Features
Going Out in 3 Months

DAILY

Los Angeles — Referring to motion
picture industry as "a messenger of
the American way of life" and a
vital factor in war effort, Charles
Francis Coe, MPPDA vice-prexy, as
guest speaker before the Los Angeles Rotary Club, made a strong
appeal for continued support of nation's exhibitors.
Coe said: "The power of motion
pictures does not rest with writer,
actor or director.
The power, and
{Continued on Page 10)

— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scfap —

Femmes in Booths
Mulled in Canada

William P. Covert, International Vice-President of the
IATSE, has had an important conference with Goldwin Smith of the
WAGES, LABOR: West Coast re- National Selective Service Board
ported the labor "pinch" tilting pro- respecting the subject of deferment
duction costs by 25 per cent, there of service for licensed theater probeing at present a shortage of car(Continued on Page 10)
penters, plasterers, prop makers and
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Sctep —
other studio workers. . . . Studios
also fear talent raids as a result of
No Film Star
the wage stabilization bill having Canadian
LoanP. A.'s
Drivefor
become law.

* *

LATE NEWS
BULLETINS

Toronto—

Toronto — Complete policy for cooperation between the Canadian film
industry and the National War
Finance Committee of the Dominion
Government for the Third Victory
(Continued on Page 10)

AWAIT U. K. COIN CONFIRMATION
While reports that an agreement
had been reached on the releasing
of frozen funds in England appeared
reliable, Sir Frederick Phillips, British treasury representative, told The
Film Daily that he had received no
confirmation at the week-end. He
said, however, that it appeared likely that the de-freeze order would
become effective by Oct. 24 when the
current agreement expires.
NEW 5 PER CENT RAW STOCK TAX?
An additional tax of 5 per cent on
raw stock, which would bring the
levy up to 15 per cent, is included
in the proposed tax bill now in the
Senate. This tax applies only on
the purchase
of film
by 9)the labora(Continued
on Page
—Uncle

Sam Needs Your Sefcp —

Permanent Drive
Committee in N. J.
One hundred Northern New Jersey exhibs., meeting Friday at Proctors theater, Newark, set up a permanent organization which will operate for the current industry scrap
drive and any succeeding campaign
set up by the WAC.
Harry Lowenstein, president of
(Continued on Page 9)

UTOI Opposes Scale Advances
Says Price Boosts Would
Report Illinois Allied
To Book For 65 Members

Speed Regulation

Despite talk about curtailment in
product as a conservation move, majority of companies are still releasing pictures at the same rate as in
past seasons, with approximately
115 features being placed in general
distribution in the first quarter of
1942-43.
Except for United Artists, which
has four long features plus one
Hal Roach streamliner scheduled up
to the end of November, the notable
exception (Continued
to the ontrend
Page 6)is Warner
Bros., with only eight pictures set
for release in the first three months
of the new season.
Universal has
(Continued on Page 6)

— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

U. S. to Buy Exhibs/
Cooling Equipment!
Washington Bureau of THE

A RAP

AT THE JAP! — AVEHGE

DAILY

(Continued on Page 10)

— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

Valentine's Clearance
Declared "Reasonable"

The existing clearance of seven
days aterinin The
favorBronx
of theover
Valentine
Thethe Jerome,
Avalon, Oxford and Kingsbridge
Theaters is reasonable, according to
(Continued on Page 6)

Increasing of admission prices upon the alleged insistence of the distributors "is an obvious abuse of
the special consideration granted our
Chicago — It was reported on good industry by Congress in exempting
authority at the week-end that 65 motion pictures from the Price Conmembers of Illinois Allied have
trol Act," in the opinion of the
United Theater Owners of Illinois
agreed to have the association han- according to a current organization
dle their bookings starting yester- bulletin.
day. It was also stated that various
"To increase admissions at this
exchanges
are
now
agreeable
to time," the bulletin reads, "would be
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Pane 2)

SCRAP! — TAKE

FILM

Washington — Motion picture theaters may soon be asked to sell to
the Government their air conditioning equipment for use in war plants,
according to Lessing Rosenwald,
chief of the WPB's conservation division who Friday indicated this possibility, following announcement that

PEARL

Holiday Packages
For Men in Service
Thanksgiving and Christmas packages will go to all the 472 employes
20rh-Fox and its subsidiaries
are now in the armed forces.
gifts will start going out from
York within the week.
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Picture and Distributor
Theater
Pride of the Yankees
(RKO
Radio-Samuel
Coldwyn)— 13th
week
Astor
Wake
Island
(Paramount
Pictures) — 6th
week
Rivoli
The
Major and the Minor
(Paramount
Pictures) — 4th week
Paramount
Tales
of Manhattan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 3rd week
Music
Hall
Manila
Calling
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 3rd
week
Globe
Desperate
Journey
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
Strand
'Panama
Hattie
(Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Fictures) — 2nd week
Capitol
Cirl
Trouble
(Tv/entieth
Century-iFox)
'Roxy
Wings
and
the Woman
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Wilcox)
Criterion
The
Boogie
Man
Will Get You
(Columbia
Pictures)
'Rialto
Jungle
Siren
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.)
Gaiety
Here We Go Again
(RKO Radio Pictures)
(a)
Palace
Escape
from Crime
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Palace
Texas to Bataan
(Monogram Pictures) — Last day (a)
New York
Law and Order (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
New York
Inside Britain (12 factual shorts) — 2nd week
5th Ave. playhouse

10 Cents
Publisher
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♦ TWO-A-DAY RUNS

Yankee

Doodle

Dandy

(Warner

Bros.

Pictures) — 19th

(a)

♦ FUTURE OPEMIMGS

♦

You Can't
Escape
Forever
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 16
For Me
and
My
Cal
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Oct.
The
Forest Rangers
(Paramount
Pictures) — Oct. 21
My Sister Eileen
(Columbia
Pictures)— Oct. 22
A Yank
at Eton
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Fictures)— Oct.
15
The
Moon
and Sixpence
(United
Artists)— Oct. 28
The Devil With
Hitler (United
Artists)— Oct. 17
Sin Town
(Universal
Pictures) — Oct.
17
The
Class
Key
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Iceland
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Oct.
14
Across the Pacific (Warner Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 22 (a)
Get Hep to Love
(Universal
Pictures) — Oct. 22 (a)
Baby-Face Morgan (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
The Phantom
Plainsmen
(Republic
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow

FINANCIAL

(a)

Hollywood

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

In the Rear of the Enemy
(Artkino
Pictures)
Mother
(Artkino
Pictures)— Revival
Landstormens
Lili Lotta
(Scandia
Films) — 2nd week
Kokskavaljerem
(Scandia
Films) — 2nd
week
(a)

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
Ralph VVilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

♦

week

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

current

21

(a)
(a)

Ask $500,000 Slash In
Hollywood's Assessment
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., on
Friday filed a writ of certiorari
New York Supreme Court against
the New York City Tax Commission
demanding a reduction of $500,000
in the 1942 assessment on the Hollywood Theater. According to the
petition, the Tax Commission fixed
an
allegedly
assessment
$1,100,000 on excessive
the theater.
g % of

NEW yccK
THEATERS

♦
55th
48th
48th

St.
St.
St.

Stanley
Theater
Theater
Theater

Strand
Astor
Paramount
Music
Hall
Capitol
Rivoli
Globe
Rialto
Criterion
Roxy
Palace
Falace
New York
New
York

bill.

RADIO

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE GREAT STARS
FORTY-TWO
FEATURED
PLAYERS

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

DON

AMECHE

•

West

Coast

Bureau
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"SCCKER" COE, MPPDA vice-prexy and general counsel, and FRED BEETSON. AMPP executive vice-prexy, are here from
the Coast.

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles Einfeld, Warner director of advertising and publicity, returns today from two weeks
of parleys in New York, Washington and Chicago.
A studio conference on plans for
the new season as well as longrange policies, will be held this week,
with Harry M. Warner, Lt.-Col. Jack
L Warner, Ben Kalmenson and Einfeld participating.
Kalmenson arrived here from the
East last week.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

Films Speed Up Army's
Training 40 Per Cent
Training films are reducing the
time required for getting soldiers
ready for battle up to 40 per cent,
according to reports of officers in the
field to the Signal Corps Photographic Center now housed at the former Paramount studio in Astoria, it
is disclosed in the third issue of the
Public Relations Committee's Motion Picture letter, edited by Glen
Allvine, and distributed at the weekend.
About 125 training films now in
various stages of production will be
used in the visual and vocal education of recruits.

RALPH STITT, 20th-Fox exploitation man, i<
working in New Haven and Bridgeport on "Tales

ROXY

BORIS MORROS and S. P. EAGLE
Coast
yesterday.

Manhattan."
MITCHELL RAWSON, Warners' Eastern publicity manager,
left Friday on his annual
vaca-

RICHARD CONDON, 20th-Fox publicity manager, and MAX YOUNCSTEIN. executive assist?nt to Hal Home, the company's ad-publicity
chief, returned from the Coast yesterday.

ROY HAINES and A. W. SCHWALBERG, Vitagraph vice-presidents, returned yesterday from
a tour of Warner exchanges in the Central district.

President
parted
confer with
Joseph M.
a week.

L. W.
CONROW,
Altec
president,
i New York from Washington.

"For Me and
Gal"
Preview
and My
Benefit
There will be a special press preview and benefit for "For Me and
My Gal" at the Astor Theater, Oct.
•20, with voluntary contributions and
naid admissions going to the New
Vork Infirmary for Women and
Children. Regular engagement of
the picture begins the next day.
October 21.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

Family Club to Elect

Elections of the family club recently formed by the 20th-Fox exchange personnel will be held this
week.

in TT^Vr—

BUY WAR

BONDS

AT THIS THEATRE

arrived on

of

HARRY ROSENQUEST, short subjects buyer
for Warner Theaters, returns today from a trip
through the Cleveland and Pittsburgh territories.
•CHICK"
LEWIS
leav
Hollywood Thurs-

I SB

Paramo unt^

WENDELL L. WILLKIE, chairman of the
20th-Fox board, is expected to be back in
America within the next two weeks.
the

BENNETT

A 20th Century-Fox Picture
PLUS
A BIG
STAGE SHOW

cominG fine goim

Einfeld Back on Coast
For Studio Conference

JOAN

GIRL TROUBLE

nn»"»"".Y

The stock markets
were
yesterday, Columbus Day.

IN

"TALES
of MANHATTAN"
A 20th Century-Fox
Picture

SPYROS SKOURAS of 20th-Fox deSunday for the Coast, where he will
William Goetz, production chief, and
Schenck. He will be away about
the

HiJ.IM-lttttW
WORLD

PREMIERE

"HERE WE GO AGAIN"
Bergen

McCarthy

Mo|)y

— also —
A. A. WARD, Altec Lansing Corp.,
New Yorkhere.
from Los Angeles for executivi
ferences
GUS

EYSSELL

left Friday for the Coast.

Edgar
"ESCAPE

SAMUEL

booking deals who heretofore have
been opposed to them.
The same authority stated that a
new corporation will be formed to
handle these bookings. Jack Kirsch.
Illinois Allied prexy, was not available for comment on the report.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap—

Pic Names for Chinese Rally
A United China Relief rally, for
which the organization is lining up
picture names, will be held on the
steps of the Sub-Treasury in Wall
St. at noon Oct. 15.

FROM

GOLDWYN

CRIME"
PRESENTS

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES

Report Illinois Allied
To Book For 65 Members
(Continued from Page 1)

Charlie

Fibber McGee

(The Life of Lou

Gehrig)

Released
Through
RKO- Radio
Pictures,
Inc.
AOIUJK
&45fh
Midnite Shows
Pert.
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
ASTHTJ
B'way
Popular Prices
Cont.

"BRILLIANT— A HIT."— Anderson, Jour.-Amer.
* ' •-'"cept Sat. Eves. 50e to $2.50 | Tax
50c tO$l
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Sonja Henie &

STARS
CENTER

THEA.,

at aU Performances ex-

| Plus

Arthur M. Wirtz present
A Musical
Icetravaganza

ON

America'sRockefeller
Only Ice Center.
Theater

ICE

CO. 5-5474

Evgs
Incl Sun. 8:40. No Monday
Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly
Filled
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with

PAUL KELLY • GORDON JONES
MAE CLARKE • BILL SHIRLEY
AND

Directed by

DAVID
KENNETH

MILLER

GAMET & BARRY TRIVERS

Ong.no/ story by

KENNETH

?\au?.

GAMET

A CAST OF THOUSANDS

Tuesday, October 13, 1942

Distribs. Maintain
Their Release Pace

III. UTO Opposes
Sole Advances
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

resented by a price-conscious public
and is diametrically opposite to our

14; M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox and
PRC each have 12; Paramount and
Monogram have 11 each; RKO has
10; Columbia has nine and Republic
has eight.
With a few additions likely to
made between now and the enc
November, the total will be well
among the high figures of past years.
While companies like Warners are
concentrating on extended playing
time, with the studio also geared to
turn out product designed for longer
runs, the many additional theaters
now operating as compared with a
year or two ago has made it possible to continue absorbing the same
quantity of releases, especially with
double features
still widespread.
Reduction in dual bills, however, as
indicated by current trends, is expected to eventually reduce the number of releases by a substantial
amount, especially if shortages of
raw materials become an acute problem at the studio end.

Government's policy of establishing
ceilings on the price of commodities.
To take advantage of our exemption
would simply hasten the day when
our business would be regulated by
others."
The UTOI bulletin urges its members not to go against the public
policy and goes on record as being
unalterably opposed to any increase
in admission prices that may be a
departure from an established theater policy.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

Films' Vital War Role to
Feature SMPE's Program
Vital role motion pictures are
playing in the current global struggle to speed up training of United
Nations forces, to spot the weak
points in the Axis setup; and generally aid the war effort, will feature
the 52nd semi-annual, three-day
meeting of SMPE in the Hotel
Pennsylvania commencing Oct. 27,
it was announced on the week-end
by Prexy Emery Huse, who declared
that the foremost technical and research men in filmland will attend
the conclave. Additionally, he revealed that advances in engineering
phases of the industry during the
past year will be presented via 17
prepared papers.
One of the sessions, he said, will
be held at the U. S. Army Signal
Corps Photographic Center, Astoria,
L. I., where the delegates will be
guest of Col. M. E. Gillette. Papers
presented during this session will be
concerned with war films.
Importance and scope of the threeday meeting is indicated by the fact
that Gregory L. Irsky, of the Soviet
Cinema Committee in Washington,
will talk on Russia's documentary,
scientific and military films, and T.
Y. Lo, of the Chinese Military Affairs Commission's Film Section will
speak on "The Underground Motion
Picture Industry in China."

Harry
Hershfield
Marilyn
Hare

On Divers Subjects
• • • FOR that distinguished clan oi celluloid journalism. — Fox
Movietone News — , the present week is of two-ply significance as to
historic happenings
Yesterday marked the finding of America, and
on Thursday will be commemorated the founding IS years ago of Movietone News
Phil M. understands that the boys o'er on North River
front will take the latter fact pretty much in stride, BUT that plans
are now being made to really celebrate the 25th anniversary of Fox
News somewhere around the turn of the year
Movietone, the articulate offspring, is right sporty to stay under celebration-blankets this
week, and join in the general festivities toward the outset of '43, because
Mister Edmund Reek's org., ever since sound's advent, has done a whale
of a job
One could write a thousand columns on its thrill-packed
and beneficient 15 years
Mister Reek and his henchmen well deserve the industry-wide congratulations which will come to them this
week
And this corner bares its head and bows deeply and respectful y to all in that great American outfit which has given to the international scene, vocally and visually, history as it has unfolded during
a decade and a half
T
T
T
• •
• CULLED from the den of Leo The Lion:
Edward
Arnold, brilliant Bond-selling performer in behalf of Uncle Sam,
bounded back to the M-G-M lot from the star tour with this one:
The law firm of Rafferty, McGinnis, Cohen, Jones and White merged
with the firm of Swenson, Dale, Fischer and Johnson
Shortly
thereafter the firm merged with Henkle, Pellister, Goldsmith and Green
Now when the switchboard operators at this newly expanded
firm answer the phone, they say,— "We, The People!"
T
T
T
• • • "WE REFUSE TO DIE," the new Paramount Victory Short,
was screened for the first time yesterday afternoon at the Associated
Artists Galleries, o'er on Fifth Ave., in conjunction with the unveiling
of a statue by the famous Jo Davidson, depicting the destruction of the
Czech town of Lidice and massacre of its people by the Nazis
Pic, featuring Barry Sullivan and Ellen Drew, dramatizes the martyrdom
of the Lidice villagers
Madeleine Carroll accepted the Davidson
statue on behalf of the Lidice Lives Committee of the Writers' War Board
Other notables present were Clifton Fadiman, committee's executive chairman; Col. Valdimir S. Hurban, Czech Minister to the U. S.;
and Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures
T
T
T
• • • PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio's vice-prexy in charge of
distribution, wound up a full work week by giving seven keys, which
the Gestapo at one time would have given much to possess, to the nation's key collection drive
The keys, four of which are of unusual
and complicated design, are from the company's Paris office and were
whisked away by org's European general manager, Vladimir Lissim,
a few hours before the German marched in
Said Phil, as he gave
the keys: "Since the Germans wanted these keys so badly, I'm glad Lo
accommodate them by sending them back— in the shape of bullets, I
hope". ... « Personal to Ernie Emerling: That New York scrap
campaign manual is corking— and thanks, too, for that swell batch of
books for our service lads. . . o Mel Powell, of the CBS "jump" band,
has written a swing march with Russian overtones titled "Mission to
Moscow," and he's trying to make a tieup with Warner Bros, who are
filming "Mission to Moscow". ... • In the great scrap drive this
month, you'll know the lip-service theaters from the REAL service theaters by the amount of scrap they themselves give, over and above the
tonnage toted-in by John Q. Public

— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scr'ap—

Valentine's Clearance

Declared
"Reasonable"
(Continued
from Page 1)
an award in the joint complaint filed
by the J. J. Theatres, Inc., and
Kingsbridge Theater, Inc.
Complainants charged that the
clearance granted to the Valentine
was unreasonable and asked that all
clearance be eliminated or that the
Valentine's clearance be fixed at one
day. The arbitrator dismissed the
complaint.

Beverly, St. Louis, Fights
Dismissal of Complaint
St. Louis — Community Theater
Corp., operating the Beverly, a St
Louis County independent house, has
filed an appeal from the award of
Arbitrator Claude 0. Pearcy who dismissed a request for a definite clearance over the Wellston and Victory
Theaters. Pearcy ruled that a oneday clearance for the Beverly was
sufficient.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scr'ap—

Detroit Musician, 100, Dead
Detroit — John C. Haines, formerly with the old Capitol Square and
Empire Theater orchestras, is dead
at thesurvivor
age of of
100.
was Detroit's
last
the He
GAR.

Son of Joe E. Brown
Dies In Plane Crash
West

Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Long Beach, Calif. — Capt. Don E.
Brown, 25, son of Joe E. Brown, was
killed when a bomber he was piloting
BBp> crashed nine miles north of
Ferry Springs,
Command
pl| Pa,m
the announced
Air Corps
here. Captain Brown was engaged
in a routine flight when the plane
plummeted
near the desert resort.
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RKO RADIO PICTURES PRESENTS

Private Smith of the U. S. A
RELEASED
OCT. 23
NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR SCREENING

THE
IMPORTANT
STORY OF
YOUR BOY'S
RST THIRTEEN
EKS IN THIS
MAN'S ARMY

FIRST OF THE VITAL NEW SERIES

THII
HIS IS AMERICA
A TWO REEL FEATURE
RELEASED EVERY FOUR WEEKS
Produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr.
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"Youth on Parade"

with John Hubbard, Ruth Terry, Martha
O'Driscoll, Tom Brown
Republic
72 Mins.
ENTERTAINING MUSICAL COMEDY
SPIKED WITH YOUTHFUL PEP AND
GOOD SONGS. CARRIES GENERAL APPEAL.
Because of its swift pace and reflection
of the "jive age," along with some solid
swing ballads, "Youth On Parade" carries
a particular appeal to the clans in their
'teens, and quite as much so to adult audiences who enjoy peppy, frothy screen entertainment. Inplot, this musical comedy
(for such is its classification) runs pretty
true to college-yarn pattern. It relates
how Ruth Terry, a Tin-Pan-Alley warbler
with ambitions to star on Broadway, is
impressed into the service of a coterie of
students at Cotchatootamee College to get
them out of a jam. The students, permitted under an experimental curriculum
to send in their study papers without having to personally attend classes, create
a fictitious student in order to undermine
the instructor who devised the plan. In
good old screenplay fashion, of course the
astral student wins the designation of the
institution's top scholar. Just before the
hoax comes to a head, Ruth Terry is imported to save the plotters' skins. Naturally, she is a diamond in the rough who
murders the English language, but ingratiates herself with the student body via
her talent as a songstress. At the windup, nevertheless, the conspiracy is unmasked. There is a considerable amount of
pathos and patriotism, the trend of the latter being that college students should stay
in school to cultivate their minds to later
on be of greater help to the war's prosecution, instead of going into service now.
Needless to say, copious travesty is present throughout, accompanied by rug-cutting, double-talk, and the vulgar vocabulary which characterizes the jive generation. But it is entertaining. On the musical
side is a score comprising "You're So Good
To Me," "If It's Love," "I've Heard That
Song Before," "Mad," "Cotcha Too Ta
Me," and "You Got To Study, Buddy." Albert S. Rogell's direction is snappy and
interesting, and Ernest Miller's photography
first-rate. A bit more care might have
been taken with dubbing, but generally
the production is solid. It should do well
in all but the snooty spots.
CAST: John Hubbard, Ruth Terry, Martha
O'Driscoll, Tom Brown, Ivan F. Simpson,
Charles Smith, Lynn Merrick, Nana Bryant,
Bruce Langley, Chick Chandler, Marlyn
Schild.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Cohen; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Original
Screenplay, George Carleton Brown; Cameraman, Ernest Miller; Film Editor, Howard

" Texas to Bataan'

with John King, Dave Sharpe, Max Terhune
Monogram
56 Mins.
WtALiH OF ACTION AND EXCITEMENT MAKti THIS WESTERN RED
MEAT FOR THE YOUNG FANS.
Apart from its value as entertainment
this latest addition to the Range Busters
series of westerns is of interest because of
a realignment of the threesome around
which all tne adventures in these films revolve. Kay Corngan has bowed out of the
series, witn John King being promoted into
his boots. "I he spot formerly held by King
is now tilled by a chap named Dave Sharpe,
who handles the assignment capably, alrhougn he doesn t match the others in physical proportions.
King, Sharpe and Terhune do a lot of
traveling in "Texas to Bataan," as the title
ninrs. I hey find themselves in Bataan with
a shipment of horses sold to the Government by their boss. The closing footage
nas them back in Texas.
The plot has to do with their efforts to
track down a rancher working on the side
of the axis. Their activity calls for violent
encounters with the villain and his assistants— encounters that provide lovers of this
rype of entertainment with unrelenting acnon, endless excitement, even occasional
moments of suspense. The way they tackled
rheir task is beyond reproach.
The Arthur Hoerl script, which is full
of punch, has our thres heroes constantly
on the go, with enough fisticuffing alloted
to them to meet the requirement of three
ordinary westerns. The story also gives
rhem plenty of opportunity to be humorous
and to indulge in a bit of melody. Good
work has been turned in by all three. Among
the assisting players the best are Marjorie
Manning, Budd Buster, Ken Duncan, Frank
Ellis.
Vigorous direction has been contributed
by Robert Tansey. George W. Weeks produced the film, with Dick Ross serving
as his associate.
CAST: John King, Dave Sharpe, Max Terhune, Marjorie Manning, Budd Buster,
Ken Duncan, Escolastico Baucin, Frank
Ellis, Carl Mathews,
Guy Kingsford.
CREDITS: Producer, George W. Weeks;
Asociate Producer, Dick Ross; Director,
Robert Tansey; Screenplay, Arthur Hoerl;
Cameraman, Robert Cline; Film Editor, Roy
Claire; Musical Director, Frank Sanucci.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Hatofi Here to Discuss
Deal for Musical Story

'Scattergood Survives
with

Guy

Kibbee, John Archer,
Margaret Hayes
RKO Radio
66 Mins.
RUN-OF-THE-MINE MURDER YARN,
BUT WITH ENOUGH CHILLS TO SATISFY
(HE MYSTERY FANS.

A Murder"

Following the apparently everlasting technique of herding a phalanx of murder suspects into a room to grill them, after they
nave spent a nerve-wracking night in a
musty and massive Victorian mansion, this
latest of the Scattergood yarns is run-ofthe-mine stuff, although a few of the deta.ls have comparative
freshness.
Work of all the lead players and their
supporting ones are the most impressive
factor in the film. Guy Kibbee essays the
role of a country merchant who paternally
guides a young newspaper owner, freshly
come to town, in solving the death of two
elderly and wealthy maiden ladies, and the
demise of an heir, plus the mansion's housekeeper. The journalist is John Archer
who, in the course of his investigation of
me k. Mings, meets a girl reporter, Margaret
Hayes, and falls in love with her.
Their romance is also forwarded by the
kind Kibbee. Sequences have all the bromide
situations, such as Archer, Willie Best and
the girl slinking around a spooky cellar
with the Negro actor frightened out of his
wits; the incompetent sheriff getting no
place with his stupid third degree, mysterious hands appearing through windows
and firing shots; et al. Margaret Hayes
does a particularly good job as the newspaper gal, and dresses up the production
with her form, figure and personality.
But when all the shooting is over, and
the killer is dispatched, the patron has seen
just another mild and measured meller.
But since that is what a considerable percentage of folks want, this murder opus
will score in the functional stands. Christy
Cabanne's direction does a great deal to
enliven
the proceedings.
Jack Mackenzie's
photography
is okay.
CAST: Guy Kibbee, John Archer, Margaret
Hayes, Wallace Ford, Spencer Charters,
Eily Malyon, John Miljan, George Chandler,
Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Sarah Edwards,
Willie Best, George Guhl, Ed Waller, Margaret Seddon, Margaret McWade, Frank
Reicher, Earle Hodgins, Alfred Hall.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerrold T. Brandt;
Director, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay,
Michael L. Simmons; Adapted from the
"Scattergood Baines" stories by Clarence
Budington Kelland; Associate Producer,
Frank Melford; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Musical Score, Paul Sawtell; Film Editor, Richard Cahoon; Art Director, Bernard
Herzbrun.
DIRECTION, Skilled. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Gregory Ratoff, producer-director
is in New York to consumate a
deal whereby he will acquire the
screen rights to an important musical comedy story property. Ratoff
O'Neill; Art Director, Russell Kimball; wants to put the production on his Howes Escapes. Son Drowns
Musical Director, Cy Feuer.
schedule
to follow "Leave It To Me"
Patten, Me. — Ira Howes, 60, local
DIRECTION, Snappy. PHOTOGRAPHY,
at Columbia.
motion picture theater operator, narFirst-Rate.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —
rowly escaped drowning, and his son,
Thurston B. Howes, 30, of Bangor,
DeVry Expands in Chicago
Oppose Higher Admissions
Chicago — DeVry Corporation is lost his life, in a duck hunting accident at Mud Pond, Oct. 6. A third
Chicago — Van Nomikos, Illinois taking over a three-story building on
Allied vice-president, Ludwig Suss- North Walcott Avenue in an expan- member of the party also escaped.
sion move caused by the Government The trio was in a canoe when one of
man, Allied director, are opposed to
advancing admissions for the dura- war work. Day and night shifts are them stood up to fire at ducks, causing the craft capsize.
employed.

with

Billy Lee, Addison Richards, Kay
Linaker, Bradley Page
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
64 Mins.
WELL HANDLED, TIMELY SUBJECT,
IS WORTHY OFFERING IN MODEST BU/>

War Dogs"

is a timely subject that is a worthy
GETHereFIELD.
'' •
offering in the modest budget field. It
deals with the training of dogs for Army
service, on active fronts, as well as defense of war industry plants. It has been
well produced by George W. Weeks and
ably directed by S. Roy Luby.
Billy Lee gives an ingratiating performance as a youngster, whose father, Addison Richards, is a shell-shocked Marine
veteran of the first World War and who is
anxious to fight in the current war. Billy
is also the owner of Ace, who is trained
for Army
service.
Bradley Page, playing a sympathetic part,
for a change, is a Juvenile Court judge,
who becomes interested in Billy and his
father, as does Kay Linaker, Page's sweetheart. Page gets Ri c h a r d s a job in
Herbert Rawlinson's war defense plant.
George Neise and Don Curtis, enemy
agents, land on American shores from a
submarine. In their attempt to seriously
damage the Rawlinson plant, they throw
a bomb into the laboratory. In saving several girl workers from the bomb, Richards
is killed. Ace and Army guards capture
Neise and Curtis. Page and Miss Linaker
decide to marry and adopt Billy.
CAST: Billy Lee, Addison Richards, Kay
Linaker, Bradley Page, Herbert Rawlinson,
Lee Phelps, Bryant Washburn, John Berkes,
Ace I canine), George Neise, Don Curtis,
Hal Price, Steve Clark.
CREDITS: Producer, George W. Weeks;
Director, S. Roy Luby; Author, Ande Lamb;
Screenplay, John Vlahos; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Editor, Roy Claire; Sound, Glen
Glenn; Musical Director, Frank Sanucci.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Will Intensify Co-op.
With Treasury — Harmon
Film biz will "intensify its co-operation with the Treasury until the
war is won," Francis S. Harmon,
WAC exec, advised theaters serving as issuing agents for sale of War
Bonds in a memo sent at the weekend.
Harmon's memo suggested this
six-point program for exhibitor conduct for "the duration." 1. Push the
sale of War Bonds at every opportunity. 2. Capitalize on local developments and events for special tieups with theater Bond sales. 3.
Watch the war news for fresh angles
which you can play up in connection
with Bond sales. 4. Keep in touch
with will
your have
local additional
war savings
officials
they
useful
sug record
of our
industry the
by wondei-fu"
reporting
gestions.
5. Maintain
regularly to your Federal Reserve
Bank. 6. Write the WAC for infor
mation and assistance at anv tkn3.
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Permanent Drive
Committee in N. J.
(Continued from Page 1)

LATE NEWS
BULLETINS
(Continued from Page 1)

the New Jersey Allied, wielded the tories from the manufacturers and
gavel at the Newark meet, flanked whether the increase would be
by Don Jacocks, Warner theater ex- passed on to the distributors, exhibitors and the public has not been
eeuti
ecutive, his co-chairman of the scrap determined. A 10 per cent tax on
raw stock has been in effect for more
than two years.
•athering was addressed by ClinIt is not likely that there will be
ton White, executive secretary of a change in the proposal to fix the
the salvage section of the N. J.
manufacturers' tax of 25 per cent on
branch of the WPB, who told the all photographic merchandise.
men that Jersey's scrap quota (up
to the end of the year) is 500,000 EARLIER DIMOUT IN N. J.
Theaters in New Jersey have retons. Others who spoke were Josceived a new dimout order by the
eph Scarry, of the Newark News,
doubling as regional director of the Interceptor Command. Dimouts are
now
compulsory
one-half hour after
press' scrap effort, Charles Eaton,
chairman of the N. J. Salvage Com- sundown instead of one hour, which |
mittee, Charles Hamburger, assis- was the previous regulation. Ruling'
tant to the regional director, David applies to all theaters within the 15
Levy, distributor chairman, Fred mile limit and along the entire coastSchwartz, N. Y. drive chairman and line.
Arthur Mayer, chairman of the WAC
Fifteen arrests for dimout violasalvage drive.
tions were made in New Jersey last
The New Jersey "scrap matinees" week. While the judge suspended
sentences,
he warned that any future
will be held on Oct. 24, the same day
as in New York theaters, so that the violations would be dealt with in
campaign publicity and exploitation heavy fines.
will all point towards a single high
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scr'ap —
spot.
Twelve Warner theaters in the Ask Industry Co-op. for
Philadelphia zone have staged Scrap
Iron Matinees to date, with the first United Seamen's Service
eight houses taking in an aggregate
The co-operation of the film indusof about 85,000 pounds in scrap
try will be sought to carry out the
metal. The eight theaters reporting
program
of the United Seamen's
results so far include the Majestic.
Service, which was organized reGettysburg; Capitol, York; Grand, centlv by Government, industry and
Lancaster; State, Hanover; Lion, Red labor forces, to supply the recreaLion; Seltzer. Palmyra; Stanley.
tional and welfare needs of merchant
Camden, and Colonial, Atlantic City. seamen delivering1 war supplies, it
The Collingswood, Collingswood. was learned on Friday.
N. J., is holding its scrap matinee
Madeleine Carroll is forming an
today, while the Clementon, Clemen- entertainment committee composed
ton; Grand, Vineland and Levy, of leaders in every branch of the
Millville, staged them on Saturday.
amusement world. Letters invit'ng
"A Letter From Bataan," Para- their assistance have gone out to
mount short, which has been shown "ertain persons in the industry over
first-run in New York, is being re- the signature of Admiral Emory S
leased nationally carrying a trailer Land, who is chairman of the board
which places special emphasis on the of the TTSS. Miss Carroll and John
theater's co-operation with the Golden have been added to the orNewspapers' United Scrap Metal
ganization's board of trustees.
Drive, and after telling the movie— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —
goers that they have a scrap potential of 100 pounds, tells them to read Chi. Holds "Miniver" 13th Week
their local newspapers for further
Chicago — B & K is holding "Mrs.
details.
Miniver" over for a 13th week at
the Apollo Theater. "Wake Island"
goes into its fourth and final week
at the Roosevelt, while "The Pied
Piper" premieres at the Chicago
Theater, following heavy newspaper
advertising.
WILLIAM MADDEN, assistant to
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —
Jack Flynn, M-G-M central division Effie Ellsler, Actress, Dies
manager, has resigned to join the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
U. S. Navy. He was with the comLos Angeles — Effie Ellsler, 87,
pany 16 years. Madden will be suc- stage actress of the passing generaceeded by Paul J. Richrath, of the
tion, died Friday at the Pacific Home,
circuit contact department.
following an illness of several weeks.
She appeared in New York in many
1880 to 1922
Omaha— GLENN MILLER has re- plays from
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —
ported for duty with the 7th
Service Command and will supervise Arthur R. Brock Dies
musical activities in the nine states
Milwaukee— Arthur R. Brock, 53.
in the command, and will organize projectionist at the Warner theater
and train musical units.
here for the past 11 years, is dead.
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Femmes in Booths
Mulled in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)

jectionists, either in enlistment in
the armed forces or transfer to war
industries under the Federal manpower provisions.
It is understood that one contemplated move provides sanction for
the employment of women operators
in theater booths to relieve the problem for exhibitors, subject to the revision of regulations in the various
Provinces governing projection qualifications and requirements.
A factor in the situation has been
the adoption of a resolution by the
Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries
recommending that the training
period for apprentices be reduced
to three months. In Ontario, the
Government training school for operators had a 12-month course but
this school is no longer functioning
because of the war, which fact is
also adding to the theaters' difficulties in hiring qualified projectionists.
The original proposal for official
consideration of the status of projectionists was presented to the
Federal Government by Henry Falk,
president of the National Council
of Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors.
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —

No Film Star P.A/s
For Canadian Loan Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

Loan drive, commencing Oct. 19, has
been drawn up following a conference of the Nine-man Government
committee and two representatives
of the theaters, J. J. Fitzgibbons.
for the Canadian Motion Picture War
Services Committee, and Henry Falk.
president, National Council of Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors.
Adopted 5-point program provides:
The theaters will place their screens
at the disposal of the Government
for Loan films; Posters and literature furnished by the National War
Finance Committee will be displayed
and distributed by theaters; The film
industry will prepare and distribute
copy for a series of newspaper advertisements tobe used by theaters:
Theaters will decorate fronts and
lobbies, new expenditures to be kept
at a minimum and the industry will
encourage the sale of Bonds among
its employes and will finance the deferred purchase of Bonds for a six-

WEDDING

BELLS

Florine Bauer, secretary to Harry
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager, New Haven, and with the division office for the past three years,
was married Sunday to Dr. Aaron
Henry Jacobs, of Ansonia, Conn., at
Temple Mishkan Israel, New Haven. Mrs. Jacobs will return to her
position after a short wedding trip.

Cuban Film Employes Called to Colors
Assured Restoration of Jobs After War
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by Censor) — As result of an edict promulgated
by the Government every film worker called to the colors will be assured of getting his job back after the war. The employer is required to issue a certificate
to the worker to this effect. The certificate also must contain information
as
to the employe's job and wages earned at the time he is called into the
service.

Gala Showings Under Way
S. to Buy
Exhibs.'
For Ace Columbia Musical U.
Cooling
Equipment?
Over the holiday week-end, Columbia launched its series of special
trade screenings of the Rita Hayworth-Fred Astaire musical, "You
Were Never Lovelier," on a nationwide scale. Luncheons, dinners and
cocktail parties are to follow the
screenings at which home office executives and Columbia district and
branch managers will act as hosts in
various keys.
Yesterday, four showings were
held, namely in the Orpheum, Des
Moines; Uptown, Minneapolis; Dundee, Omaha; and in Cincinnati. Today, the Exeter St. Theater, Boston,
and the Studio, Salt Lake City, will
be the venues.
Other scheduled screenings are:
Oriental, Portland, Ore., Oct. 14;
Seattle, and in the Boulevard, Los
Angeles, and the Adams, Detroit.
Oct. 15; Erlanger, Philadelphia, Oct.
18; Regent, Buffalo, and State, Oklahoma City, and Cleveland, Oct. 19;
Kansas City, Oct. 20; Missouri, St.
Louis, Oct. 22; and final screening,
according to present schedule, will
take place at the B. F. Keith Theater, Indianapolis, on the night of
Oct. 26. followed by sunper and cocktails at the Variety Club there.

(Continued from Page 1)

commercial firms had already been
approached in this connection.
Stores and commercial establishments in Washington, New York.
Chicago and other cities have been
asked to turn their air cooling equipment over to the Government and
theaters are the next likely group
to be solicited, he declared.
"We don't know precisely how
much equipment will be needed by

Coe Asks Support
For Nation's Exhibs.
(Continued from Page

1)

the sole power, of a motion picture
reposes in its audience. Your theater is an integral part of the community. It sparks the patriotism of
the nation. The pioduction of potion pictures
it ever
ceases istoan beoddan industr^.,,'',,:
industry | it
will lose its art. That will empty
17,000 motion picture theaters. Who
would destroy democracy must first
destroy American-produced motion

Coe also dealt with the activity
of producers, who at a cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars, reprint features on 16 mm. film for
pictures."
showing, without charge, to men in
fighting forces overseas.
He continued: "Americans are
deeply greatful for the steel industry which accommodates its production to war needs. Americans
are abidingly thankful for the automotive industry, able to convert its
facilities to build the implements of
war plants," Rosenwald said, "but victory. Americans are proud of a
the quantity is enormous. Our re- Government and a people which will
quests have been received favorably finance, through contracts, these
everywhere. None of the people ap^ vital operations.
"What, then, is the attitude of the
proached
has the
saidmanufacture
no."
The WPBso far
halted
Americans who realize that the motion picture industry, in rendering
of air conditioning machinery some
months ago and there has developed its indispensable service, does so
a distinct need for this type of without Government contracts, without subsidy, without payment but, on
equipment in several war plants
doing precision work. The cutting the other hand, by its very activity,
of munitions parts to the thousandth adds ready cash to Government cofof an inch must be done in an even
fers? Propaganda? If it be propaganda to build machine guns, I
temperature to avoid variations
caused by expansion and contraction, give you 'Mrs. Minniver.' If it be
it was stated.
propaganda to build tanks, I give
Rosenwald indicated that every
— Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap —
Squadron.' to preach the
establishment in the nation having you"If'Eagle
it be propaganda
George J. Bauch Dead
cooling machinery of a minimum of American heritage I give you 'United
Milwaukee — George J. Bauch, 100 horse power probably would be We Stand.' If it be propagand to
54. for many years operator of the approached. If the need is increased, buy War Bonds, I give you 'DesperMirth, south side neighborhood house the campaign might be extended to
ate Journey.' If it be propaganda
is dead.
even smaller units.
to don a uniform I give you 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy.' If it is propaganda
Committee has prepared an as- to lay the life of our children on the
months' period without extra cost to War Finance
sortment of large lobby cards, one-sheet poststaff members.
ers, mounted cards and window streamer.' altar of freedom, I give you 'The
The National War Finance Com- and samples have been delivered to Fitzgib"And so I could go on and on. And
bons and Falk. War Loan films include ?
mittee rejected a suggestion for the
wi'h material from "Mrs. Miniver" so will motion pictures go on and
general use of lobby booths for the trailer
and three newsclips for which release datef on
Pieduntil
Piper'."
the deed is done, the war
direct sale of Bonds to the public but have been arranged.
It has been finaMy arranged that both is won, and the risen sun of peace
local committees are free to adopt
once
again illuminates the triumph
Fitzgibbons and Falk will be national ad♦•his idea if desired. No special War
visors to the War Finance Committee, rep- of decency in a powder-blackened
Loan shows are to be held in theresenting the film business, with Falk acting world.
aters for Bond purchasers; it was in behalf of the unaffiliated exhibitors.
—Uncle Sam Needs Your Scrap—
The
Provincial chairmen under the jurisreported that this plan had not rediction of Falk are as follows: British Co- Alstock Joining Army
acted favorably when used in the
lumbia, R. McTavish, Cambie Theater, VanFrancis Alstock. director of the
couver; Alberta, R. G. Stevenson, New EdU. S. There will be no personal apTheater, Edson ; Maniloba, H. Schulman, motion picture division of the Office
pearance of Hollywood stars in the- son
Valour Theater, Winnipeg; Ontario, Barnett
aters to promote the sale of Bonds, E. Laxer, Biltmore Theaters Limited, To- of Inter-American Affairs, is schedronto; Quebec, L. K. Jones of Verdun and
as in the case of the War Savings
uled to go into the A'my on Oct. 17.
Stamps rallies sponsored by the the- Eugene Beaulac of Montreal; Nova Scotia. A successor to the post has not been
A. J. Mason, Capitol Theater, Springhill ;■ named. Alstock currently is on
aters in July, 1940. Screen celebri- New
Brunswick, A. A. Fielding, St. John.
ties will participate in War Loan
Appointed to act with Fitzgibbons are th«
York and
this week.
the Coast
is expected' back in
following: British Columbia, Dave Criers-' New
Broadcasts but the Hollywood for dnrf.
Odeon Theaters of Canada. Vancouver;
Victory Committee has agreed not Alberta, K. M. Leach, Strand Theater, Calto deal with anvone in the Dominion
gary; Saskatchewan, J. M. Butler, Saskatoon; Manitoba, J. Pearson, Corona Theater.
pxcent the Federal Government
Board.

STORKS!

Winnipeg; Ontario, T. P. O'Loghlin, general
manager, 2Dth-Fox Corp. of Canada, and T.
_ W. J. Lyons of the Public Relations Sec- T. Bragg. Od^on Theaters of Canada ; Quebec.
tion, National War Finance Committee, was Eugene Beaulac, Quebec Al'ied Theatrical Inappointed liaison officer to work with J. J. ■'us'ries. Montre-d : New Brunswick. R. G.j
Fitzgibbons and Falk. and Provincial liaison March. 20'h-Fox branch manager, St. John.'
officers are to be appointed to co-operate with and Nova Scotia with Prince Edward Island.;
Provincial chairmen for theater organizations.
V
T. Mason,
Capitol
Theater,
Springhill,
The Public Relations Section of the National

Ouantico, Va. — - A daughter was
'>orn to Penny Singleton and her
husband. Capt. Robert S. Sparks,
USMC. here.

Clear the track to quick profits, with the kind of advertising that focuses their attention, rivets it, and delivers it safely at your box office window. ^|p> The world
was never hungrier for good entertainment than it is right now. jj& Go after those
entertainment-hungry people, with 24-Sheets, Lobby Displays, Heralds and Trailers.
Bring back the local amusement dollar whole and intact, without a big slice cut
out by your competitor down the street. ^jjp> "Gangway!" Make it your slogan
today, tomorrow, all the time. "Gangway" with the best eye-luring, glamorous
Advertising that years of experience in selling Showmen can produce. ^L Standard Accessories . . . Specialty Accessories . . . Trailers, jjp. And make "Gangway"
your ticket-seller from even the remotest
jrfMHBk..

to

points in town, an every- day reality.

nnTionniCJzfc&tt
service
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Dietm on Pix War Role

Marketing Ass'n

(See Columns 2-3 Below)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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IATSE SETS FRONT-OF-THE-HOUSEJ>RIVE
N. Y. Censor Lauds
Industry's Aid in Follows
WarCompletion
Effort
of
Army Film Chief Sees Flood of War Films

Annual Report Shows Gain
In Revenue Despite Drop
Of 154 in Films Reviewed

Albany — An expression of praise
for the activities of the pix biz in
behalf of the war effort highlights
the annual report of the Division of
Motion Pictures, State Education Department, as submitted by Director
(Continued on Page 6)
— Fight with Scrap!—

PCC Survey to Plot
High Rentals Fight
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theater Owners
is making a survey through its four
units to determine a course of action to combat the alleged high film
rentals asked by distributors
and
(Continued on Page 4)
— ^ight with Scrap! —

Expect N. Y. Scrap Drive
To Net $16,000 for Charity
Scrap deposited in front of theaters in New York and surrounding
areas will be picked up two or three
times a week by "junkies" who will
carry identifying
cards authorized
(Continued on Page 6)

Sees Exit of Duals
Eliminating Calluses

West

Coast

Studios Surfeiting Public

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because studios are planning many war pictures for production,
there is a danger of surfeiting the public with this type of picture, according
to Col. W. Mason Wright, head of Motion Picture Division of War Department's
Bureau of Public Relations who has been conferring with studio executives.
Col. Wright stressed the fact war pictures should be confined to those notable
for outstanding story quality or which have something worth while to say. He
pointed out there is a tendency to make many pictures dealing with the air
forces while other Army branches get much less recognition.

One Victory Subject
Weekly,
WAC's Plan
With 15,265 U. S. pix houses

Tax Committees to
Continue in Slates

MPPDA Huddles on
Wage Law Effects

To Ass't Film Buyer

Appeal Board Corrects
Wording of Sosna Award
A correction
ror has been
picture appeal
involving the
ico, Mo., and

to an inadvertent ermade by the motion
board in the decision
Sosna Theater, MexWarner Bros., RKO,

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 5)

Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general manager of Warner Theaters,
yesterday announced the promotion
of Louis J. Kaufman to the post of
assistant film buyer for the circuit.
He will serve under Clayton E. Bond,
film buyer. Kaufman has been in the
Warner Theater department for the
past ten years.

Cites Films' Place in War

"There has been a lot of argument about double features. Some
people have liked them, and some

Navy's P. R. Chief Lauds
Industry's Wartime Aid

SCRAP

IS YOUR

— Fight with Scrap!—

J.
J. Lawlor
Named
UA's
Gen'l
Manager
in India
J. J. Lawlor,
assistant general United
manager Artists'
in India
since 1936, has been promoted to the
post ofceedsgeneral
manager.
He sucCarlos Moore,
who returned
(Continued on Page 4)

Dietz Sums Up Industry's Aid to War Effort

ft

With the organization of frontof-the-house employes in the legit,
theater out of the way, Dick Scott,
IATSE representative, yesterday
was preparing to launch an all-out
offensive to bring into the IA fold
here similar labor in the motion picture field. Three new locals will be
created to exercise jurisdiction over
the film theater employes. They will
be known as B-170, B-171 and B-172.
The first will cover Brooklyn
and

A majority of the tax committees
pledged to play shorts released un- set up by UMPI will continue to
function
despite the demise of the
der WAC sponsorship, a new 52week program has been set up that unity organization, it was reported
will find the theaters playing one yesterday. Fifty-five tax groups were
Effect of the wage stabilization
subject weekly.
established by Leon Bamberger, ex- law was discussed by industry attorecutive secretary of UMPI, and letneys at a meeting yesterday at the
It is the most ambitious arrangeMPPDA offices. While no decision
ters received
by him
from
ment ever undertaken by the indus(Continued
on Page
6) commitnor
conclusion
was reached, it was
try and is so planned that the proper
— Fight with Scrap! —
distribution
and
booking
will be
admitted that the contractual probKalmine Ups Kaufman
(Continued on Page 5)
lem in both the production and distribution branches of the business
—Fight with Scrap!—

thing of the past, observes as follows:

veloped."

Organization in Legit.
Theaters of New York City

(Continued on Page 4)
— Fight with Scrap! —

Racine, Wis. — Tex Reynolds,
columnist for the Racine JournalNews, commenting on the rumor
that double features will soon be a

haven't. Personally, I'm in the camp
of those who will hail the glad day
when one may go to a movie and
see the picture he wants to see,
without staging a sitting marathon
and developing calluses where no
calluses were ever meant to be de-

ft

From Hollywood

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Training films produced at cost by Hollywood have
proven to be of incalculable value
in the instruction and development
of Navy and Army recruits, according to Captain Leland P. Lovette,
the U. S. (Continued
Navy's director
of public
on Page 4)

VICTORY

The vital importance of motion
pictures in the war effort and the
contribution of the industry to the
home and foreign fronts were described vividly by Howard Dietz,
M-G-M's vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity, at a luncheon yestei'day of the American
Marketing Association.
The industry's
in national drives wasparticipation
summed up
by

INSURANCE— DOH'T

19,147 Sign Plea
For Sunday Movies
Knoxville, Tenn. — A petition bearing 19,147 names, an all-time record
for this city, has been presented to
the City Council in behalf of Sunday
movies. A new Sunday "blue law,"
prepared by a special citizens committee of 15, will be ready for consideration ofthe Council soon. It is
believed that the new law, in the
face of public demand, will allow
Sunday movies.

(Continued on Page 6)

BE TOO LATE

WITH

TOO LITTLE!

ft

ft
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largest producers of educational, training and industrial films has opening
for experienced Film Editors and Cutters. Permanent employment.
for Interview,
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Address
The film

Daily,
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stating Experi-

salary.
Box

100

Broadway,

N.

%
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Exceptional opportunity for FILM
EDITORS and CUTTERS. One of the

Write
ence.

National Warner Clubs
Elect Officers Saturday

Sidney Piermont, talent booker for
Loew's, Inc., and for eight years
stage director of the annual "Night
of Stars," will be tendered a farewell party tonight at 10:30 p.m. at
Toots Shor's, prior to his entrance
as
Captain,
into the Army Specialist
Corps.
It is expected that Marvin
Schenck, chairman of the producers'
committee, will personally take over
Piermont's duties at the ninth annual presentation of the United Jewish Appeal benefit at Madison Square
Garden Nov. 24.

Annual meeting and election of
Warner Club, Inc., representing the
national group of Warner Clubs, will
be held Saturday at the home offices
here. Martin F. Bennett is the current president of the organization.

—Fight with Scrap!—

Lesser Free to Talk New
Deals After Two More

Y. C.

Among- delegates from the field coming to
New York for the meeting will be Leo Rosen,
Albany; Irving Lipnick, Chicago; Harry
Thomas, Pittsburgh; Al Zimbalist and _ Joseph Fledman, Philadelphia; Evelyn Friedl,
Cleveland; Fred J. Thomas, Washington; E.
L. DePatie, Burbank, Philip Zimmerman,
New Haven, and Sam Blaskey, Newark.
New York delegates include Philip Abrahams, Raymond C. Ayrey, J. H. Barry, W. V.
Brooks, R. W. Budd, W. A. Cannon, Charles
G. Davis, F. L. Gates, Leo Haas, Sam Kahn,
F. J. Kiernan. Walker R. Koppe, Thomas
Lyons.
Leonard Mollie
Palumbo, Negri,
J. RayBarry
Price,O'Connor,
Elkan Reiner,
Robert Salomons, Bill Starr and Jack Wuhrman.
—Fight with Scrap!—

When Sol Lesser completes "Stage Doob Names Schreiber
Door Canteen" for United Artists
Publicity Post
and "Tarzan and the Sheik" for To WAC
RKO, he will be free to negotiate
Edward Schreiber, formerly of
other distribution deals, the producer said yesterday following his Warners publicity department, has
arrival from the Coast. Lesser said been appointed publicity director of
that "Stage Door Canteen" would the WAC, according to announcement by Oscar A. Doob, chairman of
go before the cameras on Nov. 10.
In addition to his feature produc- the Public Relations Division of
tions, Lesser will make a 14-reel sub- WAC.
Associated with Schreiber on the
ject, in seven two-reel programs, on
gliders for the Government. Subject WAC staff will be Jeannette Sawyer,
will be used for instructional pur- formerly of 20th-Fox. Earl Wingart,
loaned to WAC by the East Coast
—Fight with Scrap!—
poses.
Public Relations Committee for the
September Bond drive, is continuing
Local 306 Calls Meeting
on to help with the scrap campaign.

of Free Defense Screenings

(.Tuesday, October 13)
NEW

"Night of Stars" Stage
Director Joins Army

— Fight with Scrap!—

COmiHG and GOIflG
WENDELL L. WILLKI'E arrives in Washington
plane
today,
ending his world
tour.
JAMES R. GRAINCER flies to Dallas today
from
Hollywood.

by

LT. JOSEPH GOULD, former prexy of the
New York SPG, is in town on leave; he reports
at its expiration at Fort Jackson,
S. C.
JOE
BURKE,
20th-Fox
traveling
audit
spending several weeks in New Haven.
MORRIS JOSEPH, former Universal maWger
in New Haven now living in Miami Beach in
retirement, has been in the Connecticut city
with his wife for the wedding of his daughter,
Vivian, to John Reese of New York.
ELIZABETH PATTERSON is expected here
tomorrow from Hollywood for a role in the
play
"Fare CRAWFORD
Thee Well." is back from the Coast.
CHERYL
FLORENCE RYERSON and COLIN CLEMENTS
are in Syracuse from Hollywood for the Syracuse University undergraduate production of
their new play, "Harriet," which Cilbert Miller
will do on Broadway with Helen Hayes as
Harriet Beecher Stowe.
VYN
leROY,
ARTHUR
HORNBLOW
and
MERVYN
producer and director, respectively,
"Mary Smith.
U.S.A.," are in Washington
conferring with Government officials on
the script
hineton
conof the film.
of M-C-M's
WALTER PIDGEON has left Hollywood for
Ottawa to participate in a broadcast in behalf of the Canadian Bond drive.
ROBERT MOCHRIiE, general sales manager,
and WALTE BRANSON, Western division sales
manager of RKO, are on a trip which will wind
up
Hollywood.
They are expected back in
aboutin 10
days.

SAMUEL SFEWACK, production head of the
Bureau of Motion Pictures of the Office of War
Information,
is back
from
London.

is in Hollywood to confer with studio heads
First meeting to be sponsored by WB Phillv Zone Holds
on new film product. He will be on the
Local 306, operators, on the manning Annual Meeting Today
Coast
about
10 days.
of machines at Civilian Defense
BERT M. STEARN, Western division manscreenings without compensation
ager for United Artists, has left on a Southern
Philadelphia — Annual meeting of trip. He is expected to return to the Home
will be held at the Lost Battalion
Warner theater managers and Office in about a week or 10 days.
Hall, Queens, at midnight Oct. 15. all
Some 200 Local 306 members living ether executives in this zone will
CHARLES FRANCIS COE and FRED W. BEETarrived from the Coast yesterday will
in Queens are expected to attend take place today at the Ritz-Car^yon SON
returnwho
on Friday.
the meeting, which has been called Hotel. Principal speakers on the
SIDNEY BERNSTEIN is scheduled to return to
by Edgar T. Steward, members of schedule include Joseph Bernhard,
London late this week. GEORGE ARCHIBALD
the union's executive board and the Harry M. Kalmine, and Harry Gold- is due from London momentarily.
berg, all from the home offices in
county's Civilian Defense chairman. New York, and Ted Schlanger, zone
SAM DEMBOW and LEONARD COLDENSON
Similar meetings will be held in the
have returned from New Orleans.
manager for the circuit in this terother boroughs of the city, it was ritory.
IRVING RAPPER, Warner director, is in New
said yesterday. James Burke, presiYork for a short visit.
Bob Mills, Everett Callow, Bill
dent of Quens, will be the principal
—Fight with Scrap!—
Charles, J. Ellis Shipman, and Al
speaker at the Oct. 15 meeting.
Zimbalist will be on the dais from Nate Wolf Rites Today
—Fight with Scrap!—
the local office. A highlight will be
Chicago — Funeral services will be
Registration for Gasoline
the announcement of the awards of held today for Nate Wolf, operator
merit rewarding local managers.
Rationing Set for Nov. 9
of the Lane Court theater, veteran
exhib. and Illinois Allied director,
—Fight With Scrap!—
Washington
Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
who died from a heart attack. His
Universal Sets Color
widow and two daughters survive.
Washington — Date for the registration for gasoline rationing was For Two More Features
set yesterday by the Office of Price
Administration for Nov. 9 in all
Universal disclosed yesterday that
parts of the country except in the it would give two more pix, originalEast where rationing is already in
ly announced in June for black and
effect.
white photography, the Technicolor
—Fight with Scrap!—
dye-vat
treatment. They are "White
Grainger Sets FWC Deal
Savage" and "Cobra Woman."
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"U" already has "Arabian Nights,"
Hollywood — James R. Grainger,
and "Phantom of the Opera,"
Republic prexy, has set deal with ready,
scheduled, in color this year.
entire Fox West Coast circuit for
—Fight with Scrap!—
"A" playing time in Los Angeles, Mrs. Evelyn Smith Dead
San Francisco, Seattle, Portland,
Fennville, Mich. — Mrs. Evelyn
Salt Lake City, Denver, Butte, Kansas City and Milwaukee for Repub- Smith, 35, wife of the owner of Fennillness. theater, died here after a long
ville's
lic's
"Flying
Tigers."
He
flies
to
Dallas today.
GUS

EYSSELL.

the Music

Hall's impresario,

i7j«:[i]i]Mii*niHH*i

THAT YOU CONTACT ANY
EXHIBITOR WHO HAS
PLAYED OR IS PLAYING
MY SISTER EILEEN ...HE

HELD OVER 100%
IN 16 OUT OF 16
KEY
ENGAGEMENTS!
COLUMBUS^

Ohio

atre
HELD OVThe
ER!

LINCOLN, Neb. -Varsity
Theatre
HELD

OVER!

PORTLAND, Me.- Strand
Theatre

HELD OVER!

NEW LONDON -Garde Thea
HELD OVE tre

R!

BALTIMORE -Hippodrome
Theatre
HE

LD OVER!

THE AMAZING PUBLIC RESPONSE

ATLANTIC CITY- Stanley
Theatre

HELD OVER!

MIAMI BEACH- DAY &
DATE Lincoln & Miami Theatres

HELD OVER!

SPRINGFIELD, Ill.-Senate
Theatre
HEL

D OVER!

MINNEAPOLIS-Stat

AT THE BOX-OFFICE!...

e The

HELD OVER!atre

ST. PAUL- Paramount
HELD OVETheatre

R!

BUFFALO -Lafayett
e Theatre

HELD OVER!

ROSALIND RUSSELL

TERRE HAUTE-Orpheu
HELD mOV Theatre

BRIAN AHERNE- JANET BLAIR

PITTSBURGH -Harri
s Theatre

ER!

HELD OVER!

PROViDENCE-Stran

d

Theatre
HELD OVER
!

CINCINNATI -pa,ac
e Theatre

HELD OVER!

LAWRENCE, Mass.- Pala
HELD ce Theatre

OVER!

GEORGE

TOBIAS - ALLYN JOSLYN

Screen play by Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov

Directed by ALEXANDER HALL • Produced by MAX GORDON
A COLUMBIA
PICTURE

I
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PCC Survey to Plot
High Rentals Fight

Fronl-of-House
Drive Set by IATSE
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Queens; the second, Manhattan and
Richmond;
the third, Brooklyn.
The movement to organize frontof-the-house workers in the film theaters started last Spring on a minor
scale, with ushers the main target
of the LA
Scott was forced to
abandon his activities in the film
field when he found that his organizational work in the legit, theater
demanded all of his time.
With the election of officers of the
Legitimate Theater Employes Union,
Local B-183, on Friday, Scott was
set free to devote all his attention to
the organization of film f ront-of-thehouse workers. Scott, who had been
assigned to organize the legit, people last May, had been serving as
acting president of the local, which
now is said to have a membershfp
of 450.
At Friday's election of Local B-183
at the Capitol Hotel an all-feminine
slate was voted into office. Scott
was relieved of his presidential duties by Catherine Warden. Betty
Quinn was named vice-president;
Fay Beshinger, recording secretary;
Genevieve Adams, treasurer, and
May Ruppert, business manager.

other industry practices which are
considered unfair.
Robert Poole, secretary of the
PCC, said following his return from
a meeting in Klamath Falls, C$\
that the limitation of prints m.^-..
delay clearance and, because the publie also is involved, every effort will
be made to see that clearance remains unchanged.
Poole said that the PCC will continue to give complete co-operation
to clear 100 per cent screen time
for Government films, adding that
all exhibitors on the Pacific Coast

— Fight with Scrap! —

J, J. Lawlor Named UA's
Gen'l Manager in India
(Continued from Page 1)

to the United States some months
ago following the evacuation of all
Americans from India. Lawlor will
headquarter in Bombay.
Starting with UA in 1933 as representative in Colombo, Lawlor
served successively in Rangoon and
Singapore before his transfer to India.
— Fight with Scrap!—

Union Holds Up Negotiations
Chicago — Union operator officials
are holding up wage negotiations until they have received word from the
WLB in Washington to proceed.

TO

THE

COLORS!

Maj. KENNETH CLARK, formerly of the MPPDA public relations
staff here, has arrived overseas, following atour of duty in Washington.
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— CESAR ROMERO enlisted as an apprentice seaman in
the Coast Guard at San Pedro.
LEN SPINRAD of the Warner
home office publicity department
passed his physical yesterday and
starts his Army
training in two
REGGIE ROSE of the exploitation department in the Warner home
office left yesterday for Nashville to
begin service in the Army Air Force.

Mars And movies:
• • • BETWEEN the draft which has taken the eligible young men
and the exodus of a big percentage oi the population seeking employment in more active defense plant areas, the town of New London.
Ohio, is facing a business collapse, and J. O. Guthrie, owner of the
Karolyn Theater, decided to do something about it before it's too late
First, he himself went to work in the town's only defense plant
which could double its capacity if it could get the necessary man power
Then he took the stump. — in this case the stage of his theater — .
to plead with the people to stay in the town, to work for its home defense plant instead of seeking higher wages in other cities, and to support the home town institutions now so that they'll still be in existence
after the war
To date he has succeeded in enlisting quite a following, and hopes to turn the tide of disaster which he claims will not
only ruin the theater but the community
Guthrie now operates a
milling machine at the Centuer Tractor Co. by day, and runs his theater
by night.
T
T
T
• • • TO put the best foot forward in wartime pic entertainment, Gus S. Eyssell has just landed out in Hollywood to personally
probe for the most potent productions for his Radio City Music Hall
during the current season
Although the big theater's staff and
performers are keeping the home fires burning while Pater Gus is way
out West, they'll still have the usual voice re all attractions which play
Ye Music Hall. .
V
V
V
• • • BELIEVE it or not, the N. Y. Daily News editorially forgot
all about the war yesterday and turned over its entire column to "Tales
of Manhattan" which it rightly rated "a swell show"
V
V
V
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Navy's P. R. Chief Lauds
Industry's Wartime Aid
(Continued from Page 1)

relations who was the principal
speaker yesterday at a luncheon in
nis honor arranged by the motion
picture industry. Captain Lovette,
who is making a nation-wide tour,
was welcomed on behalf of the industry by Y. Frank Freeman, AMPP
prexy.
Lovette said: "I would like to touch
upon the motion picture industry's
very important place in the wartime scheme of things and assure
you of the Navy's awareness and
appreciation of it.
"First, there are such productions
as 'Wake Island,' 'Shores of Tripoli,'
'Pacific Task Force,' 'Dive Bomber,'
'The Navy Comes Through,' 'Destroyer Man' and many other pictures which have been made and
are now being made with the cooperation and assistance of the
Navy. Service pictures thoughtfully
planned, skillfully made and seriously presented are invaluable for
recruiting and public enlightenment."
Lovette praised "The Battle of
Midway," shot by Lt. Commander
John Ford, and said: "That subject represents an all-nation pic-

Stern Opposes Upped Price Pix
Chicago — Emil Stern, Essaness
circuit prexy, is opposed to playing
increased admission films over the
Essaness circuit.
ture industiy effort. The men who
filmed it, the men who made it ready
for release through every step of
the final sound track — all those were
industry contributions for which the
industry gets no profit, no return
and asks none.

have been urged to show "America
Speaks," a series of shorts made by
the producing companies.
— Fight- with Scrap! —

Rodeo Smashes Records;
Roy Rogers Takes a Bow
Major
Dibble,
vice-president of Harold
MadisonJ. Sq.
Garden
Corp.,
announced yesterday that box-office
attendance records over the Columbus Day week-end disclosed that the
Rodeo had shattered all previous
week-end marks in the Garden's history for this type of entertainment.
Popularity
of Roy
Rogers, Republic's
western star,
is declared
by Dibble
to have been primarily responsible.
— Fight with Scrap!—

Evelyn Friedl Heads
Cleveland Warner Club
Cleveland — Evelyn Friedl, secretary to Nat Wolf, zone manager, has
been elected president of the Warner Club for the coming year. She
succeeds Marty Friedman, now a
U. S. Marine stationed at Parris IsOtherland,officers
S. C. • elected : Entertainment chairman, Ben Engel, Hippodrome assistant manager; welfare chairman, Jane Meisel, assistant
theater publicity director ; membership chairman, Marge McCord, secretary to assistant
zone manager Dick Wright ; Treasurer, Bob
Cox, assistant contact manager; secretary,
Roslyn Hoffman, Vitagraph secretary; loans
chairman, Edna
Charns.
Board of Governors is made up of Nat
Wolf, Julius Lamm, manager of the Uptown
Theater and Stanley Kositsky of Vitagraph.

"The efforts of Walt Disney who
is turning out thousands and
thousands of feet of good Navy
training films at cost are of incalculable value. Efforts of the
various studios working through the
of THE FILM DAILY
Academy's Research Council in West Coast Bu
Hollywood — Joseph Valentine, Unipreparation of training films and
morale builders are vitally important versal cameraman, and Catherine
Schramm, secretary to Joseph Gershto Present
the Army
well." were Lt. Col. W enson, Universal production execuat the asluncheon
Mason Wright, Jr., Pictorial Branch, Bureau tive, were married at Las Vegas,
of Public Relations, War Department; Lt. Nev. Honeymoon plans have been
Col. Edward Kirby, chief of the radio branch

WEDDING

of the Public Relations Bureau of the War
Department ; Lt. Commander A. J. Bolton,
U.S.N., Assistant District Public Relations
Officer and Liaison Officer for the industry ;
production executives and representatives o:
the various studios and the Producers Asso
ciation, representatives of guilds and asso
ciations, trade press publishers and repre
sentatives, publishers and managing editors
of local newspapers, publicity directors of
the various studios and others.

BELLS

postponed.
Des Moines, la. — Ruth Slater,
booker at the Paramount Pictures,
Inc., exchange in Des Moines, was
married to Pvt. Dean F. Faust of
St. Charles, la., Sept. 20 at Rockport, Mo., it is announced. Faust
is stationed at Lincoln, Neb.
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One Victory Subject
Weekly, WAC's Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Rochester Scrap to
Build USO Canteen
Rochester — Money collected from
the Scrap Matinee to be staged
here on Oct. 24 in connection with
the city-wide drive will be given
to the USO to help in building a
canteen for uniformed men, it was
voted by all local exhibitors. Special
performances will be held in all the

achieved with a minimum of trouble.
It also assures the Government of
a nation completely aware of the
vital_activities of a people at war,
plu^jjucation of the individual to
city's theaters with 10 pounds of
his *=Jz in the conflict.
scrap as the admission.
Worked out at a conference attended by Herman Gluckman, in
charge of distribution for WAC; M.
J. Weisfelt, Columbia; William
Clark, 20th-Fox; H. N. Richey,
Metro; Oscar Morgan, Paramount;
H. J. Michalson, RKO, and Bernie
Kreisler, Universal; policy calls for
release of WAC subjects the second
(Continued from Page 1)
and fourth week of each month. Balance of playing time will be allo- presented a serious issue. Parley
cated between regular shorts of the yesterday centered on interpretations
of the law and what it means to the
companies.
industry.
The November schedule, for instance, works out as follows:
Meeting yesterday was attended
Subject N. Y. Date Nat'l Date by Charles Francis Coe, vice-presiCompany"Everybody's
Fox—
War" Nov. 5 i\ov. b
dent and general counsel of the
WAC— "Japanese
Relocation"
Nov. 12 Nov. 12 MPPDA, and Fred W. Beetson, exUniv.— "Keeping Fit" Nov. 19 Nov. 19
ecutive secretary of the Association
WAC— "Colleges At War" Nov. 26 Nov. 26 of Motion Picture Producers in HolWilliam P. Montague, associate
lywood. Both Coe and Beetson are
OWI's film unit, has scheduled to return to the Coast
producer of the
outlined the future OWI production late this week.
plan. Trailers, based on situations
—Fight with Scrap!—
of the moment, will be made and distributed on advices from Washing- Rochester Exhibs. Want
ton indicating an acuteness in any
$1 Bus Pass Retained
given situation. These include Oil
Conservation," "The Army Needs
Rochester — Downtown theater
Specialists," "Tin Can Salvage.,
"Four Rules For Rubber Conserva- managers here have joined in the
tion," there will be approximately 26 agitation to prevent curtailment of
the $1 weekly bus pass. It has been
of this type.
suggested by several sources that it
Five longer subjects have been might be advisable to discontinue
hands,
WAC
completed and are in
during the war transportaeither in the process of release or the pass
tion crisis to relieve overcrowding.
waiting. They are "Salvage," which
Downtown theaters have found the
DonWPB's
from
appeal
an
features
old M. Nelson, "Colleges At War," pass advantageous in that it provides cheap transportation for pat"Night Shift," "Manpower," and
rons to come downtown, and to the
"Japanese Relocation."
New OWI subjects of the longer theaters. Neighborhood managers,
variety, in various stages of ^prep- on the other hand, have complained
aration and production are: "Para- that the pass hurts business by enabling patrons to reach downtown
troops," "Community Traffic,"
theaters easily, thus passing up
"Troop Train," "Nurseries," "The neighborhood
programs.
Farm," "Army Chaplains," "Schools
—Fight with Scrap!—
At War," "What To Do In An Air
Raid," "Alaska," and "Dover," lat- Jane Cowl to be Guest Speaker
ter a recut and synchronized version
Jane Cowl will discuss the Stage
of the British picture, "21 Miles," Door Canteen at the second luncheon
-, with narration by radio commentator of the season of the Advertising
Ed Murrow.
Women of New York, Inc., at the
—Fight with Scrap!—
Town Hall Club, today. Reservations should be made in advance
through Mrs. Blake at Wis 7'J Call
Exchange
Managers
5648.
\n Ohio Bank Night Case

MPPDA Huddles on
Wage Law Effects

Elyria— The Grand Jury hearing
of the Bank Night case involving the
Capitol, Rivoli and Lincoln Theaters
is called for tomorrow in the Lorain County Court House. Max
Greenwald, general manager of the
theaters which are owned by Seymour Amster of Cleveland, was indicted last month for allegedly operating a lottery. All Cleveland
branch managers have been subpoenaed to attend the hearing and to
bring with them their records covering: the period from Oct. 1, 1940
to date.

— Fight with Scrap! —

Charles E. Johnson Dead
Rochester — Charles E. Johnson,
retired traffic manager of Eastman
Kodak Company, is dead at his home
in Van Nuys, Calif. He was widely
known in the film industry.
— fight with Scrap!—

Robert F. Clark Dead

Springfield, Mass. — Robert H.
Clark died in Westfield Sanitarium.
He was well known as a theatrical
advertising man and was secretary
|and treasurer
of the billposters'
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Lauds Industry Aid
In the War Effort
(Continued from Page 1)

Irwin Esmond to Commissioner of
Education George D. Stoddard.
Esmond has this to say about the
industry's war effort:
"Such activities have included
the making of films for training
purposes, newsreels, films intended to encourage and build
public morale, drives for the sale
of War Bonds, personal service
of many actors and actresses in
furnishing entertainment for the
soldiers and men in all branches
of the armed service, the actual
enlistment of personnel in the
various branches of the service
and, what is vitally important,
keeping a continuous flow of entertainment pictures necessary
in times of stress to relieve
strained nerves and tired bodies
seeking relaxation in the theaters. Idoubt if any industry
has made a greater contribution."
Income
of the Division from licenses, permits, etc., totaled $331,486.50, compared to $316,095.50 for
the previous fiscal year. The period
covered, of course, was from July
1, 1941 to June 30, 1942, when the
net revenue to the state was $263,293 compared to $247,677 for 194041.
The censors reviewed 1,548 films
with 7,399 reels in contrast to 1,702 pix the year before. Only seven
pix were rejected and 43 were licensed after eliminations were made.
Total number of eliminations was
316, including 144 for indecency, 24
for inhumanity, 44 for tending to
incite to crime, 93 for immorality or
tending to corrupt morals and 11 because of sacrilege.
Previous year's
eliminations
totaled 503.
Censors won in seven of eight appeal cases. Five Division decisions
carried to the Board of Regents sustained Esmond's bureau, two more
pix were revised and but one Division decision was overruled and licensed as originally presented.
Foreign films, due to the war,
slipped off to 153 contrasted to 311
in 1940-41. Revocation of licenses
previously issued in a few instances
was ordered in cases where advertising by distributors for the films
was deemed improper or misleading.

Cites Film's Place in War
Aid1) to War
Dietz Sums Up Industry'som Page
(Continued f

(Continued from Page 1)
Dietz with the following informa- in the main they served to inspire
tee chairmen in different parts of
tion: One-twelfth of the money the nation with our war attitude.
raised in the USO drive in 1941 came
Because of the memorandum of the country indicate their intentions
from the film industry; more than E. J. Mannix on the treatment of to keep the committees intact.
While all chairmen have not yet
$2,000,000 has been raised for Army
all future war stories, "the future
and Navy relief; the film industry, trend
in motion pictures dealing with been heard from, it appear?* posacting as a spearhead for the Sep- the war will be solidly guided in orsible that all of the 55 tax cc£,.j ittember Bond drive, assisted in shootder to propel the consciousness of tees will retain their organizations.
ing $63,000,000 over the $775,000,000 the nation insofar as the motion picTheyies will
operate
individual only
bodand will
act onas legislation
quota. Dietz pointed out that the
ture is a psychological force toward
business was now engaged in the
the ultimate victory which our Pres- in their respective territories. Each
great drive for scrap metal.
composed of both exident predicted last night on the committeehibitorsisand distributors.
Visual education, Dietz said, has
come forcibly
—Fight with Scrap! —
With the film industry completely
into its own
war minded and determined to help Appeal Board Corrects
through the
on the morale front, Dietz said that
radio."
Wording oi Sosna Award
motion p i c "you may expect films that will deal
ture. And it
(Continued from Page 1)
with the Russians, the Fighting
is estimated, |
French, the long suffering Chinese, 20th Century-Fox and Paramount.
he continued, §
the British, the Dominions, the read:
One paragraph in the decision
Dutch, the Brazilians, as well as
that fighting
"our
boys
"In October, 1941, Fox offered to
today learned
Pointing out that the industry license 48 unnamed pictures to the
the art of
ourselves."
formed the War Activities Commit- Sosna on third-run provided Sosna
war six times
tee 18 months before Pearl Harbor, would agree to charge a minimum
as fast as in
Dietz explained that 16,555 theaters admission price of 10 cents. This
similar days
pledged
themselves to show the com- offer was, at the time it was made
when the lecmittee's short subjects which were and at the time the complaint was
ture was the
HOWARD DIETZ
transported
by 655 trucks of 33 car- filed, a clear violation of Section IV
only method
rier organizations without charge.
of the decree which provides that
of Since
imparting
The Walt Disney Donald Duck no distributor defendant shall offer
Pearlknowledge."
Harbor, Dietz said,
about 75 features have been made cartoon on income taxes saved the for license or shall license more than
dealing with various aspects of the Treasury many thousands of dol- five features in a single group."
lars in follow-up collections, Dietz
war. Perhaps many of them were
The board points out that tne ofover-sentimental, Dietz admitted, but said.
fer referred to was an offer for pictures released from Aug. 1, 1940, to
Another Femme Booker
July 31, 1941. Section XX of the
Expect N. Y. Scrap Drive
Memphis — Mrs. Zula Wherm, biller decree, however, provides that SecTo Net $16,000 for Charity at RKO exchange, has been protion IV (a) "shall have application
moted to second booker, and Mrs.
(Continued from Page 1)
respect
to features
released in the
United
States after
Opal Crick, inspectress has resigned only with
by scrap dealers and the WAC. to join her husband at Ft. Monmouth
August 31, 1941." Therefore, the
Checks for the scrap will be sent N. J. Her spot is filled by Mrs
board contends, the offer was not a
to WAC which, in turn, will give it Frank Davis.
violation of Section IV of the deto one or more charities. Between
cree as stated. The opinion is cor$15,000 and $16,000 is expected to be houses. They will be delivered in
rected by striking out the second
obtained through the sale of scrap bulk to the home offices of the large
which will be collected through and small circuits and will be picked sentence in the paragraph quoted.
up
from
there
by
the
individual
the
Clearance Adjustments
"scrap matinees."
aters.

Newsreel Feature Plugs
Industry Scrap Drive

Impetus to the industry's scrap
drive will be given by a "Minute
Man" newsreel feature through an
arrangement made by Monroe Greenthai of the WPB and Carlson Duffus
of the Treasury Department. Pathe
News and Universal Newsreel are
supplying the coverage. First selease. quence, filmed by Pathe, is now in re-

STORKS!

The Universal footage will be released tomorrow. The latter consists of two subjects; one, covering
a scrap project, will be distributed in
Chicago — Ted Turrell, manager of 16 exchanges located in industrial
Warners' Beverly theater, announces areas, while the other, having to do
the birth of an eight-pound son at with scrap on farms, will be released in farm territory exchanges.
the Little Mary Hospital. This
makes a boy and a girl in the Turrell
household.
Scrap Matinee Trailers
Pittsburgh — A son, weighing seven pounds, one ounce, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Feinstein, at
the Alleghany General Hospital. Mr.
Feinstein is chief buyer and booker
for Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh zone.

Effort

Tax Committees to
Continue in States

Being Shipped to Exhibs.

National Screen Service began
shipping the Scrap Matinee Trailers
to exhibs. in the New York area
yesterday. These trailers will be
shipped either by film delivery or
parcel post to indies and outlying

Sought for Bexley, Ohio

Lobby cards and posters, also tag
Asking for first-run in Bexley, O.,
tickets for scrap matinees will be
shipped in a similar fashion. A new and for 14 days' clearance over the
set of Free Scrap Matinee ad slugs Drexel Theater, a demand for arbitration has been filed by Ardmore
of various sizes also will be avail
Amusements, Inc., operating the
able,
gratis, at National Screen Ac
cessories.
Bexley Theater. Complainant also
asks for 30 days availability of downCanadian Theaters Will
town Columbus. Case involves clearJoin In Salvage Campaign
ance and designated run and names
fendants.
the five consenting companies as deToronto — A national salvage cam
paign in co-operation with the theaters of Canada is in the making
Complaint charges that the Bexley had first-run between Oct. 22,
with a view to crystallizing efforts
for the collection of scrap materials 1935, and Dec. 25, 1937. The Drexel
in aid of the war effort.
was established in 1937. It is contended that Loew's has refused to
The Salvage Bureau of the Na- license product
to the Bexley except
tional War Services Committee in
the Dominion Government is to call for day-and-date with the Drexel
a meeting in Toronto to prepare on the basis of fourth-run. Columbus,
the foundation for a country-wide Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, it
drive similar to that for the Third is charged, offered half their proVictory Loan Campaign. Represen- clearance
grams to the
Bexley
with seven
over
the Drexel
and days'
half
tatives of the theaters to attend this
conference will be J. J. Fitzgibbons, to the Drexel with seven days over
president of Famous Players Can- the Bexley. RKO and Warner Bros.
adian, and Henry Falk of Toronto, allegedly refused product to the Bexley except on the basis of 14 days
president of the National Council of
after the Drexel and 66 days after
Independent Motion Picture Exhibi- first-run
downtown Columbus.
tors.

<e>
vast motion picture audience.
Refer to the following table if you have not
yet used the new Victory Carbons. It will help
you select the proper size and type of carbons for
use in your equipment.
The new Victory Carbons are identified by the

The manner in which the motion picture industryhas accepted and so quickly adapted itself to the
use of the new Victory High Intensity projector
carbons is worthy of the highest praise.
This effective cooperation on the part of theatre
owners, projectionists, lamp manufacturers and
distributors has shown what unified patriotic
effort can do in scoring victories. A large quantity
of copper has been conserved for the nation's
effort, economies have been made in power
carbon consumption and, at the same time, a
eral high standard of screen illumination has

"National" trade-mark imprinted in white instead
of the familiar blue . Maximum allowable arc current is also stamped on each carbon. It is important that this current limitation be observed.

war
and
genbeen

A complete bulletin giving details of the application ofthe new Victory High Intensity Carbon
is available on request.

preserved to the great satisfaction of the nation's

The words "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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OFFICES: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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WHEN EVERY
FOOT COUNTS
UNDER

present conditions, new importance

attaches to the famed dependability of
Eastman negative films. Their special abilities, wide latitude, and exceptional uniformity see to it that every scene has its full
quota of high photographic quality. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

SUPER-XX

PLUS-X
for general studio use

when Utile tight is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work
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NO TRADE PRACTICEJALKS DURING WAR
Actors FigureEight ininTwo 39
of 59 Coast's Player
Loans
Euykendall Gives
Exhib.
or More LoanReeling 'Round -

WASHINGTON

=By

VAN

BEUREN

W. DEVRIES :
WASHINGTON.

DUMORS

persistently connect David O.

' * Selznick, who has been in and out of
Washington a great deal recently, with the
job of film chief over all Hollywood activities inwhich Uncle Sam is interested. . .
• The Army and Navy are fast becoming
movie-minded. We predict within 30 days
screens all over the United States will be
showing some of the greatest war pictures
ever filmed. . . • Monroe Greenthal,
who has been doing a bang-up job at the
War Production Board in connection with
the salvage campaign and the industry's
participation, plans to fly to the Coast this
week for conferences with producers and
the Screen Writers Guild relative to promoting the salvage theme.

Br RALPH WILE
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

MEREDITH

Michigan Indies Name
Hammond Organizer

Century Clearance Case
In L. A. Upheld on Appeal

Award of an arbitrator who denied
the relief sought by Sidney Pink and
Joseph
Moritz, operators of the CenMichaelson, Ed who "knew everybody in
tury Theater, Los Angeles, has been
the right places" preferred to go as a affirmed by the motion picture appeal
private instead of with a commisson.
board.
Complainants charged that the 35-

C. M. GLUCKSMAN, independent pro*" ducer of Chicago, has been in town
promoting a new Negro newsreel. It is to
be tabbed The All-American Newsreel
and Glucksman aims at distributing it
through 600 Negro houses around the country. The first issue screened here was a
bit discouraging but may "go" in the colored
theaters. ... • Bill O'Brien of Col. William P. "Wild Bill" Donovan's Office of
Strategic Services, flew here from Chicago to huddle with his boss on a very
"Hush Hush" mission. ... • Tony Muto,
Washington head man for 20th CenturyFox, is off on another visit to the Coast
Reports have Muto in line for an Army
commission.

^

^

SCRAP

IS YOUR

Further recommendations for extemporaneous amusement include
books of music for piano and banjo
numbers and talks or songs by
talented members of theater staffs.
Rehearsals of staff employes are being conducted weekly by all Los Angeles film and legit theaters.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

—Scrap Socks Japs —

(Continued on Page 8)

DAILY

Hollywood — Quiz books valued at
25 cents each, will be used by local
exhibitors in case of blackouts, it
became known yesterday when Los
Angeles Theater Defense Bureau
recommended immediate purchase of
such books by all managers. They
will form the basis for impromptu
entertainment in event light and
power should be cut off during some
war-time emergency.

DAILY

is due here this week

Capital for a couple of days during which
he made a whirlwind tour of an even
dozen Federal agencies and departments
in the interest of international film relations. ... e Eddie Roddan in charge of
press relations for the local MPPDA was
drafted into the Army Tuesday. A former
assistant to New Deal Publicity Chief Charlie

West Coast Bur., THE FILM

Hollywood — A hint of the shape
of things to come as the studios lose
more and more actors to the armed
forces, 39 of the 59 player loans -during the third quarter of the year had
male thespians as principals, a studio survey discloses.
Eight players figured in two or
more loan-outs. Metro placed George
Murphy at(Continued
the disposal
on Page of4) RKO Ra-

Detroit — Lloyd C. Hammond, motion picture producer for nearly 30
years, has been named as organizer
" to in
talkwhich
over he
a forthcoming
Government
short
will be asked
to play for the new Michigan Independent
Exhibitors Association, in a drive
opposite Madeleine Carroll. ... • Joel
Swenson, chairman of the International to bring in a large number of additional new members, according to
Film Relations Committee and a member
Uvick, secretary.
Hamof the Will Hays organization, was in the Joseph P.(Continued
on Page 7)
DURGESS

Quiz Games Planned
If Blackouts Come

outs in Third Quarter,
Studio Checkup Discloses

WPB, WAC Plan
Scrap Shows Oct. 31
American youth which, in the past,
has made Hallowe'en the occasion
for anything but constructive effort
this year will be called upon by the
nation's film theaters to devote the
(Continued on Page 4)

"Desperate Journey" Gets
Top Biz in Army Theaters
(Continued on Page 7)

Momand Depositions
To be Taken Monday
Depositions of officials of the defendant companies and other industry executives will be taken in New
York Monday, in connection with
the Momand anti-trust action against
the major producers, distributors
and Griffith circuit companies. Trial
(Continued on Page 7)

Await Clarification of
Wage Stabilization Law

(Continued on Page 8)

Biz Up 50%
By J. ROBERT

FILM DAILY

DOUGLAS

Staff Correspondent

Seattle— With this city's populaCoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tion swollen by over 100.000 newHollywood — M-G-M announced
comers, and more war workers moving in daily, the theater business has
that because its "unit show" idea,
which coupled "Cairo" and "Apache increased by nearly 50 per cent during the past year. A year ago, most
Trail" was so successful at theaters
in Riverside
and San Bernardino, first-run houses were taking in
West

(Continued on Page 2)

— Scrap Socks Japs —

No further action on the probable
Warners'
"Desperate
Journey" effect of the wage stabilization stawas the No. 1 film choice of men in
tute by the industry attorneys will
the armed forces in September, as be taken until James F. Byrnes, ad-

Nabe Theaters, However, Report 10% Slump

VICTORY

Trade practice conferences are
out "for the duration" in the opinion of Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, although he believes negotiations could be resumed any time
between the representative exhibitor
organizations and the organized distributors.
Admitting that there was little
worth salvaging out of the wreckage of UMPI. Kuykendall, in an organization bulletin, declared that the
MPTOA "will always support any
plan or movement that offers even
a remote (Continued
prospect onofPage
achieving"
the
8)

— Scrap Socks Japs —

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Seattle Downtown
M-G-M to Release "Unit"
Of Two Pictures Monthly

Accolade to Metro Provision for Cancellations

War Problems Before
Tri-States Conclave
Memphis— Tri-States MPTO convention here Oct. 18-19 will be concerned with industry problems incident to the war. Speakers' list,
now taking shape, includes Robert
Wilby, Ed Kuykendall, Dave Palfreyman and Paul Wilson, it is anvice-prexy.nounced by M. A. Lightman, unit's

(Continued on Page 8)

INSURANCE — DON'T BE TOO LATE

WITH

TOO LITTLE!
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Studios Need More "Gas" to Make Location
Trips Essential Under WPB $5,000 Set Limit
West
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M-G-M to Release "Unit"
Of Two Pictures Monthly
(Continued

from Page

1)

Calif., it plans to handle about one
"unit" monthly, giving it special
treatment in newspaper ads and
bookings. Special press material
and ad layouts will emphasize names
in both pictures.
"Seven Sweethearts" will be
paired with "Eyes in the Night,"
"Whistling in Dixie" with "Northwest Rangers," and "Journey for
Margaret" with "Dr. Gillespie's New
Assistant." — Scrap Socks Japs —

Fire Destroys M-G-M Lot's
Permanent "5th Ave." Set
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

MARTHA SCOTT gets into town tomorrow
morning to take the leading role in the play
"The Willow and I." During the day she will

Carignan,

Jerry Spandau and Al
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Marchetti.

Settlement of CEA-20th Fox U. S. Distrib. Deal for
Dispute Expected Shortly
"Great Handel" Talked

the Kate Smith-TedfT'llins

radio
program.
DAVID
O. SELZNICK is scheduled f*--'
to leave
for the Coast at the week-end.
Saturday.
EVA GABOR leaves Hollywood for New York

LOUISE WILSON,
student
Rochester,
is spending
her assistant
vacation atinloew's
New
York and Trenton.
is

in Washington

from

the

DAILY

Hollywood— The fire at the M-GM studios Tuesday night destroyed
the permanent street set referred to
as its Fifth Avenue including cables, lights and wires. J. G. Mayer,
studio manager, said it is difficult
to estimate the loss in dollars and
cents inasmuch as fire caused severe
damage to materials now impossible
to obtain. Early estimates placed
the loss at $100,000.
The M-G-M fire department aided
by equipment from Culver City and
West Los Angeles, fought the fire
an hour before getting it under control.

- %

BEN KALMENSON, Warner Bros, general sales
manager, is back at his desk following a twoweek trip to the Coast.

NEW yCEK
THEATERS
RADIO

CITY MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE
FORTY- TWO

GREAT

STARS

FEATURED

PLAYERS

IN

"TALES
of MANHATTAN"
A 20th Century-Fox
Picture
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

Sonja

IN

HENIE

•

John

PAYNE

ICELAND
PLUS A BIG STAGE
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Vichy Ban on American,
British Pix Starts Today

Press dispatches from Vichy yesLondon (By Air Mail)— Deal for
terday announced that the ban on
American distribution of "The Great British and American motion picMr. Handel," G. H. W. production
tures would become effective today.
controlled by General Film, is being Although no new American pictures
discussed, according to reports here have been exported to France since
Pic is the first British Technicolor 1940, the older pictures will be proproduction to be made since the outhibited in France and French North
break of the war. A musical, it in- Africa. Hereafter, only German and
troduces many Handel compositions Italian films will be shown in France.
Leaders
are
Wilfrid
Lawson
and
— Scrap Socks Japs —
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Elizabeth Allan. Norman Walker
New Petrillo Move by Arnold
directed.
Klinger, Peters Promoted
Chicago — Thurman W. Arnold, As— Scrap Socks Japs —
Two promotions in the Eastern
sistant Attorney General, has indistory department were announced
cated that he will start a new move WB Girls Fete Jean Mack
against James C. Petrillo, AFM
Girl employes of Warners' New yesterday by 20th-Fox. Henry
prexy, and the organization in their York exchange will give a party Klinger is now associate editor and
ban of musical recordings, Judge tonight for Jean Mack, who is tak Paul Peters dramatic editor in
John P. Barnes having denied the ing a leave of absence starting to charge of the play department. The
in anticipation of a blessed former was formerly assistant story
Government's plea for an injunction morrow
editor to Bertram Bloch.
event.
against the ban.

London (By Cable) — The CEA20th. Century-Pox dispute over the
latter's announced policy of making
only percentage deals is expected to
be settled within the next few days,
with the belief here that 20th-Fox
will revert to its former policy.
Francis Harley, managing director,
has put the final decision up to the
New York home office.

ALLAN KENWARD leaves Hollywood for New
York tomorrow to direct the Broadway production of his play, "Cry Havoc," which he wrote.
SAM WREN, the actor, has arrived from the!
Coast on the prowl for a Broadway role.

be guest star on

Freeman
also declared that the average film worker travels 14 miles a day
$5,000
set limit."
between his home and work.

— Scrap Socks Japs —
Saratoga — Pix biz friends of Frank
Williams, Benton Theater Circuit
Two-Picture
buyer,
gave
the
circuit
official
a
=.
(Wednesday, October 14)==
Being Offered"Packages"
by PRC
- '/a g-oinsr-away party Mondav
night at
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Net
the K. of C. here. Williams, who
-Chg.
V/e
%
reports at Camp Upton on Oct. 19.
High
low
Close
Six more "single package" units
- 1/2
was presented with a watch and have been set up by Producers ReAm.
Seat
10'/2
10y2
10% - 3 1/4
coi. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%> ioy2 io'/4 ioy4 - leasing Corp. under its plan to sell
traveling bag bv a committee headed
East. Kodak
141
139
139
by William C. Benton, who operates pictures in groups of two. Features
do pfd
172
172
172
will be tied together as follows:
the Benton Theater Circuit.
Loew's,
44y4
435/8
44'A
ParamountInc.'
177/8
163,4
17
-Albany distribs. on band for the dmn-r.
"Jungle Siren" and "Law of the
Para. 1st pfd
120y4 118y2 120
beld in conjunction with a Kn'erbts of CoTimber," "Tomorrow We Live" and
RKO
3'/4
3i/4
3y4
lumbus oarty for Williams, included Harrv
Rabinowitz, Arnold Cohen, Tohn Bvlancik.
20th
Century-Fox
. 14%
14l/4
14% ■
"Gallant
Lady," "Night for Crime"
20th Century-Fox pfd. 25y2
25
25
Tack McGraw, Rav Powers. Harry Aronoff.
Univ.
Pict.
pfd.. .150
150
150
and "Babv Face Morgan," "BroadHoward Secor, George Go'dbere;. Ralph
Warner Bros
6l/2
6V4
6% ■
Ripns, Herman Riops. Tack Walsh. SMw
way
Bia:
Shot"
and "Inside the Law,"
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
S. Stockton, Joseph Firlik, John F. Firlik,
"Hold That Woman" and "Roundup."
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100% 100% 100%
Schuyler Beattie, Weldon A. Waters. Nate
"Law
and
Order"
and a western yet
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
R. Sodikman, Arthur Newmann, Wi'liam J. to be designated.
100% 1003/4 10034
Murray. Tim Bailey. Gene Lowe. Abe Van
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
PRC
is
putting
out a complete
Densen.
Stanley
Goldberg,
Toe
Miller.
Nei'
Monogram
Picts. ...
1
1
1
Hellman. George Lynch, Harrv Alexander.
promotional service for each unit.
Radio-Keith
cvs.
... 7-16
5-16
7-16
Elmer Sichel, Pan R. Houlihan. Wayne
— Scrap Socks Japs —
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Hollywood— Testifying before the California Senate Economic Planning Committee which is studying the effects of gasoline rationing, Y. Frank Freeman,
president of the AMPP said, "With WPB order placing a $5,000 limit on motion picture sets, producers are forced to go on location to use natural settings
wherever possible to save money. But we have found locations involved excessive use of automobiles as actors and camera crews generally live 15 or 20
miles away from location. So unless we can get an increased gasoline ration
for location work, producers are in a quandary as to how to comply with WPB

Frank Williams Feted
As He Enters the Army

PINANCIAL

of THE

W^HHMJ
"HERE WE

GO AGAIN"

"ESCAPE
FROM
CRIME"
Richard
Travis
e
Julie Bishop

'BRILLIANT— A HIT."— Anderson. Jour.-Amer.

STARS
CENTER

ON

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center, CO. S-S474
America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. I net. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly
Filled

R'S
THE ASTOUR
PET PICT E!
World Premiere October 21st
"Hello Judy—
jM> \ The bells are ringfc\st^>> ing for you and

■I T

" ^*7

MTERRIFIC
-G -M 's
TWELVE!"

with GEORGE MURPHY, GENE KELLY, Marta Eggerth, Ben Blue.
Screen Play by Richard Sherman, Fred FinklehofFe and Sid Silvers • Original
Story by Howard Emmett Rogers • Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY.
Produced by ARTHUR FREED
• A Metro -Goldmine -Mayer Picture.
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WPB, WAC Plan
Scrap Shows Od. 31
(Continued from Page

Actors Figure in 39
Of 59 Player Loans
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

same amount of energy to the collection of scrap metal on the eve
of All Souls Day.
Move is being promoted by the
WAC at the instance of Monroe
Greenthal of the WPB staff who
wired Arthur Mayer, director of the
industry's scrap campaign, that "we
should attempt to have every motion
picture theater in America run a
scrap matinee on Saturday morning,
Oct. 31 and wind up the first phase
of our salvage drive with a tremendous showing for Hallowe'en on
the last day of October."
This effort to turn Hallowe'en into
a scrap collecting celebration will
be aided by the WPB's Conservation
Division. Ray Haun, of the General Salvage Section of the Conservation Division, has sent copies of
the wire to 250 executive secretaries
of the Conservation Division scattered throughout the country asking for complete co-operation with
all theaters in this special effort for
the gathering of additional scrap.
Leslie Avery of the American Industry Salvage Committee in New
York also is urging a co-operative
effort of all scrap collection agencies.

This,
That
and T'other
• •
•
NOT to go too technical

dio and Charles R. Rogers, Paramount made deals with RKO Radio,
Warners and Columbia for Fred MacMurray, with Republic and RKO for
Albert Dekker, with 20th-Fox and
today, we

recall an observation

some time back by Sir Oliver Lodge, British scientist

Said he, in

effect: "The last thing of which a fish would be conscious is the water in
which it swims"
This was just as true of the human race, for
until Sir William Ramsay, Scottish chemist, got to playing around with
atmosphere analysis, folks were pretty ignorant about the composition
of the air
We mention these obvious "mysteries" because, to the
best of our knowledge, Hollywood has never made a feature sound pic
on the life of Christopher Columbus, which is such a patent screen property that it appears, — like the water to the fish, and the air to us humans— , to have been overlooked
But it may yet become a reality
Germ of the idea sprouted on Columbus Day when Bill Berns conducted a radio poll via his program, "Hollywood Pass-Time," over
Listeners were asked to select the screen actor best suited
tray Christopher Columbus
Errol Flynn won by a wide
followed by Spencer Tracy, Charles Laughton, and Paul Muni,
order
So, we suggest to those brilliant biographers, the
Warner, that they pick up the ball

WNEW
to pormargin,
in that
Messrs.

Aside from its high interest to

U. S. pic-goers, such a production would have great appeal among
good neighbors to the South, many of whose
discovered
Office of the Co-ordinator
of

our

lands were ColumbusInter- American
Affairs,

All Exhibitor State Chairs
Filled for Scrap Campaign

please note also. .....

Additional acceptances have been
received from exhibitor state chairmen who have agreed to work on
the industry scrap campaign, bringing the setup virtually up to the
manpower complement which functioned on the September Bond drive.

• • • 'MONG the backers of "Beat the Band" which George
Abbott presented at the 46th St. Theater last night are Paramount,
Howard S. Cullman and Carl Fisher. ... # Walt Disney will produce

The newer chairmen, supplementing a partial list published several days ago, includes:
Sam Pinanski, Boston, Mass., E. V. Richards,
New Orleans, Louisiana, co-chairmen Jack
Kirsch and Morris Leonard, Chicago, 111.,
Frank L. Newman, Seattle, Wash., H. J.
Fitzgerald, Milwaukee, Wis., I. J. Hoffman,
New Haven, Conn., W. F. Crockett, Richmond, Va., I. Libson, Cincinnati, Ohio., W. K.
Jenkins. Atlanta. Ga., Joseph Ansell, St. Louis,
Mo., W. N. Skirball, Cleveland, Ohio, and
co-chairmen John Rugar and Tracy Barham,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
John J. Friedl, of Minneapolis, has arranged for a sub-committee of indie exhibs.
which will be responsible for North and South
Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin. The subcommittee, under the chairmanship of E. L.
Peaslee, is rostered with Fred Strom, Ben
Friedman, Eddie Ruben, Oscar Woempner,
Fred Holzapfel, Don Guttman, Merle Potter,
Howard Dale, Ted Mann, George Granstrom,
Dean Nash, Mike Cooper, and Frank Fowler.

'^$L

T

▼

▼

a feature-length cartoon based on "The Gremlins," by Flight Lt. Ronald
Dahl, R. A. F. . . . % "Cry Havoc," by Allan Kenward, to which
Metro recently acquired screen rights, will be produced on Broadway by
Harry Kaufman.

...

• Tip off the grapevine: Exhib. reaction at ad-

vance trade screenings indicates that Columbia has a winner in "You
Were Never Lovelier". . . . • Richard Ingram, owner of Dixie Theater, Flint, Mich., who was caught in England at war's outbreak in
'39, has finally arrived home after service as an ambulance driver
He's already gained 22 pounds since starting American rations

T

•

•

•

T

T

PRC landed national publicity for several hit songs in "The

Yanks Are Coming"
Stern, played the
night
Dorothy
handled their vocal

when Lew Pollack, who wrote four of 'em with Tony
tunes at opening of the Hollywood Canteen t'other
Dare, who warbles some of the numbers in the pic,
presentation in the Canteen show, which was broad-

cast from Coast to Coast. ... • Edward A. (Doc) Golden, who's producing "Hitler's Children" for RKO Radio release, is playing host to a
constant stream of visiting exhibs. who want to see how a former sales
manager functions as a producer
Bob ODonnell, the Duke of Dallas,
was

among

the recent guests. ...

• Montgomery,

Ala., observers

assert that if Fate ever happens to place a duo of pre-flight students at
Maxwell Field in a heavy bomber, then Berlin and Tokyo may expect
some 4-Star hits
The aviation cadets are Gilbert Scott, former associate producer with 20th-Fox, and Jason H. Bernie, formerly an assistant
director for Universal and son of the Old Maestro, Ben Bernie. . . .
• When theaters in Rochester get through, city's scrap metal pile will
be one of biggest-per-capita in the land
Jay Golden of the RKOParamount-Comerford pool gave two iron doors which used to guard
the stage entrance to one of the stands

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

T

Republic for Richard Denning/fL-/'1
Drew;
RKO loaned
to
with Republic
and Anne
RKO Shirley
for ET'-a
Charles R. Rogers and Paramount;
and David 0. Selznick sent Joan Fontaine to Warners and to 20th-Fox
and Ingrid Bergman to Warners and
Paramount.
One actor figured in a two-picture
commitment, Metro's deal with Republic setting John Carroll in two.
Roster of player loans by studios
between July and September follows:
COLUMBIA
Claire Trevor to Paramount, Rita Hayworth
to 20th
Century-Fox,
Forrest Tucker
to
M-G-M, Frank Sully to Samuel Goldwyn.
METRO-GOLDWYN MAYER
John Carroll to Republic for two pictures;
Philip Dorn to 20th Century Fox; George
Murphy to RKO Radio and to Charles R.
Rogen (UA) release; Conrad Veidt to Warners; Joan Crawford to Columbia; Melvyn
Douglas to Columbia.
PARAMOUNT
Susan Hayward to Republic ; Macdonald
Carey to Warners; Lynne Overman to Warners; Frances Gifford to Sol Lesser (RKO
Radio release) ; Fred MacMurray to RKO
Radio;
and Columbia;
DriscollWarners
to Republic;
Dooley Martha
Wilson O'to
Warners ; Albert Dekker to Republic and
RKO Radio; Bob Hope to Samuel Goldwyn; Dorothy Lamour to Samuel Goldwyn;
James Brown to Warners ; Bruce Cabot to
Warners ; Rod Cameron to Republic ; Richard Denning to 20th Century-Fox and Republic; Ellen Drew to Republic and RKO
Radio; Robert Preston to RKO Radio;
Charles Smith to Republic.
RKO Radio
James Craig to M-G-M ; Anne Shirley to
Charles R. Rogers (UA) and to Paramount;
Dorothy toComingore
Henreid
Warners. to Paramount; Paul
REPUBLIC
Wayne
to Universal.
20th CENTURY-FOX
Don Ameche to Columbia ; Richard Derr to
Columbia; Linda Darnell to Columbia; Cobina Wright, Jr. to Columbia; Roddy McDowall to M-G-M; Carole Landis to Charles
R. Rogers (UA); Victor Mature to RKO
Radio; George Sanders to RKO Radio;
Henry Fonda to RKO Radio; Lloyd Nolan
to M-G-M; Sheila Ryan to Republic.
UNIVERSAL
John

Robert

Cummings
to Warners.
WARNERS
Bogart to Columbia.
SAM GOLDWYN
Walter Brennan to M-G-M;
Gary Cooper
to Paramount;
Wright to Universal.
DAVID Teresa
O. SELZNICK
Joan Fontaine to Warners
and 20th Century-Fox; Ingrid Bergman
to Warners and
Paramount;
Joseph Cotten to Universal.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
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Baily Quits NSS Coast Studio
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of THE

FILM
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Hollywood— Tom
W. Baily, for
past six years in charge of production at National Screen Service's
Hollywood studios, has resigned. He
has announced no new plans as yet.

WEDDING

BELLS

Edward Huebsch of the Columbia
Pictures story department and Bea
Lustig of the M-G-M sales department are now Mr. and Mrs.

'SUREFIRE'.-.'AIMING FOR HEFTY GROSSES.'
-THE

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER
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ft ft Reviews or thc new nuns ft ft
"The Navy Comes
Through"
with George
Murphy, Pat O'Brien
RKO
82 Mins.
EXCELLENT MASCULINE ENTERTAINMENT IS OFFERED BY THIS THUNDERBOLT OF EXCITEMENT.
In "The Navy Comes Through" the exhibitor isoffered virile entertainment with
a powerful appeal to the men and the kids.
The film's thunderous excitement and
breathless and unremitting action, which
contains a strong note of suspense, make
this red-blooded meat for the masculine
gullet.
Where the ladies are concerned, the
picture's attraction must remain a question
mark. The production is too realistic to
expect more than a mild response from
the fairer film-goers, who will find the
small attention given to romance a further
deterrent to any generous espousal of the
film by them. While a romance between
George Murphy and Jane Wyatt has been
woven into the vibrant fabric of the story,
it carries little importance and is lost in
the commotion. In fact, Miss Wyatt is
the only woman in the cast. Despite all
this, however, "The Navy Comes Through"
should give an excellent account of itself
at the box-office, for its grip on the masculine imagination is considerable and its
effect on the patriotic instinct strong and
undeniable.
The plot is one that has served in service
pictures long and faithfully. It's all about
the officer who, after he has been unjustly
busted out of the service, joins up as a
non-com, bravely withstands the taunts of
the others and wins complete vindication
in the end through his heroic action in an
emergency. Involved in this instance is a
naval lieutenant (Murphy). Upon his reenlistment as a gob the fellow is assigned
to an armed merchantman. Who should be
his commanding officer but Pat O'Brien, the
man whose testimony was responsible for
his disgrace. O'Brien rides Murphy like
hell. The fact that Murphy is in love
with O'Brien's sister (Miss Wyatt) doesn't
help matters. O'Brien does all in his
power to break up the romance but without success. His attitude changes when
Murphy saves his life during an encounter
with the enemy. The happy ending has
Murphy
restored to his rank.
Roy Chanslor and Aeneas MacKenzie,
working from an Earl Baldwin-John Twist
adaptation of a Saturday Evening Post story

"Boss
of Big
Town"
John Litel,
Florence
Rice and

with

H. B. Warner
PRC
69 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
TIMELY FOOD PROFITEERING STORY
IS WELL PRODUCED AND DIRECTED.

"Seven Days' Lucille
Leave"
Ball

with Victor Mature,
RKO

8/ Mins.

HtAVY
LOAD
OF POPULAR
ENTERl AliNMtNl rLACfci STRtSS ON MtLOUY
ainu COMEDY.

'seven Days Leave ' is a solid load of
Here is a timely subject that has been enterrammeni rnar snouio piease filmwell produced and directed. Jack Schwarz goers in a Dig way. ueoicated strictly to
is responsible for the . production, while rnvonry, me rum gues DerserK on music and
Director Arthur Dreifuss kept the action comeay, carinny carering ro rne curiosity
moving nicely and maintains interest to in its seiecnon or some or irs marenai,
the end.
notaoiy rne sequences aeanng wirn tnose
John Litel gives his usual good perform- two pupuiar raaio programs, me <_ourr ot
ance as a two-fisted manager of a big Missmg heirs ana "i ruth or Consecentral market, who defies racketeers who
quences.'' many new races have been
seek to foist high prices on the public. urougnr in to reinrorce the entertainment
Florence Rice and H. B. Warner do nicely vaiues ot rne rum. i nere is every evidence
with their important assignments, Jean rnat nm wneian, who functioned as producer, gave a rree rein to ms snowmanship
Brooks and David Bacon, comparative newcomers, furnish pleasing characterizations. in mis proouction, wmcn is tast and atJohn Miljan and Lloyd Ingraham supply life.
rention-noiaing diversion aDounding with
splendid performances. Patricia Prest, Frank
Ferguson, John Maxwell and Paul Dubov
Many spot numbers of excellent quality
are among the capable principals.
nave oeen worKed inro tne action. In some
When Litel refuses to join in his scheme
or rnese appear rwo orcnestras wmcn comto raise prices, Miljan has his henchmen
mand a tremendous roiiowing among jive
terrorize Litel's market renters and have addicrs — tne rreday Marrin and Les Drown
them quit business. Warner, head of a aggregations, both ot wnich have plenty
syndicate owning the market, discharges
do in "Seven Days Leave ana do it to
Litel, and the latter joins forces with Miljan. ro
rne complete satisraction ot rhose wno have
Of course, he is in reality in league with a taste for the hotter brana or music.
Police inspector Ingraham and is trying to Other entertainers wnose names snould increase rhe drawing power of the film are
get "the goods" on Miljan.
Jean Brooks, Warner's daughter, is shot Harold Peary ("Tne Great Gildersleeve"),
by Paul Dubov, a Miljan henchman. Litel Mapy Cortes, Ginny Simms and Peter Lind
discovers that Warner is really "the brains" Hayes, all ot whom are swell. The picture
behind Miljan and goes to his home for a introduces two new personalities, Marcy
showdown. Miljan, who is there, is about McGuire, a singing commedienne with an
to fire at Litel, when Ingraham shoots explosive appeal, and Arnold Stang, a comedian of unusual quality.
Miljan.
Arthur Hoerl wrote the original story and
Edward Dein the screenplay. Marcel Le
Picard's photography is praiseworthy.
CAST: John Litel, Florence Rice, H. B.
Warner, Jean Brooks, John Miljan, David
Bacon, Mary Gordon, Frank Ferguson, John
Maxwell, Paul Dubov, Lloyd Ingraham,
Patricia Prest.
Producer, Jack Schwarz; Associate producer, Harry Edwards; Director, Arthur
Dreifuss; Author, Arthur Hoerl; Screenplay,
Edward Dein; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Victor Mature and Lucille Ball are the
leading players. Mature is a soldier who
suddenly finds he is the heir to a fortune
left by his great grandfather, a Civil
War general. Under the will Mature must
take as his bride the daughter of a certain family before he can legally claim the
dough. It so happens that that family has
a gorgeous daughter in the person of Miss
Ball. It's Matures job to get the gal to
say "yes" during a seven days' leave. The
fellow, as cocky as they come, gains his
end after overcoming a lot of obstacles —
the greatest of them being the fact that the
gal has a fiance. It doesn' take Mature
long to realize that he's actually in love
with Miss Ball, with the gal reciprocating.
For a time the romance is jeopardized by

Shiit Corman to Philly
E. W. Corman, motion picture
tribunal clerk in Albany, has been Miss Ball's discovery of the original motive
by Borden Chase called "Pay to Learn,"
have turned out a screenplay crowded with transferred to the Philadelphia of- for Mature's wooing of her.
fice to replace M. R. Yetter, resigned.
Whelan gathers unto himself an addidrama through which breaks a laugh now
tional accolade with his snappy direction.
and then. The film is a feather in the Corman has been replaced in Albany
In their screenplay William Bowers, Ralph
by
John
Staggs.
cap of Producer Islin Auster, who owes
much of the success of the production to
the fury and tenseness of A. Edward Sutherland's direction. Praise must be meted
out also for the photography of Nicholas
Musuraca and the special effects of Vernon
L. Walker.
The film boasts fine work on the part

Wyatt, Jackie Cooper, Carl Esmond, Max
Baer, Desi Arnaz, Ray Collins, Lee Bonnell,
Frank Jenks, John Maguire, Frank Fenton,
Joey Ray, Marten Lamont, Cyril Ring.
CREDITS: Producer, Islin Auster; Director,
A. Edward Sutherland; Screenplay, Roy
Chanslor, Aeneas MacKenzie; Adaptation,
Earl Baldwin, John Twist; Based on story
by Borden Chase; Cameraman, Nicholas
Musuraca; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ;

of its cast. O'Brien, Murphy and Miss
Wyatt are tops. Mention should be made
also of Jackie Cooper, Carl Esmond, Max
Baer, Desi Arnaz, Ray Collins, Lee Bonnell,
Frank Jenks, John Maguire, Frank Fenton,
Joey Ray and Marten Lamont. Some of Art Directors, Albert S. d'Agostino, Carroll
these supporting players turn in impressive Clark; Film Editor, Samuel E. Beetley.
work.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
CAST: Pat O'Brien, George Murphy, Jane

Spence, Curtis Kenyon and Kenneth Earl
reveal an admirable awareness of what the
mass desires in film entertainment. Frank
Loesser and James McHugh have provided
some attractive tunes. The musical direction is to the credit of C. Bakaleinikoff.
George Arthur served as associate producer.
Mature and Miss Ball perform competently, the former showing considerable improvement as an actor. Also deserving of a

good word are- Wallace Ford as Mature's
sergeant and Walter Reed as the guy who
loses Miss Ball.
CAST: Victor Mature, Lucille Ball, Harold Peary, Mapy Cortes, Ginny Simms, Marcy
McGuire, Peter Lind Hayes, Walter Reed,

"Law and Order"
with Buster Grabbe, Al St. John
PRC
56 Mins.
WESTERN FANS SHOULD GET A BANG
OUT OF THIS EXCITING AND ACTIONFUL PIECE OF ENTERTAINMENT.
^
gang
of brigands
Biliy rooked
the Kid *c'
arid
A wealthy
old inspires
lady being
his two sidekicks to do their good deed
this time. The fact the villains' victim is
blind makes Billy so much the greater hero.
That means that the Robin Hood of the
West rides and fights and carries on otherwise in the cause of justice as he never
has before. He and his buddies make it
mighty exciting for villains and fans alike.
The villains try to get their hands on the
old woman's fortune by bumping off her
husband-to-be and substituting one of their
own number in the fellow's place. Since
the woman is blind, it is easy to carry out
the deception; that is, until Billy the Kid
learns about it. To gain his ends Billy is
forced to masquerade as a relative of the old
woman, an army lieutenant. The fellow
was killed by the brigands at the same time
they disposed of the husband-to-be. Billy
is able to get away with his disguise because he looks like the dead lieutenant.
Once he has finished his mission, he doffs
his masquerade and continues on his way
to look for other causes to champion.
Buster Crabbe again does nicely as Billy
the Kid.
Al St.
Johncompetent
and Tex support.
O'Brien
give
him their
usual
St. John provides loads of laughs. Other
players worthy of note are Sarah Padden,
Wanda McKay, Charles King, Hal Price,
John Merton, Ken Duncan and Ted Adams.
Sherman Scott's direction carries a wallop. Sam Robins' screenplay is okay. Sigmund Neufeld served as producer.
CAST: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Tex
O'Brien, Sarah Padden, Wanda McKay,
Charles King, Hal Price, John Merton, Ken
Duncan, Ted Adams.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
Director, Sherman Scott; Screenplay, Sam
Robins; Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Film
Editor, Holbrook
N. Todd.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ballantine Succeeds Lamont
Arthur Atwood Ballantine, former
Under-Secretary of the Treasury has
been elected president of the Greater
New York Fund to succeed Thomas
S. Lamont,
resigned
Summer to enter who
the Army
as alast
Major.
Wallace Ford, Arnold Stang, Buddy Clark,
Charles Victor, King Kennedy, Charles
Andre, Harry Holman, Addison Richards;
Lynn, Royce & Vanya; Freddy Martin and
orchestra,
Edwards & Les
Co. Brown and orchestra, Ralph
CREDITS: Producer, Tim Whelan; Associate Producer, George Arthur; Director,
Tim Whelan; Screenplay, William Bowers,
Ralph Spence, Curtis Kenyon, Kenneth
Earl; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff;
Songs, Frank Loesser, James McHugh; Dance
Director, Charles Walters; Cameraman,
Robert deGrasse; Special Effects, Vernon
Wise.
L. Walker; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark; Film Editor, Robert
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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Michigan Indies Name
Hammond Organizer
(Continued from Page 1)

mond was forced to practically close
his studio, devoted largely to production of trailers and such series
as "Film Fumbles" in recent years,
^rn the WPB order on the raw
jr-r stock was issued.
Present plans call for covering the
state, county by county, "to bring in
a solid territory of representation",
Uvick said. City organization in
Detroit is being delayed until the
upstate men are brought in first.
Concentrating on the upstate territory appears to aim at solving the
weakness of most similar buying or
booking groups attempted on a
state-wide basis hitherto. Because of
conflicting interests, personalities,
and separation by distance, similar
attempts in the past have failed, and
those which have succeeded have
either served only a relatively small
number of members, like Mutual
Theaters, or have been largely confined to one section of the state, like
Clive Waxman's organization at
Grand Rapids.
Hammond's title in his new post
has not been determined.

SHORTS REVIEWS

Mono. Advance Billings
Reach All-Time High

Momand Depositions
To be Taken Monday

Hollywood — Monogram's advance
billings report tabulated for the
eight weeks' period from Sept. 25 to
(Continued from Page 1)
Nov. 27 has hit an all-time high
for the company, according to Presi- is tentatively set for the second
dent W. Ray Johnston.
week of November under Judge
Superb Subject
One hundred forty-eight addi- Bower Broaddus in Federal district
Something new has been added, or
tional circuit theaters have booked
will be officially on October 23, to
court
in Oklahoma City.
the new Monogram program for
first-rate screen entertainment. It's
Momand said yesterday that his
this new RKO Radio series, produced 1942-43, it is said by Steve Broidy,
and general sales attorneys had issued notices to the
by Fredric Ullman, Jr., and, judg- vice-president
manager.
witnesses from whom depositions
ing from the inaugural production, it
will become a standout favorite with documentary film, Slavko Vorkapich, would be taken, but declined to list
the public, and a financial and pro- and the narration, exquisitely penned these witnesses until the depositions
fessional joy to exhibitors of every
by Phil Reisman, Jr., who has given have actually been taken.
type of stand from the biggest pic
George S. Ryan of Boston is chief
palaces to the small outlets of the power and stirring human interest
to every line. Vorkapich has used counsel for the Momand interests in
nation's hamlets. Ullman has se- great skill and imagination in the
lected as his potent ice-breaker a
the long-pending case.
stirring
— Scrap Socks Japs —
stirring account of a soldier-in-the- sequences,
emotions andthereby
getting away
from one's
any
making, "Private Smith of the U. suggestion of the dry and the drab
"Desperate
Journey" Gets
which are so apt to outcrop in facTop Biz in Army Theaters
Depicted is a typical draftee, emtual films.
S. A." ployed by a rural gas station. He is
The result is a memorable two(Continued from Page 1)
shown heading for an induction cen- reeler, as broad in scope as the 48
ter, cai-rying with him all the reac- States, and as warm as an American reflected by their attendance at War
R. B. Murray, directions common to America's manhood
Ullman's other co-workers, Dept.tortheaters,
of the Army Motion Picture
upon leaving civilian life and facing fireside.
Jay Bonafield, who supervised it;
the biggest job in our history, — Larry O'Reilly, its cinematographer; Service, reported yesterday.
personally defending in uniform the Narrator Dwight Weist; Editor John
Murray's monthly summary shows
structure of democracy. The cam- Hoffman; Nathaniel Shilkret and these other b.o. hits, rated in order
era follows him through the various Herman Fuchs, who furnished the that they rolled up Army grosses:
stages of training, and at the finale musical accompaniment; and Re- "Somewhere I'll Find You," Loew's;
you see him and his fellow soldiers
corder Francis L. Woolley can be "Eagle Squadron," Universal;
equipped and ready for action.
immensely proud of their efforts, too. "Across the Pacific," Vitagraph;
Standout in the production are its "This Is America" is earmarked for "Holiday Inn," Paramount; "Mrs.
superb direction by that ace of the fame.
Its gilt-edge stuff.
Miniver," Loew's.
'Private Smith of the U.S.A."
(Issue Radio
No. 1 of "This Is America")
RKO
19 mins.
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No Trade Practice
Talks During War

TO THE

COLORS!

%

JOHN DOMBE, operator of the
Phoenix, Ariz. — JOHN PAYNE Brooklawn, Fairfield, Conn., joins the
goal set up by UMPI. However, he has enlisted in the Army Air Forces
Army
Oct. 19.
reserve for pilot training; he will
added that "we regretted the ap- start a 40-weeks training course in
peasement basis of this effort, that January.
Kingsport, Tenn.— JACK W. PIPPIN, former artist for Kimgsul
instead of an all-out attempt to
Theaters here, has completed his
Sacramento,
Cal. — RICHARD training
analyze and find an effective soluat Scott Field, 111., and is
tion for long-standing abuses and ARLEN has applied at Mather Field ready for assignment as a radio opfor Army Air Forces training as a
erator in the Army Air Corps.
troublesome problems . . . this had
to be conducted merely to satisfy pilot.
Rochester — HENRY FANNING,
Cleveland — The Dowdells are well
agitation and the legal requirements
represented in the armed forces. formerly of Eastman Kodak Co., is
of the consent decree." Kuykendall
now a corporal in the Marines.
DICK DOWDELL, elder son of UA's
contended that "in such an atmos- office manager Lester Dowdell, Is
Rochester — GERVIN T. BEHR,
phere a really satisfactory or per- somewhere in New Caledonia, while
manent solution of our problems FRANK, a younger son, leaves formerly of Eastman Kodak Co., has
was probably impossible, certainly today to join the Army.
won his commission as second lieutenant in the Coast Artillery.
was handicapped and narrowed
Chicago— ALLAN WALDMAN. of
down."
A decent cancellation clause is the Chicago theater, managerial staff
Chicago — GERALD SKIBBINS,
up to the distributors, as it always is joining the Army Air Forces. A. formerly with Metro's Chicago Exwas, but Metro is showing how this R. BUCHHOLZ of the staff has
change, has been commissioned a
lieutenant in the Army Air Forces
ought to be done and should get joined the Army.
and is stationed at Camp Brooks,
from exhibievery torsencouragement
who really want selection of
Georg Ricci, cousin of LEO RICCI, Tex.
product, Kuykendall wrote. The operator of the Capitol, Meriden for
Chicago — HECTOR BISHOP:
UMPI plan for investigating griev- many years, will manage the house
ances, he continued, then debating when the latter leaves for the Army manager of the B & K Covent thethem before a local or national soon.
ater joins the Army.
forum for a decision was not conciliation, and, he added, it is un|Await Clarification of
fortunate itwent under that name. Century Clearance Case
Real conciliation, he contended, is In L. A. Upheld on Appeal Wage Stabilization Law
disthe
local, private and adjusts
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
pute by a negotiated, voluntary
ministrator of the act as National
agreement between the parties in- day clearance granted to Los Anvolved, not by the decision of some eeles first-runs over the Century and Economic Director, issues an official
committee in New York.
the seven-day clearance granted to interpretation, it was indicated yesKuykendall claimed that the De- the Manchester, located approxiterday following informal huddles
partment of Justice believed only
mately two miles away, over the
theater divorcement could overcome Century was unreasonable. The ar- by the legal representatives. Divercurrent problems, but, he continued,
gent opinions as to what the law
bitrator found that the existing
"not a single benefit will be derived clearances were not unreasonable.
means have placed the situation in
by the independent exhibitor if thePink and Moritz appealed the de- a status quo category where it probcision on the grounds that the award
ater divorcement is brought about."
ably will remain until a clarification
The same big theaters will be there was not supported by the evidence. is forthcoming.
"to give you competition, probably Appeal board upheld the arbitrator,
by a more unscrupulous nature and although it dismissed Paramount
The Hollywood contingent of atnot one of your other problems will which had been allowing: the Century
torneys is expected to remain in
New York until a directive is issued,
be helped." It might be just as well,
to
play
21
days
after
first-run
closalthough the informal parleys will
Kuykendall said, to have a showing, which was the exact relief
down which the Department of Jusdaily. The Coast delegasought by the complainants. Award continue
tice on this issue.
tion includes Mendel Silberberg, HerAs to alleged high film rentals, as to the other distributors stands.
bert Freston, Maurice Benjamin, Al— Scrap Socks Japs —
fred Wright and George Wasson.
Kuykendall insisted that the situation probably would not be remedied "Moon" Clicks In Norfolk
New
York members
of the
lawyers'J
committee
are Austin
Keough,
until exhibitors regained the barNorfolk, Va. — "The Moon and Six- Robert Rubin and Joseph Hazen.
gaining freedom of buying large
numbers of pictures in one deal,
pence" tops the pictures here with
thereby getting a wholesale price a neat $26,000 for a two-week run
on the film. The exhibitors' trading at Loew's-State, the first IJA pic SOEG to Appeal Award
position, he said, is kept precarious to get a two-week holdover in over To Byrnes' New Board
two years. "The Moon and Six- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pence," opened to $2,500. finished
Los Angeles — The Economic Stathe first week to a $16,000 and did
bilization Board appointed by direcRoller Skating Back
another ten grand for the second
tor James F. Byrnes to review all
As Film Opposition
week.
wage revisions will be appealed to by
the Screen Office Employes Guild
St. John, N. B.— After a lapse
of many years, roller skating has
by distributors who persist in sell- which is dissatisfied with the wage
been reappearing as opposition for
ing only small blocks of pictures, award made by arbitration commitfilms in the maritime provinces. A
tee which considered the SOEG-ma"just like you pay through the nose
rink has been opened in a night
jor exchanges dispute.
for any picture sold singly."
club in suburban St. John, and with
The committee fixed minimum
Kuykendall pointed to the recent
both dancing and skating offered
Bond drive .as an indication of unity. wages into six classifications, rangto the canned music. At Yarmouth,
This great campaign of the WAC,
ing from $24.20 weekly to $50 weekN. S., a garage idled by the gas and
ly, with the latter sum being for
he
said, again demonstrated the abiltire rationing and big slump in the
bookers. Guild representative said
ity
of
the
organized
industry
"to
automotive
field, has been turned
work together readily as a united that lower minimums were not in
{Continued from Page 1)

I into a roller rink. Other garages may
I make the switchover.

industry and co-ordinate its efforts
when the purpose is clear and factional politics are kept out.

keeping with the request of President Roosevelt on sub-standard
wages.

Seattle Downtown
Business Up 50 P. C.
(Continued from Page 1)

about $1,000 a day on the average
week, while the gross now runs a
little over $1,500 daily, and often
goes far beyond. Week-ends and
Monday
evenings,
whenuntil
the 9>*m.,
downtown stores
stay open
these houses do a capacity busp
3.
The boom is felt in the second
and third-run houses too. However,
in the downtown district the increase is better than 50 per cent.
Where these houses were grossing
in the neighborhood of $2,500 a week
one year ago, they are now taking
in $4,500 and better.
With the newcomers in Seattle,
have come lovers of vaudeville and
burlesque.
The city's
vaudefilm
house, the Palomar
is up
better
than 75 per cent as is the girly Rivoli.
However, in the nabes the situation is far different. There biz is
down about 10 per cent over last
year.a seat
On week-ends
whenhouses,
one can't
find
in downtown
the
nabes are not doing a capacity trade
as they were last year. The average
person is believed to have far more
money in his pocket this year, and
willing to pay the price for the firsthand second-runs, rather than wait
for the film to come to the district
theater. However, with the tire situation becoming more acute, and
gas rationing soon to start, these
houses look for relief.
With first-run houses raising their
prices from 58 cents to 65 cents
evenings, there has been no falling
off in business. It is estimated that
throughout
Seattle
all types of business is up 58
per cent.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Johannes Steel At Roxy
Johannes Steel, radio news commentator, opened a week's engagement yesterday at the Roxy Theater where he will appear three
times daily, giving a news commentary. He is reported to be getting
a big salary for his appearances.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Cosmo Hamilton Dies
London (By Cable) — Cosmo Hamilton, 70, British novelist and playwright, died yesterday of pneumonia
at the home of his brother, Sir Philip
Gibbs.

STORKS!
Fort Worth, Tex. — A daughter
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Lon Hicks.
Hicks is assistant manager of the
Hollywood Theater.
Harry Boriskin, chairman of the
Paramount chapter of Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local 109, UOPWA, is the father of
a daughter born at Bronx Hospital.
Joy.
The child will be known as Sheila
Philadelphia — George R. Gomperts
of 20th-Fox here has a new son,
Victor Shaa.
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STABILIZATION REGULATIONS DUEJODAY
War Plant Long Hours Change Attendance Map
Detroit Neighborhood Exhibs. Gaining at Expense
Of Downtown Operators

Wanger Heads Academy for a Fourth Term;
Zanuch Again to Direct Research Council

By H. F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Long hours being worked
in war plants are responsible for a
gradual shift of business away from
the big downtown theaters here,
checkup of neighborhoods indicates.
To date, the move is not sufficient to
make any great difference in the increased revenues of any one nabe
exhib, because
the gain has been

Los Angeles — Setting a precedent, Walter Wanger was re-elected president
of the Academy for a fourth term. James Hilton, Rosalind Russell and George
Stevens were re-elected vice-presidents. Col. Nathan Levinson who has served
for sime time as treasurer, was also named a vice-president.
Pete Smith was elected secretary, John Leroy Johnston, assistant secretary,
Donald Crisp, treasurer, Nat Finston, assistant treasurer.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck, Signal Corps, U. S. A., now on active duty, was

(Continued on Page 8)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Swiss Market Lost
To U. S. Distribs.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

New Wage Law Provisions
To Revolutionize Present
Industry Contract System

DAILY

asked to continue as director of the Academy's Research Council.
Chairman Frank Lloyd of the membership committee reported the present
membership is the largest in 10 years.

Grierson Refuses to
Cut Victory Loan Pic

Clarifying regulations relative to
the wage stabilization law as it will
affect the motion picture industry
are expected to be released by Administrator James Byrnes today or
by Monday at the latest. It was
reported yesterday that attorneys in
Byrnes' department were preparing
today.
the regulations and that they might
finish them by last night for release
Meanwhile, industry attorneys
were continuing
their deliberations,
(Continued on Page 6)

f*

Convert
Else",
OPA's
FuelorWarning
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Chaplin to Make Two
In Next Two Years

Montreal — John Grierson, director
Washington — Under the new raLoss of the Switzerland market
of Canada's National Film Board,
tioning program, fuel oil will be
appeared certain yesterday when it has refused peremptorily to cut a denied to film theaters whose owners
was learned that no American pic- film he has prepared for the Victory refuse to convert furnaces to coal
Charles Chaplin plans only two
tures could be transported across Loan campaign, rejecting the re- when possible, according to Joel pictures during the next two years,
the
comedian declared yesterday in
unoccupied France to the Swiss borquest of the Montreal committee
der. This order was reported to which thought too much stress was Dean, director of OPA's fuel ration- New York on the eve of his address
ing division.
have come simultaneously with the laid on Russian scenes. The film, a
Rationing
boards
will
consider at the meeting in Carnegie Hall
banning
of British and American four-reeler, entitled "The
Page 8) Front to
(Continued on Page 6)
^_
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6) People's
sponsored (Continued
by the onArtists'
— Scrap Socks Japs —

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Industry Reps, to Attend
Morgenthau's Conference
In recognition of the successful
September War Bond drive, representatives ofthe WAC and the Hollywood Victory Committee, have
been invited by Secretary Morgenthau to attend a national confet(Continued on Page 6)

Heller, Blanh's Kin,
Nazi War Prisoner
Des Moines, la.— Irving Heller,
former Fort Dodge theater operator, who has been listed as "missing in action" following the Dieppe
Commando raid, is now reported by
the Red Cross as a prisoner of war
in Germany. Heller who holds the
rank of Lance Sergeant in the Canadian Army, is a nephew of A. H.
Blank, head of Tri-States Theater
Corp. of Des Moines.

Clearance Adjustments
In Canton, O., Sought
Cleveland — Local arbitration board
has received a case filed by the Park
Theater Co. of Barberton, operating
the Dueber Theater, Canton, against
Paramount, Vitagraph, Loew's, Inc.,
and RKO Radio Pictures, asking for
a change
in the present clearance
(Continued on Page 2)

— Scrap Socks Japs —

— Scrap Socks Japs —
Coast SOEG Contract to
War Labor Board for O. K. Roxy Experiments With
Spot Analysis of News

The long dispute between the
Roxy
theater
is experimenting
Screen Office Employes Guild and
producers which for a time brought with a new booking idea, presenting
the threat of strike to the Coast stu- Johannes Steel, WMCA news comdios will reach its official end when
mentator, and George
Hamilton
(Continued on Page 6)
the contract recently negotiated in
Hollywood(Continued
is submitted
to
the
War
on Page 8)

2V. Y. Scrap Drive Gets Gun

IS YOUR

Doffs His Hat —

Parade and Inaugural Ceremonies at Noon
Name Merit Award Winner
At Stanley-Warner Meet
Philadelphia — Stanley - Warner
wound up its two-day manager meeting here yesterday with approximately 160 managers and executives
present. Highlight was the announcement of the awards of merit, which

With a demonstration of the same
sort of showmanship that gave color
and zip to the War Bond drive last
month, pix theaters in the New York
Met. territory today launch their
scrap drive with inaugural ceremonies slated for the noon hour on
Broadway between 45th and 46th St.
Hollywood atmosphere will be provided by Veronica Lake, Jack Haley

(Continued on Page 6)

SCRAP

. M. Editorial
=====
Phil
Daly

VICTORY

INSURANCE — DON'T

To Noel Coward's magnificent "In
Which We Serve," previewed yesterday by United Artists which will release the Twin Cities pic on this
side. Definitely, this screen saga
of the HMS Torrin places in the
"best" niche on all counts; and it
should be one of the outstanding
grossers of the war years. The
— BAHN.
screen's art and dignity are
the richer for "In Which We Serve." Turn
to Page 7 for the full review.

(Continued on Page 8)
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largest producers of educational, training and industrial films has opening
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Emil Komuves, an inspector in International Projector Corp.'s plant at
92 Gold St., is the first worker in the
New York area to be honored by
WPB's Production Drive Headquarters, having received honorable mention for evolving a method which reduces time in use of a gauge employed in checking tolerances of precision instruments being manufactured by IPC for the war effort.
John F. Campbell, plant manager
for IPC, opened the factory meeting at which Komuves was formally
honored. Michael Romano sang the
national anthem, and then Lieut.
H. Massie Smoot, U.S.N., was introduced and made the award. Earle
G. Hines, company's chief, presented
Komuves with a $100 War Bond.
Charles Fay, president of Local 475,
delivered an address. Ceremonies
concluded with singing by Romano
of "America."
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Clearance Adjustments
In Canton, O., Sought
(Continued from Page

commc and come

1)

set-up as between these distributors
and the first and second-run theaters of Canton.
The petition claims that the clearance as between the Ohio, Loew's,
Palace, Mozart and Valentine Theaters and the complainant Deuber
Theater is unreasonable; that the
comparable clearance granted the
Strand and State with the Deuber is

STEVE BROIDY. vice-president and general
sales manager of Monogram, has left Hollywood
on

a tour of the company's Eastern exchanges.
JOSEPH T. HANLEY, service manager of
Monogram's foreign department, is in Hollywood
for conferences.
He will be away two weeks.
VERONICA LAKE gets in from the Coastit"day to rehearse for "Incendiary Blondes, "«£yi, I
aret revue to be put on at the Waldos in toria on Oct. 23 for the benefit of the American Theater Wing War Service. Actress will
be at the Waldorf for the next two weeks.
SOL SCHWARTZ, Western zone manager for
RKO theaters, is on a tour visiting RKO houses

unreasonable; that neither the Val- in Chicago, Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Dubuque,
entine nor the Mozart is entitled to Minneapolis, Marshalltown, Sioux City and
Waterloo.
clearance over the Dueber. Complainant seeks relief by having the
existing licenses between the distribI. H. ROGOVIN Boston; HARRY WEINER,
utor defendants and the defendant
Philadelphia; JOE MILLER, Albany; PHIL FOX,
Mozart and Valentine Theaters de- Buffalo, and TIM O'TOOLE, New Haven, have
returned
to their homes after attending
clared inoperative, that the arbitrator reduce the clearance between branch managers' conference at the Columbia
home office.
first- and subsequent-runs in Canton,
NAT WOLF,
zone
manager for Warner Theand that the comparable clearance
in the Cleveland territory, arrived in New
granted to the State and Strand York atersyesterday
for
home
office
conferences
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Theaters with the Dueber be dis- with Joseph Bernhard and Harry M. Kalmii
continued.
N. Y. SPG to Publicize
He returns to Cleveland over the week-end.
This is the second arbitration suit
ARTHUR SACHSON, Vitagraph vice-president,
CIO War Effort Role
filed by the Dueber Theater against left yesterday on a business trip to Chicago:
He is expected back the early part of next
the same distributors and theaters. week.
At the suggestion of the Greater On Feb. 4. 1942, suit was filed under
A. A. SCHUBART, RKO's manager of exNew York Industrial Union Coun- Section VI of the degree, asking for
change operations, got back yesterday from a
cil of the CIO the Screen Publicists
some run. Case was dismissed by tour of the company's branches on the Pacific
Guild of New York has organized
Arbitrator J. Virgil Cory, who rend- Coast.
LOU ASTOR, Columbia circuit sales executive,
ered the decision that the evidence Monday.
a publicity and promotion committee to acquaint the city and the failed to prove a refusal of some left for Philadelphia yesterday to be gone until
nation with the part being played in run to the complainant, and also,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
the war by CIO members in the
that according to the evidence, clearmetropolis. Chairman of the comance and price fixed by the distribu- Macgowan
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
on "Happy
Land"
mittee is Lawrence H. Lipskin, first
tor defendants were not such as to
vice-president of the SPG.
Hollywood
defeat the purpose of the decree, first
20th-Fox— Kenneth
production,Macgowan's
following
Another committee, this one to as was claimed by the complainant. his return to the studio after his
aid civilian defense offices through
— Scrap Socks Japs —
work in the office of the Co-ordinathe utilization of SPG talents, has
tor of Inter-American Affairs, will
been formed at the request of the PRC Sets Product Deal
CDVO, with Arthur Jeffrey, second With Two Warner Zones
be "Happy — Land."
Scrap Socks Japs —
vice-president as chairman. A
Frank Nolan Dead
third committee to be organized will
Warners circuit theaters in PittsOberlin, O— Frank Nolan, 60, vetburgh and Philadelphia have closed
serve to implement the union's winthe-war
program.
eran theater manager who, for the
for PRC's new product lineup, it past few years has been managing
was announced yesterday by Arthur
— Scrap Socks Japs —
the Lonet Theater in Wellington,
Greenblatt. sale« manager.
died in Oberlin Hospital.
Montague and Jackter
Meanwhile, PRC's "Jungle Siren,"
starring Ann Corio and Buster
To Host Philly Exhibs.
Crabbe. has been booked by more
than 600 maior circuit theaters and
A. Montague, general sales man- has established a new record for a
ager of Columbia, and Rube Jackter,
PRC nicture in Class "A." houses.
assistant general sales manager
will be hosts Sunday night at a Circuit deals also are piling un for
dinner for important Philadelphia "Secrets of a Co-Ed." which is
exhibitors and circuit executives, to scheduled for release Oct. 26, and indications are that the contracts mav
launch the company's advance campaign on "You Were Never Love- surpass in number those of "Jungle
lier." Following the dinner, which
— Scrap Socks Japs —
will take place at the Warwick Hotel in Philadelphia, those present YDD London Debut Sells
will be Montague's guests at a spe- $4,050,000
in War Bonds
cial tradeshowing of the film, slated Siren."
for 9:00 p.m. at the Erlanger TheOCTOBER
16
London
(By
Cable)— British War
ater.
Harry
Rapf
Al G. Ruben
Lucille
Fairbanks
Lloyd Corrigan
Bond premiere of "Yankee Doodle
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Bill Elliott
Frank
D. Ormston
Dandy"
at
the
Warner
Theater
here
Ben Kresch Party
Molly
O'Day
Vincent
Munro, Jr
last night resulted in the sale of
OCTOBER
17
Ben Kresch, legal contact for War- more than $4,050,000 in Bonds. PatRita
Hayworth
Marilyn
Morgan
ner Bros, theaters in Philadelphia,
terned after the New York anrl HolJean
Arthur
Roy
Stewart
who leaves soon for Army service, lvwood premieres of the Warner
Casey
Robinson
Hapsburg
Liebe
Marian
Marsh
David
Bennett
was guest of honor at a cocktail Bros, picture, admission to the local
Radie Harris
partv yesterday in the Penthouse of first night was strictly through the
OCTOBER
18
the Hotel Piccadilly. Warner home "in-chase of National War Savings
Miriam
Hopkins
Lamar
Trotti
office executives were among the Certificates, the British eauivalent of
Guy
Wonders
Bob CusterH. J. Yates, Jr.
friends and business associates who War Bonds, priced at $20 to $20,000
attended the farewell get-together.
per seat in American coin.
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Grierson Refuses to
Cut Victory Loan Pic

Start Stabilization
Regulation Today
{Continued from Page

1)

but it was pointed out that all tentative conclusions would be dependent on the final rulings from Washington. Because the lawyers have
varied interpretations of the law,
no procedure can be adopted until
it is clarified. It was admitted, however, that the law will revolutionize
the present system of contracts with
players, directors, unions and all
types of talent, as well as affect
bonuses.
The directive by Byrnes is expected to follow the issuance of the
clarifying regulations.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Name Merit Award Winner
At Stanley-Warner Meet
(Continued from

Page

1)

went to Al Reh, manager, Mastbaum,
Philadelphia; John Roach, manager,
the Ardmore, Ardmore, and Joe Bergin, manager, Stanley, Chester. They
were in the form of plaques and
cash. They will be presented at the
national
managers' meeting in
New Yorkzonesoon.
Addressing the meeting here were
Zone Chief Ted Schlanger, Joseph
Bernhard. Harry Kalmine, Everett
Callow, Harry Goldberg, Samuel
Schwartz, Lester Krieger, J. Ellis
Shipmen, John Turner, Joe Feldman.
Al Zimbalist, Bob Mills, and Bill
Charles, who covered all phases of
operation. Conservation and the
place of the theater in wartime were
highlights. The men were given a
luncheon and a dinner, with Bernhard guest of honor at the latter.
During the meeting, Schlanger was
notified by the Federal Reserve that
the local area had, in the matter of
percentage of increase in sales, topped the country during September
in War Bond selling, a signal honor.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Hear 20th-Fox to Back
Broadway Legit. Shows
Twentieth Century-Fox is understood to have under consideration
plans to finance a number of plays
on Broadway, with Margaret Curtis' "A Highland Fling" mentioned
as a possibility for the first production.
The company also is reported bidding for the screen rights to "Flare
Path," play by Terence Rattigan
now on the London stage.

(Continued from Page

You Should Know

That —

• • • YESTERDAY, rain-flecked pedestrians along ole Broadway
watched with ripe curiosity the dismantling of the huge attraction sign
on the famous
facade of the Astor Theater
The action bespoke
the about-to-conclude run of "Pride of the Yankees." which RKO-Goldwyn
opus has made the stand's turnstiles click in swell style ever since early
Summer
It won't be long now that a new sign will go up, heralding
another socko b.o. beauty. — Leo the Lion's Judy Garland starrer, "For
Me and My Gal"
The newcomer attraction will get a special preview showing on Tuesday night, preceding the premiere the following
morning
At the said preview will be a galaxy of big-name folks
whose voluntary contributions and paid admissions will be presented
to the New York Infirmary For Women
and Children
'Mong the
invited guests will be George Abbott, A. P. Blumenthal, Miss Katherine
Brush, William Bayard Cutting, Harry Content, Bennett Cerf, Clarence
Dillon, Walter Damrosch, Jules Glaenzer, Harvey Dow Gibson, Sam H.
Harris. Moss Hctrt, Pierpont Morgan Hamilton, Lorenz Hart, Theresa
Helburn, Mrs. William Hale Harkness, Frazier Jelke, Richard Jaeckel,

film"The
would
be simply
debauch
People's
War"to is
one ofit."a
number of films produced for use in
the
Victory Loan campaign across
Canada.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Industry Reps, to Attend

Henry Luce, Lawrence Langner, Guthrie McClintic, F. A. Muschenheim,
Brock Pemberton, Richard Rodgers, Lee Shubert, M. Lincoln Schuster,

Morgenthau's Conference

Bertrand L. Taylor, Jr., Irving Berlin, Rube Goldberg, Messmore Kendall,
Jules Brulatour, Harry Sinclair, George Z. Medalie. and Judge Joseph M.
Proskauer
For Wednesday
midnight,
the magic
mind
of Mister
Howard Dietz has contrived a big community sing for the soldier boys

ence of the War Savings Staff in
Kansas City Oct. 26-27-28. Si Fabian, Francis S. Harmon, and Oscar
A. Doob will attend the meetings
from WAC. Ken Thompson and
James Cagney, SAG president, will
go from the West Coast groups.

and John Q. Public right in Times Square, — thereby re-creating a scene
from the picture

T
^

^

^

AT

T

T
Marvin

Schenck, a meeting of the full personnel of the producers' committee
for the ninth annual "Night of Stars" will be held. ... • Last night
clown at N. Y. U.'s Washington Sq. College, George (Rialto) Hoffman
lectured to the film course students on "Theater Display Planning". . .

• Said Bill Berns on his air program yes'day o'er Station It'iV£H':
"Gene Kelly could have been another Mickey Rooney if movies had discovered him years ago.

Now

he's just another Jimmy

Chaplin and Welles at
Second Front Rally

(Continued from

Page

1)

— Scrap Socks Japs —

4:30 this afternoon in the offices of Chairman

Charles S. Chaplin will be the
principal speaker and Orson Welles
will preside at a second front rally
at 8:30 o'clock tonight in Carnegie
Hall, sponsored by the Artists'
Front to Win the War. Other leading speakers will be Jan Struther,
Lillian Hellman, Rep. Elmer J. Holland, I. F. Stone, Carl Van Doren,
Rockwell Kent, Joris Ivens and Max
Yergan.
Greetings are expected from Vicepresident Henry A. Wallace and
Senators
Kenneth McKellar and
Tom J. Connors, distribution chief
of 20th-Fox, became a grandpappy Claude Pepper. Dramatic sketch
yesterday when a son was born to called "My Brother Lives in StalinMrs. Tom J. Connors, Jr., on the
grad," which was presented on
Coast. The child will be known as Kate Smith's air show last Friday
Tom J. Connors, 3rd. The father is will be performed by Margaret Weban assistant director at the 20thster, Selena Royle and Hester Son:^ox studio.
dergaard.

STORKS!

1)

War" was regarded by the Montreal
committee as unsuited in parts to
the political views of the French
Canadian Catholics who are stronffW
anti-communist. It asked that G*n.,
son cut the film and omit the pwls
they considered objectionable.
In refusing the request, Grierson
said: "We take the position that any
local organization has a perfect
right to reject or to use our film,
but we cannot accede to a request
from any local organization to cut
a film. This particular film is being used everywhere else in Canada, and if the National Film Board
were to start cutting films to meet
local objections, there would be no
end to it. Moreover, to cut this

Cagney"

Roxy Experiments With
Spot Analysis of News
(Continued from Page

1)

Coombs, Jr., WHN news analyst, in
a joint stage discussion of reports
coming over the news tickers. Duo
are on three times daily, speaking
extemporaneously, with of course
the spot material different at each
show. Theater reports the innovation well received by audiences.
Steel and Coombs are spotted between a short and the feature pic,
permitting
the tail end of their
pitch to serve as a plug for the film.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Dame Marie Tempest Dead
London (By Cable) — Dame Marie
Tempest, 78, celebrated actress, died
here yesterday in her London residence.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Taylor, Post Get Term Pacts
Hollywood— Kent Taylor and William Post have been signed to longterm contracts by 20th Century-Fox.

Swiss Market is Lost
To U. S. Distributors
(Continued from

Page

1)

pictures in France and French North
Africa, effective yesterday.
In the past, American
distributors have been shipping a large part
of their
pictures
to Switzerland
through the Vichy territory.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Convert or Else," OPA
Gives Warning on Fuel
(Continued from Page

1)

availability of conversion equipment
and reasonableness of cost in determining whether furnaces in the
larger
structures can be converted,
Dean said.
Ration coupons
for fuel oil will be
available
next Thursday.

That Florida Sun!
Frank

Rogers

here

yesterday

scouted reports that he would retire as prexy of Florida State Theaters, Inc.
Quote
Rogers:
"Whatthat
I really
resent is the
inference
I would
ever retire from anything in the
warmth of that Florida sunshine.
You fuel-oil rationers can really
take

nate

of that

this Winter."

3*Sr
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> :< Reviews or th€ new nuns a- ,v
"In NoelWhich
We
Serve"
Coward,
John
Mills,
Bernard

with

Miles, Celia Johnson, Kay Walsh
UA-Twin Cities
115 Mins.
SHOULD BE ONE OF THE OUTSTANDl^wGROSSERS OF THE WAR YEARS;

•k SHORTS

*

"Night Life in the Army"
(Terry-Toon)
20th-Fox
7 Mins.
Good
If "In Which We Serve" isn't the finest
The Sergeant Cat and Gandy
example of cinematic craftsmanship to
characters make their reappearance
come across the boiling Atlantic from that
cartoon, which is in Technigallant and tight little isle called England, in this color.
The action has to do with a
you name its better.
series of nightmarish dreams into
And if Noel Coward's brilliantly told story which Gandy drags the sergeant,
of a ship — HMS Torrin, a destroyer — and who doesn't like the idea. There
its heroic ship's company doesn't score, on seems to be nothing that Gandy can
this side and elsewhere, as one of the out- do about it. Some of the situations
standing grossers of the war years, this re- into which the two get involved in
viewer, who has been watching shadows
dreams are pretty funny
flicker on screens, man and boy, since the Gandy's
and make this short a deserving
nickelodeon days is ripe for retirement as a booking.
PVnNG
IN THE
ALU COUNTS.

"BEST"

NICHE

ON

greybeard.
On all counts, "In Which We Serve"
places in the "best" niche.
Its story, moving and absorbing, bears
the seal of utter sincerity; it is wholly free
from both melodramatic hokum and cinematic cliches. Natural humor is deftly employed to relieve the intense emotional impact of poignant incidents. (In this and
other respects, the picture reminds inevitably of Coward's great "Cavalcade"). And
always the accent is upon realism, from

"Canadian Patrol"
(Variety Views)
Universal
9 lA mins.
Good

Canada's
come
in for Royal
attentionMounted
in this Police
short.
The making of a mountie is shown
interestingly by the camera, which
is outdoors for most of the time,
to the visual enhancement of the
subject. Scenes of the Mounted
opening shot — the laying of the Torrin's Police in action are unusually good.
keel — to the splendidly conceived and
etched finale in which Coward as the The short places considerable stress
on the part played by the force in
destroyer's Captain "D" takes leave of his guarding the Dominion against poscrew's survivors in Alexandria.
sible sabotage.
Yes, emphatically, from the standpoint

of story construction alone "In Which We
Serve" is stand-out.

ed, in this instance would have been a
handicap.

But there is more to the picture's excellence than its story. There is Coward's
experimentation with a modified flashback
technique. It is highly effective in perfecting the mosaic for, as Coward tells his
story, there are essential contributions
from the lives of a dozen or so. The flash-

There is a wealth of magnificent portrayals to support Coward, with emphasis
especially upon the histrionics of Johnny
Mills as a Cockney seaman, Bernard Miles
as the chief petty officer, Celia Johnson

"The Black Swan"
with Tyrone
Power, Maureen
20th-Fox

O'Hara
85 Mins.

SMASH ENTERTAINMENT IS DELIVERED BY COSTUME PICTURE OF SWASHBUCKLING DAYS.
Rafael Sabatini springs back into the consciousness of film audiences with a bang
"The Black Swan," the screen version
one of the novelist's most exciting tales
derring-do. Historical romance is offered
its best in this production, a lavish Technicolor affair crammed with entertainment
value. Swashbuckling, romance and red
deeds of valor crowd the story to provide
thrills and excitement that should bring
a fervid response especially from the younger patrons.
Robert Bassler deserves unstitnted praise
in
of
of
at

for making this a sock showman's picture.
In Henry King he found a director who was
able to whip the action of the Sabatini
story into a turmoil that guarantees "The
Black Swan" undivided attention from those
who see it. The smashing progress of the
film is a tribute to the quality of King's
direction.
Ben Hecht and Seton I. Miller have made
the work of Bassler and King easier by
giving the Sabatini novel a screen treatment
that leaves little to be desired. It is a
lusty script of solid proportions that misses
no trick in its quest of material to hold
audience interest.
This is the story of Henry Morgan,
famous freebooter, and his motley crew.
The tale opens with the pirate chieftain's
return from England to assume the governorship of Jamaica after his pardon by
the British king. The chief line of the
plot has to do with a bloody feud between
Morgan and one of his former captains who
defies his orders to abandon buccaneering
for the pursuit of more lawful activities.
The minor thread of the plot concerns the

"Jungle Siren"

with Ann Corio, Buster Crabbe
PRC
68 Mins.
KIDS SHOULD FIND ACTION IN THIS
AFRICAN JUNGLE MELODRAMA CAUSE
FOR EXCITEMENT.
The sight of Ann Corio of strip-tease
fame cavorting in an African jungle setting
is
the primary
allureimagination
of "Jungle and
Siren,"
production
in which
reasona
take a back seat. Youths and such elders
whose tastes in entertainment are primitive are the ones on whom this film will
have to lean. To these the excitement and
action, of which there is no dearth, should
carry considerable appeal.
Miss Corio, dressed in sarong, plays the
daughter of slain missionaries who is being
taken care of by a white doctor. All through
the film she carries on a vendetta against
the tribe that slew her parents. The tribe
is being stirred to a war fever by a Nazi
agent operating in the jungle. The action
picks up when two Americans with the Free
French forces come on the scene to circumvent the Nazi agent. Miss Corio proves a
great help to the two men, one of whom is
Buster Crabbe, in their work of putting the
villain out of business. The girl's acivity
in behalf of Crabbe's safety takes on a
romantic
hue before all the fuss is over.
Miss Corio fares fairly well as the heroine
of the piece. Crabbe is just adequate in his
part. Other roles are taken by Evelyn
Wahl. Paul Bryar, Milt Kibbee, Arno Frey,
Jess Brooks.
Sam Newfield's direction stresses action all the way through. The screenplay
was out together by George W. Sayre and
Sam Rob'ns from an "original" by the former
and Milton Raison. The producer is Sigmund Neufelrl. Johnny Lange and Lew
Porter have added an iota to the film's entertainment with a tune called "Song of

attempt of Morgan's chief aide to win the
CAST: Ann Corio. Buster Crabbe, Evelyn
daughter of the deposed governor from
Paul Brvar, Milt Kibbee, Arno Frey,
the Jungle."
the man to whom she is betrothed. It is W*hl
the heroic work of the love-smitten ex- Jess Brooks, Manart K;ppen, James Adamback's employment indeed is more than
pirate that brings about the downfall of
merely adroit. The required sequences are
CREDITS: Producer. Sigmund Neufeld;
the rebellious captain and creates the
filled in through the parade across the screen
son.
Director, Sam Newfield; Screenplay. George
film's happy ending. Need it be said that
As
in
other
departments,
the
picture
rates
of the thoughts of the Torrin's survivors
W.
Sayre. S*m Robins; Based on Story by
as they cling to a life raft off Crete.
ex-governor's daughter, after doing a
"best" in production elements, in photogra- the
hard-to-get for most of the footage, suc- George W. Savre. Milton Raison: CameraOf what do men think when, wounded,
phy, in sound and in the musical accomcumbs to the ardor of our reformed pirate?
man. Jack Greenhalgh; Film Editor, Holon the border line of consciousness, they
paniment supplied by the London SymThe acting is of a high caliber. Tyrone Krook N. Todd; Song Johnny Lange, Lew
struggle to live, the while strafing Nazi
Porter.
phony.
The
story's
scope,
with
swiftly
planes swoop down like vultures?
contrasting sequences of domesticity and Power is the pirate who goes for the exDIRECTION, Fair PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.
Coward with uncanny sensitivity tells high adventure, of tender romance, of governor's gal, who is enacted by Maureen
great courage, of savage warfare, permits O'Hara. Laird Cre?ar takes the Morgan
you in never-to-be-forgotten footage.
role, with George Sanders appearing as Laird Cregar. Thomas Mitchell, George
golden
opportunities;
they
are
not
muffed.
And speaking of Coward, "In Which We
All turn in fine per- Sanders, Anthonv Quinn, George Zucco,
The screen's art and dignity are the the rebel captain.
Serve" is essentially his creation: He wrote
formances, Cregar and Sanders standing Edward Ashley, Fortunio Bonanova. Stuart
the story, (which may have been suggested richer for "In Which
We Serve."
out like two robust characters of romantic Robertson, Charles McNaughton, Frederick
by the life of Lord Louis Mountbatten) he
CAST: Noel Coward, John Mills, Berplays Captain Kinross in a fashion that
nard Miles, Celia Johnson, Kay Walsh, fiction come to life. There are other Worlock. Willie Funs', Charles Francis,
topnotch portrayals by Thomas Mitchell. Arthur ShieMs Keith Hitchcock. John Burhonors His Majesty's Navy as well as Cow- Derek Elphinstane, Robert Sansom, Philip
ard, he co-directed with David Lean (whose Friend, Michael Wilding, Hubert Cregg, Anthony Quinn, George Zucco, Edward
ton, Cyril McLaglen, Clarence Muse. Olaf
Hvtten, Charles Irwin, David Thursby, Frank
editing job is tops), he produced and he Ballard Berkeley, James Donald, Kenneth Ashley, Fortunio Bonanova.
Leigh.
provided a fitting musical setting. All in Carten, Walter Fitzgerald, Gerald Case,
The Technicolor in "The Black Swan"
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Bassler; Diall, it's a man-of-the-year accomplishment. Ann Stephens, Daniel Massey, Joyce Carey, has an amazing auality about it-— a quality
Which brings us to the matter of cast- Dora Gregory, Kathleen Harrison, George that makes each frame take on the appearrector, Henrv King; Screenplay, Ben Hecht,
ing. Aside from Coward, the picture is Carnev.
ance of a painting done in oil — with rich Setton I. Miller; Adaptation, Se*on I.
CREDITS: A Noel Coward Production, deep hues that are a treat to behold. Yes, Miller; Based on novel by Rafael Sabatini;
peopled with players unknown to American
audiences. Yet, peculiarly, this is a source written, produced and co-directed by Noel the visual appeal of this film is tremendous.
Cameraman. Leon Shamroy; Technicolor
Too much cannot be said for the creative Director. Natalie Kalmus; Music Score,
of strength. For "In Which We Serve" is Coward; Co-director, David Lean; Film
the sort of story which scores best when Editor, David Lean; Musical Score, Noel photography of Leon Shamroy. Alfred New- Alfred Newman; Art Directors Richard Dav,
man has enriched the film with a grand James Basevi; Film Editor, Barbara Mcthose bringing it to life are not identified Coward; Cameraman, Ronald Neame; Sound,
score. Earl Luick has dressed the players Lean.
with types or whose screen mannerisms C. C. Stevens.
have not become performance trademarks.
in eve-srriDping costumes.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Aces.
In truth, a Hollywood cast, however talentCAST:
Tyrone
Power, Maureen
O'Hara, Superb.
as Coward's understanding wife, Kay Walsh
as Mills' bride, and Joyce Carey as Miles'
wife. You won't find a single performance
that slips in the picture — see it and believe.

W£s
New York Scrap
Drive Gets Gun
(Continued from Page 1)

and Lucille Norman, while a parade
which will precede the ceremonies
will see usherettes, Roxyettes, ushers, units of the American Women's
Voluntary Service and Army and
Legion bands in line.
Similar celebrations will be held
Veronica
Rolls Royce
atermen's
and when

Lake will ride in a
in the New York TheScrap
Parade
she reaches
4:5thtoday
and

Broadway the big car, tires and
all, will be dumped on the scrap
pile. The Rolls Royce was given
by a motion picture executive who
prefers to remain anonymous.

Ah, Timeliness Is
The Warner Credo!
When Len Spinrad of the Warner Bros, publicity department received his official notice the other
day to report to Uncle Sam for induction into the Army, he was working on the campaign for "You Can't
Escape Forever."

Chaplin to Make Two
In Next Two Years
(Continued from Page 1)

Win the War. Chaplin's talk tonight will urge the immediate opening of a second front.
Aside from "Shadow and Subin all five boroughs of the city prestance," on which he just finished
liminary to the Scrap Matinee Day writing a first draft, Chaplin plans
set for Oct. 24 in 1,000 houses in to make a satire on the life of Lanthe Met. area. It is estimated that
dru, slew
notorious
French Chaplin
"bluebeard"
the free scrap matinees should yield who
200 wives.
will
over 10,000,000 pounds.
Downtown Brooklyn theaters started their produce and star in the Landru piccampaign yesterday with appropriate cereture, but will not appear in "Shamonies at the parking lot behind the RKO
dow and Substance," which he will
Albee Theater. Borough President Cashmore produce and direct. Production on
deposited the first of the scrap. The Brook- the latter picture will start about
lyn committee includes Larry Grieb, RKO
Dec. 10.
Orpheum and Albee; Bill Weigand, Loew's
Melba; John Burke, Paramount; William J.
For the first time, Chaplin will
McLaughlin, Strand ; Charles Dowe, Fox ;
J. Levy, Paramount and Ben Simon and discard his baggy pants, cane and
mustache
in the Landru production.
Sam Coolick of Loew's Metropolitan.
The Bronx will swing in line with a Scrap
Parade tomorrow noon on the Grand Concourse as a preliminary to the Scrap Matinee. Committee is composed of Max Minck,
Fred Herkowitz, Bucky Harris, Vincent Liguori and Louis Friedman, representing
RKO theaters; Max Cooper and Fred Witte
of Skouras; Arnold Siegal, Eddie Burke,
Harry Rosenbaum and Carl Fishman of
Loew's.
Borough President Burke will head the
demonstration in Jamaica tomorrow. On
Sunday Brooklyn nabes will start their drive
with a parade on Kings Highway.

Coast SOEG Contract to
War Labor Board for O. K.
(Continued from Page 1)

Labor Board under the provisions of
the President's economic stabilization order, it was learned yesterday.
The pact will have to go to the
board for approval because of its
wage-increase clause.
Labor-Management Scrap
It was said yesterday by C. J.
Campaign at 20th-Fox
Scollard of Paramount, who was
A one-week's scrap drive in which one of the arbitrators in the conlabor and management will co-opertroversy, that the agreement would
ate will open at 20th-Fox on Mon- be placed before the WLB immediately upon its receipt here. _ The
day. The slogan will be "Match
Your Weight in Scrap." The weight pact was expected to be signed
of all the company's employes here momentarily by the Coast union.
is estimated to aggregate some 75,- Both sides were understood to feel
000 pounds. The campaign will be confident that the WLB would give
in charge of a committee consisting the pact its blessing.
of Jonas Rosenfield, Hugh Strong
and Jack Sichelman. Pledge cards at the company's branches throughout the country.
will be distributed among the personnel. The drive will be duplicated

TO THE

COLORS!

EDWIN F. JONES, for many
years a member of the Paramount
home office real estate department,
has been commissioned a Lieutenant,
Senior Grade, in the U. S. Navy and
leaves Paramount today for active

Ask State Chairmen for
Full Scrap Drive Reports

In order to coordinate all the activities of theaters co-operating in
the industry's scrap campaign a letter has gone out to all WAC state
chairmen asking for the following
data:
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War Plants' Hours
Affect Attendance
1)

well spread out more or less throughout all residential sections.
Downtown houses, so far, have
not especially suffered from the
trend, because of the vast increase
in the number of transients in the
city, or new workers brought in
here for work in defense plants or
war offices, such as the new Army
Ordnance Headquarters, which took
over a 30-story, block-long office
building a few weeks ago. These
new additions to the city's population tend to patronize the downtown
theaters which do the most advertising and which they see most of
in their downtown contacts, and
have not established themselves as
neighborhood patrons yet.
Long Hours Deciding Factor
In addition, the big money being
paid in much of this war work, in
totals per week, encourage occasional spending for the big money
shows even by regular neighborhood
patrons. From the family income
standpoint, everything is in favor
of the first-runs with their higher
admissions, right now, but it is the
long hours that encourage going to
the nearest show before heading for
bed or work, according to the shift.
The war worker on a 10-hour day
or longer does not have time to go
downtown, and the box-office money
is slowly turning toward the neighborhoods. This is beginning to offset
a long period when business was
fair to poor at most neighborhood
shows, which are at last beginning
to share slightly in defense coin.
May
Bring Single Bills
The same trend for less time
to devote to a show, meaning less
time for transportation, may lead
toward a sizeable demand for single
bills, but the movement is not yet
articulate here.
Tendency does definitely tie in
with coming requirements of gasoline rationing however. Move here
is expected to lead toward a general checkup by patriotic groups of
cars parked around a theater after
rationing is under way, to see if
seas is being used on amusement
driving bv those having special rations. With such policing in effect,
result is expected to be general
abandonment-of driving to the show,
and substitution of walking or
shorter public transportation, which
is admittedlv near collapse here.
Neighborhood shows will benefit accordingly.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

1 — The name of the theater holding scrap Isaac Marcus Dead
matinees, the number of matinees held, a recHarrisburg, Pa. — Isaac Marcus, 72
ord of the number of free tickets distributed,
the attendance and the poundage of scrap pioneer film house proprietor, who
collected.
opened the Nickelodeon here in 1909
2 — If scrap was collected by the municipal- died at a local hospital. For twenty
ity, the weight by pounds; if by junkies, the years Marcus operated the Star the
BOB CONDON of the 20th-Fox
and amount of money received there- ater. He built the National theater
publicity department will be inducted weight
for and to what charity distributed.
into the Army tomorrow after waiv3 — Report and pictures of any unusual in 1914 and acquired the Rialto in
1922. He was a native of Rumania
ing his 14-day furlough. He is a stunts; such
gatheras and
report
human
interesf
givine
up old
swords,
war and came to this country at the age
brother of Richard Condon, the stories,
relics, heirlooms, trophies, etc.
of 14.
4 — Clippings from local newspapers.
company's
publicity manager.

That Other Woman"

with Virginia Gilmore, James Ellison
20th-Fox
75 Mins.

!

ROMANTIC COMEDY, WITH GREATEST APPEAL TO WOMEN AUDIENCES,
IS GENERALLY ENTERTAINING.
Thanks
to smart
a fai^'
'
story
has been
once handling,
more resurrect
sS > ...
'That Other Woman" to provide audiences with a generally diverting time. That
the theme still manages to entertain is a
credit to those associated with the production, which bears the Walter Morosco imprint. Despite certain faults, the chief
of which is that the film places too much
of a strain on the imagination, this romantic
comedy fares well in holding the attention
throughout its footage.
Women should find "That Other Woman" very much their oyster since the
film deals heavily in romantics and possesses a story skein of special appeal to
the feminine mind.
The story revolves around the efforts of
Virginia Gilmore to make James Ellison
aware of her feelings for him. The difficulty istwo-fold. First, Ellison, a builder,
is her boss. Second, the fellow has so many
women on the string it's hard to divert his
attention to herself. With the assistance
of her aunt, Miss Gilmore resorts to strategy
to win her prize. The girl sends her boss
mash notes signed with a fictitious name.
That stirs Ellison to a high pitch of curiosity.
The trick works after a lot of complications have been encountered and disposed
of. One of the complications has to do
with the fact Miss Gilmore has a fiance
whom she doesn't relish. This fly in the
ointment is gotten rid of neatly, and the
finale shows Ellison and Miss Gilmore in
each other's arms.
Miss Gilmore does surprisingly well in
her light role. Ellison, while not always
adequate to his role of man of the world,
acquits himself in a manner which the
femmes will find quite attractive. Dan
Duryea, Janice Carter, Alma Kruger, Bud
McAlister and Minerva Urecal are among
the
able. other players whose work is commendRay McCarey's direction manages to extract all the laughs inherent in the Jack
Jungmeyer, Jr., screenplay. Richard Day and
Nathan Juran have supplied some bright,
crisp
settings and Joseph MacDonald firstrate photography.
CAST: Virginia Gilmore, James Ellison,
Dan Duryea, Janice Carter, Alma Kruger,
Bud McAlister, Minerva Urecal, Charles
Arnt, Charles Halton, Charles Trowbridge,
Frank Pershing, George Melford, Paul Fix,
lasco.
Syd Saylor, Henry Roquemore, Leon BeCREDITS: Producer, Walter Morosco;
Director, Ray McCarey; Screenplay, Jack
Jungmeyer, Jr.; Cameraman, Joseph MacDonald; Art Directors, Richard Day, Nathan
Juran; Film Editor, J. Watson Webb, Jr.;
Musical Director, Cyril J. Mockridge.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

M-G-M Buys Two Stories
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M has bought
"My Name is Ruth" by Eleanor Griffin as a vehicle for Margaret O'Brien
and Philip
Dorn,
and "By the People" by Byron
Morgan.
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CANADIAN DIMOUT SWELLS FILM "TAKES"
No Educational
Production Censorship— Mellett
OWI Film Chief Outlines
THE
WEEK
IX REVIEW

D of J 'Divorcement'
Plea Before Court

Allocation Policy in Answer to National Council

Films and the War

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Lowell Mellett, chief
of the OWI Film Division, has emPIX LAUDED: The efforts of the
phatically denied protests of the Naindustry to aid in the war effort
tional Council on Freedom from Cenfound praise in various quarters
sorship that there existed a censorduring the week. The New York
ship over the production of educacensor lauded the industry for what
tional films.
it has already done to that end.
Possibility of such censorship was
The Navy's public relations chief, first raised by the Film News, pubCapt. Leland P. Lovette, in a Los
lished (Continued
by the American
Film Cenon Page 10)
Angeles speech, also heaped praise
upon the industry. Howard Dietz,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
in a speech before the Marketing
Assn., talked on films' place in the
war.
=

By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

=

,; SCRAP DRIVE: Scrap drive by
J New York City's theaters started
''Thursday, with expectations that it
, will net $16,000 for charity
Scrap
' matinee trailers have been sent out,
I in the national drive, to exhibs. of
the country. All exhib. state chair' men for the drive have been named.
, The WPB and the WAC plan scrap
shows for Oct. 31.

*

*

*

I MISCELLANY: Charles F. "Sock,! er" Coe in Coast speech asked continued support for nation's exhibs.
Films, he said, sparked the nation's
patriotism, adding that the U. S.
films would have to be destroyed
! before democracy could be extinguished. .. . Distribs. are maintaining release pace despite curtailment
talk due to the war. . . . UTO of
Illinois opposes higher admission
prices on ground that price boosts
would speed regulation. . . . PCC
will undertake a survey to plot its
i fight against higher rentals. . . . U. S.
I Govt, may buy exhibs.' air conditioning plants. . . . MPPDA huddled
•n effects of the wage stabilization
law. . . . IATSE starts drive to
unionize front-of-the-house employes
in film theaters. . . . WAC will release one Victory short a month. . . .
State Tax Committees, named by
the defunct UMPI, will be maintained. ... Ed Kuykendall predicts
no further trade talks for the duration. . . . Swiss market is lost to
U. S. distribs. by Vichy's refusal
to ship our pix through to Switzerland. . . . OPA warns exhibs. to
convert to coal for heating.

fe

0|

SCRAP

IS YOUR

Columbia Setting
Circuit Franchises

Hearings on the petition of the
Department of Justice to compel divorcement of 16 recently acquired
theaters of Paramount and 20 of
20th -Fox will start today before
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard.
The Government is seeking an order
directing the two companies to give
up their interests in these houses
on the charge that they were obtained in violation of the consent
decree.
Stipulations have been signed by
the litigants agreeing upon most
of the facts at issue, and the hearings are expected to be confined
mainly to the questions at law involved.

Reverse St. Louis
Clearance Decision

Series of important circuit frandhise deals are under negotiation by
Columbia. First with the Griffith
Amusement Co., operating several
hundred theaters in the Southwest
and Midwest, was closed last week,
A. Montague, general sales manager,
A 14-day clearance between fifth
said Friday. Others are approach- and sixth-run theaters in a city the
ing the signing stage, and may be size of St. Louis appears to be unfinalized this week.
reasonable inthe opinion of the moDeal with the Griffith interests is
tion picture appeal board which re(Continued on Page 9)
versed the award of an arbitrator in
—Scrap Socks Japs —
(Continued' on Page 5)

— Scrap Socks Japs —
Hershey Okays Exemption
N. Y. City Scrap Drive
Of Newsreels' Personnel
Washington
Bureau vf THE FILM
DAILY By Theaters Called Off

Washington — A directive exempting newsreel cameramen, technicians,
laboratory workers and sound men
is expected to be issued this week,

The scrap drive whioh
was to
have been launched by New York
City theaters on Friday was called
(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 9)

Copper

Salvage

Carriers, Equipment
Warners
LimitingDates
YDD's
Advanced-Price

Depots Set
Bureau

of THE

FILM

Toronto — The dimout in Canada
during the past few weeks has been
responsible for increased theater
patronage, the darkened streets virtually driving the people into the
theaters during the evening hours.
The rationing of gasoline and restrictions on the sale of automobile
tires have, as yet, had little effect
on normal activities of the people,
but the increasing tire problem
(Continued on Page 10)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Eastern Production
Gels
Lesser's Okay
Sol Lesser sees no reason

why
pictures can't be made as effectively
in the East as in Hollywood, the
producer declared Friday in announcing that three weeks of shooting on "Stage
Canteen" studio
would
be done
at the Door
Fox Movietone
(Continued on Page 9)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

ATOI to Discuss Taxes,
Higher Rental % Pix
Indianapolis — Taxation, high
rentals and the increase
of
centage pictures will be the
cipal subjects
discussed
at the
(Continued
on Page 10)

Yes, Indeed, Buffalo
Business Is Booming

$19,500 for first week of "My Sister Eileen." House's average is
$7,000. Film is now in its second
week.
DAILY

Washington — Arrangements for
collecting thousands of pounds of
critically needed copper salvaged by
Following out its plan to conserve motion picture houses throughout
the draw of "Yankee Doodle Dandy" the country were announced Friday
for popular-price bookings, Warners by Christopher J. Dunphy, chief of
is understood to be limiting its the Amusements section of the
advanced-price engagements of the WPB Services Branch.
Theaters
have
been
salvaging
pic to around 200. More than 150
(Continued on Page 5)

The

record take bettered the

$18,500 of two weeks before, when
the Abbott & Costello film, "Pardon
My Sarong," shattered a 12-year
house mark. Beginning with "Sarong," the Lafayette upped its scale
from 35 to 40 cents afternoons and
from 44 to 50 cents evenings.

(Continued on Page 10)

VICTORY

INSURANCE — DON'T BE TOO LATE

film
perprinone-

Buffalo — Hayman's Lafayette set
an all-time house record by grossing

Firms Aid Collections
Washington

Night Attendance Jumps
As People Quit Darkened
Streets in the Dominion

WITH

TOO LITTLE!

0|
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in the Night
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Great
Commandment— Revival

STOCK

In the Rear of the

Enemy

(Artkino Pictures) — 2nd week

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

(a)

Dual bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

H. M. R1CHEY, M-C-M director of exhibitor
relations, and M. L. SIMONS, his assistant, are

'45 72
64i/4

♦

Harrisburg, Pa. — Pennsylvania will
have a state-wide surprise blackout
before Nov. 1, it is announced by
Dr. A. C. Marts, executive director
of the State Council of Defense, who
said that the test probably would
rnbe of shorter duration than the previous half-hour blackouts.

Stanley

48th

Astor
Paramount
Music
Hall
Rivoli
Hollywood
Rialto
Strand
Capitol
Palace
St. Theater
New York
New York

new ycer
THEATERS

bill.

cominG nno goirg

MARKET

2nd
deb.
1st *57

Follows current

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Surprise Blackout for
Penn. Before Month's End

Loew's State
St. Playhouse

♦

For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Oct. 21
The Forest 'Rangers (Paramount Pictures) — Oct. 21
My Sister Eileen
(Columbia Pictures)— Oct. 22
The
Moon
and Sixpence
(United
Artists-Loew-Lewin) — Oct.
27
Now, Voyager
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 22
Mummy's
Hand
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
George Washington Slept Here (Warner Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 30
Flying Tigers
(Republic Pictures)
(c)
Girl Trouble
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Oct.
22
The Whalers (Scandia Films)— Oct. 24
Foreign
Agent
(Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Bad Men of the Hills (Columbia
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)

20th-Fox Radio Dept.
Expanded by Hal Home

Met.
Playhouse,
Inc.
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s

55th

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

in Pittsburgh for the company's exhibitors'
Net forum to be held at the William Penn Hotel
there tomorrow. WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, diHigh
low
Close
Chg.
rector of M-C-M exploitation; LESTER ISAAC
Am.
Seat
10V4
10V4
10l/4
head of the company's sound and projection
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%)
10%
103/s
105/8+
l/8 department; SEYMOUR MORRIS, publicity head
Columbia Picts. pfd
of the Schine Circuit, and WALTER E.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
GREEN, president of the National Theatre Supply Co., will leave for Pittsburgh
tonight.
Con.
fm.
Ind.
pfd.
7%
77/8
7% +
%
East. Kodak
139y2 139y2 139l/2 +
Vz
JULIUS J. and PHILIP C. EPSTEIN, Warner
do
pfd
173
172
173
+1
writers who were recently elevated to producer
Cen.
free. Eq
14'/8
14Vs
14l/8
return to the Coast early this week
Loew's,
Inc
433^
433/8
433/8 +
l/4 status,
New York.
Paramount
16%
163,4
16% +
% from
Paramount
1st pfd
KKO
33/8
E. S. GREGG, vice-president and general
manager of the Western Electric Export Corp.,
RKO $6 pfd
5014
50i/2
50l/2 + l
20th
Century-Fox
...14i/2
1334
14l/2 +
l/4 left Friday for Hollywood to discuss domestic
25
25
and foreign recording problems.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 25
150
150
Univ. Pict. pfd
150
IRVING MILLS of Mills Music, Inc., arrived
6i/4
6i/2
Warner
Bros
6'/;
in town Friday.
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
HARRY HONER, stage designer, will get into
town today for conferences with Sol Lesser
Para. B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. dbs. 4s55 100'/2 100'/2 100i/2 —
i/, on "Stage Door Canteen" for which he is
doing the settings.
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
101
101
101
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith
cvs.
. .
Vi
y4
1/4
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Expansion of the 20th-Fox radio
N.
Y.
OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
YORK

Pictures)

Pittsburgh — Under the sponsorship of the local Variety Club, a
Stage Door Canteen will be opened
here in 30 days. The club will
finance and operate. Committee is
headed by John H. Harris and M. A.
Silver as co-chairmen. Estimated
this city has 900 service men down
town daily.

Theater
Kivoll
Paramount
Music Hall
Capitol
Roxy
Strand
Globe
Rialto
Criterion
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

RADIO

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

NINE CREAT STARS
FORTY-TWO
FEATURED
PLAYERS

IN

"TALES
of MANHATTAN"
A 20th Century- Fox Plctura

(October 16)
NEW

Parade S

Picture and Distributor
Wake
Island (Paramount Pictures)— 7th week
The Major and the Minor (Paramount Pictures)— 5th week
Tales of Manhattan
(Twentieth Century-Foxi-^th
week
A Yank at Eton
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Iceland
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
You Can't Escape Forever (Warner Bros. Pictures)
The Devil With Hitler (United Artists-Hal Roach)
Sin Town
(Universal
Pictures)
The Glass Key (Paramount Pictures)
Across the Pacific
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Get Hep to Love
(Universal
Pictures)
(a)
Baby-Face Morgan Producers
Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
The Phantom Plainsmen
(Republic
Pictures)— Last day (a)
Eyes
The

Pittsburgh V. C. Will
Open Stage Door Canteen

76
67

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Allied of Western Penn.
Opens Convention Today
Pittsburgh — The 22nd annual convention of Allied Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Western Pennsylvania opens here today at the
William Penn Hotel. Election of
officers and business routine will
occupy today's activities. M-G-M's
Exhibitors' Forum will be held tomorrow. A banquet will wind up
the activities tomorrow
night.

terday.
MERVYN

LeROY

returned to the Coast yes-

ARTHUR HORNBLOW
M-G-M
studio yesterday.
JULES

LEVEY,

head

pulled out

for

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

the

Sonja

of Mayfair Productions,

is in town with the first print of "Jacare."
MR. and MRS. O. HAMILTON DOUGLAS,
parents of Gordon Douglas, Hal Roach director,
are here from
the Coast.

IN

HENIE

•

John

PAYNE

ICELAND
PLUS A BIG STAGE
WAR

TTHE

A

A

KUAl

V

U

SHOW
7th

50th

GUDMUNDUR SICMUNDSSON, Western Electric Export Corp. rep. in Iceland has arrived
in New York City.
EDWARD C. ROBINSON arrived in New York
on Friday for a brief stay. He is expected to
leave soon for 'England.

M.
at

J. SIEGEL

returns to the Coast

BEBE
DANIELS
is reported
to have
an Atlantic port from
England.

today.
arrived

"Dakar" to be Republic's
Next de Luxe Production

Republic's next de luxe production,
department to cover all phases of designed to surpass "Flying Tigers,"
be "Dakar," it was announced
air exploitation was announced on will
Friday following conclusion of home
Friday by Hal Home, the company's office conferences with M. J. Siegel,
ad-publicity chief. The duties of the president of Republic Productions.
department will be shared by Robert John Wayne already has been set
Montgomery and Ted Lloyd, who for one of the leading roles, while
John Carroll and Anna Lee who
have been entrusted with the expansion plans.
appeared with Wayne in "Flying
Montgomery will be in charge of Tigers," are being sought for other
all radio activity designed for ex- lead parts.
Siegel returns to Hollywood tohibitor service and of music ex- day.
ploitation. Myra Miller will assist
—Scrap Socks Japs —
him. Lloyd will take care.of national Max Katz Dies
radio programs and handle commercial tie-ups in the . East. ... He
Chicago — Max Katz, father-inwas formerly, a member, of -the edi- law of Dave Balabah died at Chester, Illinois.
torial staff of Radio Daily. • ',.■.
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ICE

CENTER THEA., Rockefeller Center, CO. 5-5474
;
America's Only Ice Theater
Eva*. -Ihel. ,8un.-8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. S. Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
-Mail' Orders Promptly
Filled
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Reverse SI. Louis
Clearance Decision

Dunphy Sets Depots
For Copper Salvage
(Continued

from

Page

1)

copper dripping's and strippings from
carbons used in motion picture projectors for several months, Dunphy
id, but added no means of returnthe material to production chants had been utilized.
Arrangements for collecting these
materials have now been worked out
in collaboration with Ray G. Colvin,
secretary, and Joe Hornstein, Eastern representative, of the Theater
Equipment Dealers' Protective Association; Walter E. Green, president of the National Theatre Supply
Co. and executives of the Altec
Service Corp. The offices of these
agencies throughout the United
States will become collection depots
for the salvaged material.
"With the help of the film carrier
and theater equipment and supply
companies, the theater will be able
to contribute in a steady flow thousands of pounds of vitally needed
copper," Dunphy declared.
The central locations of the different theater supply dealers permit
theaters in metropolitan areas to
return the scrap directly to the
depots, it was pointed out. Theaters
in outlying territories may make
their returns through the same
agencies that deliver films, and repair maintenance parts.
The designated agencies will sell
to registered junk dealers and will
donate the money received from the
copper salvage to the local Red
Cross. Last year, 52 million carbons
bearing 273,000 pounds of copper
were used in motion picture projectors. It is estimated that approximately 90 per cent of the
copper on the carbons can be salvaged.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Dietz on Radio Panel
For Exchange of Ideas
Howard Dietz, Loew's vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity, was a member of the panel
of three who exchanged ideas with
a similar panel in London, in broadcasts at 5:30 p.m., over WNYC, and
11:30 p.m., over the Mutual network, yesterday. The name of the
program is "Answering You."

■PkifrnV:
T

▼ ■ ▼

▼

• • • IN order to inject b.o. angles in "Hitler's Children/' Edward
A. Golden, who's producing the opus for RKO Radio, has asked
exhibs. to preview his script
Eddie, who personally knows hundreds of theatermen through his years as a sales manager, submitted
his story to exhibs. operating all classes of stands in all sections of the
country so's to get a cross-section of opinion
Yes, and Eddie is
incorporating some of the reactions in the script
Another producer
who has his fingers firmly on the pulse of the exhibition field is Harry
Sherman
Never a year goes by but that Handsome Harry gets
around among theater operators and probes their specific needs
No small increment of the Sherman success springs from keeping in
touch with trends
Mister Exhib. in the mass can give a helluva
lot of valuable advice to producers
When UA salesmen march
into many of their accounts with the Sherman brand of entertainment
in their kits, they'll be selling lots of exhibs. the latter's own ideas,
thus saving many pounds of conversational steam and haggling over
price
•

Utopian, ain't it?

▼

•

•

T

T

AS Mort (WB) Blumenstock was leaving home for the

office early on Friday ay em, he said to his wife Sandra: "You have
nothing to do today.
How about raking up the leaves around the
house?"
Sandra surveyed the generous thickness of fallen auturnal foliage and protested: "But, dear, it's a lot of hard work raking up all those leaves!"
"Whaddayamean, hard work," replied
the lord and master, "—you ought to be glad I didn't tell you to count
'em.'"
T

T

T

• • • REPUBLIC'S singing cowboy luminary, Roy Rogers, is doing
a lot more these days 'sides wowing the big audiences which flock to
see him as star of the Rodeo in Madison Sq. Garden
Much of what
would ordinarily be leisure for any hard-working guy is being used by
Roy to help the war effort
Besides, he is never too busy to make
some kid happy
It will, like the proverbial bread upon the water.
come back to young Mister Rogers via popularity (which is quite something already)
His appearance on the steps of the Sub-Treasury
last Thursday, in the interests of United China Relief, proved how he
stands with John Q. Public
for the Garden
•

•

•

ANENT

And so does the "take" he is piling-up

▼

▼

▼

western stars and pix, the November issue of

Esquire presents a neat article by Sidney Carroll, "Lo, The Poor Cowboy," which delves into the past and gives you the colorful lowdown
on such sagebrush celebrities as Harry Carey, Tom Mix, William Farnum, Jack Hoxie, Colonel Tim McCoy, and William S. Hart
To
those who think that westerns are a drug on the market, Carroll slyly
observes: "So is sulfanilimidel" . . . • Personal memo to Warners'
Gil Golden: We liked that memo line, "Give desk weight to scrap
collection". . . • Orson Welles will discuss "Citizen Kane" at NYU
tomorrow afternoon. . . • Edward Halprin, son of Jack Halprin, New
England theater contractor, is in Fresno after graduating from the
Aviation Guard School in Miami. . . • With her brothers, Mitchell
and George, away in the Navy, Edna Kelloff has joined the ranks of
women managers by taking over operation of their Ute Theater in

OCT. 19
Roy
Del Ruth
Marie Carolan
Helene Turner
Ray Coffin
Eddie Forman

Aguilar, Colorado.
•

•

•

REMEMBER

T
▼
PEARL HARBOR

T

(Continued from Page 1)

the ease filed by the Princess Theater, St. Louis. The arbitrator had
dismissed the complaint which
charged that the 14-day clearance
granted to the Gravois and the Cinderella was unreasonable.
Under existing contracts, the Gravois and Cinderella have a 14-day
clearance over the Princess and pictures are not available to it until
14 days after the last playdate at
either the Gravois or Cinderella,
whichever theater plays the picture
last. From the evidence there was
nothing to indicate that the Gravois
delayed playing product to the detriment of the Princess, but it appeared that the Cinderella does not
often play pictures as soon as they
are available.
In reversing the award, the appeal board ruled that the maximum
clearances in future licenses be
fixed at 14 days to the Gravois over
the Princess but only seven days to
the Cinderella over the Princess.

Bethesda, Md., Theater
Wins Cut in Clearance
Clearance and designated run complaint filed by the Hiser Theater,
Bethesda, Md., was partially rectified when the arbitrator ruled that
the maximum clearance over the
Hiser shall be one day after the
conclusion of the showing at the
Avalon, provided this shall not operate to postpone availability to the
complainant's theater more than 37
days after first-run downtown WashThe Hiser contended that the
ington.
existing clearance was unreasonable
and asked that it be eliminated.
Paramount and Warner Bros, were
dismissed from the complaint but
the ruling applies to the other three
consenting companies.

Walbroofc in Baltimore
Files Clearance Case
Claiming that 20th Century-Fox
had refused to license product on
the run requested, the Walbrook
Theater, Baltimore, has filed a demand for arbitration in the Washington tribunal. Walbrook charges
that 20th-Fox gave the run requested
to the Forest and Gwynn Theaters,
which are part of a circuit of not
less than 15 houses.

WEDDING

BELLS

Portsmouth, N. H. — Donald E.
Baker, local theater musician, and
Miss Margaret Taylor, a beautician,
have been married. They will make
their home in Newburyport, Mass.
Buffalo — Angeline Ciaravino, former switchboard operator at Shea's
Buffalo, recently became the bride
of Armando N. DeMarchi.
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;t R€VI€UIS Of TH6 D6UI AMIS
"The Undyin

"Thunder
Birds"
Gene Tierney, Preston Foster,

with

John Sutton
20th-Fox
78 Mins.
DRAMA AND ROMANCE HAVE BEEN
NICELY BLENDED IN DIVERTING TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION.
The story of the training of air cadets
of the United Nations at Thunder Bird
Field in Arizona is told iterestingly in this
satisfactory admixture of drama and romance. Blood-tingling action, love-making
and comedy all have a place in a threecornered plot involving Gene Tierney, Preston Foster and John Sutton. The picture,
which is first-class diversion for most
audiences, has also a high visual appeal,
thanks to the stunning Technicolor in which
it is dressed. The use of color gives
added effectiveness to the activity on the
ground and in the air.
The story for all its familiarity serves its
purpose well. William A. Wellman's direction of the Lamar Trotti screenplay has
givven the formula a world of showmanship
values and kept the attention always focussed on the action.
Foster figures in the plot as a flying instructor and Sutton as an English air cadet
who has given up his medical practice so
that he may avenge the death of his aviator-brother byraining death from the skies
upon the Nazis. Much of the action has
to do with Foster's efforts to cure Sutton
of a weakness which threatens the English-

"Dr. Renault's Secret"

with J. Carrol Naish
20th-Fox
58 Mins.
NAISH IS TOP ATTRACTION IN FILM
THAT SHOULD EXCITE THE SHOCKER
FANS.
"Dr. Renault's Secret" is one of those
shockers that don't care a hoot for reality.
Patrons who go in for lurid melodrama no
matter how it violates the intelligence
should have themselves a lovely time. Those
who desire a happier time will find the
picture depressing entertainment.
The story is weirdly fantastic, as is to
be expected in a film of this type. Again
we have the scientist who goes in for
brain transference. The charming fellow
consumed by brain fever in this case is
George Zucco. His guinea pig is J. Carrol
Naish, who was a gorilla before Zucco got
hold of him and stuffed him with a human
brain. The experiment has transformed
the gorilla into a pitiful semblance of a
human. Poor Naish is a miserable figure
still with many of the physical and mental
qualities of his former self. He is so
touching in the anguish of living in a
strange world that one cannot help but
sympathize with him despite his murder
record. It must be remembered that these
murders are the result of abuse and ignominy to which he is submitted by the
humans among whom he is living. What
especially makes his behavior pardonable
is the fact that most of his murders are

man's success
a flyer.
dramawithis committed in defense of the doctor's niece
intensified
whenas Sutton
fallsThe
in love
(Lynn Roberts), whose kindness has made
Miss Tierney, about whom Foster is crazy. him her slave. Naish is himself killed in
It is to the American's credit that he does the end.
not permit the situation between Sutton
Naish gives a corking performance in
and Miss Tierney to affect his determinathe leading role. He is chiefly responsible
tion to make a flyer out of the English cadet. for holding the film together. Miss RobLike a true gentleman, Foster bows out
erts, John Shepperd, Zucco and Bert Roach
of the romantic picture and leaves the lend excellent support.
field clear for Sutton and Miss Tierney.
Harry Lachman directed capably from a
Trotti functioned also as producer. He screenplay by William Bruckner and Robert
has given the film a first-rate production. F. Metzler. Virgil Miller deserves credit
Melville Crossman is credited with the for some swell photagraphy in this Sol M.
original story. Ernest Palmer supervised Wurtzel production.
the camera work, which is tops. The film
CAST: J. Carrol Naish, John Shepperd,
has a special commentary by John Gunther. Lynn Roberts, George Zucco, Bert Roach,
Sutton, Foster and Dame May Whitty, Eugene Borden, Jack Norton.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Sol M.
who plays the former's grandmother, take
the acting honors. Miss Tierney does all Wurtzel; Director, Harry Lachman; Screenright in a role that doesn't require her to
do much acting. Others who appear to
advantage are Jack Holt. George Barbier,
Richard Haydn, Reginald Denny.
CAST: Gene Tierney, Preston Foster,
John Sutton, Jack Holt, Dame May Whitty,
George Barbier, Richard Haydn, Reginald
Denny, Ted North, Janice Carter; Archie
Got, Lawrence Ung, Montague Shaw, Nana
Bryant, Iris Adrian, Viola Moore, Connie
Leon, Walter Tetley, Billy McGuire, Richard
Woodruff.
CREDITS: Producer, Lamar Trotti; Director, William A. Wellman; Screenplay,
Lamar Trotti; Based on story by Melville
Crossman; Cameraman, Ernest Palmer; Technicolor Director, Natalie Kalmus; Art Directors, Richard Day, James Basevi; Film Editor, Walter Thompson.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent.

Ben Uss's Mother Dies

Chicago — Ben Liss of Warner stu
dios was in Chicago to attend the
funeral of his mother. Four sons
and two daughters survive.

play, William Brucker, Robert F. Metzler;
Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Art Directors,
Richard Day, Nathan Juran; Film Editor,
Fred Allen.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Warners Sales Meeting
Called Off In Canada
Toronto — Due to lateness of the
season, Warners Canadian sales
meeting, which had to be postponed
recently due to the death of Winnipeg branch manager Lou Geller,
is understood to be off for this year.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Sam
Wood's First for Col.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Bright."

1<

with Lon Chaney
"The Mummy's
Tomb"
with

James

Ellison, Heather
Angel,
John Howard
20th -Fox
60 Mins.
WEIRD AND CREEPY PRODUCTION
PACKS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE CHILLER DEVOTEES.

Monster"

"The Undying Monster" should be good
pickings for lovers of chillers. Those associated with the production have combined
their talents to create a piece of entertainment that is extremely creepy and
eerie. It is a taut little film in which authors and directors never permit a letdown
in suspense.
"The Undying Monster" goes back to the
werewolf legend for its material. While
the story is old and never believable, it
does grip the interest unflaggingly throughout, thanks to the manner in which it has
been treated.
John Howard, master of an English estate,
is the werewolf this time. The curse has
been hereditary in the family. Everyone
connected with the household tries to keep
it a secret — even from the police who
have been brought to the scene to solve
a number of mystifying crimes. As is to
be expected, Howard meets his death at
the end while trying to escape from the
law during the commission of a crime
under the werewolf influence.
James Ellison appears in the film as a
Scotland Yard man. It is he who is
largely responsible for the solution of the
case.
Angel js
plays
Howard Heather
is excellent
the Howard's
man withsister.
the
strange affliction, as are Ellison and Miss
Angel. Bramwell Fletcher, Heather Thatcher,
Aubrey Mather, Halliwell Hobbes, Eily
Malyon are some of the others who appear
to advantage.
The direction is by John Brahm and the
screenplay by Lillie Hayward and Michel
Jacoby, who derived their material from a
novel by Jessie Douglas Kerruish. Lucien
Ballard's photography heightens the weird
effect.
This is a Bryan Foy production.
CAST: James Ellison, Heather Angel,
John Howard, Bramwell Fletcher, Heather
Thatcher, Aubrey Mather, Halliwell Hobbes,
Eily Malyon, Heather Wilde, Charles Crisp,
Alec Craig, Holmes Herbert, Clive Morgan,
Dave Thursby, Donald Stuart, John Rogers,
Matt Boulton.
CREDITS: Producer, Bryan Foy; Director,
John Brahm; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward,
Michel Jacoby; Based on novel by Jessie
Douglas Kerruish; Cameraman, Lucien Ballard; Art Directors, Richard Day, Lewis
Creber; Film Editor, Harry Reynolds.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Buys
"Last Train from Berlin"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has bought "The Last Train
from Berlin," Howard K. Smith
story of conditions in Germany
since its attack on Russia.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Hollywood — Sam Wood will produce and direct "Jubal Troop" as
his second subject for Columbia release. The first will be "The Land is

<

g

N. L. Nathanson Hospitalized
Toronto — N. L. Nathanson is a patient in local hospital, but his condition is not a cause for alarm although physicians are keeping him
under observation.

Universal
61 Mins.
PRODUCTION PACKS WEALTH OF
SCREAMS AND CHILLS FOR LOVERS OF
HORROR
ENTERTAINMENT.
(
In "The Mummy's

Tomb"

Universal has

spread a feast for shocker fans. In neighborhoods where screams and chills are considered valid entertainment this production,
turned out under the supervision of Ben
Pivar, should fill the bill nicely. Those who
are susceptible to diversion of the unworldly
school will spend a good part of their time
on the edges of their seats during the
screening of the picture, which has been
directed by Harold Young in a manner that
accentuates the omnious note of the story.
The motivating force in this latest venture into the realm of horror is the mummy
of an Egyptian prince kept alive by a mysterious brew. The mummy is brought by a
priest of Karnak to a crypt near the home
of one of the archaeologists who violated
its resting place. From there the terrifying
figure embarks on an orgy of violence at
the behest of the priest, visiting death upon
the men who defiled its tomb and threatening the safety of several innocent people,
among them the nephew of one of the
archaeologists and his fiancee. The mummy
keeps the whole community in terror until
fire.
it is trapped in a house and destroyed by
The mummy

is played by Lon Chaney. It

is a role that adds little to the young man's
stature as an actor since it depends for its
effectiveness upon make-up rather than
acting turesability.
fact,discernible
Chaney's under
own feaare at no Intime
the
grotesque make-up required by the part.
The supporting roles are well handled by
Dick Foran, John Hubbard, Elyse Knox,
George Zucco, Wallace Ford, Turhan Bey,
Virginia Brissac.
The screenplay of Griffin Jay and Henry
Sucher, stemming from an original by Neil
P. Varnick, is a skillful job which makes
excellent use of devices quaranteed to
create suspense and give that scary feeling.
George Robinson's photography is perfectly
in keeping with the mood of the story.
CAST: Lon Chaney, Dick Foran, John
Hubbard, Elyse Knox, George Zucco, Wallace Ford, Turhan Bey, Virginia Brissac, Cliff
Clark, Mary Gordon, Paul E. Burns, Frank
Reicher, Emmett Vogan.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
Director, Harold Young; Screenplay, Griffin
Jay, Henry Sucher; Based on story by Neil
P. Varnick; Cameraman, George Robinson;
Art Director, Jack Otterson; Musical Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Chaplin Principal Speaker
At Second Front Rally
Charles Chaplin was the principal
speaker Friday night at the Artists'
Front to Win the War rally at Carnegie Hall. Other branches of the
art and amusement worlds were also
represented among the speakers.
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Eastern Production
Gels Lesser's Okay
(Continued

from

Page

1)

in New York. That studio, he said,
has everything in the line of equipment and technicians that can be
found on the Coast,
^^roductioon; starts on Nov. 10,
passer said, and the cast will include such personalities as Katharine
Hepburn, Katharine Cornell, Tallulah
Bankhead, Helen Hayes, Gertrude
Lawrence, Ray Bolger, Bergen and
McCarthy, Gypsy Rose Lee, Gracie
Fields, Jack Benny, the bands of
Kay Kyser, Benny Goodman, Guy
Lombardo, Xavier Cugat and many
others tentatively committed.
The Stage Door Canteen on 44th
Street will be reproduced at the Fox
studio. An unknown girl will be
30Ught to play the important role
af Eileen.
Lesser said he was retaining only
j3% per cent of the gross, the balance above distribution costs to go
:o the American Theater Wing.

fe TO THE

COLORS!

Cleveland — LT. DELL EVANS,
formerly of the Warner contact department, reports for duty at Fort
Sill, Okla.
Chicago — SAM DART, formerly
manager for the Essaness Town theater, has been promoted to corporal
at Camp Leonard Wood, Mo.
Dallas — JAMES V. LOVELL,
amusement editor for the Times Herald, has been inducted into the Army.

Columbia Setting
Circuit Franchises

Buffalo— G-ORDON TRESCH, for(Continued from Page 1)
merly of the Shea theaters' publicity
staff, has entered the Army and for two years, the current and ensubeen sent to an East Coast camp.
ing seasons, and represents an exHis successor with the circuit is Wil- mitment. tension of an expired franchise comliam Carroll, formerly of PhiladelNegotiations for the contract were
handled for Columbia by Rube
Chicago— BOB FALHABER, en- Jackter, assistant sales manager;
phia.
gineer of the RKO Palace, has while President R. E. Griffith and
joined the Army.
Buyer Raymond Higdon represented
the Griffith chain.
Chicago — Lt. PETER KELLY,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
formerly with the Reinheimer Circuit, is now at Camp Cook, Calif.
Hershey Okays Exemption

GEORGE SOMMA, former RepubChicago — PETE WENZEL, for- Of Newsreels' Personnel
lic shipper, New Haven, has been
merly with National Screen Service,
promoted to corporal at Camp
(Continued from Page I)
Cronkhite, Sausalito, Calif., and his has advanced to sergeant at Camp
Blanding,
Fla. Henrietta Wenzel, following the acceptance by General
brother DOMENICK SOMMA, forHershey,
selective service chief, of
his wife, is now a city booker for
mer 20th-Fox ad sales manager, New NSS.
Haven, is now serving overseas.
the Manpower
Commission's
recom-in
mendation to place
those men
Chicago— LEONARD STAHL, as- the 2A classification. The ruling
Buffalo — SAMUEL L. YELLEN,
sistant to Ludwig Sussman of the will not exempt newsreel executives.
secretary of Buffalo 20th Century, Adelphi theater, has joined the Navy
Newsreels were faced with the
Inc., has been promoted to sergeant and is training at the Michigan City
possibility of losing one-half their
at Miami.
— Sciap Socks Japs —
station.
personnel, who, it was claimed, are
essential to the war effort.
Withdraw
"Road to Tokyo"
The National Film Board of CanMemphis^JIMMY
SCHEIBLER,
Buffalo — SAM GEFFEN, former
— Scrap Socks Japs —
ada has temporarily withdrawn "The Metro dish salesman, is a corporal office manager and head booker at C. E. Anderson Dies
Soad to Tokyo," one of the issues at Miami Beach, Fla. Geffen sent RKO exchange has joined the Coast
n its World in Action series, from word to Film Row friends that he Guard, stationed at St. Louis.. He
Chicago — C. E. Adnerson, western
listribution in the U. S. The film has been recommended for promoby Eddie O'Neill, for- manager for National Carbon Co.,
tion and hopes to be a sergeant by is succeeded
s on the Alaskan Highway, to be
merly office manager with United died from heart attack at his home
the end of the month.
Artists and Paramount in the West. in Evanston.
•-ompleted by Dec. 1.

The World's Largest Bathtub . . . and Fur-lined, too
One of the lavish scenes from Walter Wanger's
"ARABIAN NIGHTS" in Technicolor. Beautiful ir
black-and-white . . . Breath-taking in Technicolor

]
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Canadian Dimoul
Tilts Film 'Takes'
{Continued from

Page

1)

promises to switch patronage from
downtown theaters to the suburban
houses.
The shifting of population from
non-industrial centers has brought
poor business conditions to some
towns in Ontario and theater attendance has been reduced in those
places which have no military camps
in the immediate vicinity. On the
other hand, the establishment of air
stations or army barracks has
brought substantial increases in previously dormant towns.
Manpower Is Problem
The theaters of the Dominion have
not been recognized as an essential
industry and, therefore, the manpower question continues to loom
as a major problem despite a creditable record of voluntary enlistments
on the part of men and women connected with the film field. Exhibitors
have been forced to look to the
medically unfit and young students
for staff replacements, these being
outside the classes which are officially required for the armed forces
and war industries. There has been
no general trend toward the hiring
of women as managers or assistant
managers but the number of
usherettes has been steadily growing.
Two large theater chains have
warned managers that a shortage
of screen product will come and
there has been a strong suggestion
that the public should be educated
to the necessity of reducing programs from double bills to singlefeature performances. Just when
duals will be dropped is not yet
clear but the trade is already resigned to acceptance of the change
and there is a growing opinion that
the fadeout of double bills of necessity is really a blessing.
Salesmen Handicapped
Fewer out-of-town exhibitors are
visiting the exchange centers because of travel restrictions and film
salesmen are making fewer trips
through their territory, either by
train or automobile. Moreover, film
delivery trucks are making fewer
trips along the road routes. Yet the
theaters are getting their pictures.
Announcement has been made that
theaters have not been classed as
an essential industry and, accordingly, enjoy no priority rating in
the matter of equipment or maintenance supplies. The word has
gone out to the managers that there
can be no replacement, of projection,
sound, ventilating, heating or electrical equipment when present facili-

Toronto — Bob Knight, booker in
the local Warners exchange is believed to hold the championship as
blood donor as far as the international Warner organization is concerned. In addition to contributing
six times, to date, to the Canadian
Red Cross blood bank, he submitted
to an emergency transfusion last
week when the friend of one of the
branch employes was seriously injured. Head booker Bill McGuire
also contributed some of his blood.

N. Y. City Scrap Drive
By Theaters Called Off
{Continued

from

Page

1)

off suddenly, reportedly on the demand of Mayor LaGuardia. While
indications were that the drive
would be held at a later date, the
sudden action by the mayor created
somewhat of a furore among the
scrap campaign leaders.
Various explanations were offered,
but none appeared to be convincing.
One reason given was that the collection of scrap in the various boroughs had filled most of the storage
space, thereby taxing the handling
machinery to the limit.
Another was to the effect that the
city administration feared kids would
be tempted to help themselves to
scrap with a view to selling it, and
thus increase juvenile delinquency
in the metropolis.
Drive leaders generally were unavailable for comment Friday.
The "scrap matinees" scheduled
locally for next Saturday will not be
held, but the campaign will continue
as planned in Westchester, New Jersey and other points outside the city
limits.
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ATOI To Discuss Taxes,
Higher Rentals, % Pix
{Continued

from

Page

1)

day convention of the ATOI, to
be held in the Indianapolis Athletic
Club, Oct. 26 here. The meeting has
been purposely curtailed, to cooperate with the government in the
present emergency.
Marc Wolf, is the convention chairman. The regular meeting of the
board of directors will be held at
11 a.m., preceding the noon luncheon
and general business meeting. There
will be an open forum under the
direction of Marc Wolf, assisted by
Don Rossitter, on the selling of
War Bonds and Stamps, and the
collection of scrap.
Jacob Weiss, ATOI counsel, will
talk on taxation and legal proceedings during the past year.
President Roy Harrold will preside at the business meeting, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
Banquet will be held in the evening. At 9 p.m. Columbia will entertain delegates and their wives at
a screening of "You Were Never
Lovelier,"
in B.entertain
F. Keith's
and later will
the Theater
exhibs
at a luncheon in the Athletic Club,
followed by a dance.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

No Concerted PCC Action
On "Yankees" Percentage
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At a meeting called
at the request of many exhibitors
in this territory protesting against
RKO's demand of 50 per cent of
gross receipts on "The Pride of the
Yankees" and raising admission to
55 cents night top, Robert H. Poole,
executive secretary of ITO of Southern California and Arizona, said:
"We wish it made clear to you
that it is not our desire to influence
any independent theater owner
ties wear out or become broken. against his will to take action. This,
Exhibitors have been cautioned to we do not have power nor desire to
take extreme care with all theater do. We are merely presenting facts
certain independent theater
equipment because what they have which
is all they will have until the war owners have indicated would jeopardize their business, in order that
is over and perhaps longer.
you may give such facts consideraThe
Government
has
just
warned
that
new
equipment
tion in light of your own business."
Athough protests were thoroughly
will not be available for theaired, no concerted action was taken.
aters because of war's needs
The meeting, although well attended,
and no arrangements
can be
was rather brief as many exhibitors
made for replacements even if
also desired to attend tradeshowings
it means that a theater must
close down for the duration.
of "The Black Swan" during the afternoon.
Theater
re-openings
are
very
— Scrap Socks Japs —
scarce in Canada by reason of the
fact that the Wartime Prices and Senate, House Conferees
Trade Board has ruled that no theaters which were dark as of Jan. 31, Agree on Victory Levy
1942, can be opened except by special permission of the Board.
This Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
action was taken so that sequence
Washington — - Senate and House
of film runs, zone distribution and conferees agreed Friday on the
clearance
would
not be disturbed $3,650,000,000 Victory Tax, stiffest
under the so-called new
order of increase ever voted for individuals,
the Wartime Board.
The trade must with a minor modification which does
remain as static as possible, it has not affect the main features of the
been laid down.
levy. The tax imposes a five per
All in all, the theater business in cent levy on all gross incomes above
— It was a baby girl at the
Hospital for San Palo, Canada is under Government control a $624 exemption starting in 1943
of the Florence and Circle and is likely to remain that way and part of it will be paid back to
the taxpayer at the close of the war.
for some years.

STORKS!
Seattle
Swedish
manager
Theaters.

He's Gallant Knight
In Hemoglob-ol War

daily

No Censorship
Of Educational Pix
{Continued

from

Page

1)

ter, New York documentary and
educational film production organization which has Rockefeller Foundation backing, it is understood.
Council, subsequently
through Elmer
Riar"
itsThe
chairman,
chargV^
in letters sent WPB Chairman Donald M. Nelson and Mellett, that WPB
o-der L-178 under which educational
pictures cannot be produced without approval of the WPB as to the
merits of the film, amounted to a
censorship.
Text of Mellett's Letter
Nelson has failed to reply to the
letter to date, according to informed
sources,
but Mellett replied as follows:
"I have your letter of Oct. 6 and copy of
your letter to Donald Nelson, chairman, War
Production Board, concerning the allocation
of film for educational purposes. You express confidence that no censorship over the
contents of such films is intended, and in
this you are correct.
"Any possible uneasiness could only result perhaps
word
'educational,'
that term
beingfrom
used the
rather
loosely
to cover
most everything outside of the regular product of Hollywood, newsreels and the Government, including the armed services. The
whole basis of film allocation is that of
the use of critical war material. A relatively
simple method of doing this is found available in the case of the Hollywood product
and the newsreels by instituting a reduction
based
last year's
The Government
and theon armed
servicesuse.
are provided
with as
much film and is needed for actual war operations.
"Our office is expected to exercise control
over film used by all other Government
agencies. For the remainder, concerning
which we act in an advisory capacity, we
have little guidance from the War Production
Board beyond a ruling that film shall not be
used as an advertising medium during the
period of the war. WPB has undertaken to
provide us with exact information concerning
available supplies of materials and productive capacity. We simply relate our advice
concerning allocation to those two factors.
We are not accepting any role of censorshij
of
content,
that implied by the re
striction on beyond
advertising.
"For your information, representatives o
practically all concerns engaged in motion
picture tatives
production
met office,
with and
represenof WPB andhave
of our
have
expressed themselves satisfied with our £
proach to this— problem."
Scrap Socks

Japs —

Warners
LimitingDates
YDD's
Advanced-Price
{Continued

from

Page

1)

of these dates already have opened,
and the remainder will probably be
played by sometime next month.
After a December intermission,
the next openings of YDD will be
the general release at popular prices
starting around the first of the year,
following the Christmas opening at
the New York Strand.
YDD wound up its two-a-day
Broadway engagement at the Hollywood theater last night with an
estimated gross of $355,000 for the
20 weeks plus two additional days.
This represents the longest film run
and biggest gross to date for the
Hollywood. House starts a new continuous policy on Thursday with
"Now, Voyager," scaled at pop
prices.
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TEN CENTS

U. S. LOSES DIVORCEMENT PLEA

Allied
Sees "Scuttling"
of
UMPI as "Inside Job"
Unity Plan Killed Before
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard Rules Paramount
Stabilization Meet
Arnold Put In His "Two
Cents Worth," AMPTO Told
By AL STEEN

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Pittsburgh — "Scuttling" of the
unity plan was an "inside job" and
was accomplished before Thurman
W. Arnold, Assistant Attorney General, put in his "two cents worth,"
Abram F. Myers, Allied board chairman, declared in a preface to the
AMPTO
of Western
Pennsylvania
(.Continued on Page 20)

Set With V. S. Rep.
Industry's efforts to seek clarification of the Federal wage freezing law came closer to realization
yesterday with the disclosure that a
conference between film attorneys
and a government official was being
set. The conference was expected
to take place sometime this week.
Identity of Government's rep. was
closely guarded.

Ascap May Revamp
Theater Music Fees

— Scrap Socks Japs —

NSSIo Get Slock
Under Quota Plan

and 20th-Fox Have Not Engaged in Program of General Theater Expansion in Violation of Consent Decree

Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard after a full day's hearing
yesterday ruled that Paramount and 20th Century-Fox had not
engaged in a program of general theater expansion in violation

of the New York consent decree and
dismissed a Government petition to
compel the two companies to give
aters.
up ownership in a total of 32 the-

Forfy Technicolor
Features Coming
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The near future will
see more Technicolor features on
the screen than any previous period
in the history of the motion picture
industry, according to production
plans. Seven Technicolor features
Pittsburgh — Ascap has completed are in current release, nine are
a
preliminary
statistical
study
lookPittsburgh — National Screen Serawaiting release, seven are in proing toward a possible reallocation of
vice will get its raw stock under
duction and 17 in preparation.
by theaters and the inthe same quota arrangements gov- oresent fees
— Scrap Socks Japs —
formation compiled will be compared
erning the film companies and Na- with a similar
tional Screen is not going out of Allied committee. study made by an Lab. Technicians Elect
(Continued on Page 18)
This was revealed yesterday by Rugge for Sixth Term
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Paine, general manager of
Supreme Court Holds Fox John
Ascap, at the opening session of the
John Rugge yesterday had clinched
(Continued on Pane 19)
Cannot Withdraw Plea
his sixth straight victory as presi—Scrap Socks Japs —
dent of the Motion Picture LaboraWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tory Technicians Union, Local 702
Tay J. Allen, Canadian
IATSE. At the annual election of
Washington — Appeal of William Industry Pioneer, Dies
the
union,
held on Saturday at the
Pox to withdraw his plea of guilty
Midtown Social Center, he was reto charges of conspiracy to obstruct
(Continued on Page 19)
Toronto — Jay J. Allen, 53. a pioturned to office over William Verneer in the Canadian motion picture
mont, who stepped out of the secreindustry and in the distribution of
tary-treasury's spot to make the race
British Films in this country, died in against him.
Two FPC Employes
a Toronto hospital Saturday. He
John J. Francavilla was re-elected
Axis War Captives
was a native of Bradford, Pa., and first vice-president. George Waugh
moved to Brantford, Ont. in 1906. was elected second vice-president to
Toronto — From opposite sides of
Vermont
As a member of the Allen Theaters, succeed William Schwab.
the world came official news, almost simultaneously, to Famous
Players Canadian that two former
employes were prisoners of war.
Pvt. Frank Parker of the Central
Ontario Regiment previously reported killed in action at Dieppe, France,
now is listed as a prisoner in Germany, according to news transmitted
via Switzerland.
Through International Red Cross,
official word also was received that
Pvt. Walter Spenceley, with the
Canadian contingent at Hong Kong,
was a prisoner of war in a Japanese
camp. He had been on the missing
list since last Christmas.

(Continued on Page 17)

Newsreel

Divisions Exempt

WMC Rules 7 Technical Branches "Essential"
By VAN BEUREN DeVRIES
Clearance Complaint
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Listing seven techAmended by L. W. Allen
nical divisions within the newsreel
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

IF YOU CAWT

DAILY

Los Angeles — L. W. Allen, operator of the Southgate Theater, Southgate, has filed an amendment to his
clearance complaint against the five
consent decree signers. He asks that
{Continued on Page 19)

^

(Continued on Page 19)

FIGHT, VOIR

SCRAP

industry as "essential," the War
Manpower Commission has cleared
as necessary to the support of the
war effort a total of 92 occupations
within its communications services
classification, including, in addition

CAN — TODAY'S

The court held from the bench
that the two companies had engaged
in "normal growth" and that the
decree does not ban the acquisition
of theaters when made in the general course of business or to meet
new competitive situations.
The Government
had sought to
(Continued

on Page 20)

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Build Morale, Urges
Tri-Slale's Prexy
Memphis — It is up to the producers and the exchanges to keep up
the morale of small-town exhibitors
who are out of the defense plant
areas by making1 adjustment on film
prices, R. X. Williams, president of
the Tri-State MPTO, said yesterday
in addressing the delegates to the
unit's annual
convention
here.
Ar(Continued
on Page 4)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Kuttner loins N. Y. Staff
Of Office of Censorship
Appointment
Charles
B. Kuttner as a memberof of
the New
York
Board of Review, in the Office of
Censorship,
is announced by Rich(Continued on Page 17)

Brooklyn Stagehands
Fete Walsh Oct. 29
Richard F. Walsh, IATSE president, will be feted by Local 4,
stagehands, at the St. George Hotel,
Brooklyn, on Oct. 29. Testimonial
will take the form of a dinner and is
expected to attract industry leaders
and union notables in many fields.

(Continued on Page 4)
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SAG Advises Members
On Wage-Freezing Act

M. F. Bennett Re-elected
Nat'l Warner Club Head

West

Martin F. Bennett, director of
sound and projection for Warner
Theaters, was re-elected president
of the national Warner Club organization at the annual meeting held
in New York over the week-end.
Other officers re-elected include
Bernard R. Goodman, vice-president;
R. A. McGuire, vice-president in
charge of membership; Harry Mayer,
vice-president in charge of social
affairs; Ruth Weisberg, vice-president in charge of welfare; F. L.
Gates, vice-president in charge of
claims; Robert Salomons, treasurer;
Sam Wolowitz, assistant treasurer,
and Stuart H. Aarons, secretary.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

— Screento Actors'
Guild
hasHollywood
recommended
its members
that, pending clarification of the
salary freezing order, they
sign no long-term option contracts,
and do not take advantage of the
confusion in the interim to disaffirm
their contracts. Members are further
urged not to commit themselves to
any contract that extends beyond
the period of wage-freezing regulations, June 30, 1944.
The Guild has approved a form
that is being sent by producers to
contract players. This form provides that until Jan. 6, 1943, or
until 10 days after notice from the
player that the amount which may
properly be paid to players under
their contract of employment has
been authoritatively ascertained, payment will be made at rate of compensation that was paid on Oct. 3,
1942.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

M-G-M Plugging Two
Pictures Over the Radio

COminG and G0IIIG

Samuel Schneider is chairman of the finance
committee, which also includes Samuel CarDonald.lisle, T. J. Martin and W. Stewart McThe organization also has a paid administrative secretary, I. H. Birnbaum, who looks
after the business details of all the clubs.
Following the election, which took place
in the home office, a luncheon was held in
the Georgian Room of the Hotel Piccadilly,
with about 100 attending. A. W. Schwalberg, Leonard Schlesinger, Harold Rodner
and Harry Mayer were among the home office executives on hand, and the out-of-town
delegates included: Leo Rosen, Albany; Irving Lipnick, Chicago ; Harry Thomas. Pittsburgh; Al Zimbalist and Joseph Feldman.
Philadelphia; Evelyn Friedl, Cleveland; Fred
J. Thomas, Washington; E. L. DePatie,
Burbank ; Philip Zimmerman, New Haven,
and Sam Blaskey, Newark.

Following up its advertising
policy announced last Spring by Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge
— Scrap Socks Japs —
of advertising and publicity, M-G-M
is planning two national spot air
campaigns for its pictures. A local "Swing Shift" Shows for
one- and two-minute spot campaign RKO's Keith, Washington
plugging "For Me and My Gal" is
already in progress over stations
Washington— RKO's Keith Theater
{Monday, Oct. 19)
WJZ, WMCA and WOR. These plugs will inaugurate "swing shift" shows
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
started last week and ran till the Thursday night at 12:30 a.m. for the
Net
benefit of Washington employes
High
Low
Close
Chg. pic's opening tomorrow at the AsAm.
Seat
tor Theater. On the film's national working the four to 12 shift.
Many Government workers and
Col. Picts. VtC. (2Vz%) 111/4
103/4
103/4+
l/4 release in November, M-G-M
will
Columbia Picts. pfd. . 343/8
34%
343/8 —
3/„ put the spots on
200 stations service men go off duty at midnight
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Vi
Vi
1/2 —1-16
and the USO requested the theater
throughout the country.
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd..
75/8
75/8
75/8 —
1/4
East. Kodak
138i/2 138
138% — 1
Starting Nov. 1, M-G-M will ex- to inaugurate such shows for the
do pfd
periment with a 13-week campaign, amusement of these persons. If suc3%
Cen.
free.
Eq
3%
cessful, the management expects to
of a 15-minute recording to plug
Loew's,
Inc
44
435/8
43% —
%
work out a regular series of such
Paramount
16%
16%
1634
Vs "White Cargo." Campaign will be
43/8 +
Para. 1st pfd
used three times a week, on WGN, shows.
Hi/4
RKO
33/8
Chicago, where the pic premieres,
Another change at Keith's beginRKO
$6 pfd
50
at 6:45 to 7.
ning Thursday will be the presenta50
20th
Century-Fox
. . 14%
tion of the first of the new RKO RaIt is reported that, if these cam20th Century-Fox pfd. 24%
24%
24?/8
50
Univ.
Pict.
pfd
dio series called "This is America."
paigns prove successful,
M-G-M
Warner
Bros
6%
6%
6%
may expand into the radio field.
The initial film is "Private Smith
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

f IN1SC

IAI

Para. 'B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
Monogram
Picts.
...
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Universal
ficts
N. Y.

101

101

CURB
5-16
7%
29

101

MARKET
%
%
7%
29

OVER-THE-COUNTER

75/8 +
29

%

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse
Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

72
641/4

76
67

— Scrap Socks Japs —

PRC Release Schedule
Completed to April 1
PRC has set its national release
schedule up to April 1, according to
Arthur Greenblatt, general sales
manager. It's the first time the company has been able to plan its releases nearly six months in advance.
To cash in on Armistice Day business, PRC has switched national release dates of "The Yanks Are Compicture, from
Oct. 26ing,"
toLester
Nov.Cutler
9.

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of Trans
Lux Theaters, is in Philadelphia today, goes
Thursday.
to Washington tomorrow and returns here
ERNEST GROHE. 20th-Fox salesman in Chicago is at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn, for
observation.

<H»"

I. H. LEVINE, Metro Premium manage*1/-**
Haven, attended the ceremonies at Ft. "Monmouth, N. J., when his son, Seymour, was commissioned Lieutenant in the Signal Corps after
graduating from Officers' Candidate School.
BEN JUDELL, who returned to Chicago Sunday, will again visit here in a week.
L. J. KAUFMAN, assistant film buyer at
Warners,
has returned from Chicago.

EDWARD
to

the

|. PESKAY of the Hal Roach organization has returned to town from a visit
studio.

Ensign TOM ROGERS, formerly in Loew's
home office, is in Rochester aiding in the recruiting of Naval Air Cadets.
WOLFE COHEN, vice-president of Vitagraph,
Ltd., has just returned to Toronto after several weeks of visiting Western Canadian exchanges.
A. MONTAGUE,
today for Chicago.

and

iRU&E

JACKTER,

leave

IRVING YERGIN, Chicago field rep. for Warners, is in town for several days conferring
with Mort Blumenstock, in charge of advertising and publicity in the East.
J. KNOX STRACHAN, Warner Theaters advertising man for the Cleveland zone, returns
to that city today following a vacation in
the East.
ARCHIE BERISH. head booker in the Warner
Bros. New York branch, is off on a belated
vacation. HARRY HUMMEL of the same exchange returned from
his yesterday.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Stabilization Order Halts
Detroit Wage Parleys
Detroit — New ceiling on wage and
salary boosts has temporarily frozen
negotiations for new contracts between local pic houses and Local 38,
IATSE, involving demands for a

higher scale. Under present interpretation locally the freezing order
applies to hourly wages, but not to
weekly salaries,
as theThey
stagehands'
— Scrap Socks Japs —
contracts
are written.
are not $
of the U. S.
A." Socks Japs —
— Scrap
Art Bishell Stricken
Montague Wields Gavel
covered either by the $5,000 limitation on salaries that may be boosted.
Portland, Ore.— Art Bishell, vetAt Two-Day Chi. Meet
Both sides are awaiting clarificaeran film salesman who two weeks
tion by Governmental agencies prior
Chicago — Columbia will hold a ago was named ad sales manager at to continuing active negotiations,
the
Twentieth-Fox
exchange
in
Seattwo-day sales meeting at the Hotel
with the present scale prevailing by
tle, died at his home here of a heart time.
Drake here, starting tomorrow, with
unwritten agreement in the meanA. Montague, general sales manager, attack.
presiding. Rube Jackter accompanies Montague here from New York.
Parley will be concerned with the
company's current lineup of top pix,
headed by "My Sister Eileen."
Summoned by Montague to attend
the meeting are Division Managers
Phil Dunas, Carl Shalit, Sam Galanty
and Jerome Safron, and Branch
Managers R. J. Ingram of Atlanta:
Li
Joseph Gins, Charlotte, N. 07; J. B.
Underwood, Dallas; J. J. Rogers,
Memphis; C. A. Gibbs, Oklahoma
City; and H. Duvall, New Orleans.
Other home office execs, coming on
Thursday, Oct. 22 at 11 A. M. and 2:30 P. M.
v/ill include Lou Weinberg. Lou AsRKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New Yorh
tor, Max Weisfeldt, Hank Kauffman,
George Josephs, and Seth Raisler.

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES,

Inc.

TRADE SHOWING

ARMY SURGEON"

"<3fe
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41 States Exceeded
Bond Drive Quotas
Treasury's
final analysis of the
September War Bond drive results,
reported by Secretary Morgenthau's
"■< office to Francis S. Harmon of the
W
\and made public by the latter
• v> .Hay, disclosed that 41 of the
." 48 states exceeded the month's quoto,.ta to pull up sales that hit $838,-

Multiple Matinees
Pile Up the Strap

^ ■

Cleveland, O. — Exhibitors have
long contended that going to the
movies is a habit. They now add
the corollary that buying War
Bonds and Stamps at pix theaters
has become a habit. Exhibitors
in this territory report that their
War Bond sales so far in October,
are as big and in some instances
bigger than they were in September.
I 250,000 or 108.2 per cent of the
- $775,000,000 goal.
The full import
of the
industry's
achievement
is sensed
when
this is
" contrasted
with the sales in the
four preceding months. While in
,'f. .May
38
states
in
June only six didreached
so, in quotas,
July, only
eight, and in August, only four.
j ■ North
Carolina, which sold $14,j 195,000 leads the list of states with
1 September sales totalling 145.6 per
cent of quota, while Louisiana, which
I .sold $11,778,000 stood second with
',. 142.8
cent. sales of $134,032,000
New perYork
were 107.2 per cent of quota of
$125,000,000.
An odd incident of the tabulation
was that California — the home
of
the movies — fell short of its $56,1 ;075.000 quota by some $5,000,000,
' 'having hit 91.6 per cent. But it was
■"California that sent forth the screen
»- stars who provided so much of the
i drive's spark.
Five New England states reported
totals below Treasury quotas — Masr' sachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Is:i land, Maine and Vermont. The
:o quota was just too much for them
i to reach. Mississippi was the one
ot 'Southern state that failed to make
a- its quota.
— Scrap Socks Japs—

* Tele License to B & K
Chicago
has granted
I', license
to —B The
& KFCCtelevision
stationa
\. W9XPR
to cover construction permit.

T
•

•

T

T

• THE industry's war effort has many facets, all important
But you can take it from Dave Golding, erstwhile FILM DAILY

staff writer, now "somewhere in England," "the greatest job the industry isdoing is supplying free 16 mm. prints to the Army"
Writes
Dave in his latest communique
"With most of the men stuck away
in cow pastures and miles away from nowhere and the blackout
descending early, the movies are a great divertissement and morale
builder for the men. Raising dough for War Bonds is okay with the home
forces but their real job is overseas. And their efforts in that direction
should never be allowed to slacken"
T
T
T
• • • INCIDENTALLY, there's one chuckle in Dave's letter
that's too good to restrict to the editorial rooms of your favorite trade
newspaper
Typed Dave: "Everytime I taste our coffee for breakfast Ithink longingly of the Java in Lindy's. Our is like mud if the censor will permit me to say that"
And the censor, with a blessed
sense of humor, added these three words in blue pencil: "Censor permits it"
But if Dave thinks the Army's coffee, vintage of 1942, is
mud, he should have tasted the split bean soup we drank in '17
One canteen cup was a full meal
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE

sorta

like

that

Wometco

circuit

idea

of observing

"Friendly Month"
The Florida chain headed by Mitchell Wolfson
and Sidney Meyer is stressing that one of the most important factors in
managerial success is the ability to meet and talk to the public
During "Friendly Month," Wometco managers are making it a point to
know by name 10 more patrons each day
As one approach, Sid
Meyer suggests that manager habitually carry wrapped candy in his
pocket to give to children who come with their parents
That, wisely
says Sid, permits the manager to introduce himself to the parents and,
at the same time, win the youngsters' friendship pronto
T
▼
T
• •
• // Philadelphia's Bellevue-Stratford
closely resembled
RKO Radio's home office last night, there was a reason
Nat Levy,
who recently stepped up from Eastern district to Eastern division sales
manager, was feted at the hotel via a dinner sponsored by the Philly
Variety Club
New York delegation making the pilgrimage included..... .Ned E. Dcpinet, Eddie Alperson, Harold Mirisch, A. A.
Schubart, Bob Wolff, Frank Drum, Harry Gittleson
Also Jim
Brennan, Sol Schwartz, S. Barret McCormich, Gordon E. Youngman,
William Zimmerman, Harry Mandel, Leon Bamberger, Harry Michalson, Jack Pegler, James Mulvey and William Levy
T
T
T
•

•

• SHORT Takes
Museum of Modern Art is staging an invitation preview of four new shorts tomorrow afternoon
They include "The Good Job," written and directed by William Saroyan. . . .
• As Wall St. sees it. Paramount will report earnings of about $3.50
a share for 1942. ... • RKO will tradeshow "Army Surgeon" here
Thursday. ... • Warner money is reported backing "Counter-Attack,"
new war meller by Janet and Philip Stevenson. ... • Passiac (N. J.)
Herald-News the other day paid deserved editorial tribute to Harry K.

James H. MacFarland
Dave
Colding

Hecht, indie theater operator, for his "Buy a Bomber" War Bond campaign Dinner which Hecht arranged, and at which Lili Damita was
honor guest, saw a Bond sale of $560,000 against a $250,000 quota. . . .
• Gal Robbing. Ben Bernie's vocalist, leaves for a film career at 20thFox on Nov. 23

Buffalo — Every house in Buffalo —
71 of them — Saturday, staged one
or more scrap matinees, each lasting at least an hour and 40 minutes.
High school pupils attended morning
shows in the downtown theaters,
each of which ran one show. Every
nabe house had at least two shows,
at 10 o'clock and noon. Eight to
10 nabes offered three shows, at
10, 12 and 2.
Stanley Kozanowski's Rivoli tossed
out its regular Saturday matinee to
accommodate the kids at four shows,
at 10, 12, 2 and 4.
Theaters in five suburbs — Lackawanna, Kenmore, Amherst, Depew
and Williamsville — also had scrap
matinees.
Uniform admission was 10 pounds
of scrap, turned into the schools.
Kozanowski, who is chief barker
of the Variety Club of Buffalo, heads
the theaters' scrap committee. Serving with him are Robert T. Murphy,
Charles B. Taylor, Menno Dystra,
William Mayer, Max Yellen, Spencer
Balser, George Gammel and Melvin
Schwartz.

Scrap Matinees in 67 Cincy
Houses Yield 701,600 Lbs.
Cincinnati— Scrap matinees staged
by 67 suburban houses netted 701,600 pounds of salvage materials, contributed by 50 000 school children.
Local theaters dug up 120,000
pounds of scrap on their own premises.
Cincy is rated the No. 1 city in U.
S. scrap collections.

Unscheduled Scrap Matinees
Forced as Kids Storm Houses
St. Louis — More than 3,400 school
children, with scrap matinee tickets,
received as a reward for helping to
raise 15,316,431 pounds of scrap
metal in St. Louis and St. Louis
County during the past two weeks,
stormed the doors of Fanchon &
Marco's Ambassador and Loew's
Saturday, and were so persistent in
their demands for admittance they
won
their
point
although
these
(.Continued on Page 17)

Literally Speahing —
Detroit — Maybe the cash customers don't read all the screen
credits, but Burton London, manager
of the Midtown Theater, has at least
one patron who does better than
that on 8 x 10 stills outside the
theater. This lady popped up after
seeing "Enemy Agent" with a squawk
of misrepresentation.
Her checkup showed "the picture wasn't new," she claimed.
House regularly plays revivals and
near-last-run films, but this lady
dragged London out to look at his
own still. Sure enough, on a small
line beneath was "A NEW Universal

Picture."
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7 Technical Divisions
Of Newsreels Exempt
{Continued from Page

1)

to those working for the reels, certain employes of newspapers, radio,
telephone and telegiaph industries.
The groups of newsreel employes
cleared by the Commission are all
technical workers as follows: cameramen, equipment maintenance
technicians, cutters, film and makeup editors, sound engineers, laboratory timers and laboratory developers.
Announcement of the classification of these employes in the essential bracket followed an earlier statement classifying as essential animators, cameramen, cutters, film editors, project supervisors, technical
consultants, technical writers, and
sound engineers engaged full time
and exclusively in the production
of technical and vocational training
films for the Army, Navy and war
production industries.

&

TO THE

Denver — LYNN FETZ, business
agent for the Film Exchange Employes union, and Metro shipper, has
joined the Navy, and was accompanied by HERMAN NEIDSTRADT,
formerly Universal shipper. LEE
CRONK, president of the Film Employes Unio nand Paramount shipper, will join the Navy shortly;
BERNIE NEWMAN, PRC exchange
partner, expects to leave for the
Army Nov. 5; CLAUDE NEWELL,
Metro checking supervisor, has
passed his Army air cadet exams;
MIKE STEWART, of Warners exchange, has joined the Army, and
OWEN CLOUGH, United Artists
shipper, has joined the Coast Guard.
MITCHELL and GEORGE KELLOFF, brothers, of the Ute theater,
Aguilar, have joined the Navy.

COLORS!

%

Des Moines, la.— WILBUR DAY,
assistant manager of the Orpheum
theater in Des Moines, has enlisted
in the Army Air Forces.
Three members of the Tri-States
organization, BILL HAVER, assistant manager for the Fort and
RICHARD STODDARD, manager of
the Rocket, at Rock Island, and BOB
DANICO, assistant manager of the
Capitol at Davenport, have all enlisted in the Army.
Seattle— Pvt. GLEN ELDREDGE,
former manager of the Florence and
Circle theaters, has been transferred from Fort Harrison, Ind., to
Fort Lewis, Wash.

Build Morale, Urges
Tri-Slaie's Prexy
{Continued

from

Page

1)

kansas independent exhib. organiza- j
tion met here jointly with the Tri- ]
State MPTO.
«.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA pre^.in
his speech said that prestige-building films at high prices are no longnecessary,
tie much
seatedto that
ole er
bills
nave done
lower douthe
quality of films, and that exhios.
would benefit by a caretui selection
of good short subjects to replace
duals. The MPTU cnief approved
Lhe holding of state conventions only
for the duration, and stressed tne
Keeping of equipment in lepair, and
Seattle— JACK HALLISHER, pos- uhe training of women to talce men's
ter clerk for National Screen for jobs in the industry. He urged allout effort on every war drive.
the past two years, enters the Arjpy
at Fort Lewis.
Though fronting
mostexhibitors
of the
in problems
a countryconat
Rochester — HAROLD
DEEwar were aired at the convention,
SCHMIDT, formerly of Eastman
Rochester — RUTH HEISNER of no
definite
action
was
taken.
Kodak, has been promoted to the the Eastman Kodak Co., has enlisted
rank of sergeant at Camp Kilmer, in the WAVES.
Distributors' rentals and percent- j
' The industry itself, however, is N.J.
ages demands were discussed, with*
not expected to receive such fortunate treatment, questioning at the
M.
A. Lightman ofsubject
Malco in
declaring'
AL
DICK,
assistant
at
the
LawSeattle— SAMMY SIEGEL, who
a busiCommission developed.
rence, New Haven, has been inducted it was nessatoopertinent
flexible to be confined by
recently joined the Hamrick-Ever- into the Army.
"The Commission has considstrict regulations, but which should
green exploitation department, will
ered the motion picture indusbe controlled by individual business
be inducted into the Army tomorrow
try as a whole and shows no inat Fort Lewis.
RICHARD GRAY, treasurer at methods which would fight for prices
clination to classify it as essenParamount, has joined the Navy as within reason.
Seattle— JOHN G. VON HER- a draftsman.
tial," one spokesman said. "ConDave Palfreyman of the Hays
sequently no attempt is being
BERG, JR., who is in the Army at
office told the delegates that the
made to build up an occupationMcClellan Field near Sacramento, has
EARL LOGAN, former exhib. at September War Bond drive made a
al list of essential employes
just been promoted to First Lieuten- Clarence is now a lieutenant in the deep impression on the pi ess and
within it. I do not believe the
ant, according to word received by Army Air Forces stationed at At- public. C. C. Mundo, president of the
lanta, Ga.
Commission has any intention of
his father, co-owner of the JensenArkansas independents, has comgoing any further than it has.
von Herberg circuit.
piled an inventory of unused equipment among members which they
"However, the fact that the picFarmville, Va.— RUSSELL WILLewiston,
Pa.—
LT.
HAROLD
D.
ture industry is not now listed as esLIAMS, manager, State and Lee, is can exchange or sell.
sential does not necessarily mean it COHEN, owner of the Embassy, has now in the service and attending
Othe rspeakers were Paul Wilson,
been called for active service, reis shut out," he added.
at the Naval Air Base, Officers' Training School at Fort district manager 20th Century-Fox;
That the industry is not blame- Quonset porting
Point, R. I. Prior to his Monmouth, N. J.
R. 0. Wilby, member War Activities
less in finding itself in this predica- departure, he was feted by the
Committee, and Dave Flexer of Jackment, was also indicated by the staffs of the Embassy, Rialto and
son, Miss.
Chicago
—
JACK
DEMOS,
manManpower Commission spokesman Pastime theaters.
New Officers of Tri- State are: L.
who stated that the classification of
the gone
Trinz into
circuits'
Clark
theaterager ofhas
the Army,
F. Haven, Forrest City, Ark., presithe newsreel and vocational train- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Eddie Witt, formerly of the Jackdent; Cecil Cupp, vice-president for
ing film employes as "essential was
son Park, takes his place.
Hollywood — Latest Army-bound
Arkansas; W. S. Tyson for Missisprimarily due to the efforts of those members from the Warner studios
sippi, and W. F. Ruffin for Ten-,
groups to obtain such classification. include LOU DOLGIN, prop man;
Richmond, Va.— CECIL CREW, nessee; J. A. West, secretary-treas-*
"Such an essential classification HARRY LEWIS, actor; OTIS MALurer, and R. X. Williams, chairman
was not brought about through the
COLM, makeup man, and BOBBY formerly connected with the Vir- of the board.
ginia Board of Censors, is now in
and JAY MOSS of the stuefforts of the movie industry," he MAUCK
The board of directors are, for
the Army at Fort Bragg, N. C.
dio staff.
stated. "The pressure came from
Arkansas, W. L. Landers, 0. G,
educational, newsreel and GovernWren,
L. F. Haven, M. S. McCord,
mental interests who use films in
S. K. GRAZ, formerly with the
Memphis — LEWIS SHERIDAN, Seashore
Amusement Corp., New Jim Kane and Sidney Wharton; for
their training program and who shipper
at Republic exchange has
Mississippi,
W. S. Taylor, W. A.
and
Rivoli
theaters
at
Rockaway
urged that these employes be giv- joined the Army. He is succeeded
Beach is now at Camp Upton.
Rush and J. C. Jourdon; for Tenen an essential rating.
ing.
by James Carter, his assistant.
nessee,
Dave
Flexer, M. A. Light"The industry recently made a
man, J. R. MacEachson.
Readstown, Wis.— WYMAN ELhalf-hearted appeal for such a ratChicago — RAY AXELROD, foring, but it impressed me as with a
merly of the booking department of
MER BENNETT, former projectionA dance closed the two-day meethope of getting something it did the Warner Exchange, is now an
ist here, was graduated from the
Hospital Corps School at the U. S.
not expect probable but hoped pos- Army corporal.
naval hospital at Great Lakes, 111.
sible."
IRVING MARTIN, publicist at
Milwaukee— KURT LIEBAU, loWarners' Stanley Theater in Baltimore, has joined the U. S. Mercal projectionist, has been inducted
chant Marine as steward.
into the Army.
Seattle — It's a nine pound baby
Milwaukee — Sergt. DANIEL J.
Springfield, O. — Pvt. MICHAEL son for Roger Stalcoup, assistant,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — Pvt. Leo J. BENNETT, formerly employed at CHAKERES, formerly with the manager at the Rivoli Theater.
Hill, formerly doorman of the Strand the Film Arts Corp. here, has been Chakeres-Warner Amusement Co.
Theater, was married to Elizabeth named to attend a Signal Corps of- here, is at Camp Maximiliano Luna,
It's a son, Michael Stuart, for
theater.
ficer candidate school at Fort Mon- Las Vegas, N. M.
Zaikosky in Sacret Heart Slovak
Robert C. Spodick, of the Yorktown
{Continued on Page 18)
mouth, N. J.
Church here.
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For twenty-three years United Artists has distributed a
standard of pictures unexcelled in the history of motion pictures.
This has been due to the enduring spirit of its founders who felt
independent motion picture production was as necessary to the life
blood of a great artistic medium

as independence and freedom of

thought are to a great nation.
/he present management

of United Artists desire to and

will at all times uphold this worthy tradition.
rre of United Artists further feel that this tradition can be
best maintained and enhanced by developing a strong program of diversified picture entertainment suitable for any and every type of theatre.
fre present on these following pages a program of pictures which represents the most imposing list of productions ever
offered by United Artists in a single year; a program highlighted
by its splendid list of independent production brains, star values,
story values, directorial genius, and withal, a consistency of supply
which will merit for United Artists an essential place in the program
of all theatres large or small.

EDWARD

RAFTERY

GRADWELL

L SEARS

President

ARTHUR

KELLY

GEORGE

CARL LESERMAN
Genera/ Sa/es Manager

BAGNALL

The powerfully dramatic Broadway play by
Hagar Wilde and Dale Eunson. A young
couple befriends a pretty girl who repays
them by blasting their marriage!
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GEORGE SANDERS * HERBERT MARSHALL
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DORIS DUDLEY • ELENA VERDUGO • ALBERT BASSERMAN • ERIC BLORE
Adapted and directed by Albert Lewin
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• Produced by David L. Loew
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ALEXANDER KORDA

Produced and Directed by MICHAEL POWELL • Written
by MICHAEL POWELL and EMERIC PRESSBURGER
The men who gave you "The Invaders"
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CHARLES F. ROGERS
presents

Anne Shirley • Carole Londis
George Murphy Dennis Day
Alan Mowbray
plus
and

BENNY

GOODMAN

and His Band

America's 50 Most Beautiful Models

Directed by Norman

THE CINEMA GUILD

presents

Z. Mcleod

FREDRIC MARCH • VERONICA LAKE

i

SUSAN HAYWARD • ROBERT BENCHLEY
CECIL KELLAWAY • ELIZABETH PATTERSON
ROBERT WARWICK
A
RENE
CLAIR
PRODUCTION
Directed by Rene Clair
Screenplay

by Robert Piroth and Marc

Connelly

HARRY SHERMAN

mm

presents

tuUk

RICHARD DIX -PRESTON FOSTER
LEO CARRILLO -FRANCES GIFFORD
ROBERT BARRAT • GUINN WILLIAMS

it

harry sherman ,

George BRENT •Priscilla LANE

(gUU]?
For Release
NOV. 13th

a

The

For Release
JAN. 29th

wh

starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN
SUSAN HAYWARD
EDDIE BRACKEN
ROBERT BENCHLEY
Produced and directed by
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ARRY SHERMAN

presents

WlMM. m TIM?
RICHARD DIX • JANE WYATT
LOLA LANE -MAX BAER
VICTOR JORY-LEE J. COBB
.ALBERT DEKKER
■'■■'' \ Based on the novel by Henry Sinclair Drogo

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER

.,.,.,,,.

NEVER
SURRENDER
(TENTATIVE

TITLE)

ARNOLD PRESSBURGER
presents

t>0
Ql<

6 u0f*l0H GCASSH>H

Produced by Harry Sherman • starring BILL BOYD
UNDERCOVER
MAN For release OCT. 2 3
LOST CANYON For re/ease DEC. 18

J

BORDER

PATROL

LEATHER
COLT
HOPPY

BURNERS

COMRADES
SERVES

A

WRIT

HITLEI
For release OCT. 9th THE DEVIL WITH
For release NOV. 20th FALL IN
FROM
BROOKLYN
For release JAN. 22nd McGUERINS
CALABOOSE
YANKS

AHOY

TAXI, MISTER
PRAIRIE
CHICKENS
THAT

31
IN

acjion

H THE If vKL"
spicm

NAZTY

NUISANCE

I
1 ml
0 D U C T I 0 N S

Produced by William Caguey

.'

P

W

QJJ

MM

SOL

LESSER

presents

NTEEN

starring
30 top-ranking celebrities of stage, screen
and radio including
KATHARINE CORNELL, HELEN HAYES,
KATHARINE HEPBURN, EDGAR BERGEN,
TALLULAH BANKHEAD, ELSA MAXWELL,
FREDRIC MARCH, FLORENCE ELDRIDGE,
JANE COWL, GERTRUDE LAWRENCE,
RAY BOLGER and 4 Name Bands including
KAY KYSER and BENNY GOODMAN.
Screenplay by Delmar Daves.

NOEL COWARD

*

IN WHICH
by

WE SERVE
Produced
NOEL

MICHAEL

7^fcmi

and

Directed

COWARD

BALCON Pr...
presents

THE FOREMAN
^WENT TO FRANCE
ROBERT MORLEY

• CONSTANCE

CUMMINGS

TOMMY TRINDER • CLIFFORD EVANS • JOHN
WILLIAMS • GORDON CAMERON JACKSON
Directed by Charles Frertd

\W
s\oOf
.ove^

EDWARD SMALL
If'

'

MICHAEL BALCON
PRODUCTIONS

Ealing Studios

GregorRABINOVITCH

1

1

Noted European Producer
;

BENEDICT BOGEAUS
SAMUEL BRONSTON
The Life of Jack London
presents

o
J\l ^reat year lor all
exhibitors who rely on
the rour-word guarantee

W5fc
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a * Reviews of th€ new mms ■% &
"The Phantom
nsme
n"Rufe
Bob Plai
Steele, Tom
Tyler,

with
Republic

Davis
56 Mins.

zl dirty work in the cow
c^ntry stirs up furious action
in this western.

" 'Neath Brooklyn

with The

East Side Kids, Noah Beery, Jr.,
Marc Lawrence, Ann Gillis
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
61 Mins.
EAST SIDE KIDS COME THROUGH
WITH
SATISFACTORY
MELODRAMA.
This is a satisfactory entrant in the
modest budget field. Wallace Fox has
provided lively direction and Producers Sam
Katzman and Jack Dietz and Associate
Producer Barney Sarecky share supervisory
credits.

Bridge"

Nazi agents find themselves cast as villains in this western in spite of the fact
that the film is set in 1937. Their activities
have nothing to do with snitching information or practicing sabotage. Though of a
m.lder form, they are no less foul in the eyes
of the Three Mesquiteers and their pals,
The East Side Kids, headed by Leo
for they involve the purchase of horse flesh Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hall and
for service with the German army. Anyone Gabriel Dell deliver their usual very comwho knows in what esteem horse flesh is
petent performances, while Ann Gillis is ingratiating as a stepchild, who is betriended
held by ranchmen will appreciate our heroes'
by
the
boys.
Noah Beery, Jr., gives an appealfury at the Nazis' little plot.
ing performance and Marc Lawrence is a
The fellow whose ranch is supplying the
convincing
gangster.
Bud Osburne, Dave
animals doesn't know the purpose for which
they are being bought until the Mesquiteers O'Brien, Dewey Robinson and J. Arthur
start investigating. Then the fireworks be- Young are among the capable principals.
This time Leo Gorcey and his pals war
gin to explode. The Mesquiteers suddenly
find themselves stymied by threats against on Marc Lawrence, who has "framed" young
Bobby Jordan on a charge of murdering a
the safety of the rancher's son, who is in
Germany studying. Thanks to a clever ruse crook, Bud Osburne, who has been cruel to
on the part of the Mesquiteers, the threat his stepdaughter, Ann Gillis. Leo agrees to
against the boy is removed and the villains help Lawrence rob a warehouse, but he has
are put in their place.
his young pals hidden in the place, and
The acting of Bob Steele, Tom Tyler and when Lawrence and his men, attempt the
Rufe Davis as the Three Mesquiteers and robbery, the youngsters, who are joined by
the direction of John English give the film the police, capture the would-be-robbers.
no end of exciting moments, with a number Lawrence's young aide, Gabriel Dell, tells
how Lawrence killed Osburne.
of slam-bang physical encounters highlightCAST: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bobby
ing the furious action.
Louis Gray produced the film from a Jordan, Gabriel Dell, Noah Beery, Jr., Marc
screenplay devised by Robert Yost and Barry Lawrence, Ann Gillis, Bobby Stone, Sunshine Sammy, Stanley Clements, Jack RayShipman from a story by the first-named.
mond, Betty Welles, J. Arthur Young, Dave
The stars are surrounded by a nice bunch
of players, among them Robert 0. Davis,
Lois Collier, Charles Miller, Alex Callan,
Monte Montague.
CAST: Bob Steele, Tom Tyler, Rufe Davis,
Robert 0. Davis, Lois Collier, Charles Miller,
Alex Callan, Monte Montague, Henry Rowland, Richard Crane, Jack Kirk.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;
Director, John English; Screenplay, Robert
Yost, Barry Shipman; Based on story by
Robert Yost; Cameraman, Bud Thackery;
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Film Editor,
William Thompson; Musical Director, Cy
Feuer.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Multiple Matinees,
Pile Up Metal Scrap

"Night Monster"

with Irene Hervey, Nils Asther,
Ralph Morgan
Universal
73 Mins.
SKINE-CHILLER WITH HIGHLY FANTASTIC PLOT SHOULD GO OVER WELL
WITH
SHOCKER
FANS.
Film-goers who get pleasure out of
harvesting a crop of goose pimples will
revel in "Night Monster,'' one of those
fantastic melodramas that defy all fact
and reason and only serve to bore people
whose tastes in melodramatic entertainment are closer to reality. Devotees of
spine-chillers will find the action in this
film suspenseful and exciting. The way
people are bumped off should be a real
treat to them.
Far-fetched is hardly the word for the
plot. The audience is told to imagine a
cripple without arms and legs growing limbs
by the triumph of mind over matter. A
yogi has been teaching the cripple the neat
little trick, not realizing his disciple is
using his newly acquired powers for evil.
The cripple is able to dispose of the doctors
responsible for his condition, plus a few
other people, without being suspected until
the film is practically over. Then the yogi
shoots the fellow, thus making the world
safe from guys with growing pains.
Director Ford Beebe and Author Clarence Upson Young have managed well in
sustaining the interest. Beebe shares the
producing credit with Don Brown. Charles
Van Enger's camera work helps to build
up the melodramatic tone of the film.
The acting is suitable for a picture of
the type. Irene Hervey figures in the
plot as a psychiatrist and Nils Asther as
the yogi, while the killer is played by
Ralph Morgan. Bela Lugosi and Don Porter
appear to excellent advantage as a butler
and a whodunit writer, respectively. Among
the other players are Leif Erickson, Fay
Helm, Elyse Knox, Lionel Atwill, Frank
Reicher,
Francis Pierlot, Doris Lloyd, Robert Homans.

*

SHORTS
"Manpower"

WAC-OWI
Vital Subject

*
10 mins.

Government's policy of having key
U. S. executives narrate official
shorts gives added interest, impact
and authority to such productions,
of which this one is typical. Paul
V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, does a splendid job as commentator, and recounts clearly and concisely how
every man and woman in America
can and must work in the war effort, and describes just how Uncle
Sam has fashioned the industrial
and social pattern to accomplish this
end.
But, as McNutt explains, much of
the burden in harnessing the nation's manpower rests upon the invaluable voluntary and patriotic action of labor and management, and

the leaders of both. "Manpower" is
a must booking for all showmen, for
its contents affect virtually every
home and family in the land, as
witness the prophecy that, perhaps
by the end of 1943, we will all be
engaged in war work. Some of the
more vital subjects of the picture
we labor pirating; shifting of jobs
by labor because of better was:es;
how workers are being trained along
the best and most useful vocational
lines; fitting of labor to skills; and
work of women in war plants, etc.
O'Brien, Patsy Moran, Bud Osburne, Jack
The reel clarifies many points for
Mulhall, Dewey Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. America. It is set for
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and
release
in New York on Oct. 22, and
Jack Dietz; Associate Producer, Barney A.
nationally on Oct. 29. Every outlet
Sarecky; Director, Wallace Fox; Author,
should
show it. A great deal of
Harvey Gates; Screenplay, same; Cameracredit goes to the producer, namely,
man, Mack Stengler; Editor, Carl Pierson;
CAST: Irene Hervey, Don Porter, Nils
Art Director, David Milton; Sound, Glen Asther, Leif Erickson, Ralph Morgan, Ray the Office of War Information Film
Glenn; Musical Director, Arthur Hammond.
Helm, Bela Lugosi, Elyse Knox, Lionel At- Unit.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Jay J. Allen, Canadian
Industry Pioneer, Dies
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Ltd., he built theaters in Calgary,
Regina, Moose Jaw and Toronto. He
was director of Premier operating
Corp., Ltd., which operates 38 motion picture theaters in Ontario and

will, Frank Reicher, Francis Pierlot, Doris
Lloyd, Robert Homans, Ed Waller.
CREDITS: Producers, Don Brown, Ford
Beebe; Director, Ford Beebe; Screenplay,
Clarence Upson Young; Cameraman, Charles
Van Enger; Art Director, Jack Otterson;
Film Editor, Ted Kent.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

War Adds 10 Years to
Checker's Average Age
The war has brought a 10-year
increase in the average age of Ross
Federal checkers, it was said at the
week-end by President H. A. Ross,

just
an 11
trip back
duringfrom
which
he weeks'
visited field
all
branches. Whereas in the past, the
average age has been 35, it is now
45 as older men have replaced those
houses were not included among the Quebec.
(Continued from Page 1)
lost to the armed services.
Allen established theaters in Rus95 theaters at which matinees were
Ross said no difficulty had been
sia prior to the last war, later en- ard R. Smith, chairman of the Board.
scheduled.
tering the field in England. He imKuttner previously has been a for- experienced in filling vacancies. He
ported important early films from
eign language examiner in the New personally has supervised the instal ation ofa training system. Many
York Postal Censorship Station, and
Week's Scrap Drive Starts at Britain.
20th-Fox, Movietone, De Luxe
In private activities he was offi- served later as an examnier of news- checkers have been advanced to
cer of the Federation of Jewish reels and other motion picture mate- supervisors, with smaller areas to
Week's scrap drive got off to an
rial on the staff of the New York control, thus meeting the war-time
official start yesterday at 20th-Fox. Philanthropies, United Jewish WelLocally the home office, Movietone,
transportation probem.
fare Fund, Mount Sinai Hospital, Board of Review.
Ross said in the future he planned
De Luxe Laboratory, the exchange Holy Blossom Synagogue and CanMore recently he has been enadian Jewish Congress.
and warehouse are participating in
gaged in various commercial photog- to devote practically all his time
Surviving are his widow, two sons,
the drive, which is being staged with
raphy enterprises and in research to contact visits with branch managers and with exchange heads,
the co-operation of the WAC. Pro- and three brothers, the latter asso- work incident to the compilation of
ciated with him in the Allen chain a new multi-lingual dictionary and a pointing out that there had been
ceeds from the sale of the scrap
will be given to charitable groups in Ontario and Columbia Pictures glossary of foreign language tech- a material gain in the number of
nical terms.
of Canada.
desigated by the WAC.
percentage pix.
(.Continued from Page 3)

Kuttner Joins N. Y. Staff
Of Office of Censorship
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Train For War Jobs,
SAG Urges Low-Paid
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because America faces
far-reaching employment shifts, actors whose earings in pix are marginal are urged to train themselves
for work in war industries, in an
article in the October issue of
Screen Actor, official SAG publication.
Pointing out that already more
than 325 members of the Screen
Actors Guild have temporarily withdrawn from the organization to work
in war industries, the article stresses
the necessity for actors to train
themselves for factory jobs.
"These employment shifts will affect persons who have never before
been inside a factory; they will adjust satisfactorily to their new life
in direct proportion to their preparation for it. It is with this in
mind that the United States Employment Service has developed a
comprehensive war production training program — a program of which
every civilian should avail himself.
"That includes actors — who are
less likely than average to have had
industrial training, but who are just
as likely to be called on when the
labor
article. supply runs low," states the
To actors, particularly in the extra group, whose work history reveals that they have worked infrequently in the past year, the Guild
recommended that, through the Hollywood office of United States Employment Service, they make themselves available to help fill the manpower shortage.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Sliding Scale of Raises
For IATSE's "F" Locals
Sliding scale of raises for office
employes is being set up by the
IATSE in all cities where the union
has organized or is in the process of
organizing white-collar exchange labor, it was learned yesterday. In
no instance will the increase in wages
be less than $2, according to Richard
F. Walsh, IA prexy. In cases where
workers have received no pay hike
since January, 1941, the increase will
amount to 15 per cent, Walsh added.

Warners to Produce
Tri-Service Short
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Government okay has
been given Warners for production
of "The Army, Navy and Marines,"
a Technicolor two-reeler which will
depict teamwork and co-ordination
of effort among the three branches
of fighting forces. Roger Q. Denny
and Carl Dudley are writing the
script. Gordon Hollingshead will
produce.

TO THE

COLORS!

(Continued from Page 4)

BILL KRAMER, chief booker, and
Chicago — McNEILL SMITH of BERNIE
DIAMOND, short subject
B & K's Will Rogers theater is
going into the Army.
booker, for Schine's, Gloversville,
join the Army in the near future.
Petersburg, Va.-^IIMMY MYERS,
"SANDY" LAZAR, son of Maj.
manager of the Palace, joined the
Navy and is at the Great Lakes Louis Lazar of Schine Circuit, Gloversville, has enlisted in the Army.
Naval Training Station.
Richmond, Va.— DAN WILKINSON, former assistant to Dave Kamsky, ad manager, Neighborhood
Theaters, is now at Officers' Training School, Camp Davis, N. C.
Richmond, Va.— JACK DERRENBERGER, poster artist for Loew's
and Wilmer & Vincent theaters, has
joined the Navy.
Roanoke, Va.— CLAIR B. BROWN,
operator at the Grandin Theater,
has enlisted in the Army and is
stationed at Camp Lee.

Nanticoke, Pa.— LEONARD GABEL, projectionist at the Rex Theater, enlisted in the Army Specialist
Corps.
Omaha — WALLY JOHNSON,
RKO salesman and exhibitor at
Friend, is now with the Army at
Madison, Wis.
Seattle— LORE N WAHL, of the
Grand Theater in Bellingham, has
been commissioned a lieutenant in
the Army. He is at present attached
to the Port of Embarkation.

NSSIo Get Stock
Under Quota Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

business, George Dembow, sales
manager, said here yesterday in
denying Jimmy Fidter's recent statement to the effect that MSS w- 'd
close up within a month.
(
Speaking before the annual Convention of the AMPiO of Western
Pennsylvania Dembow explained
that National
Screen's
requuements
would be
added film
to the
raw
stock allotted to each of the companies it services.
For example, Dembow said, if a
certain company's quota for the year
is 100,000,000 feet and if National
Screen needed five million feet for
that company's trailers, the total
allotment
to the company would be
105,000,000 feet. He pointed out,
however, that NSS would be operating under a 24 per cent curtailment
of film.

Special service trailers for announcements regarding games, special stunts, etc., are definitely out for
Seattle — Sixteen members of the the duration,
Dembow
said, but trailRochester — Melvin Aaronson of Hamrick-Evergreen office staff threw
ers needed for scrap drive announceSyracuse has been named manager a party for IRVING BERRY, booker,
ments and other patriotic purposes
of Schines Liberty here, succeeding who has been called for Army serv- can still be supplied.
ice, and for JACK ROSENBERG,
Sol Shafer, who left the Schine orDembow asked exhibitors to be
who has been in the Coast Guard for patient
ganization after 25 years.
and understanding if the
several months and recently madi
efficient service in the past canOshkosh, Wis.— Pfc. STERLING petty officer.
not be maintained. He admitted
CAMPBELL, formerly assistant West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY that while service in some cases
has been bad, and it is likely that
manager of the Oshkosh Theater,
Hollywood — After completing it will be worse due to loss of manhas been named assistant manager
of the Army theater in Stockton, work o "Queen of Broadway," S. &
power. Accessories, he said, are
N. production for PRC, STANLEY shipped out 14
days ahead of play
Cal.
NEUFELD, assistant to the pro- date and he asked that
exhibitors
duction manager, has gone to San
Milwaukee— JEROME KOEHLER, Francisco to join the Merchant do not wait until a few days before
oldest son of Charles Koehler, Astor Marine as a marine engineer.
play date to report the delay. Confusion can be eliminated if a report
Pictures distributor here, is now stationed at Camp Lee, Va.
of a delay can be made 10 days in
Pasco, Wash.— DANNY MATIN, advance
of the play date.
salesman for Warner-First
National Screen's payroll has gone
Chicago— LARRY HUBBELL of formerly
National is now at the Naval Train20th-Fox exchange has joined the
up
$3,500
a week in recent months
ing Station here.
and materials are costing 35 per cent
Army and is succeeded in the booking department by Ralph Millio.
more,
but
the
increase has not been
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
passed on to the exhibitor, Dembow
Hollywood — After completing his asserted.
West Springfield, Mass.— MAJ. A.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
starring
role inis"The
Pay-Off"
HARRIS GOLDSTEIN, former man- Jack
Schwarz
producing
for which
PRC,
ager of the Majestic Theater here,
Price Ceilings Enter
LEE
TRACY
joins
the
Army's
Milihas been promoted to lieutenant coltary Police at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. The Recreational Field
onel. He is property officer of the on Nov.
7 as a first lieutenant.
infantry school at Fort Benning, Ga.
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— With the announceFulton, Ky. — PAUL
WALKER,
Hollywood—
GABRIEL
DELL,
one
ment
yesterday
that billiard parlors
operator of the Orpheum Theater
East Side Kids, has en- and bowling alleys will be put under
here, will close his theater before of Mono.'s
listed in the U. S. Merchant Marine. price ceilings within the next two
being inducted into the Army Nov. 7.
weeks, the film industry is speculatWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing on whether or not the amusement
FRANK WILLIAMS, booker for
Los Angeles— VICTOR MATURE industry, exempted from price ceilings at the time the law was passed,
the Benton Theater Circuit, Sara- will be inducted into the Army Oct.
toga Springs, reported to the Army 25.
may not sooner or later find itself
under similar regulations.
yesterday at Camp Upton. Williams,
San Francisco— WILLIAM SAROPlacing ceilings on billiard parwho was feted last week by 250 inlors and bowling alleys is seen as
dustry men at Saratoga, will be suc- YAN reports Oct. 31 as an Army
ceeded by Harry Burke, manager of
the first move towards price fixings
for recreational and amusements
the Congress, Saratoga, one of the private.
chain.
Chicago— ROBERT CLARKE, son fields, as there is no reason why
of J. J. Clarke of RKO's
branch Congress can't change regulations
Fort Worth, Tex. — CHARLIE here, has enlisted in the Marines and exempting
sions of the films
law. from the proviwill
train
at
San
Diego.
Calif.
CARDEN, former Hollywood the— Scrap Socks Japs —
ater manager, has been sent to Camp
Kohler, Sacramento, Calif.
DEON DeTITTA, JR., son of 20th- $50,000 Theater Fire
Fox's chief projectionist at the home
Millbury, Mass.— Fire and an exCLIFTON STOEN, former Majes- office, has joined the armed forces.
plosion destroyed the Paradise TheThe youth was on the Movietone
tic chief of staff, is a cadet lieuten- staff.
ater here, causing a loss of $50,000.
ant in the Air Corps at Waco.

Aaronson to Rochester
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Ascap May Revamp
Theater Music Fees
{Continued

from

Page

1)

22nd
annual
convention
of the
AMPTO of Western Pennsylvania at
the William Penn Hotel.
'ne said that Col. H. A. Cole
w._ expected in New York later
this month to present Allied's findings on a possible solution to the socalled music tax problem. Whether
a reallocation of adjustment of present rates is possible or practical
will depend largely on the scheduled
sessions with Cole and his committee and the proposals they have to
offer.
It may be, Paine said, that the approach to the basis for the changes
may be wrong and if so, a new approach will have to be made. In
outlining the history of Ascap, Paine
said that the organization received
about $6,000,000 a year in fees but
that the rates in the U. S. were the
lowest of any country.
When an exhibitor asked from the
floor why the producers couldn't pay
the fee for the exhibitors, Paine said
that Ascap would approve any plan
for the absorption of the costs by
the producers, but that the producers had refused to do so.
Abram F. Meyers, Allied general
counsel, addressed the open session
of the convention and also discussed
the Ascap situation, but he reserved his remarks on organization
matters, particularly the recent caravan tour, for the executive session
which followed the open meeting.
M. A. Rosenberg presided at the
Allied sessions.
M-G-M exhibitors' forum will occupy the entire day today.

AMPTO of Western Pa.,
: Re-elects All Officers
Pittsburgh — M. A. Rosenberg,
3 president, and the entire slate of ofv fleers of the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania were re-elected yesterthe unit's
annual
at theday atWilliam
Penn
Hotel.convention
The other officers are Harry W.
Walker, vice-president; Fred J. Herrington, secretary, and Joseph Gellman, treasurer. Directors whose
terms had expired and who were reelected were William R. Blatt, Somerset; Dr. C. E. Herman, Carnegie, and

€f K. DAIIY
Cuban

Neon Co., Hit by Power Rationing,
Asks Why Theaters Continue to Operate

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by Censor) — Something new in the way of
complaints has been hurled at the industry here by the Compania Luminica de
Anuncios Neonite S. A., which has been forced to close down because of the
power rationing affecting exterior lighting, a measure decreed by President

_

R. What, Jr., Sewickley.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

(Continued

from

Page

1)

will be replaced as secretary-treasBatista as result of the coal shortage. A sign on the building says: "This comurer by Adolph Grude. Amy G. Noll
pany is closed because all electric signs are dark in order to save electric
and James Branch were both unpower, but there are 370 theaters in Cuba open at present. Why this exclusive
opposed for the offices of recording
secretary and sergeat-at-arms, reprivilege?"
spectively.
Elected to the executive board
Clearance Complaint
Supreme Court Holds
were Mort Bloom, Mike CornacFox Cannot Withdraw Plea chione,
Amended by L. W. Allen
Al Dassa. Corinne Klein,
Mike Marotta, John Rist, Dudley
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
Vees, Maurice Walsh, Sally Waugh.
91 days' clearance now granted the justice was denied by the Supreme Paul Jacobs and Tom Marguccio
Vogue Theater, be reduced to six Court yesterday. Fox pleaded guilty were tied for the 10th place on the
and testified for the Government in
days after first-run closing, in ac- the trials of Judge J. Warren Davis board. The deadlock will be broken
cordance with the following schedule and Morgan S. Kaufman, bankruptcy at the next meeting of the membership, scheduled for Nov. 6.
of first-run admission prices: 30 referee. Juries disagreed in two
Vera Dorey, Nick Koutrouby and
cents, seven days; 25 cents, 14 days; trials and when charges against Da- Paul Press were elected trustees.
vis and Kaufman were dropped, Fox
The installation
of officers will
20 cents, 28 days; 15 cents. 98 days
(but in no event more than 126 days sought to withdraw his plea of take place at the Nov. 6 meeting.
guilty. He is now at Liberty on
— Scrap Socks Japs —
after Los Angeles first-run closing) ;
Hart Rites in Akron Today
10 cents, 182 days and five cents, $5,000 bail.—Scrap Socks Japs —
Akron, O. — Funeral rites will be
365 days.
Langdon,
Jr., in ofFather's
Pic DAILY held here today for Willard Hart,
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM
Hollywood — Harry Langdon, Jr., owner of the Norka and Rialto the20th-Fox Takes Appeal
aters, who died Sunday at Saranac
eight-year-old son of the comedian,
In Beverly Theater Case
will make his screen bow in his Lake, N. Y., after a long illness.
St. Louis — A notice of appeal of father's next Columbia picture, His widow, a son and a daughter
the already appealed clearance de- "From Soup to Nuts."
cision in the arbitration action
brought by Community Theater
Corp., operator of the Beverly Theater, has been filed by 20th CenturyFox. Decision by Arbitrator Claude
Pearcy reduced clearances of the
Wellston and Victory Theaters to
one day over the Beverly and has
ity.
already been appealed by Commun-

Skaneateles Clearance
Squawk Hearing Nov. 5
Buffalo — First hearing on the
clearance complaint of Colonial
Theater, Skaneateles, against the
Big Five has been postponed to Nov.
5, before Arbitrator Regis O'Brien.
The Auburn, Jefferson and Palace,
Schine theaters in Auburn, are
designated interested parties.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Local Draft Board Fights
Exemption of 3 Actors

Philadelphia — The local selective
service board No. Seven of Delaware
County is fighting the order of
President Roosevelt exempting from
: Judell Sets "Hitler" Dates
Ben Judell has set "Hitler— Dead military service as conscientious objectors three actors at the Hedge' or Alive" for the Globe here Nov. 14
and for the Stanton, Philadelphia,
row Theater. In a three-page letter to Major Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
• Nov. 11.
National Draft Administrator, the
draft board demands that the cases
of all three actors be reopened. The
Former ASM Artist
board had classified all three 1-A.
Missing In Action
The letter charged that the three
actors led "Bohemian" lives, with no
Montreal— Sgr. M. A. Atkinson,
religious tendencies.
wireless air gunner in the Royal
Jasper Deeter, founder of the theCanadian Air Force, and former comater, has been seeking a blanket
mercial artist on the staff of Assodeferment of all his players on the
ciated Screen News, is reported
eround they are of more service to
missing in air operations overseas.
the nation at the Hedeerow Theater
than in the Army or Navy.
' William

Lab. Technicians
Re-Elecl Rugge

SILENT MEN

w.th FRANK ALBERTSON
JUNE LANG • JAN WILEY
Produced by DIXON R. HARWIN • Directed by WILLIAM NIGH
LEON
FROMKESS in Charge of Production

"A standout in the market for which it was
produced."
-BOX OFFICE
"A good melodrama . . . builds to a strong
climax."
-MOTION PICTURE HERALD
-M. P. DAILY
"Justifies added exploitation campaigns."
"Suspense and 'different' twists . . .Well directed by William Nigh . . . Adequate production
by Dixon R. Harwin."

-FILM DAILY

"Will do handsomely -HOLLYWOOD
in its market."REPORTER
-EXHIBITOR
"Will be easy for exhibitors to sell."
"Elements of a money maker -FILM
..." BULLETIN
-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
"Plenty of action."
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Gov't Loses Para., 20th-Fox Divorcement
Fight
Allied Holds UMP1
Circuits' Acquisition of
32 Theaters Held Normal
Growth by Judge Goddard
(Continued

from

Page

1)

compel the divestiture of title in 14
Paramount theaters and 18 theaters
of 20th Century-Fox on the charge
of violation of the decree. At the
end of the day, Judge Goddard stat"I think if there had been a
general program of expansion you
would have seen many, many more
theaters acquired. There is nothing
in the decree to prevent the normal
growth by the companies."
Wright's Contention Spurned
The court stated that it could not
accept the contention of Robert L.
Wright, chief of the film unit of the
D of J anti-trust division, that the
fact that Paramount had acquired
over 100 theaters and 20th-Fox 41
during the period from November,
1940, to December, 1941, constituted
general progiam of expansion
without regard to the motives behind
the individual acquisitions.
Judge Goddard stated in this regard:
"Mr. Wright, it doesn't seem
to me that there was a general
program for expansion. Most of
the acquisitions were of small
theaters in isolated situations
and these scattered transactions
do not constitute a general program. I can't count the number of theaters and spell out expansion from that. Under certain circumstances the buying of
two theaters might be unjustified under the decree. The size
of the theaters and the conditions under which they were acquired must be considered."
The court thereupon ordered a
lismissal.
Wright, who led off the argument,
contended that the court must consider all of the theater acquisitions
as beaiing on the question of a general expansion banned by Section 11
of the decree in determining that
question even though the Government sought divorcement of only
a limited number. In attacking the
two companies on the particular theaters singled out for divorcement,
Wright maintained that these acquisitions were unjustified because, he

Omaha to Have First
Blackout Test Nov. 6
Omaha — This city's first emergency blackout test has been set for
Nov. 6 at 10 p.m. Length of the
blackout will be between two and
20 minutes.
Exhibs. feel the blackout may
hurt business some since "patrons
may stay home to see what happens."
The last show will be running at the
time of the blackout.

WHO'S
•

•

•

WHO

Introducing

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

JOHN BRAHM. Director. Born in Hamburg, Germany. Was schooled for
professional actors career to follow in footsteps of father, Ludwig Brahm,
actor, and his uncle, Otto Brahm, discoverer of Max
Reinhardt. In 1919, became top producer of Burgtheater in Vienna, staging its productions for six years.
Three years in Berlin directing shows at Kuentsler and
the Lessing theaters. In 1934, became interested in
films. Terra Film sent him to Paris studio, where he
began study of screen technique as dialogue director,
film editor, and supervisor, which work he continued
at Twickenham studios in England. First writing assignment Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," for English production. Assigned to assist on D. W. Griffith's
English production of silent version "Broken Blossoms,"
which became his first solo direction credit, due to
Griffith returning to United States because of differences with producers. Came to United States in 1937,
and directed "Counsel for Crime," "Penitentiary,"
"Girl's School," "Escape to Glory," "Wild Geese Calling." Braham is under long-term director contract. Stands, 5, 10. Weighs, 175
pounds.
Eyes, blue.
Hair, light brown.

said, they were not part of a normal
growth.
He listed as instances transactions
which closed out all competition in a
particular town; instances where the
defendants moved into a new town
where they had not operated before;
and alleged instances of the purchase of theaters from operators
who had either brought arbitration
proceedings or had complained to
the Department of Justice.
Says Para. Growth 12 Per Cent
It was the Government's stand
that it would not have consented to
a three-year trial period for the decree if it resulted in the prejudicing
of the position of independent competitors. Though the decree did not
freeze the theater positions of the
companies, Wright added, the Government could not regard a 12 per
cent growth by Paramount in a
year's time a normal expansion.
Wright was interrupted frequently
by Judge Goddard, who directed
questions as to what the Government
considered was normal. It was the
court's view from early in the hearing that the companies could move
into new situations where population shifts and a change in competitive conditions dictated the move.
Says Ex-Owners Solicited
Former Judge Thomas D. Thacher, as counsel for Paramount, analyzed each theater acquisition to
prove his claim that there was no
general expansion program. In discussing the recently-bought theaters,
Judge Thacher cited affidavits which
stated that most of the houses were
bought after solicitation by the former operators. The acquisitions, he
said, were completely scattered and
arose out of the necessities of local
conditions.
The great majority of new theaters were constructed in response
to public demand, he stated. According to Judge Thacher, the companies would never have agreed to
a decree which banned ordinary the-

ater acquisitions. The Paramount
attorney defined a general program
of expansion as one which was decided upon by a company in advance
and carried out according to that
advance plan.
Assistant Attorney General Stephen Doyle followed Judge Thacher
in a plea for divorcement of the 20thFox houses. Doyle in the main repeated Wright's arguments. He discussed each complained-of acquisition and contended that the circumstances did not warrant the theaters' purchase "in the ordinary
course
of business." of 20th-Fox that
The subsidiaries
engaged in the purchase of theaters after the entry of the decree
did not receive instructions from the
parent organization, Frederick Pride,
attorney for 20th-Fox, told the court
as the last speaker. Pride attacked
the Government's stand that numerical consideration alone could determine the question of general ex-

Scuttling Inside Job
(Continued from Page esterV^y.
convention program here yeste:
The industry is right back where
it was before the unity movement
was launched, Myers said, and added
that, "the independent exhibitors,
outraged by the extravagant terms
being demanded for film, indignant
at the tremendous profits being
rolled up by the producer-distributors during the national emergency,

are onSays
the Exhibs.
warpath."
on Warpath
The Allied exec, asserted that "all
over the country they are beating
their tom-toms and putting on the
war paint" and are determined to
bring the issue of wartime profiteering out into the open.
While in the beginning the distributors "professed their undying
devotion to the principle of unity,"
Myers charged that the exaltation of
spirit was short-lived. It soon became apparent that the producerdistributors were "about to cut the
juiciest melon that ever graced their
table," he continued. The money being poured out by the Government,
he declared, "was finding its way to
the box-office and to grab the major share of this new-found prosperity, it was only necessary for them
to raise film prices, demand more
and higher percentage deals, require that admission prices be
raised, and insist upon additional
preferred playing time.
"Of what value could unity be to
these getlemen who were off on an
economic joyride?" Myers asked.
"Unity might mean moderation in
skinning the exhibitors. Assuredly
it meant recognition of the exhibitor

organizations,
merelv the would
'kept'
ones, but the not
independents
share the limelight and take some
of the bows for joint industry efforts
in co-operation with the Government.
Cites Five Considerations
pansion.
Tribute to Rodgers' Sincerity
He said that five considerations
"That was a steep price for the
motivated the purchase of new theaters during that period. These were monopolist to pay. The concept of
listed as (1) a drastic increase in unity was too big for those executives
"
population, (2) theaters which were who regard the motion picture indus-I J
try as their particular oyster and
operated by an estate or an inexperienced person, (3) theaters so, despite the evident sincerity of
bought from operators who wished Bill Rodgers, the unity plan was
to retire, (4) theaters operated previously by 20th-Fox and subsequently picked up again and (5) theaters
Warner Bros. Getting
offered to the company by exhibitors scuttled."
for a number of possible reasons.
Most from the Least
Pride charged the Government
Boston — Although Warners has rewith being "picayune" and completeleased fewer pictures than any other
ly failing to prove its contention.
company so far this season, it has the
Judge Thacher also contended that
biggest number of current first-runs
the insignificance of most of the
here. "Desperate Journey" is playing
theaters acquired proved that the
the Metropolitan, "Yankee Doodle
companies were not attempting to
Dandy" is at the Esquire for its third
extend a monopoly charged by the
local week, while the Paramount and
Government.
Fenway are simultaneously showing
The Government probably will not
the
first-run "Across the Pacific."
appeal the ruling of Judge Goddard,
it was said after the hearing.
N
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Expect Admission Tax to

$143,600,000
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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$20,000^000 BRITISH REMITTANCE IN '42-43?
Keep Supply Needs in Reasonable Limits— Green

"Theaters Are Essential
Only
Head Relatively/'
Warns Exhib.NTS
Forum
j Pittsburgh — "While theaters are
important and are to be continued,
we cannot forget that theaters are
•essential only relatively," Walter E.
Green, of
•New York,
•president of
Nation a 1
Theatre Supply Co., told
M e t r o's exhibitors'of
rum a t t h e
William Penn
Hotel here
yesterday.
Gr e en, a
principal
guest speaker, added:
"So

long

WALTER

E. GREEN

as oar needs stay within reas
(Continued on Page 8)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

[oast Sending Nine
Pix Into Production

New Canadian Construction Begulation Sets
Limit of $500 for Benovation of Theaters
Ottawa — Amount which may be spent for theater construction, alterations,
repairs, or equipment has been reduced from $5,000 to $500 in Construction
Regulation No. 13. Order is expected to hit theater supply dealers who must
now get along on maintenance orders within the $500 limit. In special cases
the Government will issue licenses allowing higher expenditures.

Protests to Vichy
On Pic Passage Ban

Territorial Sales
Quarters Proposed

Washington Bureau of THE

Cleveland, O. — The problem of
selling film in this territory following gas rationing is still in the "worrying" stage, according to leading
branch managers. Local salesmen
have submitted to their home offices
complete schedules of public transportation facilities in their territories.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A vigorous protest
has been lodged with appropriate authorities in unoccupied France by
the United States Government over
Vichy's recent action prohibiting the
passage of American films through
France for exhibition in Switzerland, sources close to the State Department revealed yesterday. The
Department was also understood to
have included in its statement to the
French officials a protest against the
ban on the showing of American
films in France and French Possessions.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

„ West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

j Hollywood — Nine new pictures are
I scheduled to go into production this
I week, making 47 shooting. The
;; :heck-up:
I
At Columbia: Three shooting, in(Continued on Page 8)

Warner Clubs Buy
$375,000 War Bonds
Warner

Club, Inc., representing

Warners employes' clubs throughout the country, has bought a total
of $375,000 in War Bonds to date,
it was disclosed yesterday. The
amount of Bonds purchased this year
represents the legal limit for the
club, and also is in addition to the
purchases made by club members
personally.
Finance committee of the Warner Club, Inc., consists of Sam
Schneider, chairman; Samuel Carlisle, T. J. Martin and W. Stewart
McDonald.

WPB Simplifies Task
Of Converting to Coal

(Continued on Page 8)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

May Robson, 111 a Year,
Dies in Hollywood Home
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — New British remittance proposal for the 1942-1943
year, starting Oct. 25, has as its
salient features a provision for the
withdrawal of $20,000,000 by U. S.
distribs., with the remainder of their
British earnings to be subjected,
wholly or in part, to exceedingly
stiff taxes, according to reports current here.
American distributors, it is understood,(Continued
regard the proposal
on Page 6) as a ten— Scrap Socks Japs —

Schine Circuit Biz
Rises Substantially
Gloversville, N. Y. — Schine home
office here reports that attendance
has increased substantially all oyer
the circuit, particularly in cities like
Ilion where there has been a big
influx of war plant workers.
The increase
is onattributed
to sev(Continued
Page 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Metro Will Tradeshow
Four Oct. 27-28, Nov. 3

Hollywood — May Robson, 78,
screen and stage star, died at her
M-G-M has set tradeshowings on
Washington — Conversion of heat- home yesterday following an illness four new features as follows:
ing and power plants in motion pic- of less than a year. Her last screen
"Northwest
Rangers" and "Jourture theaters seating 50 or more role was in RKO's "Joan of Paris."
(Continued on will
Page be
6) screened
ney For Margaret"
A native of Melbourne. Australia.
persons from oil to coal was simplified yesterday by the WPB when it Miss Robson was educated in England and France and made her stage
placed the production and delivery of
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

U. S. Sees Greater Tax Yield
$28,000,000 Jump in Admissions Levy Forecast
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Ullman Luncheon Host
Washington — The amusement inTo 50 RKO Theater Men
dustry, with films the major contributor, will pour approximately

Fredric Ullman, Jr., president of
Pathe News, was host yesterday at
a luncheon given in one of Pathe's
projection rooms to more than 50
RKO theater managers of the Met(Continued on Page 6)

^

Suggestions now under consideration, they disclose, include: Establishing key territorial sales headquarters to which nearby exhibs. can

Capital Hears Remainder
of British Pix Earnings
Would be Heavily Taxed

IF YOV CAN'T FIGBT, VOIR

SCBAP

$143,600,000
tax
coffers byinto
the the
end Government's
of the 1943
fiscal year through the medium of
the theater admission tax alone. The
Film Daily was told yesterday by
Treasury
officials following
House

CAN — TODAY'S

V. S. Files Appeal In
Security Tax Case

Notice of appeal to the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals was filed
yesterday in Federal Court by the
Government from a decision of Judge
John Bright which had ruled that
theaters were not liable for social
security taxes on special acts employed with stage shows. An award
of $1,079 was made by Judge Bright
in favor of Radio City Music Hall in
the precedent-setting decision which
excused the payment of social security taxes.

(Continued on Page 6)
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Labor Notables on Walsh
Testimonial Committee
The make-up of the committee for
the testimonial dinner to he given
for Richard F. Walsh, IATSE prexy
by Local 4, stagehands, at the St.
George Hotel in Brooklyn on Oct
29 was announced yesterday.

"Major and the Minor"
Topping
'Wake' and 'Inn'
Para.'s "The Major and the Minor"

in many key spots is outgrowing
both "Wake Island" and "Holiday
Inn," the home office said yesterday. Typical were these reports:
In its first week at Dallas, receipts
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: General
Manager
Among those on the committee, of which on "Major" were on par with both
CHESTER B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
Thomas Murtha, president of the Central
Trades and Labor Council, is chairman, are "Wake" and "Holiday" but the first
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and Louis Krouse, general secretary-treasurer of
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., the IA; William P. Raoul. assistant presi- 4 days of the second week "Major"
dent; James Brennan, Harland Holmden, ran 41 per cent better than "Wake"
by Wid's President
Films andandFilm
Folk, Inc.
J. W.
Alicoate,
Publisher;
Donald
M. William P. Covert, Floyd M. Billingsley, and 114 per cent ahead of "Holiday."
In St. Paul the first 4 days of the
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer. Entered as Roger M. Kennedy, Felix D. Stone, Carl G.
Vol. 82, No. 79
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10 Cents

ALICOATE

second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

FINANCIAL
(Tuesday, Oct. 20)
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High

Low

RKO

RKO
$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
. 14%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 25V4
Univ. Pict. pfd

Warner Bros
do pfd

NEW

143/8
25'/4

6%

YORK

BOND

Net
Chg.

Close

Am.
Seal
105/8
105/8
10S/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 11 Vs
10%
10%+
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Vi
Vi
Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
7i/2
7Vi
7Vi
East.
Kodak
139
139
139
do pfd
173
173
173
Cen.
Prec.
Eq
143/8
14i/8
14%
Loew's,
Inc
44Vi
44
44V4
Paramount
17
16%
167/8
Para.
1st
pfd
120
U9i/2120

+

%
Va

—
+

Vs
%

+
-f
+

%
y8
1 y4

14%
25V4 +

6'/,

%

6'/2

i/8

■ids

Y.

OVER-THE-COUNTER

l/4

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45...
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

72
65

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Army to Join in N. J.
Surprise Air Raid Test

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Kenward Asks DG Okay
For "Cry Havoc" on Boards
The Dramatists Guild council had
under consideration yesterday the
petition of Allan Kenward to permit a Broadway presentation of hlis
pay, "Cry Havoc," immediately despite the prior sale of the film rights
to M-G-M. Under Guild rules a year
must pass before an unproduced
play sold to a film company can receive a professional stage presentation. If the Guild refuses to grant
Kenward's request, the playwright
will either have to cancel his M-G-M
deal or waitshowing.
a year before the play's
Broadway
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Forty Thieves" as First
New Hopalong for UA
West Coast Bureau of THE

MARKET

Para. B'way 3s55 .... 69
69
69
—
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 10034 100% 100%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
101
1003/4 101
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
%
5-16
5-16
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
77/8
7%
77/g +
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc
N.

Cooper, all IA vice-presidents; IA Trustees
R. E. Morris, George W. Brayfield and William Scanlon ; Michael J. Mungovan, vicepresident of the N. Y. State Federation of
Labor; William Collins, AFL rep.; Thomas
J. Lyons, president of the New York State
Federation of Labor; James C. Quinn, secretary of the Central Trades and Labor Council; Solly Pernick and Vincent Jacobi of
Local 1, Stagehands; and Joseph D. Basson,
Charles Beckman and Jack Teitler of Local
306.
Among the Local 4 officers on the committee are Theodore Samuelson, vice-presipent ; Murtha, business manager; Albert F.
Bezer, secretary-treasurer; Linford Risley, recording secretary.
The reception committee is headed by Matthew Woll, vice-president of the AFL.
The Motion Picture Film Editors Guild
will be among the film groups which will
be represented in force at the dinner.

76

FILM

than
Para,"Wake."
also reported
"The
Glass
Key"
at the New
York
Criterion
did 2% times greater than the gross
of any Paramount pic to play there.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Confer on Stabilization
With Gov't Official
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — The committee of
film lawyers charged by the film industry with the task of seeking a
clarification of the Federal wage
freezing order was understood yesterday to have had a conference
here with a Government official
whose identity was kept secret. That
such a conference would be held this
week was disclosed on Monday.
The lawyers checked out of hotels
in the afternoon presumably to return to New York.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Michigan Allied Meets
In Grand Rapids Nov. 9

ROBERT
MOCHRIE,
RKO general sales ma
ager, got back yesterday from
a tour
company's Western
branches.
/IS!
WALTER BRANSON, Western divisi&SPfele
manager of RKO, is expected back from thi
Coast on Friday.
W. STEWART McDONALD, Warner Theater:
executive, is on a trip to the Ohio zone. H
returns
to New
York
next Tuesday.
ROY HAINES and A. W. SCHWALBERC, War
ner sales execs., are in Buffalo today. The]
go from

there to Detroit and Cleveland, re-

spectively.
AUSTIN
KEOUGH,
MENDEL SILBERBERC
GEORGE
WASSON,
industry
legal lights,
day.
in Washington
yesterday.
GLEN

ALLVINE

was

in

Washington

ant

yester*

P. J. DEE,
president
of Alliance
Theater
S. J. GREGORY
and JOHN
DOBRR. all of
cago.
are trip.
on the West
Coast,
making an in f
spection

Greenwald Indicted for
Bank Night Operation
Cleveland — Lorain County granj
jury in Elyria yesterday returned
three indictments against Max H
Greenwald, manager of the Capital
Lincoln and Rivoli Theaters in con H
nection with Bank Night operation J
One indictment was for promoting
day.
and two for advertising, a lottery. ^
Greenwald is to be arraigned to.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

RKO Film Booking Corp.
Reduces Capitalization
Albany— RKO

Film Booking Corp

Grand Rapids — Allied Theaters of has
capital
$100,'
000 reduced
in $100 its
shares
to 6from
shares
Michigan will hold its annual con- no par value.
vention at the Pantlind Hotel here
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Nov. 9-10. — Scrap Socks Japs —
M-G-M Signs John Craven
West

Jemail
Air forthe"Gal"
Jimmy onJemail,
Inquiring Photographer of the Daily News, will
Hollywood — Harry Sherman's first
of the new Hopalong's for the new interview persons who have seen
season for UA will be "Forty "For Me and My Gal" in six 15Thieves," an original Hopalong Cas- minute broadcasts over WHN for
sidy adventure story by Bernie Ka- M-G-M. Interviews will begin tomins. Screenplay was written by
night and will continue through next
Michael Wilson, who wrote the Monday. Pic, which had a charity
screenplay prior to leaving for duty nreview last night opens today at
the Astor.
with the Marine Corps.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
With the acquisition of "Wherever Grass Grows" Satevepost story Mary Pickford Under Knife
by Allan Bosworth, the total num- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ber of Harry Sherman story properHollywood — Mary Pickford is hosties is brought up to nine.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
pitalized at St.
for an operation
todav."Vincent's
Her husband.
Lt.

New Canadian Short for UA

W. C. GEHRINC, Western sales manag.
of 20th-Fox, has returned from a tour of Ch
cago, Minneapolis, Omaha and Des Moinei
branches.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

DAILY

A new issue of The World in Action series, titled "Freighters Under
Fire," has just been completed by
Trenton, N. J. — Entire state of the National Film Board of Canada,
according
to word received here
New Jersey may be included in a
surprise air raid drill, set for a from Stuart Legg, editor of the sersecret date, which is designed to apies. "Freighters Under Fire" is a
proximate the conditions of an ac- tribute to the heroism of the Merchant Marine and will be released
tual enemy attack. Army ground
and air forces will participate.
by UA.

■

second week saw "Major" topping
"Wake" by 25 per cent and "Holiday" by 50 per cent. In the 4 davs
of its second week in Minneapolis
"Major" was running 55 per cent
ahead of "Wake" and 44 per cent
better than "Holiday," in Detroit
in four days of its second week "Major" was running 28 per cent better

COmiDG and COIFIG

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIH

Hollywood — Metro has signejy
John Craven, Broadway actor an
son of Frank Craven, to a term con
tract, and will present him first iitV
William Saroyan's "The Humar
Comedy," replacing Gene Kelly
Frank Craven has been added to th<
cast of "The Half -Pint Kid,

I

Charles "Buddy" Rogers, is here.
He leaves Saturday to report to the
Ferry Command.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

20th-Fox Pacts Phil Regan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Phil Regan has been
signed to a term contract by 20thFox. His first picture will be
"Greenwich Village" opposite Alice
Faye.

Groucho
Lloyd

Marx
Don Hancock
Edward C. Levy
Hughes
Josephine
Lovett

FOR A
LONG
WARNER
RUN

bette DAVIS-paul HENREID

:now, voyage ri

^LMUUC
riAlinF

KMI1NO
PAIMQ

GRANVILLE • ILKA CHASE
GLADYS COOPER • BONITA

A HAL B. WALLIS PRODUCTION

Directed by IRVING
RAPPER ■ Music by Max Sleiner
Screen Play by Casey Robinson' From the Novel by Olive Higgins Prouty

MO
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IES THROUGH
Calculated to inspire audiences to go
out cheering and telling friends it's a
picture they shouldn't miss . . . Packs
thrills aplenty and blends romance,
action, comedy and suspense/'
-M. P. Herald
"Clean off a nice, large shelf in the

"Actionful, exciting adventure with
strong romantic interest... Will not only
do well at box-office, but also serves as
stiff bolsterer of patriotism." -Variety

safe for daily receipts . . . It's super-

"Has plenty of patriotic and action appeal for the box-office . . . Will hold

swell story and action/'

audiences everywhere."—The Exhibitor

—Showmen's Trade Review

"The film's thunderous excitement and
breathless and unremitting action make
this red-blooded meat . . . Excellent,
virile entertainment."

-Film Daily

"Tremendous heroics
headed for business/

-Box Office

"A capital service feature . . . actionpacked, excitingly presented with topical interest, appears headed for sturdy
grosses."

—Hollywood

Variety

exciting and

: NAVY COMES THROUGH"— one of the second group
from RKO Radio for 1942-43 —the others: "SEVEN DAYS'
HAVE"— "JOURNEY INTO FEAR"— "THE FALCON'S BROTHER"—
"SCATTERGOOD SERVIVES A MURDER"

6E0R6E »«?£»»
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Sees Greater Tax
Yield From Theaters

$20,000,000 British
Coin in '42-43!
(Continued from Page 1)

tative offer submitted for bargaining
purposes, and will negotiate from
that standpoint. Admittedly concerned over the reported British suggestion that more than 50 per cent
of their earnings there be virtually
taxed away, they are hopeful that a
satisfactory compromise will be
effected.
Return here of R. C. G. Somerville, under-secretary of the British
Board of Trade, and former head of
its film division, is expected to speed
the negotiations. Sir Frederick Phillips, the British Treasury's representative here, is also expected to sit
in at the series of meetings which
will be held.
Meanwhile, it is understood that
the way is being smoothed for the
withdrawal by American companies
of approximately $50,000,000 on or
after Oct. 24, expiration date of the
present agreement. That huge sum
represents not only money earned
by the companies during the year,
but funds heretofore frozen in the
U. K.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Ullman Luncheon Host
To 50 RKO Theater Men
(Continued from Page 1)

ropolitan area. The guests, following the luncheon, were shown a
screening of "Private Smith of the
U. S. A.", first of RKO's new shorts
series.
N. Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet, E. L. Alperson, Bob Mochrie,
Harry Michalson and Harry Mandel
were among those from the RKO
home office at the luncheon. Exhibitors present included:

(Continued from Page 1)

passage of the war tax bill. This
is approximately
$28,000,000
greater than the sum collected
at the
end

▼

TV

Reportorial Sittings
• • • A prelude to "My Sister Elieen's" Radio City Music Hcdl
debut tomorrow. Gus Eyssell in absentia will host a cocktail party for
Janet Blair, Columbia pic's star, in the studio apartment this afternoon. . .
• Speaking of cocktails, the Variety Club of Michigan has established a
daily cocktail hour in its Detroit clubrooms that members

may

take a

breather
'Sfunny thing, but film folks who preach the need of relaxation as a rule are the last ones to make it a point to get it
Sure, some
may take two hours for lunch but 105 minutes of the 120 will be devoted
to deals and shop talk
. .That's not relaxation. . . • Twentieth-Fox
has another new screen face in Doris Merrick, New York stage actress
She'll have her first pic role in "Army Wfie". ...
• David O.
Selznick has loaned Miss K. T. Stevens for the Broadway production
of "Fare Thee Well," now rehearsing. ... • John Golden is the new
Shepherd of the Lambs. ...
• Lionel Stander is going to take a fling
at Broadway production
Piece is Aben Rondel's adaptation of his
own novel, "The Stones Begin to Dance"
It'll be seen about the
holidays. ... • That non-tipping film exec, who failed to reward
"Cookie." industry cabby, for returning Gov't papers and a billfold containing $80 must be an amnesia victim or something. ... • Dave
Kramer is here from the Coast to cast a new musical. "Star Bound". . . .
• Alex Schreiber, general manager of Detroit's Associated
has been named chairman of the industry's War Chest drive
• Ed Fisher, Loew theaters' Cleveland publicist has been
director of naval promotion for Northern Ohio theaters. ... •
Sheboygan theater projectionist, has been named
and Rationing Board

T

▼

Theaters,
there. . . .
appointed
Gil Eiles,

to the city's War Price

▼

of June, 1942.
The admission tax rate has not
been changed in the new bill wjjjsp i
the President is expected to app^,^promptly, but remains at one c«nt
for each 10 cents or fraction thereof of the admission price. The difference in the treasury's figures is
brought about by the lowering in
1941 of the taxable admission price
from 19 cents to nine cents and the
increase in theater attendance which,
it is estimated, now averages about
88,000,000 persons per week.
The main change in the tax law
affecting the industry occurs in the
increase in the photographic apparatus tax.
As the bill reads, a 25 per cent tax is applicable to cameras (except those weighing
more than four pounds exclusive of lens and
accessories) and lenses, photographic apparatus and equipment designed for the taking
of photographs or motion pictures or m developing, printing or enlarging motion pictures
or photographs. Unexposed photographic
films, including motion picture film, photographic plates and sensitized paper are subject to a tax of 15 per cent.
This tax represents a 15 per cent hike in
the rate now in effect on cameras, lenses,
photographic apparatus and equipment and
a five per cent increase in the rate on sensitized paper and photographic films or plates.
Treasury officials estimate that the photographic apparatus tax, now in effect, will
net $7,200,000 by the end of this fiscal year.
The new rate is looked upon as assuring an
increase in the tax return of $4,800,000, or an
annual yield of $12,000,000 over a 12-month
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Metro Will Tradeshow
Four Oct. 27-28, Nov. 3

period.

(Continued from Page 1)
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
Max Mink, Samuel Rydell, Irving Gold,
on Oct. 27 in all exchange centers
James Fitzpatrick, Louis Friedman, Al Pluchos, Joseph di Lorenzo, Charles Oelreich,
excepting
Cincinnati,
where
they
Wm. E. Cook, John Berger, Ansel Weinstein,
will be shown on Oct. 28.
Jerome Baker, Edward Sniderman, H. R.
Emde. C. B. McDonald, M. Edelstein, H.
"Whistling in Dixie" and "Dr. GilHeintz, R. Kramer, E. Zieman, R. White,
lespie's New Assistant," will be
screened in all exchange centers on
M. Rosen, H. O'Camp, L. Thompson, R.
(Continued from Page 1)
Conner, S. Taub, C. Pruitt, H. Daly, A.
Nov. 3.
Arnstein, G. Dunn, L. Koken, D. Lustig, G.
Cleveland, O. — While Cleveland eral factors, among them gasoline
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Baldwin. Larry Greib, R. Hodgdon, H.
Heller, Jack Reis, Leon Kelmer, Harry Weiss, downtown first-runs have always rationing, which has ruled out, to a
M. Levine, J. Greenberger, L. Grossman, maintained a single feature policy, certain extent, mere pleasure drives,
Warren Bartlett, M. Rochelle, John Heinz, the subsequent-runs are strongly enor rides to parks, beaches and rural
Sigurd Wexo, B. Feingold, Fred Smith,
trenched behind a dual policy and,
Morton Lachs, John Hearns, J. Fellman, J.
places of amusement. Added earnjudging from a survey just made of
Goldberg and Louis Goldberg.
ings of war workers as well as their
Portland, Ore. — Frank Newman,
local theater owners, will remain need for relaxation is also seen as
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Jr., manager of Paramount Theater
that way unless ordered otherwise a strong factor.
"Smiling Jack" Tradeshow
here, has been promoted to booker
by
the
Government.
Efforts
have
Chicago — Alfred Loewenthal,
Publicity department executives for the Hamrick-Evergreen Theaters,
been made, periodically, to make
president of Famous Players Syncontend, in addition, that better pic- Seattle, replacing Irving Berry,
dicate, issponsoring a tradeshowing first-runs a universal policy throughtures and "more intelligent selling" called into the Army.
out
the
city,
but,
except
for
one
at the Universal projection room
have contributed to the upswing.
year when all subsequents signed a
here today of Capt. Zack Mosly's
To date, the Schines have resisted
pledge to play singles, the plan al- any increase in admission prices,
cartoon serial, "Smiling Jack."
ways fell through.
but admit rising costs may force
Reason given by some exhibitors
for their persistence in maintaining boosts eventually. The theory
a dual policy is that the greatest around the home office is that "now
is the time for the theaters to make
ROBERT J. GOBEL, formerly of
Gerald Johnstone, 16, who came
proportion of pictures available are
to this country two years ago from
suitable only with the added friends, as well as money. Boosted Ralph Budd's personnel department
admissions
always
bring
a
certain
England, where his father is a Major
at Warners home office, has been prostrength of a second feature. And
moted to First Lieutenant in the
in the RAF, has sent a War Stamp
as for the real box-office pictures, amount of resentment."
album to the WAC in New York
In this connection, several Schine 163rd Signal Photo Co., Richmond,
these have little value for the outfor a $25 War Bond. Youth is living
lying houses, they claim, because of officials, talking off the record, were
in Schroon Lake, up-state and has
the fact that they played extended caustic because of distrib. insistence Va.
been assisting Charles Rossi, mandowntown runs, ranging from two upon increased prices for specified
St. Louis — Metro's exchange here
ager of the Paramount there.
REGAN
and
to six weeks, thereby draining what- pix in cities where admission is has lost GEORGE
CRESCENT PASCK to the Army.
ever honey there was in the business. never more than 55 cents top.

Cleveland's Subsequents
Cold to Duals Abolition

Schine Circuit Business
In Substantial Rise

Frank Newman to Book
For Hamrick-Evergreen

TO THE
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Keep Supply Needs
In Reasonable Limits
{Continued from Pag" \)

enable limits, I have every reason to believe that we will get
what we need.
Whenever they
exceed common needs, however,
we won't get them, and we curtail the overall possibility of
keeping our theaters open."
Mincing no words, Green asserted
that "exhibitors on the whole have
not taken seriously the subject of
scrap insofar as it relates to scrap
in .the theater — copper
drippings,
used or worn-out metal parts and
so on."
/
"I admit that there is no glamour
and even isome work attached to the
chore of returning, say, three projector gears or a pound or two of
copper drippings from your carbons," continued Green, "but the
metal in those three gears and in
those copper drippings is no less
valuable than the tonnage of other
scrap about which there has been
so much publicity."
Conservation Is Stressed
Turning to equipment conservation, the NTS prexy called for
"proper lubrication of valuable projection and associated equipment
cleanliness, making timely adjustments— the things to do and watch
on this or that piece of equipment,
so as to keep it running."
"In short," he stressed, "you must
take care of what you have. We
will certainly help you do so, just
as will other sources of supply and
other dealers. But none of us can
do the impossible and it would be
unwise to expect it."
"Truly, we all wish that we could
continue as before," added Green
"So must every parent who has a
son in the service But since we cannot go on as usual — since we must
cheerfully and willingly adjust ourselves to grim necessity, it behooves every one of us to co-operate
so that we may, at least, keep all
theaters running as closely as possible to current standards, if that
can be done, but to keep them running even if some -standards have to
be lowered, as they may well be."
Dealer Stocks "Adequate"
The speaker assured that dealers'
stocks generally "are adequate from
the standpoint of new and used
equipment so as to keep theaters operating," but warned that "in our
judgment, wants are out for the duration. On the other hand, it looks
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REGISTERED AT METRO'S FORUM
Pittsburgh — Metro's exhibitor forum here yesterday attracted a representative assembly of indie Pa.
and W. Va. exhibs., 275 attending.
Among registrants were:
W. W. Ackerman, W. C. Aiken, Gino
Angeli, Peter Antonopols, Max Arnold, Lloyd
Baker, Edward Beedle, Fred Beedle, Andy
Biordi, John Blatt, B. Buchheit, Wm. Lipsie,
Bart Dattola, Mr. and Mrs. F. Biordi, John
Bixler, Chas. Blatt, Mrs. B. Dattola, R. H.
Shadley, J. Troese, J. F. Smith, C. S. Brown,
T. G. Carrothers, Charles Carl, E. T. Claffet,
Geo. Corcoran, Gilbert Cook, Rudolph Covi,
\. Farkas, George Davis, Joe Sferra, S.
Fleischman, D. Fineman, Wm. Gray, Wm.
lould, G. Gelman, S. Hanauer, W. Gestrich, F. E. Haslye, R. Jones, J. Jaffurs,
Tohn Jaffurs, Jr., Frank King, Robert Lieher.
T. Lund, T. C. Lund, Werner Lund, P. Mulhern, D. Murphy, H. H. Myers. J. D. Natty.
V. A. Malanas, F. Panoplos, T. G. Perrine,
E. A. Peterson, P. Profili, J. C. Shapiro, M.
Sleisinger, E. E. Shaffer. S. Rodnok, L.
Dodnok, Harry Schmitt, Jake Silverman, H.
L. Stahl, Louis Stuler, Chas. Szewcyck, K.
Vavris, Mrs. A. Vincent, Harry Walker, Russ
Wehrle, Al Weiss, Bill Weiss, Wm. Wheat,
M. Winograd, Ken Woodward, Ken Woodward, Jr., W. L. Zedaker, Margaret
Blatt,

Komm Would Intervene
In St. Louis Theater Case

(Continued from Page 1)

industrial type stokers under a new
scheduling program. The program
does away with the previous reluirement of an A-10 or higher rating for production of industrial
stokers.
In its place is a simple procedure
under which industrial plants will
apply to the WPB for authorization
to purchase stokers. This authorization, submitted with the order to the
manufacturer, will constitute permission to fabricate and deliver the
stoker specified.
Theater owners desiring to purchase an industrial stoker must file
application fc- WPB authorization
on form PD-668. When authorization is granted, such orders will be
considered "rated orders" as denned by priorities regulation No. 1.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

May Robson, 111 a Year,
Dies in Hollywood Home
(Continued from Page 1)

debut in 1883. Her first film was
"The
Rejuvenation
produced
in 1924. of Aunt Mary,"
by

Otte.
Others registered included :
Warner Circuit — M. A. Silver, Harry
Feinstein, J. Feldman, J. Totman, J. Burger,
Walter A. Davis, T. Fordan, P. Williams,
Jos. Blowitz, L. Brien, C. Czolba, J. Conheim, A. Letender, L. Harding, C. Eagle,
C. Defrancisco, Al Singer, Al Katz, M. Seed,
Dick Brown, J. Keefe, H. Koch.
Harris Circuit — Ken Hoel, Les Bowser,
Robt. Taylor, Sam Defaziobn, John P. Harris, M. M. Weir, W. Beil. Earle Bailer, Jas.
Kalos, M. McDonald, G. W. Eby.
Shea Circuit— D. Tysinger.
Other guests included : Mayor Cully of
Pittsburgh, Fred Harrington and Matilda
Keil, George Dembow, Jack Cohen, Perry
Nathan, Frank Berglas, Wm. A. Mack, J. E.
Currie, Oscar Oldknow, Robert Klingensmith,
William Hart, Earle Gaines, Mort Frank,
Pittsburgh Press, and E. Korbel, Sun-Telegraph.

WPB Simplifies Task
Of Converting to Coal

A son, Edward Gore,
marriage
survives.

Wm. Finkel, Harry Fleishman, Norman
Fleishman, M. Burnett, W. J. Blatt, F. Fleishman, Sam Fleishman, David Flam, C. J.
Geinzer, Sam Gould, David N. Green, H.
Grelle, Tom Gilbert, Dave Hadburg, B. Lieber,
R. V. McClamont, H. L. Perer, J. A. Philips,
J. W. Petty, N. Perer, J. Richman, Raymond
Richman, M. A. Rosenberg, I. Roth, M. N.
Shapiro, Jake Soltz, Jack White, Thomas G.
Anas, L. Brownfield, Garland West, Geo.

a first

St. Louis — AAA Arbitrator Wilbur B. Jones yesterday took under
advisement the right of Sam Komm,
owner of the Whiteway Theater, to
intervene in designated run and
clearance complaint of the Marre
Theater Co., operator of the Rivoli
Theater against Paramount, RKO,
20th-Fox and Vitagraph. Marvin
Amusement Co. former lessee of the
Rivoli, and Charles Goldman and
Julius Leventhal, owners of the Marvin Co. and the Lyric and Senate
Theaters, have been named as interested parties.
Defending: film companies contend the Whiteway, located at 6th
and Rutgers Sts. in a section populated by working classes, has never
been considered as in the downtown
zone and it should not be permitted
to intervene in this case. The proceedings were adjourned until 1
n.m. today, after Marvin D'Arcy,
fonrier manager of the Rivoli. Angelo Marre, present manager of that
house, and Maurice J. Schwitzer,
rseident manager for Paramount,
had testified principally about various downtown runs of interested
theaters.

Oriental Hearinq Oct. 30;

Coast Sending Nine
Pix Into Production
(Continued from Page 1)

eluding "Murder In Times Square,"
mystery, with Edmund Lowe,, Marguerite Chapman, John Litel and
Sidney Blackmer. Lew Landers directing and Colbert Clark prodding; "Deadline
western/er^»
William
Berke Guns,"
directing
for ^j&oducer Leon Barsha. Cast is headed
by Russell Hayden, Bob Wills and
Shirley Patterson.

At Paramount: Three shooting, including
the Pine and Thomas production, "Aerial
Gunner," to be filmed at Army Aerial Gunner
School,
Harling'on,
Arlen and
Chester Tex.
Morris.Co-starring Richard
At M-G-M : Twelve shooting, including
"Half Pint Kid," with Bobby Reddick in
the title role. Charles (Chuck) Riesner directing, and Irving Starr producing; "The
Youngest Profession," adopted for the screen
from the novel by Lillian Day, story concerns the trials and tribulations of teen-age
autograph hunters. With Virginia Weidler.
Eddie Buzzell directing and B. F. Zeidman
producing.
At Monogram:
Two shooting.
At PRC: Two shooting, including the
first picture, as yet untitled, in new "Lone
Rider" series. With Bob Livingston, Smokey
Moore, Al St. John, Charles King and Kermit Maynard. Julie Duncan in the feminine
lead. Sig
Neufeld production, with Sam
Newfield
directing.
At RKO-Radio: Five shooting, including
"This Land Is Mine," drama, with Charles
Laughton, Maureen O'Hara, George Sanders,
Walter Slezak, Philip Merivale, Nancy Gates
recting.
and
Una O'Connor. A Jean Renoir-Dudley
Nichols Production, with Jean Renoir diAt Republic: Two shooting, including
"London Blackout Murders," mystery, with
John Abbott and Anita Bolster, Mary McLeod, Carl Harbard, Lester Mathews, Edward Cooper, Charles Irwin and Lumsden
Hare.
Producer-director,
George Sherman.
At 20th-Fox:
Seven shooting.
At United Artists: Harry Sherman, shooting two Hopalong Cassidys, including "Bar
At Universal:
Four shooting.
At Warners:
Five shooting.
20-Three."
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Propose Territorial
Sales Quarters in Cleve.
(Continued from Page 1)

meet with salesmen; greater use of
public transportation; sharing rides
with competitive salesmen; and the
extended use of the telephone.
In answer to a proposal in certain
sections that the film salesman be
dropped altogether, Cleveland branch
executives have expressed the opinion that personal sales contact is
important.
"We can't sell films by the mail
order plan," one branch manager
stated. "It's a personalized business
and it requires personal contact to

as if the needs will be provided for." Gary Case Off to Nov. 24
But. Green remarked, "you have to
Chicago — Bv mutual agreement of sell the product."
"itally need something before prior- counsel, the Oriental Theater arbiity nrocedure will helD get it."
tration case is now set for hearing
Three Anniversaries
With regard to priority assistance, Oct. 30. The Gary Theater arbitraIn Row for Kupper
^he forum was further told that "it
tion case has been postponed to Nov.
apoears to me that too little use i°
It was the third anniversary of
agreement.
Ving made of the various WPB field 24 by attornevs'
—Scrap Socks Japs—
the month yesterday for William J.
Phil Reisman, Jr., script writer at offices" and that "unwillingness to
Kupper, executive assistant to Tom
RKO Pathe, became a father last make full use of this procurement Abrams Funeral Today
Connors, 20th-Fox distribution chief.
Monday when Mrs. Reisman, Jr. gave machinery leads to overall complicaFuneral services for Nathan Abbirth to a son at the New Ro- fions and di^annointwents."
Yesterday's anniversary was the
rams, 77, father of Leo Abrams, New
22nd of his marriage. On the 17th,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
chelle Hospital. Child, their first
York manager of National Screen
Kupper had a birthday and on the
Service, will be held this afternoon
weighed 6 lbs. 8% oz. Baby's pater- 20th-Fox Signs Two Orks
7th, he marked the 23rd anniversary
nal grandfather is Phil Reisman,
at
the
Riverside
Funeral
Parlors.
Woody Herman and Bob Allen orof his Fox affiliation.
chestras have been signed to appear Interment will be at Machpela CemRKO Radio's vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution.
in 20th-Pox musicals,
etery, Cypress Hills.
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NEW PRODUCT DEAKTAKE

SUDDENJPURT

"Take"
Sept. Admission Tax Flood Doubles 1941
After Slow Start Exhibs.

.Month's Collections Rise
iTo $13,662,336; Theaters
Account for $12,266,602

WAR
PIX AS "GREATEST SERVICE"
Industry In Presenting Present Conflict May Prevent
Future Catastrophes, Says

■-Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Will H. Hays

(DAILY

Washington — Admission taxes to] railing $13,662,336.81 were collected
The motion picture, in preserving j
seum's Film Library; William Saroj luring September, 1942, the Internal the living present for future study, yan's "The
Good Job," "The Magic
. Revenue Bureau announced yester"may be contributing the greatest Alphabet," produced in co-op with
lay, of
theSeptember,
figure more
doubling
service it has ever performed," Will the OWI, and "A C T A," story of
I' that
1941,than
which
stood H.
Hays, MPPDA prexy, declared the air-training program just inj at $6,444,950.05.
in a brief address delivOf the total tax, admissions
to yesterday
augurated inthe nation's schools.
ered at the Museum of Modern Art.
"In preserving the present motheaters accounted for $12,266,602.77.
ment for the eyes and ears of distant
Occasion, was an invitation pre[ The balance of the total tax collecview of four Metro shorts, in- generations, in showing the actual
j tion was divided
as follows: on tick(Continued on Page 10)
cluding "The Film That Was Lost," grimness and horror which violent
(Continued on Page 4)
which tells the story of the Mu— Scrap Socks Japs —

WB Swiss Shipment
Beats Ban by Vichy

Metro Forums May Be Allied's Caravan
Extended to Two Days Setup to Continue

"Yankee Doodle Dandy" arrived
Allied's caravan committee will opFuture Exhibitor Forums, sponerate on a permanent and continuing
"over there" in Switzerland just in
sored by M-G-M, may be extended
time to beat the new Vichy regula- to two days because of the vast basis, leaders indicated at AMPTO
tions which ban further imports of amount of information and service
Pennsylvania's
convenAmerican films by Swiss distribu- covered by the meetings, it was in- of Wesern
tion in Pittsburgh
this week.
The
tors. Sole remaining channel for
dicated yesterday following the suc- caravan inaugurated a "resistance"
importation of American pix to
cessful Forum in Pittsburgh on Tues- campaign against alleged high sellSwitzerland lately has been via unday. It was the consensus of those
ing terms(Continued
by the on distributors
and
Page 9)
occupied France.
(Continued on Page 7)
Other Warner films which went
— Scrap Socks Japs —
—Scrap Socks Japs —
{Continued on Page 10)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Welles to Do New Ending
For "Journey Into Fear"

Fxpect L. A. Scrap Drive
To Yield 3,000000 Lbs.

DBuilding
of J to Prosecute
WPB's
Order Violations

Are Starting to Buy;
Sales Below Last Season

After what has been regarded as
a slow selling season, sales of new
product have taken a new spurt in
the last few weeks. While exhibs.
have been moving cautiously on new
deals and have been laying off buying, the tendency appears now to
be the other way around.
Reasons for the slow start have
not been clearly defined. It is rePage 4)
ported(Coutinued
that the on"resistance
cam-

U" Salesmen Stay
Till Deal is Made
-Scrap Socks Japs —

"lirr

Universal has instructed its salesmen to stay in a town until a deal is
made and not waste gasoline and
tires by making frequent calls on the
same account.
Inasmuch as worn-out tires cannot be replaced, salesmen have been
(Continued on Page 9)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Picture Pioneers Hold
Harvest Dinner Nov. 19

Picture Pioneers' old-fashioned
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY harvest dinner to honor people of
Hollywood — Yield of more than 3,Washington — Wilful violators of the screen, stage and radio who have
of scrap is antici- its order L-41 controlling the con- volunteered to entertain men in uniA new ending to "Journey Into 000,000patedpounds
(Continued on Page 8)
from the local theater scrap
struction of motion picture theaters
Fear" will be shot by Orson Welles
who leaves for Hollywood within a drive which is enlisting the co-op of and other civilian projects will be
(Continued on Page 10)
300,000 school children, according to turned over to the Department of
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

iff omund Trust Suit
To Trial on l%ov. 16
The Momand anti-trust trial has
been set back again, this time to
Nov. 16. Federal Judge Bower
Broaddus in Oklahoma City insisted,
however, that he would not postpone
the trial date again and that it would
start definitely on the date specified.
Meanwhile, depositions in the antitrust case are continuing in New
York.

Iowa Pix Biz Ahead
Femme

Attendance

"McLeod's Folly" to Be ,
First Cagney Production
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Cagney

FILM

^

DAILY

Productions

has purchased rights to "McLeod's
Folly," novel by Louis Bromfield.
James Cagney will be starred and
(Continued on Page 4)

IF YOtf CAjVT FIGHT, YOUR

SCRAP

of 1941

Gains; Newsreels a Factor
By OTTO

WEBER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Des Moines la. — Business at Iowa
theaters depends on the pictures,
with most operators explaining that
attendance is good with good pictures and not so good with pictures
not so good.
A survey of Iowa theaters made
for The Film Daily revealed that

CAN — TODAY'S

Defer Alstoch for
U. S. War Program

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Francis Alstock,
chief of the Motion Picture Division
of the Office of the Co-ordinator
of Inter-American Affairs, who was
scheduled for Army induction, has
been reclassified by his draft board
as
day."essential to the war production
program," it was learned here yesterAlstock was given a 2B classification which is given those deemed
necessary to the war effort.

(Continued on Page 10)
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Metro Promotes Walsh;
Will be Feted on Nov. 2
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JOSEPH HAZEN, Warner Bros, attorney,
today to attend the civilian orientation
at the Command and General Staff School
Leavenworth, Kan.
He will be gone four

leaves
course
at Ft.
weeks.

Editor

and
Y..
W.
M.

Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer. Entered as
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.

IRVING YERGIN, Warners' field rep. in the
Chicago territory, returned to Chicago yesterday following home office conferences with
Mort Slumenstck.

Consolidated Boosts Offer
For Loew's in Montreal

Montreal — Notices are going out
to shareholders of the Mansfield The
ater Co. of Montreal which owns
Loew's Theater, in connection with
the coming special general meeting
that was adjourned from Oct. 8 to
Nov. 3. There will be laid before the
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone meeting an amended rental offer by
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren Consolidated Theaters Ltd., which
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LON- has increased the amount proposed
DON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. from $57,000 to $60,000 per annum,
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12). as compared with the payment of
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes $52,000, in effect from September,
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
31, 1943.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck. 1938, to August
This amended offer is the outcome
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del of a competitive proposal received
SindicalLsmo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
by Mansfield Theater Co. just before the earlier meeting from Odeon
^heaters of Canada. Ltd., of which
N. L. Nathanson, formerly president
of Famous Players Canadian is president. This offer suggested a joint
management operation of the theater
by
the owners and Odeon Theaters
(Wednesday, Oct. 21)
with a guarantee of net profits of
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Net
- Chg.
'/a $60,000 per annum, and in addition
High
Low
Close
50 per cent of the balance.

FINANi
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Hollywood Price Scale
Set at 35 Cents to $1.10

Socks Japs —

"Names" Volunteer Early
For "Night of Stars" P.A.'s

First acceptances from the array
of personalities who annually volunteer for the "Night of Stars," are
beginning to flow in for the current
edition to be held at Madison Square
harden on Nov. 24, Marvin Schenrkchairman of the producers' committee, said yesterday. All proceed?
of "Night of Stars" go to the United
Jewish Appeal.

C. RAFTERY,

ORAD

SEARS,

CARL

ARTHUR MOSKOWITZ and JOSEPH MCCARTHY of Rosenheim Carpet, New York, are
a tour of Loew-Poli houses.

making

Toronto Industry Stages
Own Victory Loan Rally
Toronto— Upwards of 800 exhibitors of the Toronto district and exchange employes turned out yesterday for a Victory Loan rally of their
own at Victoria Theater to press
home the campaign for subscriptions.
Speakers included Col. John A. Cooper, T. J. Bragg of Odeon Theaters,
J. P. O'Loghlin, president of the
Motion Picture Distributors Association, and Barnett Laxer, president
of the Ontario Council of Independent Exhibitors.
Later a large number of trade
officials attended an open house in
the new club headquarters opened by
the National Council of Independent
Exhibitors which includes suite of
offices for unaffiliated Independent
Theater Owners of Canada for dealing with Government war measures,
Laxer being host for the occasion.

Sub-Committee Considers
The Preview Situation
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The industry's public
relations group has named a subcommittee to consider preview situation problems. The committeemen
will consider John Leroy Johnson's
suggestion that a central preview
theater be used.
Other suggestions embrace combining domestic and foreign press
showings and screening of pictures
by two studios on a single program.

NEW ycEr
THEATERS
RADIO
ROSALIND

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

RUSSELL
JANET

"MY

• BRIAN
BLAIR

SISTER

AHERNE

EILEEN"

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

Sonja

■n

HENIE

•

John

PAYNE

ICELAND

PLUS A BIG STAGE

SHOW

R0XY

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Paramount Sets Its Next
Block-of-Five Pictures
Paramount's next group of five
pictures were announced yesterday
by Neil Asrnew who set trade screenings for Nov. 2, 3 and 13 in key city
exchanges. The new block consists
of "The Palm Beach Story," "My
Heart Belongs to Daddy," "Lucky
Jordan," "Wrecking Crew" and "The

In New York the screenings will
Avengers.'
be
held in the Fox projection room
at 345 W. 44th St. on the following
schedule: "The Avengers" and
"Wrecking Crew" on Nov. 2, the former at 10:15 a.m. and the latter at
Contingent of "early birds" in- 11:45 a.m.. At 2:15 p.m. of the same
cludes Milton Berle, Berrv Brothers.
"The Palm Beach Story" will
Ttay Bolger, Benny Fields, the De day,
be shown. "My Heart Belongs to
Marcos, Jay C. Flippen. Jack Haley. Daddy" will be screened on Nov. 3 at
George Jessel, Danny Kave, Gypsy
"Lucky
Hose Lee, Joe E. Lewis, Ella Logan. 2:15
shown p.m.
on Nov.
13 atJordan"
3:45 p.m.will be
Lucy Monroe, Hazel Scott, Lawrence
—Scrap Socks Japs —
Tibbett and former Mayor James J.
Assistance in Austeritv
Walker.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Price scale at Warner's Hollywood
Theater, which starts a continuous
policy today with "Now, Voyager,"
will run from 35 cents to $1.10 with
$1.50 top for loges. This places the
Hollywood scale on practically the
same basis as Warner's other Broadway first-run, the Strand. Seating
capacity of the Hollywood is 1,500.
Week-day admissions will start at
35 cents in the morning and go as
high as 85 cents at night, with loges
at 55 cents to $1.25. Saturday and
Sunday scale will be 35 cents to
$1.10 and 55 cents to $1.50 for loges.

EDWARD

LESERMAN, have
ARTHUR
KELLY
and "SKIP"
WESHNER
returnedW. from
Washington.
AUSTIN KEOUCH and GEORGE WASSON were
back from Washington yesterday.

Albany — John G. Walsh, Metr
exploiteer here the past four years
has been promoted to salesman
will report to the M-G-M Detroit
flee No. 10. Walsh will be succeeded
here by Jay Gunderson.
Walsh is to be feted Election eve,
Nov. 2 at Duncan's Inn. Committet
in charge is headed by Arthur JafiJH
Metro salesman and includesr ^fm
Vogel, Bill Williams, Dick rf^es
George Tucker, Gene Lowe, Artii
Newman, while Sid Stockton is th
treasurer of the group.

Drive Discussed by IFRC

Script material for trailers and
transcriptions to be used in the Australia austerity campaign was discussed yesterday at a meeting of the
International Foreign Relations
Committee. Donald H. Sheehan of
the U. S. Department of Commerce
attended the session and told of the
Rockefeller organization's plan to
stimulate advertising in Latin- American countries. Leonard Kane of
the OWI and Harold Suerarman and
Ed Shellhorn of the Hollywood Foreign Committee also attended. •

H dm 1 Tl\n TtiTBi
ERROL

FLYNN

'DESPERATE

JOURNEY'

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
JUDY

Presents

GARLAND
in

"FOR ME AND MY GAL"
A01UJTt&45th
ACTTil?

B'way

Continuous

Pert.

Popular Prices

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
3UC

TO $ I -3Ueept s,,. EvM. so, to $2.50 I Tu

'tfV tr, $1

TO

STARS
CENTER

THEA..

at a" Performances ex-

ON

I Plus

ICE

Rockefeller Center, CO. S-5474

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. I net. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

"See you
at the

Astorr

In the headlines wherever you look is
Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer! Now it's joyous Judy at Broadway's famed As tor in
the GOLDMINE show "For Me And My
Gal", a terrific hit in M-G-M's Terrific
Twelve — Our First Group and the Industry's FIRST group for this sizzling season!

STAY FIRST WITH

M-G-M!
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New Product Deals
Take Sudden Spurt

See Scant Hope for
Single Exhib. Assn.
Proposal for one national exhibitor association, advanced by HarryBrandt, ia not regarded as feasible
by other exhibitors, a checkup reveals. While all appeared to agree
that one organization representing
all theater owners would carry a
tremendous weight, too much "politics" among the present two national bodies would be involved, they
say.
Friction between circuit operators
and independent showmen would prevent smooth operation, contacted exhibitors predicted. The collapse of
UMPI, one exhibitor wrote, is sure
evidence that there can be no real
unity in this business.
One suggestion was made calling
for the Pacific Coast Conference in
the West and the ITOA in the East
combination forces as a nucleus for
one national body. But that suggestion was not greeted with enthusiasm
by members involved.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Manpower Bill to be
Ready in Two Weeks
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

(DAILY

Washington — With the essentiality of industry employes still to be
determined, a national service bill
designed to send workers to essential jobs will be presented to President Roosevelt within two weeks by
Paul V. McNutt, War Manpower
Director.
Appearing before the Senate Military Affairs Committee yesterday,
McNutt said that the manpower
problem was becoming too complex
for effective voluntary action and
that acute shortages of all types of
male labor existed in 40 major war
production centers.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"McLeod's Folly" to Be
First Cagney Production
(Continued from Page 1)

the picture is scheduled to go into
production within eight weeks.
Agnes Christine Johnston will do
the screenplay.

SiS*
Joan Fontaine
Bela
Lugosi
Constance Bennett
Marie Green
M. J. Weisfeldt

(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

FOR years on end. the slogan of our metropolitan absentees

has been: "Give my regards to Broadway!"
But the war in general
and young Bill Berns in particular have suddenly changed that around
to read this wise: "Broadway gives you its regards!"
It happens
that each Saturday afternoon. Mister Berns presents his air program.
"The Broadway Beam," o'er Station WNEW, so's the boys of our armed
forces, within reach of the said Station's power, can get a cheerful lil
earlul of just what's happening along the Great White Way and environs Not only is the subject matter of these broadcasts right down
the alley of our soldier and sailor lads, but so is the program's time
F'rinstance, the lads on week-end leave can listen-in right on the field
of entertainment-action, and go straight for their selected objectives,
chiefly Broadway's pic palaces
Too, the great majority, whom the
coveted week-end pass just passed-by, can have at least a vicarious
oral orgy along the Main Stem, thanks to the Berns program
So-o-o,
Bill is doing a several-ply job via his weekly ether stint
It's moralebuilding; it's tip-top entertainment; it's a signpost for the uniformed boys
in town; and* it's a guide to what they can see and do when they get the
chance to come in
Furthermore, it's a valuable biz-builder for our
theater box-ofiices hereabouts
For Bill has a whale, of a lot of
listeners
But here's the unusual angle:
Young Mister Berns
and his station realize that many a lad in uniform might not be within
WNEW's territory, though he loves his Broadway like any of his compatriots Accordingly, upon request. Bill sends 'em wherever they
may be, gratis, a copy of the broadcast by mail
Which proves that
the power of good-will plus genius can compensate handsomely for
mere FCC allocated power

T

T

T

• • • ANENT WNEW, said Station and nine others 'long the
Atlantic Seaboard will present from 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. on Sunday next
a radio dramatization of Paramount's Victory Short, "We Refuse To
Die," with Madeleine Carroll, Joseph Schildkraut and Eric Von Stroheim taking leading roles before the mike, and Clifton Fadiman as
narrator
Program, like the short, is based on massacre of the people of Lidice by the Nazis
Highlight of the broadcast will be a
message from Dr. Edouard Benes, President of Czechoslovakia, speaking
from London
Wendell L. Willkie will report to the nation on his
recent round-the-world trip in a broadcast over the four national radio
chains on Monday night from 10:30 to 11:00 p.m
He's now out
home in Rushville, Ind., preparing his script
Broadcast will originate in New York and'll be carried by CBS, NBC, Mutual and the
Blue Network

▼

T

T

• • • LATEST development in the scrap campaign being sponsored
by WAC is that exhibs. will not only be getting into the drive to the
tune of some 150,000 tons, but to the tune of "Junk Ain't Junk No More
('Cause Junk Will Win The War)"
The song, published by Bregman,
Vocco and Conn, has reached the WAC's Field Publicity Staff and latter
will spot it in night spots and radio stations o'er the land
Furthermore, tune has official Washington's sanction

T

•

T

T
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« OUR local Film Row-ites will find a good cinematic atmosphere when they hie over to the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow night
to attend the gala "Incendiary Blondes" War Benefit Show
One
of the top features will be a "magazine cover" skit by the "Cover Girls"
of Columbia's forthcoming Technicolor opus, "The Cover Girl"

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

T

paign" by Allied's caravan commit
tee has had more effect on new sea
son buying than originally thought
In many cases, exhibitors playing
product of the non-consentinagr^ji
panies are winding up their^ftioi
tracts and are feeling a produ
shortage,
thereby
stimulating
netf
buys.
Some exhibitors claim thej
have been holding back because o]
the increased demands for percentJ
age contracts due, apparently, to thj
current boom at the box-offices.
Until recently, major companj
deals have been running from 20 tc
30 per cent behind the same perioc
last year. The smaller companiesi
however, claim their sales are ahead
of last season.
Meanwhile, theater business con
tinues at a high
level.
-Scrap Socks .

Sees War Pix As

<

"Greatest Service'
(Continued from Page 1)

men have precipitated in the worlc
today, the film may well be a might)
factor in helping to make sure that
such a thing is not permitted to hap
clared.
pen to humanity again," Hays de
"It will, we hope, also show thos<
who study us in years to come tha
there were good things mixed witt
the evil, that there was strength anc
courage in our world, and that then
were those who so loved justice an<
liberty that they were willing to givi
ally they had or were that govern
ment of the people, by the people anc
for the people should not vanish fron
the earth." —Scrap

Socks Japs —

West

of THE

Harman Starts 8,000-Foot
"King Arthur's Knights"
Coast Bureau

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — Hugh Harman Pro
ductions has started work on "Kinj
Arthur's Knights" and it will be it
production for a year. It will be ii
Technicolor and it will be distribute
by United
Artists. It will be 8,00(
feet
in length.

Neivsreels Include
WAC-OWI Victory Pic
The

five newsreels

will append

to

today's release a "Victory Film" subject "Give Us A Hand," running
slightly over 200 feet.
Produced

by the OWI,

reel deals

with the armed forces' immediate
need for technicians in the Signal
vision.
Corps, Air Forces and Ordnance di-

YOUR PASS KEY TO PROFIT
FROM THE

PARAMOUNT

COMPANY

I

of "THE THIN MAN" and
"THE MALTESE FALCON"
_^™_

*

of Paramount's

"WAKE

ISLAND

*

of "THIS GUN

FOR

HIRE

//

A BATTLE OF THE SEXES THjl
WON

AT THE BOXOfffc**'*

A Paramount

Picture starring

BRIAN DONLEYY
VERONICA LAKE • ALAN LADD
^ William Bendix • Bonita Granville
Geffiv ?£e Qr<^ As /PcA/ir

Richard Denning • Joseph Caiieia • hmh
STUART HEISLER • Screen Play by Jonathan Latimer • Based on the novel by Dashiell Hammett
INTED

IN

U.

S.

//
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Metro Forums May Be
THE
Extended to Two Days
(Continued from Page 1)

present that the value of the Forums
warranted two days of sessions.
In theater management, public relations were placed first in importance by A. J. Kalberger, Washingr-^ Ind., exhibitor, who addressed
^f^Pittsburgh Forum. Proper goodwill building is more important today
than ever before, Kalberger said.
There isn't a showman anywhere
II | who isn't constantly doing something to attract children to his theater, Kalberger said, and asked:
"How do you rate with the kiddies in
your town ? How do the kiddies rate
with you? Do you think of them as
noisy and destructive little brats —
or have you by being a regular fellow and pal to them, won their admiration, friendship and respect?"
Kalberger urged exhibitors to make
it a point to be one of them outside
the theater and to take a few minutes to chat with them. Be interested in their school work, their
games and other activities, he advised, as he has found such moves
pay big dividends. A standing invitation to ministers, priests and
rabbis to visit his theaters has
worked wonders.
"Your minister or priest will think
long and seriously about attacking
a picture on your screen, if he remembers you as the guy who took
his Ladies Aid Society out of the
red at the time when they wanted to
raise funds and didn't know
you would be glad to give them a
percentage of the ticket sales on a
specially good picture," he said. As
an authority on small-town operation, Kalberger has found that all
his theories have worked out as
planned. After public relations,
Kalberger placed in order of their
importance buying and booking,
merchadising and physical operations.
The importance of short subjects
was discussed by Seymour Morris,
advertising and publicity director for
Schine circuit, who said that shorts
deserve exploitation and planning.
They offer more, he said, than rounding out a well-balanced program.
They can build into unit shows which
for the small expense involved will
bring you a great deal of additional
revenue.
"If the time should come," Morris
said, "when Hollywood will be
forced to drastically cut down on
the number of pictures they can produce, then we will be well ahead of
ourselves if we have educated the
public to accept and enjoy as a major part of their screen entertainment, the short subject."
Other speakers at the Fovum were
H. M. Richey, Earl Gaines, advertising manager of the Pittsburgh
Press; William Ferguson, exploitation chief of M-G-M; Lester Isaac,
projection chief of Loew's; M. A.
Rosenberg, J. J. Maloney and Byron
Stoner. Columbia hosted the exhibitors at a supper and screening of

FEMININE TOUCH

Sedro Woolley, Wash. — Daughter
of E. G. Abbott, pioneer North Washington theater man, Mrs. H. R. Ridgway, is returning to the managerial
chair of the Dream Theater here to
solve a war-time manpower problem. She operated the house following her graduation from Columbia
University, but retired on her marriage some years ago to Dr. H. R.
Ridgway.

at Columbia's exchange to succeed
Louis Boone, who has turned salesman to replace Ed Doherty who has
jIjoined
the Army.
At Monogram's
Elinor
Wilson,
booker, has exchange,
been stepped
up
to succeed W. I. Bryant, office manager, who has joined the Army.
Fort Worth, Tex.— The Parkway
Theater here is turning to femmes
for the door as well as usher staff.

HCLLYWCCD
SPEAKING—
—HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

/^HARLES R. ROGERS has purchased
^■^ rights to an original, "Hello, Beautiful,"
oy William A. Pierce and E. Edwin Moran,
and will star Dennis Day and Benny Goodman and his orchestra. Rogers has signed
Day to a give-year contract for one picture

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cleveland, O. — Miss Frances Kates,
a year.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX has bought
former office manager for the Fischer
Portland, Ore. — Margaret MatthieFilm Exchange who has been out of sen, has been named booker for ' optional rights to a projected biography
of Dr. Norman Bethune, originator of the
the picture business for the past five Sheffield-Republic.
olood bank idea, by Theodore Allen to be
years, returns as booker for Monopublished next Spring.
St. Louis — With Tony Matrici engram.
tering the Navy, Miss E. Larkin has
Portland, Ore. — Mary Mahoney,
cashier at the Orpheum Theater, taken over management of the Up- ^■^ a story of the anti-mine patrol by
COLUMBIA has bought "Dawn Attack,"
town Theater. She's the second Graham
has been named assistant to Man- war-time
Baker.
The studio also engaged
femme manager here, first
ager Mike Newman at the Liberty
being Viola Frank, now filling the Baker to prepare the screen story.
Theater, Evergreen circuit subse- spot at the Dakota Theater.
DENNETT COHEN has turned in the comquent run.
Des Moines, la. — Alberta Gilbert ■^ pleted script on "Deadline Riders," new
Omaha — Regina Molseed, RKO
booker for many years, has moved has been appointed ad sales manager Hopalong Cassidy production on this year's
to the booking desk at the 20th-Fox in the Des Moines exchange for 20th schedule
for Harry Sherman's UA pix. This
exchange. At one time she was sec- Century Fox, one of the first women is the third script to be completed for
retary of the now defunct Omaha to hold such a position in Des Moines the 1942-43 season, the other two being
Film Board.
Film Row.
"Forty Thieves" and "Hopalong's Masquerade."
••
Betty Lantz also has been apMemphis — Mrs. Norma
Williams
pointed student booker for M-G-M TEX RITTER'S appendectomy came at a
has been promoted to second booker in Des Moines.
' very inopportune time for the Universal

D of J to Prosecute WPB's
Building Order Violations
(Continued from Page 1)

Expect L. A. Scrap Drive
To Yield 3,000,000 Lbs.
(Continued from Page 1)

Justice for criminal prosecution, the George M. Watters of FWC. Drive
WPB announced yesterday.
ends Oct. 31 and on Nov. 7 and 14,
This order was issued April 9 and the theaters will give 400 special
has been amended several times. scrap matinees for the youngsters
Officials in the past, the WPB stated, who contribute at least 10 pounds of
have been inclined to be lenient to- scrap to school salvage depots.
ward violators of its provisions on
Campaign was worked out by the
the grounds that the terms of the Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers
order were not sufficiently known.
Association, The Los Angeles County Educational System, the WPB,
"It is felt, now, however, that all
persons interested in construction FWC, and the ITOA. Newspapers
have had ample opportunity to study and radio stations are co-operating.
the
order said.
and learn its provisions" In addition to running trailers which
the WPB
call attention to the vital need for
The board at the same time an- metal, rubber and rags, theaters have
nounced it would limit Government posted 550 twenty-four sheets and
construction to projects "directly es- special quarter sheets in prominent
locations in greater Los Angeles.
sential" to the war effort.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Official Status Accorded
Monogram Pix of Canada
Toronto — Official status has been
accorded Monogram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., recently organized by Oscar Hanson. It has been accepted
into membership of the Film Board
of Trade which has branches in six
exchange centers across the country.
Canadian Monogram is now recognized as a major distributing company here.
"You Were Never Lovelier" Monday
evening following the Allied of Western Pennsylvania convention. A
cocktail party given by 20th Century-Fox followed the Forum.

Warner Home Office
Holding Scrap Drive

action star. The day he entered the hospital, the studio paged him for a dramatic
role, his first outside of westerns in the six
years he's been in pictures. But under doctor's orders, he will not be permitted to return to pictures until the end of the month.

•

•

TWENTIETH-FOX,
planning a lavish all* Negro musical for which the story is
now being written, has signed Irving Mills,
New York music publisher, to assist William LeBaron in lining up talent.

•

•

LIARRY SHERMAN loses one of his ro' ' mantic leads to the Armed services.
Jay Kirby, in
who the
has Hopalong
been playing
Bill Boyd's
side-kick
Cassidys,
and
who been
just ordered
started work
in "Bar-20
has
to report
at once Three,"
to the
U. S. Army Air Corps, at Kelly Field, Texas.
He will be replaced by George Reeves, who
has been under contract to Sherman for the
past three months.

•

•

LJELEN DEUTCHE, whose book "The
' ' Last Best Hope," is to be produced by
Nunnally Johnson at 20th-Fox, has been
signed to a writing contract at Warners.

As a supplement to the Scrap
Drives being conducted among homes
and theaters, Warners has set up a /■>RANE WILBUR has been pacted to the
salvage depot on each floor of its ^■^ script on "The Life of Touchy," formhome office building and all employes
erly called "Prison Break." Bryan Foy will
have been notified by special bulletin to turn in all scrap items that produce for 20th-Fox.
can be found around the office.
\A/ILLIAM
PINE of the producing unit

•

•

•

•

Employes who missed their borough scrap collection also have been
advised to bring their contributions
to the home office and the company
"will deliver it to the Axis gratis."
— Scrap Socks Japs —

* ^ of Pine-Thomas, will direct "Aerial
Gunner" as his first feature picture. Pine

It's Now "The Shakedown"

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE who has been
assigned to the role of Colonel Lanser

Title of "Permit to Kill," the Lester Cutler production for PRC has
been changed to "The Shakedown."

directed Paramount's Victory Shorts, "A Letter from Bataan," "We Refuse to Die" and
"Price of Victory."

•

•

in 20th Century- Fox's "The Moon is Down,"
has been signed to a long-term
contract.

<?*£;
PRC Drops Regional!
For National Parley
The usual series of regional sales
meetings by Producers Releasing
Corp. will be supplanted by a national parley of the company's franchise holders in Chicago on Nov. 7-8,
President 0. Henry Briggs announced yesterday. Thirty-two exchanges in the U. S. and Canada will
be represented and the personnel of
the convention will include home office and production executives.
A definite and long term policy
recently formulated by the company
will be clarified at the Chicago sessions, Briggs said, declaring that the
rapid development of PRC has necessitated adjustments to keep pace
with the problems of expansion.
Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president
in charge of sales; Leon Promkess,
vice-president in charge of produce
tion; Kenneth Young, chairman of
the board of directors of Pathe, and
Briggs will be among those present.
Others to attend include:
Home Office — Robert Benjamin, general
counsel; George Bonwick, executive vice-president of Pathe and treasurer of PRC; John Si
Young, member of the board of director,
of Pathe; Leo J. McCarthy, western division
sales manager; Roberto D. Socas, export manager; Joseph O'Sullivan, director of advertising and publicity.
West Coast — Leon Fromkess, vice-president
in charge of production; Kenneth Young,
chairman of board of directors of Pathe;
Arthur Eddy, public relations counsel.
Exchanges — Albany — Bernard Mills, Jack
Berksoh; Buffalo — Harry Berman; Boston
Harry Asher, Harry Goldman; Chicago: Henr
Elman, George Topper; Cincinnati: Nat Kap
Ian; Cleveland: Lee Goldberg; Allan Shaw
Dallas: Jack Adams, Sr., Paul MacGregor
Denver: J. H. Ashby; Detroit: William Flem
ion, Anne O'Donnell; Indianapolis: Sam At>
rams; Kansas City: Beverly Miller, R. H
Patt; Little Rock: B. F. Busby; Los Angeles
Samuel Decker, Harry Stern; Milwaukee: J
N. Jovaney, Cleve Adams; Minneapolis: Ab
bott Swartz; New Orleans: Fred Godrow, P
A. Sliman; New York: Sidney Kulick; Okla
homa City: Harry McKenna, E. L. Walker:
Omaha: M. L. Stern; Des Moines: S. H
Stern; Philadelphia: Herbert Given; Pitts
burgh: Lew Lefton, Milton Lefton; Seattle
Lloyd V. Lamb; St. Louis: Noah Bloomer:
San Francisco: Sam Sobel, Armand Cohn:
Washington: George Gill; Canada: H. J
Allen.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Mary Pickford Improving
After Kidney Operation
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lieut Charles "Buddy"
Rogers, here on leave, reported that
his wife, Mary Pickford, was doing
fine after undergoing a kidney operation at St Vincent's Hospital He
said that the operation was successful.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Televise "Battle of Midway"

"The Battle of Midway," factual
Technicolor film of the battle with
the Japs at that Island by Lt. CornJohn Ford, will be televised next
Monday night at 9 p.m., EWT, over
station WNBT.
—Scrap Socks Japs—

"Mr. Quisling" for Capitol

Capitol Pictures Corp. will soon
put into production an exploitation
feature, "The Honorable Mr. Quisling."
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# REVIEWS Of THE flEUJ flLfllS#
"I Married A Witch"
Lake

with Fredric March, Veronica
United Artists

76 Mins.

FROTHY ROMANTIC-FANTASY WHICH
PACKS GENERAL APPEAL BECAUSE OF
ITS HIGH NOVELTY.
Annually, the trade hears exhibitors' loud
cries for Hollywood producers to give 'em
something new in screen entertainment.
vVell, here it is. Indeed, "I Married a
Witch" goes whole hog in the realm of
novelty. As to type, it can perhaps best
De described as a satirical, romantic fantasy.
On the side of satire, the footage takes
copious, clear and often subtle pokes at
us mortals.
As to romance, it has its say not only in
travesty, but in good solid box office values,
ine latter are exemplified by the handsome,
conventional Fredric March running head
on, with no escape, into the wiles and physical snares of the irrest.ble Veronica Lake,
who, the story recounts, is a witch of
Colonial days whom her vengeance-seeking
rather, Cecil Kellaway, converts from spiritform to the flesh so that March, like the
accursed predecessors of his family, cannot enjoy marital bliss.
It's all a lot of galloping fun, particularly
exemplified by the comical Bob Benchley.
As the title indicates, March weds the
magnetic young witch, but their happiness
.s brief inasmuch as her wizard-father sends
ner back at the finale to dwell in the
gnarled tree from which she became flesh
via voyaging smoke. It's fantasy all right, —
spiked here and there with spicy realism.
The element of spice is given more rein
,n the various sequences than would ordinarily outcrop in a film, and this is attributable to the nature of the story.
Rene Clair, master of the imaginative,

"The Devil With Hitler"

with Aran Mowbray, Bobby Watson
UA-Hal Roach
45 Mins.
HITLER TAKEN FOR RIDE IN FARCE
WHICH SHOULD APPEAL HEAVILY TO
SLAPSTICK ADDICTS.
Adolph Hitler is taken over the coals
again for the purposes of comedy in this
latest Hal Roach streamlined feature, which
,s a broad farce of appeal chiefly to those
whose taste in humor is of a plebeian
order. Don't expect to find any clever
satire or subtle turns or smart fencing with
.he comic muse in "The Devil With Hitler."
It's not that kind of a picture. Its aim is
directly at the seat of the pants and as such
it garners plenty of guffaws, even if the
.dea of Hitler's carrying on like a dope and
a buffoon on the screen has been a little
overdone. There is one unforgiveable fault
withvulgarity.
the humor: it often skids terribly close
ro
The thought behind the story is novel,
but its execution is clumsy. The slapstick
treatment has robbed the tale of much of
its bite. The action revolves about the
devil's efforts to eliminate Hitler as a
threat to his job as the ruler of hell. The
devil tries to gain his goal by ascending
to earth and tricking Hitler into doing a
meritorious deed. The guy from down under
succeeds in maneuvering Hitler into one
ludicrous situation after another. Mussolini and a Jap emissary figure in the fun.
Scenes of Hitler, II Duce and the Jap
trying to outwit one another constitute some
of the funniest footage.
Produced by Glenn Tryon, the film has
been directed by Gordon Douglas with a
good sense of what the masses crave in
the way of comedy. His bang-up direction
is what a script such as that of Al Martin
calls for. Cortland Fitzsimmons did the

adaptation.
Alan Mowbray enacts the devil; Bobby
Watson, Hitler; Joe Devlin, Mussolini;
George E. Stone, the Jap. All are firstrate. Others who turn in nice work are
Marjorie Woodworth, Douglas Fowley, Herman Bing and Sig Arno.
CAST: Alan Mowbray, Bobby Watson,
George E. Stone, Joe Devlin, Marjorie
Woodworth, Douglas Fowley, Herman Bing,
and run-of-the-mine filmgoers because it's
snappy and different. Numerous special Sig Arno.
CREDITS: Producer, Glenn Tryon; Direcphotographic effects stud the scenes, and,
over all is capable camerawork by Ted
tor, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Al MarTetzlaff.
tin; Adaptation, Cortland Fitzsimmons;
One thing, in conclusion, is certain, Film Editor, Bert Jordan; Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Art Director, Charles D. Hall.
namely, that this feature will be widely
Good.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
discussed among exhibs. and the public. It
will be interesting to see how sincere most
showmen are in yowling for screen novelties. This is flashing bait!
CAST: Fredric March, Veronica Lake,
Robert Benchley, Susan Hayward, Cecil
(Continued from Page 1)
Kellaway, Elizabeth Patterson, Robert Warwick, Eily Malyon, Robert Greig, Viola
form will be held at the WaldorfMoore, Mary Field, Nora Cecil, Emory Par- Astoria on Nov. 19.
nell, Helen St. Rayner, Aldrich Bowker,
House Manager Jack Cohn of the
Emma Dunn.
was a "natural" as the yarn's director. He
nas put into the action much that is typical
of his technique. Audiences generally will
like "I Married a Witch." It is as full
of frothy hokus-pokus and surprises as 60
minutes of football between two teams
tising hidden-ball stuff. The smart fans
will take to it because of its nuances,

Picture Pioneers Hold
Harvest Dinner Nov. 19

CREDITS: Producer- Director, Rene Clair;
Authors, Thorne Smith, Norman Matson;
Screenplay, Robert Pirosh, Marc Connelly,
Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Music Direction,
Roy Webb; Special Photographic Effects,
Gordon Jennings; Art Direction, Hans Dreier,
Ernst Fegte; Film Editor, Eda Warren.
DIRECTION,
Aces.

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Pioneers announced yesterday the
appointment of a publicity committee comprising Terry Ramsaye, Red
Kann and Jack Alicoate for the1
dinner.
Membership in the Pioneers is
open to men who joined the industry
not later than 1917 who satisfy the
Executive Committee as to character.

* SERIAL

*

H

"The Adventures of Smilin' Jack

Each Cha
Universal
20
Excellent Offering
With this chapter play, the realm
of the so-called serial enters a new
era wherein the adult audiences can
find the same solid entertainment
as the younger generation. That is
the way "The Adventures of Smilin'
Jack" is written, produced and acted.
As a consequence, showmen everywhere can confidently and profitably
break the age-old fetters of the
serial as a dominantly Saturday
matinee affair, and book it,— this
one at least — , as an out-and-out attraction good for any program. This
may sound radical and sensational,
but it's true. The word "serial" is a
misnomer in the present instance,
for Universal has made this widely
syndicated adventure strip, so popular in newspapers, into an honest
to goodness chapter play. Chiefly
this is accomplished by tossing out
old techniques. Discarded entirely
is the tedious synopsis-action which
introduces all but the first episode.
To make the sweep complete, the
casting smashes the much-too-old
tradition that almost any kind of
histrionics will suffice. Here is good,
substantial acting, and here too are
real production values. There is as
much difference between the photography, lighting, camera angles, sets,
et al in this chapter play and its
predecessors as there is between a
present-day sound studio and those
pic manufactories of the old Fort Lee
days. In the first two chapters, the
action, whose locale is China, rapidly unfolds with Tom Brown as the
gallant Flying Tiger and Marjorie
Lord as the apple of his keen masculine eye. Their quest for the
secret route from China to India is
the dramatic objective. What is of
extreme importance in this offering
is its timeliness. Audiences in all
situations where adventure yarns are
in demand will be thrilled by the
spine-tingling happenings, spiked
with lots of aerial warfare. Others
in the name cast are Rose Hobart,
Edgar Barrier, Keye Luke, Sidney
Toler, Cyril Delevanti, Philip Ahn,
Nigel De Brulier, Turhan Bey, David
Hoffman, Rico De Montez and Jay
Novello. Direction by Ray Taylor
and Lewis D. Collins is tip-top, and
so is the photography by William
Sickner. It proves that the war is
doing something for motion pictures,
just as motion pictures are doing
something for the war.

N. B. Censors in "Under 16" Ban

St. John, N. B. — The provincial
board
of censors
an "under
16" ban
on "A slapped
Gentleman
After
Dark" during its three days at the
suddenly.
local Strand. The' restriction came

—
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ySchlesinger Explains
(losing of Studio

R6VI6WS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

"Miles of Dough"
(Stranger Than Fiction)
9 mins.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY Universal
Entertaining
Hollywood — Reviewing the dispute
Some
extremely
interesting
items
which he said caused him to close
make up this short. Included are
his studios Oct. 21, Leon Schles- views of the Sunshine biscuit plant
inger declared that on the 19th of
in Oakland, Calif., so large that attendants have to make their rounds
<"^f±ober, 2.7 of his employes
"who
J;''-^members
the Screen
Cartoon- by bicycle; the Napoleon house in
ists Guild andof who
were employed
New Orleans; a San Francisco church
. by me as breakdown men failed, and material for which was carried by
refused, to appear for work.
These clipper ship during the gold rush
J men had made
demands upon the days; a collection of wooden Indians
studio for an increase in pay which such as stood before our cigar stores
; demands were in violation of the stu- in the old days; and an array of
3 dio's agreement with the Guild and ancient juke-boxes, progenitors of
not in accordance with the prevail- our modern variety of tune blasters.
I ing scale throughout the cartoon in; dustry relating to breakdown men.
"Valley of Blossoms"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
ayi"I recently
new wage
j scale
with the signed
Screen a Cartoonists
20th-Fox
9 mins.
.:• Guild as of June 1, 1942 which inGood
l creased my payroll over $85,000 per
Deeply interesting is this beautiyear in which this, group was inful Cinecolor short about British
iL eluded.
After the men refused to
Columbia's Okanagan Valley of
:.; return to work, a demand was made apple
fame. The audience is taken
.j upon Guild to supply the studio with to the valley at harvest time. There
>|-27 experienced
breakdown men to are scenes of the population pitch: commence work at 8 a.m., Oct. 21.
ing in to gather the luscious apples,
And the Guild was. informed that un- followed by glimpses inside the packit ;:less such men were supplied it would
ing plant showing the various steps
j 1 be impossible to continue production in preparing the fruit for marketing.
i|-of animated cartoons and would be Here is an instructive as well as
I necessary to close the studio.
Such entertaining reel in which the visual
•J!' men
have not been supplied and appeal is great.
I therefore it has become necessai-y
'i : to close studio tonight.
"Women at the Plow"
(Stranger Than Fiction)
am convinced
by
the"I breakdown
men that
weredemands
not made
Universal
9 mins.
in good faith and were inspired and
Good
sponsored by the business agent of
This short offers another interestthe Guild in violation of the existing collection of odd things and odd
ing agreement. I deeply regret pen- people. The footage is devoted to
alizing my loyal employes but I am two sisters who operate a farm, doleft with no other alternative. As
ing all the work themselves; a man
soon as I am able to obtain a suf- who collects boat models; an oldster
ficient number of experienced break- who catches and bands wild birds
down men the studio will continue for the Government; a woman who
builds miniature furniture and edioperations."
fices from discarded jewelry; a col— Scrap Socks Japs —
lector of covered wagons; and a
Reception at Music Hall
chap who is given to making complicated engines entirely of wood.
For New Star, Janet Blair

of all city dwellers. A cattle roundup is one of the high spots in the
film, which has the benefit of superb
photography.

"U" Salesmen Slay
Till Deal is Made
(Continued from Page 1)

warned that they will have to resort to trains and buses unless they
"The Mask of Nippon"
(World in Action)
conserve. To date, salesmen are
UA-Warwick
21 mins. still covering their territories by car
Excellent
but the situation is expected to
The double-facedness of Japan is
explored with fine success in this change within the next few months
latest World in Action release. when present rubber has been exFrom footage taken from newsreels hausted.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
and Japanese army training films
Stuart Legg has edited for the Na- Exhibs. Warned to Keep
tional Film Board of Canada, the
Tabs on Salvaged Copper
compilers of this series of documentary shorts, a record of duplicity and
To augment recent trade paper
underhandedness that is vastly interesting and begs for exhibition on stories which detailed new arrangethe nation's screens. The picture
ments for the collection of copper
helps give us a better conception of
our Pacific enemy. In a chain of drippings and strippings from carbons in projectors, the WAC has
powerful scenes "The Mask of Nippon" tears the pretense away and sent a manual of instructions to
shows us how the Japanese, while each of its more than 16,000 pledged
posing as students of the American houses.
way of life, were able to accumulate
Accompanying letter, over Arthur
information valuable to Nippon's
signature, warns the exhib.
campaign of hatred against us. Some Mayer's
of the necessity of keeping a record
of the scenes are marked by brutal of the weight of the salvaged copper,
realism. Set this down as a subject
in the event that it may become
highly worthy of screen time.
necessary to negotiate with the WPB
regarding the future supply of car"School Daze"
bons. Mayer's missive concludes by
(Terry -Toon)
20th-Fox
7Mins. pointing out the necessity for complete co-operation with the WPB's
Chris Dunphy.Section and its chief,
A new characterMild
known as Nancy, Amusement

an aggressive kid, is introduced in
— Scrap Socks Japs —
this Technicolor cartoon. This Nancy,
&AAA Board Stops Move
judging from her initial appearance,
isn't much to get agitated about. To Merge AGVA, Equity
She is somewhat on the tough side
and is not the type to ingratiate
A resolution that no further acherself with audiences easily. The
tion be taken at present in the prokid shows herself patriotic and civicposal to merge AGVA with Actors
minded in her debut. She scatters
was adopted yesterday by the
a few laughs as she goes about es- Equity
international board of AAAA at a
pousing one cause or another, but
at Equity headquarters. The
never proves hereself a solidy com- meeting
edy character. The appeal of this resolution had been recommended to
the board by a committee which had
short is no more than so-so.
been studying a report on AGVA
submitted to the board by Walter
"Royal Araby"
N. Greaza, national administrative
Radio City Music Hall yesterday
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
director of the variety group.
20th-Fox
10
Mins.
"Along the Texas Range"
afternoon held a press reception in
(Adventures of the Newsreel
Paul Dullzell, international exits studio apartment in honor of
Cameraman)
ecutive secretary of AAAA, explainAnother chapter
Fair in the odyssey of
Janet Blair, whose initial starring 20th-Fox
ed that the board was motivated in
10 Mins. the Thaw Asiatic Expedition, this
picture, "My Sister Eileen," opens
Excellent
its
action
by a desire to allay the
short is a fairly interesting item.
today at the theater. The party was
flood of rumors which had swept
Tops is the word for this camera
hosted by Russell P. Downing, act- tour of the Bier Bend country of The expedition follows a colorful
both
the
Equity and the AGVA
route
across
the
desert
of
Arabia
ing as proxy for Gus S. Eyssell, the Texas where will be established the
on a visit to a king: in the storied ranks, disturbing the relationship beMusic Hall's managing director who first international park in North city of Baghdad. Scenes in Damascus
tween officers and members of both
is currently on the West Coast sur- America on 1,600,000 acres of land
veying forthcoming feature product. contributed equally by the United the world's oldest city, are the best organizations.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Among those present were Eliza- States and Mexico. All the rugged in the film, which should make a
beth Patterson, Jack Cohn, L. Bar- beauty of this area has been cap- passable booking in spots where Allied States Caravan
such entertainment is appreciated.
bano, Dave Lipton, Hortense Schorr,
tured bv the camera, with sweeping Technicolor brings out all the clashFrank Rosenberg, Fred Lynch, Leon vistas that should gladden the hearts
Setup Will Continue
ing hues of the Near East.
Leonidoff, Kate Cameron, Dorothy
(.Continued from Page 1)
! Masters, Alton Cook, Jack McManus, Golden on Exhib. Unit Trip
Pix Players in Stage Play
Jack Alicoate, Louise Levitas, G. E.
Hollywood — Producer Edward A. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY other caravan meetings are planned.
It
is
reported
that the caravan,
1 Blackford, Don Mersereau, Tom Golden, making; "Hitlpr's Children"
Hollywood — Carol Stone, Barry
j Wenning, Phil Hartung, Jesse Zun- for RKO will leave Hollywood short- Norton. Rex O'Malley and Jacque- which is composed of M. A. Rosenzer, Kelcey Allen, Adrian Ames,
ly on a tour of exhib. association
berg, Col. H. A. Cole, Sidney Samline DeWitt are among the film playRadie Harris. Colvin Brown, Sam meetings. Itinerary now being workers who will appear in the stage uelson and Abram F. Myers, has been
Shayn, Michael Drury, George H.
invited to hold sessions in non-Aled out calls for stopovers in Kanproduction, "Adamant Eve" which
lied
territories and that meetings
Morris, Shirley Eder, Abel Green,
sas City. St. Louis, Cleveland. Pitts- Eugene S. Bryden has adapted from
burgh, Washington, New York and "Sardou." Piece will open at the may be held with non-Allied organiShirley
Herzog, "Red" Kann and other keys.
zations.
Muriel Babcock.
Curran Theater, San Francisco, Nov.
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Iowa Picture Biz
Is Ahead of 1941
(Continued from Page 1)

generally business is running ahead
of last year, that attendance in most
of the large cities with war factory
workers is better than last year, in
rural spots it is about the same and
in a few farm areas, business is
somewhat off.
Emil Franke, manager of the RKOOrpheum theater in Des Moines, reported that attendance has been
"surprisingly good" on better-thanaverage pictures.
WAACS Like "Name" Bands
The Tri-States Paramount house
in Des Moines, a 1,700 seater, has

TO THE
ROBERT S. BENJAMIN, formerly with Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
Krim, vice-president and counsel for
Pathe Laboratories, Inc., and counsel for Producers Releasing Corp.,
is now a first lieutenant in the Signal
Corps.

COLORS!
GENE AIELLO, formerly an artist in Paramount advertising department, has been trasferred from the
U. S. Coasnt Guard to the U. S.
Navy Air Corps as a cadet. He reports to Chapel Hill, N. C, for preflight traiing Nov. 1.

Sept. Admission Tax
Doubles 1941 'Take'
(Continued from Page 1)

!

J

ets sold by brokers, $14,713.87; permanent use or lease of boxes and
seats, $4,512.69; admissions to roof
gardens and cabarets, $1,371,903.73,
and on tickets sold by proprietorsip
excess of the established price/^ 603.75.
H
CAROLYN
ROSEN,
secretary
to
BARUCH LeWITT, of the Strand,
The bureau also reported that adPlainville, Conn., has been accepted Max Blackman of the real estate demissions tax collections in the third
partment
at
Warners
home
offices,
in the Army and is off as an enlistee
(Broadway) area exnext week. Al Montefalco takes has enlisted in the WAACS. She New York
ceeded the figure of September, 1941,
leaves tomorrow for Fort Des
charge of the theater.
Moines, la., to begin her training.
by nearly $1,000,000. In this district tax on admissions to theaters,
GERALDINE HUCKA, former inCharlotte, N. C— With the depar- including season tickets, netted $1,formation girl at the 20th Century685,812.10;
in September, last year
ture
of
STANLEY
HOUSE,
PAUL
Fox exchange in Des Moines, is
been shows
experimenting
"name"to now a WAVE and is training at the HARGETTE and JACK BAILEY for it was $693,585.61.
band
over the with
week-ends
— Scfep Socks Japs —
Army
service,
the
local
Warner
exUniversity of Indiana to be a storechange has promoted Jack Frye to Warner Swiss Shipment
get the influx of WAAC's located in keeper.
the city and the results have been
the post of head booker, while Wargood. Jan Garber, playing a Friday,
ren Wallace and C. E. Kinsey have Beats the Ban by Vichy
Pittsburgh— JOHN PRIOLLETTI, joined as bookers Kinsey was forSaturday and Sunday stand, turned
(Continued from Page 1)
merly a WB checker.
in $6,200 for a record three-day assistant shipper at the 20th-Fox
house mark.
exchange, is in the service.
through
in the same shipment inPortland, Ore. — KENNETH
At the beginning of gasoline raclude "Captains of the Clouds," "The
tioning in the East, many of the
Hialeah, Fla. — MILTON LANG- AMES, for many years associated
rural exhibitors were afraid that FORD of the Hialeah Theater is now with his father in the operation of Gay Sisters," "In This Our Life,"
"Kings Row," and "The Man Who E
Navy.
combined with loss of young men to at
Camp Blanding, Fla., following the
Ames
Theater
has joined the
induction.
armed services that when the rationCame To Dinner."
ing hit the middle west they would
20th-Fox Has Good Backlog
be forced to quit business, but the
Milwaukee — ELLIOT W. COO- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Of Films in Switzerland
picture has changed somewhat.
Hollywood
—
RAYMOND
MASLEY, operator of the Movie Art StuThat the Vichy order forbidding
Now the exhibitors feel that aldios, producers of commercial and SEY joins the Canadian Army as a
though business may be hit that pat- industrial pictures, has been sworn major upon the completion of "Ac- the transportation of American film I
rons will not patronize the home- in as a chief specialist in photog- ners. tion in the North Atlantic" for War- product across unoccupied France
town theaters rather than go to the
raphy in the Navy.
into Switzerland was not expected
larger cities. In fact, many probto work a hardship on 20th-Fox, at
Farmington, N. H.— WALTER H. least not for some time to come,
ably will come to town in the horse
Miami, Fla.— JAMES STEARNS YOUNG,
son
of
Walter
E.
Young,
and buggies.
was indicated yesterday by Irving
of the Mayfair Theater is now sta
tioned at the Naval Air Station at owner of the Strand Theater here, the
Maas,company.
assistant foreign director of
Mull Week-End Operation Only
is now a third-class seaman in the
These small-town exhibitors think Opalocka. WALTER D. HERRING Navy. Another son, ELTON, was
Maas said that, following its cus
that week-day business will be down of the Center and WILLIAM GIB- recently inducted into the Army at
SON of the Rosetta are at the same
tomary practice, 20th-Fox had built
plenty, but that Saturday and SunFort Devens, Mass.
day grosses will be plenty good. In
up itslandsupply
of product
in Switzerfor the new
season.
The re
fact there is a trend now under way
Portland, Ore. — THOMAS L.
by some of the smaller towns to post.
BILL CUMMINGS. Warners book- SHEARER, JR., associated with the suit, he asserted, was that the com
close during the week and open only
er. New Haven, will be inducted Oc- B. F. Shearer Equipment Co., fol- pany now had "a fairly good sup
country.
over week-ends.
tober 22.
ply" available for screening in that
lowing his marriage to Wilma FarIt was also reported that while
mer 'of Universalis exchange, is
— Sefap Socks Japs —
the young men and some of the
SAL POPOLIZIO, former 20th- awaiting Army induction.
older ones have left the farm com- Fox assistant booker, New Haven,
Welles to Do New Ending
munities that attendance by the is in the Army photographic divisJohn Day, Ore. — FRED CLIFwomen folks has increased. This
ion at Denver, Colo.
FORD, operator of the Orpheum The- For "Journey Into Fear"
was accounted for by one operator
(Continued from Page 1)
ater, has joined the Army.
who explained that the mothers and
Cleveland— TOM MOONEY, son of
few days. It was indicated in trade
wives of the boys in service like to
Milt
Mooney,
head
of
Cooperative
circles
yesterday
that Welles and
Baker, Ore. — FREEMAN
see the newsreels just in case it Theaters of Ohio who enlisted in the
GEDDES, theater executive here, RKO had patched up their disagreelight happen to show their boys.
ment
and
that
Welles
may make
Army
Air
Forces,
has
been
sent
to
has
left
to
join
the
Army.
This exhib. incidentally, reports that
further pictures for RKO. Since
femmes now provide 90 per cent of Iowa City, la. for flying training.
his return from South America,
Portlad, Ore. — JOHN McFAD"lis
causing a change in
lis patronage,
buying policy.
Cleveland — MARTIN GALLA- DEN, for some years past manager Welles has been in frequent conferences with N. Peter Rathvon, presiof the
Avalon Theater, has joined
One small town operator in de- State, who
GHER, was
assistantsworn
manager
at
Loew's
dent of RKO.
the
Navy.
into the Army
scribing business conditions said it
was quite a bit better than last Air Forces last June, has been ordered to report for duty on Nov. 1.
Miami— While GORDON SPRADyear, but "last year was the worst
LEY, former manager of the local
in five years."
Cleveland— DOUGLAS FLEMING, Center theater, is now an Army corporal, his ex-assistant, ROBERT
of Winers'
publicity
has
been accepted
in thedepartment,
naval air SLADE is a sergeant.
Larry Schneider of Columbia's foreign publicity department, is passing
service and expects to be called for
duty about the first of the year.
Cleveland— JAY GOLDBERG, son out cigars to the men and War
Stamps to the girls to mark the
of
PRC
franchise
owner
Lee
GoldEdward Schwarz, production manHarrisburg, Pa. — Maj. LYNN
berg, and manager of the Cleveland birth on Tuesday of his first son.
ager of advertising, publicity and
Air Forces, is at- branch prior to his induction into who will be namer Steven. The newexploitation of Columbia, was secret- FARNOL,tending Army
est Schneider was born at Polyclinic
an AAF school here. He the Army, has been assigned to
ly married over the week-end to was formerly public relations officer
Officers Candidate School of the ar- Hospital and weighed seven pounds,
Violet Hayden of Forest Hills.
seven ounces.
at Mitchell Field.
mored force at Fort Knox, Ky.
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GOV'TMOVE ON USHERS WORRIES EXHIBS.
War Dept. Drafting More Stringent Dimout Rules
I New Regulations to Control
Lighting Along East Coast;
"No Temporizing," — Army
While it is improbable that con; tinuous blackouts will be ordered
along the Eastern seaboard, the War
' Department is drafting new and
more stringent regulations for the
control of lighting along the Atlantic Coast and will shortly make them
effective.
The Army's objectives, as defined
l by Maj. Warren S. Everett, assis(Continued on Page 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs—

Buffalo Scrap Drive
Collects 2,473 Tons

New Raven Film Salesmen Lose "C" Gasoline
Rationing Cards, Forcing Resort to Trains
New Haven — Local film salesmen and exchange managers who originally obtained gas cards in the beginning, have now been reduced to "B" status, and
as a result train service is already being used, where direct service is available.
However, many of the Connecticut towns are inaccessible by train, and
salesmen are complaining loudly. Report is that exhibitors, also hit by the
same gas shortage, are coming into the exchange center less frequently and are
using telephone and correspondence more than ever for booking.

No Theater Scramble Certificate Warning
By Circuits In Sight For Carriers Issued

Charity Preview Oct. 30
For "Aircraft Is Missing"
The Queen Wilhelmina Fund and
the British War Relief Society will
be the recipients of the entire proceeds of the American premiere of
(Continued on Page 6)

Mono. Cash Riz 25%
Ahead of Last Year
Monogram's cash business is about
25 per cent ahead of the corresponding period last year and new product deals are the heaviest in the history of the company, Steve Broidy,
general sales manager, said here yesterday.
Starting with the 1942-43 program, Monogram will not sell its
16 mm. rights. While Broidy declined to comment on the reason
for the move, it was reported that
the rapid growth of the company did
not warrant future activity in the
16 mm. field.

No

Washington Bureau of THE

Chicago — Attorneys' agreement in
the Ken Theater arbitration case
resulted in second-week run award
by RKO, 20th-Fox, Columbia, UA,
and Universal. The Schoenstadt theaters, represented by Aaron Stein,
agreed to the settlement. Formal
award is being prepared.
Spitz & Adcock represented 20th(Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

— Scrap Socks Japs-

Ken Case Settlement
Kills Its Damage Suit

FILM

Washington — Owners of all trucks,
and other commercial vehicles both
in the film industry and out, were
warned by Joseph B. Eastman, Director of Defense Transportation,
yesterday that such vehicles must
carry certificates of war necessity
beginning Nov. 15, if they are to ob—Scrap Socks Japs —

Hepburn Still Heads
Censorship Appeal Board
Tororito — Sensational and unexpected resignation of Hon. Mitchell
Hepburn as Premier of Ontario does
not disturb his supervision of the
Ontario Board of Motion Picture
Censors as he continues in the ministerial role of provincial treasurer
and also will continue to be chair(Continued on Page 2)

Local 306 Gets New Pacts
Year-Long

Negotiations End in 10% Pay Jump

Elyria, O., Bank Night
Brings Lottery True Bill

Local 306 yesterday held new contracts covering projectionists employed in studio, home-office and
newsreel screening rooms here. Signing of the contracts marked the
Elyria, O. — Completing its investigation of theater Bank Night here,
end of a year's disagreement
the Grand Jury returned indictments official
with the employers during which
against M. H. Greenwald, manager the approximately 100 operators inof the three Elyria theaters.
volved operated, under an agreement
One indictment charged him with that kept the old pacts hi effect
(Continued on Page 2)

^

Theater operators yesterday expressed concern over reports from
Washington
thehad
effect
that Gov-a
ernmenttoofficials
suggested
sharp reduction in the number of
theater ushers now being used. Theater men pointed out that already
there is a shortage of ushers and
that the safety of patrons might be
jeopardized by a further cut.
In many territories it is almost
impossible to get usherettes, as girls
are in great demand for war factories. Use of school boys or girls
(Continued on Page 6)

"wholesale" theater acquisitions by circuits are expected as a
result of Federal Judge Henry W.
Goddard's ruling to the effect that
!.'
Buffalo — Free scrap matinees in Paramount and 20th Century-Fox
city and suburban theaters thus far had not engaged in a program of
have yielded 4,945,340 pounds — ap- general theater expansion in violation of the consent decree, it was
proximately 2,473 tons — an average
of 48.18 pounds per pupil, and sev- learned
yesterday.
A "here and
(Continued on Page 6)
eral schools still have large pieces
(Continued on Page 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Sharp Reduction in Usher
Ranks Suggested; Theater
Men Say Shortage is Acute

IF YOU CAN'T FIGHT, YOUR

SCRAP

CAJV— TODAY'S

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Daytime Alert Has
Little B. 0. Effect
The film houses
sector yesterday
chance to put their
to the test in the

in the Broadway
had their first
air-raid facilities
daytime when a

at 2:30 stilled
p.m.
practice tivitiesdrill
the city's acAir-raid systems at all the houses
worked with a smoothness and a
speed that exceeded all expectations,
(Continued on Page 2)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Paramount to Distribute
Three New Victory Films
Three new Victory Films just completed by the OWI will be released
through Paramount exchanges, Herman Gluckman of the WAC announced yesterday. Subjects are
"Japanese (Continued
Relocation,"
set for Nov.
on Page 2)

Liberty Serializing
R. iff. Warner Story
The story of "Warner Brother
Number One" (H. M.), by Frederick
Van Ryn, is being serialized in
Liberty magazine starting with four
pages in the Oct. 31 issue.

(Continued on Page 6)

SCRAP

IS TOMORROW'S
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Elyria, O., Bank Night
Brings Lottery True Bill

"Silver Skates" May Cost
Monogram $300,000

COmiRG and GOIDG

(Continued from Page 1)
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Hepburn Still Heads
Censorship Appeal Board
(Continued from Page 1)

man of the censorship appeal board,
Hepburn's last public appearance
was at the Canadian Monogram luncheon to Sam Broidy and Harry
Thomas in Toronto which was attended by many important persons
in the film industry.
Under the new premiership of
Hon. Gordon Conant, the Government is expected to tighten up on
law enforcement, as Conant is
strictly against gambling machines,
Sunday observance violations and
kindred features. The impression
here is that Sunday midnight shows
may be doomed on moral grounds.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Daytime Air Raid Alert
Has Little B. O. Effect
(Continued from Page 1)

Eq.

Loew's, Inc
Paramount
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
RKO
$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox

Monogram will have spent a minipromoting a lottery and two charged
$250,000 by the time "Silver
him with giving publicity to a lot- Skates"mum of hits
tery.
the screens and the figure may go as high as $300,000,
The indictments are the result of Steve Broidy, general sales manager,
an arrest made by police last July said in New York yesterday. It will
15 after they had received an order be Monogram's most pretentious picture to date and camera work will
from a previous Grand Jury to stop
nesday.
be completed next Tuesday or WedallGreenwald
forms of "organized
contended gambling."
at the time
The cast includes Kenny Baker,
of his arrest that Bank Night as operated here was not a violation of Patricia Morison, Belita, Frick and
state gambling laws, since it was Frack, Irene Deere, Danny Shaw,
not necessary to purchase a theater Eugene Turner and Ted Fio Rito
ticket to win.
and his band. The picture started
Bank night was suspended by all off as a $50,000 venture, Broidy said,
theaters in the county after charges and as the possibilities for a spectacular production increased, more
were filed against Greenwald last
July.
money was placed in the budget.
—Scrap Socks Japs —
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Corp

Technicolor
8i/8
8
8
—
%
Trans-Lux
1%
1 Vs
1%
Universal Corp. vtc...
73,4
73,4
73,4 —
l/8
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

considering the fact that the theaters had had no advance notice
whatever of the city's intentions.
The air-raid rehearsal, which lasted
for 25 minutes, had little effect on
theaters beyond driving crowds into
the lobbies for shelter.
Thirteen hundred persons were estimated to have crowded
into the
Paramount lobbies during the drill.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Finaer Printing Unit
For WB's Home Office

NLRB Opens Hearings on
SOPEG's 20th-Fox Petition

Monday.
BOB
GILLHAM
ORSON
STEVE

WELLES
BROIDY

due

back

from

leaves Monday

the

Coas

for the Coasg

left last night for mai
Boston.>,

I

VERONICA
LAKE
departs
for
Washington
tomorrow
morning
to open
the annual^JJomf
munity
Chest
Drive
there.
The
return to the Coat on Monday.
GEORGE PAL,
producer
of the Puppetool
shorts
for Paramount,
arrived
from the Coast
yesterday. He returns
West
over the weeV*
end.

to

Washington

todaj

ARTHUR SACHSON, Vitagraph vice-presi]
dent, returned yesterday from a week's trij
to Chicago.
Milwaukee
and
Kansas
City.
JOHN JOSEPH, Universal^ national direct
of publicity, advertising and exploitation wi
arrive in New York this morning, from Hof
lywood for conferences with home office exec:

Formal hearing on the petition of
TOMMY
GOLDBERG,
Baltimore
exhib.
the Screen Office and Professional turned
from New York last night.
Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA,
HAROLD iRODN'ER, Warner Bros, theater
for a collective bargaining election utive. left New York last night for Chicago]
He returns Tuesday.
at the 20th-Fox exchange here started yesterday before the NLRB.
MAX M. KRAVETZ is in town from the Coas!
and
is stopping at the Warwick.
The IATSE contested SOPEG's
right to exercise jurisdiction over
— Scrap Socks Japs —
the workers involved. The alliance's Paramount to Distribute
representative took the stand that
the white-collar exchange unit Three New Victory Films
should consist of office employes at
all 20th-Fox branches in the nation
(Continued from Page 1)
or of white-collar exchange employes
of all companies. SOPEG contended 12; "Colleges At War," going ou
that such an arrangement was im26, and "Troop Train," released
possible since its own jurisdiction Nov.
Dec. 10.
was purely local.
Para, exchanges will receive thei
Monday.
A second hearing will be held on
full allotment of prints prior to re
— Scrap Socks Japs —
lease date, assuring bookers enough
time to arrange their schedules so
Orson Welles' Contract
that the maximum number of play
With RKO Said to Stand
ings will be obtained.
Despite reports to the contrary,
Orson Welles is still under contract
to RKO, according to Jack Moss, his
attorney. Welles leaves for the
Coast Monday night to shoot a new
ending to "Journey into Fear" and
will start on a sustaining radio program for the Government on Nov.
1. His air show for Lockheed starts
Nov. 9.

M-G-M TRADE
SHOW
CHANGE!

Deal whereby 20th Century-Fox
would complete Welles' Brazilian picWelles
into the company's
wr?Vtion"l?&
True>" andproducbring
fold was A11
called off a week ago
His
status with RKO remains unchanged.

For the convenience of employes
who voluntarilv wish to be fingerMet. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 72
76
— Scrap Socks Japs —
printed under the War Identification
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
643,4 67%
Bureau plan, Warners home office
— Scrap Socks Japs —
will set up a finger-printing unit to Morris Stein, FPC's G. M.
Say Major Producers
be in operation starting Monday. Undergoes Operation
will be located in the WarBuy Canadian War Bonds The nerunit
Toronto— Unexpectedly taken to
Club rooms and will be under the
of Ralph W. Budd, di- loronto hospital, Morris Stein genToronto — President J. J. Fitzgib- supervision
rector of personnel.
bons of Famous Players is reported
eral
Famous
' Canadianmanager,
Corp., underw
— Scrap Socks Japs—
ent Players
a major
to have made a round-up of exoperation and is reported as well as
ecutives of major producing compa- M-G-M Part
Backer
can
be
expecte
d.
of
Play
nies in the United States for large
Dan Krendal, Western Ontario
A third interest in the Blackwell
investments in Canada's third Victory Loan.
& Curtis production, "The Willow district manager of the circuit, has
Amounts are to be announced by and I," is understood to have been been transferred permanently from
distributing companies here as part acquired by M-G-M. The play, by Hamilton to Toronto to supervise
of the film industry's support for Tohn Patrick, makes its Broadway local, suburban and outside theaters
bow the week of Dec. 7.
war financing.
formerly under jurisdiction of Stein.

(New York and Neu>
Jersey territories only)

NEW SCHEDULE:
(instead of Nov. 3rd)
TUES. OCT. 27th
9:30 A. M.

'JOURNEY

for MARGARET'

'NORTHWEST

RANGERS'

1:30 P. M.
'JOURNEY

and

for MARGARET'

WHISTLING IN DIXIE'
M-G-M EXCHANGE SCREENING
ROOM, 630 9th Av., 12th Floor

J

Desperate
**

E very body's holding it- and holding
Everybody's
it again! This walloping new hit of

A HAL B. WALLIS PROD'N.
wi,h NANCY COLEMAN
RAYMOND MASSEY
ALAN HALE
. ARTHUR KENNEDY
Directed bv RAOUL WALSH

World's
Smartest

U. S. Army Camp Theatres report' Desperate Journey'our soldiers'
No. 1 film selection for the month! /■ desperate journey 2. Some-

Soldiers!

*>>*'" I'll Find You

3. Eagle Squadron

4. Across the Pacific 5. Holiday Inn

6. Mrs. Miniver

"Heavenly Jays, bat we're mown* 'em dawn! Openings everywhere skyracket way aver the openings af aar first big
laugh shaw, 'look Who's Laughing' (and THAT'S something to beat.)
The big band-wagon news comes from Hew York, Brooklyn,
Boston, Hewark, Denver, los Angeles, Providence, San
Francisco, Kansas City, Cedar Rapids, Lexington, Pittslield

And keep your eye peeled on more key
openings this week and next • • .
Wt'MA HATIOHAL LAUGH £V£HT!"

THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE ' (HanMUwf)
GINNY SIMMS • Bill Thompson • Gale Gordon
Isabel Randolph as <Uppy' • 'Mortimer Snerd'
RAY NOBLE and BAND* %S5abn,d ALLAN DWAN

R K O
^APIO

^*\

More Stringent
Dimout Regulations
(Continued from Page 1)

Younystoum Tin Can
Drive Nets 4y% Tons
Youngstown, 0. — About four and
a half tons o tfin cans ready for
processing piled up outside the War-

tant executive officer of the Engineer
ner Theater as about 2,000 youngsters thronged to see a western picBoard, Fort Belvoir, Va., in charge
ture presented jointly by local exof lighting research and develophibs. to help the tin can campment, are:
paign. Admission to the theater was
10 tin cans.
First, the extinguishing of all unnecessary light; second, reduction of
the "beacon" effect of the sky glow,
and third, the control of all necessary
exterior lighting so that it can be
extinguished in five minutes.
Major Everett emphasized that the
Army in the future would permit no
(Continued from Page 1)
"vacillation or temporizing" and that
it was determined to secure a far pending the negotiation of new ones.
The
terms
of the new agreements
more
thorough
dimout
than now
were approved by the Local 306
exists.
membership
at a meeting at the
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Manhattan Opera House.
Warning on Certificate
The new agreements contain provisions for a 10 per cent wage inGiven to Film Carriers
crease and eight months' retroactive pay, said to amount to about
(Continued from Page 1)
man. Another clause pretain gasoline, tires or spare parts. $250 per
vents an employer shutting down
"No operator will be denied a cer- any projection room during the ife
tificate of war necessity," he states, of the pact. The union lost out in its
"but before a certificate can be is- attempt to include a clause forbidsued to an operator the ODT must
ding the film companies from suphave in its possession certain inforplying product to houses not using
mation concerning the operations the Local 306 men.
vehicle or vehicles for which the
The contracts will be submitted
to the War Labor Board for apcertificate is sought."
He said that application blanks for
proval in accordance with the Presicertificates had already been mailed
dent's economic stabilization order.
out to all persons registered on Dec. No difficulty in obtaining an okay
31, 1941, as owners of commercial is anticipated because the operators
motor vehicles as a means of ex- affected have had no wage increases
pediting the receipt of this informa- since 1940 and because the wages
tion.
come within the WLB rulEastman said that while the order specified
ing that 15 per cent constitutes a
(ODT No. 21) was not applicable to maximum to take care of the higher
passenger vehicles, such vehicles if cost of living.
used by the newsreels in the transNegotiations were conducted by
portation of equipment would be Herman Gelber and Bert Popkin,
classed as a commercial vehicle. president and ex-business manager,
Their owners would have to apply for respectively, of Local 306, and Macertificates of necessity, such applijor Leslie Thompson and Charles
cations should be sent to the ODT C. Moskowitz, who were the representatives of the distributors and
office in Detroit, he added.
the newsreels.
The signing of the pacts cancels
the suit brought against the local
by Loew's over the alleged insistence of the union that major companies withhold product from theaters not employing its members.
— scrap Socks japs-
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New Pad Gives 10%
Pay Rise to Local 306

^^

Harry
Sally

OCTOBER
23
Cohn
George
O'Neil
OCTOBER

Arthur
W.
Stebbins
Gilda Cray
Byron Morgan

Fred

H.

Morris
Datig

24
Dan

J. Smolens
Mary
Lee
Josef Zimanich

OCTOBER 25
Sol M. Wurrzel
Billie
Bennett
Eugene
J. Zukor
Fred
J.
McConnell
Charles
Einfeld
Herbert S. Berg
Paul
A.
Bray
Polly Ann
Young
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Ken Case Settlement
Kills Its Damage Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

Fox; Cyril Landau, RKO; Myles Seeley, Columbia;
Landis
& Landis represented the Ken
Theater.
The agreement will result in dismissal of the conspiracy case before Federal Judge Michael Igoe in
which Ken Theater claimed $300,000
damages from the defendant compa-

Bronx Pix Theaters Fight
Valentine Arbitration Award

Exhibs. Worried Over
Move to Cut Ushers
(Continued from Page 1)

after school hours appears to be the
only solution in the event that a
WPB order is put into effect. With
the drafting of 18 and 19 year old
youths, operators say, even school
and
college
will be
J*"i>
ter have
beenboys
widely
usedscarce.
on a yjlP
time basis.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Buffalo's Scrap Drive
Collects 2,473 Tons

J. J. Theaters, Inc., and Kingsbridge Theaters, Inc., have appealed
the award of an arbitrator who ruled
(Continued from Page 1)
that the seven-day clearance in fa- of scrap awaiting collection. The
vor of the Valentine Theater in the
were too big for the regular
Bronx over the Jerome, Avalon, Ox- pieces
collection crews to handle.
ford and Kingsbridge was not unExhibitors provided the houses and
reasonable.
distributors the films for about 150
Complainants sought the elimina- scrap matinees, attended by some
day.
tion of all clearance or that the Valentine's clearance be fixed at one 103,000 school children. Principals
of public
and ticket
parochial
schoolspupil
issued a free
to each

New Braunfels, Tex., House
Files Some Run Complaint
A some run and designated run
complaint has been filed in the Dallas
arbitration tribunal by Emil Heinen
and Louis Forshage, operating the
Capitol Theater, New Braunsfels,
Tex., against the five consenting
companies.
Complainants charge that the defendant distributors have refused to
grant the Capitol the same privileges they give to the Brauntex Theater in New Braunfels. They ask
for first-run availability in the town.

bringing 10 pounds or more of scrap
metal to school, but thousands of
children far exceeded the quota. Collections were particularly heavy in
the elementary schools.
Every theater in Buffalo and in
five suburbs, Amherst, Depew, Kenmore, Lackawanna and Williamsville, gave the kids an hour and 40minute show. Theater staffs contributed their services.
School scrap collections were so
heavy that an extra day was required to load it and haul it to scrap

WPB Praises Industry Aid
Heated Arguments at Hearing yards.
In National Scrap Drive
Of Webster Grove, Mo., Case
The WPB, through a letter from

St. Louis — So heated did arguments become in the first day's hearing of the complaint of the Webster
Groves Theater Corp., owner-operator of the Ozark Theater, Webster
Groves, Mo., against four of the
major distributors, that counsel for
the opposing sides called each other
"Philistines."
The plaintiff alleges that the runs
and clearances granted by Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, RKO Radio and Vitagraph, Inc., to the Hi
Pointe, Richmond, Shady Oak and
Maplewood, all units in the St. Louis
Amusement Co. string, was not
satisfactory under Section X of the
consent decree, and immediate correction of the situation was asked.
Charity Preview Oct. 30
The suit was filed last Aug. 20 and
the Amusement Co. intervened as
For "Aircraft Missing"
an interested party.
(Continued from Page 1)
The first witness heard was J. A.
UA's "One of Our Aircraft is Miss- Siepker, president of the plaintiff
ing," at the Globe Theater, Oct. 30. company, which is represented by
Pic will begin its regular New York counsel.
engagement the following day.
Gala preview will be held under Michigan Theater, Flint,
the patronage of Godfrey Haggard,
British Consul General, and T. Complaint Said Settled
Detroit — A satisfactory settlement
Elink Schuurman, Netherlands Consul General.
is reported to have been agreed upBritish War Relief Society and the
on in the arbitration complaint filed
Queen Wilhelmina Fund will use the by the Michigan Theater, Flint,
proceeds for gifts to Dutch sailors against the five consenting companies. The Michigan sought a reducand British Merchant Seamen's
tion in clearance.
Clubs.

Monroe Greenthal to the WAC's exhibitor state chairmen, declared that
"beyond doubt the motion picture
industry is making a great contribution to the national scrap campaign." Greenthal commented that
in some instances the scrap was
coming in at a rate exceeding 115
pounds per capita.
The WPB reports that in cases
where theaters have held more than
one "scrap matinee," the third or
fourth has been more succssful than
the first or second. In Greenthal's
opinion, the "magnet" was nothing
more than the bait of "free admisThe theater scrap drive in Nassau and Suffolk counties will be in
swing tomorrow with 61 circuit and indie
'
— Scraphouses
Socks Japsparticipating.
—
sions."

full

No Scramble by Circuits
For Theaters in Sight
(Continued from Page 1)

there" acquisition may result, it was
said, in cases where a prospective
purchase had been put aside until
the Government's
action had been
clarified
by the court.
The acquiring of theaters, if at
all, will be within the scope of "normal growth," but there appears to be
no indication of a mad scramble for
new theater properties.

I
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SEPT. THEATER CONSTRUCTION STRONG
Carpet Inventories Assure Adequate
But Theaters Should Buy
Now Because Shortage Is
Foreseen By Next Spring

Some. . . ForWartime
Don'ts
the Nation's Exhibitors

Film houses face no immediate
shortage in carpet supply, despite
sharp curtailment of production, a
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Following points in film theater operation and maintenance
checkup of retail and manufacturing have
been suggested by authoritative industry sources as aids in keeping houses
sources reveals. Shortages in vari- running efficiently in the light of war conditions and exigencies.)
ous lines may begin to appear by
April, 1943, but meanwhile large
DON'T throw anything away which can be of value as salvage to the war effort.
inventories in the hands of retailers
should satisfy normal replacement
DON'T ask your patrons to contribute scrap without setting an example to them by
Go through the
contributing every usable ounce you can collect in your own theater
needs.
house from cellar to garret.

Currently, the nation's retail outSee that every item of equipment
DON'T be a penny wise and a pound foolish
lets have an estimated eight months'
supply on hand. At the beginning of is kept in perfect working order.
October, following an eight-week
DON'T let what you consider to be some slight deficiency or defect slide along. Respan of seasonal sales, inventories
pair it now.
were said to be 72 per cent higher
(.Continued on Page 8)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Service Pads Still
Gaining In Volume
That exhibitors are determined,
on a widespread scale, to keep their
equipment operating in the most
efficient manner in order to meet
the
of materials'
and pressure
the inevitable
wear shortages
on vital

DON'T let maintenance of your theater go without your personal supervision. Ask
for reports in writing from your staff, and then check the reports yourself.
DON'T waste any item in your supply inventory, and do not hoard. Keep in touch
with your supply dealer. Let him guide you with his advice. He knows trade conditions
all the way back to manufacturing.
DON'T jeopardize your invaluable and irreplaceable mechanical equipment and parts.
Get experts to service these for you.
let your projection rooms and equipment get dirty. Dirt is the cause of vast
wear DON'T
and tear.

Supply

New Building, Remodeling
Near Million Mark In 37
States East of Rockies
Contracts awarded for the building of new theaters and alterations
to existing ones aggregated $982,000 during September, it is disclosed
in a special statement issued by
Dodge Statistical Research Service.
Because the figure covers only the
37 states East of the Rockies, motion picture industry architects and
construction authorities point out
that the national total for new
houses plus remodeling operations
is bound to show considerably over
$1,000,000, which is held to be a
highly impressive amount in view
of the strict regulations governing
building and alterations.
A number of new theaters have
gone up, —(Continued
at least onthe
iniPageprojects'
8)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Eastman Gives Huge
Boost To Scrap Drive

DON'T let any equipment operate unless you are positive that it is properly lubricated. Follow manufacturers' instructions to the letter.

Rochester — High on the list of
industrial organizations contributing
heavily to the mounting scrap pile
DON'T waste current or carbons. Burn latter at minimum current specified by the nation is accumulating for the
Use carbon savers where available.
parts which they realize can be re- the manufacturer.
war's prosecution is Eastman Kodak
duced to a minimum via proper care
Clean them with soft tissue and Co., it is asserted by the American
DON'T
neglect
your lenses of optical systems
and servicing is evidenced by the protect condensers and
reflectors.
Industries Salvage Committee. Alcontinued numerical mounting of
ready the firm has collected and discontracts, it was declared
on the
DON'T fail to check-up on all electrical current distribution points such as generaposed of approximately 10,000,000
tors, motors, bus bars, fuses, switches, resistors and condensers.
DON'T

make unnecessary replacements at any time.

(Continued on Page 8)

Sweet Sacrifice To
Save Gas and Tires
Chicago — Sunday deliveries of
confections to theaters are being
slashed here by some of the supplying sources so that additional savings may be effected in tires and
gasoline. Out-of-town deliveries
have, in a number of instances, been
cut to one per week. A bright side
to the confection picture is that
demand is apparently increasing for
10c packages because patrons seem
to have more money to spend and
thus shun 5c packages.

(Continued on Page 8)

tubes.

DON'T be in a careless rush.
Allow sufficient warming-up period for all vacuum
Burn them at specified ratings of equipment manufacturers.

DON'T be a bull in a china shop. Film
thread and rewind film very carefully. Handle
They cannot be replaced.
DON'T

s scarce and getting scarcer.
Inspect,
•eels and film containers the same way.

lubricate equipment when in operation.

DON'T rotate the projector except by hand when oiling. This properly distributes
the oil. Also keep the oil level in the intermittent at the "oil level" mark.
DON'T turn the projector by the shutter shaf knob.

This will damage the gears.

DON'T fail to keep the lamphouse thoroughly clean both inside and outside. Carbon
ash, driopines, etc., should be removed regularly once a day, if required, especially from
the shafts, bushings and gears of the arc control operating parts.
let more than a week pass without tightening up all electrical connections
to theDON'T
arc controls.
DON'T

imagine that because

mechanisms are running properly
(Continued on Pane 8)

they

will continue

Another Plug For
"My Pal Salvage"
York, Pa. — Two local Warner
Bros, theaters, the Strand and Capital, have arranged to donate their
large name-signs to the scrap metal
campaign, thus starting a trend
throughout the country and which
will mean thousands of tons of scrap
for Uncle Sam. Movie stands in
dim-out areas, would, it is cited,
lose nothing by such donations, except the value of the signs themselves, but donations in other areas
would be a greater sacrifice.

EQUIPMENT
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NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre
hensively covering the equipment field._ published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate^
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Carpet Inventories
0. K. for Few Months
(Continued from Page 7)

■

than they were a year ago, and 1941
stocks were 28 per cent higher than
in 1940.
Manufacturers, on the other hand,
have unusually small supplies on
hand and a good part of their production facilities have been converted
to war work. Carpet production was
curbed drastically earlier this year
when the use of wool was restricted
by the Government to 50 per cent of
last year's output. In April a further reduction to 25 per cent of the
amount used in 1941 cut production
again.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Eastman Gives Huge Boost
To Rochester Scrap Drive
(Continued from Page 7)

me Don'ts
Some. . . ForWarti
the Nation's Exhibitors
~

(Continued from Page 7)

MANUFACTURING

CORP.

were

compiled

for only

one

in most instances represented ^IT1"
only entertainment outlets in tnwrespective communities. Particular
consideration was given, it is understood, to stands located in war manufacturing centers.

DON'T over-oil anything at any time.
DON'T let bulb sockets of any equipment get corroded or pitted. Keep tight such
bulbs in their sockets.
DON'T
erator.

tolerate anything but 100 per cent cleanliness throughout your motor gen-

DON'T let dirt and grit take toll of your theater screen. Care in its cleaning, once
a month, will go far toward keeping it in condition.
shape.DON'T

neglect your auditorium chairs. Inspect them regularly and keep them in

DON'T let grit remain in your carpets. Maintain them in the best of condition.
Use only the most reliable cleaning agents. Neglected carpets are short-lived, unattractive, and unsanitary.
DON'T neglect to care for your vacuum cleaner. At least once a year have it,
particularly the motor, checked by a skilled repair shop.
DON'T mistreat your rubber mats. You won't get any more for the duration. When
removing one, never grasp it by the nosing or drag it without first rolling it up.
DON'T clean your rubber mats with strong solutions, and, after cleaning, dry them
thoroughly before rolling them up.
DON'T let your leatherette or genuine leather seat covers dry out or crack. Gean
and preserve them with saddle soap or any good alkali-free soap.
DON'T put wear on your ticket registers by neglecting to keep them oiled.

Altec Service Pacts
Still Gaining in Volume

AS
Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

Stamm Construction Gets
Contract for the Star
St. Louis — The Stamm Construction Co. here has the contract for
alterations and improvements at the
Star Theater, operated by Chris
Efthim.
Work will include installation of
structural glass, new doors, etc. Cost
is about $2,000. J. H. Shawcross
is the architect.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Landers Is Improved
Batesville, Ark. — A new box-office
has been installed at the Landers
Theater Exterior of the lobby has
also been redecorated.

F

theatres "Keep 'Em Running" in the
projection rooms, so that both
civilians and members of the armed
forces can get the recreation they
need in these trying times.
Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages!

or_

IT

RCA's plants are now on a war
production footing. RCA's Theatre
Service Organization is contributing
to the all out war effort by helping

• Frequent, scheduled check-ups
• Prompt emergency service
• Sound and projection parts
• RCA Magicote Lens Service
• Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
• Projection engineering service
• Acoustic engineering service
• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

THEATRE
SERVICE

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHARLES

cOREST

These

which has accumulated in the rectifier assembly.

Prepares for King Winter

forest^-Wproducts

(Continued from Page 7)

— ^— _^^-^^-^^^^_ ^

tiation — , during September to replace houses destroyed by fire, and
such construction was approved by
DON'T operate rectifier above recommended rating. Blow out periodically the dirt the Government because the houses

to do so.
Re-read manufacturers' instructions.
reason, — maximum life and efficiency.

pounds of various materials needed
in the war effort.
(Continued from Page 7)
Obsolete machines, such as coating
wheels and spooling machines, have week-end by H. M. Bessey, secrebeen scrapped. Four tons of scrap
tary-treasurer of Altec
Service
rubber have been turned over by Corp.
Kodak to the Rochester Salvage
The company, he said, has seen
Committee, proceeds of the sale bethis trend increase sharply ever
fund. ing turned over to Rochester's war
since the first of the year, and curIn the Rochester area, 450 indusrently has its field forces at augtrial plants have been subdivided
mented strength despite the fact
into fourteen groups — clothing, food
and beverage, machine shop, photo- that more than 10 per cent of its
graphic industry, etc. A member of
Harbor personnel has
the Industrial Salvage Committee pre-Pearl
joined the armed forces.
oversees each group. Each plant is
So that theaters in every section
asked to appoint a salvage manager
and turn in semi-monthly reports of the nation can be assured of conon the progress of its salvage protinued high-standard service, Altec,
Bessey stated, has instituted a
gram.
policy
of
training men so that, as
The response of Rochester's industries to this campaign has been the war goes on and further deoutstanding. Almost 50,000,000
mands are made for manpower, the
pounds of scrap had been disposed organization's ranks can be filled
of by the end of June, a record un- progressively.
equaled in any of the eastern states.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
East Haven, Conn.— The 800-seat
Capitol here is undergoing a roofinsulating job in preparedness for
scant oil supply this winter.

Theater Construction
Shows Sept. Strength

ROSS

Inc.

3SS W. 52nd St., New York City
Triephonii: ClreU 6-5470-5471

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
8954 Cibton Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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WAR CHANGES DISTRIBUTION PERCENTAGES
See Post- WarStandard
Pix& Poor's
Outlook
'Generally Sales
Favorable1
Expectancies Move
Warns
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

=By

VAN

BEUREN

Commercial Television Is
Future Industry Threat

HAZEN TO BE
ARMY LIAISON

With Population Shifts;
Wash. Gain is Highest

W. DEVRIES =

The industry's post-war outlook is
Warner Vice-Prexy Starts Four"generally favorable, though compeweek Orientation Course Today
tition from other forms of amusement now restricted will probably
WHILE there will be no D of J appeal
from Federal Judge Henry W. God- hold earning power below recent high
Joseph H. Hazen, vice-president
dard's decision in the Paramount-20th Cen- levels for some time," Standard & of Warner Bros., will serve as liaison
Poor's reports in its current basic between the film industry and the
tury-Fox "divorcement" action, it's a safe survey
of the motion picture and
Army upon
bet that the Department's film unit will amusement companies.
keep close tabs on further circuit expanhis return to
the company
sion. ... • The national service (manThe survey points out that "over
power) act, if and when it materializes, the longer term the industry faces
promises to prove a real industry headache, the threat of commercial television."
after completion of his
Discussing
stock characteristics,
particularly if the War Manpower Com(Continued on Page 6)
four -week
mission has not previously fixed the esseno
r i e n tation
— Scrap Socks Japs —
tial status of all film industry workers. . . .
course in
Washington.

• Top execs, who

have a considerable

income from investments won't like this tip,
but watch for action to put a $25,000 limit
on unearned as well as earned income. . . .
S Army Motion Picture Service, headed by
R. B. Murray, shortly will open a new district office in Denver to serve posts in that
territory.

Three Majors File
Pickwick Answers

New Haven— RKO, Paramount and
Columbia have filed lengthy answers
and exhibits to the nlaintifF's interrogatories inthe $5,452,575 Pickwick,
^OL MASON M. WRIGHT, JR. of the
Greenwich anti-trust suit against the
^"/ War Department's public relations
majors,
brought
in the U. S. District
office, just returned from Hollywood where
he huddled with producers on shorts deal- Court here April, 1941. Vitagraph
ing with the Army. The Colonel says, "Hol- has filed a "partial answer" and Universal and United Art'sts have asked
lywood isthe busiest place in America out-

•

•

side of Washington". ... • The Government plans a campaign through the
media of newsreels and short subjects
aimed at educating the public on ODT's
transportation control and its value. A
similar idea devoted to meatless days is
also in the works. . . . • Film industry is finding it increasingly difficult to
obtain motion picture equipment with the
Army and Navy gobbling up all available
pieces and still looking for more.

LjARRY SEDGWICK, former radio "czar"
* ' of Canada, has been placed in charge
of a new information agency now being
set up in New York to publicize our
Northern neighbor within the United States
and in South America. John Grierson,
Canadian film chief, is organizing within
the bureau a complete motion picture department. Sedgwick was former business
manager for Dr. Allan R. Dafoe and the
Dionne quintuplets. ... • Theaters are
reporting sensational returns in the scrap
salvage campaign. Reports from Lynchburg,
Va., indicate a per capita take of 304 lbs.
of scrap; Virginia Beach is averaging 97
(Continued

YOUR

— Scrap Socks Japs—

Para. Indie Circuit
Deals Near Record

Kan., it was
learned
on
Paramount sales to independent
executive
arrived in circuits are running far ahead of the
on Page 7)
same period last year and compares
favorably with records made during
— Scrap Socks Japs —
some of the company's biggest years
"Follies Girl" to PRC;
under the old method of selling. In
To be Sold Separately
giving
credit to the box-office
(Continued on Page 8)
strength (Continued
in the first
two blocks, Neil
on Page 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Domestic distribution rights to
— Scrap Socks Japs —
"Follies Girl," the William Rowland
"Gentleman Jim" to Get
production made in New York, have Artists' Draft Deferment
Quick Warner Release
been acquired by Producers Releasing Corp., it was announced at the Issue Raised in Senate
Warners will nationally tradeshow week-end by 0. Henry Briggs and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Gentleman Jim," Errol Flynn star- Arthur Greenblatt, president and
Washington — Issue of deferment
rer based on the life of James J. general sales manager, respectively,
of
artists was brought to the fore
Corbett, on
Thursday, and pic will of PRC.
The Rowland production,
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 7)
in Congress on Friday when Senator
Gerald P. Nye (R., S.D.), former
isolationist leader, cited the case of
JOSEPH

Friday.

H.

HAZEN

The

(Continued

Continue Exhib. Scrap Drive

(Continued on Page 7)

Distribs. Pledge More Than Million in Pix
SCG Mapping Plans for
Pooling Talent and Work
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Screen Cartoonists
Guild is mapping plans for pooling
of talent and work so as to continue
production of Government training
films and other animated subjects

on Page 7)

SCRAP

Army
z a t i oorganin and
procedures at
the Command
and General
School, Fort
Leavenworth,

Shifts in population have affected
the sales expectancies in percentages
of national distributors during the
past year and the influence of war
industries on the various territories
is in evidence. The same figures are
not used by all companies and the
boundaries of the territories are not
the same for all distributors, but in
both instances the figures may be
considered
average.
As might be expected, the distribution percentage for the Washington territory shows the greatest upward trend,
rising from a 3.75 area
(Continued on Page 4)

WILL SEND

(Continued on Page 7)

THE AXIS TO THE

WB

National scrap campaign, currecently enlisting the co-op of indie
and circuit theaters across the country, will be continued indefinitely
instead of closing next Saturday as
originally planned, it was announced
at the week-end by the WAC.
Proposal to continue the drive on
a basis of semi-permanence, with
special emphasis on the "scrap matinees"— free
to bearers
(Continued
on Page of
7) salvage-

SCRAP

HEAP — START

District Parley
Slated for Chicago

Chicago — Warners is setting a district managers' meeting for the
Blackstone Hotel here in mid-November, according to week-end Film
Row reports. Home office delegation coming on will include Joseph
Bernhard, Ben Kalmenson, Roy
Haines, Mort Blumenstock, A. W.
Schwalberg and Arthur Sachson.
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Parade H

Picture and Distributor
Wake
Island
(Paramount
Pictures) — 8th
week
Iceland
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 2nd
week
You Can't Escape Forever
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
The
Glass
Key
(Paramount
Pictures)— 2nd
week
The
Devil With
Hitler
(United
Artists-Hal
Roach)— 2nd
week
For Me
and My
Gal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
The
Forest
Rangers
( Paramount
Pictures)
My Sister Eileen
(Columbia
Pictures)
N jw; Voyager
(Warner Bros.
Pictures)
Flying
Tigers
(Republic
Pictures)

10 Cents

Theater
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Globe
Astor
Paramount
Music
Hall
Hollywood
Capitol

The
Mummy's
Hand
(Universal
Pictures)
Desperate
Journey
(Warner
Brcs. Pictures)
(a-b)
The
Man
in the Trunk
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a)
Foreign Agent
(Monogram
Pictures) — last day
(a)
Bad Men of the HiMs (Columbia Pictures) — Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

In the Rear of the 'Enemy
(Artkino
The
Whalers
(Scandia
Films)

Pictures) — 3rd

week

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

48th

(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

current

♦
St.

Rialto
Palace
Palace
York
York

Gene Martel has been appointed
test director for Paramount in New
York, Russell Holman, Eastern production manager, announced yesterday. During the past six months
Martel has been a member of the
Paramount talent department. Prior
to that he was for some years a§£->ciated with theatrical and film ei^p*,
prises, and later an assistanl^Ud
Leslie M. Roush in the Paramount
Short Subjects directorial department.

new ycer

Stanley
Theater

THEATERS

♦

The Moon and Sixpence
(United Artists-Loew-Lewin) — Oct. 27
Thunder Birds
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— Oct. 28
Washington
S'ept Here
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Oct. 30
One of Our Aircraft is Missing
(United Artists-Kcrda)
Road
to Tomorrow
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
18
Cairo
(Metro-Go!dwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio Tictures)
(c)
The Pride of the Yankees
(RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn)— Oct. 28
Dastination
Unkncwn
(Universal
Pictures)— Oct. 28
(a)
Tomorrow We Live — Opens tomorrow
(a)
West
of the Law
(Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
G:est Baardsen
(Scandia
Films) — Nov.
14 (a)
Hennes Lilla Majestat (Scandia Films)— Nov. 14 (a)

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan
(12).
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
• Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicalbmo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.

New
New

Para. Appoints Martel
As N. Y. Test Director

Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Globe
Paramount
Capitol
Music
Hall
(a-b)
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York
48th
St. Theater
48th St. Theater

RADIO Rockefeller
CITY MUSIC
Center HALL
ROSALIND

"MY

NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Low
Close
Am.
Seat.
11
11
11
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%) lU/s
11
11
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
1/2
1/2
1/2
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
138% 138 Vi 138l/2
do
pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
14
14
14
Loew's,
Inc
443/4
443/8
443/4
Paramount
M%
17'/8
17'/4
Para. 1st pfd
RKO
31/2
31/2
31/2
RKO
$6 pfd...
20th
Century-Fox
.. 15
143^
14%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 25V4
25%
25V4
Univ.
Pier,
pfd
150
150
150
Warner
Bros
6%
61/2
6V2
<io
pfd
79
783/s
783/8
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET

Net
Chg.

JANET BLAIR
port Saturday.

was in New

SI FABIAN and OSCAR
sas City today.
—

1/4

+
—

%
Vs

+
1/4
—3
—
%
+ 1%

Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100% 100y2 100%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
101
100% 101
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts. ...
1
1
1
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...5-16
5-16
5-16—1-16
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
8
8
8
Trans-tux
Universal Corp. vtc...
73/8
73/8
73/8 —
%
Universal
Picts
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Three for Major Release
Set by Kravetz-Seltzer

I

SISTER EILEEN"

HENIE

Max Kravetz and Frank Seltzer
have concluded a distribution deal
with a major company whereby they
will make a minimum of three pictures for the current season. First
in the group will be "Tillie's Punctured Romance," a re-make of the
Charles Chaplin-Marie Dressier comedy first produced in 1914. Distribution details will be announced this
week.

Haven and Bridge-

A. DOOB

are in Kan-

WENDELL L. WILLKIE, chairman of the
20th-Fox board, is back in town after resting
in Rush vi lie, ind., from his around-the-world
mission.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Coburn Writing Sea War
Story as Own Vehicle
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

John

PLUS A BIG STAGE

PAYNE

SHOW

DAW
KUAT

7t"
50th

AVENUE
STREET

HARRY M. WARNER and ROBERT SCHLESS,
foreign manager of Warner Bros., left for the
Coast over the week-end.
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE was
Saturday
en route
to Canada.

in Chicago

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal distribution
chief, is in Charlotte, N. C.

LT. HUGH MAGUIRE, former RKO booker,
in the New Haven exchange territory, is in for
a 15-day furlough from Monroe, La.

Doyle and Lederman Both SOEG, Distribs. to Sign
West Coast Pact Today
lap Prisoners in P. I.
The mystery surrounding the fate
of Arthur Doyle and Don Lederman
formerly Far Eastern representative
and Philippine Islands manager, respectively, for 20th-Fox, was cleared
up last week when the company received word from the International
Red Cross Society that the two men
were prisoners at Santo Tomas University in the Philippines. The company has still to receive news of the
whereabouts of Joe McElhinney, who
was stationed at Batavia before the
Japs moved in.

•

w ICELAND
tUY A WAR
IONDATTHE

HARRY ALEXANDER, Albany branch manager of 20th-Fox, has returned home after a
home-office
visit.

AHERNE

bill.

comma mid going

(October 23)

• BRIAN
BLAIR

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seat* Reserved
Circle 6-4600

Sonja

FINANCIAL

RUSSELL
JANET

Signing of contracts with the
Screen Office Employes Guild covering white collarites at the Coast
film exchanges is expected to be
completed today by the distribution
companies, with immediate dispatch
of the agreements to Washington
for approval of the War Labor Board
to follow. The pacts, signed by the
SOEG, on Friday were in the hands
of C. J. Scollard of Paramount, who
was one of the arbitrators in the
controversy, which for a time
brought a threat of strike to the
Coast studios, the office employes of
which are covered by the same union.
The WLB will have to pass on the
pacts because a wage-increase clause
places them under the provisions of
the President's
economic stabilization order.

Hollywood — Charles Coburn has
— Scrap Socks Japs —
registered the title, "Damn the Torpedoes," for an original story he is Francis S. Harmon 111
writing as a starring vehicle for
Francis S. Harmon, WAC coorhimself.
Character
will'type.
be ain-moddinator, ishospitalized at the Regent
ern Admiral
Farragut
the
sea war of the Pacific.
Hospital,, 61st St. :

HJ:lf:TH
Errol

Flynn

•

Ronald

DESPERATE
'MAN
Raymond

Reagan

JOURNEY

IN THE• Lynn
TRUNK'
Roberts

Walburn

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
JUDY

Presents

GARLAND

"FOR ME AND MY GAL'
AO

1 UJK, & 45th

AGTTil?

B'way

Continuous
Popular

Per

Price!

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News

JU*. IW y I . JUeept s,,. EvM. 50e t0 12.50 1 Tu
•lflr frr» $ 1 ^fl ■' a" Performances ex-

TARS

ON

| Plus

ICE

Incl. Sat.Sun. & 8:40.
Monday
. Evas.
Matinees
Tues. Neat. 4:40
and "Perfermmee
Sun, at 3
Mall Orders Promptly Filled

TRADE
it

SHOWINGS

of Warner Bros.'

GENTLEMAN

JIM

starring

ERROL

FLYNN

JACK
CITY
Albany
Atlanta
Boston

PLACE

CARSON

OF SHOWING

Warner Screening Room
RKO
RKO

• ALEXIS
• ALAN

II

SMITH
HALE

ADDRESS
79 N. Pearl St.

DAY AND

DATE

TIME

Thur. 10/29

1:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

Screening Room

191 Walton St.

Screening Room

122 Arlington St.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

464 Franklin St.

Thur. 10/29

308 So. Church St.

Thur. 10/29

11:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.

Thur. 10/29

1:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

Buffalo

Paramount Exchange

Charlotte

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

2:00 P.M.

Warner Screening Room

1307 S. Wabash Ave.

Cincinnati

RKO

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th

Cleveland

Warner Screening Room

2300 Payne Ave.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

Dallas

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.
Paramount Sc. Rm.

1803 Wood

Thur. 10/29

10:00 A.M.

21st & Stout Sts.

Thur. 10/29

3:00 P.M.

Paramount Sc. Rm.

1125 High St.

1:00 P.M.

Detroit

Film Exchange Bldg.

2310 Cass Ave.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

Indianapolis

Paramount Sc. Rm.

116 W. Michigan

Kansas City

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1720 Wyandotte

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

Los Angeles

Vitagraph Sc. Rm.

2025 S. Vermont Ave.

Thur. 10/29

Memphis

151 Vance Ave.

Milwaukee

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.
Warner Th. Sc. Rm.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

Chicago

Denver
Des Moines

Screening Room

St.

212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

Minneapolis

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

1015 Currie Ave.

New Haven

Warner Th. Proj. Rm.

70 College St.

New Orleans

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.
Home Office Sc. Rm.

200 So. Liberty St.

New York
Oklahoma

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

10 North Lee Ave.

Omaha
Philadelphia

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.
Vine St. Sc. Rm.

1502 Davenport St.
1220 Vine St.

Pittsburgh

Paramount Sc. Rm.

Portland
Salt Lake

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

10:30 A.M.

Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29
Thur. 10/29

2:30 P.M.
10:00 A.M.

Thur. 10/29

10:30 A.M.

1727 Blvd. of Allies

Thur. 10/29

2:30 P.M.

Star Screening Room

925 N. W. 19th Ave.

Thur. 10/29

2:00 P.M.

Thur. 10/29

2:00 P.M.

321 W. 44th St.

1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.

20th Century-Fox Sc. Rm.

216 E. 1st South

San Francisco

Republic Sc. Rm.

221 Golden Gate Ave.

Thur. 10/29

1:30 P.M.

Seattle

Jewel Box Sc. Rm.

2318 Second Ave.

Thur. 10/29

2:00 P.M.

St. Louis

S'renco Sc. Rm.

3143 Olive St.

Thur. 10/29

1:00 P.M.

Washington

Earle Th. Bldg.

13th 8C E. Sts. N. W.

Thur. 10/29

10:00 A.M.

SMPE Planning For
Vital Post-War Task

Population Shifts
Affect Sales Hopes
(Continued from Page 1)

to 4.59. The Memphis territory appears to be the only spot where no
change either way has been noted,
the figure remaining at 1.19. New
York, which last year was rated at
16.07, drops to a 15.17 position.
Territories where sales expectancies ,jn percentages dropped, presumably due to war causes, were:
Albany, from 1.45 to 1.36; Chicago,
from 6.97 to 6.72; Cincinnati, from
2.52 to 2.50; Cleveland, 3.36 to 3.21;
Denver, from 1.54 to 1.42; Des
Moines, from 1.70 to 1.24;_ Detroit,
from 4.51 to 4.06; Kansas City, from
2.33 to 2.11; Milwaukee, from 1.95
to 1.77; Minneapolis, from 2.82 to
2.50; Oklahoma City, from 1.28 to
1.25; Omaha, from .98 to .82; Portland, from 1.02 to .94; St. Louis,
from 2.48 to 2.30; Salt Lake City,
from 1.43 to 1.33; San Francisco,
from 4.20 to 3.69, and Seattle, from
1.64 to 1.57.
Territories where sales expectancies in percentages have gone up,
also due presumably to war causes,
are: ;
Atlanta, from 3.53 to 4.27; Boston, from 6 30 to 6.47; Buffalo, from
2.22 to 2.33; Charlotte, from 1.89
to 2.23; Dallas, from 3.85 to 4.22;
Indianapolis, from 2.30 to 2.32; Los
Angeles, from 4.22 to 4.47; New Haven, from 1.72 to 1.91; New Orleans, from 1.73 to 2.00; Philadelphia, from 5.76 to 6.68, and Pittsburgh, from 3.29 to 3.36.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Gentleman Jim" to Get
Quick Warner Release
(Continued from Page 1)

go into general release immediately
following the screening.
Some 30 Warner houses will open
the pic next week and next week-end
it is set to start in about 100 others.
New York Strand is expected to
play "Jim" following "George Washington Slept Here" which opens there
this week.
Original Warner plan was to hold
back "Jim," giving the right of way
to "Edge of Darkness," Flynn starrer, now being completed on the
Coast because of the latter's topical
angle.

Indications that the Society of Motion Picture Engineers is looking
ahead to post-war extension of its
activities and influence in worldwide fields are clearly etched in the

Moon Over Miami, — and Stuff:
• • • "THERE is still loads of life, fun and frolic in Miami Beach,
— all the glitter and g'amour of the magic city of yesterday," writes
Milt Harris from his Floridian bailiwick, which happens to be the Miami
Drive-in Theater
But the war has wrought changes down there, as
other paragraphs in Milt's missive attest
F'rinstance, the uniformed
hosts of Uncle Sam seem to be as numerous as the bright low-hanging
stars in the tropical sky. .... .And these hosts hunger, even more than
they did in civilian life, for screen entertainment
To easily satisfy
said hunger, the Miami Drive-In has established the lowest admish scale
in town for the members of the armed forces
lie. tax included!
Furthermore, the same price prevails for the fightin' fair sex,
such as the WAACs. the WAVES. Red Cross Nurses, Canteen Workers,
et al, provided they're in uniform
Yeah, and there's another innovation, which makes the term "Drive-In" additionally literal in meaning
Seems that Miamians, sans autos (and autos sans tires and gas), do considerable gadding-about in one horsepower buggies
When night descends, and the supper dishes are laved, folks hitch Old Dobbin to the
shay and drive out to the Drive-In (confusing, ain't it?)
Noting this
trend in travel. Mister Harris installed hitchin' posts to anchor the visiting
nags on gen prin, and probably to keep the equines from bolting in the
event they feel themselves stung by some of the Hollywood B's
Individual speakers are placed on the buggies after parking, and a
uniformed attendant guards the nags, and gives each of them a drink
of water, a lump of sugar, or some other dainty!
If this sort oi
thing continues, horses will dominate among Drive-In patrons
And
it will open up a new field for Ross Federal checkers
But since it's
horses, that chore should properly go to Doctor Gallup
T

T

T

• • • WHEN Lee Tracy decided to enter the Army Corps of
Military Police (he reports at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., Nov. 7) he tossed
away a two-pix deal with Jack Schwarz, who's producing for PRC
After seeing the rushes on "The Pay -Off," starring Tracy, Schwarz
offered Lee a term deal pronto,— and the actor pronto ruined his
agent's digestive system by rejecting it in favor of service with Uncle
Sam. ... • Sam Rosen takes the cake. .
At least, he did at Sardi's
Friday ..... .Ask him. ... • Constance Moore heads a galaxy of screen
stars who will appear at the fifth annual Army-Notre Dame Rally in the
Waldorf-Astoria on Nov. 6. . . • "Half-Pint Kid" has just been announced for production by M-G-M, and, sez Si (Leo the Lion) Seadler:
"Any resemblance to Red Kann is purely coincidental". . . . # .The big
Broadway premiere of UA's "The Moon and Sixpence" at the Rwoli
tomorrow night will benefit the French and American War Work
of the Co-ordinating Council of French Relief Societies. . . • Glenn
Ireton, Canadian Publicity Director for Vitagraph, Ltd., avers that
the 24-hour-a-day job he is currently doin'
carnival days
On loan to the Ontario
Glenn is promotionally blazing trail for the
Ontario cities
On the tour, which

takes him back to the ole
Victory Loan Organization,
Victory show into some 20
was launched
last week

in Hamilton, Ont., are Walter Pidgeon, Madeleine Carroll, Jean Dickenson, Barry Wood, Sir Cedric and Lady Hardwicke, Jackie Kelk

H. B. Warner
Jackie
Mark
Sandrich
Buddy
Ralph Ravenseroft

Coogan
Messinger

({'Homer" of the Aldrich Family), William Gargan and Herbert Marshall all slated for spots
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!....

«
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international
character
of open^fits J&s'-l ■
semi-annual
meeting
morrow
in the
Hotelwhich
Pennsylvania
and concludes on Thursday night.
Research and engineering channels
within the industry expressed the
view at the week-end that the presence of Soviet Union and Chinese
National government representatives
in key spots on the convention program is significant, and speculation
is rife that arrangements may have
already been made for an American
film industry representative to appear reciprocally at some similar
meetings during the war both in
Russia and China. Credence is given
to this aspect because both of those
nations, it is pointed out, offer the
greatest opportunity for the postwar application of U. S. motion picture science in the foreign field.
That film distribution and exhibition will play a vital role in China
and the Soviet Union during their
immediate, post-war rehabilitation
is recognized by SMPE leaders, but
the rapidity and thoroughness with
which this can be accomplished will
depend fundamentally upon the supply to those nations of the latest
and best mechanical equipmet. Such
equipment is now being evolved in
the U. S., incorporating many
new scientific refinements which have
taken practical form in wartime research laboratories and on designing
boards.
Gregory L. Irsky, of the Soviet
Cinema Committee in Washington,
will be Russia's representative, and
T. Y. Lo, of the Chinese Military
Affairs Commission's Film Section,
in behalf of China. Both will address the SMPE delegates.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Cancel "Gillespie" Screening
M-G-M

has cancelled the trade-

showing of "Dr. Gillespie's New
Assistant," which was previously announced for showing in all exchange centers on Tuesday, Nov. 3.
Tradeshowing of "Whistling in
Dixie," which was also announced
for showing on the same day, will
be held on schedule, except in
Omaha, where it will be shown on
Wednesday, Nov. 4.

Abeles Bach With WB
As Uruguay Manager
Montevideo (By Air Mail) —
Arthur S. Abeles, Jr., has returned
to the Warner Bros, fold as Uruguay
manager after an absence of a year
during which he served as assistant
manager for Universal in Brazil.
When he left Warners he was the
company's Trinidad manager. Abeles
replaces N. E. Bertolini, who has resigned. He left Universal on Oct. 1.
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# & R6VICUIS Of TH€ "MonCUl flLfllS # ft
"Army Surgeon"
with James Ellison, Jane Wyatt,
Kent Taylor
RKO

63 Mins.

WAR PICTURE HEAVY WITH DRAMAr ^ SHOULD DO NICELY AT THE BOXDrama which on occasion prods deeply
into the emotions is the prime stock in

"Bad
Men of the Hills"
with Charles Starrett, Russell Hayden,

Cliff Edwards
Columbia
58 Mins.
WESTERN STREAKED WITH ORIGINALITY RATES AS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT ON ALL COUNTS.
Set this down as an intelligent little

onlight in

with Allan Jones, Jane Frazee,
William Frawley, Marjorie Lord
Universal
63 Mins.
FAIRLY DIVERTING MUSICAL COMEDY BUT LACKING STRENGTH FOR THE
10P BRACKET OUTLETS.
Like most celluloid musical comedies,

Havana"

western touched with originality. "Bad
Men of the Hills" has all the commotion,
all the sound and fury one expects of a this one's story is fashioned for diversion
trade of "Army Surgeon," which has World
alone, and without recourse to credibility
War 1 as its background. The film, opens western, plus an extra something. Absorbing in its story twists and interesting or consequence. But it has pep and some
and closes on a Red Cross ship accompanyin its telling, the film is excellent enter- catchy tunes, and thus keeps interest susing a convoy during the present conflict.
tained. Audiences generally will find it
tainment for lovers of western pictures.
The flashback method is used to tell a tale
Credit for the fine script goes to Luci entertaining, although it lacks strength for
the top spots.
of valor and loyalty under fire in which Ward, whose dialogue is much superior
to the usual brand of talk one hears in
Yarn recounts the romance 'twixt a susthe chief characters are two members of
saddle sagas. The direction of William
pended baseball player, who is so broke
the personnel of the hospital ship. It is
that he sings for his supper in a small
Berke does complete justice to Miss Ward's restaurant, and a femme entertainer, who
a tale that holds a few tears for the women
screenplay, being extremely simple and diin the audience and a lot of robust acrect and never slackening its pace. And is the protege of a theatrical producer.
tion for the men. The producers have been the cast has not let either author or di- The latter hears the diamond star warbling
smart enough to inject a little humor into
rector down. Charles Starrett in the lead- in the kitchen and signs him up. The trio
the drama, which is effective despite the
ing role has never acquitted himself in a heads for a Havana booking, — the city
routine pattern to which it has been fitted. manner more becoming a hero. His is
where the swain's ball club is in training.
The two persons who are the chief mo- an engaging performance that owes much
Romance outcrops between the young
tivation of the story are an army surgeon
to the sturdy competition offered by Rus- performers, — Allan Jones and Jane Frazee,
and his wife, who also is a member of the
sell Hayden, Cliff Edwards, Luana Walters, respectively. Then there is a lot of volatile
medical profession. The story traces their Alan Bridge, Guy Usher and Joel Friedkin. business about Jones being torn betwsen
meeting at the front in 1917 and their subreinstatement with his team and filling his
The story has to do with Starrett's ensequent romance — a romance brought to
deavors to bring to justice a gang that is obligation to the theatrical manager. Bea happy culmination in the face of strong running the town, forcing decent folk out
fore the finale comes around, the daughter
rivalry offered by a cocky and dashing after seizing their property. The success
of the ball club's owner makes a play for
aviation lieutenant. As is to be expected,
Jones, but finally finds out that she loves
of
Starrett's
work
bring
happiness
to
a
the flyer gallantly bows out of the picture
number of the gang's victims, among whom her steady boy friend, — and so Jones and
Edwards,
Miss Walters.
for the sake of the woman's happiness. are Hayden,
the comely Miss Frazee, after misunderThe story places the three characters in
Producer Jack Fier can well feel proud
standings are patched up, apparently live
jeopardy of their lives before the romantic of this film. Benjamin Kline has contribuhappily ever after. He goes back to the
problem resolves itself satisfactorily.
ted some excellent photography.
ball club at the wind-up.
CAST: Charles Starrett, Russell Hayden,
Bert Gilroy produced the film from a
Anthony Mann directs the offering well,
screenplay by Barry Trivers and Emmet Cliff Edwards, Luana Walters, Alan Bridge,
getting all he can out of the shallow maLavery stemming from an original by John Guy Usher, Joel Friedkin, Norma Jean
terial. Photography is top-flight. Most
Twist. The authors, although they have Wooters, John Shay, Dick Botiller.
of the comedy springs from the oddity that
turned out a generally acceptable script,
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director, Jones can't sing unless he has a cold, and
have not been able to avoid all the familiar William Berke; Screenplay, Luci Ward;
can't play baseball when he has one.
cliches suggested by a tale of this type. Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Film Editor,
CAST: Allan Jones, Jane Frazee, WilA. Edward Sutherland's direction is force- Richard Fantl; Art Director, Lionel Banks.
liam Frawley, Marjorie Lord, Wade Boteler,
ful.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Don Terry, Sergio Orta, Gus Schilling, Jack
Good.
James Ellison and Jane Wyatt play the
Norton, Grace and Nikko, Aaron Gonzales
Rhumba Band.
medicos, with Kent Taylor essaying the role
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bernard
of the third party. All perform commendably. Others worthy of note are
Burton; Director, Anthony Mann; CameraWalter Reed, James Burke (he provides
man, Charles Van Enger; Art Director, Jack
most of the comedy relief) and George
Otterson; Film Editor, Russell Schoengarth;
Cleveland.
Original Screenplay by Oscar Brodney;
Jules Levey's "Jacare" will have Dance
Director, Eddie Prinz; Songs, Dave
CAST: James Ellison, Jane Wyatt, Kent its premiere at the Globe Theater,
Taylor, Walter Reed, James Burke, George Broadway, following the run of Franklin.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cleveland, Lee Bonnell, Jack Briggs, Cyril "One of Our Aircraft is Missing."
Ring, Cliff Clark, Dick Hogan, Eddie Dew, The picture, which will be distrib- Top-Flight.
uted by UA is said to be the first
Ann Codee, Russell Wade, Richard Martin.

Levey's
Have
Premiere "Jacare"
at N. Y. to
Globe

CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director, A. Edward Sutherland; Screenplay,
Barry Trivers, Emmet Lavery; Based on
Story by John Twist; Cameraman, Russell
Metty; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller; Film Editor, Samuel E. Beetley; Musical
Director, C. Bakaleinikoff.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Screen Club to Eat Game

authentic feature-length production
to. be made in the jungles of the
Amazon River Valley and, as a result, will derive the benefits of an
official tie-up with the Office of Inter-American Affairs. Frank Buck
is featured in the prologue and does
the commentary.
The New York engagement will be
the first of four pre-release dates,
including Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and possibly St. Louis. Current schedule calls for release at
Thanksgiving time.

Denver — The annual Wild Game
dinner of the Rocky Mountain Screen
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Club -will be held Thursday in Lorch. Chi. RKO Sales Mar.
the Silver Glade of the Cosmopolitan
Hotel. Entree will be venison and
Chicago— H. S. Lorch has been
other game shot by nimrods of the named sales manager of RKO's Chicago exchange.
film and theater industry.

Associates Fete Spinrad
As He Leaves for the Army

Leonard Spinrad, Warner Bros.
publicity staff member, who reports
to Fort Dix tomorrow for Army service, was given a farewell luncheon
on Friday at Toots Shor's by his publicity department associates. Spinwatch.rad was presented with a wrist
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
advertising and publicity in the East;
Mitchell Rawson. Eastern publicity
manager; John Harkins, Larry Golob, Will Yolen, Sid Rechetnik, John
Fitzgerald, Morton Gerber, Frank
Armstrong, Bill McCormick and Don
Gillette were among those present.

"In the Rear of the

Artkino-Anglo-American 57 Mins.
DUBBED-IN ENGLISH DIALOGUE ADDS
TO THE ENTERTAINMENT VALUE OF
RUSSIAN FILM.

Enemy"

In "In the Rear of the Enemy" the
Soviets try for the first time an experiment new to them which, if repeated in
all future product of theirs to be shown on
these shores, should win Russian films a
much wider market than they have been
able to enjoy up to the present. The
reference is to the dubbing in of English
dialogue. The Russians have succeeded so
well in synchronizing the English voices
with the movements of the actors' lips that
one can scarcely believe that this represents
their first venture of the kind. The only
complaint is that the voices are much too
British for the Russian types.
Excitement and suspense of a high order
are to be found in "In the Rear of the
Enemy," which pays homage to Russia's
ski troopers in a manner that is wholly
satisfactory. It is a record of simple
heroics executed with dramatic power. The
actions of the trio of heroes around whom
the film is built are real and believable
— not at all like those commonly met in
screen entertainment.
The story deals with the exploits of the
three men, who have been trapped behind
the enemy lines. The action has to do with
their efforts to establish communication
with headquarters to warn of an assault
planned by the Nazis. The men succeed
gloriously, although one of them is forced
to sacrifice his life.
The snow scenes are excellent. Much
of the credit for this goes to the two cameramen, Alexander Shelenkov and Nikolai
Prozorovsky. In fact, the photography
throughout is much superior to that usually
found in Soviet films.
The screenplay of Rudolph Bershadsky is
a sound piece of work marked by simplicity
and straightforwardness. The film, which
was produced by Sergei Yutkevitch for
Soyuzdetfilm Studios of Moscow, has received fine direction by Eugene Schneider.
Little fault can be found with the acting.
The chief acting honors go to Nikolai
Kriuchkov, Pavel Springfeld and Alexander
Grechani, who play the trio of heroes. The
English dialogue is credited to K. H. Frank.
CAST: Nikolai Kriuchkov, Pavel Springfeld, Alexander Grechani, Alexei Baranov,
Peter Sobolevsky.
CREDITS: Producer, Sergei Yutkevich;
Director, Eugene Schneider; Screenplay,
Rudolph Bershaosky; Cameramen. Alexander Shelenkov, Nikolai Prozorovsky; Art
Director, Ivan Stepanov; English Dialogue,
K. H. Frank.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.

Good.

Elliott McManus

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Promoted

Elliott J. McManus has been promoted from adsales manager of the
20th-Fox exchange here to film salesman for the lower New York State
and Long Island territory. He replaces Seymour Florin, who quits
the company this week to become
buyer-booker
for the Island Theater
Circuit.
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See Post-War Pix
Outlook 'Favorable'
(Continued from Page 1)

Standard & Poor's declares that
"market action of motion picture
shares has long reflected the industry's relatively sheltered position in
the war economy," but adds that!
"the stringencies of war are beginning to be felt, with restrictions!
placed on film consumption and expenditures for property."
"The first of these will ultimately!
affect volume and this, together with
higher taxes, will cut into the indus-j
try's earning power," it is asserted.j
"Thus, market performance in the!
remaining war period will be influe-j
enced to a large extent by the indi-j
vidual organization's ability to copej
with increasing restrictions.

TO THE

ARTHUR B. KRIM, of the law
PAUL WARBURG, chairman of
firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & the executive ;committee of the Mo-i
Krim and general counsel for Na- tion Picture Arbitration Tribunals,:
tional Screen Service, has been ap- has been assigned to active service,
pointed afirst lieutenant in the la- in the U. S. Army Specialists Corps.;
bor relations branch of the Services He holds the rank of captain.
of Supply of the U. S. Army. ROBERT BENJAMIN, also of the law
Three more Warners boys went;
into the Army last week, bringing!
firm, left for the Army last week.
the company's total in service apWILLIAM HICKEY, who left The
proximately 1,300. Latest to go inFilm Daily advertising department
clude LOU LINDSAY, short subject!
for Army service, has been appointed editor at the studios for 10 years,
a platoon sergeant at Langley Field, who reported to Wright Field, DayVa. He is attached to the Second
ton, 0., as a second lieutenant in the
Air base headquarters.
Signal Corps; IRVING COOKLIN,
Burbank projectionist, who went;
Lt. Earl Allvine, U.S.N., formerly with the Army Air Forces motionf
of Fox Movietone, reports to Wash- picture unit at Hal Roach studios,'
ington today. .
and JOHN SCHWARTZ, another1.
Coast projectionist, who reported at;
Ft. MacArthur.
H. JACQUES, of the 20th-Fox ad-!
vertising department here has joined
WILLIAM MIRANDA of Warners;
the Army, reporting for. duty this
playdate department will be inducted;
week.
into the Army Thursday.

"Organizations operating theater!
chains appear in a somewhat more
favorable position than straight pro^
ducers, since exhibiting income1
should hold up well, aided by high
purchasing power and fairly large!
inventories of films."
WILLIAM KUPPER, JR., son of
The survey states that pix shares; the executive assistant to Tom Con"remain highly speculative and sub-i
nors, 20th-Fox distribution chief, is
ject to wide cyclical swings" despite in the service^
considerably improved capital struc-j
tures and greatly strengthened Treasury Pays Tribute to
finances. "This factor," it is added.; Trade in WS Staff News
"together with the large market f ol-j
lowing developed in recent yearsj
makes them good trading mediums. !
The "Showmen At War" edition
of the War Savings Staff News, pub— Scrap Socks Japs —
lished in Washington, came off the
Finster with Jack Kelly
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY presses Friday and is being mailed
to all theaters that participated in
Hollywood — Leroy Finster, for-! the September War Bond drive, to
merly with Warners Studio publico state chairmen, field publicity staff
ity department, has become a mem] and others of the nation-wide WAC.
ber of Jack Kelly's publicity office.
A unique feature of the eight-page
— Scrap Socks Japs —
newspaper, issued by the Treasury
Columbia Switches Titles
as a resume and tribute to the industry's successful campaign, is the
Columbia has re-titled "Shall I
that it is "nameless" so far as
Tell 'Em" as "Let's Have Fun" and fact
individual mention of exhibs. is con"Thirteen Steps to Heaven" as "No
cerned. Only Treasury officials are
Place for a Lady."
named, plus the Holllywood stars
Who participated in "Stars Over
America." WAC explains that it
The ... .
would have required pages and
pages to list all of the individuals
who worked hard and effectively on
the drive. "To name some and not
all would be unfair. Hence, this
New Haven — Alice Peterson, em- publication is as nearly nameless as
ployed until recently by a N. Yr possible," said an editorial.
Copies will be distributed today at
engineering firm, and previously a
the national conference of the War
musical performer with Keith's cir- Savings Staff in Kansas City. A
cuit for 10 years, is new student assistant at the Loew-Poli here, and is three-day session, to discuss war
headed for an early assignment. Bond campaign strategies for the
be attended by War SavMiss Peterson is Loew-Poli's seventh future,ingswill
officials from all parts of the
woman on the managerial staff, including one manager, Molly Steckels country. As special Treasury guests,
of the Strand, Waterbury, and sev- Si Fabian, September campaign dieral assistant managers.
rector and Oscar A. Doob, the drive's
public relations director will particiDenver — Fox Intermountain has
— Scrap Socks Japs—
made another "first" with the ap- pate.
pointment ofa woman feature booker
Next,
Yankee"
for one of its districts. Ailene Lasky's
West Coast Bureau "Conn.
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — As his next Warner
Kirk, shorts booker, has been promoted to feature booker for the production, Jesse L. Lasky will make
southern district, replacing Ned Col- "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arlins, who resigned to take a job with
thur's Court," with screenplay by
Montgomery Ward.
Arthur Herman,
.
. '

FEMME

TOUCH

Para. Indie Circuit
Deals Near Record

COLORS:

!

(Continued from Page 1)

Agnew, vice-president in charge oi
sales, announced that deals had been
completed with 55 leading circuits
These contracts, he said, assure Par
in
approximately
the£
>
amount
of extended1,120
playing
,€S '«.
throughout the country.
; .
A partial list of the more impor
tant independent circuits signed by
Paramount follows:

Interstate Theater Corp., New England ;
Lockwood & Gordon, New England; E. M
Loew; Snider Circuit, New England; M. A.
Shea Circuit, Boston; Schine Circuit, Al
bany; Comerford Independent, Buffalo;
Skburas;' Century Circuit; Fabian Circuit
Albany i Smalley Circuit, Albany; Walter
Reade, New Jersey; Brandt Circuit; Cinema
Circuit; Wilmer & Vincent, Philadelphia
Hunts Circuit, Philadelphia ; Thalheimei
Washington; Katz Circuit, Pittsburgh and
Cleveland; D'olle Circuit, Indianapolis; Am
liated Circuit, Indianapolis; Gregory Circuit.
Indianapolis; Neth Circuit, Columbus; Alpine Circuit, Cincinnati; Semelorth Circuit.
Cincinnati; Mutual Circuit, Detroit; Martin
Circuit, Atlanta; Pal Circuit, Atlanta; Lam
Circuit, Atlanta; Manning Circuit, Atlanta;
Neely Circuit, Atlanta; Nat Williams Circuit, Atlanta; Collins Circuit, Atlanta; Orr
Circuit, Atlanta ; Anderson Circuit in Charlotte.

JOHN DOMBE, operator of the,
Brooklawn, Fairfield, Conn., has left
for Army service, and his mother^
and sister take over.

ACLU Sees No Censorship
In WPB's Ad Film Stand
!

Also the Everett Circuit, Charlotte; Theater Service Corp., New Orleans; United Theaters, New Orleans; Dubinsky Circuit, Kansas City; Commonwealth Circuit, Kansas
City; H. J. Griffith Circuit, Kansas City;
St. Louis Amusement Co. ; Rogers Ciruit.
St. Louis; Farrar-Turner Circuit, St. Louis;
Frisina Circuit, St. Louis ; Keiler Circuit,
St. Louis..
The Griffith-Long Circuit, Los Angeles;
George Hunt, Portland; Robb & Rowley,
Dallas; R. E. Griffith, Dallas; K. Lee Williams Circuit, Oklahoma; Associated Circuit,
Minneapolis; Miner Circuit, Minneapolis;
Baer Circuit, Minneapolis; Hainline Circuit,
Chicago; J. Rose Circuit, Chicagb; Bailey
Circuit, Chicago and the Delft Circuit, Mil-

WPB in refusing to release raw
stock for films of strictly advertis-j
ing or sales promotion nature not
connected with the war effort raises
no issue of censorship, according to!
the
American
Civil onLiberties
National
Council
FreedomUnion's
from
Censorship.
In defining its position, the ACLU Film
Notables
;
— Scrap Socks At
Japs —Coast
waukee.
pointed out that it has "always Rites for May Robson
drawn the line sharply between the
exercise of democratic rights for inCoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
formation and education and the ex-: West
Glendale, Calif. — Funeral rites for
ercise of those rights for commercial
May Robsoh were held at Forest
ACLU statement, released today, Lawn Memorial Park here Friday,
the Rev. Neal Dodd, pastor of St.
stemmed from the WPB's reply td
a letter from Elmer Rice, National Mary's Church of the Angels officiating. Funeral was widely atCouncil chairman, which sought a
tended by film notables.
declaration
of policy as to education^
ends."
Following cremation, the ashes
al films' status under the raw stock
freezing order. The WPB assured temporarily were placed in a vault.
that it will authorize any stock re- Later, they may be taken to Flushing, N. Y., to be placed in a vault
quired for educational purposes "and
no examination as to the merits of beside that of her husband, Dr. Augustus H. Brown, dead for many
the educational purpose will be
The ACLU commented, "We understand there will be no interference with the release of films for
made."
educational
purposes, which in our
judgment, will comprehend everything of a non-commercial character. Even if such films are intended
to promote the interests of a particular non-commercial group, they
would doubtless be held to be edu— Scrap Socks Japs—

cational."In Local F-43 Fold
M-G-M
Albany — Metro front-office employes were admitted to Local F-43
IATSE, at this month's meeting.
Metro's, inclusion leaves Paramount
the only office out of the union.

years.

A Busman's Holiday
- — And They Loved It!
Drone of giant aircraft engines
was relegated to second-fiddle interest infavor of the subdued whirr
of film projection machines yesterday afternoon as the U. S. Army Air
Corps* new 1,000-seat theater had
its inaugural at Mitchell Field, L 1.
Attraction heading the, premiere
program was Republic's "Flying
Tigers," which was also booked
stand.
simultaneously into Field's extant

.
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Coast Drive lo Hold
Theater Attendance

Continue Exhib. Scrap Drive

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — A publicity and exploitation campaign to encourage
theater attendance during the first
p V of gasoline rationing will be
in^tuted by the Theater Defense
Bureau, it was announced by Tom
Baily, co-chairman of the organization. The campaign will include
newspaper advertising, trailers,
radio announcements, possibly utilizing billboards and theater lobby
frames as well. Reports submitted
to the bureau indicated that theater business has been maintained
in X2 states already affected by
rationing, although receipts dropped
slightly at the start.
A committee, headed by B. L.
Wallerstein, Charles Prickett and
Oscar Kantner was selected to work
out details of a radio and speaker
bureau for the purpose of emphasizing to the general public the safety
of theaters in wartime, and outlining preparations already made by
Los Angeles houses.
Reports have been made on initial
dimout tests, which followed official clarification of the law as it
affects theater marquees, lobbies and
lobby advertising. Praise was given
local theaters that have turned over
their resources to the community
defense effort, and plans were started to encourage the public to continue Red Cross training after expiration dates on their cards.
The bureau promised immediate
action against a few recalcitrant motion picture theaters that have
failed to fully car~v out the safety
recommendations of the defense organization.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Artists' Draft Deferment
Issue Raised in Senate
(Continued from Page 1 )

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

Distribs. Pledge More Than Million in Pix
:,

West

■„ CJ*y.t>tiu

': ■

. .. . (Continued from Page 1)

able material — came from Donald M.
Nelson, chief of the WPB. Tabulations received by Nelson's office from
exhibitors who have already held
this type of show, convinced the
WPB that the "free admissions"
could be translated into thousands
of tons of scrap.
Upon receipt of the WPB request,
which stills once and for all the conflicting stories as to the need for
scrap, the WAC contacted the heads
of the various producing companies
to arrange for a steady flow of free
product for special scrap shows. The
"free product" designation includes

current regular percentage releases,
both feature-length and short subject, or special programs.
All distribs. promptly agreed to
furnish the film necessary for special showings at the rate of one a
month for any of the, 16,000-odd
houses pledged to WAC co-op. Computed on a six-month basis, this industry-wide agreement makes available to exhibs. more than a million
dollars worth of gratis celluloid entertainment.
Revenues accruing from the sale of
the collected scrap by exhibs. will be
turned over to charity.

'Tollies Girl" to PRC;
To be Sold Separately

SCG Mapping Plans for
Pooling Talent and Work

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

lbs.

per

head;

Norfolk

•

per person.

totaled

64

lbs.

•

WyiAURICE
FEUERLICHT,
in for
charge
■"'
Medical and
Health films
Nelsonof
Rockefeller's New York office was in Washington last week conferring with the Coordinator's Motion Picture Division over
future films for South American distribution. ...» Lowell Mellett, OWI Motion Picture Chief, has put Bob Collyer
on the OWI news desk to act as liaison between his office and other informational
divisions. . . . • The Office of Defense Transportation is about to order motion picture fleet owners to sell all automobile tires above a "reasonable" reserve
to the Government. . . . • Industry
representatives have worn out the rug before Harold Hooper's WPB office in repeated trips here in the interest of more
raw stock.

for war effort, believing approximately 50 per cent of its members Joan Bennett to Make Two
will be lost to the armed services West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
within the next few months.
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has reThe Guild is finishing a survey of
signed Joan Bennett for two pictures a year.
manpower to decide what move
— Scrap Socks Japs —
should be taken to check loss of
Picture was acquired from Asso- skilled cartoonists. If pooling is
ciated Producers, Inc., executives of not successful, it may be necessary
Ed
Wynn
been signed by Sol
Wynn
inhas"Canteen"
ask Government deferment of Ed
Lesser
for the
role of a bus boy in
which are , Rowland, W. Horace to
cartoonists.
"Stage Door Canteen."
Schmidlapp, coi-producer of "Let's
Face It" and "Count Me In," and
Donald Flamm, formerly managing
director of radio Station WMCA.
which is a musical, will be sold separately from the regular program
and will have an intensive advertising and exploitation campaign put
behind it.

"Follies Girl" stars Wendy Barrie,
Doris Nolan, and Gordon Oliver and
has a cast of Broadway personalities including Fritzi Scheff, Anne
Barrett. Arthur Pierson, Lew Hearn,
Cora Witherspoon, J. C. Nugent,
William Harrigan, Jay Brennan,
Cliff Hall, Marion McGuire, Pat C.
Flick, Anthony Blair and Jerry Blanchard. Orchestra leaders Johnny
Long, Bobby Byrne, Ray Heatherton
and Ernie Hoist also appear. Nine
original songs are featured.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
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MOSCOW

Tames H. Hazen to Be

Kay Kyser, and then called upon
Wendell L. Willkie "as an executive Army-Pictures Liaison
of a great moving picture produc(Continued from Page 1)
tion firm," to "give a little of his
energy to determining just how the Fort Leavenworth over the week-end.
The course, which starts today, is
movie and radio stars are being
designed to enable representatives
treated under the draft."
of various industries to understand
Senator Nye said: "Great effort more fully the conditions under
is being- extended to win a deferred
status for certain stars. Here is Kay which the Army operates and obtain
a general picture of the military
Kyser for example, a great leadev forces and the functions of the War
of a great band, explaining that his
Government needs him more in his Department and various governmental and field agencies connected with
task of entertaining and selling the war effort.
Bonds than in the military ranks.
All of which may be quite true, but
Hazen's job upon completion of
it doesn't seem to be the Government the course will be to explain the
that initiated keeping Kyser at Army requirements to the industry
home.
in order to facilitate the co-operation of the industry with the Army
- "A theatrical booking- agency
■office in Hollywood on August 31 and the war effort in general.
received from C. J. Laroche, its
New York agent, a long teletype sification of Mr. Kyser and others
.message telling how it had already as being more essential at home,
..handled a list of stars, including that agency recited others of their
:Kav Kyser. In addition to smugly clients for whom a like classifica■aiming responsibility for theclastion was being sought."
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STRIKES BACK

EDWARD G.
ROBINSON

English Commentary by. ALBERT MALTZ Editing and Montage by

(NARRATOR)

SLAVKO VORKAPICH • Musical Score Arranged by . . DIMITRI
TIOMKIN " In Charge of Production . . NICHOLAS NAPOLI
AN ARTKINO
PRODUCTION
A REPUBLIC
RELEASE
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R€VI€WS Of SHORT SUBJCCTS

"The Vanishing Private"
(Donald Duck)
RKO-Disney
7 Mins.
= By L. H. MITCHELL
=
First-Rate
Donald Duck's experiences as a
GOV'T LOSES: Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard decided against member of an army camouflage
the Government in its plea to force squad are good for a barrage of
laughs
in this animated item. The
Paramount and 20th-Fox to divorce
themselves of theaters acquired after real fun begins when Donald discovers
a paint that renders things
acceptance of the consent decree.
No scramble by circuits to increase invisible. The idea of a tough sertheir holdings was seen by the . ingeant's trying to catch Donald, who
acquires invisibility by falling into
dustry as resulting therefrom.
a pail of the magic paint, is worked
into
some
riotous moments. The
SCUTTLED?:
Abram F. Myers
charged at the Pittsburgh conven- poor sarge, who has a tough time
tion of the AMPTO of Western Pa., convincing the general what he's up
to., winds up in the guardhouse. Reel
that UMPI had been "scuttled," and is in Technicolor.
that the "scuttling" was an "inside
job". . . . John G. Paine, Ascap's
"Sports I. Q."
g.m., told the AMPTO that Ascap
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
might revamp its music fees.
Paramount
10 Mins.
Instructive
SCRAP: Chris Dunphy, amuseThis
one
is
a
auiz
test
on
sports,
ments division chief of the WPB,
has set depots for the collection of with Ted Husing slinging the questions,
which
have
to
do
with
soft
copper scrap at offices of film carriers and equipment dealers. . . . ball, golf, track sports, crew racing,
tug-of-war, swimming, lacrosse,
Theaters' scrap drive in Buffalo col- cricket, hurling and jai alai. Sportslects 2,473 tons through free matine s. . . . Eastman Kodak scrap minded members of the audience
helps Rochester to record collection. should get pleasure out of this short.
Others are likely to find it uninteresting.
THIS AND THAT: Capital heard
that distribs. would receive $20,"Show Horse"
000,000 in British remittances dur(Sportscope)
ing 1942-43. . . . Will H. Hays, at
RKO
9 Mins.
Modern Museum of Art's showing of
Excellent
four Metro war shorts, declared that
The
show
horse
stands
revealed
in
present-day war pix were the industry's "greatest service" to the fu- all his glory in a camera study that
ture. . . . State Dept. protests should rate aces with every type of
Vichy's ruling that passage of U. S. audience. For lovers of horse flesh
films through France to Switzerland the film is nothing short of surefire. The footage was taken at the
be banned. . . . Forty features in
Technicolor set for the new season. Longview Farms, near Kansas City,
... Sept. admission tax collections Mo., where are bred the nation's
totalled $13,662,336, doubling the finest show horses. The animals are
1941 "take". . . . Allied's caravan shown in every stage of development.
setup will continue. . . . Metro's The training scenes are replete with
Exhibitors' Forum will be extended interest and the sight of the animals
to two-day sessions. . . . WMC rules at their full growth is a thing of
seven divisions of newsreels' tech- beauty indeed. No exhibitor will
nicians are exempt from military make a mistake by booking this.
service. . . . Lowell Mellett, chief of
film division of OWI, stated there
"A Hull of a Mess"
(Popeye)
would be no censorship of educa7 Mins.
tional pictures. . . . R. X. Williams, Paramount
retiring president of Tri-State
Fair
MPTO, told the convention delegates
Good for a laugh or two, this anithat it was up to producers and exmated cartoon has Popeye and anchanges to keep up the morale of
other individual competing for a
small town exhibs. by making ad- Government shipbuilding contract.
justments infilms rentals. . . . Local The one who finishes a ship first is
306, operators, gets new pact, with
promised the contract. Popeye's
10 per cent wage increase, after a rival
tries every manner of dirty
year of negotiations. . . . War Dept. trcik to keep our spinach-eating hero
is drafting more stringent dimout from winning the contest. But Popregulations.
eye overcomes every obstacle thrown
in his way and comes out ahead.
The short shows clever touches here
A. R. Dietz Joins Elman
and there.
A. R. Dietz, booker for Fox Theaters in Milwaukee has resigned ef"The State vs. Glen Willet"
fective Oct. 31, to enter independent
(Famous Jury Trials)
distribution in partnership with
18 Mins.
Henri Elman of Capitol Film Ex- RKO
Good
change of Chicago. Distribution will
The part circumstantial evidence
cover the St. Louis, Kansas City
and Milwaukee territories. Franchise
can play in a person's destiny is
for Astor pictures has been secured vividly illustrated in a series of excellently staged scenes that hold the
for the St. Louis and Kansas City
territories.
attention throughout
The person

Divorcement

* *

*

* *

*

involved in this instance is on trial
for the murder of his wife. What
convicts him is a thin thread of circumstantial evidence. The film has
been well acted and produced and
the action is weighted with suspense.
Most audiences should find this absorbing screen material.
"Popular Science"
(J2-1)
Paramount
Interesting

9 Mins.

Training of Marine parachute
troopers gives this short a timely
and special interest. These scenes
provide many exciting moments. A
lot of information concerning the
nation's parachutists is packed into
the limited footage alloted to the
subject. Other subjects are the agricultural center at Beltsville, Md.,
where the Government is carrying
on experiments to improve crops and
livestock and the latest gadgets to
lighten the housewife's work.
"Unusual Occupations"
Paramount
10 Mins.
(L2-1)
The presence Good
of Eddie Anderson
(Rochester) lends this short an appeal itwould not have enjoyed otherwise. The comedian is shown with
his elaboiate miniature train system in his Hollywood home. He
makes comic sallies as he carries
on in the midst of his trains and
such. A diving elevator used in
underwater photography, a mobile
library housed in an old trolley car
and a college professor whose hobby
is the training of wild animals take
care of the remanider of the footage in this short, which should make
a good booking.
"Showdown"
(Superman)
Paramount
Nothing Super

7«/2 Mins.

This latest chapter in the Superman adventures is strictly for the
comic-loving kids. It is much too
dull and unoriginal to be of any interest to the older fans. This time
Superman occupies himself with the
capture of a gangster who carries
on his nefarious activities under the
guise of our hero. Superman pulls
some amazing stunts in tracking
down the phoney impersonating him.
Done in Technicolor, this cartoon
hasn't much to offer.
"In South America"
(Speaking of Animals)
Paramount
9 Mins.
Entertaining
Filmed in Brazil, this reel is an
interesting parade of some of the
animals that make that country their
habitat. Among the animals with
which the film deals are the spider
money, parrot, tapir, stork, condor,
ant-eater, ciconiiformes (an odd
member of the bird family), Amazon otter, eagle. Words are put
into the mouths of the animals for
comedy purposes. Rate this as a
meritorious item

Three Majors File
Pickwick Answers
(Continued from Page 1)

for an extension of time in which to
answer until Nov. 15.
Articles of incorporation are
quoted at length, and informatics is
given as to officers, nationalv, .id
branch, territories served, shares of
stock, clearance and availability
schedules, etc. Vitagraph shows
stock and notes held and sold in
1934 in Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc., but other companies show no
stock in the companies cited in the
interrogatories — Skouras Theaters,
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.,
National Theaters Corporation, or
Fox West Coast.
RKO finds no contracts for the
New York exchange for pictures released in any season prior to 193637, although the interrogatories seek
information from November, 1929
on. In 1939, the Capitol, Port Chester, had seven days clearance over the
Pickwick, 1931-32, the Pickwick had
clearance of "probably seven days"
over the Capitol, and thereafter the
Capitol had seven over the Pickwick.
1936-37 to date, the Capitol or Embassy had seven over the Pickwick,
Biltmore, Harrison, Larchmont, Playhouse, Mamaroneck, Playhouse, Rye.
and Strand, White Plains.
The clearance schedule of first-run,
Stamford for 1935-36 through 194041 was 30 days in Stamford and over
Springdale and Darien and 14 over
New Canaan and Greenwich. Columbia alleges in 1930-31 the Embassy
was first-run in Port Chester, ahead
of Rye, 14 days after Greenwich and
White Plains. In 1939, the Capitol
and Embassy, Port Chester were
seven after first-run, White Plains,
seven ahead of the Pickwick. Other
information
swer alleges. is not available, the anParamount shows 1929-30 Capitol
and Embassy. Port Chester ahead of
Greenwich; 1931-32, Embassy ahead
of Harrison, after Greenwich, 193233, Capitol, seven clear days following
first-run White Plains, seven clear
days protection from last date of engagement on Rye, Harrison, Greenwich, and Embassy; second-run ahead
of Greenwich. In 1933-34, Capitol had
seven days over Greenwich, in 193435, Capitol or Embassy had seven
over Greenwich, which was the samei
for the next two seasons. In 1938-39 j
the Capitol or Embassy had 30 days!
on Port Chester, in 1939-40 and 1940- j
41 the on
sameGreenwich.
two houses were granted
seven
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Art Student. 19, Named
Fox Intermountain Mgr.
Denver — Reflecting the manpower
problem, Fox Intermountain has appointed Raymond Glenn, 19, to man
age the Egyptian at Delta. He re
City.
places Ed King, shifted to the Fox
at Sidney, Neb. Glenn recently had
been taking an art course in Kansas
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WILLKIE PRAISES FILMS GOOD -WILL ROLE
Indict Browne Aide, Tax Consultant for Perjury
Third Sealed True Bill Returned as Gov't Seeks to
Uncover "Chicago Boys"
U. S. Attorney Mathias F. Correa
yesterday obtained a Federal Grand
Jury indictment of Isadore Zevin,
former secretary of George E.
Browne, erstwhile president of the
IATSE, and Martin A. Hirsch, tax
consultant, on charges of perjury in
the course of Correa's continued
effort to discover the disposition of
the $1,500,000 fund collected from
the members of the IA.
The indictments were handed up
{Continued on Page 7)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

SAG Backs Proposal
! To Trim Extra Rolls
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A proposal by Commissioner L. L. Livingston, of the
Federal Conciliation Service, to reduce the number of regular vocational extras to 1,000 or 1,200 who
can be guaranteed a living wage
of $150 a month will be supported
by the Screen
Actors Guild, it is an(Continned on Page 3)
—Scrap Socks Japs —

WAC Theaters Division
To Meet Here on Nov. 5
Joseph Bernhard, chairman of the
WAC theaters division has called a
luncheon meeting of the Executive
Committee at the Hotel Astor, Nov.
Forthcoming operations of the
ivision in collaboration with the
nation's war effort will be discussed.

Exhibs. In War Plants,
Wives Run Theaters
Omaha — At least two exhibs. in
the Omaha area — DuWayne Hartzell, Charter Oak, la., and J. W.
Weiss, Valley, Neb. — have jobs at
war plants while their wives operate their theaters.
Hartzell is working at the Fort
Crook bomber assembly plant south
of Omaha and Weiss at the bomb
plant at Mead, west of Omaha.

Cleveland Exhibs. Who Are War Bond Issuing
Agents, Want Tire Recaps and Additional Gas
Cleveland — Local theater managers, especially those who are War Bond
issuing agents, are seeking a ruling to determine whether they are entitled to
tire recaps and to more than four gallons of gasoline a week.

WILL

Speaking over the combined
networks of CBS, NBC, Mutual
and the Blue Network, Wendell

If the industry has been classified as "essential" and if the theaters are to
continue as central Bond selling agencies, then, they claim, the managers should
be allowed sufficient transportation equipment to carry out their essential functions— such as making daily bank deposits of large sums of Government money
received from Bond Sales.
They will not assume the responsibility of carrying that money around in
public transportation conveyances. In big cities, where distances are great,
this is considered a matter of importance.

L. Willkie, chairman of the board
of 20th-Fox, last
night accorded
high
to the
film praise
industry
for
the important role
it has played in
establishing goodwill for the
United States
throughout the
world today. The
tribute was voiced
in the course of
Wendell L. willkie his "report to the

Dislrib. Ceilings
Proposed by Allied

HVC to Form Coast

Each distributor, acting individually, should put a ceiling on its
pi ices, terms and conditions which
will yield a fair profit after costs
have been reduced by compliance
with the President's proposed limitation on salaries, it is asserted in a
current national Allied bulletin.
The exhibitors are gravely concerned about the alleged uptrend in

Hollywood — A speakers bureau to
supplement the talent pool of players
people" which
on histook
recently completed mission
who have been participating in war him around the world.
effort activities is being set up by
In explaining
why
our
films
have
(Continued on Page 6)
the Hollywood Victory Committee
—Scrap Socks Japs —
which will issue a call for every
personality in the industry who is
a capable speaker.
Requests (Continued
by theon Page
Treasury
and
3)

(Continued

on

Page

West

Coast

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Five Boro Theaters Circuit, Inc.
has agreed to reinstate two managers, allegedly discharged for union
activity, and to reimburse them for
pay lost during the time they were
laid off.
Five Boro has also con(Continned on Page 3)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

All Studios Making

6)

Five Boro Reinstates
Two Discharged Managers

Warners

Speakers Bureau

— Scrap Socks Japs —

L. A. House Asks Change
In Clearance Schedules
Claiming unreasonable clearance,
the Eagle Theater, Los Angeles, has
filed a demand for arbitration, naming the five consenting companies as
defendants.
Complainant charges that defendant distributors
their prod(Continued license
on Page 11)

to Start Newsreel

It Will Be Released in Theaters January 1
Funeral Services Held
For Singer, Trade Vet.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner representatives confirmed a published report
that Warner Bros, will enter the
Funeral services for Julius Singer, newsreel field. It is to be a semiindustry veteran who died suddenly weekly newsreel and is scheduled to
at the Midtown Theater Saturday be released in theaters January 1.
It is understood that the comnight, were held last night at Park
pany will not enter any pooling
West Memorial Chapel. An associate
of the late Carl Laemmle, Singer at arrangements
with onany
news(Continued
Page other
7)
(Continued on Page 7)

VOl/R SCRAP

In His Radio "Report to
The People" Explains How
Pix Built up Friendliness

SE1VD THE

AXIS TO THE

SCRAP

HEAP—START

Qualify Pix-Eyssell
Exhibitors can look forward to
top quality product from all studios
during the next few months, according to Gus Eyssell, managing director of Radio City Music Hall, who
returned to his desk yesterday after
(Continued on Page 10)

C Cards to Be Taken
Away front Salesmen

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Office of Price
Administration yesterday announced
that under the nation-wide mileage
rationing to begin Nov. 22, all
salesmen will be removed from the
preferred mileage class, and will
be barred from C card status. C
rations may be issued to certain
maintenance and repair men provided that "transportation is not
sought for purposes of selling, merchandising or promoting."

IT OiV ITS WAY

TODAY
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Racine Exhib. Suit Charges $1,600,000 Gross for YDD
20th-Fox with Conspiracy
In 64 Warner Theaters
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Suit for $50,000 damages was
filed yesterday in New York Supreme Court by Lumo Amusement
Corp., Max Motulsky and Joseph
Luntz against 20th Century-Fox,
National Theaters Corp., Fox-Racine, Corp., George W. Blatchford
and Harold J. Fitzgerald. The defendants are charged with conspiracy to deprive the plaintiffs of the
ownership of the Capitol and Uptown Theaters in Racine, Wis.
Under an alleged agreement in
1935 the plaintiffs turned over the
management of the two houses to
the defendants in return for 50 per
cent of the net profits. It is claimed
that the defendants so operated the
houses as to benefit the defendants'
competing theaters with the result
that the Capitol subsequently closed
its doors and the Uptown became a
losing proposition.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Scully Names Dave Levy
"U" Met. District Mgr.
David A. Levy yesterday was appointed Universal's New York Metropolitan district manager by William A. Scully, vice-president and
sales manager. For the past three
years Levy has been in charge of the
Big "U" exchange.
A veteran of 28 years in the motion picture business, Levy formerly
was in charge of M-G-M sales in
New Jersey and served in the sales
departments of Educational and Paramount. At one time he held an executive production post with Cosmopolitan Pictures.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Hold Staten Island Rites
Tomorrow for "Pop" Anson
Funeral services for Grant W.
"Pop" Anson will be held at 11 a.m.
tomorrow at McCullen's Funeral
Parlor, Great Kills, Staten Island.
Interment will be at two p.m. at
Moravian Cemetery, Staten Island.
The owner of the Comet Theater,
Third Ave. and veteran ITOA member died Saturday night. He is
survived by his wife, Ruth.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

N. Y. WAC Finance Com.
Will Levy Assessments

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Los Angeles — In its advanced-price
engagements in 64 Warner houses,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" grossed approximately $1,600,000, it was
learned from company sources here
yesterday.
With the exception of the New
York run, all of these dates, including the simultaneous premiere in
two local houses, were at $1.10 for
night
performances and 75 cents for
matinees.
Picture also has played $1.10-top
runs in about 150 houses other than
the Warner circuit.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Sees Documentary Films
In Sales Promotion Class
The broad documentary type of
educational film remains in the category of sales promotion, making necessary WPB approval of its script
before raw stock is released, it is
contended by the Film News, published by the American Film Center, in its current issue. Film News
reviews the revised ruling of the
WPB granting freedom to educational films under Order L-178, but
cites varying interpretations of the
terms of the revision.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Advertising "Necessary
Expense" — Revenue Dept.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILi

Washington — Advertising is recognized as a "necessary and legitimate
business expense" in figuring income
taxes, "so long as it is not carried
to an unreasonable extent or does
not become an attempt to avoid
proper
payments,"
to
a formaltaxstatement
by according
the Internal

73
65%

76
68

BCB
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wyn's production
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and DON HARTMAN of Coldstaff arrive from the Coast

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant general sales manager, leaves New York today
for business conferences with Horace Falls of
the
Griffith
Amusement
Co., Oklahoma
City
fromGEORGE
the Coast.
(>
R. GIROUX of Technicolor og
^Jl-re
CERALDINE FITZGERALD, Warner star, arrives in New York on Friday from the Coast and
will make a p. a. that night at the United
Irish Counties Ball in Manhattan Center for
the benefit of the USO.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and LEW SCHREIBER
cf 20th-Fox arrived from the Coast yesterday.
The former will remain in town for 10 days
on company
business.
First Lt. JULIAN RIFKIN, former chief booker of the Liberty Theaters chain, and son of
Herman Rifkin, is spending a leave in Springfield. Mass.. from
Camp Tyson, Tenn.
C. R. ABBEY, THE FILM
in Rochester,
N. Y., and
week-end
at Geneva,
and
WALT
DISNEY
the invitation
of
for

his

feature

DAILY correspondent
his family spent
at Syracuse.

is planning a British
the RAF
to gather

trip at
materia

"The Cremlins."
— Scrap Socks Japs —

MPTOA's Directors May
Convene Later In Year
Directors of MPTOA have voted
against the holding of a national
convention this year. A poll of the
board members by Ed Kuykendall,
president, brought out the consensus
that they should co-operate with the
Government in cutting down on nonessential travel.
There is a possibility, however,
jthat a board meeting may be held
' sometime later this year. A feeling
ithat the directors should convene
was indicated in the poll's results
No action on the proposed board
!meeting has been taken as yet.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Revenue Bureau. No definite rules !
for determining what was reasonable Addie Cherry Dies at 83
have been laid down and each apCedar Rapids, la. — Addie Cherry,
plication will be considered on its
83, one of the Cherry Sisters of vaumerits.
deville fame a generation ago, is
— Scrap Socks Japs —
dead here. Her twin sister, Effie, the
member of the team, survives,
'Me and My Gal' Smashes other
Their act was so bad that Oscar
Astor Theater Records
Hammerstein had a net put up at his
Olympic Theater, to prevent the sis
The Astor Theater, Broadway, ters being injured by the missiles
yesterday reported a new ail-time hurled
ences. at them by hilarious aud:
week-end record with "For Me and
My Gal.'" Receipts exceeded every
other type of entertainment to play
the house and the gross was more
than $1,000 ahead of the previous
popular priced record holder. Starting with holdouts early every morning, the Astor was packed continuously for each performance, including midnight shows.

Sam Rinzler, who with Fred
Schwartz is co-chairman of the WAC
for the Metropolitan area yesterday
appointed a permanent finance committee to handle expenses that are
created by WAC operations. The
Unions to Handle Chest
committee consists of Charles Mos— Scrap Socks Japs —
cowitz, chairman, Harry Brandt and
Drive in Hollywood
Fred Schwartz.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The trio will levy proportional as- 200 WB Fingerprints in Day
sessments on each theater pledged to
In the first day's operation of the
Hollywood — Industry guilds,
unions and crafts will handle this WAC collaboration.
finger-printing unit set up yesterday
at
Warners' home office, 200 employes
—
Scrap
Socks
Japs
—
year's annual Community Chest
were registered under the War Idendrive, it is announced by Y. Prank
B & K Ushers Get 10% Raise
Freeman, chairman of the 1942 camtification Bureau's voluntary identification plan. R. W. Budd, personnel
Chicago — B & K theater ushers
paign. Plan marks the first time
that the Hollywood campaign has have been given a 10 per cent wage director, expects to get a 100 per cent
increase.
response.
been handled by the unions.
Met. Playhouse. Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy
hea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57
—Scrap Socks Japs —
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HVC to Form Coast

SAG Backs Proposal
To Trim Extra Rolls

Speakers Bureau

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced by James Cagney, president.
At present there are approximately
5,200 registered extras on the SAG
rolls.
Cagney's statement said that SAG
will support any move to improve
'■-^s substandard earnings of extras.
~* /said that for the 12 months ended
July. 31, average annual earnings of
extras was approximately $600 and
suggested that the 4,000 dropped
from the lists be absorbed in war
industries or activities other than
films.
'In 1936 there were 20,000 extra
players," the SAG statement said.
'Through a series of moves since
then, the Guild and the producers
have reduced the number to approximately 5,200. There are still too
many extras for too little work.
"The result is that for the twelve
months ended July 31, 1942, averi annual earnings of extras was
approximately $600. Obviously that
falls far below any living standard.
It shows that extra players to exist
must have other income. In most
cases income from sources other
than extra work exceeds that from
extra work.
'Recently the Guild, with the cooperation of United States Employment Service, has encouraged extra
players to transfer to war industries
for their. own economic benefit and
to aid the war effort."
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Coal Gas Overcomes 30;
Toronto Theater Closed
Toronto — Gordon Conant, new Premier of Ontario, yesterday ordered
the Pape Theater here, closed following a coal gas accident last Saturday
when more than 30 juveniles collapsed and many others were made
violently ill. Investigation disclosed
a break in the furnace permitted the
igas to flow into the theater.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Rochester Scrap Shows
Bring In 16,000 lbs.
Rochester — Theaters here helped
the scrap pile grow Saturday when
4.500 children piled up 16,000 pounds
of scrap metal at special matinees
at a dozen theaters. Loew's RochesIter and the RKO Palace counted 7,000 pounds of scrap between them,
while 10 Schine houses collected 9,000 pounds.

WEDDING

BELLS

Scranton, Pa. — Peggy Fursha,
3omerford Circuit employe, and John
r. Krauss were married in nearby
°ittston
Sparta, Wis.— Warren F. Stark,
>rojectionist at the Classic theater
lere, has been married to Anna C.
Wilcox.

You Should Know
•

•

•

That —

GOV. HERBERT

H. LEHMAN

will speak at the ninth annual

"Night of Stars," United Jewish Appeal benefit for refugee aid and
Palestine resettlement, at Madison Square Garden Nov. 24. . . . • Fred
Wieting starts a new

movie gossip and review program

over Station

WIBG, Philadelphia, on Nov. 3. . . . • Otto Preminger is remaining
at 20th-Fox on the Coast, dropping plans to return to Broadway

to direct

"Seventh Cross"
Preminger's new termer is a three-way one as
actor-writer-director. . . . • Carole Landis headlined a USO-Camp
Show variety bill in the new post theater at Mitchel Field, L. I., last
night. . . . • Hunt Stromberg has signed Eddie O'Shea, now on
Broadway in Maxwell Anderson's "The Eve of St. Mark" to a tenner
which will take him to Hollywood early next month. ... • Prints of
"Jungle Book" and "The Thief of Bagdad" have been presented to the
Soviet Government by Sir Alexander Korda. ... • Merchant Seaman's
Club will be opened at 105-7 W. 45th St., Dec. 7 by the American Theater
Wing War Service. ... • Spyros Skouras. Jr., and Donald Schine, son
of Louis Schine, are Yale sophomores
T
T
T
•

•

•

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK

is in town from

the Coast. . . .

• Friars' Frolic at the Music Box Sunday, Nov. 29, will have George
Jessel as executive chairman. ... # We told you so: Metro has a box
office honey in "Me and My Gal" at the New York Astor. ... # Jed
Harris, absent from the Broadway stage since 1938, has scheduled two
shows for this season. ...

# It's still undecided

whether Marlene

Dietrich will quit Hollywood to try the boards here in "One Man's
Venus," Kurt Weil-Bella Spewack-Ogden Nash musical. ... • Monogram opens a two-day regional today at the Hotel Warwick, with Steve
Broidy in the saddle. . . • Henry King, his stint with the Civil Aeronautics Board in the East over, has returned to the Coast to direct
"Song of Bernadette" for 20th-Fox
T
T

T

• • • PAST President E. A. Williford is presiding at the SMPE's
Fall convention, opening today at the Hotel Pennsylvania, in the absence
of Prexy Emery Huse, detained on the Coast. ... • George R. Giroux
of Technicolor is in our midst, so to speak, for a fortnight. ... • Some
of those exhib. comments on the script of "Hitler's Children" impressed
Producer Eddie Golden enough to be included in the final shooting
draft. ... • PRC, which is hitting a fast pace these days, will start
nine more

shooting before Dec. 31. . . . • RKO

will star Maureen

O'Sullivan in "The Fallen Sparrow." Dorothy B. Hughes novel just published by Duell, Sloan and Pearce. ... • W. Earl Shafer, L. A. attorney, has been appointed general manager

of Hugh Harmon

Produc-

tions. ... • Metro will give "White Cargo" a send off nationally, with
about 15 initial dates in keys in a series of test runs, starting Armistice
Day. ... • Very, very
Metro's "Random Harvest"
American mags
Ads
mag. contribs., illustrated

smart: Howard Dietz's individualized ads for
which will conform to the character of 12 top
will consist of by-line feature stories by ranking
by artists whose work also appears in the

particular mag. ... • Radio dramatization of "We Refuse To Die,"
Para. Victory Short, Sunday eve over Station WNEW with four top stars —
Madeleine Carroll, Joseph Schildkraut, Erich Von Stroheim and Clifton
Fadiman — was socko and elicited rave comments from New York radio
editors
T
T
T
•

• • MITCHELL RAWSON, Warners' Eastern publicity manager, returned yesterday from what turned out to be a profitable vacation He visited the Jamaica race track twice
First time he

bet on a 30-fo-l shot, and it came in

Second time he placed his

dough on the nose of an W-to-l
Again it delivered
So Mitch,
unlike most vacationers, came back to the job with more money in his
pocket than when

he left

other Government agencies have
necessitated an increase in the personalities available for talks. Due
to extensive entertainment work being done by HVC entertainers, now
reaching out the far-flung battle
fronts and distant service posts, a
personality shortage is in sight and
the speakers bureau is expected to
fill the gap by taking on talks to
factory and war plant workers in
behalf of payroll allotment plans,
etc.
Others will speak before civic bodies and- at business men's luncheons.
They will not be expected to entertain but will be asked to carry war
messages.
list directors,
will be
drawn
fromBureau's
volunteer
writers, producers and other executives with speaking ability.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Five Bcro Reinstates
Two Discharged Managers
(Continued from Page 1)

sented to an election Friday to decide if Local 266, Managers' and
Assistant's Union has enough members in the circuit's six houses to be
recognized as bargaining agent.
Agreement came during a hearing
before the N. Y. State Labor Relations Board last Thursday, brought
by Local 266, and is said to be the
initial labor victory for theater managers and assistants in this territory.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Girl Killed, Brother Burned
In Ark. Booth Explosion
Bentonville, Ark. — An explosion
and fire in the projection room of the
Royal Theater cost the life of Joyce
Madsen, 21, and serious burns to her
brother, Lyle Madsen, operater in
charge. Miss Madsen was in the
booth assisting her brother.
Fire was confined to the booth.
The Royal is owned and operated
by
J. Kilbourne, who also owns
the M.
building.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Basil Gray Stricken
Seattle — Basil Gray, business
agent of Local 15, IATSE since 1928,
died suddenly in his office in the Labor Temple. He had been in the
labor movement here since 1908, and
has been blind since the late 20's.

STORKS!
Seattle — It was a baby girl for
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Danz at the Providence Hospital. Weighing six pounds,
five ounces, the baby will be named
Penelope Ruth. Son of John Danz,
president of Sterling Theaters, Bill
is head of the circuit's accounting
department.
Chicago — A son, Richard Allen,
was born to the wife of Pete Panagos, Alliance theater circuit exec.

tfie Boards!

«

Mnts
Willkie Praises Pix
Good-Will Role
(Continued from Page 1)

been so vital in helping to build up
the "reservoir of friendliness" in the
countries through which he travelled, Willkie said: "They are shown
all over the world. People of every
country can see with their own eyes
what we look like, can hear our
voices. From Natal to Chungking, I
was plied with questions about
American motion picture stars —
questions asked eagerly by shop girls
and those who served me coffee, and
just as eagerly by the wives of
Prime Ministers and Kings."
Denounces 'Undemocratic Censorship'
"The atrophy of intelligence which
is produced by stupid, arbitrary or
undemocratic censorship" was denounced by Willkie as a serious leak
"in
said:our reservoir of good-will." He
"It has been suggested much of
late, for example, that private citizens, particularly those not expert
in military affairs or those unconnected with Government, should refrain from making suggestions about
the conduct of the war — military, industrial, economic or political. It is
said that we must remain silent and
allow our leaders and the experts to
solve these problems unmolested.
"This position threatens, I believe,
to become a tight wall which will
keep the truth out and lock misrepresentation and false security within. I have reported to you tonight
that in many important respects we
are not doing a good job; that we are
on the road to winning the war, but
that we run a heavy risk of spending
far more in men and materials than
we need to spend. This report is
based on facts. Such facts should
not be censored. They should be
given to us all. For unless we recognize and correct them, we may lose
the friendship of half our allies before the war is over and then lose
the peace.
Must Make It "War of All of Us"
"It is plain that to win this war
we must make it our war, the war of
all of us. In order to do this we
must all know as much about it as
possible, subject only to the needs of
military security. A misdirected censorship will not accomplish this.
"The record of this war to date is
not such as to inspire in us any sublime faith in the infallibility of our
military and naval experts. Let's
have no more of this nonsense. Military experts, as well as our leaders,
must be constantly exposed to democracy's greatest driving power —
the whip-lash of public opinion, developed from honest, free discussion.
Men with great power usually like
to live free of criticism. But when
they get that way, that's the time to
increase the criticism."
Fight to a "New World Idea"
Willkie declared that merely winning the war "will not be enough."
"We must fight our way through not
alone to the destruction of our ene-

TO THE

Dislrib. Ceilings

COLORS!

GEORGE R. GIROUX, Jr., son of
Technicolor's traveling rep., has enlisted in the Army Air Forces on the
Coast.
An animator
at Columbia,
Giroux will be called for active service in some four to six months.
Pittsburgh — Two veteran Harris
Circuit theater managers have been
inducted into the Army within the
last week, WILLIAM ZEILOR, manager of the J. P. Harris Theater in
the downtown section of the city,
their "A" house, and MORTON
HENDERSON, manager of the William Penn Theater on the North
Side.
Chicago— BEN GOLDBLATT of
Warners' Chicago Exchange has
joined the Army.
JACK PEARLMAN of Irving
Mack's office also goes into the
Army.
Adams, Mass.— EMILE J.
LETTE, assistant manager
Adams Theater, has enlisted
Marine Corps. He will leave
for training at Parris Island,
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Proposed by Allied

| Rochester— IRA D. BECK, for(.Continued from Page 1)
merly at Loew's Rochester here
Jwhere he was assistant manager, is film prices, the bulletin contends, and
now in the Army
Air Forces
at adds that "a last-minute maneuver,"
Chanute Field, 111.
exempted film prices from the
Emergency Price Control Act of
Rochester — CHARLOTTE
1942, resulting in the omission of
THOMAS, secretary at the Eastman films from the General Maximum
Price
Regulations.
^.^
been inducted into
Kodak Co^ ha
It is admitted by Allied tha,p , e
the WAAC's.
administrative
provisions
the' Act
Chicago
—
GUY
ROBERTSON, were
inconsistent
with the ofpeculiarifilm and stage star has enlisted in
ties of the motion picture business,
the Navy and been given a chief
but the administrator "with his
rules-making powers could have
petty officer rating.
Allied alleges.
Omaha — AL CAMPBELL, assis- adapted
the act to the business,"
tant shipper at the 20th-Fox exThe exhibitors feel, the bulletin
day.
change, goes into the Army on Fri- says, that while there is no legal
limit on the extent to which the producer-distributors can go, a proper
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— GEORGE STEPHENSON, member of the 20th-Fox studio
legal staff for the past three years,
is now in the Army, being stationed
at Fort McArthur.

OUELof the
in the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Nov. 1
Hollywood— RICHARD DAY, head
S. C.
of the 20th-Fox art department, has
reported to the Marine Corps at San
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Diego with the rank of captain.
Washington — It's the Army for H.
HERSHEY of the Fox Movietone West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
office here.
Hollywood — ARTHUR NADEL,
20th-Fox film editor, has enlisted in
Seattle— ART SMART, formerly the Army Air Corps.
with Art Slater's Northwest Film
Boulder, Colo.— STERLING WAY,
Service, is now "somewhere in Eng- city manager here for Fox Interland," with the Army Air Forces.
mountain Theaters, has resigned and
Chicago— JACK
EBERSBERGER left for Fort Collins, Colo., to take
training as civilian pilot. He is sucof Warners' Sheboygan theater has
ceeded by Wilbur Williams, his asjoined the Navy.
HARRY
McWHORTER
of the sistant.
Warners' Tower theater, in MilwauO'NEILL,
kee, has been admitted to the of- j Detroit — LEONARD
ficers
candidate
school
at Camp [20th-Fox adsales manager, last week
got his first taste of Army life.
Grant.

Harry Goodwin Dies

40 Chi. Area Theaters

Harry Goodwin, 62, member of the Use Junior Minute Men
Avon Comedy Four, top-ranking
vaude. team for 20 years, died in
Chicago — Forty film theaters in
New York Saturday.
this territory are now using the
Junior Minute Man plan to sell
mies but to a new world idea," he War Bonds and Stamps, with weeksaid. "We must win the peace. To
ly sales averaging $2,000, according
win that peace three things seem to to Will Manchester and Robert Griffith of the Plaisance theater.
me necessary — first, we must plan
now for peace on a global basis; sec— Scrap Socks Japs —
ond, the world must be free, econom- Hanna Switches to Mono.
ically and politically, for nations and
Pittsburgh — J. B. Hanna, for many
for men that peace may exist in it;
third, America must play an active, years employed by the local 20th
constructive part in freeing it and Century-Fox exchange as booker and
later salesman, is now booker and
fice.
keeping
its peace."
The former
presidential candidate salesman for the local Monogram ofrevealed that all the personal expen— Scrap Socks Japs —
ses of his trip had been paid by
himself. "If I have occasion to write Lorch With RKO in Chi.
articles, reporting on my journey at
Chicago — Harry Lorch, formerly
Republic,
has
been
named
greater length, any proceeds will be with
paid at my direction to various war sales manager of the RKO Chicago
relief agencies that are supporting Exchange, under Manager Sam Gorelick.
our common cause."

REMEMBER

PEARL

HARBOR!

regard for the future good-will of
the business should be considered.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Swedish Film Industry Co.
Reports Increased Profits
Stockholm (By Air Mail) — The
Swedish Film Industry Co., Sweden's
largest film producer and theater
owner, reports a net income of 710,000 kronor ($177,500) for the financial year 1941-1942, as against 670,000 kronor for the preceding year.
Past year's profit is the highest recorded since 1937-1938. The Board
recommends an unchanged dividend
of seven per cent on the A-shares
and nine per cent on the B-shares.
The firm's production of feature
films has been maintained at the
level of past years with 11 picture
completed. In addition, the studios
have been rented to other Swedish
companies
for production of feature
films.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Mexican Coin Financing
Herb. Kline's "Hostages"

Herbert Kline, documentary film
producer, who is on leave of
sence from M-G-M, is in Mexico
turning out a feature based on Hit
ler's oppression of the conquered
peoples of Europe. The film is called
"Hostages" and is being made with
Mexican money. There will be two
versions, one in English and the
other
in Spanish.
Kline will return
to
M-G-M
in January.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Chicago's Local B-45
Moving for New Pact
Chicago — President Sam Laman
sky of Local B-45, film exchange em
ployes union, has notified managers
of the Chicago branches that the
union will open negotiations for a
new contract, to be effective Dec. 1.
The present contract has anothei
I year to run, but both sides can call
Jfor
changes
a 60-day
noticeconto
either
side. with
Improved
working
{ ditions and wage increases will be
sought by the union.

W5S?
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Indict Browne Aide,
Tax Consultant
{Continued from Page 1)

Ask More Canadian
Clips In Newsreels
Kingston, Ont. — Members
Imperial Order Daughters

Miami,

Fla. — Milton

Harris of the

was last March when gas rationing
went into effect. He says that 35
per cent of cars this month are
bearing

out of state license plates,

thus indicating that Florida's Winter
visitor trade is arriving.
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of the
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Hollywood — "We Pay You," a new
quiz contest, was given its national
Empire in semi-annual session, passed
premiere at the Ambassador thea resolution asking the Film Board
ater Los Angeles. Four contesto insist on a greater number of
tants are chosen from the audience
Canadian
clips in the
newsreels.
to answer four minor questions and
one major query. They are paid $10
each. If they fail to give the correct answers to the minor questions,
Western Pa. Army Camp
the persons who sent in the queries
To Have Four Theaters
are paid $15 each, if they are in the
theater at the time. The sender of
Pittsburgh — First U. S. Army the major question will be paid $550
camp in the Western Pennsylvania if he or she is in the theater at the
territory will open the early part of time contestants fail to answer it
December in Shenango, to be known correctly.
as the Personnel Replacement Depot.
At the same time that the contest
This camp will have four motion is being conducted in theaters, it will
picture theaters.
also be broadcast by a radio station.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Even W. MacLean, for several years
Los Angeles branch manager for
Five More Russian Pix
United Artists, is sales manager for
Headed for U. S. Screens
"We Pay You."

j by a Grand Jury which has been
,j j sitting since May, 1941, on the in5 ' vestigation.
this jury
now Jury
discfc££ged, the With
November
Grand
, i continue the investigation under
| ti!i Supervision of Correa.
In one of the nine counts in the
, indictment against Zevin the Govj, ernment alleges that Browne,
now
•e j serving sentence for extortion from
the film industry, received from the
years 1935 to 1941 currently through
0 Zevin from Richard F. Walsh, presj! ent president of the IA; William P.
:. Raoul,
Browne's
assistant,
and
j ■ James J. Brennan and Floyd M. Bili lingsley, vice-presidents.
On this
particular point, according
to the
indictment, Zevin stated under oath
that representatives
of the union
3' ' had sent him by registered
mail
Five more Russian films are desvouchers
and sealed envelopes
adtined for exhibition in America in the
dressed "George E. Browne"
and
that none of the letters contained near future. The first is exnected to
1 1 any currency.
be "The Defense of Stalingrad."
The other films are "Ivan the Ter"Kick-Back" Is Charged
rible." "Day of War." "Sune Bator"
It is Correa's
contention
that and "The Lad from Our Town."
Zevin sent checks drawn upon the
— Scrap Socks Japs —
$1,500,000
fund
with a resultant
Charges Title Infringement
"kick-back" of all but a small part
Suit for an injunction, accounting
* of the proceeds of these checks in and damages was filed yesterday in
the form of currency along with fictitious vouchers drawn up to reflect Federal Court against Universal Pic
! the payment of purported
salaries tures and Big "U" Film Exchange by
Lloyd Mayer, author of character
| and expenses.
sketches and stories titled "Just Be
:' In a statement explaining the pur- tween Us Girls." Mayer states
' pose of the indictments Correa stat- that since 1926 he has been writing
» ed that the object of the inquiry, the stories and sketches for magaz
which Zevin and Hirsch
allegedly
attempted to frustrate by perjuring ines and 16 syndicated newspapers.
The defendant is charged with title
'"! themselves,
"has been to find out infringement in the distribution of
! just who are 'the boys in Chicago'." the picture "Just Between Us Girls
jThe U. S. Attorney referred to the
— Scrap Socks Japs —
jtestimony of Harry M. Warner at
jthe Browne-Bioff
trial in which 'Texas Law/ New Hopalong Title
!Warner
said that Bioff had made
Hollywood — Harry Sherman has
his extortion demand because "the set "Texas Law" as the release title
boys
in Chicago
were
expecting for the picture formerly titled "HopChristmas presents."
py Serves A Writ," Hopalong CasZevin is also indicted for alleged- sidy production starring William
y falsely swearing that he had not Boyd.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
received large sums of currency
representing proceeds of checks "Die" In 24 Met. First-Runs
ssued from the two per cent assess"We Refuse to Die," Paramount's
ment fund.
second Victory Short, based on the
Hirsch, it is claimed, failed to Nazi massacre of Lidice, has been
truthfully disclose to the U. S. at- booked in 24 met. first-runs, starttorney the disposition of monies reing tomorrow.
turned to him on a $25,000 cash bail
vhich he posted for Nick Circella, was held as a henchman of Bioff and
Browne
in the extortion case. The
dias Nick Dean, when
the latter
defendant has been questioned as to
how he obtained this sum as part of
Fla. Winter Visitors
the Government's investigation of
the identity of "the boys from ChiBoost Drive-in Biz
Miami Drive-In Theater, reports that
for the past month business has increased and is now about where it

"We Pay You," New Quiz
Contest, In Coast Debut

Hirsch pleaded not guilty yestercago." day before Federal Judge John
Bright and was released on $5,000
bail. A warrant is out for the arrest
of Zevin in Chicago.
The Federal Grand Jury handed
up a third indictment under seal. It
is understood from the Government
that other indictments will follow.
Walsh, Raoul, Brennan and Billingsley are expected to be called as Government witnesses.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Sheehan Bids for Story;
May Re-enter Production
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Winnie Sheehan, with
an eye to production, is negotiating
with Jack Douglas for the picture
rights to the latter's Liberty Magazine story,
"Miss Agatha, Inc."
is about
a congresswoman
who Yarn
joins
the WAACS.
Douglas is now writing on the
Red Skelton and Tommy Riggs air
shows.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

To Enforce Que. Bingo Ban
Quebec — Leon Casgrain, Provincial
Attorney-General, announced here
that the law forbidding the holding
of Bingo games throughout the province will henceforth be "relentlessly
put into force without further no— Scrap Socks Japs —

Tom Baily. Aide to Arch Reeve
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Baily, formerly
with
tice." National Screen Service, has
joined Arch Reeve at Association of
Motion Picture Producers to take
charge of launching of the community
publicity and the promotionchest
campaign.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Rainger Rites on Coast

Warners Entering
Newsreel Field
{Continued from Page 1)

reel release, but will operate entirely on its own. Also its format
is to be entirely different from that
of current newsreels. It is further
understood that Warners tried to
purchase one of other newsreel services and having failed in this decided to enter the field with its own
organization.
H. M. Warner
recently
visited
Washington and it is believed the
Warner newsreel will devote much
of its footage to all-out war effort.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Funeral Services Held
For Singer, Trade Vet.
{Continued from Page 1)

one time was sales manager for Universal short subjects, later handling
the company's non-theatrical and 16
mm. departments. More recently he
had been manager of the Little
Carnegie Theater. His wife, Sylvia,
survives.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Metro to Tradeshow Two
M-G-M will tradeshow "Dr. Gillespie'sl New Assistant" and "The Gentleman from Tennessee," (formerly
known as "Tennessee Johnson") in
all exchange centers on Nov. 13, with
two exceptions. These are in New
York, where the screenings will take
place on Nov. 10, and in Omaha,
where the pictures will be screened
on Nov. 12.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Build Model for Navy Parade
St. Louis — A 43-foot model of the
U. S. S. Missouri, built by stagehands at the Fox Theater, was used
in the Navy Day parade Saturday to
represent the local film industry.
Model took two and a half months to
complete.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Record Sherman Backlog
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With seven pictures
completed and in the cans awaiting
release, and three in the stages of
shooting, editing and scoring, Harry
Sherman has his greatest backlog.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Stromberg Signs College Girl, 17

Hollywood — Hunt Stromberg has
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
signed
Joan
Chaffee,
17, college
Hollywood — Funeral services for
Ralph Rainger, songwriter, who died freshman, to a long-term contract.
with 11 others in the crash of an
American Airlines transport near
Wire Coat Hangers
Palm today.
Springs on Friday, will be held
here

Drive Nets 175,000

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Metro Pic Into Oriental
Chicago — "Pierre of the Plains,"
has been booked for a first-run next
week by the Oriental theater, marking the first Metro feature this indie
Loop house has had this season.
Quick Booking for Army
Seattle — Bob Quick, formerly
booker for M-G-M in Minneapolis, is
now booking for the Army Motion
Picture Service in the Northwest and
Alaska.

Miami, Fla. — To date, 175,000 wire
coat hangers have been taken in by
nabe theaters in the Wometco chain
throughout the Greater Miami area.
At first children were admitted
free for ten hangers, then the offer
was extended to adults and an allowance of one cent each was made
on ticket purchases of adults. The
hangers have all been disposed of to
local laundries and dry cleaning
establishments.

VERY GOOD!
DEFINITELY A
BOXOFFICE PICTURE
Republic
with this

comes
to the fore
well-presented
film extolling the American
Volunteer
Group. The picture will appeal to the
masses,
not only because of its merits,
but because it glorifies a group of men who
have endeared themselves to all freedom-loving
people . . . direction and performances are fine.
The air battles are spectacular and thrilling. It is
definitely a boxoffice picture — one that would make
any major studio feel proud.

Harrison's Reports

BIG-TIM
STUFF ALL DOWN
THE LINE

WILL STRIKE
HARD AT AUDIENCE
IMAGINATION

dertaken, this drai .._
and death
in the

few

In "Flying Tigers," Republic has its best picture,
ond one that certainly justifies its rating as a
'Special.' The title alone spells ticket sales, but coupled
with it are daring air battle sequences that match any
heretofore seen on the screen.' Each is a thrill that
gives ample return for a ticket purchase. With vivid
reality, David Miller socks over the air sequences and
puts high drama
into every scene to earn a most
valuable directorial credit. Edmund Grainger's production guidance realizes on every showmanly phase to
give Republic a boxoffice picture.
Daily Variety

NO THEATRE IN THE LAND
HESITATE ABOUT
PROUDLY PLAYING IT
Smashing

triumph

for

Republic

SHOULD
lot.

As

ah

inspiring

combat screen adventure, "Flying Tigers" is tops, and
there is nothing but praise for Edmund Grainger,
producer; David Miller, its director; Kenneth Gar
and Barry Trivers, writers of the screen play; a
every member
of its sincerely hard-work
cast. It will be a record grosser in all
gagements, and no theatre in the la
should hesitate about proudly play
it. The aerial shots the picture boc
are stunning thrillers.

Ho//ywood Repo

pkn WAYNE E I II I H
^« CARROLL
■Qnna LEE

f!i

rirTlllll
R

RE PUB

AISI/
SHOULD RESULT IN
EXCEPTIONAL RETURNS
A well-handled,
finely performed
adventure
story that
will thrill and enthrall all who see it. High interest in the
exploits of the intrepid band of flyers around which the
story is woven should result in exceptional returns. Set to
tempos suitable to the widely publicized activities of the
American
Volunteer
Group,
whose
thrilling and daring
exploits it chronicles with dog-fights, machine-gun chatter,
ack-ack fire and
bursting bombs
punctuating
the entire
footage like corn popping on a hot griddle, this is absorbing fare . . . the kind of entertainment that thoroughly
satisfies the masses.
Showmen's

Trade Review

THRILLS ABOUND IN THE PICTURE
REVIEWERS RATING: EXCELLENT
The first tribute to the American

Volunteer

Group,

or th

"Flying Tigers" as they are better known, has a timeliness
about it that should make
it popular. Previewed
at the
Normandie Theatre in New York before a special aud
ence of reviewers, circuit buyers and the National Board
of Review, as well as certain interested groups, the picture
was received with a great deal of interest.
Motion Picture Herald

PLAY
"FLYING TIGERS" FOR
ROUSING, COURAGEOUS FILM-FARE
Besides being a scoop on a title that should draw

crowds

'Flying Tigers" is a Class A picture in its own right that
will keep the crowds glued to their seats during an exciting, tense film, which has a unique combination of realism
and pathos. The story is convincing throughout

The direc-

tion of "Flying Tigers" is clean cut, the story exciting.
The Independent

PICAL AVIATION PICTURE IS
AMMED WITH SELLING ANGLES
■■<- aviation stuff in this is aces, and the dog fights,

>fr

Jm
.,<$*
/-/^

ell| sport plane flight "hedge
hopping"
through
J^M
mountains, the bombings, etc. are top thrill /%'$(
!<i)f(. Carroll steals honors but Wayne, Kelly
^fl
Jones keep right on his heels. It's a
/^•'■J1
job from Republic.
J&A
The Exhibitor
Juki

/

flGGRS

PAUL KELLY* GORDON JONES
BILL SHIRLEY * MAE CLARKE
AND A CAST OF THOUSANDS
Associate Producer
EDMUND GRAINGER
Directed by DAVID MILLER
Screenplay

I PICTURE

KENNETH
Original

GAMET
Story

by

&

by
BARRY

KENNETH

TRIVERS
GAMET
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RKO's "Navy" Pit
Debuts in Frisco
San Francisco— RKO's "The Navy
Comes Through" will be the opening attraction at the dedication of
the new Treasure Island Theater at
the Navy base, Treasure Island, San
Francisco, today.
Players who will arrive today
for the opening include George Murphy, Jane Wyatt, Jackie Cooper, Max
Baer, Desi Arnaz, featured in "The
Navy Comes Through." Also in the
party will be Leon Errol, Ginny
Simms, Harold Peary (The Great
Gildersleeve), and possibly James
Craig. Several young players from
the studio will also attend, including
Joan Barclay, Ariel Heath, Ann Summers and Mary Jane Halsey.

Consolidate 3 Hearings
On Film Exchange Cases
A motion by the IATSE to consolidate pending hearings on film
exchange cases in New York was
granted by the NLRB yesterday. The
occasion was the second formal hearing on the collective bargaining petition filed by the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, UOPWA, in behalf of white
collarites at the 20th-Fox exchange.
The board's action met with the approval of SOPEG.
Two other cases are now pending.
They involve white-collar workers at
the Loew's and United Artists exchanges. All three involve the same
points. The three cases will be
heard together for the first time tomorrow. It was learned yesterday
that the board was making an attempt to bring 20th-Fox and the
union representatives together to
determine the question of eligibility
of voters.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Panama Hattie" As Tab.
Set for Boston Break-in

REVIEWS Of
"The Living Ghost"
with James

Dunn, Joan

Woodbury

Monogram
61
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
MYSTERY

THRILLER

PAR LARGELY DUE
ACTERIZATION.

TO

Mins.

FALLS

BELOW

FAULTY

CHAR-

As mystery thrillers go, "The Living
Ghost" will just about pass muster as filler
material in the lower brackets.
Basic fault of the thriller seems to
evolve from a too glib interpretation of the
famous Nick Trayne characterization which
causes James Dunn to carry through the
central role of the detective in a too
facetious

manner,

thereby

losing much

the "heavy thrill" possibilities which
orignial story frame seems to provide.

of
the

Story deals with a new twist in "how
to get control of the family money" just
short of murder by the insertion of a new
fluid which paralyzes the brain leaving a
human

corpse

afoot.

Engineered

by the

supposedly dutiful wife and her old friend
in order to gain control of the family fortune, which has been willed to the arbitrary step-daughter, killings take place in
order to cover-up the initial deed. Called
in to unravel the case, James Dunn proceeds to casually do so. Joan Woodbury,
secretary to the paralyzed Walter Craig,
soon ensnares Dunn in a romantic web,
ending in the usual picture clinch after
several thrilling sequences which lead to
the final denouement.
CAST:

James

Dunn, Joan Woodbury,

Paul

McVey, Vera Gordon, Norman Willis, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Minerva Urecal, George
Eldridge, Jan Wiley, Edna Johnson, Danny
Beck, Gus Glassmire, Lawrence Grant,
Howard Banks, J. Arthur Young, Frances
Richards, Harry Depps.
CREDITS: Producer, A. W. Hackel; Production Manager, Ben Gutterman; Director,
William

Beaudine;

Author,

Howard

Dims-

dale; Screenplay, Joseph Hoffman; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Editor, Jack
Ogilvie; Sound, Glen Glenn; Musical Director, Frank Sanucci.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

Reddy Burial in Westboro

Burial services were held in Westboro, Mass., yesterday for Frank
Reddy who, for 20 years, was the
receptionist at the MPPDA offices.
Reddy, who was 68, died of a heart
attack at his home in Jackson
Heights Thursday night. Will Hays
and members of the staff attended
— Scrap Socks Japs —
the services for Reddy in New York
Saturday.
"Gentleman Jim" Out Nov. 14
Warners has set Nov. 14 as the
Reddy joined the MPPDA staff in
national release date for "Gentleman 1922, shortly after the association
Jim," which is being tradeshown was founded.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Thursday. Pre-release engagements
of the picture will get under way this Dinner Honors Ollie Brooks
week-end. "The Hard Way," origDetroit — All exchanges were repinally set for release Nov. 14, will
be given a later date on the sched- represented in the 150 local filmites
ule.
who honored Ollie Brooks, of W. S.
Butterfield Theaters, Inc., with a
— Scrap Socks Japs —
farewell bachelor dinner, Friday at
Gallegos Novel as Mex. Pic
the Variety Club. Speakers included
Caracas (By Air Mail — Passed by Earl Hudson, United Detroit Theaters; Charles Perry, Adams TheCensor) — Romulo Gallegos, probably
the best known Venezuelan novelist,
ater, and Ray Branch, Allied Theaters of Michigan. Brooks received
will leave for Mexico City Friday to
supervise filming of his "Dona Bar- a sterling silver service from the
group.
bara."

Decision to present the stage musical "Panama Hattie" in tabloid form
in the presentation houses has been
reached by George White. The nation-wide tour will start at the RKO
Palace in Boston the latter part of
November.

A11 Studios Making
II6UJ f ILniS Quality
Pix-Eyssell
* SHORTS

*

"The Good Job"
(A Miniature)
M-G-M
11 Mins.
Superb Reel
This is William Saroyan's initial
directorial job and is based on his
own short story, "A Number of the
Poor." Reel is very appealing and
rich in human interest, for it deals
throughout with the most interesting
things on earth, — human beings.
Locale is a little corner store in a
poor section. The clerk finds his
job therein the best he ever had,
for the reason that he meets with
and talks to all kinds of people.
Saroyan shows you the types and
projects their behavior. There is
really no story as stories go, but
nevertheless there is so much told
via simple exposition of the people.
There are all too few shorts like
this one. The footage makes you
think and gives something so real
and yet so intangible to take away
with you. "The Good Job" is all
that its title implies, and authordirector Saroyan, it is hoped, will
always make gems equal to it.
Okay Please"
"Information
(No. 11)
RKO
10 Mins.

(Continued from Page 1)

spending
10 days
in Hollywood.
Eyssell said that he was impressed
by the feverish activity of the studios both from the standpoint of
turning
entertainment
ernment out
films.
Contrary toand
repd __
he said, the studios are not cone!
variety.
trating too much on war themes, but
are trying to produce programs of
"From what I saw in production
and in the screening rooms," Eyssell
asserted, "the box-office is beinggiven whole-hearted attention and
this should be a banner season for
good pictures. The studios are doing an excellent job despite the hanof manpower
Next dicaps
picture
to go loss."
into the Music
Hall will be RKO's "Once Upon a
torical
footage so that the ages to
Honeymoon."
come may see motion pictures of
history-makers such as Presidents
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt;
William Jennings Bryan, Queen Victoria, George V, et al, and events
such as the launching of the Maine,
the World War's declaration, the
Armistice, etc. These and a number
of other memorable scenes are actually shown in "The Film That Was
Lost." This short is, on all counts,
one of the most intriguing reels yet
made in filmland. It merits exhibition in every outlet.
Okay
"A Band Is Born"
(Famous Bands)
Columbia
10 Mins.

Thisvanttime
John Kieran,
Oscar have
Leand Franklin
P. Adams
Russel Crouse as their visiting expert. The usual humorous remarks
are mixed with the cerebral exercises. Clifton Fadiman invades a
The Hal Mclntyre orchestra gives
variety of fields for his questions. out with plenty of stuff to satisfy
Some of them are on the silly side the young folk. Performing at the
just for laughs. This is no better Glen Island Casino in Westchester,
and no worse than the others in the Mclntyre and his lads come through
series.
with a number of popular compositions, among them "The Memory of
"The Film That Was Lost"
This Dance," "This Is the Story of
(Passing Parade)
M-G-M
10 Mins. a Starry Night" and "Take a Tip,
Button
Up by
Your
Splendid
Subject
ing is done
CarlLip."
DennyThe
andvocalizPenny
Parker.
It took the astute, velvet-voiced
John Nesbitt to give both the motion picture industry and the pub"Screen Snapshots"
lic this subject which crystallizes
(No. 3— Series 22)
the story back of the founding of Columbia
9 Mins.
All Right
the Museum of Modern Art's Film
Library. By so doing, Nesbitt demThis item is in the nature of a
onstrates that in its constant search
radio broadcast, the performers befor appropriate stories, filmland
ing Jack Benny, Eddie (Rochester)
overlooks what should be perfectly Anderson, Mary Livingstone, Dennis
obviou* material of merit. "The Day, Phil Harris and his band. The
Film That Was Lost" is that, and scene is Camp Haan, California.
more, because it is excellent, unique
taking part in the fun-makentertainment. It traces the origin Others
ing are Murray Bolen, Bill Morrow
and advance of the motion picture
and Ed
The though
gags won't
as that medium, all along the route, send
you Beloin.
into stitches,
they
narticularly via newsreels. captured are acceptable. The short is too)
history. But, tragically, it dawned static to gain wide acceptance.
upon the Museum's founding fathers
that such celluloid-recorded history McCabe Replaces Condon
When Bob Condon leaves for the
was perishing because film deteriorated slowlv but surely over a span Army this week he will be succeeded
of some 20 years, and, at the end in the 20th-Fox publicity department
of that time could not be shown. So, by Thomas McCabe, who has been
the Museum's Film Library was born handling exploitation kits for the
to eliminate such destruction. Now field staff. Howard Pearl takes over
it periodically
reprints rare his- McCabe's duties.
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L. A. House Asks
Clearance Change
{Continued from Page 1)

uct to Los Angeles first-runs on a
basis of 63 days over the Eagle or to
the Glen Theater on a basis of seven
days over the Eagle, both of which
schedules are unreasonable, it is
-Simed. It is further charged that
^^ributors permit the Dale and
other suburban theaters charging 30
cents to play 49 days after first-run
Los Angeles.
The Eagle asks that the Glen's
clearance be eliminated and that the
distributors be required to give the
Eagle equal availability with other
theaters charging the same admission
prices.

Corrected Award Issued
In Middleboro Comlaint
A corrected award has been issued
by the arbitrator in the case filed by
the Princess Amusement Co., operating the Middleboro Theater, Middleboro, Mass. In the original award,
the complaint was dismissed. In the
corrected award, the complaint is
dismissed to all except Paramount.
The arbitrator ruled that the
clearance of first-run Boston over
Brockton and first-run Brockton
over Park-Taunton, provided in the
Paramount contracts, is reasonable.
However, the clearance "after Brockton and Park-Taunton" provided in
the contract is unreasonable. Therefore the maximum clearance to be
provided in the contract is fixed to
read: "After Brockton and ParkTaunton but not later than 14 days
after first-run Brockton or 28 days
after first-run Boston, whichever is
earlier."

Expect Early Settlement
Of Ozark Theater Case
St. Louis — Prospect late last night
was that a settlement out of court
would be effected in the unfair and
unreasonable run and clearance complaint of the Webster Groves Theater Company, owner of the Ozark
Theater, against Paramount, RKO,
Vitagraph and 20th Century-Pox,
with the Fanchon & Marco and St.
Louis Amusement Co.'s High/point
and Maplewood, Richmond and Shady
Oak Theaters interested parties.
The case was continued to tomorrow. Tentative terms of agreement
have been sent to Harry C. Arthur,
Jr., ranking Fanchon & Marco executive who is in New York City, for
his approval. The peace pact works
out an equitable basis for runs and
clearances between the affected
houses, it is stated in informed cireles here.

Any Bonds Today?
Baltimore — Milton Schwaber, Linden and Apex Theaters, hung up
something of a record during the
Bond drive. Sold over $100,000 of
Bonds without moving from his desk.
Credit the phone with an assist.

HCLLyW€OD

SPEAKING-

By RALPH
—HOLLYWOOD
I ORETTA YOUNG'S second picture under
*— her rwo-films-a year Paramount contract
will be "Her Heart in Her Throat," from
the English mystery novel by Ethel Lina

WILK
I 1NIVERSAL has borrowed John Garfield
^ from Warner Bros, for the male lead

Coast Starting Nine,
50 Before Cameras
West

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nine new pictures are
scheduled to go into production this
week bringing the total shooting to
50. The check-up:
White. Her first pic for the studio, "China,"
in which she is co-starred with Alan Ladd,
At Columbia — Three shooting.
went into production yesterday.
At M-G-M: Nine shooting.
QARAMOUNT has signed two former
At Monogram: Two shooting, inLJARRY SHERMAN has assigned Jane * players in Orson: Welles' Mercury Theacluding "Silent Witness," dog picture,
ter Co. to film roles — George Coulouris
with Frank Albertson, Maris Wrixon
' * Wyatt to act opposite Richard Dix in
and Evelyn Brent. Being produced
"Meet John Bonniwell," adapted from will appear in the final scenes of "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," and Fortunio Bonanova will by Martin Mooney and Max King,
Frank Gruber's novel, "Peace Marshal,"
Sherman is dickering with Paramount for the have ing aof which
role instarted
Bing Crosby's
yesterday."Dixie," film- and the original story is by Mooney.

•

•

•

•

loan of Albert Dekker to play the heavy.

THE old "Hold Back The Dawn" set,
' representing a town square, on the
back of the Paramount lot will be remodeled to represent the village in Producer-Director Sam Wood's "For Whom
The

Bell Tolls."

•

•

in the third episode of "Flesh and Fantasy," which is being produced by Charles
Boyer and Julien Duvivier, with Duvivier
directing.

•

•

•

•

PRODUCER Lester Cowan is angling to
' get Evelyn Keyes for one of the top
femme roles in "Heart Of A City," the
story of London which he has next on
his production list at Columbia. James
role.
Gleason
has been penciled in for a comedy

•

•

/^EORGE BARBIER, veteran stage and
^■^ screen player, has been assigned by TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX has assigned
' Ladislaus Bus-Fekete and Mrs. Bus20th-Fox to appear in its new Alice Faye
film in Technicolor, "Hello, Frisco, Hello."
Pic will be Miss Faye's first in 15 months.

PRC Sets 200 Dates
For 3 Pix in Army Camps

Fekete to work on the script of "The
Last Train From Berlin."

Disney One-Reelers for
Next 12 Months Finished

As the result of a special drive West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
staged by Arthur Greenblatt, sales
Hollywood— The Walt Disney stumanager, for bookings in Army
dio has completed virtually its encamps, PRC has set more than 200
tire single-reel output for the next
dates on three of its top pictures, 12 months. The schedule has been
as follows: "The Yanks Are Com- advanced because the production of
ing," 86 camps; "Miss V From Mos- Government films and other subjects
cow," 60; "Secrets of a Co-ed," 57. will tax the capacity of the studio
— Scrap Socks Japs —
to the limit.
Disney now is devoting 90 per
"Hold On to Your Hats"
cent of the studio output to films
For Kravetz and Seltzer
for the Navy, Army and other agencies and will turn out 300,000 feet
First picture to be made by the before the end of 1943. In the list
new Max Kravetz-Frank Seltzer or- of finished product or those in production are eight Donald Ducks,
ganization may be "Hold On to
Your Hats," a film version of the four Plutos, two Goofys and a numAl Jolson musical hit of last season.
ber of special subjects.
Present plans call for three pictures
The regular schedule of Disney
to be made this season with distribu- entertainment shorts will be augtion through a major company.
mented by a group of special attrac— Scrap Socks Japs —
tions, including "Der Fuehrer's
20th-Fox Buys Two Plays
Face," "Education for Death,"
11' est Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY "Emotion and Reason" and "ChickHollywood — Two plays, "Flare
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Path" and "Highland Fling," have
en Little."
Trailer
been purchased by 20th-Fox. The Ziemer to Make
first,, by Terence Rattigan, is at pres- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ent playing in London. The other,
Hollywood — Edward A. Golden,
unproduced, is by Margaret Curtis.
who RKO,
is producing
Children"
— Scrap Socks Japs —
for
will make"Hitler's
a special
trailer
Fox Intermountain Moves
using Gregor Ziemer, upon whose
Denver — Fox Intermountain head- Readers' Digest article, "Education
quarters were forced to move from for Death," his script is based. Ziemer now is in Hollywood on Govern1631 Glenarm when the Government
ment business.
took over their office space. Fox
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Intermountain is now located in the
Continental Oil building, 18th and New
Columbus Pix Columnist
Glenarm.
Columbus, O.— William S. Cun—Scrap Socks Japs —
ningham, for more than 12 years
Nelson J. Darling Dies
conductor of the "Show Shop" colBoston' — Nelson J. Darling, 58,
umn, in the magazine section, Sun
General Electric manager of the days of the Columbus Dispatch, has
plants at Lynn and Everett, Mass., resigned to take over new chores on
died yesterday at his home in the paper. His successor is Ann
Swampscott.
Starr.

At Paramount: Six shooting, including
"China," story of the heroic resistance of the
Chinese people against the Japanese invaders
before and after the Pearl Harbor attack,
with Loretta Young, Alan Ladd and William
Bendix heading the cast. John Farrow directing and Richard Blumenthal is the associate producer ; and the Technicolor musical
"Dixie." with Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour,
Marjorie Reynolds, Billy de Wolfe, Lynne
Overman, Eddie Foy, Jr., and Raymond Walburn.
Edward
Sutherland directing.
At PRC: One shooting, "Overland Stage
Coach,"series.
is the title for the first of the Lone
Rider
At Republic : Three sTiooting. including "Hit
Parade of 1943," musical, with Susan Hayward and John Carroll in the romantic leads,
Freddy Martin and his Orchestra, and Count
Basie and his Orchestra in top roles. Albert
S. Rogell directing, and Albert J. Cohen as

At RKO-Radio:
Five shooting.
At 20th-Fox: Six shooting, including "Hello,
Frisco. Hello." musical based on a story of
the
Coast Payne,
in the Jack
early Oakie,
1900's, Lynn
with
AliceBarbary
Faye. John
Bari, June Havoc, Ward Bond, and Laird
Cregar indirecting.
a comedy role. H. Bruce Humberstone
At United Artists: Harry Sherman shooting two.
At Universal: Seven shooting, including
Walter
Wanger's
background
against"We've
Texas Never
A. andBeen
M. Licked,"
College,
with Robert Cummings in the starring role.
John Rawlins directing; and the Technicolor
production, "White Savage," which George
Waggner is producing, with Jon Hall, Maria
Montez and Sabu co-starred, and Thomas
Gomez as the heavy.
Arthur Lubin directing.
At Warners: Five shooting, including "Old
Acquaintance," drama, from the play by John
van Druten, starring Bette Davis, with Miriam
Hopkins, Gig Young and Dolores Moran.
Edmund Goulding directing for producer,
Henry
Blanke.
Seymour Nebenzal's "The Hangman," based
on Emil Ludwig's story, with John Carradine
as Heydnch, Gestapo hatchet man, Frances
Farmer, Edgar Kennedy, Blanche Yurka and
Helen Thimig.
Douglas Sierick directing.

$100,000 to Exploit
Rep. "Tigers" Overseas
Because of the unprecedented interest shown in England, South
America and Australia, Republic has
allotted $100,000 for extra exploitation on "The Flying Tigers." It will
be released in these countries in
January, and plans are already unfor special premiere openlia. deringsway
in London and Sidney, Austra— Scrap Socks Japs —

Quints in Stage Debut

Toronto—The Dionne Quintuplets,
8 years old, were seen on the stage
for the first time at Maple Leaf
Gardens here yesterday at the Victory Loan Show. This was their
first public appearance away from
their home in Callender, Ont. They
sang English and French songs to
great applause.

BMH

AUTHENTIC!
I DIFFERENT!
'

■I- It's the first feature picture
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MAJORS TO DISTRIBUTE BRITISH WARFILMS
British
Exhib. Ass'n and 20th-Fox in Peace Pact
Booking War Ends With

CEA Winning Restoration oi
Status Quo in Sales Policy
London (By Cable) — Settlement
\ of the CEA's booking "war" with
Twentieth Century-Fox which broke
out in September when the American distributor revised its sales
policy here was announced yesterday at a meeting of the exhibitor
association's
special negotiating
committee
and officers.
The agreement, as finally drafted
following
a series of conferences
(Continued on Page 7)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Stringent New Wage
Regulations Issued
Washington

l|i
1
1;
|
H

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — New and stringent
wage regulations were issued yesterday by James F. Byrnes, Economic Stabilization Director. The
War Labor Board receives jurisdiction over all wage
payments and
(Continued on Page 4)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

B RKO to Tradeshow Next
Nov. 9-10, 12-13
j Block,
National trade screenings
F
W*
l|
L

on
RKO's next group of five pictures
were announced yesterday by President Ned Depinet. The tradeshows
will be held Nov. 9-10 and 12-13 and
(Continued on Page 6)

;i

Gen. Osborne to be
Guest of Pioneers

Gen. Frederick H. Osborne, Chief,
Special Services Branch, War Department, will head the list of the
honor guests at the Picture Pioneers
Thanksgiving dinner which is to be
held at the Waldorf-Astoria, Nov.
19, Jack Cohn said, following a
meeting of the dinner committee
yesterday.
The luncheon of the dinner committee contained a surprise for
Cohn in the form of a birthday
cake.

Eight Features and 15
Shorts on Roster; to Go
On Regular Programs

GRIFFIN ELECTED SMPE PRESIDENT
Fall Meeting Hears Claude Lee on Industry's "Coming
Age" as Power for Good

of

War films of the British Ministry
of Information will be distributed in
the United States by the eight major companies under a deal announced yesterday by Sidney Bernstein of
the British Information Services.
Bernstein returned to London yesterday after five months here.
Eight features and 15 shorts are
on the program, although Bernstein
was dubious over the possibility of
completing the full proposed lineup.
The pictures
willon be
on the
(Continued
Pagesold
5)

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Herbert
Griffin,
executive
vicepresident of the Society of Motion
Picture
Engineers,
yesterday
was
elevated
to the
presidency at the
opening
session
of the organization's three - day
Fall meeting
at
the Hotel Pennsylvania. HeEmery
replaces
Huse.
Griffin, who is
vice-president of
the International
Projector Corp.
of this city and
HERBERT
GRIFFIN
president of the
Librascope Co. of
Burbank,
Calif.. will be succeeded

as executive vice-president by Loren L. Ryder, director of recording at the Paramount studios.
Arthur C. Downes of the research
Laboratories of the National Carbon
Co., Cleveland, and Wiliam C. Kunzmann, technical engineer of the same
company, were re-elected editorial
vice-president and convention vicepresident, respectively. E. Allan
Williford of the National Carbon
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Co. was elected secretary as successor to P. J. Larsen, while M. R.
Boyer of E. I. duPont de Nemours &
Co., New York, was named treasurer to replace G. Friedl, Jr. Elected
to the board of governors were William A. Mueller of the Warner Bros,
studios and H. W. Remershied of
the Bell & Howell Co., Hollywood.
In the first ruling of its kind
War Role of Films
since the entry of the New York
The role of the film industry in consent decree, Federal Judge Edward A. Conger yesterday ordered
war time (Continued
was the ontheme
Page 8)of yester- all reference
to the decree to be

Award to Waverly
Upheld on Appeal

Stock Allocation Up
At MPPDA-WPB Talk

By LOU PELEGBINE

Oust Consent Decree
From All Ascap Suits
(Continued on Page 5)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Warner District Managers
To Meet in Chicago Nov. 13

A meeting of all Warners district
managers has been called bv Ben
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Kalmenson. general sales manager,
Motion picture appeal board has
at the Blackstone Hotel,
— Representatives of for Nov. 13
affirmed the award of the arbitra- theWashington
(Continued on Paae 6)
Motion Picture Producers and
tor in the complaint filed by the Distributors of America discussed
Waverly Theater, New York City,
various aspects and provisions of
against RKO, Warner Bros, and the film allocation order (L178) with
"Moon
and Sixpence"
In Rivoli
Premiere
20th Century-Fox.
The appeal was Harold Hopper, chief of the motion
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 8)

With the industry, society and the

Coast Base for WB Newsreel?

arts Loew-Lewin
represented byproduction
many a "name,"
the
of W.

Clapper, Pearson Mentioned for Editor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Schlesinger, SCG Settle
Hollywood — Setting a precedent,
Warners
may edit its projected new
Dispute; Studio Reopens
newsreel at the Burbank studio in-

Somerset Maugham's "The Moon
and Sixpence" had a gala charity
opening at the Rivoli last night, the
entire proceeds benefiting the French
and American War Work of the Coordinating Council of French Relief
Societies. THE FILM DAILY, reviewing the UA release on Sept. 9,

stead of in New York, general scene
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Leon Schlesinger and of newsreel operations, it was rethe Screen Cartoonists Guild have
ported here yesterday.
reached an amicable agreement of
In all probability, post of editor
go to a top name, with pertheir dispute and the studio re- will sons
both in and out of the industry
opened yesterday. The studio was
(Continued on Page 7)

rated it a "gilt-edge attraction with
powerful story and fine acting" and
ranked it "among the best biographical films." Last night's audience
obviously shared that opinion.

(Continued on Page 5)
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A national advertising campaign
in newspapers, fan and trade magazines will be launched by Monogram in promoting the company's
$300,000
special yesterday
"Silver Skates,"
was announced
by Steveit
Broidy, general sales manager, following a meeting of managers from
six Eastern offices. Advertising
plans for two other important Monogram pictures, "Rhythm Parade"
and "Beyond the Great Divide" also
were mapped out at the meeting
which will be continued today.
Attending the sessions were Harry
Thomas, Eastern sales manager;
Joe Felder, New York; Mark Goldman, Pittsburgh; Nate Schultz,
Cleveland; Bill Onie, Cincinnati;
Sam Rosen, Philadelphia, and Harry
Brown and Harry Crull, Washington.

Industry Leaders Attend
"Moon" Rivoli Opening

COmmG and GO IDG

W. Somerset Maugham's "The
Moon and Sixpence" finally reached
the screen last night when the Rivoli
presented the David L. Loew-Albert
Lewin production for UA, the gala
premiere taking the form of a benefit for the French and American War
Work of the Co-ordinating Council
of French Relief Societies.
The SRO audience, an assembly
of society, industry and arts
"names," included these of the trade:
Adolph Zukor, Spyros Skouras,
Barney Balaban, Grad Sears, Neil
Agnew, Leon Netter, Leonard Goldenson, George Skouras, Bob Weitman, John W. Hicks, Jack Alicoate,
Bob Gillham, William Phillips, Don
Mersereau, Austin Keough, Harry

D. Buckley, Carl Leserman, "Skip"
Weshner,
Eddie Schnitzel',
Chester
B. Bahn, Arthur
W. Kelly, William
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
A. White, Jules Catsiff, John Benas,
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
Louis Weber, Harry Michalson and
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LON- "Yankee
Doodle" Breaks
Bob Wolff.
DON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, London
House Records
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Pic, which co-stars George SandHarle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
ers and Herbert Marshall, opens at
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
London (By Cable) — All paid ad- the Montague Salmon - managed
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
mission records in the history of the house today on a continuous policy
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Warner Theater here were broken
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
at pop prices.
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
— Scrap Socks Japs —
by "Yankee Doodle Dandy" in its
Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
first week, it is stated by Max Milder, Warner Bros, managing direc- 20th-Fox's Minneapolis
tor for Great Britain. Receipts for Branch Wins Drive Trophy
the week were in excess of 7,000
pounds sterling. Previous record
Twentieth-Fox's Minneapolis
holder for the house was "Confes- branch won the Tom Connors Chamsions of a Nazy Spy."
pionship Drive Trophy, according to
YDD
is expected
to run at the official figures just tabulated on the
(Tuesday, Oct. 27)
Warner for at least three months.
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
results of this sales drive that ter— Scrap Socks Japs —
Net
minated Aug. 1. Employes of 11
High
low
Close
Chg.
Eleventh House Added
other exchanges also received bonus
Am.
Seat
checks
for
being outstanding prize
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2% > 103/4
10y2
101/2—
14 To P. A. Magazzu
Circuit
winners.
Columbia
IPicts. pfd. 35
35
35
+
Vi
Con.
Fm.
Ind
9-16
9-16
9-16+1-16
Following Minneapolis the next
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
Beaver Meadows, Pa. — P. A. MaEast. Kodak
winners were San Fran, circuit owner, purchased the five prize
cisco, Pittsburgh, Memphis, New
do
pfd
Howells Theater here, extending his
Gen. free. Eq
14%
14
14
—
'/2
chain to 11 houses. The Howells Orleans, Charlotte and in the Canadian division the first two offices
Loew's, Inc
44 Vi
44
44l/8 —
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FINANCIAL

SAMUEL COLDWYN, accompanied by his
wife, arrives here today from the Coast to
talk a new Russian film with Lillian Hellman
and a film deal with
Danny
Kaye.
SONJA HENIE, is in Indianapolis supervising
final rehearsals for her annual ice show which
starts its six-week cross-country tour Noj^^5
NAT
LEVY,
Eastern
division
sales
for RKO
Radio,
left yesterday
on a bi
trip to the Boston
and Detroit branch
offices.
Levy will return
to New York on Monday.
MARCY

McGUIRE,

who

makes

her pic debut

in RKO Radio's "Seven Days' Leave," will arrive in New York
tomorrow.
MARCARET HAYES, is here from Hollywood
for three radio shows and a 'Broadway stage
production.
HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of
Altec Service, has returned from a business
trip through the Eastern states.
RAYMOND CONRAD, president and WILLIAM
PIATT, business agent, of Local 325, IATSE
and MPMO of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., will attend
the dinner for Dick Walsh in Brooklyn this
week.
JOSEPH FELDMAN. assistant zone manage
for Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh area, is
in New York for conferences with Harry M.
Kalmine.
ROY HAINES, Vitagraph vice-president, left
last night for Albany and Boston.
W.
STEWART
McDONALD,
executive,
returns today from

Warner
Ohio.

1

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Theaters, will hole
an advertising meeting in Philadelphia today
SEYMOUR COHEN of Warners' publicity de
partment is being inducted into the Army thi
week.
GERALDINE

FITZGERALD,

York USO.
late this week
the

to make

will arrive in New
several p.a.'s foi

AARON JONES, Jones, linick & Schaefe
prexy, Chicago,
has gone to Florida for hi
annual
sojourn.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
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Sonotone Corp
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period last year was $39,459.
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RKO

WAC's Miss Kurtz Speaks
On Pix's War Effort Role

Columbia
Buys of"Malta"
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM

PICTURES,

Inc.

TRADE SHOWING

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has bought
Marjiann Kurtz, of the WAC last
a story of the British denight addressed the Regency Park "Malta,"
fense of that island by Heinz Herald
Victory Council, an affiliate of the who will also write the screenplay.
Queens Office of Civilian Defense,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
on the role of the motion picture
industry in the nation's war effort. Juel Rogers Hospitalized
Butte, Mont. — Juel Rogers, booker
Miss Kurtz reviewed the movies'
efforts to date and at the conclusion for Republic here, is in a hospital
of her talk answered questions from in Helena, suffering from a nervous
the dais.
collapse.
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WAC's Miss Kurtz Speaks
On Pix's War Effort Role

Nat'l Ad Campaign by
Mono, for 'Silver Skates'
A national advertising campaign
in newspapers, fan and trade magazines will be launched by Monogram in promoting the company's
$300,000
special yesterday
"Silver Skates,"
was announced
by Steveit
Broidy, general sales manager, following a meeting of managers from
six Eastern offices. Advertising
plans for two other important Monogram pictures, "Rhythm Parade"
and "Beyond the Great Divide" also
were mapped out at the meeting
which will be continued today.
Attending the sessions were Harry
Thomas, Eastern sales manager;
Joe Felder, New York; Mark Goldman, Pittsburgh; Nate Schultz,
Cleveland; Bill Onie, Cincinnati;
Sam Rosen, Philadelphia, and Harry
Brown and Harry Crull, Washington.
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Industry Leaders Attend
"Moon" Rivoli Opening
W. Somerset Maugham's "The
Moon and Sixpence" finally reached
the screen last night when the Rivoli
presented the David L. Loew-Albert
Lewin production for UA, the gala
premiere
of a benefit for the taking
French the
and form
American
War
Work of the Co-ordinating Council
of French Relief Societies.
The SRO audience, an assembly
of society, industry and arts
"names," included these of the trade:
Adolph Zukor, Spyros Skouras,
Barney Balaban, Grad Sears, Neil
Agnew, Leon Netter, Leonard Goldenson, George Skouras, Bob Weitman, John W. Hicks, Jack Alicoate,
Bob Gillham, William Phillips, Don
Mersereau, Austin Keough, Harry

D. Buckley,Eddie
Carl Schnitzer,
Leserman, Chester
"Skip"
Weshner,
B. Bahn, Arthur W. Kelly, William
A. White, Jules Catsiff. John Benas,
Louis Weber, Harry Michalson and
"Yankee Doodle" Breaks
Bob Wolff.
London House Records
Pic, which co-stars George Sanders and Herbert Marshall, opens at
London (By Cable) — All paid ad- the Montague Salmon - managed
mission records in the history of the house today on a continuous policy
Warner Theater here were broken
at pop prices.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
by "Yankee Doodle Dandy" in its
first week, it is stated by Max Milder, Warner Bros, managing direc- 20th-Fox's Minneapolis
tor for Great Britain. Receipts for Branch Wins Drive Trophy
the week were in excess of 7,000
pounds sterling. Previous record
Twentieth-Fox's Minneapolis
holder for the house was "Confes- branch won the Tom Connors Chamsions of a Nazy Spy."
pionship Drive Trophy, according to
YDD
is expected
to run at the official figures
just tabulated on the
Warner for at least three months.
results of this sales drive that ter— Scrap Socks Japs —
minated Aug. 1. Employes of 11
Eleventh House Added
other exchanges also received bonus
checks for being outstanding prize
winners.
To P. A. Magazzu Circuit
Following Minneapolis the next
Beaver Meadows, Pa. — P. A. Mawinners were San Frangazzu, circuit owner, purchased the five prize
cisco, Pittsburgh, Memphis, New
Howells Theater here, extending his
and in the Canchain to 11 houses. The Howells Orleans,adianCharlotte
division the first two offices
Theater was closed several weeks
were
Calgary
and
Winnipeg. The
ago when Morris Howells entered
the Army. Purchase was completed five leading branches which captured special prizes for the conwith the Howells Estate.
cluding weeks of the drive were:
The house will be reopened short- Milwaukee. Des Moines. New Haly, Magazzu announced,
with sevven, Salt Lake City and Calgary.
eral improvements planned.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

COfflinC and GOING
SAMUEL COLDWYN, accompanied by his
wife, arrives here today from the Coast to
talk a new Russian film with Lillian Hellman,
and a film deal with
Danny
Kaye.
SONJA HENIE, is in Indianapolis supervising
final rehearsals for her annual ice show which
starts its six-week cross-country tour N<
NAT
LEVY,
Eastern
division
sales
for RKO
Radio,
left yesterday
on a bi
trip to the Boston and Detroit branch
offices.
Levy will return
to New York
on Monday.
MARCY

McGUIRE,

who

makes

her pic debut

in RKO
Radio's
Days' Leave," will arrive in New
York "Seven
tomorrow.
MARCARET HAYES, is here from Hollywood
for three radio shows and a Broadway stage
production.
HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of
Altec Service, has returned from a business
trip through the Eastern states.
RAYMOND CONRAD, president and WILLIAM
PIATT, business agent, of Local 325, IATSE
and MPMO of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., will attend
the dinner for Dick Walsh in Brooklyn this
week.
JOSEPH FELDMAN, assistant zone manager
for Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh area, is
in New York for conferences with Harry M.
Kalmine.
ROY HAINES, Vitagraph vice-president, left
last night for Albany and Boston.
W.
STEWART
McDONALD,
executive,
returns
today
from

Warner
Ohio.

1

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Theaters, will hold
an advertising meeting in Philadelphia today.
SEYMOUR COHEN of Warners' publicity de
sartment is being inducted into the Army this
week.
GERALDINE

FITZGERALD,

York
late this week
the USO.

to make

will arrive in New
several p.a.'s foi

AARON JONES, Jones, Linick & Schaefer
prexy, Chicago,
has gone to Florida for his
annual
sojourn.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

General
For
3 Mos.Precision's
at $319,194Net

General Precision Equipment Corp.
and subsidiaries, excluding Cinema
Building Corp., report for the three
months ended Sept. 30, consolidated
net profit of $319,194 after deduct
ing estimated Federal income and
— Scrap Socks Japs —
excess profits taxes (calculated on
— Scrap Socks Japs—
the basis of the present law with
Leo Morrison Closes Offices
Monogram Reports 13-Wk.
no allowance for possible post-war
Leo
Morrison,
Coast
agent,
has
Gross Profit of $57,370
after adjustment of exclosed his New York office prepara- refundcess but
reserve of $78,456 for the firsl
tory to his going into the service. six months of 1942). This compares
Monogram yesterday reported a
Loretta
Allen,
who
was
in
charge
of
gross profit of $57,370 for the 13
office, will continue to look after with net profit of $393,304 reportec
weeks ended Sept. 26 after provi- the
for the corresponding quarter las
his interests here from her home.
sion for employes' bonuses but before provision for Federal taxes.
The profit for the corresponding
period last year was $39,459.
RKO RADIO PICTURES,
Inc.
year.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Columbia
Buys of"Malta"
West Coast Bureau
THE FILM

TRADE SHOWING

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has bought
Marjiann Kurtz, of the WAC last
a story of the British denight addressed the Regency Park "Malta,"
fense of that island by Heinz Herald
Victory Council, an affiliate of the who will also write the screenplay.
Queens Office of Civilian Defense,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
on the role of the motion picture
industry in the nation's war effort. Juel Rogers Hospitalized
Butte, Mont. — Juel Rogers, booker
Miss Kurtz reviewed the movies'
efforts to date and at the conclusion for Republic here, is in a hospital
of her talk answered questions from in Helena, suffering from a nervous
collapse.
the dais.
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Stringent New Wage
Regulations Issued

DATE

Oct. 29: Richard
F. Walsh
testimonial,
George Hotel. Brooklyn.
Nov. 7-8: PRC convention, Chicago.

(Continued from Page 1)

the salaries of all persons who receive not more than $5,000 a year,
with the exception of executive, administrative or professional employes. The Treasury is given
supervision over wage increases or
deci eases for all other executive,
administrative and professional employes— those who receive more than
$5,000 a year.
Purpose of the new regulations is
to hold salaries to an individual
limit of $25,000 in 1943 after deducting Federal income taxes, the
usual charity contributions, life insurance premiums and fixed obligations. The regulations apply to public and state employes.
President Roosevelt has instructed Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau to make payments of his
salary in the future comply with the
$25,000 limit, although his salary
is fixed by law at $75,000.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Eddie Rilfeather Named
Fleischer's Music Chief
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Nov. 9-10:

Phigma-

• •
•
H. V. C. stands for Hollywood Victory Committee
those
sinecere men and women conducting it say that H. V. C. also stands for
"Headaches Very Common"
yes. and heartaches, too, for countless people who do not understand the purposes and problems of the
Victory Committee tongue-lash its members unmercifully when a request for a star to appear at a relatively unimportant event is turned
down
Perhaps a brief statement of the Committee's purpose might
prevent some of our readers from making unnecessary requests
and
will bring about a more sympathetic understanding of the problems of
the Committee

▼

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

entertainment furnished in support of the war activities

Hollywood — Warner Bros, have
engaged Ida Lupino for the role of
Emily
a story
of theBronte
Brontein "Devotion,"
sisters. Olivia
de
Havilland will play Charlotte Bronte.
Production starts in two weeks with
Curtis Bernhardt directing.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Reel Fellows Dinner Nov. 7
Chicago— The Reel Fellows Club
will hold its annual dinner for the
members and wives on Nov. 7. Frank
Flaherty is chairman.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Dean

of Cuban

Exhibs. Dead

Havana (By Air Mail)— Fernando
Poli, dean of exhibitors here, is
dead.

to con-

serve, budget and distribute the use of all talent facilities of the industry, in the interests of maximum efficiency and greatest possible contribution to the war effort, and to humanitarian programs of all types
From the outset, the Victory Committee's policy is that entertainment of the men in the armed senices is of primary importance
Entertainment of the men in the service takes precedence over all other
requests for talent
No branch of the Government
over the entertainment for camps
T

DAILY

▼

war activities of the United States by co-ordinating the efforts of film,
stage and radio personalities and talent in the entertainment of the
various armed forces of the United States and related services, and in

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Ida Lupino as Emily Bronte

▼

• • • BORN three days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the
Hollywood Victory Committee was organized to support and aid the

•

•

•

▼

▼

IN addition to camp entertainment

out all over the world

has precedence

which now reaches

the Committee furnishes talent for activi-

ties of the Treasury Department, Office of War

Information, Co-ordinator

of Inter-American Relations, the USO, Community Chest, Red Cross, Russian War Relief, China War Relief and a limited number of local charities that have been in existence for years, and to a few other important
requests of a local nature that will not prove too great a drain on the
limited talent pool
T
T
T
• •
amount

• IN other words, the Victory Committee has only a certain
of talent to draw from.
That talent is allocated where it is

felt it will do the most good

Instead of sending stars to appear

at the opening of a new clubhouse at a war manufacturing plant— as
is so often asked— the stars are sent to out-of-the-way camps to entertain the lonesome boys who can't get out to buy their entertainment
as can the war workers
That seems right and proper
but
war workers by the thousands howl to high heaven
body what a terrible mess the Victory Committee
thing
T

▼

telling everyis making of every-

▼

• •
•
THE owner of a store gets an idea he would like to set a
special day to sell Bonds at his store
He is sincere
He is
patriotic
but at best not more than $5,000 worth of Bonds
and
Stamps can be sold at his place with a star appearing all day
so,
the Committee turns his request down
sends the star to a spot
where he or she sells a million dollars worth of Bonds in an hour

John Boles
C. Hamilton

The merchant tells everybody the members of the Victory Committee are
unfair
but they take the abuse without complaint
The members of the Victory Committee are thinking of those boys in the far-off
(.Continued on Page 8)

St.

Allied Theaters of Michigan convention, Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapid*.

Nov. 19:

Picture Pioneers harvest dinner, dorf-Astoria.
Wal-Atk
Stars,"
Madison IJps

Dec. 17:

Local

The Holly wod Victory Committee

DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Kilfeather,
Broadway and Hollywood composer
and conductor, has been named music
director for Dave Fleischer's cartoon
producing unit at Columbia Studios,
it was announced yesterday.
Kilfeather, will write original
music as well as supervise all musical activities for the cartoon series.

BOOK

802, AFM,

election!.

Stock Allocation Up
At MPPDA-WPB Talk
(Continued from Page 1)

picture photographic section of the
War Production Board, here yesterday at their regular monthly meeting with the WPB film unit head.
One of the problems considered
was that of crediting the individual
film companies with the footage used
by them in producing pictures for
the Army and for Victory shorts,
as an aid to the war program. No
definite conclusion was reached, but
the mattervisementisby Hopper.
being taken under adThe lumber situation was also
discussed, as was the question of
typewriters supplied representatives,
pointing out that the industry was
in need of numerous machines. This
matter, it was said, would be taken
up with the Office of Price Administration and reported on later next
month.
The shortage of certain types of
lumber for set construction notable
Douglas fir, was brought to the attention of Hopper by the committee,
and it was suggested that pine be
substituted. A further item dealing
with lumber brought up for discussion was that involving the obtaining of clear lumber. It was admitted, however, that by using supplies on hand and previously used
materials the problem could be
solved.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

150 Theatermen Fire Wardens
Chicago — One hundred and fifty
Chicago theatermen have been sworn
in as fire wardens by Hubbard Shattuck, public building OCD director.

Fire Insurance Rate
Cut Aids Mo. Exhibs.
St. Louis — The owners of several
hundred motion picture theaters in
Missouri will benefit from the reduction in stock fire insurance rates
now effective. The reduction brought
about by State Superintendent of
Insurance Edward L. Scheufler, in
co-operation with the Missouri Inspection Bureau, which represents
some 200 stock fire insurance companies as their rate-making agency.
The average
reduction
for all classifications is3.8
per cent.

9fe
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Majors to Release
British War Films
(Continued from Page 1)

companies' regular programs, revenue above distribution costs going
to war causes. The deal is apart
from the program of English war
y,s being distributed by Ameru .i independent companies. First
of the features will be "Coastal
Command" which is due to arrive
in this country in about five weeks.
Other subjects are "A 1 Priority"
and one each dealing with fire brigades, American troops and submarines. The short subjects will deal
with the Merchant Marine, American troops in Ireand, women in industry and the re-enactment of incidents of heroism. The shorts will
not be distributed in Canada by the
major companies.
Bernstein said that the plan was
in response to the growing desire of
the people of the U. S. to know
more about the British war effort
through the medium of films. He
said that George Archinbald, who
will be the director of the films division of the British Information
Services, had arrived in this country a week ago but had been confined in Boston with pneumonia. He
is due in New York this week.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

PRC Says Deals Closed
With Four More Circuits
PRC announced yesterday product
deals with the E. M. Loew circuit
of New England, Publix-Great
States of Illinois, Schoenstadt Theaters of Chicago and the Lichtman
circuit in Washington, D. C. and
Virginia.
Arthur Greenblatt, general sales
manager, reported that the number
of circuits that have booked PRC
pictures during the first two months
of the current season was more than
double that of the corresponding
period last year.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Jim" at Strand Nov. 26
"Gentleman Jim," Errol Flynn
starrer, has been set to open Nov.
26, Thanksgiving Day, at the New
York Strand. Glen Gray and His
Casa Loma Orchestra will appear
in person on the same bill.
"George Washington Slept Here"
opens at the Strand on Friday for
four weeks.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

It's "Mr. and Mrs. America"

REVIEWS Of H€UJ flLfllS
"Journey for Margaret"

with Robert Young,
Laraine Day
M-G-M
81 Mins.
RICH DRAMA AND WEALTH OF
HUMAN VALUES MAKE THIS TOPS FOR
WOMEN AUDIENCES.
Entertainment pulsating with drama and
rich in human values — such is "Journey
for Margaret," a worthy addition to the
list of war pictures turned out by Hollywood.
It is a film boasting an excellent story,
gifted acting, solid directing and camera
work of high merit.
This story of the war's effect on the
young innocents is a beautifully contrived
affair. It is material of which fine women's pictures are made. No subject should
bring surer guarantee of moist eyes or
seared emotions
garet," a moving
heaped upon the
the Nazi eagles
England, yet the

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Dallas — Graydon Heartsill, TimesHerald music and art editor, will
double in brass as amusement editor
in the absence of Jimmy Lovell,
who has joined the Army.

Patricia Dane
M-G-M

While the grown-up members of the
cast turn in performances that leave little
to be desired, it is the work of two youngsters, Margaret O'Brien and William Severn,
that stands out. Both children give indelible portrayals of the two tots Young
carries to the safety of America. Their
performances are certain to wring the heart.
Young and the Misses Day and Bainter are
excellent. Also fine are Elisabeth Risdon,
Doris Lloyd, Halliwell Hobbes, and a few
others.
CAST: Robert Young, Laraine Day, Fay
Bainter, Nigel Bruce, Margaret O'Brien,
William Severn, Elisabeth Risdon, Doris
Lloyd, Halliwell Hobbes, Heather Thatcher,
Jill Esmond, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Lisa Golm.

DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

Reopen Brooklyn Majestic
Majestic, Brookyn, reopened yesterday with Republic's "Moscow
Strikes Back" as the offering. House
is operated by the Siritzys.

(Continued from Page 1)

stricken from the anti-trust suit
complaint brought by over 150 thePLENTY OF ROBUST ACTION SHOULD
aters against Ascap. The determination of the court was to the efMAKE THIS GOOD DIVERSION FOR THE
YOUNG.
fect that the consent decree was improperly mentioned in a recital of
Despite its material this formula film of the history of the film industry and
the Northwest country manages to pack a that the decree was of no evidental
lot of diversion for audiences in neighbor- value on the issue of monopoly.
Since the decree was voluntary
hood houses. "Northwest Rangers" is a
production full of lusty action and high and was entered before any testiexcitement
for the younger
filmgoers.
mony was taken, its recitation in
James Craig and William Lundigan, in- the complaint was improper, Judge
separable buddies, were adopted by Jack Conger thought. Under the Clayton
Holt, a sergeant of the Mounted Police, Act, he said, such a decree would
when their parents were killed by the have been prima facie evidence of
Indians. The former develops into a black monopoly in subsequent actions for
treble damages had it been based on
sheep; the latter, into a model young man testimony.
64

Mins.

than "Journey for Marrecital of all the horror
children of the world by who joins the Mounties. Both fall in love
of death. The locale is with Patricia Dane, who is torn between
the two men until she realizes that the
story is the story of any
prospects of a happy life with Craig are
nation
has could
felt the
Hitler's involved with the law, and it becomes
air
arm.which
No film
be fury
more of
calculated
nil.
The inevitable happens. Craig gets
to stir a nation to a fighting pitch.
Robert Young figures in the tale as an Lundigan's unpleasant duty to bring him
in.
Craig
comes to a tragic end when his
American newspaper correspondent who
finds himself in London at the height of buddy, who places duty above sentiment,
is forced to shoot it out with him.
Hitler's air assault on Britain. When his
wife, Laraine Day, returns to America after
The Samuel Marx production was directed by Joe Newman with plenty of
her recovery from injuries suffered in an
air raid. Young turns his interest to the punch. The Gordon Kahn-David Lang
plight of the child victims of the blitz. screenplay was created from an original
Their suffering touches him and soon he by Arthur Caesar. Earl Brent and Ralph
is taking an active interest in the work of Freed have written a serviceable tune for
Fay Bainter, who operates a home for the film. It's title is "That Good-foryoungsters orphaned by the war. Two lit- Nothin' Man of Mine."
tle ones bore their way into his heart.
The players fill their roles adequately.
Craig gives a robust performance as the
The
Americafilmwithendsthe with
kids. Young's return to
black sheep, with Lundigan offering sharp
David Hertz and William Ludwig, work- contrast as the Mountie who places loying from a novel by William L. White,
alty to his oath above all else. Miss
have injected a world of excitement into Dane is attractive as the romantic bait.
their screenplay, which received first-rate John Carradine makes a fine villain. Keedirection from Major W. S. Van Dyke II.
nan Wynn
out as a friend of Craig's.
fills hisstands
role well.
Ray June gets the credit for the fine Holt
photography. B. P. Fineman produced the
film.
CAST: James Craig, William Lundigan,

"Mr. and Mrs. America" will be
CREDITS: Producer, B. P. Fineman; Dithe third March of Time subject to
rector, Major W. S. Van Dyke II; Screenplay, David Hertz, William Ludwig; Based
be released by Twentieth CenturyFox and should be available to first- on book by William L. White; Cameraman,
run accounts starting Nov. 6. Sub- Ray June; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
ject deals with life on the home Film Editor, George White.
front.

New Dallas Film Critic

"Northwest
Rangers"
with James Craig, William
Lundigan,

Oust Consent Decree
From All Ascap Suits

Patricia Dane, John Carradine, Jack Holt,
Keenan Wynn, Grant Withers, Darryl Hickman, Drew Roddy.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Marx; Director, Joe Newman; Screenplay, Gordon
Kahn, David Lang; Based on story by Arthur Caesar; Cameraman, Jackson Rose;
Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor,
Frank E. Hull.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Ascap had been named defendant
by the group of metropolitan theaters on the charge that it was
monopolizing the field of music and
fixing arbitrary and unreasonable
license fees for the use of its music
in theaters. The suit seeks triple
damages of $600,000 from Ascap.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Schlesinger, SCG Settle
Dispute; Studio Reopens
(Continued from Page 1)

closed down when 27 assistant animators walked out on Oct. 21 because the company refused to advance any one of them to a higher
pay classification in accordance with
contract negotiations. No details
were available, but it is believed
that more than half of the group
will be advanced to a higher classification as originally requested by
the
selves.Guild and the workers them— Scrap Socks Japs —

Cleveland in WMT

Post

Springfield, Mass. — Ernest E.
Cleveland, for many years state
building inspector, is now associated
with Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. as an executive in the
home office, according to an announcement made by president Nathan E. Goldstein. Cleveland will
handle all engineering problems that
arise in connection with the maintenance of the physical properties of
the company theaters in Western
Massachusetts.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

* SHORTS

*

"Oddities"
(Panoramic)
Columbia
Good

10 Mins.

Bronx's President Leased

President Theater in the Bronx
has been leased for a long term to
the Resident Theater Corp. through
Berk & Krumgold. The lessor is
the Grehlo Realty Co. Irving Breiman, head of the Resident Theater
Corp., plans complete redecoration
of the house.

A variety of interesting subjects
— Scrap Socks Japs —
make up this short. There are Negro Porter Now Shipper
glimpses of an artist who works
Memphis — Warners exchange
with scraps of colored cotton hat- leads
Film Row in promoting the
ting, of the sponge industry at Tarpon Spring, Fla., of an oceanarium first Negro employe: Penny Smith,
former poster, is now assistant shipwhere water
people
can
observe
underlife. Mark this down as a offices. per. I. C. Jones is now dusting the
good short of wide appeal.
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20th-Fox lo Build Up
Young Male Players
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With production far
ahead of schedule, 20th-Fox is now
concentrating its attention on buildup campaigns for male players to
replace the studio's name performers who have gone into the service.
For the next three months the following players will get the build-up
treatment: John Sutton, Dana Andrews, James Ellison, Kent Taylor,
Anthony Quinn, John Shepperd and
Cornel Wilde. The company will
also step up the exploitation of such
established names as Jean Gabin,
Don Ameche, Randolph Scott,
George Sanders, Preston Foster and
Lloyd Nolan.
Richard Derr, William Eythe,
John Archer and William Post are
among the prospective starring material being rounded up by the studio. Another step in the campaign
to replace lost talent calls for the
building of character names into
important stars. In this group are
Thomas Mitchell, Monty Woolley,
Laird Cregar, Victor McLaglen and
Sanders.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Warner District Managers
To Meet in Chicago Nov. 13
(Continued from Page 1)

Chicago,
to discuss new
product
and sales policies.
Joseph Berhhard will head the
delegation of home office executives
attending the conference. Others
from New York will include Mort
Blumenstoek, Norman H. Moray,
Roy Haines, Arthur Sachson and A.
W. Schwalberg, in addition to Kalmenson.
Charles Einfeld, the company's
director of advertising and publicity, will attend the meeting from
the Coast.
District managers who will assemble in Chicago include Jules
Lapidus, New York Metropolitan;
Norman Ayers, Eastern; Robert
Smeltzer, Mid- Atlantic; Harry Seed,
Central; William S. Shartin, Midwest; Hall Walsh, Prairie; Ralph L.
McCoy, Southern; Henry Herbel.
West Coast, and Wolfe Cohen, Canada.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

111. Allied Meets on Booking Dept.
Chicago — Illinois Allied will meet
today at the Blackstone Hotel to
complete its new booking department organization.

No Opposition
The

screening

of the film version

of "My Sister Eileen" at the Music
Hall has failed to hurt attendance
at the play, which is on display at
the Martin Beck. In fact the play
has been doing SRO business. Max
Gordon is planning rebookings of
the play on the road despite the
fact that the film version will soon
be

released

nationally.

WHO'S
•

•

^RANE
^^ Educ.
16
with

•

WHO
Introducing

Interesting

Personalities

WILBUR.
Writer-Director.
Born
in New
York,
Nov.
in New
York public and
high schools.
Started
acting
Mrs.
Minnie
Maddern
Fiske.
Was
a „

silent picture

star for three

TO THE

IN HOLLYWOOD
years.

Resumed

•

•

•

17, 1893.
at age of

stage H

career and starred in several Broadway plays, "Bride
of the Lamb," "On the Spot," "Jealousy," "Farewell to
Arms," "Mourning Becomes Electra" and "Dinner At
Eight." Is the author of 12 plays produced on Broadway,
including "The Monster," "The Imported Wife," "Are
You Decent," "The Stolen Lady" and "Three Ladies."
Was general stage director for A. H. Woods in New
York

and

London.

Wrote

numerous

screenplays

for

Warner Bros., including "Alcatraz Island," "Crime
School' 'and "Hell's Kitchen." 1940-41-42, producerdirector of radio show, "Big Town," starring Edward G.
Robinson. Now with 20th Century-Fox. Stands, 5, 10.
Weight,

175

pounds.

Eyes,

Blue.

RKO to Tradeshow Next
Block, Nov. 9-10, 12-13

Hair,

iron

grey.

Ind. Exhibs. Apprehensive
Over Adverse Legislation

COLORS!

JOHN PARSONS, New Orleans
newspaperman who represented The
Film Daily in the Gulf States, has
been appointed a lieutenant junior
grade in the Naval Reserve, according to reports from the Crescent
City. Parsons, who worked on
defunct Morning Tribune and
later was a staffer for Internal
News Service, had transferred from
the Army to the Navy before Pearl
Harbor and was understood to be
doing naval public relations work.
Danville, Pa. — BERNARD KIRKENDALL, formerly of the CapitolTheater,
_
now in the Army, has
arrived safely at an overseas post.
Scranton, Pa.— MIKE CHAPIN,
doorman of the Strand Theater, has
enlisted in the Navy.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — JIM FEENEY, assistant manager of the
Navy.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Apprehension Comerford Theater, is now in the
the block includes "Army Surgeon," that the January session of the
"Seven Miles from Alcatraz," "The General Assembly may see the inGreat Gildersleeve," "Once Upon a
troduction of adverse industry
Hazelton, Pa. — John Higgins,
Honeymoon" and "Cat People."
was voiced at the an- manager of the Capitol Theater,
Screening periods will be as fol- legislation
nual convention of the ATOI here Navy.
saw his second son go to war when
Monday.
lows: "Army Surgeon," Nov. 9 at
JAMES HIGGINS enlisted in the
11 a.m.; with the exception of CinThe tax situation was canvassed
cinnati at 8:15 p.m., and St. Louis, at a closed session at which exhib.
Nov. 10 at 11:30 a.m. There will
Scranton, Pa. — Two Comerford
opposition to percentage pix was
be no New York screening of this also voiced.
Circuit employes, JOE NOVACK
picture because it has already been
Roy E. Harrold, president, and and JOSEPH PHILLIPS, have been
screened.
all his associate, officers were re- accepted as Army Aviation Cadets. D,
"Seven Miles From Alcatraz,"
elected. Jacob Weiss, counsel for
Nov. 9 at 2:30 p.m.; with the ex- the association, presided at the sesBEN MARKSON, Twentieth Cenception of Cincinnati at 9:45 p.m.,
sions. Guest speakers included
tury-Fox writer, whose last studio
and St. Louis, Nov. 10 at 2:30 p.m. Marc Wolfe of the Indiana WAC
New York will have two screenings and James Frenzel, Marion County assignment was the script for "He
Hired the Boss," arrives in New
of this picture, at 11 a.m. and 2:30
chairman of the Treasury's War York this week to start active servSavings Staff.
ice as a captain in the Signal Corps,
"The Great Gildersleeve," Nov. 10
Wolfe frankly told the convention
at 11 a.m.; with the exception of that the state's exhibs. were lagging stationed at the Astoria, L. I. Phop.m.
tographic Center.
Cincinnati at 8:15 p.m., and St. in the use of Victory shorts.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Louis, Nov. 12 at 11:30 a.m.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Philco to Televise Film
"Once Upon A Honeymoon," Nov.
10 at 2:30 p.m.; with the exception "World at War" Bookings
Feature on Test Programs
of Cincinnati at 9:30 p.m.; New
York, Nov. 2 at 11 a.m. and 2:30 Found 'Very Encouraging'
Starting next Wednesday at 7:30
p.m., and St. Louis, Nov. 12 at 2:30
"World At War," the feature- p.m., and every Wednesday night
length OWI film distributed by the thereafter, the Philco experimental
"Cat People," Nov 12 at 11 a.m.;
station W6XE will transp.m.
with the exception of Cincinnati at WAC, is being booked and played in television
a motion picture feature along
8:15 p.m., New York at 11 a.m. and a manner that is "very encourag- wtih mit its
receiver
test programs.
ing," H. M. Richey said yesterday.
2:30 p.m., and St. Louis, Nov. 13th
Scrap Omaha
Socks Japs —
at 11:30 a.m.
Richey's comment was made on the "F" Local — for
basis of reports received from the
— Scrap Socks Japs —
five companies handling the official
Select Theaters Renew Air Time
Omaha— Local 47-F of Film Exfilm.
Select Theaters has renewed its
change Employes Union is being orThough in some situations bookganized here among office workers
contract with WABC for air plugs
ings have lagged, in Cleveland, At- along Film Row. Local B-47, which
for its film programs, and increased
lanta, Charlotte, Milwaukee and San
its advertising over the radio. Its Francisco maximum distribution is includes employes of inspection departments and poster and shipping
spot commercials will be six days rapidly being approached. In many
a week — Monday through Friday — instances, the information received rooms, already has a contract.
—Scrap Socks Japs —
instead of three announcements per by Richey further stated, the exweek as formerly.
cellence of the film and the critical Chi. Operator Pact Up Monday
— Scrap Socks Japs —
encomia resulted in excellent box
office.
Chicago — Operators' union will
Mandel In R WR Post
meet with Chicago exhibitors repre— Scrap Socks Japs —
sentatives next Monday to settle the
Appointment of Arch Mandel,
new wage contract, now being nego
since 1938 assistant executive direc- Six Warner Chi. Houses
tiated.
tor of the Greater New York Fund,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
as national director of Russian War Change From Oil to Coal
Peon to Direct Mexican Pix
Relief, Inc., is announced by Edward
C. Carter, president. Mandel reChicago — Six of Warners' theaHavana (By Air Mail) — Ramon
signed from his Greater New York
ters here are changing from oil Pereda, Mexican producer has
Fund position this week and is tak- heating to coal, and other circuits
signed
Ramon Peon, Cuban direcing over the newly created post im- are working to comply with the oil
tor, to direct several films in Mex>
mediately.
rationing order.
ico for the Pereda Film Company.
(Continued from Page 1)
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West Coast Base
For WB Newsreel!

OilLV

HCLLyWCCD

CEA and 20th-Fox
En Peace Pad

SPEAKING-

By RALPH

WTLK

—HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 1)

mentioned in connection with the
post. Among them are Raymond
Clapper, ace Scripps-Howard columnist who recently made his bow
ra
radio
commentator;
Drew
/ .rson of the syndicated Washington Merry-Go-Round column, also
on the air; Louis Ruppel, formerly
with the Chicago Times, and Jack
Connelly, once general manager of
i Pathe News and now identified with
the Office of the Co-ordinator of
Inter- American Affairs.
In informed circles yesterday, it
was said that no definite decision as
to format had been reached and also
that it was too early to name the
number of newsreel cameramen
Warners would recruit and dispatch
to the field.
According to reports, some consideration is being given to three
instead of the conventional semiweekly issues. It is understood Warners propose to place emphasis upon spot coverage, with add clips
being rushed to theaters as the news
breaks.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Good Pix Getting Added
Time in Smaller Spots
Memphis — Theaters generally in
Tennessee, Mississippi and Arkansas
are doing the best business in their
history, according to exhibs. from
those states who were here for the
Tri-States MPTO convention.
Exceptions, of course, are those
very small spots distant from Army
posts and war plants. However, operators in towns of about 1,000 population reported big week-end
"takes."
One result of the increased business has been a tendency of small
town operators to extend the i-uns
of good pix. That means an extra
day or an added two or three days'
playing time for many films, depending upon the situation.

BETTY
ARNOLD

PRESSBURGER

yesterday

an-

** nounced that he has engaged Anna
Lee, English actress, to play the feminine
lead in "Never Surrender." Brian Donlevy
and
Walter
Brennan
were
signed
earlier.

•

"THANKS

GRABLE

the

all-Negro

Miranda

will

in the big

musical production "The Girls He Left
Behind Him" and Producer William LeBaron
script.
has assigned Walter Bullock to write the

•

•

PAL,"

and Carmen

be starred by Twentieth-Fox

•

musical

ALEXANDER
HALL, will direct the Columbia's forthcoming Humphrey BogartRita Hayworth co-starring film, as yet unfor the past 25 years, will be produced by.
titled. Dale Van Every and Edwin Justus
William LeBaron who has assigned Hy Mayer
are collaborating on the script.
Kraft and Flourney Miller to write the
' planned by Twentieth-Fox studio to
be a cavalcade of colored entertainment

•

script for late December

•

production.

Irving Mills, production assistant to
William LeBaron, leaves New York this
week for a six-week tour of all centers

TWENTIETH-FOX
has announced "The
Wags" as the new title for the story of
the training and combat service of war

where

dogs,
as "The
Pup."
Robertformerly
Metzlerknown
is writing
theArmy
screenplay
from the original story idea.

Negro

n/*^ARGO

headliners

are

•

OF

^selected

appearing.

•

INNOCENTS"
as the

has

final title for M-

G-M's film formerly called "Pacific Task
Force." This will star Robert Taylor,
Charles
Laughton
and
Brian
Donlevy.
"Tennessee Johnson" is the final title
for the new M-G-M drama of the life of
Andrew Johnson in which Van Heflin,
Lionel

Barrymore

principal players.

and

•

Ruth

Hussey

are

•

been
TALA BIRELL and Richard Loo, have
signed by Paramount for important roles
in "China."

•

•

been
DOBERT

FLOREY

•

has been

■^ the direction of "I Escaped
Kong"

which

Sol M. Wurtzel

assigned
From

to

Hong

will produce

for Twentieth Century-Fox, and also "The
French Underground" which Andre Daven
produces. John Larkin is scripting the
Wurtzel production, and Arthur Caesar,
Harold Buchman and George Kessel are
writing the screenplay for the first picture
which the French producer will make for
Twentieth

Century-Fox.

(Continued from Page 1)

with Laudy Lawrence, 20th-Fox
foreign chief here from the New
York home office, and Francis L.
Harley, company's top British exec,
gives the theater operators almost
a complete
status quo.
Thus, exhibs. are assured the restoration of one-day Sunday films,
booked as before. The new company policy had revoked that privilege and, additionally, had specified
that each 20th-Fox pic was to be
sold individually, whether on sharing terms or flat rentals, and further, had specified that certain films
were to be in the percentage classification.
The CEA waged a vigorous campaign, issuing a pamphlet which
outlined the association's position
and calling for a boycott of Movietone News. Harley countered with
the charge that the CEA pamphlet
had "misstated" the facts.
It was indicated that there would
be no repetition of such open trade
"warfare" in the future. Provision
for the settlement of anv future dispute by arbitration was included in
the agreement reached.

•

will play the leading
HUNT
MARSHA
feminine role with Kay Kyser in
"Right About Face," which
will produce for M-G-M.

•

SCOTT

Irving Starr

•

'DARLING

is

developing

the

screenplay of "The Flying Irishman" for
Producer Sol M. Wurtzel at Twentieth-Fox,
and upon completion of this assignment
will start "Alaskan
Foy unit.

•

for the Bryan

Highway"

•

"DASS
THE
AMMUNITION,"
original
T story bv Wallace P. Hilding, has been
bought

by

Monogram

for early

production.

Folkins Succeeds Anderson

Rochester — Francis Anderson,
manager at the RKO Palace here for
the
last several years, has resigned,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
it was announced by Jav Golden, city
Churchill in Walla Walla
for the RKO-ParamountWalla Walla, Wash.— Roy Church- manager
Comerford pool. He has been sucill, formerly with RKO Radio, In
ceeded by Wallace Folkins, manager
dianapolis, is the new manager of at the Capitol. A successor for
the Yakima here, recently acquired Folkins at the Capitol has not yet
from the Mercy circuit by S. J. Greg- been named by Golden.
ory and John Doer of Midstate
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Amusement Corp.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Boost Reno B. O. Scales
Reno — T. and D. Jr. Enterprises,
Inc., through N. Dow Thompson, district manager, have announced the
following increase in admissions
Majestic and Granada evening prices,
50 cents; Reno, 25 cents; Nevada
and Tower, unchanged.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Dea Moines Salesmen's Club

Bronson Signs

Moffitt

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Moffitt has been
signed bv Producer Samuel Bronson to write the screenplay for "Jack
London," the latter's next production. Moffitt recently completed the
screenplay for "Will Rogers" at
Warners.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Warner Closes Parking Lot

Chicago — Warner circuit is closing
Des Moines, la. — Salesmen of the its parking lot for the Highland Park
^film exchanges in Des Moines have Theater, because of the decrease in
* ?ormed the Film Salesmen's club of automobile trade due to pending gas
Des Moines with Pearl Robbins of rationing. It is reported that other
Paramount
acting
as
temporary circuits are considering similar action.
tecretary.

English
Commentary
SIAVKO VORKAPtCH
AN

ARTKINO

by ALBERT
MALTZ
• Editing and Montage by
* Musical Score Arranged by DfMITRI TIOMKIN

In Charge of Production NICHOLAS
PRODUCTION
Buy U. S. War

Savings Bonds

NAPOLI
A REPUBLIC
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Role
SMPE Hears War, Navy Reps, on Pix'sAwardWar
to Waverly

Film Engineers Told They
Share Responsibility for
Trade's All-Out War Effort

Upheld on Appeal

{Continued from Page 1)

sessions of the meeting. Among
day'speakers were representatives of
the
the Army and Navy, as well as
spokesmen for China and the Soviet
Union. The chief industry spokesman was Claude Lee, director of
public relations for Paramount.
Lee spoke at an informal luncheon
at which he cited the success of
the September War Bend drive as
evidence of the film industry's coming-of-age as a power for good in
the affairs of the American people.
He asserted the drive had "a farreaching significance in the industry" because it presented a golden
opportunity for co-ordination among
the various groups and factors
within the business in the interests
of doing a job for the Government
as a single unit. "There was no one
who participated in the drive who
didn't feel a sense of pride and a
sense of power," he said. "The fact
that the quota was exceeded was
not the real thing," according to
Lee, who held that more important
than that was the fact that the industry was able to unite as one in
search of a common goal.
The SMPE members were told by
Lee that they shared the responsibility of bending every effort to
permit all available resources at
their disposal "to be used to further the war activity of the industry." The speaker made a plea for
unity so that the industry might
take its rightful place as a social
and economic force in the nation.
Urges Integration of Efforts
"Unless we can integrate our efforts," he said, "we will always be
handicapped in our duty to the welfare of society and to the people as
a whole."
Lee said that the September War
Bond drive could never have been
the success that it was without the
assistance to the scientific minds of
the industry. He went so far as to
say that the success of the drive
was
SMPE.due to the "genius" of the

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 4)

camps
boys who have never been away from home before
boys whose hearts ache for home and the sound of a familiar voice
By train, plane, boat, bus, auto and even motorcycle — the stars are going
to those boys to carry messages of cheer
to give them a show that
will lift their morale and make them better fighting men
T
•

•

•

T

EVERY night somewhere

T
in some service camp

Hollywood's players are appearing for the entertainment of the men in
uniform
far out on the Mojave Desert at lonely outposts
amid swirling clouds of dust
players perform on makeshift platforms with headlights of jeeps as their lighting equipment
But those boys love it
and ask for more
As dusk falls at other
camps along the Pacific Coast caravans of players who have worked
in the studios all day arrive
amid deafening cheers, they give out
with entertainment
then they make the long trek back to Hollywood again so they can be back at work in the morning
Throughout the country other players are headlining USO Camp Shows on trips
that keep them on the road for weeks
still other players are making transcriptions for "Command Performance" and other War Department transcriptions that are beamed by short-wave to the men
at the fighting fronts all over the world
T

T

T

• •
• AND now the players are going in person overseas
more and more will go in the future
The members of the Hollywood Victory Committee are doing a grand job
They can take it
and dish it out, too
They take the complaints and dish out happiness for the men of the service
That is what the Committee was
formed for
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

H. C. Brecha of the War Depart- in war-torn China, T. Y. Lo of the
ment's Training Film Production Chinese Republic's Military Affairs
Laboratory, who is stationed at Commission in Washington eulogWright Field, Dayton, 0. Brecha
ized the picture industry as "indispensable to the business of proreported that a completely streamlined training film program was
moting international good-will." He
asserted
that in the screen the demcutting weeks from current courses.
ocratic nations had a tremendous
Other speakers at the luncheon
Declaring that the "Hollywood weapon with which to advance the
were Williford, who is presiding
not desired in the makat the sessions in the absence of touch"ing ofwas
training films for the air cause of international democracy
Huse; Col. M. E. Gillette, command- force, Brecha said that "instruction and world freedom.
ing officer, U. S. Army Signal Corps — not entertainment — is sought, and
Lo said that since the Japanese
Photographic Center in Astoria, and the 'star' of the training film may attack on Shanghai in 1937 the enCol. Montgomery Schuyler, assis- be a mechanic or the airport weathertire motion picture industry in China
tant director of the Disaster Relief,
was being used wholly as a medium
New York Chapter, American Red
Film Production in China
of spreading education and inforCross.
mation and as an instrument to build
In giving the members of the
Besides the speakers others on SMPE
man." an account of film production up the people's morale.
After the
the dais included Arthur C. Dickinson and David Palfreyman of the
Hays office; Downes; D. E. HyndWar Causes SMPE to Cancel Spring Meeting;
man, engineering vice-president of
the society; Nathan D. Golden of
Will Lay Stress on Regular Monthly Sessions
the Department of Commerce, T. Y.
Because of the war the Society of Motion Picture Engineers has cancelled
Lo and Gregory Irsky.
its Spring meeting, it was learned yesterday. As a substitute, each section of
The value of motion pictures in
the society
next
Spring. will give greater prominence to one of its regular monthly meetings
speeding up the training of members of the nation's air arm was
discussed at the morning session by

U

docketed by the Grenart Open
Corp., controlled
by Edward
Rugoff and Herman Becker, operators
of the Art Theater.
The complaint charged that the
defendants proposed to change their
license agreements so that the Waverly would play seven days after
the Art or the Eighth Avenue Playhouse, also controlled by Rugoff and
Becker, the Waverly to have seven
days' clearance over the second of
the two theaters to play a picture.
The arbitrator ruled that the defendant distributors be prohibited
from licensing product to the Art
ahead of the Waverly or to the
Waverly on a run ahead of the Art,
otherwise than by a separate contract or agreement. The operators
of the Art appealed the decision
but the appeal board upheld the arbitrator, partly on the grounds that
the competition between the two is
so slight that it does not warrant
anyrunpriority
between them either
in
or clearance.

:'"'

Clearance
of Smalley's
Delhi
Theater Reduced
to 14 Days
The 30-day clearance granted to
Schine's Oneonta Theater over the
Delhi Theater, operated by Smalley
Theaters, Inc., in Delhi, N. Y., is
unreasonable in the opinion of Arbitrator Harold Slingerland who reduced the clearance to 14 days. The
Schine circuit was the intervenor in
the complaint which was filed
nies.
against the five consenting compafall of Shanghai and Nanking the
nation's film industry went underground to safeguard its facilities
against Jap bombings, he added.
Chinese film product, Lo revealed,
is being shown not only in theaters
but also via mobile projection units
which travel all over Free China
millions.
bringing courage to the nation's
Gregory L. Irsky of the Cinema
Committee of the Soviet, explained
the advanced techniques being used
by his country in producing military
films. He stressed the importance
of documentary, scientific and military pictures today.
The Navy's utilization for films
for training purposes was described
by Lieut. William Exton, Jr., of the
Bureau of Navigation, Navy Department.
Following the luncheon the members of the society made a tour of
the Radio City Music Hall aftei
which
they were entertained by Gus
ernArt
D
A
Eyssell, managing
director
N of the
house. The day came to an end with
a screening at the Museum of Mod-
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REPORT VICHY MAY LIFT BAN ON U. S. FILMS
Extended Runs Bring Advertising Policy Change
.I National Campaigns Being
d| Staggered
Period
From Two Over
to Three
Mos.of
Because of the longer extended
runs being played by the big majority of pictures this season, with
new releases frequently playing in
first-run situations over a period of
about three months, changes in advertising and publicity policies have
been deemed necessary, and at least
one company, Warners, already has
taken steps to conform with the
new conditions, The Film Daily
learns.
Whereas
a national
advertising
campaign formerly was aimed at a
(Continued on Page 7)
—Scrap Socks laps —

Rush Raw Slock io
Newsreels in Cuba

Tax Accountants See $67,000 Gross Salary
To Comply With New $25,000 Allowable Net
Under the $25,000 salary limitation (after taxes) and the new extractions
included in the Byrnes order, tax accountants here yesterday computed that
corporation salaries will be limited to approximately $67,000.
Additionally, residents of states that collect their own income taxes will be
hit again by those laws. In New York State, residents will have to pay taxes
on $67,000, plus any other income and, in many cases, the State tax will wipe
out the $25,000 left after Federal levies, it was pointed out.
There was lively speculation yesterday as to whether corporation executives
with salaries in excess of $67,000 would voluntarily move to reduce them to
the lower figure.

New WB Newsreel to Walsh Testimonial
Reopen Vila. Studio Calls Pix Notables

Notables in amusement, labor and
Warners' Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, closed for several years except political circles will be among the
for that part housing the company's speakers at the testimonial dinner
lab., will be reopened to serve as the to be given for IATSE President
base of the new Warner newsreel Richard F. Walsh by Local 4, stagehands, at the Hotel St. George in
which is expected to be ready for
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by distribution to theaters about Jan. Brooklyn tonight.
Censor) — Threatened suspension 1, it was learned authoritatively
The amusement industry will be
of newsreel production in Cuba
represented(Continued
by
Spyros
Skouras,
on Page 4)
as a result of exhausted supplies of yesterday.
Change (Continued
necessaryon Page
for the
accomraw stock has been staved off by
5)
—Scrap Socks Japs —
the speedy action of the American
— Scrap Socks Japs —
ODT Urges Adoption of
Government in clearing the way for
SMPE Journal Award to
further imports.
WB
Transportation Plan
Luis
Molina,
president
of the Albersheim, MacKenzie
Royal News-RHC,
states that his
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
company
has received
more
than
Walter J. Albersheim and Donald
Hollywood — Adoption of the "War(Continued on Page 6)
MacKenzie, — the former a research
ner Plan" by all studio transporta—Scrap Socks laps —
tion departments and other large
engineer of Bell Laboratories in Deal,
trucking organizations has been
Schines Reopen Geneva
N. J., and the latter in the company's
patent department of the New York recommended by the Office of DeTheater Dark 11 Years
fense Transportation following a
(Continued on Page 5)
office, — jointly
received
(Continued
on Page the
6) SMPE's
Geneva — Because of a marked inrease in business, the Temple The.ter here, closed for the past 11
■ears, has been reopened by Schine
o give this city three houses. The- Attendance
and Gross Hitting Ail-Time Peak
ter has been used by the circuit
s a store house.
Chicago — With 250,000 or more
Newsreels
Will
Train
With 15,000 persons now employed
soldiers and sailors stationed in and
(Continued on Page 4)
Cameramen for Army
around this city, including the personnel of training camps, the conNewsreels have agreed to train
tingents occupying local hotels and
cameramen for the Army Signal the regular influx of visiting men in
"And Vo Dishes"
Corps at the request of Col. Melvin uniform, Chicago bids fair to be one
Rochester — "Mrs. Miniver" is beE. Gillette. Under the arrangement, of the biggest amusement boom
ing advertised at the Lincoln, a
soon to go into effect, Army men towns for the duration.
neighborhood, at "no increase in
Business at movie houses currentwill go with cameramen on assignprices and no dishes."
ly is at an all-time peak in both atments in order to get first-hand ex(Contittued on Page 8)
perience in covering events.

Soldier Biz Gives Chi. Boom

Swiss Report Says Films
May Pass Through France
To Switzerland Markets
London (By Cable) — Reports from
Geneva, Switzerland, indicate that
the Vichy government is likely to
lift its recently imposed ban on
American pictures and that it will
permit American films to pass
through unoccupied France to Switzerland.
(Editor's note: In the recent order barring American
pictures
from Vichy screens, it was stated
that motion pictures destined for
Switzerland could not pass through
unoccupied France.)
While the ousting order has not
yet been rescinded, the Swiss reports
say
that (Continued
the
prospects
appear
on Page 7)
— Scrap Socks laps —

Night Shopping Hours
Ups Hub Attendance
Boston — Business continues at tops
in the entire Boston area and indicatons are that it will continue so for
a long time to come.
Many of the department and specialty stores now remain open at
night ers'totrade
take
of thethought
war workandcare
it was
this
would cut(Continued
heavily oninto
thePage picture
4)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Coast Awaits Verbatim
Report on Wage Ruling
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Representatives of
the motion picture industry are
awaiting verbatim ruling from .
Washington before making any
statement on the $25,000 salary ceillll.L.'

There seems
to be no evidence of
(Continued on Page S)

"Non-War

Proyram"

New Haven — One neighborhood
exhibitor finding signs of surfeit on
war pix, advertises a "strictly nonwar program."
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RKO Appoints McArthur
St. John Branch Manager
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LESSER,

left

for

Hollywood

yesterday.

SILVER, zone manager for Warner Theaters in the Tittsburgh territory, arrived in
New York yestedav for crn'er°nces with Harry
M. Kilmine. JOSEPH FELDMAN. Silver's assistant, also is here. They are expected to return to Pittsburgh today.

KENNETH
is here from

MENJOU

is in town.

DAVID O. SELZNICK
wood from New
York.

has returned to Holly-

McKENNA, M-G-M story chief,
the Coast
for story conferences.

JACK SCHWARZ
3 for Chicago.

will leave Hollywood

Nov.

MOE

TED

COLLINS, co-ordinator of safety education, U. S. Department of Labor and National
Committee for the Conservation of Manpower
for Wir Industries, returns from Washington
today to lay plans for a series of Coast-to-Coast
broadcasts
designed
trial accident
toll. to curb the nation's indus-

ANCELO TOMASINO, formerly of the Victory
and White Way, New Haven, has finished his
Air Ccrps training course in San Diego, and is
home
on furlough.

JACK SEGAL, assistant foreign manager
Columbia, left yesterday for Venezuela

JOE BURKE,
spending
a few

ARNOLD PICKER
plane.
Mexico and Cuba.

traveling 20th-Fox auditor, is
weeks
in New
Haven.

of Columbia

of
by

leaves today for

Victory Films Release
Schedule is Switched

War Transportation Board
Asks Shift in Schedules

In an effort to co-ordinate the nation's screens with the needs of the
war effort, the national release schedule of the "Victory Films" has been
day.
switched, the WAC disclosed yester-

Springfield, Mass. — The Springfield War Transportation Board has
appealed to downtown theater managers not to break their shows between 5 and 5:30 or at 6 o'clock,
as one more step in the effort to

New schedule of releases is as follows: WAC, "Manpower," today;
20th-Fox, "Everybody's War," Nov.
5; WAC, "Japanese Relocation,"
Nov. 12; Universal, "Keeping Fit,"
Nov. 19; WAC, "Colleges At War,"
Nov. 26; RKO. "Conauer By the
Clock," Dec. 3; WAC, "Troop Train,"
Dec. 10; Columbia, "Weapons From
Net Waste," Dec. 17; Warners and WAC,
"This Is Your Enemy," Dec. 24;
Chg.
Vs Pa- amount, Vice - President Henry
Vi Wallace short, Dec. 31.

modify
the peak
load on the city's
transportation
facilities.
Adjustment of theater schedules
J. Maxim Ryder, member of the
board, pointed out, would remove
one more cause of bus jams at 5
Whether the program can be worked
out satisfactorily has not vet been
determined, but board members are
conferring with theater managers
on the problem.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASH INGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle. Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicallsmo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
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— Scrap Socks Japs —

Vogel Testifies at NLRB
Hearing on SOPEG Petition
Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's vice-president, made an appearance before
the NLRB yesterday to testify in the
hearing on the petition of the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, for collective bargaining elections at the
20th-Fox, Loew's and United Artists
exchanges. Vogel will make another
appearance today to submit to crossexamination by the SOPEG. Yesterday's was the first consolidated
hearing to be held before the board.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Claims Settled, But No
Reinstatement — Five Boro
Five Boro Circuit, Inc., has not
reinstated, two managers, allegedly
discharged for union activity, and
did not agree to reimburse them for
pay lost, according to an official of
the circuit, who said yesterday that
the company paid $275 to settle the
claims of both men.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Boeing Aircraft Feature
Designed for Theaters
G. David Gudebrod, head of the
commercial motion pictures division
of N. W. Ayer & Son, has left for
the West Coast to start production
on a feature film for Boeing Aircraft, produced by Princeton Film
Center. Trade and theatrical distribution is planned.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Altec Ups Thomas, Morin
Altec Service has upped P. F.
Thomas, formerly credit manager of
the Detroit district office, to general
"redit manager at the New York
office, F. J. Morin, of the Altec
accounting department, has been
promoted to the Detroit credit managership.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

To Use Waae-Hour Field
Offices for Wage Control
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — William H. Davis,
chairman of the War Labor Board,
announced here last night that the
more than 100 field offices of the
Wage and Hours Division of the
WLB, would be used by the WLB in
enforcing the new wage measure.
The thirteen regional directors of
the Wage and Hour Divisions will
confer with WLB officials today.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

111. Allied Resolves Not
To Buy Percentage Pix
Chicago — Illinois Allied Booking
Department meeting at the Blackstone Hotel yesterday passed resolutions that no percentage films will
be booked for the new season, but
only flat rental films. Attorneys
are working on the Booking Department incorporation as a separate
unit of the Allied organization.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Ben Schiff Wins Balaban
Cup for War Bond Sales
Chicago — The John Balaban silver
cup and $100 prize for selling $200,000 in War Bonds was awarded to
Manager Ben Schiff of the Central
Park Theater at the B & K managers' luncheon meeting yesterday.

Herman H. McArthur, a veteran
of more than 30 years in the film
business, has been named manager
of the St. John N. B. branch for
RKO. McArthur, former booker
and office manager, succeeds L. S.
Plottell who resigned to join EmDire-Universal in Toronto. He
joined RKO in 1928. previaAto
which he was branch manag Rifor
Regalthur Films
St. John.
has been in
acting
manager McArsince
Plottel's resignation.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Newscast In D. C. Trans-Lux
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The Trans-Lux Theater has added a two-minute radio
newscast to the news section of its
show. House has a direct wire connection with the news room of
WMAL, Blue Network Station.

NEW yOEK
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"GRAND

SONG

sings out Edith Werner in
theFEST"
N.Y. Daily Mirror:
"Topnotch singing and
dancing. Judy is a joy."

'GAY AND

BIGGEST

LIGHT-HEARTED'
adds
Alton Cook in the
N.Y. World -Telegram.
"A lot of show... full of
jaunty amusing spirit
... as diverting a gang
as you are likely to

THE

OF

SEASON'S

says
Jane Corby in the
MUSICALS"
BrooktyfCEdgle. ~~

find in a musical show."

'A MUST
FRESH

AND

ENTERTAINING'
exclaims
Eileen Creelman
in the N.Y. Sun:
Good, fast, melodious
entertainment."

'CHEERS ARE
RINGING FOR
ME AND
MY GAL"
cheers
John T. McManus
in PM.

exclaims Kate Cameron
in the N.Y. Daily News.

PICTURE"

'WELL WORTH
says Howard Barnes in the
N.Y. Herald Tribune:
SEEING"
"Has
dramatic and
emotional punch."

NEW ALL-TIME
ASTOR RECORD
FOR ME AND
MY GAL!
7
"judy %GsduUf

JUDY GARLAND

in "FOR ME AND

MY GAL

with George Murphy, Gene Kelly, Marta Eggerth, Ben Blue
Screen Play by Richard Sherman, Fred Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers
Original Story by Howard Emmett Rogers • Directed by BUSBY
BERKELEY ■ Produced by ARTHUR FREED ■ An M-G-M Picture
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Walsh Testimonial
Calls Pix Notables

Night Shopping Hours
Ups Hub Attendance
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ater business. By reverse action,
it has aided in bringing people into
the downtown section and thereby
causing most theaters to stage extra shows.
For example, the RKO houses, the
M & P downtowners and the Loew
de luxers all put on five shows daily
now, with six, seven and even eight
on Saturdays.
Sundays, formerly the worst day
of the week locally, is now one of
the top days. Horace Heidt will
play six shows that day at RKO
Boston.
Neighborhood houses in Brookline,
Cambridge, Newton, Somerville, Revere, Alston and Brighton are doing
biggest business in years. Stores
in those shopping districts are also
remaining open nights.

Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph Bernhard, Barney Balaban, J. J. Shubert, Maj.
Leslie E. Thompson, ^William F. Rodgers.
From the field of labor w^j^e

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Schines Reopen Geneva
Theater Dark 11 Years
(Continued from Page 1)

at the nearby Sampson Naval
Training Station, and with 30,000
recruits expected at the base shortly, it was felt a third theater was
necessary to handle the increased
patronage. The other Schine houses
here are the Geneva and the Regent.
A good share of the equipment in
the new house was already available.
The best of 6,000 seats stored away
in the building were picked for the
750-seat house. A new ventilation
system was installed and new stage
drapes added. Western Electric
sound equipment was also installed.
Because of the lack of materials,
the old marquee remains on the theater, with Neon lights added to dress
it up.
Ernest Sanders, Amsterdam contractor, was in charge of the work,
along with Jack Sanford, Altec rep.
and C. C. Young, Schine district
manager. George Cover, formerly
of the Andrews Theater, Salamanca,
has been named manager and will
have a staff of 14.
Programs will run continuously
starting at 2 p.m. Double feature
policy will be in effect, with three
changes a week. Admission has been
set at 33 cents and 11 cents.

Memories of Waning October:
• •
• HOW in the final reel oi his last PRC release. "The Yanks
Are Coming." Bill Roberts enlisted in the Army
And how, a few
days later. Bill enlisted in the Navy as a seaman second class!. . . .
• Manner in which Rut (RKO Radio) Neilson "rode herd" at the home
office to collect keys for Uncle Sam
He hurled a barrage of telephone calls, memos and personal canvasses at his compatriots
'mong the results were Phil Reisman turning in the keys to the Paris
office, and Art Brilant breaking up his own famous key collection and
donating 150 of 'em. ... • Return of the Prodigal: Hollis Kennahan
(Fillum Daily and WB Alumnus) barging back from Benning, his gold bars
contrasting with his natty green uniform and bronze visage. ... • M.
H. Greenwald, manager of the Capitol in Elyria, O., looking at the theater's costly pipe organ, contemplating its zinc, lead and tin content and
musing: "It no longer makes music for Americans, so it might be used to
play a mournful tune for the enemy"
Pronto it went to the city's
scrap drive!. ... • Pic and radio folks plunking down their six-bits per-copy for Edwin Hopkins' nifty Iil book, "Secrets of Voice Production
Self-Taught"
There's many a good tip in it ... - . .
T
▼
▼
•

• • JANIS CARTER (Hunt Stromberg starlet), W. E. Callaway, Frances Gifford and Cliff Edwards perusing this lil ole trade paper

at gala debut of UA's new Los Angeles exchange. ... • Evelyn Kolman's expert handling of the trade, daily and fan mag contingents at
the memorable Roy Rogers party hosted by Republic at snooty Essex
House. ... • Macy's execs, askin' Paramount if they can't hold over
the window display, in connection with "We Refuse To Die," for a
second week,— and Para, giving the world's largest department store the
requested "clearance". ... • Marvelous job Harold (WB) Rodner did
for the U. S. Signal Corps Photographic Center's recreation rooms o'er
in L. I. City at the behest of the Trade Press Publishers Committee. . . .
• Gus Eyssell so popular in Hollywood that bids were sought for
moving him and the Music Hall out there permanently. ... • Harold
Desfor doin' right fine for SMPE on convention's promotion. . . .
• Will H. Hays in excellent form as principal speaker at Museum of
Modern Art's special showing of M-G-M shorts, including "The Film
That Was Lost," which is about the Museum's Film Library. . . .
• Look of amazement on the face of C. W. Griswold, manager of
Warners' Lincoln Theater in Union City, N. J., when a woman contributed an Iron Cross to the house's six-ton pile of metal scrap and
cried out: "Don't confuse me with the Germans, because I married an
Irishman!". ... • Studious Toni (Disney) Spitzer showing considerable interest in archives in Washington
T
T
T
• • • UNUSUAL number of excellent shorts seen during the month
in screening rooms along local Film Row. ... • Deep satisfaction
which pervaded the British War Relief Society when many organizations and individuals purchased blocks of tickets so's several hundred
officers and men of the Royal Navy, plus Dutch and British merchant
seamen, could see U. S. premiere tomorrow night of Sir Alexander Korda's,
"One of Our Aircraft Is Missing," at the Globe Theater. ... • Pvt. Bill
(FILM DAILY) Hickey landing down at Langley Field and being jumped
to Platoon Sergeant. ... • Accidental private preview of the new
Lion's Roar mag, — which is slickest issue to date. . . • Kick we got out
of lamping, also privately, "Moods of the Sea," which Slavko Vorkapich
made in single reel form. ... • Si Seadler's Gauguin-esque drawing
of a certain abbreviated trade paper editor
T
T
T

Jackson J. Rose

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Matthew Woll, vice-president oiKlne
AFL; Louis Marciante, president of
the New Jersey Federation of Labor;
William P. Raoul, assistant president of the IATSE; Lous Krouse,
secretary-treasurer of the IA;
Thomas J. Lyons, Joseph P. Ryan
and E. W. Edwards, president, vicepresident and secretary-treasurer,
respectively, of the New York
State Federation of Labor; Thomas
Murtha and James C. Quinn, president and secretary, respectively, of
the Central Trades and Labor Council; the Rev. John P. Boland head
of the State Labor Relations Board;
Pat Casey, studio labor contact;
Michael Cashal, international vicepresident of the Teamsters Union;
Martn T. Lacey, vice-president of
the Teamsters District Council.
Speakers from the political field
will include John J. Bennett, the
Democratic party's candidate for
governor of New York; Secretary
of State Michael F. Walsh; Henry
Epstein, Bennett's running mate for
attorney general; Rep. William T.
SHhulte of Indana; Lieutenant Gov.
Charles Poletti, Judge James T.
Hallin^n. Among the other speakers will Brooklvn
be Maior William
former
district O'Dwyer.
attorney,
and James J. Walker.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Newman

Succeeds Berry

Seattle — Frank L. Newman, Jr.,
who has been managing the Paramount Theater in Portland is succeeding Irving Berry as booker for
the Evergreen State Theaters. Berrv is leavinsr for a visit to his family in New York before going in the
Armed
Services.
— Scrap Socks laps —

Rites Held for Cormier

Baldwinville, Mass. — Funeral of
Laurent Cormier. 70, for 15 years
projectionist in the Orpheum Theater, Gardner,
held River.
in St. Martin's
Church atwasOtter

Just Few Lines,
His Most Vital Role
Miami Beach — It's Second Lieut.
Clark Gable now, — the film star receiving his commission, along with
200 others, here yesterday and Starring in the ceremonies held before
an audience of some 2,000, including
Lt. Gen. H. H. Arnold, air force
chief. Addressing his newly-commissioned fellow officers, Gable said:
"Gentlemen, I'm not going to say to
you 'Get on the beam.' You're on
it. The job is to stay on the beam
until, in victory, we get the command: 'Fall Out'."

2

Ws?
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WB Welfare Group
To Serve 'Our Boys'
Women's committee to look after
the welfare and interests of Warner employes in the armed forces
has. been set up at the company's
1 \ office as the industry's first
ufmTof its kind.
Functioning under the Warner
Club's General Service Committee,
of which Ralph W. Budd is chair
man, the newly created group will
see to it that the soldiers and sail
ors receive letters regularly; that
they are provided with comforts
ana necessities such as soap, razor
blades, socks, sweaters, tobacco and
other items; that their dependents
back home are looked after; that the
boys are properly entertained when
on leave, and that everything possibe is done to help the morale of
tne boys at the front.
Ruth Weisberg is chairman of the
execucive committee of the new service unit. Other heads of activities
include Judy Leibowitz, who will
contact dependents in association
with Miss Weisberg; Ann Gobel and
Harriet Pettit, in charge of raising
funds, through the medium of card
parties, etc.; Mabel Oldenhange,
who will supervise the regular writing of letters by girls in the various
departments where the soldiers formerly worked; and Sadie Br oner, in
charge of entertainment for the boys
when they come to town on furlough.
A special committee also is being
formed to cover wives whose husbands are in the service.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

300 Chi. Theaters to Run
Trailers For Scrap Drive
Chicago — Three hundred
theaters will run trailers
the scrap collection drive
Nov. 11. The theaters will
drives of their own.

Chicago
boosting
starting
not hold

— Scrap Socks laps —

Contest for B-45 Offices

NewWBNewsreelfo
'DEMOCRACY IS WORKING IN H'WOOD'
Kansas City— "If the film men needed an answer to critics, they found
it in the
industry s response to the war effort," in the opinion of the Kansas City
Star
Paper spotlighted the industry's participation in the war effort in a feature page
Koury.
article by Phil

(Continued from Page 1)

modation of the newsreel organization are already under way at the
studio, it was said.
"Serious persons periodically attack Hollywood as a haven of mismanagement
Recently,
the Army Air Forces
and
eccentricity, Koury wrote and continued with, "The adversities of war show that
democracy isworking in Hollywood . . . (Hollywoodites) are demonstrating pretty conclusively were reported interested in acquiring the Vitaphone plant, presumthey know the meaning of the American way as well as the next citizen."
ably with the view to housing its
photographic section there. Latter
Axis Argentine Mag. Puts , Coast Awaits Verbatim
at present is at Wright Field, Dayton, O. The Army's deal, however,
Distrib. Reps, on "Lists"
Report on Wage Ruling
suddenly did a fade-out. Explana{Continued from Page 1)
Buenos Aires (By Mail)— In retion apparently is found in the
taliation for the American "black undue worry among high-salaried Warner newsreel development.
It was emphasized yesterday in
list," Camara, local mag., with players, producers, directors and
strong Axis leanings, has published writers. Many feel fortunate to informed quarters that the new reel
three lists, one "black," one "gray" wind up each year with $25,000 net would not be restricted to American
and the other "white," of American income after taxes, charity contribu- war coverage but would be worlddistributor reps. here.
tions, payments on life insurance
wide in its scope, entailing the
On the Camara "black list" are policies and other fixed obligations speedy setting up of a strong global
S.O.S. Horen of 20th-Fox, Louis are taken care of. Many have given organization.
—Scrap Socks Japs —
Goldstein of Columbia, Sam Seidel- up their estates and taken unpretentious apartments nearer tneir
man of UA and John Nathan of
ODT Urges Adoption of
studios to save gasoline and tires.
Paramount. "Gray list" tags Mon— Scrap Socks Japs —
roe Isen of Universal and Harry
WB Transportation Plan
Novak of Warners with a "let's see
(Continued from Page 1)
English
Titles
for
"Dr.
Mabuse"
Herman G. Weinberg is currently
how they behave." "White list"
study of the system worked out by
embraces Stuart Dunlap of Metro
and Leon Britton of RKO, Camara preparing the English titles for "The Carrol Sax, Burbank studio manager,
Testament of Dr. Mabuse," the last
noting "these are saved because film completed by Fritz Lang in and Art Klein, head of the transthey are recent and because they
portation department. New system
Europe, before he went to Holly- has reduced car and truck use by
do not look like the 'others' ".
wood. Produced by Seymour r\le— Scrap Socks Japs —
46
per
cent,
compared with the 25
benzahl, "The Testament of Dr. MaRuth McCollum With Handel
by the ODT.
buse" will be shown here this sea- per cent urged
—Scrap Socks Japs —
son
in
its
French
version.
S.
S.
Ruth McCollum has joined the
staff of the Motion Picture Re- Krellberg is distributing the picture. Mulnix Closes in Denver
search Bureau as assistant to Dr.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Denver — Robert Mulnix has closed
Leo Handel. Miss McCollum had "Movie Quiz" in 147 Theaters
his sound equipment and service
previously been associated with Dan- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY business and gone to Washington,
iel Starch, research organization,
Hollywood — Production will start D. C, to take a Government job.
and had performed special assign- this week on the second series of Commercial Film exchange has taken
ments for the Crossley Research 13 "Movie Quiz" subjects. A new the franchise of the Modern Talking
Co. The Motion Picture Research announcer will be used in place of Picture Service, formerly handled by
Bureau is presently conducting a ser- Grant Withers, who is now in the Mulnix.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
ies of analyses for M-G-M.
Coast Guard. On Nov. 5, 147 the— Scrap Socks Japs —
aters will be presenting "Movie Chi. "U" Workers in New Union
Cancel 'lohnson" Tradeshow
Chicago — Universal film exchange
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Metro has cancelled the previousemployes have signed up for the new
Pierong In Evergreen Post
film union, F-45. This brings all
ly scheduled tradeshow of "Tennessee Johnson" on Nov. 13. There is
Spokane, Wash.— H. W. (Nick) exchanges into the new union field.
no change in the tradeshow of "Dr. Pierong, formerly manager of the
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Gillespie's New Assistant." It will old Pantages theater, and Fox the- Vote on F-45 Affiliation
be screened Nov. 13 in all exchange
aters has been appointed assistant
centers except New York, where it cityQuiz."
Chicago — Employes of Monogram
manager of the Evergreen thewill be shown Nov. 10, and Omaha,
aters here. With the upsurge of and Capitol exchanges are voting
on Nov. 12.
business in this leading war center, on Local F-45 affiliation. Election
— Scrap Socks Japs^the company was obliged to increase will be held Nov. 17.
its staff.

Chicago — Pete Faxel of Metro and
Anna Birhamzle of Republic are
rival candidates for president of
Local B-45. President Sam Lamansky of the Union is running for A. J. Balaban's Biography Out
— Scrap Socks Japs —
business agent against George
Chicago — A. J. Balaban's biograBusch, incumbent. Election will be
phy goes on bookstands here next O'Hare to Tipton Post
week. His wife, Carrie, speaks at
held Nov. 5.
Tipton, la. — Slater O'Hare of
a meeting of the National Council
Wellman, who headed the industry's
of Jewish Women next Wednesday.
War Bond campaign for Iowa in
—
Scrap
Socks
Japs
—
Higher Usher Wages
September, will take over as director of the Hardacre and Toy thein Chicago Sector
Not
First FILM
for UADAILY
West Jack
Coast Benny's
Bmean of THE
aters at Tipton on Nov. 1. Beulah
Chicago — Wages of theater ushers
Hollywood — Jack Benny represen- DeNune is owner of the theaters.
in the Chicago territory, are moving
tatives claim there is no foundation O'Hare has been managing the Grand
upward. In this city, the average
— Scrap Socks Japs —
to a United
published
report,
that Benny's
usher hourly wage in the Loop now is
first
Artists
production
would Another Hotel for Latchis
40 cents, while in the residential
district, wages recently have gone
up to 37 cents an hour for the circuit houses. Some of the smaller
theaters still are paying less than
this scale.

Reopen Vita. Studio

be "Lady of
Science."
— Scrap Socks Japs —
20th-Fox Signs 2 "Name" Bands
Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has
signed Woody Herman and Bob
Allen's top "name" bands to make
one picture each during 1943.

Keene, N. H. — Peter D. Latchis of
this city, owner of 10 film theaters in
three New England states, has purchased the Newport for $25 000 at a
foreclosure sale. Latchis branched
out into the hotel business about two
years ago.

Usherettes Quitting
For War Plant Work
Springfield, Mass. — Turnover in
ushers in local theaters has been
keeping managers hustling to secure
replacements. When young men
flocked into the service or war
plants, many houses put girls on the
also.
job, but war jobs are luring them
Local theaters, however, have
solved the doorman problem. The
Paramount has a retired policeman;
Loew's Poli, a retired Marine;
Bijou, Art and Arcade have women
taking tickets.

0*\

Winners of SMPE's
Journal Award
{Continued from Page 1)

Journal Award at the Society's 52nd
semi-annual banquet and dance last
night in the Georgian Room of the
Hotel Pennsylvania. Honorable mention was given to the Society's Committee on Non-Technical Equipment,
of which John A. Maurer is chairman.
Because of the war, the sister
award, christened the Progress
Medal, was not given, and therefore
the presentation by Past-President
E. Allan Williford of the Journal
Award held the spotlight alone as
the climax of the current three- day
convention which concludes tonight
with a general session at the Army
Signal Corps Photographic Center in
Long Island City.
More than 200 members of SMPE
and their guests cheered the honor
bestowed on Albersheim and MacKenzie for their paper, "Analysis of
Sound Film Drives," first delivered
at an SMPE conclave in 1940 and
initially printed in the November,
1941, issue of the Society's Journal
when the authors were with Erpi m
New York City.
Today's morning and afternoon
technical sessions in the Hotel Pennsylvania will be devoted to the production of 16 mm. films in relation
the war effort.
in addition to the reFourofpapers,
ort
the Theater Engineering
Committee, Alfred N. Goldsmith,
chairman, featured the morning sesThey were: "Sound
sion yesterday.
Control
in the Theater Comes of
Age," by H. Burris-Meyer, Stevens
Institute of Technology; "Recent Deby
in Sound-Tracks,"
Edwaid M. velopments
Honan
and Clyde R.
Keith, of Western Electric, Hollywood; "Effect of High Gate Temperatures on 35 mm. Film Projection,"
by E. K. Carver, R. H. Talbot, and
H. A. Loomis, of Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester; and "Film Distortions
and Their Effect on Projection Qual
it-"-" also by the Messrs. Carver,
Talbot and Loomis.
Six more papers were read at the
afternoon session, namely, "Recent
Laboratory Studies of Optical Reduction Printing," by R. 0. Drew
and L. T. Sachleben, RCA Mfg., Indianapolis; "Some Characteristics of
Ammonium Thiosulf ate Fixing
Baths," by D. B. Alnutt, Mallinckrodt
Chemical Works, St. Louis; "Copper and Sulfide in Developers," by
R. M. Evans, W. T. Hanson, Jr., and
P. K. Glasoe, Eastman Kodak Co.;
"Factors Affecting the Accumulation of Iodide in Used Photographic
Developers," also by Evans, Hanson
and Glasoe; "Effect of Composition
of Processing Solutions on Removal
of Silver from Photographic Materials," by J. I. Crabtree, G. T.
Eaton, and L. E. Muehler, Eastman
Kodak; and "A Precision Recording
Instrument for Measuring Film
Width," by S. C. Coroniti and H. S.
Baldwin,
Agfa-Ansco,
Binghamton.
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reviews of new fums
"Whistling in Rutherford
Dixie'
'West
of the Law'
with Buck Jones, Tim McCoy,

with Red Skelton, An
M-G-M

74 Mins.

Raymond Hatton

RED SKELTON
PROVES UPROARIOUS- jMonc*ram
J°
ROOT
TO ^l
PLENTY_
FIND
KIDS WILL
MELODRAMA'
COMIC
IN
FUNNY
LY
AND ACTION' FOR IN THIS EXCITING
SHOULD DRAW HEAVILY.
THAT
. . e. .
, ..
•„
JAMMED WESTERN.
Red Skelton delivers more of his silly ;
brand of comedy in "Whistling in Dixie" j Buck
and does it to the complete
satisfaction Hatton

Jones, Tim McCoy
and Raymond
ride again in the interests of law

of his supporters.
While there is nothing ' and order in "West of the Law."
And
robust about the humorous content of the they ride in a manner
that will stir the
film, the production does manage to en- kids plenty, for the action and the excitetertain generously at all times, with the
ment in this one are doled out in more than
comedy antics fast and furious most of the generous portions. The fact that the three
way. The cast has entered whole-hearted- have to disguise themselves in order to
ly into the spirit of this bundle of non- gain their purpose makes for a certain
sense. Therein lies much of the film's amount of suspense. The villainy is of
drawing power.
that pitch-black order that permits the
heroes' deeds to stand out more boldly.
The story, something that has seen considerable service, has been cleverly dressed
Jones, McCoy and Hatton are marshals
come to curb the villains who are staging
up with gay material to disguise its wellworn areas.
No small credit for this goes an orgy of banditry and murder.
The whole
To make their
to Nat Perrin, who did the screenplay, and community is scared stiff
villains
the
on
goods
the
^sk of getting
addicontributed
who
Mahoney,
Wilkie
tional dialogue.
easier one poses as an itinerant parson,
radio crime expert another as an undertaker, and the third
We see Skelton
as a notorious bandit. The three get themwho is confronted
with the prospect of j
d
rf
.
with
solving a real crime, which has to do with ! the
™_ L_JJ:__
baddies, L../
but «.u„.
they come out.. ...:tU
with ii..:_„
flying
the attempt of two crooked
public offi
colors
at
the
end.
When
they
ride
out
cials to seize a gold treasure hidden in
an old edifice. The radio sleuth tries to of the picture in search of other noble
chores
to
perform,
they
leave
behind
a
solve the mystery, only to get himself
grateful community.
mixed up with the villains in one compliThe
Scott
R.
Dunlap
production
received
cation after another. A good portion of
the film is devoted to the efforts of Skel- pell-mell direction at the hands of Howard Bretherton. Jess Bowers did the screenton and his friends to escape from a cellar
in which they have been trapped by one play.
of the villains. The old melodramatic deThe performances of Jones, McCoy and
vice of water rising slowly to snuff out Hatton will please the kids no end. Other
the breath of the hero has been used in portrayals that merit consideration are contributed byEvelyn Cooke, Milburn Moranti,
"Whistling in Dixie" for comedy purposes.
The villains are finally hooked despite the Bud McTaggert, Jack Daley, Harry Woods.
fumbling detective work of Skelton.
CAST: Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, Raymond Hatton, Evelyn Cooke, Milburn MorSkelton's antics will keep his fans in
anti, Bud McTaggert, Jack Daley, Harry
stitches. His strongest support comes from
Roy Barcroft, George
DeNormand.
"Rags" Ragland, who plays a dual role in Woods,
a manner that draws some of the lustiest
CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dunlap;
laughs in the film. The chief feminine role Director, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,
is in the hands of Ann Rutherford. Play- Jess Bowers; Cameraman, Harry Neumann;
ing Skelton's girl friend, she comes through Film Editor, Carl Pierson.
with a first-rate performance. George
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Bancroft makes his screen reappearance as Good.
one of the villains. Capable work is contributed also by Guy Kibbee, Diana Lewis, Mark Daniels, Pierre Watkin, Emmett
Peter Whitney, Celia Travers, Lucien Lit- Vogan, Hobart Cavanaugh.
tlefield.
CREDITS: Producer, George Haight; Director, S. Sylvan Simon; Screenplay, Nat
S. Sylvan Simon's direction keeps the
action moving swiftly. George Haight pro- Perrin; Additional Dialogue, Wilkie Maduced the film.
honey; Cameraman, Clyde de Vinna; Art
Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film Editor,
CAST: Red Skelton, Ann Rutherford,
George Bancroft, Guy Kibbee, Diana Lewis, Frank Sullivan.
Peter Whitney, "Rags" Ragland, Celia
Travers, Lucien
Littlefield, Louis

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

3'Cent Price Boost by Leading JVeic Haven
Subsequent Runs Brings No Patron SquawUs
New Haven — Leading subsequent have raised evening admissions three
cents and find no unfavorable reaction. With increased earnings, admission
price is not the factor it was, they believe. Since many former nabe patrons
now go downtown to first-runs, and subsequent-run business has not increased,
for the most part, exhibs. believe increase is warranted to cover higher operating costs. However, most nabes in Bridgeport have not followed suit, and
only a few Hartford houses have upped. First-runs have also made few changes,
except
Hartford.for a few instances, including Paramount, New Haven, and E. M. Loew's

Rush Raw Slock lo
Newsreels in Cuba
(Continued from Page 1)

1,000,000 feet of raw stock from
the quota assigned by Washington.
Shipping priorities and the sub
menace combined to bring about^the
grave shortage of raw stoc^^r
both newsreels and other domjtt.c
studios.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Maple Heights Arbitration
Hearing Lasts But a Day
Cleveland — Arbitrator Howard
Burns yesterday heard the entire
testimony in the Maple Heights Theater case against Paramount. He
will render his decision next week.
Morris Barck, owner of the complainant theater, asks the return
of first-run enjoyed during the past
14 years,
now and
accorded
the Theaters,
competitive Stillwell
Bedford
Bedford, owned by Mrs. Lena Stillwell. Complainant bases his case
on Section X, stating that the Bedford Houses got 1941-42 product on
the strength of affiliation with Cooperative Theaters.
living Cohen, representing the defendant, denied circuit influence in
the deal, setting forth that the Bedford houses, although affiliated with
Co-op. for four years, had previously failed to deal satisfactorily for
Paramount product. Cohen stated
the defendant does not deal with Coop, as a unit and makes no price
concession to Co-op.
Witnesses were Barck, Charles
Powers, former Paramount salesman, Milton Mooney, Co-op. head,
and Paramount District manager
Harry Goldstein.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

75,000 Tons of Scrap
Seen in Jersey Drive
Newark, N. J. — Northern New
Jersey theaters distributed more
than 150,000 free tickets for scrap
matinees, and in this city alone more
than 20 tons of scrap was collected.
Since the per capita average was
10 pounds, it is expected that almost
area.
75r000 tons will come out of this
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Local F-l to Negotiate

St. Louis — With all of exchanges
signed up with the recently organized Local F-l, IATSE negotiations
nies. be opened with the film compawill
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Owl Shows for War Workers
Sacramento, Cal. —
war plant work has
introduction of owl
the Blumenfeld
and
chains
here.

Round-the-clock
resulted in the
shows by both
Fox-West Coast

— Scrap Socks Japs —

Second Star for B & L
Rochester — A second
added to the Bausch &
Company's Army-Navy
presented duction
by Awards.
the Navy

star has been
Lomb Optical
"E" pennant,
Board of Pro-
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Vichy May Lift Ban
On American Films
(Continued from Page 1 )

bright, due, reportedly, to strong
pressure brought by the State De
partment in the United States.

TO THE

Extended Runs Cause
Change in Ad Policy

COLORS!

Chicago — EUGENE NARGES,
Miami
Beach — CLARK
GABLE
was graduated from the Army Air formerly of B & K Nortown theater, has been named a petty ofForces' Officers Candidate School
ficer in the Navy.
here yesterday and commissioned a
JACK BAYLOR has been prosecond lieutenant. Assignment to
post will follow shortly.
Marine. moted to a mate in the Merchant

^reign departments here yesterChicago— M A R S H A L L HOLa^r apparently had not been inLANDER, son of Bill Hollander,
formed of the anticipated action by
B & K publicity chief has been
the Vichy government. They ap- commissioned an ensign in the Navy
peared hopeful, however, inasmuch and gone to Harvard University
as Switzerland is one of the few re- for indoctrination.
maining markets in Europe.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Chicago
— DR. DAVID
BROTMAN, Avaloe theater executive has
Old Seat Metal Swells
ioined the Army, as have HERBERT
Theater Scrap Contribution SOSINSKI, JACK HUGHES. WILLIAM HORSKY and WALTER SONorthampton, Mass. — Western SIK of the Avaloe staff.
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., turned
over more than 7,000 pounds of
metal for the scrap drive from the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— WILLIAM
WITNEY,
basement of the Plaza Theater here.
Nathan E. Goldstein, president, of serial director at Republic, joins the
the chain, put a crew of men to Marines as a second Lieutenant.
work to remove the metal from the
sides of the old seats stored in the
RALPH COPPOLA, former chiefbasement several years ago when of-staff at Majestic, Providence,
the Plaza was completely reseated. has entered the Navy.

NORMAN PEARSON, commissioned alieutenant in the Army Air
Corps, stationed at Tampa, Pla.
BILL SCHWARTZ of the Chicago
theater is now an aviation cadet.
HUGH McGINNIS is now at the
Camp Davis anti-aircraft training
school.
MIKE SIMPSON of the Chicago
theater orchestra 'is joining the
Army Air Forces.
ALBERT BUCJOLZ of the Chiis now a member of the
Marinecago staff
Corps.

(Continued from Page 1)

specific date announcing the release
of a picture, it is now considered
more advantageous to stagger copy
over a period of two or three
months. In the case of Warner
pictures, which generally have their
premieres and first showings in the
company's own circuit houses, the
new plan of extended merchandising
is regarded as particularly necessary under present conditions.
The rule also applies to general
publicity on pictures, and the Warner field force has been so instructed
from the home office by Mort Blumenstock.
Another advantage intended in
the revised advertising and publicity
policy is that the pictures are kept
alive long enough to benefit the
subsequent-run exhibitors much more
than in the past.

Chicago— RAY AXELROD, formerly of the Warner Exchange has been
— Scrap Socks Japs —
promoted to Army corporal, while
HARRY CHRISTOS of the Ace the- James Coston Back at Desk
Chicago — James Coston, Warner
ater is now a chief petty officer in
the Navy. Latter was succeeded at zone manager, has recovered from
illness and is back on the job.
the Ace by Thomas J. Corradine.
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Plan Cuban Boycott
Of Argentine Films
Havana (By Air Mail— Passed by
Censor) — Boycott of Argentine and
Chilean films by Cubans is called
for in a resolution just adopted by
the Louvre Committee, Friends of
the Americans, whose membership
is
of veterans of Cuba's
warcomposed
for independence.
Effective date of the boycott will
be set and declared by the Louvre
Committee's president. The resolution states that the action results
from the pro-Axis attitude of the
two countries, and is directed not
against their peoples but rather
against those who oppose a break
with Germany,
Italy and Japan.
A copv of the resolution is beinesent to Raul Damonte Taborda, Radical Party leader of the Argentina
Chamber of Deputies, who has consistently sought to have Argentina
sever relations with the Axis.
Boycott when made effective is
expected to play havoc with patronage of Argentine films here. Latter recently have been a runner up
to American products for audience
favor.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Coliseum, Seattle, Goes
40 "Swing Shift" Policy
Seattle— With Seattle on a 24hour a day basis, and nearly as
many people on the streets late at
night as in the evening, the secondrun Coliseum is the first of the
larger houses to start a "swing
shift" policy, now staying open until 5 a.m. The Winter Garden, Colonial and Embassy,
all smaller
louses handling third and fourth-run
and repeats, have stayed open all
light for the last few years and
lave built up a very good night biz
since the start of the war.

HOLLYWOOD

STEAI

By RA1PH

Soldier Patronage
Booms Chicago Bii

INC-

WILK

WALT

DISNEY
yesterday
stated that kyjILT GROSS
will enter the ranks of
he would combine four more of his , *^" producer-writers
under a deal being
Latin-American
cartoons
into a featurenegotiated with Arthur Ripley under which
length film to be titled "Surprise Pack- the famed cartoonist will write and produce two pictures for PRC release. Ripley
age," with a live-action prologue, a Mexican, Brazilian and Argentine episode, plus will supervise the productions.
First picture under the arrangement prob"The Cold-Blooded Penguin" having the
Antarctic for locale. Three of the episodes
ably will be "The Ghost and the Guest," a
are nearing completion and work has been I comedy
concerning
a frustrated hangman

started on the fourth.
•
•
COLUMBIA
will produce
a sequel to
^■^ "A Night to Remember" (once titled
"The Frightened Stiff"), co-starring the
same players — Bryan Aherne and Loretta
Young.

•

•

A NDREW SOLT'S original "Susanna and
** the Youngsters," and "Without Notice," which Solt wrote in collaboration
with Lili Hatvany, have both been purchased by Columbia. Harold Coldman has
been assigned to collaborate with Solt on

' whose profession has gone to pieces due to
jcompetition from lethal gas.
The second
|production
will be "I Should Have
Ate
the Eclair," which has to do with a man
who inadvertently gets mixed up in a
variety of hilarious situations because
of
his indecision.
■ i/^RIME

BY NIGHT"

is the new title

^
of Warners' "Forty Whacks."
Wyman heads the cast.
TWENTIETH-FOX

announces

Jane

the title

{Continued from Page 1)

tendance and gross, with men in
uniform sometimes making up more
than 35 per cent of the attendance.
Oldtimers say that the movie theaters are getting a much biggernercentage of soldier boys in thijMp.ir
than they did in 1917-18, chieft^Ruecause the boys have more money to
spend. This coupled with the high
rate of employment and generous
wages enjoyed among the civilian
population gives the amusement operators the biggest business potentialities ever experienced here.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Mrs. Lillian Parker Resigns
St. John, N. B.— Mrs. Lillian Parker, wife of Harold Parker, manager of the Capitol, Yarmouth, N.

' change on two pictures, "One Man
Army," becomes "War Correspondent,"
story of Sergeant Dreebin and Floyd Gibbons; and "Murder, Murder, Everywhere,"
a Michael Shayne detective story, has been

S.,
has of
resigned
the treasurer's
staff
the from
Capitol,
St. John,
where she has been the past two
CCENARISTS Harold Buchman and George
years. Succeeding her is Doris
Holder. Mrs. Parker was presented
** Kessel are collaborating on an original
an engraved silver compact by staff
story based on an idea called "Paris Under- changed to "Time to Kill."
members. Mi's. Parker's husband
ground." Andre Daven will produce the
DOBERT LOWERY has been signed for has been on overseas duty with the
picture for 20th Century-Fox.
' * the leading male role in "Jungle Love," Canadian Army for 2M: years, and
to play opposite Jean Carmen, New York on leave of absence from his man£RA!G WOODS, son of Harry L. Woods, actress
and dancer.
^"' veteran character actor has been
agerial post at Yarmouth.
the

screenplay

•

•

•

•

of "Without

Notice."

screen-tested by Columbia and placed under
term contract by the studio. Woods was
"discovered" by Hollywood agent Elizabeth
Dickinson while working as a gas station
attendant.

Keen Exhibitor Interest
In Bay State's Election

•

•

•

•

/-> EORGE SANDERS will play the lead
^in 20th-Fox's "Highland Fling," story
of a Scotsman, dead for 100 years, who
gives up heaven to return to earth.

The ... .

FEMME

TOUCH

Grainger Closes Rep. Deals
With FPC and Odeon

Chicago — "Geri" Beach has been
James R. Grainger, president of named treasurer of B & K's ace
Chicago treasurer
theater. of
She's
first
thethe
circuit.
Republic Pictures, returned to the femme
home office yesterday from Toronto Miss Beach was formerly cashier
at the Chicago
theater.
where he closed pacts by the terms
of which Famous Players Canadian
Theaters and Odeon Theater Circuit
Providence — First girl ever assigned managerial
at Loew's
of Canada will play his company's State here
is Toniduties
Anness,
New
1942-43 product.
York lass, now working as student
A. W. Perry, general manager mons.
assistant under Manager Jack Siof Empire Universal Films Ltd.; J.
J. Fitzgibbons, FPC president, and
Chicago — Denise Menzer has
Ben Geldsaler, company's chief film given
added femme color to the
buyer; and Haskell Masters, Odeon's B & K publicity staff, joining Dorpresident and general manager, reothy Deere and Harriet Stone.
presented their respective circuits
in the negotiations.
Rochester — Louise Wilson has
— Scrap Socks Japs —
been promoted to assistant manager
at Loew's Rochester here, first woLorentz Sues RKO; Asks
man to hold that position in the
$1,619,147 in Damages
city. She had b°en serving as stu^nt assistant. She succeeds Wavne
Shepler, who has been transferred
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claiming that the to Loew's house in Dayton, O.
Frank
Reynolds of Rochester has
studio had abrogated his contract,
Pare Lorentz has filed suit against been named student assistant here
— Scrap Socks Japs —
years.
RKO for $1,619,147. Lorentz, who
New Visual Education Head
has been producing documentary
Chicago — Usherettes and femme
New Haven — Leonie Brandon, pictures, claimed that under a con- car service attendants have been
teacher for many years in the New
tract he was to have produced two employed by the Drive-In theater ait
Haven schools has been appointed pictures. He asked for $500,000 Golf and Waukegan Road.
director of audio-visual education in punitive damages, $500,000 actual
the public schools, succeeding Don- damages and $619,147 accrued salChicago — Virginia Bowser has
ald A. Eldridsre, new director of adary, personal expenses and 10
assistant manager of
• ISper I been named
missions at Wesleyan.
cent of the~net profits.
•1J
the Avaloe theater.
^ I NZ

Boston — Hub theaters are greatly
"oncerned over the election here next
Tuesday. Gov. Leverett Saltonstall,
who is a candidate for a third term,
is picked by the political experts to
win by a close margin over Roger
L. Putnam, the Democratic candidate and present mayor of Springfield.
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Saltonstall has done theater inrganize Denver Exchanges
terests countless favors in the past
Denver — Front office film row emdoyes are being unionized, with four years and has been instrumental in killing much legislation proWarner Bros, and National Screen
would have been unalready signed up. Negotiations are nosed which
favorable to the theaters.
in progress with other exchanges.
Also of vital exhib. interest is the
The union section will include all
fact that the horse and dog racing
below head booker.
Questions are again on the ballot
—Scrap Socks Japsfor a referendum vote. It is conCharter New Theater Co.
sidered hiehlv improbable that horse
Stonington, Conn. — The Victory racing in Suffolk County where huge
Theater Operating Co. has filed cer- Suffolk Downs is located will be
tificate of incorporation, with an au- killed, but the experts are hedging
thorized capital of $50,000. Incor- on the dog racing question. There
porators are Gertrude J. Harris, seems to be some thought that dog
Alexander McPhail and Samuel Har- racing will survive if at all by a
close margin. The referendum canris, all of New London.
not again be voted upon for four

WEDDING

BELLS

Genevieve Dorothv Fitzpatrick
for seven years cashier of Strand,
Providence, was married to Normand J. Bourdon at St. Raymond's
church. Providence,
Oct. 26.
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Ont. May Put Ban on Juvenile Movie Attendance

New Premier Intimates
Drastic Restrictions to
Follow Coal Gas Incident
Toronto — Premier Gordon Conant, new leader of the Ontario Government, yesterday intimated that
drastic restrictions will be imposed
on admission of juveniles to film
theaters in this province as a result of the coal gas incident at the
Pape Theater in which 35 children
were rendered unconscious.
At
present,
juveniles
without
(.Continued on Page 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

IATSE Has Exchange
Jurisdiction Pads
The existence of contracts between the IATSE and seven major
film companies giving the former
jurisdiction over front-office workers in all exchange centers except
(Continued on Pape 6)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

LAURELS FOR FIX AT WALSH DINNER
By LOU

PELEGRINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Unstinted praise was heaped upon
the film industry last night at the
testimonial
dinner
to Richard
F.
Walsh, president
_
of the IATSE,
which attracted
to the Hotel St.
George a gathering of 1,300
that jammed the
main ballroom
of the Brooklyn
hostelry to the
doors.
Highranking members of the industry joined
labor leaders in
the film and allied industries in
.,_„.,:__ „,A,-U
f. WALSH of
RICHARD
Walsh to the
upon
his election
presidency
honoring

SOPEG Signs Contract
With DeLuxe Laboratories
Contract covering white collar
workers was signed yesterday between DeLuxe Laboratories and the

Washington Bureau of THE

Rochester — H. Graydon Hodges,
manager of the drive-in-theater here,
pleaded innocent in county court
yesterday to a misdemeanor indictment charging him with creating a public nuisance.
The indictment alleges that the
sound track system used in connection with films "caused loud noise
and racket which endangered and
injured the comfort, repose and
health of a considerable number of

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A Salary Stabilization Unit of the Internal Revenue
Bureau has been set up by the Treasury Dept. to enforce salary and
wage regulations and within 15 days
seven regional offices will be opened,
it was revealed yesterday. Offices
are to be in Los Angeles, New York,
(Continued on Page 7)

New Wage

VOC/R SCRAP

WILL

(Continued on Page 8)

Chattanooga, Tenn. — Two local
theaters — Tivoli and Amusu — have
been cited for violation of a practice blackout. For the Tivoli the
citation read: "Lights visible through

SEND

THE

AXIS TO THE

London (By Cable)— The British
Treasury today is expected to announce the release of all frozen
funds of American film companies.
The amount is said to range from
$35,000,000 to $50,000,000.
Formula for the de-freezing of the
funds and mittances
the wasbasis
future been
resaid for
to have
cabled to New York last Saturday.
Executives of American companies
met on Monday
in New York and
(Continued on Page 5)
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Limit 16 mm. Field
To Educational Films
That the 16 mm. field be entirely
educational in the broad sense of
that word, while the 35 mm. field
encompasses for itself the provinces
of entertainment in the post-war
world
was
advocated
yesterday
(Continued on Page 6)
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Col. Levinson To Line Up
WB Newsreel Technicians

Col. Nathan Levinson, chief of
Knoxville, Tenn. — With a majorthe sound department at Warners
ity of a Sunday Observance Com- studios in Burbank, arrives in New
mittee, appointed by the city council to draft a new law governing York over the week-end from the
(Continued on Page 8)
Sunday amusements, favoring Sunday movies and a petition signed by
19,142 voters asking for them on
file, the council must call a refEuropean Shipments
erendum on the question or pass
Get Thru Regularly
(Continued on Page 8)

Law Stalling Gary Cooper Deal

Cite Chattanooqa Houses
For Blackout Violations

{Continued on Page 5)

|^

looked down upon."
peoplewhat
of America
"should
stop
to The
realize
the motion
pictures
are doing for the preservation of the
American way of life," Walker asserted, adding that the value of the
screen in our national life could not

Pix Shortage Looms— Goldwyn

persons."
According to the district attorney's office, noise of the sound track
was heard by residents within a
two-mile radius of the outdoor theater.

the union. Politics was also heavily
represented at the dinner, which was
staged by Local 4, stagehands, in
which Walsh holds membership.
It was James J. Walker who poured
out the greatest measure of praise
for the film industry. In an address
which brought enthusiastic response
from his listeners, the former mayor
of the city paid high tribute to the
industry's contribution to the present
crisis. He said that the role played
by the films in the war effort was so
tremendous that the members of the
IATSE "should feel proud to belong
to the industry which once was

Seven Treasury Wage Expect Sunday Show
Administration Spots Okay In Knoxville

(Continued on Page 6)

Drive-in Too Noisy,
Indictment Charges

Expect U. K. Treasury Will
Announce Release of All
Frozen U. S. Funds Today

Former Mayor Walker Sees the Industry Contributing to
the Preservation of the American Way of Life

By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY
Staff Writer
Hollywood is facing the most serious period in its history from the
standpoint of talent and production
problems due to the war, Samuel
Goldwyn said yesterday at a trade
press conference in the Waldorf
Towers. (Continued
Goldwyn onpredicted
a defiPage 5)

SCRAP

HEAP — START

American film product is going at
regular intervals to those European
countries where the Nazi overlords
have not placed restrictive measures
against its importation, it was reported yesterday by foreign picture
heads. The countries include Sweden, Finland, Spain and Portugal. The
chief difficulty confronting the distributing departments is the slower
pace of picture shipments necessitated by war conditions. The lack
of shipping facilities was held responsible for this.
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Met.
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Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
— Scrap Socks Japs —

73
63

The WPB has set a quota of 90,000 typewriters to be supplied by New York
business firms, the New York Trade Association Executives were informed at
their luncheon meeting yesterday. It is estimated that this represents 20 per
cent of the total typewriters in the city. Motion picture home offices are expected to sell to the Government as many machines as they can spare. It was
pointed out yesterday that the first call by the WPB brought only 2 per cent
of the required quota and that unless the response is heavier, the Government
will requisition typewriters.

76
67l/2

L. W. CONROW, Altec Service president, has
returned from a two week trip through the
South
and Southwest.
MRS. SAMUEL HADELMAN, of the Capitol.
Bridgeport,
is visiting
in Washington.
ANGELO TOMASINO, formerly of the Victory
and White Way,
New Haven,
has finkr Wei"'0
course at San Diego and goes into the f\Jf^> ..
He

"Night of Stars" Com.
Meets Today on Talent

Eight Legit. Plays Slated
For USO-Camp Shows

A meeting of the Producers' Committee for the forthcoming "Night
of Stars" will be held today in the
offices of Chairman Marvin Schenck
to discuss further additions to the
list of entertainers.
Among those definitely set to appear at the big benefit show for
United Jewish Appeal, Nov. 24 in
Madison Square Garden, are:

Demand of men in the service for
plays as well as musical revues has
prompted USO-Camp Shows to include eight legit, plays in its 19421943 winter entertainment program.

Plays already picked are "Junior
Miss," "Claudia," "Arsenic and Old
Lace," "You Can't Take It With
Milton Berle, Berry Brothers, Ray Bolger,
You," "The Male Animal" and
the
Bunny
numberCoombs
from "Star
Garter," "Room Service.' The selection was
George
Hamilton
Jr., theandDeMarcos,
Morton Downey, Jack Durant, Benny Fields, made by Bert Lytell, Actors Equity
Gracie Fields, Jay C. Flippen, Jane Froman,
Mitzi Green, Gypsy Rose Lee, Jack Haley, president, and Emil Friedlander, coElissa Landi, the Ink Spots and George Jes- chairman of the USO-Camp Shows
drama committee. All eight plays
Also Al Jolson, Danny Kaye, Joe E. Lewis,
Ted Lewis, Ella Logan, Lucy Monroe, Zero will start a 22-week tour of Army
Mostel, Jack Pearl and Cliff Hall, Georgie camps and Naval stations around
Price, Bill Robinson, Rockettes, Roxyettes, Nov. 23.

The plays are part of an expanded
USO-Camp Shows entertainment
program which will include 22 variety shows, 36 tabloid troupes and
— Scrap Socks Japs —
four concert units. Producers and
Expect Settlement Today
authors of the plays have agreed
Of Oriental Theater Case to waive all royalties. In many instances they are said to be offering
their services in staging the shows.
Chicago— The Oriental Theater's
arbitration case will be settled, it is
"Junior Miss" is being made available by Max Gordon; "Claudia," by
expected, at today's meeting between counsel for film companies, John Golden; "Arsenic and Old
the McVicker and Oriental Theaters, Lace," by Howard Lindsay and
with adjustment of clearance satis- Russel Crouse; "You Can't Take
factory to all parties. Hayes Mc- It With You," by George S.
Kinney, arbitrator, will preside.
Kaufman and Moss Hart; "Room
The Government has been notified Service," by Allen Boretz and
of the proposed settlement as the John Murray; "The Male Animal."
Justice Department had entered in- by Herman Shumlin and Kermit
tervention at the beginning of the Bloomgarden.
case.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Piers, deb. 4s56.100y4 100% 10034 +
%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith
cvs
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Corp
Trans-Lux
1%
1%
1%
Universal
Corp.
vtc.
7%
7%
7%
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked

COminG and going

Gov't Calls for 90,000 Typewriters Here;
Pix Home Offices Expected to Contribute

Hazel Scott, "Steam on the Beam" number
from "Beat the Band," Johannes Steel, Ed
Sullivan, Lawrence Tibbett, Lowell Thomas
and former Mayor
James J. Walker.

(Thursday, Oct. 29)
NEW
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Arbitrator Dismisses Ken
Case Against 20th-Fox, RKO
Chicago — Alexander Eulenburg,
arbitrator in the Ken Theater case,
has entered a formal order dismissing the case against 20th-Pox and
RKO. All other companies have
also agreed to a settlement of two
weeks' general clearance.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Brandt Asks ITO A Members
To Join MP Associates

PRC Canadian Business
Shows 550 New Accounts

ITOA members were urged to join
the Motion Picture Associates by
President Harry Brandt at a luncheon meeting yesterday. The good
work done by the MPA deserved
support, Brandt said.
Members were urged to continue
the showing of the Victory shorts
and they were warned to save carbon drippings.

Canadian business of PRC has
increased by approximately 550 accounts during the past six months,
according to Arthur Greenblatt, general sales manager.
Premiere of the company's "The
Payoff," starring Lee Tracy, may
be held in Chattanooga, Tenn., late
in December to allow Tracy to make
a p.a. at the opening.

With No Copy of Byrnes'
Directive, Coe Won't Talk
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Asked for comment
on the Byrnes stabilization directive,
Charles Francis Coe, of the Hays
organization, said he has as yet not
received a copy of the actual directive. He declined to make any
statement,' but pointed out that the
directive will require much study
and that interpretations on individual cases will be manifold.

is now

on

furlough at home.

^r

With National Theaters
Walt Disney's "Bambi" has been
set for the National Theaters Circuit in a large scale deal just concluded, it was announced yesterday
by Ned E. Depinet, president of
RKO Radio Pictures.
Deal involves more than 400 runs
in the Fox theaters in the following territories: Los Angeles, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Salt Lake City, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha and Milwaukee.
Playing time will be scheduled to
start immediately.
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Indie Exhib. To Exercise
Option on Schine Theater
Buffalo — Revelation that an independent exhibitor has decided to exercise his option on the Scotia theater, Scotia, is contained in the
fifth monthly report on Schine circuit's theater divestiture, filed in
the Federal Court by Willard S. McKay, Schine counsel.
The report also disclosed that the
optionee and his attorney had completed an inspection tour of the remaining theaters covered by the option.
The optionee was identified only
as the one mentioned in the previous
divestiture report, which said an independent exhibitor had obtained an
option to acquire one or more of the
remaining Schine houses covered by
the court's temporary order that
postponed suit
trialagainst
of the the
Government's
anti-trust
circuit for
two years.

&£$

— Scrap Socks Japs—

Mendenhall, Ore. Exhib., Dies
Portland, Ore. — Sterling George
Mendenhall, 50, one of best known
exhibitors of the Pacific Northwest,
died yesterday at his home at Grant's
Pass, Ore., where he managed two
theaters in the past 10 years. At
one time champion.
he was the national trapshooting

'

—
"Bambi" — Scrap
DealSocks isJapsClosed
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Picture Shortage
Looms, Says Goldwyn

"Green Light" for
Brit. Coin Today

ALONG

(Continued from Page 1)

nite shortage of pictures during the
coming year and for that reason
exhibitors should play good pictures
as long as possible, he said.
Thrzme has come, Goldwyn deelareaj. lov exhibitors to give the
public the best pictures they can
get and to build good will. He said
the time also had come for the artist
to work the hardest and not to appear in fewer pictures just because
he can't make so much money because of the $25,000 limit on sal■ aries. In times like these, he said,
good pictures were almost as important as ammunition.
Goldwyn again defended the practice of price-raising for big productions. He insisted that the public
would much prefer to pay more
money to see a good picture than
to pay the ordinary price for what
he called a "stinker." As for the
reports that there are too many war
pictures on the market, Goldwyn expressed the opinion that constructive war theme pictures, such as
"Wake Island" and "Mrs. Miniver,"
were in good taste, but he condemned
the
"hate" pictures and
thoseout-and-out
done in satire.
Goldwyn said he had an option to
distribute through RKO for another
two years and he expressed complete satisfaction with the present
setup, indicating that he probably
would retain his present releasing
status.
_ The Lillian Hellman story on Russia will get under way in January,
Goldwyn said. A Danny Kaye musical is set for April and another
Bob Hope picture goes into production in July. Goldwyn said that his
personal contract with Gary Cooper
had expired and that a new one was
being discussed, but the basis was
still in doubt because of the wage
stabilization law.
Goldwyn said he expected "Pride
of the Yankees" to gross $4,000,000
in this country. The picture has
been booked into the Gaumont in
London on an eight-week guarantee.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Jack Carson Extends P.A/s
Jack Carson, Warner star, who
has been appearing in person at the
New York Strand the past two
weeks, opens today at the Earle
Theater, Philadelphia, and will also
play the Stanley, Pittsburgh, before
returning to the Coast.

STORKS!
It's a daughter for the Charles
Cohens. Potential Metro starlet was
born to Mrs. Cohen yesterday afternoon in the Maternity Pavilion of
I the Israel Zion Hospital, Brooklyn. New "pop" is a member of
Howard Dietz's publicity staff.

P/UfMD

•

• • SPEAKING of happiness as compensation for misery, Thomas Jefferson observed: "It is a comfort that the medal has two sides"
Wel1- tha» goes today,— and in spades!
For if ever there
was a time when Americans need a bit of a smile to offset their
deep concentration upon the current life-or-death struggle in which they
are engagsd, it's now
There's an excellent example, right in filmWithout the particular exland, of how much a smile can mean
ample, you can bet your bottom War Bond that all the stark and harrowing footage which has of necessity been served up to the public via
the nation's screens would be tougher to take
We mean that
antidote for gloom; that silver lining in decidedly dark clouds; that
oasis of laughs in a desert of worry,— the team of Abbott & Costello!

T

T

T

•

• • IT'S a strange thing about those boys
They're literally tltc modern "war babies"
// you'll think back a bit, Bud and
Lou burst upon the cinematic scene for all practical purposes toward
the end of 1940, via "One Night In The Tropics"
That was almost a year after Hitler burst upon the Polish scene for all impractical
purposes
If Phil M. were Hitler (God forbid!), he'd be doggone
sore
Witness: Bud and Lou invaded Hollywood and made more
people laugh than Adolph made weep in his invasion of all the conquered countries
That'll give you some idea of the number of
people our boys have made laugh!
In America's defensive speedup, the Messrs. Abbott if Costello played a valuable role, notwithstanding that each role they played was a facetious one
In "Buck Privates" and "In the Navy," they removed the tenseness which existed
in the popular mind o'er the very serious business of war

▼

▼

T

• • • ALMOST as if in anticipation of the U. S. being plunged
into the comflict on Dec. 7, 1941, the Abbott & Costello combo were at
that very time playing in their newly-released "Keep 'Em Flying"
And from there they rode into "Ride 'Em Cowbody," their sixth consecutive feature for Universal
It was then (while the cry of "Remember Pearl Harbor!" was gaining in volume) that Bud and Lou had
cause to "remember the mane," i.e. Leo the Lion, — for Metro called the
boys over to the lot for "Rio Rita"
But it was back again for a
"U" turn, namely "Pardon My Sarong"
Their "Who Done It?"
is about to go into general release, and they're working now on their
10th feature, "It Ain't Hay"

T

T

▼

• • • NOT all the laughs which Abbott & Costello have
evoked since they bearded tough Hollywood in 1940 have been via the
celluloid medium
Many have come as a result of their radio and
flesh appearances
But with all due respect to the ether engagements, you and all of us know that one "flesh tour" stood out like a
beacon light
We mean the boys' magnificent War Bond Sales
swing for their Uncle Sam
Then the laugh was on the Axis!
Somehow or other, most of us in filmland just sorla take Bud and
Lou for granted,— as though they've been in this biz as long as projection machines
Perhaps it's their great adaptability to this most
showmanlike profession extant,— which is a tribute to THEIR showmanship They have always given John Q_. Public his belly-laughs
and money's worth
They have coined dough for Mister Exhib.
and for Mister Producer-Distrib
They're worth a battleship, if
anybody is, during the present war
It's too bad that Thomas
Jefferson isn't around today
Some of our military medals so
militantly encrusted might prove shocking to some conservatives,— with
the maps of Abbott if Costello on the reverse side
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

(Continued from Page 1)

cabled their acceptance, the information arriving on Tuesday. With
the receipt of the acceptance, the
Treasury here prepared to release
the tied-up funds and the formal
announcement is expected today.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Cite Chattanooga Houses
For Blackout Violations
(Continued from Page 1)

rear door, red exit lights on sides
of building," and for the Amusu,
"Lights showing
through
door."
Chattanooga, Nashville, Knoxville, Memphis, and other larger
Tennessee cities plan local practice
blackouts early in November and
there wide
will
test. be an unannounced stateTests, which up to now have
proved satisfactory, have had varying effects on theater attendance,
altogether not causing serious decreasing, for one thing none having
been staged on week-end nights.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Loew's London Theaters
Released from MLT Pact
Montreal — Release from a longterm contract with Marcus Loew's
Theaters, Ltd., has been obtained by
Loew's London Theaters, it was officially announced yesterday. The
release will facilitate distribution
of assets of Loew's London Theaters
to its preferred shareholders following sale
company's
ties.ofThe the
contract
with properMarcus
Loew's Theaters, which had about
20 years to run, called for 10 per
cent of the profits after payment of
preferred dividends.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

"Major" and "Glass Key"
Top Earlier Para. Pix
Paramount reported yesterday
that "The Major and the Minor"
and "The Glass Key" in early engagements are exceeding the grosses
of "Wake Island," "Holiday Inn,"
and "This Gun For Hire."
"The Glass Key" is said to be
topping receipts on "This Gun For
Hire" by from 30 to 150 per cent.
"The Major and the Minor" is topof Paramount's
biggest
hits byping asomewide
margin.

Loew's "Key Men"
More

keys were

collected by

Loew's Theaters in the metropolitan area than by any other theater
group or business chain, according
to Thomas I. Jones, chairman of
thet "Keys to Victory" campagin,
an adjunct of the nation-wide scrap
drive.

<7fe
Limit 16 mm. Field
To Educational Films
{Continued from Page 1)

morning at the SMPE convention by
John A. Maurer, chairman of the
Committee on Non-Theatrical Equipment, as he opened the day's symposium on the production of 16 mm.
motion pictures.
Such demarcation, he declared,
will establish 16 mm. as essentially
the educational medium, and permit
educators to make such films rather
than resort to the incongruity of
professional interests, with only
surface knowledge of educational
methods, fashioning and footage.
Since Pearl Harbor, Maurer implied, it has been apparent that
16 mm. is the most potent of educational "tools" in this country as
well as in the world at large, and,
therefore, it should not be merely a
confused appendage on the post-war
film industry, but rather must it
have what amounts to self-determination. Impressive strides, he said,
have been made recently in 16 mm.
equipment, and the medium is less
costly and more convenient to use
than ever before. These and other
factors make it a "natural" for the
educational field. He added that
there is no intention on the part of
16 mm. interests to compete with
the commercial types of film in 35
mm, and that the latter could make
better pictures. But the advantage
of the smaller gauge was to make
two or three films where one was
made before, and to make one film
where none existed before.
He called for simplification of
both equipment and production
methods in 16 mm. so that educators
could readily make their films themselves if necessary.
Other features of the symposium
were papers on 16 mm. subjects delivered by Russell C. Holslag. William Stull, Lloyd Thompson, William
H. Offenhauser, Jr., John A. Maurer, Larry Sherwood, W. C. Kalb,
Frank E. Carlson, P. W. Bright,
C. J. Kunz, H. Goldberg, and C. E.
Ives.
The concluding convention session
was held last night at the U. S.
Army Signal Corps Photographic
Center in Long Island City, — Col.
M. E. Gillette commanding. Session's chairman was E. A. Williford
of National Carbon Co. Training
films were viewed and the Photographic Center inspected. Three papers were presented: "Analysis of
Fast Action of Motion Pictures," by
Capt. E. M. Watson, Ordnance Dept.;
"16 mm. Motion Pictures and the
War Effort," by Michael S. David,
General Motors Corp.; and "Motion Pictures in Aircraft Production," by Norman
Matthews, of
Bell Aircraft
Co.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Brenda Fowler Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Brenda Fowler, screen
and stage actress, is dead here. In
private life, she was Mrs. John W.
Sherman.
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Cleveland — Frank Cost, manager
of the Shore Theater, Cleveland top
theater War Bond salesman with
$110,000 to his credit in September,
will ring up an October total of at
least $125,000. Cost has kept up a
constant schedule of Bond selling
events. On Saturdays he has a pony
and cart in front of the theater.
Every child buying stamps gets a
free ride.

Omaha — Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hintz, opera tois of the Chief at
Tecumseh, Neb., have purchased the
Tecumseh Theater from F. M. Honey.
Mr. and Mrs. Hintz also have a
theater at Sterling, Neb.
Omaha — Norman

and Tracy, who

operate the Tracy and Vista Theaters at Storm Lake, la., have purchased the Lake from Earl Kerr,
Iowa exhibitor.

Chicago — Thomas Wayner has
Scranton, Pa. — Harry Spiegel,
been named manager of the Bartelstein circuit's Annetta theater. manager of the Family Theater, has
Henry Prieve, formerly of B & K, been named chairman of the Scranton Community War Chest division
has been named manager of the
which will solicit downtown firms.
Ridge theater.

>niano Flaces Ban
Jn Juve Pix Attendance

SOPEG Signs Contract
With DeLuxe Laboratories

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

guardians are admitted where the
cheater has employed a matron in
charge, but this rule is said to have
been largely disregarded. Prohibitory action is now considered as
in the case of Quebec Province
where juveniles under 16 have been
banned since 1929.
The Government will also require
theaters to separate heating and
ventilating systems and provide an
outlet to open air for enclosed furnace rooms. Another step said to
be imminent is the directed employment of uniformed guards during all
performances to protect the audience
in the event of a enemy action or
other accident.

Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA.
The pact, affecting 35 employes,
provides for a closed shop, wage increases averaging 15 per cent, seniority rights and severance pay up
to 12 weeks.

— Scrap Socks Japs —

750 Attend Ascap
Membership Meeting
Ascap held its first general membership meeting last night at the
Hotel Astor to which some of its
best customers were invited, mainly
radio network executives. About
750 were in attendance with Ascap
president, Deems Taylor, presiding.
No speeches were made excepting
the remarks by Taylor who introduced the guests present and subsequently had several of the oldtime songwriters play or sing their
best known song hits. Cafe entertainment closed the meeting. "Star
Spangled Banner" was the finale.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

Buckley in Altec Pact

The agreement sets a minimum
wage of $20 for unskilled clerical
workers and $25 for machine operators. A clause in the pact forbids
discrimination because of race, creed
or color.
— Scrap Socks Japs —

9 P. M. Juvenile Curfew
£nforced in Warren, O.
Warren, O. — County-wide ban
against children under 16 years of
age attending theaters and other
amusement places after 9 p.m. has
been proposed by Judge Sidney W.
Jones of Juvenile Court. At the
same time, Warren officials announced that a 9 p.m. curfew will
be enforced
at once, to reduce juvenile delinquency.
Fremont, O. — Curfew order promulgated a month ago for girls under
18 to be off Fremont streets by 10
p.m. unless attended, has been made
to apply to boys of the same age by
Juvenile Judge R. J. Gabel. An increase in the number of delinquent
cases in his court prompted the action, he said.

Buckley Amusement Co. has contracted for sound and repair-re- Will Enforce Curfew Law
placement service with Altec Ser- In Knoxville After 20 Years
vice, for the Buckley theaters in
Knoxville — Chief
of Police Joe
Shamokin, Mt. Carmel and Mahoney
Kimsey has announced that he will
City, Pa.
enforce
a
curfew
law
— not invoked
— Scrap Socks Japs —
in the past 20 years— prohibiting
children under 15 years to appear on
Rites for Garfield's Father
Funeral services for John Gar- the streets unless accompanied by
field's father (David Garfinkel) will one or more of their parents or
be held today at 10:30 a.m. in the "doing errand duties." Enforcement
Midtown Memorial Chapel, 171 W. of this law may or may not affect
85th St. Interment will be in theater attendance — "it remains to
Montefiore Cemetery.
be seen," say movie theater owners.

C

IATSE Has Exchange
Jurisdiction Pact
{Continued from Page 1)

New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco was revealed yesterday at
the NLRB hearing on the petition
of the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, yri{WA
for collective bargaining ti^tioni
at the 20th-Fox, Loew's and United
Artists exchanges. The disclosure
was made when a copy of the agree
ment was placed in evidence in the
course of testimony offered by JosR. Vogel,companies
Loew's vice-president
The ephseven
involved are
Loew's, Paramount, Warner Bros.
RKO, 20th-Fox, Universal and Columbia.
Testimony at the hearing furthei
brought out that front-office workers
in 12 exchange cities were now operating under the contract. It was
said that the contract benefits would
be extended to the other exchange
centers by the IA later. Pay increases are provided for in all contracts, it was learned.
The IA is agitating for one unit
to cover all exchange white collars I
throughout the nation, while SOPEG
is holding out for local units. If
the IATSE's position is sustained
by the NLRB, the SOPEG faces the
prospect of losing its jurisdiction
over exchange white collarites here.
it is understood.

Majors to Provide Films
For Country House Shows
W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY
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Hollywood — The Motion Picture
Relief Fund has completed arrangements with the major distributing
companies for weekly donations of
pictures to be shown to the guests
of the Motion Picture Country
Thursday.Showings will be held every
House.

The ... .

FEMME

TOUCH

Omaha — Film exchanges here now
have four women bookers. Goldie
Clements has been named head
booker at the Paramount branch to
take the place of Wayne Stephenson, who was appointed salesman.
Regina Molseed is booker at Fox;
Hazel Andersen at Metro and Adele
Andersen at Warners.
New Haven— Anne Corrado, former chief of staff at the Palace,
Hartford, steps up to assistant manven.
ager, succeeding Thomas Dunphy,
transferred to the Bijou, New HaWaterbury, Conn. — Alice Peterson, student assistant at the LoewPoli, New Haven, has been appointLoew-Poli
ed assistanthere.
to Wally Cooper of the

k

hi:
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! Seven Treasury Wage
Adminislration Spots
(Continued from Page 1)

Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, San
Francisco, and Seattle with four to
seven more offices scheduled for estabH;
_ent later.
Co^ met
"rently
Labor
Board
with the
the 13War
wage-hour
administration directors to formulate plans to put the program into
effect. Necessary enforcement machinery is expected to be in operation in about 10 days. Chairman
William H. Davis asked that in the
meantime employers refrain from
submitting salary increase applications.
Under the setup the WLB handles control of wages and salaries
up to $5,000 in the case of employes
represented by a labor organization
or those not employed in an executive, administrative or professional capacity. Treasury controls
all other salaries.
While complete regulations covering most cases will not be ready
for about two weeks, Treasury of;ficials yesterday noted that state
income taxes may not be deducted
in arriving at the $25,000 net allowed. Dividends to employes will
not be included in their salaries and
some form of small customary company bonuses may be exempt. Bonuses based on accomplishments will
be considered part of salaries unless
Dtherwise decided in individual cases.

REVIEWS Of ncuj rums
"Gentleman Jim"
with Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith
Warner
104 Mins.
CORBETT BIOGRAPHY IS LUSTY AND
EXCITING ENTERTAINMENT OF SPECIAL APPEAL TO MEN.
Warner Bros.' film version of the life
of James J. Corbett is heady and robust
entertainment of direct and powerful appeal to masculine audiences. The producers have worshipped without restriction at the shrine of showmanship and the
results should be reflected in handsome
dividends at the box-office. "Gentleman
Jim" makes no pretense at being anything
else than popular entertainment and succeeds uncommonly well in its goal. It is
a highly flavored and colorful picture that
recaptures the full-bodied life of the early
years of the century. And, above all, it
is a film bristling with exploitation angles.

* SHORTS

*

"College Belles"

(Glove Slingers)
Columbia
18 Mins.
Rings No Bells
The comedy hijinks fall pretty flat
in this short. Labored and unoriginal
to the extreme, the film will draw
laughs only from those too young or
too stupid
to know
It's the
kind
of stuff
that better.
was considered

great stuff in the infant days of the
industry. It all has to do with the
rivalry between the juniors and the
seniors in a college War Bond drive.
The seniors try a lot of dirty tricks
to keep the juniors from winning the
This film record of Gentleman Jim's contest but to no avail. Slapstick
rise to the heavyweight championship of the plays a prominent part in the proworld has been compiled with heavy emceedings. If the
exhibitor doesn't
phasis on comedy and with a neat bow to mind insulting
the intelligence
of his
romance. The action is punctuated with audience, he need not worry about
many fight sequences done with a furor screening this film.

and gusto that make them the most effective sections of the film. The highlights

TO THE

COLOllS!

MORTON GERBER, of Mort Blumenstock's publicity staff at Warners was accepted in the Army yesterday and reports to Fort Dix on
Nov. 12. Gerber was in charge of
Short Subjects Publicity and recently was promoted to the feature
story
Rawson. department under Mitchell
MATT CONGE, former doorman
City.the Capitol, Bridgeport, is now
at
at an Army radio school in Atlantic
New Haven— TONY MASSELLA,
assistant at the Loew-Poli here, goes
into Officers Candidate School Nov.
8. Herbert Coleman moves over
from the Bijou to replace.
Chicago — RALPH GRAY and
RICHARD ELLIOTT of the Great
rines.
States circuit have joined the MaJOHN MISAVICE of the Waukegan theaters is now stationed at
Fort Knox, Ky.

OLIN M. GRAY of the Princess
"Tito's Guitar"
theater, Alton, is in the Marines.
(Color Rhapsody)
BUD LEWIS of the Danville theColumbia
7 Mins.
ater is enrolled in the Officers CanFair
didate School at Fort Benning. Ga.
This cartoon in Technicolor conFRANK STALEY of the Decatur
cerns itself with the adventures that
theaters is attached to the Army
befall a Mexican youngster who tries
to elope with his girl while her Air School at Moody Field, Ga.
father snoozes. Despite all his cauJACK BRASSIL, former Loewtion the kid can't help making a lot
of noise, but the old man keeps on Poli advertising man, New Haven,
— Scrap Socks Japs —
sleeping. In the end the little fel- is now at Camp Crower, Mo.
Barberton, O., Theaters
low is constrained to ride off withChicago— ANN BELSON of the
out the girl. The laughs in this one
Discontinue Bank Nights
Great States booking staff has gone
are few and far between. The film's to Oahu, Hawaii, to accept a position
given the film movement be- appeal is directed almost wholly at
with the Navy administration offices.
Barberton, O. — Managers of the Walsh yondhas
the usual and an excitement that is the children.
.hree local theaters have discontinHer husband is attached to the
easily communicated to the audience. RobNaval air station there.
led Bank Nights, following a recent
ert Buckner produced.
"Loan Stranger"
Irive to rid the city of gaming by
For the most part the acting is first(Walter Lantz Cartune)
he Barberton Ministerial AssociaFRANKLIN FERGUSON, man7 Mins.
ion. The churchmen had asked rate. While Errol Flynn's physical ap- Universal
ager of the Whitney, Hamden, Conn.,
Good
pearance hardly suggests the prize fighter,
leaves for the Army today.
^ountv Prosecutor Alva J. Russell it must be
admitted that the actor lets
or a special grand jury investiga- you forget this fact once he is in action in
The troubles of a woodpecker with
DON CUMMINGS, New Haven
ion of all gambling.
the ring. His work in the strenuous a loan shark impersonated by a fox
stage employes' local business man— Scrap Socks Japs —
stretches of the film is surprisingly good. provide the laughs in this Techniager for many years, now enlisted
color
cartoon.
The
fox
hounds
the
Alexis Smith is excellent as the girl in
in the Navy, writes he is on the
s>avetz-Sel*zer Nearing
the case. Jack Carson, Alan Hale, William woodpecker, who is unable to meet
same
"battle wagon" on which he
Frawley, John Loder, Minor Watson, Ward his obligation. The latter's life is served in the First World War.
financing Deal for Pix
Bond, Madeleine LeBeau, Rhys Williams, made pretty miserable by the fox.
The woodpecker finally pretends
Arthur
Shields,
Dorothy
Vaughan,
James
Jk Financing deal for the proposed
Dramatists' Guild to Meet Nov. 9
dead, leading the fox into
ft lax Gravetz-Frank Seltzer produc- Flavin, Pat Flaherty, Wallis Clark are other he's
imagining himself a murderer. That
The Dramatists' Guild of the Auion unit is reported to be near com- members of the cast whose work is above causes
the fox to relent until he
thors' League of America will meet
reproach. Bond plays Sullivan — and most
J letion. Setup is now being for- effectively.
at the Music Box on Nov. 9, at 3
finds
out
he's
been
tricked.
... rulated and negotiations for story
p.m. Twelve members of the CounCAST: Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith, Jack
V roperties are continuing. A minicil will be elected. Prexy Elmer:,: mm of three pictures yearly is plan- Carson, Alan Hale, John Loder, William First 7 "Jim" Openings
Rice, will preside. Russel McKined by the organization.
Frawley, Minor Watson, Ward Bond, MadeAverage
ley Crouse will report for the Wrileine LeBeau, Rhys Williams, Arthur Shields, Do 20% Above
ters' War Board, Arthur Richman
Dorothy Vaughan, James Flavin, Pat
for the American Theater Wing,
Flaherty, Wallis Clark, Marilyn Phillips,
First seven openings of "Gentle- and Howard Lindsay for the Dra6-Ton Scrap Average
man Jim," all in Warner theaters,
Art Foster, Edwin Stanley, Henry O'Hara,
matists' Play Service.
in Midwest Theaters
Harry Crocker, Frank Mayo, Carl Harbough, on Wednesday, did uniformly good
— Scrap Socks Japs —
Fred Kelsey, Sammy Stein.
business, approximately 20 per cent
Des Moines — Scrap matinees have
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Buckner; cent above average, according to the
been held in more than 40 Tri-States
"Fighting Freighters" In U. S.
Director, Raoul Walsh; Screenplay, Vincent houses' reports to the home office
"Fighters Under Fire," new
and Central States Theaters, yieldLawrence, Horace McCoy; Cameraman, Sid yesterday. Houses were the Capi- "World in Action" film on merchant
ing 224 tons of salvage, according
tol, Springfield, Mass.; Strand, seamen, will be released by UA in
Hickox; Film Editor, Jack Killifer; Art Dito A. H. Blank, Iowa WAC chairman.
Hartford
;
Warner,
Bridgeport;
the
U. S. and South America as
rector, Ted Smith; Musical Director, Leo
This is an average of about six tons
F. Forbstein.
a theater.
State, Waterbury; Garde, New Lon- "Fighting Freighters." Original tiDIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
don; Palace. So. Norwalk, and Pal- tribution.
tle is being used for Canadian disGood.
ace, Norwich.

k

are Jim's encounters with Jack Burke, Joe
Choynski and John L. Sullivan. When
Corbett is not brawling he is engaged in
a romantic duel with a proud beauty of
San Francisco society. The romance between the two is one of those things where
both parties keep taunting each other until
the closing footage, when both suddenly
discover the true proportions of their love.
Vincent Lawrence and Horace McCoy
have imparted to their screenplay a lusty
quality befitting the subject. They have
peopled the scene with as vivid and interesting a collection of characters as one
could wish for. The direction of Raoul

I
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Laurels for Industry
At Walsh Testimonial
{Continued from Page 1)

be measured by a monetary yardstick.
"More good has been done for the
American way of life by the penetration of the films into the American
heart than by anything else," Walker
said. "More good is done for the
American dignity by one 'Mrs. Miniver,' one 'Sergeant York,' one 'Wake
Island' than by anything else."
"The motion picture that brings
home the story" was termed by
Walker as "the best messenger of the
American message." "The screen is
the greatest means of American
propaganda ever invented," the former mayor added.
Speaking briefly, Walsh expressed
the IA's "appreciation of the em-

HOLLYWOOD

Monthly Scrap Shows
For Michigan Houses
Detroit — Michigan theaters will
hold one scrap matinee monthly for
the duration, according to E. C.
Beatty, state WAC chairman. Beatty
is breaking down his shows so that
in the small hamlets, where collections may be nearing the saturation
point, only one house will stage the
show. In the larger communities,
however, as many theaters will hold
the shows as is advisable.

Expect Sunday Show
Okay In Knoxville

SPEAKING-

By RALPH
—HOLLYWOOD

WILK

WITH
35 of its 42 1942-43 pictures
scheduled to be released or com^yALTER HUSTON and Ann Harding will
pleted by Feb. 1, PRC intends to start
'"be Ambassador and Mrs. Joseph E.
on its program for the season of
Davies in Warners' "Mission to Moscow," work
1943-44 that month, according to Leon
founded on the Ambassador's book of that
title. Production starts Monday with Mi- Fromkess, in charge of production.
chael Curtiz directing. Victor Francen will
Preliminary talks on the 1943-44 list
act the part of the Soviet Procurator.
will take place in Chicago between President 0. Henry Briggs and Fromkess when
PRC holds its branch managers' meeting
on Nov. 7-8. Branch managers will be
kjjETRO
has dust
taken
Velvet,"
,v'
gathering
for "National
six years, from
its asked to submit suggestions concerning
shelves and will produce it this season with public tastes in entertainment to guide
Mickey Rooney heading the cast.
Briggs and Fromkess in their planning.

•

•

(Continued from Page 1)

an ordinance permitting Sabbath
shows follow the report of the special committee.
An election would cost^r i city
at least
$3,500a and
id&A'kved a
that,
instead,
law itpermitting
more liberal regulation of Sunday
amusement will be adopted by Nov
9.

Sunday Pix for Air Trainees
Sought In Jackson, Tenn.

and Olivia de Havilland have
by Warners
Warner; to play two

Jackson, Tenn. — Names are being
added rapidly to a petition to City
Council for Sunday movies for tht
of
the Curtis
three Bernhardt
Bronte sisters
"Devotion," benefit of trainees at a nearby Arm?
which
will in
direct.
air base. A delegation headed b}
Capt. J. C. Larson, commanding of
JANE WYATT, who plays the femme lead ficer at the air base, saw Mayor A
•* with Pat O'Brien and George Murphy
DRC is planning a follow-up to "The Lady in "The Navy Comes Through," has just B. Foust, but he claimed that he
' from Chungking," its Anna May Wong sold 5,000 feet of 16 mm. color film on felt that he could do nothing be
picture, with the new production tenta- birds to RKO Radio which the studio thinks cause an election on the questioi
is so excellent that it will release it three years ago resulted in a ma
tively Stern
titled Productions
"Adventure will
in China."
ander
make theAlexnew as a two-reel short.
jority vote against Sunday shows.
IDA LUPINO

DEPUBLIC has purchased "Rollicking
"* Rogue," a novel by Johnston McCulley
and it will be used as a basis for "The
King of the Cowboys," starring Roy Rogers.

ployer."
Walsh was eulogized by Major
Leslie E. Thompson of RKO as typifying "the sort of negotiator the
industry not only wants but needs."
Thomas J. Lyons, president of the
New York State Federation of Labor, pic, scheduled
told the IATSE members present
that "New York is proud of your
selection of him (Walsh) as your
president."
John J. Bennett, Democratic candidate for governor, praised Walsh's
work as head of the IATSE. "Walsh
is helping to make people conscious
of the need of organized labor in this
country," he said.
Other speakers were William F.
Rodgers, M-G-M sales head; Thomas
Murtha, president of the Central
Trades and Labor Council; Father
John P. Boland, head of the State
Labor Relations Board; Lieutenant
Governor Charles Poletti; William
T. Schulte, Indiana Congressman;
Henry Epstein, who is running for
attorney general on the Bennett
ticket, and Bert Lytell, head of
Actors Equity.
Other representatives of the entertainment industry on the dais were:
Spyros Skouras, Joseph Bernhard,
Barney Balaban, J. J. Shubert, M. C.
Michei.
Besides Walsh, officials of the IA
on the dais included Louis Krouse,
William P. Raoul, James Brennan,
Floyd M. Billingsley, Harland Holmden. Carl G. Cooper, Felix D. Snow.
Other labor bigwigs on the dais were:
Pat Casey, Louis Marciante, Joseph
P. Ryan, Michael J. Cashal, E. W.
Edwards, James C. Quinn, Martin T.
Lacey, Thomas F. Hill, William C.
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' been

•

for December shooting.

"k/jEN
has "The
been select'"' ed OFas COURAGE"
final title of
Shakedown," PRC picture starring Barton MacLane and Charlotte Wynters with Lyle
Talbot and Dorothy Burgess.
and Guy Bolton, have signed
The former will work
RICEM.an
with
ER M-GELM
on "Mary Smith, U. S. A.," which will be
directed by Mervyn LeRoy, director of

assigned

THE

•

Flying Wards will do a specialty act

' in "Private Miss Jones," M-G-M's
Kathryn Grayson starring vehicle.

•

•

next

JOHNNY
is asking
his
■*
251 fan WEISSMULLER,
clubs to cease their
activities
for the duration and reorganize in the interest of the salvage drive.
KyJ-G-M has bought the screen rights to
'^'"And Now the Tides Come Back," a
story by Jan Fortune.

•

•

Cleveland, Tenn. — Representative
of the younger people of this city
have presented to the mayor a peti
tion signed by 300, among them lead
ies. citizens, asking for Sunday mov
ing
—Scrap Socks Japs —

Col. Levinson to Line Up
WB Newsreel Technicians
(Continued from Page 1)

Coast to inspect the company'
• •THREE GUYS NAMED JOE," an Army Brooklyn studios and to intervie\
' service story, will be the next aviation some outstanding technicians in th
field
of sound reproduction in con
to be produced
for M-G-M
by
adaptation of the musical comedy, "High picture
Everett Riskin.
nection with the newsreel which th<
company plans to launch about Jan
Kickers."
Scanlon, Fred J. Stickling, Joseph D. WAC Public Relations Com. 1.
Basson, Edward C. Canavan.
himColonel
a heretofore
microphon
Levinsonunused
is bringing
wit"
Also on the dais were Secretary of Organized in Kansas City
device embodying some highly ad
State Michael F. Walsh and Judge
James T. Hallinan.
Kansas City — WAC public rela- vanced new principles and requir
Industry personalities present
tions committee for the local ex- ing the services of the best soun
among the diners included: Nicholas
change territory was organized here engineers.
M. Schenck, Bob Weitman, Edward
He will make his headquarters a
L. Alperson, Harry Brandt. George at a meeting attended by Oscar A. the Hotel Savoy-Plaza.
It is understood that Warner
Dembow, Harry Kalmine, Don Ja- Doob of New York. New committee
cocks, Harry Mandel, Harry and C. will function under Jerry Sigmund, have made an offer to Quentin Rey
C. Moskowitz, Eugene Picker, Sam manager of the Newman theater. nolds to edit its newsreel and tha
Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Marvin Members have been assigned to the Reynolds is considering it.
Schenck, Leonard Schlesinger,
following
"beats": outside metropoliGeorge . Skouras, Joseph R. Vogel.
Claude Morris,
Also present were: Matthew Woll,
tan Kansas City area; Dick Biechele,
17. V Co.'s to Handle'
vice-president of the AFL; Herman independent exhibs., Kansas and
BMI Pix in Dominion
Gelber, Vincent Jacobi, Morris Kra- Missouri; Stanley Schwartz, City
vitz, John H. Rugge and William indie exhibs., Kansas City, Mo.; Jack
Montreal — National Film Board
Vermont.
Truitt, City indie exhibs., Kansas
— Scrap Socks Japs —
officers stated yesterday they "asCity, Kahs.; John McManus, radio
sumed" that the BMI motion picBanker Turns to Theaters
rep.; Harold Harris, H. J. Griffith
tures of the British war effort which
will be released in the United States
Bowling Green, O. — Carl H. circuit contact; L. J. Lenhart, Commonwealth circuit contact; Phil
Schwyn, Cygnet banker, has leased
through the eight major distributors
there will be circulated in Canada
the World and State theaters, Na- Koury, Landon Laird, Press repr.,
poleon, O., and will operate the two K. C. Star; Allen Karf, Joe Redthrough the regular distribution
mond,
exploitation
commercial
houses along with the Cla-Zel and
channels, but said they had no definite information on the matter.
Lyric theaters in Bowling Green, sound trucks; field reps: Woody
which he leased last Summer. Jack Barrett, Wichita; Mel Miller, ToThey pointed out that the U. S.
neka;
Harlev
Fowler,
Joplin;
Leon
distribs. who have agreed to hande
Armstrong-, Bowling Green, is suthe British films have branches in
pervisor ofthe Napoleon houses and Robertson, Springfield; Irving Dulocal manager. Schwyn said Earl binsky, St. Joseph; Arnold Gould.
Canada and service Canadian theaters.
Edwards will continue as manager Jefferson City; Bernie Evans and
Robert Carney, general reps.
of the Napoleon houses.
the forthcoming "Random Harvest," starring Ronald Colman and Greer Garson.
Bolton has been engaged for the screen
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WILL jjEEK WAGE FREEZE CLARIFICATION
Decree Defies Sherman Anti-Trust Law— Myers
tub: week
1\ REVIEW
U. K. Coin Released

Dismissal of Government
Suit Shows Weakness of
Decree, Myers Contends

The motion picture consent decree
is in defiance to the Sherman antitrust act, Abram F. Myers, Allied
REMITTANCE: The British Treas
general counsel, charged in an orJ. ury on Thursday released $50,000,
ganizational bulletin to members.
H 000 of frozen profits of Americar
Myers made his charge in answer
m\m companies in the United King- , tothe dismissal of the Government'
s
■Bom
during the three war years.
Paramount and 20th
=

By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

=:

with the release
last \2J?%?*
*
*ot *20,000,00„P
*
on the grounds£$£Etf£
that the acquisition
'£

Home Offices Will
Mark Election Day
With few exceptions, film company home offices here will mark
Election Day tomorrow by closing at
1 p.m. Principal exception is 20thFox, which will be closed all day.
Republic Friday had reached no decision as to closing. Election Day
is a legal holiday in New York State.
No edition of THE FILM DAILY
will be published tomorrow.

$900,000 to Browne
Via Zevin, Charged

of "normal
the com'se
the IATSE has pacts wereh^
IATSE:
^ with
seven That
majors
giving it control S1,^- j j
hi
{ th
gher.
White except
Collar workers
in all Los
ex- ^
(Continued on Page 10)
,,,i| Of
changes
in New York,
.^Angeles
and
San
Francisco
was ■■■
1
1
A
\, brought out in testimony by Joseph WftfliP-l'
10 10110011
George E. Browne, former head
,v bVI",v"
■■ *" ,,VI
at the
of the IATSE, through Isadore
Loew's vice-prexy,
ILK. Vogel,hearing
.iV.NLRB
the petition
of |
Zevin, his secretary, received $900,SOPEG Local 108, UOPWA, for bar000 in monies purportedly distribgaining elections at 20th-Fox, Loew's
uted to special representatives of
and United Artists exchanges. . . .
the
IA as expenses out of the $1,Many film notables attended the tes- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
timnoial dinner given by the IA
Hollywood— H. M. Warner plans 500,000 special two per cent assessment fund, Assistant U. S. Attormembership
for Prexy
Richard
F. to leave Hollywood shortly for Lonney Boris Kostelanetz said on Fridon to work out a system of British
;1I:!Walsh at the Hotel St. George in
day at the arraignment of Zevin in
Brooklyn. Among the speakers was and European coverage for the news(Continued on Page 7)
James J. Walker who heaped praise reel Warner Bros, is now organizing
ajfupon the industry for its contribu- for its debut into the field of screen
tions to the American way of life.
journalism.
U. K. Future Remittance
While there he will confer with
(Continued on Pane 11)
Formula Remains Open
NEW
NEWSREEL:
Announcement that Warner Bros, would start
i new newsreel of its own aroused
Formula for future remittances
"
^J-speculation as to the place of is- In
"Drys
from England is said to have been
dingk on
ueraAttac
New
Films
sue— East or West Coast. It devel- Masq
jleft open for future negotiations and
>ped that it will be issued from
there may be some delay in issuing
Chicago — Prohibition propagan- ' the
checks for the frozen funds to
'Jew York, with the old Vitaphone
)lant being the studio involved. Col.
dists masquerading as the "Amer- American companies, it was reported
ican Business Men's Research Foun- at the week-end. Reason for the
Nathan Levinson, chief of Warner
dation." with offices at 111 W. Jack3oast sound department, is coming
delay was not explained.
(Coutinucd on Pane 6)
Cast to put the studio in readiness.
Juentin Reynolds was reported conidering an offer to edit the newseel.

On Newsreel Biz!

* *

*

B'way Shows
Pix Coin on Backs
Prowl for Good Play Properties
All Majors

PERSONALS: Wendell L. Willkie,
1 his report to the public on his
With private funds for the backrorld-girdling trip, praised motion Order Bargaining Election
ing of Broadway shows less plentiictures for their good-will role in For Para. White Collarites
ful than in the past, picture compauilding up friendliness for the
nies promise to go in for the financInited States. . . . Gus S. Eyssell,
ing of stage properties, wholly or
Collective bargaining election inlanaging director of the Music Hall,
volving white collarites at the Par- in part, on a heavier scale than in
eturning from Hollywood, reported
amount home office, exchange and former seasons. Every major comfiat all studios are making quality newsreel and Paramount Music
pany reports it is on the prowl for
ictures. . . . Joseph H. Hazen, WB Corp. and Famous Music Corp., good plays for stage presentation
transformation
subsidiaries, was ordered on Friday and for subsequent
ice-prexy,( Continued
will bean liaison
man
be(Continued on Page 12)
Page ID
(Continued on Page 7)

Attorneys to Meet in
Washington to Untangle
"Ceiling" Problems
Industry attorneys are scheduled
to meet in Washington tomorrow
with the Economic Stabilization
Board for the purpose of getting
further clarification of the salary
regulations. Because the talent setup in the film business is different
from the salary formula in other industries,
attorneys are frankly puz(Continued on Page 6)

Contractual Rights
Postponed on Coast!
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — To cover the newest
emergency created by the action of
James F. Byrnes, OES director, in
freezing salaries over $25,000, it is
believed that the talent guilds, producers(Continued
and the Artists'
on Page 7)Managers

Give "Stranded" Towns
A "Break," TTO Urges
A more flexible sales policy which
would give
a better
"break"
exhibitors in towns
isolated
fromto war
(Continued on Page 12)

Senft, "Wasp" Hero,
Feted by Schaefer
Lt. David Z. Senft, son of the
industry's Al Senft, was tendered a
luncheon by George J. Schaefer at
the Astor Hotel last Friday, which
was attended by a group of industry
people. The lieutenant, a fighter
pilot, was on the ill-fated airplane
carrier "Wasp" when it was sunk
by Japanese torpedoes.
Schaefer's guests, in addition to
the Senfts, father and son, included
Charlie Moscowiti, Joe Bernhard,
Herman Robbins, Oscar A. Doob, Al
Schwalberg, Francis S. Harmon, Joe
Vogel, Leopold Freedman, Si Fabian,
Herman Gluckman, Arthur Mayer,
Ralph

Branton and Myron Blank.
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Parade S

Picture and Distributor
The Glass Key (Paramount Pictures)— 3rd week
For Me and My Cal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— 2nd week
My Sister Eileen
(Columbia Pictures)— 2nd week
The Forest Rangers
(Paramount Pictures) — 2nd week
Now, Voyager
(Warner Bros. Pictures)— 2nd week
Flying Tigers
(Republic Pictures) — 2nd week
The
Mummy's
Hand
(Universal
Pictures)— 2nd week
The Moon and Sixpence (United Artists — Loew-Lewin)
Thunder Birds (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Ceorge Washington Slept Here (Warner Bros. Pictures)
One of Our Aircraft
is Missing
(United
Artists-Korda)
The Fride of the Yankees (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn)
(a-b)
Destination
Unknown
(Universal Pictures)
(a)
Tomorrow We Live (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Last day (a)
West of the Law (Monogram Pictures) — Last day (a)
She Shall Have Music (Capitol)

Theater
Criterion
Astor
Music Hall
Paramount
Hollywood
Capitol
Rialto
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Clobe
Palace
Palace
New York
New York
World

In the Rear of the Enemy (Artkino Pictures)— dubbed in English — 4th week
The Whalers
(Scandia Films)— 2nd week
48th

Stanley
St. Theater

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

♦

Army
Surgeon
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)) — Nov.
4 (a)
Sunset Serenade
(Republic Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
Bowery at Midnight (Monogram
Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
Cjest Bardsen
(Scandia
Films)— Nov.
14 (a)
Hennes Lilla Majestat (Scandia Films)— Nov. 14 (a)
Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president
in charge of sales for PRC, leaves
today for a swing through some of
the Mid-west exchanges before going to Chicago for the national meeting of franchise holders and branch
managers, which opens at the Blackstone Hotel Saturday. Subsequently Greenblatt will visit the foUg||ing exchanges before returning J
New York: Milwaukee, Kansas C&y,
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Little Rock,
St. Louis, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Washington. The I
PRC sales chief will be back in |
New York Nov. 28.

♦

Road to Tomorrow (Paramount Pictures) — Nov. 18
Cairo
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Nov.
15
Once> Upon a Honeymoon
( RKO Radio Pictures)
The Street of Chance
(Paramount Pictures) — Nov. 7
The Navy Comes Through
(RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
,
Centleman
Jim
(Warner iBros. Pictures) — Nov.
26
Springtime
in the Rockies
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
The Pride of the Yankees (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn)— Nov. 4, 2nd week

(a)

PRC Sales Chief Leaves
For Swing Thru Mid-West

(a)

Follows current

Lesser Seeking Chi. Talent
Chicago — Sol Lesser was here at
the week-end seeking Chicago girls
of talent for his "Stage Door Canteen" film production. He interviewed
200 applicants.

Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Rialto
Criterion
Strand
Roxy
(a-b)
Palace

NEW yCELK
THEATERS

Palace
New York
New York
48th
St. Theater
48th St. Theater

bill.
RADIO Rockefeller
CITY
MUSIC
Canter HALL

cominc hud gong
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publicity assistant at

at the Art Cinema there of "Jungle Siren"
and "Secrets of a Co-Ed."

151/2
25V2

43%
16%
120
31/2

ROBERT SCHLESS, Warners' general foreign
manager, is due back in New York early
this week from the Coast, where he conferred
with Harry M. Warner.

153/4
26

JULIUS GORDON of Jefferson Amusements,
Beaumont, Tex., is in town visiting Paramount
home-office theater executives.

MARKET

Loew's Board May Elect
G. N. Armsby Successor
Vacancy on the board of Loew's
Inc., caused by the death of George
N. Armsby, may be filled when the
directors hold their monthly session
on Wednesday.

AVAILABLE

Executive secretary, 12 years in the theatrical field. Five years complete charge
of New York office of well-known Coast
agency — young — capable — references.
Box 201
THE FILM DAILY
1501 fi'way

KESTENBAUM,

BEN KALMENSON, Warners general sales manager, left over the week-end for a Midwest
trip, including stops in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis and the Prairie territory.

Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Piers, deb. 4s56.10O3/4
1 003/4 1003/4
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48 ....
NEW
YORK
CURB MARKET
>/4
\
Radio-Keith
cvs.
.
'A
Technicolor
8
Trans-Lux
1
Universal
Corp.
vtc.
7%

NOW

SAM

PRC's home office, left New York last night
for Detroit in connection with engagements

N. Y. C.

HAROLD FLAVIN, accessories manufacturer,
is back from Hollywood, where he conferred
with Leon Fromkess, Producers Releasing Corp.
production head, on increased orders for the
company's

JEANETTE
Friday after

MacDONALD arrived in town
completing her concert
tour.

ROSALIND

"MY

AHERNE

SISTER EILEEN"

on

Your Lucky Stars."

"THUNDER

BIRDS"

Preston
John
FOSTER
SUTTON

Gene
TIERNEY

ERNEST EMERLINC of Loew's left yesterday
for a visit to a number of out-of-town Loew's
theaters.

PLUS A BIG STAGE

SHOW

ROXY

7th

AVENUE

OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew's Theaters advertising head, has returned from Treasury meeting

50th

STREET

in Kansas City and visit to Loew's Cleveland
theaters.
HAROLD H. GUNDERSON of the Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, has been called to Washington for special war duties.
NUNNALLY JOHNSON left Hollywood for
New York over the week-end with MRS. JOHNSON. The Johnsons will also visit Memphis.

product.

GEORCE WASSON, 20th-Fox studio attorney,
returned
to the Coast on Friday.

STANLEY HAND, Altec Service staff, is back
in New York after a trip through the South and

PALACE

Southwest.

Manpower Mobilization
Legislation on Shelf
Washington

• BRIAN
BLAIR

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchutri
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4(00

JOHN GARFIELD, Warners' star, who came
East last week to attend the funeral of his
father, flies back to the Coast today to resume
work in "Thank

RUSSELL
JANET

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — There are indications here that the Administration
will shelve for the moment any legislation providing for the mobilization
of manpower. Labor leaders are
understood to have asked for more
time to look into the situation.
Meanwhile, while no definite
plans have been set, the possibility
that women would be taken in under compulsory national registration
is under consideration, President
Roosevelt said Friday at his press
conference.

ATS To Use DuMont Tele
Station for Experimenting
The American Television Society
will use the facilities of DuMont
Lab.'s television station in New
York City for its experimentation
program, it was announced at hte
week-end by Norman D. Waters,
ATS prexy. DuMont recently offered the use of its station for such
a purpose.
Kay Reynolds has been named
chairman of the newly-formed program experimentation committee.
Fay Baker is in charge of talent.
A special meeting of the ATS
will be held Thursday evening at
Waters' office.

GARY

COOPER

,

TERESA

WRIGHT

'PRIDE
fE VflnKEES'
"ARMY SURGEON"
JAMES

ELLISON

.

JANE

WYATT

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
3UC
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Sonja Htnie A Arthur M.
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STARS
CENTER

Musical
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I Plue

Wirtl prtunt

leetravaoanza

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center. CO. I-S474
America's Only Ice Theater
Ev§e. Ind. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Matinees Sat. & Tues. at 2:40 and Sun. at 3
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

The standee-tape was
busted -and the house
record too! N.Y. Hollywood now hitting top
receipts ever! Other
openings this week get
off ahead of Kings Row"!

'mtteDAVIS-pawHENREID.,
NOW, VOYAGER
wi.h CLAUDE RAINS • giadys cooper • bonita granviue
Muiic by Max Sleiner

•

HKA CHASE
• Directed by IRVING RAPPER
Screen Play by Casey Robinson
• From the Novel by Olive Higgtns Prouly

A HAL B.WALLIS PRODUCTION
ITS TIME TO TRY A NEW

BOND-SALE

IDEAI

1

FIRST OPENING IN CINCINNATI
> PROVES WHO DONE IT? BEST
OF THE LOT!
AudieilCeS
n

lOVe

it!

-Cincinnati Post

Bellylaughs from the audience are
•
•
ringing

•
in
OUr

■//

earS!

-Cincinnati Times-Star

a

Audiences

in hilarious convulsions!"
— Cincinnati Enquirer

BUD "Bloodhound"

LOU

"Gumshoe1

ABBOTT - C0STEL10
in the most riotous riot of defective detecting
that ever scared you into laugh-sterics!

0 00 W irf
Ui

PATRIC KNOWLES • WILLIAM GARGAN
LOUISE ALLBRITTON

JEROME COWAN • WILLIAM BENDIX • MARY WICKES
DON PORTER • THOMAS GOMEZ • LUDWIG STOSSEL
Screen Play, Stanley Roberts, Edmund

Directed by ERLE C. KENTON

Joseph, John Grant • Original Story, Stanley Roberts

•

Associate Producer, ALEX GOTTLIEB

w.

%&

u^

DASLY

To Seek Clarification
Of Wage Freeze Order

(Continued from Page 1)

'Ttcas Opening Night
• • • TWO colorful premieres were held on Friday night at
widely-separated spots. — Las Vegas. Nev.. and Lil Ole New York. N. Y.
In the former locale. R. E. Griffith, prexy of Griffith Amusement
Co., officially opened his new Hotel Last Frontier and hosted an array
of movie personalities on the gala occasion
The hostelry, which
rambles in western style o'er many acres, was designed to be a perfect
replica of predecessors in the Old West which now exists only in pix and
books
Back of the main buildings stretches a huge corral where
horses roam until they are roped and saddled for riding
But everything ain't of the hardy Pioneer stuff, Pardner!
See that old-fashioned stockade fence in front of them thar main buildin's?
Within
are tennis courts and a wow of a swimming pool
R. E. will probably have a helluva lot of prairie pic producers on his trail, a 'shootin'up the authentic facade and environs.
▼
T
T
• • • THE far more Metropolitan premiere was at the local
and institutional Globe where bowed one of the most impressive features of this global war—UA's "One of Our Aircraft Is Missing," produced by Sir Alexander Korda
Event was no Fancy Dan affair
of the tinsel, peacetime variety
The British War Relief Society
and the Queen Wilhelmina Fund sold the premiere tickets and were
the beneficiaries therefrom
It was both appropriate and edifying
that so many prominent New Yorkers purchased the pasteboards and
turned 'em over to British and Dutch merchant seamen
The
British and Dutch Consuls General and their staffs were on hand,
and numerous pic industry -ites, plus the trade and daily press
Among those at the premiere were Herbert J. Yates, John Steinbeck,
Edward C. Raftery, Jack Alicoate, Carl Leserman, Leonard Goldenson, Leon Netter, Bob Weitman, Don Merscreau, George Skouras,
John Phillips, Clayton Bond, Louis Kaufman, Chester B. Bahn, Harry
Kalmine, Edward Alperson, Harry Mandel, Harold Mirisch, Si Fabian,
Walter Reade, Fred Schwartz, Samuel Goodman, Louis Frisch and Sam
Rinzler
T
T
▼
•

•

•

STUFF:

Congrats to the Lane Theater up Washington

Heights way, for tomorrow, aside from bein' Election Day, is stand's ninth
anniversary
It'll do some biz, too, what with Columbia's swell
"Talk of the Town," civic ceremonies, et al, on the agenda ... • Our
Order of Applause (With Two Palms) goes to Bausch & Lomb for the
excellence of their help-the-war-effort ads which have appeared in
national mags ... • Mrs. James f. Corbett, widow of the former
world's heavyweight champ, was at tradeshowing of the WB screen biog,
"Gentleman Jim," in the h.o. on Thursday
So-o-o, she enjoys the
honor of being a member of the biggest audience to attend a tradeshowing o'er at Warners this season ...
• It's 2nd Lieut. George
Scher now
The capable young exploitation representative for UA

NOVEMBER 2
Ann Rutherford Mabel Julienne Scott
James Dunn
Terry Ramsaye
Lee Bonnell
Charles Kenyon
NOVEMBER 3
Paul Panzer

2, 1942
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(Continued from Page 1)

zled over interpretations of the law.
Meanwhile, it was reported at the
week-end that some of the companies this week will put into effect
the ban on payments to employes
whose checks would represent an increase over their salaries in 1941
and were over and above the $54,000
gross income. It is still not certain
just how many will be affected by
the salary stoppages until clarification is obtained.
There are cases where a player,
or others in the talent category,
worked only a few months in 1941
but received $75,000 or more for his
work. This year that person may be
working steadily. A ruling as to
where the ceiling applies will be
sought. Others have been on percentage contracts, receiving a porton
of the gross or net of a project, but
not receiving a regular salary. The
question the attorneys want answered is, do the participating payments stop after a figure is reached?
It is expected that when a player
or director or writer has worked for
several companies at varying
amounts, the overall salary will be
the basis for computing the ceiling.
In some quarters there was some
speculation as to whether writers,
directors, producers, stars and others
associated in the making of a picture will continue to work when
they can receive no money.
Three of the industry studio attorneys who have been huddling in
the East on the problems arising
from the wage stabilization law returned to the Coast over the weekend to discuss the situation with
production executives and contracted talent. George Wasson, representing Warner Bros.; Herbert Freston, also of Warners, and Mendel
Silberberg, Columbia, left for the
Coast conferences, while Maurice
Benjamin of Loew's and Alfred
Wright of 20th Century-Fox will
remain in New York.

Monday, November

in the New England sector befo' the war is now at Fort Meade, Md.,
after serving as a corporal at Ft. Monmouth ... • Did yuh hear
the story about the exhib., a veteran gyp, who is now making so much
money that he has to pay his bills and is positively unhappy about the
situation? ... • Personal memo to Grad Sears, et al: "In Which We
Serve" is the sorta pic UA can go to town on and get it all back very
much plus ... • If you're of the jittery school to whom time seems to
drag so slowly along, get a load of this: "Seats are now on sale at the
box-office of the National Theater for the New Year's Eve performance
of 'Strip for Action'
Price range from $1.65 to $6.60". . .
T
T
T
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

son Boulevard, are at it again, this
time with the film industry openly
as the target for attack.
The "Foundation," which is exceedingly careful in its press releases to omit the names of its.ievtficers and which includes in such^ig
leases nothing to identify it as a
"blue nose" ally, heretofore has
taken
films. only back-handed slaps at
Latest release, which carries with
it the offer of a two-column cartoon
mat to illustrate, makes the charge
that the MPPDA is "not preventing
the wholesale violation of the motion
holicpicture
beverageproducers'
code; thatown
the alcocode
is backward and outmoded; and
that the many violations are creating a favorable public attitude toward intoxicants." Cartoon offered
is captioned "It's Hard to Believe"
and
attempts
the "Strange As It
Seems" technique.
Release, which says the charges
have been sent to Carl E. Milliken
of the MPPDA. asserts they are
"based on a study by objectives and
trained motion picture students of
200 current full length films" in
which, it is claimed, there were
found 630 drinking episodes.
Take it from the "Foundation,"
those unidentified "objectives and
trained" students determined 431
drinking
violated
the "code,"
that thereepisodes
were 167
drinking
heroes
and heroines to 65 villians and villainesses.
The "Foundation" adds:
"In the unpaid advertisements for
liquor on the screen an analysis of
338 episodes shows 169 absolutely
no results, while 60 showed pleasant
reactions and 89 unpleasant ones."
Stout Leaves B & K for Pullman
Chicago — Joseph Stout, B & K
shorts booker for 17 years, has resigned to join the Pullman Co.
as troop transportation executive.
Charlesat Davidson
duties
B & K. takes over Stout's
Dorothy Deere loins Columbia
Chicago — Dorothy Deere, B & K
publicist, joins Columbia's Hollywood
office under Howard Mayer, associ-

Sheehan Talks Deal
With Ed. H. Griffith
West Coast Bur., THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Winnie Sheehan, who
is re-entering motion picture production ina producing and releasing
set-up to be announced shortly, is
negotiating to have Edward H. Griffith join his organization as a producer-drector.
Griffith is currently preparing to
put "Look Out Below," Fred Astaire
starrer, before the cameras at RKO
for Producer David Hempstead.
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Long Island Award
Affirmed on Appeal

CW

MllY

AMER. HEBREW MEDAL TO WILLKIE

15

Wendell L. Willkie, 20th-Fox board chairman, will receive the 1942 American Hebrew
The competitive
area of small
Medal for the promotion of better understanding between Christian and Jew in America,
subsequent-run
neighborhood
the- ii is
is announced
dunuuiiLuu
uy Joseph
ju:
by
H. Biben.
Presentation will take place in December.
• aters in a large city, playing long
Willkie was chosen by a committee of 65 eminent Americans
of the three faiths, the official citation reading:
' after the first-run theaters, is much
"Because of his continuously vigorous, intelligent and
n T^jL restricted than that of larger
fortright battle for the preservation of the American way of
i prre^run theaters, the motion picture
life; because of his selfless activity on behalf of his country
i appeal board asserted in affirming
H without regard to party lines or political affiliation; and
: the award of an arbitrator. The
B because of his unstinting devotion to the cause of democracy,
Cameo Theater, Astoria, L. I.,
%>M freedom, oppressed minorities, tolerance and better under; claimed that the seven-day clearI' jM standing in America."
ance granted to the Hobart Theater,
| ^m
Willkie, notified, expressed his gratification.
\ Woodside,
L. I., was unreasonable
^H
Former
recipients of the medal include President Roosevelt,
I Myron C. Taylor, Cordell Hull, Archbishop Edward J. Hanna and
• and asked that clearance be elimiM Arturo Toscanini.
nated. The arbitrator agreed with
Serving on the Award Committee, among others, were Will
" the complainant and abolished clearH. Hays, H. M. Warner, David Sarnoff, Eddie Cantor and Lowell
WILLKIE Thomas.
• ance between the two houses. The
; Hobart appealed.
Both districts are
in the Borough of Queens, New York
To Celebrate Bar Mitzvoh
Contractual Rights
J1 City.
New Haven — Richard Cohen, Mon- Postponed on Coast?
Such neighborhood houses, the apogram rep. here, celebrates the Bar
peal board pointed out, rarely ex(Continued from Page 1)
tend to any great extent beyond Mitzvoh of his son, Morton Harold,
their immediate
neighborhood.
It tomorrow,
at Temple
Mishkan
Is- Guild will make an agreement
; may be true, the board said, that
among themselves that exercise of
} the competitive
areas of the Hoings, as did the Esquire
Theater, their contractual rights be post■ bart and Cameo slightly overlap, but
poned until Jan. 6, 1943. This would
; there is no evidence in the record RKO, and Loew's, Inc.
The Government entered no objec- be retroactive as of Oct. 27 with the
: that this results in a competitive
tion to the settlement.
Guilds and the producers awaiting
■ situation sufficient to justify the
definite clarification of the direc•. ment.
reversal Competition,
of the arbitrator's
judgtive. At present there is an agreeif any, is
so Syracuse Theaters File
ment between the talent guilds and
In
Skaneateles
Case
( slight as not to warrant any clearthe producers freezing any increase
Buffalo— S. K. E. Operating Co., provided in optional contracts as of
' ance between them, the board ruled.
Ltd., of New York, has filed as sec- Oct. 3 with producers to make the
Chi. Oriental Theater Gets
ond intervenor in the arbitration
refunds authorized by the Governcase brought by Colonial Theater, ment.

2 Weeks' Clearance Reduction

Chicago — The Oriental Theater arbitiation case was settled Friday
with a two-week clearance reduction
for the Oriental and McVickers Theaters, "A" house, on all films that
have played Loop theaters. Formerly
the Oriental got these films six
weeks later, now the clearance will
be four weeks. The theaters must
play 60 per cent of these films, after
Loop dates, or the case can be reapened.
The award takes effect 90 days
after the signing on Friday. State
Amusement Corp., Trinz circuit opjrating the Clark Theater, and the
LaSalle Amusement Corp., JLS circuit operating the LaSalle Theater,
filed an intervention declaration in
the case, but signed the award. The
:ircuit withdrew from the proceed-

WEDDING

BELLS

Announcement has been made of
he engagement of Edith Moses,
or many years assistant in the
stenographic department of Paranount, to Sydney Mirman. The
ouple expect to be married in the
Spring.
Omaha— John C. White, son of
ilr. and Mrs. Carl White, owners
aid operators of Quality Theater
Supply Co., was wed here to Olga
iOhmann. White is a student at the
Jniversity of Nebraska medical
chool.

$900,000 to Browne
Via Zevin, Charged
(Continued from Page 1)

Federal court on perjury charges.
This money Kostelanetz stated, was
mailed in currency to Zevin by a
number of IA officials for Browne.
Zevin, who was arrested in Chicago, pleaded not guilty before Federal Judge John Bright and was
given until Nov. 4 to find a lawyer
after being freed on $20,000 bail.
Kostelanetz, in urging high bail,
stated that "this is a case where
there have been fugitives and missing witnesses." Great pressure
might be brought to bear on the
defendant to cause him to flee from
the jurisdiction of the court, he
added, after indicating that unknown powers were interested in
hindering the Government.
Zevin and Martin Hirsch were indicted for perjury last week in the
course of a Grand Jury investigation into the disposition of the assessment fund and the identity of
the former bosses of Browne and
William Bioff.

Order Bargaining Election
For Para. White Collarites
(Continued from Page 1)

by the NLRB on the petition of the
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild. Local 109, UOPWA.
SOPEG will be unopposed except at
the exchange, where the IATSE
Members of the Actors Guild were also will appear on the ballot.
Skaneateles, against the five consenting distribs. Intervention no- recently urged by their officers to
Hearing before the NLRB on
tice says S. K. E. "is the lessee and live carefully up to their contracts, white-collar elections at the 20thoperator of RKO-Keith's Theater, and it is believed they will be asked
the Paramount and the Eckel the- to continue to do so until details of Fox, Loew's and United Artists exchanges will be continued today.
the directive as it affects production
aters, all located
in Syracuse"
its business
and property
may and
be is clarified.
affected by an award. Three houses
The Writers Guild is still awaiting
are Schine-operated in a pooling directive's clarification, according to
deal with RKO.
a bulletin issued to its members
Friday.
Mamyer Operating Co., Inc., of
Gloversville, a Schine subsidiary,
It is not believed that talent, esPittsburgh — Film Row employes
pecially actors in the highest brack- who were inducted into the Army
previously intervened. Colonial's
ets, will make fewer pictures than last week were: JOHN A. SCOTT,
complaint, slated for initial hearing Thursday, Nov. 5, before Arbi- hertofore inasmuch as they are LEO LAVELLE and FREDERICK
trator Regis O'Brien, asks reduction
to 90 per cent of their in- M. GOTTLIEB, all of National
from 30 to seven days of present paying come80to the
Government.
Screen Service; JACK WELTNER.
The Directors Guild is awaiting RKO booker; DONALD CHABAN,
clearance favoring the Auburn, Jefferson and Palace, Schine houses in word from its attorney, Mabel Wal- RKO Shipper and MILTON
Auburn.
ker Willebrand who is in Washing:
BROUDY, poster clerk. LAWton, and its secretary, J. P. McRENCE A. LEONARDI, of the
Gowan, who is in the East. The Warner Circuit advertising departTwo St. Louis Complaints
guild is on record as approving
ment has also joined up, being
May Be Settled by Consent
President Roosevelt's
seven-point stationed at Fort Meade. Among
St. Louis — Two arbitration com- anti-inflation
contract.
local exhibitors who entered the
plaints docketed here may be settled
service last week were: GABbefore going to hearings. One is DeRosa Back on Job
RIEL G. RUBIN, owner of the Art
the case filed by the Ozark TheCinema Theater in downtown PittsJerry DeRosa, long ill, has reater, Webster Groves, Mo., involvburgh; GEORGE STERN, manager
turned to his post as manager of
ing clearance and mn relating to
certain Fanchon & Marco theaters Loew's Paradise, Bronx. Edward of the Drive-In Theater, South
Park; CASMIR ZBROZEK. manager
in the area. The other is the desig- Burke, acting Paradise manager, of the Vernon Theater in Holsopple;
nated run and clearance complaint moves to the Sheridan, succeeding
Phyllis Paige, who has joined the LEO KIMMERLE, of the Main Thefiled by Rivoli Theater, St. Louis.
ater, East Pittsburgh, and BEN
WAACS.
WELANSKY, local Monogram franMust File Original Freeport Ed Hinchy Laid Up
chise holder.
Theater Case Briefs by Nov. 4
Ed Hinchy, head of the playdate
j Chicago — Original briefs in the department
at Warners, was hit by
Buffalo— MILTON ROSING, son
Freeport Theater, Freeport, 111., arbitration case, must be filed in New the grippe on Friday and confined of George Rosing, manager of Shea's
Roosevelt,
has enlisted in the Coast
to
his
home.
He
is
expected
back
at
York by all parties by Nov. 4, and
Guard.
bis desk this week.
the replies must be in by Nov. 18.
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Dear Major Hal:—

W£ WILL

For thirty years, you have contributed enormously to the entertainment and happiness of the entire world. Your name has become
a household word, instantaneously bringing a smile and a lift to everyone, everywhere.
Under your guidance some of the greatest motion picture
producers, directors, writers and stars were discovered and developed.
You have been not only a great producer but a great guy. To
your staff you've been a great boss.. to all who know you, a treasured
friend. You are a real man.
You are now occupied on the greatest production enterprise
of your entire life. We want you to know our fervent good wishes go
with you. May the Good Lord have His arms wrapped around you.
We will be in here pitching until you return.
Affectionately,
THE ASSOCIATES,
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Myers Says Decree
Defies Sherman Act
(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

"Time Off for War Duties to make Movies"
Finds Support from INS9 Louella O. Parsons
"Seeing Richard Greene, dimples and all, in 'The Flying Fortress,' Englishmade picture, at Warners brought up an interesting subject. England permits
her actor- soldiers — Greene, Robert Donat, Laurence Olivier and others — as
well as technical advisors to take time off from their war duties to make movies.

man law," Myers wrote, "warrants
the entry of a decree which not only
The British Government maintains that motion picture entertainment is important as a morale builder. Russia never disbanded her famous ballet, even in
does not provide for dissolution, but
times of terrible stress. Perhaps the United States will make some arrangeactually authorizes further addiment for our actors to take time off for the important pictures. Most of my
tions to the alleged monopoly and
mail comes from soldiers who are vitally interested in movies. If there is too
provides a procedure whereby such
much of a shortage of leading men it will be impossible to continue this highly
acquisitions can be ratified and confirmed by the court."
essential industry."
— Louella 0. Parsons in her syndicated INS Hollywood column Friday.
• Myers contended that decree contained a meaningless and unenforceable provision against further "general" expansion in the exhibition
field. After two of the defendants,
subsequent to the decree, had acquired alarge number of additional
theaters, Myers said, the Department
of Justice applied to the court to
require the defendants to dispose
of them. Under the wording of the
Buffalo — Contribution of Buffalo West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
decree, he continued, the court had exhibs., distribs., and their employes
Hollywood — Stepping on the gas,
no choice but to dismiss the appli- to the United Scrap Metal Drive is Columbia will send 10 pix before
cation.
cameras this month, representing the
valued at more than $16,500, accordClaims Courtan "Instrument"
ing to Leonard G. Feldmann, finan- greatest production activity in years.
"Thus the court became an inShooting starts today on two,
strument in removing a cloud from
cial editor of the Courier-Express
the title of the two defendants in and a leader on the drive committee. "Reveille with Beverly" and "Wyomquestion to the theaters acquired by
ing Hurricane." Former is a mus"Free tickets were provided for
them after the date of the consent
ical with Ann Miller starred and
decree," Myers said, adding that more than 100,000 school children," Freddie Slack and his orchestra.
"the way was opened for further Feldmann pointed out. "Broken
acquisitions on a large scale be- down, this is the way theaters and Count Basie's band, the Mills
Brothers, Three Radio Rogues, Frank
cause the ineffectiveness of the con- labor helped the scrap drive:
sent decree now is established by
"Admissions, $9,000; operators, Sinatra, Bob Crosby and his Bobthe very judge who signed it over $1,440; stage hands, $125; ushers,
cats, Stuff Smith, Wilde Twins, and
$700; matrons, $150; cleaning and Duke Ellington and his ork. "Wyomthe exhibitors' protests."
Myers pointed out that the text
repairs,
$750;
lights,
$1,600;
printing
Hurricane"
is a Russell HaydenBob Wills
western.
of the proposed consent decree was
ing of passes, $40. Motion picture
released long after the document
"Destroyer," Edward G. Robinson
distributors
donated
about
$2,700
by
was presented to the court. It prostarrer gets the gun on Nov. 9,
vided that, for a period of three making all pictures available to the
theaters without charge.
| Producer
with William
Seiter directing for
Lou Edelman.
years, "no consenting defendant shall
"Buffalo and Erie County came
enter upon a general program of
through the scrap drive with flying
On Nov. 16, "Redhead From Rio"
expanding its theater holdings." colors — and we do mean red, white follows, with Lupe Velez heading
Continuing, Myers said: "To make
Producer Wallace MacDonald's cast.
plain that the defendants were priv- and blue."
Final figures brought the school Also on the 16th, Producer Colbert
ileged to continue acquiring the- collection
total to 5,046,190 pounds Clark will begin "Broadway Dadaters, they were required to report
dies"; Associate Producer Leon
— more than 2,523 tons — for a per
to the Department only their 'legal- pupil average of 49.11 pounds.
Barsha guns "Suicide Range"; and
ly binding commitments' for addiIn recognition of their splendid Harry Joe Brown starts "Port Said."
tional theaters. In other words,
with Melvyn Douglas in the starring
the defendants were not required to showing, public and parochial school role.
report future acquisitions in time children will have a holiday tomorPenny Singleton and Arthur Lake
row,
Election
Day.
The
action
was
for preventative action, but only in
begin work in their next "Blontime for the Department of Justice taken by the Buffalo Board of Edu- will
die" film on Nov. 27, with Frank
cation
and
the
Rev.
Sylvester
Holto lock the stable door."
Strayer listed as producer-director.
bel,
superintendent
of
Catholic
Cites Consent Decree Sanction
schools, "to show the children we Brian Aherne's starrer, "BlitzThe most amazing aspect of the appreciated their excellent co-opkrieg," with M. P. Schulberg progets the starting nod on
situation, Myers said, was this:
Novemberducing,28.
"The test period provided in the eration."
trial in 1940 again intervenes.
Final film to be put into -work
consent decree will expire in 1943. the
The Department of Justice will then But if the Department should wish during November will be the as yet
be free to press for divestiture un- to proceed with the case under the untitled Humphrey Bogart-Rita
less the same influences which halted Sherman Act, both the Department Hayworth co-starring film which
and Judge Goddard will be embar- Alexander Hall will direct for Producer Sam Bischoff.
rassed by the fact that a part of the
theater holdings under attack were
sanctioned by the consent decree and Two Para. Blocks Set
WB Shopped Early
approved by the court, even though
Although Christmas toys, espetheir acts were outside the statute. For N. Y. Loew Houses
. cially the metal variety, will be
In warning exhibitors to "watch
Loew houses in the New York
rather scarce this year, there'll be no
out for 1943," Myers said that "next
shortage at the annual Christmas
year the Department of Justice will ! met. and suburban territory will play
party given by the Warner Club for
have to decide whether to seek a real ! Para.'s first two blocks of the curthe children of company employes.
decree against the movie trust, which , rent season under a deal announced
The committee in charge of such
will afford substantial protection for ; as closed Friday by Neal Agnew.
matters for the Club did all its toythe independent exhibitors and for | Agnew and Milt Kussell negotiated
[ buying months ago.
the public, or whether to abandon . for the distrib., Charles Moskowitz
I and Joe Vogel for the circuit.
the entire proceedings."

Buffalo Scrap Shows
Bring in 2,523 Tons

Columbia Will Start
10 Pix in November

Monday, November 2, 1942

news Of THE DflV
Miami, Fla. — Salvage bins placed
in the lobbies of all neighborhood
I houses in the Wometco chain has
' brought in so far better than 22,000
pounds. This is a voluntary contri>*K
|bution from patrons, with no bene| fit or rebate on admission price, (evt
Dalton, Ga.— Dr. J. G. McAfee,
owner, has opened the New Park
Theater here.
Grand Rapids, Mich.— March Theater Corp. which operated Powers Theater here earlier in the
year, has filed notice of dissolution
with the state Corporations and Securities Commission.
Chicago — Quota for the Chicago
amusement industry for the Community Fund as been set at $34,000, a 10 per cent increase over last
year. John Jones of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer circuit, is drive chairman.
Denver — L. E. Hobson, office manager of Warners exchange, has gone
on the road succeeding R. P. Jamieson, resigned. The office manager
duties have been added to those of
head booker, and the combined jobs
are being handled by M. R. Austin,
booker.
Denver — Grange Sherwin, a newcomer to the film business, has been
made office manager at the Metro
exchange. He succeeds J. B. Micheletti, who goes on the road, where
he replaces Dan Foley. Foley has
gone
Atlanta, Ga., as a United
Artist tosalesman.
Chicago— Robert Allen, formerly
with Warners is now associated with
the United Artists sales staff.
Bridgeport, Conn.— Ralph Chatterton, free lancer, has now been
made publicity manager for the
Loew-Poli houses here, replacing
Otto work.
Esposito, who has gone into
war

STORKS!
A son was born yesterday in
Mercy Hospital, Rockville Center, to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gerety. The
proud mother, nee Natalie Hamard Dietz's promotional staff at MG-M's home office, and the eaually
proud mother, nee Natalie Hammerstein, is an M-G-M alumnae. This
is
the couple's
second ofchild,
Sheila
is two years
age. the first,
Birth of a son, Michael Robert,
to Mrs. Seth Raisler, wife of Columbia Pictures' Sales Contract Department manager, on Oct. 24 at
Lenox Hill Hospital, is announced.
Mannington, W. Va. — Dr. and
Mrs. C. P. Church, who operate the
Mannington and Burt Theaters here.
have adopted a baby girl.
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THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
[/. K. Coin Released
tween the Army and the film industry. . . . James S. Byrnes, OES director, issued stringent new regulations controlling wages and salar'*\t. . . Herbert
elected
££2sident
of the Griffin
SMPE was
at its
Fall
meeting in New York. . . . Samuel
Goldwyn, in the East, predicted
near-future shortage of pictures.
George N. Armsby, director for
Loew's, Inc., died on Sunday. . . .
Pare Lorentz sued RKO for $1,
619,147 damages, claiming breach
of contract.
THIS AND THAT: Stock allocations were discussed at monthly
meeting of MPPDA reps, with Harold Hopper of the WPB's films division. . . . Extended runs seen bringing a change in advertising policies.
. . . Vichy was reported withdrawing
from its ban against the shipment
of U. S. films through France to
Switzerland. . . . RKO, Paramount
and Columbia filed answers to inter ogatories inthe Pickwick Theater (Greenwich, Conn.) anti-trust
suit for $5,452,575. Vitagraph filed
a partial answer, while "U" and
UA asked for more time. . . . Federal grand jury in New York indicated Isadore Zevin, former secretary of George E. Browne, former
prexy of the IATSE, and Martin A.
Hirsch, a tax consultant, on charges
of perjury relative to what has become of the $1,500,000 collected
from the IA membership. . . . SAG
backs proposal to trim rolls of Coast
extras to 1,000 or 1,200 with a wage
of $150 a month. . . . Court ordered
ousting of all mention of the New
York consent decree in suits brought
against Ascap by about 150 New
York City theaters. . . . 20th-Fox
composed its differences with the
British CEA, with the status quo
prevailing. . . . Allied proposed ceilings for distributors, on prices,
terms and conditions
individually.

K REVIEWS Of THE I1EUJ flLfllSA
"The Palm Bea
ch

with Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea
Paramount
90 Mins.

Story"

SOPHISTICATED ENTERTAINMENT OFFERS A LOT OF FUN FOR THE MORE
INTELLIGENT FANS.
Smart, sophisticated comedy of an excellent brand is offered by "The Palm
Beach Story." With the Preston Sturges
name affixed to the production as writer
and director, hardly less could be expected.
The Sturges touch is evident throughout
the film — in the clever twist of a phrase,
in the bright, crisp lines, in the adult
quality of the story development, in situations that cause the joyous lifting of an
eyebrow. While the more intelligent filmgoers will get a huge kick out of the film,
it is doubtful how much of an appeal diversion of this sort will exercise on the ordinary picture fan.
Sturges has been most fortunate in his
actors for this bit of fluffery. At no time
do the players let him down. They keep
the bubble constantly in play to the huge
delight of their audience. Their performances are properly gay and buoyant. It is
a pleasure to watch the work of Claudette
Colbert and Joel McCrea in the leading
roles. No less pleasant is it to witness the
trouping of Mary Astor and Rudy Vallee
in the remaining top-flight roles. Vallee
is a revelation in his part — that of a young
John D. Rockefeller, a jerk with a heart
of gold. He has never appeared to such
fine advantage in a motion picture. The
leading members of the cast get sterling
support all along the line, especially from
William Demarest, Robert Dudley, Sig Arno,
Dewey
Robinson, Jack Norton.
Miss Colbert and McCrea are cast as a
married couple who are on the verge of
breaking up over financial difficulties.
McCrea has invented a suspension airport

"Wrecking Crew"

with Richard Arlen, Chester Morris,
Paramount
73 Mins.
MADE TO ORDER FOR ACTION FANS,
THIS OFFERING SHOULD DO ACCEPTABLY ON DUAL BILLS.
This is another one of those familiar
stories about working stiffs at work and
at play. Although the ingredients are far
from new, the manner in which they have
been stirred up provides screen fare that
devotees of action films should find quite
palatable. Maxwell Shane and Richard
Murphy have packed their screenplay solid
with exciting and action-begetting incidents. The story doesn't stand still for a
second, thanks no little to the furious
tempo to which Frank McDonald has keyed
his direction.

Strife has its source in a crooked gang
which is acting within a well-meaning group
of vigilantes. Holt soon discovers who the
alleged trouble-makers are, because they
want to run him out of town so there
will be no opponent to thwart their evil
designs. Latter happens to be the depriving of the ranchers of their property
The yarn gives the characters, most of
whom are members of a wrecking crew, so that when the proposed railroad goes
through the section, the plotters can duly
opportunity after opportunity to indulge in enrich themselves. But Holt refuses to
feuds and horseplay. A hotel being torn
down is the scene of most of the action. be intimidated; sticks to a tough job; and
finally identifies the masked men, bringing
The story centers its attention on two them
to justice.
members of the crew, Richard Arlen and
Holt's portrayal of the Government deputy
Chester Morris. Again they present the
inevitable contrast. Arlen, the foreman, is is straight from the shoulder, and therefore convincing and pleasing. Such comedy
a quiet, steady sort. Morris is the cocky
and irresponsible type. Both engage in the as there is springs from Cliff (Ukulele Ike)
usual heroics, each taking a turn at saving Edwards who works for Holt in the latter's
the other from death.
ostensible trade as a gunsmith. Nell O'Day
The romantic interest is supplied by Jean has the femme lead and plays it adequately.
Parker, a child of misfortune rescued by Howard Bretherton's direction is solid, as
is the photography by Nicholas Musuraca.
Morris from self-sought death in the river. Cactus drama fans should take to the
To avert an embarrassing situation when the
footage warmly, what with its barking
girl is found in his room drying herself out
after the rescue, Morris pretends she is his guns, chases, fisticuffs, etc. One of the
reasons why Holt is convincing is that he
cousin. Arlen falls for the girl; so does
Morris. Most of the humor in the film doesn't deck himself out like a Christmas
tree with all kinds of glittering costume
arises from Morris' necessity to keep up trappings.
the subterfuge despite his romantic feelCAST: Tim Holt, Cliff (Ukulele Ike)
ings for the girl. The romantic problem
is solved when Miss Parker settles her Edwards, Nell O'Day, John H. Elliott, Roy
Barcroft, Karl Hackett, Edward Cassidy,
affection on Arlen after the true state of Charles King.
affairs has been made
known.
CREDITS: Producer, Bert Gilroy; Director,

Quentin Reynolds who, with Drew
Pearson and Raymond Clapper, is
under consideration for the post of
chief commentator.

"Wrecking Crew," another producing collaboration of William Pine and William
Thomas, has the services of a good cast.
for which he can't get backing. Miss Arlen, Morris, Miss Parker carry their burColbert solves their problems when she
dens easily. Others whose work is all right
strikes up a friendship with Vallee, who
are Joseph Sawyer and Esther Dale.
agrees to finance McCrea's dream. In beCAST: Richard Arlen, Chester Morris,
tween there are a lot of amusing comJean Parker, Joseph Sawyer, Esther Dale,
plications— created by Miss Colbert's pretense that she is divorcing her husband. It Alexander Granach, Billy Nelson, Evelyn
takes McCrea a long time to get it through Brent, Ralph Sanford.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine, Wilhis head that it's all a lot of strategy to
liam Thomas; Director, Frank McDonald;
help their financial lot.
Screenplay, Maxwell Shane, Richard Murphy;
Paul Jones' lavish, eye-filling production Film Editor, William Ziegler; Art Director,
provides a superb setting for the story. F. Paul Sylos; Cameraman, Fred Jackman.
Sturges registers solidly as both writer and
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
director. Hans Dreier and Ernst Fegte de- Good.
serve high praise for the excellence of the
settings. The photography of Victor Milner
is aces.

The company's branch managers
in the United States, Canada and
Mexico are lining up local freelance
cameramen for newsreel coverage.
Robert Schless, chief of Warners'
foreign staff, has also been assigned
to line up cameramen in South
America to cover all key news centers.

CAST: Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea,
Mary Astor, Rudy Vallee, William Demarest,
Franklin Pangborn, Robert Dudley, Sig Arno,
Jack Norton, Esther Howard, Jimmy Conlin,
George Anderson, Harry Hayden, Monte
Blue. Dewey Robinson, Esther Michelson,
Robert Warwick, Torben Meyer, Robert
Greig, Roscoe Ates.

Exclusive clips of local interest
will be supplied each exchange center in addition to regular national
coverage. The company's preliminary plans for its forthcoming newsreel call for releases three times
per week.

CREDITS: Producer, Paul Jones; Director,
Preston Sturges; Screenplay, Preston Sturges;
Film Editor, Stuart Gilmore; Art Directors,
Hans Dreier, Ernst Fegte; Cameraman, Victor
Milner.

H. M. Warner Plans Trip
To London on Newsreel Biz
(Continued from Page 1)

DIRECTION,
Swell.

Swell.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Pirates of the Prairie"

with
Holt, Cliff Edwards
Nell 57
O'Day
RKO Tim
Radio
Mins.
LIVELY CACTUS DRAMA WHICH WILL
SATISFY ACTION FANS GENERALLY AND
HOLTS IN PARTICULAR.
Producer Bert Gilroy has succeeded turning out a pretty lively and interesting
prairie pic in this yarn of a U.S. Marshal
(Tim Holt) invading a pair of feuding towns
ness.
to straighten out an epidemic of lawless-

Howard Bretherton; Screenplay, Doris
Schr&eder. J. Bentley Cheney; Author,
Berne Giler; Musical Director, Paul Sawtell; Film Editor, John Lockert; Cameraman,
Nicholas Musuraca; Art Directors, Albert S.
D'Agostino,
Walter
E. Keller.
DIRECTION, Solid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Same.

OWI "Fuel Conservation"
Short Going Out Nov. 12

At the specific request of Lowell
Mellett's OWI office, and because
of the importance of its message,
the WAC is releasing "Fuel Conservation" a three-minute OWI
film, in November in addition to the
SLRB to Set New Date for one-a-week
"Victory Films" already
Five Boro Bargaining Vote scheduled.
Paramount exchanges will disCollective bargaining election of
tribute "Fuel Conservation" in
designated
areas on Nov. 12, tomanagerial personnel of the Five
Boro Circuit fell through on Friday
gether with instructs
"Japanese home
Relocation."
when those entitled to vote failed The picture
owners
to turn out in sufficient number, it and apartment house dwellers in fuel
economies and, if given maximum
was reported
by the
Relations
Board.
The State
electionLaborhad booking, is expected to do much to
been called by the board at the be- relieve the nation's fuel problem.
hest of the Motion Picture Theater
Managers and Assistants Union, Air Raid Alert in Frisco
San Francisco — An hour air raid
Local 266, Building Service Employes
International Union, AFL. It was alert ending at 11:38 a.m. was
said that the case would go back to sounded in the Bay area. Radio stations went off the air.
the board for a new election date.
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Heavier [Film 32Coin
Investments in B'way Shows
Kids in One-Room District School Turn in

All Majors on the Prowl
For Good Play Properties
With Eye to Legit, and Pix
(Continued from Page 1)

into screen entertainment. The
words of the story head of a major
company — "We are always looking
for plays" — sum up the attitude of
the industry as a whole on the question of backing Broadway shows.
20th-Fox Financing Two
Two plays are lined up for financing by 20th-Fox. One is "Flare
Path," by Terence Ratigan. Gilbert
Miller may do the stage production.
The other script is "Highland
Fling," by Margaret Curtis, the actress.
Warners is listed as the chief angel of "Little Darling," Eric Hatch
comedy which Tom Weatherly unveiled at the Biltmore Theater last
week. For a time, WB considered
playing
angelSanford
for "CounterAttack,"
which Lee
Sabinson
will
produce, but dropped out of the picture late last week.
Paramount, which owns a piece of
the George Abbott show, "Beat the
Band," is considering several properties for backing this year.
Columbia Backing Al Woods
Columbia dough will make possible A. H. (Al) Woods' return to
the Broadway scene after a long
lay-off. The play will be "This Little Hand," by Wilfrid H. Pettitt.
Woods is looking forward to an
opening around Christmas. Columbia will loan one of its players,
Marguerite Chapman, for a role in
the play, which already has had a
Coast try-out. Woods is understood
to be holding three other plays. It
was Columbia money which made it
possible for Brock Pemberton to put
on "Janie" on Broadway. Pemberton has a deal with the company
under which the latter agrees to
back for him any play which meets
with its approval.
One-third of "The Willow and I,"
which Blackwell and Curtis expect
to present soon on Broadway, belongs to M-G-M.
The forthcoming "Sweet Charity"
is being backed in part by Edward
Small.
While RKO has nothing listed at
the moment for Broadway presentation, the company is expected to be
represented by at least one show on
the Rialto before the season is over.

JLoetu's Selling 'Em
Loew's Theaters for the first three
weeks in October report total sales
of $1336,123 in War Bonds and
Stamps. New York theaters account
for almost a million dollars of this
amount. The out-of-town total
stands at $350,000.

<evt

Average of 829.38 Lbs. in Scrap Campaign

HCLLyWCCD

Buffalo— They needed to bring in only 10 pounds of scrap metal to get a free
ticket to a scrap matinee, but the patriotism of the 32 pupils of a one-room
district school in suburban Evans knew no bounds. They scoured their homes,
yards and nearby farms and kept bringing in the metal until the huge pile
dwarfed the little schoolhouse.

Speaking—

Leith Stevens Here to
Set up Eastern Branch

Give "Stranded" Towns
A "Break/' TTO Urges
(.Continued from Page 1)

Leith Stevens, film musical director, was due from the Coast over the
-week-end to set up an Eastern
branch of a new musical organization which will furnish a complete
musical service to major independent producers.
Stevens, who will be executive director of the outfit, will be here a
week to confer with musical directors, composers, lyric writers and
musicians. The organization, according to Stevens, will have completed musical departments, from
executive and business managers to
composers and orchestras, ready to
move in on large-scale jobs for producers unable to avail themselves of
large studio musical departments.
Details of budgets and personnel
are now being worked out.
Stevens, who has been prominent
in executive management of musical enterprises as well as composer-conductor, also will discuss new
program ideas with several advertising agencies while in New York.

industries is advocated by the Texas
Theater Owners, Inc., through its
president, Henry Reeve. The plea
for terms based on a theater's revenue possibilities, however, goes beyond the state of Texas, according
to reports received by The Film
Daily from exhibitors in the field.
According to the consensus, a
product deal in a so-called "stranded" town should not be based on an
over-all rule laid down in New York
but should be adapted to a specified
situation. Many towns which have
not been' aided by war industries,
the reports say, cannot support theaters which have to pay film prices
on a scale higher than were demanded prior to Dec. 7.
Reeve, in a bulletin issued from
Menard, Tex., asserted that a
branch manager told him that he
was powerless to deviate from the
sales formula which was based on
1941 records. Unless the situation
is changed, Reeve said, the future
of the small community theater is
in jeopardy.

Victory Women's Show
Plays to Capacity Biz

FPC's Musical Director
As Army Show Producer

Montreal — Appointment of Jack
Pittsburgh — A capacity audience
Arthur, FPC general musical direcattended "The Gay Nineties Revue,"
tor, as consultant producer and
sponsored by the Victory Women of
chairman of the advisory council for
Pittsburgh, made up of wives of local theatrical and film distribution the official Canadian Army entertainment troupe, to be known as The
men, on Friday night in Carnegie
Music Hall. All proceeds go to war Army Show is announced by J. L.
relief. Among those who took part Ralston, Minister of National Defense. Arthur's services are being
in the play were: Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Dana, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur loaned by Famous Players Canadian.
The show, in format paralleling
England, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Fineberg, Bryan D. Stoner, Lew Lef- "This Is the Army" in the U. S.,
ton, Mrs. Ben Steerman, Mitchell may ultimately perform overseas.
DeGroot, Sr. and Jr, Mrs. I. Elmer It will first be launched as a radio
Eeker, Shirley Brown, Mary M. network feature and will then tour
training centers throughBriney, Max Adkins, Dave Broudy, campsout theand
Dominion.
Robert Carter and many others.
Members of the active army will
form the administrative and perFox to Start Prison Term
forming personnel but exceptions
Philadelphia — William Fox, for- will be made for specially qualified
mer film magnate, is expected to start persons.
serving his Federal prison term within the next week, according to Gov- 5-Cent Cut on Mondays
New Haven — Although the trend
ernment authorities. On Friday the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals up- of nabes has been toward admission
held the year-and-a-day sentence im- increases, the Fairmount has made
posed upon him on Oct. 21, 1941, for Monday "bargain day" and reduced
from 30 to 25 cents.
conspiracy to obstruct justice.

—HOLLYWOOD
WILK

By RALPH

The total for the 32 pupils: 26,540 pounds — more than 13 tons — equal to
829.38 pounds per pupil.

"LJELLO, FRISCO, HELLO". starting date
■ ' 'has been set back to Nov. 9 to give
Alice Faye additional time to record 12
numbers for the film. This is three more
numbers than Miss Faye sang in "Alexanhigh. der's Ragtime Band," her previous all-time

•

•

"r\EAR MR. PRIVATE," an original com^ edy by Joseph Hoffman, has been
bought by Columbia. Script will be written by Hoffman and Frank Partos, for Producer P. J. Wolfson.

•

•

TWO-REEL comedy, which George Givot
' and Cliff Nazarro are making at Columbia may be developed into a series with
the same characters. Harry Edwards is
directing for co-producers Hugh McCollum
and Del Lord.

•

•

^yiLLIAM
reportedly
" Jennifer PERLBERG
Jones, stage
actress wants
under
contract to David O. Selznick, for the femme

•

•

lead in "The Song of Bernadette."
LJOWARD
HUGHES
is preparing to re' enter the producing
field, according
to Boulevard gossipers.

•

LJARRY

•

SHERMAN

' would

be

femme lead

the

•

thinks
ideal

Greta

selection

•

in "The Golden

Garbo
for

the

Lady."

DOBERT LOWERY has been signed for the
'^ male lead in "Jungle Love," to play
opposite Jean Carmen, New York actress
and dancer. Phil Rosen will direct for
Producer Lindsley Parsons, and the picture
starts Nov. 12.

•

•

JEAN ROGERS has joined the cast of
J "Mr. Justice Goes Hunting," which also
includes Frank Morgan
and Richard CarlDRODUCER

EDWARD

A. GOLDEN

has

' engaged Harry W. Flannery, CBS commentator and former Berlin correspondent
for the network, to furnish technical advice
on
episodes atofRKO.
"Hitler's Children,"
now several
in production

•

•

JACK DOUGLAS, scenarist-humorist, has
J signed with a national magazine to do
a series of interviews, strictly on the humorous side, with four top Hollywood leading
men. Douglas is currently writing the Red
Skelton and Tommy Riggs air shows.

•

•

DRODUCER-DIRECTOR SAM WOOD last j
week completed interior shots for Paramount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls" and
moved his company onto the old "Hold
village
place.
Back the
Dawn" set representing a Spanish

•

•

KJUNNALLY
will be"The
back Moon
from
■^
his Eastern JOHNSON
visit to start
is Down" on Nov. 9.
D
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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PIX AND U. S. PLAN STILL CLOSER CO-OP.
New
Canadian War Order 'Freezes' Fix
Business
Joint Confabs To Review
Theaters and Exchanges
1943 Tax Payments to Turn Business From

Both Affected by Drastic
Trade Board Regulations

Toronto — Operation of all theaters and film exchanges in Canada
are frozen in a drastic order of the
War-Time Prices and Trade Board
which prohibits changes in product
for either distributors or exhibitors
and places ban on sale or transfer
by gift of any theater or film company except to an heir under provisions of a will or by court order
in legal action including the sale
by a liquidator.
Distributors
are prohibited from
(.Continued on Page 6)

Production Slows
With 3 Starting

First-Runs to Diabe Theaters, Indie View
Independent exhibs. at last have a straw of hope in ultimately cashing in
on the increased purchasing power of the community in war time. Up to now,
the war and big war plant salaries strangely enough have hurt nabes and small
town theaters while first-runs have prospered.
Indies think the tide will turn, based on the 1943 tax bill. Their steady
customers of the past, they say, all unaccustomed to big salaries, spend their
entertainment money "downtown," hotels, high-class restaurants and first-run
theaters. Most of them have had no experience with Federal income taxes,
they opine, but once 1943 comes along and they realize the substantial amount
they will be paying, their patronage will return to the neighborhood theaters,
grills and more in line with their spending of the 1930's.

Seattle Exhibs. Fight
Occupational Levy

See Way Open for
Attack on Ceiling
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Accomplishments To Date
And Map Further Action

All phases of the motion picture
industry's participation in the war
effort will be discussed with Washington officials by the executive committee of the theaters division of
the War Activities Committee at
sessions scheduled for tomorrow and
Friday in the
capital.
The
committee
wasnation's
invited
to confer
with Donald M. Nelson, chief of the
War Production Board; William Batt
and Chris Dunphy of the amusements section, services branch of
the WPB; Elmer Davis, head of the
OWI, and Lowell Mellett, chief of
OWI Bureau of Motion Pictures.
The executive committee will hold
(Continued on Page 5)

Seattle — Denying the Charge that
Washington — While the Byrnes amusements are luxuries, Seattle
directive which established a $25,- theater men protested at a vigorl) ( West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 000 ceiling for salaries sought to
ous mass meeting before the City
ii j slackens
Hollywood
— Production
pace preclude a court review of any ac- Council against the pending ordimaterially
this week with
tion by the War Labor Board, legal
nance levying an occupational tax
i only three new pix getting the gun. sharps here are confident that the
based on the gross income of the
Total shooting stands at 42.
The way is open for a court challenge.
theater industry.
Despite the fact that an arbitra:heck-up:
tor has no power to award damages
They contend that there exists no
Owners, operators and employes
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)
At Columbia: Three shooting, inunder the terms of the consent de(Continued on Page 7)
cree, the Webster Theater, RochesJoe Lee, Arthur Abeles
20th-Fox a Real Santa
ter, N. Y., has filed a demand for
Ohio ITO Protest on New
arbitration in the Buffalo tribunal,
To Its Service Sons

Promoted by Connors

Warner Newsreel Scouted

Protest sent to Donald M. Nelson
ate last week by the ITO of Ohio
igainst the proposed new Warner
lewsreel on varying grounds — wire
(Continued on Page 6)

Raze the Gates And —
Make 'Em Ammunition
Miami Beach — Many tons of valuable scrap have already been collected by the special salvage committee, headed by Mitchell Wolfson, which is culling all metal gates
and fences in this resort city. Newsreels and wire services have shown
much interest in the stunt. Slogan
for the campaign is: "Remember,
If The Jap Or Hitler Comes, Gates
Cannot Keep Him Out Of Your
Home— But As Guns, Tanks And
Shells, They Will Keep Him Out Of
Your Country"

Ask $f,u00lalm In
Arbitration Squawk

Twentieth Century-Fox already
has placed in the mails Christmas
packages for employes serving overseas with the armed forces. A $10
money order accompanies each package. Also enclosed is a greeting
signed by (Continued
Presidenton Page
Spyros
Skou4)

Para. Earnings

Arthur Abeles has been appointed
manager of the New York exchange
of 20th Century-Fox by Tom Connors, the company's distribution
boss. He succeeds Joseph J. Lee,
who has been made sales supervisor
for Lond Island, Northern New Jer(Continued on Page 4)

Show

Gains

$3,455,000 in Quarter, $9,278,000 in 9 Mos.
Low Billboard Cost Sends
24-Sheet Sales Up 100%

Paramount increased its earnings
for the third quarter and for the
nine months of 1942 over the corCurrent low cost of billboard
responding periods last year. Estimated profit for the quarter ended
space, due to decreased use by many
national advertisers, has stimulated Oct. 3 was $3,455,000, or $1.13 per
the exhibitor use of 24-sheets to the common share, after all charges,
extent of 100 per cent, according to compared with $3,071,000 or $1.10
last year. Estimated earnWarners' accessories department per share
ings for the nine months ended Oct.
sales records.
This applies not only on pictures 3 were $9,278,000, or $3 per share
(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 5)

asking

$1,000
damages
(Continued
on Page for
4) the al-

Fox Movietone In Sharp
Slash of Capital Stock
Albany — Movietone News, Inc.,
20th-Fox subsidiary, has reduced its
capital stock to 1,000 shares of no
par value from 61,000 shares consisting of 60,000 of preferred stock
of $100 par value and 1,000 shares
of common of no par value.

Mae West Reported
In Columbia Deal
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mae West, absent
from the screen for some years, will
make a comeback in a Columbia picture under a deal now being negotiated, it was reported yesterday.
Title of story will be announced
within a few days.
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Settlement Is Reached
In Plagiarism Action
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YDD General Release
Set for Mid-January
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" is being
set by Warners for general pop
price release in mid-January, it was
learned yesterday.
Reorg. for Stanley Frame
Stanley Frame Co., distributors
of picture frames for theater lobbies, has been reorganized under
the name Fink & Rosenfeld.

Of the plays chosen by Bums
Mantle for his "The Ten Best Plays
of 1941-42," which came off the
presses on Monday, only three have
so far been sold for film purposes.
They are "The Moon Is Down" and
"In Time to Come," which have
been acquired by 20th-Fox, and "Angel Street," which will become an
M-G-M film. Negotiations for the
film rights to a fourth, "Uncle
Harry," are now in progress. At
the offices of Clifford Heyman, the
producer of the play, no information was forthcoming as to the
name of the film company bidding
for the property.

Stipulation settling the suit of
Roddison Douglas Brewis as receiver of Twickenham Film Studios,
Ltd., against Olympic Pictures Corp.,
Feature Distributors Inc., and Morris J. Kandel, president, was filed
in Federal Court on Monday. The
suit had charged the defendants
with refusing to return prints of
30 pictures to which Brewis had
exclusive U. S. distribution rights
up until Dec. 1940. The stipulation of settlement provided that the
prints be returned, that the plaintiff pay to the defendants $1,500 and
that an injunction may be issued
against the defendants if the prints
are not returned.

A package deal calling for a series of features based on Red Ryder
and using the players from the radio serial is being discussed here.
Deals with two major companies are
said to be in work. Program will
consist of not less than six and not
more than eight pictures.
Art Rush arrived from the Coast
to confer with Stephen Slesinger,
owner of the Red Ryder feature.
Paul Franklin, writer-producer of
the radio program, will write the
film series.

Hirliman Wins a Round
In $300,000 Agfa Suit

Lowell Mellett of the OWI, Howard Dietz
Loew's, are
Maj. included
Albert
Warner
of ofWarners
among the speakers for the annual
conference of the National Board
of
Review at the Hotel Pennsylvania
Saturday.

George Hirliman has won the
second round in his legal action
against Agfa and General Aniline
Corp. from which he is asking $300,000 damages for the sale of alleged
inferior raw stock used in the production of a picture in Florida. The
Appellate Division on Saurday denied the appeal of the defendants
to prevent the inspection of the
company's
books,
court should
ruling
that counsel
for the
Hirliman
have unlimited discovery. Harold
J. Sherman, of the law firm of Fitelson & Mayers, argued for the plaintiff.

"This Is the Army" Slated
For English Camp Tour
FILM

DAILY

JOSEPH
MOSKOWITZ,
New York
representa
tive
of
the
20th-Fox
studio,
and
LEW
SCHREIBER,
casting
director,
depart
for the
Coast tomorrow to confer on future talent as-

it

signments.
THREE STOOGES

are in Detroit filling a

on
Columbus,
Milwaukee,
club to engagement,
after which Chicago,
they wi"

the

BILL TERRY,
RKO player,
Coast
yesterday.

left

Mellett, Dietz, Warner
To Speak at Conference

New

York for

LEON FROMKESS,
in charge of production for
PRC,
leaves
the Coast
today for Chicago.
from

Package Deal in Work
For Red Ryder Features

Court Fight for Prints
In Settlement Stage

West Coast Bureau of THE

COmmG and come

Three
"Best Plays"
To Pix;ofFourth
Is Eyed

Settlement of a $157,000 damage
suit brought by Howard Y. Bary
against Universal Pictures, W. C.
Fields, Lester Cowan and the Al
Wager Theatrical Agency was filed
on Monday in Federal Court. Terms
of the settlement were not disclosed.
The complaint had alleged that the
plaintiff's original story, "A Circus
Episode," had been plagiarized in
the Universal film "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man." Additionally, the
defendants were charged with inducing the Blacaman Troupe, an
animal act, to breach a contract with
Bary and to appear in the Universal
picture without the plaintiff's consent.

4, 1942

the

Coast

on

C. J. LATTA, zone manager for Warner
Theaters in the Albany territory, and CHARLES
SMAKWITZ, assistant zone manager in that
area, arrived in New York on Monday for conferences.
CHARLES EINFELD, director of advertising
and publicity for Warners is due in New York
this week-end from the Coast. He is stopping
over in Washington
en route Cast.
WILLIAM SIRICA, formerly of the Hamilton,
Waterbury and New Newington, Newington,
Conn., is home on furlough from Army duty.

Guild Waives Its Rule
In Case of "Cry Havoc'

The rule that a year must pass before an unproduced play sold to a
film company can receive a professional stage presentation has been
waived by the Dramatists Guild in
the case of the Allan Kenward play.
"Cry Havoc." Had the Guild refused to grant his request, Kenward would have had to cancel his
deal with M-G-M or wait a year before the play's Broadway showing.

Ralph Wettstein Dies
Chicago — Ralph Wettstein, age
57, manager of the B & K Riveria
Chicago — Filmack Company is Theater, died here from a heart attack. His widow and four children
starting a survey of theaters, covering the use of stereopticon slides survive. Burial was at Milwaukee
for special announcements, believing with many from the Chicago film
trade attending.
this will help film stock shortage.

Survey Use of Stereopticon Slides

The Right Person For
The Right Job!
Ability to assist executive in responsible confidential

Hollywood — Upon completion of
the movie version of "This Is the
Army" at Warners, the acting company, accompanied by Irving Berlin, will be flown to England some
time in February to entertain at the
Army camps there, it was learned
on Monday.

capacity. Excellent correspondent. Managerial experience. Typist and stenographer. College graduate, extensive travel. Seeking connection where unusual combination oftalents, background and attractive feminine
personality are important.

Vine St. Car Now Relax
Philadelphia — The proposed widening of Vine St., which would have
forced several film companies to
move their quarters, was called off
for the duration Monday.
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Ask $1,000 Balm In
Arbitration Squawk

Seattle Exhibs. Fight
Occupational Levy
{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

appeared at the meeting before the
Council and branded the legislation as "unjust and discriminatory,"
for the Council proposal has singled
out this lone industry instead of
spreading the tax over all types of
work. The proposed tax is for five
per cent of the gross income of all
theaters.
Frank L. Newman, president of
Hamrick-Evergreen, stated he doubted if 20 per cent of the houses in
this area could stand the tax, while
John Hamrick pointed out that about
16% per cent of theater admissions
now go to taxes and said, "the public won't take another nickel of
taxes."
All theater men present expressed
the appreciation of the Council's
budget problem, but said they could
not see why they alone should be
singled out. Hamrick went on to
say, "We're ready to bear our fair
share of any general taxation program. We're not seeking to escape

leged withholding
of a print of
"Pride of the Yankees" by RKO.
The Webster management charges
that RKO withheld the print of the
picture for showing Oct. 29-31 and
furnished prints to the Cameo, WvV
End and Dixie Theaters, thereby t
regarding established clearance and
violating the consent decree.
Complainant asks for the discontinuance of such "discrimination"
and $1,000 in damages. Under Section IX of the decree, however, the
arbitrator can only rule that the
practice be discontinued.

Councilman James Scavatto conit."
tended the measure should be held
up until the general election and
see if the three-mill levy for civilian defense would fail.

Joe Lee, Arthur Abeles
Promoted by Connors
(Continued from Page 1)

sey and lower New York State.
Abeles had been home office representative before his promotion.

Herzbrun as Alternate
On Relief Fund's Board
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bernard Herzbrun has
been named to serve as alternate
on the Motion Picture Relief Fund
board of trustees, it was announced
by the Fund yesterday.
Herzbrun, who will represent the
Motion Picture Art Directors, alternates for Ralph Block, screen
writer now Assistant Regional Director of the Office of Civilian Defense. The new appointment has
been ratified by the Relief Fund
Board.

^^

• •
• WELL, Election Day is o'er
Next big balloting in which
our industry is vitally interested will be for THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best
Pictures of 1942
Actually, while folks were going to the polls yesterday. Uncle Sam's Post Office Dept. was in the throes of delivering
Ten Best ballots to the hundreds of motion picture editors and critics
throughout the land
Results this year will be particularly interesting and historic, 'cause this is the first time that the Ten Best have been
chosen under war conditions, the famed annual poll having been inaugurated in 1922
T
V
V
• •
• HERE'S an instance of how much
effort:
We have on our desk-top a copy
E. B. DeVry, secretary of the DeVry Corp. of
aboard a certain Navy vessel fighting it out

pix mean to the war
of a letter written to
Chicago, by an officer
with the Japs in the

Pacific
The officer told how his boys and himself saved the ship's
film projector when it caught fire as the result of a short circuit in the
battery equipment, and added: "I could sure use a favor now"
Said favor was to get for the DeVry Model "XD" some fresh projection lamps
Without 'em,— no movies!
The lamps had been
duly requisitioned, but it would take some four months to get 'em
"Out here in the Pacific, movies are the one and only diversion our
boys have apart from chasing Japs, so if you'll be good enough to send
me a half dozen of these projection lamps via airmail, it will really
be the biggest favor anyone could do for our crew"
Here's what
was done about it, proving how much pix MEN mean to the war
effort:
Within a half hour after receipt of the officer's S.O.S. letter, the DeVry solons packed nine projection lamps and had them en
route to the Navy officials in Chicago for clearance, the Navy bigwigs realizing the urgency of the matter in turn contacting the U. S.
Army Ferry Command
Latter arranged to ferry the lamps to the
West Coast and thence across the Pacific via Army Bomber
With-

Madlin Arbitration Case
Was Settled Yesterday
Chicago — The Madlin Theater arbitration case was settled yesterday
with Loew, Vitagraph and Paramount granting the clearance sought
by the plaintiff. Costs were assessed on both defendants and plaintiffs. The case can be reinstated for
modification at a later date by mutual agreement.

Low Billboard Cost Sends
24-Sheet Sales Up 100%
(Continued from Page 1)

like "Yankee Doodle Dandy," "Now,
Voyager" and "George Washington
Slept Here," but on practically all
releases of the past few months, it
is stated by Bernard R. Goodman,
advertising accessories sales man-

in two or three days from the letter's receipt, the ship had the lamps,
and the crew their coveted movies!

ager.
In the case of "Voyager," more
than 300 24-sheets, 400 three-sheets
and 550 one-sheets were sold up to
two weeks before the national release date, Oct. 31, says Goodman.

•

20th-Fox a Real Santa
To Its Service Sons

•

•

JULES LEVEY, Mayfair Productions solon, is in town and

has opened his new office o'er in the RKO Building, Room 1901, (TeL:
CI-7-7957
Exhib "A" on the Levey agenda just now is his potent
b.o. attraction, "Jacare." the Frank Buck opus, which UA is distributing
Film follows "One of Our Aircraft Is Missing" into the institutional
Globe Theater. ... • That new daughter of Charles (Metro) Cohen has
been named Carol Ellen. ... • One of the grand events of '42 will be
the Harvest Dinner which the Motion Picture Pioneers, under the excellent aegis of House Manager Jack Cohn, wlil hold in the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof on Nov. 19 as a testimonial to the men and women
of the entertainment world who have done so much, via their talent, time,
and energy, for the nation's armed forces
Guest of honor will be
Brigadier General Frederick H. Osborne, Chief, Morale Division, War
Dept
Other honor guests will be standout stars of screen, stage
and radio. ... • Si Seadler's theme song: "I'm an Ole Cowhand, etc."
• M-G-M's Pep Club out Cleveland way held a dinner and special
screening on Monday night to celebrate the 20th anniversary of Steve
Andrews as the company's head shipper there
Steve is the fourth
member of the exchange to complete 20 years with Leo the Lion
Others are Charles Deardourff, exploitation director: Effie Baxter, chief
inspectress, and Sara Shellew, assistant inspectress

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

▼

(Continued from Page 1)

chief.
ras and

Tom

Connors, distribution

Gifts for employes serving with
the armed forces in the United
States will be mailed later. More
than 550 men will get the gift packages.

STORKS!
Cleveland — A 6y2 pound boy was
born last week to Harold Bein, Vibooker, and Mrs. Bein at
Mt. Sinai tagraph
Hospital.
There's a new son, Michael More,
in the family of Larry Lipskin of
Columbia. Baby made his bow at
the French Hospital Saturday,
weighing in at five pounds, 12 ounces.
Dad
vice-president of the New
York is
SPG.
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Films-Gov'l. Are Set
For Yet Closer Ties
(Continued from Page 1)

its regular meeting at the Earle
Theater Bldg. tomorrow afternoon
when the activities of the industry
to date will be reviewed and an atT^npt made to formulate methods of
intensifying this role in the future.
The question of priorities will be
aired at a meeting Friday with Nelson and WPB officials, with discussions centered on the conservation
of theater materials and equipment
and collection of salvage. A meeting with the representative of the
OWI is slated for Friday afternoon.
The WAC group will be luncheon
guests of Mellett and Dunphy on
Friday.
Attending the sessions will be
Joseph Bernhard, Spyros Skouras,
Leonard Goldenson, C. C. Moskowitz,
Harry Brandt, Nathan Yamins, Edward Alperson, Max A. Cohen, Sam
E. Morris, Simon Fabian, Francis
S. Harmon, Arthur Mayer, Herman
Gluckman, Herman Maier, M. A.
Rosenberg, Bob O'Donnell, John Harris, R. B. Wilby, A. H. Blank, Ed
Kuykendall
and Joseph R. Vogel.

W"S5
Shipbuilding or Apple Harvesting In Oregon
Gives "Selective Service9' To Lads On Leave
Portland — Film houses in the downtown areas here look for a famine
of service men in their audiences for at least the next 30 days. The khakiclad "fans" on furloughs from Camp White, Camp Adrian, and Camp Lewis,
won't be taking their best gals to pic shows. The soldiers have the opportunity ofspending their leaves working in the shipbuilding plants and the apple
orchards. A special shift from 6:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. has been started in the
shipyards where the boys can put on overalls as mechanics' helpers and earn
twice as much as via their monthly Army checks. And it's ditto in the
orchards.

Para. Earnings Show Gains
$3,455,000 in Quarter, $9,278,000 in 9 Mos.
(Continued f

compared with $7,450,000, or $2.60
in 1941.
Provision for Federal taxes for
the first nine months of 1942 will
be adjusted in the fourth quarter to
conform to the rates provided in the
Revenue Act of 1942. Normal and
surtaxes on the third quarter earnings were computed at 45 per cent.
The board of directors Monday declared the regular quarterly dividend
of $1.50 per share on the first preferred stock, payable Dec. 29, to
stockholders of record Dec. 21. The
board also increased the dividend
on the common stock by the declararegular quarterly dividend
Moss Serves Summons on of 30tion of acents,
payable Dec. 29 to
stockholders of record on Dec. 19.
"Wine. Woman and Song'
It was pointed out that $5,700,000
Plainclothes men last night went representing the balance of $6,into the Ambassador Theater where 000,000 bank borrowings in January,
"Wine, Woman and Song," starring 1942, were exchanged last month
Margie Hart, former burlesque lum- for an equal amount of 4 per cent
due 1956.
inary and Jimmy Savo, and served debentures
summons charging that the show
Earnings for 1941 included the
violates the penal law against inoperations of, and the company's
decency on the stage.
of, film rentals from subsidPaul Moss, license commissioner, share iaries
operating in England, Austrarefused to comment on Broadway
lia,
New Zealand and India, whererumor that other stage shows would
as earnings and share of rentals
be served with summons.
from these countries in the first
nine months this year have been inFilm Prices and Caravan,
cluded only to the extent received
or determined to be receivable in
Topics at Philly Parley
dollars.
Thus British coin made available
Philadelphia — Exhibitors repre- by the recently announced release
senting more than 150 theaters met
Monday to discuss film prices and
the Allied Caravan, and heard a Sun. Openings for Double
report from Sidney Samuelson, on Shot at Week-End Visitors
the workings
of the Caravan.

om Page 1)

of frozen funds in the U. K. will
be reflected in the report for the
fourth quarter.

See Way Open for
Attack on Ceiling
(Continued from Page 1)

precedent for the provision of the
Byrnes order which reads in part:
"Any determination of the board,
made pursuant to the authority conferred on it, shall be final, and
shall not be subject to review by
the tax court of the United States,
or by any court in any civil proIt is pointed out by the critics
ceedings."
of
the directive that there's a single— and slim, they contend — legal
basis for the $25,000 ceiling has
been supplied by the Congress. This,
they say, is in the provision of the
anti-inflation statute which directs

the Government to end "gross inequities" in salaries.
As they see it, it is a matter for
the courts — and extremely debatable
Wall Street expects film compa- to boot — to determine whether salaries which exceed the $25,000 ceilnies to speed up debt reduction in
the near future as a result of the
ing are in fact grossly inequitable.
release of frozen British funds which
Thomson
to Report to SAG
generally will enhance the already
strong treasury position of the com- On Byrnes' Directive Inquiry
panies. Announcement of the Brit- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ish remittance decision last week
Hollywood — Executive Secretary
brought increased buying of film Kenneth Thomson of Screen Actors
stocks.
Guild who has been in New York
Discussing the film situation Mon- and Washington investigating how
day, Oliver Gingold said in his Wall the Byrnes directive on wages and
St. Journal column:
salaries will affect actors did not
"The film industry is in the best issue any statement on his return
financial position in its history and to Hollywood, but will make a remost of the companies which a
portatto athespecial
Guild'smeeting
board of
directors
tonight.
decade ago had top-heavy funded
It is believed that guest star apdebt structures now are in fairly
pearances
on
the
radio,
insofar
as
good shape. The additional funds
will mean further improvement along high-bracketed film personalities are
this line. It is, of course, likely that concerned, will be greatly minimized
of the wage stabilization
common stockholders also will bene- because
law. Several stars who heretofore
fit by the declaration of extra-and- have made guest appearances from
year-end dividends but these prob- time to time would not be allowed
ably will not be as large as might
anyispay.
Lux Radio
The-J.
be expected from the cash influx. to accept
ater which
produced
by the
The industry is determined to keep
Walter Thompson Agency, is exitself in a strong position for pospected
to
be
the
hardest
hit
as
sible difficult days ahead. The cost relies entirely on starring names. it
of business is going up and film
productions of first rate quality cost

Expect Film Companies
To Speed Debt Reduction

Garland Pic Proving
A Powerhouse at Astor

Expect
Unit to Kravetz-Seltzer
Start Shortly

Max Kravetz returned Monday
from Washington where he conferred with financial men on the financMilwaukee — Fox Wisconsin
Metro's "For Me and My Gal," for
ing of the new unit being formed by
Capitol A Holdover House
Amusement Corp. has announced a the second consecutive week, has Kravetz and Frank Seltzer. Finanshattered
a
variety
of
records
at
Danbury, Conn.— Warner's 1497- new policy calling for the starting
cial structure of the- new organizaseat Capitol goes into a first-run of new shows at its Wisconsin,
Astor Theater, Broadway, M-Gtion is taking shape, Kravetz said,
holdover-from-the-Palace policy as of Palace and Strand theaters here on the
M announced yesterday. The picture and the entire deal is expected to be
today. The Warner Empress in the
at the end of its first 12 days at the
Sundays.
Policy
permits
week-endsame town is also first-run.
ers to see different shows at these house has outgrossed every M-G-M completed shortly. Three pictures
to be distributed by a major comFox houses on Saturdays and Sun- picture over a comparable period,
will be the leadoff program
days.
with few exceptions. Daily average for thepanyunit.
Semper Fidelis
attendance and gross are at least
Herbert A. Foote is the first
CAG Dance on Nov. 15
one full day's returns greater than
that of all M-G-M pictures to play
Terry-Toon employe to be listed as
Services of screen, stage and ra- the theater.
The ... .
20dio
stars
will
be
called
upon
by
the
The
casualty.
war
a
^y
Es year-old cartoonist, who enCatholic Actors Guild of America Set Shorts Releases to Mar. 17
B~** listed in the U. S. Marine
for its annual dance and entertainCorps early last year, was killed in
Release dates on Movietone shorts
ment, to be staged on the Hotel Asthe Guadalcanal engagement last
tor roof on Nov. 15. All receipts and Terry-Toon cartoons have been
month, according to official notificaMemphis — Loew's State Theater
set
by 20th-Fox to March 17, 1943.
will go to the American Theater
tion.
employed girls as ushers. Malco
Wing War Service. All expenses The two-reel special, "Everybody's has
changed to girl ushers a month ago.
War," will be released on Friday.
will be assumed by the Guild.

FEMME

TOUCH
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Canadian War Order
"Freezes" Pix Biz
{Continued from Page 1)

acquiring theaters and exhibitors
cannot engage in distribution of any
product. No more theaters or film
exchange offices can be opened or
enlarged under the freezing order
intended to halt expansion of business activities.
Rental contractors cannot be
changed with respect to signing^ parties which means product cannot be
sold away from theaters having contracts in effect yesterday. The new
regulations affect, in addition to
films, these businesses:
Warehousing and storage; undertaking and embalming; laundering
and dry cleaning; hairdressing and
beauty parlor services; plumbing
and heating; painting and decorating; supplying meals, refreshments
and beverages; any manufacturing
process performed on custom or
commission basis; and slaughtering.
The suit by Famous Players Canadian against N. L. Nathanson and
Odeon Theaters will not be affected
because official provision is made
that the board edict will not stop
any court order involving transfer
of businesses.

Future of Schines' Scotia
Theater Has Trade Buzzing
Albany — Publication of a story in
The Film Daily from Buffalo that
the "unnamed independent exhibitor" mentioned in the Schine report
on divestiture progress has elected
to exercise his option on the Scotia
Theater, Scotia, has theater men in
this area guessing at the identity.
The reason for the excitement, of
course, is that Scotia is the present
scene of a $20,000,000 Naval warehouse project, now in the building
stage. With the influx of war workers already overcrowding Schenectady, just across the bridge from
Scotia, in another six months, theater men say the Scotia theater
will be a fine house to own.
Schine purchased the house from
Sam Milberg, Albany PRC sales
rep. and at one time it was owned
by John Gardner, a Schenectady indie. Whether either Milberg or
Gardner is interested cannot be ascertained, but many people are inclined to think it is an exhib. from
some other area, possibly New York.

He Bought the House
— That Built "Jacfe"
Springfield, Mass. — Auctioning of
this city's "Victory House," scene
of the September Bond Drive of the
film industry, resulted in the sale
of more than $50,000 in War Bonds.
Successful bidder was Samuel Goldstein, vice-prexy of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc. The "Victory House" will be moved to the
lawn of Goldstein's home as a playhouse for his youngster.

reviews of new turns
"Once Upon a

TO THE COLORS!

"My Heart Belongs to

Camp Livingston, La. — CAPT.
GORDON S. MITCHELL, manager
of the Academy's Research Council,
has
arrived here to assume duties as
with Richard Carlson, Martha O'Driscoll
Paramount
75 Mins.
executive officer of the Signal Corps
COMEDY-DRAMA BASED ON NAZI
GOOD FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT IS
Photographic Laboratory, one of the
VILLAINY SHOULD DO GREAT BUSI- OFFERED BY LIVELY FARCE GRACED
units sponsored by the Research
BY EXCELLENT
ACTING.
NESS AT THE BOX-OFFICE.
Council. Captain Mitchell is otf^
Nazi villainy serves as background ma"My Heart Belongs to Daddy" is an leave of absence from the Reseai
terial for "Once Upon a Honeymoon," a amusing little comedy that should make Council with his former assistant,
comedy-drama in which the former decided- acceptable family entertainment. Direc- William F. Kelley assuming his duly overshadows the latter. In fact, the
tor, cast and author have joined their
ties for duration.
with Ginger Rogers,
RKO

Cary

Honeymoon"

Grant
117 Mins.

Daddy"

drama is of no great importance since
even the moments that are intended to be
on the serious side are played more or less
facetiously. The result is a film that holds
the attention because of the humor contained in the series of situations in which
the main characters are dumped rather than
because of the drama suggested by the
contest between opposing forces.
The production, superior entertainment in
all departments, is a honey of a show. Its
direction, acting and writing leave little to
be desired. The chief fault with the film
is its length. It is too much of a good
thing. Some sequences have been dragged
out unreasonably. Judicious cutting would
give the film added speed and improve it
considerably. However, even as the picture
stands it stacks up as box-office diversion
of appeal to patrons of every stripe.
The film opens in Vienna just before
the Anschluss and follows a course through
various Hitler-conquered countries, winding up on an American ship bound for the
safety of the States. The chief characters
are an American radio commentator (Cary
Grant), a former strip-teaser from Brooklyn (Ginger Rogers) and an Austrian baron
working for Hitler (Walter Slezak). Grant,
out to dig up the truth about the baron,

tries to break up Miss Rogers' marriage
to the Austrian. After a lot of sparring
between Grant and Miss Rogers the latter
sees the light and tries to divest herself
of the baron, a business in which she succeeds only after some unpleasant incidents,
including an attempt by the baron to dispose of her. The baron makes his exit when
he is thrown overboard by Miss Rogers
during a struggle with him on the deck of
the ship taking her back to America.
Miss Rogers and Grant give sterling accounts of themselves in the leading roles.
It is a delight to watch the two jousting
with each other in the cause of love as
well as comedy. Slezak makes a great
impression as the treacherous baron in a
performance that never gets out of hand.
He plays with a restraint that is admirable.
Other fine performances are turned in by
Albert Dekker, Albert Basserman, Ferike
Boros.
Leo McCarey scores as both producer and
director. He has permitted no opportunity
for humor to slip away from him. His
is a directing job of solid worth. Not content with serving as producer and director,
McCarey collaborated with Sheridan Gibney on the original from which the latter
did the screenplay. And a superb screenplay it is— one with many clever twists of
plots and dialogue that strikes an intelligent note throughout. The film has the
benefit of fine photography by George
Barnes.
CAST: Ginger Rogers, Cary Grant, Walter Slezak, Albert Dekker, Albert Basserman, Ferike Boros, Harry Shannon, John
Banner.
CREDITS:

Producer,

Leo

McCarey;

Di-

talents in the interests of amusement pure
and simple. The result is a fast-moving,
tongue-in-cheek bit of diversion good for
any number of laughs.
The farce gets rolling when Martha
O'Driscoll, who plays a bubble dancer on
the brink of motherhood, is forced by a
snowstorm to seek refuge at the home of
Richard Carlson, who enacts a Nobel prize
winner in science. The girl, a widow, is
running away from her wealthy in-laws,
who are determined to obtain custody of
the
babywhoin took
Carlson's
homebaby.
with She
the has
taxi her
driver
her
there (Cecil Kellaway), a fellow of many
parts, functioning as obstetrician. Complications galore
develop when
mother-in-law
(Florence
Bates)Carlson's
arrives
with her daughter (Frances Gifford), whom
she is trying to foist on him. The two
women are living in the same house and
Carlson hasn't been able to shake them off.
The situation is ripe for a juicy scandal.
The women try to get Miss O'Driscoll and
the baby out, but Carlson, prodded by Kellaway, defies them. The realization that
Carlson has fallen in love with Miss
O'Driscoll spurs the Misses Bates and Gifford on. The story winds up happily for
Carlson and Miss O'Driscoll when the former kicks out the two ladies who have been
living
and the
foilsgal.Miss O'Driscoll's
in-laws off
by him
marrying
The film, produced by Sol C. Siegel with
the assistance of E. D. Leshin, was directed
by Robert Siodmak competently from a
good screenplay by F. Hugh Herbert.

Cleveland — ALFRED VERMES,
associated with his brother as owner
of the Eclair theater, made it home
from Iceland in 15 hours to enroll
in officers' candidate school at Camp
Lee, Va.

Ohio ITO Protest on New
Warner Newsreel Scouted
{Continued from Page 1)

to the WPB head contended the field
was well covered already, that Warners were entering it "simply for
the purpose of rolling up additional
profits," and asked that Warners be
refused an okay to use its raw stock
quota for the new reel — was scouted
Monday in Warner circles.
It was pointed out that, based
on past experience in the newsreel
field, the venture scarcely could be
expected to swell company profits,
that the Warner format and service
would differ materially from the operating reels, and that Warners
would be well within the raw stock
quota despite the addition of the
newsreel because of its curtailed
lineup of features.
A Warner spokesman suggested
that the ITO wire to Nelson might

have
been "inspired."
Meanwhile
the format to be employed by Warners remains a company secret, presumably pending the
signing of an editor. Coast reports,
however, have indicated that the
CAST: Richard Carlson, Martha O'Dris- reel may follow the pattern of a
coll, Cecil Kellaway, Frances Gifford, Florence Bates, Mabel Paige, Velma Berg, regular newspaper, indicating a departmental setup.

Although Carlson and Miss O'Driscoll
are excellent, it is Kellaway who steals
the acting honors. Good work is forthcoming also from the Misses Bates and
Gifford and Francis Pierlot.

Francis Pierlot, Fern Emmett, Betty Farrington, Milton Kibbee, Maurice Cass, Alfred Hall.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol C. Siegel; Associate Producer, E. D. Leshin; Director,
Robert Siodmak; Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert; Film Editor, Alma Macrorie; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Haldane Douglas;
Cameraman, Daniel Fapp.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Ox-Bow" Bow in St. Louis
Twentieth-Fox's
"Ox-Bow
Incident" will bow in St. Louis on Dec. 4.
rector, Leo McCarey; Screenplay, Sheridan Gibney; Based on story by Leo McCarey, Sheridan Gibney; Cameraman, George
Barnes; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Al
Herman; Film Editor, Theron Warch.
DIRECTION,
Excellent.
PHOTOGRAPHY. Excellent.

3 From Mono. This Month
Monogram's November releases
will embrace "War Dogs" on the 13th,
" 'Neath Brooklyn Bridge" on the
20th and "The Living Ghost" on the
27th.

Muni as Sun Yat Sen
As Cowan Col. Film
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Producer Lester Cowan has signed Paul Muni to play
the role of Sun Yat Sen in a story
based on
the has
Chinese
patriot's
which
Cowan
scheduled
on life
his
producing program at Columbia. The
picture
"Heart
of a City,"
the
storywillof follow
war-torn
London
which
the producer
is now preparing.

T>7
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Monogram Writers
Readying 8 Scripts
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eight new stories are
in preparation on Writers' Row at
Monogram studios. Harvey Gates is
nutting the finishing touches on
.^Vwngle Love," to feature Jean
"carmen as a feminine Tarzan;
the script of "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" is taking shape in the
typewriter of Charles R. Marion;
and Henry Blankfort is completing
"No Escape." John O'Donnell is
winding up his adaptation of Martin Mooney's original, "Silent Witness"; Barney Sarecky is at work
on an untitled story for Bela Lugosi; and Michael L. Simmons is
preparing the story for "The Adventures of Cosmo Jones," to be
screened with its radio original,
Frank Graham. Harriet Beecher is
adaptaing Arthur Hoerl's next
"Range Busters" original, "Ridin'
Double"; and "You Can't Beat the
Law," with a San Quentin background, is being put in shape by
Al Beich.

"Highland Fling" Deal
Awaits Play's Production
Margaret Curtis, author of "Highland Fling," which is being backed
on Broadway by 20th-Fox, denies
that the film rights to the play have
been bought by the company. Miss
Curtis reports that, although several companies have shown "considerable interest" in the play, the
screen rights "will definitely not be
sold" until after the Broadway production of the show.

Chi. Censor Pinks Two
Chicago — The Chicago censor
board reports 511,000 feet of film
was inspected for October, with 28
cuts in 127 films. "The Bowery at
Midnight," Monogram pic, was rejected. "Bucket of Blood," Elliott
distributor, and "Dr. Renault's
Secret," 20th-Fox, were pinked.

WAR

SERVICE

on the Film Front

HCLLyWCCD

By RALPH WH.K
—HOLLYWOOD
continued absence in New York and Metro's
inability to determine her future acting
^UHEN "Vengeance of the Earth," Ers" * kine Caldwell's novel of guerrilla warfare in Russia, goes before the cameras
plans.
at the M-G-M stnudios next month, Hedy
GROSS and Stephen Longstreet
Lamarr and Pierre Aumont, French actor, kyJILTON
■ ' ' have written the story for, "He Can't
will play the leading roles, according to Make It Stick," an animated cartoon
present plans. Aumont will have the role satirizing Hitler, which will be produced
once assigned to Spencer Tracy. Wallace by Dave Fleischer for Columbia.
Beery, once reported to be co-starred with
Tracy, may yet appear in the film.
li I CANNOT SAIL YOUR SEAS," a novel■ ette by Martha Cheavens written for
magazine publication in the Winter, has
PARAMOUNT has purchased "Rainbow been purchased by Metro. The story deals
' Island," an original screen story idea
by Seena Owen, silent screen star, and with the life of a middle-aged couple in
will produce it in Technicolor with Dorothy war-time America.
Lamour starred. Background of the story
is an island in the Southern Pacific during
"THE
GORILLA STRIKES" has been
World War II. "Rainbow Island" will pre* completed by Harvey Brewster as the
cede "Tahiti" on Miss Lamour's schedule. next Monogram story to star Bela Lugosi,
under the production banner of Sam Katzand Jack Dietz.
TWENTIETH-FOX'
contract
list is now man
' at the high for the year with 80 contract players and 42 stock players now
under contract. Surprisingly enough the JIMMY DORSEY and his orchestra will
balance of power lies with the males in ~ be featured in M-G-M's comedy, "I
the contract player group, the score being
50 to 30, although this is subject to change
DRODUCER-DIRECTOR Gregory Ratoff is
in the near future as a great many of the Dood
It."
males now under contract will soon be in ' negotiating with Scenarist-Humorist
Jack Douglas to have the latter do a
the armed services.
special comedy skit for interpolation into
TRAINING
of naval aviation cadets will "Tropicana," the musical Ratoff will do
next at Columbia.
' be dramatized in "Eagles of the Sea,"
two-reeler to be produced by Warners in
co-operation with the Navy. Short will
include footage shot by Lt. Ludlum and
Lt. Long under actual combat
conditions.

•

•

•

•

•

•

YOUNG

•

has been signed by

* Harry Sherman to score his top-budget
oicture, "Buckskin Frontier," which stars
Richard Dix Jane Wyatt and Albert Dekker.

•

EDWARD

A. GOLDEN

•

has assigned Joe

*- Noriega to edit his RKO picture. "Hit'er's Children," with Bonita Granville and
Tim Holt.

M

Cleveland, 0. — Frank Cost, manager of
the Shore Theater, located in the suburb
of Euclid, has been appointed a member
}f the gas rationing board.

•

•

•

WICTOR

•

•

G-M
has
signed
Charles
Kaufman,
Dorothy Kingsley and W. P. Lipscomb

IRENE DUNNE
II play Nora to William
• Powell's
Nick
Charles
in "The
Thi
Zharles
Thin
Man Goes Home" because of Myrna Loy's

Seek Uniform Distribution
Plan for WAC Free Shorts

A uniform plan for the distribution of the WAC free short subjects
will be sought at meetings beins:
Moosup, Conn. — Mr. and Mrs. Clyde "onducted in exchange centers this
Hess, veteran exhibitors at the Moosup week. Sessions are being attended
Theater ran two shows to raise $450 for
by local branch managers and salesChristmas packages for the local boys in men.
the service, and covered themselves with
Paramount will distribute the next
publicity and good-will.
three WAC subjects which are titled
Bridgeport, Conn.— Mrs. Jack Schwartz "Japan's Re-location," "Colleges at
of the West End, is working with the oil War" and "Troop Train."
rationing board.

SPEAKING-

Crull As Mono. Special Rep.
Harry Crull, formerly a salesman
in Monogram's Washington exchange, will in future act as special rep. out of the New York branch.

•

•

•

•

Production Slows
With 3 Starling
(Continued from Page 1)

eluding "Wyoming Hurricane,"
western, Russell Hayden-Bob Wills
series. William Berke directing for
producer
At M-G-M:LeonNineBarsha.
shooting.

At Monogram:
One shooting.
At Paramount : Six shooting.
At RKO: Five shooting, including "From
Here to Victory," drama adapted from the
Cosmopolitan Magazine story, "Bundles for
Freedom," by Milton Holmes. Stars Cary
Grant, with Charles Bickford, Paul Stewart,
Florence Bates and Henry Stephenson. David
directing.
Hempstead producing and H. C. Potter
At
At

Republic : Two
20th-Fox:
Five

shooting.
shooting.

At United Artists: Arnold Pressburger's
"Never Surrender," drama of Czecho-Slo
valcia's stubborn resistance to Nazi domina
tion. Fritz Lang producing and directing
Cast toppers include Brian Donlevy, WalBrennan, Dennis
At ter Universal:
Five O'Keefe
shooting.and Anna Lee
At Warners:
Four shooting.
Seymour Nebenzahl is shooting "The Hang

David Buys Calif. Houses
Woodland, Calif.— Sale of State
and Porter motion picture theaters
for $82,000 has been directed by
heirs of the late Morgan Walsh.
New owner is William David, who
has been a partner of George Mann,
president of Associated Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc.
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These are fighting times. ..all over
the world... on battle-fronts... even
in theatres • The best blood of the
nation ... is marching uniformed
past your Box Office • The flags
are flying . . . the bands are playing . . . and you
are trying to sell AMUSEMENT!
Everybody is thinking war, War, WAR... and you're
wondering how you can sell TICKETS, Tickets, tickets!
The only little competition you've got, besides
your regular daily nuisances, is THE WORLD'S
BIGGEST WAR!

Then get into the fight! • You're a god-send to
these war-harried people • You're selling Entertainment .. . Relaxation . . . Brother, if you only
knew it, you are selling the nation- ITS MORALE!
Then sell it! . . . and with your biggest gun! • Get
all set for Action ... on Billboards ... in your Lobby
PRIZE BRBY OF THE IIWU5TRY

... on your Screen . . . Marquee

• Shoot a few

quarters and dimes in that old ADVERTISING
gun • You'll be surprised, Brother, at the Boom,
Boom ... in your bank report!

REMC
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Application
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WPB fe
Plan Will
Govern CMP's
Industry Leaders Look
Frozen British Coin

PRC to Pathe
. . . trade significance
By CHESTER

B. BAHN

Future Allocation of Copper, Steel and Aluminum
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Donald M. Nelson,
chairman of the War Production
Board, is expected to touch upon the
potential application to the film industry of WPB's new "Controlled
Materials Plan" when he addresses
the joint meeting of Government and
film officials here tomorrow.
While the new plan is scheduled
for immediate launching, and affects
primarily steel, copper and aluminum allocation, it is not expected
will not be missed by PRC's personnel, its

/-\. HENRY BRIGGS, president of Produc^-' ers Releasing Corp., at the national
meeting of franchise holders and branch
managers which opens Saturday in Chicago,
will be in a position to announce, among
other things, that the company is now a
100 per cent-owned subsidiary of Pathe
Laboratories, Inc., which, in effect, spells
its amalgamation with Pathe.
The significance of that announcement
customers or indeed the trade in general.
It is a guaranty of financial stability and
of adequate resources. And that, in turn,
is both assurance and insurance that the
company, not yet three years old, will step
ahead at a pace ever accelerated.
THAT

pace already is fast. Consider:

' PRC was organized on March 20, 1940,
on a co-op. basis by a group of indie exchanges. Briggs, with an industry background that includes the presidencies of
Pathe Film Corp. and Pathe Labs., entered
the picture as prexy on Jan. 1, 1941. Today, with Leon Fromkess heading West
Coast production and Arthur Greenblatt
guiding sales, PRC has 30 exchanges in the
U. S. and six in Canada and distribution
deals covering all foreign markets open to
American
product.
What Briggs, Fromkess and Greenblatt
and their associates have thus accomplished in so brief a time establishes two
things. First, that PRC is meeting a
definite need. Secondly, that their operating policies are sound. Incidentally, as
to the latter, there is no secrecy and no
mystery.
DRIGGS

will tell you, if you ask him, that

^ PRC tailors its program to the pattern
supplied by its customers which means
that a majority of its successful pictures
are the result of exhibitor suggestions.
Along with that, PRC has a strong affinity
for topical themes. And thanks to an extremely flexible program, PRC can shift
from one theme to another to cash in on
timeliness virtually over night.
There has been a steady improvement
J in the quality of PRC product, reflecting
greater production expenditure. Yet here
again PRC has been wise; budget jumps
have been keyed to sales. That this formula
has struck "pay dirt" is evidenced by the
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

Officially Released
American distributors' frozen
funds in England were released officially yesterday, although each company had not yet received its respective share of the total. Issuance of
checks in dollars equal to the amount
deposited in pounds in England is
expected before the end of the week.

Smalley Clearance
Decision Affirmed

Canadian Order Hits
Both Indies, Chains

for Treasury Department
Statement on Salaries

Industry leaders were hopeful yesterday that Treasury officials would
release a formal clarification of the
wage ceiling law today or tomorrow.
All the data relative to the peculiarities of the industry and its operation have been placed in the hands
of Treasury officials who have been
studying the information for the
last week. Rulings on applications
of the law on percentage contracts,
pensions, bonuses, participation in
profits, agent fees and other phases
of the motion picture business may
be issued today or tomorrow in
Washington,
attorneys said, although
(Continued on Page 8)

Basing its decision on its belief
that where competition is slight,
clearance should be short, the motion picture appeal board affirmed
the award of the arbitrator in the
complaint filed by the Smalley Theater, Sidney, N. Y., against the
Toronto — "Freezing" of Canadian
consenting companies and the
business under the new comprehen- five
Schine
circuit.
sive order of Wartime Prices and
The arbitrator ruled that the 14Trade Board is considered a blow by
Nashville, Tenn. — Continued delay
(Continued on Page 6)
both independents and chains. Orin the handing down of the decision
ganized unaffiliated theater owners N. Y. Film Critics Name
in the D of J anti-trust action
had demanded freedom of purchase
against the Crescent Amusement Co.
in film contracts, claiming the privi- Rose Pels wick As Chairman and the "Little Three" is due to Fedlege of changing film product from
(Continued on Page 6)
eral Judge Elmer Davies' further
Election of Rose Pelswick, mo- study of two or three points in the
case, it is understood.
tion
picture
editor
of
the
JournalLocal 109 and UA Talking American, as chairman of the New
Observers, basing their opinion on
Film Critics is announced. the trial (Continued
evidence on and
argu'White-Collar' Pact Today York
Page final
7)
Dorothy Masters of the Daily News
is the new secretary.
Negotiations for a contract covAnnual awards party held by the Rites for Fred Birnbach,
ering 'white-collar' workers at the
United Artists home office are sched- organization, called off last January because of the war, may be re- A F of M Sec'y, Tomorrow
uled to get under way today between
although no decision has been
the company
and onthePageScreen
Office reachedvived,
as yet.
(Continued
7)
Funeral services for Fred Birnbach, 52. international secretary of
Federation of Musicthe American
ians, will be held in the Episcopal
Church of the Ascension tomorrow
Cremation will follow
afternoon.
Free Admissions

Court Mulls Points
In Crescent Action

50,000 Tons ot Scrap in

Theaters Give Million
Ont. Premier Orders Ban
On Juveniles Enforced

The National Salvage Campaign,
to which, under WAC auspices thousands of exhibs. have pledged co-op.,
has netted 50,000 tons of scrap metal
Toronto — The Ontario government
ports
three weeks'. rea tally ofshows.
date,
to
through Premier G. D. Conant has
ordered the enforcement of the proThis figure, small when viewed
vincial regulation banning the ad- against the total registered by the
mission of juveniles under 16 years Newspapers' drive, gains in imthat
portance with theon realization
of age to moving picture theaters
(Continued
Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

]%ew Dimout Rules
Slated for Frisco
San Francisco — A new set of dimout regulations affecting exterior
theater lighting will be issued by
Edward Keil, Co-ordinator of Civilian
Defense, within the next few days.
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NEIL ACNEW is en route to the Coast with
stops at Paramount
branches
en route.
BARNEY
next week.
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FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters labor
contact, is due back from a New England trip
the end of this week. He was in Bridgeport
yesterday and will be in Albany today.
CLIFFORD

who

has just finished the

script of "Rhapsody in Blue" at Warners' studios, is due in New York this week-end from the
Coast.
VICTOR FRANCEN, who recently completed
his role in "The Desert Song" for Warners,
has arrived
in New York from
Hollywood.
RICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE president, is
out of town on business. He is expected back
on Monday.
BLAIR

PRC to Pathe
. . . trade significance
(Continued from Page 1)
fact that the company is now in the market for "names," plus the further fact that
its backlog is sufficiently large to carry
the company along for another six months.
Briggs and Greenblatt attach considerable

especially

in war-time.
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Taxes Clip RCA Earnings
For Quarter and 9 Mos.
RCA and subsidiaries for the third
quarter report a net of $2,133,937,
compared with $2,510,464 in 1941,
and a net for the first nine months
of the year of $5,158,058 compared
with $6,611,560 for the corresponding period in 1941. Earnings for
the nine months are equal to 19.8
cents on the common as against
30.2 cents last year. Tax provision
jumped $6,007,800 to $15,811,400 for
the nine months.

United Hospital Fund
Drive Gets WAC Help

EDWARD A. GOLDEN will leave Hollywood
Tuesday to tour exchange centers with a print
of

his

RKO

pic,

"Hitler's

O. HENRY BRIGCS,
cago last night.
KAUFMAN,
is WOLFE
in Hollywood.

PRC

Children."
prexy, left for Chi-

Chicago

Sun pix critic,7

MELVILLE BURKE, dialogue director for Sol
Lesser, has returned to the Coast.
IRVING
Denver.

MACK

has returned to Chicago from

ANN CARTER, chlid actress who makes her
screen bow in "1 Married a Witch," is visiting
in Syracuse,
N. Y., her native city.
HERBERT S. HOUSTON, chairman of the Institute for the Advancement of Visual Education and Vocational Training, Inc. has returned
to Washington.

is in Washington.

%
%

6V2

74
63

ODETS.

Chg.

15%
263/8

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

tour of

importance to the recently acquired "Follies Girl," produced in the East by William
Rowland. They have a hunch that the
results shown by the musical will give an
impetus to the resumption of production in
the metropolitan area. That could be,

FINANCIAL
NEW

leaves for the studios

H. M. RICHEY is on a three-week
M-G-M
exchanges.

JANET

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Van Beuren
De Vries, 732 Woodward Building. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter,
127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Depto. 215, Calle del
Sindicalismo, 99, Tacubayo, D. F.
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Hollywood — It is reported that
negotiations are in the final stages
for United Artists to release the
next Walt Disney feature cartoon.
This presumably will be founded
upon Alexander P. de Seversky's
"Victory Through Air Power", although UA would not confirm it.
It is believed that Disney's "Saludos Amigos", a number of South
American shorts made on his recent visit there, will be included in
the deal with UA.

Bette Davis to Edit
WB Newsreel Section
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Four-Citty Charity Debut

For
Cowqn's 'Commandos'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Concurrent premieres
of Columbia's Lester Cowan production "Commandos Strike At Dawn"
are planned in Washington, Ottawa,
Victoria, and London with all receipts going to charities representing armed forces.

"The Avengers" to Make
U. S. Bow at the Rivoli
American premiere of the Britishmadebe production
will
held at the"The
RivoliAvengers"
Theater,
Broadway, Nov. 24. Paramount is
distributing the picture. Premiere
will be under the auspices of the
American Friends of Norway and
the entire proceeds of the opening
performance will be turned over to
the organization which is headed by
Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, American
Minister to Norway at the time of
the Nazi invasion. Tickets will be
sold at $2.20 top. Picture deals
with the Norwegian resistance to the
Nazi conquerors.

Metro Distributing Corp.
Makes Final Legal Exit

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO
ROSALIND

CITY MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

RUSSELL
JANET

"MY

• BRIAN
BLAIR

AHERNE

SISTER EILEEN"

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seati Reserved
Circle 6-4600

"THUNDER

BIRDS"

Gene
Preston
John
TIERNEY
FOSTER
SUTTON
PLUS A BIG STAGE SHOW
BUY A WAR
BOND AT THE

D A V V
K (J A I

7th AVENUE
50,h STREET

Albany — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributing Corp., New York City,
has filed a certificate of voluntary
dissolution in the office of the Secretary of State.
Filing of the certificate of dissolution inAlbany was described by
Loew's executives here as the final
step in the changing of the corporate structure effected in 1937 whereby distribution came under the jurisdiction of Loew's, Inc.

Defer Loew's Board Meet

Scheduled meeting of Loew's
Hollywood — Bette Davis will act board
of directors yesterday was
as editor and commentator on "Wo- postponed until tomorrow. It is
men at War," a special events sec- understood that a successor to the
tion of the new Warner Bros, inter- late George N. Armsby, a member
national newsreel.
of the board who died last week,
may be elected at the Friday sesM-G-M Promotes Harry Hopkins
sion.
Chicago — M-G-M has named Harry
Hopkins, booker here, to the post of
STATE 6813
chief booker at the St. Louis exchange, effective next Monday.
ALFRED M. LOEWENTHAL
Halliwell Rites Held
Meriden, Conn. — Funeral rites
were held here yesterday for Richard T. Halliwell, 60, manager of the
Roxy, New Britain.

New York division of the WAC,
representing almost 1,000 indie and
circuit theaters, has pledged its aid
in the campaign to be conducted by
the United Hospital Fund of New
York. A special trailer is being
prepared by the March of Time.
Booths will be set up in lobbies.
where collections will be made
Jj __^
(ft., i

SUITE

1244, 35 E. WACKER
CHICAGO,
ILL.
President

DRIVE

FAMOUS ARTISTS SYNDICATE
Commercial Representatives of Celebrities

'PRIDE
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TERESA

WRIGHT

"ARMY
ELLISON STURGEON"
. JANE
WYATT

JAMES
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'The Perfect Skating Show* — Mantle, NewB
50c to $ 1 5fl ** a" Performance! ex- | Plut
Sonja Henie & Arthur M. Wirt* prtstut
A

STARS
CENTER

Musical

THEA.,

Icetravaganza

ON

ICE

Rockefeller Center. CO. J-5474

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. Ind. Sun. 8:40. Ne Monday Performance
Matinees Sat. & Tues. at 2:40 and Sun. it 3
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

The Tops of AH M-G-M's

CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS
^0

ALL THE OTHERS
We're W0^
of,ou,I^
darling'

Mighty Asfor Hits!

She's the New
Queen of the Astor!
They're dancing in the aisles...
They're singing in the foyer...
The bells are ringing and so are
the cash registers. It's just what
the public wants. THEY LOVE
IT! It follows other terrific hits in
M-G-M's Terrific Twelve. Next
comes "White Cargo"! Watch.
(Hedy Lamarr, Walter Pidgeon
and excitement!) M-G-M's the
Talk of the Trade! Just call us
Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer !

JUDY GARLAND
in "FOR ME AND MY GAL" with George Murphy, Gene Kelly, MartaEggerth,
Ben Blue • Screen Play by Richard Sherman, Fred Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers • Original Story by Howard
Emmett Rogers • Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY ■ Produced by ARTHUR FREED • An M-G-M Picture
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"ONE OF OUR AIRCRAFT IS MISSING" is off to a terrific start
on an extended run engagement at the Globe Theatre! The
crowds roar their approval... the critics go all-out in its praise!
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Canadian Order Hits
Both Indies, Chains

(Continued from Page 1)

Harry Sherman Promotes Dickson
FILM

5, 1942

Smalley Clearance
Decision Affirmed

(Continued from Page 1)

year to year, but under the announced regulations, all choice is
now banned and film tie-ups will
stand for duration of war, perhaps
longer.
Board officials all along had
warned "freezing" of contracts
would come, but the independents
contended such step would be discrimination because a similar step
had not been taken in other businesses. The new order meets such
criticism for it affects practically
all industries except those in munitions work.
Circuits are hit because expansion
is halted in the ban on business purchases, with a further bar on enlargement of any theater. The
board may make exceptions in towns
swollen by war workers but a frank
warning is given that business expansion of any kind will be closely
checked to insure maximum of people for armed forces and war plants.
Extremely important is the rule
that a distributor may not expand into the exhibition field while the exhibitor cannot invade distribution
business. Any expansion move is
strictly taboo because of a possible
diversion of manpower and facilities from the war effort.
Distributors are forbidden to sell
to any theater operator with whom
they have not previously done business unless the buyer "holds a valid
license issued by the Board and is
entitled under the order or by permit to deal in such class of kind of
, goods." This is taken to mean the
' board's administrator will deal with
individual cases on merit.
West Coast Bureau of THE

Thursday, November

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Sherman has
promoted his assistant, Dick Dickson, to a producership. He will receive producer credit on "American
Empire." Dickson was formerly district manager for Fox West Coast
theaters.

Ted Gakmter HI
Chicago — Ted Galanter, local publicity rep. for M-G-M, is seriously
ill at the Edgewater Beach Hospital.

• • • WITH the Second Annual Exhibitors Goodwill Featurette
Exploitation Contest now formally launched, there will be plenty of interest in Universal shorts on the part of the nation's showmen until midApril, 1943, when the competition ends
Indeed there was plenty
of interest in the initial contest, but there is frankly no comparison

Schine appealed
the decision.
appeal
board affirmed
the aw T"
with slight modification.

Rites for Fred Birnbach,

'twixt the company's tab program of last season and that of the present
season, for the new line-up is packed with unprecedentedly timely and

A F of (Continued
M Sec'y*
from Tomorrow
Page 1)

promotable pix
Take, for example, "Eagle Versus Dragon," filmed
in the mountains of Mexico in Rainbow Technicolor, depicting the to-thedeath combat between an American Eagle and a giant Iguana, photographed in collaboration with Daniel and Mrs. Mannix whose yarn on
this theme was a highspot in the Satevepost last January
A special trophy is posted for the best campaign on this subject
Too,

at the Ferncliff Crematory, Ardsley,
N. Y. The body will arrive here on
Friday morning from Minneapolis,
Birnbach's
former home, where he
died on Monday.

there is a magnificent award for the best campaign on "Roar, Navy,
Roar," the pictorial story of the U. S. Navy from the time of the wooden
ship to today's glorious organization comprising our first line of defense
on the seven seas
There is another award given by Walt Lantz
in connection with his Technicolor cartoons anent those three rousing
characters, the Messrs. Andy Panda, Woody Woodpecker and Homer
Pigeon
T
T
T
• • • BUT the real backbone of the competition will center
upon the battle which exhibs. generally will stage to win the cash
awards for campaigns on "U" reels
The smallest theater has
just as good a chance to grab the coin and attending laurels as the
biggest stand,— for the dough will be doled out with an eye to ingenious and economical promotion rather than the power-packed and
costly kind
Universal is giving three grand in prizes, half in the
territory East of the Mississippi, and half in the sector West of Old
Man River
In each section $200 is the first prize and $100 second
prize in communities of 10,000 or less; 10,000 to 25,000; 25,000 to 75,000;
75,000 to 200,000; and 200,000 and up -and all subjects in release up to
April 15, '43, are open for competitive campaigns
That means
all aforementioned subjects plus the Color Classics, Swing Symphony
Cartoons, Name Band Musicals, Variety Views, Person-Oddities, the
chapter plays, et al
Judges are Dave Bader, Chester B. Bahn,
Jay Emanuel, Abel Green, Jack Harrison, Pete Harrison, Red Kann,
Chick Lewis, Terry Ramsaye, Mo Wax, Bob Wile, Eddie Alperson,
Alfred Burger, Gus Eyssell, Si Fabian, Leonard Goldenson, John Harris,
Jack Hattam, Ben Joel, Irving Lesser, Arthur Mayer, Stuart Martin,
Harold Mirisch, Eugene Picker, Sam Rinzler, John Roberts, Harry
Rosenquest, Jack Shea and George Skouras
T
T
T
• • • MORE than 100 workers and committee members of the
forthcoming "Night of Stars" (to be held in Madison Sq. Garden, Nov.
24) will meet at 4:00 p.m. this afternoon in the Hotel Astor
Formal
presentation of an original oil painting by Arthur Szyk for the United
Palestine Appeal Year Book, in connection with the "Night of Stars,"
will be made, and reports received on ticket activities. ... • There
will be generous industry representation when citations from citizens of
all faiths, as represented by the National Conference of Christians and
Jews, are presented at the Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 16 to Brig. Gen. William R. Arnold, the Army's Chief of Chaplains, and Capi. Robert D.
Workman, the Navy's Chief of Chaplains
Col. Ora J. Cohee, who
long served in the Philippines, will speak. ...
• Martin Starr has

Will
H.
Hays
Theodore von Eltz
Ceorge J. Schaefer
Helen
E. Hughes
Joel McCrea
Roy Rogers
Dona
Drake
Eddie
Edelson
Thomas Firzsimmons

<5>

day
clearance
to Schine's
Colonia
Theatergranted
over the
Smalley
was unreasonable and reduced the
maximum clearance to three days

closed his own agency to join "Skip" Weshner's staff at UA
Starr,
former radio, stage and screen commentator, will handle radio relations,
with his first assignment Noel Coward's "In Which We Serve"
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Birnbach, who is survived by his
widow, a -singer known professionally as Helen Westlake, suffered a
heart attack during the AFM convention in Dallas last June and had
been ill ever since. His home was
in Manhattan.
At one time secretary of the Minneapolis Musicians Association,
Birnbach became international secretary of the AFM in 1936. He was
born in Minnesota and was an orchestra clarinetist and pianist before he took part in union activities.

Lion's Roar on the Air
Chicago — M-G-M has started a
15-minute radio program over WGN
under the Lion's Roar trademark,
featuring "White Cargo" for the
first broadcast, with Bill Anson
microphoning.

STORKS!
Will Yolen, exploitation man on
Mort Blumenstock's staff at Warners, became the father of a boy yesterday. Newcomer, born in the Women's Hospital, has been named
Steven Hyatt Yolen.
Chicago — Al Telpitz, chief booker
for
theofSam
Myers
father
a baby
girl. circuit, is the
Fort Worth, Tex.— Lt. Gene Rich,
former Metro publicity director in
Chicago, has a new son, born to
Mrs. Rich in Fort Worth Hospital.
Detroit — Jacob Boodman, head of
Detroit Film Cleaning Service, is a
grandfather. His son, Al N. Boodman, formerly manager of the Ace
Theater, and now in war work, is
the father of a son, Joseph.
Detroit — William Szyspulski, owner of the Park and Conant Theaters is the father of a girl, Martha
Ann, his first.
Chicago — Steve Fitzgerald, mannew son.
ager of Warners Stratford, has a
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Await Application
Of CMP to Films

2,000 Amateur Newsreel Photographers Will
Bolster Professional Staff of New WB Reel
West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued from Page 1)

to reach full-scale operation until
approximately July 1. Nevertheless
the industry, because of its essential reliance upon these metals, as
N-=sll as upon other items which are
Tyy>tain terials
to list augment
raw malater on, the
is concerned
! now with the plan's ramifications,
for under CMP there will be no more
validated orders than there are raw
materials to fill them.
Priority numbers will continue to
be used, and such numbers will determine the order of production, but
not the distribution of materials.
Further, a new form of inventory
control is to be instituted with the
requirement that every primary or
secondary production source, whose
i inventory of all controlled materials
is in excess of a specified amount,
must submit an inventory statement
I showing his position at the end of
each calendar quarter. This must
be filed not more than 15 days later.

Singer Reports Orpheum
Outlook Best in Years
Chicago — Mort Singer, returned
from tour of Orpheum houses, says
the film business outlook is the best
in years, but doubts a vaudeville
comeback. Name bands are in big
demand.
The Orpheum circuit is now using
girl ushers at Sioux City, Minneapolis, Davenport and Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
Singer is leaving for Hollywood
for a visit with his family.

WEDDING

BELLS

Lt. Lewis S. Mentlik, former editorial staff member of the Jay Emanuel Publications and currently serving with the 401st Glider Infantry,
arrived in town yesterday accompanied by his wife, the former Helen
Vandel of Lord & Thomas' radio department. The couple, married secretly in Bennetsville, S. C, last
Monday, is stopping at the Astor
for a few days, after which they will
travel to San Antonio, Tex., where
Mentlik is to attend the Army Air
Forces Advanced Flying School.
Santa Monica, Calif. — Greer Garson and Ensign Richard Ney, former
film actor, applied here yesterday
for a marriage
license.
West

Coast
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Hollywood — Marriage last week
in Las Vegas of Henry Koster and
Peggy Moran
is announced.
Robert S. Schulberg, formerly of
Mort Blumenstock's publicity department at Warner Bros, and now in
the Army, was married Sunday to
Lorraine Kleinman in New York
City.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— A supplementary force of 2,000 amateur newsreel photographers tocover key cities and remote spots throughout the world is being planned
by Warners for its new newsreel service, which will be inaugurated around Jan.
. This large group will bolster the regular staff of news cameramen. The
amateur photogs will pour a constant flow of 16 mm. clips into the New York
headquarters for editorial scanning and subsequent blowup to 35 mm. if technically and otherwise okay.

Court Mulls Points
In Crescent Action
(Continued from Page 1)

ments of attorneys, say these points
are almost certain to be the fundamental question as to whether a
purely local monopoly in booking
films constitutes a violation of the
Warners' idea of using amateurs also involves the principle of manpower deSherman Anti-Trust Act, whether
velopment forthe future, it was pointed out.
the existence of contracts for films
among exhibitor and distributor defendants constitute acts of conspirLocal 109 and UA Talking Offer $3,300 In Awards
acy to violate Federal anti-trust
laws, and whether the local patrons
'White Collar' Pact Today For Featurette Contest
of the theaters of a city or com(Continued from Page 1)
munity are deprived of benefits,
UniversaPs second annual featurette contest for exhibitors with rights, or privileges by alleged local
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local 109, UOPWA.
$3,300 in awards started this week monopolies by defendants.
Judge Davies fully senses that he
On Tuesday representatives of and will continue until March 31,
Paramount and SOPEG will appear 1943, Bernie Kreisler, featurette must blaze new legal trails in any
before the NLRB to set a date for manager, announced yesterday. The decision that he may render and this
a collective bargaining election for judges' committee will be composed fact apparently is making him unusually cautious.
office workers at the company's home of trade paper editors and representative exhibitors. Twelve sets of
office and exchange and at its music
subsidiaries, Famous Music Corp. prizes will be offered, each consistand Paramount Music Corp.
ing of first and second money with Ont. Premier Orders Ban
On the same day will be held the duplicate awards in case of ties. On Juveniles Enforced
first formal hearing before the Campaign will be divided into two
(Continued from Page 1)
NLRB on SOPEG's petition for divisions, East and West of the Misdesignation as collective bargaining
sissippi and awards will be made on unless accompanied by adult for all
agent for white collarites at Repub- the basis of the best exploitation of
performances excepting those durlic. The hearing is expected to be a Universal short.
ing morning or afternoon on Saturshort since no issues are understood
Kreisler said that the judges probdays during which period a matron,
to be in dispute.
to
be
remunerated by the exhibitor
ably
would
look
with
favor
on
camThe NLRB hearing on the petipaigns that were achieved with the "shall be engaged in each theater
tion of SOPEG for recognition as minimum amount of expense to the whose
duty it shall be to supervise
the bargaining agent for white col- theater.
the conduct of such children."
lars at the United Artists, Loew's
Judges are: Dave Bader. The Independent;
Inquiries
into the accident at the
and 20th-Fox exchanges yesterday Chester B. Bahn, The Film Daily; Jay
was adjourned to Monday, when Emanuel, The Exhibitor; Abel Green, Var- Pape theater here in which more
iety; Jack Harrison, Hollywood Reporter; than 30 children collapsed from coal
Joseph Basson, IATSE representaHarrison's Reports; Mautive, will be placed on the stand P. S.riceHarrison,
Kann, Boxoffice ; Charles E. Lewis, gas brought out that four members
again. Pat Casey, studio labor con- Showmen's Trade Review ; Terry Ramsaye, of the staff comprising Isadore
Motion
Picture
Herald;
Wax, Film Stern, proprietor, his wife, cashier
tact, was the chief witness at yes- Bulletin, and Robert Weil,MoMotion
Picture and matron all were absent at the
terday's session.
Herald; and the following theater operators:
time of accident and the sole person
— Eddie Alperson, Alfred Burger, Norman
Elson, Gus Eyssell, Sy Fabian, Leonard in charge was a juvenile usher.
Goldenson, John Harris, Jack Hattam, Ben
Mich. Allied Confines
Joel, Irving Lesser, Arthur Mayer, Stuart
The Pape theater has been ordered closed until further notice
Martin, Harold Mirisch, Eugene Picker, Sam
Convention to One Day
Rinzler, John Roberts, Harry Rosenquest, and Stern will be required to apHerbert Scheftel, Jack Shea, George Skouras.
pear before the authorities to prove
Detroit — Allied Theaters of Michhe is ater
capable
igan's convention will be confined to Mooney and King Dissolve
properly. of operating the theone day — next Tuesday at the Hotel West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pantlind, Grand Rapids, in order
Other theaters are warned liHollywood — Martin Mooney, who
censes will be cancelled in event
to meet wartime regulations for
streamlined all-business conventions. with his partner, Max M. King, pro- there are any infractions of the
duced pictures for PRC and which Government regulations.
All entertainment features except
the evening banquet have been elim- unit more recently has been producinated.
ing for Monogram, has dissolved
with King and will reSpeakers are slated to include Ab- partnership
Kid Takes Plenty of
turn to the writing field. King will
ram F. Myers, M. A. Rosenberg, finish the contract he and Mooney
Passes at the Axis
Sidney Samuelson and P. J. Wood.
have with Monogram.
Buying problems typified by the
Detroit — William Schulte, circuit
spurt in buying combine organizaowner, had an unexpected result
tion by independents in Michigan Kersken for City Manager?
when he offered youngsters who sold
and progress to date of the Allied
a War Bond a set of five passes
San Francisco — Herman Kersken,
caravan idea will be the background
for each Bond. One kid dug up a
of the 5,000-seat Fox Theof the convention discussions, it is manager
ater, is rumored in line for appointwealthy friend and turned in a $10,forecast.
000 Bond, — then demanded 1,000
ment as City Manager of all the
Fox-West Coast downtown first-run
passes. Schulte complied, — and
Youthful B. O. Thieves Caught
theaters, including the Warfield,
now he's negotiating with the youngParamount and St. Francis.
ster to invite his whole school to
Montreal — Two 'teen-age youths
the theater for a special matinee to
approached the cashier's cubicle at Young Replaces Warshauer
take a big block of the passes out
the Capitol yesterday, asked for tickof circulation. (P. S.— At that,
San Francisco — Ray Young has
ets and when the girl's attention
Schulte gave 1,000 less passes than
was divered, scooped up $2.16 from been named manager of the Parathe youngster could have claimed
mount Theater to succeed Alan
the wicket and fled. A policeman
on the basis of a pass for each $25
in Bonds.)
gave chase and captured them as Warshauer, who resigned to join
they attempted to board a waiting the M-G-M publicity staff in Holly- I
automobile.
wood under Frank Whitbeck.
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May Explain Freeze
Provisions Today

ft TO THE

JIM MAHONEY, general man(Continued from Page 1)
ager of Interstate's Bradley, Putnam, Orpheum, Danielson, Palace,
they indicated that they were "only
guessing" on the possibility.
Rockville,
and Mahaiwe, Great BarMeanwhile, attorneys for the rington, leaves
next Thursday for
companies admitted that they were the Army. It is reported that the
just as confused by the interpreta- Connecticut Interstate houses will
tions of the $25,000 ceiling law to- now be booked out of Boston.
day as they were when it was first
BILL CUMMINGS, Bostonite, in
proposed. "I don't know" apparently
is the universal answer to most ques- the position of Vitagraph booker,
tions asked about the law as it ap- New Haven for the past five months,
plies to specific instances, they said. has left for Army service.
Top executives of the distributors
met in Washington yesterday to conELWOOD RUSSELL, son of Robfer with representatives of the
ert Russell, Loew-Poli, New Haven
Treasury Department as a prelude manager, is off for Camp Devens.
to the official announcement.
Russell enlisted with special application for the band, following his
Many Film Players Payless
training at the Juilliard School of
Music, New York.

Under
Byrnes' Regulation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

HAROLD ROSNER of Warners
Hollywood — Many of Hollywood's
highest paid actors received no pay playdate department will be inducted
into
the Army on Thursday.
at all yesterday as a result of the
Byrnes' Wage Stabilization Order
which went into effect last week.
ARTHUR
A. SCHMIDT,
Checks were issued by the various Eastern
publicity
manager M-G-M's
for the
studios to actors, directors, writers last two years, has been commisand others whose gross salary this
sioned a Lieutenant Commander in
year had not exceeded their 1941 the U. S. Navy and will report for
income, but those whose pay this active duty tomorrow going to Chayear exceeded that of 1941 were
pel Hill, N. C. for indoctrination.
paid if their gross as of yesterday He is a graduate of the U. S. Naval
did not exceed $54,425. It is believed Academy.
that several hundred have exceeded
the gross allowed under the Byrnes
Two more home office emloyes of
regulation.
20th-Fox have entered the armed
Legal status of contracts with ac- forces. A. McKEON of the legal
tors, directors, writers and others department has enlisted in the
is doubtful. Perhaps many whose
Navy, while J. J. O'ROURKE of the
salary has already reached the ceil- accounting department has joined
ing will refuse to work for the rest the Coast Guard.
of the year. Belief was expressed
in various quarters that high paid
Cowan Taking Up Option
employes and executives with contracts would live up to them regard- On New Child Actress
less of pay.
West
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Hollywood — Lester Cowan is reQuerner Funeral Held
ported exercising an option on Ann
Pittsburgh — Funeral services were Carter, with the potential starlet
held yesterday for Fred E. Querner, getting a seven-year termer. Child
pioneer exhibitor in this territory,
is seen as Paul Muni's daughoperating the Dome Theater here and player
ter in the forthcoming Cowan proformerly the Model, who died folduction for Columbia, "The Comlowing a long illness. He is surmandos Strike at Dawn."
vived by his wife, Agnes C, who
Grainger
Sets Florida Deal
has been operating during his illJacksonville, Fla. — A deal for
1942-1943 product has been closed
with the Florida State (Publix)
Theaters by J. R. Grainger, presiNazis Fazed by Film
dent of Republic Pictures Corp.
Phases of the Moon
Frank Rogers, head of Florida
State, represented the circuit. HarBuenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — The Nazis in
old Laird, Republic's Tampa manager, also was present.
Argentina double-crossed themrelves
when the authorities received a request from the German Embassy to
ban "Moontide." The film they
really meant was "The Moon Is
Down," based on the John Steinbeck
anti-Nazi play of the same name.
"Moontide" already has been released, whereas "The Moon Is Down"
is still to go into production. Both
are 20th-Fox films.

"Movies Day" in Argentina
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — Next Monday
will be observed as "Movies Day"
by Argentina's film producers.
Lesser Signs Cugat Ork
Sol Lesser yesterday announced
that he has engaged Xavier Cugat
and his ork for "Stage Door Canteen."

COLORS:

%

50,000 Tons of
Scrap in to Dale
(Continued from Page 1)

LT. JOHN EDMONDSON, formerly of the 20th-Fox legal staff,
has been transferred overseas. He
had been stationed
in Miami.

the theaters' campaign really began after the conclusion of the
press' effort. In addition, in many
cases where the local theaters coCHARLES MAYER, former 20thoperated with the newspapers, no
Fox branch manager in the Far separate figures were recorded, tftjfc
East, who is now in service, has been
Basis of semi-permanence V-/7
shifted from Atlantic City to an
which the nation's exhibitors have
Army Air Corps training station in
agreed to operate — with many exNorth Dakota.
hibs. holding one scrap matinee a
month — should "milk" the country
EUGENE O'BRIEN, former Co- of most of its available salvage.
lumbia ad sales manager, New HaThus far the industry has disven, is now a soldier at West Palm
tributed slightly less than 1,000,000
Beach,
Fla. John Franco succeeds free tickets in return for scrap, at
him.
approximately 850 shows. More
WALTER LLOYD, M & P Allyn than $20,000 has been collected from
manager, Hartford, for the past 12 the sale of the scrap, which has been
turned over to various charities.
years, is now a Captain in the
Army, and stationed at Eustice, Va.
Stanley Redmond, assistant at the SLRB Issues Order in
theater for the past five years suc- Five Boro Circuit Case
ceeds Lloyd as manager.
Sea Girt, N. J.— Pvt. GEORGE
State Labor Relations Board yesCUKOR, Signal Corps, who has
terday issued an order enjoining the
started training at Camp Edison is Five Boro Theater Circuit from
expected to be assigned to the Pho- interfering in the union activities
tographic Center, Long Island City. of its employes or from exacting
from prospective employes a promise
Buffalo — STANLEY MITTLEto partcipate in labor affairs.
FEHLDT, assistant house manager not
The circuit was instructed to post
of Shea's Buffalo, has been inducted a copy of the order in every one of
into the Army and sent to Fort Nia- its houses.
gara. His colleagues gave him a
The order was handed down in the case of
going-away gift at a farewell party two Five Boro managers who were allegedly
attended by about 25.
dismissed for union activities. It resulted
GENE PASHO, operator of the
Gem, Naugatuck, Conn, for many
years with his brother Ralph, has
been called for Army duty and reports late this month.

Academy Shorts Branch
Exec. Group Appointed
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Hollywood — Gordon Hollingshead,
newly elected chairman of the Short
Subjects Branch of the Academy
announces the appointment of Lewis
Notarius, Frederick C. Quimby and
Jules White to the new Branch
Executive Committee of which Hollingshead will be chairman.
Hollingshead also announced that
the Short Subjects Preview Committee which functioned since the
monthly previews of shorts was
started will continue unchanged.
"Fortress" Bow

from a protest filed by the Theater Managers
and Assistants Union, Local 266. Building
Service Employes International Union, AFL.
The board ruled that the men, now said to
be employed elsewhere, be reimbursed for pay
lost during the period they were out of employment. The sum set by the board was
$275, to be divided equally by the two.
The board served notice on the employers
that they should not require their employes
"to refrain from forming, joining or assisting
Local 266 or any other labor organization of
their own choosing," that they should not discourage membership in the union or any other
labor organization "by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure, or any other terms
or conditions of employment," and should not
interfere with, restrain or coerce employes "in
exercise of their rights to self-organization
and to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing."

Jones Fills In for Lacey
San Francisco — Hugh Jones, manager of the Roxy Theater in Oakland, is filling in at the United
Artists Theater here for manager
Ed Lacey, who is taking a short
leave.

in Montreal

Tilted Scales Invite
Ceiling, Says Harvey

Toronto — Warners' British pic,
"Flying Fortress," will be given a
Canadian continental premiere at the
Capitol, Montreal, on Nov. 20, as a
salute to the Atlantic Ferry Command.

San Francisco — A warning that a
ceiling on theater admission prices
may come, unless a stop is put to
widespread rises in admission charges

Regent, Kansas City, Sold

was
voiced
by H.
V. "Rotus'
Harvey,
headhere
of the
Harvey
theate
circuit of Northern California. Har

Kansas City, Mo. — Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., headed by C. A.
Schultz, has acquired the Regent
from Toby Brenner's Regent Amusement Co. House will be modernized.

vey placed the blame on distribu
tors, saying their demands are fore
ing the exhibitors to up their scales
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TEN CENTS

TO CLARIFY WAGE JAW WITHIN JO^ DAYS
Loew's
Frozen British Coin Johnfor
in
$11,267,16
Additional $1,500,000 or 2
Sullivan Gives His
Hollywood's First Pay-Less Day Under New

$2,000,000 Due; 20th-Fox,
Para. Receive $7,000,000

Share of Loew's, Inc., in the total
remittances of frozen funds in England was the largest of the American film companies. The company
has deposited $11,267,162 and another amount ranging from $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 is still to come, it
was reported yesterday. These figures represent the net remittance to
Loew's after deducting all taxes,
inasmuch as the company has treated its frozen funds as cash and has
(Continued on Page 5)

$25,000 Salary Ceiling Hits 220 in Studios
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Hollywood — It was pay-less, not pay-day, in Hollywood for approximately
220 executives, producers, directors, writers and actors as the film colony felt
the full impact of the $25,000 salary ceiling.
Approximately 90 were understood affected at Metro, while at Paramount
it was estimated 55 received the go-by from the cashier. At 20th-Fox, it was
said the number hit was above 40. At Warners, RKO and Universal 10 each
were reported as unpaid.

Columbia's list comprised five, it was said.

Geo. M. Cohan Rites
Tomorrow Morning

Too Many War Films,
Grand Rapids View

Nabes as First-Runs
To Meet Gas Problem

"Freezing" Provisions
Interpretations
on Law's
By AL STEEN
FILM DAILY
Staff Writer

Clarification
of thefreezing
industry's
status under the wage
law will
be forthcoming within 10 days, John
L. Sullivan, Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury told The Film Daily
yesterday. Whether a positive interpretation inthe form of a formal
statement would be issued could not
be learned, but it was indicated that
Treasury officials were sifting
through the extensive data submitted
by industry attorneys.
There has been some speculation
(Continued on Page 8)

Funeral services for George M.
Grand Rapids, Mich.— Hollywood
Cohan, 64, who for more than a half
is sending out too many war piccentury
one of the
stage's most
tures, with the result that adverse
honored was
and beloved
characters,
will
audience reaction is manifesting itbe held in St. Patrick's Cathedral
self, according to local exhibs.
tomorrow morning where a Solemn
Theater men here who have been
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY High Mass of Requiem will be celebrated at 10 a.m.
doing a bit of public pulse-holding
Hollywood — Worried over what
gas rationing may do to the Los
America's revered "Song and report that patrons are beginning
That strict application of the PresAngeles and Hollywood first-run sit- Dance Man," whose career took him to complain. Picture patrons querranks of a vaudeville perident's salary ceiling order will offer
uations, major distributors are mull- from the (Continued
ied say they go to the movies largeon Page 6)
ly for relaxation and a change of golden opportunities to younger and
ing over the idea of converting about
(Continued on Page 6)
minor players in motion pictures was
six or so first-class neighborhood
the belief expressed yesterday by
houses into first-runs for the dura- Smith Succeeds Schmidt
Wittenberg of the law firm
tion.
As Metro Publicity Head
Rugge Joins Signal Corps; Philip
of Wittenberg,
Carrington
They figure that downtown busi(Continued
on Page 5) & Farns(Continued on Page 5)
Appointment of Lou Smith to suc- Francavilla, 702's Head
ceed Lt.-Com. Art Schmidt, USN,
With John H. Rugge poised to 20th-Fox May Acquire
as publicity director for Metro was
Call Grand Rapids Meet
announced yesterday by Howard leave for the service, John J. Francavilla yesterday was in the saddle
Of New Buying Combine
Havana "Show Window'
Dietz, Loew's vice-president. Smith,
as acting president of the Motion
a former publicity director for Co- Picture
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Laboratory Technicians
Detroit — General membership
lumbia and Universal studios, re- Union, Local 702, IATSE. Rugge, Censor) — Twentieth Century-Fox is
meeting of the Michigan Independcently has been employed as pub- who was elected president of the moving to enter the exhibition field
ent Exhibitors Association, new buylicity liaison between the Culver City local for the sixth time on Oct. 17,
here in competition to the new com(Continued on Page 5)
ing combine, and prospective up- studios and the Loew home office.
bine created last year by the constate members, has been called for
(Continued on Page 2)
next Tuesday and Wednesday at
Grand
Rapids, immediately follow(Continued on Page 5)

Detroit Nahe Will
Play Radio 'Names'
Detroit— The Krim Theater, north
end Nabe is putting in stage shows,
opening Sunday for the first time.
House will use radio "names,"
booked direct, opening with Tim
Doolittle and His Gang.

Younger Players Get
Break Under Ceiling

Theaters to Use OWI Banners

WAC Pledges Aid in 2 Fund-Raising Drives
London Blitz Thriller
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Next Wilcox Pic for RKO
Washington — Prominent display
Next Herbert Wilcox production of all banners and posters issued
the OWI in theaters throughout
for RKO will be a thriller dealing by
the nation was marked down as a
with London during the blitz, the wartime must yesterday, when the
North Atlantic Patrol and "a famous executive committee of the War Activities Committee of the motion
Nova Scotian port." Anna Neagle
will star and Wilcox himself will picture industry
(Continued met
on Pagein 6) executive
(Continued on Page 5)

New Haven Theaters
To Jump June Price
New Haven — Loew-Poli Theater
and Loew-Poli-College will up children's admissions from 11 to 17 cents
on Saturdays and Sundays, it is reported. The Paramount, M & P
house,
has already
admissions,
and the raised
Roger children's
Sherman
has the plan under advisement.
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FINANCIAL

Chicago — Franchise holders and
branch managers of Producers Releasing Corp. open a two-day series
of conferences here tomorrow at the
Blackstone Hotel. Parleys will involve a program of adjustments in
which the principal topics for discussion are the manpower problem
in relation to distribution and production and the application of a flexible budget set-up on the remainder
of the 1942-43 program and the
product for 1943-44.
A resume of the company's operations during the past season will be
delivered by O. Henry Briggs, president. Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president in charge of sales, will clarify
the sales policy on the higher-budgeted pictures completing the current program and will announce the
exploitation plans on the specials.
Leon Fromkess, vice-president in
charge of production, will report on
studio activities. He said before
leaving Hollywood that with 35 of
its 42 pictures on the 1942-43 program scheduled to be released by
Feb. 1, PRC intends to start work
on its 1943-44 program in February.

20th-Fox May Acquire
Havana{Continued
"Show
Window'
from Page 1)
solidation of the Smith and Valcarce circuits which placed all firstruns under one control. The company's move is prompted by its refusal to close new contracts with
the combine.
The company is angling for the
National Theater as a show-window
for its product. The lease on the
National terminates next year.
Twentieth-Fox is offering terms
more profitable than those of the
Smith-Valcarce combine. Should
the lease go through, which is considered a likelihood, the company
will be operating in the dual capacity of distributor and exhibitor.
Meanwhile, 20th-Fox is releasing
its new product throughout Cuba.
The independents are profiting from
the situation since they are in a
position to obtain the company's
good product.
It was said at 20th-Fox yesterday
that the company had been offered
a number of theaters in its search
for a "show-window" for its product
in Havana and that one was at present under consideration. The house
being negotiated for would not be
divulged.

Kyser Taking Band Abroad
To Play for U. S. Troops
Complete Program for
Kay Kyser has offered to take his National Board's Parley

complete "College of Musical Knowledge" band overseas to entertain
American troops for USO-Camp
Net-"iiShows entirely at his own expense.
Chg. Kyser will stand-by until the War
Department gives the go-ahead sig-1-16
nal and his proposed overseas tourschedule can be arranged by Camp
Shows to avoid conflict with his
present radio commitments. To date
Kyser has played scores of volunteer
dates in military posts all over the
country.

COminC and GOinG
Chicago

for the

MRS. LOU BROWN, wife of the Loew-Poli
publicity chief, New Haven, is visiting in Baltimore and Washington.
HERBERT
shortly

for
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is in Chicago
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PCC of ITO Sees Warner
Newsreel "Unnecessary"
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new newsreel is
"most unnecessary," according to
a statement issued yesterday by the
PCC of ITO regarding the new news
weekly to be issued by Warner Bros.,
in January.
The statement says:
"Announcement in the trade press
by Warner Bros, that they will start
issuance of a weekly newsreel starting January 1, 1943, is rather surprising in view of the fact that the
United States Government has requested the co-operation of the motion picture industry in conservation
of all raw film stock. With five motion picture distributors releasing
news-weeklies each week at the present time, this new venture, on the
necessary.
part of Warners seems most un"Pressure usually placed upon exhibitors by distributors who demand
directly or inferentially the necessity of releasing news weeklies, in
addition to regular feature product,
has been one of the basic problems
confronting exhibitor-distributor relationship. It is to be hoped that
exhibitors of the United States will
not be faced with additional necessity of acquiring another news weekly when they already have more
than enough news weeklies to fulfill the present policy of exhibition.
Most important of all in our opinion
is the fact that every branch of the
motion picture industry, instead of
developing a new use for raw film
stock, should consider the importance of elimination of waste in production to even a greater degree

Films and the war will be the topic
of the 19th annual conference of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures which will be held next
High
Low
Close
Thursday at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
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Seldes, television program director
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CBS.
Sonotone Corp
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estimated by Charles Skouras. Next
Technicolor
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week, 150 additional special scrap O'Daniel
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Trans-Lux
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Asks Curb on
shows are scheduled. Theaters in
the territory will continue scrap ma- Wages and Hours Law
B & K Appoints Three
tinees once a month as long as the
emergency continues, according to Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Managers in Chicago
Skouras.
Washington — Senator O'Daniel
yesterday offered a bill which would
Chicago — B & K has named Sam
suspend for the duration of the war
Soible manager of its Riviera The- Schless Leaves
Thursday the wages and hours law. He deater succeeding the late Ralph Wettstein.
clared that the provision in the law
On Latin-American Tour
for overtime after 40 hours of work
It also appointed Harry Potter as
was
the
cause of a fictitious and
manager of the United Artists TheRobert Schless, general foreign
"wholly unnecessary" shortage of
ater, while James Rhodes was pro- manager for Warner Bros, leaves workers.
NOVEMBER 6Paul
H.
M. Wilcox
Ellis
moted from the circuit's State Lake next Thursday for Mexico on the
Senator O'Daniel also asked for
Theater to manage the North Shore first
Trem Carr
Marlowe
Ruth SelwynJune
leg of a Latin-American tour. repeal of the National Labor RelaTheater.
tions Act.
He expects to be away for about
NOVEMBER
7
four weeks.
Edward Sedgwick
Lois Ranson
Chi. Reel Fellows' Dinner
Margaret
Morris
Alice
Day
Schless returned this week from Revive "Blossoms" in Texas
Reinhold Schunzel
Joe Cobb
Chicago — Reel Fellows Club will
Dallas
—
Metro's "Blossoms in the
Herman
J. Mankiewicz
hold its first Fall Dinner meeting the coast, where he conferred with
Ted
Hadley 8
at the Blackstone Hotel Saturday Harry M. Warner regarding the Dust" is being revived in Interstate's
NOVEMBER
suburban houses.
night.
company's proposed newsreel.
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— Fast as the spread of its
Hit Parade tune "JingleJangle-Jingle/' word goes
around that The Paramount
Company has another RED
HOT BOXOFFICi SMASH!

Feminine stars of "Reap the Wild
Wind*'. ..story by Thelma Strabel, who

Forest fire . . . Rangers parachuting from planes to fight the

wrote "Reap" . . . Technicolor thrills —

blaze . . . rapid-fire thrills to keep 'em glued to their seats!
| T^T

MacMurray

teamed with the two feminine stars of "Reap

the Wild Wind"—

.

Paulette Goddard

With Lynne Overman

and Susan Hayward!

and Eugene Pallette

helping to keep 'em rolling — in the aisles!

- Afsiooy.
'Jingle-Jangle-Jingle," of
course— and another swell
tune they'll be singing —
£»f-': "Tall Grows

the Timber"!

'

,

'% ujT>s ANOTHER

HARVEST

MOON!

l?fc
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Younger Players Gel
I Break Under Ceiling

$11,267,162 British

(Continued from Page 1)

worth, attorneys in the amusement
and literary fields, in commenting
on the effect of the salary ceiling
on the industry.
Wittenberg said that the lesser
7~^ers
offeredenjoyed
chancesbefore
such
.V^they will
havebe never
because the studios will be forced to
spread work among all the performers on their payrolls to prevent any
one top-ranking name from earning
more than $54,425 the accepted Hollywood figure on which the $25,000
net is based.
The lawyer asserted that this
would have one bad effect, especially
where "A" product was concerned.
The producer would have to take
greater risks on his investment because of the employment of lessexperienced or second-line talent.
The outcome, he said, would be product of lesser quality.
The companies stood to profit
financially from the order, Wittenberg contended. "Everything above
the top figure earned by a player
would belong to the employer, who
would be subject only to payment of
income tax on the surplus," he explained.
Wittenberg, who termed the ceiling "bad business all around," advanced the opinion that the companies would be within their rights
if they required a player to live up
to his contract even if it meant his
working for nothing after his earnings hit the limit. Of course, he
added, if that were done, the effect
would be "bad."
"The order says nothing about
contracts," Wittenberg emphasized.
"It places limitations on salary, not
on work."

Argentina Investigates
Axis Film Propaganda
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — The Parliamentary Commission on Anti-Argentine
Activities has launched an investigation of totalitarian propaganda
through the medium of films. The
commission is headed by Deputy
Juan Antonio
Solari.

ALONG

BELLS

Sophie Gochman of Warners publicity department will be married tomorrow to Aaron Epstein, electrical
engineer of the Army Signal Corps.
Natalie Sternberg, Metro biller,
New Haven, has announced her engagement to Ernest Paul of New
Haven.

■

(Continued from Page 1)
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• • • THAT spirited Bond Rally conducted in the local Rivoli on
Wednesday night by Ben Grauer, NBC announcer, netted more than $32,000 in sales, 'tis announced by Managing Director Montague Salmon
Rally, third in a series held at that house, honored the 167th anniversary ofthe U. S. Marines and exceeded by more than $10,000 the
totals of previous sales
Some 30 volunteers from the War Savings
Staff of AWVS canvassed the overflow audience to secure pledges and
make spoi sales
A detachment of Marines was present to honor
the event. ... • Jack Gutilla, manager of the Roxy. DeGraff, O., left
for Army service at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., this week
But before he went, he gave a unique "going away" party for his theater
patrons
Theater was thrown open to all who could crowd in, with
no admish charged throughout the evening performances
Admish
to the afternoon show was also on the cuff, provided the patron brought
some scrap metal or rubber for the town's salvage pile
stand in the community, seats 850
T
▼
T

Roxy, only

•

• • CERTAIN Film Row epicures still wore yes' day that satisfied (?) look of cats who have just devoured 24-karat goldfish —only it
wasn't goldfish
Lowdown is this:
Jack (RKO Radio) Level,
the industry's famous goose-caller, oiled up his ole blunderbuss t'other
morn, walked out of his Long Island hunting lodge and started crooning to any geese who might be in the neighborhood
Level's siren
calls apparently attracted every kind of game but the intended quarry
Ducks, squirrels, pheasants, and even some creditors in the neighborhood appeared from the woodlands like a Disney bird-'n-animal mob
scene
Level loaded and loosed lead
All sorts of fauna fell to
earth, including portions of what resembled a barrage balloon
The mighty son of Nimrod took the total bag into the Radio City area
and had the chef at the American Bar (48th and 6th Ave.) whip it all
up in a sumptuous stew and invited some of what were then his friends
to the repast
P. S.— Incidentally , two U. S. Army carrier pigeons
are reported missing
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Rugge Joins Signal Corps; Call Grand Rapids Meet
Of New Buying Combine
Francavilla, 702's Head
(Continued from Page 1)

departs for Camp Crowder, Mo., tomorrow following the induction of
officers tonight at the Fraternal
Clubhouse. He will serve as a
Mack Buys Photo Films, Inc.
lieutenant in the 165th Mobile Unit
Chicago — Photo Films, Inc., plant of the Signal Corps.
at Denver has been purchased by
Francavilla, first vice-president of
Irving Mack who will close the plant the local, will take over for Rugge
and transfer equipment and person- until a successor to the latter is
nel to his local establishment.
elected by the membership at a
meeting about two months hence.

WEDDING

Coin for Loew's

Argentina Admits
"To Be Or Not to Be'
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor)— The anti-Axis
forces in Argentina have won their
battle
to admit
"To Be or Not to Be"
into the
country.

Omaha

Blackout Test

Omaha— First city-wide test black
out is scheduled here tonight.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing the Allied Theaters of Michigan
convention.
Rolls of upstate members are
about to be closed by the MIEA,

paid taxes on them since the start
of the war. Thus, the transaction involved only the transferring of the
money from one bank to another.
Paramount and 20th Century-Fox
each received approximately $7,000,000 in blocked funds, while Warner
Bros, received $5,245,000. Columbia's share was $2,113,125, and United Artists about $4,000,000. RKO
earlier received $2,000,000 which, it
is said, represented the approximate
total due.

Nabe Houses as First-Runs
To Meet Gasoline Problem
(Continued from Page 1)

ness will go to the dogs but the
customers will be able to walk to
their nearby neighborhood theaters.
Plan under consideration is to
operate the selected neighborhood
houses as first-runs along with the
regular downtown
"A" theaters.

London, Blitz Thriller
Next Wilcox Pic for RKO
(Continued from Page 1)

direct, with shooting scheduled both
at Denham and on the Atlantic.
Wilcox and Miss Neagle sail shortly for England, going under the
auspices of the Canadian Government. Pic, it is stated, will be made
with the co-op. of the Royal Canadian
Air Force, the Canadian Navy and
the National Film Board of Canada.

UAC to Pay 40c Dividend
Montreal — Directors of United
Amusement Corp. have declared the
regular semi-annual dividend of 40
cents voting
per sharetrust
on the
"A," "B"
and
"A"
stocks,
payable
Nov. 30 to shareholders of record
Nov. 16.

The ... .

FEMME

TOUCH

Joseph P. Uvick, secretary-treasurer, said, insofar as charter memberships are concerned. Plans call for
setting up a central buying bureau
at once for upstate members, and
then starting a drive for membership among Detroit exhibitors.
City buying will be handled separately, because of the special problems involved here.

San Francisco — First femme to
become assistant manager of • a
downtown first-run theater here is
Annabelle Conley, former head cashier at the United Artists Theater,
where she has succeeded Joseph Novitsky, who enlisted in the Navy.

"Black Swan" in Coast Bow

St. Louis— F & M St. Louis theater is advertising for prospective
usherettes, with age limits of 18 to
30 War
years.industries here are paying

"The Black Swan"

will have it

premiere release at Grauman's Chinese and Loew's State in Los Angeles
on Nov. 12. Pic will have its Broadway bow at the Roxy probably two
weeks after the coast opening.

Chicago — Alliance circuit has installed usherettes at the Roxy theater, Anderson.

girls from $35 to $75, scales which
theaters admittedly cannot meet.

W*5S?
Theaters to Display
OWI Banners, Posters
session. The resolution, which was
unanimously passed, will place at
the disposal of the OWI space in
some 16,000 theaters for suchonmesthe
sages to the public and data
effort as the OWI might issue.
Resources of the more than 16,000
film theateis which have pledged their
resources and manpower to assist
the war effort in collaboration with
the War Activities Committee will
solidly back two fund-raising drives,
each of a week's duration, — the first
during some seven-day span, as yet
undesignated, in January for the
United Nations, and the other some
time in the Spring for the American
Red Cross — , it was decided at the
meeting held in the Earle Theater Building with Joseph Bernhard, chairman.
Bernhard to Name Committees
The latter will appoint two committees,— one for each of the proposed drives. Each of these committees will prepare trailers and all
other necessary information which
theaters will use, and arrange for
equipment via which the physical
collections can be made in the cooperating houses' auditoriums.
Patron solicitation in the theaters
will be permitted for both these
drives. There was no discussion of
the salvage drive, according to a
spokesman. The committee was
closeted for several hours and there
was some hesitancy on the part of
those in attendance to release any
statement to the press.
This exhibitor set-up is completely one belonging to the nation's theatermen, and is certain to add immeasurably to the achievements already scored to the credit of film
house operators in behalf of the
Government.
Herman Gluckman, in charge of
OWI-WAC films, made at the meeting a report which shows that 95
per cent of all theatergoers in America are seeing the Victory Films regularly in their local houses. These
films are released the first and third
weeks of each month. While the report was described and appraised
as very encouraging, WAC and its
exhibitor allies are shooting for 100
per cent.
Other Resolutions Passed
Resolutions were also passed complimenting Arthur Mayer, Herman
Gluckman and Si Fabian for their
volunteer service to the War Activities Committee.
The committee also generally acclaimed the work being done by
Francis S. Harmon as co-ordinator
between the industry and the Government.
Today the group will hear Donald
M. Nelson, William L. Batt and Chris
Dunphy of the WPB. Discussion is
expected to concern priorities and
conservation of equipment. They
will lunch with Dunphy and Lowell
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* * BOOK REVI6WS * a
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE:
Biography of A. J. Balaban, by Carrie
Balaban. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York City. Illustrated. 2,40 pages. Price,
|3.50.
This biography of A. J. Balaban,
founder of the famous Balaban &
Katz circuit of motion picture theateis in Chicago and the Middle
West, later in charge of Publix Theaters, and now managing director ot
the Roxy Theater in New York City,
is largely autobiographical as it consists mainly of BalaOan's life story
as told to his wife, Carrie Balaban.
His is a colorful story, coinciding
with the colorful story ot the movies
and movie theaters from nickelodeon
days to the de luxe picture palaces
of the present. He was the second
son of the proprietor of a Chicago
grocery and fish market, only Barney of the Balaban brothers being
older. His first job was working for
a circus, pulling nails out of boards
and carrying water for the elephants. He left school at an earlv age
and got a job in a tailor shop. Soon
he was singing at weddings and
in the movies. At 18 he and Barney
acquired their first theater, the Kedzie, made over from an old store.
This was in 1908. The lease was not
renewed as the bi others had obtained
some financial backing to put up a
$25,000 theater at Sawyer and 12th
Streets. It cost much more than anticipated and there were many delays, but it finally opened in 1909.
Soon the brothers had a share in
the Ashland Theater, then took over
,the Madlin and Majestic and started
a film exchange. In 1914 Barney
gave up his job with a cold storage
concern to devote himself to the
theater chain. In the same year A.
J. met Sam Katz and in 1917 the
B & K circuit was organized.
It was in 1914 that A. J. conceived
the idea of building a "presentation" theater, to show both films
and "flesh" acts. This was the Central Park, followed by the Riviera
in 19l8. First of the "big three"
theaters, the Tivoli was opened in

Shevin Wins Honors
Fred Shevin, formerly of Paramount's press department, has been
awarded second prize in Stanford
University's national play contest
for his farce comedy, "It's a Great
Life."
play led the field over
67 other His
comedies.

1921, and it was followed by the
Chicago and the Uptown. In these
theaters appeared most of the
vaudeville players of the day, name
bands, even singers from grand
opera. The B & K publicity department turned out such film publicists as Bill Hollander, Ben Serkowich, Oscar Doob, John Joseph,
Dave Lipton and Bill Pine. In 19z9,
A. J. accepted the post of director
of all Publix Theaters, planning the
stage shows, arranging radio programs and producing short films at
the Paramount Astoria studio. In
1930 he visited Europe with his family and his parents. In 1931, Balaban & Katz sold the circuit to Paramount, and A. J. and his family
went to Europe again, living for
some time in Geneva.
Among the innovations introduced
by Balaban at the B & K circuit
houses were the master of ceremonies (Paul Ash being one of the
first), stage bands, midnight shows,
bargain morning performances, no
tipping, one price for all seats, reduced prices for week days giant
signs, air cooling, nurseries, institutional advertising, special attention
to acoustics and many others that
now are commonplaces in the de luxe
theater management.
In addition to an index, the volume
contains a chronology of world happenings from 1900 to 1942, with special attention to the outstanding
songs, plays, artists and motion pic
tures of each year. In a pocket of
the back cover is a miniature reproduction of the A. J. Balaban spe1929. cial section of Variety for Feb. 27
"Continuous Performance" is profusely illustrated with pictures of
famous artists, scenes from film
both old and new, and pictures of the
Balaban family, etc. It is a volume
with wide appeal for the passing
generation which has lived through
the period
covered
and
a useful
book byof Balaban's
reference life
for
the new generation seeking information about the beginnings and growth
of motion picture theaters. — L.H.M

Too Many War Pictures,
Grand Rapids View
(Continued from Page 1)

mental scene. But they assert that
the present flood of war themes
makes that virtually impossible.
Mellett, motion picture chief for the Unless there's a restoration of escapist film diet shortly, they say as
OWI, and in the afternoon will meet
with representatives of the OWI, an alternative they'll stay home and
probably including Elmer Davis, di- read a non-war book.
rector.
Somewhat paradoxically, theaters
The meeting, of which Joseph
Bernhard was chairman, was attend- in this area during the past several
ed by Jos Vogel, Si Fabian, Francis months have shown a gain in attendance. Midnight shows on SatS. Harmon, Arthur Mayer, Dan
urday are becoming more and more
Michalove, Herman Gluckman, Napopular.
Prices have not been
than Yamins, Edward Anson, Leonard Goldenson, Edward Alperson,
Exhibitors here, never too enMax Cohen, Harry Brandt, Morris upped.
thusiastic over duals, are giving
Rosenberg, Robert O'Donnell, Abe
Blank, Robert Wilby, Ed Kuykendall, plenty of thought to the film shortage coming up.
Sam E. Morris.

Geo. M. Cohan Rites
Tomorrow Morning
(Continued from Page 1)

former to one of the nation's ace
entertainers and legitimate producers, died at his local residence, 993
Fifth Ave., at 5 a.m. yesterday,
never fully recovered from an
dominal operation performed on
19, 1941, and his demise was caused
by the abdominal ailment.
With him when he died were his
wife; his son, George M. Cohan, Jr.;
his daughters, Mrs. George Ronkin,
Helen and Georgette Cohan; his intimate friend, Gene Buck; and his
valet, "Mike" Hirano, who served
him for some 20 years. His first
wife, Mrs. Ethel Levey, mother of
Georgette, was up all night to receive reports on his condition at her
home in the Hotel Windsor.
On July Warner
4 of thisBros,
year, released
Cohan's
birthday,
their memorable feature film, "Yankee Doodle Dandy," a screen biography ofducer,
theand thereby
famous made
actor-writer-prothe present
generation
of young
as their
conscious of the
Cohan people
fame as
elders. The film reflected the deceased's patriotic fervor for which
he was renowned throughout his
lifetime.
Honorary Pallbearers at the Cohan rites will include:
John Anderson, Brooks Atkinson, Dr. Joseph H. Abraham, Arthur "Bugs" Baer,
Irving Berlin, Cong. Sol Bloom, Major Edward Bowes, William A. Brady, Donald
Brian, R. H. Burnside, A. O. Brown, Gene
Buck, George W. Buck. James Cagney, Eddie
Cantor, Charles Coburn, Charles Dow Clark,
Frank Crowninshield, Arthur F. Driscoll,
Owen
Davis,
Erdmann,
also Maj. M. G. Elias, Dr. John F.
James A. Farley, Edward M. Fay, Arthur
Folwell, Sam Forrest, Dave Ferguson, Joseph
H. Gainer, William Gaxton, John Golden,
James Montgomery Flagg, Theodore F.
Greene, Max Gordon, Dr. Roland I. Grausman, Gov. Robert A. Hurley, Arthur Hopkins, Walter Hampton, Roy W. Howard.
Walter Huston, Marcus Heiman, George Jessel, John B. Kennedy, John Kieran, Clarenct
Budington
Kelland, also
Gov. Herbert H. Lehman, Mayor Fiorellc
H. LaGuardia, Bert Lytell, Joseph Laurie,
Jr., Kenesaw M. Landis, Burns Mantle,
Ward Morehouse, James Montgomery, Percy
Moore, Walter Moore, Edward P. Mulrooney,
John H. Murray, Alfred J. McCosker. Clem
McCarthy, Connie Mack, William M. McCarthy, Gov. J. Howard McGrath of Rhode
Island, Joseph McCarthy, John McLaughlin,
William McKechnie, Newbold S. Morris,
George Jean Nathan, also
Dennis F. O'Brien, Paul D. O'Brien,
Eugene O'Neill, Raymond Peck, Jack Pulaski,
Capt. Joseph Patterson, Westbrook Pegler,
Dr. William Lyon Phelps. Martin Quigley,
Edward C. Raftery, John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
Sigmund Romberg, Grantland Rice, William
R. Hearst, Jr., Alfred E. Smith, Harry G.
Sommers, Robert E. Sherwood, Sidney Silverman, Lee Shubert, William Southworth, also
Joseph P. Tumulty, A. E. Thomas, Deems
Taylor,tine,Thomas
A. Yawkey,
Lewis Vir,
J. ValenWalter Vincent,
Ray Den
Jerry
Vogel, Frank C. Walker, Hap Ward, Fred
M. Waring, William Degan Weinberger,
James J. Walker, Harry M. Warner, Jacob
Wilk, David Warfield.

Wettstein Rites Held
Chicago— Rites for Ralph Wetfe
stein, industry veteran and manager
of the B & K Riveria, who died from
a heart attack, were held at the
Erpelding Funeral Home.
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To Clarify Wage Law
Within Next 10 Days
(Continued from Page 1)

as to whether a producing company
could deposit an employe's salary,
over and above the ceiling figure, in
escrow. To this question, Sullivan
said that if a corporation did so,
it could not deduct the amount as
corpoiate expense.
As to whether the difference
between the $25,000 ceiling and
the normal salary of an employe
could be paid to him at some future date after the ceiling was
lifted, Sullivan said he was not
prepared to give a definite answer at this time.
Sullivan stated that the question
of whether talent contracts would be
nullified if the ceiling bans further
payments was something
that the
lawyers would have to decide.
Non-Deductible Expenses
In expressing further opinions on
the interpretations of the law, Sullivan pointed out that —
1. Payroll deductions for War
Bond pm chases which have been
pledged are not deductible;
2. Publicity and entertainment expenses in furtherance of a career
cannot be deducted;

TO THE

COLORS!

Dallas — ERNEST GRIBBLE of
Sam Rinzler, president of Randforce Theaters reports that his son, the 20th-Fox offices here has been
DR. SEYMOUR RINZLER, recently inducted in the Army. He is at
commissioned a First Lieutenant in Ellington Field, Tex.
the U. S. Army Medical Corps, will
Oklahoma City— CLYDE MARKreport for duty in Miami next midweek.
ER, 20th-Fox booker, is in the Army
Air Corps as a cadet, being stationed at Kelly Field, Tex.
LEON JAKUBSON, Metro assistant booker for the past almost two
Pittsburgh — The 20th-Fox exyears, and with the company in New
change here has lost its first emHaven for the past 12 years, leaves
ploye to the service. He is JOHN
for Army service this week. MAUPIORETTI,
shipper, who has been
RICE WEINSTEIN, assistant booker at 20th-Fox, and employed in the assigned to the Medical Detachment.
He is quartered in the Hotel Stevexhange seven years, also goes.
ens, Chicago.
Sacramento— DON LATORRE, one
of the Dead End Kids, has been promoted to sergeant at the Signal
Corps' Camp Kohler. Three other
Dead Enders also are in the armed
services. BILLY HALOP, Signal
Corps DAVID GORCEY, infantry;
FRANKIE DARRO, navy. GABRIEL DELL, another member of the
movie and stage gang, is in the merchant marine.
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Camp Davis, N. C— BENN H.
JACOBSON, former Metro talent
scout in New York, a private on a
camera crew which has been engaged in filming a training film
here during the past several months,
has left Camp Davis and reports
this week to Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
where he School
will attend
the Officers'
Canadian
for commission
as
a second lieutenant in the Signal
Corps. Jacobson was assistant director and script clerk on the training film.

Sheboygan, Wis. — J. C. EBERSBERGER, associated with the Warner theaters here during the past
four years, has been sworn in as a
3. Payments of agents' commis- recruit in the Naval Reserve. He
Greenfield, Mass.— CARROLL J.
sions are not deductible in computing
LAWLER, manager of the Lawler
the $25,000 ceiling, nor are advertis- is now at Great Lakes, 111.
Theater here has enlisted in the
ing expenses.
Cleveland — BERNARD RUBIN, Naval Reserve as a storekeeper
Non-allowance of advertising ex- ex-PRC
branch manager, is at Camp second class, and expects to be
penses runs counter to a formal rulcalled into service next month.
Crowder,
Mo.
ing by the Bureau of Internal Revenue on Oct. 26 which said that adtion, the union subjects its members
gagements ifthe money involved can
be turned over to charity.
vertising was recognized as a "nec- to a salary ceiling.
essary and legitimate business exAt the local office of the Bureau
Go
on
Making
Pix, Even
pense" in figuring income taxes "so of Internal Revenue, a spokesman
long as it is not carried to an un- said that the Government has sought
reasonable extent or does not be- in its interpretations to maintain Without Pay, Urges Annabella
come an attempt to avoid proper tax this double check system between West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Persons in motion picincome tax and social security so
payments."
tures should go on doing all the
Sullivan's positive statements were that a person is bound to come under
regarded as clarifying a situation either one. Whether AFM will scrap work they can making pictures and
without compenbadly muddled by the loose language its Form B contract which it had radio appearances
sation when that is forbidden by the
of the Byrnes directive and the vary- invoked about two years ago has
wage ceiling, in the opinion of Annaing unofficial interpretations and con- not yet been decided upon.
bella who has returned to picture
structions which came in its wake.
work.
Meanwhile, in the closely allied
"I do not flatter myself that this
Salary
"Freeze"
radio field it was learned that the SAG
Action Awaits Clarification
Bureau of Internal Revenue has West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY view is patriotic because it is largely selfish," she said. "We have been
promised to issue clarification of the
Hollywood — Although no official dealt with generously by the Amersalary freeze regulations as they ap- statement was made following a
ican public through the agency of
ply to that industry within the next special meeting of Screen Actors the motion picture industry. Is it
few days. Legal representatives, re- Guild's board of directors at which its not now up to us to do everything
turning from the conferences in executive-secretary, Kenneth Thom- possible to uphold the motion picWashington, reported that they were
ture industry as a means of service
son, just back from the East, made
hopeful of more favorable inter- his report on his investigation of to the American people?"
Annabella thought that members
pretations, believing that their ex- how the Byrnes salary freezing diplanations of the industry structure
rective would affect actors, it is of the industry should serve the
had brought to the attention of offi- understood that the board took the cause of war entertainment regardless of personal profit. From a selfish
cials angles that were not consid- position that no definite advice would
ered in early summary stipulations. be given to its members until the standpoint this would be merely inceiling order is clarified.
surance for the future. Motion picAFM in a Quandary
It is believed that actors whose
tures must not suffer now in public
AFM, it is stated, expects to sup- pay has been stopped because they esteem if they do, she felt, they will
plement efforts of other unions and have already been paid as much as never regain their prestige in our
agents in obtaining more favorable they earned last year will have to time, and if that happens, there will
interpretation of the ruling for its use their own judgment.
never again be a time of big salaries.
name bands. AFM is faced with the
In the meantime, Guild officials
"Everything except winning the
incongruity of having pressed for and members are hoping the order war is beside the point, I think,"
an employe classification rather than will be clarified within the next few Annabella said. "It is human naindividual contracts for even its days. It is understood some highture to consider personal inconveniences, but all these will be as
name bands, for protection under so- bracketed actors have rejected radio
cial security. By such classifica- guest spots, but would accept en- nothing if we do not win this war."

«
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with Hugh Williams, Deborah Kerr
Paramount
88 Mins.
EXCITING AND SUSPENSEFUL DRAMA
ABOUNDING WITH ACTION IS MARRED
BY HEAVY-HANDEDNESS.
Another chapter on Nazi villainy is d

The Avengers'

closed in "The Avengers," a product
British studios. This time the sceni
en*.../
is disNorway — Norway under the Nazi fist. All
the familiar yet sure-fire ingredients which
go to make up so many of the war pictures
have been poured into this offering. The
result is excitement and action without
stint, plus a nice dose of suspense. Still for
all this the film gets a little boring at
times. The heavy-handed direction seems
to be chiefly responsible for this failing.
The yarn has to do with the adventures
of a British correspondent in Norway (Hugh
Williams). Discovery that the Nazis are
building a secret submarine base puts him
on the trail of a great story. Appeal to the
local police chief (Griffith Jones) brings no
satisfaction since the fellow is a Nazi sympathizer. Williams is shanghaied by the
Germans. Rescued by a British destroyer,
he is assigned to show the RAF bombers
the way to the U-boat base. With the aid
of Norwegian patriots, Williams succeeds
in his mission but falls into the hands of the
Nazis. The air raid by the RAF saves him
from death before the firing squad.
The story has Williams falling in love
with a Norwegian gal (Deborah Kerr) who
is betrothed to Jones. When the girl learns
the truth about Jones, she is left free to
give her heart to Williams.
Frank Owen is credited with the original
from which Terence Rattigan, Anatole de
Grunwald and Patrick Kirwen derived their
screenplay, which would have shaped up
as more popular entertainment had they
injected some comedy into the proceedings.
Harold French has directed too much in
one key. The film is a Paul Soskin production.
The acting is good for the most part.
The performance of Miss Kerr is marked
by extreme earnestness. She, Williams,
Ralph Richardson, Jones and Francis L.
Sullivan, who plays the Nazi governor, are
the outstanding members of the cast.
CAST: Hugh Williams, Deborah Kerr,
Ralph Richardson, Griffith Jones, Francis
L. Sullivan, Roland Culver, Finlay Currie.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Soskin; Director, Harold French; Screenplay, Terence
Rattigan, Anatole de Grunwald, Patrick Kirwen; Based on story by Frank Owen; Cameraman, Bernard Knowles.
DIRECTION,
Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

KS Theater Corp. Files
On "Unfair Clearance"
Chicago— KS Theater Corp., Sidney Schatz, prexy, has filed a complaint with the Chicago arbitration
board claiming that RKO and Vitagraph favor the Times Theater,
Waukegan, 111., although a previous
settlement was supposed to have
done away with the unfair clearance.
Schatz filed complaint asking relief from
granted
the the
Times"unjust
Theater.clearance"

Building
Remodeling
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ARMY THEATERS TO BETOPIG OF SMPE MEET
Correct Circular Motion Is Devised For Films
Optical Illusion, Major
Handicap To Pic Realism
Conquered by Yorke Org.
Appearance to audiences of vehicles' wheels moving on the screen
in reverse motion to that in which
they actually revolve has been fully
eliminated by Emerson Yorke Studio as result of methods developed
by that organization and recently incorporated in several training films
it has made for the Government.
Details of the significant advance
has been confined by Producer Yorke
to his devised formula's application
to studio and location shots, and he
states that his results are not attained by "sticking to a set rule,
but rather to a newly developed
mathematical determination of the
ratios between the rotational speeds,
lens depth of focus, plus planned
(.Continued on Page 10)

Heywood-Wakefield
Shows Sharp Gains
Sales by Heywood-Wakefield Co.
for the first nine months of 1942
were 15 per cent in excess of those
billed for the same period a year
ago, while orders received show an
increase of 60 per cent. Net earnings amounted to $262,909 after reserve for contingencies of $250,000
and provision for Federal taxes
amounting to $358,000. These net
earnings compare with $301,861 reported for the first nine months of
1941 after reserves for contingencies
and taxes amounting to $285,000, the
(Continued on Page 10)

"Halt!" Also Has a
Civilian Meaning
Oklahoma City — Remodeling work
on Joe E. Toma's theater in Snyder,
Ok la. , has been ordered halted under
WPB's

conservation decree. In issuing the stop order it was declared
that while the regulation provides
for industrial and business construction costing not more than $5,000,
theaters are excluded from its provisions.

Plain Talk
About Equipment
By GEORGE H. MORRIS
A LTHOUGH

men

and machines are in-

** separable dual factors in business, —
and one cannot exist without the other, —
the tendency in the motion picture industry, as well as in other industries, has been
to think in terms of machines rather than
of men since the war's outbreak, and,
indeed, during the previous period of defense
emergency.
This tendency has been only natural,
because the accent has been upon materials, without which equipment manufacturers, dealers, theaters, and even studios
cannot operate. Shortages in certain metals
essential to equipment manufacturing have
been critical in many instances, and in
others there has been, and still is, rigid
control so that shortages will not develop.
Consequently, the industry's mind has been
upon priorities and materials' availability
rather than upon manpower.

•

A LTHOUGH manufacturing plants have
** had their worries betimes over the
retention of workers, and obtaining skilled
help to fill the gaps made by the demands
of Selective Service, the time has come
when the factor of manpower must receive stepped-up consideration.
Just this week, the War Production Board
announced its new "Controlled Materials
Plan." whose application is expected to
finally solve the question of materials' allocation. So the trade generally can rest
assured that a degree of permanency anent
this vital problem has been reached. But
not so the problem of manpower. That is
still in flux, but moving rapidly toward
solution.
In the interim, the industry would do
well to acquaint itself more thoroughly with
the impending manpower set-up.
A sug-

gested initial font of study is, quite appropriately for us, a short subject which the
Office of War Information has just released
via our War Activities Committee. This is
no ordinary reel. While made for the
public at large, it has a special meaning
for the motion picture industry for a number of reasons, among them that it contains
the fundamentals of what every equipment maker, as well as producer, distributor and exhibitor should know now about

means oftaining
mainpublic
morale, and
their importaintancein gin enterthe
armed forces of
the U. S., at the
meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture En-

CURTHER, this subject is, in this corner's
' opinion, the most important directive
yet entrusted to the medium of films by
thepower."
Government. It is narrated personally
by Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, who presents salient
facts upon the labor side of the war. He
tells us straight from the shoulder and
the screen that "to fight this war, 10,000,000 more people must go to work by the
end of 1943" and, by that time, one out of
every
three women
will be to
at work."
This
is something
for filmland
think about,
because it will not only affect industry
operation, but also have a marked bearing
upon the revenue which the industry will
receive.

DR. A. N. GOLDSMITH

Atlantic
tion toCoast
begineers'Secheld
in the Hotel
Pennsylvania
Noy
^
y. at
ig
8:30
p.m.
on

asserted
by Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith.
This conclave, which, because of
its nature,(Continued
is expected
to attract a
on Page 10)

Carpet Demand Is Big
In Chi. Territory

Through a national poll it has been determined, McNutt points out, that "we (the
people) are willing to have such a program
enforced by law.

Chicago — Installation of Alexander Smith's Crestwood carpet in
33 houses in Illinois and Indiana is
The quicker we realize that equipment reported here by R. W. Dassow,
branch manager for National
and manpower must be considered from local
Theatre Supply Co.
now until the war's end as inseparable facThe Illinois stands comprise the
tors of equal importance, the better will be
Avenue, Chicago; Famous, Chicago;
our service to Victory, and the more read- Era, Harvey; Garden, Canton; Revue,
ily that Victory will be achieved.

Trend Shows Exhib. Interest In Maintenance
Latest progress report on inBTC Betters Two Stands;
creased business activities of Altec
Service Corp. includes pacts with
Winds Up Modernization

(Continued on Page 10)

Filmland, and especially its equipment wing, will receive a first-hand
account of motion pictures as a

manpower in the war. It is titled "Man-

Altec Announces More Pacts

Chicago— The Bartelstein Theater
Circuit has completed its modernization program with the opening of
its Ridge Theater at Devon and
Clark Sts., and the Newberry Theater at 854 North Clark St. A flex

Trade to Be Informed of
Operation and Equipment
Of Stands Since War Began

following: Rainier, Renton, Wash.;
Bundy, Santa Monica, Calif.; Linwood, Port Blakely, Wash.; 45th
Street, Seattle; Ryan's Ithaca, Ithaca, N. Y.; Apollo, New Haven; Park,
Syracuse; Cameo, Brewster, N. Y.;
Hudson, Hudson, Mass.; Clinton and
(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 10)

RCA's 3. R. Harris
Gets Merit Award
Indianapolis — J. R. Harris, an employe of RCA
Mfg. Co.'s
plant here,
is among
22 workers
throughout
the
nation whose suggestions to aid war
production have been judged worthy
of certificates for individual production merit. He suggested an acid
bath for reclaiming steel files to save
equipment and metals. Certificates
are given by WPB.
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EQUIPMENT

Wft

NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, _ published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Chi. Territory Reports
Big Demand for Carpet
(.Continued from Page 9)

Army Theaters Will
Be SMPE Meet Topic
(Continued from Page 9)

record attendance, will be featured
by the presentation of a paper by
R. B. Murray, director of the U. S.
Army Motion Picture Service, in
which the industry will be apprised
in detail of the growth of the service since its inception. Latter, as
part of the War Dept., was well organized and had a considerable number of theaters throughout the country showing films at Army posts
prior to the war, but since declaration of hostilities in December, 1941,
it has been necessary to expand its
activities tremendously.
How the emergency has been met,
the scope of the Service, its methods
of financing, and its relation to
civilian theaters will be discussed.
Details of the management of what,
in
effect,
nowgiven.
the world's largest
circuit
willis be

Chicago; Montclare, Chicago; Brandt,
Harvey; Radio, Chicago; Argo, Argo;
Rio, Joliet; Fox, Chicago; Apollo,
Belvidere; Momence, Momence; Luxe,
East Peoria; State, Rockford; Telenews, Chicago; Glen, Glen Ellyn;
Kimbark, Chicago; Orpheum, Moline;
Colony, McHenry; Orpheum, Savanna; and six Kerasotes houses, — the
Lory, Highland; Strand, Springfield;
Beverly, Peoria; Palace, Chillicothe;
Because of the part which theaLawford, Havana; and the Home,
ters, equipment, and films themRantoul.
selves have played in making possiIndiana outlets were the Sipe,
ble
screen entertainment and inKokomo; Aron, Chesterton; Bucklen,
struction for Army personnel, virElkhart; 5th Ave., Gary; Kent,
tually all branches of filmland will
Kentland; and the Roosevelt, Gary. be represented at the gathering.

Sharp Gains Recorded
By Heywood-Wakefield
(Continued from Page 9)

company's consolidated balance sheet
reveals.
Richard N. Greenwood, organization's president, told stockholders
that the future continues to be
marked with such uncertainty that,
the directors have authorized provision for reserves in excess of those
reported for the whole of last year,
notwithstanding their effect on profits for the period in which they are
established. Such accumulated reserves now stand at $400,000.

BTC Betters Two Stands;
Winds Up Modernization
(Continued from Page 9)

glass box-office was installed at the
Ridge Theater, recessed lighting has
also been installed, while the Newberry Theater has received a new
marquee, new seats installed, new
rose colored carpets. A sky ceiling
has been added to the auditorium,
while mirrors have also been installed to modernize the house.

AS
Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

CHARLES

ROSS

Inc.

Boosts House's Capacity
Glastonbury, Conn. — Morris Kempner has installed 200 additional seats
in his Glastonbury Theater, making
it 600 now. Modern Theater Supply
sold the seats.

It
happened

at
two
a. m.

Friday, November 6, 1942

HopeHotIs Seats
They'llForBeAxis
Clinton, la. — The plush -covered
seats of the abandoned Clinton Theater were started on their way to
Tokyo and Berlin when they were
donated to the local scrap drive.
Auxiliary firemen removed the seats
and hauled them to the scrap depot.

Altec Announces More
Contracts With Exhibitors
(Continued from Page 9)

Tower, New York City; Embassy,
Rochester, N. Y. Uptown, Columbus,

Yorke Eliminates
False Motion in Pix
(Continued from Page 9)

distribution

of

light

over

a

given

From the days of the earliest motion pictures, wheels of fire engirds
which should be rolling forwarlf))
make sense have often seemed to
hesitate and roll backward, and this
area."
illusion has been common and virtually invariable in the instance of
wheels of bicycles and even airplane
propellers.

O.; McCook, Dayton, O.; Avon, Cincinnati; Twilight, Greensburg, Kan.;
Opera House, Lexington, Ky.; Luna,
Deming, N. M.; Chavez, Roswell,
N. M.; Hood, Belton, Texas; Dixie,
Williamsburg, Ky.; Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.; La Paloma, Encinatas,
Calif.; Avalon, Martinez, Calif.
Also the Warren, Detroit; Sanders, Indianapolis; Lake, Moose Lake,
Minn.; State, Windom, Minn.; Liberty, Akron, O.; Main, Royal Oak,
Mich.; Castle, Casselton, N. D.; Cinema, Detroit; Crystal, Minneapolis;
Roxana, Roxana, 111.; Main Station,
Corpus Christi, Tex.; Auditorium,
Ricnwood, W. Va.; Star, Dumas,
Texas; Jack, Jacksboro, Texas; Colonial, Buckhannon, W. Va.; Crawford, El Paso,
Frankfort,
Ky.Texas; and the Grand,

Around two o'clock one morning a
National Theatre Supply Company
Branch got a worried call from a distant
theatre. A projector gear had stripped;
another one was needed immediately.
National had the gear; the problem
was to get it to the theatre. The only
train out at that hour carried no express.
But the National man was not
stumped. The gear, wrapped with layers
of stout corrugated, was handed to the
baggageman on the train and a telegram
was sent to the customer.
Then, as the train sped through the exhibitor's town at sixty miles per hour, the
package was thrown off, the precious
gear was picked up unharmed and the
show went on again that night.
Such cooperation between National
and its customers has made countless
exhibitors say: "Booth 'insurance'? Why,
National has been providing that for
more than 15 years!"
NATIONAL
THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is
more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost boxoffice bywidecalling
on RCA's NationService Organization
for
periodic
Remember,
it's
far
bettercheck-ups.
to prevent
breakdowns
than to fix breakdowns !
Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages !
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequent, scheduled check-ups
Prompt emergency service
Sound and projection parts
RCA Magicote Lens Service
Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
Projection engineering service
Acoustic engineering service
Emergency portable sound system
Emergency parts stocks

DO

NC
F!

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four Yean Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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MEET JALARY COMMITMENTS TO DEC. 31
Industry Must be Kept Strong and Virile— Nelson
Only a Minimum Use
Of Essential Materials Will be Allowed
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM

ASK CANADIAN
SUNDAY SHOWS
DAILY

Washington — "It is important
that the motion picture industry be
kept alive, strong and virile" Donald
M. Nelson, War Production Board
chairman, told members of the Theaters Division of the WAC Friday.
Nelson was the first of several prominent government officials, including
OWI's Elmer Davis, who discussed
war-time problems of exhibitors
with the group.
Nelson, hailing the industry as
"a great power in influencing pub(Continued on Page 7)

More Funds Needed
For Federation Work
William Klein, Benjamin S. Moss
and Henry Jaffe were appointed as
a committee to evolve and report
on new fund-raising methods within
the industry at Friday's Hotel Astor
luncheon meeting of the Amusement
Division
of the
New
York
and

Imperial Order, Daughters of
Empire,

Urges Gov't Act

Broidy Supervising
Mono. Foreign Sales

Monogram's foreign department
will come under the jurisdiction of
domestic distribution, with Mrs.
Nellie Witting in temporary charge,
it was announced yesterday by Steve
Chicago — Cognizant of the man- Broidy, general sales manager, at a
power problem, Producers Releasing luncheon for the trade press at
Corp. is starting to build up a list
of term contract players, directors Toots Shor's. Norton V. Ritchey,
in charge of the forand other personnel, Leon From- vice-president
(Continued on Page 4)
kess, vice-president in charge of
production, told the national meet-

PRC Building Up Roster
Of Talent on Term Deals

New Building Law
Cuts B. A.'s Seating
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Passed by Censor) — The city's new
building law under which most film
houses, especially the older ones,
will be forced to reduce considerably the number of seats available
to the public, will go into effect
on Dec. 1.

The Office of Economic Stabilization, through the medium of
an amendment to the Wage and Salary Regulation which permits
1942 salaries to exceed those of 1941, in effect on Friday gave

the film industry an okay to meet
top bracket salary commitments for
the balance of the year and, at the
same time, assured the industry a
"breathing spell" of eight weeks to
Hints that the $25,000 salary
ceiling provision of the Byrnes
directive may be at least modified
By ERNEST W. FAIH
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
were circulating in both Washington and New York over the weekOklahoma City — "As long as
end. These presumably were prethey'll
pull
in newest
the dollars,
play
'em!"
That
is
the
rule
of
playing
dicated upon a growing convicThe proposal calls for free admission for all uniformed members of time being adopted by houses, big
tion that it was economically unsound and impossible of universal
the Army, Navy and the Royal Air and small, over the state. No conForce to Sunday performances,
certed extension of playing time or
others to be privileged to buy their schedules has been made but a no- arrange
application.
contracts so as to comply
ticeable action on the part of houses
own tickets. Idea behind the pro1943. the $25,000 salary ceiling in
posal is to give troops some place in both the metropolitan cities and with
smaller towns has been noticed durto go other than to "dens."
Importantly, however, the amending the last 60 days.
ment, announced in Washington by
While no shortage of product now
exists, nevertheless exhibitors have the Treasury, did not solve the probToronto — Exhibitors were startled
Friday by the unexpected news that
the Imperial Order, Daughtei-s of
the Empire, has asked the Dominion
Government to grant wartime permission for motion picture theaters
to operate on Sundays for the first
time in many cities and towns where
military units are in training or
are stationed for duty.

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

OES Amendment to the Wage and Salary Regulation Gives Industry Eight Weeks' "Breathing
Spell" to Arrange Compliance with Ceiling

Longer Runs Trend
In Oklahoma Cities

(Continued on Page 8)

Dark Nabe as First-Run
With All-Femme Staff
Denver — Fox Intermountain is reopening the Hiawatha, neighborhood
with 785 seats, as a first-run house,
and is renaming it the Esquire. The
house has been used the past year
as a church. Films will be firstrun and day and date with the downtown Denver. The house will have
the first all-femme staff in Denver,
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 4)

Operate Allied Plan
In 13 Territories
Allied's super information service,
established by the so-called caravan
committee, is now functioning in 13
territories, it was reported over the
week-end.
As the plan now
operates, the
(.Continued on Page 8)

44
Legislatures Meet in '43
Tax Measures Seen as Biggest Film Worry

D. C. Sunday Shows
Now Start at Noon

Forty-four state legislatures will
convene in 1943 but the extent to
which the film industry may be interested in possible bills has not
determined. The only states
All provisions of the 1941-42 been
in
which
the law makers are not
monetary agreement between the
American film companies and the scheduled to meet in 1943 are Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi and
British government on funds accumulated in Britain will remain in Virginia.
force
pending
further
discussions
Alabama's
solonson Page
who 3) assemble
(Continued

Washington — District of Columbia police regulatons have been relaxed to permit motion picture theaters to open an hour earlier than
their usual 1 P.M. opening hour on
Sundays. Permission was granted by
the District Commissioners at the
request of local theater owners as
a move mainly to benefit men in the
armed forces.

1941-42 Remittance Pact
In Force Pending Talks

(Continued on Page 8)
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♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

In the Rear of the Enemy (Arrkino Pictures)— 5th
Thirteen Days of Love (French M. P. Corp.)

+

.
.

+
+

"Mrs. Miniver" Opens in
17 Chi. "B" Theaters

week— Dubbed

♦ FUTURE OPEN! NGS

in

♦

Seven
Sweethearts
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Nov.
12
Road
to Tomorrow
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
18
Once
Upon
a Honeymoon
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
The Navy
Comes Through
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)— Nov.
11
Gentleman
Jim
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Nov.
26
The
Avengers
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
24
Streets of Chance
(Paramount Pictures)
(c)
Life Begins
at 8:30
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Timber
(Universal
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Deep in the Heart of Texas
(Universal Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Follows

current

Theater
Criterion
Astor
Music
Hall
Paramount
Hollywood
Rialto
Rivoli
Strand
Globe
Capitol
'Roxy
Palace
Palace
New York
New York

♦

COminG and GOinG
A. MONTAGUE, Columbia general sales manager, is on a business trio of several weeks,
which will take him to Chicago, Denver and
the West Coast. LOU ASTOR, circuit sales
executive,
joins Montague
in Chicago.

WOLFE COHEN, Canadian district ma
for Warners, arrives in New York today
Toronto for conferences.
TET&R

LORRE

Washington — A shift in the schedule of OWI-WAC-sponsored shorts
was announced yesterday by Lowell
Mellett, OWI motion picture chief,
who outlined the new schedule for
the members of the WAC theaters
division, winding up a two-day meeting here Friday afternoon. Mellett
led a general discussion of policy
problems which must be met, and
screened the film, "Dover," for the
group. "Dover" is a British short
re-edited by OWI, soon to be released.
The new release schedule for the
rest of this year provides for alternate OWI and Hollywood productions. The current offering, 20thFox's "Everybody's War" will be
followed on Nov. 12 by OWI's shorts
on Japanese relocation and fuel conservation. Thereafter the schedule
includes the following: Nov. 19,
"Keeping Fit" (Universal); Nov. 26,
"Dover"; Dec. 3, "Price of Victory,"
(Paramount); Dec. 10, "Night
Shift," (OWI); Dec. 17, "Conquer
by the Clock," (RKO); Dec. 24, "Colleges at War," (OWI); and Dec. 31,
bia).
"Weapons from Waste," (Colum"Price of Victory" is the film narrated by Vice-President Henry A.
Wallace. The script is his famous
May speech of the same title.

Chicago — M-G-M opened "Mrs.
Miniver" at 17 "B" houses here Friday, using large newspaper adver- Charles Einfeld Arrives
tising, plugging the picture on a
Charles Einfeld, Warner director
single-feature program.
of advertising and publicity arrives
in New York today from the Coast.
"Fortress" Premiere in Seattle
His Eastern trip will include a stopover in Washington and another in
"Flying Fortress," Warner release
produced in England has its world Chicago, where he participated in
premiere today at the Palomar The- the sales conference which opened
Friday morning.
ater, Seattle.

flies East upon

completion

English
Stanley
55th St. Playhouse

country,
play Pascal.
being "I Played the Devil,"
written
bytheErnest

Stone
to Direct
West Coast
Bureau of"Thanks,
THE
FILM Pal"
DAILY

(a)

Capitol
Paramount
Music
Hall
Criterion
Strand
Rivoli
Rialto
Roxy
New
York
New York

Hollywood — Andrew L. Stone will
direct "Thanks, Pal" for 20th Century-Fox.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

Montreal — Consolidated Theaters,
Ltd.,
will in
continue
to operate
Theater
Montreal.
The Loew's
shareholders of the Mansfield Theaters
Co. which controls Loew's Montreal
house, met and discussed offe: s from
Consolidated and Odeon Theaters
and accepted the former's offer to
pay
lease. $60,000 annually for a 10-year
Famous Players representatives
present announced they would not
vote their 5,685 shares which carry
control. Odeon voiced a protest and
intimated
possible further action.

RADIO
ROSALIND

CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Rockefeller Center

RUSSELL
JANET

• BRIAN
BLAIR

AHERNE

"MY SISTER EILEEN"

A COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seat* Reserved
Circle 6-4600

"THUNDER
Gene
TIERNEY

BIRDS"

Preston
John
FOSTER
SUTTON

PLUS A BIG STAGE
BUY

A

WAR

n

BOND AT THE

A

KUAY

V

SHOW

V

7t"

50th

AVENUE

STREET

Five-Regional Coverage
For Warner Newsreel
West

Coast

Bureau

of

work in Warner's "Background to Danger" to
prepare for his first stage assignment in this

Operate Loew's, Montreal
DAILY

n

BEN KALMENSON, Warners' general sales
manager, returned to New York over the weekend from the Midwest.

Consolidated Continues to

Shift in Schedule
Of OWI-WAC Shorts
Washington

FINANCIAL

Parade ®

Picture and Distributor
The
Class Key
(Paramount
Pictures)— 4th week
For Me and My Cal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— 3rd week
My
Sister Eileen
(Columbia
Pictures)— 3rd week
The
Forest
Rangers
(Paramount
Pictures)— 3rd week
Now, Voyager
(Warner Bros. Pictures)— 3rd week
The
Mummy's
Tomb
(Universal Pictures) — 3rd
week
The
Moon
and Sixpence
(United
Artists-Loew-lewin)— 2nd
week
George Washington Slept Here (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 2nd week
One of Our Aircraft is Missing (United Artists-Korda)— 2nd week
Cairo
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Springtime
in the Rockies
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
The Pride of the Yankees (RKO Radio-SamuelColdwyn)— 2nd week (a-b)
Army Surgeon (RKO Radio Pictures)
(a) . .
Sunset Serenade
(Republic
Pictures)— Last day (a)
Bowery at Midnight (Monogram Pictures) — Last day (a)

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The new Warner
newsreel, in addition to offering international coverage, will provide
domestic coverage on a regional as
well as national basis. The United
States will be divided into five zones
with special editions for New England, Middle Atlantic, Southern,
Mid-Western and South Pacific.
Zone editors in each of the five
districts will be selected to gather
and make up special newsreel editions for their respective territories.

Rubin on Committee for
Thanks to Russia Month
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president
and general counsel of Loew's, has
been named to the committee which
will be in charge of plans for a
city-wide observance of the period
between Thanksgiving and Christmas as "Thanks to Russia Month."
Funds derived from events staged
during the month will go to Russion War Relief.

HEH33gB.
GARY

COOPER

TERESA

WRIGHT

'PRIDE % ; VAI.KEES'
"ARMY
ELLISON STURGEON"
. JANE
WYATT

JAMES

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
50c to $1 5(1 •* a" Performance! ex- | Pirn
Sonja Henie & Arthur M. Wirti prtsent
A

STARS
CENTER
Evg«.

Inel.

Musical

Icetravaganza

ON

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
Americe't Only Ice Theater
Sun.

8:40.

Ne
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Will Meet in 1943
44 Legislatures

More Funds Needed
For Federation Work

ted from Page 1)

every four years are among those
to meet next year.
In some quarters it was believed
that the pressure of the war will
^jiiinate any legislation that might
'Cjkimed specifically at the motion
pCture industry, tax measures the
possible exception.

PRC Building Up Roster
of Talent on Term Deals
(Continued from Page 1)

ing of franchise holders and branch
managers at the Blackstone Hotel
here Saturday.
Fromkess said that "entirely
apart from the shortage of manpower threatened by the war, we
feel that PRC now has reached the
point in its development where it
should gradually begin to tie up
for extended periods promising and
already established people." He said
that the arrangement recently made
with Bill Nigh to direct six pictures
was an example of this policy.
As to a budget policy, Fromkess
said that appropriations would be
"tailored" to fit the importance of
the story to be filmed.
Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president
in charge of sales, said that the
field force would be expanded to
keep step with the growing demand
for PRC pictures. He asserted that
the company had demonstrated its
ability to make product that will
satisfy the demands of the big circuits.
O. Henry Briggs, president, said
that the company was increasing
its budgets as fast as the field organization could demonstrate its
ability to handle and secure exhibitors' acceptance to justify the
increases. Certain of the pictures,
he said, had been increased to as
much as 150 per cent and on all at
least 50 per cent.
Briggs left Chicago last night for
New York, while Greenblatt left for
a tour of exchanges that will take
him to Milwaukee, Kansas City,
Oklahoma City, Dallas, Little Rock,
St. Louis, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Charlotte, Pittsburgh and Washington,
before returning to New York about
Dec. 1.

(Continued from Page 1)

Brooklyn
Charities.

On Divers Subjects
• • • IN these days when it's so important to direct all efforts
into useful channels, the attitude of Warners' legal dept, in its relations with exhibitor-customers, merits a nod
Department's slogan
is: "Make This Your Service Station"
Its policy is: "Let us serve
you instead of battle with you," — and from all accounts the plan is
working out very happily
Not that it means less work for Robert
W. Perkins, Joseph H. Hazen (currently being oriented by the Army),
Stanleigh P. Friedman, Howard Levinson and other legal lights of the
Warner staff
But it does lighten the burdens of our overworked
judges and courts, and that's something worth copying in all directions
these days
T
T
T
• •
• RECOMMENDED
Reading:
The
article, "Bing:
King of the Groaners," by H. Allen Smith in the Nov. 7 issue of Satevepost, and the second installment of "Warner Brother Number One"
in the Nov. 14 number of Liberty
Latter article, by-the-by contains, in addition to some excellent and enlightening material on H. M-,
a considerable hunk o' space re Charles Einfeld, WB's potent promotional potentate. ... • Harry C. Arthur, Jr., head of the F if M theaters in the St. Louis sector, has been named to represent amusements
on the board of directors of the Better Business Bureau there. . . .
• Phil M.'s young nooze hound, Snooper, cantered in from Cleveland
with word that Don Marcus, ex-Monogram booker and now crew chief
of the Air Corps ground forces at Patterson Field, Dayton, was home on
furlough t'other day wearing 25 pounds more'n he took away with him,
—which proves that in this man's Army they can train you up as well as
train you down. ... • Anent Cleveland— now that city's two Driveins have closed, their general manager, George Stevens, is devoting
his entire time to flying instruction at Cleveland Airport (George was
a flyer in World War I). . . . • Charles R. Meeker, Jr., of Interstate
Theaters' publicity dept. down Dallas way, has been elected president
of Southern Methodist University's Ex-Students Ass'n
He was viceprexy and moved up to the top post when the former prexy went into
the Army

▼

•

•

•

ANOTHER

▼

▼

instance of the tremendous emotional impact of

"Mrs. Miniver" is cited in a letter from Sam Eckman, M-G-M's managing
director in Great Britain
He recounts how an invalid lady arrived
at the Theater Royal, Bognor, and with some difficulty was transferred
to a seat by her husband and an usher
She left the auditorium
without assistance other than a cane
Her husband declared that
she had not left her house in three years and added, "I think she is
cured"
Sam doesn't try to explain this "miracle," but says it's
a fact. ... • Those grand paintings which artist Arthur Beaumont
created, depicting the defense of Wake Island by the gallant band of

&ft&

NOVEMBER 9
rr
Forrest
John Miljan

Halsey

Federations of Jewish

The need for increased funds to

466 U. S. Marines, will be on exhibit in the Loew's State mezzanine for
two weeks, commencing next Thursday
Paramount's rousing feature, "Wake Island," goes into the house on Nov. 19
Drawings,
painting and cartoons by other artists on the subject of Wake Island will
also be in the exhibit. ... • Something new to add to the dictionary:
"Desert-ed," meaning the status of the Italian army on the sands of
North Africa. ... • Tip to our exhibitor-golfers: Go into the auditorium
yourself to see the Columbia short, "Wizard of the Fairway," when you
book it
And you'll want to see it again
T
T
T
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
•
•

carry on the work of the 116 affiliated charities was .stressed by
David Bernstein, co-chairman with
Maj. Albert Warner; Norman S.
Goetz, 1942 campaign chairman;
Samuel D. Leidesdorf, the Federations board chairman, Klein, Moss
and Jaffe.
The sum of $150,000 was raised
last year for Federation in the
amusement field, it was announced.
Large as this sum was, however,
much more was needed this year,
Goetz said. Increases were sought
in order to meet a $700,000 budget
increase due to the higher cost of
living, and a loss of $800,000 from
industries affected adversely by the
war.
Organization of committees to
head various divisions in the amusement field were discussed at the luncheon. Names of committee chairmen and membership will be announced when organization is comLeidesdorf revealed that Bernstein
pleted.
was one of the men who helped
found the New York Federation in
1917, and that this was his 25th
year as a leader in the philanthropic
organization.
Among those who were present at
the luncheon were: Max B. Elackman, Jack Blum, Leo Brecher, Jules
Brulatour, Samuel Cohen, George
Feinberg, Leon Goldberg, Toby
Gruen, Arthur Israel, Jr., Maurice
D. Kann, Malcolm Kingsberg, Sam
Macknovitch, Jack Mills, Louis Nizer, Jack Alicoate, Eugene Picker,
Ralph I. Poucher, Jack Robbins,
Harold Rodner, Edward N. Rugoff,
Rudolph Sanders, Marvin Schenck,
Samuel Schneider, Max Seligman,
Sam Shain, A. P. Waxman, David
Weinstock, Max Wolf, George H.
Morris and Walter L. Titus, Jr.

Adolphe Vs. Adolf
In Lingual Battle!
Suave, sophisticated, sartorial
Adolphe Menjou will become positively
poly than
- lingually
via broadcasts
in nopotentless
nine languages.
The famed film actor, who has a
whale of a number of friends in Continental Europe's high places, including pic folks in Germany itself,
will do his best to undermine another Adolph, erstwhile paper-hanger
and currently in the butchering-ofhumans business. Plan is for the
militant Menjou to go on the air
under the auspices of the Office of
War Information, — the talks to round
the world via short wave. He'll
speak in French, German, Spanish,
Italian, Russian, Turkish, Chinese,
and other tongues.
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Salary Commitments
Okay to Year's End
(Continued from Page 1)

lems peculiar to the film industry
and to radio which the Byrnes directive sharply defined. Solutions,
at least in part, are hoped for when
promised clarification comes from
the Treasury or the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, possibly this week.
The amendment which was signed
on Friday by the Economic Stabilization Director specifies that the
salary payments must be in ac-r
cordance with bona fide contracts
entered into before Oct. 4 last. The:
original order stipulated that no individual could collect through the
final two months of 1942 money
which would raise his income over
his 1941 income.
A Problem for the Trade

$41,946,913 in War Bonds Sales Rolled Up
By Special Premieres of Paramount Films
September War Bond premieres on Paramount pictures, notably "Wake
Island" and "Holiday Inn," by exhibitors representing the majority of circuits
and independents, grossed $41,946,913 for the Treasury Department, President
Barney Balaban announced Friday.
Of that amount, Bond premieres on "Wake Island" accounted for $39,847,675, while "Holiday Inn" premieres added another $1,036,825. Additional
Bond purchases were attributed to showings of "The Major and the Minor,"
"Take a Letter, Darling," "Priorities on Parade," "Sweater Girl," "Beyond the
Blue Horizon," "Great Man's Lady" and others.
The New England territory led the country on the Bond premieres, turning in $14,056,200. The Chicago territory was the runner up with $4,193,500.
Bond sales in other territories were as follows: Detroit, $2,925,325; San Francisco,
$2922,000; Milwaukee, $2,702,725; Dallas, $1,861,895; Minneapolis, $1,630,449;
Atlanta, $i;578,356; Los Angeles,, $1,365,350; Charlotte, $1,163,407, and New
Haven, $1,271,640.

lationship for 1942 so as to comply
with the salary limitation period.
Release granted under this amendment will in no instance carry over
until 1943.
Text of Amendment
Although, in reference to FranThe full text of the amended regchot Tone's reported refusal to conulation effective as of Oct. 27 foltinue to work because he could not
continue to collect, Sam Ludell, as- lows:
sistant to Director Byrnes, remarked
"Unless payment thereof is requned under a bona fide contract
that, "after all, it is up to the mo- in effect on October 3, 1942, no
vie people to iron out that problem." amount of salary shall be paid or
It appears that the new amendment
may have been inspired by just such authorized to be paid or accrued to
the account of any employe or rea situation.
ceived by him after October 27, 1942,
No detailed interpretations were
and
before Jan. 1, 1943 if the total
given out by Federal authorities,
but an official of the Bureau of In- salary paid, authorized, accrued or
ternal Revenue, which will adminis- received for the calendar year 1942
ter the order, told The Film Daily exceeds the amount of salary which
he saw no reason why the new would otherwise be allowable under
amendment should not apply in the Paragraph (a) of this Section and
case of contracts for single book- also exceed the total salary paid, authorized, acciued or received for
ings and personal appearances. This
would leave film stars free to fill and the calendar
year 1941."
collect for bookings contracted for
previous to Oct. 4 and scheduled for Unions Pressing WLB for
before Dec. 31 even though they
might bring personal earnings over Ruling on Wage Advances
the 1941 level.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The amendment would also apparWashington — Information on what
ently, apply to commission contracts, they can do to obtain wage rises
since they are not specifically ex- for their members is being sought
cluded, anything which in the legal of the War Labor Board by unions
sense may be called a "contract," in the film industry in common with
written or verbal, is apparently organized labor throughout the naeligible for the relief offered by this
tion, it was learned on Friday. This
amendment.
is taken as an indication of the
Regulation a Stop-Gap
The Treasury release pointed out
that under the original regulation,
restriction on salary in excess of
$25,000 did not become effective until next Jan. 1, adding that as a
stop-gap and to prevent the payment of unwarranted bonuses and
salary increases in the two-month
interim, the original regulation provided that such total compensation
paid to an individual in 1942 could
not exceed that paid in 1941.
The immediate termination of
compensation to those persons whose
1942 salary had already exceeded
their 1941 salary in some instances
where prior commitment had been
made, created a hardship, the Treasury press statement admitted.
The Department emphasized that
the amendment relates solely to
1942 salaries and has no effect whatsoever on the application of the
$25,000 limitation for 1943, and further, that employers and employes
should arrange their contractual re-

union's uncertainty as to the validity
of many contracts now in existence
between the film companies and the
unions in which provisions are made
for wage increases next year for
both skilled and unskilled labor in
the industry.
The board partially answered the
unions when it decided that its policy would be based on the principle
that wage earners would be entlitled
to increases up to 15 per cent to
cover the rise in living costs between Jan. 1, 1941, and May 1,
1942. The board characterized
wages as of Sept. 15 as equitable
and ruled that increases above that
amount would be made only in accordance with the President's wage
freezing order of Oct. 3.
Such increases, it was pointed out,
can be made without WLB approval
if they are in accordance with a
wage agreement or wage rate schedule. The increases, however, must
result from individual promotions
or reclassification, individual merit

increases within established rate
ranges, operation of an established
plan of wage increases based on
length of service, increased productivity under piece work or incentive
plan, or operation of an apprentice
or trainee system.
It was further pointed out that
increases are still obtainable when
it is necessary "to correct maladjustments or inequalities, to eliminate sub-standards of living, to correct gross inequities, or to aid in the
effective
prosecution
of the war."
Employers
not holding
wage
agreements have been advised to
take up with the board the matter
of individual wage increases in their
establishments.

Doubt Individual Players
Will Incorporate Themselves
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In face of a statement
made by John Sullivan, assistant
secretary of the Treasury, at Washington p:ess conferences that actors
who incorporate to avoid $25,000 income ceiling will be treated the same
as players who perform as individuals, little credence was given to
a published report that individuals
would incorporate, following which
corporations would sell talent services to the studios.
As yet no plan has been discussed
to establish a central accounting
bureau to keep books on free-lance
players in the higher brackets. Hays
office representatives are awaiting
clarification of the ceiling order before making any move.

WB to Give Card Party
For Soldiers' Benefit
As the first activity of the recently organized committee to look after
the interests of Warners' employes
now in service, the Fund Raising
Committee of the Warner Club-Girls
Service Unit will give a monster
card party Thursday evening in the
club's quarters at the home office.
Anne Goebel is chairman of the Fund
Raising Committee, and Irma Flanders heads the committee in charge
of supplies.

Miller
to Do
"Flare
Path"by
It was
stated
Friday

Gilbert
Miller that he would produce Terence Ratigan's London success,
"Flare Path" on behalf of 20th Century-Fox.

Broidy Supervising
Mono. Foreign Sales
(Continued from Page 1)

eign department,
been grade,
commis-in
sioned alieutenant,hassenior
the U. S. Navy, and left over the
week-end for the West Coast. Mrs.
Witting has been his secretary a^d
assistant for the last 10 yjC^.,Broidy will supervise foreign s«. "0.
Broidy announced a regional sales
meeting of Southern franchise holders and managers in Atlanta on
Nov. 14-15. Sales representatives
of the Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis
and New Orleans branches will at-

I

tend.
Monogram has agreed to cut its
raw stock consumption by 10 per
cent, Broidy said, and in order to
absorb this reduction the company
is considering a plan whereby release dates would be staggered. For
example, a release date on a picture would be set for the East and
a later date set for the North, South
or West, instead of setting up one
national release date.
Broidy said that Trem Carr and
Scott Dunlap would be in New
York shortly on company business.

Local 702 Installs Slate;
Rugge Off for Army Duty
Officers of the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, IATSE, were installed at Friday night's meeting of the membership at the Fraternal Clubhouse.
The election took place on Oct. 17.
Installed were Lt. John H. Rugge,
president; John J. Francavilla, first
vice-president; George Waugh, sec
ond vice-president; Adolph Grude
secretary-treasurer; Amy G. Noll
recording secretary; James Branch
sergeant-at-arms. Rugge, Francavilla, Miss Noll and Branch were (
re-elected. James J. Brennan, fourth
vice-president of the IATSE, officiated at the installation exercises.
Rugge left on Saturday for Camp
Crowder, Mo., where he will serve
in the 165th Mobile Unit of the Signal Corps. Francavilla will assume
the president's duties until a successor to Rugge is elected by the
membership of the local.

Appellate Division Orders
Trial of Fischer Suit
The Appellate Division of the New I
York Supreme Court on Friday up-l
held the $26,600 complaint of Adolph|
Fischer against Globe Export Corp.
Warner
Bros, subsidiary,
and or
dered tial of the suit to take place
Fischer, as assignee of Anker Bros
of Guatemala, alleges that First National Pictures, Inc., the assignor of
Globe, in 1930 contracted with Anker
Bros, to extend its three-year distribution rights in Central Americal
to 85 of its films.
In 1933, it is;
claimed, Globe refused to deliver
number
of the prints and cancelled)
the
contract.
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Must Keep Industry
Strong and Virile
(Continued from Page 1)

lie opinion," then referred to the
job done by exhibitors in promoting
tne scrap drive.
"The mounting results," he said,
"prove the tremendous possibilities
• rikthe motion picture theaters in
*-3yeying information to the pubTic and in offering leadership in
such campaigns. The motion pictu:e theaters, in co-operation with
the newspapers, in the salvage drive
have accomplished one of the most
important things this country has to
' do.
The results
the that
campaign
are reflected
in theof fact
steel
production increased in the last
month fiom 96 per cent to over 100
per Use
cent Minimum
of capacity."
of Materials
Without dealing in detail with the
materials problem, the production
chief left no doubt in the minds
of his hearers that only a minimum
use of essential materials would be
allowed.
"There will be no imposition of
hardships just to show that we are
in the war," he said, then added
that he knew "the motion picture
industry will do its job at a minimum cost of essential materials."
Nelson lauded the industry as an
important means of keeping up
civilian morale, as well as a medium
of information which can get messages to the public quickly and
effectively. He urged that the inr
dustry "set its teeth and carry on"
as well as possible.
Those Attending Parley
Participating for the Government
in the meeting — probably the most
important since America entered
the war — were Donald Nelson, WPB
chaiiman; Elmer Davis, director of
the Office of War Information; Harold Hopper, chief of the Motion Picture Section of the WPB's Consumers Durable Goods Branch; William Batt, WPB vice-chairman;
Robert Nathan, chairman of the
WPB Planning Committee; Paul
Cabot, deputy chief of the WPB's
Conservation Division; Stephen E.
Fitzgerald, director of the WPB Information Division; Monroe Greenthai, WPB motion picture specialist,
and Chris Dunphy, of the WPB
Services Branch, who presided.
Industry representatives largely
comp:ised members of the WAC's
Theaters Division, headed by Joseph
Bernhard, and included M. A. Rosenberg, Leonard Goldenson, Bob
O'Donnell, Edward Alperson, A. H.
Blank, Harry Brandt, R. P. Wilby,
Nathan Yamins, Frank Harris, Dan
Michalove, Joseph Vogel, Sam E.
Morris, Ed Kuykendall, Max A.
Cohen, Carter Barron, Francis S.
Harmon, Si Fabian, Arthur Mayer,
Herman Gluckman and Herman
Maier.
Joseph Bernhard, chairman of
the committee, told Nelson : "We
want you to know that the motion picture industry of the
country is at your service at all
times to assist in conveying any
messages, make any saving or
sacrifice that is necessary
to

|Bk TO THE
LEONARD WEISBERG, trade
press contact, and staff photographer NORMAN KAPLAN are the
latest Metroites to be called to the
colors. Weisberg, who joined the
Metro staff several months ago following a long reportorial association with Boxoffice, reported Friday
for duty with the U. S. Navy. He
will serve as seaman, first class,
in the Off Shore Patrol in Staten
Island. Kaplan, on the Metro staff
for many years, will leave early
next week for induction into the
Army.

COLORS!
Sacramento — MERTON HUSTLER, JR., Capitol Theater, has enlisted in the Coast Guard.
Cleveland — CHARLES KATES,
Vitagraph booker, after being inducted into the Army at Camp Perry, has been sent to Camp Atterbury, Ind.
Rochester— JACOB BERNSTEIN,
property man at the Eastman Theater here, enters the Army.

Chicago— JAMES SHIELDS and
JACK RICHARDSON of the B & K
Milwaukee, Wis. — OLIVER C. accounting department have joined
the
Army.
TRAMPE, former manager of the
Rainbow theater here, has been promoted to corporal at the Army Air
Carthage, Tenn.^IAMES HIETT,
Force technical school in Madison. manager of the Princess Theater for
Trampe is the son of Charles W. the past year, has resigned and enTrampe, head of the Monogram-Midlisted in the Army Air Force. He
west Film Exchange here.
has been succeeded by William Hiett,
help win this war. We want to
tell them what to feel or what to
do more than our part to win
do about it" Our intelligent Amer7
it and so long as we can keep
ican public, he said, in possession
our theaters open you may count
of the facts, will make the satisfactoiy response.
Critical Materials Situation
Further facts about the need for
on
us."
A broad outline of the situation a successful scrap drive were outlined by Paul Cabot, deputy chief of
as regards critical materials was
given by the WPB vice-chairman, the WPB conservation division.
William L. Batt. In term of the Largely through the work of the
global quality of the war, Batt ex- film industry and the press, he said;,
plained why we are short of cer- 94 per cent of the American people
tain materials, and discussed at understood the reasons for the scrap
some length the difficulties of trans- drive on Oct. 10, according to a Galportation. He complimented the
lup
poll.
Results
of the scrap drive thus
committee on the work it has done
and on its future plans.
An off-the-record address on the
manpower situation was given by
Robert Nathan, hard-hitting chief
of the planning committee of WPB.
Concerning the future, Nathan remarked that "our production
strength is just beginning to be felt
on the battle front."
There was no previous discussion
of the industry personnel status,
according to WPB spokesmen, nor
was anything said by Federal
spokesmen to indicate further restriction of raw stocks or further
censorship. The new Materials Cont:ol Plan, announced last week by
WPB, was discussed briefly, and
there appears to be no reason why
it should seriously affect industry
priorities.
Rubber, Typewriter Collections
WPB press chief, Stephen E. Fitzgerald, outlined some future campaigns in which the industry will
probably be asked for co-operation.
He referred specifically to the rubber and typewriter collection campaigns, a campaign to familiarize
the public with the functions of labor-management committees and
perhaps stimulate the formation of
more of these committees, and the
salvage of silk-stockings for powder bag drives.
The value of conveying accurate
information to the public was discussed briefly by Elmer Davis, OWI
head, who said: "If people know
what's going on, you don't have to

far
WPB's
chief were
motionanalyzed
picture byspecialist,
Monroe Greenthal, who complimented the WAC on the success
of the drive thus far. That success,
he
said,of "can
be measured
in hundreds
thousands
of tons
of metals."
Greenthal pointed
out that proceeds of the sale of
this scrap metal to dealers went
to charity, and after the meeting told THE FILM DAILY he
believed the total figure which
had already been realized and
turned over to charitable
organizations might be "six or
seven
million
dollars."
Haiold Hopper, motion picture and
photo section chief of the Consumer
Durable
Goods
Branch
of WPB,
spoke of the film supply, emphasized
that it is up to the individual studio
sees
fit.
to budget
its film allotment as 'it
Christopher J. Dunphy of the WPB
services branch was chairman of the
meeting and offered his services to
the industry whenever his help
might be needed. The meeting adjoined to luncheon with Dunphy,
Mellett and Greenthal.

Taylor
in "Bataan
Patrol"
Hollywood
— Robert
Taylor rePidgeonhaving
in "Bataan
Patrol" places
atWalter
M-G-M,
been
shifted fiom "Gentle Annie" which
is held up due to the illness of W. S.
Van Dyke,- the director. Pidgeon
gets co-starring role in "Mary
Smith,

U.S.A."

THE WEEK II\
REVIEW
"Chinese
By

SALARY

L.

H.

Puzzle"
MITCHELL

CEILING:

The indus-

try's own "Chinese puzzle" resulting from the freezing of salaries
with a ceiling of $25,000 for the
year still remained unsolved at the
week-end. In Hollywood more than
200 high-salaried players, directors,
writers and executives received no
money on last week's pay-day. Some
capital attorneys saw a way to attack the Byrnes directive in the luling that any determination by the
WLB should be final, not subject to
court review. John Sullivan, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury told
The Film Daily at the week-end
that the wage law would be clarified within 10 days.
DEFROZEN: As a result of the
defreezing of U. S. distribs. earnin the receive
United $11,267,162,
Kingdom, Loew's
Inc., ingswill
with
$1,500,000 to $2000,000 more in prospect; Paramount and 20th-Fox will
get approximately $7,000,000 each;
United Artists around $4,000,000;
Columbia, $2,113,125. RKO had
earlier received $2,000,000, the approximate amount due it.
EARNINGS : Pa: amount's third
quarter and nine-month earnings
showed an increase. The quarter
net was $3,455,000, or $1.13 on the
common, and for the nine-month
period, $9,278,000 or $3 per share. . .
RCA reported three months' earnings at $2,133,937, and for nine
months at $5,158,058, showing decreases from the same periods in
1941, due to increased taxes.
MISCELLANY: The WAC will
aid in two more fund-raising campaigns—for the United Nations in
January and for the Red Cross in
the Spring. . . . George M. Cohan,
64, star of the stage and screen,
dancer, playwright and legit, nroducer, died at his home in New York
City following a year's illness. . . .
The national salvage campaign under WAC auspices had netted 50,000
tons of scrap at the mid-week.
Film coin seen seeking stage plays
to back on Broadway. . . . Assistant
U. S. Attorney, Boris Kostelanetz,
at the arraignment of Isadore Zevin,
former secretary to Geo'ge E.
Browne when he was IATSE prexy,
charged that Browne had received
via Zevin $900,000 of the $1,500,000
or more raised by the two per cent assessment on IA members
Abram
F. Myers, following Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard's dismissal of
the D of J's divorcement action
against Paramount and 20th Century-Fox, stated that the motion
picture consent decree was in defiance of the Sherman anti-trust
law. . . . Nabe theaters in Los Angeles and Hollywood will become the
first-runs under gasoline rationing,
it is forecast.
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Longer Runs Trend
In Oklahoma Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

become aware that the day is not
far distant when they will be needing pictures and have instituted
policies to build up a backlog and
get all possible playing time out of
current films.
Three-week runs both by Standard and T. B. Noble's State have
been used during the last month.
Ordinarily the films used would have
run their span in two weeks. Also
second week extensions of films
which ordinarily would have played
but a week has also been noticed.
The practice both here and in Tulsa
seems to be that if the film can make
even a slight bit over the operational "nut" on first and second week
it can be held over.
The practice is also being tried
in smaller cities over the state.
Formerly films such as "Mrs. Miniver" would play three days and no
more; but on this film in particular time has been extended to four
and sometimes five to seven days.
So also two-day runs have been extended to three days and there is
more any more indication that double-bills are going to be gone long
before the war is over if for nothing more than conservation of product. Small town exhibitors are finding it possible to make a profit on
these extra days when they can get
them and the result is that every
worthwhile film is going to receive
ample playing time in the future.
Death knell for the double bill
houses seems certain as more money
is available for spending in Oklahoma City and Tulsa and first-runs
are not having to play up to "bargain hunters." Oklahoma City now
has two first-run double-bill nouses
and Tulsa has one. Short subject
makers can well turn attention to
this trend also for exhibitors are
beginning to find a new interest in
the shorts and that includes the
War Activities films which are being received so favorably. Outside
billing is being given them in many
spots formerly paying little attention toward advertising or promoting the playing of this type of film.

1941-42 Remittance Pact
In Force Pending Talks
(Continued from Page 1)

"Who Done It?"
with
Bud Abbott,
Lou Costello
Universal
75 Mins.
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO HAVE FIELD
DAY IN COMEDY LOADED WITH CORN.
The Abbott-Costello team has another
field day in "Who Done It?" The boys'
present vehicle, however, is not as successful as their previous screen efforts.
At times their humor wears pretty thin
in this latest offering of theirs. The
fault lies chiefly with their authors, who,
in attempting to create what apparently
is a satire on whodunits, only succeeded
in assembling a collection of gags and
situations which have been done to death
on the screen and which here and there
bring the audience perilously close to boredom. At such times it is solely the mad
antics of Abbott and Costello that save
the situation.
This time Abbott and Costello get in
trouble over their efforts to solve a crime
in a radio studio. The boys, a couple of
would-be radio script writers, start out
with one murder — only to inherit another
before the film is over. Complications
thicken when they tangle with the real
detectives. Most of the footage is a
game of tag between them and the detectives. It is through plain fool's luck
that the two comics succeed in nabbing
the murderer, a Nazi agent who used his
job with the broadcasting company to relay information to the enemy.
Abbott and Costello dig deeply into
their bag of familiar tricks in squeezing
laughs out of the material allotted to them.
At moments they are forced to plug mighty
hard to draw a favorable reaction from
their audience. The two certainly are
deserving of better stuff than is their lot
in "Who Done It?" Fortunately for them,
they get nice support from Patric Knowles,
Louise Allbritron, William Gargan, William
Bendix, Jerome
Cowan,
Mary Wickes.
The film, produced by Alex Gottlieb,
has peppy direction by Erie C. Kenton.
Stanley Roberts, Edmund Joseph and John
Grant wrote the screenplay from an original by the first-named. That several
heads are better than one was not put to
the proof in this case.
CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Patric
Knowles, Louise Allbritron, Don Porter,
Mary Wickes, William Gargan, William
Bendix, Jerome Cowan, Thomas Gomez,
Ludwig Stossel, Walter Tetley.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Alex Gottlieb; Director, Erie C. Kenton; Screenplay,
Stanley Roberts, Edmund Joseph, John
Grant; Based on story by Stanley Roberts; Cameraman, Charles Van Enger; Art
Director, Jack Otterson; Film Editor, Arthur
Hilton.

on the amounts to- be transferred in
respect to 1942-43 revenues, Will
H. Hays announced Friday.
Hays revealed that the amount
transferred last week to the film
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
companies here was approximately
$42,500,000. The transfer was made Good.
on a basis extending the same treat- Birnbach Rites Held
ment to the American film companies as that extended to other
Last rites for Fred Birnbach, 52,
U. S. parent companies with sub- international secretary of the Amersidiaries in Great Britain.
ican Federation of Musicians, were
held on Friday at the Episcopal
Long Dark Iowa House Opens
Church of the Ascension. CremaOmaha — Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mction followed at the Ferncliff CreMahon have reopened the Irwin at
matory, Ardsley, N. Y. Birnbach
Irwin, la. The house was closed for died last Monday in Minneapolis of
a heart ailment.
many years.
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"X Marks the Spot"
with Damian
O'Flynn,
Helen
Parrish
Republic
55 Mins.
PACKED WITH COMMOTION AND
SUSPENSE THIS TIMELY MELODRAMA
SHOULD DO WELL ON DUALS.
"X Marks the Spot" is a tight little
melodrama
dealing
with thehastraffic
"hot'f
tires.
A lot
of material
been injammed
into the limited footage. The result is
a fast bit of entertainment in which the^
action is constant and the suspense nicely
sustained.
The racketeers make a bad mistake when
they bump off a copper (Robert Homans)
whose son (Damian O'Flynn) is a private
detective. Determined to get the slayers

With Anna May Wong, Harold Huber
Mae Clarke
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
66
ANNA MAY WONG CLICKS DECIi
LY IN THRILLING MELODRAMA OF W*R
IN ORIENT.

Chungking"

\<

Here is a very satisfactory offering in
the modest budget field. Alfred Stern
and Arthur Alexander have given it good
production,
while William Nigh's direction is praiseworthy.

Anna May Wong is very convincing in
of his father, O'Flynn stops at nothing, tak- the role of a high-born Chinese lady, with
Harold Huber delivering a good performing riskdoes
aftertherisk.
He —doesn't
know^
ance as a Jap General. Ric Vallin has little
neither
audience
that the
lieu^
tenant of detectives (Dick Purcell) who to do as a Flying Tiger, while Mae Clarke
is supposed to be helping him solve the does able work as a local entertainer. Ted
slaying of his father and several others is Hecht, Paul Bryar and Louis Donath are
really the brains of the racket. The film among the members of the capable cast.
is toward its close when the truth pops
Anna May Wong is the leader of a band
out. The lieutenant tries to pin one of the of guerrillas who work as rice field coolies.
away.
killings on O'Flynn, but the latter gets They rescue two Flying Tigers, Ric Vallin
and Paul Bryar, who engage in a dog fight
The film, on which George Sherman with Jap planes and who crashed to earth
two enemy
planes.
acted as associate producer as well as di- after destroying
rector, represents a skillful scripting job
Miss Wong agrees to become companion
by Stuart Palmer and Richard Murphy, who
of
Harold
Huber
(the
Jap
General)
in orworked from an original by Mauri Grashin
der to learn Jap troop movements. Her
and Robert T. Shannon. Sherman's direc- mission is successful, and her information
tion is swift, as is to be expected from a
man whose experience has been acquired enables Vallin and Bryar to lead a successful attack on the invading Japs.
in the western
field.
O'Flynn handles his role capably. Helen
Parrish, who supplies the romantic interest, is none too animated. Dick Purcell,
Jack LaRue, Neil Hamilton, Dick Wessel
make a quartet of excellent villains. Others
whose acting serves the cause well are
Homans, Anne Jeffreys, Vince Barnett and
Esther Muir.
CAST: Damian O'Flynn, Helen Parrish,
Dick Purcell, Jack LaRue, Neil Hamilton,
Robert Homans, Anne Jeffreys, Dick Wessel, Esther Muir, Joseph Kirk, Edna Harris, Fred Kelsey, Vince Barnett.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, George
Sherman; Director, George Sherman; Screenplay, Stuart Palmer, Richard Murphy; Based
on story by Mauri Grashin, Robert T.
Shannon; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Film
Editor, Arthur Roberts; Art Director, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton
Scott.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Dark Nabe as First-Run
With AU-Femme Staff
(Continued from Page 1)

with the manager being Helen Spiller, with Fox several years as cashier, and for the past three years as
head cashier at the Denver. The
house is being remodeled and otherwise improved. Three matinees a
week, Tuesdays, Saturdays, Sundays, will be run, the house opening at 6:45 other days.

'Ice Capades' Preview in 35 Keys
Hollywood — Republic will hold
previews of "Ice Capades Revue" for
the press and exhibitors in 35 key
cities, with the date yet to be set.

Marcel LePicard's photography is worthy of praise.
CAST: Anna May Wong, Harold Huber,
Mae Clarke, Ric Vallin, Paul Bryar, Tel
Hecht, Louis Donath, James Leong, Archie
Got, Walter
Soo Hoo.
CREDITS: In charge of Production, Leon
Fromkess; Producers, Alfred Stern and
Arthur Alexander; Director, William Nigh;
Authors, Milton Raison and Sam Robins;
Screenplay, Sam Robins; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard; Editor, Charles Henkel, Jr.
DIRECTION,
Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Praiseworthy.

Operate Allied Caravan
Plan in 13 Territories
(Continued from Page 1)

ca: avan committee holds a long distance telephone roundtable session
each week to receive complaints
from Allied members: If an exhibitor feels that deals offered are
not equitable, the information is relayed to the committee, the terms
going to all territories that have
adopted the caravan plan. Threat
of a buyers' strike against an offending company is thus put into
action.
Members contend that the boycott angle is entirely legal. They
say that members are not compelled
to refuse to buy but that an exhibitor
who has put up money for the information can use it where possible.
Terms in different parts of the counvice. try are compared through the serIt is reported that exhibitors pay
2V2 cents per seat up for the service.
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"Colleges At War"
OWI-WAC
10 mins.
Top-Flight Reel
What the colleges of America are
doing for the war effort, — and specifically via intensively training students in the fundamentals of the
rv^tory arts — , is splendidly portj^4d in this reel, expertly produced and directed by the Office of
War Information and set for release by the industry's War Activities Committee the latter part
of this month.
Every citizen, old and young,
should see "Colleges At War" not
only because of its inspirational
values, but also for the reason that,
as this review is written, the question of 'teen-age manpower is one
of the most vital of all current topics in this country, and will undoubtedly remain so until victory is
achieved. Some amazing and highly
encouraging facts are brought out
in the footage, — for example, that
today there are about 800,000 young
men attending colleges, and these
institutions are rapidly becoming
centers where these lads and young
women are preparing for war jobs.
Too, it reveals that 600 college air
fields have already started 80,000
young fliers on their careers. The
camera takes the film patrons to
such seats of higher learning as
Cornell, Dartmouth, Tulane, University of Texas, Harvard, Hampton,
University of Virginia, North Carolina, Tuskegee, Purdue, and University of California. Full 100 per cent
playing time should be given this
reel by pic stands throughout the
land.

Of

SHORT

because aviation still suggests to
static and old-fashioned types of
parental minds the unusual dangers
which once attended it, many fathers
and mothers might be inclined, without knowing all the facts, to stand
in the way of their sons taking the
A.T.C.A. course This is brought
out clearly, as are the many advantages which heavily, especially
in wartime, outweigh the liabilities.
What the students are taught, how
the instruction is imparted, etc., are
interestingly told. The picture will
go a long way toward boosting the
value of A.T.C.A. in everyone's conception. It's a dandy, constructive
short.

"Human Sailboat"
(Person-Oddities)
Universal
9 Mins.
Entertaining
There is plenty of entertainment
in this round-up of odd people and
odd occupations. Two of the subjects are extremely absorbing. One
concerns a man who is unsinkable
even when weights are attached to
him. The other involves a dog so
intelligent that he can read. The
film shows its master putting it
through some amazing tests. Other
items show one of San Francisco's
pastry geniuses, a Folsom Prison
inmate who builds things with toothpicks, and the owner of an astonishing collection of mechanical musical
devices.

"Chips Off the Old Block"
M-G-M
8 Mins.
Fair
Laughs are none too plentiful in
this Technicolor cartoon, which deals
with a torn cat which tries to keep
"Jail Hostess"
from its mistress the fact that it
(Person-Oddities)
Universal
9 Mins. has fathered a litter of kittens. The
Interesting
torn cat turns to every device in an
This short offers an interesting effort to get the little ones out of
collection of items.
The title sub- the way, but without success. When
. ject has to do with a woman jailer the mistress discovers their presence,
who serves her prisoners home cook- the torn cat is both flabbergasted
ing so delectable that they hate to and delighted that she has no obreturn to the outside world. The
jection to them.
rest of the reel is devoted to a woman who raises chinchillas for fur
"Japanese
Relocation"10 mins.
coats, a fellow whose hobby is the OWI-WAC
Highly Interesting
~ : collection
rocks, a thezoo trick
grizzly
which
has ofmastered
of
Here is a highly interesting film
:: waving at its admirers.
record of how Uncle Sam transplanted from the West Coast com"A. T. C. A."
bat zone to a more interior point
(Carey Wilson Miniature)
more
than
100,000 persons of JapM-G-M
10 mins.
anese ancestry, — one-third of them
Dandy
Short
alien and two-thirds of them AmerWith the making and release of ;can citizens. Because of the probthis tab reel, Leo the Lion scores
ability that a few would have loyalties to an enemy country, the War
another accomplishment in an already notable record of entertaining Relocation Authority was faced with
the public and at the same time the necessity of having to move all,
roundly helping the war effort. Foot- — a job which was not at all relage deals with the Air Training
ished by the Government, for it
Corps of America, an American ver- patently would penalize those of
sion of the excellent system Britain
stamp.
But the nation's safety
inaugurated some time ago to give loyal
dictated
the step.
oasic flying knowledge to schoolThis is one film which, if shown
boys who would be needed for the now in Japan, would bring nearer
»ir service in a protracted war.
the advent of peace, for it would
Because the training in U. S. make it extremely difficult for any
schools is frankly for aviation, and, intelligent Japanese citizen to bear

SUBJECTS

genuine hatred against the United
States. The WRA exhibited the
greatest consideration in transplanting the Japanese, and the latter appear obviously to appreciate the deferences. When the war is over, this
footage will be eloquent proof of
the processes of justice in a democ
racy, even in wartime. Mindful of
that justice, it is a part thereof to
note that the Japanese were wellbehaved, exhibited little resentment
and much will to make their new
zone of residence well-ordered and
fruitful.
It is not easy to pull up stakes
and move to strange surroundings,
either for the transported or the

intellectual giants. First is the case
of Isaac Newton, who boiled his
watch, thinking it was an egg. Then
is depicted the boner which resulted
in the burning of Thomas Carlyle's
manuscript of "The History of the
French Revolution," a labor of many
years. The final boner has to do
with the exposure of a spy ring during the first world war through a
velope.
little mistake in addressing an enik

£■

"Swing's the Thing"
(Name Band Musical)
Universal
15 Mins.
Fair Variety

A hodge-podge of vaudeville is
transporters. Milton S. Eisenhower's offered in this short. The featured
narration is tip-top. Film will be band is Del Courtney's. With a
released to theaters nationally on or night club as the setting, a numabout Nov. 12.
ber of performers appear before
the camera to entertain the customers. Among the performers are
"Magic
Alphabet"
(Passing Parade)
Carol Bruce, who gives out with
M-G-M
10 mins. "Temptation" and "St. Louis Blues";
Diverting, Informative
Rollet and Dorothea, who put on an
Intriguing in content, as well as acrobatic dance; the Cracker jacks,
unusually informative, this excellent whose contribution is "Henny, Penny,
subject deals with the subject of My Black Hen"; Louis Da Pron, who
vitamines, and how it was a mat- goes through a routine of magic
ter of luck that permitted Prof. tricks. The Del Courtney aggregaChristian Eijkman to evolve his
tion opens with "Good Evening"
theory concerning them. John Nes- and closes with "Hawaiian War
bitt's commentary is right down to
earth, and he takes most of the
heavy mystery out of vitamines by
"Mighty
Lak Comedy)
a Goat"
showing the results of their guided
(Our Gang
and intelligent use, thereby shedding M-G-M
11 Mins.
Chant."
some light upon their function and
Mighty Lak Nothing
causes in nature. Audiences everyWhat is happening to the Our
where will like this reel because it
Gang comedies, which once were litis very diverting as well as essentle gems of entertainment? This
tially affecting each living soul. one only deepens the mystery. Even
There isn't a chance on earth, Mr. the kids will feel cheated by "Mighty
Exhibitor, of any patron not under- Lak a Goat," which has practically
standing it fully, — thanks to the nothing to offer. The short, which is
way in which Nesbitt has presented woefully flat and unimaginative, has
the material. It should be booked the kids removing dirt from their
everywhere.
clothes with a concoction that leaves
a vile odor. The stink drives people
away everywhere the youngsters go.
"New Era in India"
Finally cops armed with gas masks
(Variety Views)
Universal
9»/z Mins. take the kids in hand and dispose of
Good
the smelly clothes.
Here is a revealing and timely subject. The footage is given over to
"The Dumbconscious Mind"
a study of the city of Mysore, which
(Phantasy Cartoon)
looms so importantly today in the Columbia
8 mins.
affairs of India. The film shows the
Amusing Reel
industrial revolution that is alte: ing
Producer Dave Fleischer unleashes
the whole tenor of life in that In- in this reel the yarn of two dogs.
dian community. The potentialities One is Butch, the big bullying bullof the city as a supplier of the imdog, who gets kicked out of a meat
plements of war are clearly brought market only to be goaded by his
out. One cannot help being im- evil inner-self to pilfer the viands
which a peaceful little Spaniel is
the India
strange
tweenpressed
the byold
and contrast
the new bein toting home to his mistress. The
this short, which packs a lot of in- smaller canine escapes the depredaterest.
tions of his oppressor repeatedly.
"Famous Boners"
(Passing Parade)
M-G-M
10 Mins.
Good
The person who castigates himself as a dope when he pulls a boner
should take heart from this short.
John Nesbitt has dramatized some
of the most famous boners of history— and some of them credited to

But eventually Butch makes a frontal attack on the market basket with
success. However, before he has
an opportunity to wrap his watering
jowls around the tasty prize, his
victim is about to be run over by
railroad
self
sends
him train.
to the Butch's
rescue, better
and, now
friends, they share food and fortune
together. Reel is amusing and skillfully animated by Grant Simmons.
'

*

trincipal
reason for the success of this organization, is
the loyal support we have always received
from the men who comprise the exhibition end
of this industry.
We are grateful for this cooperation, and it
will always be a pleasure to be dedicated to
your service. The times — however — have
changed. We are still your service organization; but with this difference — we are now
serving you in the midst of war. Naturally we
are operating under a handicap, and are compelled to ask your indulgence.
As is happening with all companies, a goodly
portion of our trained personnel (194 to be
exact) have joined the colors, and of these fine
boys, you may be sure, this company is extremely proud. But due to their enlistment and
to a considerable turn-over in office help in
defense areas, we are obliged to serve you
with a partly-inexperienced

staff.

Also, governmental restrictions are imposed
upon certain materials customarily required in
the operation of this business, and we are
executing your commitments therefore, with a
resultant shortage of materials.
As a special favor to us then, we would ask
that in the course of our adjustments, you will
please be patient with us, and not too critical.
You also can help us expedite the prompt shipment of your advertising and trailers, by sending in your bookings at least THREE WEEKS IN
ADVANCE Of PL AY DATE. This action on your
part will help maintain the efficient service to
which
you
have
become
accustomed.
If at times — despite our efforts— you are put
to some inconvenience, please remember that
we are doing our level best to serve you.
And finally, we ask of our friends, that where
there is just cause for complaint in the discharge of our obligations, you do not hesitate
one moment in bringing your grievance to our
attention that we may rectify the same at once.
Again thanking you
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TO RUSH AMERICAN HLMS TO NO^AFRICA
Film Production Setting Hot Pace in Mexico
Mexico City's Three
Studios Are Swamped
By Demand for Space
By MARCO-AURELIO

GALINDO

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Mexico, D. F. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — In full swing,
the greatest boom ever registered by
the Mexican picture industry finds
all three local studios swamped with
demands for space and laboratory
facilities from and old native producers. There are seven pictures
before the cameras while twice that
many are being given the final
touches either in the cutting room
or the lab.
Cinematografica
Mexico,
S.A.,
(Continued on Page 6)

Dallas — Commissioned personnel of the recently abolished Army Specialists
Corps unfit for' combat duty with the Army but with film experience may be
utilized to operate Army post theaters, it is reported here.
The plan, which reportedly has the tentative approval of Maj. Gen. Richard
L. Donovan, commander of the Eighth Service Command Area, has two purposes.
One, to improve the operation of army theaters through the utilization of
experienced personnel. The other to release the able-bodied officer personnel
for line duties. The belief was held that the necessary appointments would
be made at once.

Rep. Starts Series
Of Regional Parleys

Must Sell 5 Times
As Many War Bonds
|.
II
4|
||
I
9

Republic opens the first of a series of quarterly regional sales meetings today at the New York Athletic Club. The two-day session in
New York will be followed by a
meeting in Chicago on Nov. 16-17,
with the third and final meeting set
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY for Nov. 23-24 at the Republic Studios in North Hollywood.
Washington — No criticism of presBranch managers attending the
ent efforts of the motion picture inNew York meeting will include Jack
dustry to stimulate the sale of War
(Continued on Page 7)
Bonds
was
implied
by
Senator
Arthur
Vandenberg,
G.O.P. leader
Eastman
Recruits V-Mail
from Michigan, who called for a fivefold increase in the sale of War Unit for Signal Corps
Bonds.
In a statement to the press
over the week-end the Senator deRochester — A crack company of
ll clared that no new taxes should be technicians to speed V-Mail to all
levied for (Continued
the nexton Page
year,7) claiming parts of the world is being recruited
for the Army by Eastman Kodak
Co., it has been revealed here.
Execs, to Attend 20th-Fox
Members of the company who al-

Coast Sales Conference

Division and
20th-Fox have
conference to
erly-Wilshirfc
starting next

district managers of
been summoned to a
be held in the BevHotel, Los Angeles,
Monday.
Tom Con-

(Continued on Page 7)

First Omaha BlacUout
Test Slashes Biz 25%
Omaha — Boxoffice grosses here
were off an average of 25 per cent
during Omaha's first test blackout
which was city-wide except for war
plants.

Gov't Asks Immediate
Shipment of French
Super-Imposed Prints

Army Specialist Corps Officers With Film,
Experience May Operate Army Post Theaters

(Continued on Page 4)

Film Rows Becoming

"Deserted Villages" A.E.F. in Africa
Film districts in key cities are
Ends Vichy Talks
beginning to look like "deserted

villages" insofar as visiting exhibitors are concerned, reports from the
field indicate. Gas and tire rationing, plus difficulties of train transportation, apparently are keeping
exhibitors at home and relying on
the use of telephones and mail in
booking and buying.
Exhibitors who were in the habit

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

Pix Imports Down, Raw
Stock Up in Argentina

Foreign Managers Division of the
War Activities Committee was asked
yesterday for suggestions to insure
the success of the January fundraising drive for the United Nations.(Continued
Francis Harmon,
exon Page 7)WAC

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — Complaints of
shrinking raw stock imports voiced
by the.. Argentine picture industry
fail to be borne out by statistics

¥¥

"Voice

New Reel to Be Run Like Newspaper — Warner
"A newsreel with a voice." That
was how Harry M. Warner, head
of Warner Bros., described the newsreel planned by the company upon
Rochester — Because of the em- his arrival from the Coast yesterday
ployment situation, a three-shift sys- morning. While Warner declined to
tem for usherettes has been inaugu- divulge any additional information
rated by Manager Lester Pollock at on the reel other than to say that it
Loew's Rochester, and, after a three- would be "run like a newspaper,"
week
test,
is proving highly success- it was inferred from his initial reful.
mark that the reel would be keyed
Under the new system, single girls
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 4)

Possibility of Vichy lifting the
ban on American films has faded
with the breaking off of diplomatic
relations between unoccupied
France and the United States, following the invasion of French Africa by the A.E.F. Until last week
there had been some hope that Vichy,

Seek Foreign Managers
Aid in Jan. Fund Drive

WB to Give Newsreei
Three-Shift Usherette
Plan Clicks in Rochester

Moving swiftly to place American
pictures on the screens of Algeria,
French Morocco and possibly Tunisia, American film companies yesterday were asked by the Government to rush the preparation of
French super-imposed prints of current product for shipment to the
American-occupied countries.
The Government apparently wants
to get American pictures to the
civilian population
coun(Continued on in
Page those
4)

(Continued on Page 7)

Home Offices Close
At 1 P. M. Tomorrow
Warners, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
RKO, Universal, United Artists and
M-G-M home offices will be closed
half a day tomorrow, Armistice Day.
While Paramount was undecided on
whether it would observe the day,
a legal holiday in all states, it is
probable the company will close at
1 p.m. Republic had reached no
decision late last night. Monogram
will remain open all tomorrow.
No edition of THE FILM DAILY
will be published tomorrow.
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Juvenile Curfew Meets
Milwaukee Opposition
Milwaukee — Proposal by Mrs. Ann
Burton Sine, president of the auxiliary of the Wisconsin department of
the United Spanish War Veterans
to the Common Council for a 10 p.m.
curfew for youths under 18 years of
age is not receiving an entirely favorable public reaction here.
La Crosse, Sparta and Madison
are among state cities which have
curfew measures. In Madison relief
from its provisions is already being
sought there.

Tuesday, November

Local 702 Averts Election;
Votes Leave for Rugge

10, 1942

COmind and G0IF1G <

Gloversville, N. Y.— Lou S. Hart,
By unanimously voting to list him
for four years manager of Schine's
G. R. KEYSER, in charge of foreign publicity
Hippodrome and Glove theaters as being on leave of absence, the
here, and recently city manager, has membership of Motion Picture Lab- for Warners, will accompany ROBERT SCHLESS.
oratory Technicians Union, Local general foreign manager, to Mexico for the
been promoted to the home office 702, IATSE, has averted the need YDD
premiere there. They leave Thursday.
Keyser will stop in Cuba on his way back to
publicity dept., where he will work of holding an election to name a New
York.
with Seymour Morris, circuit pub- successor to John H. Rugge, presiLEE TRACY has left the Coast for Fort
licity chief.
dent of the union, who has gone into
Ca., where he will serve as a
Rejoining the Schine staff is Col. the service as a lieutenant in the Oglethorpe,
first lieutenant
in the Army
Military
Harry Long, one-time Central di- 165th Mobile Unit of the Signal
AL BRICK,
Fox Movietone
News
ca
vision manager for Loew's theaters Corps stationed at Camp Crowder, who was at 'Pearl Harbor when the Japs srrtick
with headquarters in Cleveland. For Mo. The leave of absence is for a has arrived in the States.
the past two years Long has been
RUTH CORDON is here from the Coast for
engaged in establishing a chain of year.
bership. With it goes a month's pay rehearsals of Katharine Cornell's production
Drive-ins in the Toledo, O., and as a gift to Rugge from the mem- of
"The Three Sisters." JUDITH ANDERSON,
also lined up for the cast, is due from Hollywood
Louisville, Ky., areas.
The action taken by the member- the next day or two.
ship automatically elevated John J.
Iowa-Neb. ATO Polled on Francavilla from first vice-president
to president, a post which he will
KENNETH MACCOWAN
has returned to the
Pre-Gas Rationing Parley
hold
his tivities.
20th-Fox studio to resume his production acstint until
in theRugge's
army. return
George from
Waugh,
Eldora, la.— Leo F. Wolcott of El- second vice-president, will move up
WILKERSON, editor and publisher of
dora, president of Allied Theater into the first vice-presidency. The the BILLY
Hollywood
Reporter,
is in town
from
the
Owners of Iowa-Nebraska, is con- second vice-presidency may remain Coast.
ducting a poll of the members to de- unfilled until Francavilla is in a posiS. J. GREGORY, Alliance circuit prexy and
termine whether the annual meeting
tion to return to the first vice-presi- JOHN DOERR. chief booker, have returned to
should be held before gas rationing
dent's post. No decision has been Chicago western
fromIllinoisa theaters.
tour of the company's Northgoes into effect.
made yet on the matter.
If the exhibitors turn down holdCHARLES BURRIS, Cleveland district manThe tie for 10th place on the exager for the Telenews theaters, is in Chicago
ing the meeting, Wolcott is planning
ecutive board was broken when the
to stage a "convention by mail" membership chose Thomas Marg-uc- with his family on a two-week vacation.
cio over Paul Jacobs at Friday
Wolcott,
in
an
association
bulletin,
plan.
meeting at which the induc- "Little Darling" Rights
warns an attempt to raise prices by night's
tion of officers took place.
the exhibitors would be a dangerous
Slated for WB Purchase
Rugge
step in view of the administration Saturday. left for Camp Crowder on
curb on rising prices and inflation.
Unless a spurt in business should
He pointed out it might lead to rigid
suddenly develop "The Little Darlcontrol in all phases of the movie Avoid Extra Liahting
ing," Eric Hatch comedy produced
business.
by Tom Weatherly with Warner
At Christmas, WPB Asks
money, will call it a day Saturday
night, when it will have just about
Atlanta Variety Club
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
the three weeks' engageAdds Dumestre to Board
Washington— The WPB has re- completed
ment required under Dramatists
quested that extra lighting for the Guild rules before a film sale can
Atlanta — With one exception the holidays be dispensed with this year, be arranged. It is understood WarAtlanta Variety Club has re-elected because of the critical materials,
ner will acquire the film rights imits board of directors for 1943. The electricity and manpower which
mediately upon the close of the show.
only new member is Jack Dumestre would be called for. The request was
of the RCA Manufacturing Co. The issupd as a result of numerous inother members are: R. B. Wilby,
quiries from city officials, civic clubs, New Springfield MP Editor
Wilby-Kincey Theaters; Harry G. merchants and others as to what
Springfield, Mass. — W. Harley
Ballance, 20th-Fox; Willis Davis, lighting.
they might do in the line of holiday Rudkin, movie editor of the SpringLucas & Jenkins; Paul Wilson, 20thfield Daily News, has resigned to
Fox; E. E. Whitaker, Lucas & JenThe elimination of Christmas
the apprentice seaman's school
kins; Sid Reams, Theatrical Print- lisrhtiner is exnected to save a total join
operated by the United States Maritime Commission. He has been sucing Co.; Jimmie Harrison, Wilby- of 50,000,000 kilowatt hours of elecceeded by John Donoghue, for many
Kincey; Dick Ford, 20th-Fox; Dave
tricity, enough to furnish the rePrince, RKO; T. L. (Jeff) Davis, cmirements of a city of 50,000 for a years music critic of the News, who
United Artists.
will combine the two jobs.
full years.
William K. Jenkins has been
named national canvassman. Wilby,
Ballance, Jenkins and Willis Davis Kettering Enterprises
will be delegates to the 1943 con- Organized in Chicago
vention of Variety Clubs.

JKL

Columbia Signs Zoltan Korda
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Zoltan Korda has been
signed by Columbia to direct "Sahara," which will star Melvyn Douglas. In the story of a tank and
its
crew in the current African campaign, Douglas will be supported by
an all-male cast. "Sahara" will be
produced by Harry Joe Brown.

Edna May Oliver Dies
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DATLY

Hollywood— Edna May Oliver, 59
died here yesterday. She had been
suffering from an intestinal disorder
for the past three months.

Chicago — Ralph Kettering has organized Kettering Enterprises with
$100,000 capital, to operate theaters.
J. M. Lorenz and B. S. Mesirow are
associated with Kettering in the
enterprise.

Allied of Michiaan Meets
In Grand Rapids Today
Grand RaDids— The board of directors of Allied of Michigan met
here last night on business in connection with the organization's annual convention which opens here
this morning. A hundred delegates
have registered.

NOVEMBER
T.

Kennedy

10

Stevenson Edwin
Thomas J. Martin
NOVEMBER

H.

Wolk

11

Roland Young
Dave Weshner
Raquel Torres
Edwin
Knopf
Pat
O'Brien
Bruce C. Coleman

1

BE1TE DAVIS -PAUL HENREID .NOW, VOYAGER "-r^SIT^in^TSS
S TIME TO TRY A NEW

BOND-SALE
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A HAL B. WALLIS PROD.
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To Rush American
Films to N. Africa

10, 1942

A.E.F. in Africa
Ends Vichy Talks

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

tries as quickly as possible. It is
reported that the prints will be
rushed overseas by bombers as fast
as the pictures can be obtained.
Algeria has approximately 160
theate.s, French Morocco, 65, and
Tunisia about 35. The Vichy government recently banned the showing or importation of American pictures.

in the face of protests lodged by
the State Department, would ease
the restrictions and possibly as well
permit American films to cross the
country to Switzerland. Prints for
north Africa previously had /£■ n
handled through Vichy.
wa
In Washington yesterday, Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau
announced that all continental
France would be considered enemy
territory under restrictions against
trade and communications with the
enemy. Previous regulations designated occupied France as enemy terwas not.ritory, but the unoccupied section

Three-Shift Usherette
Plan Clicks in Rochester
(Continued from Page 1)

are used from opening till 5 p.m.;
high school girls from 4 to 10 p.m.,
and married women from 6:30 p.m.
to closing time.
Worked out after conferences with
the usherettes, the single girls have
their evenings free for "dates," or
to work in war plants if they so
desire. The school girls, out of
school at 3 p.m., get off in time give
them plenty of sleep and at the same
time to do their studying. The late
shift gives married women an opportunity to be home during the day,
get their families' dinner before
leaving for work.
The girls also get Saturday or
Sunday off, a new crew of school
girls being employed to work those
two days.

Warner Chicago Houses
Install Monitor System
Chicago — James Summers, personnel director of Warner theaters here,
discloses that the circuit is hiring
older men to serve as monitors in the
company's houses in the Chicago
area. It will be the duty of these
men to teach the ropes to the boys
whom the circuit is hiring to help
staff the theaters where mature personnel is unavailable because of
the war.
Albany Variety Club Meets
Albany — Albany Variety Club met
last night in its newly decorated
"circus room," with Lou Golding,
chief ba:ker, presiding. Arrangements for election of officers during
the week of Nov. 25 were charted.

Bumper News Crop
At "Night of Stars"
Six leading news commentators, —
Maj. George Fielding Eliot, George
Hamilton Coombs, Jr., Quentin Reynolds, Paul Schubert, Johannes Steel
and Lowell Thomas — , will be heard
in a mass personal-appearance roundup of world events during the "Night
of Stars" in Madison Sq. Garden,
Nov. 24, it is announced by Marvin
Schenck, producing committee chairman. Each is expected to cover a
specific phase of theater or military
operations.

• • • LT. COL JACK WARNER arrived back on the Warner lot
in Burbank yesterday. — and filmland is glad, because he can be of much
greater help to Uncle Sam right where he is on our West Coast than
he could be even on Africa's West or North Coast (where our Uncle sure
is producing now)
There ctre some phrases in Army parlance which
have their humorous side
One such is the return of Lt. Col. Jack
to "inactive duty"
Amusing, eh, wot?
Now, all the junior
Warner has to do is tote the heavy responsibility as production head of
the vast Burbank plant, which includes a brace of big pix, each of
which will contribute in no small degree to proving the essential quality
of films, as an industry, to the war's winning
Among the oncoming releases are "Mission to Moscow," based on Ambassador Joseph
E. Davies best-seller, and which'll paint a clear picture of our great
ally, Russia; "This Is The Army," cinematizing Irving Berlin's socko
show, all proceeds of which go to Army Emergency Relief; "Action In
The North Atlantic," telling of convoys' heroic work; "Casablanca,"
which recounts the underground movement in Morocco (titans of timeliness.
those Warners); "Edge of Darkness," "Watch On The Rhine," etc., etc.

• • • BEFORE returning to "inactive duty" Lt. Col. Jack was
roundly complimented for his aid to the Army by Lt. Gen. H. H.
Arnold, Air Force king pin— most understandable when you consider
that this Warner fellow did so much for the khaki clans via such
sterling shorts as "Winning Your Wings" "Beyond the Line of Duty"
"Rear Gunner," etc
In addition to the scheduling of some 50
shorts for both civilian and armed service use, he also directed the
making of a large number of features aiding the war effort, such as
"Across the Pacific," "Wings for the Eagle," "Target for Tonight,"
"Captains of the Clouds," and "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
It's some
3,000 miles from New York's Film Row to Burbank, but one would
have to have extremely sub-par vision not to notice yesterday's homecoming, and be conscious of its constructiveness to the WB outfit
specifically , and the industry generally

Eastman Recruits V-Mail
Unit for Signal Corps
(Continued from Page 1)

ready are being sworn into the
Army Signal Corps are coming directly from the ranks of Kodak
workers already skilled in the various phases of V-Mail processing.
The unit, which will be known as
the Signal Photo-Mail Company, will
assist in the establishment of numerous V-Mail transmission and receiving stations which are contemplated
in the Army's vastly expanded proThe unit will comprise nine comgram.
missioned officers in junior grades
and 108 highly trained technicians in
various enlisted grades. Kodak has
accepted direct sponsorship of the
company and has assumed the responsibility ofsupplying both officer
and enlisted personnel.

Film Rows Becoming
"Deserted Villages"
(Continued from Page 1)

• • • ■ OUT Salt Lake City way, the Bomb-Bay Messenger is the
newspaper of the local Army Air Base, and who should be the sheet's
movie editor but Pvt. Leo Pillot, formerly of Columbia and UA, who

of making at least weekly trips to
the buying centers and others who
came in two or three times a week
are seenreport.
at infrequent intervals,
bookers

knows more pic folks than there are probably guys in his outfit 'round
about the inland saline "sea"
■ ■ Leo, we note, flashes his famed
versatility of pen by not only contributing the feature movie colyum in

It is reported that many salesmen
are
trains and buses to reach
theirusing
customers.

the Sunday, Nov. 1 issue, but also dashing off a poem, "The Nation's
Toast," on one of the. ensuing pages. ... • Anent publications' contents, turn to pages 12 and 13 of the Nov. 9 Life mag
Thereon are

Wallace

Short Here Nov. 26

some wartime "maps" (head-and-shoulder pix of each of the Radio
City Music Hall Rockettes) which will certainly be enthusiastically
studied by our soldier lads
Not only in continental barracks, but in
those which shelter our lads overseas, the Rockette photo-reproductions

Para.'s Victory Short, "The Price
of Victory,"
Vice-Presi-in
dent Wallace,featuring
will be released
York City on Nov. 26, one week before the natinal release date, Oscar
A. Morgan said yesterday.

will be popular "pin-ups"
'Tis a promotional coup, additionally, for
Fred (Music Hall) Lynch. ... • Edited by Nicholas G. Balint, the book-

C'est la Guerre!

let, "Lidice Lives Forever," is off the presses of Europa Books, and is a
swell addition to the historic and heart-rending lore of the Czechoslovakia^
town and its people destroyed by the Nazis. ... • Note to h.o. foreign
managers: Looks like the A.E F. is on the verge of opening up the Italian
market

T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T
HARBOR!

T

New Haven — Prexy Dr. J. B. Fishman of Allied Theater Owners of
Connecticut reports the organization will no longer meet bi-weekly
as has been the policy for the past
few years. Meetings will be called
only when urgent.

Tuesday, November
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a a Reviews of thc new nuns & *
"Seven Miles from
with James
Craig, Bonita Granville
Alcatraz"
RKO
62 Mins.
SPRINKLED WITH EXCITEMENT, THIS
SPY MELODRAMA SHOULD MAKE THE
G&toDE ON DOUBLE BILLS.
— -^-jcpH for second place on double bills,
"Se*en Miles from Alcatraz" will find
acceptance with those who don't tire of
seing films in which the villainy of enemy
agents offers the piece de resistance. While
the picture holds little importance as a
cinematic exhibit, it has the virtue of
compactness, which helps to point up the
exciting and suspense-provoking qualities
of the production, which is credited to
Herman Schlom.
Joseph Krumgold has created a screenplay endowed with a number of tense
moments. He tells the story of a couple
of prisoners (James Craig, Frank Jenks)
who escape from Alcatraz and find refuge
in a lighthouse rising out of the Pacific.
They think the war is none of their business until their discovery of a spy plot rekindles their patriotism. The lighthouse
keeper, (George Cleveland), his daughter
(Bonita Granville) and the handyman (Cliff
Edwards) don't know that the fourth member of the lighthouse crew (Erford Gage)
is the submarine contact for the spy ring.
When Craig and Jenks upset the plans of
the Nazis, thereby saving everybody from
an evil fate at the hands of the villains,
the lighthouse tender and his daughter are
willing to forget that they are escaped
convicts. The close of the film has Craig
and Jenks headed for a pardon because

"Silver Queen"

with George Brent, Priscilla Lane
UA
80 Mins
EXHIBITOR WILL HAVE TO DO LOT
OF PLUGGING TO PUT THIS ONE
ACROSS AT BOX-OFFICE.
The exhibitor will have to tax his ingenuity no end to put this one across.
Harry Sherman, who has earned a solid
reputation as a producer of westerns, seems
out of his element in the case of "Silver
Queen." Not only his writers but his director and actors as well have failed to give
him their best. Lloyd Bacon has brought
little inspiration to his direction. The
actors carry on as if their hearts weren't
in their work. There are one or two shining exceptions, Lynne Overman being the
outstanding one. George Brent and Priscilla
Lane essay the top roles without too much
conviction. Among the other players are
Bruce Cabot, who is the villain of the
piece, Eugene Pallette, Janet Beecher, Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams.
The story, set in the 1870's, is the one
about the financial tycoon (Pallette) whose
high living and love of gambling plunge
him into insolvency. The daughter (Miss
Lane), who has inherited his gambling instinct, hies herself to San Francisco after
his death to raise funds the only way she
knows how— by gambling. Fortune smiles
upon her and soon she rules as the queen
of a gambling place. Her fiance back
East (Cabot) shows himself for what he
is when he diverts to his private use money
she has been sending him to pay off her

'Nightmare'

with Diana Barrymore,
Brian Donlevy
Universal
80 Mins
TAUT AND SUSPENSEFUL MELODRAMA DEVELOPED FROM STORY BASED
ON NAZI SPY ACTIVITIES.
The saboteurs are at it again in "Nightmare," a well-made film tense with suspense throughout its length. While the
picture is nothing big, it should give good
account of itself on double-feature programs. The settings and the circumstances
are different enough to engage the interest
pretty consistently, and the acting, writing
and direction exceed the average.
Brian Donlevy, an American gambler in
London who has been bombed out of business by a Nazi air blitz, tangles with a
German spy and sabotage ring when he
aids a British girl (Diana Barrymore) to
dispose of the body of her estranged husband, found murdered in her home. It

It takes Donlevy some time to convince
himself that Miss Barrymore had nothing
to do with the murder. When he realizes
the gal is okay, he proceeds to fall for
her. For the remainder of the footage
the two work together in attempting to
solve the mystery. They find their answer

Argentine Films' Proceeds
To Buy Plane for Brazil

WB Promotes Kositsky
Cleveland — Stanley Kositsky,
booker, has been promoted to WB
office manager succeeding Arthur
Weinberger, who was recalled to
New York.

*r

"Listen, Boys — !"
(Miniature)
Good
M-G-M
10 Mins.
Carey Wilson has turned out
something that will appeal considerably to men and women. Since
the short deals with beauty, that
is understandable. The women will

be intrigued by the film's exposition
of the art of transforming a droop
into an oo-la-la. The men will be
intrigued by the sight of lovely
bodies, often revealing plenty of
epidermis, which are scattered about
the scenery. The scene is a famous
beauty school where the personnel is
isn't learned until later that the husband, something to look at. This one
a member of British Intelligence, was killed
should
bring no complaints from the
by the Nazi villains because he had the customers.
Okay
goods on them.

at the Scottish castle of the girl's cousin
(Gavin Muir), who is revealed as the head
of the Nazi gang. The fellow has been
using his distillery business as a front for
his nefarious activities, which consist of
father's creditors. Other developments including in his overseas shipments tricky
arise further to bring out his true colors.
liquor bottles filed with explosive acids.
Brent figures in the proceedings as a gamof
their work
foiling the Nazi's plot
bler who falls in love with Miss Lane and Donlevy and Miss Barrymore fall into the
to attack
San in
Francisco.
clutches of the villains but escape with their
follows
her
West.
He
squares
matters
The acting is adequate. Craig gives a
lives, thanks to a clever ruse on the part
vigorous account of himself with the as- with Cabot when the latter shows up in of the American. By bringing about the
sistance of Jenks. Miss Granville carries Frisco. In the fight between the two men
capture of Muir and his stooges Donlevy
the slight romantic burden of the story. Miss Lane is wounded by Cabot, but every- clears himself of the suspicion of having
thing ends happily.
committed
the murder.
Gage's fellow-rats are played by Tala
It is too bad that Bernard Schubert and
Birell, John Banner and Otto Reichow.
Dwight Taylor has woven a tightly-knit
The action has been accentuated by the Cecile Kramer could not hit upon fresher
screenplay
from
the original of Philip Macdirection of Edward Dmytryk.
material for their screenplay for "Silver Donald. He also functioned as producer
CAST: James Craig, Bonita Granville,
on the film, which has received good diCAST:
George
Brent,
Priscilla
Lane,
Bruce
Frank Jenks, Cliff Edwards, George Cleverection at the hands of Tim Whelan. A
land, Erford Gage, Tala Birell, John Ban- Cabot, Lynne Overman, Eugene Pallette, bow should go also to George Barnes for
ner, Otto Reichow.
the photography.
Queen."
Janet
Beecher, Guinn "Big Boy" Williams.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; DiCREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; DiThe cast performs creditably. Although
rector, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay, Joseph
rector, Lloyd Bacon; Screenplay, Bernard
Krumgold; Based on a story by John D. Schulbert, Cecile Kramer; Film Editor, Sher- Miss Barrymore and Donlevy fill their roles
capably, it is a lesser player, Muir, who
Klorer; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Art
man A. Rose; Art Director, Ralph Berger; comes out with the top acting honors.
Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Feild M. Cameraman, Russell Harlan.
Others who should be mentioned are
Gray; Film Editor, George Crone.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Daniell, Hans Conreid, Arthur Shields, StanGood.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ley Logan.
Good.
CAST: Diana Barrymore, Brian Donlevy,
Gavin Muir, Henry Daniell, Hans Conreid,
Shaindlin Scores "Marines"
Arthur Shields, Stanley Logan, Eustace
Wyatt, David Clyde, John Abbott, Ian
Jack Shaindlin has completed scorWolfe, Anita Bolster.
ing of "We Are the Marines," fea-

ture produced by March of Time for
20th Century-Fox. Shaindlin composed the score and conducted the 35piece orchestra and Radio City Music Hall choir.
Assisting Shaindlin were Frederick
Block, Viennese composer, Paul Creston, American composer, and Ernest
Fiorito, radio conductor.

* SHORTS

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
CREDITS: Producer, Dwight Taylor; Director, Tim Whelan; Screenplay, Dwight
Passed by Censor)— Two Argentine
films, the proceeds of which will be Taylor; Based on story by Philip MacDonused to buy a plane for the Brazil- old; Cameraman, George Barnes; Art Diian air force, have been presented
rector, John Goodman; Film Editor, Frank
to the government of Brazil through Gross.
the Pan-American Association for
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Film Production, created here as a
propaganda agency for Argentine
USC Post for Pomeroy
films. The Alms, "American MelHollywood — Appointment of Roy
odies" and "In Old Buenos Aires,"
were produced by Estudios San Mig- J. Pomeroy, executive and technician, as assistant in the drama deuel. The president of the association is Mrs. Ana Rosa S. de Marpartment of the University of Southern California School of Speech, is
tinez Guerrero, currently in the announced.
United States.

"Double-Talk Girl"
(Person-Oddities)
Universal
9 Mins.
A girl ventriloquist leads the parade of oddities in this short, which
provides considerable entertainment.
The gal is excellent, too. A ghost
town that is far from dead is another subject to pique the curiosity.
Also shown is the Government's
laboratory in Philadelphia where apparel for our army is tested, a railroad over which ride converted
bass.
t ucks and a canary that warbles
"Picturesque
(FitzPatrick Massachusetts"
Traveltalk)
M-G-M
9 Mins.
Swell
James A. FitzPatrick has done a
swell job in his camera tour of Massachusetts. He has let his camera
dwell on all those places which have
identified the state in the public
mind. The selection gives representation to history, art and literature.
Chiefly shown are Plymouth Harbor,
where the Mayflower dropped anchor; the Wayside Inn, where Longfellow gained his inspiration for
"Tales of a Wayside Inn"; Cape Cod
and its beaches; Provincetown, the
fishing village which has sheltered
some of the nation's greatest names
in art and letters.
"Community Sing"
(No. 4, Series 7)
Columbia
8 mins.
Timely, Diverting
"Anchors Aweigh," "Slap the
Jap," "The Caissons Go Rolling
Along," "K-K-Katy," and "The Marine Hymn" are the components of
this latest B. K. Blake-produced,
melodic offering carrying the individual title "Songs of the Service."
Since the group-singing of war
songs is a favorite pastime currently, the footage will carry sure-fire
appeal to all audiences. Walter Cassell and The Key Men aid in the
rendition of each number.

Tuesday, November

Warners to Give

Mexican

Newsreel "Voice1

Studios Swamped

(Continued from Page 1)

to the times and would have an
opinion to express on topics of the
day and on subjects of interest to
the public. It was revealed that no
final decision had been reached on
how many times a week the reel
would appear.
Warner said that there was no
validity to the opposition voiced
against the company's new venture
by certain exhibitors.
From another source it was
learned that the company plans to
put out about a half dozen test
issues for submission to a select
group of editors and other experts
as a means of judging the reaction to the reel. The opinions of
these persons will be solicited by
the company before the reel is
placed on the market, it was said.
Warner was accompanied from the
Coast by Charles Einfeld, director
of advertising and publicity; Col.
Nathan Levinson, head of the studios
sound department; Edward Selzer,
in charge of the trailer department,
and Doc Williams of the studio technical staff. The group came East
chiefly on business connected with
the newsreel.
Immediately upon the party's arrival the interviewing of technicians,
cameramen, editors and other personnel got under way at the Warner
home office.
The technical end of the venture
is in the hands of Colonel Levinson,
whose job it will be to round up
the manpower and set the wheels
turning at the company's Vitaphone
studio in Brooklyn.
Following Warner's arrival it was
learned that the company's head
still had set no date for his trip
"to England in behalf of the newsreel.
Einfeld expects to be in town
about three days. He will go directly
to Washington before heading back
to the Coast.

Canadian Theater Robbers
Draw 10-Year Sentence
Montreal— Ten years in the penitentiary was the sentence pronounced yesterday by Judge F. T.
Enright on E. Herve Provost, 21,
on seven charges of conspiracy and
holdup, including armed robbery of
$1,000 from the safe at the Orpheum.
The crown prosecutor demanded application of the lash but Judge Enright considered
the 10 warning
years' sentence sufficient, though
the

Production
by Demands
(Continued f;

which is entering the producingdistributing field with a reported
5,000,000 pesos in working capital,
looms as a future dominant factor
in the domestic field. It already has
two productions shooting, and has
six more in preparation for 1942-43.
Two of the latter will be made
by Charles Phillipe, French producer
now in Mexico. These will be newly
made Spanish versions of two of
Phillipe's biggest French hits.
To supplement its own production
schedule, CIMESA is handling the
distribution of a number of outstanding pictures from other independent producers, including Producciones Soria y Jimenez' "Casa de
Mujeres" (A House for Women)
and Producciones Ariel's "Duke Madre Mia" (Mother Sweet).
Jesus Gil, well-known Spanish
business man long established in
Mexico, is chairman of the company's board. Gonzalo Elvira, senior partner in the late Iracheta y
Elvira's producing and distributing
organization, is general manager in
charge of production.
New Financing Company
Perhaps as significant is the fact
that a number of producers and distributors have just launched a new
financing company, the Union de
Credito de la Industria Filmica de
Mexico, S. A. de C. V.
Founders and members of the
board of directors include the Calderon Bros., part owners of the Estudios y Laboratorios Cinematograficos Anteca, S. A. who are also veteran theater operators, and Majestic Films, Raul de Anda, Rafael Arzos, Ramon Pereda y Jorge M.
Dada, all independent picture producers and distributors long established in the business.
The producing and distributing
members of the Union de Credito
also plan to open a central distributing office to handle their own and
other product in Mexico and in all
Spanish-speaking countries.
Building New Stages
Symptomatic of the promising outlook for the native picture industry is the fact that Cinematografica

GM Shows in RKO Theater

at Peak
for Space

om Page 1)

Latino Americana, S. A. (CLASA)
and Estudios y Laboratorios Cinematograficos Azteca, S. A. the two
leading studios here, are rushing
completion of two and three new
stages respectively, to accommodate
local producers whose demand for
space and laboratory facilities is
growing daily. CLASA will thus
have 10 stages in all while Azteca
will have six. One of the two now
a-building at Azteca will be the
largest and most up-to-date stage
of any studio in Latin America.
CLASA also just opened a new
laboratory building, with all equipment already installed. Both this
studio and Azteca are enlarging
their accommodations for players
and technicians.
Film Arte is the name of a new
producing concern headed by Paul
Dancigers, a French producer-director recently arrived here. The
new concern is rushing its initial
venture, a screen version of Paul
Feval's popular shocker, "Henri de
Lagardere," (The
Hunchback),
which it will send before the cameras early in January with Jorge
Negrete starring.
Seven Pix Before
Cameras
Production currently shooting are:
Cinematografica Mexico's "Tierra
de Pasiones" (Land of Passion),
starring Jorge Negrete; and "Aventuras de Cucuruchito y Pinocho," a
fantasy in color; Producciones Soria
y Santander's "La Virgen Morena,"
with Jose Luis Jimenez; Pepe Ortiz' production of "La Maravilla del
Toreo" (The Wonder of the Bullring) for Grovas, S. A. with Conchita Cintron, a woman bull-fighter,
and Ortis himself. Cinematografica Mexicana's "Lo que Solo el
Hombre Puede Sufrir" (What Man
Alone Can Stand For), with Susana
Guizar; Miguel Zacarias' "El Penon
de las Animas" (Ghosts Cliff), for
Grovas, S. A. with Jorge Negrete;
and Films Mundiales' "La Virgen
que Fordonna
joThatuna
Patria"
(The Ma-a
Founded
a Nation),
story of the Virgin of Guadalupe,
patroness of Mexico, which Emilio
Gomez Muriel is producing with
Ramon Novarro starring.

Chi. Local B-45 Elects

10, 1942

HOLLYWOOD
SPEAKING—
By
TWENTIETH

RALPH

WILK
—HOLLYWOOD

CENTURY-FOX

has bought

' Matthew Josephson's biography of Victor Hugo. The studio, with DoubledayDoran, financed Josephson for a year Jjjti'e
he made his researches into the l(^r'f
the great French novelist.

•

•

kyj-G-M
has bought
OliI ▼ • ver Wald
Bayer's screen
mysteryrights
novel,to "The

•

•

•

•

FRANCES GIFFORD has signed a term
Paper
Chase." with M-G-M. She recently
' contract
obtained her release from a Paramount
contract.

'
Pilot" as an elaborate
musical 'Adopt
with Freda
PARAMOUNT
will produce
MacMurray and Marjorie Reynolds, in costarring roles. Joseph Sistrom, has been
named
associate
producer.
IXATHRYN
■^ will
Kenneth

•

SCOLA

and

•

Julien

Johnson

script "Happy
Land," 20th Century-Fox production to be produced
by
Macgowan.

•

•

XA/ALTER WANGER has borrowed Rich' * ard Quine from Metro for the leading
role in "We've Never Been Licked," his
next production for Universal. Martha
O'Driscoll has also been signed for an important feminine role.

•

•

JACK BENNY will play host to nearly a
hundred Hollywood Boulevard news
boys' at the annual Thanksgiving Dinner,
to be held at the Tick Tock Restaurant.

•

•

EDWARD FINNEY will be co-producer
with Dixon R. Harwin on PRC's "Corregidor." Shooting will start late this
month under direction of Bill Nigh.

•

•

PARAMOUNT has signed Warner Baxter
'
for "Lady in the Dark."
He's been
off the screen
since "Adam
Had
Four

•

•

COURTH "name" band signed for Sol
* Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen" is that
of Guy Lombardo.

•

•

THE Larry Kents expect the arrival of the
' stork and are buying baby things.
Sons."

•

•

WHEN
Edward G. Robinson returns
from that British Isles junket in behalf of morale, he'll resume talks on a
deal to peddle a radio program starring

Chicago — Anna Birhamzle of ReRochester — RKO Temple has been
public was elected president of local
rented to General Motors for four
days starting yesterday in the first B-45, exchange workers, succeeding
himself.
He starred
such deal ever reported here. GM Samh Lamanisky of Columbia, who five
consecutive
years in
over"Big
CBS.Town" for
•
•
rented the house to stage its Vic- was named business agent, replactory Revue for local General Motors
ing George Busch of RKO, retired.
workers. Films and a stage show,
EDWARDing with
A. (DOC)
negotiatBonita GOLDEN
Granville, iswho
plays
Bess Sanderson of the Capitol Exwith a cast of 25, make up the profemme role in his RKO picchange was elected vice-president the leading
ture, "Hitler's Children," to do a p. a.
gram.
and Fred Hanzelin, UA, secretary- tour with the production in a number of
treasurer.
prisoner had narrowly escaped being Prints Burn In Booth Fire
key city houses.
lashed. Two other men and a girl
•
•
Lydia Kennedy, Paramount; Estelle
face trial on the Orpheum charge.
Portland, Ore. — Fire of undeter- Peterson,
Paramount; Joseph Baron,
mined origin damaged the Roxy
I OOKS like PRC's unit selling plan (under
20th-Fox
were
named
to
the
board
^"
which
two
features
of a somewhat
Theater at Priest River, Idaho, de- of directors.
PRC Pic in Chi. Oriental
stroying booth equipment, including
similar nature are sold as a block) is
Marie Granlick, M-G-M; Zane Dew
Chicago— PRC's "City of Silent prints of "Rings On Her Fingers" an Loretto Boyles, Paramount, were catching on. 20th Century-Fox has adopted
the idea and other majors are considering
Men" has been booked into the Orien and "My Favorite Wife." Loss was elected to the board of trustees.
doing likewise.
estimated at $10,000.
tal Theater.
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Rep. Starts Series
Of Regional Parleys
(Continued from Page 1)

Bellman, Buffalo; Morris Epstein,
New York; Arthur Newman, Albany; M. E. Morey, Boston; Sam
Seletsky, New Haven; S. P. Gorrel,
Ciweland; Maxwell Gillis, PhiladelyV-Z- Merritt Davis, Atlanta; J. H.
Dinon, Charlotte; Harold Laird,
Tampa; as well as Franchise Holders Jake Flax, Washington, and
James H. Alexander and Sam Fineberg, Pittsburgh. Empire Films,
Ltd., Canada, Republic's distributor
in that territory, will be represented
by A. W. Perry and Paul Nathanson.
Home Office contingent is headed
by Herbert J. Yates, Sr. and James
R. Grainger, president and general
sales manaeer, and includes G. C.
Scbaefer, Walter L. Titus, Jr.,
Charles Reed Jones, Seymour Borus,
Morris Goodman, Stephen Dorsey,
Harry Marcus, Albert Schiller, John
Curtis, and A. E. Fox.
Plans for the meeting include discussion of sales policy on Republic's
most recent big-budget productions,
"Ice Capades Revue," and "Hit Parade Of 1943," which is now in work
at the studio, and production plans
for Roy Rogers.

Seek Foreign Managers
Aid in Jan. Fund Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

ecutive vice-president, outlined the
meeting in Washington where the
WAC executive committee planned
the January drive.
Joseph Seidelman, chairman of
the Foreign Managers Division, presided at yesterday's meeting for the
last time, inasmuch as this division
rotates semi-annually and his tenure
has been completed. He appointed
a nominating committee to select a
successor composed of John W.
Hicks, chairman; Phil Reisman and
Joseph McConville.
George Schaefer, chairman of the
WAC co-ordinating committee, discussed the status of the industry
co-operation with the Special Services Division of the War Department, which operates 16 mm. free
theaters for the armed services
abroad.

TO THE
FRANCIS WINIKUS, advertising
copy writer for Warners has been
commissioned an Ensign in the U.
S. Navy. He will report for duty in
about two weeks.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— BRUCE CABOT is the
eighth Paramount contract player to
join the colors. He has enlisted in
day. Army and joins up next Saturthe
WALTER L. WINSTON, JR., son
of Walter Winston, sales manager
of Barnes Printing Company, printers of The Film Daily, reported for
service in the Signal Corps at Camp
Crowder, Mo., yesterday.
Philadelphia— FRANK POWELL,
night shipper at the 20th-Fox exchange, is now in service.
LOU JACOBSON, son of Morris
Jacobson of Strand Amusement,
Bridgeport, and former shipper at
Vitagraph, New Haven, has been
transferred to the Medical Corps at
Camp Haan, Calif.
FRANK WILLIAMS, booker for
the Benton Theater Circuit, Saratoga, has reported at Fort Lewis,
Tacoma, Wash., in the Army Engineering Corps.
NAT RUBIN, former Lyric,
Bridgeport manager, has been proField. moted to Corporal at LaGuardia
ELLIOTT GRONISH,
the Loew Poli division
Haven, is now promoted
at Dow Field, Bangor,

formerly of
office, New
to Sergeant
Me.

Execs, to Attend 20th-Fox
Coast Sales Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

nors, the company's distribution
boss, will preside. Also participating will be President Spyros Skouras, Joseph M. Schenck and William
Goetz, production head. Skouras is
at present on the Coast taking part
in production conferences.
Sales representatives will include
W. J. Kupper, executive assistant
to Connors; Andrew W. Smith, Jr.,
Others who attended yesterday's Eastern sales head; William C.
meeting were Walter Gould, Joseph Gehring, Western sales manager;
Hummel, Roberto D. Socas, William
Morgan. Robert Hawkinson, Mrs. Herman Wobber and Harry G. BalNellie Witting and Charles Gold- lance, division managers; G. M. Ballentine, M. A. Levy, Ward E. Scott,
smith.
Herman R. Beiersdorf, James J.
Grady. Edgar Moss, James P.
NLRB Ends Hearing
O'Loghlin, Paul Wilson and Edward
X. Callahan, all district managers.
On 3 Exchange Elections
Presentation of trophies won in
NLRB hearing on the petition of the company's championship drive
Screen Office and Professional Em- will be made at the meeting.
ployes Guild. Local 109, UOPWA,
for designation as collective bar- PRC Surveying Actor Talent
gaining agent for white collars at West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
— PRC is surveying
the Loew's, 20th-Fox and United available
actor talent.
Artists exchanges ended yesterday.

COLORS!

Must Sell 5 Times
As Many War Bonds

MACK EICHLER, exploitation
(Continued from Page 1)
man on the staff of "Doc" Howe at
20th-Fox, has gone into the Army that the direct taxes called for in
Hes m the 12th Armored Division
at Camp Campbell, Ky.
the present bill approach the "danger line" for both individuals and
WILLIAM MIRANDA and HAR- corporations.
OLD ROSNER, members of WarThe Senator disclaimed any inners playdate department, have been
tention to criticize the present sysinducted into the
Army.
tem of War Bond promotion. He
told The Film Daily, however, that
manager
of the Uptown
™WAIN,
AnTxTanapolls
— WILLIAM
McIL- the sights are far too low.
Ineater here has been inducted into
Vandenberg's ideas on taxation are
the Army. Victor Cordarilli, for- thought by many in Washington to
him.
merly on the door, has succeeded be indicative of the stand the swollen Republican congressional delegaDetroit —
tion will take. He suggests a year's
JACK
THOMPSON
moratorium
on new taxes, with Conmanager of the Mercury Theater is
gress working to plug existing loopleaving to enter an Army Officers
inequities and improve
Candidate School. Grant Hawkins, methodsholes,ofadjustcollection.
former manager of the Varsity The"I am not thinking in terms of
ater is replacing him.
sale by propaganda," Vandenberg
Film Daily." I am thinkDetroit— MERRILL
F. HANNA, told ingThe
in terms of compulsion. There
former manager of the Hollywood
is
no
other
I don't know that
Theater, now a technical corporal in that means way.
dispensing entirely with
the Signal Corps, goes to Fort Mon- voluntary sales. But certainly the
mouth, N. J., to enter Officers Can- sights are far too low now. Fifty
didate School.
billion dollars in Bonds must be sold
— and the record is nine billion."
Detroit— SAM GREISMAN, manEstimating present Federal inager of the Center Theater for Asdebtednes atclose to $50,800,000,000
sociated Theaters, is leaving to join after the collection of the anticipatthe Army Air Force.
ed $25,000,000,000 in taxes, Vandenberg said the collection of an addiCleveland, O. — SOL GORDON,
tional $6,000,000,000 which secretary
Paramount
booker, has joined the of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau
Quartermasters Corp.
has said he will press for — is much
less important than the raising of
Springfield, 111. — Gus Kerasotes, $50,000,000,000 which the Treasury
must borrow from individual Bondof the Kerasotes Brothers Theaters, holders.
Inc., has contributed another son to
Uncle Sam's services. This time it
"Certainly," the Senator said,
is DR. ANTHONY KERASOTES, "this need requires us to leave Amerwho has received his appointment as
ican business as a going concern
lieutenant, junior grade in the Navy. to carry this load — and we are already warned by the War Production Board that we have gone to the
Pix Imports Down, Raw
:ax limit for sustaining a healthy
national economy, What we need
Stock Up in Argentina
now and what we cannot escape is
(Continued from Page 1)
a practical program for the nationjust released by the Government.
wide distribution — as far as possible
The figures show that during the in the hands of private investors of
first half of this year 41,233,857 at least five times as many War
feet of raw stock were imported as Bonds as now are being subscribed
against 29,398.804 feet for the similai period of 1941.
While the importation of raw
stock increased, that of exposed film
took a nose-dive, the figure being
Getting RKO's
Big Business
"Navy"
11,134,332 feet for the first half of Report
last year as compared with 7,772,273 feet for the same months of
RKO
Radio
believes
that "The
1942.
Navy Comes Through" is more than
The sharp decline in imports of likely to be one of the year's top
negatives and prints explains why grossers, judging from the picture's
openings, with a continuance of
many houses, including the deluxe big for."
first-runs in this city, now show na- capacity attendance, reported from
tive product on occasion, even though the Hippodrome, Baltimore, and
such product fails to meet with en- Keith's, Washington, and last Friday's dual premiere in Norfolk, Va.,
thusiastic response from their patrons.
at the Newport and Colley Theaters
giving those theaters one of the biggest openings they have ever had.
Foreign managers of American
distributors met yesterday with Outstanding business is also reported from the Gates, Portsmouth, the
Francis Alstock to discuss the raw
stock situation in Argentina. Re- Senate, Harrisburg, the Century,
and the Golden Gate, San
sults of the session were not re- Buffalo,
Francisco.
vealed.
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BRITAIN^ EASES QUOTA FOR DISTRIBUTORS
Exchange White-Collar
Jurisdiction Row Grows
Editorial

IATSE Asks NLRB to Set
Aside Elections Sought by
SOPEG and SOEG Locals
By LOU PELEGRINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
The jurisdictional battle over
white-collar workers in exchange
centers where the IATSE does not
already exercise control over such
labor had gained force on Tuesday
when it was disclosed that the union
had moved to have the NLRB set
aside two elections ordered by the
board.
One of the two elections involved
in the controversy is to be held at
the Paramount exchange.
The board
(Continued on Page 6)

Michigan Exhibs. in
Own Unity Program

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings
=

(Continued on Page 4)

B. BAHN

=

the armed services' own primary reliance
upon the motion picture for the entertainment (as well as the instruction) of
those millions now in uniform.
YOU

Grand Rapids, Mich. — An attempt
to solidify all exhibitor units in Michigan to meet current trade problems
was made here Tuesday when the
Michigan Allied convention was attended by representatives of Co-operative Theaters, Michigan Independent Exhibitors Association and local buying units.
It appeared to be the consensus of

By CHESTER

THE decidedly healthy gain in theater
' attendance noted generally around the
country, and especially in those spots where
war plants are working 24 hours a day,
impresses this side-lines observer as indicating something more than just the
fact that John Q. Public has more coin
in his jeans. ... It emphasizes anew
that, in times of stress, John Q., the Missus
and the kids instinctively turn to the motion picture for that measure of escapist
relaxation which is vital to health, both
mental and physical. ... As further bearing
upon the essentiality of the screen, today
as never before, one needs only to cite

have
read — and
heard — much
of
various phases of the industry-sparked
(Continued on Page 2)

5 (omerford Houses
Darkened by War

Scranton, Ra. — Five Comerford
Circuit houses which have been
closed for the Summer have not yet
been reopened. The houses are the
Lyric in Shenandoah, Irving and
Rochester — A wage dividend of Strand in Wilkes-Barre and Riviera
$2,586,000 was voted yesterday by and Manhattan here.
While no official reason has been
the Eastman Kodak Company board
(Continued on Page 7)
of directors for distribution
next

Eastman Declares Wage
Dividend of $2,586,000

(Continued on Page 8)

Majors May Contrib.
To BriU War Relief
The major companies may make
a donation to British War Relief out
of the unblocl ed funds from England, it was reported yesterday.
Donation, which may approximate
$250,000, was discussed by the company presidents at a meeting with
Will H. Hays and Winthrop Aldrich,
chairman of the board of the Chase
National Bank and head of the British
War Relief in the United States.

U. S. Companies Reguired to Make Total of Six Pix
Annually in U. K.; Remainder of Quota to be Met Thru
Purchasing American Rights to Other English Films
London (By Cable) — A new Government order requiring
American film companies to make only one British picture
yearly and meeting the remainder of the quota by purchasing

the American rights to other British
product was announced here yesterday. This change in the present
quota law was formulated during the
conferences on the remittances of
frozen funds to American distributors.
Under the existing arrangement,
A total of 17,568 theaters were each of the affected companies has
operating commercially in the United to make or acquire the British rights
States as of Oct. 15, according to a of one film per 100,000 feet of imports. A minimum length of 7,000
tabulation prepared by Francis S.
ontinued for
on Page
each8) of these
Harmon, head of the War Activities feet is required
Committee.
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK
for 1942 listed the total number of
operating theaters as of Jan. 1 at
(Con
17,919, or 350 more than the WAC
figures.
Of the total operating, 16,463, both
circuit and independent, have pledged
to play all the WAC releases, as
National Allied's regular Fall
well as participate in home front
operations to help win the war. The meeting of the bo'ard of directors
(Continued on Page 7)
will be held Nov. 17-18 at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel in Columbus, O.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
Clearance Ordered Cut
and chairman of the board, announced that the directors would
In Los Angeles Suburb
hear a report from the caravan
(Continued on Page 4)
The 63-day clearance now granted
to the El Monte Theater, Los An- Warner Execs. Off Today
geles, over the Tumbleweed Theater
at nearby Five Points is unreason- For Chicago Sales Parley
able in the opinion of the arbitrator
in the Tumbleweed's complaint
Delegation of Warner home office execs, train out on the Twentieth
against Warner
20th6) Century(ContinuedBros.,
on Page
Century this afternoon for Chicago,
where Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager, (Continued
will conduct
a sales
meeton Page
6)

17,568 Pix Theaters
Operating, WAC Finds

Allied Board Meets
In Col. Nov. 17-18

Trade in Week's Bond Drive

"Avenge Dec. 7— On to Victory", the Slogan
The motion picture industry's next
Three Frisco First-Runs
intensive War Bond drive will start
Advance Prices a Dime
Dec. 7 and will run for one week.
San Francisco— Three downtown "Avenge Dec. 7 — On to Victory" exfirst-run theaters have announced
presses the theme of the campaign
which has been approved by the
price increases, the Fox, Paramount
and Orpheum upping the top to 65 Theaters Division of the War Activities Committee, in co-operation with
cents, an increase of 10 cents. Four
subsequent-runs in the downtown the Treasury War Savings Staff. The
five
scales
boosted
recently
area
is in line with the induscents. They were the Embassy, campaign
try's policy
to put ononPage
frequent
spe(Continued
6)
Strand, Regal and Davies.

Broadway's Holiday
Biz at Usual Stride
Broadway theater business yesterday ran true to holiday tradition with
capacity attendance prevailing at
most houses after 1:30 P. M.
Standees were noted at noon in a
few theaters and the strong pickup started shortly thereafter, as a
majority of the business offices
closed for the rest of the day.
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FINANCIAL
New York stock and bond markets were
closed yesterday on account of the Armistice
Day holiday.

Nat'l Board Conference
Mulls Films in War Time
The 19th annual conference of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures, of which films in war time
will be the subject, will be held today in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
Among the speakers will be Maj.
Albert Warner, vice-president of
Warner Bros.; Howard Dietz, Loew's
vice-president; Claude P. Lee, director of public relations for Paramount; Lowell Mellett, chief of the
motion picture bureau of the OWI;
Capt. Leonard Spiegelgass of the
Special Service Division of the War
Department; Iris Barry, director of
the Museum of Modern Art Film
Library; Donald Slessinger, director
of visual education of the OCD;
Gilbert
television.Seldes, CBS's director of
Walt Disney's South American
musical feature, "Saludas Amigos,"
will be previewed tonight by the
Conference delegates. Other films
to be shown are the O.W.I.'s "Japanese Relocation" and "Dover";
Warners' "A Ship Is Born"; UA's
"Fighting Freighters."

Levey Opens Offices
Jules Levey, president of Mayfair Productions, Inc., has opened
new offices in the RKO Bldg., suite
1901.

MILTON

BERLE

is expected from the Coast

M. J. O'TOOLE, official of the Comerford
Circuit, will be in Towanda, Pa., tonight to
address the annual dinner-meeting of the Chamber of Commerce.

on

CAPT. GEORGE MUCHNIC, former assistant
secretary and assistant treasurer of RKO, is in
town on furlough from Washington where he
is stationed.

MARTHA RAYE, who
entertaining our service
back in the States within
Follies."
PHILIP DUNNING left

BRUCE CABOT, who will enlist in the Army
Saturday in Florida, is in New York to spend
two days before leaving for the South.
VICTOR STIEBEL, former artist on Warners
home office advertising staff and now in the
Army, received his commission as a second
lieutenant this week and in now in New York
on a brief leave.
MORTON BRILL, formerly of Mort Blumenstock's department at Warners and now in the
Navy, is in New York on furlough.

Scratch-Pad
Drive. . . . Here

is a somewhat

different aspect, gleaned from a letter
written by Greer Garson who toured through
Tennessee, West Virginia and Virginia. . .
"It gave me a unique opportunity of meeting a cross-section of the people in this
wonderful country. ... I met wtih the
greatest courtesy and kindness everywhere
and found the spirit on the home front
intensely moving and inspiring. ... I think
all of us in the industry are very proud
that the Government should have called
on

us to help in this war

am

sure I speak for all the actors representing the industry on these tours when

effort, and

I

I say the experience was a startling revelation in that it showed us how much motion
pictures are an integral part of the life
of all types of communities and how genuine
and universal is the feeling of friendliness
toward all of us who are connected with
the screen". . . . Yes, as the WPB's Donald Nelson told the WAC Theaters Division
the other day, "It is important that the
motion picture industry be kept alive, strong
and virile."
THERE'S

one

little thing

patching on

"The

Ziegfeld

has been in England
men there, will be
the next two weeks.
for Toronto

yesterday

the play "Her

First

WILLIAM J. CLARK, in charge of newsreel
and shorts distribution for 20th-Fox, returns
today
from a trip to Charlotte and Atlanta.
Murder!"
JANE WYATT is visiting New York on leave
from
her studio chores.

A. W. PERRY and HARRY PAINTER of
Empire Universal Pictures, Toronto, are at the
Warwick.

Washington Bureau

(Continued from Page 1)
Bond

to do some

for rehearsals of

Mileage Rationing May
Be Off Until December

. . . jottings
War

Sunday

of THE

FILM

Republic yesterday wound up its
two-day quarterly sales meeting in
the New York Athletic Club at which
James R. Grainger, president, presided, and the purpose of which was
to discuss the next six months' product. Among the forthcoming features are "Hit Parade of 1943," "Berlin Papers, Please Copy," "The
pie V," "Port of 40 Thieves,"
Mantrap," "Marines Step Out,"
Old Barn Dance,"
"False
"Milkman's
Matinee,"
"The Faces,"
Silent
Partner," "Three Little Sisters,"
"Sleepy
and "Blackmail."
BecauseLagoon,"
of the popularity
of Roy
Rogers, as demonstrated by his Rodeo engagements here and in Boston,
Republic, it was announced, will boost
the western star's next two features,
"King of the Cowboys" and "Idaho,"
to highest budget cactus dramas ever
made by the company.

DAILY

Washington — Delay in readying
the necesscary ration books and other
materials needed for national mileage rationing may force OPA to
move up its Nov. 22 date until some
time in December. No definite announcement has been made by the
OPA, but neither has there been any
denial that the postponement will be
necessary.
Postponement until Dec. 7 or 14
for the states of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Kentucky is definite although West Virginia rationing will
go into effect as scheduled.
OPA headquarters in Chicago has
announced a delay for the states of
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota,
Nebraska and the Dakotas.
Authority has also been given regional offices of the OPA to delay
registration for A books in the areas
where rationing is not now in effect.
Dates set for registration were Nov.
12-14. On the West Coast these
dates have already been moved forward to December.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller

CARY

GRANT

In

Leo

•

HALL

Center

GINGER

ROGERS

McCarey s

An RKO ARadio
Picture
ONCE UPON
HONEYMOON'

"SPRINGTIME

IN THE

Betty Grable — John
— Carmen Miranda CesarPayne
Romero
PLUS A BIG STAGE SHOW

ROCKIES"
D

A

V

if V

A

V

7,h
I

AVENUt
STREFT

50th

in connection

' with that salary ceiling regulation which
seems to have escaped general attention
n the lower-salaried brackets. . . . Which
:s this: If the principle stands, the ceiling
if $25,000 today may be reduced tomorrow
to $10,000 or even to $5,000. ... In any
event, if the regulation is not substantially
modified, it spells finis, at least for the
duration, of the American precept that a
man is entitled to what he can get for his
services in a competitive market.

Consider Equity's Stock
Company Proposal Today
Actors Equity Association's proposal for the establishment of stock
companies on a notion-wide basis as
a means of creating new acting talent will be discussed by Equity and
the League of New York Theaters
this afternoon. Equity will be represented by Paul Dullzell. Alfred
Harding and Paul Turner. Bert Lytell, Equity president, also may sit
in. The league's representatives will
be James F. Reilly, Brock Pemberton, Gilbert Miller, Lee Shubert and
M'arcus Heiman.

"St. Mark" Screen Rights
Price Is Said $300,000
A neat $300,000 is reported to be
the asking price of the Playwrights
Company for the screen rights to the
Maxwell Anderson play "The Eve of
St.. Mark," with the proviso that the
picture be released not earlier than
in January, 1944. Warners. Paramount, M-G-M, 20th-Fox and Gabriel Pascal are understood to be
among the bidders.

Goldwyn Hope-Lamour Pic
Follows "Harvest" at M. H.
Samuel Goldwyn's "They Got Me
Covered," starring Bob Hope and
Dorothy Lam our, will open at Radio
City Music Hall following the run
of "Random Harvest." Negotiations
were completed this week between
Goldwyn and Gus Eyssell. managing
director of the Music Hall. Picture
is expected to start its Music Hall
engagement early in January.

wznxmm

™

PARAMOUNT

GLENN
MILLER
George
Montgomery

AND
HIS BAND
• Ann
Rutherford

"ORCHESTRA

WIVES"

"GIRL
TROUBLE"
Don Ameche
• Joan Bennett
'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
)at
cent all
Sat.Performance!
E-es. 50e to ex$2.50 | IPlui
Tax
Sonja Henie & Arthur it. Wirt* prtstnt
A Musical
lcetivvaa»n»

STARS
CENTER

THEA..

ON

Rockefeller

ICE

Center. CO. S-3474

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. Inel. Sun. 8:40. Ne Monday Performance
Matinees Wed. & Sat. at '.:40 and Sun. at S
Mall Orders Protrptly Filled

-

"OH BOY!
THAT TERRIFIC
TWELVE FROM
METRO-

GOLDMINE*
MAYER!"

NOW
MISTER
SPHINX
TALKS!
A wealth of
entertainment
that makes
M-G-M's First
Group the
FIRST GROUP
OF THE
INDUSTRY!

ASTOR!

JOY

LOVE
Clark Gable
"Somewhere
Lana
Turner in

Judy Me
Garland
in
"For
and My
Gal" sets new alltime Astor record!

Red Skelton
Ann Sothern in
"Panama Hattie"

I'll Find You"

L &
HOWLS!
in

WOW!

Mickey Rooney

Hedy Lamarr
Walter Pidgeon
in "White Cargo'

"A

ROMANCE!
Kathryn Grayson,
Van Heflin,
Marsha Hunt in
"7 Sweethearts"

SUSPENSE!
'Eyes
In the
Night"
Edward
Arnold
Ann Harding

Yank At Eton'

DELISH!

Mary Roberts
with
Marjorie"Tish"
Main
Rinehart's

ACTION!

SONG!

"Apache Trail"
a great Western in
the M-G-M manner

Jeanette
RobertMacDonald
Young
in "Cairo"

,

TIMELY!

WILD WEST!

Mrs.
Hadley"
with
Edward
Arnold

"Omaha Trail"
"For the action fans"
says Daily Variety

"The War Against

Fay Bainter

We?

Thursday, November

Allied Board Meets
In Col. Nov. 17-18

12, 1942

Michigan Exhibs. in
Own Unity Program

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

committee and "dispatch an accumulation of important business."
Under the Allied constitution, each
affiliated unit may be represented by
one director who may cast one vote.
Directors may be accompanied by
consultants who may participate in
the discussion but may not vote.
Responses to a preliminary inquiry, Myers said, indicate that there
will be a full attendance of directors and that most of them will bring
a number of independent exhibitors
to act as consultants.
According to Pete Wood, secretary
of the ITO of Ohio, the board meeting will be an "action" session to
protest against alleged higher film
rentals and the proposed Warner
Bros, newsreel. Answers to a questionnaire sent out by Wood on film
terms will be considered at the meeting. The questionnaire asks exhibitors fo list the percentage pictures
bought last year, the percentage paid,
split figure if any and the number
bought'"" at flat rentals. Exhibitors
are further asked to list, by companies, what each is asking this year
and whether or not deals have been
made.
Other questions asked are: What
companies make allowance for bottom half of double bill when top
picture is percentage ? Are you paying for any newsreels that you are
unable to use? What about shorts?
How does your gross business this
year compare with last What distributor isleast sympathetic to your
film rental complaints?

those present that the Allied unit
would be looked to for solution to
present problems. It was pointed out

"Damask Cheek" Reported
Sought for Greta Garbo
MG-M reportedly is after the
screen rights to the Broadway comedy "The Damask Cheek" with Garbo
in mind for the leading role which
Flora Robson is playing on the stage.
Rites Held for Caplan
Detroit — Funeral services were
held for Arthur Caplan, head of
Metropolitan Motion Picture Co.,
who died from a heart attack after
several weeks' illness. Company was
one of the largest industrial film
producers in the country.

• • • OUT of this war, this corner hopes that, as a result of what
we are learning about functional entertainment, will come a cessation
of hostility toward certain types of pictures which are, highbrow minds
to the contrary, just as big in their small way as big pictures are in
their big way
Actually, picturegoers' tastes are amazingly cosmopolitan Perhaps this statement will shock some of the academic
fans and critics who like to hitch their wagons to the artistic cinema, and
accordingly look down on the John Q. Fan and reviewer who just hitchhike along with the plain movies
Truth to tell, and with due
deference to the school of highbrows, most of the good old solid silver
landing in the b.o. tills doesn't come from the discriminating gentry
If it did, our huge annual "take" as an industry would be a pretty
sorry affair
▼
▼
▼
• • • IN pleading the cause of the so-called program pix and
kindred product, Phil M. in no way, shape, form or manner, seeks to
disparage ace and lofty features
Thank the celluloid gods for
them,— and may their tribe increase
Nor does he champion the
cheap, tawdry opus which does little, if anything, to contribute to the
public and industry weal
But so patent are some of the indignities
directed against the modest-budget feature, the run-of-the-mill offering,
the less-than-three-or-four-star affairs, that some word should be expressed in their behalf
Nevertheless, they are like the stepchildren
who bring home a helluva lot of the financial bacon to a critical and
vain family
Of times, because of stilted family pride, they are introduced in the parlor as "A" pix, inasmuch as nobody seems to love
a "B" in this biz
Some producers will never admit that they
make, or .even could make, a "B"
Mister Exhibitor upbraids
Mister Distributor for his lack of sincerity
But then didja ever
hear of an exhib. clarioning to his public: "Step right up folks and
see our 'B' pictures!"
Realistically speaking, what is an "A"
picture, and what is a "B"?
The former is actually the latter
to lots of stands, and vice versa to boot
V
V
V
• • • IT has long been griping to this corner that some functional
features of great box-office worth get low ratings via star- and other
symbol-allocation in the nation's press and mags
It's all pretty
arbitrary at best, and pretty non-professional when you stop to think
about it
How many real money-making
westerns ever get the
stars that their classification deserves?
Or rug-cutting musicals?
Or boisterous comedies?
Actually, there is a damsite more
"corn" consumed in this country than caviar, because there is more
demand
But the rating of films, more often than not, steers the
consumers away from what they most want to purchase
A case in
point are the Abbott & Costello comedies
Sure they're corn, but
how they nourish the old b.o.!
Sure they have gags with the
whiskers brought up to date, — but they're mighty becoming to the cash
"11
Again, what would a guy like Harry Sherman, whose prairie
pix have production values unsurpassed by any offering of their kind,
and equaled by very few, have to do get a star-shower in print
This
comer has seen a plethora of productions made in the hep-cat category
that probably wouldn't get a star-shower unless the skies literally fell
in
Yet they've proved to be what John Q. wants
Ah, well, as
long as the industry is the industry, and the world is the world, there
will be a demand
for divers merchandise
Maybe
we're
too
philosophical when we aver that there are occasions when a fair set
of false teeth are more serviceable than a platinum toothbrush
Those "B" pix are in the same boat

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

T

zationspreviously
were thought
to be atorga '
that
the various
purposes, but now, it was said
have joined together in a common
cause.
Ray Branch, unit president, announced that with unified action, the
organization hoped to correct the
higher percentage situation, preferred playing time and the practice of
increasing admission prices for certain pictures. None of these policies uphold patriotism, he said, adding that as a conservative measure
double bills should be eliminated.
Conservation should be made where
it hurts the least, Branch said, contending that the elimination of double bills would not put the theaters
out of business.
"The whole aim of the Michigan
Allied convention," he said, "was not
to legislate but to unite and as a
unified organization correct these
problems
in thewas
future."
Ray dentBranch
re-elected
presias were the
other
officers
as
follows: Jim Olson, vice-president;
Ed Kirchner, secretary-treasurer.
The directors also were re-elected as
follows: Glen Cross, P. C. Schram,
W. G. Thick, Allen Johnson, W. A.
Cassidy, J. E. Stocker, Henry Carley
and Fred Pennell. Lee Ward of Mt.
Pleasant was elected to membership.
A banquet closed the one-day session, speakers including Gov. Murray
Van Wagoner and Mayor Welch.
A separate meeting by the Michigan Independent Exhibitors Association was planned to follow the Allied convention but was postponed
due to transportation difficulties.
Joseph Uvrick, secretary-treasurer
of the MIEA, said his group was interested in providing a bureau for
purchasing product because of the
alleged demand for higher terms. He
said his members were opposed principally to the demand for higher admission prices for specials.

GB to Pay First Ordinary
Dividend in Seven Years
London (By Cable) — Gaumont
British has declared a 6 per cent ordinary dividend for the first time
since 1935, it was announced yester
day simultaneously with the report
that the company's net profit for the
year ended March 31, 1942, was £335,463. Gross earnings amounted to
£1,714,291.

Some WB Newsreel
Issues to Be in Color
West Coast Bur., THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros, is planning to issue periodic editions of its
new
"newsreel
with a voice" filmed
entirely
in Technicolor.
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Hollywood— Producer assignments
for 35 features, either in preparation or scheduled for later shooting,
are announced at Warners following
f rptnm of Jack L. Warner to his
72^ as executive producer. The
lineup:
Henry Blanke — "Treasure of
Sierra Madre," "Moby Dick," "Three
Strangers," "Quietly My Captain
Waits," "Ethan Frome" and "Catch
a Falling Star."
Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein —
"Mr. Skeffington" and "Shine on Harvest Moon."
Barney Glazer — "The Damned
Don't Cry," "Broken Journey," "Deep
Valley," "Mississippi, Hello" and
"Night Shift."
Mark Hellinger — "I Wasn't Born
Yesterday," "One More Tomorrow,"
"The Horn Blows at Midnight," "Melancholy Baby," "The Patent Leather
Kid" and the "Story of Will Rogers."
Jesse L. Lasky — "To the Last
Man," the Boy Scouts of America
story, the Winston Churchill story,
"Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," and "Rapsody in Blue."
Jerry Wald— "Brooklyn, U. S. A.",
"Dangerous Road," "Humoresque,"
"Life of Marilyn Miller," "A Night
at Tony Pastor's" and "Tough Road."
Hal B. Wallis— "The Corn is
Green," "Buffalo Bill," "Men Without Country."
"This is the Army" will be produced under Warner's personal supervision.

Connors and Smith Attend
Pittsburgh Luncheon Today
Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox distribution chief, accompanied by Andy W.
Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager,
left last night for Los Angeles,
where they will attend the conference of division and district managers of the company which is scheduled to get under way on Monday.
They will make a stop-over in Pittsi burgh for the luncheon to be given
by the company today at the Wilj Ham Penn Hotel there for exhibiI tors in that territory.
Connors and Smith will be joined
in Chicago by William J. Kupper,
executive assistant to the former,
and William C. Gehring, Western
sales manager.

"This Is Army" Grosses
$203,000 in Philadelphia
Philadelphia — In 16 performances
at the Mastbaum Theater, "This is
the Army," the Irving Berlin allsoldier revue soon to be filmed by
Warners, grossed a total of $203,000.
Although the house was scaled to
I take in only $187,000, the figure was
! boosted by the SRO sale at every
performance.
Ncrt Kaplan Recovering
Cincinnati — Nat Kaplan, PRC exchange head, is recovering from a
kidney stone operation.

V REVIEWS Of"ThTHE
nEW flLfnS ik
e Great
"Dr. Gillespie's New
with Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson,
Susan Peters
M-G-M
87 Mins.
STRESS PLACED ON COMEDY CONTENT MAKES THIS LATEST OF SERIES
AN EXCELLENT SHOW.

Assistant"

Audiences should react with high favor
toward this, the second in M-G-M's medical
series to be made with the Gillespie title
since the departure of Lew Ayres from
the company's acting roster forced discontinuance of the Kildare name. By giving
comedy a stronger play, the company has
succeeded in building up the picture's boxoffice possibilities. While there are numerous dramatic moments worthy of attention,
it is the humor that primarily makes the
production good diversion for every member of the family.
This time the problem is getting Dr. Gillespie to agree to take on an assistant to
lighten his burden. Anyone familiar with
the Gillespie character will know that it is
only with the greatest reluctance that the
old fellow accedes to the wishes of his colleagues. Gillespie winds up with three
assistants, all equally to his liking, and he
has a tough time trying to choose among
them. At the end of the film one of the

"Bowery
at Midnight"
with Bela Lugosi, John Archer
with Harold Peary

Gildersleeve"

RKO
62 Mins.
HOKE COMEDY OFFERS SIMPLE TYPE
OF HUMOR OF APPEAL TO FAMILY
AUDIENCES.
"The Great Gildersleeve" is compounded
of pure hokum — a fact which earmarks the
film as diversion for the family trade. The
film holds little interest for those who like
their humor in long trousers. However,
audiences for which this picture has been
tailored probably will be highly pleased at
the screen antics of Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve. Those who have enjoyed this character in his radio life should help to swell
the

box-office "take."
The story has to do with Gildersleeve's
endeavor to avoid being married to a spinster, who has maneuvered him into a tight
spot. The situation is complicated when the
town judge, brother of the husband-hunter,
threatens to deny him custody of his orphaned niece and nephew unless he is married to the gal, who is something hard to
take. The niece and nephew try to help
Gildersleeve out of his predicament. The
nephew turns a chance meeting with the
governor of the state to the advantage- of
his uncle and to the embarrassment of the
young internes, an Australian, resigns to re- judge and the spinster.
The film is like an animated radio script.
port for Army duty, leaving the other two
A lot of extraneous matter has been thrown
to vie for Gillespie's favor.
The story gives Gillespie an amnesia mys- into the Jack Townley-Julien Josephson
tery to solve. The doctor's interest is screenplay merely in search of a laugh.
whetted by the fact that the girl is mar- Gordon Douglas gave the Herman Schlom
ried to the son of a dear friend. By clever production lively direction.
deduction, the medico, assisted by one of
Harold Peary repeats his radio character
the assistants, brands the case a fake. The
in the film. As a film performer he isn't
girl's motive was to dissolve her marriage any too interesting. He shows himself in
because of fear that an accident in her "The Great Gildersleeve" as an artificial
comedian with many annoying voice tricks
past might destroy her husband's happiness.
The girl is an extremely sympathetic char- which may be okay on the air but which are
acter since she is impelled solely by her decidedly a disadvantage on the screen.
passionate love for her husband. The finis Peary's performance tends to become a little monotonous after a while. The best
has husband and wife happily reunited.
Despite excessive mugging, Lionel Barry- acting jobs are contributed by Jane Darwell
more gives a swell portrayal as Gillespie, and Thurston Hall, who plays the governor.
bringing out all the humor inherent in the Among the other players are Nancy Gates,
role. Susan Peters and Horace McNally play Charles Arnt, Freddie Mercer and Mary
the married couple excellently. Van John- Field, who enacts the spinster.
CAST: Harold Peary, Jane Darwell, Nancy
son, Keye Luke and Richard Quine are
first-rate as the trio of assistants. Alma Gates, Charles Arnt, Freddie Mercer, Thurston Hall, Lillian Randolph, Mary Field,
Kruger, Nat Pendleton and Walter Kingsford are good in their latest appearance in George Carleton.
the series. Also to be noted are Frank
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Jack
Orth, Nell Craig, Rose Hobart, Eddie Acuff,
Ann Richards, Marie Blake and George H. Townley, Julien Josephson; Cameraman,
Reed.
Frank Redman; Special Effects, Vernon L.
The skillful screenplay of Harry Ruskin, Walker; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ;
Willis Goldbeck and Lawrence P. Bachmann, Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Walter
based on the characters created by Max E. Keller; Film Editor, John Lockert.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Brand, was directed with a lot of zing by
Goldbeck.
Good.
CAST: Lionel Barrymore, Van Johnson,
Susan Peters, Richard Quine, Keye Luke,
Alma Kruger, Nat Pendleton, Horace McNally, Frank Orth, Walter Kingsford, Nell
Craig, Marie Blake, George H. Reed, Ann
Richards, Rose Hobart, Eddie Acuff.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Funeral services
CREDITS: Director, Willis Goldbeck; for George F. Wilson, for 20 years
Screenplay, Harry Ruskin, Willis Goldbeck, secretary of the Syracuse Musicians
Lawrence P. Bachmann; Based on characters Protective Association, AFM, and
created by Max Brand; Cameraman, George vice-president of the State Conference of Musicians, were held here
Folsey; Musical Score, Daniele Amfitheatrof; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film Edi- yesterday. Wilson, a member of the
executive committee of the Syracuse
tor, Ralph Winters.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Symphony,
son's Band. for years headed WilGood.

George F. Wilson Funeral
Rites Held in Syracuse

Monogram
63 Mins.
ORGY OF CRIME STAGED WITH GOOD
EFFECT SHOULD APPEAL TO DEVOTEES
OF HORROR PIX.
Audiences that can stand the horrors
should have a delightful time at "Bowery
at Midnight," a spine-chiller that shoots
the works to classify as satisfactory entertainment for the smaller stands. The film
again offers Bela Lugosi as a fiend who
raises nice plump goose-pimples without the
aid of a grotesque make-up.
Lugosi plays another one of those JekyllHyde characters and does it to complete
satisfaction of those who like their entertainment with plenty of scream. On the
day side Lugosi appears as a harmless-enough
psychology professor, but on the night
shift he is the devil incarnate. He carries
on his dirty nocturnal work in the guise of
a superintendent of a Bowery mission. His
horror chamber is the basement of the mission. Those he invites there succumb to
his charming pastime — and their number
is many. The game is up for Lugosi when
John Archer, come to visit his girl friend
(Wanda McKay) who works at the mission, results
refuses to play
borness
in a dead.
climaxArcher's
that isstubthe
epitome of commotion and excitement. The
doesn't
professorpay.
is taught emphatically that crime
Gerald Schnitzer has stuffed his screenplay with suspense and deep-dyed villainy.
Wallace Fox has risen nicely to the occasion by pointing up all the horror elements
of the story, which was produced by Sam
Katzman and Jack Dietz.
Lugosi enacts the black-and-white central
character in hissable style. Archer carries
the hero's burden more than capably. Miss
McKay plays the girl friend acceptably.
Others in the cast deserving of a nod are
Tom Neal, Vince Barnett, J. Farrell McDonald, John Berkes, Ray Miller.
CAST: Bela Lugosi, John Archer, Wanda
McKay, Tom Neal, Vince Barnett, John
Berkes, Ray Miller, J. Farrell McDonald,
Lew Kelly, Lucille Vance, Anna Hope.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman, Jack
Kay.
Dietz; Director, Wallace Fox; Screenplay,
Gerald Schnitzer; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Art Director, David Milton; Film Editor, Carl Pierson; Musical Director, Edward
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

WPB Penalizes Builder
For Theater Violation
Washington — For beginning the
unauthorized construction of a theater building in Vallejo, Oal., Ralph
B. Shelton, Vallejo builder, has been
denied all priority assistance and allocations of scarce materials for the
next six months, the WPB has announced. Shelton is alleged to have
undertaken the construction of the
theater building for R. J. Syfy in
July, at a total cost substantially to
exceed WPB's $5,000 limit.
Leaves RKO After 27 Years
Cincinnati — Tom Holden, for 27
years with RKO, is resigning to become a CPA.

Thursday, November

White-Collar Row
Over Jurisdiction

Trade in Week's Bond Drive
"Avenge

Dec. 7— On fo Victory", the Slogan
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

on Tuesday set Nov. 23 as the date
of the election upon the petition
of the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA. The other election concerns white collarites at eight film
exchanges in San Francisco. The
petitioning union in the latter instance was the Screen Office Employes Guild, which covers film office
workers in Los Angeles as well as
San Francisco.
The IATSE's action in the Paramount exchange situation here is in
connection with company-wide balloting by white-collar workers. Other
Paramount units which will participate in the election of Nov. 23 will
be the home office and newsreel and
the company's two music subsidiaries, Paramount Music Corp. and
Famous Music Corp.
SOPEG to Fight IA Move
The stoodIATSE's
is underto have beenpetition
submitted
to the
in Washington over the signature of Joseph D. Basson, special IA representative. The SOPEG
announced on Tuesday that it would
vigorously
fight theof IA's
The contention
the move.
IATSE is
NLRB

that all white-collar labor in the nation's exchanges should be covered
by a single unit on a national basis.
The SOPEG and the SOEG have
been holding out for local units.
Should the IA be sustained by the
NLRB, the SOPEG and the SOEG
would be forced to withdraw from
the exchange field. Incidentally, the
SOEG, like the IATSE, is an affiliate
of the AFL.
The SOPEG is CIO.
The IATSE holds contracts with
the major companies to clinch its
jurisdiction over front-office workers in all exchange centers in the
country except New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. The alliance's action in asking that the
elections at the Paramount exchange

WEDDING

BELLS

Elwood Russell, son of Bob Russell, Loew-Poli, New Haven manager, and recent inductee at Devens,
is engaged to Dorothy Ann Zender,
of Hempstead, L. I.
Indianapolis — Lt. Robert Harrel
and Betty Hackeson were married
in the chapel at Lowry Field, Colo.
Harrel, a former booker at Paramount exchange here, has been stationed at Lowry Field for the past
year.
Cincinnati — Charley Schroeder,
former Warner employe, now stationed at Ft. Beauregard, La., has
announced his engagement to Thelma
Howat.
Cincinnati — Metro's Rudy Mueller
and Dorothy Hammersmith, former
employeee, were married here.

cial activities to promote bond
sales.
Concentrating on a seven-day effort, the theaters of the country
will urge patrons to buy Bonds in
memory of Pearl Harbor and in
tribute to the American fighters
now at the front.
One-sheets in two styles and 22x28
cards with messages referring to
the first anniversary of the war are
being furnished by the Office of War
Information. The Public Relations
Division of the WAC is preparing a
manual to assist theaters in the Dec.
7-14 campaign. The night of Dec. 7
will be "On to Victory" night in
thousands of theaters, with patriotic
celebrations on the stages. There
will be a moment of silent prayer for
te Pearl Harbor dead and others in
the service who have given their
lives.
Special emphasis will be placed
on the 4,600 theaters that now funchere and at the San Francisco
branch offices be called off is part
of the campaign to extend the
union's control to front-office labor
in those three cities — a move which,
if successful, would give the International ahold on all white collars at the major film exchanges
throughout the nation.
"Trespassers," Walsh's View
The position of the IATSE in the
controversy was emphatically upheld by Richard F. Walsh, president
of the alliance, on the contention
that the white-collar unions had injected themselves into a field in
which they did not belong. He indicated that the exchanges, front
and back, justifiably were the province of the IATSE and that the
SOPEG and its Coast counterpart
were regarded as trespassers.
"They had no business getting
into the exchanges," said Walsh.
"Nobody asked them to and we are
going to do everything to get them
The Paramount election will be
the first at which porters and maintenance workers will vote as a sepout." arate unit, it is said. Their right to
participate in the election is based
on the fact that in the case of Paramount such workers are not attached
to the building staff, being employed
by the company itself. Extension
of the voting privilege to them is explained by the SOPEG on the ground
that porters and maintenance employes at Paramount often lend a
hand with office chores.
The SOPEG was party to another
hearing before the NLRB on Tuesday. This one had to do with a petition for a collective bargaining election at the Republic Pictures home
office. The hearing lasted only an
hour since no points were in dispute
between the union and the company.
SOPEG moved for an immediate
election. The date of the election is
expected to be set within the next
few days. Some 60 Republic office
workers are involved.

tion as official

war

bond

issuing
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Coast Starting Eight,
Making 43 Shooting
West

Coast Bureau
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Hollywood — Eight new pictures go
into production this week, making
the total shooting 43. The check-up:
$15,000,000 Bond Sale by Loew
At Columbia: Three shooting, inTheaters in Last Three Months
cluding "Destroyer," war drg^,
Sale of "E" Bonds in Loew circuit starring Edward 'G. Robinson, t^yi
Glenn
Ford, Marguerite Chapman
theaters during October amounted
and Edgar Buchanan. William A.
to $1,456,352, while an additional Seiter directing and Lou Edelman
$425,506 in War Stamps were sold, it is producing.
At M-G-M : Eight shooting, including
was announced yesterday. The threemonth total in sales at Loew the- "Above Suspicion," drama, co-starring Joan
Crawford and Fred MacMurray, with Basil
aters is close to $15,000,000.
Rathbone, Conrad Veidt and Reginald Owen.
In September, during the big Victor Saville producing and Richard Thorpe
Justice Richard
Goes Hunting,"
drive, the same theaters totalled directing;
with Frank"Mr.Morgan,
Carlson,drama,
Jean
$10,213,800 in Bonds and $399,486 in Rogers, Porter Hall, Robert Barrat, Donald
Stamps. In August, prior to the MacBride and Irving Bacon. Director, Roy
drive, the sales were $1,332,075 in Rowland, and producer, Robert Sisk.
At Monogram: Two shooting, including
Bonds and $347,954 in Stamps.
Parsons' "Adventures of Cosmo
Joseph R. Vogel, Loew executive, Lindsley
Jones," with Frank Graham, who plays all
said yesterday that it had become ing.
the parts in the unusual CBS "Cosmo
Jones,"
radio
enacting the central
apparent that the general public had character in theplaylets,
film. James Tinling directfound it a popular service and a conAt Paramount:
Five shooting.
venience to be able to buy their War
At PRC : Alexander Stern production.
Bonds at motion picture theaters.
"The Rangers Take Over," first in the
agents.

Warner Execs. Off Today
For Chicago Sales Parley
(Continued from Page 1)

ing in the Blackstone Hotel starting
tomorrow. Accompanying Kalmenson will be Joseph Bernhard, Roy
Haines, Arthur Sachson, A. W.
Schwalberg and Norman H. Moray.
Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumenstock, who are in Washington today
for conferences in connection with

"Texas Rangers" series. Al Herman directing and the cast is headed by Dave
O'Brien, Jim Hewill and Iris Meredith.
At RKO:
Four shooting.
At Republic: One shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, including "War Correspondent," story of Sergt.
Sam Dreben and Floyd Gibbons. Only memso far is William Bendix. Lee
Marcusber castproducing.

At United
Artists: Arnold Pressburger's
"Never
Surrender."
At Universal:
Five shooting.
At Warner Bros.: Seven shooting, including "Mission to Moscow," film version
of
formerstarring
Ambassador
Joseph
E. Davies'
best
seller,
Walter
Huston
and Ann
Harding, with Marie Palmer in the role of
tanya Litvinov. Michael Curtiz directing
and Robert Buckner producing ; "Devotion,"
the story of the Bronte Sisters, with Ida
Lupino, Olivia de Havilland, Paul Henreid,
Nancy Coleman, Sydney Greenstreet and
Gene Lockhart. Curtis Bernhardt directing
tor producer Robert Buckner.
Seymour
Nebenzal's shooting "The Hang-

the company's forthcoming newsreel,
will join the Windy City conferences
from there.
District managers who will attend
the sales huddle include Jules Lapidus, New York; Norman Ayers, Boston; Robert Smeltzer, Washington; To Weigh Oriental Offer
Harry Seed, Pittsburgh; William S.
Chicago— Directors of the 23 West
Shartin, Chicago; Hall Walsh, St.
Louis; Ralph L. McCoy, Atlanta; Randolph Street Corp., operator of
the
Oriental Theater, will meet SatHenry Herbel, Los Angeles, and
Wolfe Cohen, Toronto.
urday to consider offers from various
house.
interests to take over the 4000-seat

Clearance Ordered Cut
In Los Angeles Suburb

STORKS!

(Continued from Page 1)

Fox and Paramount. W. J. Edwards,
operator of the Tumbleweed, sought
a maximum clearance of seven days
to the El Monte.
The arbitrator fixed a sliding scale
maximum clearance with the admission price as the basis. He ruled
that 42 days would be the maximum
clearance to the El Monte so long as
the Tumbleweed charged the same
admission as the El Monte; namely,
35 cents or higher; 49 days' clearance if the Tumbleweed charged 30
cents, 63 days at 25 cents, 84 days at
20 cents, 133 days at 15 cents, 189
days at 10 cents and 365 at five cents.
Present clearance were ordered reduced to conform to the ruling. Costs
were assessed equally against all
parties except Warner Bros, which
was relieved of payment.

Cincinnati— Irving Sochin, 20thFox city salesman, is the father of
a 7% -pond baby boy, James Eric.
St. Louis — Clyde Brown, manager
of Fanchon & Marco's Fox Theater,
his
firstdaddy
offspring.
is the
of a 9-pound girl. It's
West

Coast Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood— A daughter, Pamela,
was born here to Brenda Joyce and
her husband, Lt. Owen Ward.
Denver— Dan Driscoll, assistant in
the Fox Intermountain Theater film
buying office, is daddy to Patricia M.,
born at St. Joseph's hospital.
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Reports 17,568 Film Theaters Operating

16,463 Pledged to Play
Gov't
in
Home Releases,
Front War Aid
Activities
{Continued from Page 1)

t-1 -Nation shows that 1,771 of, theC2t^ are dark some of the time,
opening their doors only part of the
week or year. The list does not include the 663 U. S. Army motion
picture theaters now located in
training camps and posts.
Breakdown of the theaters by exNo. of
change areas follows:
Exchange
Albany
Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas
City
Los Angeles
Memphis
Metropolitan
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
New
Orleans
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington,
D. C
Total

Theaters
244
1,013
789
307
560
672
715
513
1,103
370
407
608
488
617
661
464
1,068
'394
855
210
598
448
360
'. 611
832
232
574
393
545
3X0
607
17,568

Second Dueber Complaint
Before Arbitration Today
Canton — Hearing
of the Dueber
I Theater case involving clearance has
. been set for hearing today.
Defen■ dants are all of the major distribu; tors with the exception
of Twen\ tieth-Fox.
Intervenors in the case
; are Loew's, the State and Mozart,
": owned by Harry H. Reinhart, and the
Strand and Valentine owned by the
-|i,Botzum estate.
Sidney Jackson of
the law firm Baker, Hostetler & Patterson, Union Commerce Bldg., has
been named arbitrator.
This is the
3econd time the Dueber Theater has
a, sought relief through
arbitration.
The first case involved a run and
\ was dismissed by the arbitrator.

TO THE
MORTON GERBER wound up his
duties at Warner Bros, yesterday
and reports to Fort Dix, N. J., this
morning to start his Army training.
His associates at the home office
publicity department presented Gerber with a pipe and lighter as a
parting gift.
Chicago— RENO GRAY of the B
& K headquarters staff has joined
the WAVES.
Rochester — JAMES F. KINGWELL, JR., formerly at Eastman
Kodak Co. here, has been graduated
from Officers Candidate school at
Fort Sill, Okla.

Ohio ITO Would School
New Solons on Problems

two evils."

H'Wood War Stamps Com.
Given $11,000,000 Goal
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With $8,250,000 of
War Bonds purchased exclusively by
studio employes, allied industries
and among agents, business managers and free-lance publicists for the
first 30 weeks of its all-over campaign, the Motion Picture Committee
for Hollywood War Stamps has had
an objective of $11,000,000 by Jan.
1 set by the Treasury Department,
according to Chairman Henry Ginsburg.
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5 Comerford Houses
Darkened by War

Chicago — SIDNEY GOLDBERG
Army.
of Metro's branch has joined the
Memphis— E OB RIMER, assistant
shipper
the
Army.at Paramount, has joined
Dallas— M. O. RIKE of Interstate's publicity staff has joined the
Marines.
Omaha — HOWARD E. CLARK,
MGM office manager here, has resigned, effective Nov. 14, to enlist
in the armed forces.

{Continued from Page 1)

given, it is believed that the decrease in population and dearth of
war industries in the affected areas
as well as the great number of men
going to the armed forces has caused
the action. Thousands of people
have left the three areas for positions in war industries. The area
also has one of the highest enlistment rates in the Army, Navy and
Marines.
ing.
In each community, Comerford
has other houses which are operat-

Killed in Auto Crash
Miami, Fla.— Uncle Sam has
St. Louis — Ralph Grossman, 41,
claimed the first WAAC in the
Greater Miami area from the ranks projectionist at Fred Wehrenberg's
Lemay Theater, was killed when the
of theater cashiers. She is FRAN- auto he was driving crashed into a
CES LUMPKIN, of the Olympia telephone pole.
theater.

Columbus — Because of the turnover in the national House of RepreDenver — RAY DAVIS, northern
sentatives, newly elected Congressmen should be informed of current district manager for Fox Intermountain theaters, has passed his
problems in the motion picture busi- officer training tests, but does not
ness, Pete J. Wood, secretary of the
ITO of Ohio, asserts in a current expect to be called until February.
organization
bulletin.
"We urge all exhibitors," Wood
writes, "to contact their recently
elected Congressman and acquaint
him with the exact situation." Wood
said that "no independent exhibitor
wants to see this business run by
the Government, but if the few individuals in control persist in their
present unpatriotic
'profiteering'
methods,
it might and
be the
lesser of

RKO Buys Biography

C'est la Guerre!

COLORS!

Oliver Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

IN THAT
TINY PART
Today,
this very
minute,
some tiny
maladjusted
part in your sound system
may be shaping up a major
breakdown weeks from now.
That breakdown, which may
call for major replacements
you cannot get, can be prevented—if the trouble in that
tiny part
corrected, is
today.found
In timeand
of war,
an Altec Service agreement
may easily mean business survival: put the Altec Service
on guard, in your theatre, now.

man

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO has bought
screen rights to Florence Cavanaugh's life of her husband, Frank
Cavanaugh, hero of the first world
war. The volume is titled "Iron
Major." Pat O'Brien is set to play
the lead.

Rochester, N. H.— Larry Willey,
wner of the Colonial Theater buildng, is making his 23rd cross-counrey trip to California.
On previous journeys, he has Violet Vanbrugh Dies
vorked in various capacities in HolLondon (By Cable) — Violet Vanywood studios.
brugh, 75, famous British actress,
What is he planning this time?
died here yesterday. She was noted
Read blueprints for an airplane
for
her playing of Shakespeare's
actory.
heroines.

DAILY

Hollywood — Private funeral services will be held today at Forest
Lawn Memorial Park for Edna May
Oliver.
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Britain Eases Quota for American// Distributors
New Regulations Will Require Companies to Make
Only 6 Pix There Annually
(Continued from Page 1)

pictures and must involve a payment
of at least £21,000 to British labor.
Each company also has an over-all
obligation to spend on British labor
a number of pounds sterling equal to
the number of feet of British film
which it is liable to acquire under
the footage quota.
New Provisions
Under the proposal approved and
announced here yesterday, each company will have to make or acquire
the British rights of only one film.
The conditions regarding length and
labor cost remain unchanged. This
means that a total of six films will
be made by or for the American companies in any renter's quota year, inasmuch as Universal and United Artists use the footage quota. The
rest of the monetary obligation can
be offset by purchases of the American rights of British pictures. At
least £20,000, however, must be paid
for these rights if the transaction is
to count for this purpose and only
half of the purchase price will count
toward the monetary obligation,
since this obligation is in terms of
labor costs and not total film cost.
The purchase of the foreign rights of
a film for this purpose will not prevent the British renter who sells the
rights from counting the film toward
his own footage quota.
If a company has not at the end of
the quota year spent the amount of
money for which it is liable, the
balance remains as an obligation on
it and will be added to its obligation
for the following year, remaining,
if necessary, until increased opportunities for production allow it to be
worked oft under the agreed upon
conditions.
Explanatory Illustrations
An explanatory illustration of
how the new quota ruling operates,
the following are considered typical
examples:
In a given renter's quota year,
"A" company imports 300,000 feet
of American film. On a 20 per cent
quota its total monetary obligations
under the present system is to spend
£75,000 in British labor costs. Under the new arrangement, it makes
or acquires one film, the British labor costs amounting to, for example,

"A Deed Well Bone
Pleaseth the Heart"
Jack Cohn, house manager of the
Motion Picture Pioneers, reveals that
a new custom will be inaugurated at
the organization's gala Harvest Dinner in the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof on the night of Nov. 19.
To honor the men and women of the
amusement world who are entertaining the U. S. armed forces, the
Pioneers will present Scrolls of Honor
to those who have done most during
the previous year for wartime activities and for humanity in general.

"THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
A

SERIOUS problem arises in the ranks of stars, due to the number leaving or who have

** already left to join the armed forces or other Government work. Of course those
in Class 3-A or 4-F of the draft will remain for a while, but when those are exhausted
the problem confronting Hollywood is really an enormously
serious one. What solution? There might be several possibilities. The family men will be used up first, then will
come the development of youngsters under draft age, then the
re-introduction of former stars now past draft age. Story
material will probably explore the lives of children and
older folk, and where Hollywood wishes to make pictures
concerning the present war and subjects relating thereto,
application will be made to the Government for the temporary release of stars in service. Such releases have already
been granted by the Government.
The producer will likewise undergo a purification. The
bugaboo of the industry, "B" pictures, will gradually disappear
from the screen. This will probably take a year, because
there is still a backlog of pictures already made and waiting
for release that will no doubt be used in double feature
SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
programs. When these films are exhausted the single feature will have a triumphant and, I am sure, popular return and the nation will once
again enjoy single features instead of the current long-winded programs. Under these
crcumstances film producers must put film accomplishment before film profits. Any producer who may think otherwise will be neglecting his duty to his country, because good,
entertaining films are as much a part of the President's program for helping maintain and
boost morale as any other factor in the war effort.— Samuel Goldwyn in the New
York Times.

UMPI'S Final Financial
Statement to Members
Members of the committee of the
whole of the defunct UMPI have received the final financial statement
of the organization, thus winding
up the last official activity of the
unity organization. The statement
records the receipts and disbursements of UMPI and the use to which
the $1,000 advanced by M-G-M was
put to pay off final bills.
Committee members, in acknowledging receipt of the statement to
Leon Bamberger, executive secretary, expressed regret over the passing of UMPI. John Rugar, president
of the Intermountain Theaters Association, wrote that "almost every
dav events happen that show the
need of a guiding organization,"
adding that "I hope that something
can be done about it."
Fred Wehrenberg, head of the
MPTO of Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, said that he "still
believes unity can be achieved."
Others expressed similar sentiments.

Eastman Declares Wage
Dividend of $2,586,000
(Continued from Page 1)

March to the firm's thousands of
employes in the Western hemisphere.
This is two-thirds the sum paid out
in 1942, but should not be interpreted
as meaning that individuals will receive two-thirds as much as last
year, a company spokesman emphasized. Although a lower wage
dividend rate means a smaller payment for most Kodak people, many
employes of less than five years service will receive even more than
last year because of the various factors involved in the plan.
At the same meeting a dividend of
$1.25 for the quarter was voted on
the common stock at total of $5.50
for the year in comparison with $7
(including an extra dividend) last
year and $6 the year before. The
regular preferred dividend of $1.50
a share was authorized.
The wage dividend voted yesterday is the 31st since 1912 and will
£25.000, and it is left with a balance bring total payments under the plan
of £50,000 to be offset by the pur- to more than $54,350,000. The rate
of the wage dividend to be paid in
films. chase of foreign rights of British March will be 1 per cent under the
To satisfy this obligation, it ac- Eastman formula, or $10 per $1,000
ouires the foreign rights of film of individual wages received during
"X." "Y" and "Z." For film "X" it the last five years. This compares
pays £50,000, counting £25,000 to- with $17.50 per $1,000 last year
ward obligation; for film "Y" it pays
£30,000, counting £15,000 toward ob- Metro Trade Shows Set
ligation; and for film "Z" £20,000
Dates for the next three pictures
counting £10,000 toward obligation. Alternatively, it can acquire to be trade-shown by M-G-M were
announced yesterday. Except in
the foreign rights of film "Q" for
£100.000 and thereby satisfy the Memphis. "Reunion" and "Andy
whole obligation in one transaction. Hardy Steps Out" will be screened
Similarly, it would still remain open at exchanges nationally on Dec. 1,
to the American companies to make and "Keeper of the Flame" on Dec. 8
more than one film setting off British In Memphis, the first two films will
labor costs against their total obli- be shown Dec. 5 and "Keeper of the
Flame" Dec. 12.
gation.

Good Neighbor Debut
For YDD in Mexico
Warners has completed plans for
a "good-enighbor" premiere of "Mfckee Doodle Dandy," to be helfj|5f'j
latter part of this month in the
Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico
City under the dual sponsorship of
the president of Mexico and the
American ambassador to that country. Because of the good-will nature
of the program being prepared for
the occasion, the Mexican government is understood to have waived
the decree proscribing the exhibition
of film at the fine arts palace.
The Hollywood Victory Committee and Warners are joining forces
in providing a contingent of film
stars to appear at the showing, all
proceeds from which will be for the
benefit of the Mexican Army.
The screening will be followed by
first-run showings of the film in Mexico's leading theaters at advanced
prices •along somewhat the same
lines as the special engagements of
the picture in this country.
Robert Schless, general foreign
manager for the Warner Bros, and
G. R. Keyser, in charge of foreign
publicity for the company, depart
today for Mexico, where they will
work on the premiere arrangements
with O. J. Brooks, Mexico City manager, and Carl Schaefer of the stu
dio staff.

Walsh Feted in Albany
Albany — John G. Walsh, Metro
exploiteer here the last five years,
reports to the Detroit M-G-M exchange this week as a salesman.
Walsh was feted by friends in the
Albany Elks and also tendered a
testimonial banquet by Film Row
friends at Duncan's Inn.

Coast Rites for C. W. Lee

Hollywood — Funeral services were
held here for Clarence Willis Lee, 78,
father of Director Rowland V. Lee
and Robert N. Lee, writer. He was
active in formation of the War Camp
Community Service during the first
World War, helping to raise more
than $60,000,000 for that organiza
tion.

Passes Presented —
For the Feat at Sea
Halifax, N. S.— When officers and
crew of Canadian naval vessel, Assiniboine, put in here after sinking a
Nazi sub which had attacked an
Allied convoy, they were tendered a
public reception, includnig a dinnerdance. P. J. Dwyer, manager of the
local Family Theater, presented 116
double passes, undated, to the crew.
The passes involved every Halifax
and Dartmouth theater. Dwyer and
I. L. Haley, manager of the Dundas
and Mayfair in Dartmouth, were on
the committee in charge of the reception.

Expect Essential Rating for More Film Groups
(See Columns 2-3 Below)

1 Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought
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TEN CENTS

MELLETT
SOUNDS DUALS'JWOM
Army Chiefs Attest Pix Essential on War Fronts
Dietz Quotes "Citations"
To Screen by Generals at
National Board Conference

FILMS SWELL
ENLISTMENTS

Evidence that movies "are
essential to the morale on our

Stewart Short Jumps Air Force
Recruits by 100 P. C.

fighting fronts" was impressively marshalled by

Howard
Dietz, Loew's
vice- president, speaking on "Movie Entertainmentni
War Time"
before the
N a t i o n al
Board of Review annual
conference at
the Hotel
HOWARD DIETZ
Pennsylvania
yesterday afternoon.
Dietz, who also told his audience
that "The
Screen
has proven
its
(Continued on Page 10)

UA Closes Deal for
New Disney Feature

"Winning Your Wings," a service
short starring James Stewart which
Warners produced for the Government,ited
is credwith
boosting
Army Air
Force
mentsenlistby
more than
100 per cent,
Maj. Albert
Warner, vicepresident of
Warner Bros.
told the National Board
of Review
Conference
MAJ.
ALBERT
at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, yesterday.
Other service shorts are

WARNER

proving

(Continued on Page 10)

H. M. Warner at Capital
For Newsreel Parleys
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Confirmation of the deal whereby
Washington — Harry M. Warner
United Artists would release and arrived here yesterday for conferences with Government executives
distribute Walt Disney's "Victory
Through Air Power," by Alexander in connection with the new WB
de Seversky, was announced yester- "Newsreel With a Voice" to be
day. Negotiations were concluded launched in January.
by Edward C. Raftery, Gradwell L.
Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumen(Continued on Page 3)

Amusement Arcades
Conn. Headache
New Haven — Amusement arcades,
filled with games, juke boxes and
picture machines, are more and more
numerous in Connecticut, and are
usually located near theaters and
bowling alleys. Recent incorporations are Crystal Palace, Inc., Bridgeport; Palace of Fun, Inc., and Novelty
Amusement Co., Inc., Hartford. Their
effect on business remains to be
seen.

(Continued on Page 4)

Gov't Would Like to See Policy Eliminated for War
Period by Industry's Own Action; "We Cannot Grow by
Sitting on Our Physical or Metaphysical Fannies"
Death-knell of duals in the United States was all but sounded

by Lowell Mellett, chief of the OWI's Bureau of Motion Pictures, in an address before the annual conference of the National board of Re-

Indies Blame Chains
For Duals Existence

words, the ernmentGovofficial
Existence of double features was told the 300 assembled
conferlaid in the lap of the big circuits by
ence delegates
independent operators, following that "we would
Lowell Mellett's plea for the elimi- like to see the
nation of duals at the National
double - feature
Board of Review meeting yesterday eliminated,
if only
at the Hotel Pennsylvania.
for the duration
Spokesmen for several indepen- continued point- L0WEU M€U,ETT
dent circuits told The Film Daily of
edly:the war," and
that thev would follow a single feature policy if the major circuits
"There is only so much screen
would set an example. They pointed
(Continued on Page 7)
out that it was unprofitable for an
independent house to show a single
(Continued on Page 3)

Drive for Carbon Stubs
Opens in New York Area

Comprising
Joe onHornstein,
chair(Continued
Page 9)

Awaits Decision on Manpower

Jurisdiction

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That filmland, at
least in a number of its more vital
labor categories, will soon be designated as an industry essential to
Abe Lastfogel, head of the Wil- the war effort in the matter of manliam Morris Agency, has been appower-freezing in jobs was prepointed president of USO-Camp
dicted here yesterday by sources
Shows, Inc., as successor to Eddie close to the problem and the highest
Dowling. Like the latter, Last- Government circles.
fogel will serve without compensaSteps have, it is declared, already
tion. During the past year the
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Indep'l Producers
Speak Out for Duals

Three-man committee appointed West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Quick exception to
by Sam Rinzler, co-chairman of the
New York WAC, to oversee the col- the pronouncement against continulection of copper drippings and
ance of dual bills for the war durastrippings, announced yesterday that
tion by Lowell Mellett, chief of the
there is now even a market for the
(Continued on Page 8)
carbon stubs.

Essential Classification Seen
Lastfogel New President
Of USO Camp-Shows, Inc.

view
terday.at the Hotel
Pennsylvania yesM i n ci n g no

War Plant WorUers
Reported AntUDuals
Rochester— Anti-duals reaction in
the ranks of war plant workers is
noted here by Amy Croughton, film
critic of the Times-Union, who writes
in her daily column.
"Men and women who formerly
were willing to waste hours sitting
through second feature B pictures,
are now walking out on them because they need the time for sleep
in order to be fit for their work.
That is the real signal needed by
the exhibitors to turn to single fea-

Friday, November

Boston Houses Experience N. Y. Theater League Will
5 Days of Record Business Aid Equity on Stock Plan
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Archibald Will Start
BIS Duties in 10 Days
George Archibald who arrived
here a few weeks ago from England to head the films division of
the British Information Service will
start his new duties in about 10 days,
it was reported yesterday. Archibald is recuperating from a siege
of pneumonia which developed while
en route to the U. S.
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COmmG and GOING

Boston — Business in the Hub over
the holiday merely made it one long
Equity's plan for the establishment of stock companies on a naBARNEY BALABAN, Paramount president,
week-end, for the tremendous intional basis as schools to train new trains
to the Coast today for his customary
crease extended from last Friday
talent to replace that lost in the seasonal studio conferences with Y. Frank Freethrough Wednesday and there ac- draft seemed closer to realization
man. NEIL ACNEW, general sales manager,
tually was but little let-up yester- yesterday as result of a meeting arrived at the studios yesterday.
day.
at which the proposal was discussed
CHARLES
FRANCIS
"SOCKER"
COE
arrives
So greatly has business increased for the first time by Equity and the
today
from
the Coast.
that theaters are being hard pressed
of New York Theaters.
LOWELL
MELLETT
left New
York
latjjjflfet
to find adequate help and lines are League
The representatives of the League
being cast in all directions to find ■— Brock Pemberton, Lee Shubert
sufficient number of ushers and other
night forJONES
Washington.
^7'-on
leaves Hollywood on Sunday
and Marcus Heiman — were under- a BUCK
tour of Army camps in the East. His first
employes.
stood to have expressed interest in
Business over the past five days the plan and a willingness to work stop will be Milwaukee. Accompanying him will
in Boston has transcended anything with Equity on the proposal. Equity be SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram producer.
LIEUT. COMM. ROALD DAHL, assistant air
yet recorded. At Loew's Theaters, was represented by Alfred Harding, attache
to the British embassy in Washington,
the
both State and Orpheum, "My Sister Paul Dullzell and Paul Turner.
arrived on the Coast yesterday to confer with
Eileen" is playing to capacity houses
Walt
Disney on "The Gremlins," of which he is
and will be held over. At the M and
Jthor
P de luxer, the Metropolitan, Columbia May Be Given
WILLIAM C. CEHRING, Western sales mana"Major and the Minor" is turning New Treasury Cartoons
ger of 20th-Fox, leaves today for the Los Anpeople orial
away
while
at
Keith's
Memdistrict geles
managers.
meeting of the company's division and
and the RKO Boston the
Dave Fleischer, head of Columcrowds are such as never before
WOLFE KAUFMAN, film critic of the Chicago
bia's
cartoon
unit,
is
creating,
at
recorded. At the former the cur- the request of the Treasury Depart- Sun has returned from a Hollywood trip.
rent bill offers the second week of
ment, new cartoon characters for a
IRVING MACK of the Filmack Co. left Chi"The Navy Comes Through" while possible series under Government
cago yesterday for business conferences in Washat the latter in addition to the stage contract.
ington and New York.
show featuring Charlie Spivak and
For the fashioning of story ideas
His Orchestra, the picture attrac- in connection with the contemplated
tion is "Sherlock Holmes," with a cartoons, Edmund Seward, who Ritchey at Mono. Desk
co-feature.
"Iceland" moved into the Para- adapted "Sullivan's Travels" to the
has been added to Fleischer's Awaiting Navy's Order
mount and Fenway and promptly screen,
story department. During World
proceeded to turn away crowds.
Norton Ritchey, vice-president in
War I, Fleischer served for seven
months in the Amy Medical College charge of Monogram's foreign dePicture Pioneers Will
partment, who was to have reported
on training film production.
in Seattle this week for active naval
Initiate Class of 40
duty,
has
been ordered to remain
Pollock Quits as Ampa
in New York for further orders. He
Forty applications for memberwill continue at his Monogram desk
ship, the largest number ever to be Prexy, Heads for Coast
until new orders arrive.
presented for the consideration of
A naval veteran of the last war,
the Executive Committee of the PicLou Pollock has resigned as president of Ampa and will leave this Ritchey has been commissioned a
ture Pioneers, were passed upon
lieutenant,
senior grade.
at a luncheon meeting held week-end with his family by auto
at Toots Shor's Restaurant yester- for Chicago and the Coast. He
to announce his future ac- William Morris. Jr., Arrives
day. Florida, Michigan, California. expects tivities
shortly.
Massachusetts, Tennessee, Alabama,
William Morris, Jr., head of the
Under Ampa's constitution, a
Georgia and Washington were among
the States represented by the appli- vacancy among the officers or di- William Morris Agency, arrives in
rectors must be filled by appoint- New York today after an 11-month
cants.
ment by the board for the balance stay on the West Coast. He is exTo Frederick Mercy of First Nathe term.
pected to work out of the New
tional Theaters, Yakima, Wash., of Pollock
formerly was Eastern York offices of the Morris Agency
went the distinction of becoming the advertising and publicity director for the next few months.
Picture Pioneer located at the greatfor Universal and recently has been
est distance from New York. Mercy
conducting a public relations buhas notified Jack Cohn, house man- reau.
ager of the organization that he intends to be present at the Annual
Harvest Dinner which takes place 44 Scrap Matinees Set
next Thursdav evening, at the StarIn Washington for Today
light Roof, Waldorf-Astoria.

"Random Harvest" to Be
Tradeshown on Nov. 24

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — City-wide scrap
matinees will be held in 44 Washington theaters today at 10 a.m.
M-G-M's "Random Harvest" will These will be the first scrap matinees
he tradeshown simultaneously in in Washington, although several
New York and Los Angeles on Nov. subsequent ones are contemplated by
24, William F. Rodgers announced the local WAC.
Admission to the theaters will be
yesterday. The New York showing
will be held at the Normandie The- 10 pounds of scrap metal, with trucks
ater at 2:30 p.m. In Los Angeles, stationed before most of the theaters to receive the scrap.
the picture will be screened at the
Ambassador Hotel at the same hour.
Other screenings will be held short- Raft Buys His Warner Contract
in exchange centers throughout Wf>*t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the lycountry.
Hollywood — George Raft has
It also was announced yesterday bought his Warner contract. He
that "For Me and My Gal" would has been with the studio for three
open in more than 40 key cities dur- years, much of the time under salary suspension during the past
iod. ing the Tranksgiving holiday peryear.

NOVEMBER
13
Edward Alperson
Nicola Napoli
Eddie Buzzell
Robert Sterling
H. C. Potter
Certrude Olmstead
Donald Duck

NOVEMBER

14

Nicholas M. Schenek
John Moynihan
Veronica Lake
Betty Caldwell
Eugene O'Brien
Doris Anderson
Garson Kanin
NOVEMBER

15

Lewis Stone
Samuel Ornitz
Herbert Rawlinson
Joseph P. Reddy
Hal Dansen

Friday, November
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Indies Blame Chains
For Duals Existence

UA Closes Deal for
New Disney Feature

{Continued from Page 1)
feature when the same picture played
at a large circuit house on a double
bill.
It would be far better, one spokes-

(Continued from Page 1)
Sears and Arthur W. Kelly, acting
for UA, and Roy Disney and Gunther Lessing, representing Walt Disney Productions, Inc.
"Victory Through Air Power" is
72 minutes in length and is a departure from other Disney features
in that it has been made with living
actors as well as cartoon characters.
De Seversky, himself, from whose
best-selling book the picture was
adapted,
tant role. will be seen in an impor-

■^^said,
industry went
g.
creature ifonthea voluntary
basis sininstead of having the Government
step in and order such a move as
a conservation measure, which is
likely to happen, he added, unless
something is done. The independent operators expressed almost 100
per
marks.cent approval of Mellett's reDistributors' comments indicated
that they believed the public was the
final judge of the policy of any theater, declaring that the exhibitor
sticks to duals because he feels that
the policy is the best for his house.
Edward G. Zorn, president of
United Theater Owners of Illinois,
in a current organization bulletin
declares that this is the time to discard double features.
"Because of the uncertainty of the
future," Zorn wrote, "the time was
never more opportune to discard the
unholy practice of running double
features. The War Production Board
already has imposed restrictions on
the use of raw stock and has repeatedly warned that further cuts
are necessary. The wage stabilization law, limiting salaries to $25,000 net, will eventually make itself
felt, as it is not likely that stars
will work for nothing just to make
pictures. Technicians and highly
skilled workmen are leaving for the
armed forces daily. In the face of
these facts, does it seem like good
business to dissipate the supply of
features in the unpatriotic and
wasteful practice of double bills as
though the source was unlimited?"

$93,815 Tax Refund
To R and R Theaters
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A refund of $93,815
to the R and R Theaters, Inc., Dallas, Texas, was announced by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. The
sum was paid by R and R Theaters in excess of what was called
for on its 1937 surtax on undistributed profits.

Throws Out Boxes to
Hit Hitler, Rap Japs
Detroit — Six theater boxes have
joined the scrap pile here, donated
by Harold Munz of the Century
Theater, former vaudeville house. The
boxes have been torn out, and about
three tons of scrap steel removed
in doing so. This is the first instance of removal of boxes for the
scrap drive here.

T

T

T

• • • ADVOCACY of duals' demise for the duration by Lowell
Mellett at the National Board of Review's conclave in the Hotel Pennsylvania wasn't actually broadcast
But for all practical purposes,
it was
Before the meeting's morning session was even over, the
New York Times news periods on WMCA were wafting to the world
the Mellett suggestion ... • Maj. Albert Warner, speaking at the
same a.m. huddle of the Board, revealed that Warner Bros, salted some
$100,000 in each of the patriotic shorts the company made in Technicolor
prior to Pearl Harbor
Such budgets would have been considered
fantastic for a feature a couple of decades ago
The Major also
told the gathering that WB initially made a 50-50 deal with Uncle Sam
for Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army," but that when the Brothers found
the pact so much in their favor, they decided to hand over all profits
to the U. S
And the profits won't be WB's figures either when the
"take" is in, for Price, Waterhouse & Co. will audit the entire economic
record
V
▼
Y
• • e EVERYTHING'S set for the big annual dance and
entertainment of the Catholic Actors Guild on the Astor Roof this
Sunday night at 8:30
Affair will be for the benefit of the American Theater Wing War Service, one of whose ace activities is the
Stage Door Canteen
Among
the entertaining notables will be
Ed Wynn, Danny Kaye, Hugh Herbert, Jack Whiting, Frank Faye,
Sibyl Bowan, Jay Jostyn, Mile. Quadri, Don Healy, Lieut. Gitz Rice,
Bob Shafer, Charles Kemper, Harland Dixon, et al
While seats
are priced at only $1.10, their sale is limited strictly to the comfortable
capacity of the Astor Roof— which is sound sense and sane strategy
Solons of other affairs, please note ... • "Hap" Hadley, Eastern filmdom's favorite artist, sure is happy
His noble son,— chip
right off the ole U. S. Marine block— has just received the principal
appointment to West Point
Our Congrats to the Haps, Sr. and
Jr. ... • More'n $25,000 worth of boxes have been sold for the
"Night of Stars" in Madison Sq. Garden, Nov. 24,— all proceeds going
to United Jewish Appeal, on behalf of the Joint Distribution Committee, United Palestine Appeal and National Refugee Service
'Mong the boxholders are Harry ({'Superman") Donnenfeld, David
Bernstein, Nate J. Blumberg, Mrs. Hal Home, Max L. Friedman, Mrs.
Ted Lewis, Mrs. Leo Spitz, Barney Balaban, Spyros Skouras, George
Skouras, Paul H. Sampliner, and Sam Rosen ... • Arthur (RKO
Radio) Bril (i)ant can spell his family name as 'tis here as the result
of his having grabbed the local spotlight on Armistice Day morn for
"The Navy Comes Through" and the U. S. Maritime Service
Right in Times Sq. at B'way and 45th, Bril (i)ant staged ceremonies
coincident with the pic's bow at Loew's Criterion
The highly
patriotic program was viewed by big crowds at the Crossroads of the
World
Basil Harris, United States Lines' prexy, was principal
speaker, and guest of honor was Jane Wyatt, star of the film . . .
9 John Lundigan, former usher in the Calvin Theater, Northampton,
Mass., was on the aircraft carrier Yorktown when it went down in
the Coral Sea, and was rescued after swimming three hours . . .
0 Harry F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division mgr., is chairman of entertainment for the Mayor's Dinner in New Haven on Nov. 24 . . . • Oscar
Serlin's stage socko, "Life With Father," is entering its fourth year on
Broadway, and he, along with Playwrights Lindsay and Crouse, plus
Lester Meyer (manager of the long-tenanted Empire) will tender a
party at Sherry's on Sunday night to celebrate the run
T
T
T
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

It is reported that the current
deal is a prelude to a broader arrangement which will include shorts
and features when Disney's present
commitment of 18 pictures for RKO
is completed. Roy Disney said the
timeliness of "Victory Through Air
Power" made it desirable for early
release. He added that United Artists was the logical company to release the picture because it was in
the most strategic position in the
industry to arrange early playdates
and to get behind a pre-selling camings. paign at once for immediate book-

New Calif. Houses Serve
Workers in Shipyards
San Francisco — The Golden Gate
Theater Realty Co. has opened another small house — the Rio in San
Leandro, an East Bay town not far
from several large shipbuilding
plants.
Alameda, Cal. — Robert L. Lippert,
operator of two new theaters in Richmond, where Henry J. Kaiser has
nearly 50,000 men employed in ship
construction, has just opened the
Times Theater, a remodelled house,
in Alameda.

Closing of Gold Mines
May Shutter Colo. House
Cripple Creek, Colo. — Charles Diller, owner of the Vida and operator
of a portable circuit, indicated he
might be forced to darken the Vida
because of the Government order
closing gold mines.

'Ttvas a Bit Early
For Gate Crashing
Muskegon, Mich. — Doors of the
local Michigan Theater abruptly
opened the other morn at 2:50
o'clock, but the movie enthusiast
responsible for the unscheduled1
event had no intention of entering
the house. He was Ensign John H.
Seeley who was returning to Detroit
following cadet recruiting. The officer's automobile, suddenly struck by
another, went careening through the
theater's lobby doors and into the
ticket booth.

Friday, November

War Usefulness of
Theaters Stressed
"The war usefulness of the mo
tion picture theater is based upon
its common touch with the millions
who are our people and whose war
this is," Claude F. Lee, Para.'s director of public relations, told the
National Board of Review annual
conference yesterday at the Hotel
rennsylvania.
"The theater" Lee said, "has done
outstanding service in the war
emergency by protecting its potential war audiences by tireless preparations in Civilian Defense and
Public Safety."
"An exhaustive study was made
of the experiences of the British under air raid conditions. Experts in
safety engineering have been busy
applying this valuable information
to the development of a method for
use in our own theaters. Exhibitors
have installed air raid devices of
all kinds including fire-fighting apparatus, emergency lighting circuits,
fluorescent and luminescent materials and complete first aid equipment."
"The really important phase of
the motion picture theater in wartime is its indispensable service in
providing the only outlet for exhibition of motion pictures to the masses," he continued. "So that the
people of the nation may have the
benefit of visual newsreel reporting
of wartime events; so that they may
be reached with Government and industry short subjects produced for
public information and enlightenment."
On theater attendance, Lee said,

Sees War Beneficial to Films
Screen Has Come of Age, Says Spigelgass
"Out of the needs of the war, the future," the speaker asserted.
"And after the war, what these
motion picture of the United States
men have learned in making films
has come of age," Capt. Leonard
for the Army, they will use in makSpiegelgass, Film Production Secing films for the world," concluded
tion, Special Services Division, War
Captain Spigelgass. "For the field
Department, declared in talking be- of the motion picture has been exfore the National Board of Review
tended and will take its rightful
annual conference at the Hotel Penn- place among the most forceful of
sylvania here yesterday.
all media of information."
Captain Spiegelgass, observing
Quincy Howe, National Board of
that "the film educator and the film Review president, presided at the
amuser are at last working hand conference morning session, and Dr.
in hand," said that in no place is Russell Potter, director of Columbia
this truer than in the Army where University's Arts and Sciences Institute; Dr. Frederic M. Thrasher, pro"to a large extent, the brains that
fessor of education at N. Y. U.;
were responsible for Abbott and
Costello, and Lana Turner, are now and James Shelley Hamilton, the
equally responsible for films that National Board of Review's executive
train men to work and to think and director, at the three subsequent
sessions yesterday. Other speakers
Under Lt. Col. Frank Capra, the during the conference include Iris
Special
to do." Services film production unit Barry, curator of the Museum of
is engaged in the making of a pro- Modern Art Film Library; Donald
gram of films "to tell the soldier Slesinger, chief of the Visual Train
why he is in uniform, who his allies ing Section, OCD; and Prof. Robert
are, the nature of his enemies, and Gessner, chairman of N. Y. U.'s De
the world that must be made in the partment of Motion Pictures.

Lastfogel New President
Of USO Camp-Shows, Inc.
{.Continued from Page 1)
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Essential Rating for
More Film Groups
(Continued from Page 1)

been taken by the industry itself
to assure the cleavage of indispensable workers to the production and
other wings of the trade, but because of the delicate and yet-irtfifined status of manpower jun th--tion no action is momentarily expected unless the controlling factors are suddenly
settled.
It is pointed out that the declaration by President Roosevelt, shortly
after Pearl Harbor, to the effect that
filmland is of vital consequence to
the war effort, did not then, nor
now, constitute more than a pronouncement of principle, and only
served as a sort of informal retardant to the calling into service of
individuals whose talents must be
reserved to the industry. The only
really binding directive was in the
recent instance of certain newsreel
employes.
However, informing channels say,
a directive is expected to, be extended soon to other industry
20th-Fox Field Execs.
branches and that specific categories will be established so that filmLeaving for Coast Meet
land will not be hamstrung in its
Division and district managers of efficient operations. What these
20th-Fox will leave their territories categories will cover is currently a
mystery which can be cleared up
over the week-end for the company's only after official Washington has
sales meeting to be held in Los An- weighed various elements as repregeles, starting Monday. The group
sented by industry advisers. Latincludes Herman Wobber, H. G. Balit is understood, have already
lance, Edgar Moss, E. X. Callahan, made ter, recommendations
in anticipaJ. J. Grady, Paul S. Wilson, H. R.
tion of the stabilizing of the manBeiersdorf, George M. Ballentine,
power issue.
O'Loghlin.
Ward
E. Scott, M. A. Levy, J. P.

William Morris head has been
donating his services to USO-Camp
Shows on a full-time basis. It is
he who has been responsible for
gaining USO-Camp Shows activities
the full support of every branch of
the entertainment
business.
In a letter to Dowling commending him for his work in behalf of
the USO-Camp Shows, Walter HovWilliam J. Kupper, executive as- H. M. Warner at Capital
"It is interesting to consider that ing, chairman of the board, revealed
that
in the past year the organizaany fluctuation of theater attendance
sistant to Tom Connors, distribu- For Newsreel Parleys
tion had brought entertainment to
tion boss, Roger Ferri, editor of the
will ultimately have its effect on
(Continued from Page 1)
policies. On the whole, I am in- "more than 5,500,000 men in our house organ, and William C. Gehring,
clined to think that at this time country's armed forcse."
Western sales manager, are leaving
stock, also in town for the newstoday. Connors and Andrew W. reel
there is a gradual return to showconferences and other matters,
Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager, were expected to
manship in the presentation of pro- Senate Committee Favors
leave last night
left on Wednesday.
grams and a trend away from ar- A 48-Hour Work Week
or
by
plane this morning for Chitificial stimulants of the box-office
cago, where they will join the sales
meeting at the Blackstone Hotel.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY Nicholas Roosevelt Named
used in times of depression."
Col. Nathan Levinson, who is
— A 48-hour work Deputy Director of OWI
Must Find New Sources weekWashington
handling the technical end of the
was recommended yesterday by
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY newsreel organization, and Edward
the
Senate
Defense
Investigations
For War Funds — Doughton Committee. Retention of the pres- Washington — Nicholas Roosevelt, Selzer, assisting him in lining up
ent overtime rates in war plants, author and diplomat, succeeds Paul cameramen and technicians, also are
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
here with H. M. Warner. They
Washington — That sources for with payment in War Bonds for Smith (who resigned to enlist as a
plan to remain for another day at
new war revenue must be sought overtime in excess of overtime hours private in the Marine Corps) as least.
deputy director of the Office of War
outside of individual income and in 1942 was also recommended.
Information. Roosevelt has been on
corporate income taxes, was the decthe staffs of the New York Times
laration here yesterday of Chairman
Bonds" Short Completed
and of the Herald-Tribune.
Doughton (D., N. C.) of the House
"Bonds at War," which describes
Ways and Means Committee.
what happens to money invested in
Individual and corporate incomes war bonds and stamps, has been To Film Life of De Gaulle
... on the Film Front
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
are being taxed "just about as high completed by the New York War
Hollywood — Warner Bros, will
as
they
can
stand,"
he
said
in
an
Savings
Staff
of
the
Treasury
Defilm
the
life
of
General
Charles
De
interview.
partment from basic material pro- Gaulle, commander of the Free
cured from the Army Signal Corps, French fighting forces, the studio
Indianapolis — Because of the shortage
the Marine Corps and the Navy. announced yesterday. William
Paul Gallico wrote the narration, Faulkner has completed a draft of of canned food and fruits, and plus the
which is spoken by Rex Stout.
the film biography. Studio also fact that there are very few needy families
locally this year, the Indianapolis Indorsers
announced "The Liberator," a rec- of Photoplays, will eliminate the annual
Eastman Safety Engineer Dies
ord of a Consolidated B-24 bomber.
food shows in neighborhood theaters this.
Rochester — Albert L. Armstrong,
Ted Lloyd, in charge of 20thyear. A Christmas party instead for men
in the armed forces, stationed in and around
Fox's radio department, has a new former Eastman Kodak Co. chief Fourth for "Mummy's Tomb"
daughter, born to Esther Ralston, Ind.
safety engineer, died in Kingsbury,
The Rialto is holding "The Mum- downtown
Indianapolis,houses.
will be held in one of the
in private life Mrs. Lloyd.
my's Tomb" for a fourth week.
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Wants More Screen Time For Informational Reels
Mellett Also Cites Film
Conservation Possibilities
Of Single Picture Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

time in a day, only so much time
^Jpr the presentation of the best
^^id most helpful entertainment
^nd for the presentation of vital
information. We frankly want
the small part of the total time
that is required to deliver this
information. Double features
make it difficult to provide this
time."
Declaring that while "entertainment is essential," Mellett observed
"life cannot be all entertainment,
not in these times," and then drove
home this Governmental warning,
"For its benefit to national morale,
entertainment can reach a point of
diminishing
return."
"The habit of sitting three or
four or even more hours with
one's mind afloat in a fictional
"More and more the moviemakers are striving to be sure
that any picture that touches on
the war or any part of th° war
effort shall be based on the truth
or the closest approximation of
the truth they can achieve. Further, they are striving to make
sure that if a picture does not
contribute anything to the war
effort, at least it shall not in any
way
be detrimental." — LOWELL
MELLETT.
world, hardly equips the American population for the serious
job of dealing with real life,"
Mellett asserted. "That way
lies degeneration rather than
growth. And we must grow. We
must grow into a people competent to win this war.
"We must grow into a people
competent to face the greatest
task ever given any people —
the task of shaping a new world
immune to the blight of war.
And we can grow only through
the exercise of our faculties,
physical, mental, spiritual.
"We cannot grow by sitting
on our physical or metaphysical
fannies,"
stinging
final blow was
at Mellett's
duals.
The OWI official keyed his blast
at double features to the conservation of film, and said that the public, by changing its entertainmentbuying habits "through buying quality rather than quantity — or at least
through accepting smaller quality"
could aid "in this necessary conservation of film."
Stylingonduals
"actually
a greata
burden
the as
theater
business,
burden which many theater owners
would be glad to unload," Mellett
said that "continually we get demands from theater owners that the
Government do something to put an
end to double-features."
"Many of them say that what they
now regard as a nuisance to them-

SUSPEND DUALS POLICY— NBRMP

Sees Films Most Effective
Means of Giving People
The Feel of the War

Suspension of double features for the duration was urged by the National any way shall be correct in that
that it shall be correct in
Board of Review in conference resolutions adopted yesterday following the respect,
little details and correct in relation
address by Lowell Mellett, OWI film chief. Text of the resolutions follows:
to
established
national policy."
"The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures urges that the motion picture producers
use the utmost of their ability to create films that are not mereiy exhcrtations to patriotism
"This may be a long war,"
but pictures that reflect truthfully the greatest experience our generation has known, bindMellett warned.
"If so, the wear
ing the purposes and ideals of the war into our daily thinking and feeling.
and tear on the emotions of the
"The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures urges thar the film producers and
exhibitors use every means to secure over-all distribution ot all films that in any way serve
people will be severe.
We believe that the motion
pictures
the war effort, particularly the films of the United Nations which he.p the American people
understand
their
allies.
can sustain the national morale
"The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures urges that the showing of double
in
two
ways;
one,
by
providing
features be suspended for the duration as a saving of time, critical materials and manpower
the relaxation of entertainment,
needed
for winning
the war.
• "The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures pledges the utmost of its resources
and two, by aiding in a basic
through its membership and affiliations, to back up the motion picture industry in its efforts
understanding
of why we are
io help bring this war to victory."
fighting and the things we are
fighting for. . . .
selves, never will be ended without
wood's first rash of war pictures
"To repeat, one of the great
Government action," he commented. many of which he declared "uninstruments through which we
"There is some reason for doubting
hap ily .. . are not good pictures."
can achieve this clear, unconthis, since there are certain sizeable Indeed, he said, "we got a stream
fused understanding, is the moareas in the U. S. in which the dou- of pictures that had no more relation picture screen. The screen
tion to reality than the newspaper
ble-feature does not flourish, due
cannot
do its work in this reapparently to the stubborn resist- comic strips." However, he added,
spect, if it is cluttered up with
ance of resourceful theater opera- "fortunately, there is reason to beconfusions, and I believe the
tors to the encroachments of the
lieve that this phase of war-time
liaison
achieved
between
the
movie-making has prety well burned
plague on their territory."
With implications that were spe"Boy
meeting
Girl
is
one
of
the
Studios
today,
the
OWI
official
itself out."
cific and obvious, Mellett added:
realest things in life in this or
emphasized, "have come closer and
"I prefer to believe that what
closer to full-time use of the picany other country — leaving out
has been demonstrated in these
those countries in which such
sections of the country, can liketures
to
help
win
the
war."
personal affairs are arranged by
"They find they can help in
wise be achieved in all sections.
three principal ways," Mellett
the
Whyit on
shouldn't
the
I prefer to believe that busimoviesState.
present
the screen,
enumerated. "First, by continunessmen as competent as the
from now on forever? It always
theater owners have shown
ing to provide the best enterhas
been
one
of
the
important
tainment of which they are capthemselves as patriotic as they
facts of life and surely always
able; second, by keeping carewill be."— LOWELL MELLETT.
proved themselves in their Bondlessness and false conceptions
selling campaigns, scrap-collectout of all pictures that touch
Government and the motion picing campaigns and other vital
on the war; third, by making a
ture industry offers promise
certain number of sincere and
war activities, will not long conthat these confusions will be
tinue to be stumped by this comeffective pictures for the direct
steadily eliminated, that the
petitive condition of their own
purpose of aiding in the war
pictures which help in one of the
two ways indicated, will precreation."
Taking up the functions of the
Mellett, who closely held the atdominate, and the pictures which
tention of the large audience, cov- OWI, Mellett voiced the belief that
hurt will be seen less and less."
ered a variety of subjects in his "the
motion picture can be the most
effort."
effective
means
of
giving
people
the
address. He opened with a defense
of Hollywood movie makers who, he feel of the war and their own rela- Pix War-Time Youth Role
tion to it." Acknowledging that the
said, had been "taking severe pun- newsreels
combat footage has not Library Conference Subject
ishment in recent months from critics at home and abroad." Principal been "ample," he said that "in due
The motion picture as a power in
charges, Mellett remarked, were two time," there will be "closeup shots
— "that they falsify the American of American troops in hot pursuit the education and entertainment of
way of life" and that "they give of fleeing enemies."
young people
war time
will branch
be disat the inNathan
Straus
the world wrong notions about us
Discussing the industry's pro- of the cussedNew
York Public Library
'warm-hearted, simple, sensible and
gram of Victory shorts, Mellett observed that producers, directors and tonight under the joint sponsorpeace-loving people' ".
Taking up these charges, Mellett writers "have done a splendid job
ship of the library and the National Board of Review of Motion
said, "Let's put in the plea of guilty in this essentially virgin field" of
Pictures. Scheduled to speak are
first. . . . The movies are guilty of factual films.
"While
Hollywood's
primary
Margaret
Bondfield, former British
exaggeration," adding "it is the
Minister of Labor; Alice Dalgliesh,
American way of life to give the
function will continue to be entertainment,think
I
this venture
children's editor for Charles Scribpeople pretty much what the peointo the field of information may
ner's Sons, and Judge Jacob Penken
of the Domestic Relations Court.
have its permanent effect on the
"Hollywood
for the most part is
ple want."
content
and
treatment
of
screen
making the same kind of pictures it
An exhibit of objects and matehas made in the past, the kind that
rials used in the production of cermaterial,"
he
remarked.
"To
create fairy tales you must live
tain war films will be opened at the
have proved so acceptable to the
in a fairy tale world. Grapmeeting. The display will run until
people of the U. S. and the rest of
Nov. 28.
pling with reality will leave its
the world," he summed it up.
mark upon those who make our
"What Hollywood is making
entertainment, both during the
is in the main as acceptable to
Salesman Turns Exhibitor
the Government as it is to the
war
Des Moines, la. — Joe Smith, salesAs and
to after."
OWI-industry relations,
people whom the Government
man for Universal exchange at Des
Mellett said, "It is the Government's
represents," Mellett continued.
desire, and it has become more and Moines, has resigned to take over the
"This is true, in the main, but
Elite theater at Laurens. Smith will
more the producers' desire that any take over ownership today.
there are exceptions."
Here
Mellett turned
to Holly- picture touching the war effort in

73%t
Indep't Producers
Speak Out for Duals
{Continued from Page 1)

OWI

bureau of motion pictures before the annual meeting of the National Board of Review in New York
yesterday, was taken by prominent
independent producers.
W. Ray Johnston, president of
Monogram, commenting on Mellett's
near "death knell" of double features, said:
"We have found by continual
check-up that the public overwhelmingly prefers double features. To
go on a single feature policy would
entirely eliminate westerns, for example, and this type of product is
wanted by vast sections of our population. We feel that double features help maintain public morale
by keeping the average working man
happy."
President I. E. Chadwick of Independent Motion Picture Producers
Association said: "If any Government official has such views it is
because he has been misinformed or
misled by people with sinister motives."
M-G-M studio representatives declared any comment would have to
come from N. M. Schenck or William F. Rodgers in New York.
A leader in the independent field
declared: "The United States is
complaining about the lack of bottoms, but we are shipping to England twice as much film base as we
did before the war and they are
using this base for raw stock.
Companies in England are using
from 50 per cent to 100 per
cent more release prints than they
did prior to the beginning of the
war. The English Government is
encouraging English producers and
distributors, and considers the motion picture industry essential. Double bills have always been encouraged in England despite the complete blackouts.
"The Mellett statement was probably inspired by major company
propaganda which led the Government to believe Government shorts
are not being given enough playing
time because independent houses are
using duals to the exclusion of Government pictures. A check-up or
survey would show that circuits affiliated with major companies are
the real offenders. Admission prices,
on the average, have been upped 50
per cent and major companies would
like to maintain the new admission
price level, and by using only single bills, giving half as much entertainment as at present. How about
more than 12,000 independent theaters that should have a voice in this
matter?"
President Spyros Skouras of 20th
Century-Fox declined to make any
comment as did representatives of
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers which comprises
several producers releasing through
major companies.
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Producer. Born in Crewe, Va., May 8, 1906. Studied

'^law at University of Virginia. Was graduated from University of Edinburgh
in Scotland, where he took Academic work. Was reporter on London Daily
Mail for three years, and also on Paris Soir. Returned to United States and joined editorial department of Doubleday, Doran & Company. Resumed
newspaper work in 1933 and went to Russia for nine
months, doing articles for Esquire and acting as correspondent for London Daily Mirror. Was in Ethiopia
for first part of Italian war. Became ill and recuperated in Palestine. Wrote "The Man Who Won The
War" which appeared in Atlantic Monthly and won
Howard Vincent O'Brien Award as "best short story"
of 1935. Columbia bought rights to it, and brought
him to California. Joined Warner Bros, scenario writing staff and worked on "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
"Knute Rockne-AII American," "Dodge City," "Santa
Fe Trail," "Virginia City" and several others. Produced "Gentleman Jim" and "Desert Song" and has
"Mission to Moscow" in production; it will be followed by "The Fighting French" and "Devotion."
Height, 6, 2. Weight, 190 pounds. Hair, brown.
Eyes, brown.

'Flying Theater
Tigers" Record
Set
Buffalo
Buffalo — Opening here on Armistice Day, Republic's "Flying
Tigers," notwithstanding a snow
storm, clocked the biggest first-day
business in the history of the local
Twentieth-Century Theater. The
SRA sign was out from the initial
peiformance to closing, the take
sailing over $3,400, or some 15 per
cent more than the previous b.o.
high.
Inasmuch as this aerial warfare
drama deals with the AVG in China
which used the P-40 type of plane,
the Curtiss-Wright plant here cooperated with the Republic promotional campaign by putting such
fighting craft on display in connection with the engagement's opening.

WB to Give War Bonds
At Thanksgiving Party
With War Bonds and Stamps as
door prizes, the Warner Club will
give a Thanksgiving Party for its
members the night of Nov. 20 at the
Hotel Edison. A name band will provide music for the dancing and there
will be a program of entertainment
by well-known stage performers.
Martin F. Bennett, president of
the Warner Club; Bernard R. Goodman and Harry Mayer comprise the
committee in charge of the event.

Fly Sees Speedy Post War
Expansion of Radio-Tele
Buffalo — Speedy expansion of
television and FM broadcasting following the end of the war was forecast here yesterday at the meeting
of Radio Manufacturers Ass'n — Institute ofRadio Engineers by James
Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman. During the present near "freeze" of
broadcasting activities, vigorous
planning for the future is under
way, he said.

Tulsa Starts Oklahoma on
Swing Shift Show Tide

13, 1942

Biz
da's
Canaions
ain ibit
ExplProh
Toronto — Wartime Prices and
Trade Board released statements of
policy for the- board's order effective Nov. 2 prohibiting business expansion or change in product or facilities as war measure with a view
to conservation of materials fff.
manpower.
Hb
Statement shows that Government
permits will be granted for the sale
of theaters or exchanges, also the
handling of new products or removal
of business to quarters not larger
than previous premises, but the
warning was issued that such
changes will be allowed only under
exceptional circumstances.
Particular emphasis was laid on
a plan to discourage chains from
expanding by extension of facilities
or obtaining of new products.
The order confirms the ruling issued in January that theaters cannot be reopened which were not in
actual operation on Jan. 30. Information was brought out that there
will be no discrimination against
theaters or film distributors because
of the latest order which affects
many wholesale, retail and service
businesses, the rental and exhibition
of motion pictures being included in
category of business services. The
general explanation also was given
out because of many inquiries from
film offices in the States regarding
new status in wartime Canada.

Tulsa, Okla. — Oklahoma's first
swing Shift Show has been instituted at the Orpheum theater
here playing to a good audience
Tuesday at 1:40 a.m. with a full
presentation of the regular show at
S5 and 40 cent prices. A complete
perfoimance with shorts and newsreel was offered.
The idea has been under consideration at a number of houses French Nationals Here Not
both here and in Oklahoma City
since war plants started 24-hour Enemy Aliens, Is Ruling
production but this is the first such
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
show to be actually presented.
Washington — Although Vichy
France was designated as enemy
"Women at War" Is Set
territory Tuesday, French nationals
in this country are not to be reAs Goldsmith's First
garded as enemy aliens, according
Initial production of Isadore Gold- to a Treasury announcement released here. This move, which was
smith, European producer, under his
newly-signed contract with Colum- not unexpected in light of the recent relaxation of the restrictions
bia will be "Women at War," emphasizing women's part in the war on Italians and Austrians here, is
effort.
apparently in line with the new attitude displayed by Washington toAmong Goldsmith's hits abroad
ward a phase of psychological warwere "The Stars Look Down," "Mile.
fare. The move is expected to enDocteur,"
"I
Killed
the
Count,"
and
courage French nationals here in
"Hatter's Castle."
their desire to contribute to the
liberation of their country and to
All-Feminine Troupe of
prevent the French people from feeling that we are their deadly enemies,
Soldier Entertainers in U.K.
Several film stars and production
Kay Francis, Carole Landis, Mitzi people of prominence are affected.
Mayfair and Martha Raye are in- Lesser Signs William Terry
cluded in the all-feminine troupe
which has just arrived in Great
Sol Lesser yesterday announced
Britain to entertain American troops that he has engaged William Terry
under the auspices of the motion for one of the leading roles in
picture division of USO-Camp Shows. "Stage Door Canteen." Terry has
Miss Francis is mistress of ceremon- devoted the past five seasons to
ies. The group will remain abroad acting in the New York theater, but
some two months.
first attracted critical attention in
Mrs. White Hospitalized
Cincinnati — Mrs. Sofia White,
mother of Maury White, prexy of
United Theaters, is confined to the
Jewish hospital for an operation.

the

film,

"Private

Smith,

USA."

Dueber Hearing on Dec. 1
Canton, O. — Hearing in the Dueber
theater arbitration case, slated for
yesterday, was deferred to Dec. 1.
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Drive for Carbon
Stubs Opens Here

TO THE

Miami Beach, Fla. — FRED
{Continued from Page 1)
GREENE, assistant manager of the
man; Herman Gelber, president of Surf theater, is now in the engiLocal 306; and Marty Levine of the
neering corps at Ft. Benning, Ga.
William Brandt office, the committee
• will oversee conversion of this type
Miami, Fla. — RICHARD WANof—salvage into money after the
KLYN, assistant manager of the
'^^ters
have to
delivered
salvagea. _ material
the twotheNew
York Grove theater, is now in United
States Navy.
; points of collection, — Joe Hornstein,
-. Inc., and the local branch
of NaMemphis — RICHARD LIGHT[ tional Theatre Supply Co. under the
management of James Frank, Jr.
MAN, manager of the Strand theater and son of M. A. Lightman,
Because
of the many
demands
! made upon theatermen in the New prexy of Maico circuit, has been
an Ensign in the
York area to cooperate with various commissioned
Navy.
r phases of the war effort, the receipt
of copper drippings
and shavings,
DAVE GROSKIND, booker of
I as well as carbon stubs, has been Malco Circuit, has joined the Army.
lagging, it was revealed yesterday, He is at Ft. Oglethorpe.
with just a few of the circuits sending in this salvage.
But the drive,
Springfield, Colo. — FRANK
;. because of the urgency of its char- BARNES, recent owner of the Capi: acter, is expected from now on to
tol, leaves for Army duty Nov. 20.
:- register good results.
All theaters
are urged
to take
Fort Moultrie, S. C— Technical
j the copper drippings, shavings and
Sergt. KENNETH C. CORTS, for'.'.
stubs which
they now and
have send
on hand;
merly of Eastman Kodak, Roches3 weigh
the material,
it to
ter, N. Y., is now chief of the post
National Theatre Supply's New photo lab. here.
York branch or to Joe Hornstein,
Inc., with the name of the theater
Gloversville, N. Y. — SANDER
plainly written on the boxes.
LAZAR, assistant to Seymour MorM .
ris, Schine circuit publicity chief,
and AL MARQUSEE, assistant to
I Para. Reports "Rangers"
Doug. Leishman in the Schine statistical department, have enlisted
And "Glass Key" Clicking in the Army.
Paramount
reported
yesterday
, that "Forest
Rangers"
and "The
Saltsburg, Pa. — ANTHONY De31 Glass Key" were doing outstanding LISI, of the Liberty Theater, has
business in early engagements and joined the Army
and leaves for
stacking up favorably against prev- training Wednesday.
ious top attractions.
"Forest Rangers" in five cities
Pittsburgh — ANTHONY ANTOtopped other high grossers by 19- NOPLOS, associated with his father,
I 51 per cent, while "The Glass Key" Peter Antonoplos, in the operation
. scored one of the best records at of theaters in East Pittsburgh and
I Loew's Criterion, Broadway, during Turtle Creek, has reported to Camp
ts three-week run. Reports from Meade for Army duty. His younger
I )ther cities show the picture is top- brother, Milton, will take over for
. nng other important attractions by the duration or until he is called
3 51 per cent.
into service.

-• 21,339 See "Springtime"

Record
Roxy
opening
day business was reported
yesterday
for
'Springtime in the Rockies."
The
3 idmissions figure was given out as
e 21,339.

The Carbons Burned
— And So Will Axis!
Richmond — Sam Bendheim, general manager of Neighborhood Theaters, Inc., has sent a letter to C. J.
Dunphy, head of the Amusements
Section of WPB in Washington, stating that houses in his circuit have
salvaged and sent to the proper
equipment company a total of 441
lbs., 14 oz. of copper carbon drippings which, Bendheim said, he
"trusts can be converted promptly
into bullets, shells and other copper
necessities for the vigorous prosecution of the war."

Revenue Bureau

COLORS!
ama and Gem
his return.
New

at

McCurtin,

until

Washington

Haven — More than 100 theater associates and other friends

gathered
at Cerini's
bid farewell
to TONYRestaurant
MASSELL,to
assistant at the Loew-Poli here, who
enters Officers' Candidate School.
Robert Russell, manager, on behalf
of the group, presented Massella
with a cash gift.
Chicago — JAMES SHIELDS of
the B & K accounting department
is an Army recruit. RENA GRAY of
the department has been accepted
for the WAVES.
LEONARD E. SAMPSON has resigned as manager of the Ascot Theater in the Bronx, to enter the Army.
Sampson will be inducted today.
Detroit— DON IVERSON, owner
of the Don Theater at Lake City,
has been inducted into the Army,
and is stationed at Fort Custer. His
sister, Miss Florence Iverson, who
ran the dairy bar in the theater, is
managing the house.
Springfield, Mass. — OVIL DUCHARME, projectionist at the Paramount Theater here, has been inducted into the Army.
Norfolk, Va.— Lt. PHILO HIGLEY, Hollywood screen writer, has
reported to the Naval Base here.
He had been on loan to the OPA to
organize its press-radio department.
West

Coast

Bureau

Opening Two Offices

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — On completion of Columbia's "Suicide Range," RUSSELL
HAYDEN joins the Ferry Command
and BOB WILLS enters the Army.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Opening of a New
York office of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue's new salary stabilization
unit has been announced here. This
office which will be located at 255
Broadway will be directed by Charles
A. Drake, a veteran of 20 years service with Bureau.
Establishment of a Los Angeles
office is also scheduled for the near
future and these two branches will
play an important part in the solving of the Some
film industry's
salary
headaches.
announcement
of
regulation concerning motion picture salaries is expected here within
the next three or four days, but
whatever these regulations include
it is certain that the Los Angeles
and New York offices will be given
sufficient authority to make on-thespot decisions.
Drake will have full authority to
act for the Bureau with his decisions subject to final review in Washington. Drake's decisions however,
and presumably those of the Los
Angeles chief when he is named,
will be law until reviewed in Washington even though they may later
be reversed. In other words, if
Washington reverses or alters a rulway. ing given by Drake, the Washington
action is not retroactive in any

Film Developing, Printing
Exempt from Price Control
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The OPA yesterday
reaffirmed previous advice that developing and printing of motion picture film, both professional and amaWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
teur, are exempt from price control.
Hollywood — ERWIN
GELSEY, Although theatrical film has been
Columbia producer, enters the Army exempt all along, it has not been
tomorrow at Fort MacArthur as a clear that the exemption applies as
film. to the processing of amateur
well
private.
Cleveland— SOL GORDON, ParaScranton,
Pa.— It's Lt. JOHN J.
Services specifically exempted inmount booker, has reported to the FURSHA now for the former assistclude developing, exposing, printArmy Quartermasters Corps. He
ant manager of the Bell Theater. He
ing, reversing, editing, splinting,
enlisted.
recently completed a course at the titling and toning. These services
Signal Corps OCS at Fort Mon- in connection with still cameras are
Cleveland — BERNARD RUBIN,
mouth, N. J. He was transferred to not exempt, however.
ex-PRC branch manager, is now Mobile, Ala.
These processes are exempted belocated with the Signal Corps at
cause of a decision of Congress when
Camp Crowder, Mo.
Franklin, N. H.— ALAN WALDO, considering its price control bill,
formeily at the Regal here and later that no control may be instituted
Pittsfield, Mass.— Three more Cap- manager of the Brandon Theater in which would in any way tend to
ital Theater employes have entered Brandon, Vt., has been inducted into threaten the freedom of the press.
the services. ROBERT BUNCE, the Army.
Motion pictures are thus included
doorman, enlisted in the Marine
Scranton, Pa.— THOMAS J. COM- along with newspapers and magazCorps, LAWRENCE NAUGHTON,
assistant manager, enlisted in the ERFORD, Jr., son of the Comerford
ground service of the Air Corps Circuit official, has completed a
while WILLIAM J. VOLIN. relief course at the Marine Corps Radio Col. "Lovelier" Sets Records
operator,
has been inducted into the School and is now at the advanced
Columbia's "You Were Never
Army.
aerial gunnery school at Jackson- Lovelier," has broken house records
on the opening days of its first four
ville, Fla.
pre-release engagements, according
Bokoshe. Okla. — LESLIE CARto word received yesterday by Home
TER, local theater owner, has enCincinnati — W a r n e r's DICK Office sales officials. Spots were,
listed in the Army Air Force. His Army.
ROACH has been inducted into the
wife is running the three theaters,
Buffalo, Springfield, Mass.; Portland, Me.; and Lawrence, Mass.
the New here and the New at Pan-
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Essentialit
of Films' Enlistments
Evidence
Dietz Cites ArmyIV. Y. Press
Treatment of Mellett Story
Swelled

Pledges Film Will Show
Our Allies the American
Character as It Really Is
(Continued from Page 1)

right to freedom and Government
co-operation as opposed to control,"
quoted Lt. Gen. Dwight Eisenhower,
Lt. Gen. Frank M. Andrews, Maj.
Gen. Simon B. Buckner, Maj. Gen.
R. A. Wheeler and Maj. Gen. Charles
H. Bonesteel, all commanding U. S.
troops on distant fronts, as attesting the Army's reliance upon Hollywood product, not only for morale
but health.
Civilian support of the military
appreciation was also cited by Dietz
in the person of Elliot Gibbons, former Time magazine correspondent,
who wrote from "somewhere East"
that to the soldier on the war front,
films "are second only in importance
to the actual fighting, the only thing
that keeps them from going nuts on
occasion."
In presenting the "citations"
to
"Just as Hollywood cleaned its
own house in the matter of salaciousness on the screen, so it has
given itself a mandate that concerns war pictures. Each producer,
writer and director is acquainted
with our Government's war attitude. There will be no intention
to drag in episodes or trump up
arguments, but whenever a character speaks
about the
people'sis
war, or
whenever
a scene
shown that bears on the subject,
its ideologyDIETZ.
will be correct." —
HOWARD
the screen by America's
generals, Dietz said:

top-flight

"From Iceland Maj. Gen.
Bonesteel sends the following
message: 'Due to the isolation
of so many of our installations,
I consider that motion pictures
are among the outstanding
means used to stimulate a
healthy state of mind in my command in Iceland. I feel that
they are as necessary to the
men as rations. All pictures
here are screened to a capacity
house and we deeply appreciate
your effort to keep us supplied.'
"From Alaska we have a statement from Maj. Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner: 'Deeply appreciate the efforts now being made
to bring motion pictures to the
far-flung outposts where no
amusement facilities now exist.
Carrying this program into effect on adequate scales proves
an important patriotic contribution to the health and morale
of the troops in the Aleutians
and other remote situations.
The effort to effectuate the program of top-flight entertainment is a worthy contribution
to the national war effort.'
"From Cairo Lt. Gen. Frank
M. Andrews writes: 'The use of
motion pictures is considered
highly important for morale
purposes in this theater and a

Here's how news desks of the New York evening and morning dailies treated
the Lowell Mellett story yesterday:
"Mellett Sees Morale Menace in Double -Feature Movies." —World-Tele—Post.
gram."Would End Double Features— OWI Aide Says They Make Us Soft."
"Urges Saving of Raw Film— Mellett Suggests Industry Cut Out Double
Features." — Sun.
"OWI Aide Hails Movies' Value to U. S. Morale."— Journal-American.
"Calls for War Ban on Double Movies — Urges Voluntary Step." —Times.
"Mellett Urges Double Feature Films Be Barred — Cites Need to Save
Materials." — Herald-Tribune.

definite aid in cementing AngloAllied-American unity. Other
forms of entertainment are often difficult in desert forward
areas and motion pictures fill a
real need in providing amusement and relaxation where and
when it is needed most.'
"From New Delhi, India, Maj.
Gen. Wheeler communicates :
'Motion pictures are needed and
useful in stimulating healthy
state of mind and improving
morale. This statement based
upon experience at many scattered stations where motion pictures constitute practically only
diversion for troops.'
"And where the battle is on,
where the largest American expeditionary force has landed on
the great springboard that will
hurdle the Mediterranean, Lt.
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower cables:
'Motion pictures are of the utmost importance to provide entertainment and build up the
morale. Newsreels are specially of tremendous value providing for the soldiers the means
of keeping up with their friends
in other theaters of war and
with their familes at home. The
stories and the sets in the feature productions bring their
home country vividly to their
memories. Let's have more mopictures.'
Dietztion in
his" opening remarks
commented that "if all the screens
went dark there would soon be a
quickened appreciation of motion
pictures" and "a producer beside the
cracker barrel would be badgered to
return to his old calling."
"If the movies have been a reflection of the soft way of living,
they can now adjust themselves to
the new realities, the sterner stuff,"
the Loew exec, assured. "But it
would be folly to think that pure
frivolity is not wanted as much as
evr before. Our people want good,
solid war films that reflect the nobility of our cause but they also
want innocent merriment."
Expressing appreciation of "the
remarkable films that England has
made," Dietz acknowledged that
Hollywood thus far had been unable
to make "real combat films with
complete authenticity."
"But give us time," he added.
"Hollywood is getting closer to the

real thing and from here on, judge
every war film from Hollywood with
whatever severity you choose. They
will be darned good."
Calling attention to the fact that
"many of the stars and others have
gone into the service," the speaker
said that "it is difficult for them to
realize that they, too, are helping
a people, that they, too, are keep-

By Pix-Maj. Warner
(Continued from Page 1)

equally effective, the speaker *yJ.
citing as a timely example "Be^j; the Line of Duty," with Captain —
now Major — Wheless
playing himself.
Major Warner, who discussed
Hollywood's war effort generally,
pointed out that his company had
pioneered in the making of patriotic
subjects
"manyfor years
Inspiration
such ago."
a move, the
WB exec, explained, was "something very close
to to
ourthehearts."
"We wanted
to bring
public
at large some of the patriotic feelings that we personally had experienced and had been enriched by —
a deep sense of gratitude and an
intense pride in this great country
andSaidwhatMajor
it stands
for."continuing:
Warner,

"It all goes back to a time, some
55 years ago, when my father lived
under the heel of tyranny. The
thing he wanted most in life was
to find a place where he could bring
up his family in a decent manner,
where a man could be free, to think
for himself and to do what he considered right in all things.
"So he turned to America. The
name had magic.
when the conflict
HOWARD
DIETZ. is ended." —
"I won't go into details and take
up your time telling about the trials
ing hope high when they are doing and tribulations that the Warner
their work of bringing audiences to- family encountered, but when motion pictures arrived we quickly
gether in the cheerful dark, or entertaining the regimented days of realized the opportunities of the
the troops in barren places away screen as a force for great good.
"As time went on and we saw
that the American people were befrom Ashome."
to how Hollywood
will
ginning to forget what this land of
solve its loss of stellar manfreedom really meant to them — just
power, Dietz declared
that
as
it
had
meant to us 55 years ago —
"there will be others."
"With
we decided to produce a series of
the new emphasis that is being
patriotic short subjects to show the
placed on the author, outstandpeople of our country what the
ing performances will develop
pioneers struggled and fought for
and the star system will remain.
to make possible this glorious land
For the public will select other
stars even while they do not
of equal opportunity for all."
forget the old," he added.
The Loew vice-president acknowl- Report "Morocco" Breaking
edged that the war has made Holly- Para. Attendance Records
wood more conscious of its effect on
the rest of the world, and he pledged,
Starting its seventeenth season,
"Yes indeed, we shall show
you, the New York Paramount Theater
England and our allies, the Ameri- established a new opening record
can character as it really is — as the when 45,800 tickets were sold the
best of you would like to see it."
Dietz as a concluding thought two opening days of "The Road to
Morocco," the Crosby-Hope-Lamour
suggested that films "be judged more sixteenth anniversary attraction, it
on the basis of individual contribu- was stated yesterday by the mantions than as an output of an inagement. The two first days broke
the opening record set recently by
"Think of the industry as a
"Holiday Inn" and marks the bigmechanical assistance and an
dustry."
gest two days in the theater's hisoutlet for individual group of
tory, not including week-ends and
creators," he urged. "The word
New Year's Eve, and New Year.
'Hollywood' as an adjective will
Because of the crowds the managedaily.
then disappear and there will
ment will continue to open at 8 a.m.
be a re-orientation of criticism
which is highly needed. The
Snaring honors with the feature
critics, too, should keep step
pic are Woody Herman and his orwith Hollywood and gird themchestra, Pat Henning and Hazel
Scott.
selves for the war times."
"In a changing world the movies will change, lt will meet the
responsibility of the times with a
true reflection of those times and
it will provide a creative touch
that is even a step ahead of them.
Many are already thinking of the
campaign for unity in which the
films must play a leading part

The sale t0 20Hl Century-Fox of David 0. Selznick's important story and play
kr\ Ofil-L F^v.
TnirL Prnn&rfioe
St>
eiZniCK
rrOpemeS
XO ZUtn-rOX.
properties, together with the loan of several outstanding stars, directors and
technicians was announced yesterday by William Goetz and Selznick. Story properties include "Jane Eyre," "The Keys to the Kingdom" and
"Claudia." Personalities include Joan Fontaine, Ingrid Bergman, Dorothy McGuire, Alfred Hitchcock, Gene Kelly, Alan Marshall, Robert Stevenson
and others. Selznick is not retiring, but plans to produce a new type of film dealing with the war effort.
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HOLD U. S. EDICT ALONE CAN END DUALS
Allied Board May Act on One-Night Closing Plan
THE WEEK
REVIEW

IN

Exit for Duals?
By

L. H. MITCHELL

DOUBLES' "DOOM": Lowell Mellett, chief of the motion picture division of the OWI, speaking Thursday at the National Board of Review meeting, declared the Government would like to see the policy of
double features eliminated for the
duration. A number of independent
circuits told Film Daily they favor
abolishing duals if the major circuits would set an example. Indie
producers in Hollywood were up in
arms at the Mellett "death knell"
to duals, asserting he had been misinformed, that death of duals would
drag public-wanted westerns in their
wake.

*

*

*

Units Discuss Proposal
As a Means of Conserving
Fuel, Stretch Out Product
A proposal to close theaters one
night a week as a means of conserving fuel is being discussed by
Allied units and indications are that
some direct action may be taken at
the national Allied board meeting in
Columbus, 0., this week.
The New Jersey Allied unit huddled on the subject a few weeks
ago, while Connecticut Allied considered all angles of the situation
at a meeting in New Haven on Friday. Proposals call for the elimination of matinees on certain days or
the complete shutting down for one
day.
Some

exhibitors

on

Friday

(Continued on Page 7)

ex-

College Vacations
Affecting Bookings

PIX AT WAR FRONTS:
At the
National Board meeting Howard
Dietz, M-G-M vice-prexy and publicity and ad chief, quoted messages
from leaders of our armed forces at
Reports that schools and colleges
the fighting fronts telling how esmay close earlier for the Thankssential to our troops' morale are our
giving and Christmas holidays and
films. . . . Maj. Albert Warner told
the assembly that the James Stewart remain closed longer than in previous years are causing distributors
'short, "Winning Your Wings," has to revise their bookings.
jumped air force recruits by 100 per
In some
spots, universities may
cent. . . . Claude F. Lee stressed the
(Continued on Page 8)
war usefulness of picture theaters.

*

*

*

WAGE CEILING: Office of Economic Stabilization amended its
wage and salary regulation, giving
the industry an eight-week "breathing spell" — until Jan. 1, 1943 — to
arrange compliance with the $25,300 ceiling. . . . The Internal Revsnue Bureau will open offices in New
York City and Los Angeles to help
■solve the industry's salary headxches. Charles A. Drake. IRB vet;ran, will head the New York office.

*

*

*

WAG': War Activity Committee
nembers, at monthly WPB confer;nce in Washington, were told by
s«f )onald M, Nelson, WPB chairman,
hat the film industry must be kept
•■trong and virile, stressing its esseniality. . . . Theaters' division of the
VAC will sparkplug a week's War
?ond drive, starting Dec. 7, armicrsary of(Continued
Japan'son attack
on Pearl
Page 8)

Coe Outlines Coast War
Problems at EPRC Lunch
Pressing war-time problems, ranging from manpower to production restrictions, which today confront Hollywood(Continued
were outlined
by Charles
on Page 8)

$4.50 Per Share as
20th-Fox 1942 Net?
A 20th-Fox net for the year equalling about $4.50 per share on the
common stock is expected by Wall
St. sources, whose calculations have
been made on the strength of the
company's excellent financial showing so far this year.

Exhib. Groups Join
Anfi-Duals Chorus

Abolition by Mutual Agreements Won't Work, Leaders
Say, Citing Past Failures
Abolition of double features
will never be accomplished
through mutual agreements
among exhibitors or between distributors and exhibitors, but will be
brought about only by a direct order from the WPB or some other
Government agency, industry leaders asserted Friday in the wake of
Lowell Mellett's plea for single bills
at least for the duration.
Attempts
at local elimination of
(Continued on Page 6)

War Prisoners Aid
Test Campaigns Set

A wave of anti-double bill activity by exhibitor organizations over
the week-end followed the proposal
of Lowell Mellett, head of the OWI's
motion picture bureau, for the elimination of duals as an economy
Exhibs. in New Haven, Pittsburgh
measure for the duration. Exhibitor associations independently and
and Rochester will put on test camat the suggestion of Harry Brandt
paigns in behalf of the War Prisonsent telegrams of congratulations to
ers' Aid Committee, to determine the
Mellett for his stand on the issue. feasibility
and methods of a national
Independent circuits also sent tele- theater drive, which would be con(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Mich. Film Salesmen Ask
Theaters Will Co-op. In
Special Gas Consideration "Women at War" Week
Detroit — A formula which seeks
to justify the contention of Michigan salesmen that they are entitled to special consideration for
gasoline rationing, and probably applicable for tire or other rationing
applications, has been worked out
by state salesmen here. Contention
is widespread
that Michigan
has
(Continued on Page 6)

Warners Open Drive Dec. 20
$35,000 in War Bonds Will Reward Winners
African Invasion Clips
Chicago — Plans for a 20-week
Drive of Champions, starting Dec.
En route for Newsreels
20, with $35,000 in War Bonds as
Newsieels on Friday were in- prizes for the winners, were comformed by the Government that first
pleted at the two-day sales meeting
shots of the invasion in Africa were of Warners district managers and
en route to the United States. Time home office executives held Friday
of their arrival here could not be
and Saturday
at the
Blackstone
Hodetermined.
(Continned
on Page
4)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film feature of the
Treasury's all-out "Women at War
Week," Nov. 22-28, will be a trailer
(Continued on Page 6)

"WaHe Island" Tops
In Army's Theaters
Paramount's "Wake Island" was
the No. 1 box office hit in War Department theaters during October,
the Army Motion Picture Service reported at the week-end. Paramount
placed two other films among the
six features named on the basis of
Army post and fort film attendance,
"The Major and the Minor" rating
third and "The Glass Key," fourth.
Republic's "Flying Tigers" was runner up to "Wake Island," whila
RKO's "The Navy Comes Through"
was fifth and Loew's "A Yank at
Eton," sixth.
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Chg.

Col. Piers, vtc. (2V2%) 10%
10'/2
10%—
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
%
%
%
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd
Cast. Kodak
138y8 138
1383/g
do
pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
14ya
143/8
14'/2
Loew's,
Inc
44
43%
44
Paramount
17l/4
17'/8
17'/8
Para.
1st pfd
*KO
31/2
31/2
3Vi
*KO
$6
pfd
20th
Century-Fox
. . 14%
14%
14%
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pier, pfd
Warner Bros
6%
6V4
6 1/4
do
pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET

Vs

Seat

High

MARKET
Close

Am.

—

Vs

+
-f—

Vs
1/4
Vs

—

1/4

Para.
B'way
3s55...
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100% 100% 100% +
Vs
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
NEW YORK
CURB
MARKET
Radio-Keith cvs
1/4
V4
Vi
Sonofone Corp
2%
2%
2%
Technicolor
8V4
8Vi
8V4
Trans-Lux
1%
1 '/a
1%
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 74
Roxy
Thea.
Bldg.
4s 1st '57
64

Army Chiefs to Attend
Picture Pioneers Dinner

77
67 Vi

Parade

Picture and Distributor
For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— 4th
week
Now,
Voyager
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — 4th
week
The
Mummy's
Tomb
(Universal
Pictures) — 4th
week
The Moon and Sixpence
(United Artists-Loew-Lewin) — 3rd week
George Washington
Slept Here
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — 3rd week
One of Our Aircraft is Missing
(United Artists) — 3rd week
Springtime
in the Rockies
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd
week
Seven
Sweethearts
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio Pictures)
The
Navy
Comes
Through
('RKO
Radio
Pictures)
Orchestra
Wives
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Girl Trouble
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a)
Timber (Universal Pictures) — Last day (a)
Deep in the Heart of Texas (Universal Pictures)— Last day (a)

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

In the Rear of the Enemy (Artkino Pictures) — 6th
Gjest Baardsen
(Scandia
Films)
(a-b)
Hennes Lilla Majesat
(Scandia
Films)
(a-b)

week— dubbed

♦ FUTURE OF FIX I NGS

♦

♦

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Chicago — Republic's second regional two-day sales meeting of the
current season opens in the Hotel
Blackstone here today, and on the
agenda, it is understood, will be announcement that the company will
sharply boost its magazine advertising budget in support of the remainder of its 1942-43 product, and
other publications with general appeal will also be included.
Attending the local conclave will
be several top executives of the organization, incuding Herbert J.
Yates, James R. Grainger and M. J.
Siegel who will guide the sales and
production discussions.
Company's third and final regional
will be held at the Republic Studios
in North Hollywood on Nov. 23-24.
Yates, Grainger and Siegel will also preside there, with delegates
from San Francisco, Los Angeles
and the Northwest exchanges pres-

Theaters' Change to Coal
More of "Must" Than Ever
Bureau

of THE

FILM

current

DAILY

Washington — Conversion to coal
of theater oil-heaters, wherever posBrig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborne,
sible, ismore of a "must" than ever
chief of the Special Services Branch as result of the OPA announcement
of the War Department, will be of Friday that the burden of proof
is
hereafter
on the individual ownguest of honor at the Picture Pioing the heater. In the past it has
neers' dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria
been
up
to
OPA to prove that a
oh Thursday night. Among others
expected to appear are Maj. Gen. heater is convertible, but the new
A. D. Surles, chief of the Bureau order makes it mandatory for operators to furnish proof to OPA
of Public Relations; Col. W. M.
Wright, Jr., chief of the photogra- that their heaters are not convertible in order to get fuel oil rations
phic division of the bureau; Al Jolson, Madeleine Carroll and Gracie after the second rationing period,
Fields.
which ends about Jan. 20.

West

Coast

HAL HORNE, advertising and publicity director of Twentieth-Fox Film, left New York friday for Chicago where he was to join home
office sales executives today en route to Los
Angeles.

JUDITH
ANDERSON,
Saturday
from
the

new

Katharine

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Cornell

arrived
in New
Coast to appear
play,

"Three

vork
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Mrs. William Bausch Dead
Rochester — Mrs. Kate Zimmer
Rausch, wife of William Bausch, a
vice-president and son of the cofounder of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., died here after a long ill-

NEW YORK
THEATERS

bill.

Mrs. Winter Announces
Resignation from MPPDA

Rep. Regional to Hear
Of Upped Ad Budget

Washington

Follows

in HOWARD
Washington DIETZ,
Friday.Loew's vice-president, was

on

in 'English
Stanley
48th St. Theater
48th
St. Theater

The Avengers (Paramount Pictures) — Nov. 24
Rivoli
Gentleman
Jim
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Nov.
26
Strand
Life Begins
at 8:30
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Roxy
Star-Spangled
Rhythm
(Taramount
Pictures) — Dec.
30
Paramount
The War Against Mrs. Hadley
(Metro-G:ldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— Nov.
19
Capitol
You
Were
Never
Lovelier
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
Music
Hall
Iceland
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— Nov.
18
(a-b)
Palace
Seven Miles from Aicatraz
(RKO Radio Pictures) — Nov.
18 (a)
Palace
Prisoner
of Japan
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.) — Opens
tomorrow
(a).... New
York
Outlaws of Pine Ridge (Republic ! ictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
New York
Streets
of Chance
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
Rialto
(a)

COmiDG and GOIflG

®

Theater
Astor
Hollywood
Rialto
Rivoli
Strand
Globe
Roxy
Capitol
Music Hall
Criterion
Palace
Palace
New York
New York
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Hollywood — Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, director of the department of studio and public service of the MPPDA,
announced her resignation effective
today. Her post will be filled by
Alice Evans Field who has worked
closely with Mrs. Winter since 1930
and for the past year has been associate director of the department.
Mrs. Winter joined the organization in 1929 and has served as liaison
between the producers and the organized women of America. Will
H. Hays, in commenting on Mrs.
Winter's retirement, said: "We will
miss her. Her personal charm, vast
as it is, in nowise exceeds the effectiveness of her labors."

'ONCE

In Leo Mc Carey's
UPON
HONEYMOON'
An RKO ARadio
Picture

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES
CESAR ROMERO
W

SWM0fROXYSSft

Warner Bros. Redeeming
6% Debentures at IOOV2
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. has
called for redemption by lot $4,000,000 principal amount of its 6 per
cent debentures, series due 1948,
for payment on Dec. 18, 1942, at
100% and accrued interest to that
date. The company owns $3,534,000
principal amount of debentures, of
which $872,500 principal amount
were called for redemption. Upon
completion of the redemption, there
will be outstanding in the hands of
the public, after deducting those
owned by the company, $10,138,500
principal amount of debentures.

Burnside Succeeds Stockord
Memphis — B. T. Burnside has been
appointed supervisor of the Warners
picture checking service in the Memphis and New Orleans territories,
with headquarters in the Memphis
branch. He succeeds Sam J. (Pop)
Stockard, who retired on Saturday.

EHEIgm
ORCHESTRA WIVES'
"GIRLTROUBLE"
Don Ameche
• Joan Bennett
'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
JUt IU ^ 1 .3UW, s,,. Ev„. so, t0 |2.5o | Tax
50r

tn HI ID

»' »" Porformaneet ex-

I Plue

Son/a Htnie cV Arthur M. Wirt* prtttnt
A Musical leetravaoanza

STARS
CENTER

ON

ICE

THEA.,
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Working of Salary
Tax Under Ceiling
Film personnel getting ceiling salaries in 1943 and having no outside
income stands to come out better
than the person who adds investment
income to his earnings, according
to an explanation of the working of
the President's wage-freezing order
offered by Charles A. Drake, head
of the New York office of the Salary Stabilization Unit of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, which has just
been opened.
Drake explained that a top gross
salary of $67,200 had been set arbitrarily by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. The Government regards
this as the net taxable income figure, he said. It was figured that
exactly $25,000 would be left after
the normal, surtax and victory taxes
had been deducted. The figure, it
was said, would be larger by possibly $1,000 or more in cases where
there was no other income. Such
a condition would be permitted, according to Drake, because any effort to keep the net salary strictly
to $25,000 would call for an impossible amount of bookkeeping.
Since a higher tax rate would apply to his salary and the outside
income the person with much additional income would probably keep
less for himself than $25,000, Drake
pointed out.

20th-Fox and Metro
In Race for "St. Mark'
Bidders for the screen rights to
the Maxwell Anderson play, "The
Eve of St. Mark," have been reduced to 20th-Fox and M-G-M. The
asking price is $300,000. The producers of the play are stipulating
that the film version be kept off the
market until January, 1944.

Gray Subs for Martin
Memphis — Robert Gray, radio editor of the Commercial Appeal, has
taken over Harry Martin's spot as
film critic while the latter is serving in the Navy. "Footlights and
Flicker," the Martin column, however, will be dropped until the critic's return to the paper.

NOVEMBER
Lawrence Tibbert
Corinne Griffith
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FOIt the first time in the annals of filmdom. and THE FILM

DAILY'S TEN BEST PICTURES POLL which for two score years has
been an integral and impcrlant part thereof, the soldier vote, as it is
rather inadequately termed in the political iield Cor some strange reason
not descriptively embracing our sailor lads), will have a voi:e in selecting the standout attractions of 1942
It is only right that members
of our armed forces should be given the cinematic franchise this year
via what amounts to a "local poll," intimately tied-in with the expressed choices of the motion picture editors and critics throughout the
land

First off. Uncle Sam's uniformed lads comprise a very sizeable increment of wartime audiences in our commercial rr.ovie stands,
besides making-up the total audiences in Army camps and Navy stations Secondly, their opinions anent pic product are especially
vaiuable to the trade because Hollywood, along with the nation's
distribution and exhibition clans, can learn much ,'rom a good crosssection of service tastes in entertainment
▼
▼
T
©
©
© HOW
our fighting men

the voting is to be physically undertaken
is both highly practical, and modern

1942

Warner Sales Drive
Will Open Dec. 20

pum.a
•

16

among
Radio,

specifically Station WNEW's
film commentator
and correspondent.
Bill Berns, is the medium
The U. S. Mail is the correlated
channel. ... .Berns in fact has already devoted a good deal of lime
on his WNEW program, beamed particularly at the service lads, inviting them to vote in the Ten Best Poll
Additionally, he has
mailed to a whale of a number of his listeners, who regularly receive his news letter, "The Broadway Beam," detai's of the Poll, alon^
with blaiiks for balloting
Thus the soldiers end sailors will have
in hand, as their voting guide, the self same list of pictures from
which movie editors and critics will make their selections
Berns.
after the nation-wide balloting is completed, will inform each of his
"service constituents" just how their voting went in comparison with
the national results
V
V
T
• • O PRECISELY how close-knit are the fortunes oi filmland and
those of our armed forces was brought out most clearly and forcefully
by Howard Dietz, Loew's vice-prexy, in his superb address before the
annual conference of the National Board of Review t'other day
He presented potent evidence that films are essential to the morale
of our fighting fronts
He called to the witness stand the lop-'lighi
leaders of the. armed forces now fighting the good fight on many of
our principal sectors, — Eisenhower, Andrews, Buckner, Wheeler, Bonesteel, et al
He quoted them verbatim on how much motion pictures
mean
More than that, Dietz stressed the vital inverse factor,
namely how much the fighting men mean to motion pictures
Thus
was an over-all equation created, and one which will serve as a mathematical and human model for the duration and in the post-war world, —
namely an ideal and indivisible alliance 'twixt a free America and a
free filmland, with the latter enjoying complete self-determination for
the benefit of the former
There have been many memorable pronouncements in our industry through its dynamic existence which has
included peaks and valleys representing crises and triumphs
Fortunately, in all circumstances, wisdom has come to the fore, —
wisdom and inspiration
The Declaration of Dietz, shall we call it,
was all of that, plus
And by plus we mean a quality distinguishable as a Bill of Rights deserved by services rendered
T
▼
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
T
T
T
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tel here, with Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager, presiding.
The 1943 drive has been designed
so that every member of the field
sales force may win a prize, regardless of district or branch standings.
Joseph Bernhard, who discussed
the importance of priorities as they
affect both distribution and exlpHtion, stressed maximum runs Ssed *
pictures as one of the most effective
methods of conservation. Kalmenson declared that the number of
holdovers currently is higher than
at any time in Warner history.
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
advertising and publicity in the East,
addressed the Friday afternoon
meeting on the handling of "Air
Force," which is to have an international premiere in New York, Washington, D. C, Seattle, Pearl Harbor,
Wichita and possibly several other
cities simultaneously.
Charles Einfeld arrived from
Washington on Saturday and spoke
on plans for Warners new newsreel. An open discussion of the reel
followed.
Roy Haines, Arthur Sachson, A.
urday.
W. Schwalberg and Norman H. Moray addressed the gathering on SatBernard. Kalmenson, Blumenstock. Hain~s. Sachson, Schwalberg
and Moray returned to New York
on Sunday. Einfeld proceeded from
here to the West Coast.
District managers who also participated in the sessions included
Jules Lap'dus. New York; Norman
Ayres, Boston: Robert Smeltzer,
Washington: Harry Seed, Pittsburgh; William S. Shartin. Chicago;
Hall Walsh St Louis; Ralph L.
McCoy, Atlanta; Henry Herbel, Los
Angeles; and Wolfe Cohen, Toronto.

Fox Wis. Circuit to Wage
3-Point Dec. 7 Campaign
Milwaukee— Fox Wisconsin Theaters, under the generalship of H.
J. Fitzgerald, will observe the
anniversary of Pearl Harbor for
one week with an all-out, threepoint patriotic campaign. The
three points, which are outlined
in a comprehensive, showmen-sired
10-page manual sent to all theaters
involved are: 1. To expand the payroll allotment plan. 2. To stimulate
the sale of War Bonds and Stamps.
3. To aid in increasing the number
of enlistees in all branches of the
service. Slogan under which the
campaign will be ballyhooed is: "The
Day That Will Live In Infamy."

40 20th-Fox Men
On African Fronts
At least 40 former employes of
20th -Fox are believed to be taking
part in the North

African

offensive.
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V REVIEWS Of THE I1EW flLmS^
"Lucky Jordan"

with Alan Ladd, Helen Walker
Paramount
84 Mins.
ALAN LADD SCORES HEAVILY AGAIN
IN MELODRAMA THAT PACKS POTENT
POPULAR APPEAL
In "Lucky Jordan" exhibitors have a
resounding melodrama of timely import
that should stand up excellently at the
box-office. The story is more than merely
■i%M lg at all times; it has been produced
i> m st-rate fashion and acted superlatively.
No small credit for the success of the film
should go to Director Frank Tuttle, who

"Cat People"

with Simone Simon, Kent Smith
RKO
73 Mins.
WELL - PRODUCED PICTURE TOO
MUCH ALONG TRAGIC LINES TO CLASSIFY AS POPULAR STUFF.
Odd is the word for this film. It is an
excursion in the field of the weird that
comes close to being a horror picture.
While the film has been splendidly produced, ithas enough of a morbid quality to
depress the average person. Because of

this fact, "Cat People" is principally adult
entertainment. The sight of a girl suffering under the curse of a split personality
hardly makes for the most enjoyable time.
The story, attributed to DeWitt Bodeen,
is an utterly fantastic affair that has something to do with a legend about certain
"Lucky Jordan," also had the leading part Serbian natives cursed with cat personaliin "This Gun for Hire," the film which
ties as punishment for the sins of their
catapulted him to the top. The actor
ancestors. The girl in this film so cursed
proves in his new film that his success in
is played by Simone Simon. The chap she
"This Gun for Hire" was far from a fluke. marries tries to help her conquer the terHe plays an emotionless and steely characrible affliction, but everything fails. The
ter not unlike that in "This Gun for Hire."
With a minimum of effort he gives a most plight of the girl is indeed a tragic one,
and
the
audience is certain to react symimpressive performance that should clinch
pathetically toward her. The cat in Miss
his right to stardom.
S.mon comes out on several occasions
This time Ladd is a racket boss who
lands in the Army despite all his efforts against her every effort to keep the accursed strain from coming out and wreakto stay out. He is so determined not to
ing havoc. The girl meets her death when
give up the power he enjoys as a boss
in her animal form (a black leopard) she
criminal that he deserts the Army and hires
mauls a psychiatrist to death.
himself back to the big city, taking a
Miss Simon gives a bloodless performance
canteen hostess (Helen Walker) with him
as the girl with the cat curse. She does
as a sort of hostage. It takes no bright
mind to come to the conclusion that Ladd manage, however, to convey well the tragic
feeling of the part. Her husband is played
will soon be changing his tune. What does
by Kent Smith and the psychologist by Tom
the trick is his discovery that the fellow
who seized control of the racket during his Conway. Both are excellent. Equally fine
are Jane Randolph, Jack Holt, Alan Napier.
brief absence in the Army is tied up with
The direction of Jacques Tourneur helps
a Nazi ring, selling information for a conto point up the ominous note of the story.
sideration. Ladd's life is in jeopardy when
he gets his hands on some information that So does the photography of Nicholas Musuraca.
Val Lewton is listed as producer.
his successor (Sheldon Leonard) is trying
CAST: Simone Simon, Kent Smith, Tom
to sell to the Nazis. Several times it
Conway, Jane Randolph, Jack Holt, Alan
looks as if it's the finale for Ladd, but Napier, Elizabeth Dunne, Elizabeth Russell.
the fellow comes through triumphantly,
CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Direcbrings the FBI down upon the villains and
tor, Jacques Tourneur; Screenplay, DeWitt
goes back to the Army.
Bodeen; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff;
Tuttle has given the film taut direction
Music Score, Roy Webb; Cameraman, Nichand paced the action beautifully. Darrell
olas Musuraca; Art Directors, Albert D'AgosWare and Karl Tunberg did a splendid job
tino, Walter E. Keller; Film Editor, Mark
with the screenplay, which is based on Robson.
a story by Charles Leonard. Fred Kohlmar
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
gave the film fine production values. John Good.
Seitz's direction is topnotch.
Miss Walker, a newcomer to pictures,
shows herself worthy of the confidence
placed in her. In looks and in talent she
offers more than enough. Others who supBureau of THE FILM
DAILY
port Ladd nicely are Marie McDonald, Washington
Mabel Paige, Leonard, Lloyd Corrigan, RusWashington — Twenty movie camsell Hoyt.
eras were included in property taken
has followed up his work in "This Gun for
Hire" with an achievement that is equally
as notable.
Alan Ladd, who has the top role in

20 Jap Movie Cameras
Taken Over by Crowley

"Heart of the Golden
Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette,
George "Gabby" Hayes
Republic
65 Mins.
UNUSUALLY GOOD OUTDOOR DRAMA
WITH PLENTY OF PUNCH FOR THE
ADVENTURE
FANS.
Considerable dressing-up in the production line has been given by Republic to
this latest of the Roy Rogers starring pix.
Chiefly the values augmenting the footage
are scenic and musical. The former consist

West"

BIG PICTURE

of effective landscapes and river scenes,
with a romantic old stern-wheeler puffing
up and down river in the Mark Twain manner.
On the musical side, not only does young
Mr. Rogers, Bob Nolan and the Sons of the
P.oneers, give vocal and instrumental vent
ro tunes typical of the prairies, but the
Hall Johnson Choir spins melodies in the
spirit of the Southlands and the Mississippi
R.ver system. Too, as if to serve notice
that it intends to accord Rogers product
more histrionic substance, Republic and
Associate Producer Joseph Kane have assigned both Smiley Burnette and George
"Gabby" Hayes to comedy roles; Ruth
Terry to the top femme assignment; and
Walter Catlett, Leigh Whipper, and other
capable
script. supporting players to interpret the
Earl Felton's screenplay is refreshing, if
not novel, via a plot which tells of Rogers'
campaign, as a ranch foreman, to break exorbitant shipping rates over land, — enforced by a clique of villains — , by transporting cattle to the packing house by
water route. After various vicissitudes, including the near destruction of the river
boat by fire; fisticuffs and gunplay, Rogers
reaches his objective, winning the Terry
heart to boot. Walter Catlett and Paul
Harvey have roles which call for more
yelling than thespian skill, but get all they
can out of that somewhat penalizing situation.
All in all, "Heart of the Golden West"
is an unusually good cactus drama with
plenty of punch for the adventure fans.
Joseph Kane's direction is solid, and photography of Jack Marta is of a high order.

RIDING!

M

«^&

SINGING!
SHOOTING!
GALLIVANTING!

Smiley BURNETTE
in • George^'Gabby" HAYES

Opus should add more enthusiasts to Rogers'
constantly-growing
following.
CAST: Roy Rogers, Smiley Burnette,
George "Gabby" Hayes, Bob Nolan and the
Sons of the Pioneers, Ruth Terry, Walter
Catlett, Paul Harvey, Edmund MacDonald,
Leigh Whipper, William Haade, and the
Hall Johnson Choir.

over Friday from the State DepartCREDITS: Associate Producer- Director,
ment by Leo Crowley, Alien Prop- Joseph Kane; Original Screenplay, Earl Felerty Custodian.
ton; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Film Editor,
This lot, seized in June from non- Richard Van Enger; Art Director, Russell
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohl- official Japanese who were repatri- Kimball; Musical Director, Morton Scott.
DIRECTION, Solid. PHOTOGRAPHY,
ated on the Gripsholm, included as
■nar; Director, Frank Tuttle; Screenplay,
First-Rate.
Darrell Ware, Karl Tunberg; Based on story well 50 still cameras, 25 rolls of
)y Charles Leonard; Cameraman, John film, 10 pairs of binoculars, five
Jeitz; Film Editor, Archie Marshek; Art radios, and about 50 other pieces YDD General Release Jan. 2
of photographic equipment such as
Directors, Hans Dreier, Ernest Fegte.
— "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
projectors, tripods and telephoto hasChicago
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAbeen set for general release at
lenses.
popular
prices
on Jan. 2, it was anGood.
jjY,
nounced by Ben Kalmenson, Warners
Union Has 950 in Uniform
'Gentleman Jim" Set for Chi.
general sales manager, at the SatChicago — Warners' "Gentleman
Chicago — Local musicians' union
urday session of the company's sales
meeting in the Blackstone Hotel
reports 950 now in the armed ser- here.
Um" follows "My Sister Eileen" at vices.
} & K's Roosevelt.

CAST: Alan Ladd, Helen Walker, Marie
McDonald, Mabel Paige, Sheldon Leonard,
Lloyd Corrigan, Russell Hoyt, John Wengraf,
Dave Willock.
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SONS OF THE PIONEERS
RUTH

TERRY

WALTER CATLETT
PAUL HARVEY
EDMUND McDONALD
LEIGH WHIPPER
WILLIAM HAADE
and THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Choral Arrangements
by Hall
Johnson
BUY
WAR
BONDS

AND STAMPS

PUBLIC PICTURE
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Hold U. S. Edict
Alone Can Hall Duals
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duals through exhibitor agreements
have been dismal failures in the
past, it was pointed out. Such pacts
have been broken within one or two
weeks after the voluntary ban has
become effective because, as the
larger circuit executives contend,
the independent exhibitor can't hold
out against the drop in business long
enough for the public to become educated to single feature policies. A
national single feature policy could
become a reality only by Goveimment
order and even then, leaders say, a
strong propaganda or educational
program would have to be directed
to the public to show why such a
move is necessary, if conservation
of raw stock is to be the argument.
Say Reasons Not Conclusive
Mellett's reasons for opposing
twin bills at the recent National
Board of Review conference were
not conclusive in the opinion of one
circuit head. The OWI motion picture bureau chief, contended that
double bills prevented the extensive
showing of Government shorts. This
argument was not conceded by the
circuit chief, who pointed out that
11,000 theaters have played every
Government reel issued and that
some of the subjects hit 13,000
screens. It further was pointed out
that there are between 1,000 and
1,500 theaters in very small communities that are willing to play the
Government shorts but can't afford
the express charge even though the
reel, itself, is gratis.
Mellett's contention that three or
four hours constitute
too long a
period for people to remain in theaters also was discounted by some
operators who neither defended nor
attacked double bills. They claimed
that the attendance
peak was between 7:30 and 8 o'clock at night.
A show lasting only an hour and
a half or two hours would turn the
patron out at an hour too early to
go to bed, and so, they say, it becomes natural for a person to kill
the rest of the time at a tavern,
night club or some other place more
expensive than sitting in a theater.
Therefore, authorities declare,
the elimination of duals is not
strictly
an exhibitor
problem
but one for the public to decide,
and, if the Government orders a
ban by instructing distributors
not to sell a picture that will be
shown
on the same
program
with another
feature, it then
becomes
necessary
to convince
the public of the necessity.
In most instances, exhibitors and
distributors agree that they would
like to see duals abandoned, but the
final judgment has rested with the
public.
Cite Survey Findings
A very thoroughly conducted and
confidential survey made a few years
ago on the subject of duals brought
out the following exhibitor reactions :
1. Ninety-nine
per cent
of

TO THE
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In the future address him as Capt.
JOHN FORD, USN. News of the
producer - director's promotion
reached he:e on Friday from London.

Chicago— The Rialto has hired 10
usherettes, the first Loop theater to
engage gills.
Detroit — Employment of a femme
as theater manager in this key war
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Six more Metroites plant city, is reported for the first
the appointment of Franhave left the Culver City studio for time ceswith
Marie Brock as manager of the
aimed forces: HENRY BOETTICHER of Advertising Department goes Rainbo Theater by the Broder CirShe replaces Al Broder,
into training at Fort Douglas, Utah, brother cuit.
of Jack Broder, the circuit
as air cadet; TOM MEIER of conowner,
who
leaves to become an
struction office goes into Army Air
Corps as navigator; JOE LUCKIE Army Air Force bombardier. Miss
Brock
has
been
cashier at other cirof pioperty department goes into
cuit houses for several years, and
Aimy Infantry (Luckie marks 32nd
is a daughter of one of its key
man to join up from prop department); JOE SMITH, layout man, managers, Arthur F. Brock.
and BERNIE WOLF, animator, both
New Haven — Mary Worstell is the
of cartoon studio, join motion pic- new assistant booker at Metro and
cure unit of Army Air Corps; and Eleanor Fishman ditto at 20th-Fox.
forme;- camera department member
WILLIAM (BILL) SPENCER, JR.,
Miami, Fla. — Winifred Lewis is
has reported to Pt. MacArthur.
the first woman to become assistant
WILLIAM HEALY of the traffic manager of a Paramount theater in
department at the 20th-Fox home- the Miami area. Miss Lewis, a former Powers model, who has been
office goes to Camp Dix tomorrow.
Another 20th-Fox home-office em- cashier at the Beach theater, goes to
the
Gables
Theater at Coral Gables.
ploye, HENRY PETAGNO of the
mimeograph and photostat department, joined the Army last week.
Newport, Ark. — Mrs. Roy Evans,
assistant manager of the Malco theaters, which include the Strand and
MIKE PECERELLO, assistant at
the Globe, _ Bridgeport, and formerly the Capitol, has been promoted to
manager of the company's Newport
at the Bijou, New Haven, has en- theaters.
tered the Army.
Memphis— Mrs. Dorothy Rocco
has been stepped up from the supplementary desk at Warners exchange to booker- stenographer,
Mrs. Bonnie Bradley took over Mrs.
Rocco's former duties.
the opposition to duals is theoretical, coming from persons
who seldom attend theaters,
from
publicity
seekers or politicians.
2. There is no evidence or
tangible proof that double bills
are injurious in any way.
3. The consumer, himself, is
the only judge of what is too
big a dose of anything.
4. A very large portion of the
public actually wants duals because it is the only way they
can see as many films as they
want, either because of price or
time.
5. Many of the pictures are
double-featured because they
have lost value as single bill
product.
6. Going from duals to single
has reduced patronage from 10
to 50 per cent, proven by actual
experience.
7. If the purpose is to use
the screen time to better advantage, single bills would reduce
potential audiences by a big percentage, thus defeating the very
purpose.
8. The only tenable objection
against duals might be the showing of two new pictures on the
same bill.
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Exhib. Croups Join
Anti-Duals Chorus
(Continued from Page

1)

grams to Mellett endoising his statements.
Brandt's wire to Mellett declared
that "every theater operator is in
debt to you today, following your
magnificent stand for the elimination of double features throughout
the nation." Continuing B:, ,j .
said: "We of the Independent \,.vater Owners Association have long
advocated this very thing and we
wholeheartedly concur with every
word of your frank statement, which
if followed by the industry will not
only help to conserve precious film
mateiials but also leave more running time on every program for the
all-important Government films. You
have done much to remove a thorn
from the side of the motion picture
industry and I, on behalf of my association, thank you. If there is
anything at all that we can do to
further your efforts in attaining your
desired objective it will be a great
pleasure indeed to co-operate with

Theaters Will Co-op In
"Women at War" Week
(Continued from Page

1)

Rochester — Ruth Kanaley, cashier featuring Loretta Young to be
at the RKO Palace here since 1929, clipped to all newsreels for the
has been promoted to treasurer, a week. Release date for the trailer,
which runs about a minute and a
newly-created position, Jay Golden, half
is Nov. 23.
city manager for the RKO-Paramount-Comerford pool, has anResponse from local exhibitors to
nounced.
requestsyou."
for co-operation in promotion of what the War Savings Staff

Mich. Film Salesmen Ask
Special Gas Consideration
(Continued from Page

1)

hopes
largest
sale of will
War beBonds
and single
Stamps week's
since
Pearl Harbor has been more than
encouraging, a member of that staff
told The Film Daily.
"Theaters throughout the country
are co-operating extensively in this

grossly inadequate public transportation, based upon the fact that per
capita car ownership here is about
the highest in the nation.
drive. Hundreds of 'bond 'preare planned, and a number
The special formula states that I mieres'
of exhibitors have opened their theaters to morning meetings of the
the salesman's business is "distribution for motion picture industry
was said. of their communities," it
which has been declared essential women
for the morale of the people by the
The War Savings Staff has conU. S. Government while the country
is at war. The applicant is engaged ' tacted the Hollywood Victory Committee to arrange for appearances
in contacting in person theater own- in the large centers throughout the
ers throughout Michigan, in order
country
by leading women stars.
to distribute our product, also vital Announcement
of schedules and stars
U. S. Government propaganda sub- is hoped for shortly.
jects, news, and patriotic productions, which have to be placed with
theaters as quickly as possible after
release
Partlydate."
for this reason, the local
rationing board sometime ago released a new automobile to a film
salesman, upon the ground that the
industry was essential to public
morale.

Mel Gold Quits Filmack
Chicago— Mel Gold, Filmack
advertising manager, has resigned.

Semper Fidelis

Syracuse, N. Y. — Donald Steinacker, who left an usher's uniform
vta^
the here
RKO-Schine
Paraffl.x at
mount
to don that
of
at Guadalcanal,
p2^ in
the action
Marine Corps,
was killed
his mother here has been officially
advised. He is the first industryite
locally to die in World War II.
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Allied May Ad On
One-Night Closing

PIX NEED MORE 'THAN KIND WORDS'
Fan Mag, Editorially, Sees Industry Deserving
"Special Consideration" from the Gov't

(Continued from Page 1)
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the opinion that the Government may ask theaters to operate on a six-day-a-week basis.
Proponents
of the
closing
move contend that it would not
only conserve
fuel but would
serve to stretch out product and,
to a degree, aid in solving the
Jielp shortage problem which is
J*l pected to increase in serious^W/ss as a result of the 'teenage draft and anticipated manpower regulations.
Meanwhile, reports from the Milwaukee and Minneapolis territories
indicate that a large number
of
small town theaters
may have to
close down for the winter due to
gas and tire rationing.
Such towns
in the past have depended largely
on automobile trade, and loss in patronage by theaters and merchants
already has become alarming.
Exchanges
in both cities are noting
constant changes in policies by small
"town theaters to meet the situation.
Elimination of changes are frequent
and distributors expect a larger number of houses to close this year than
in any previous year.

Indianapolis Curfew
Law May Be Enforced
Indianapolis — Curfew may ring
again in Indianapolis. Police Chief
Michael F. Morrisey recommended
to the Board of Public Safety that
the city's curfew ordinance be revived and strengthened to send boys
and girls home at an early hour each
night.
The curfew ordinance, approved
by the city council years ago, has
been dormant many years. Safety
board members said they would confer with Mayor Reginald H. Sullivan before taking final action on
the proposal.

Laura Hope Crews Dies
In N. Y.; Rites on Coast
2, ' Funeral services will be held on
the Coast for Laura Hope Crews, 62,
veteran actress of screen and stage,
who died in Le Roy Sanitarium here
on Friday following a long illness
:' described as a kidney ailment.
Remains, which were removed to
the funeral parlors of Frank E.
Campbell, Madison Ave. at 81st St.,
•^ on the afternoon of her death, were
to be sent to California over the
week-end, it was announced.

WEDDING

BELLS

The motion picture industry, faced
with an ever-increasing manpower
problem, is "deserving of special
consideration" by the Government]
and "more than the official kind
words" it is receiving, Pic, Street
& Smith magazine, will say in an
editorial column in its Dec. 8 issue
which will
hit 24.
the nation's newsstands on Nov.
Editorial column will say in part:
"Hollywood continues to come
through, in spite of normal wartime material shortages; resourcefulness handles them, so far. Man
power is a different, increasingly important worry. The names of those
men stars who are going to be missing from the screen have been pretty
well publicized; they include screen
favorites and technicians — directors,
came: amen, sound men, writers, etc.
"Just as we are finding out that
the drafting of farm manpower has
created a grave problem, manpower

ODT Cut in Mileage Seen
As No Worry by Carriers
Washington reports that the Office of Defense Transportation was
expecting to put into effect stricter
nileage regulations limiting truck
lauls to 250 miles failed to disturb
ilm carrier circles in New York on
?riday. The consensus was that
adoption of such a measure would
not have much effect on the film delivery services here. It was pointed
out that the maximum film haul in
;he metropolitan area is about 125
miles on a straight run, with only
about 30 per cent of the trucks
covering in any one day more than
200 miles on a round trip.
Ira Meinhardt, head of the carriers' committee which was brought
into being when the ODT conservation order went into effect, said that
the film delivery services in this
area were not concerned so much
with any further cuts in length of
routes as with any additional restrictions on the number of vehicles
and on the use of rubber, gasoline
and equipment.
It was felt those who stood to
suffer most from the 250-mile limitation would be the delivery services located outside of New York,
especially those operating in the
South. The longer distances between
points of service were the explanation given.

Roy Brobeck Feted
Seattle — Executives and employes
of the B. F. Shearer Co. honored Roy
Hollywood — Jinx Falkenburg will Brobeck with a dinner. Brobeck will
wed J. Regan "Tex" McCrary, Jr., leave his position in about two weeks
:ormer N. Y. Daily Mirror editorial to enter the United States Signal
writer, now attending an Army Air Coips as a first lieutenant. He will
Force officers candidate school in be succeeded by Tom Shearer, who
Miami, Fla.
comes up from the Portland office.
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is thefood
movie-maker's
problem — have
and
both
and entertainment
'musts'.
always rated as prime war-time

War Prisoners Aid
Test Campaigns Set
(Continued from Page 1)

ducted under the auspices of the
WAC's Theaters Division.
Purpose of the drive would be the
collection of musical instruments,
sheet music, portable phonographs,
and all sorts of athletic equipment.
This material would then, through
I special channels, be delivered to
United Nations prisoners of war, to
jrelieve the tedium of internment.
j Harry Shaw, in New Haven, M.
jA. Silver, Pittsburgh, and Jay Golden, Rochester, were appointed by
Edward Alperson, head of the Special Events Division of the WAC,
to conduct these preliminary efforts
fa conjunction with the various
YMCA officials in their areas.

"Maybe that problem rates par
with other war-time industry — it
doesn't involve large numbers —
mainly hard-to-replace training and
experience.
"We've got to have entertainment
— not just pictures — to keep on with
that 'morale' job, and to continue the
no mean millions of revenue flowing to the Treasury from the amusement taxes and industry profits. . . .
"All of which is by way of saying the movie industry is important
these days — deserving of special
consideration — more than the official
kind words they ai*e receiving. Maybe "Casablanca" to Africa
some of its young men will have to
be told that they also serve who
Warner Bros, was making arrangebring good cheer, and the time may
ments over the week-end for the
come when overalls or make - up
shipment of a print of "Casablanca"
might be just as distinguished a to
Africa for showing to the American forces there. Inquiries on Fribadge of service as is the uniform"
day revealed that the company was
'Flying Tigers' Debuts in Chicago not certain what means were availChicago
—
Republic's
"Flying
able for getting
the has
film toto do
its with
destination. The film
Tigers" opens today here at B. &
German intrigue in Morocco.
K.'s Chicago
Theater.

cffe
THE WEEK
REVIEW

IN

Exit for Duals?
i^^

(Continued from Paae 1 )

Harbor. (Re War Bonds, Senator
Arthur Vandenberg stated that to
meet war needs five times as manyWar Bonds must be sold as has been
in the past). . . . WAC survey of
film theaters in operation placed
the total at 17,568.
NEWS NUGGETS: Following occupation of North Africa by U. S.
forces, American distribs. will hurry
films to that section for our armed
services. . . . Warner Bros, will give
a "voice" to its newsreel, and will
dip certain issues in the Technicolor
dye-vat. . . . Allied's "caravan"
policy will operate in 13 territories.
. . . Steve Broidy will supervise foreign sales for Republic, which is
opening a series of regional meetings. . . . Britain is easing quota
requirements on U. S. distribs., requiring American companies to make
a total of six pictures annually in
the United Kingdom, meeting the
remainder of the quota through buying American rights to other British
productions. . . . United Artists and
Walt Disney have closed deal by
which UA will release Disney's De
Seversky picture (with live actors
and cartoon characters), "Victory
Through Air Power". . . . Trade expects essentiality ruling for more
film groups. . . . Michigan exhibs.
plan a unity drive of their own. . . .
War closes five Comerford theaters.

Coe Outlines Coast War
Problems at EPRC Lunch
(Continued from Page 1)

Francis "Socker" Coe, MPPDA vicepresident and general counsel, at a
luncheon meeting of the Eastern
Public Relations Committee on
Friday.
Coe told the committee, of which
S. Barret McCormick of RKO Radio is chairman, that the studios
were face to face with a serious
manpower situation, due to the demands of the armed forces and the
loss of craftsmen to war industries.
Oscar A. Doob, speaking for the
WAC, reported on the Theaters
Division executive committee's
Washington meeting with Donald
Nelson. Elmer Davis, Harold Hopper and others additionally outlined
future events on the WAC's agenda.

SMPE to Hear Army's
MP Service Director
Army theater operation will be
presented in detail by R. B. Murray,
director of the Army Motion Picture
Service, atCoast
a meeting
Atlantic
section ofatthe
theSMPE's
Hotel
Pennsylvania Thursday night. Top
execs, of producer-distributors have
been invited to sit in.

HCLLrWCCD

Monday, November

SPEAKING-

By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood job for Howe for the duration;
he has been commissioned a captain in the
£1INNY SIMMS has been signed by Uni^^ versal to play the romantic lead in Chinese army and will be loaned to American forces. Chinese born camera ace has
Abbott and Costello's next picture, "Oh,
Doctor," which is set to follow the com- just completed "Air Force" for the Burbank
studio.
edians' currently filming "It Ain't Hay."
Charles Lamont will direct and production
will begin early in December.
AFTER an absence of two and one-half
years from the screen, Ned Sparks is
THE Arthur Dreifuss who is directing for planning to resume work. Columbia is dickJack Schwarz at PRC in Hollywood (and
ering with him for a featured role in "Destroyer," the Edward G. Robinson picture.
whose last picture is "The Pay-Off," starring Lee Tracy) is the feller who used to
product stage shows for Fanchon & Marco THAT famous "corner table" in Sardi's
' on 44th Street is being duplicated these
on Broadway and elsewhere. Incidentally,
Dreifuss claims the distinction of having days in the Brown Derby on Vine Street.
Former
Sardi "regulars," now transplanted
produced a burlesque show in Baltimore
without ever having seen a production of to Hollywood, who regularly lunch there include Gummo Marx, the agent; Monty Brice,
this kind. And how the house manager
the writer-director; Arthur Eddy, the p. a.
poured out box-office tears as he lamented and Lew Pollack, the song writer.
the overly refined entertainment much too
high-brow for his type of audience.
£"*URT
GOETZ of has
^■^ adaptations
threecompleted
of his mostEnglish
successful hits and handed them to Columbia.
D EQUESTS for photographs from the armed

•

•

•

•

•

•
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College Vacations
Affecting Bookings
(Continued

from

Page

\)

extend their usual holiday vacations
and the distributors may withhold
the booking of important pictures
in the college towns until after
school reopens. The length of the
vacations for public schools in cities
also will be a booking factor for
the exchanges to consider.

WPB Water Power Divifeli
Blocks Theater's Opening

Dunkirk — Denial by WPB's power
division of the Municipal Water
Board's application for a priority
order for materials required to provide electric current for the house
has blocked the scheduled opening
of the Regent, built by Dalton B.
Burgett.
Burgett said he is revising specifications to make them acceptable to
" * forces in the Pacific, funneled to the They are "Hocus-Pocus," "Morality Begins the WPB power division .
studios through the morale offices at the At Home" and "Doctor Praetorius." Studio
The
division's
action followed a
Presidio in San Francisco, indicate that the wants first and third for immediate screen protest to it by Gerald E. Frey, past
three top feminine stars with these lads are material and "Morality" for a Broadway pro- commander of Dunkirk Memorial
in order: (1) Betty Grable, (2) Teresa
duction. Goetz's Columbia deal would call Post, American Legion, who has led

•

Wright,

(3)

•

•

Rita Hayworth.

•

for his services as writer-producer-actor.

1,400 to Give Services
His Newsreel Conference
"Successful" Says Warner To "Night of Stars"

a long fightstruction,
against
theopening
house's of
con-a
contending
third motion picture theater in this

city
wartime is
is "unpatriotic."
thein building
nearing completion. Burgett said "few critical materials are used" and "the comparaWashington — After what he detively small amount of steel used
scribed as "very successful" con- services to the ninth annual "Night was acquired second-hand before
ferences with Government executives
of Stars," huge show for refugee aid Pearl Harbor." The seats, he said,
on the proposed Warners newsreel, and Palestine resettlement, which are old ones he has owned for years.
Citing the recreational needs of a
H. M. Warner left here Saturday will be held at Madison Square Gar- defense area city which has grown
den on Nov. 24, according to an anfor Cleveland, and will go from
nouncement by Marvin Schenck, from 17,500 to 22,000 during the
there to Chicago, Kansas City and
war boom as justifying the theof the producers' committhen back to the West Coast, arriv- chairman
ater's completion, Burgett said his
tee. All proceeds will be turned over
patriotism as a civilian might be
ing at Burbank about the end of this to the United Jt ish Appeal.
measured by the many unsalaried
week. He is accompanied by Col.
Nathan Levinson, who has charge
Schenck, head >f Loew's The- hours he has put in as chairman of
aters, will be in direct charge of the
of assembling technicians and cam- staging of the monster entertain- the War Council and its predecessor.
eramen and organizing the technical
He pointed out that he had full perment, assisted by Jesse Kaye. Armission of WPB representatives for
end of the reel.
thur Knorr of the Roxy Theater
until the power diWarner expects to return to Wash- will have charge of the intricate the construction,
vision's denial of a priority order
ington immediately following a stu- lighting system. Lester Isaac of
dio conference, and actual work on Loew's State will handle the sound for the power connection.
the first issue of the newsreel is to reproduction. Don Albert, WHN
Mergard in Rochester
begin about that time.
musical director, will lead the 100Rochester — Gilbert A. R. Mergard,
A definite name for the newsreel piece symphony orchestra.
has not yet been decided upon.
Other showmen, who will actively general manager of the Java Branch
of
Kodak, Ltd., is now residing here.
Charles Einfeld, who was here
in the presentation of "Night He escaped from the Netherlands
with Warner, proceeded to Chicago engage
of Stars" include: Robert W. Weit- East Indies, on the last train out
for Saturday's session of the sales man, manager of the Paramount
meeting there before returning to Theater, Leon Leonidoff of the Ra- of Batavia as the Japs arrived.
the Coast.
dio City Music Hall, Phillip Bloom,
Leo Cohen, Hal Home. George JesCfti. Theaters Will
sel, Harry Kalcheim, Nat Kalcheim.
Carr Leaves for London
Abe Lastfogel, Harry Mayer, Larry
Hold Jaloppy Parade
Today; Feted at Luncheon Puck, Frank Roehrenbeck, Harry A.
Chicago — Exhibs. will co-operate
Romm, Herbert I. Rosenthal, Ed
Nov. 21 with the local press in the
Teddy Carr, managing director Sullivan, James J. Walker, Max
staging of a Parade of Jaloppies, as
for United Artists in Great Britain, Wolff and Allan Zee.
part of the National Salvage Camwas the guest of honor at a farewell
paign being conducted by the WAC.
luncheon
Toots
Shor's. Red Cross Post for Wiman
Early reports indicate that 250
Carr leavesFriday
for hisatpost
in London
autos
in various stages of ruin will
Dwight
Deere
Wiman
has
been
today after spending seven weeks
move creakingly through the Windy
he: e on company business. The appointed director of entertainment
scrap
heap.
City to
finally come to rest on a
luncheon was given by Arthur W. for the American Red Cross in the
Kelly and was attended by company United Kingdom. The Broadway
Ann Rutherford
will be on hand.
executives, department heads and producer is expected to leave for
England soon.
producers' representative.
J
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NLRB BLOCKS IA WHITE COLLAR STRATEGY
Gov't
to Ask Bids en Huge Training Film
Lineup
Office of Education ProMove to Blanket Field of
"In Which We Serve" Set For IV. Y. Capitol
Premiere; Extended Run Starts Christmas

gram Calls for 140-155;
U. S. Will Spend Million
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Noel Coward's highly touted "In Which We Serve," which United Artists
is distributing here, goes to the Capitol, the Loew theater interests landing the

DAILY

Washington — Invitations are expected to be mailed out this week
to more than 200 film producers
who have already signified their intentions to bid on the minimum of
140 training films scheduled for
1943 by the U. S. Office of Education, and the bidders will be given
from a week to 10 days to prepare
their bids and return them to the
U. S. Treasury's Procurement Division. Possibility looms that the
bids may cover 15 additional films inasmuch as 155 is the maximum num(Continued on Page 8)

Confer Citations on
Army, Navy Chaplains
At a dinner of Catholic, Protestant
ind Jewish leaders, called together
Dy Will H. Hays, citations were conferred upon Brigadier General Wiliam R. Arnold, chief chaplain of
;he U. S. Army, and Captain Robert
Du Bois Workman, chief chaplain
)f the U. S. Navy. Ceremonies took
ilace at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Hays, in his address, praised the
{Continued on Page 3)

Helprin Leaves Goldwyn
To Join Riskin in OWI
Morris Helprin, Eastern advertisng and publicity director for Samlel Goldwyn, has resigned to become
ssistant to Robert Riskin, chief of
he overseas motion picture division
(Continued on Page 6)

Fifth P hilly House
On 24-Hour Schedule
Philadelphia— Palace, Stanley-Warner house, becomes the fifth theater
on Market St. to adopt a 24-hour-aday policy, playing 21 days after
the first run. The others are the
Center, Savoy and Family, all Stanley-Warner houses, and the News,
William Goldman theater.

pic for Broadway against lively competitive offers. "In Which We Serve"
will
premiere
the Capitol's
Christmas attraction and is expected to
tenanthave
the its
house
for an asextended
run.
Deal negotiated by Grad Sears and Carl Leserman for UA and C. C.
Moskowitz for Loew's also covers Rene Clair's "I Married a Witch," one of the
Para, pix acquired by UA. "Witch" starts at the Capitol on Thursday, replacing
"The War Against Mrs. Hadley," originally scheduled.

Havana Houses Will
K-A-0 39 Weeks' Net
Close In Tax Fight
In $705,840 Jump
An increase of $705,840 in the
net profit of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
for the 39 weeks ended Oct. 3 over
the corresponding period in 1941 was
announced yesterday.
KAO's net after all charges for
the 1942 period was $1,074,258 compared with $368,418 last year. Current 39-week profit before provision for depreciation
and
income
(Continued on Page 7)

Theaters to Plug Bonds
As Christmas Presents
A December drive in theaters to
get patrons to give War Bonds and
Stamps as Christmas presents will
be launched as another special promotion effort on the part of the industry, functioning through the
WAC, to boost theater sales. The
Treasury Department has prepared
special material, with a Christmas
(Continued on Page 3)

Havana (By Air Mail— Passed by
Censor) — After a series of meetings
the National Exhibitors Union has
decided to close all houses in protest against the refusal of the city
to reduce the new municipal amusement taxes imposed by the mayor
under the authority of a bill passed
by the cision
councilmen.
The unsuccessful
union's defollowed several
attempts to arbitrate the dispute.
Exhibitors consider the tax ruinous.

Stricter Coastal Dimout
On Friday by Army's Order
A stricter and more extensive
dimout for the New York, New Jersey and Delaware coastal area will
go into effect on Friday at Army
orders. The new regulations add
Fort Lee, Teaneck, Englewood and
(Continued on Page 6)

Ask Operating Improvements
Longer Intermissions Among Femme Wishes
Four Femme Stars Will
Suggestions for improvement in
the operation of theaters were asked
Tour for "Women at War' for and received in a survey recentWest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

InWomen'sheadby the
ly completed
Hollywood — In furtherance of
stitute of Audience
Reactions,
ed by Agnes Grew. The survey was
"Women at War Week," Nov. 22 to
28, the Hollywood Victory Commit- conducted to discover women's tastes
tee announced last night that four and preferences in the motion picture field and approximately 5,000
screen stars, Jeanette
MacDonald,
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Exchange Workers Without
Formality of Vote Flops
Efforts of the IATSE to blanket
the field of white-collar exchange
workers without the formality of a
vote at film branches where the Alliance does not already exercise control over such labor were defeated
yesterday when the NLRB in Washington denied a motion to set aside
several elections ordered by the
board.
The elections involved office workers at the Paramount exchange, here,
at eight film exchanges in San Francisco and at the 20th-Fox and United
Artists branches in Philadelphia.
The petitioner
Paramount
(Continuedinon the
Page 3)

Anti-Gas Rationing
Bills Before Congress
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY.

Washington — Opposition to nationwide gasoline rationing is growing
in Congress,
according
Rep. Victor Wickersham,
(D., to
Okla.),
who
yesterday introduced two bills, one
calling for a 90-day postponement
of rationing in those areas where
supplies are "adequate for the present and future,"
call(Continuedand
on the
Page second
6)

Korda Here From London;
Future Plans Not Yet Set
Sir Alexander Korda arrived from
London yesterday and indicated that
his future plans were not definitely
set. He said he had not decided
whether he
would produce for GFD
(Continued on Page 3)

N. L. Nathanson
Undergoes Operation
Toronto — Following several weeks
in the Toronto General Hospital,
Nathan L. Nathanson, important
chain and exchange executive, underwent an operation for an internal
physical condition and is resting
comfortably.
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BUCK JONES will be in Cleveland on Saturday to sell Bonds and to appear at Warner's
Hippodrome. With him will be his producer,
SCOTT
DUNLAP.
MONROE
RUBINGER,
formerly
Chicago field
rep. for Warners,
is in New
York for a visit
following
completion
of
his
course
in the
Signal Corps radio school.
MIKHAIL RASUMNY, his work in Paramount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls" completed,
arrives in town
from
the Coast
tomorrow.
STEVE TRILLING, assistant to |. L. Warner,
vice-president and executive producer for Warner Bros., arrived in New York yesterday from
the Coast.

NAT
D. FELLMAN,
film buyer for Warner
Theaters
in the Cleveland zone, is in New
York
for conferences
with Harry M.
Kalmine
and Clayton
Bond.

PHIL ENGEL, New England field rep. for
Warners, is in New York for conferences with
Mort Blumenstock.
LUCIUS SAMUEL HALE, artist in the publicity department at Monogram studios, is
for induction
into the Army.

here

DOROTHY TREE, accompanied by her hubby,
MICHAEL URIS, is at the Fifth Ave. Hotel from
the Coast.

Herzog Named Chairman
Of State's Labor Board

Picture Pioneers Will
Hear U. S. Sub Commander

Albany — Rev. John P. Boland has
resigned as chairman of the State
Labor Relations Board because of
the demands of his duties as pastor
of St. Thomas Aquinas Roman Catholic Church, Buffalo. Gov. Lehman
has named Paul M. Herzog of New
York to succeed the priest, who was
appointed to the board in 1937. While
the change takes effect immediately,
Father Boland will remain on the
board until the first of the year.
Herzog, a lawyer and teacher, has
been a member of the board since
its organization in 1937.

How the U. S. Navy's undersea
warfare is being relentlessly conducted against the Japanese fleet
will be authoritatively recounted at
the Picture Pioneers' annual Harvest Dinner on Nov. 19 in the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria
by Lieut. Com. Lewis Parks, who
recently returned from the South
Pacific where he commanded a submarine flotilla which saw extensive
action.

Essaness Will Drop Duals
If Others Do, OWI Told

The New York WAC, representing exhibs. in the Metropolitan area
will meet today to outline methods
of conducting the twin December
War Bond-selling efforts.
Confab was called by Sam Rinzler and Fred Schwartz, co-chairmen
of the group, who will preside.

New York WAC Meets
Today on 2 Bond Drives

Chicago — The Essaness circuit
yesterday sent a telegram to Lowell
Mellett, head of the films division
of the OWI, lauding his recent stand
against double features. The telegram read:
Jules Levey Appoints
"We urge abolishment of double
features in all theaters in the United Mayers Executive Aide
States as saving of time, critical maArche Mayers has been appointed
terials and manpower needed for
winning the war. We are heartily executive assistant to Jules Levey,
in accord with your plans and our president of Mayfair Productions,
29 theaters in the Chicago territory Inc. Mayers formerly was sales
are ready to suspend double fea- manager of World Pictures Corp.
tures when all other theaters do LeVey recently opened new headquarters in the RKO Bldg.
likewise."

PCC Backs Lowell Mellett on
Elimination of Dual Bills

Warners to Tradeshow
Two Pictures on Dec. 7

Hollywood — Robert H. Poole, exWarners will hold national tradeecutive secretary of PCC of ITO,
showings of "Casablanca" and
wired Lowell Mellett: "Our organi- "Truck
Busters" on Monday, Dec.
zation expresses gratification that
the fine action you are taking for 7, it was announced yesterday by
Met. Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45. 74
77
the elimination of the double-bill Ben Kalmenson, general sales manRoxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
64%
67%
policy. For many years we have
fought this practice, and particularly ager.
Report 20th Cent.-Fox
now when conservation of negatives 1,200 Loewmen In Service
as well as positive raw stock is so
Backing Todd Musical
vital to our Government we doubly To Get Christmas Boxes
Michael Todd's forthcoming mus- advocate double-bill elimination."
More than 1,200 Loew-M-G-M emical "Something for the Boys," is
ployes now serving with the nabeing reportedly backed by 20th-Fox
tion's armed forces will receive
Willkie Will Address
$100,000 worth.
Christmas gift boxes from the com-

"BUI" Cutts Dead at 70
Portland, Ore. — William "Bill"
Cutts, 70, pioneer exhib. and operator of the Kenton, leading suburban
house, died following a long illness.

R
ANOTHE
C
REPFU&BNLI

N. Y. Newspaper

Guild

pany.
Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of Harry Rosenthal Stricken
Lewiston, Me. — Harry Rosenthal,
the board of 20th-Fox, will address
the
New York Newspaper Guild on manager of the Strand Theater for
Thursday.
23 years died suddenly.

RUTH TERRY
Walter Catlett
Paul Harvey
»A Edmund McDonald Leigh Whipper
William Haade
and the HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
Choral Arrangements by Hall Johnson
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
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NLRB BLOCKS IATSE
White Collar Move

Confer Citations on
Army, Navy Chaplains
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

unity of religions in a democracy
and the respect for all creeds, declaring that the "mystic cords of
religion bind us at home in enduring
;_jdustry people who attended the
I dinner were:
Roger Allbright, MPPDA;
Chester B. Bahn, Film
Daily;
Joseph
Bernhard,
Bros.;
Warner
George
) Borthwick, MPPDA; Harry Brandt,
Independent Theater Owners; Jack
Cohn,
Pictures
Columbia
Corp.;
i Charles Francis Coe, MPPDA; Rich1 ard E. Dwight, 20th Century-Fox;
MPPDA;
H. DeBra,
Arthur
Emil
Friedlander, Dazian's; also
E. W. Hammons, Educational Pictures Corp.; Francis S. Harmon,
War Activities Committee; Arthur
Israel, Jr., Paramount Pictures; Austin C. Keough, Paramount Pictures;
Maurice Kann, Boxoffice; Arthur W.
| Kelly, United Artists; Carl E. Milli; Arthur L. Mayer, War
Iken,MPPDA
Activities Committee; W. C. Michel,
Twentieth Century-Fox; David Palfreyman, MPPDA; also
W. F. Rodgers,
Loew's, Inc.; J.
Robert
Rubin, Loew's;
George
J.
| Schaefer,
War
Activities
Committee; T. Kennedy
Stevenson,
West) ern Electric Co.; H. B. Snook, RCA
i Manufacturing Co.; Major Leslie E.
Thompson,
RKO
Radio;
Walter
i Trumbull, MPPDA; Walter Wanger
I and Mortimer
Wormser,
Columbia
I Pictures.

rs Selznick to Make New
Type of War Picture
Hollywood — David 0. Selznick will
make a new type of war picture, he
J declared, but is not at liberty to
J > elaborate on this, or on its distri' bution, whether for the Government
or any other source.
However, he
said if he makes a commercial picture while making war pictures, it
ill will be for United Artists release.

Kent Estate at $414,000
Reports in advance of the prolate of the will of Sidney R. Kent
^indicate that the late head of 20th;Fox left an estate estimated at
'$414,000.

T

T
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• • • IT may appear a bit premature, — before the Thanksgiving
gobbler is even purchased, much less popped into the oven — , to nonchalantly vault o'er that holiday and ta!k about the Christmastide, specifically one aspect thereof
"Tis UA's Noel Coward production. "In
Which We Serve," with Mister Coward serving scintillatingly in it
This powerful picture, which has elicited outright raves from even the
most conservative of appraisers who have viewed it in the h.o. projection room, will tenant the famous Capitol Theater commencing Christmas
Week, a circumstance growing out of an astute two-pix deal consummated between Loew's booking-board of strategy, headed by Charles C.
Moskowitz, and the distribution forces of UA, topped by Grad Sears
and Carl Leserman
By-the-by, t'other property involved in the pact
is the nifty "I Married a Witch," which came to UA via the comparatively recent Paramount deal, and it bows at the Capitol on Thursday of
this week

T

▼

T

• • • WITH "In Which We Serve" in the Capitol's valuable
Xmas-Week slot, that theater bids very fair to have the fairest and finest
of the holiday celluloid crop hereabouts
Leo the Lion evidently
hung up his stocking early and found Santa Claus on a practice round
This corner holds, and we weep for our absolute lack of originality, that "In Which We Serve" ranks with the most magnificent of
war films and has every qualification for a spot well forward among
the Ten Best of 1942
We say "weep" 'cause most everybody has
said this same thing, and also because it is being released too late for
the nation's editors and critics to put it on their '42 ballots
But
there's always another year
In the interim, plenty of glory will
come to "In Which We Serve," and plenty of coin to box-offices therefrom Lucky the exhibitor who lands it at almost any price
•

▼

•

■ ▼

▼

• STUFF:
Mort Blumenstock, back from a jaunt to Washington and Chicago, relates a sidelight on the current hi-cost of living,
especially in the booming capital of the nation
Seems that Mort
went into a Washington restaurant and said: "I'll take the two-dollar
dinner"
To which the ritzy waiter replied, "On white or rye bread.
Sir?". ...
• Russell Birdwell promotionally scores again, this time via
the dominant illustrations in the Satevepost of Nov. 14
His two
young lemme clients, Jane Russell and K. T. Stevens, are the camera subjects attracitve-ating the article "Hollywood's Still Stars"
• Recommended reading in the next issue of that publication is "Hollywood Unit
Man" which'll interest both trade and fans. ... • Looks like the fundraising committee of the Warner Club-Girls Service Unit will encore h.o.
card parties like the one t'other night, which was a big success
Mrs. Kane and the Misses Katz and Wunderlich won the door prizes, and
the dark horse awards went to Grace Furbach, M. J. Fessler, Mrs. Harold
Rodner, Dick Lewin, Arthur Sachson, Eddie Goldstein and Herman Goldberg The Sachson and Goldstein winnings were bushel baskets of
apples (donated by Ralph Budd from his N. J. orchards), and Arthur and
Eddie patriotically turned 'em over to the Stage Door Canteen. . . .
• Paramount's "Wake Island" was premiered for our Marines at the
U. S. Army Base in Trinidad. B.W.I.. in connection with the Leatherneck's
167th anniversary
It was acclaimed as not only thrilling entertainment, but a valuable insight anent Jap tactics. ... • Suzanne

Crane Wilbur
Sarah
Haden
John
R. Freuler
Samuel Coldstein
Edna
Murphy

Milton
H.
Feld
Frank
fay
Ella
Neal
Wilma
Freeman
Leon
Rosenberg

Taylor, Norwegian soprano, will sing "America" and the Norwegian
anthem at the American premiere of "The Avengers" at the Rivoli on
the night of Nov. 24
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HARBOR!

case was the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA. The petitioning union in
the San Francisco instance is the
Screen Office Employes Guild, which
covers film office workers in that city
and in Los Angeles. The petiton for
the 20th-Fox and UA elections in
Philadelphia was filed by general
Local 2 of the UOPWA. Locals 109
and 2 are affiliated with the CIO. The
SOEG is allied with the AFL, as is
the IA.
The SOPEG election at the Paramount exchange will take place on
Nov. 23, as scheduled by the board.
The election will be part of company-wide white-collar balloting in
which the other units involved will
be the home office and newsreel and
the firm's two music subsidiaries, Famous Music Corp. and Paramount
Music Corp. The IATSE will be on
the ballot with the SOPEG in the
Paramount exchange election.
The IA's petition to the NLRB
had been based on the contention
that all white-collar labor in the nation's exchanges should be covered
by a single unit on a national basis.
The SOPEG, the SOEG and the
UOPWA in the Philadelphia case
have argued in favor of local units.
Had the board found in favor of the
IA, the SOPEG and the SOEG would
have been forced automatically to
withdraw from the exchange field.
New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco are the only exchange centers in the nation where the IA exercises no control whatever over
front-office workers. In all other
exchange cities the Alliance holds
contracts with the major companies.

Korda Here from London;
Future Plans Not Yet Set
(Continued from Page 1)

in England as had been reported.
He leaves for the Coast tomorrow
and after five or six weeks plans to
return to England.

Hospital Encore for Ritter
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tex Ritter, just recovered from an appendectomy,
checked into the Hollywood Hospital
yesterday for a tonsilectomy.

9 Midwestern States
To Blackout Dec. 14
Onaha —
The nation's biggest
blackout show will be staged the
night of- Dec. 14 when the lights in
a nine-state area covering one-fourth
of the nation's area with a population of about 15,000,000 will be
doused for 20 minutes beginning at
10 p.m., Central War Time. The
states are Colorado, Iowa, Kansas,
Minnesota,
and
South

T

Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota
and
Wyoming.

-I as well as city lights will have
to

go out.

MEN OF STEEL! WOMEN OF FIRE!
Forged

in the flames of Pittsburgh's wildest era!
■•■■-■':"'■■■■'■■■■■.'■,
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Anti-Gas Rationing
Bills Before Congress
(Continued from Page

1)

ing for abandonment of plans for
rationing altogether in those states.
Rep. Wickersham told The Film
Daily he was surprised at ''the reception his bills received. "A lot of
Congressmen indicated their support," he said. "The reaction was
much better than I thought it would
be. After all, though, there is a
large representation from more than
a score of oil-producing states in
the House."
Oklahoma, Texas, and other agricultural states have been hit hard
by the tire problem, he said, and
have cut their mileage as far down
as it should go. Further restrictions
on travel, he continued, "will definitely impede the war program, because farmers will not be able to
bring their hogs and chickens and
eggs and milk and produce and butter and other farm products to the
various markets."
Another purpose of the bills, he
said, is to encourage oil producers,
who even now are finding it difficult to operate under the OPA ceilings. These ceilings, he claimed,
mean that they can't even get their
cost of production.
A Minnesota Republican, Rep.
August H. Anderson, has made public a letter he wrote to War Production Board Chief Donald M. Nelson, asking that rationing in the
Middle West be postponed until after
the holidays. He wrote that the farm
states no longer possesses "driving
horses and buggies to carry on in
lieu of automobiles," and therefore
could not revert at once to an earlier
kind of transportation. He also
urged a larger primary allowance
than four gallons per week.

Theater Candy Counters Turn to Substitutes
As Armed Forces Get First Call on Sweets
San Francisco — Owing to Government purchases of all types of sweets for
service men, local theaters are finding difficulty keeping their candy counters
stocked. In an effort to supplement a diminishing candy supply, candy counters
and automats are being added to with such items as popcorn, peanuts, raisins,
etc. A limited supply of candy has been assured the theaters, however.

Stricter Coastal Dimout
On Friday by Army's Order
(Continued from Page

1)

Englewood Cliffs to the dimout area.
The Army threatened to extend the
area still further if necessary.
Under the new regulations all exterior lights, other than street or
traffic lights must be permanently
shielded so that the source of light
will not be visible at an angle less
than 45 degrees below the horizontal. The order also calls for the
permanent dousing of all lights visible from out-of-doors which cannot
be extinguished, completely obscured
or reduced within five minutes of
the sounding of a blackout signal.
Another change in the dimout regulations specifies that the escape of
light from windows shall not exceed
two foot candles as measured by a
light meter held at any point three
feet from a window, door or any
other opening.

Theaters to Plug Bonds
As Christmas Presents
(Continued from Page

1)

flavor, will be made available to theaters, including an envelope in which
the gift bond can be inserted, and
two
posters
preparedThere
in one-sheet
and 40 x 60 sizes.
also will
be lobby displays, special rallies and
newspaper advertising to promote
Bonds and Stamps as Christmas
gifts.
Helprin

Leaves Goldwyn
To Join Riskin in OWI
(Continued from Page

1)

of the Office of War Information.
Goldwyn expects to announce a successor to Helprin this week. Goldwyn returns to the Coast on Friday.

"Road to Morocco" Sets
Two Paramount Records

17, 1942

Improvements Asked
In Theater Operation
(Continued from Page 1)

women from Coast to Coast replied
to the questionnaires.
Among the improvements suggested by the women weie as follows: Forbid candy eating in theaters, have a clock in plain sig^heS
longer intermissions to give the aiii^g/
ence a chance to get seated, shorter
pre-views of coming attractions,
placing of racks on seats for parcels
and nurseries for children.
According to the survey, here
are the points women want to know
about a picture: Is it entertaining?
What did the critics say about it?
Who are its stars?
In a previous poll by the Institute
it was revealed that women compose 65 per cent of picture audiences
and that more than 99 per cent of
the men who attend have been influenced to do so by women. The
majority of women polled said their
reason for attending film theaters
was to relax and forget their problems.

Four Femme Stars Will
Tour for
"Women at War'
(Continued from Page 1)

Claire Trevor, Ruth Hussey and Ann
Rutherford, have been scheduled for
Limit Arranging Shows
Two new box-office records have visits to 13 cities across the country.
For Army and Navy Relief been scored at the Paramount The- Claire Trevor will speak at New
ater, Broadway, by "The Road to Orleans, Nov. 22; Memphis, Tenn.,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Morocco." In its first five days, end- November 24; Kansas City, Nov. 25;
Washington — The temporary poling Sunday night, the picture set a San Antonio, Nov. 26. Ann Ruthericy of the Army and Navy Relief new receipt record at the house for
ford will appear at Chicago, Nov. 22;
Societies of accepting only contri- that period, beating the previous Knoxville, Tenn., November 23; Birbutions from private individuals or record held by "Holiday Inn" by five
mingham, Ala., Nov. 24; Atlanta,
from shows given exclusively by
per cent. On Saturday, "The Road Ga., November 25, and Jeanette Macservice personnel took effect yester- to Morocco" established a new sin- donald at Pittsburgh, Pa., November 25.
day. For the time being, until furgle-day record on receipts at the
ther notice by the War Relief Con- Paramount, again topping "Holiday
Tour managers accompanying the
trol Board, no appearances by mo- Inn" by a slight margin.
players will be William B. Dover,
vie stars or other shows may be arBob Weitman, manager of the Lester Peterson, Steve Cochrane
ranged by private individuals for
Dallas Monogram Branch service relief
benefits. This ruling Paramount, estimates that "Road from Hollywood, and John McGee of
follows announcement seven weeks to Morocco" will finish the first week the U. S. Treasury Department.
Drive Honors Broidy
tonight with receipts running apago by the War Relief Control Board
proximately nine per cent ahead of Bloom's Mother Dead
Dallas — A one-week sales drive that for the time being both socie"Holiday
Inn," thus setting another
in honor of Steve Broidy, general
Cleveland — Oscar Blom, Columbia
ties have "adequate funds for pres- record on first week's business.
sales manager of Monogram, was
salesman, was called to Indianaplaunched unheralded by the local
ent needs."
That
the order was effective was
olis by the death of his mother who
branch. As a result, the week end- announced by Board Chairman Jos- 20th-Fox Assigns Producers had
been seriously ill for many
months.
ing Nov. 14 was the top week in
To
3
Selznick
Properties
eph
E.
Davies,
but
the
"until
further
sales recorded by the Texans.
notice" phrase was discussed by
both Admiral James 0. Richardson West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
M of T Pic Gets Cuban Nod
and Maj. Gen. Irving J. Phillipson,
Case of Beauty and
Hollywood — William Goetz of
Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by who head the Navy and Army Relief 20th-Fox has assigned three producThe Beastly Weather
Censor) — The Cuban Film Censor- Societies, respectively. Gen. Philers to story properties taken over
lipson explained that further notice from Selznick. Nunnally Johnson
ship Board has passed the March
Great work of the AWVS femmes
come very soon as a result of will do "Keys of the Kingdom," Kenin selling War Bonds at the local
of Time's "The Argentine Question." may
The action was in answer to the the increased action in all theaters
Capitol Theater has its compensaneth
Macgowan,
"Jane
Eyre,"
Wilof
the
war.
charge made by Dr. A. Martinez
tions. Management has built a
liam Perlberg, "Claudia."
Azeue, member of the board, that
"We will not go out now and seek
new super-duper, glass-enclosed,
the film was pro-Nazi.
heated, illuminated, handsome,
funds," said Admiral Richardson, Rites for Sidney Fox
"but as the war progresses our funds West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
weather-proof,
decorated
booth
so's
will decrease and our needs will inHollywood — Funeral arrangements
the gals can work
in comfort
in even
Winter weather. Further, there are
were being made yesterday for SidSemper Fidelis
such
luxuries
as
mirror
and
beauty
ney Fox, once a top-flight film percrease."
Louis F. Werba Dies
Chicago — Warren Exley, age 18,
former, who was found dead in bed
aids, — latter contained in a drawer
and including cosmetics, hairpins,
to-,* formerly of Warners' HamLouis F. Werba, 65, theatrical on Sunday by her husband, Charles
pfe~X ilton Theater, was killed
powder-puff, comb-and-brush, etc.
producer, died yesterday at his home Beahan. Miss Fox, 31, had been ill
here after a brief illness. He was for a year. She went into pictures
1^^ near Enid, Okla., while
Booth will have a formal debut cointraining for Army aviation.
secretary-treasurer of the Ass'n of from the stage in 1931, when she
ciding with filmland's new Bond
His parents live here.
Campaign launching on Dec. 7.
star. designated as a Wampas baby
Theatrical Agents and Managers was
Union 18032 AFM.
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(oasl Starting Eight,
Making 41 Shooting
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eight new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week, making 41 shooting. The
check-up :
At Columbia: Four shooting, inV:_ii
^ing
"Suicide
Range,"
western
Russell
Hayden,
Bob Wills
and
hfs Boys. William Berke directing
for producer Leon Barsha.
At M-G-M: Eight shooting, including "Private Miss Jones," drama in Technicolor, starring Kathryn Krayson, with Gene Kelly, Jose
Iturbi, Mary Astor, John Boles and
Dick Simmons. Joseph Pasternak
producing and George Sidney directing.
At Monogram: One shooting.
At Paramount: Five shooting, including
"Salute Carey,
For Three,"
musical,Dona
with Drake.
Macdonald
Betty Rhodes,
Marty May, Lorraine and Rognan, and Cliff
Edwards. Walter MacEwen producing and
Ralph Murphy directing. Jules Styne and
Kim Gannon wrote the songs.
At RKO-Radio: Four shooting.
At Republic : One shooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Three shooting, including John Steinbeck's "The Moon is
Down," drama, with Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Margaret Wycherly, Henry Travers, Lee J.
Cobb, Doris Bowdon and Henry Rowland.
Xunnally Johnson producing and Irving
Pichel directing; ("War Correspondent" an
nounced
for later
last week's
start, has been post
poned until
this month).
At United Artists: Arnold Pressburger's
"Unconquered" which is the new title for
"Never
Surrender."
At Universal: Six shooting, including "Bad
Company," melodrama, with Evelyn Ankers.
Huntz Hall, Gene Reynolds, Gabriel Dell,
Elyse Knox, Joan Marsh, Shemp Howard.
Frank Albertson, Mary Gordon. Christy
Cabanne, directing for associate producer,
Ben Pivar; "Hi, Buddy," musical, with
Dick Foran. Robert Paige, Marjorie Lord,
Harriet Hilliard, Gus Schilling. Bobs Watson, Tommy Cook and Drew Roddy. Harold Young directing and Paul Malvern producing; and
"Isle ofLouise
Romance,"
musical, with
Allan Jones
Allbritton.
At Warners : Seven shooting.
At PRC : One shooting, the second picture in the new "Billy the Kid" series, with
Sig Neufeld producing. Heading the cast
are Buster Crabbe and Al St. John. Sam
Newfield directing.

Research Council Trains
142 More for Signal Corps
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to coping
with its own problem of diminishing
manpower in camera and still departments, the film industry already
has trained for the Army Signal
Corps at no cost to the Government,
a total of 94 motion picture cameramen and 90 still photographers.
In training at the present time are
twc classes of motion picture cameramen, numbering 56, and an additional 86 still men, the Research
council reports.

"A Pathe Company"
From now on, PRC will be identified as "a Pathe company" on
its films, stationery, etc. It's another step towards a closer relationship between Pathe and PRC.

TO THE

COLORS!

New Haven — MORRIS WEINSyracuse, N. Y.— IRVING CAN
STEIN, 20th-Fox booker, was given TER, manager of the RKO-Schine
Palace,
has reported for Army ina farewell luncheon at Ceriani's yesduction at Fort Niagara. FRANK
terday before leaving for Army service, with George Weber and Philip LINDKAMP, assistant manager of
Gravitz of Metro as chairmen. the RKO-Schine Paramount, goes to
Weinstein was presented with a 24.
the same post for induction on Nov.
cash gift. He will be succeeded by
Eleanor Fishman.
Manager JACK FLEX of RKOSchine Keith's, a former Army lieuThe presence at the Allied Com- service. tenant is expected to return to the
mand Headquarters in Australia of
Maj. BILL POWERS, former film
Spokane, Wash.— HOWARD Mcbuyer for National Theaters, has BRIDE,
associated with his father in
been learned here.
the operation of the McBride chain
of theaters in the Inland Empire,
DONAT BLAINE, operator of the has entered Army Officers Candidate
Jodoin, Baltic, Conn., has left for School.
Army duty his sister, Anette, takPullman, Wash.— DON GLOVER,
Army.
ing over.
local theater exec, is joining the
WILLIAM H. McMAHON, Atlantic City correspondent for The
Denver — BOB HAMEL, poster
Film Daily, has enlisted in the
First Patrol Force of the C.A.P. clerk at the 20th-Fox office here,
is in the Navy as third-class petty
and is now on active duty.
officer. He has been stationed in
San Francisco.
Chicago— JACK SWEENY, son of
Dallas — Twentieth-Fox's shipping
Glen Sweeny, vice-president of the
Operators Union, and chief house department has lost the services
operator at the Chicago theater has of MARVIN COOPER, who has gone
entered the officers training school into the service as a naval aviation
cadet.
of the Maritime Commission.

K-A-0 39 Weeks' Net
to $165,840 Jump
{Continued from Page

1)

taxes was $2,188,472 against $1,021,245 in 1941. Provision for income taxes was $631,168 compared
with $161,865 last year.
This year's provision for Federal
taxes was based on a 40 per cent
rate as compared with a 31 per cent
rate for 1941.

RKO 39-Week Net Loss
Reported at $389,853
While its profit from operations
for the 39 weeks ended Oct. 3, 1942,
was in excess of that of the same
period in 1941, RKO Corp. yesterday reported a net loss of $389,853
for the period, compared with a
profit of $644,774 last year. Profit
from operations before charges was
$2,302,210,
201
in 1941. compared with $1,971,Extraordinary studio write-offs
and reserves of $633,804 were
charged to the 1942 report, while
provision for income taxes amounted
to $1,050,356, compared with $289,266 in 1941. These were factors in
reporting a net loss.
Dividends declared during the 39week period to date on common and
7 per cent preferred stock of a subsidiary company in the hands of the
public amounted to $39,388.

Form Felix E. Feist Prod.
To Produce Shorts Lineup

Sunday Pix for Soldiers
Waits on Ottawa's Okay

Felix E. Feist Productions, Inc.,
is the name of a new producing and
distributing: company chartered in
Albany. The company, headed by
Felix E. Feist, plans a program of
short subjects, among which it is
understood will be some for the Government. The shorts will be turned
out on both Coasts. Feist is now
on the West Coast lining up talent
and material. He is expected back
in New York in a couple of weeks.
It was said yesterday bv a spokesman for the company, which is capitalized at $10,000, that Feist might
later extend his activities to the
production of features.

Toronto — If the Federal Government will sanction Sunday shows Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
as requested by the Imperial Order,
Washington — Washington's first
Daughters of the Empire, Dominion scrap matinees held in 42 theaters
exhibs. will organize free Sunday in the District of Columbia last
performances for the armed forces, Saturday brought in between 150,it was indicated at the annual meet- 000 and 200,000 pounds of scrap, according to estimates of the local
ing of the Motion Picture Section
War Activities Committee, which
of the Toronto Board of Trade.
The petition of the Imperial Or- sponsored the matinees. About 8,000
der is now before Ottawa official- pounds was collected at two codom for consideration.
operating downtown theaters, WarLouis Rosenfeld, general manager
ner's Metropolitan and Loew's Columbia, with the rest of the scrap
of Columbia Pictures of Canada,
was elected president of the section, being brought to neighborhood
R. W. Bolstad of Famous Players, houses. Nearly everyone brought
vice-president. Executive members more than the required 10 pounds,
managers agreed.
are J. J. Fitzgibbons, Leo M. DevSubsequent matinees at which rubaney of RKO and H. Freedman of
ber, tin and rags will be the adToronto, the latter representing inmission price are planned for the
dependent theaters.
near future, said the WAC.

Leslie Howard Buys BBC
Air Show for Filming

Leslie Howard has purchased the
film rights and will make a picture Kxpert Editorial Board
of "We Deliver the Goods," one of Planned for WB Newsreel
the plays in the BBC series, "Britain
to America," which is being brought
An editorial board of experts in
direct from England to Blue Network
listeners on Sunday afternoons. various fields will be one of the features of the proposed Warner newsWritten by Basil Woon, the play
was aired Oct. 18. Howard will reel, it was disclosed yesterday. H.
M. Warner, who was in Cleveland
change the title to "Liberty Ship."
yesterday with Colonel Nathan Levinson for a conference in connecSpodick to the Ascot
tion with the newsreel, will be in
Robert C. Spodick has resigned Chicago today as the next stopover
on
his
way to the Coast.
manager of the Yorktown TheThe experts will pdit news in their
ater, to a-o to the Ascot, first-run
foreign film house in the Bronx. respective fields which will include
There, he succeeds his cousin, Leon- foreign affairs, military, economics,
ard E. Sampson, who joined the sports, worn ens world, united nations and other categories.
Army last week.

Capital Scrap Mats. Net
150,000 to 200,000 Pounds

Bctrreca
Leavesof Loew's
Resignation
Dominic Barreca,
for many years district manager for
one of the Brooklyn zones of the
Loew Circuit, was announced yesterday by C. C. Moskowitz.

WEDDING

BELLS

Frances Gashel, secretary to Arthur Israel, Jr. at Paramount, has
become engaged to Boris Mosen. He
is not connected with the motion
picture industry.
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Clearance Reduction
Is Won By Thien
An award in favor of the complainant has been issued by Arbitrator Thomas Hennings in the case
filed by Victor Thien, operating the
Palm Theater in St. Louis. Thien
charged that he had to wait too long
for pictures after the Will Rogers
Theater, the prior run. Hennings
agreed that existing clearance was
unreasonable and fixed the maximum
clearance of the Will Rogers over
the Palm at four days. Loew's was
the only defendant.

Smalley Theaters, Inc.,
Appeals Clearance Award
Albany — Notice of appeal has been
filed by Smalley Theaters, Inc.,
Cooperstown, with John Staggs, local tribunal clerk, on the recent decision handed down on the Delhi case
by Arbitrator Harold B. Slingerland.
The Smalley clearance protest,
brought against the five majors,
cited Schine's Oneonta Theater,
Oneonta, as the interested theater.
In Slingerland's award, the 30-day
clearance held by the Schine house
over Smalley's, Delhi, was cut to 14
days.
Smalley, who filed a series of complaints bearing on clearances held by
Schine Circuit theaters in this ter:
ritory early last Fall, now seeks a
further reduction. Attorney originally handling the Smalley cases was
Leonard L. Rosenthal, executive
secretary of New York State Unit
of National Allied, Inc. Rosenthal
is how in the Army attending officers' training school and Thomas
Kennev of Troy has been handling
the briefs.

Pittsburgh V. C. Honors
Joseph Hiller at Dinner
Pittsburgh — Because of the cancellation of the Variety Club's annual banquet, which heretofore
served as a testimonial to the retiring chief barker and the members
of the crew, the local club honored
Chief Barker Joe Hiller and his
crew at a dinner last night, in the
Cardinal Room of the William Penn
Hotel here. John H. Harris, national
chief barker, was toastmaster.

Frisco Tivoli Reopened
San Francisco — The Telenews theater has opened the old Tivoli showhouse to show short features and
foreign films.

Sons of Indiana
Award to Willhie
Wendell L. Willkie has been elected by the Sons of Indiana to receive
the organization's 1942 distinguished
service award. The 20th-Fox board
chairman topped Elmer Davis, OWI
director, and Admiral Royal E. Ingersoll, commander of the Atlantic fleet,
among others.

200 to Bid on Training Pix

Greater Gov't Co-op
By Warner Salesmen

Producers Given 7-10 Days to Prepare Bids
(Continued from Page

ber under consideration by the Office
of Education.
This huge program means that
virtually a-picture-a-day will be
made by the successful bidders on
an average, for the reason that the
films are, it is understood, to be
completed by June 1, 1943. This
fact points to a vast inspection
problem of coverage by the Office
of Education.
Meets 16 Producer Reps.
At a meeting here last week representatives of 16 producers met
with Dr. C. F. Kleinfelter, assistant
to Commissioner of Education John
H. Studebaker, to make certain that
the requirements of the Office could
readily be met by those producers
who might desire to bid. Also at
the meeting were Ensign T. B. Mace,
U.S.N., of the training film section
of the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics,
and two representatives of the Procurement Division.
Congress has authorized $1,000,000 for this year's training film program by the Office of Education.
Last year, with $235,000, the Office
furnished 48 films, averaging about
600 feet, for schools and shipyards.
Machine shop practice accounted for
38 of the films, with 10 more on
various skills in shipbuilding.

1)

the Fighting Film Forum of the
Advertising Club of New York. War
training films of 1942 compared with
those of World War I will be shown
ing.
and discussed at the luncheon-meetAmong the speakers will be Col.
Melvin E. Gillette, commanding officer of the U. S. Army Signal Corps
Photographic Center, and John R.
Bray, a pioneer in technical motion
pictures. Forum Chairman Francis
Lawton, Jr., will preside.
To meet the vastly expanded use
of motion pictures with utmost assistance to the war effort, the Advertising Club has organized the
Film Forum for constructive study,
by demonstration and discussion
among all concerned.

May Take Training Films
Away from Research Council
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Members of the Warners sales
force are being directed to intensify their co-operation with the
Government's war effort by doing
everything possible to aid in the
conservation of essential materials,
and also to obtain the utmost plfheN
ing time for Government films,\ie§,'
was revealed by Joseph Bernhard
on his return yesterday from the
Warners' sales meeting in Chicago.
Others who returned to New York
yesterday from Chicago included
Mort Blumenstcok, Roy Haines, Norman H. Moray, Arthur Sachson and
A. W. Schwalberg.
Ben Kalmenson stopped off in
Cleveland for conferences at the
local exchange, and will continue on
to New Orleans before returning to
New York. Charles Einfeld superChiefed from Chicago to Burbank,
where he arrives this morning.

Hollywood — No official confirma- Buermele Starts New
tion was available here on a published report that production of
Army training films on the West Mich. Buying Combine
Coast would be withdrawn from the
Detroit — Carl W. Buermele, who
Academy Research Council and be
handled bv the Signal Corps, al- resigned about a month ago as general manager of Co-Operative Thethough it is given credence.
aters of Michgian, largest and oldThe report declared th^ new setup
est
local booking combine, is openwould be in charge of Col. Gillette
ing offices on the third floor of the
and it is hoped to produce 1,000 trainFox
Theater
Building for a new ining subject during the next 12
dependent group which he will head.
months. Production would continue
New outfit will be known as Gento be divided among major studios.
eral Theater Service, Inc., and will
include both booking and buying serWilliam Fox Starts
vices. Personnel of the staff, in addition to Buermele, has not been
Year's Prison Term
announced.
Buermele disclosed that he is
West Coast Bureau of THE
FIT M DAITV
Philadelphia — William Fox en- booking for 15 theaters at the start,
tered Moyamensing Prison yester- including 13 larger independents in
day to serve a term of a year and Detroit proper, and for two upstate
a day for conspiracy to obstruct exhibitors, but did not disclose the
justice. He was sentence^ in Oc- names of his clients.
tober 1941 on his olea of guilty.
New move gives Detroit four goA final plea that Fox was essening buying combines, setting a record
tial to the country's war effort was for any city in the country.
denied by Federal Judge Guy K.
Bard.
Sherman Renews with Rachmil

No breakdown is ready yet on this year's
subjects, but it is known that the 140 films
planned will deal with various phases of
machine shop practice, aircraft manufacture,
shipbuilding and optical glass work. Approval for each subject must be obtained from
the War Manpower
Commission.
Along with each film a sound track must
be prepared, as well as a slide film and
manual. The slide film may be composed of
stills from the motion picture, or supplementary
shots made by the producer. The manual is
to be written bv the producer, working closely with the Office of Education.
Contracts were let last year for groups of
five films, and the same practice will be followed this year. For a group of five films, the
footage called for runs from 5,000 to 7,500
feet. Average length of the final product
last year was 600 feet. One set of five was
shot in 16 mm. last year, the rest reduced
to that size. Reduction is not the responsibility of the producer, however, nor is copying.
Copying and distribution are handled by
Castle Films, New York, with projector houses
like Bell & Howell also listing the films and
booking them.
On hand in Washington last week for the
meeting with Dr. Kleinfelter were Forrest
O. Calvin, Calvin Co.. Kansas City, Mo.; E.
DAILY
S. Carpenter, Escar Motion Pictures, Cleve- Wr°t Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollvwood — The asking price of
land, O.; George Finch, Jam Handv, Detroit,
Mich. ; Lawrence W. Fox, Jr., Audio Productions, New York; William T. Ganz. William $300,000 for Maxwell Anderson's
J. Ganz Co.. New York; W. J. Wakefield Broadway hit, "The Eve of St.
and M. E. Wilding, Wilding Productions, De- Mark," was met by 20th Centurytroit, Mich. ; Herbert Kerkow, Kerkow Films. Fox, the companv yesterday anNew York; Gordon Knox, Trade Films Inc
nouncing its purchase of the play
Hollywood, Calif ; A. H. Loucks, Loucks
at that figure.
«r IVorlmg Studios, New York; A W
Manchee, West Coast Sound Studios, New
York; R. C. McKean and F. Burnham MacLeary. Caravel Films. New York; R H
Ray, Ray-Bell Films, St. Paul, Minn.; C. L.
Welsh, Dynamic Pictures, New York; Harold
k. Wondsel. Soundmasters, Inc., New YorkEmerson Yorke, Emerson Yorke Studios, New
Cleveland, O. — Paul Ward. 38,
York, and Herbert S. Houston of the Institute owner of the Flushing theater. Flushfor Vocational Training and Visual Education, New York.
ing, and the Scio theater, Scio, was

West

20th-Fox Pays $300 000
For "The Eve of St. Mark'

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Pauline Dies in Rochester
Rochester— Dr. J. Robert Pauline,
adied
vaudeville
performer for 30 years,
here.

Paul Ward, Ohio Exhib.,
Dies as Train Hits Car

Rochester's Usher
Problem Is Acute
Rochester — The usher problem in
several downtown theaters is reported becoming acute here, due to the
swing of youths to war plants. Several theaters, it is said, have been
opening with one usher on hand.
One theater last week was opened
up with the porter acting as usher.

instantlv killed when his auto collided with a train near Urdichsville.
N. Y. Ad Club Will Provide
Ward,
who was returning from a
Free Training Film Service
booking trip to Cleveland is surPlans for a new free consulting
vived bv his widow and his father
service on training films, both for W. D. Ward, a former RKO saleswar and peace, will be announced ater. man now operating a Kenton theFriday at a meeting sponsored by

'3
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Coast

Hollywood — Lewis J. Rachmil, who
has been a member of Harry Sherman's staff since the inception of
the Hopalong Cassidy series eight
years ago, has been signed by Sherman to begin his third year as associate producer.
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DRAFT BIZ STANDARDS FOR FILM J-MPTOA
Kuykendall Calls forWPB Order to Abolish Duals
Would Have Gov't Edict at
Same Time 'Freeze' Number
Of Performances in Houses

'UNHAMPERED' OPERATIONS FOR PIX
Vital to Successful Prosecution of the War, Says War

Conference and Study by
Experienced Execs. Urged
To Draft Code of Ethics

Manpower Commission Regional HeadA conference
A WPB order abolishing
double features to conserve
the distributors
San
Francisco
—
Continued
"untwo of the war effort's most imporfilm is advocated by Ed Kuytant factors, and placed special em- of setting
hampered" operations in both the
up
kendall, MPTOA president, in an motion picture
and radio industries
phasis upon the importance to mili- business conduct"

organization bulletin issued yesterday.
"While an order to abolish double
features would be a shock to many
theaters in which this policy is firmly imbedded, it could be a great
step forward for the industry as a
whole and (Continued
an ultimately
great beneon Page 7)

Council to Continue
Making Training Pix
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

1 Washington— Although it decided
: two days ago not to order any more
training films from
the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion
I Picture Arts and Sciences, the Army
Signal Corps yesterday reversed that
„ I policy. The Signal Corps will con. tinue to work with the Research
•• Council, largely because of the "nice
coi ditions we have always had with
(Continued on Parte 5)

IA Would Protect Status
Of Members in Uniform
The IATSE has called upon state
ind district bodies to campaign vig>rously for the modification of city,
state or any other laws that might
vork hardships on its members seekng to resume their former occupa(( ontinued on Page 7)

'I

J

J] A Theater Circuit
Picks Board Monday
Stockholders of United Artists
Theater Circuit are scheduled to
hold their annual meeting in Baltimore on Monday when they will
elect directors for the new year.
The directors will meet a few days
later to elect officers.

are vital to successful prosecution
tary morale of films sent overseas
of the war, William Hopkins, reg- to troops and upon shortwave broadional director of the War Manpower
casts also beamed to men in uniform in distant lands.
Commission, declared in an address
before the National Association of
Film trade observers saw in HopBroadcasters 15th district meeting
kins' flat statement the forecast of
here.
War
Manpower
Commission policy
(Continued on Page 7)
Hopkins linked films and radio as

Cherlok Quits Metro
To Stay with OCIAA
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Chertok, proIncer of several features per year
for M-G-M, and head of that comoany's shorts production, has severed
his 18-year tenure with the Culver
City studios in order to continue devoting half of his time to the making
(Continued on Page 8)

III. Allied Takes
Ads Against Duals
Chicago— Allied Theaters of Illinois, using newspaper space in today's Washington Post, Star and
Herald addressed to House members
and Senators, is asking the Federal
Government for an edict in solving
double feature problem.
Advertisement says that Illinois
Allied is the largest organization in
(Continued on Page 4)

Withdraw Cases to Shuffle
Mort Nathanson Named
Cincy Clearance Setup
To Goldwyn East Spot
Two complaints filed by Willis
Vance and Louis Wiethe and involving 79 theaters in Cincinnati and
the immediate vicinty have been
withdrawn.
Cases were filed last
(Continued on Page 7)

Premium

Mort Nathanson of the United
Artists publicity department has
been named Eastern advertising and
publicity manager
forPageSamuel
Gold(Continued on
8)

Biz in Detroit Up

10% Gain Over 1941; Fewer Firms Operating
Gracie Fields, Kravetz,
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Consolidation of the preBanks Form Partnership
mium trade and some increase in
A three-way partnership including Max Kravetz, Gracie Fields and
Monty Banks was reported to have
been completed yesterday for the
production of three pictures by Kravetz and starring Gracie Fields.
First picture is scheduled to start
(Continued on Page 5)

business appears to have occurred
as a result of wartime activity in
this territory. One important factor
has been the reduction of the number of premium firms here from six
to three engaged chiefly in theatrical
work.
In past years, there have
(Continued on Page 4)

and study by
for the purpose
"standards

of

are proposed by
Ed Kuykendall in a current MPTOA
general bulletin.
"Wouldn't it be smart," Kuykendall asks, "to take the time and trouble to define our trade practices,
analyze our problems and devise acceptable standards of right and
wrong tionsand
seek out possible
of troublesome
difficultiessoluby
a conference and study that would
be free of
exhibitor
politics,
law(C ontinued on Page 8)

Warner Stockholders
To Meet on Dec. 14
Annual meeting of Warner Bros,
stockholders has been set for Dec.
14 in Wilmington, Del. Voting will
be open only to holders of common
stock. The meeting will be devoted
to the election
of five directors and
(Continued on Page 5)

Para, to Shift Cartoon
Production to New York
Miami — Paramount's cartoon studio operations here will be moved
gradually (Continued
to New emYork
where the
Page 8)

Warner rXewsreel to
Have IVo I7K Version
London (By Air Mail— Passed by
Censor) — That Warners will confine
its newsreel activities strictly to the
United States is indicated by the
statement of Max Milder, the company's managing director in Great
Britain, that no British version of
the reel is planned. Milder said
that, while the company had no intention of introducing the new reel
in the United Kingdom, it might
provide for additional interchange of
clips with Pathe Gazette.
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Ducker Heads L. A. IRB
Office; Linder in Chicago

Invitations to the annual harvest Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
dinner of the Picture Pioneers, to
Washington — Chiefs of two more
be held at the Waldorf-Astoria to- field offices of the new Salary Stamorrow night, have been extended
bilization Unit of the Bureau of Inby Jack Cohn to the sons of memternal Revenue were named yesterbers of the industry stationed at
day by Commissioner Guy T. fielvernearby Army posts and Naval sta- ing. Head of the Los Angeles office
tions. Among those who have ac- to be located in Suite 770, Subway
cepted are: Lieut. Stanley F. Hodes, Terminal Building, will be Hugh
106th Observation Squadron, Morris Ducker, whose authority is subject
Field, Charlotte, N. C; Lieut. Rob- only to review in Washington.
Porter Linder will head the Chiert Cohn, Signal Corps, Fort Moncago office with equal authority, at
mouth, N. J.; Lieut. Gordon W. Hed208 South La Salle Street. Both men
wig, U. S. Signal Corps, Fort Mon- have been with the Bureau for more
mouth. N. J.; Corp. Norman Robbins, U. S. Signal Corps, Astoria, than 20 years.
L. I.: Private Burton Robbins, 56th
Fighter Control Squadron, Newark Manny Reiner on Para.
Army Airport, N. J.
Leave to Take OWI Post

Alban-Mestanza Named
Mono.'s L. A. Supervisor

Manny Reiner,
Paramount's
short
subjects
and newsreel
publicity
manager, has been given a leave of
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
absence to permit him to join the
Appointment of H. Alban-Mestan- Overseas Operations Bureau of the
"Jranite 6607. WASHINGTON — Andrew
za as Latin-America supervisor for Office of War Information. He
SC, Older, 2807 Connecticut Ave. LONDON—Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, Monogram was announced yesterstarts his new duties today in the
27-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.
day. Alban-Mestanza, in addition New York office of the OWI and will
{arte, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan
(12).
FAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes to his new duties, will continue to be assigned shortly to overseas duty.
214.
HONOLULU
— Eileen
O'Brien. act as the company's director of
Reiner joined the Paramount staff
JUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck, foreign publicity and advertising, a
Jasillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
two years ago. He formerly was
post he has held for two years.
rflarco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, MexMeanwhile, Norton V. Ritchey, with Monogram, M-G-M and Warner
ico, D. F.
Bros, and at one time was publicity
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution, is continuing his activi- manager for the Quiz Kids.
ties at Monogram while awaiting
orders from the Navy. He recently WB Boy Twice Wounded
was commissioned a lieutenant, sen- In Aleutian Isle Fighting
ior grade.
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That the war should not have
much effect on the Hollywood talent
situation where showmanship is alive
and on the alert was the opinion
expressed yesterday by William Morris, Jr.. head of the William Morris
Agency, here on a visit from the
Coast. Morris pointed out that "this
is the day of showmanship," adding
that "showmen always will be able
to get talent."

Silverstein Stricken
In Panama; Returns

Stricken with a mouth infection
MARKET
1005/s + "3
while in Panama, Maurice "Red"
Silverstein, home office rep. for the
9-16
"Oth-Fox foreign department, was
forced to cut short, his Latin-Amer8
9I16 '..'.- 4
1
ican trip and return to New York
1
1
for medical treatment. Silverstein,
who arrived Monday, is expected to
be
under
the doctor's care for about
three
weeks.

Moray to Make Tour
Of Warner Exchanges

Friday Norman H. Moray, Warners short subject sales manager,
leaves Friday on a tour of all company exchanges in connection with
the Drive of Champions which starts
Dec. 20 and runs until May 1. Moray's first stop will be in Boston,
where he is scheduled to hold a meeting on Monday. He will then work
west and south.

Allied Behind
Board'sClosed
Meeting
Held
Doors
Columbus, O.— The Allied board's
two-day meeting opened here yesterday with sessions being held behind closed doors.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel and board chairman, told The
Film Daily that no statement would
be issued until after the close of the
meeting today.

COmmG and G0MG
EDWARD SELZER, head of Warner's trailer
department with headquarters at the Burbank
studios, leaves New York today on his return
to the Coast.
LAUDY

LAWRENCE

don.IRVING ASHER
PETE HARRISON

has returned from

has

arrived

from

Lon-

England.

leaves tonight for the/fiey.

ELLISTON VINSON, assistant studio pfcies- .director for RKO,
is in town for a few wt'eks.
"CHICK'' LEWIS has returned from Hollywood.
"RED"

SILVERSTEIN

VERA

CASPARY

has arrived from Panama.

is here from

confer with the producers
which
she co-authored.

Hollywood

of "Laura,"

IKE LIBSON, of RKO Theaters
taking a rest at Hot Springs.

ED SCHRIEBER
ington yesterday.

of

the

WAC

to
play

in Cincy, is

was

Blind Checking Squawks
By Exhibs. Get Louder
Exhibitors are increasing their
protests against the practice of
blind checking by some companies,
according to reports from the field.
The practice, they say, is becoming
more general every week and it is
hinted that some organized move to
combat the policy may be undertaken.

//

Distributors, on the other hand,
claim that blind checking is the only
way an accurate check can be made
the revenue possibilities of a
Arnold Milner, second member of on
theater.
the Warner organization to enlist
in the Army following the U. S.
entry into the war, returned yes- $1-Per-Day Rental Set
terday from the Aleutian Islands,
where he took part in two battles On Col. Victory Shorts
with the Japs and was wounded
Three Victory shorts produced by
twice. He has received two medals.
At the conclusion of his furlough. Columbia will be made available to
Milner leaves for California, where exhibitors at a flat rental of $1 per
he expectes to arrange a transfer to day, it was announced by the comthe Army's Air Force.
pany yesterday. The first of the
shorts, all one-reelers, is "Wings
"A" Gas Ration Down
for the Fledgling," which has been
given a Dec. 31 release date. No
To 3 Gallons Nov. 22
dates have been set on "Weapons
from
Waste" and "Mr. Smug."
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY

"GIVE ME

— Value
"A"
ffasWashington
ration coupon
will ofbe basic
cut from
four to three gallons in the 17 Eastern states on Nov. 22, it was learned
yesterday.

Rogers Repeats for Feldman
With the release of Universal's
"Pittsburgh," Budd Rogers again will
serve as special rep. for Charles K.
Feldman, producer of the picture.
Rogers served in a similar capacity
for the Feldman production "Paris
Calling." a Universal release, and
for "The Lady is Willing," distributed by Columbia.

EXECUTIVE

ASSISTANT

Pick up your phone
and

express

the

preference of discriminating advertisers who appreciate
fine craftsmanship.

College background. Extensive experience
in film industry. Would be most valuable
in story dep't as assistant to editor. A'so
capable of assuming full resoonsibilitv.
Address Box 105. The Film Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
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VICTORIES

with \ /lctory farbons
The manner in which the motion picture industry
has accepted and so quickly adapted itself to the
use of the new Victory High Intensity projector
carbons is worthy of the highest praise.
This effective cooperation on the part of theatre
owners, projectionists, lamp manufacturers and
distributors has shown what unified patriotic
effort can do in scoring victories. A large quantity

vast motion picture audience.
Refer to the following table if you have not
yet used the new Victory Carbons. It will help
you select the proper size and type of carbons for
use in your equipment.
The new Victory Carbons are identified by the

of copper has been conserved for the nation's war
effort, economies have been made in power and

rent is also stamped on each carbon. It is important that this current limitation be observed.

carbon consumption and, at the same time, a general high standard of screen illumination has been

A complete bulletin giving details of the application of the new Victory High Intensity Carbon
is available on request.

"National" trade-mark imprinted in white instead
of the familiar blue. Maximum allowable arc cur-

preserved to the great satisfaction of the nation's

rds "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

****••
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

[TTWl

CARBON
GENERAL

SALES DIVISION: CLEVELAND,

OFFICES: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH

INC.

WAR
BONDS

OHIO

SALES OFFICES: New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco
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III. Allied Takes
Ads Against Duals

Premium Business
In Detroit Increases

(Continued from Page 1)

the Middle West of independent theater owners and that a large number
of its members want single feature
programs providing all theaters
adopt the same policy.
Single feature programs will enable theaters to show more Government shorts aiding the war effort,
avoid excessive eyestrain and make
employes more efficient.
Illinois Allied says that a recent
independent poll showed 71 per cent
in favor of single features. Singlefeature programs will release studio
personnel for war work and provide
substantial savings in nitrocellulose
stock essential to the munitions industry.
Canvass of theater organizations
in various Central states, New York,
California and Texas showed a large
majority for singles. The advertisement says single-feature programs
will limit shows to two hours or
two hours and a quarter, releasing
audiences earlier and allowing more
hours of rest to patrons.
Jack Kirsch, president of Illinois
Allied also issued a special letter
to the trade from Allied giving full
endorsement to Lowell Mellett's talk
on single features.

Shortage of Raw Stock
Extends Argentine Runs
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Raw
stock shortage is being felt here to
a greater extent. Many pictures
that are being held over for extended
runs are getting the extra playing
time only because imported and locally-made product is not available.
First-run houses that never before
used native pictures are experimenting with them, but with little sucBuenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Sucesos Argentinos, local newsreel,
has suspended operations here, leaving the field to Noticiario Panamericano, which, despite its name, deals
only with Argentine events.

Ann Rutherford to Chi.
Chicago — Metro is sending Ann
Rutherford here Saturday to participate in the jallopy scrap parade.

(Continued from Page

Florida Goes to the Polls
• • • WAY down South in bright, balmy Florida, film fans (both
in and out of uniform) are freely expressing their opinions as to what
screen offerings of 1942 are the year's standout attractions
This
interesting and revealing action, tied-in with THE FILM DAILY'S annual
Ten Best Pictures Poll, is being conducted by Stations WMBR and WFOY
via the programs
of Florida State Theaters, Inc., — the commentator
thereon being the popular and cinema-wise Ann Evans
Unlike most
local polls, this one has many facets, for channels of co-operation extend
beyond the valuable airing of the contest's details
For example,
theaters and their managers, both in the Jacksonville and St. Augustine
sectors, have rolled up their sleeves to assist in "getting out the vote,"
while the Better Films Council has also pitched in with its support
And that's not all
Because so many of our erstwhile civilian
patrons are now in uniform, their right of franchise is being upheld. ....
Specifically this is being done among the lads of the Army Air Base
in Jacksonville, thanks to its alert theater officer, Lt. A. A. Zimmerman
He concocted the proper ballots and distributed them among
the men
Phil M. will comment on an outcropping result as soon
as he has recorded the fact that the U. S. Naval Air Station personnel
near Jacksonville, and another at Mayport, also did some spirited
voting
Now, back to the Army sector:

T

T

T

• • # AS it well known, a chap by the name of Clark Gable
(who recently was commissioned a 2nd Lieut, and put back his magnetic
mustache) trained down Florida way
He carried into Uncle
Sam's Army what was paradoxically a very potential handicap,— fame
as a super-star of films
But he won the deep respect of his fellow
trainees and his instructors, too, on twin counts, namely that he proved
himself a real man's man, and that he went after his commission the
hard way
Considerably before Mister Gable won his bars, Phil M.
had some first-hand reports about how the star was faring, and what
his fellow-soldiers thought about him
They were all very flattering to the actor
He was tagged "a hell of a fine guy," "a real
soldier," etc., etc
His press was almost as though Howard Dietz
had handled it himself
The newspapers recounted various stages
of the Gable training, and how he made a brief, red-blooded speech
when he and his side-kicks graduated from officers training
But
while all that must 'have delighted the modest heart of Gable, it was
really not as flattering as the local poll results evoked by WMBR of
Jacksonville, and WFOY of St. Augustine, via Ann Evans programs
From the Army Air Base flowed a torrent of ballots insisting that

T

▼

T

• • • ENTHUSIASTIC support accorded to the Ten Best poll
idea by Ann Evans and other celluloid-conscious folks in northern
Florida indicates that the balloting will be an annual event down there
The Evans listeners are legion, and look to her as their infallible
screen guide. ... .Her broadcasts o'er WMBR and WFOY have done
a great deal to advance public interest in movies
She has made
Margaret Seddon
Eugenia
GilbertRoy Haines

1)

been a number of new firms opening up each year, and about one
out of three has survived more than

1942'i best performance by a male star go to Mister Gable for his
work in "Honky Tonk," and that the picture itself be named No. 1
among the year's Ten Best!
To cap the climax, 'tis also reported
that the Navy boys also thought very well of this Gable guy

Frances Marion
Claude Macgowan
Ralph H. Haines
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the
two "C's" virtually synonymous in Florida, "Citrus" and the
"Cinema"

• •

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!.

a year.
Chances of missing delirnerr
through delayed freight shiprrties...
have been partially offset by the
action of firms in keeping a larger
spot stock on hand locally.
Business as a whole in premiums
has increased about 10 per cent
over a year ago, according to Arthur
Robinson, dean of the business here,
who attributes this chiefly to increased number of gift nights.
Houses are averaging three instead
of two weekly. New accounts have
not been so frequent as have increased number of nights.
Used By Smaller Houses
Trend is partly the result of the
effort of smaller operators — from
sub-key theaters on down to the
last runs — to retrieve lost business
— general reports indicate trade still
off in that category locally, despite
prosperity at the bigger box offices.
Trend is away from the novelty
premiums of recent years. Books
are practically out of the field, with
the difficulty of obtaining paper and
other material to make them, former
distributors in this field report. Such
specialty giveaways, briefly popular
here, as bicycles, have of course
been ruled right off the boards.
Glass bakeware is leading as a
new item, Robinson said, with dishes
of all types going over well. This
was confirmed by other distributors.
One specialty that is still making
a strong feminine appeal, is the Constance Bennett cosmetic line, which
is still repeating even.
Trend Toward Longer Deals
Trend is toward longer deals, William Scharun, manager of Universal
Theater Premiums reported. Houses
are signing up for larger sets of
dishes primarily.
Universal, a new company two
years ago, trebled its business last
year. That deals are going over
well with giveaway theaters is indicated by frequent increased orders.
Typically, a house ordering 2,200
dishes, hassignment onjust
each increased
lot to 3,200.its con-

The Might Will Be
Filled With Music
A

musical merger - extravaganza

will be a feature of the great "Night
of Stars" in Madison Sq. Garden on
the night of Nov. 24. As their contribution to aid the splendid work
of the United Jewish Appeal, in
whose behalf the show is given annually, Woody Herman, Benny Goodman, Vaughn Monroe and Harry
James will combine their orchestras
forces.
in a melodic salute to our armed

B
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Council lo Continue
Making Training Pix
(.Continued from Page

1)

the producers' association out there,"
Col. Kirke Lawton, director of the
Army Pictorial Division, told The
Film Daily yesterday.
^he only change in the arrange'
for training films from HollyWTTTrd is that "four or five" from the
Western branch of the Signal Corps
Photographic Center in Astoria, L.
I., will be sent to the Coast by Col.
Melvin E. Gillette, in charge of the
center, to work on assignment with
the Research Council. This arrangement was made because, according
to unofficial but reliable reports, the
Signal Corps plans to expand its program of training films. Col. Lawton
admitted that "some expansion is
probably in line, along with all other
Army production."
In charge of production under Col.
Gillette will be Lt. Col. Paul Sloan,
who will command the "Western
branch." Col. Sloan's duties will be
largely of a liaison nature, between
the Army and the producers. He will
aid the producers in any way they
may need.
Major Robert Lord has been reported in charge of scripts, but no
description of his duties was available in Washington, except that he
will not be stationed permanently
on the Coast. It is expected that
he will be traveling between Hollywood, Astoria and Washington a
good deal of the time.
By "nice conditions we have always had with the producers association" Col. Lawton explained, that
he meant the arrangements whereby
the Council turns out films for the
Army strictly at cost.
"They are fine people to work
with," he said, "and of course the
financial arragnements are very advantageous to the Government. Instead of adding to their prices large
salaries for unnecessary people, and
various other expenses, they require
us to pay merely the cost of materials and the salaries of those
people actually working on the film."

Grade Fields, Kravetz,
Banks Form Partnership
(Continued

from

Page

1)

rolling about Jan. 1 in Hollywood.
Negotiations for a major release are
under way and details are expected
to be announced this week. Miss
Fields goes to the Coast on Nov. 27
to do her regular broadcasts.

WAR

SERVICE

. . . on the Film Front
Cincinnati — Wes Huss, Queen City
Variety Club chief barker instituted a
weekly invitation to 10 service men from
the Ft. Thomas Army post, to be guests
of the Variety Club each Saturday night.
Ten femmes from Film Row offices will
serve as "dates."

TO THE

COLORS!

GORDON W. HEDWIG, president
LEON JAKUBSON, Metro booker, with the New Haven exchange
of Nu Art Films, Inc., was commis
sioned a first lieutenant in the Sig for the past 13 years, has enlisted
nal Corps at Fort Monmouth, N. J. in the U. S. Coast Guard.
yesterday and assigned to Drew
Chicago — JOE MACK, son of
Field, Tampa, Fla.
Irving Mack, Filmack prexy, is now
an Army corporal at Fort Lewis,
Indianapolis— DANIEL C. PEN- Wash.
ROD, Republic salesman, was inducted into the Army.
Seattle — With ROY BROBSCK,
manager of the B. F. Shearer EquipIndianapolis — TED NICHOLAS
ment Co. branch here entering the
formerly manager of the Lyric Theater, and recently program director Army Engineers, Tom Shearer of
at WIRE here, was inducted into Portland, Ore., takes over.
the Army.
Bridgeport— JOHN DOMBI, operator at the Brooklawn, is now in
Fresno, Cal.— PHIL ZENOVICH,
ex-manager of the White Theater the Army at Camp Robinson, Arhere, has joined the Marine Corps.
kansas, while Ella Dombi, his sister, and Mrs. John Dombi, Sr., are
San Francisco — GRAHAM KIS- in charge of the theater.
LINGBURY, former publicity manBrooks Field, Tex.— Lt. LEWIS S.
ager of the RKO-Golden Gate Theater here, has enlisted in the Army. MENTLIK, formerly New York editorial rep for Jay Emanuel PubliHis successor at the "Gate" is Helen
cations, has reported to the Aerial
Wabbe, for seven years secretary to
former house manager George Boles. Observation School for an intensive
course in observation, photography,
LOUIS JACOBSON, former ad communications and other special
salesman in the Warner Bros, ex- subjects.
change in New Haven, is now a
Rochester— JOHN N. RICE, fordoughboy at Camp Haan, Calif.
merly of Eastman Kodak, is on
Montreal — Lt. ALEXANDER
R. duty in Iceland where he was reTHOM, former supervising editor of
cently promoted to the rank of
the Associated Screen News, Ltd., staff sergeant, while JAMES DUBOIS, also a former Kodak worker,
has been appointed to the Canadian
Overseas Film Unit. He will leave has been advanced to staff sergeant
at Fort Jackson.
shortly to take up his duties at Canadian Military Headquarters in London, England.
Columbus, O.— Capt. M. J. CULLEN, who resigned his post as manCincinnati— BOB BARDO, manaager of Loew's Western division to
ger of the Highland, Ft. Thomas, is accept a commission in the Army,
the second manager of this house, has been named special service ofoperated by Associated Theaters, to
ficer in charge of Army camp entertainment for the Sixth Service
be inducted. Bob's successor will be
James Tavel.
Command, with headquarters in Chicago.
Cincinnati — The Warner Club entertained with a farewell party for
Ludlow, Mass. — GEORGE E.
DICK ROACH, leaving for induction RUSSELL, former usher at the Burr
next Monday. Roach, head shipper,
Theater
here, has been commiswas presented with an Army kit.
sioned a second lieutenant in the
Army and assigned to Ft. Benning,
Greenville, Tex.— W. W. (Bill)
LEWIS, former Warners field rep., Ga.
who enlisted in the Army Air Forces
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — According to
in September, has been permanently word received here, Pvt. FRANK
assigned to the Special Services Sec- YEDINNECK, former Penn usher,
tion at the 368th Air Base Head- is with the Marines at Guadalcanal.
quarters here.
Chicago— AL WALDMAN of the
Chicago— HARVEY SHAPIRO of
Chicago Theater's staff has enlisted
the B & K Granada is now in the as
an aviation cadet in the Army Air
Army.
Forces. NORMAN BROD, chief of
TOM DALEY and T. CONSTANT
service, is going into the Signal
of the Loop Garrick Theater have Corps. AL LUCAS of the service
joined the Navy.
staff and ELMER RIDGELL also go
JULIAN RASMUSSEN of the into the Army. A farewell party
Tower has joined the Army.
was staged for the boys at the radio
LEE EASTMAN of B & K's Val- studio of the Chicago Theater over
encia, Evanston, is now stationed at
the week-end.
Camp Robert, Calif.
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — DAISY
MARINO PASSERO, assistant at MILES, nurse on the Capital Theatre staff, is the first femme employe
the Palace, Stamford, is in the Army
Circuit to enter
now and James Wells of Greenwich of the Comerford
the WAACS.
replaces him.
on Page 8)
(Continued

Warner Stockholders
To Meet on Dec. 14
(Continued from Page

1)

the adoption of a resolution to amend
the by-laws to permit indemnity for
directors, officers and employes of
the company as protection against
legal claims brought against them.
The names offered for re-election
to the board for a two-year term are
those of Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh
P. Friedman, C. S. Guggenheimer,
Joseph H. Hazen and Morris Wolf.
Under the amendment directors,
officers and employes would be indemnified for all costs and expenses,
including attorney's fees, resulting
from lawsuits to which they might
be a party in the discharge of comduties. committee consists of
The panyproxy
Hugh M. Morris, Carlisle and Hazen.
The proxy statement reveals the
following security holdings by members of the directorate as of Sept.
30: Jack L. Warner, $25,000 principal amount of 6 per cent debentures, 143,959 2/3 shares common
stock, 14,884 1/3 shares preferred;
Harry M. Warner, 79,559 2/3 shares
common, 9,884 1/3 preferred; Albert Warner, $862,000 principal
amount of 6 per cent debentures,
117,347 2/3 shares common, 14,884
1/3 preferred; Robert W. Perkins.
500 shares common; Waddill Catchings, none; Joseph Bernhard, $8,000
principal amount of 6 per cent debentures, 3,000 shares common;
Wolf, $5,000 principal amount of 6
per cent debentures, 616% shares
common; Hazen, 1,700 shares common; Guggenheimer, none; Friedman, $18,000 principal amount of
6 per cent debentures, 600 snares
common; Carlisle, 600 shares common.
In addition to their holdings listed
above, the Warners, together with
the New York Trust Co. and Friedman, are the trustees of "three certain trusts," owning 27,703 shares
of preferred stock registered in the
name of Merrick & Co. Under one
of the trusts, in which he owns 9,863
shares, Albert Warner is the life
beneficiary of a part of the income.
Under another, Jack L. Warner, owning 8,301 shares, is the life beneficiary of a part of the income.
The ofstatement
' 3,701,090
shares
common andlists
99,397
shares
of preferred outstanding after deury.
duction of shares held in the treasOn the subject of salaries the
statement says that $1,072,700 (not
including $38,700 paid to legal firms,
certain directors of which and Warner directors and officers) was paid
to Warner directors and officers during the past fiscal year.

STORKS!
Ft. Worth, Tex.— Clyde Allen, Tivoli manager, has a new daughter,
Beverly Ann, born to Mrs. Allen in
St. Joseph's Hospital.
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v v Reviews w short subjects & *
"Mr. and Mrs. America'
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
20 Mins.
Excellent
What is America doing on the
home front to speed the victory of
democratic arms? How is the civilian population backing up the man
in uniform? These important questions are answered clearly and impressively in this latest March of
Time release, a first-rate booking deserving of time in every theater. The
picture reveals the changes that
have been wi ought by the war in
the American way of living —
changes made necessary by the task
of defeating the Axis. The work of
the civilian is doing in the home and
in the factory to bring victory nearer is detailed in a series of effective,
inspiriting and often rousing scenes
edited with fine perception. How
the American at home is taking rationing and other strictures imposed
upon him by the exigencies of war
is also dealt with in sterling fashion.
The reel touches in passing on the
importance of a press that is free
and unafraid in the right direction.
"Thunderbolt Hunters"
(Excursions In Science No. 9)
Al O. Bondy
10 mins.
Top-Flight Reel
Packed with human interest, and,
for virtually all moviegoers, with
disclosures about lightning which
are startling, "Thunderbolt Hunters"
is a top-flight short which is a
"natural" for all houses in the land.
It is certainly among the best reels
yet made by General Electric, which
is saying a great deal considering
that the company has turned out
many highly interesting tab attractions. Footage reveals the terror
which humankind from the days of
primitive man to date has felt as a
result of the violent electrical storm.
But now this terror is radically reduced via studies of lightning and
their consequent protective measures
arrived at by science.
Among the most amazing revelations of "Thunderbolt Hunters" is
that lighting actually arises from
the earth to the heavens after a socalled type of "scout lightning" has
established a contact from the sky
to the ground. This is but a recent
discovery, and knocks into a cockedhat the ages-long conception that
the bolts travel in the opposite direction. Many interesting sequences
are provided on lightning research
and photography, and laboratory
demonstrations are shown confirming behavior of bolts. Theater
patrons will go for this reel in a
big way. Exhibs will do the same.
Subject is neatly directed by Ken
F. Abeel.
"Wizard of the Fairway"
Columbia
10 mins.
Swell Golf Subject
Here's a dandy golf reel which
demonstrates the unusual talents of
John Montague, the famed "shovel
and rake golfer." Devotees of the
ancient game will enjoy it tremendously, and the trick shots of Mon-

tague with conventional clubs and
subsequently with garden tools will
amaze and tickle all pic-goers.
In a way, the title is inadequate,
because Montague's unique bag of
trick-shots are not confined to the
fairway alone. Indeed he is at his
best in sand-trap, in the rough, and
on the green, as well as faced by
apparently insurmountable hazards.
He recovers from behind trees; lofts
buried pellets straight for the pin;
overcomes stymies as though they
didn't even exist; makes approaches
with shovel; holes out with that
"club" as readily as with a rake;
and generally creates in among the
golfing fraternity a decided inferiority complex. Here is one of
the best and most entertaining of
shorts for golfers and aspirants
thereto.

way.

skin clashes. Football fans especially will go for this short in a big
The word is excellent.

"A Ship Is Born"
(Technicolor
Special)
Warner
22 Mins.
Superb
Produced in co-operation with the
United States Maritime Commission
and the Coast Guard, "A Ship Is
Born," wrapped in stunning Technicolor, is a salute to the Merchant
Marine charged with a high inspirational quality and calculated to give
a tremendous uplift to the morale
of theors for
people.
The training
of sailthe merchant
ships
that

his orchestra. A pleasant time called
"You Gotta Know How to Dance,"
the work of Al Dubin and Harry
Warren, runs through the film, praise
of which would not be complete without a word for the dance direction
of Bobby Connolly.

"The Hare Brained Hypnotises

(Merrie Melodie)
Warner
7 Mins.
First-Class
Bugs Bunny and Elmer, the goofy
hunter, are at it again. Elmer realizes it's no use trying to nab Bugs
with a gun, so he decides to try
hypnotism. But the new technique
doesn't advance the fellow's hunting
prowess where the crazy rabbit is
are the life-line of the United Nations is followed step by step in concerned. Elmer's strategy backfires when Bugs reveals hypnotic
a collection of vivid and arresting
powers of his own. The film ends
scenes photographed with all the with Elmer throwing in the sponge.
skill that could be brought to the
The humor is excellent and produc"Fine Feathered Friend"
M-G-M
8 Mins. subject. Included are many scenes
tive of laugh after laugh. This is in
of activity in the shipyards in which Technicolor.
All Right
nation's victory ships are being
The fun here is provided by a feud the
turned out with a speed that is a
between a torn cat and a mouse.
"The Right Timing"
tribute to America's productive
The latter gets the better of the genius.
The narration was written
(Sports Parade) 10 Mins.
argument all the way through. The and spoken by Owen Crump. Jean Warner
Excellent
cat really gets it in the neck when Negulesco directed. Both men deHow important timing is in the
serve a word of praise. They have
the mouse takes refuge in a barnyard. A hen takes exception to the helped to make this film one of realm of sport is shown in this topnotch reel. The action takes place
cat, which receives an awful buffet- Warner's ace shorts.
ing about before the entertainment
on the grounds of the University
is all over. Some of the incidents
of Southern California and the par"Johnny 'Scat' Davis and His
in this Technicolor cartoon are good
ticipants are some of the school's
for any number of laughs.
crack athletes. Many branches of
(Paramount Headliner)
sport
are
touched upon in this lecParamount
10 Vi Mins.
Fair
ture on split-second timing. The
"Sappy Pappy"
Orchestra"
film illustrates excellently how tim(Andy Clyde Comedy)
Admirers of hot music will get
ing can make all the difference in
Columbia
16 mins. a glow from this. The heat makers
the world between a good athlete
High Slapstick
Davis and his or- and an indifferent one. Sports-minded
Slapstick is on the march again in are Johnnychestra."Scat"
Their two big numbers are film-goers will be well entertained
"Sappy Pappy," which has all the "Nobody" and "Praise the Lord and by this Technicolor short, which has
earmarks of an up-to-date version Pass the Ammunition." Gloria Van Art Gilmore as commentator.
of the comedies of old. Andy Clyde,
veteran of both silent and sound is the featured singer. She contributes "I Wonder When My Baby's
areas, plays the role of a bike shop Comin' Home."
"A Tale of Two Kitties"
Davis does a bit of
(Merrie Melodie)
proprietor who wrecks the serenity warbling himself.
Warner
7 Mins.
Very Funny
of a couple's married life. There
is a good deal of horse-play as the
This Technicolor cartoon, a Leon
jealous hubby seeks redress from
"South American Sports"
(Sports Parade)
Schlesinger production, is a laugh
the innocent Clyde. Too, in the
Warner
10 Mins. fest. There is never a serious mobicycle emporium, there's much foolGood
ishness when a trick wheel catapults
I ment throughout its length. Some
the erstwhile cycling champ Clyde
South America's love of sports , of the situations into which the two
and some customers repeatedly over has been exploited in this short, con- cats in the short get themselves are
the handlebars.
ceived as a Warner contribution to side-spliting. The cats, doing a Bud
Barbara Pepper, Vivien Oakland the good-neighbor policy. The film, Abbott-Lou Costello act, expend
and Vernon Dent support veteran splendidly photographed in Techni- their energies trying to hook a
color in South America, is a most fledgling bird, who circumvents them
Andy in the cast. Harry Edwards'
direction is lively. The comedy was interesting glimpse into the sports at every turn. The take-off on Abworld
of the South Americans. A
produced by Del Lord and Hugh Mcbott and Costello is cleverly manCollum. It's okay for those who vaiiety of sports are covered in the
aged, with the voices a perfect match
picture,
which winds up with a thrill- for those of the comedians.
like literally knock-'em-down-draging and amazing display of horse'em-out
entertainment
even
remotely
Okay
devoid of subtlety.
manship by the Chilean police. Set
"The Daffy Duckaroo"
this one down as first-class entertainment.
(Looney Tune)
Warner
7 Mins.
Football
Thrills of 1941"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
M-G-M
9 Mins.
"Six Hits and a Miss"
Leon Schlesinger has turned out
Excellent
(Melody Master)
chapter in the ad10 Mins. another amusing
Pete Smith gives the comedy Warner
ventures of Daffy Duck, who this
Swell
treatment to the supreme moments
time
enacts
a
singing
star of westPopular musical entertainment is
erns abandoning Hollywood to see
of last season's football games. Some
of the most thrilling plays in the offered at its best in this reel. The what the cow country is really like.
whole field of college football have film is lavish and eye-filling to a The fellow gets himself involved
been selected by Smith, and the kid- degree that would do justice to a with an Indian maiden who has a
ding he gives them provides innum- feature musical. It is a melodious boy friend. The heap big Indian
erable laughs. A number of trick tidbit featuring the ensemble sing- gives the transplanted Hollywoodian
ing of the Six Hits and a Miss and a heap of trouble. The fadeout has
devices have been resorted to enhance the humorous content. In- the terpsichorean wizardry of Ruby Daffy beating it back home. The
cluded in the footage are scenes from Keeler and Paul Draper. The music short, done in Technicolor, has some
15 of last year's outstanding pig- is provided by Rudolph Friml and good laughs.
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End Duals, "Freeze" Performances — MPTOA

Elimination Would Mean a
Saving of Raw Stock up to
50%, Says MPTOA Prexy
{Continued from Page 1)

fit to every theater and to every
r1 ~'ucer.
Who knows?"
Thus onKuyall expressed
his opinion
the
suDject that has received a re-birth
of interest in the last few days.
Kuykendall said he doubted that
elimination of duals could be accomplished by agreement, even if the
Department of Justice would agree
not to prosecute for collusion and
no exhibitor would try to collect
"triple damages" because of the
agreement to abolish double bill competition. The distributors, Kuykendall continued, claim the right to
prohibit double featuring on a few
selected pictures in the license agreements, but insist they can't do it
legally on other product. "This,"
he said, "I don't understand, as I
am not a lawyer."
Continuing, Kuykendall wrote:
"But it can be done by the
Government, and the wartime
powers may make it easy to do
uniformly and effectively by
such an order as has been suggested for the WPB priorities
board on several occasions. If
at the same time the use of a
second feature length picture is
prohibited, the number of performances in each theater is
'frozen', the elimination of the
second feature-length film on
each program would mean a
tremendous saving of raw stock,
probably 40 per cent or 50 per
cent saving, as at least 90 per
cent of the raw stock is used up
in the theater projectors when
they are running. Release prints
only wear out in projectors and
while the projector is running,
not in the can or in the vaults.
Such a big saving of raw stock
would greatly relieve the print
situation, which grows rapidly
worse, and advance print availabilities on all product.
"Certainly this way nobody
could possibly get a competitive
advantage out of the change to
single bills exclusively. And
while each show would be cut
down from four hours to two
hours, the theaters could play
to just as many people as before. There would be no loss
in entertainment facilities, and
pictures, particularly short subjects, would certainly improve in
quality tremendously."

March of
Manpower Answer
Problem Calls
Grows
As Time's
More Personnel
to Arms

HOLLYWOOD

New calls to the colors have further complicated the March of Time's
manpower problem. The latest to depart is Capt. Beverly Jones, production
associate, who has drawn an unannounced Army assignment. He has been with
the March of Time since its inception.
Will Parker, casting director, also has gone into the Army. He has been
assigned to the Signal Corps Photographic Center, Astoria, for additional training. Donald Hoyt, accounting department, will be off for Camp Dix this week.
Already sworn in and awaiting orders are Gordon Hough, production assistant,
who has been commissioned an ensign in the Navy; Arthur Tourtellot, scriptwriter, chief petty officer in the Coast Guard; and James Poe, cutter, who will
serve in the Naval Air Force as a cadet.

SPEAKING—

IA Would Protect Status
Of Members in Uniform
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

tions upon their release from the
service at the close of the war. The
IA's position is that it is the obligation of those on the home front
to protect the interests of members
of the union serving in the armed
forces of the nation.
The first successful action along
the lines advocated by the IA has
been taken in Pennsylvania, it was
learned yesterday. The appeal to
ease the Pennsylvania license law
requiring all projectionists to be
re-examined upon failure to take
out a license for two successive
years was made to the state's department oflabor by Lawrence Katz,
secretarytrict.ofUnderthetheIATSE's
law as fourth
enacteddis-a
projectionist returning from the war
after a two-year absence from his
iob would not be able to resume his
former job without submitting to a
new examination, for which he would
be charged a fee additional to his
license payment.
The official ruling of Lewis G.
Hines, secretary of labor and industry of Pennsylvania, amending the
existing license law follows:
"After return from service in any
of the armed forces of the United
States, a former motion picture projectionist may be
time in which
to given
renew six
his months'
license
as approved projectionist without reexamination."
Third WB First-Run in L. A.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Urges
"Unhampered"
Operations
for Pictures

1)

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — New Warner Bros,
first-run policy in Los Angeles, with
the addition of the Wiltern as a
third debut house, will start Thanksgiving' Day with "George Washington Slept Here." Jack Benny will
preside at its inaugural ceremonies
and municipal officials will also attend.
of
your idea. This organization is
N. Y. MPTO Prexy Backs
and has always been onposed to
Duals Elimination Move
double feature bills. We stand
Buffalo — Declaring "we think it ready to assist you in every way
would be a godsend to the independents if you were successful in
Consensus of Buffalo exhibs. seems
possible."
bringing about a single feature pro- to
be that everybody favors elimination of duals, but all are afraid
gram policy," A. Charles Hayman,
president of MPTO of New York to be first to <-hane:e. Practically
State, Inc., has wired Lowell Mellett, all houses in the Buffalo territory
Chief of the OWI Bureau of Motion
play duals ex^ppt for an occasional
Pictures.
"We are heartily in favor outstanding picture.

specifically extending essential classification tofurther industry groups.
Thus far, only certain personnel in
the newsreel field has been given
such protection by the WMC.
It is felt here that Hopkins, who
is director for the Commission's
Region XII comprising the states of
California, Arizona, Oregon, Washington and Nevada, would not have
been so positive in his statements
had he not been guided by an understanding of the position of his chief.
Paul V. McNutt.

Withdraw Cases to Shuffle
Cincy Clearance Setup
(Continued from Page

1)

February and their object apparently was to re-shuffle the entire
clearance situation between Cincinnati first-runs and subsequent-run
houses.
Vance and Wiethe each operate
four theaters in Cincinnati. They
filed individual complaints but it
was understood at the time that they
were "front men" for the 79 theaters whose owners originally planned to file a single complaint which
would represent the mass protests
of the entire group.

Manning Tables Not Yet
Applicable to Films
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Participation in the
plan to compile information on manpower through the use of the Manning Tables will not be widespread
among the members of the film industry for some time, despite a published leport to the contrary. Present requirements for participation
specify that employers whose facilities and personnel are devoted 75
per cent to war business and special
educational and utilities, may participate. Not, even all Government
contracts for films are considered
sufficient to justify participation at
once.
This was the opinion of Louis C.
Abolin. labor utilization officer for
the War Manpower Commission's
Washington regional office, concurred
in bv members of Brigadie" General
William C. Rose's staff, whence the
Mannnig Table plan originated.

By RALPH
DRODUCER

WILK
—HOLLYWOOD

- DIRECTOR

Leo

McCarey,

whose "Once Upon A Honeymoon" for
RKO is set for an early release, takes off
shortly for New York where he will look
over the Broadway offerings in search of
material for his next picture.

•

•

MED SPARKS, who has been in retirement
^ for the past two-years and a half and
who is now returning to pix, is being paged
for a Coast-to-Coast radio program in which
he'll star. A big soap manufacturer will
sponsor the show, in which Sparks will convey his iron-faced comedy via the mike.
This, of course, will supplement his screen
work.

•

DEPUBLIC

•

has assigned

George

Sherman

' * to produce and direct "The Purple V,"
Nazi sabotage story by Robert Mill.

•

•

DUDGE PATTY, 18-year-old National
w Junior Tennis Champion, has been
signed by Universal and will make h's
screen debut in "Bad Company," as a Dead
End Kid.

•

•

DHIL BAKER has been signed to an ex' elusive 20th-Fox pact.

•

•

\A/ARNERS
will co-star Dennis Morgan
" " and Ann Sheridan again in "The Time
Between," Gale Wilhelm war novelette.

•

•

A RNOLD PRESSBURGER'S "Never Sur'*render" is now "Unconquered."

•

•

JOHN
WEXLEY,
and scenarist.
"* has been
signedplaywright
by Paramount
to write
the screenplay of "Advance Agents in
Africa," story of Maj. Gen. Mark Clark and
his aides in setting up America's invasion
of North Africa.

•

•

I JNIVERSAL, as well as Columbia, made
^ Mae West something resembling a
swell tees
proposition.
The negative,
"U" deal 20
guarana million dollar
per
cent of the gross for the star and a
guarantee of $150,000.

•

•

DILL GOODWIN'S dual assignment in
w "Wake Island" — as a featured player
and as the narrator — has caused M-G-M to
ask for him for a similar double-capacity
stint in the Technicolored "Salute To The
Marines."
Paramount. Goodwin is under contract to

•

•

ROBERT HILL, who used to direct many
■^ of the topflight M-G-M and Universal
outdoor pictures, has returned to acting —
and has played exactly seven judge roles
during the past eight months, including a
part in PRC's "Secrets of a Co-Ed."
DOBERT

COBURN

has been named head

'^ still and portrait photographer at Co.lumbia Studio, and will be in charge of 'II
gallery, photo laboratory and still carr.e.a
departments.
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"Standards of Business Conduct" for Pix Urged
Kuykendall Warns Gov't
Is Getting Closer and
Closer to Full Control

A

TO THE

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 1)

yers, appeasement and horse trading?
"Now is a good time," he continued,enced
"for executives
the responsible,
experiin the business
to
start such an examination of their
own business and the development of
such definite, fair and just standards of business conduct and ethics.
It is not too soon; such things take
time, and the time runs out."
Kuykendall observes that the
Government
is getting closer
and closer to drastic, detailed
control and regulation
of the
motion
picture business methods, practices and operations.
Pointing out that part of the consent decree is out, Kuykendall warns
that the rest of the decree, consisting mainly of the legalistic arbitration system, ends one year from
now. In this connection Kuykendall
writes:
"The war will end some day, too,
maybe
suddenly
and unexpectedly.
With our affairs still in a mess, with
no self-regulation
or self-restraint
practiced or even planned. ... do
you think this is a healthy situation in which to face the growing
demands
and clamor
for Government control and close supervision
of all business
enterprises,
especially the movies ? We don't."
Kuykendall charges that lawyers and exhibitor spokesmen
"who
itch for legal entanglements" are again trying to stir
up agitation in the motion picture industry for
anti-trust
suits, theater divorce litigation
and legislation, price ceilings
and controls, boycotts and trade
reprisals, Department of Justice
investigations and prosecutions.
"Convenient legal theories," Kuykendall asserts, "that a complete
refusal to co-operate in solving such
trade problems and grievances would
prevent any lawsuits or legal prosecutions have lulled those in authority into a false security and belief
that commercial
abuses and injustices should not be disturbed."
Kuykendall expresses concern over
the absence of box-office male stars,
due to the draft and enlistments,
the possible reduction in the number of pictures because of the $25,000 salary ceiling and "stranded"
theaters in depression spots.

Hull Nixes Feminine
Manager for Theater
Hull, England (By Air Mail— Passsd
by Censor) — A woman has been
barred by the Hull Watch Committee
from serving as manager of a local
house. Reason: Blackout conditions call for a man to be in control.

Chertok Quits Metro
To Stay with OCIAA

COLORS!

Chicago— SAM DART, formerly
manager of the Essaness Town Theater, has been promoted to corporal
with the 182nd Artillery, now on
maneuvers in Tennessee.

Cincinnati — LEONARD KATZ,
former RKO booker, is now serving
with the armed forces in California.

(Continued from Page 1)

Cincinnati— VINCENT KRAMER,
Paramount
sales rep for W. Va.
Rochester— EMIDIO J. VITTORE territory, has been inducted into the
and GENE J. SANTUCCI, formerly Army. Kramer was replaced by
at Eastman Kodak Co., are now in Andy H. Niedenthal. Following a
the Army.
farewell party at the office, Kramer
was presented with cigars and a
Miami, Fla.— T. W. SKIPPER of
the Roxy theater has joined the
Lynn, Mass.— ELLIOTT PREBLE,
purse.
Coast Guard at Fort Lauderdale, assistant
at the Warner here, is now
Fla.
in the Army.
Spokane, Wash. — HOWARD McBRIDE, owner of the Granada Theater, has entered
Candidate
School. the Army Officers'
LEO WILDER, in charge of the
Still Department at Warners home
offices, has enlisted in the Coast
Guard and is now on active duty.
SOL DOLGIN, who handled promotion activities at the studio end,
went into the Army this week.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— JOHN STEINBECK
will go into Army Air Force intelligence upon completion of work on
the screen version of his play "The
Moon Is Down." which will represent his farewell to the writing
»ame until the war's end.

Cincinnati— DONALD JACQUES
twin son of Stanley Jacques, RKO
branch manager here, leaves for
Army induction, from New York
City, his present address, tomorrow.
Des Moines, la.— LOUIS BULGARELLI, booker for Monogram
exchange at Des Moines, will be
inducted into the Army at Camp
Dodge tomorrow.
Cleveland — MARTIN FRIEDMAN, ex-Vitagraph booker who
joined the Marines, has been transferred from the Fleet Marine Force
to the motion picture photographic
section of the Marine Corps at Quantico, Va.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— JIM FEENEY.
assistant manager of the Comerford
Chicago— AL WALDMAN of the Theater who enlisted in the Navy,
Chicago theaters staff has enlisted is stationed at Newport R. I.
as an aviation cadet in the Army
Air Force. NORMAN BROD, chief
Wilkes-Barre Pa.— JIM THOMPof service, is going into the Signal
SON maintenance man of the Penn
Corns. AL LUCAS of the service
staff and ELMER RIDGELL also Theater, entered the Army.
go into the Army. A farewell party
was staged for the boys at the radio
Scranton, Pa.— Sgt. JACK FINstudio of the Chicago theater, over NEGAN, former Comerford emthe week-end.
ploye, is reported in Australia with
the U. S. Army Air Force.
ENSIGN STEPHEN L. FREELAND, former feature writer in the
New Haven — WILLIAM HUT20th-Fox publicity department here, CHINS of National Theatre Supply
has been ordered to active duty by now has a chief petty officer's rating
the Navy Department. He reports in the Coast Guard auxiliary. EARL
at Dartmouth College on Monday WRIGHT of 20th-Fox is rated boatswain's mate, second class.
for three months' training.

Para, to Shift Cartoon
Production to New York
(Continued from Page

1)

cartoon shorts will be produced in
space leased in the Pathe Bldg., 35
W. 45th St. First unit is expected
to start the first week in January
and for a while production will be
carried on both in Miami and New
York. Eventually all of the cartoon
subjects will be made at the New
York plant.
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Bureau
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Garrett Heads Cuban
Pix Section of OCIAA
Havana — Charles B. Garrett, Paramount's publicity rep. in Cuba, has
resigned to head the motion picture
section of the office of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs in
Havana. He will direct the exhibition of American Government reels
in Cuba.
Garrett has been with Paramount
for about one year. He also headed
a Cuban fan publication, Mundo
Filmico Cubano, and formerly was
with Gaumont British in New York.

Mort Nathanson Named
To Goldwyn East Spot
(Continued from Page 1)

wyn. He succeeds Morris Helprin
who has joined the Overseas Motion
Picture Division of the OWI.
Nathanson. who has been with UA
for the past 18 months, formerly was
associated with Katharine Cornell,
"Life aterWith
Guild. Father" and the The-

Studios Mav Renew With
Optioned Players in 1943
West

^

of pictures for the Office of th^ties •
ordinator of Inter- American Affa-ns.
Chertok joined the OCIAA in late
July as Coast production chief, contributing his services. The deal, it
was announced at the time, was
made by Eddie Mannix.
When Metro under stress of war
conditions recently sought to recall
Chertok, as Kenneth Macgowan previously had been recalled from the
OCIAA by 20th-Fox, Chertok advised that he would stay with the
OCIAA on the premise that he must
choose a war activity over and above
his career as a commercial producer.
His last two features for M-G-M
were "Joe Smith, American" and
"Eyes In The Night."
Circulated reports here declare
that Chertok will join a major studio on half-time, the Warner lot in
Burbank looming as the probable
outlet.

223 FWC Employes
In Bay Area Fighting

DAVY

Hollywood — That studios will be
allowed to renew optional contracts
in 1943 on players with whom contracts were in force before Oct. 3,
1942, and whose salaries will not exceed $67,200 in 1943, was the opinion expressed bv Hugh Ducker, newly appointed Treasury Department
representative for Southern California and Arizona, to handle matters in Byrnes' directive.

San Francisco — A plaque honoring
223 employes of Fox-West Coast
Theaters of the bay area, who are
now in the armed services, has been
installed in the lobby of the Fox Theater, 5,000-seater here. Charles
Thall, Northern California manager
of the circuit, presided at evening
ceremonies dedicating the emblem.
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WASHINGTON "ON THEFENCE" OVERJHIALS

Allied Board Deadlocked on Double Bill Policy
Duals and Buying Combine
Issues Are Left Up to
"Local Option" by Board
Columbus, O. — A heated controversy developed here among national
Allied's directors over the question
of abolishing double features and the
proposal for the establishment of a
national booking and buying combine. The net result was that the
board decided both issues should be
left to "local option," as "it is unwise to force the opinion of one
group upon the entire body." a
spokesman said.
Because of the press of personal
(Continued on Page 8)

Warner's Newsreel
Protested by Allied
Columbus, O. — Board of directors
of national Allied yesterday resolved unanimously in its Fall meeting at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel
here that Warner Bros, be prevented
from producing and issuing a triweekly newsreel by the War Production Board.
Six reasons were given for con(Continued on Page 3)

Scully SetsforUniversal's
Releases
December
William A. Scully, vice-president
and general sales manager of Universal, announced yesterday that the
Walter Wanger Technicolor produc,;on, "Arabian Nights," has been
definitely set for Christmas release.
Among other releases announced
(Continued on Page 8)

Animated Editorials
For Warner Newsreel
In keeping with its newspaper
flavor, the forthcoming Warner Bros,
newsreel is to have an animated editorial feature as one of its innovations, Warners disclosed yesterday.
H. M. Warner is discussing the idea
with Rollin Kirby, Ding, Fitzpatrick
and other leading newspaper cartoonists.

iVetc York WAC Widens Scope of Activities
To Include "Borderline" Events for War
War Activities Committee of New York City has adopted a resolution to
widen the scope of the organization to permit the inclusion of "borderline"
war activities as well as general efforts involving the welfare of the film theaters.
The first of this type of stint to which the group has pledged itself is the
showing of a trailer prepared by the Henry Street Visiting Nurse Service.
This trailer, running a minute and a half, will be shown in Manhattan, Bronx
and Queens houses.
Fred Schwartz and Sam Rinzler, co-chairmen, have appointed Max A.
Cohen to head the special Bond drive to be held in commemoration of Pearl
Harbor. Plans have been outlined and action begun to insure the success of the
drive.

New Operating Hours Cal. Clearance Case
For RKO in Midwest! Reversed on Appeal
Chicago — Adoption of new operating hours in RKO theaters to meet
the changing conditions of wartime
employment is being considered by
Mort Singer, circuit executive, who
has been making a survey on the
subject in key cities where RKO
has theaters.
It is reported here that RKO may
institute new opening hours in some
(Continued on Page 8)

AAA Starts Hearings On
Para.-SPG Bonus Dispute

An arbitrator cannot, increase the
difference between the availabilities
of two theaters any more than he
can increase the clearance between
them, the motion picture appeal
board has ruled in reversing the
award of an arbitrator in the case
filed by the Cerrito Theater, El Cerrito, Cal., against 20th Century-Fox,
Loew's and Paramount.
The Cerrito charged that the clearance granted to the State Theater,
(Continued on Page 8)

Consent Award Settles
Wil'ton Clearance Case

Hearings on the bonus dispute between Paramount and members of
A consent award in Philadelphia
the company's New York Screen has been entered in the complaint
Publicists Guild unit opened yesterfiled
by the Crest Amusement Co.,
day at the American Arbitration Association. Asecond session is sched- operating (Continued
the Crest
Theater,
Wilon Page
3)
(Continued on Page 8)

B'way Week-End Biz Baffling

Fri. to Sun. Gay White Way Looks Like Carnival

Broadway theater managers are
trying to find the right answer to
"Road to Morocco" Sets
New Record at Paramount the tremendous week-end grosses
that have been prevailing for the
last several months. Starting each
Maintaining the pace established Friday and continuing until Sunday
with its record-breaking opening
night, Broadway has taken on the
day, "The Road to Morocco" set a
new house record for a week exclu- appearance of a great carnival midway. Traffic policemen who have
sive of New Year's business in its
to big week-end
initial seven days ending yesterday been accustomed
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 3)

Some See No Savings of
Vital Materials; Others
Hint Government Action
Government officials appear to be
"on the fence" in regard to the issuance of an order to ban double
features as a conservation move. Despite telegrams from exhibitors urging such a ban, it is reported in
some quarters that the elimination
of duals would not result in any
appreciable saving of critical materials.
There are some murmurings in
otherless quarters,
thatgo unthe exhibitorshowever,
voluntarily
to
single

feature
programs,
(Continued
on Page 3) the

Gov-

Of Free-Lance Actor
To Clear Up Status
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Washington — "Look for some action within the next five or six days,"
Kenneth Thomson, executive secreof the Daily
Screen last
Actors'
Guild,
tolda
The tary
Film
night
after
lengthy conference with Treasury
officials on the status of the freelance actor. He was accompanied
by SAG president, James
Cagney,
(Continued on Page 8)

CFI Three-Month Profit
Reported at $104,450
For the three months ended Sept.
30, 1942, the consolidated net earnings of Consolidated Film Industries,
Inc., and (Continued
its subsidiaries,
on Page 8)before de-

Attleboro May Bar
Children Under 14
Attleboro, Mass. — With a wave of
vandalism by youngsters responsible
for seat slashing and other destruction in recent weeks, management
of Bates and Union Theaters here
are considering barring of all youngsters under 14. One seven-year old
armed with a razor blade was caught.

L
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20th-Fox Holds Jack Oakie
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Hollywood — Jack Oakie's option at
20th-Fox has been extended for a
year.
STATE

6813

ALFRED
SUITE

M. LOEWENTHAL

1244, 35 E. WACKER
CHICACO,
ILL.
President

DRIVE

A war bond rally in honor of the
marines who gave their lives at
Wake Island will be held at Loew's
State Theater tonight in connection
with the showing of "Wake Island"
ing.
which opens at the State this morn-

Special Tax Ruling on
Screen Guild Radio Show
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — Following a week of
conferences in Washington between
a Hollywood committee composed of
Jean Hersholt, I. B. Kornblum and
Ewell D. Moore and the Treasury
Department, a ruling has been made
through Norman D. Cann, Acting
Judge Alexander Ormsbee, na- Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
tional commandant of the Marine
that artists appearing on the MoCorps League, will officiate, assisted
tion Picture Relief Fund's Screen
by Warren T. Abbott, commandant
Guild
Players' radio show are reof the Greater New York Detachquired to include only AFRA miniment. A Marine Corps League Color
mum scale paid them as taxable
Guard and the Ladies Auxiliary of
gross
income.
the organization will participate in
This special ruling was made posthe colorful ceremonies. A group of
sible only because of certain waivers
war mothers of marines have been
Fund's radio
invited by the State Theater and granted the Relief
and cannot be obwill also take part in the rally. show bytainedAFRA
from AFRA for any other
Thirty members of the AWVS will radio show. Under this special rulaid in the bond sales. The Marines'
ing,vices
the real
of artist's
serrendered value
need not
be included
hymn will be played by Ruby Zwerling's
Orchestra before the ceremon- in his or her gross income for Fedies.
eral tax purposes. However, amounts
A United States Marine Corps actually paid them, according to the
Recruiting Sub-Station, sponsored AFRA minimum scale, must be included as taxable income.
by the Greater New York Detachment, Marine Corps League has
Du
Mont
Television to
been set up outside Loew's State
Theater, and will remain for the Demonstrate for ATS
engagement of "Wake Island." The
recruiting station is being manned
In co-operation with the Program
by members of the Marine Corps Experimentation
Committee of the
League.
American Television Society, Du
Mont Television Co. has specially
arranged to open its studios for an
"Ravaged Earth" Opens
evening of practical television on
At Gayety Thanksgiving
Nov. 24 at 8:30 P.M. The operation
of the Du Mont equipment will be
explained
to this group, and oppor"Ravaged Earth," Mark L. Moody
tunity will be given for members to
production, will be distributed by
with ideas and camera
Crystal Pictures, Inc. 729 Seventh experiment
shots.
Ave. for the following Eastern territories: New York, New Jersey,
In accepting this offer, Kay Reynolds, chairman of the committee,
New England, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, said: "We are greatly indebted to
Maryland, and District of Columbia. M. B. Lajoie and the Du Mont organization for their enthusiasm and
Deal was set by J. C. "Doc" Cook,
associate of Moody, and Melvin kind co-operation. During the war,
Hirsh, President of Crystal Pictures. the technical progress of television
Picture opens at the Gayety, is continuing at an accelerated pace;
this makes it all the more necessary
Broadway, on Thanksgiving Day.
that, in the interests of this great
industry of the future, program experimentation must carry on."
IA White-Collar Local in
Following the demonstration at
New Haven Holds Election the studio, an important matter of
American Television Society policy
New Haven — The newly-chartered will be put before the members by
IATSE Local F-41 covering white- Norman D. Waters, president.
collar exchange employes has elected as president Philip Gravitz, Metro Boeing and Film Center
booker. Other officers elected in- Will Make Documentary
clude Sidney Levine, Vitagraph
booker, vice-president; Herman MilThe Boeing Aircraft Co. will coller, Metro, treasurer; Lea Alderman,
laborate with the Princeton Film
Vitagraph, secretary; Jean Foley, Center in the production of a threeMetro sergeant-at-arms. The ex- reel color film that will document
ecutive board consists of the officers
the famous "Flying Fortress" and
and John Ricciuti, Paramount; Eileen other
noteworthy aircraft achieveTierney, Metro.
ments of the creators of the "FortN. W. Ayer & Son will supervise forress."Boeing.

Officers for 1943 Elected
By Philly Variety Club

COminG and Gome

DAILY

The film is scheduled for immediate production under the guidance
of Gordon Knox, of the Film Center.
Philadelphia — Officers for 1943 Script writing is now in progress
have been elected by this city's with Norman Burnside, author of
Variety Club as follows: Sam Gross, "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic Bullet," handling this assignment. Distribution
chief barker; A. R. Boyd, first assistant; Charles Zagrans, second as- will be handled through a number of
sistant; William A. MacAvoy, dough outlets, with strong emphasis placed
guy and house chairman; Irwin M. on educational and service organizations.
Charlap, property
master.

ROUBEN

MAMOULIAN

is in town busy get-

ting together a cast for the play "The Chant
of Lourdes," which is scheduled for a Buffalo tryout
it hits Broadway. He owns
half of
the before
play.
GEORGE BONWICK, treasurer of PRC and
vice-president of Pathe, is on his annual trip
to thePRC
Coast,
for conferences
Leon XtT28
Fromkess,
production
head, andwith
Kenneth
of

late

Pathe.
DOROTHY

DARE

has arrived in Pittsburg, oy

plane for a personal appearance at the premiere
of PRC'smorrow"The
Yanks Are Coming" there tonight.
STANLEY CORTEZ, cameraman, has returned
to the Coast from New York.
BRIAN AHERNE, Columbia star will arrive
in New York tomorrow, for a brief vacation prior
to beginning his next film. Aherne is accompanied by his wife, JOAN FONTAINE.
JACK BENNY, will arrive in New York from
Hollywood on Dec. 2.
LAWRENCE WEINCARTEN, M-G-M producer,
arrived in New York from Hollywood yesterday.
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Warner's Newsreel
Protested by Allied

Wash'ton "On Fence1
Over Duals Action

(.Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

demnation of the proposal according to A. F. Myers, general counsel.
1. Five newsreels already on the
market are more than theaters can
absorb;
£k Over-production of newsreels
:■ j to forcing of these subjects
wrln feature pictures, a practice
condemned by the Government.
3. Raw film as a critical material
should not be devoted to the production of an unnecessary and unwanted newsreel;
4. The argument that Warner
Bros, is free to do as it pleases so
long as it stays within its allotment
of film is without validity because it
assumes the company is free to
waste critical materials allotted to
it;
5. Warner Bros, publicity has created the impression the newsreel is
Government - sponsored whereas it
is a purely commercial enterprise;
6. To allow Warner Bros, to add
to existing over production of newsreels while cutting down on features, film for screen announcements,
and advocating elimination of double features would shake the confidence of exhibitors in the impartiality of WPB as at present constituted.
Copies of the resolution were forwarded to Donald Nelson, WPB
chief.

mandatory.
ernment might step in and make it

Consent Award Settles
Wil'ton Clearance Case
(Continued from Page 1)

mington, Del., against the five consenting companies.
Warner Bros, and Loew's were dismissed from the action, but RKO,
20th Century-Fox and Paramount
hereafter will grant only seven days
clearance to second-run theaters over
the Crest which will not be held back
more than 42 days after first-run.

"Major" May Get 5th in K. C.
Kansas City, Mo.— "The Major
and the Minor" may get a fifth week
at the Newman Theater, Paramount
house. If it does, the film will top
the four-week playing record set by
"Reap the Wild Wind."

Nancy Carroll
Wallace Sullivan
Natalie Thompson

William
Louis
Ralph

Massce
Graf
Cervers
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TONIGHT, the literally and figuratively lofty premises known

as the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof will echo with the gaiety of the
Motion Picture Pioneers' annual Harvest Dinner
And the lads who
will pack said premises will be clearly entitled, because of their seniority
and accomplishments in this biz o'er a minimum span of 25 years, to
raise a little Ned, and the big Roof to boot
But the occasion this
year is bound to take on a far more serious and consequential mien than
heretofore
The why is the war
And because of the war the
Pioneers are attuned to the constructive and the patriotic
Accordingly, House Manager Jack Cohn (his title should not lead the famous
Oscar of the Waldorf to believe that he has lost his job) will be flanked
on the dais by renowned personages, among them the principal guest
of honor. Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osbome, Chief, Supply Services,
War Dept., who will address the gathering, in addition to having personally arranged for the assembled Pioneers to see on the spot the only
civilian showing of Frank Copra's and Anatole Litvak's "Prelude To
War," produced for the Army
The Navy Dept. will be handsomely
represented also in the persons of a batch of aerial aces serving with
the U. S. Marines
They include Lieut. Col. Richard C. Mangrum;
Major John L. Smith (whose huge bag of Jap planes is currently unmatched in the Pacific); Capt. Marion Carl; and Lieut. Thomas Moore,
credited with sinking a Jap cruiser, and whose ambition is, believe it or
not, to join his policeman-father on the N. Y. police force when all the
current shooting is over
Lieut. Commander Lewis Parks will also be
on the dais, having returned from the South Pacific where he commanded
a submarine flotilla
The toastmaster will be Jimmy Walker
Adolph Zukor and Nicholas Schenck are other honor guests, plus Al Jolson and Gracie Fields — the two latter are to receive scrolls, Al for having
flown to Iceland, Ireland and England to entertain our lads at his own
expense, time and effort, and Miss Fields for also entertaining Uncle
Sam's armed forces overseas on like basis
If you haven't made
your reservations yet, you still stand a chance to get in, i.e. if Oscar
needs an extra waiter

•
•
• SPEAKING of Gracie Fields reminds Phil M. of the radio
salute to Noel Coward on Armistice Day
And that reminds us of
this:
Co-ordinating pic publicity with radio is a new and tough
pattern
To do it properly is to do it as it was never done before
It requires men experienced in both businesses
The salute
to Mister Coward was also short-waved to London
Martin Starr,
UA radio publicist, veteran of the ether racket, first had to get the
complete \5-minute spot
With that the job just began
He insisted on the full ork {for free) and the cast (ditto)
He got Bert
Lytell to speak for Actors Equity; Peggy Wood and Elsa Maxwell for
so-called society; and then that grand English gal, Gracie Fields (for all
kinds of reasons)
Then Starr hadda write the show for every taste
»
He produced it, and, to top it off, did the announcing, leaving
the narration to Lytell
Then he had to plant the ads in noozepapers (for which the station paid)
This is all a new slant to radio
promotion
These days, you gotta be a versatile and powerful
"switch hitter"
'Twos a big patriotic program and a deserved international boost for "In Which We Serve,"— a pic which will prove one
of the memorable productions of World War II

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL HARBOR!.

More than a dozen exhibitor associations sent telegrams to Lowell
Mellett endorsing his stand on the
duals situation. Some independent
circuits wired Mellett that they were
ready to cut out doubles if the major circuits would do likewise.
According to Agnes Grew, head
of the Women's Institute of Audience Reactions, the average American woman would not protest a Government request for the elimination
of double features. She bases her
opinion on the results of a survey
conducted by her organization about
two years ago. That survey, Mrs.
Grew said, revealed that 66.8 per
cent of the thousands of women
polled were opposed to duals; 26.9
per cent were in favor of them as
a bargain bill, and the remaining 6.3
per cent didn't care one way or another.

"Road to Morocco" Sets
New Record at Paramount
(Continued from Page 1)

at the New York Paramount Theater, Manager Robert M. Weitman
announced.
The Hope-Crosby-Lamour comedy
topped the previous record-holder,
"Holiday Inn" by $500, Weitman's
figures revealed and business on the
first day of its second week indicate
that "Morocco" may shatter additional records before its extended
run comes to a close.

Influx of Air Cadets to
Double Grand Rapids Biz
Grand Rapids — Motion picture
houses here expect a 100 per cent
increase in attendance between Dec.
15 and the first of the year when
7,000 cadets for Army Air Force
weather training move into the city.
The snow-shuttered Powers Theater
will be used for showing training
films and as a class room and entertainment center. It has a seating
capacity of 1,030.

STORKS!
A boy weighing seven pounds, 11
ounces was born yesterday to Mrs.
Ed Schreiber, wife of the WAC publicity director. New arrival has
been named Lawrence Mathew.
Detroit — John Dembeck, booker
for Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan, is the father of a boy, his first.
Detroit — Eddie Murphy, Paramount salesman, has become a
grandfather.

The company that
within a few months
has given the public
magnificent "Mrs.
repeats with rich
truly wears with
the crown which

Miniver" and
"Random Harvest"
glory
exhibitors

have bestowed upon it—

^Kc/utfcf
"RANDOM HARVEST" WILL BE TRADE SHOWN NOV. 24th AT 2:45 P. M. IN THE NORMANDIE THEATRE, N. Y.
AND THE AMBASSADOR THEATRE (of the Ambassador Hotel) LOS ANGELES.
SUBSEQUENT NATIONWIDE TRADE
SHOWS ON DEC. 7th ANNOUNCED THIS WEEK.

RONALD

GREER

COLMAN • GARSON
in JAMES HILTON'S
ANDOM HARVEST
Directed by MERVYN

LeROY

with PHILIP DORN
Henry TRAVERS

• Produced by SIDNEY

. SUSAN

• Reginald OWEN

FRANKLIN

PETERS

• Bramwell FLETCHER

Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis • Based
Upon the Novel by James Hilton • A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION
A METRO-GOLDMINE-MAYER PICTURE
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Allied': Directors
Disagree on Duals
(Continued from Page 1)

and organizational business, Jack
Kirsch, caravan committee member,
was granted a temporary leave of
absence. William Ainsworth, president of Wisconsin Allied, will substitute for Kirsch.
Attending the sessions were M.
A. Rosenberg, Roy Harrold, Col. H.
A. Cole, E. L. Peaslee, Ray Branch,
Harry Cherkoff, Harry Walker,
Meyer Leventhal, Pete Wood, Harry
Lowenstein, Maxwell Alderman, Bill
Ainsworth, Don Rossiter, Max Stern
and Meyer Fine.

Fort Sheridan Post Theater Attendance
Increases 80% as Weather Grows Cooler
Fort Sheridan, III.— More than 145,000 soldiers have plunked down their
coin to see film programs in Theaters No. 1 and 2 at this training center during
the past five months, it is revealed by authorities who point out that weekly
attendance gains of close to 80 per cent have been made recently, compared
with the warm weather months when the number of paid admissions was around
5,000.Top attraction, as far as drawing power was concerned during the span,
was "Desperate Journey," with "Pride of the Yankees" in the runner-up slot,
and "Panama Hattie" next in line, each having a two-day run, as is the booking
arrangement here. Other attractions which drew heavily were "Orchestra Wives,"
"Wake Island," "My Sister Eileen," "Big Street" and "Somewhere I'll Find You."

Scully SetsforUniversal's
Releases
December
(Continued from Page 1)

by Scully were the Charles K. FeldAAA Starts Hearings On
man production, "Pittsburgh," starling Marlene Dietrich, John Wayne
Para.-SPG Bonus Dispute
and Randolph Scott set for Dec. 11;
"Behind the Eight Ball," starring
(Continued from Page 1)
the Ritz Brothers and Carol Bruce
uled for Tuesday. Bonus notices
set for Dec. 4; "Madam Spy," staralleged to have been distributed to rnig
Constance Bennett, Dec. 11 and
the company's publicity workers
Great Impersonation," starwere placed in evidence by SPG "The
: ing Ralph Bellamy and Evelyn Ankers, Dec. 18.
counsel at yesterday's session.
The Paramount publicists have
Scully will attend a series of conreceived only two of the four quartferences early in December with stuerly bonuses, devised by the company
dio executives, with the view of setas a means of combating the higher
ting
releases
January and Febcost of living. The dispute involves :uary and to for
confer on properties
payment of bonuses for the third acquired by the company for the
and fourth quarters of the year. balance of the 1942-43 program.
Paramount contends that, in accord- William J. Heineman, assistant genance with its policy of denying the
eral sales manager, and Maurice
bonus privilege to employes belong- Bergman of the home office advering to collective bargaining groups,
tising department, will accompany
the company's publicists cut them- him.
selves off from the extra payments
when they negotiated a contract with
the firm.
New Operaitng Hours
The third-quarter bonus amounts
to eight per cent on salaries up to For RKO in Mid-West?
$100 and four per cent on earnings
(Continued from Page 1)
between $100 and $200 per week.
The fourth quarter figures are 10 spots to accommodate the working
per cent and five per cent. Em- shifts of those who are employed in
ployes earning above $200 per week the war plants and who want enare not entitled to bonus benefits.
tertainment after their night or day
Milton Diamond is the arbitrator work is over. In many places, it
in the dispute.
was learned, the workers save the
picture
theaters for their day of
rest.

20th-Fox District Mgrs.
Sales Execs. Meet at Coast

In Minneapolis, Singer reported
that the downtown stores are staying open on Monday nights and this
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY has stimulated attendance in the
Hollywood — Opening day of the theaters.
20th Century-Fox district managers
and home office sales executives'
two-day session got under way, with CFI Three-Month Profit
an address by Joseph M. Schenck Reported at $104,450
who discussed business conditions in
the industry and their effect insofar
(Continued from Page 1)
as the studio is concerned. He also
lauded the sales force on the fine ducting any provision for Federal
taxes on income were $197,075.82.
job it has done.
After deducting $92,625.63 estiWilliam Goetz discussed current
mated provision for Federal normal
and future production problems, and and surtax based upon pending tax
production plans for the following legislation the balance of net earnyear, and made special mention of
ings, $104,450.19, is equivalent to
acquisition of the David O. Selznick 26 cents per share on the 400,000
properties and the loan of stars, di- shares of $2.00 preferred stock outstanding.
rectors and other technicians obtained earlier this week.
President Spyros Skouras paid
special tribute to the sales force Anderson Circuit Opens Theater
and promised them a banner producSeneca, 111.— The Anderson Cirtion year. Tom Connors discussed
cuit yesterday
theater
here. opened its new Barge
sales pioblems.

To Clear Up Soon Status
Of the Free-Lance Actor
(Continued from Page 1)

the vice-president, George Murphy,
and Attorney William Berger. The
SAG presented in detail the plight
of the $25-a-day extra, for instance,
who would be unable to receive more
next year than his total earnings for
this year, under the present regulations.

Both Thomson and Cagney, who arrived
here yesterday, emphasized their belief that
the income ceiling is not the thing Hollywood
actors most fear. It is the regulation prohibiting salary payments greater than the individual's 1941 earnings on which the Guild is
now making
strong representations.
Thomson's estimate that clarification of
the salary regulations as they apply to Hollywood and the motion picture industry and
entertainment world in general gibes closely
with those of Washington newspapermen and
at least one Treasury official who ought to
know. Early next week or possibly over
the week-end, some announcement
is due.
A number of briefs have been filed here
in protest against various features of the
salary ruling, one, signed by the Motion Picture Producers' Association, the Screen
Directors' Guild and the SAG, with the
Screen Writers Guild in agreement but not
signing, was filed as long ago as Oct. 26.
This concerned business expenses, which now
must be deducted from the $25,000 income
ceiling. Another 14-page brief was filed yesterday by the SAG — on the case of the freelance actor. Another — by the American Federation of Radio Artists— was filed Tuesday,
and it is believed that the Screen Directors'
Guild also filed another brief Tuesday. Treasury will not confirm this information, but
it is known that representatives of the SDG
conferred with Treasury officials Tuesday.
Just how these various representations have
been received is a matter for conjecture
Thomson told THE FILM DAILY that the
men to whom his group talked "seemed to
be very reasonable," but said he has promised
to say no more. Washington news men are
divided m their guesses as to how much relief will be granted the industry, one school
holding that the administration will "be
tough" because it fears an adverse public
reaction if it is not. On the other hand,
many believe that substantial relief may be
forthcoming because of the importance of
the screen to the war effort.
"I can't see now how we can do guest
appearances on the radio under the present
salary regulations," Cagney said last night,
rie made it plain, however, that he was not
speaking for the SAG, which has not yet
made any policy decision on this matter.
"There just isn't much point in discussing
this thing until the Government lets us know
where we stand," Cagney went on. "The
way it looks now our companies will pay us
what the Government thinks we're worth and
any
we d be breaking the law to accept

Strand Shift for "Casablanca"

Following its run at the Hollywood Theater starting Thanksgiving Day, at $1.25 top, Warner's
"Casablanca"
will go into the Strand
for a continuation of its Broadway
first-run. Scale at the Strand runs
to $1.10.

B'way Week-End
Biz is Baffling
(Continued from Page 1)

crowds for years contend that they
have seen nothing to equal the
throngs that pack the big street,
with the possible exemption of New
Year's Eves and even those holidays
periods have found rivals in the current crowds.
idst
A number of causes has beenliatr
vanced. One is that war workexs,
confined to their factories during
the week, storm into town for the
week-end with more money than
they ever had before Hotels that
normally cater to transients are now
said to be 50-75% filled with permanent residents on regular leases. It
is pointed out that because of the
fuel shortage many families have
closed up their homes and have
moved into midtown apartments and
hotels where sufficient heat is assured.
Gasoline and rubber rationing also have been factors in keeping New
Yorkers in town, thereby cutting out
week-end motor trips.
Houses that have midnight shows
on Saturdays are playing to capacity business, while it is not unusual
for the Rialto to keep open until 5
a.m.
The dimout, which was expected
to retard Broadway business, apfect.
parently has had an opposite ef-

Calif. Clearance Case
Is Reversed on Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)

Richmond, was unreasonable and
asked that an award be made fixing
a reasonable maximum clearance
and restoring the reasonable clearances which formerly existed. Complainant theater formerly played pictures ahead of the State, but when
the latter raised admission prices
films were made available to it 60
of 90 days.
days stead
after
Richmond first-run inThe arbitiator fixed a one-day
clearance to the State over the
Cerrito, but the Cerrito appealed and
asked that the award be modified to
restore the Cerrito to its former
playing position ahead of the State.
Appeal board reversed the arbitrator
and dismissed the complaint.

Cheryl Walker Gets Coveted Role
The much-coveted role of Eileen
in Sol Lesser's forthcoming picturization of "Stage Door Canteen" has
been awarded to 20-year old Cheryl
Walker, the producer announced yesterday. Miss Walker, stand-in and
film bit player, won the role, after
an extended hunt in which more
than 600 actresses and aspirants
competed.

Chi. Janitors' Demands to WLB

Chicago — Demand of the Chicago
theater janitors union for increased
wages and vacations with pay was
certified to the War Labor Board
business agent.
yesterday
by Tom Burke, union's
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SAY IT WITH

BONDS!

Everybody ready! Let's keep in there punching!
The industry sweeps into action again! Here's our
chance to say Thanks to our Yanks over there!
BOND

DRIVE!

WEEK

OF DEC. 7-13

Our Battle Cry :

"Avenge December 7 th — On to Victory I"
Make December 7th a great day in theatre history! Start off with the 11 a.m. trafficstopping tribute (see W. A.C. special manual now on presses) . . . wind up day with
"On To Victory" night in every theatre. Then come six more days and nights of
intensive bond-selling. The folks back home are uplifted by America's marching
men over there! They'll open up their hearts and pocketbooks to do their share over
here. You backed up our boys in September! Fight for them again in December!
Accessories: Two one-sheets from Office of War Information mailed to all theatres. 22x28 cards (Graf/s) available
at National Screen Service Exchanges. Your new "Showmen At War Manual" will be mailed to you by W. A.C.

Sponsored by Theatres Division, War Activities Committee, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

,

INVALUABLE
HEAVY

demands on stars and staff alike

call for the use of Eastman negative
films. Their special abilities, backed by
the highest photographic quality, are invaluable aids now that tight shooting
schedules have become the rule. Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little light is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds and general exterior work

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

FILMS

Building
Remodeling

+
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Equipment
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(Continued on Page 12)

Lamp Trademarking
Is Limited by WPB

ing when the vultures' dark flight will give
way to the dove of Peace. So the question
is in order, — what are we doing now to
benefit by the transition? This point was
correctly made by John Eberson, prominent
film theater architect, speaking this week
on the subject of "Post-War Planning" with
relation to motion picture houses.
THE

Bureau

*

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Etching of trademarks, for anyone other than a
manufacturer, on incandescent fluorescent or glow discharge lamps,
is forbidden by the War Production
Board's order L-28-A, it is made
clear in an interpretation just issued
by Ernest Kanzler, WPB director
(Continued on Page 12)

Art Aiding Science
in IPC Scrap Drive
Attractive posters in color, — 13 in
number — , created by R. Soderman
and Julia D'lnvillo, employes of International Projector Corp., have
keenly spurred that company scrap
drive. Each floor of the plant at
92 Gold Street is in the scrap-raising as a unit, and has its periodic art
show of the posters. One example
of how the drive is going: 6,790 lbs.
of scrap have been collected by the
10th floor workers.

H. MORRIS

Local Committee Formed;
Proceeds
To Go Campaign
To WAC's
United Nations

Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Far more detailed VA/HILE it is commendable of the exhibi* » Hon field to stick to "first things first,"
coverage of Army theaters' build- which
is full steam ahead on the war effort
ing, their equipment and conduct,
than was originally announced by and all ramifications thereof, there is, nevertheless, such a thing as looking ahead. We
SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section for
theatermen should not get them•exposition at that body's meeting to- mean that
selves in a state of mind that the war is
night in New York's Hotel Pennsylvania will be given, it was learned going to last forever, and, slave to that
here yesterday, for in addition to R. thought, impair their vision entirely to things
B. Murray, director of the U. S. Army to come.
Of course, the situation now is that posMotion Picture Service, speaking on
the subject of physical administrasible improvements to the nation's theaters
tion, important papers will also be are limited to the expenditure of $200 per
presented by three of his colleagues, unit, and anything beyond this, and up to
Charles Welpley, architect; M. D. the building of a new theater, must have
Kiczales, mechanical engineer; and the consent of the WPB which is forced to
George L. Bub, chief sound engineer. be less and less generous because the necessity of our applying all our resources to the
Text of the feature paper by Murray is expected to touch upon many avidly-desired collapse of the Axis is becoming more and more acute.
topics of vital interest to the trade,
However, the day is most certainly comand ones which will thoroughly ex-

Washington

*

Meet Tonight

Plain Talk About Equipment

R. B. Murray to Explain
Administration of Stands;
Equip., Design on Agenda
Bureau

*

PRESSES COPPER DRIPPINGS^ DRIVE

Army Theater Experts at SMPE
Washington

•

19, 1942

Eberson contention is that we will

' have to be better prepared for peace
than for war. Obviously, theater equipment
and appointments are wearing out, due to
the difficulties attendant upon their maintenance. Again, because of the static state
of improvements, houses themselves are
facing a marked degree of obsolescence.
Further, tremendous strides have been made
recently

in the

matter

of

"IT" Lamp

new

materials'

creation and application. Too, there have
been gargantuan strides in machine designs,
and architects have learned many new
wrinkles in accommodation of machines. As
an aside, but distinctly relevant, is the fact
that 20 per cent of modern theater costs is
consumed in providing the mechanical end
of the movie stand.
Before stating a conclusion, it is important to record that during this war the Government has done a good deal of standardization, and, what is more important to film
houses of the future, has purchased and installed literally millions of dollars worth of
equipment,
which, soonbe after
the toconflict's
end, will undoubtedly
available
private
enterprise for purchase. And probably for
a proverbial song, if we are to take a lesson
learned in the wake of World War I.
"THEREFORE, because of the complexities
' which the exhibition field must face in
the post-war period (another of which is
the eventual disposition of population, already shifted radically around to provide adequate manufacturing personnel), circuits and
individual exhibitors should plan NOW.
Other industries are drafting their "blueprints" so as not to be caught napping, as
well as to avoid wastage of time, effort and
money once hostilities cease.
No one is better qualified to look after
the interests of the physical exhibition field
than theater architects. These should be
given retainer fees or other form of compensation to progressively plan for their
clients' futures. George Washington expounded the precept: "In time of peace,
prepare for war." Sage is the showman who
in time of war prepares for peace.

Still Restricted

Purchase Is Governed

by High Priority

Seek Standardized Terms
For Educational Field

Toledo— Although it contains a
minimum of critical materials, the
one-kilowatt "V" lamp, recently designed by Strong Electric Co. here,
J! embers of the Institute for the continues under priority restrictions.
Advancement of Visual Education Rated at 40-43 amperes, 27-28 volts,
end Vocational Training have de- the lamp is of the high intensity
cided on employment of the followusing 6 mm. negative and 7
ing definitions in order that they type,
mm. positive carbons, and embodies
may
be
dustry: standardized within the in- a small quantity of such strategic
substances as aluminum, copper and
Discnssional
Slirttfilm
(K-.ading
S!hkl.;mt:
brass, but can be had only under
■•a si rip of Lading film of 35 mm. safety moi ( o iiinincd on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

Strong impetus was given yesterthedrive
War for
Activities
Commit-of
teedayto bythe
the collection
copper drippings, strippings and carbon stubs, with the official announcement that the New York area committee's personnel has been completed to supplement the national
effort to get this valuable form of
scrap to collection depots, and thence
into the hands of the Government to
provide further sinews for war.
Group named by Sam Rinzler,
chairman of the New York City War
Activities Committee, now comprises Fred Schwartz, co-chairman
of local WAC serving as the group's
head ex-officio; Joe Hornstein; Martin Levine, representing the exhibitors; and Herman Gelber, head of
Local 306, representing the projectionists.
In all cities where National Theatre Supply Co. has branches, these
(Continued on Page 12)

Clark Filter Solves
Night-Shot Problem
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — By use of the special
filter perfected by Dan Clark, executive director of photography for
20th-Fox, that company is effectively
circumventing the ban on night filming out-of-doors necessitated by dimout regulations. Employment of the
Clark filter has made it possible for
(Continued on Page 12)

Biff G-E Ads Spur
War Bond Purchases
In order to impress upon the public that 1942 is waning, and that
extra effort must be put into the
buying of War Bonds even in excess
of 10 per cent of one's salary, General Electric unleashed full-page
ads in newspapers this week to drive
the urgency home. The Treasury
Dept. cheered the patriotic step so
that Bond-buying would not fall off
during the holiday season.
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NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph VVilk, Bureau Chief.

Copper Drippings
Drive Accelerated
(Continued from Page 11)

SMPE To Hear Murray
At Session Tonight
(Continued from Page 11)

plain the functional workings of the
Service. Among the topics embodied in the address are said to be the
purpose of showing motion pictures
at Army posts; how the Service is
fulfilling its mission; its history;
control; way it is financed; admission charged, and why; disposition
of profits; its administration; operation of theaters; basis on which
films are secured; competition with
civilian theaters; booking policy;
kind of features soldiers like; censorship; experience with respect to
fires and fire damage; scope of operations; providing films for soldiers in combat areas; extent of
Service's expansion and outlook for
the duration.
Representatives of all companies
with officers along New York's Film
Row are expected, because of the
meeting's importance, to be present,
in addition to delegates from equipment manufacturers and leading architectural firms. A record attendance of Atlantic Coast Section members of SMPE is likewise antici-

offices are being used as depots for
the reception of the copper drippings, strippings and carbon stubs,
while in the New York sector both
Joe Hornstein, Inc., and the local
branch of NTS under direction of
James Frank, Jr., are the dual depots.
Preliminary checkup around the
country by correspondents of The
Film Daily show that results of
the collection to date are not currently determinable for the reason
that many houses individually, as
well as circuits, are waiting until pated.
they have an appreciable amount of
drippings before sending them in.
Elec.'s
"V" Lamp
All theaters are urged to mark their Strong
Still Under
Restriction
names on the salvage packages, also
noting weight of contents so that
(Continued from Page 11)
they may receive credit for the lot. a higher priority rating than is
Yesterday the War Activities
usually
granted to theaters.
Committee announced that it was
The Strong organization is maindecided that proceeds from the sale
taining
a parts and service departof copper drippings, strippings and
ment to aid theaters in taking care
carbon stubs would go to swell the
monies to be collected when WAC of their existing equipment requirements, and solve difficulties arising
swings into its national campaign
for the United Nations in January. from present restrictions.

Voight's Fixtures
Continue
Available
Philadelphia — Voig-t Company
here has just furnished new lighting
fixtures to the local Booker and
Temple Theaters; the Sherman,
Stroudsburg, Pa.; Colonial, Lancaster, Pa.; Howard, Washington; and
the Lyceum, Sparrows Point, Md.
C. J. Frank, company official, declares that the organization is still
furnishing decorative lighting equipment for theaters from stock, and
materials which it has on hand and
is permitted to use. Such equipment
is currently available and can be
purchased without priority, he says.
Bettering the Lincoln
Detroit — Ted Rogvoy, theatrical
architect, is supervising rehabilitation of the Lincoln Theater, just
taken over by Wisper and Wetsman
Circuit, concentrating on a liberal
use of paint in a new decorative
scheme to comply with present restrictions on remodeling.

MTE Awarded Job
Baltic, Conn. — The Jodoin, operated by Donat Blaine, is being redecorated and new stage set is being
installed by Modern Theater Equip-

Tornado-Damaged Stand
Re-Opens In Oklahoma
Pryor, Okla.— New Alfred Theater, owned and operated by Fred
Allred and his wife, destroyed in
the recent tornado that tore through
the business section of this city, has
been re-opened with a single bill
attraction.
The 400-seat house has been completely re-built and re-equipped with
all new equipment. The Allreds also
operate the New Pryor and Castle
theaters here.
Winston To New Quarters
Charles J. Winston & Co., Inc.,
specialists in decorative equipment
for motion picture houses, has moved
from 2 West 47th St. to new showrooms and offices at 41 East 53rd
St. The latter building is also known
as 515 Madison Ave.
Carlton Loss at 10 G's
Carlton, Ore. — Fire of undetermined origin broke out in apartment
above Carlton Theater housed in
frame building and entire house including equipment destroyed with
loss of $10,000. Theater operated
for some ten years by Norman Goodin.

Benevolent
'Dictator'
Installs blew
Sound
Guerneville, Calif.— So that the
Guerneville Theater's patrons can
have the best in oral enjoyment of
films, the stand's owner, Lee Murphy,
has installed new sound equipment.
The move takes on a much wider
civic significance than would ordinarily be the case, because Murphy
not only owns the movie house but
the entire town.

Dan Clark's New Filter
Solves Night-Shot Problem
(Continued from Page

Lamp Trademarking
Is Limited by WPB
(Continued from Page

11)

general for operations. Only if
they are in their own right manufacturers can purchasers have their
marks etched on the lamps.
The interpretation also points^^t
that the restriction on varietha-(.
bases for the lamps applies onlv
the design for shape of the base.
at*
The material content of any single
type of base can be varied to include any limited materials.

11)

the studio to shoot night exteriors
during the daytime on all recent pictures calling for such work.
Cameramen generally agree that
night sequences filmed in the daytime
are more satisfactory in bringing out
details, but that in many instances
they do not appear convincing. Scenes
made with the Clark filter, however,
refute the latter contention.
"The Moon Is Down" will have this
filter working overtime, since about I
20 per cent of the picture will be in
night exteriors. Arthur C. Miller has
been assigned to photograph the attraction.

Seek Standardized Terms
For Educational Field
(Continued from Page 11)
tion picture film with explanatory text, labels,
letterings, legends or notations super-imposed
on the film. The specific purpose of this
form of film is to permit the instructor to
read and speak without interference and to
permit the students to talk if desired, supplying illustrated material in illuminated form
for class participation and er~ouraging discussion. Slidefilm projector required."
Strip
"a strip
35 mm.
motion Film:
picture film,
one offrame
to safety
one scene
and unmarked by text, labels, lettering or
notations of any kind, for use with accompanying manuscript, lecture or commentary.
Slidefilm projector required."
Sound Slidefilm: "a slidefilm of 35 mm.
safety motion picture film accompanied by
disc record suppyling a prepared lecture,
accompanied by commentary, music, dialogues or sound effects (or any combination
thereof) so devised as to permit synchronization of the sound with the slidefilm. Sound
slidefilm
projector required."
Motion Slidefilm : "a reel of motion picture film consisting in large part of slidefilm
material, but interlarded with motion picture
scenes.
Motion picture projector required."
Film Slide: "a single, separate slide on 35
mm. safety motion picture film as distinguished
from a glass slide. Film slide projector
required."

AS carry
SoletheEastern
full and Distributors,
complete lineweof
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON

CO.

Hollywood, California
Incomparablt Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

CHARLES

ROSS

Inc.

IN TIMES LIKE THESE keeping your
equipment in tip-top condition is
more important than ever! Guard
against a dark house and lost boxoffice bywidecalling
on RCA's NationService Organization
for
periodic
Remember,
it's
far
bettercheck-ups.
to prevent
breakdowns
than to fix breakdowns !
Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages !
Frequent, scheduled check-ups
Prompt emergency service
Sound and projection parts
RCA Magicote Lens Service
Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
• Projection engineering service
• Acoustic engineering service
• Emergency portable sound system
• Emergency parts stocks

•
•
•
•
•
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Independent in Thought
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1,000 SERVICE THEATERS IS ARMY'S GOAL

Interior U. S. May Get Mileage Rationing Relief

Hundred Insurgent Congressmen Caucus in Opposition to the Proposal
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Chances that the industry in the interior of the U. S.
may escape, for 90 days at lease,
fiom the attendance decline threatened by the proposal for nationwide mileage rationing, were seen
as promising as a result of the meeting yesterday of more than 100 Congressmen from the Western and MidWestern states to caucus in opposition to rationing. The group named
Representative Jed Johnson (D.,
Okla.) chairman.
With their patronage steadily de(Continued on Page 7)

Three Majors Join
Interstate Air Show
Three companies are reported to
be ready to participate in the radio
good-will shows sponsored by the
Texas Interstate Circuit. Paramount,
Columbia and Universal are among
the major companies that will share
in the costs of the air programs that
are designed to attract patrons to
theaters.
Interstate has been sponsoring the
(Continued on Page 3)

FIX
PROVE ARMED FORCES' UNITY
Tunes, Laughs, and Yarns About Our Fighting Men Is
Stuff Our Doughboys
As strong an assurance as has
yet outcropped that old service rivalries have been relegated to limbo was
furnished by R. B. Murray, director
of the U. S. Army Motion Picture
Service, in his address before the Atlantic Coast Section of SMPE last
night, during which he also revealed
the type of films the men in our
armed forces want to see. He said:

Seek on Screens

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Chertok will join
Warners Monday and will produce
big budget productions. He will
also continue his duties as supervisor
of Latin-American good-will films
for the Office of Inter-American
Affairs.

H. MORRIS

Warner's Holdovers S0PEG Named Agent
Running 40% Ahead For 48 S-W Theaters New Dintoul Ruling
Newark — National Labor Rela- Stuns Mass. Exhibs.
Warner Bros.' holdovers are running 40 per cent ahead of those in
tions Board yesterday granted the
any previous year, it was reported
yesterday. Because of these extensive holdovers, it is believed that the
company will be able to conserve
product and probably will limit its
1942-43 program to less than 30
pictures.
"Desperate Journey" is being held

petition of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
113, UOPWA, for a bargaining election in behalf of managers and assistant managers at the 48 StanleyWarner houses in Northern New
Jersey.
The board's ruling was
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 7)

Seattle Tables Theater
Century, Skouras Theaters
Occupational
Tax Plan
In New 20-Year Pact

Duals' End Would Shut Houses

West Coast Bur.. THE

By GEORGE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Present plans of the U. S. Army
"What kind of features do the
Motion
Picture Service "contemplate
soldiers like? The tastes of soldiers the establishing
and operation of
lean to music, comedy and pictures approximately 1,000 theaters, havwith a service background, it being
ing a total capacity of 750,000 seats,
immaterial whether it's tbe Army, in which 6,750 -programs will be
the Navy or the Marines. If re- exhibited each week to an estiquired to generalize, it would have
mated yearly attendance of over
to be said that the basic requirement
150,000,000," R. B. Murray, organization's director, disclosed last night
is that the picture must 'move' — or
in the bersprincipal
address Coast
before Section
memof the Atlantic
our patrons will!"
of the Society
of Motion
Picture
(Continued on Page 8)

Seattle — The proposed five per
M-G-M to Air 'Lion's Roar'
Over the Blue Network
Century Circuit, Inc., and Skou- cent occupational levy on theater
ras Theaters Corp. have signed a grosses has been tabled by the City
The first network radio series to new 20-year agreement whereby Council until the State legislature
be sponsored by a motion picture they will continue the existing as- meets in January. At that time,
sociation under which they jointly city officials hope enough money will
company will be aired on the Blue
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
Network beginning Nov. 30 when
M-G-M
will
launch
"The
Lion's
(Continued on Page 7)

Jack Chertok Joins
Warner Bros. Monday

R. B. Murray Says 300 to
Be Added to Present List
Of 700 Army Theaters

Indie Reps. Also Forecast Higher Admissions
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Dr. Derenberg Quits AAA WestHollywood
— At a meeting here
To Join OPA in Wash'ton

Dr. Walter J. Derenberg, director
of legal research of the American
Arbitration Association and for the
motion picture arbitration system,
has resigned to accept the post of
chief counsel of the Opinions and
(Continued on Page 3)

with Lowell Mellett, representatives
of the Independent Motion Picture
Producers Association headed by I.
E. Chadwick, declared that if double bills were abolished a large number of independent theaters would
be thrown out of business. They
said there would not be sufficient
(Continued on Page 6)

Boston — Massachusetts theatermen were stunned yesterday by the
peremptory order of Lieutenant
General Sherman Miles, commanding
the First Corps Area, extending the
blackout and drastically extending
also its provision to such an extent
that it becomes
now a blackout in=
(Continued on Page 8)

Leibermann Bros. Form
Conn. Newsreel Circuit
Boston — Liebermann Brothers
have formed the Newsreel Theaters,
Inc. of Connecticut and will operate
newsreel theaters in the state. The
(Continued on Page 3)

"In Which We Serve"
To Open at Capitol
debutServe"
of Noel
"InAmerican
Which We
will Coward's
be held
at the Capitol Theater starting Dec.
24. United Artists announced the
deal yesterday after what was
described as unprecedented bidding
among Broadway theaters. Picture
will be released nationally in February. Bernard Sobel, well-known
publicist, has been appointed to
handle the campaign at the Capitol.
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"On to Victory" Week
Is Gaining Momentum

Des Moines — Leo Wolcott of Eldora was re-elected president of the
Allied-Independent Theater Owners
of Iowa-Nebraska at the annual
meeting held in Des Moines yesterday. Wayne Franke of Humboldt
was named vice-president and W.
A. Dutton of Manchester was reelected secretary-treasurer.
Members named to board of directors were: Rudy Faulds of Des
Moines, Garbett Circuit; A. B. Pettitt
of Winterset; Jack Kuech of Charles
City and Dutton.
War problems were discussed but.
no definite action was taken with
committees to be set up later to
work on some of the matters. Although no action was taken on the
Allied caravan, it was believed Iowa
and Nebraska will join the caravan
through the Minneapolis office.
Preceding the annual meeting,
the M-G-M "Show Builder" clinic
was held with Ken Prickett and W
R. Ferguson in charge. The clinic
was well received by exhibitors with
comment given that more of this
type of meetings should be held.
The clinic was shown in Cedar
Rapids, Mason City, Davenport,
Ottumwa and will hold meetings yet
in Fort Dodge and Carroll in this
state.

With meetings of local War Activities Committees all over the
country being held to set plans for
the "Avenge Dec. 7 — On To Victory"
week, the theater men are said to
be swinging into this new Bondselling effort with as much enthusiasm as was exhibited in the September drive.
This campaign, at the request of
the Treasury Department's War SavStaff, Stamps.
will be to sell only "E"
Bonds ingsand

Toronto's Hour Blackout
Hurts Theater Business

FINANCIAL
NEW

Leo Wolcott Re-elected
Prexy of AITO of la.. Neb.

Toronto — The Toronto district had
its first complete surprise blackout
over a wide area with lights out for
a full hour, keeping people both in
and out of theaters practically the
whole evening.
That was not all, however, because the Toronto Daily Star attempted to outguess Attorney General Gordon Conant who is chief air
warden for Ontario in the time of
the blackout, publishing that it was
to be held Tuesday night. Conant.
in wrath, condemned the action of
the newspaper and purposely postponed the test because of the story.
The outcome was that the people
of Toronto and other places were in
a turmoil for two nights, and the
confusion hurt theater trade because
manv stayed at, home while wardens
waited for emergency calls two
nights instead of one.

Chi. Alderman Would Tax
Coin-in-Slot Pic Machines

78
67

COmiM and G0II1G

A four-page "Showmen At War"
manual, outlining methods of boosting sales for both the Pearl Harbor
commemorative celebration and the
Christmas campaign, has been sent
by the New York office of the WAC
to the 16,000 theaters enrolled under its banner.
A trailer is being tentatively planned for use during the week of Dec.
7, that will feature a one-minute address delivered by some nationally
prominent war hero.

Pittsburgh Variety Club
Fetes Outgoing Officers
Pittsburgh — The testimonial dinner held in honor of Joe Hiller, retiring chief barker of Tent No. 1
and his crew, in the Cardinal Room
oi the William Penn Hotel on Monday evening was attended by 230
members and personal friends. Hiller was presented with a wrist watch
and each of the other , retiring officers with the customary Variety
Club ring, by John H. Harris, who
was toastmaster.
According to local Variety Club
tradition, a baby girl, Catherine
Sheridan Variety IV was adopted by
the club and placed in charge of
the new Chief Barker, Brian Mcdonald, for the coming year.

Three Indicted Over
"Wine, Woman and Song"

rector
for Walt (T0NI)
Disney,SPITZER,
left Newpublici
York *last
ANTOINETTE
,night for Chicago, en route to the Coast for
studio conferences "n promotion for "Victory
Through
Air Power."
NICHOLAS
BELA
left New
York
yesterday
(or Hollywood,
following a stay of two months
here authoring story properties.
C. J. LATTA, zone manager for Warner Theaters in the Albany territory, arrived in New
York yesterday for home office confabs.
ROY HAINES of Warner Bros, returns to his
desk here today from Philadelphia.
HARRY SEED, Warners' Central District manburgh. ager, arrived in New York yesterday from PittsED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate dept.,
returns to New York today from a two-week
tour of company exchanges in the Eastern and
Central territories.

New Records Established
By "Navy Comes Through"
Maintaining the box-office pace it
has set in key openings throughout
the country, RKO Radio's "The Navy
Comes Through" chalked up two
more record-breakers this past weekend, according to Robert Mochrie,
RKO Radio general sales manager.
Picture opened last Friday in San
Bernadino, Gal., at Warner's, and
the total gross for Friday, Saturday
and Sunday is reported to have set
a new record for the house and to
have topped the business done in
seven days by "Look Who's Laughing," the last RKO Radio picture
to play that theater.
A new Sunday record was also

"GIVE ME

Pick up your phone

Warners Suspend John Garfield
Hollywood — John Garfield has
been suspended from salary by Warner Bros, for refusing to appear, on
aat loan-out,
Universal.in "Flesh and Fantasy"

Dorothy Day Joins B & K

West

Buffalo — Funeral services were
Chicago — Dorothy Day, former held this week for Frank J. LeonHerald-American film critic, is
ard, former salesman for Pam-0
joining B. & K.'s publicity depart- Films in Buffalo and for First Nament.
tional in Pittsburgh.

for
MILTON FELDMAN, assistant to Columbia's
studio manager, H. A. McDonell. leaves the Coast
tomorrow to visit his family before his induction into the Army.

hung up at Warner's Palace, NorMisdemeanor indictment was hanwich, Conn., which opened "The
Through"
last Sunday
ded up late yesterday by the New Navy
for an Comes
indefinite
run.
York County grand jury against
Isador Herk, producer; Samuel Funt,
theater manager, and Herman Shapiro, stage manager, charged with
giving an indecent performance in
the showing of "Wine, Woman and
Song" at the Ambassador Theater.
Defendants will likely appear for
pleading this morning in General
Sessions before Judge John A. Mullen.

Chicago — Alderman Thomas Keane
proposes a Chicago city ordinance
taxing coin-operated motion picture
"Mrs. Hadley" to Criterion
machines $20 annually. He estimates
"The War Against Mrs. Hadley," 2000 machines here will bring $40,originally set for the Capitol tomor- 000 revenue annually.
row but withdrawn in favor of "I
Fines from $10 to $200 are provided for violations.
Married a Witch," will open at
Loew's Criterion Nov. 25.

Frank Leonard Dead

BE'RNI'E
KREISLER,
Universal
short
subjects
chief, leaves Cincinnati today for Indianapolis.
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Lana Turner Reassigned
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fine craftsmanship.
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Hollywood — Lana Turner has been
reassigned by Metro to the leading
role in "Best Foot Forward," replacing Judy
Garland who had replaced
Lucille
Ball.
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Three Majors Join
Interstate Air Show

SOPEG Named Agent
For 48 S-W Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

made with the proviso that the managers and assistants vote as separate units. The NLRB's action was
\ ji on the contention that manv£~5?s fall into the category of employers since they have the power
to hire and fire help. In its petition SOPEG had asked for the right
to bargain for managers and assistant managers as a single unit.
At the instruction of the board,
SOPEG dispatched two separate petitions for filing with the NLRB in
Washington immediately upon receipt of the board's decision. Setting of a date for the elections will
have to await official action by the
board on the petitions.
The petition of the Screen Exhibition Employes Union, Local 121,
UOPWA. for the right to represent
the front-of-the-theater workers at
the Stanley-Warner houses is still
pending before the board in Washington.

air programs since early in 1941
over four Texas stations with good
results.
Other distributors are said to be
studying the plan and may join the

Leibermann Bros. Form
Conn. Newsreel Circuit
(Continued from Page 1)

firm has announced the purchase of
Proven Theaters Building in Hartford. The capital of the new newsreel corporation is listed at $100,000.

Exch. Employes Launch
Their Salvage Drive
Motion picture exchange employes
have launched their salvage drive.
Virginia E. Aaron of M-G-M has been
placed in charge of the campaign
by the American Women's Voluntary
Services. The following have been
ramed captains: Helen J. Fischer,
NSS; Helen Duffy, Big "U" Film
Exchange; Seymour Jonas, 20thFox; Bea F. iedman, M-G-M; Lillian Bergson, Paramount; William
Hartman, RKO; Anne Turov, Warner; Silvia Zeitels, UA.

V

V

Y

A Night Of Nights!
•

•

•

CALL

it a cavalcade of thrills, brilliance, and the clearest

of close-ups on the war this side of the firing lines, and you'll get some
idea of the annual dinner the Motion Picture Pioneers staged last night
in the Waldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof
Chronologically, happening
were these:
House Manager lack Cohn presided at the stirring conclave attended by more than 200 cinema solons and their distinguished
guests
Judge Ferdinand Pecora at the outset inducted 52 new members of the organization, some few of whom were in absentia on industry
and war duties
Then a group of sons of the Pioneers who are
serving in the nation's armed forces were introduced, — offspring respectively of Si Fabian, Walter Reade, Herman Robbins (his fighting twins),
Ira Simmons, Arthur Mayer, Gordon Hedwig and Jack Cohn
Col.
William Mason Wright, Jr., sounded the keynote
are as essential to the nation as rations, blankets,
Lieut. John Lodge of the Navy delivered
fisted address, introducing four Marine Corps aces

that "motion pictures
or the Medical Corps"
an eloquent and twojust returned from the

Solomon Islands, — Lieut. Col. Richard C. Mangrum, Major John L. Smith,
Capt. Marion Carl, and Lieut. Tom Moore
Each of these heroes of
the air recounted experiences

The last named, a former Paramount-

Fleischer employee, born and bred in local Hell's Kitchen, was
an honorary member of the Pioneers for his exploits

T

T

made

T

• • • COLONEL BRUNSCHWIG, Chief of Staff of the Fighting
French Military Mission in the U. S., gave a graphic account of the
gallant battle which more than 100,000 Fighting French have been
waging constantly since their native land fell beneath the Nazi heel
But it was when Able Seaman Austin Santina and two British
seamen

told of their adventures that the gathering opened the gates

of their hearts most fully

James J. Walker presented

then

the

Pioneers' Honor Scrolls to the War Activities Committee (Francis S.
Harmon accepting it in behalf of the thousands of industry helpers via
a scintillating speech); American Theater Wing; Father Duffy's Canteen;
Grade Fields, Lucy Monroe; Marvin Schenck; Al Jolson; and to Walter
Winchell and Ed Sullivan, each for standout contributions to the war
effort

Climax of the evening was the brief talk by the principal

guest of honor, Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborne, Chief, Morale Division, War Dept., who brought with him from Washington a print of
Frank
Capra's
new
film, "Prelude
To War"
The picture
was
cheered to the echo when presented on the Starlight Roof's screen in its
first and probably only civilian showing

T

^^

20

Judy
Canava
Rssita
Delmar
Evelyn
K;yes
Elsa B?nham
Richard
Fiske
Robert
W.
Armstrong
NOVEMBER 21
Eleanor Powell
Lee
Sam

NOVEMBER
Patrick
Silver

•

•

ON

▼

the dais were Jack Cohn, Brig. Gen. Armstrong, Judge

Pecora, Al Jolson, Lucy Monroe, Billy Brandt, Vera Allen, Col. Brunschwig,
Col. Wright and Gracie Fields
And among those in prominent niches
at the dinner were Hal Hode, Joe Hornstein, George J. Schaefer, Herman
Robbins, Harry D. Buckley, Jack Alicoate, Red Kann, Rutgers Neilson,
Bert Sanford, Harry Goetz, E. W. Hammons, Max A. Cohen, Ned Depinet,

«.*€■*
NOVEMBER

•

▼

Harold Rodner, Jules Levey, Charles L. O'Reilly, Sam E. Morris, Harry
Brandt, C. C. Moskowitz, Sam and George Dembow, William F. Rodgers,
Jacob Wilk, Arthur W. Kelly. Si Fabian, E. I. Sponable, Sam Rinzler, Leo
Brecher, Chick Lewis, Joe McConville, Terry Ramsaye, Abel Green, Paul
Gulick, Max Weisfeldt, Pete Siebel, Jay Emanuel, Bob Wolff, etc., etc.
Wotta Party!

22
Arthur De Bra
Bobby Burns

T
•

«

«

A VENGE

PEARL

T
HARBOR!

T

programs.

Seattle Tables Theater
Occupational Tax Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

be granted ernmental
them
duties. to carry on GovThe proposed levy was to affect
the theater industry only and at the
time the council brought it up, the
film men throughout Seattle strongly fought the measure, pointing out
they could not carry the load. It
was also pointed out the levy would
be unjust as the theater industry is
not considered a luxury.

Dr. Derenberg Quits AAA
To Join(Continued
OPA from
in Wash'n
Page 1)
Research Bureau of the Office of
Price Administration. He is assuming his Governmental duties immediately and will make his headquarters in Washington.

Local 306's 25-30 Club
To Hold Dinner Sunday
The 25-30 Club of Local 306, operators, made up of projectionists
who have been members of the union
for at least 25 years, will hold its
annual dinner-dance and show at
the Edison Hotel on Sunday. A
number of stage and screen personalities have been invited.
Chairman of the arrangements
committee is Abe Kessler. Jack
Winnick is in charge of the entertainment program. President of the
club is Mike Berkowitz of the Capitol Theater, one of the oldest projectionists in the nation.

Chi. Operators Meet Kirsch Today
Chicago — Officials of the operators'
union will meet with Jack Kirsch today on a new contract. It is expected that an agreement will be
reached.

Chi. Stagehands Ask 5% Increase
Chicago—
The forIATSE
union
is asking
a 5 perstagehands'
cent wage
increase, according to Frank Olson,
business agent.

STORKS!
St. Louis — Mary Ellen is the name
selected for the latest addition to
the growing family of John X. Quinn,
local manager for Loew's, Inc.
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LeBaron to Produce
7 20fh-Fox Specials
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William LeBaron will
produce seven specials for Twentieth
Century-Fox during 1943, according
to present plans, including in this
schedule four musicals and three
straight dramas.
First of this group will be "Greenwich Village" Technicolor musical,
with Betty Grable starred.
"Quota Girl," next Sonja Henie
pic, will go into production in February when the skating star completes
her ice show tour.
"Bird of Paradise," also in Technicolor, will star Gene Tierney.
"Thanks Pal" will be an epic cavalcade of negro song and dance headliners of the past two decades.

Warner Club Party
Accents "Service"
Although a substantial number of
Warner Bros, employes are off to
war, the Thanksgiving Party of the
Warner Club at the Hotel Edison
tonight should present no dancingpartner problem to the romantic gal
members. With this in mind, as
well as the patriotic motive, the
Club's solons have invited a sizeable array of service men to the
annual affair, notwithstanding that
it is intended for Club members
only. The great Romeos in uniform
are coming
via the USO.

Canada's Film Manpower
Call Appears Bogged Down

Century, Skouras Theaters
In New 20-Year Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

operate a number of theaters. First
pact was made in 1935.
Executives of both circuits celebrated the new deal at a dinner
Wednesday. Albert A. Hovell, Century president, and George Skouras,
chief of the Skouras circuit, made
brief addresses.
Century executives attending included Fred J. Schwartz, Sam Goodman, Joseph Springer, A. S. Baker,
Mitchell Klupt, Walter S. Kaufman
and Martin H. Newman. Those from
the Skouras organization were Wm.
A. White, Louis M. Weber, J. W.
White, Jules Catsiff, John Benas and
Paul Behrke.
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Say End of Duals
Would Close Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

pictures for all theaters and by the
time the pictures remaining would
reach the smaller houses they wouk
no longer have audience appe^jr
Association spokesmen st. . .c
the increase in admission prices anci
the reduction in entertainment if
duals were eliminated. They said
that from time to time theaters affil
iated with the major companies had
tried a policy of single bills without
stage shows, but had to return tc
double bills, and that some so-calleci
big pictures that were shown singly
finally required the assistance of a
second picture. They pointed out
that trailers used by three of th<
major companies consume mo: e foot
age
than Monogram and PRC used
annually.

The piece de resistance of the dinner was an antelope, which was shot
by Skouras on a recent hunting trip
in the Rocky Mountains.
Theaters in the Century-Skouras
agreement are:
At a press conference Meilett declared that producing companies
CENTURY: Huntington, Huntington; Huntington Station, Hunting- have co-operated with OWI in sevton; Fantasy, Rockville Center;
eral instances where OWI pointet
Grove, Freeport; Freeport Theater, out that from a national viewpoint
Freeport; Strand, Rockville Center; some stories already purchase
Franklin, Franklin Square; Lyn- should not be pioduced. He pointed
brook, Lynbrook; Valley Stream The- out that a bad picture about wa
ater, Valley Stream; Sunnyside The- does not aid the Government in it
ater, Long Island City; 43rd St., war effort.
Meilett said that the matter o
Long
City; Baldwin
Bliss, Island
Long Island
City, andTheaterPlaza, double bills is being left to the in
Freeport.
dustry to handle, but that a sugges
SKOURAS: Rivoli, Hempstead; tion had been offered that playing
Hempstead Theater, Hempstead; time could be controlled by Gov
Beacon, Port Washington, Cove, eminent fiat. He said represents
Glen Cove; Playhouse, Great Neck; tives of the industry had been irj
Manhasset Theater, Manhasset; Washington for the past few week
Merrick, Jamaica; Jamaica Theater, and expected a ruling from the Man
power Board on whether the indus
Jamaica; Glen, Glen Cove.
try should be declared essential
Meilett further said, in answer to :
Hammond Quits MIEA
question,
that the Government doe
Detroit — Lloyd Hammond, who
not seek editorial control of p: educwas organizer for the newly formed tion.
Michigan Independent
Exhibitors'
Association,
has left the association,
and will work on film production. He McCann Promoted
Two Women Among 5 RKO is considering plans for reviving Niagara Falls — Frank McCam
Honey Sells to Hintz
Film Fumbles, which he originated,
Tecumseh, Neb. — Fay M. Honey, Employes Join Colors
has been elevated from manager o1
in Canada.
who has been in the theater business
the Strand to general manager of th<
Five
RKO
employes,
two
of
them
for more than 20 years, sold the
two Hyman houses here, the Stran
"Fantasia"
Into
Carnegie
and Cataract. He succeeds Walte
Tecumseh theater to Ralph Hintz, women, joined the armed services
"Fantasia," in its original uncut Leffler, who has entered the Army
owner of the Chief theater, who will this week.
operate both houses.
Ruth Penney, studio fashion edi- form, will open an extended engage- William Mackenna was advanced t<
tor, has been commissioned an enment at the Little Carnegie The- McCann's former post. Mackenn;
Mex Pix to RKO
sign in the WAVES, will leave shortater, starting Dec. 1, on a con- is a brother of George Mackennr
ly
for
Northampton,
Mass.
Arlene
manager
of the
tinuous-run policy at pop. admis- man's
Havana (By Air Mail) — For the
Buffalo
house.Lafayette, Hay
first time, RKO will distribute Mex- Wannland, biller at the Boston sions.
ican pictures in Cuba. Deal has branch, has joined the WAACS and
Paul Ward Killed
been closed with Posa Films, Mex- leaves this week to start training Smaller Censor Board Proposed
at Des Moines. Peter Sprague, asican production company.
North Little Rock, Ark. — City
sistant shipper in Boston, has joined Council on Nov. 23 will consider an
Dover, O.— Paul Ward, of Flush
the Army. Howard Anderson of ordinance substituting a five-man ing. 0., manager of theaters ther
and at Scio, 0., was instantly kille
the home office mailing department,
his automobile crashed into
has enlisted in the Army, while Mark censor
member board
setup. for the present 12- when
box car near here.
Raymon, St. Louis salesman, has
joined the Army Air Force.
Chi. Houses Back War Bond Gifts
A farewell luncheon was given to
Married recently were Miss Jennie
Chicago — Both independent and
Protest Havana Tax
Boutilier, of Sydney, N. S., formerly Miss Penney. Charles Koerner, stu- circuit theaters will back the drive
dio chief, presented her with a port- for War Bonds for holiday gifts.
of Stellarton, N. S., and H. L. Mcable radio. Perry Lieber, studio
By Closing Houses
Neil, of Stellarton. The groom is
The
drive
will
start
during
the
week
and the publicity de- of Dec. 7.
manager of the Jubilee in Stellarton publicity head,
Havana (By Air Mail) — As a propartment gave her a writing case.
and Roxy in Westville, which adjoins
test against the new municipal
amusement taxes imposed by the
Stellarton. The couple went to Mont- News Guild Hears Willkie
real on their honeymoon.
Astor
Acquires
"Scandal"
Havana council, the National ExhibiAstor announces the purchase of
Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of
theaterstors'today.
Union has voted to close all
"Scandal for the Bride," from ArtCincinnati — Paramount's Betty the 20th-Fox board, last night ad- lee
Corp. and will release it nadressed the New York Newspaper
Cleary resigned to marry Ed Donotionally, Dec. 15.
van, now with the armed forces.
Guild.

Toronto — Enforcement of manpower regulations by National Selective Service Officials of the Do"Flight Surgeon," straight drama,
minion Government under which theis being written by Seena Owen.
ater and exchange employes and
Then comes "Imagine Us," the those of non-essential industries
story by Libby Block, and script were
to have been drafted for emwriters will be assigned this week.
ployment in war plants appears
Seventh will be the musical "The bogged because of crisis in Federal
Girls He Left Behind" co-starring Government circles following resigBetty Grable and Carmen Miranda.
nation of Elliott M. Little, a director
of Selective Service, claiming he was
PRC Adds Prints
Due to the flood of bookings which not given sufficient authoiity by
followed invasion of North Africa, cabinet ministers and little co-operation by political leaders.
including Libya, by American forces,
The result is that the extensive
PRC has found it necessary to order machinery for the wholesale transfer of workers from one business to
35 additional prints on "A Yank In
Lybia." Picture har been in gen- another appears to have broken down
eral release only a few weeks when and the proverbial monkey-wrench
the front-page story broke.
may make it impossible for draft
action affecting the film trade for
Ramler Invalided Home
months or until the situation is
Cincinnati — Frank Ramler, for- threshed out in next year's session
merly with Metro and subsequently of Parliament.
in training at Ft. Knox, has been
No calls have yet been received
sent home on temporary release, from selective service offices for thedue to a brain concussion suffered in
ater employes and are not likely to
an accident at camp, which brought be now because of the political row.
42 days hospitalization.
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See Deferment for
Mileage Rationing
(Continued from Page 1)

creasing as a result of the lack of
war industries in the interior states
and the consequent migration of
worke: s to sections that have war indu 'es, exhibs. of the West and
M:=rrest face another sizable drop
in patronage if nation-wide mileage
rationing is put into effect. Film
carriers of the interior would also
suffer severe cuts in their deliveries
of films.
Representative Johnson has been
authorized
to appoint a committee
(to draw up legislation calling for a
90-day postponement of the OPA
rationing date — Dec. 1. It is expected that such legislation will be
presented to the House Interstate
Commerce Committee Monday.
Chairman Lea of that committee has
already told the caucus its suggestions will be favorably received.
; The group rejected as "too weak"
a resolution offered earlier by Representative Johnson, which would
merely have put Congress on record
as opposed to nation-wide rationing.
The me: e recording of opposition is
not enough today, one member of
•the caucus told The Film Daily.
■'It's obvious that the Congress has
got to block this prog*ram."
Bills calling for a 90-day postponement for those states where
petroleum supplies are adequate for
the present and future and for complete abandoning of lationing plans
for those states were introduced on
the House floor Monday by Representative Victor Wickersham, (D.
Dkla.). Wickersham's action seems
r,o
have
crystallized
sentiment
against
rationing
in the
Lower
Chamber.
On the other side of the Capitol.
Senators Capper, (R., Kan.), and
Burton
K. Wheeler,
(D., Mont.),
I were added to the ranks of those who
! >ppose the OPA program. Wheeler
vrote Leon Henderson that rationing
should not be instituted on Monday
>ecause of the great distances and
Joor rail connections between cities.
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R6VI6WS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
ers a great multitude of filmgoers.
"The Fighting Spirit"
(Grantland
Rice Sportlight)
The Charles E. Roberts-George
Paramount
10 mins. Jeske yarn again has Errol in the
role of a husband scared of his
Topnotch
An excellent idea of what Navy wife. The action has to do with
flying cadets must go through be- Errol's attempt to keep his wife
fore they can call themselves flyers from finding out that he has been at
is conveyed by this short, which is a wild convention instead of on a
a worthy addition to the list of pa- hunting trip. His failure to rememtriotic subjects. The setting is the
ber certain events conspires to complicate the situation. Ben Holmes
campus of the University of North
Carolina, where the Government has given the film snappy direction.
conducts one of four pre-flight
schools providing 12 weeks of the
"Scrap
the Japs"
(Popeye)
most intensive and rigorous training
devised to toughen up Navy air Paramount
Amusing
6'/2 Mins
cadets, build up their fighting spirit
and make them thoroughly self-reAgain Popeye does heroic deeds —
liant. Splendidly photographed with
the Japs at the receiving end.
scenes show the youths indulging in Our hero is an aviator on a plane
every sport, every form of activity carrier when a Jap bomber moves
that will enhance their usefulness as into the picture. Popeye joins the
flying men for the nation. Put this chase and engages the Jap in battle
down as an A-l booking.
His antics, culminating in the capture of a battleship single-handed,
result in many hilarious moments.
"Touchdown Tars"
The film has a number of rather
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 mins. clever situations.
Tops
The making of the American gob
is depicted in superb fashion in this
short subject, shot at the U. S.
Naval Training Station at Great
Lakes. Among those on the training staff are names that have played
an important part in the nation's
football battles. Some of the pigskin luggers glimpsed in the short
are Bob Nelson, Cal Mullineaux, Bob
Sweigert, Bruce Smith, Jim Barber.
Pete Kmetovic, Ken Robeski, Bill
Crawford, Jim Danyell. It is these
men who are the nucleus of the station's potent football team. The
film closes with clips of the gridiron tussle with the University of
Michigan.

"Popular Science"
(J2-2)
Paramount
9 Mins.
Good
Paramount again dips into the
pool of science and comes up with
a reel that is always interesting and
entertaining. The film, which is in
Magnacolor, opens with glimpses of
the art of diamond cutting. Then
14 Employes Benefit
follow scenes showing_ a trailer with
By Goldberg Bequests
a roof that can be raised to provide
a two-story habitation. The rest of
San Francisco — Under terms of the footage is devoted to a marble
he will of the late Aaron Goldberg, manufacturer who gives away $20,'eteran exhhibitor of the bay area, 000 worth of the pellets every year
.4 employes are receiving bequests and to the production of the new
rom his estate of approximately Vultee warplane, the Vengeance, at
:200,000. Goldberg, who operated the company's Nashville plant. The
our theaters here and two in Oak- latter item is especially good.
and, left $250 each to employes who
lad been with him 15 years or more,
"Deer! Deer!"
100 each to employes of 10 years RKO
17 mins.
Routine
■ervice, and $50 each to employes
f five or more years.
Broad slapstick comedy is played
for all it is worth in this latest
theater Conference Nov. 27-29
Leon Errol comedy. It is the same
National Theater Conference holds old stuff done in extremely routine
I annual meeting at the Hotel Pic- fashion under the production banadillv Nov. 27-29. Among the
ner of Bert Gilroy. However, depeakers will be Maxwell Anderson,
spite all its faults, the film will provide considerable entertainment in
aa.) Green, Thomas Job, Florence
lyerson Colin Clements, Antoinette spots where the patrons are not too
'erry, Lem Ward.
particular, a statement which cov-

"Ray McKinley
and His Orchestra"
(Jamboree)
RKO
8 mins.
Okay for Jivers
This short speaks the language
of the jive addict. It is hot and
furious — thanks to the work of Ray
McKinley and his boys. The aggregation perpetrates its main assault
071 "St. Louis Blues," "Jive Bomber,"
an original by McKinley; and "Yank,
Yankee Doodle." The vocalizing is
entrusted to Imogene Lynn, whose
featured number is "Big Boy." McKinley keeps his drumsticks constantly in play throughout.

Warner's Holdovers
Running 40% Ahead
(Continued from Page 1)

over in 90 per cent of its bookings,
while "Now, Voyager" is being held
in 80 per cent of its situations. To
date "Gentleman Jim" has scored
holdovers in 85 per cent of its bookings, and to
"Gay
and similar
others
are said
be Sisters"
registering
records.

M-G-M
Air 'Lion's
Over theto Blue
NetworkRoar'
Roar" to promote new M-G-M pictures. Featuring Colonel Stoopnagle, the five-minute program will
be aired Monday through Friday at
7 p.m., EWT, on 54 Blue stations.
Col. Stoopnagle, supported by Announcer Fred Uttal, will emcee a
completely new departure in radio
production — a half-hour comedy
show condensed to five minutes.
M-G-M will not use a formal commercial.

$35,600 Netted in War
Bonds at Music Hall Rally
In a surprise War Bond rally at
the Radio City Music Hall Wednesday night, $35,600 worth of Bonds
were sold directly to the audience
by
a
"flying
125 theater
AWVS
members
whobrigade"
enteredof the
during each of the two evening stage

performances.
Ben Grauer, NBC announcer,
mounted the Music Hall stage to
make the Bond appeal following a
scene of the current stage spectacle
"Jasper and the Haunted House"
(Madcap Models)
Good
Paramount
7'/2 Mins. in which a stirring "Tribute to the
U. S. Marine Corps" is enacted by
the Music Hall cast in commemoration of the 167th birthday of the
George Pal's latest creation is
good fun for every members of the Marine Corps.
family. The action has to do with
a plot by a crow and scarecrow to
get possession of a pie which Jasper U.S. Seeking Photographers
is taking to the deacon at his
mother's order. The kid is lured into And Movie Technicians
a haunted house where he is dePhotographers and motion picture
prived of the pie and scared into
hiding. A ghost comes upon the technician positions throughout the
scene. When his tormentors come U. S., its territories and possessions,
out of hiding upon the departure are to be filled through civil service
of the ghost, Jasper gets enough applicants, it is announced by the
U. S. Civil Service Commission. Pocourage to belabor them.
sitions pay from $1,440 to $3,800 a
year. The majority of vacancies
occur
at
the lower salaries. Both
"Johnny Long and His Orchestra"
men and women may apply for the
(Jamboree)
RKO
8 mins.
Jam for the Young
positions.
In the motion picture field, camHere is a jam session that should
eramen, film and sound technicians,
bring a strong response from the and projectionists are needed by
younger crowd. Johnny Long and Federal agencies turning out films
his orchestra are put through a ser- to record war action and to instruct
ies of musical gymnastics against soldiers and civilians in new jobs.
an attractive background representInterested persons may secure aping a paee from a music score. The
plication forms at first- or secondaggregation performs nicely, with class post offices. Applications must
Lon<Y using a violin as h's pron. The be filed with the Commission's Washband is assisted by Gene Williams,
ington office. They will be accepted
the Four Teens and Helen Young, until the needs of the service are
who is the featured vocalist.
met.
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Army lo Have 1,000
Theaters in Camps
(Continued from Page 1)

Engineers
in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
This proposed growth means that
the Army will add some 300 more
theaters to its current chain which,
as of yesterday, Murray declared,
was some 700 stands, or 300 more
than existed at the time of our
entry into the war last December.
600 Per Cent Increase
Tracing the phenomenal strides
which have been made since Oct. 5,
1940, when the Army had only 100
film houses, Murray cited the fact
the past two years have witnessed
a 600 per cent increase in theaters
operated, and that this has been accomplished with an increase of but
275 per cent in civilian employes. —
the expansion here being from 81
to 304 employes. Capacity of these
700 theaters is a little over 500,000
seats. Each week 4,630 programs
are exhibited.
Speaking of motion pictures provided for soldiers in combat areas,
he stated this form of entertainment
is supplied without charge, with
current releases in 16 mm. form, and
that the work is carried on by an
agency of the Special Service Division known as the Overseas Motion Picture Service, U. S. Army,
in the organization of which the U.
S. Army Motion Picture Service assisted and to which it bears the relation of adviser. All expenses except film cost are paid from appropriated funds.
Lauds
Overseas
Aid
Murray lauded the motion picture
industry at this point for its patriotic aid to the men overseas.
"The film, sufficient in quantity to
insure at least three programs a
week for all overseas forces, is donated to the Armed Forces by the
American film industry, a magnifigift of that
severalthemillion
dollars."
He centsaid
film is
made
available without regard to release
in this country, with the result that
soldiers in far-flung parts of the
world conceivably may see pictures
before their home folks have the opportunity. As an example, a picture was shown on May 10, 1942, to
soldiers in Iceland, and it was not
shown anywhere in this country until July of that year.
Scope of the Army Motion Picture Service includes operation of
War Dept. theaters in the 48 States
District of Columbia, Alaska, Newfoundland, Bermuda and the Trinidad Sector of the Caribbean Defense
Command. Service for posts in the
Hawaiian Department and the Puerto Rico and Panama Section is provided by similar organizations under the direction and control of the
commanders thereof.
Credit to Projectionists
Credit was given by Murray to
the Army projectionists, most of
whom never saw a projector until

TO THE

COLORS!

MILTON PLATT, for the past
year booker at the RKO Radio Washington branch, and before that in
the home office for 12 years, was inducted in the Army yesterday. Piatt
has been temporarily assigned to
Fort Dix, N. J.
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BEN ROSCOE, JR., who acted as
co-ordinator of Western Star Minute
Men for War Bonds and Stamps,
personally exploiting Art Davis and
Bill "Cowboy Rambler" Boyd, PRC
stars, on their recent tour throughout the country, has resigned to enlist in the U. S. Marines as a combat
correspondent.

JOE LEWIS, who directed "Secrets
of a Co-Ed" for PRC and who is
Avoca, Pa.— TOM GALLAGHER,
now in the Signal Corps on Long
Island, has been promoted to a top projectionist at the Palace Theater,
enlisted in the Army. A member of
sergeant.
Local 120, IATSE and MPMO, he is
LOU POWELL of Mort Blumen- the son of Mike Gallagher, manager
of the Pastime Theater in Duryea,
stock's department at Warner Bros. Pa.
has enlisted in the Coast Guard. He
is now in training at Manhattan
Memphis — M. A. LIGHTMAN,
Beach.
JR., manager of the Malco Theater,
Cheyenne, Okla. — ELMER D. has been inducted into the Army Air
ROOK, owner of the Rook Theater Forces as a private and is now staat Dodd's Field, San Antonio,
here has joined the Army and is sta- Tex. Ationed younger
brother, Richard is
tioned at Lordsburg, N. M., where
he is Assistant Theater Officer. Mrs. an ensign in the Navy. They are
sons
of
the
president
of Malco cirRook is managing the local house cuit.
during the absence of her husband.
BILL NORTON, publicist for RKOAlbee, Providence, for past four
vears, is now chief specialist in the
U. S. Coast Guard, assigned to
Providence. His wife succeeds him
handling Albee's publicity matter.

Dover, N. H.— JAMES BECKINGHAM, former assistant manager of
the Strand Theater here and now
seaman second class in the Navy,
has been transferred to a new training school at Portsmouth, R. I.
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New Dimout Ruling
Stuns Mass. Exhibs.
(Continued from Page 1)

stead of a dimout to all intents and
The new order effective Nov. 30.
purposes.
will extend from the coast of Massachusetts and Rhode Island 40.dHles
inland and will affect suchieir ies
as Wo:cester, Providence, Fitcii_ -. rg
Framingham, Fall River, New Bedford, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and
others previously untouched by the
dimout.
No signs whatever will be permitted to burn at night. All windows
must be darkened to 15 watt effectiveness, virtually a complete blackout. According to General Miles,
who amplified the order at a meeting of the New England Council of
Governors in the Hotel Statler yesterday, the order is absolutely necessary to protect the New England
coast.
Leading picture theater men at
once said that while they feared
that the new order would seriously
affect business, which has been better than in years, they would obey it.
without question and would aid in
every possible way to see that the
blackout was strictly enforced.

Utica Colonial, Dark
Three Years, to Reopen

98% of Detroit Branch
Personnel Aid War Chest

Buffalo Exhibs. to Talk
War Activities Monday

Detroit — Detroit's War Chest committee is undertaking systematic
solicitation of the local exchanges for
the first time, and has achieved 98
per cent subscription, the highest
on record. Committee setup is headed by Frank Wetsman and Alex
Schreiber, with John McPherson,
Chief Barker of Variety Club,
handling exchange
solicitations.
their inductions and enlistments into
the Army, for the amazingly low
damage to film. Out of 1,695,620,000 feet projected in War Dept.
stands during the past 12 months,
only 82.967 feet, or .0051 per cent,
was damaged. Throughout its
existence, the Service has lost five
buildings by fire, but not one of
these losses was the result of a film
fire.
Among other highlights of the
highly informative address were (1)
that no censorship is attempted other
than over those pictures which portray U. S. Army life and activities;
(2) in booking of film the Service
functions as the agent of each post
commander; (3) program schedule
involves five changes per week, —
the two best pictures are shown for
two days each and the next best
three films are shown for one day
each: (4) every effort has been made
«o_that no legitimate grounds could
°xist for charges of unfair competition by the Army; (5) rates of admission are 15c for single admissions and 12c when coupon books,
containing coupons good for 10 ad-

Buffalo
— Local
exhibs.'
tion in war
activities
is participascheduled
for consideration Monday at a meeting in the Variety Club, called by
Hudson — The Harry Lamont Cir
A. Charles Hayman, president of
MPTO of New York State, Inc. cuit has closed the Strand, but the
Elimination of duals, Victory films, house will be reopened shortly by
the December Bond drive, fuel con- Norm Pratt.
servation and co-operation in blackouts are topics expected to be dealt
Albany — Sam Davis, who has operated the Phoenicia, Phoenicia, for
with by the Buffalo exhibs.
the past two years, has closed the
missions, are purchased at a cost theater for an indefinite period.
of $1.20; and (6) that at present approximately 5,000 enlisted men are
employed in Army theaters at a to- Saturday Midniaht Show
tal payroll of over $1,600,000 a year, At WB's Earle, Washington
this sum being the aggregate of
tht. Army pay to enlisted men ap- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAID
pointed to theater positions by the
Washington — To care for the en
Theater Officer.
tertainment needs of Washington's
Three other papers by Army Moswelling
population,
Warner
Bros.'
Earle
Theater
is trying
Saturday
tion Picture Service authorities
were delivered at last night's meet- midnight shows. The late show begins at midnight, offering the coming, and, in each instance their techplete stage and screen offering of
nical contents were illustrated by the week.
slides. Charles Welpley, architect,
More than 1700 paid their way
had as his topic "Construction of
in last week, and a performance has
War Department Theaters"; M. D.
announced for tomorrow. IfKiczales, mechanical engineer, been
the attendance holds up, subsequent
"Heating, Ventilating and Air Con- midnighters will be programmed.
ditioning of War Department Theaters"; and George L. Bub, chief Rites for Martha Immerman
sound engineer, "Sound and Projec
Chicago — Funeral services will be
tion Equipment in War Department
held today for Martha Immerman
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, head of sister of Walter Immerman, B & K
Theaters."
SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section, pre- general manager, and Elmer Immer
sided, and the session was largely man, B & K personnel manager
attended, not only by Society mem- Burial will be from the Knapp Mortuary to the Glen Oak Mausoleum. A
bers but by representatives of varilarge
number from the film trade [
will attend.
ous wings of the industry.

Utica — Colonial, dark for the past
three years, will open for motion
pictures and an occasional vaudeville policy, under the aegis of a
Utica restaurateur. House was last
operated by Nate Robbins.
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SEE USHERLESS HOUSES AS MANPOWER FADES
War Puts Small -Town Exhib. in Serious Plight
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

=By

ANDREW

H. OLDER=
—WASHINGTON

THE salary question and Lowell Mellett's
stand on double bills remain the chief
topics of conversation around here. Some
relief on salary seems to be forthcoming
within the next few days, but no one
will even guess what it might be. Most
sympathy goes to the younger talent who,
under present regulations, can't cash in
on their increasing popularity. . . . Mellett
has a thick sheaf of telegrams from exhibitor groups and others backing him up on
the dual bill question. The pile is growing,
and should provide some pleasant reading
for the OWI pix chief when he returns
this week from the Coast.

•

•

WPB'S Harold Hopper's in a quick trip to
Hollywood on the raw stock situation.

Situation Said Becoming
Worse in Towns That Have
No War Order Industries
Conditions arising out of the war
are sounding the death knell of the
exhibitor in many of the nation's
small towns where war industry
does not exist, with the situation
becoming steadily worse, according
to reports received from every corner of the county.
Theatermen in communities with
no war activity to depend upon for
business are watching with troubled
eyes the continuing drift of the population to defense areas and the increasing impact of rationing upon
(.Continued on Page 4)

Fix Attendance Hours
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FEAR RUIN IFF
DUALS BANNED

Scarcity of ushers and other theater personnel is becoming so acute
that independent and circuit operators are predicting that usherless
theaters are likely to be a reality
Boston — Declaring that any move in the very near future. Already a
to single features at this time might number of theaters are experimentwreck the smaller and independent
ing with the policy of letting their
theaters in New England, the Lev- patrons find their own seats.
In Portland, Ore., Phil Carlin, who
enson circuit and Independent Exhibitors, Inc., have sent a protest operates the Taylor Street, Lincoln
against the proposed elimination of and Blue Bird Theaters, has anauals to Lowell Mellett.
nounced the closing of the Blue Bird
The telegraphic statement said due to the inability to get competent
(Continued on Page 7)
that "at the present time it would
be physically impossible for many
of the independent theaters in New
England to shift to the single features and any such attempt must be
regarded as prejudicial in favor of
New

England Indies

Such a Move

Brand

as "Suicidal"

Trade-WPB Parley

only
larger theaters."
A the
spokesman
for the Levenson
circuit said that the whole move
against
double
features
was, in his
The city's theaters no longer will
be allowed to admit unaccompanied opinion, an attempt to put the little
they can't always get Douglas fir. . . . under-age children before 3 p.m. or fellows out of business or to seri• The question of more typewriters for
ously cripple
them by forcing them
after 5 p.m. during week days. The(Continued on Page 4)
studios is a tough one on which Hopper's
ater men were notified to this effect
conferring
with producers.
on Friday by License Commissioner
Paul Moss. The restriction, which
COMPULSORY manpower legislation does not apply on week-ends, went
seems pretty definitely on the shelf into effect immediately. The Moss
...

• One complaint of the producers' inability to secure sufficient lumber for sets,
has been pretty well ironed out, although

•

•

now — at least until results of the Manning
Table questionnaires
are available. . . .
• Lillian Roth, appearing here at the new
Treasure Island subway nitery, joined Lynn
Allison, Eveyln Knight, Sammy Stept, Little Jack Little and radio newsmen Baukhage and Fulton Lewis, Jr., in a show for
servicemen the other day at the National
Press Club ... • On the docket for
an appointment to WBP this week is
Hollywood agent, Charlie Feldman. Wonder how many other agents are looking for
new jobs?
THE

strictest secrecy was maintanied by

WB's story chief, Jake Wilk, when he
I blew into town last week to catch "The
| Merry Widow," at the National. He didn't
go just for the show, we're sure, but he
won't tell whom he wanted to see in action.
... • George Murphy in town for a

(Continued on Page 3)

Warner Newsreel to Hit
Multiple Buying Practice

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Oct. Tax Collections Soar
Levy Receipts Hit $14,694,966

Graham, Brooklyn, Files
For Clearance Reduction

Charging unreasonable clearance,
the Stephens Theater Corp., operating the Graham Theater, Brooklyn,
has docketed a demand for arbitration in the New York City tribunal.
news still section, have The five consenting companies were

couple. of days winding up a tour with "The
Navy Comes Through," which took him from
Frisco to the Great Lakes to the Carolinas,
stopping at service posts all the way. . . .
• Bill Nelson and Bob Moffatt, both formerly with OWI's
(Continued on Page 4)

No Drastic Cut in
Raw Stock— Hopper

Hollywood — The Government does
Chicago — Warners
impending
in- not contemplate any drastic cuts in
vasion of the newsreel field, tenta- film stock quotas, according to Harold Hopper. He also declared that
tively announced for Jan. 1, with a
will not be told how
reel which, it is promised, will em- 1 the industry
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 9)

Admission

(Continued on Page 3)

Lack of Competent Help
Closes Oregon Theater;
Service Situation Acute

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Rising slightly more
than a million dollars over the September count, October admission tax
collections reached the high of $14,694,996.93, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue announced Saturday. Collections were more than double the
$6,812,275.12 figure for October,
1941.
Of the total, $2,060,825.08
came
(Continued on Page 9)

May Discuss Duals

Issues concerning conservation,
priorities and double features are
expected to be discussed in Washington tomorrow when the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors In(Continued on Page 3)

WB Meet in Hub Today,
In Pittsburgh Tomorrow
Boston — A meeting
of Warners
district managers
in the Eastern
territory will be held here today,
(Continued on Page 9)

SAG Has Rider Plan
For Free-Lance Pacts
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — To combat uncertainty
about what type of commitments an
actor can safely make, the Screen
Actors Guild has authorized freelance players and studios to bargain
for assignments in a freely competitive manner and to express by a
rider attached to contracts the agreement that the studio can pay the
actor only at his frozen level until
such time as the actor can prove
that he is authorized to receive additional salary agreed upon. If the
actor cannot get the authorization
he will not be bound to the contract.
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FINANCIAL
NEW
Am. Seat

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Close

Col. Picts. vet. (2l/2%)
9%
97/8
97/8+
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East.
Kodak
140'/4 140
140
+
do pfd
Cen.
Prec.
Eq
143/8
14l/4
141/4
Loew's, Inc
443/8
43 Vz
44
+
Paramount
16%
16%
16% +
Para.
1st pfd
118
118
118
—
RKO
31/2
31/2
31/2 +
RKO
$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
.. 14%
13%
143/8 +
20th Century-Fox pfd
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
6%
6%
6% +
do pfd
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56 100% 1005/8 100%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
102
102
102
+
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
5-16
y4
%
Sonotone Corp
2%
2%
2%
Technicolor
73/4
73/4
73/4
Trans-Lux
1
1
1
Universal
Picts

Picture and Distributor
For Me and My Cal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— 5th week
Now, Voyager
(Warner Bros. Pictures)— 5th week
The Moon
and Sixpence
(United
Artists-Loew-Lewin) — 4th week
George
Washington
Slept Here
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)— 4th week
One of Our Aircraft is Missing (United Artists) — 4th week
Springtime in the Rockies
(Twentieth Century-Fox)— 3rd week
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio Pictures)— 2nd week
The
Navy Comes Through
(RKO
Radio Pictures) — 2nd week
I Married
a Witch
(United
Artists)
Road
to Morocco
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd
week
Streets
of Chance
(Paramount
Pictures)
Iceland
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Seven Miles from Alcatraz
(RKO Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
Prisoner of Japan
(Producers
Releasing Corp.)
(a)
Outlaws of Pine Ridge
(Republic
Pictures)
(a)

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
In the Rear of the Enemy
The Baker's Wife
(World

(Artkino
Pictures)

Pictures) — 7th week-dubbed
(b)

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

The
Avengers
(Paramount
Pictures) — Nov.
24
The War Against Mrs. Hadley
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer)— Nov.
Gentleman Jim (Warner Bros. Pictures) — Nov. 26
Star Spangled Rhythm (Paramount Pictures) — Dec. 30
Life 'Begins at 8:30 (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
You
Were
Never Lovelier
(Columbia
Pictures)
(c)
Night
Monster
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
White
Cargo
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
Tales
of Manhattan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Hidden
Hand
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Net
Chg.
%

Va

%
%

1

Formby Boxoffice Editor;
Kann to Quigley as V-P
William G. Formby becomes editor and head of the New York editorial office of Boxoffice on Jan. 1
when Maurice "Red" Kann leaves
the trade magazine to return to
Quigley Publications as vice-president. Kann has been editor-in-chief
of Boxoffice since 1938.
Formby has been with the Ben
Shlyen oganizaiton for 15 years as
editor and managing editor at the
Kansas City publishing headquarters, i

♦

in English

Stanley
World

♦

25

Rivoli
Criterion
Strand
Paramount
Roxy
Music
Hall
Rialto
Capitol
Palace
Palace

current bill.

Miami Beach, Fla. — Establishment
of the first motion picture unit of
the Army Air Force will follow the
completion of officer training school
courses by four Hollywood production men. The quartet, now in
training, includes Lt. Norman Krasna, writer-producer; Lt. Scott Welbourne, cinematographer; Cjapt.
Warren Low,
film editor
an^ "g.t.
Bertram
Teitelbaum,
art dire^
/.
Unit will be established in Hollywood upon graduation of the officers
but Lt. Krasna will direct a short,
probably starring 2nd Lt. Clark
Gable, before going to the Coast.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller

CARY

GRANT

•

'ONCE UPON

COminG AM) GOIDG
F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universal Southern division manager, returned this morning after meeting with the Indianapolis and Cincinnati branch
forces.
FRED MEYERS, U's Eastern division manager
returned
yesterday from
a Boston
meeting.
E. T. GOMERSALL, Universal Western division manager, leaves Friday for meetings with
the Chicago. Milwaukee and Detroit branches.
RENE CLAIR, arrives in New
for a short stay.

%
V4
4>/2
%

Follows

Theater
Astor
Hollywood
Rivoli
Strand
Globe
Roxy
Music Hall
Criterion
Capitol
Paramount
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New
York
New York

Army Air Force Plans
Own Motion Picture Unit

In

HARRY WARNER, accompanied by (AMES
COSTON. Warner Zone manager, left Chicago
for the Coast
Friday.

(November 20)

Parade EI

York, tomorrow,

S. BARRET McCORM'ICK. director of advertising and publicity for RKO Radio, left Friday for Hollywood.
NORMAN AYERS, Eastern district manager
day. Warners, was a New York visitor on Frifor

EDDIE MAILLARD, formerly of Warners' New
York exchange and now a Staff Sergeant and
flying instructor at Coffeyville, Kans., is in
New York for a two-week furlough.
DOROTHY TREE, who has just completed
her role in Warners' "Edge of Darkness," arrived in New York over the week-end.
MIKE NASH, owner of the Ritz Theater
California, Mo., and his son, HARRY NASH,
are in Florida for a vacation.
BOB HOPE, left Saturday for
where he headlines a Red Cross
jumping to Dayton, O., to stage
sored broadcast from
Patterson

Leo

HALL

Center

GINGER

ROGERS

McCarey's

A HONEYMOON"

An RKO Radio Picture
Gala Stage Revue
• Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES

*-"™*"'»

CESAR ROMERO

Columbus, O.,
benefit before
his next sponField.

N. PETER RATHVON, president of RKO, and
chairman of the board of RKO Radio Pictures
has arrived at the company's Hollywood studios]
STEVE TRILLING, assistant to J. L. Warner,
vice-president in charge of production for
Warners, left over the week for the Coast following a week of conferences in New York.

Local 702 Negotiating
For RKO Lab. Technicians

Bioff Asks Dismissal
Of Suit by Paramount

Contract for a group of 14 film
laboratory technicians, who were recently organized at RKO, is being
negotiated between the company and
the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE,
it was learned on Friday. Maj. Leslie Thompson is representing RKO,
while John J. Francavilla, president
of Local 702, is sitting in for the

William Bioff on Friday filed answer to the suit of Paramount Pictures against him and George E.
Browne in Federal Court which seeks
the return of $100,000 paid to the
defendants under duress between
May, 1936, and January, 1938. Bioff
denies receiving any payments and
asks for dismissal of the suit.

EHECOTa
SONJA

HENIE

- JOHN

PAYNE

"ICELAND"
—

and —

'SEVEN MILES From ALCATRAZ'
James

Craig

-

Bonita

Granville

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News

Louis M. Rubens Dead
Chicago — Funeral services for
Louis M. Rubens, 65, president of
the Joliet Theater Co., Joliet, will
be held this morning at the Jewish
Synagogue in Joliet. Survivors include his wife, Jules and Maury Rubens, Great States Theaters executives, and three sisters.

Sonjo Henie &
A

STARS
CENTER

Arthur id.

Musical

Wirt* present

Icetravaganza

ON

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center, CO. 8-5474
America'! Only Ice Theater

Evgt. Inel. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Holiday Matinees:
November 26. 27. 28 & 29
Mall Orders Promptly
Filled

■KJT

V%te
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ruling applies even in cases where
matrons are on duty, it was said.
Commissioner Moss declined to
give any reason for the order. It
was rumored that he had acted at
t]-JE=asistence of Mayor LaGuardia.
TV, cer circuits were at a loss to
explain the purpose of the ruling.
The only conceivable explanation
was that the mayor was prompted
by a desire to cut down truancy.
In several instances Moss's order
was regarded as practically superfluous. One such case is the Loew's
circuit. It has been the practice of
the circuit not to throw open its
children sections in theaters until
after school hours. The practice in
effect denies admission to unaccompanied under-age children before 3
p.m. The sections are kept in operation only up to a reasonable hour,
according to a spokesman for the
circuit.
It was indicated late Friday that
the circuits would hold a series of
meetings
on the Moss
ruling.

Govt. Plans No Drastic
Raw Stock Cut — Hopper
(Continued from Page 1)

many or what type pictures it should
make.
Hopper said that Hollywood has
been co-operating in every way possible but that the big shortage is
lumber and it may become necessary for studios to use much secondhand lumber.

WB Plans Prize Fund
For Newsreel Coverage
As a stimulus to individual enterprise among newsreel cameramen,
Warners announces that it plans to
establish a prize fund for the best
coverage in various fields.

"Ice Capades" Premiere
In Pittsburgh Dec. 24
Republic's "Ice Capades Revue,"
will have its premiere at the J. P.
Harris Theater in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
on Dec. 24.

(Continued from Page

An Essential Weapon:
•

•

•

PITY that all the world could not have been present at the

Motion Picture Pioneers' Annual Dinner in the Waldori-Astoria on Thursday night!
For had such been possible, the great role which the
American iilm industry is playing in this war would have been at once
impressed, and indelibly, upon every mind ...... It would further iire the
pride and appreciation oi our leaders and our people, and send a chill
through
our enemies
in their contemplation
that this instrumentality
of peace could be such a potent factor (indeed a weapon) in war
The armed services themselves know the value of films because they have
learned through experience
They have seen their employment on
the fighting fronts
They have seen them at work, too, at home
That is why Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborne, Chief of the War Dept.'s
Morale Division so potently praised our industry and the invaluable
efforts of its rank and file at the Pioneers' dinner

To Phil M., a lit-

tle incident occurred in the Waldorf-Astoria's elevator and in the Starlight

the chap admonished with this: "The General doesn't want to be separated from the film!"
Separation of film from the armed forces
would indeed be a tragedy, so essential is it

T
«

*

•

THIS

▼

T

latter point was forcefully made in the course of the

dinner by Col. William Mason
pictures are just as essential

Wright, Jr
We quote: "Motion
as rations, blankets, or the Medical

Corps"
The representatives of the Navy
present, and virtually every speaker, echoed
films

and the Marine Corps
the indispensability of

It must have thrilled these, as it did our industry -ites present, to learn at first hand some of the details of what filmland folks and

their aides are doing to win the war
in accepting the Pioneers' scroll awarded
mittee Again we quote:

T

▼

This, Francis S. Harmon

told

to the War Activities Com-

▼

• • • "I ACCEPT on behalf of more than 12,000 exhibitors who
this very evening have been playing one of the 24 informational films
now in release for our Government
The workers in theater booths
who
are waiving
overtime
pay for tonight's last screening
of these
shorts as their contribution to the program ...... The 625 truck drivers
of the various film carriers who are hauling these Government films over
the road without cost for the more than 300 film exchanges where
thousands of bookers, inspectors, clerks and exchange managers have
been servicing these releases in addition to their regular duties
The trailer experts
of National
Screen
Service
The cameramen
and editorial staffs of our newsreels
who
are bringing
this global
war home to us through pictures
The studio workers in Hollywood
The writers, directors, cameramen
and
sound
engineers
who

Harpo

Karloff
Brad
King
Marx
Hobart Henley
Rosefta Duncan

Briggs,
J. O'Connor,
Peter
Rathvon, J.Herman
Robbins,N. W.
F.
Rodgers, Grad Sears, E. I. Sponable,
James Wolcott, C. R. Collins, A. F.
Cummings, William German, Joseph
Hazen, Paul O'Brien, Ed Peskay
and Norton V. Ritchey.

Graham, Brooklyn, Files
For Clearance Reduction

Roof's lobby which somehow symbolized the value of films to the armed
forces
We rode up in the elevator with the General ..... Beside
him stood one of the hotel's employes with a square box containing
Frank Capra's "Prelude To War," which Osborne personally brought
to the dinner for showing to the Pioneers and their distinguished guests
When one of the officers of the Pioneers sought to take the bundle
of film from the hotel attache, as Osborne alighted at the Starlight Roof,

through the Research Council have produced at cost 104 training films
for our armed services, with scores of others now in production
The
workers at Eastman and DuPont who have turned out the splendid gift of
13,500,000 feet of raw stock which the laboratory men at Consolidated,
DeLuxe and DuArt, at Pathe, Paramount and Warner Labs are using for
16 mm. prints of our entertainment films sent
(Continued on Page 10)

abroad for free showing

1)

dustry Advisory Committee holds
its regular monthly meeting with
WPB officials.
Because of the recent attack on
duals by Illinois Allied and the repercussions from Lowell Mellett's
proposal
for the
elimination of twin
bills,voluntary
it is believed
by
some committee members that the
subject will come up for serious
discussion.
Representing the industry on the
committee are Barney Balaban,
Nicholas M. Schenck, 0. Henry

(Continued from Page 1)

named defendants with Century
Theaters, Inc., Triad Operating
Corp. and the Avenue U Theater
Corp. as interested parties.
Complainant contends that the
seven-day clearance granted to the
Nostrand, Sheepshead and Avenue
U
day.Theaters over the Graham is unreasonable. Relief is sought in the
elimination of all clearance or the
reduction of the clearance to one

10 Portland, Ore., Nabes
Sponsoring New Air Show
Portland, Ore. — Ten local nabes
are sponsoring co-operatively a new
radio show, "The Billboard of the
Air," on Station KXL.

Golden State Tests Strand
San Francisco — The Golden State
nabe circuit, which controls more
than 20 houses in San Francisco, has
taken over the Strand, a downtown
subsequent-run, for a 60-day "operating trial." Fred Curtis has been
placed as temporary manager of the
Strand.

WEDDING

BELLS

I. H. Levine, Metro Premium manager for Connecticut, announces the
marriage of his daughter, Ruth, to
Robert Olderman of Ansonia, and
his son, Lt. Seymour Levine to Ida
Gordon, of Stratford.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harriette Haddon,
Warners contract player will be married today to Corp. Hilliard Marks,
brother of Mary Livingston. Ceremony will take place at the Jack
Benny home.
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Small-Town Exhibs.'
Plight Said Serious
{Continued from Page 1)

the lives of those upon whom they
lean for their livelihood. The draft
and now the heavy enlistment of
'teen age youth have further added
to the exhibitors' woes in such localities. Blackouts haven't helped their
business any, either. Theater men
not already affected by gas rationing shudder at the thought of what
will happen to their already disrupted business when the limitation
of gas sales is extended to the enure nation.
Mid-West Hardest Hit
Exhibitors in the Middle West are
the ones hit hardest by war conditions. They have not been able
to share to any extent in the benefits of the nation's war effort, the
country's chief war factory centers
being in the East and West. On the
Eastern and Western seaboards the
story is different. The heavy concentration of war plants there has
fattened theater earnings about 30
per cent, according to estimates.
Upper New York State offers an
excellent example of what is happening to theater men in many of
cur small towns. It is reported that
the majority of small communities
there have been so hard hit by war
developments that they have been
forced to shutter. Even the hunting
season has failed them. Reason: Inability of the hunting faternity to
procure ammunition and other hunting supplies.
Schools as Opposition
The situation upstate is said to
have been further complicated by
the growing competition offered by
schools equipped for 35 mm. exhibition. According to reports, in some
districts there are more schools than
theaters showing pictures. Exhibitors hit by this condition complain
that distributors make it a practice
of offering product to the schools at
more attractive terms.
The plight of the independent exhibitor in small towns not fed by
war activity is attributed in part
by the theaterman to the refusal of
the distributors to take cognizance
of the changes caused by the war in
setting percentage deals.

Rosten's WRC Article
On Trade's War Role
December issue of Woman's Home
Companion, which hit the stands Friday tells the story of the film industry's contribution toward winning
the war in a comprehensive article
by Leo C. Rosten, who recently
made an intensive study of Hollywood on a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation.
Rosten's own conclusion, after
summarizing the industry's war activities, is: ". . . Hollywood has
signed up with all its heart and
skills; the make-believe world is
in dead earnest now."

War Conditions Close Eight in Denver Area
With Gas Rationing Certain to Shutter More
Denver — Eight closings in the Denver area indicates the trend from smaller
communities to those having war industries. The Vida at Cripple Creek has
been closed by Charles Diller, with the gold mine closing order of the Government
a contributing factor. Others closing are the Plains, Eads; Pix, Johnstown; the
Mora and Monterey, Mora, N. M.; Bayard, Bayard, Neb.; Mt. Sopris, Carbondale,;
Avon, Moorecroft, Wyo.
And more closings are to be expected with gas rationing, since at present
many small town theaters figure at least 30 per cent of their trade is rural,
some of it coming from as far as 30 miles.

Exhibs. Fear Ruin
if Duals Are Banned

Ed Fisher to Head WAC
Publicity In Northern Ohio

{Continued from Page 1)
Cleveland — Ed Fisher, Loew pubto adhere to a policy of the larger
licity director here, has been appointed publicity chairman for the
theaters only. The spokesman said
that the resolution sent to Mellett WAC covering all of northern Ohio.
met with unanimous approval and As such Fisher has appointed the
will be endorsed by other organi- following members of his committee: Toledo: Ralph Lawlor, manager
zations and circuits in New England
if necessary.
Paramount Theater; Lima: Wallace
"New England is definitely com- "Doc" Elliott, Warner city manmitted to the double feature policy
ager; Marion: George Plank, manat this time and any effort to change
ager Palace; Mansfield: Grattan
that policy would be suicidal in the Johnson, manager Ohio; Youngsextreme," the official said.
town: Jack Hynes, manager Paramount; Akron: Frank Hensen, Loew
manager; Canton: Walter Kessler,
Anti-Duals Move Gaining
Loew manager; Cleveland: J. Knox
Western Michigan Support
Strachan, Warner theater publicity
Detroit — Move for single bills director.
started rolling by Allied Theaters
William N. Skirball, head of the
of Michigan convention at Grand Skirball circuit, is general chairman
Rapids, is gathering weight like a of WAC activities in this territory.
snowball, according to Clive R.
Waxman, head of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., western Michigan
Sports Scribes All-Out
booking co-operative.
"The transition will not be easy, For "Gentleman Jim"
unless, by Government edict, all
New York sports writers proved
houses will change overnight,"
Waxman told The Film Daily. "The their sportsmanship over the weekchiseling type of smaller theater
end. Invited by Mort Blumenstock
which has not progressed with the to a special showing of "Gentleman
Jim"
at the Warner home office
times will still try to offer 'more
Thursday, the scribes not only atfor less admission'.
tended 100 per cent but went all-out
"It is true that it was not necessarily the last run exhibitor who in praise for the picture and for
started double billing, and also true Errol Flynn's performance as Jim
that the trend to singles must be Corbett. Also present at the screenstarted with the prior runs. But
ing was Corbett's widow — for the
if there is enough unanimity of third time. Sporting editors around
thought among later run houses, the country are showing keen interest in the picture, and this is exenough weight can be brought to
pected to prove a strong exhibitor
bear upon the earlier runs.
"In a city the size of Grand Rap- aid in exploiting local engagements.
ids, the admission differential, between first- and last-runs, is so stock conservation is advocated by
small as to force the last-run into Harry C. Arthur, F & M exec, alsome additional form of attraction
ready in the forefront of the antito continue to draw patronage. To duals move here.
increase admissions in the first-runs
Arthur declares an appreciative
right now would be disastrous, and amount of film footage could be
might be regarded by the public as saved by "the elimination of endless
another means of gouging more credits which now precede all film
money out of them.
productions, credits to producers, associate producers, directors, photo"The later runs cannot increase
prices unless the prior runs do so
graphers, and scenarists."
first. The only answer is outright
"A great portion of this footage
singles, preferably by Government can easily be saved, merely by listedict, so that the exhibitor will be
ing them all on one frame, in the
protected against the angry reaction name of economy," suggests Arthur.
from some of his customers who still "We fully appreciate that credit is
prefer to sit through a double bill." due these worthies, but we also appreciate that, if these vital materials are actually necessary, every
Arthur, F & M Exec, Asks
one
involved
would gladly surrender
Screen Credit Reduction
his billing if he or she knew it
St Louis — Material
reduction
in would net additional bullets for men
screen credits as a means
of raw on the fighting fronts."

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
{Continued from Page 1)

gone with Vocafilm, making training films
for the Navy at the Washington Navy Yard.

•

•

EXHIBITORS in the Northeast who haven't
*~ yet been able to obtain stokers would
do well to try again. Evidence of such attempts will be most impressive to fuel
rationing boards, proving that an attempt
was made to convert. Class A (^ p-s
will be made available insofar as pu. Jfe
whenever the dollars and cents saving
in oil appears to be greater than the cost
of stoker installation. Apply to the WPB
plumbing and heating section, reference
L-75. For Class B stokers (less than 60
pounds) there will be no priority assistance for new installations. ... • More
expansion seems to be in order for the
Navy's training film program. Likewise
the Army. Looks as if Washington is
completely sold on the value of films for
training. ... • Monroe Greenthal, with
WPB on the salvage campaign, says his
outfit's very happy about the co-operation
it's been getting from Hollywood on the
silk stocking drive. Stills of Marlene
Dietrich, Laraine Day, Maureen O'Hara,
Grace MacDonald and others and Fox's
Movietone shots of Alice Faye and Lynn
Bari in a co-operative mood have been invaluable ingetting across the message, says
Greenthal.

•

I OOK

•

for more Negro films inspired by

L Washington. OWI and the Department
of Agriculture have shorts ready to go out
now, and a number more are in the works.
. . . • A one-reeler blasting the Nazi
race theories, originally considered by OWI,
is now being researched by a large Hollywood studio, with OWI blessing. . . .
• Three WAC shorts, including "The Aidrich Family Gets in the Scrap" were screened
division.
Friday for officials of WPB's conservation

"Flying Fortress" Debuts
Montreal — Considerable fanfare
marked the Canadian premiere of
Warner's British-made "Flying Fortress" at the Capitol Theater on Friday night. The opening attracted
public officials and representatives
of the RCAF and RAF Ferry Command in large numbers. The affair
was broadcast.

Colonial's Hearing on Dec. 3

Buffalo — First hearing of the
clearance complaint of Colonial Theater, Skaneateles, against the Big
Five has been postponed to Dec.
before Arbitrator Regis O'Brien.

Semper Fidelis
Willard W. Roberts, son of J. W.
Roberts, former general manager of
Erpi and now WE chief accountant,
was killed in action on
|Bpi> Guadalcanal while serving
l\ 5 cording
to officialCorps,
notificaK5ji
w't*1 t'ie
action.Marine
Roberts himself was
employed at the WE Kearny works
before enlisting. He is a nephew
of George Brown, Altec service man
in Syracuse. A brother is overseas
as a lieutenant in the Tank Corps.

Something new in
laughter! Gay and
giddy goings-on in
screwy Greenwich
Village!

TO REMEMBER
CO STARRING

LORETTA YOUNG-BRIAN AHERNE
with (Miss) JEFF DONNELL • WILLIAM WRIGHT • SIDNEY TOLEfl
GALE SONDERGAARD • BLANCHE YURKA
Richard Flournoy and Jack Henley • Produced

5d by RICHARD WALLACE

• A
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Tax Collections
Soar in Oct.

WHO'S
•

(Continued from Page 1)

Bryan to South America
For Inter-American Films
Bureau

of THE

FILM

•

Introducing

IX EN GOLDSMITH.

from the third New York district
(Broadway) alone. This represented
an increase of more than $1,100,000
over the October, 1941, collection
from the third district of $882,33*zi, Theater admissions alone
ac. ited for $1,915,841.01 last
month, compared with $822,459.57
in 1941, and brokers sales accounted
for $11,732.62, a substantial increase
over the $7,107.39 collected from this
source in October, 1941.
The remainder of the New York
total, $132,751.45 was collected as
tax on admissions to roof gardens
and cabarets. The corresponding
figure for the same month in 1941
was only $52,451.14.

Washington

•

WHO

DAILY

HOLLYWOOD

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Associate Producer.

Personalities

•

•

•^ Educ. in grade and high schools of New York, and attended the New York
University. Came to Hollywood in 1928 and produced a series of dramatic short
subjects for RKO-Radio.
But when
theaters began
playing two features on "double-bills," gave up short
subjects to form his own independent company known
as "Goldsmith Productions."
He was his own financier,
story editor and production supervisor.
Later accepted
m
an offer to join Mascot, and produced
another group
of films including "Little Men," and "Harmony Lane"
| „which starred Douglas Montgomery and featured songs
of Stephen Foster.
For Monogram, produced "Hoosier
Schoolboy."
Later, at United Artists, prduced
"The
1
Last of the Mohicans."
Joined Universal as an asso1
ciate producer in 1937, and has been there ever since.
J
Married to the former Jeanne Takiff, a non-professional,
and is the father of two daughters.
Reading
novels
1 /w
and magazine
stories which might provide screen maifi0m
terial is his favorite pastime.
Stands, 5. 10'/2. Weighs,
163 pounds.
**

Warner Newsreel to Hit
Multiple Buying Practice
{Continued from Page 1)

Washington — Julien Bryan, docu- phasize a new format and editorial
mentary photographer, leaves this policy, will bring a change in newsweek on an extended South American reel
buying tactics on the part of a
trip, where he will make at least considerable number of exhibitors
seven shorts for non-theatrical dis- in this territory, according to retribution through the Office of the
ports current here.
Co - ordinator of Inter - American
For one reason or another, many
Affairs. Some of Byran's crew is al- theater operators in the Mid-west,
ready en route to Lima, first stop like those in other sections, have
on the trip which will take in Peru, been contracting for two, three or,
Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, in some instances, all five reels now
Argentina
and Brazil.
in the maiket. The several reels are
edited into a house reel as a rule,
but
in cases, a single reel is used
Fete Swee on Army Entry
and the other placed on the shelf.
If Warners can deliver a really
Cleveland, O. — Louis' Swee, manager of the Knickerbocker Theater different reel with b. o. pulling
for the past 15 years was tendered power, it is already indicated here
a farewell party in the assembly that numerous exhibs. are interested
rooms of the Cleveland Motion Pic- to the point that they will drop the
ture Exhibitors Association after present practice of multiple newsi show time by the officials of the reel buying. At any rate, exhibs.
Associated Circuit and circuit man- in the territory are following the
jagers, prior to his induction into Warner development with keen inlthe Army. He was presented with
terest. They figure that the added
a watch from the bosses and a ra- competition will step up the quality
of newsreel coverage generally.
dio from his brother managers.
While there are exceptions, say
exhibs., there's a tendency to sameHonor Francis Anderson
ness in newsreel content. Some of
Rochester — About 75 managers, this admittedly is due to the war
pooling
arrangements. Neverthe; union members, theater employes,
less, showmen hereabouts think a
police officers and businessmen attended adinner for Francis Ander- better job could be done. The veteran operators recall the days when
son, formerly manager at the RKO
Palace, at the Elks Club here. A newsreel rivalry was hot and when
a
newsreel
scoop meant added dollar
check was presented Anderson, along
with a large painting of himself for the box-office.
"If any reel has hung up an imImade by Vito Granito.
portant exclusive in a matter of
months, there's certainly been no
shouting about it to theater in the
Public Relations Com.
trade press," one operator commented.
Changes Its Name
In this connection, those exhibs.
The name of the Public Relations
who are manifesting a lively interest
in the Warner plans point out that
Committee of the Motion Picture
Industry has been changed to the
the public today is more news conscious and news-picture conscious
Industry Service Bureau. Change
than ever before, thanks to radio and
was voted at last week's luncheon
the improved picture services of
meeting and will apply to both the
New York and Coast divisions.
newspapers
and magazines.
There is, of course, some noisy
trade opposition to the Warner proj-

SPEAKING—
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Born, New York City, Aug. 27, 1899.
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WB Meet in Hub Today
In Pittsburgh Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

with Roy Haines and Norman H.
Moray from the home office as the
principal speakers.
Norman Ayers, Eastern district
manager, will preside at the session, which also will be attended
by the following branch managers:
Paul S. Krumenacker, Albany; Max
Roth, Buffalo; Philip Sherman, New
Haven, and George W. Horan, Boston.

•

THE novel "Walk Away From 'Em," by
' Elliot Chess, has been purchased by
RKO and will be produced by Harry
Edington under his one-picture
deal.

•

¥

WILK
—HOLLYWOOD

A LEX GOTTLIEB has been promoted to
** a full producership at Universal. He
has acted as associate producer on ten
Abbott
and Costello pictures.

•

A LAN CURTIS has been signed by Uni** versal and replaces John Garfield in
"Flesh
a term. and Fantasy." Curtis' deal is for

w

ARD
term

BOND
has been given
contract by 20th -Fox.

a long-

QWING
to illness, William Collier, Sr.,
^■^ has withdrawn from "After Tomorrow,"
PRC picture being produced by Arthur Ripley. He will be replaced by Tully Marshall. Edwin Maxwell also has been awarded
an important part in the production, which
Steve Sekely is directing. Alan Baxter and
Gertrude Michael are starred.

•

•

MED SPARKS, who recently announced
^ his return to acting after an absence
of two and one-half years, is being paged
by George Abbott, New York producer,
for an important role in "Broadway Blackout," a play with music.

•

•

Principal topic of the meeting EUGENE PALLETTE has been signed by
will be the forthcoming Drive of *" Harry Sherman for the frontier saga,
Champions for which Moray has "Meet John Bonniwell," in which Richard
Dix, Jane Wyatt and Albert Dekker will
been designated leader by Ben Kal- co-star.
menson,
general sales manager.

•

A similar Warner meeting will be
held tomorrow in Pittsburgh, with
Ceneral District Manager Harry
Seed, Mid-Atlantic district manager
Robert Smeltzer, and the following
branch managers attending: William G. Mansell, Philadelphia; Fred
W. Beiersdorf, Washington; John
Eifert, Cincinnati; Charles Rich,
Cleveland; Robert H. Dunbar, Detroit, and F. D. Moore, Pittsburgh.
Lombardi

Back in New

Haven

New Haven — Angelo Lombai'di,
for many years booker at Vitagraph
here, and last year transferred to the
New York exchange, is back at the
New Haven office, following inducArmy.
tion of William Cummings into the

Hoffberg Signs Rosenberg

DENNETT

COHEN

•

has been engaged by

*^ Harry Sherman to do a polish job on
the screenplay of "Hoppy's Holiday," Hopalong Cassidy production which will be on
next year's schedule. The film, from an
original
by Cecile Kramer, will star William
Boyd.

•

DARTON MacLANE
w of a hard-boiled
in "Bombardier" at
his next assignment

•

will complete his role
Marine top sergeant
RKO on Dec. 7, and
will be the role of

the homicide squad chief in "The Fallen
Sparrow" at the same studio.

•

•

DRODUCER-DIRECTOR Gregory Ratoff is
' dickering for the services of Augustin
Lara, for two Mexican songs for "Tropicana,"
the musical extravaganza he is now readying at Columbia.

•

•

liETRO has bought the screen rights to
' * * "Man the Guns," the original, unpublished story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.

Hoffberg Prductions has widened
to 11 states the territory where it
exercises facilities for direct service
IN BERLIN"
is anto exhibitors with the addtion to its «« A PPOINTMENT
by Columbia
as the next
sales staff of Max Rosenberg, who film** for nounced
Brian Aherne.
will have charge of distribution in
New England.
ect here, as elsewhere. Paradoxically, itis coming in part from those
who complain against the "sameness" of some existing reels as well
as from those who are now paying
for "unused" newsreels.

•

•

•

•

A CTUAL photography will be combined
** with cartoon drawings by Dave Fleischer

for h's special cartoon, "Animal Newsreel."
which he is currently producing at Columbia. Cartoon is based on a story by Sam
Cobean, and illustrates what animals think
of human beings.
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South Norwalk,
Conn.— Chief of
Staff JOHN DALAZS of the Palace
is in the Army.

Duals Blasted
=By
DUALS

WINFIELD ANDRUS=
HOLD SPOT: Reactions

to Lowell Mellett's anti-duals declaration highlighted the week's
events. While many industry leaders believe that a U. S. edict alone
can end duals, a number of exhibitor
groups got on the Mellett band
wagon to urge the end of two features on a program. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, issued a bulletin calling for a WPB order to
abolish double features while national Allied's directors decided to
leave the problem to "local option."
Washington officials appeared to be
"on the fence" regarding the Mellett proposal.

*

*

*

GOVT. IN FILMS: Plans of the
U. S. Army Motion Picture Service
contemplate the establishment of
about 1,000 theaters in Army camps,
it was revealed by Director R. B.
Murray. Houses will include some
750,000 seats, will offer 6,750 programs weekly to an estimated annual attendance of 150,000,000 soldiers. Earlier in the week, word
came from Washington that the
Office of Education will soon ask for
bids on 140-155 training films to be
completed by June 1, 1943. Congress has authorized $1,000,000 for
the Office's film
* program.
*
*
LABOR NOTES: Efforts of the
IATSE to blanket the field of whitecollar exchange workers without the
formality of a vote at branches
where the international does not already have jurisdiction were defeated by a ruling of the NLRB in
Washington. IATSE was fought in
the move by the SOPEG, UOPWA
and the Screen Office Employes Guild.
Later in the week the board granted
a petition of the SOPEG, Local 113,
UOPWA for a bargaining election
in behalf of managers and assistants of 48 Stanley-Warner houses
in Northern New Jersey.

*

*

*

THIS AND THAT: David O. Selznick's interests in story and play
properties, outstanding stars, director and technicians were sold to
20th Century-Fox. ... A proposal
for a conference and study by distributors to set up standards of industry business conduct was put
forth by Ed Kuykendall in a bulletin to the MPTOA members. ... A
ruling to clear up the status of
free-lance actors under the wage
freezing directives is expected from
Washington shortly. . . . Allied's
board of directors issued a protest
against the Warner Bros, newsreel. . . . Heavy week-end business
at Broadway theaters, prevalent for
several months, baffles operators
who can't find the right answers to
the- tremendous grosses.

COLORS!

\9

(.Continued from Page 3>
under General Osborne's auspices to our fighting men overseas
The Hollywood stars who tonight under auspices of USO Camp Shows
are entertaining soldiers, sailors and marines in Alaska, Newfoundland
and Iceland, in Trinidad, and at hundreds of camps across this country, again under General Osborne's supervision
The ushers and
usherettes who have collected $977,000 from our theater patrons for
the USO; $1,450,000 for the victims of infantile paralysis; and $2,200,000
for Army and Navy Emergency Relief
The producers, the distributors and the theater owners who are puttting up the money, attending
daily committee meetings, and formulating the policies to enable our
industry to render even more effective aid on behalf of speedy and complete victory for the United Nations"

T

▼

T

•

• • AND to this Harmon added: "I cannot escape the conviction, Mr. Toastmaster, that if all these colleagues of ours were here,
they wculd wish me to add in this final sentence that what they are
doing is not for personal preferment or industry credit, but is being
done for the sake of the Liberty Girl down yonder in New York
harbor, to speed the day of victory when the flaming torch of freedom
in her upraised hand may beam high enough and bright enough to
light up the whole wide world!"

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

T

Ensign BOB JOHNSON, son of
Adolph Johnson, of the Strand,
Hamden, Conn., has been transferred
from Boston to the sub chaser s*&x°l:
Miami.
Columbus, O.— CHARLES aft.
KEN-•o.
NEDY, former assistant manager
at Loew's, here is stationed at Camp
Croft, S. C.
Montreal— RAYMOND MASSEY,
Canadian born screen and stage star,
has enlisted in the Canadian Army
and will be employed in the adjutant
general's branch with the rank of
Major. Massey served as an artillery officer in the first World War
and was severely wounded.
Columbus, O. — ROGER GARRETT, staff organist
the Loew's
Ohio theater
here, has atenlisted
as a
buck private in the Marine Corps.
Roger's enlistment brings to a close
one of the longest runs among theater organists in the country. He
was originally engaged for one week
back in April, 1933, and has stayed

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

Yates and Grainger at
Republic Coast Meeting

War Takes Three Frisco
Managers, Five Aides

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic will wind up
its series of quarterly sales meetings
via the two days of sessions commencing this morning at its studios
in North Hollywood, with discussions covering the 39 features and
westerns and two serials to be released on the second half of its
1942-43 lineup.
On the agenda is showing of
rushes on "Hit Parade of 1943."
Meeting will be attended by company's top solons, Herbert J. Yates,
James R. Grainger and M. J. Siegel,
studio head.

San Francisco — Armed services
and war work have claimed three
more theater managers and five assistants. Dan McLean, manager of
the downtown Embassy, is a boatswain's mate in the Coast Guard;
Charles Coovert, Amazon, is at
Camp Roberts, Calif., and Reke
Feliziani, Noe, is a private at Fort
Scott, 111.
The following assistant managers have gone — Robert Bayben, Daly
City, and Hal Guyotti, Irvine, who
are at Camp Roberts; Mervyn Mooney, Fox theater, Coast Guard; Tom
Barlow, Noe, and Frank Shragg.
Palace, now in the shipyards.

WILLIAM J. FIGUEROA, vicepresident of Astor Pictures has
joined the Marine Corps. Following basic training, he will be placed
in the department handling distribution of Corps films.
WALTER BLAKE, who handled
the Warner Bros, advertising for
the Blaine-Thompson advertising
agency was inducted by the Army on
Friday and reports to Fort Dix, N.
J., the end of this week.
Miami
Beach,
Fla. — STANLEY
STERN, formerly with the Cameo
theater, is now attending Officers
Candidate School at Miami Beach.

THE ANSWER

Free French Ceremonies
425 IA Projectionists
For 'Casablanca' Opening Now In Armed Services
Under sponsorship of France Forever and the Free French War Relief, aFighting French delegation of
Foreign Legionnaires, will parade
from Free French headquarters on
Fifth Ave. to the Hollywood Theater
on Thursday morning for ceremonies in connection with the premiere
of Warners "Casablanca."
Recruiting, souvenir and other
booths will be set up by the Fighting
French delegation in the rotunda of
the Hollywood Theater.

No Taxis for Film-going
Omaha, Neb. — Theater patrons
will not be permitted to use taxi
cabs after Dec. 1, it was announced
by the Omaha rationing board.

Four hundred and twenty-five
projectionist members of the IATSE
are in the armed forces of the nation, according to the latest checkup. New York's Local 306 has contributed the largest number to the
service — 21.

# We can reproduce
your ad with the realism
and lustre that makes

V.tA™

WB Promotes Larry Wilson
Kansas City — Larry Wilson, formerly of the booking department at
Warners exchange, has been promoted to office manager, succeeding
Frank Norris, who joined the Army
Air Force. Frank Bowen has been
added to the staff as salesman, taking over the former duties of Joe
Maguire, who recently was fatally
shot in a hunting accident.

IS

good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.
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DOUBIEBILL EDICT NOT NECESSARY:JRTHUR
Policies
Won1* Affect Metro's
Buying Combines
F & M Exec. Declares the
Fox Theaters in Milwaukee Territory Play

Deals Still Will Be Predicated on Possibilities
Of Theater, Says Rodgers

M-G-M's sales force has been advised by W. F. Rodgers, general sales
manager, that buying combines will
not change
company's
cies. An the
exhibitor
who sales
hirespolian
outside agency to do his buying will
find his M-G-M deal still predicated
solely on the theater's possibilities
and the individual's own responsibilities, the field staff has been informed.
In his message to the field staff,
Rodgers said that the policy in the

Top Pix Day and Date in Two First~Runs
Milwaukee — The Fox circuit has adopted a new policy in this territory,
calling for the playing of top pictures day and date in two first-run theaters,
thereby reducing the amount of product formerly required.
In spots where Fox has only one first-run theater, the circuit's second- or
third-run house is converted to a first-run to accommodate the new policy.

Hub Goes Dark But
Biz Remains Tops

Boston — Boston and the New England Coast in the first experience
under the drastic new blackout rules
found that the crowds lessened not
ac all. The downtown theaters were
filled in the Hub while in suburban
cities and towns the former bright
lights districts stll were crowded.
There has been considerable exNewark — Petition of the United hib. conjecture as to what the latest
Office and Professional Workers of edict of Lt. Gen. Sherman Miles
(Continued on Page 7)
America for designation as collective bargaining agent for managers,
assistant managers, utilitarians and War Bond-Stamp Sales
treasurers at 48 Northern New Jersey houses
of the Warner-Stanley By Theaters Show Gain
(Continued on Page 5)
Returns from those of the 16,000-odd movie houses functioning
Warner Bros. Will End
as War Bond-selling agents which
have reported to date show that for
Production of "B" Pix
the month of October sales leaped
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY to a total of $9000.000.
Hollywood — Warner
Bros,
will
In August, at which time no theaters were designated bond-issuing
drop the making
of "B" pictures
and has transferred
William
Jac- agents, and during which there was
(Continued on Page 7)
obs, who (Continued
has been onhead
of
the
limPage 6)
(Continued on Page 8)

Can't Group Theater
Supervisory Attaches

MPPDA'S Board Acts
On Budget Tomorrow
Board of directors of the MPPDA
is scheduled to meet tomorrow to
discuss the budget for operations in
1943. While other subjects are reported to be on the agenda, the
budget will be the principal topic
for discussion.
Approval of the new budget is expected at the quarterly meeting of
the board, tentatively slated for
Dec. 9. Whether the budget will be
increased or cut is not known.

Smith and Valcarce
Cuban Circuits Split
Havana (By Air Mail) — Consolidation of the Smith and Valcarce
circuits which placed all first-runs
in Havana under one control has
been terminated by mutual agreement. Under the setup, American
distributors reportedly were unable
to dictate selling terms with the result that many of their bigger pictures stayed on the shelf. Distributors of Argentinian
and Mexican
(Continued cm Page 6)

Weshner Names Harris
UA Publicity Director
Robin Harris, former newspaper
man, screen writer and exploiteer,
has been appointed director of pubby advertising
David "Skip"andWeshner,licityheadfor UA
of the
publicity department.
Harris formerly was on the staffs
of the New York Times, New York
World, New York Daily News, New
(Continued on Page 5)

CSEC to Mull Gov't Control

Conference Board Meets in Early December
Film Allocation Proposal
Is Discussed in Capital

By GEORGE

E. GUISE

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis — With a resulting
move for Government regulation and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY control of the entire film industry
Washington — Members of the Film said not improbable, Allied Theater
Manufacturers' Industry Advisory Owners of the Northwest over the
Committee yesterday discussed the week-end announced the board of
coming plan for allocation of film trustees of the newly organized Central States Exhibitors Conference
with Harold Hopper, chief of the
Motion Picture Section of the WPB's would meet early in December to
a course on ofPage
action
on nuconsumers'
durable
goods
branch, formulate (Continued
6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Industry Can Quit Duals
Without Gov't Order

St. Louis — A Government decree
for the elimination of double features is unecessary, in the opinion
of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general
manager of Fanchon & Marco Theaters, who, in a special statement,
declared that the industry, itself,
fairs.
is capable of handling its own af"The motion picture industry conceived double feature programs,"
Arthur said. "The same ingenuity,
the same old-fashioned, two-fisted
showmanship which has sold many
an 'unsalable' production to a wary
public can sell the theater-going
public the (Continued
idea of single-feature
proon Page 7)

SOPEG, IATSE Split
Para. Election Honors
The Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA, yesterday was able to win
control of only three of the five
Paramount units which participated
in the company-wide balloting in
the collective bargaining election
ordered by the NLRB. The union
acquired the right to represent the
(Continued on Page 5)

Metro District Managers
To Meet in Chi. Saturday
M-G-M will hold its regular midseason meeting of district managers
at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago,
from Saturday
to Monday.
William
(Continued on Page 6)

Freeman Director of
L.A. Fed. Res. Branch
Washington Bur, THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The Federal Reserve
Board yesterday announced the appointment of Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramount vice-president, as a director of the Los Angeles branch of
the Federal Reserve System.
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Aussie Campaign Films
To Be Turned Over

20th-Fox Considering
Stock Theater Project

First of the trailers and radio
transcriptions by means of which
American stars will take part in the
Australian Austerity Campaign are
being turned over by the studios for
shipment this week, it was announced yesterday at the meeting
of the International Film Relations
Committee. Preliminary work on
the film industry's contribution to
the campaign was assigned by the
MPPDA board and the Foreign
Managers'
Committee
to the IFRC.
Albert
Deane
of Paramount
has
acted as liaison for the committee in
preparing scripts and dealing with
representatives of the Australian
government in New York. Production has been in charge of the Hollywood Foreign Department Committee, headed by W. M. (Doc)
Bi?hop of 20th Century-Fox.
Yesterday's meeting was held at
the Music Hall screening room
where, as guests of Michael Hoffay
of RKO, the members of the committee saw Walt Disney's "Saludos."

In an effort to solve the talent
shortage caused by the war 20thFox is giving serious attention to
the establishment of a stock theater
where writers, actors and directors
would be trained for use in the company's
idea is understood toproductions.
have beenTheconceived
by

Beedle Again Chairman
Of West. Pa. AMPTO Board
Pittsburgh — Fred A. Beedle, who
with his brother, Eddie, operates
the Alhambra and Continental Theaters, Canonsburg. Pa;, was reelected by the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania as chairman of the
board for 1943 at the last directors'
meeting. Harry W. Walker, of the
Main and Strand Theaters, Sharpsburg, Pa., was elected representative to the national Allied board of
directors, succeeding Fred J. Herrington, secretary.

D. J. Phillips Replaces
Reiner at Paramount
D. John Phillips has been named
short subjects and newsreel publicity manager for Paramount, succeeding Manny Reiner who has been
given a leave of absence to join the
Office of War Information. Phillips
has been with United Artists for
the last year and formerly was advertising manager of the Borden
Company, produce sales division.

Bertram Block, head of the 20th-Fox
story and play department. Paul
Peters of Block's staff is making a
survey on the feasibility of the
project. If Peters reports favorably on the matter, it is not unlikely that the company will go
ahead with the plan. Peters said
yesterday that the whole thing was
in a nebulous state and that nothing further would be known until a
thorough study of his survey had
been made.
If 20th-Fox goes ahead with the
proposal, it will be the first film
company to take action on Actors
Equity Association's suggestion that
the film producers co-operate with it
in the establishment of stock companies on a national basis for the
purpose of developing new talent.

Alert Fills Lobbies of
Rochester's Theaters

Vz

COmiRC and GOIRG
to

JACK
Palm

BENNY
Springs

will take his radio troupe
for his Sunday
broadcast

LESTER CUTLER, will return to Hollywood
tomorrow from
Pittsburgh.
BARNEY BALABAN has returned to the home
office following a short visit to the Para
mount
Coast
studios.
NEIL

AGNEW

is scheduled

to

retfc~l ,

is
route fromhome
the office
studio, next
stopping
<%pl at'
theenParamount
weelrt^O.
various
Southern
exchanges.
JACK SCHWARZ,
Off" for PRC, is in
test runs.

vho
producedto arrange
"The
Payndianapolis
foi

GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount division man
ager, has returned to Los Angeles from Nev
York,
via a Frisco stopover.
ANNE

NAGEL,

volunteer
Over"
for

is in Florida to play seven

dates as
USO-Camp

guest star of
Shows.

"Bubblin'

E. Z. WALTERS, Altec Service comptroller,
has returned to New York from an eight
weeks'
stay on the Coast.

ISABEL C. TURNER of Mort Blumenstock's
publicity staff at Warner Bros, is in Washington
for a few days on business.

Maj. Kenneth Clark With
Allied Staff in Africa

Maj. Kenneth Clark, former press
Rochester — Crowds filled the lob- representative for the MPPDA, i
bies of downtown theaters when an believed to be with the Allied fiel
air raid alert was held here yester- staffs in Africa. An Associate
day morning. Alert failed to hurt
business as it came just before the Press dispatch from London indi
cated that several newspaper corre
houses opened.
spondents had been assigned to Ma
A surprise air-raid alarm hit New jor Clark for the African campaig:
it is assumed that he already i
Jersey yesterday. The sirens and
screeched for 25 minutes beginning on the scene.
at 2:10 p m. It was the second
dayliarht alarm in the state in four
Frederic Ullman Enroute
months.

$8,400,000 Canadian Thea.
Tax as Grosses Increase

Ottawa — Canadian Government
announced in a preliminary report a
—
Vs
total of $8,400,000 collected in the
20 per cent amusement tax on thePara.
B'way
3s55 ... 68
67 ft
67%
ater gTOsses during 1941. Total rePara. Picts. deb. 4s56.1005/3 1005/8 1005/8
ceipts were estimated at $42,180,NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
000 for the 12 months, or an inRadio-Keith cvs
1/4
1/4
1/4
crease
of one-eighth over the aggreSonotone Corp
gate gross of 1940. Theater busiTechnicolor
7%
7%
77/8 +
l/8 Milt Silver With Columbia
ness in Canada registered an all-time
Trans-Lux
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
Milton Silver has joined Colum- business record for the past calendar
Bid
Asked
bia's advertising department, han- year, and early returns for 1942 inMet. Plyahouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
dicate still better figures based on
dling special assignments. Silver,
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
formerly advertising manager of amusement tax payments.
National Screen Service recently was
Temporary Gas Rationing with 20th-Fox on a special assign- Hazen Finishes Army Course
ment.
Available to Carriers
Joseph H. Hazen, vice-president
of Warners returns to his desk in
New York today following the comWashington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY "Hitler" in Second House
pletion of a four-week orientation
Chicago — "Hitler, Dead or Alive,"
Washington — Temporary gas ra- sroes
into a second Loop house, the course in Army organization and
tioning for film truckers who have
procedures
at the Command and
Studio,
to
run
day
and
date
with
the
not yet received certificates of war
General Staff School, Fort Leavennecessity may be obtained from local Grand.
worth, Kan.
rationing boards, it was announced
yesterday by the ODT. Temporary
Wehrenberg Enters Hospital
T rations for December needs will SUB-LEASE—
be issued, with the gallonage later Paramount Theatre Bldg. Attractively furSt. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg, presdeducted from the ODT allowance
ident of the MPTO of St. Louis,
nished office suit available instantly. Two
on the certificate of war necessity.
Eastern Missouri and Southern IlliTemporary cards are also available private offices and large reception room.
nois yesterday went to St. Anthony's
in the event that a clerical error has Telephones
intact.
Call
CHic.
4-5881.
Hospital, where he probably will
been made in the certificate.
undergo a minor operation today.
—
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To Coast Production Meet

Frederic Ullman. Jr., president oi
RKO Pathe, left for the Coast studio
yesterday to confer with N. Petei
Rathvon, president of Radio-Keith
Orpheum, and Charles Koerner, vice
president of RKO Radio Pictures, oi
production matters. He will be awaj
from his desk for about a week.

Chicago to Fight B & K
Subway Damage Lawsuit
Chicago — Corporation counsel Barj
net Hodes announces the city wilt
contest subway lawsuits exceeding
$5,000,000. Among them are twl
filed by B & K for damages to the!
aters, caused by subway construe)
tion.

WANTED
Help

Wanted Female, Negative Cutter, in Detroit, Pleasant Conditions,

Good Future, Steady Work, Established
Organization. Write now giving age,
experience,
status.
Box
1501

salaries earned, and family

103
B'way

THE FILM DAILY
New York City

HE ARMY'S GOT CASABLANCA -AND SO HAVE WARNER BROS!
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SOPEG, IATSE Split
Para. Election Honors

Can't Group Theater
Supervisory Attaches
(Continued from Page 1)

chain has been dismissed by the
NLRB. The board based its action
on the ground
that "the various
Pis of supervisory employes. . .
lot be appropriately grouped. . .
in a single unit."
The NLRB upheld the contention
of Warner- Stanley that the unit
proposed by the union was "inappropriate for bargaining" because
such employes had "no common interests" and that "managers who
supervise assistant managers, utilitarian and treasurers should not be
included in the same bargaining unit
with such employes."
In making its decision known, the
board asserted that the case involved
no question concerning "the representation of employes of Stanley in
an appropriate bargaining unit."
As a result of the board's action
the Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 113, which is
the UOPWA affiliate to which belong the Warner- Stanley employes
involved in the case, will have to
bargain for the managers as a separate unit.
In Friday's Film Daily it was erroneously reported that the union's
petition had been granted by the
NLRB.

Weshner Names Harris
UA Publicity Director
(Continued from Page 1)

York Journal-American and a correspondent in Paris for the Chicago
Tribune and New York HeraldTribune. He also was a screen
writer for 20th Century-Fox.
Harris handled special exploitation campaigns for "I Wanted
Wings," "Foreign Correspondent,"
"The Long Voyage Home," "Pride
of the Yankees," "Jungle Book" and
"The Thief of Bagdad."

Staggered Hours In Chi.
Chicago — Staggered hour system
will go into effect here Dec. 1 at
the request of the ODT. Fifteen
employing groups will start the system, with the change expected to
affect the Loop theater attendance.

«l^
v*e ■*

Geraldine
Fitzgerald E. V. Du Par
Lee Bonnell
Arthur
E. Christie
Alex Moss
John
F. Natteford
J. S. Hummel

(Continued from Page 1)
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• • • IT'S not promotional verbiage but a fact that the ninth
annual "Night of Stars" in Madison Sq. Garden jtonight will be the biggest and best of this notable series of extravaganzas for refugee aid and
Palestine resettlement
Record film industry attendance in audience and on stage is certain
Marvin Schenck, chairman of the
producing committee, tells us that the show will last for five hours from
the time Governor Lehman, the guest of honor, delivers the short opening address at 8:35 p.m
More than 1,400 stars, technicians and
musicians are in the cast. . • • . .There will be more big name performers
on hand than ever before, and, because of the silver lining that is now
showing through the dark clouds of war, the spirit of this "Night of
Stars" will eclipse all predecessors
As usual, Schrafft's will cater
to the stars backstage, — and for so doing in these days of living's hicost, shortages, and what have you, Phil M. awards to that institution's
solons the Order of Applause (with two palms)
T
T
▼
• • • PCA is breathing easier now that Republic has decided
not to ornament the upper leg areas of chorines with the victory "V,"
and is transferring the symbol to the gals' shorts in the current musical,
"Chatterbox"
Coast reports aver that Joe Breen's thigh of relief
could be heard from Hollywood to 28 West 44th St. . . . • Invitation
to Metro's premiere tradeshowing of "Random Harvest" in the Normadie Theater at 2:45 this afternoon is by card only. ... • Paul
Benjamin is celebrating his 23rd anniversary with National Screen
Service. ... • Industry observers describe Brig. Gen. Fred Osborne,
supremely tall and Lincolnesque, as one officer you just have to look
up to,— so much so that he couldn't play the Great Emancipator even
in his stocking feet. ... • Nearly three tons of clothing collected in
Schine's Rochester sector stands in co-operation with Russian War Relief's chapter there have been shipped since the Schine houses opened
the collection depots in September. ... » Boosting of war workers'
morale with consequent increase in production, via the playing of
music and the delivering of timely messages o'er sound systems, is interestingly disclosed by Dan D. Hatpin, chairman of the Industrial
Music Committee of RCA Victor
Although millions of war workers are now being reached by industrial sound systems in more than
1,000 U. S. plants, the use of music in industry is, says Dan, only in its
beginning
T
T
T
• • • SOME film salesmen just now are saving tires, petrol and
vocal gas until Thanksgiving is over, and the word "turkey" struts out
of the conscious minds of exhibitor customers, at least until Christmas. . .
• That 35th annual frolic of the Friars Club at the Music Box Theater
on Sunday will be dedicated to the memory of the late George M. Cohan
George Jessel is program's chairman, and flocks of stars will participate in the show. ... • On Thanksgiving morn, the Philadelphia
Warner Club will hold its famed Xmas party for kiddies in the org.'s
Club Rooms and the Little Theater
In addition to the special screening scheduled. Zone Head Ted Schlanger, who heads the committee
additionally comprising Prexy Al Zimbalist, J. Ellis Shipman and Joseph
Feldman, declares that the kids'll witness the giant Gimbel Toyland Parade, have copious refreshments, and listen to a short talk on conservation of materials and the importance of purchasing War Stamps and
Bonds. ... • Stanley Richards has joined the David Lowe office which
is publicizing Associated Filmakers, Inc., producers of Government as
well as educational films. . . . • •
T
T
T
• •
•
f VENGE PEARL HARBOR!

home-office white collars by a vote
of 233 to 110 and the maintenance
workers by a count of eight to one.
White collarites at the Paramount
music subsidiaries, Paramount Music
Co: p. and Famous Music Corp.,
selected SOPEG as their bargaining
agent by nine votes to two.
SOPEG was repudiated by whitecollar workers at the Paramount exchange and at Paramount News. The
IATSE, through the medium of
Local F-51, won a resounding victory over SOPEG at the company's
exchange, where front-of-the-office
employes
cast 17forvotes
the Only
alliance and seven
Localfor109.
at the Paramount exchange was
SOPEG opposed on the ballot. The
IATSE victory marked the culmination of a long and intensive campaign by the alliance disputing
SOPEG's right to exercise jurisdiction
over
office workers in the city's
film exchanges.
Of the 12 white-collar votes cast
at Paramount
News only half were
for
SOPEG.
The Paramount election was the
first at which maintenance workers voted as a separate unit. Their
right to participate in the election
was based on the fact that in the
Paramount case such workers are
not attached to the building staff,
being employed by the company
itself. According to SOPEG, maintenance workers at Paramount often
lend a hand with office chores.
Following the election SOPEG
announced that it was preferring
unfair labor charges against Paramount and the IATSE on the
grounds that the alliance had asseitedly signed a contract with the
conVpany covering white-collar
workers at the exchange — a procedure which, Local 109 alleges,
dispensed with an election.

WEDDING

BELLS

Milwaukee — Dorothy Ann Langmack, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernst Langmack, has been married
to Dr. G. Harrison Brace. Langmack has long been associated with
the operation
of the Colonial, nabe
house
here.
Wheeling, W. Va.— Lt. George W.
Otte, son of George Otte, manager
of the local Dipson theaters, and
Nancy Hill were married recently in
Oregon. Lt. Otte is stationed at
Camp White and prior to joining
the Army assisted his father in the
management of the theaters.
Nat Shindelman, formerly of the
Warner Bros, exchange in New
York and now a Private First Class
in the Army, stationed in Orlando,
Fla., was married last week while
on furlough in New York.

G*\

CSEC Plans lo Mull
Government Control
(Continued from Page 1)

merous complaints from exhibitors
that distributors are disregarding
war-time problems and conditions affecting theaters in the smaller locations.
Exhibitors' position was recently
outlined in a lengthy editorial in the
Mineapolis Star Journal. "One rural
problem that has little chance of
solution until the war is over in the
small town," said the editorial.
"Workers have gone off to the factories, men and women alike, and
the young men have gone into the
armed services. That has knocked
all business in the head in these
communities."
It is this problem which Fred
Strom, executive secretary of Northwest Allied, says the distributors
have refused to give their attention
to.
"Something drastic must be done,"
Strom said. "Exhibitors goaded into
desperate measures to protect their
investments and livelihood, will not
be held responsible for resorting to
all legal and effective means to obtain terms they can live under.
"For two years, Northwest Allied
has been calling these things to the
attention of both local and national
distributor sales managers. The net
result has been a lot of conversation and very little action, except in
isolated cases. The independent exhibitor is being driven to thoughts
of state and Federal legislation.
Most independents in this territory
would welcome Government control.
"Facts along these lines are now
being gathered and compiled for submission to the Congress. An all-out,
sweeping investigation of the industry already is being demanded by
Northwest members of Allied. After
enough 'case histories' have been
compiled, a policy of action will be
formulated by Northwest Allied's
board and by trustees of Central
States Conference."
Chief complaint, Strom said, is
the greater number of percentage
pictures, alleged improper allocation of pictures, and charges rental
terms have increased last season.

Gile Into Merchant Marine
Chicago — Graham Gile, manager
of H. & E. Balaban's Milford theater was given a midnight farewell
party at the Sherman Hotel. Twenty-five managers, assistants and executives attended and presented him
with a gift on the eve of his leaving to join the Merchant Marine.

Tibbett Negotiating
For Screen Musical
Chicago — Lawrence Tibbett, while
here for USO dates, disclosed negotiations for his return to the screen
in a musical are in progress.

DAILY

reviews of new turns
"The Pay-Off"

"Queen of Broadway"

with Rochelle Hudson, Buster Crabbe
with Lee Tracy, Tom Brown, Tina Thayer,
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Evelyn Brent
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
64 Mins.
PRC
74 Mins.
SOLID ENTERTAINMENT FOR FAMLEE TRACY CLICKS IN NEWSPAPER
ILY AUDIENCES BLENDS COMEDY AND
MELODRAMA; PIC IS ONE OF THE BEST DRAMA.
FROM
PRC.
A neatly done picture. One that emIn his welcome return to the screen,
bodies all the essences of good entertainLee Tracy gives his usual snappy performment— comedy, drama, smooth movement
ance as a star newspaperman. The picture, and heart-felt emotion, whipped into film
well produced by Jack Schwarz and ably di- fare that will find approval among audiences and exhibitors.
rected by Arthur Dreifuss, is easily one of
the best to bear the PRC label.
Ably produced by Bert Sternbach, the
A special prosecutor, who is about So story, based on an original by George Walblast open a case involving $100,000 bribe
lace Sayre, who collaborated on the screenmoney, is found murdered. John Maxwell,
play with Rusty McCullough, offers fine
an underworld character, well-known by material which is capably taken advantage
Tracy, is suspected of the murder, with Ian field.
of by the well-knit direction of Sam NewKeith, a police inspector, certain that Maxwell is the murderer.
Rochelle Hudson is deserving of much
Tom Brown, son of Robert Middlemass, praise for her fine portrayal of Sherry
Baker, female wizard of handicapping on
owner of Tracy's paper, tries to help Tracy,
with his investigation. Through Evelyn sports events, who becomes emotionally
Brent, who works for Jack LaRue, an im- attached to orphaned Donald Mayo only to
portant underworld figure, Tracy gets evi- find disfavor in the eyes of the court, and
dence regarding the murder. When Tracy child welfare investigators, who refuse her
is about to give the details to his paper, thi. right to adopt the child. Forced to
relinquish the child to an orphanage, Sherry
he is called to Middlemass' home. There,
Middlemass reveals himself as the man to relinquishes her rights to her successful
whom the underworld is paying off.
handicapping business and seeks to establish her respectability in the eyes of the
Middlemass, told by Tracy that his son,
young Brown, is being held prisoner in a court — to no avail. In desperation she
warehouse, rushes to save Tom and is slain finally agrees to a marriage with a persistent
rescuing him.
suitor, capably portrayed by Buster Crabbe.
Tina Thayer, Forrest Taylor and Pat Adoption of the child is completed with
Costello are among the principals. Edward happiness apparently at hand. New complications arise when the child observes a
Dein concocted the screenplay, based on
the original story by Arthur Hoerl. Charles scene on their return home, fostered by
Dant provided an excellent musical score, Crabbe's desire to consummate the marriage
while the photography by Ira H. Morgan only to find himself married in name only.
is praiseworthy.
An open break results causing the child to
CAST: Lee Tracy, Tom Brown, Tina silently steal away from Sherry's home to
Thayer, Evelyn Brent, Jack LaRue, Ian return to the orphanage. Eventual finding
Keith, Robert Middlemass, John Maxwell, of the missing child cements the bond into
John Sheehan, Harry Bradley, Forrest Tay- out.
a happy unit. Solid entertainment throughlor, Pat Costello.
Outstanding is the first screen appearance
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Schwarz; Director, Arthur Dreifuss; Executive Producer, of the youngster Donald Mayo, who seems
Leon Fromkess; Associate Producer, Harry certain to find a waiting audience for his
and naturalness
of delivery.
D. Edwards; Author, Arthur Hoel; Screen- charm
Worthy of special note was the performplay, Edward Dein; Cameraman, Ira Morgan;
Editor, Charles Henkel; Musical Director,
ance of Paul Bryar as "Rosy," a slightly
Charles Dant.
pur.ch-drunk character. Capable support
was offered throughout by the remainder
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
of the cast.
Praiseworthy.

Friedl Signs Ronning
To Handle "Avengers"
Minneapolis — Marking a new departure in pic presentation and selling, J. J. Friedl, president of Minnesota Amusement Company, has
appointed W. A. Ronning director
of presentation for Para.'s "The
Avengers." Ronning will have complete handling of the film in every
Minnesota Amusement Co. situation
throughout the Northwest, supervising all presentation and selling.

WAC Stages "Victory Revue"

Rochester — First Thanksgiving
Eve midnight show ever held here
will be staged at the RKO Palace
ths week by the WAC of local theaters to help meet expenses of past
and future War Bond drives. Called
a "Victory Revue," the program will
include vaudeville acts and films.

Leo Erdody furnished appropriate musical
scorings which were capably supervised by
David Chudnow. Photography by Jack
Greenhalgh was of good quality. The picture stands as a worthy credit to Producer Bert Sternbach.
CAST: Rochelle Hudson, Buster Crabbe,
Paul Bryar, Emmett Lynn, Donald Mayo,
Isabel LaMal, Blanche Rose, Henry Hall,
John Dilson, Milt Kibbee, Vince Barnett,
Jack Mulhall and Snowflake.
CREDITS: Producer, Bert Sternbach; Director, Sam Newfield; Story, George Wallace Sayre; Screenplay, Rusty McCullough
and George W. Sayre; Music, Leo Erdody,
with supervision by David Chudnow; Photography, Jack Greenhalgh; Editor, Holbrook
N. Todd; Sound, Hans Weeren; Assistant
Director, Melville DeLay.
DIRECTION, Very Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Astor Gets Chaney Pic
Astor has acquired U. S. rights to
"A Scream in the Night," which features Lon Chaney Jr. and will release it nationally Jan. 15.
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Smith and Valcarce
Cuban Circuits Split
(Continued from Page 1)

productions took advantage of the
situation and flooded the island with
their product.
The recent deal whereby R^0j
will distribute pictures produced by
Posa Films, Mexican production company, has caused some concern
among Cuban exhibitors who believe
other American companies may follow suit and tie up Mexican and Argentinian pictures.

Metro District Managers
To Meet in Chi. Saturday
(Continued from Page 1)

F. Rodgers, vice-president in charge
of sales, will preside.
The home office delegation will include E. M. Saunders, Western sales
manager; E. K. O'Shea, Eastern sales
manager; J. E. Flynn, Central sales
manager; Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity; E. W. Aaron, assistant
to Rodgers; A. F. Cummings, manager of branch operations; H. M.
Richey, director of exhibitor relations; Jay A. Gove, sales development manager; Lou Smith, publicity
manager, and Joel Bezahler, Charles
Deesen, Mike Simons, Harold Postman, Paul Richrath, I. L. Hirsch,
William Brenner, Arthur Lacks and
living Helfont.
District managers are Rudolph
Berger, Robert Lynch, Maurice Wolf,
Sam Shirlev, Harris P. Wolfberg, J.
P. Byrne, B. Bishop, Jr., Charles
Kessnich, J. J. Maloney, George A.
Hickey and John J. Bowen.

Warner Bros. Will End
Production
"B"PagePix
(Continuedof from
1)
ited-budget pictures,
to "A"
signments. Four writers
in ashis
unit have been dropped, and Ben
Stoloff, who has been with this unit,
as a producer and director, has left
studio with the termination of his
contract.

Air Raid Sirens To
Open Yonhers Drive
At the suggestion of C. Burns,
manager of Loew's Yonkers, the
city farthers will blow the air raid
sirens to herald the opening of the
Dec. 7 Bond selling effort. This
was decided at a meeting of the
local War Bond staff, which Burns
attended.
The sirens will go off at the exact
moment of the attack by the Japs
on Pearl Harbor, and the entire city
will stop dead and stand at attention for a full minute.
There is an attempt being made
scope.
to make this observance national in
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Double Bill Edict
Unnecessary— Arthur

CLTJJDE

LOCKING

"Hollywood's Letters From Home"
Amid all. the discussion of Hollywood, its economics, its art — or lack
of it — its social consciousness or unconsciousness, its moral and intellectual level, probably few of the
general public have stopped to consider the American motion-picture
.•previous attempts to eliminate industry as a link between the coun.Sable bills. Arthur said, didn't sucwidely scattered armed forces
ceed because the 80,000,000 "dyed and try's
home. Nevertheless, Hollyin the wool weekly movie fans have
come to prefer double features.
wood's service in this respect is of
the highest value as many reports
"Today a different picture is pre- attest and as a little exercise of the
sented to us," Arthur continued. imagination will confirm.
"The war effort finds reversion to
Not long ago Mr. Howard Dietz,
single feature policy an immediate
necessity. Vital war materials are speaking before the National Board
of Review, cited messages from
being utilized by us in the manufacture of film raw stock. It has be- American commanders in many different foreign areas praising the
come a question now of unecessary
services of the films in maintaining
film production causing a lack of morale.
certain vital material, and there is
They came from Iceland, from
but one answer — elimination for the Alaska,
from Cairo, from India. One
duration."
Arthur brought out the fact that asserted that motion pictures "are
as
necessary
the men as rations."
the entire industry is now geared to- And General toEisenhower
concisely
ward a continuance of the double fea- indicates the particular service
ture policy, that studio production which the home-grown film performs
today is continuing along these for the soldier, sailor or marine
lines. That was the main reason,
"Newsreels are specially
he pointed out, that the resolution overseas.
of tremendous value, providing for
adopted and signed by the represen- the soldiers the means of keeping
tatives of some 95 per cent of the
their friends in other themotion picture exhibitors in St. up with
aters of war and with their families
Louis area last Monday afforded a
lapse of time before dual programs
are to be eliminated in this terri- War Bond-Stamp Sales
tory, that is, on June 1, 1943.
By Theaters Show Gain
At a meeting of exhibitors held
(Continued from Page 1)
at Melbourne Hotel at noon yesterday, Arthur criticized the conten- no extra promotional activity, the
tion of some exhibitor leaders that
netted $2 000,000 less.
theaters should wait until the Gov- "heaters
October figure was computed on
ernment issues an edict banning
of total returns from indidouble features. He said that it is a basis vidual
theaters received at WAC
up to the exhibitors to do this headquarters up to Friday. It is
job voluntarily without crowding expected that when the tardy thefrom Washington.
aters have completed their stateHe has indicated that the Fanchon
ments and sent them in, the na& Marco interests early in January
tional aggregate will be in the neighwill try out single bills at one of
borhood of $15,000 000.
their first-run houses, probably the
"If. in a month such as October,
Fox, and later the same bill will be
in which there was no organized efused at all of the circuit's second
fort to boost sales, a 35 per cent
and subsequent-runs. One such sin- increase was registered (on the bagle bill will be used at some Fan- *is of only partial returns), it is not
chon & Marco first-runs each week hard to see what can be done in Deas a step toward educating the pubcember with the 'On To Victory'
lic to the advantages of single fea- and Christmas
campaigns. Amertures and selected shorts as enterica has rea-'on to be proud of its
tainment prior to June 1.
showmen" Si Fabian commented
yesterday.
Chi. Carriers Having Troubles
(Continued from Page 1)

grams, at least for the duration. This
business of crying out for a Governmental edict in order to make
such a reversion possible is ridiculous."

Chicago — Chicago film truck distributors are having difficulties in
obtaining new trucks to replace worn
out equipment. Tires and gasoline
needs are still sufficient for distributors handling Government war
shorts within the state without
charge, but interstate shipments are
billed.

Rep. Sets Texas Circuits
Dallas — Republic has closed deals
with the Interstate Theater Circuit
and R. S. Griffith Texas theaters.
Prexy James R. Grainger was here
to close the contracts.

Pix Biz to Stop at 9 P.M.,
Opening Dec. 7 Bond Drive
Thousands of theaters across the
country have notified the WAC here
that thev will join in the stoppage
of film biz at 9 p.m. on Dec. 7, part
of a week of intensified industry activity dedicated to boosting the sales
of War Bonds and Stamps.
Every Lopw. RKO and Warner
housp, dIus hundreds of indies, has
enrolled to put on special exercises
on the first night of the national
campaign, which has as its slogan,
Avenge Dec 7th — On To Victory."

Hub Goes Dark But
Biz Remains Tops

IN

at home," he cabled. "The stories
and the sets in the feature productions bring their home country vividly to their
memories."
Any
one who
has been abroad long
enough to grow homesick and has
in that mood witnessed an American
motion picture will appreciate what
the general had in mind. The performance might not have been a
jwork of genius; perhaps it was the
most routine of "B" pictures, batItered by hard service on many a
jscreen, outmoded by the swift rush
of film fashion and film technique.
But it was American down to the
last cliche, and it was heartwarming to look upon.
This is not to suggest that the
men in service overseas are getting
their entertainment from the bottom of the Hollywood barrel. On
the contrary, it is plain that official
recognition of the value of the motion picture and the co-operation of
the film industry have combined to
supply the armed forces frequently
and freely with the best. But the
artistic merits of the films that
reach the far-flung battle line are,
so to speak, icing on the cake. Fundamentally, Hollywood is doing a
fine job of sending letters from
home to the fighting men. — NEW
YORK
HERALD-TRIBUNE.

Film Allocation Proposal
Is Discussed in Capital
(Continued from Page 1)

substantial approval of the proposed
system being indicated, with several
rough spots ironed out.
Announcement, of details is expected next month before the present freeze on film stock expires on
December 18. The freeze was extended this week-end from Nov. 18,
having been out of effect for three
days through
an oversight.
Present at the meeting were Dr.
J. Gevaert, Gevaert Co.: A. E. Marshal, Agfa Ansco; I. N. Hultman,
Eastman Kodak: D. H. Kinlock, Dupont; L. D. Fields. Defender; J. C.
Wilson. Kaloid; D. C. Dailey and
G. S. Salzgeber, Hammer Dry Plate
& Film Co.
Start New
West

Coast

War
Bureau

Dept. Series
of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

would mean. If the week-end is to
be accepted as a criterion, it will
mean exactly nothing.
In the Hub, biz in the deluxers
was as large as that of the previous
week. Many of the theaters had
long lines of patrons waiting and
this despite weather which Dizzy
Dean only could describe.
All Boston coastal and inland theaters are preparing for unusual
heavy business from tomorrow night
through the week for reservations
at local hotels give undisputed indication that the influx of parents to
visit sons in nearby camps will be
largest in history over the holiday
and the ensuing week-end.

Partial Dimout to Affect
Philly's Theater Marquees

Philadelphia — This city and other
towns in a radius of 25 miles face
the prospect of a partial dimout,
following a meeting of civilian defense leaders here Sunday night,
with other confabs expected this
week to formulate definite plans.
The dimout, while not believed to
be as strict as that in New York
City and other spots, will undoubtedly affect theater signs. It is
thought likely that at the beginning,
at
least,
it will be on a volunteer
basis.
It is thought likely that Camden,
N. J., which is under another Defense Command, will follow. The
dimout, for the duration will start
one-half hour after sundown, consunrise. tinuing until one-half hour before

Vancouver Island Dimout
Extension Hurts Theaters
Victoria, B. C— The Pacific Coast
dimout is creeping northward, and
new regulations governing lighting
visible from the sea have been imposed on the shores of Southern
Vancouver island. A cut of 25 to
50 per cent in theater attendance
was the result of the dimout.

Capital Group to Pass
On Free Talent Weighed
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Creation of an orHollywood — William Morgan is
ganization similar to the Hollywood
directing "Keen It Clean," first of
the Fighting Men series of the War Victory Committee to pass on requests
for
free
entertainment in the
Dept. training films, at Republic
Washington area was proposed yesfor the Academy's Research Council.
terday by Warner Bros. Zone Manager John J. Payette, local WAC
leader, and Managing Director Harry
Md.
Censors Okay "Cargo"
Baltimore — Metro's "White Cargo" Anger of the WB Earle. The plan
has been passed by the Maryland
consideration by the Amercensors following slight modification is under
ican Federation of Musicians. The
of one sequence, made voluntarily organization would include union
by the producer.
representatives, theater executives
and civic leaders.
Martin Smith's Mother Dies
Toledo — Funeral services were Rites for R. D. Hamilton
held here Saturday for the mother
Des Moines, la. — Funeral services
of Martin G. Smith, local circuit were held Saturday for Robert D.
owner and president of the ITO of Hamilton, 36, employed at 20th Century-Fox Studios at Los Angeles.
Ohio.

^3fe
Combines Not to
Ailed M-G-M Policies

TO THE

BEN ROSCOE, JR., who has been
(.Continued from Page 1)
future will be no different than per- exploiting Art Davis and Bill ("Cowboy Rambler") Boyd, PRC stars, enformances in the past.
listed in the U. S. Marines Friday
"We have no objection," Rod- at Washington.
gers said, "to a theater owner selecting an agent to represent him
Ottawa— Maj. RAYMOND MASfor his buying or booking, or both, SEY
has reported for assignment
so long as he, the theater owner,
to
Adjutant General's office of
signs the contract and assumes com- the the
Canadian Army.
plete responsibility. We have, however, no intention of operating on
Milwaukee — JOHN BERGANT,
any other basis than that of nego- former head booker for the Fox
tiating for each individual theater Wisconsin Amusement Corp. who
without relation to other theaters.
enlisted in the Marines in February
"The theater owner who can af- as a private, has been promoted to
ford the expense of delegating au- corporal. He is stationed at the
thority to someone else to negotiate naval ammunition depot at Hingfor his product should understand ham, Mass.
that so far as Loew's, Inc., is concerner he will not secure, through Thien Appeals in St. Louis;
this means, any preferential treat- New Sosna Case Evidence
ment.
"Any attempt to impose unreasonable demands on us as to run,
clearance or terms should be reported to us at once. Our policy
under such circumstances will undoubtedly be altered immediately as
it applies to such offending organizations."

COLORS!
Chicago— ROBERT DONNELAN,
chief of service, Warners Highland
theater has joined the Navy. Joseph
Charnoff succeeds.
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Seven Get the Gun,
Making 42 Starling
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week,: making 42 shooting. The
check-up

Cleveland— LOUIS SWEE, manAt Columbia: Four shooting.
At M-G-M: Seven shooting/red ager of the Knickerbocker Theater
for the past 15 years, has been in- eluding "I Dood It," musical,^0i
ducted into the Army.
starring Red Skelton and Eleanor
Powell, with Jimmy Dorsey and his
Cleveland— ARNOLD NATHAN- band. Vincente Minnelli directing
SON of the Warner theater depart- and Jack Cummings producing.
At Monogram:
One shooting.
ment, and SIDNEY ARLEN, short
At Paramount:
Five shooting.
subject booker for the same deAT PRC: Two shooting, Arthur Ripley is
partment, have been accepted as
producing "After Tomorrow," drama, with
Army Air Force Aviation cadets. Alan Baxter, Gertrude Michael, Edwin Maxwell, Tully Marshall, Jacqueline Dalya and
ALLAN
TREUHAUPT, cut-off Richard
Kipling. Steve Sekely directing;
clerk,
Corps. has enlisted in the Signal

Industry Executives Will
Attend "Avengers" Bow

Leading industry figures will join
St. Louis — Victor B. Thien, owner
of the Palm, has appealed the de- New York and international society
cision in unreasonable clearance
at tonight's premiere of Paramount's
at the Rivoli. Precomplaint
against
Loew's
which "The Avengers"
miere will benefit the American
the clearance
of the
Willin Rogers
over the Palm was cut from seven Friends of Norway and is under the
to four days. Intervenor, Union patronage of Crown Princess MarSouthern Co., owner • of the Will
tha of Norway, who will attend.
Rogers, has indicated it will also
Filmites scheduled to attend include Adolph Zukor, Barney BalaChi. Salesmen's Club
appeal.
Complaint of Webster Groves ban. Leonard Goldenson, Leon NetTo Ask ODT For More Gas Theater
Co., operating the Ozark, ter, Robert Gillham, Alec Moss, Robert Weitman, George Skouras, WilChicago — Local film salesmen via Webster Groves, against Paramount,
liam White, Dan Michalove, William
the Reel Fellows Club will address an RKO, Vitagraph and 20th-Fox, seeking run not later than the Pointe
appeal to the ODT for additional and clearance over the Maplewood, Phillips, A. M. Georger, Eddie Algas. Club held a meeting over the Richmond, and Shady Oak, has been person, Spyros Skouras, Fred Mohrweek-end to discuss the gas ration- compromised by complainant and in- hardt. Walter Cokell, Sam Dembow,
Meyer, John Hicks, Eding situation. It was said that unterveners, the St. Louis Amusement Jr., Frank
win Weisl, John Hertz, Jr., Charles
less added gas is made available Co. and Fanchon & Marco. ArbitraReagan, Ralph Kohn, Hugh Owen,
salesmen covering the outlying tertor Harry L. Erbs will enter an order and G. B. J. Frawley.
ritory will be unable to use their
cars. Club named a committee to dismissing the case. Terms of the
compromise have not been made pubhandle the gas problem at the meet- lic.
Study of Gas Rationing
ing.
Arbitrator Ethan A. H. Shepley Puzzle Set for This Week
has under advisement new testimony
Mrs. F. D. R. at Philly V. C.
in complaint of Louis Sosna, owner Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Philadelphia — Mrs. Franklin D. of Sosna, Mexico, Mo., against 20thWashington — A temporary lull in
Roosevelt, in town for a rally at the Fox, Paramount and RKO.
the activities of the anti-gas rationAcademy of Music, paid an unexing bloc of Midwestern and Westpected visit to the Variety Club here
ern Congressmen is looked for as
Sunday, addressing a group of men President Bans Cameras
the result of an announcement yesfrom the U. S. S. Boise, who were From Vital Sea Areas
terday by Senator Harry S. Truman
being entertained.
of Missouri that his committee investigating the war program will
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — President Roosevelt study gas-rationing plans at the end
Additional Prints
yesterday signed an executive order of this week. Truman urged that
declaring it illegal to carry a camera citizens in the West obey the OP A
On History's Pages
or any other device for the taking regulations at least until his comWhile it is known that with the
mittee has had a chance to report
of photographs within the limits of
American forces to North Africa
a defensive sea area. The order and promised a complete report
within 10 days.
went prints of U. S. feature films
merely tightens Army and Navy regfor film exchanges in Algiers and
ulations already in effect.
Although the chances for comCasablanca, it was learned yesterday
pletely blocking the imposition of
that also accompanying the A.E.F.
nation-wide rationing seemed to fade
No News On Ceiling Changes
in its spectacular overseas operation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY somewhat over the week, some rewere 35 mm. prints, narrated in
lief may yet be held out to exhibiHollywood — Attorney William tors.
French, of the United Newsreel.
Montgomery Smith, associated in
These were compiled for foreign
Washington
with
Attorney
Mabel
showings from the five American
Walker Willebrandt. counsel for PRC Starts 11 Before Jan. 1
newsreels at the request of the
Screen Directors Guild, who is here West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
State Department, fifth issue of the
on routine visit to latter's Los AnHollywood— Stepping up its proIndustry Service Bureau's Motion
geles office, said he has not been
duction tempo, PRC will start work
Picture Letter, issued yesterday, disadvised yet on any modifications of on 11 pix between now and Jan. 1
closed.
Byrnes' directive on salary ceiling under a schedule just mapped out
by Leon Fromkess.
as it affects talent guilds.

Sig Neufeld producing the second in the
"Billy The Kid", series, western, with Buster
Crabbe, Al St. John, Iris Meredith, Ed Pell,
Sr.
Sherman
Scott directing.
At RKO-Radio:
Three shooting.
At Republic : Two shooting, including
"Dead Man's Gulch," Don "Red" Barry
western, with Bud McTaggart, Lynn Merrick, Emmett Lynn, Clancy Cooper and
John Vosper. Jack English directing, and
Eddy White producing.
At 20th Century-Fox:
Three shooting.
At United Artists: Arnold Pressburger
shooting "Unconquered" ; and Harry Sherman, "Meet John Bonniwell," with Richard
Dix, Jane Wyatt, Albert Dekker and Rod
Cameron.
George Archainbaud directing.
At Universal: Eight shooting, including
"Oh! Doctor," Abbott and Costello starring
comedy, with Ginny Simms, Patric Knowles,
Elyse Knox, Joseph Sawyer and Johnny Long
and his band. Charles Lamont directing;
"He's My Guy," a story of show business,
with Irene Hervey, Dick Foran, Joan Davis.
Gertrude Niesen and Fiuzy Knight. Edward
F. Cline
directing and Will Cowan, associate producer.
At Warners:
Six shooting.

Films Again Listed as
Essential to War Effort
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Motion pictures yesterday were again included among
the list of 35 industries vital to the
war program by War Manpower
Commission Chairman Paul V. McNutt. This general listing only confirmed previous announcements and
will be followed within 10 days by a
detailed "breakdown" listing those
jobs considered essential for pur-|
poses of draft deferment.

Columbia Sileo Returns
Columbia R. Sileo, associate and
wife of photographer Jimmy Sileo
will arrive this morning from Hoi
lywood, where she stopped off foi
a week on her return from Mexicc
City. While in Mexico City, Mrs
Sileo wrote the biography of Mrs
Susana de Regnier, the founder oj
the Boy Scouts of Mexico.
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Stands as Trade's Most
Successful Drive; Campaign Cost Only 2.36%

=

The industry-sponsored Army and
Navy Belief drive in May passed
TO quote the late Will Rogers: "All I into history yesterday as the most
know is what I read in the papers". . .
fsuccessful
o r t of efits
F'rinstance, paramountly, there's the disclosure via the Motion Picture Letter, so
kind ever
u
n
d
e
rtaken
ably
edited
by
the
Industry
Service
Bureau's
Glen Allvine, that when the Yanks landed
in North Africa their equipment — the word
is used advisedly — included 35 mm. prints,
narrated in French, of the United Newsreel,
compiled at the request of the State Department. .. . Could there be any more
striking recognition of the motion picture's
essentiality than that? ... Or of its vital
place in the grand strategy of the United
Nations? . . . Whether cotton linters,
nitric acid, sulphuric acid and ethyl alcohol
emerge from the laboratories as nitrate raw
stock or smokeless powder, the general
objective — the eradication of totalitarianism
— is identical. . . .
NOT the least significant, surely, of the
interpretive articles in the New York
Times Sunday was Arnaldo Cortesi's special
cable from Buenos Aires. . . . Under the
headline, "Argentina Gives Signs of a
Change of Heart," it spotlighted the BA
premiere of Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" and
recorded the reaction of the Argentine Foreign Minister, Dr. Enrique Ruiz Guinazu. . . .
Dr. Guinazu, whose sympathies hardly have
been pro-Allied, stood up as the lights
were flashed on and applauded "with an
ardor and enthusiasm that the most devoted
and convinced supporter of the Unitsd
Nations could perhaps have matched but

by t h e film
trade.
N i c h olas
M. Schenck,

STILL "reading the papers," there's the
Times' Sunday headline, "Advertising
of Shipping Services During Wartime Held
Justified". . . . Meaning that shipping
operators will be permitted reasonable expenditure to keep their names before the
public. . . . The principle scarcely can be
restricted to shipping. . . . The implications in the film equipment field are too
obvious to require comment. . . .

The Momand anti-trust case,
which was scheduled to go to trial
in Oklahoma City on Dec. 1, again
has been set back. New date has
not been calendared but it is understood that the trial will not start
until after Jan. 1, 1943.

Para. May Sponsor
Radio Network Show

Army-Navy Conferences
Agree On End of Star
Leaves! Will Cut Radio
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although official announcement may be held up for some
time, it was reliably learned yesterday that film stars in the armed
forces will not receive furloughs to
make commercial pictures. Reports
that Gene Autry would be furloughed from the Army Air Corps
to make a series of four pictures for
Republic daappear
to be that
without
fountion. It is known
Republic

drive chair(Continued on Page 3)
man in submitting his
final accountParamount is considering an idea
ing via the
WAC, paid a for a radio program submitted to
the company
by theReactions.
Women's Institute of Audience
The
schenck glowing
ute to tribthe
NICHOLAS
program, as an audition, will be
today.
presented
to
Paramount
executives
part that
exhibitors
played in the
drive.
Loew's
(Continued
on Page
6)
A United Nations Week, slated
The nature of the program has for Jan. 14-20, was planned at a
not been made public, but it is understood that it tackles story and WAC meeting yesterday when a twotalent problems and carries specific pronged effort to help the warstricken people of our allies was
and institutional
advertising. Pro(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 10)

United Nations Week
Is Scheduled by WAC

Public in St. Louis

Duals'the End
Opposes
St. Louis — Despite
move by
Greater St. Louis exhibitors to elim-

inate double features on June 1, 1943,
the public's reaction to the proposal
has been anything but complimentary
to the motion picture industry.
A checkup of patrons in theaters
ranging from first to last run indicertainly not exceeded". . . . The Times'
cates that a variety of interpretacorrespondent comments that the firsttions have been placed on the action
nighters "were hardly able to believe their against duals. Some patrons see in
eyes". . . . Whether "Mrs. Miniver" con- the movement a trick to cut the exverted Dr. Guinazu or not is something else
(Coutinued on Pane 7)

again, but here again you have a striking, if
different, manifestation of the motion picture place in grand strategy. . . .

Montana" Trust Trial
Going Over to 1943

IAC Told Industry Only
Part of Film Problem

Hazen to Outline War
Plans to Trade Heads

Washington

Joseph H. Hazen, Warners viceprexy, who returned to New York
yesterday after completing the
Army orientation course for which
he was selected as the representative of the film industry, will hold
a meeting with heads of film companies in New York early next week.
Following the meeting here he will

FILM

DAILY

Confuses Film Fare
With Table Varietg
Leo the Lion blushed with understandable pride yesterday, immediately in the wake of the premiere

Boehne Will Urge Senate to Kill Regulation
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With the entire industry awaiting clarification of the
salary limitation rulings, due any
Vanguard Films, Inc., is the new day now, an attempt was made yesterday to force the President to nulname of David O. Selznick's prolify the entire salary order. Author
duction company and is the succes- of the abortive attempt was Rep.
sor to David O. Selznick ProducJohn W. Boehne, Jr., Indiana Demotions.
crat, who sought to have a amendOfficers under the new setup inAGAIN
quoting a Times headline: "7,ment killing the ceiling order tacked
000,000 Women Workers Seen in War
clude Daniel T. O'Shea, president;
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

of THE

(Continued on Page 7)

Blanket Wage Nullification
O'Shea Heads Vanguard,
New Selznick Company

Bureau

Washington — General problems of
film allocation were discussed yesterday(Continued
by the Industry
on Page 3) Advisory

tradeshowing
of "Random
at
the Normandie
Theater.Harvest"
It developed that one witness of the film
would obviously rather see a Metro
picture than eat. When the invitation cards were checked, a ticket
was found in their midst for the Russian War Relief Dinner in Great
Neck, L. I. to be held on Dec. 8.
Flattered Leo stroked his generous
mane and declared that if the dinner
ticket's owner will call at his Broadway den, the pasteboard will be returned.
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NLRB Orders New Election
By Five Boro's Employes
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Plants Before Peace Comes". . . . You figure
out what they will mean to theaters not only
in lost matinee biz but in evening attendance. ... In World War I, the total
number of women in industry was only
2,000,000, if comparisons

MOW
it's the World-Telegram's turn for
'^ a quote: "Mrs. Roosevelt Hits Loophole
in Pay Top". . . . The United Press describes
the First Lady as "disturbed" to find that
the $25,000 ceiling does not extend to
private income from investments. . . . The
Washington
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story says Mrs.

Roosevelt

ob-

served, "I was assured we would tax that,
too". . . . Interpret that yourself. . . .
riNALLY,
Tax

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214, HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

interest you. . . .

this from

yesterday's Wall

St.

Journal: "Senator George Says New
Bill, Embracing Pay-As-You-Go Prin-

ciple, Should Be Enacted Before March 15".
. . . Better get an extra sock now in which
to save up tax coin.

UA Theater Circuit Board
Renamed by Stockholders
All directors of United Artists
Theater Circuit, Inc., were re-elected
by the stockholders at a meeting in
Baltimore on Monday. The board
consists of Harry D. Buckley, A. H.
Frisch, Joseph H. Moskowitz, Bertram S. Nayfack, Dennis F. O'Brien,
Willard V. King, William P. Philips,
Joseph M. Schenck and Lee Shubert.
The directors will meet to elect
officers next week. Present officers,
all of whom are expected to be reelected, are Joseph M. Schenck, chairman of the board and president; Lee
Shubert, vice-president; Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice-president; William P.
Philips, vice-president and treasurer;
Bertram S. Nayfack, secretary, and
A. M. Georger, comptroller.

Lem Ward Dies Here
Lem Ward, stage director, and
husband of Toni Ward, costume designer, died in Mount Sinai Hospital
of pneumonia following a three
weeks' illness. He directed the current "The Eve of St. Mark" and
"Uncle Harry" on Broadway.

The Oct. 30 election of the Five
Boro's Theater Circuit's employes to
select Local 266 of the Building Service Employes International Union
as a collective bargaining agent has
been set aside by the NLRB which
ordered a new election to be held
in 20 days.
The NLRB directed that "as part
of .the investigation authorized by
the board, an election by secret ballot shall be conducted within 20
days among all theater managers
employed by Five Boro, Leff-Myers,
Kadiman Films, Inwood Theater
Corp., Leff Theaters, Inc., and Cleartone Theater Corp. to determine
whether or not they desire to be
represented for the purpose of collective bargaining with respect to
rates of pay, wages, hours of employment and other conditions."

Metro Sets Four More
Features for Showings

M-G-M announced four more pictures for tradeshowing yesterday.
"Stand By for Action" will be
screened in exchanges nationally on
Dec. 8, except in Memphis where
it will be shown Dec. 12. "Keeper
of the Flame," previously announced
for an earlier date, and "Tennessee
Johnson" will be tradeshown in most
cities on Dec. 15 and Dec. 19 and in
Buffalo on Dec. 21. "Three Hearts
for Julia" will be shown on Dec. 26,
except in New York where the date
is Dec. 22, and in Boston, Buffalo,
Detroit and Philadelphia on Dec. 28.

NLRB Rules Supervisors
Lack Voting Eligibility
Theater managers, relief managers and so-called vacation managers are eligible to vote for bargaining agent, but supervisors cannot
vote, according to an NLRB ruling
involving an issue between Local
266, Building Service Employes International Union, AFL. The local
is organizing theater front-of-thehouse employes. J. J. Theatres, Inc.,
was ordered to hold an election for
a bargaining agent within 20 days.
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NOTICE OF TRADE SHOWING

CHANGE TO ALTEC SERVICE
.A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

LI'EUT. CORDON W. HEDW1C, president of
Nu-Art Films, returns to his Army Air Corps
duties at Tampa upon the expiration of his
furlough
tomorrow.
HARRY M. BESSEY, secretary-treasurer of
Altec Service, has returned to New York from
a trip through the South and Southwest.
tor of Motion Picture Daily, now
Massachusetts
Theaters,
returns
Mass., from New York today.

Executive Assistant

20th

"LIFE BEGINS AT
the
EIGHT-at TH
IR West" 44th
Century-Fox Exchange, 345TY
New Yorfe, N. Y.

with
to
Pittaxvld,

H. M. RICHEY has returned from
week
tour of M-6-M
exchanges.

a three-

A. A. FEINBERC, U. S. Air Conditioning
Corp. prexy, is in town accompanied by HARRY
KOPALD of the organization's board, to attend
a directors'
meeting.

Century's Service Men
Will Get 'Xmas Checks
The Century Circuit will mail out
Christmas chesks to employes who
are now in the armed forces. There
are 87 men now serving with the
various units of the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and Coast Guard.
Each check will be for $15.

Two WB Pix in December,
With One a Re-issue
Warners will have only two feature releases in December, "Flying
Fortress" on the 5th and "Varsity
Show," a re-issue on the 19th.

25c GPE Dividend Declared
Directors of General Precision
Equipment Corp. yesterday declared
a cash dividend of 25 cents per share
on the capital stock, payable Dec.
15, to stockholders of record Dec. 8.
15.
The same amount was paid on Sept.

WAIVTED
Ambitious and energetic young woman wanted
as assistant to managing director of Broadway
first-run theater. Must know publicity. Newspaper contact will help. State experience and
salary expected.
Write
'Box 115
1501 B'way

THE

20th Century -Fox's

250 West 57th Street • Not York City

Intelligent, alert, resourceful young
lady, attractive personality seeks opening as executive assistant. College
background and extensive experience in
film industry. Capable of assuming
complete responsibility particularly suitable for creative,
executive
or literary
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Industry Only Part
Of Film Problem

Ban Furloughs For
Commercial Films

{Continued from Page 1)
Committee and members of the Motion Picture Section of WPB's Consumers Durable Goods Branch. Lincoln V. Burroughs, assistant to Harold Hopper, chief of the section,
J— m\e briefly on the problem of allotl«in telling the producers their
problem was only a part of the general film problem. Allocations will be
based on the overall shortage of film
with equal consideration given the
amateur camera enthusiast, producers of educational films, etc., he said.
Burroughs pointed out also that
because a considerable portion of
35 mm. Fairlitch has been converted
for use with Aerofilm by the armed
forces the capacity of the motion
picture industry to use film has been
reduced.
It was reliably reported that the
discussion did not deal with the question of dual bills. Possibilities of
a ban on duals are considered much
less real here than in many other
sections of the country.
Industry representatives in attendance included Loyd Wright;
Ned Depinet, RKO; Gradwell L.
Sears, UA; A. W. Schwalberg, WB;
George Dembow, National Screen
Service; William F. Rodgers, Loew's;
Harry Thomas, Monogram; John
O'Connor, Universal; James Wolcott,
March of Time; 0. H. Briggs, PRC;
E. I. Sponable, Movietone News, and
C. A. Schneider.

(Continued from Page 1)
has been seeking to cast Autry but
the cowboy star will almost certainly not be furloughed.
Joint Army-Navy staff conferences
on the general question of professional commitments by talent in uniform have been held here recently
and an overall report recommending
much tighter control than in the
past has been prepared. It does not
yet have final approval but the conferees reached their decision not to
furlough actors for commercial productions a week ago and there is
small chance for reversal.
More stringent restrictions on radio and personal appearances are
forthcoming as well as stricter control of charity commitments. It is
not likely that these will be completely stopped but it is known that
both the Army and the Navy feel
they have been too frequent and are
often somewhat questionable. Regulations governing these appearances
will unquestionably tighten up, one
of the conferees told The Film
Daily.
Just what are commercial pictures
and what are not has not yet been

"Court
West CoastMartial"
Bureau ofTraining
THE FILMPicDAILY
Hollywood — War Department
training film, "Administration of
Military Justice and Courts-Martial,"
is in production at Samuel Goldwyn Studio. Training film is being
made for the Signal Corps through
the Academy Research Council. Hal
Roach, Jr., is director, assisted by
William McGarry.

"Ice Capades" Previews Set

Republic exchanges in 33 key cities will hold special exhibitor-press
previews of "Ice Capades Revue"
during the week beginning Dec. 6.

• •
• TOMORROW
is Thanksgiving
And who can deny
that we have so much for which to be thankful, — the storm of war notwithstanding? Here in America, each of us lives under Democracy's
skies, and in a lofty degree of mutual respect and harmony befitting
the character and dignity of free men and women
This is no accident, although the fruits we enjoy are exciting to contemplate in light of
roots which had their origins in the soils of the Old World, where hates
and oppressions existed in such high percentages
T
T
T
• • • IT IS an interesting coincidence, anent the aforementioned
democratic way of life, that yesterday there came to the attention of
this corner an eloquent bit of testimony of our mutuality
For
the past two decades, THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best Poll has operated
to give the nation's motion picture editors and critics an opportunity
to exercise their "franchise" in the selection of each year's best films
This year their balloting is being augmented
to include the
editors and critics of our foreign press
It is New York's poly-glot,
patriotic press— to use the phraseology of Sigmund Gottlober, director
of the Foreign Press Publicity Service, at whose suggestion the "franchise" isbeing extended
It means that 89 daily and weekly newspapers, published in 27 languages, and boasting more than 1,000.000
subscribers, will have the opportunity to vote
The list of these
newspapers would give the Nazi Paperhanger the heeby-jeebies, and
worse if he knew the devotion of their owners, staffs, and readers to
the U.S.A
And how they so eagerly and generously give their sons
to the armed forces; their scrap metal to that drive; their dollars to
the purchase of War Bonds, and so on
T
T
T
• • • PERHAPS a happy outgrowth of this year's foreign press
voting on the Ten Best will be the formaiton of a foreign press Critics
Circle, patterned along the lines of that extant among our big metropolitan dailies
Such a new circle can include Dr. D. Z. Krinkin, Russky
Golos; Mark Weinbaum, Russkoye Slovo; Michael Kniazewitz, Ukrainian
Wisty; Dr. Peter Yolles, Nowy Swiat (Polish); Dr. Charles Foeldy, Napszava (Hungarian); Basil Vlavianos, Greek Herald; Dr. Vladimir Constantinides, Greek Atlantis; Karel Leitner, Listy (Czechoslovak); Andrew
Valusek, Dennik (Czechoslovak); Dr. Manfred George, Aufbau (German);
Dr. Italo Falbo, II Progresso (Italian); William Edlin, The Day (Jewish);
N. Buchwald, Jewish Freiheit; B. Levitan, The Forward (Jewish); H.
Guttman, Morning Journal (Jewish); Antulio Rodriguez, La Presna (Spanish); Roy Mizara, Laisve (Lithuanian); John Tercek, Glas Naroda (Slovenian); and Anton Tanaskovich, Svijet (Croatian); etc
T
•

NOVEMBER

25

Margaret Livingston Terry
Kilburn
Lincoln
Quarberg
Louis
D. Lighton
Vera
Reynolds
Charles
Francis
Coe
NOVEMBER
Frances
Dee
Philip Longdon

26
Julian
Leon

Johnson
Holmes

•

•

WOULD

▼

the meetings

T

be Babel?

Not at all!

The good old American language is the group's common denominator,
as are entertainment tastes and those of their readers, namely, our Hollywood feature pix
That the latter situation exists can be accredited
in large measure o the fact that Sigmund Gottlober has brought to
the foreign language press a solid enthusiasm for motion pictures, and
news thereof, over a period of 25 years
Thus, currently, he is
celebrating the Silver Anniversary of his Foreign Press Publicity Service, headquartering at 258 Fifth Ave
His motto, over this solid
quarter of a century, has paralleled that of the U. S. itself,— E Pluribus
Unum
He has made one from many
In so doing, he has
also rendered our film industry a distinct and unique service
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

fully defined but the cast of "This
Is the Army" will definitely go to
Hollywood to make a celluloid version of their show for Army Emergency Relief. Whether such pix as
the OWI-WAC series might be considered commercial has not yet been
decided.

Three Would Head F-45
Chicago — Ted Levy of Warners,
Jack Eckhardt of 20th-Fox and William Hamm of Republic were nominated for president of the newlyorganized Local F-45, Exchange
white collar workers. George Benson of Vitagraph and Leo Schauer
of 20th Century-Fox were put up
for secretary. The election will be
held Dec. 15 at the Blackstone Hotel.

Conditioning Equipment Sought
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — OPA announces that
owners of large-scale refrigeration
and air-conditioning equipment who
care to sell it to war industries will
be paid the total cost less depreciation but including full cost of original installation.

Adv. Slugs for Dec.
Bond Drives Ready
Two composite mats of ad slugs,
one for the Pearl Harbor Bond drive
and another for the Christmas effort
have been prepared and are now
available to exhibitors at National
country.
Screen Service exchanges across the
Assurances from WAC state chairmen indicate that exhibitor swill begin using these Bond-selling messages immediately.

GRANT
STAY FOR
OF HOLIDAY-TIME BUSINESS
IN
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BONDS TO AVENGE
PEARL HARBOR —
DECEMBER 7-13!
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Army-Navy Drive
Hits $2,120,216
{Continued from Page 1)

prexy also pointed out that the trade
press gave invaluable help.
"Again this drive demonstrated that our industry can do
when we work together in all
branches of our industry for a
common cause," said Schenck.
"I feel deeply grateful for the
way everybody co-operated.
Without that, the campaign
committee could have done nothing."
Several months ago, two checks
for $1,000,000 each were given to
Army and Navy relief funds. Yesterday, Mr. Schenck tendered two
additional checks— $34,500 to Assistant Secretary of War Patterson
for the Army Relief and $34,500
to Admiral Richardson for Navy Relief.
This brings the total to $2,069,180.39 — the largest net amount ever
realized from a theater-collection
drive.
Not the least amazing phase of
the campaign is the fact that, according to report of Price, Waterhouse & Co., accountants, the expenses 'of the drive amounted to the
surprisingly low figure of 2.36 per
cent! To raise the $2,120,216.66
gross collections, the expenses
reached only $50,032.27. Of that
amount $32,206.31 covered the cost
of some 15,000 trailers, which were
manufactured without profit and distributed gratis. Omitting that one
item of expense, the drive cost would
have been about 8/10ths of 1 per
cent!
This result could have been
obtained, Schenck pointed out,
only because virtually all of the
work done on the drive was unpaid, volunteer effort and the
great majority of materials used
were contributed either gratis
or at cost.
The auditors' report indicates that
New York led all other states in
amounts collected— $407,329. . Second came Pennsylvania, with $202,152. Other states reporting over
$100,000 were: California, $193,866;

WEDDING

BELLS

Cleveland — Announcement has
been made of the engagement of
Nat L. Lefton, former Republic
franchise owner, to Mrs. Jean Fishman of this city.
Harold Berwokitz, formerly of
Warners legal staff and now a Sergeant in the Army, will be married
Sunday noon to Janet Dessau.
Engagement is announced of
Theresa Heyman, daughter of Jack
Heyman, theater operator, and niece
of Harry Brandt, to Sergt. Arthur
Sowmer, Army Air Force, stationed
at Greenville, Miss.

WHO'S
o

•

•

WHO
Introducing

Blanket Wage Freeze
Nullification Move

IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

OLIVER DRAKE. Producer. Born in Boise, Idaho, May 28, 1903.
Boise and San Diego grade schools and San Diego high school
pictures as an actor and starred in 28 Westerns made
by Southwest Prods., of San Diego. Wrote and directed
24 of the pictures. Returned to family's ranch in Idaho,
remaining there two years. Left for Hollywood and
worked for independent companies as a writer and director. Wrote for FBO, M-G-M, Pathe, Universal and
Republic. Has written more than 1,000 Western originals and screenplays. Wrote original story, "Rogue
Of The Rio Grande," Myrna Loy's first starring vehicle.
Wrote a hit song, "Chiquita," which Gene Autry sang
in "Coming 'Round the Mountain." His written 20
songs used in pictures. Induced RKO to give Veronica
Lake her first picture part in a Leon Errol short. Directed "Today I Hang," for Alexander Bros.-PRC. Has
produced nine pictures for Universal, where he is under

•

•

Educ.
Enteredin

contract. Wrote original, "Grand Canyon," which will
be made in Technicolor by RKO. Stands, 6,1. Weighs,
160 pounds.
Eyes, blue.
Hair, brown.

O'Shea Heads Vanguard,
New Selznick Company
{Continued from Page 1)

Providence Exhibs. Hopeful
OPA Will Grant Fuel Oil

Providence — OPA's threatened
shutdown on use of fuel oil to "nonessential" buildings, if such classification is to include theaters, will
spell havoc for many first-run houses
here. A checkup yesterday showed
that only three downtown first-runs
are heated with coal — these being
Fays, Loew State and the RKOAlbee. Latter house converted from
RTWW Opens Swedish House
oil to coal during the Summer, installed new supplementary boiler
Stockholm (By Cable)— New Folkan theater opened here with the
and had much of winter's coal supSwedish premiere of "Reap the Wild
ply
on
hand.
Strand, Majestic, Metropolitan,
Carlton and Playhouse all are fuelCowan to Test Cornell
oil users. Playhouse might possibly
Wind."
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY be able to convert back to coal,
Hollywood — Lester Cowan is go- which was its original installation.
ing East to make a test of Kath- Majestic converted from coal to oil
arine Cornell for the role of Mme.
some years back and since has given
Sun-Yat-Sen.
over use of former coal storage
space to Narragansett Electric Co.,
Illinois
, $118,637; New Jer
which
now has that space utilized
sey,
$111,301; Ohio, $107,140; Michigan, $100,- as a cable
vault.
582.
Most managements feel President
Totals turned in by other states
Roosevelt's stand taken at time
Ala.
Neb. . % 9,174.80 of his appointment of Co-Ordinator
Ariz.
$27,018.98 Nev.
of
Government
8,990.09
American
Motion Films,
Picture that
is one"the
of
3,058.48
N. H..
Ark.
5,926.01 most effective media in informing
6,196.44 N.J.
111,301.18
Cal.
193,866.76
Colo.
N. M. .
and entertaining our ctizens," will
4,363.65 N. Y. .
2,584.76 lead
to OPA decision that theaters
Conn.
58,298.21 N. C. . 407,329.23 are "essential" and thus entitled to
Del.
8,516.46 fuel-oil.
6,608.11 N. D. .
D. C.
53,740.73 Ohio
Fla.
7,763.01
107,140.18
19,986.85 Okla.
Ga.
14,882.53 Poniewaz Wounded at Tulagi
Ida.
9,752.99 Pa.
Ore. .
34,541.72
2,837.31
— Parents of Pvt. Ralph
111. . 118,637.18
202,152.61 S. Milwaukee
Poniewaz of the U. S. Marines,
Ind.
14,707.53 former usher at the Riviera theater
49,620.83 R. I.
C. .
la. .
18,981.96 S.
3,747.32 here, have been informed that their
S. D.
Kan.
15,366.20 Tenn.
7,136.98 son is confined to a hospital in San
Kv.
27,978.84 Diego, Calif., convalescing from a
15,241.96 Tex.
La. .
37,994.69 Utah.
5,606.49 leg wound received at Tulagi.
Me.
Md. .
1,749.38
13,774.55 Vt. ..
53,596.74 Va.
3,426.46 Matthew Kavanaugh Dies
Mass.
15,356.35
83,340.35 Wash..
Mich. 100,582.80
Minneapolis — Matthew J. Kava52,767.12
Minn.
naugh, 66, pioneer Northwest exhib.
41,900.83 W. Va. 16,425.58
Wis. . 39,741.52 and owner of the old Gem, second
14,660.86
Miss.
Mo.
picture
house to be opened in this
2,409.48
44,009.28 Wyo.
Unallo .
Mont.
city, died here. Kavanaugh also
2,146.11
cated 13,274.18 operated
houses in North and South
Dakota.
Total $2,] 120,212.66

Raymond A. Klune, assistant to the
president; E. L. Scanlon, vice-president and treasurer; M. Janov, assistant treasurer, and Loyd Wright,
secretary. Members of the board
are David O. Selznick, Daniel T.
O'Shea, E. L. Scanlon, Charles Millikan and Loyd Wright.
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{Continued from Page 1)

on the Tariff and Immigration Bill
now under consideration by the
House Ways and Means Committee.
Chairman Doughthon ruled Doehne's
suggestion
"not germane," an^a
vote was blanketed.
.C0w
Bohneurge
immediately
announced1-"^
would
members of
the Senate
Finance Committee to introduce a
similar proposal if the measure
reaches the Senate.
Boehne amendment would have
provided that nothing in the stabilization
of Oct. 2 Section
"shall be4001.9
construed actto invalidate
(limitation on certain salaries) of
the regulations of the Economic Stabilization Director, approved by the
President on Oct. 27, 1942. Such
regulation in placing such a limitation on salaries is hereby declared
null and void as of the date of its
In the meantime, with others on
promulgation."
Capitol Hill grumbling about the
salary ceiling, there is speculation
now in Washington about the possibility of limiting income from all
sources. Mrs. Roosevelt indicated
Monday that she thought all income
should be limited and there is considerable speculation here as to
whether some overall income ceiling
might not be forthcoming.

University Operates Theater
Chicago — Northwestern University is now operating the Stadium
Theater, Evanston, the Ford Circuit
having given up the lease. The University owns the theater building.
Ralph Hamlin has been made managing director. Stadium is the
town's
only indie, B & K operating
three there.

Reilly Joins Columbia
Pittsburgh — John A. Reilly, recently manager of the Metropolitan
Theater in Bloomfield, has been appointed advertising accessories manager at the local Columbia exchange,
succeeding
Levine who recently
enlisted in Lee
the Navy.

"Morocco" Tops "Inn," "Draft
Para.'s "The Road to Morocco"
in early key city situations is top
ping
receipts in
of the
both Draft,"
"Holiday Inn'1
and
"Caught
to the
home office
reveal. reports

STORKS!
Rochester — Leonard Maxwell, pho
tographer for the Century here, ant
Mrs. Maxwell are the parents of
six-pound baby boy.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Thomas N
Killeen, district manager of th
Comerford-Circuit, and Mrs. Killee
became
Hospital. parents of a son at Merc
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United Nations Week
is Scheduled by WAC
(Continued from Page 1)

proposed to representatives of the
United Nations. Purpose of the campaign, of which Edward L. Alperson is chairman and Leon Bambergssijs director, is the collection of
l^JJy ancein
theaters
and the
acquaintof the
American
people
with
the problems of the citizens of the
Allied nations at war. More than
16,000 theaters will be marshalled
to participate.
Leonard Goldenson, Harry Kalmine, Bob White and P. J. Wood are
co-chairmen of the activity; Herman Robbins, treasurer; Leon Bamberger, director, and Harry Mandel,
advertising and publicity director.
Joseph Bernhard, head of the
WAC's theater division asked the
group to make certain that its local
organizations be set up so as to
achieve "near-perfect co-operation
with the geographically equivalent
WAC."
Representatives from the United
Nations were: Albert Deane, Anzac
Division of British War Relief; Bayard M. Nedrick, United China Relief, Inc.; Frank Balek, Czachoslovakia Relief Committee; Mrs. Mary
Isaacs, Czech-American National Alliance; Mrs. Marian Dougherty,
Fighting French Relief Committee;
Dr. Walter S. Davenport, co-ordinating Council of French Relief Societies, Inc.; George Turner, British
War Relief Society, Inc.; Dr. Homer
Davis, Greek War Relief Association; R. C. van der Woude, Queen
Wilhemina Fund, Inc.; C. H. Carver. American Friends of Norway;
Walter J. Bayer, Polish American
Council; Paul Super, Polish Y. M.
C. A.; K. C. Carter. Russian War
Relief, Inc.; Bart Andress, American
Friends of Yugoslavia; Bryant Rumford and George Janecke, Inter-Allied Information Center.

Mass. ATO Re-elects Pinanski
Boston — Sam
Pinanski
has been
\re-elected president
of the Allied
1 ' Theater
Owners
of Massachusetts
(MPTOA)
and Joseph Brennan has
been re-elected secretarv.

WB Signs Dave Butler
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners has signed
director Dave Butler to a long
termer.

Eastman, B & L Men
Slain Serving Colors
Rochester — First
Class
Gunner's
Mate
Donald
Roy
McAnn,
USN,
formerly of Eastman Kodak Co., was
killed in a naval engageP*
ment, it has been reported
* here.
^
Pvt. John
T. Morphet,
USMC,
formerly
of
the
Bausch b Lomb Optical Co., lost his
life in action in the Solomons.

Cf*\uilY

REVIEWS OF l)€UJ FILMS
"Random Harvest"

with Ronald Colman, Greer Garson
M-G-M
124 Mins.
SUPERB
DRAMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT
EXCELS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS; SHOULD
MAKE B. 0. BULGE.
The exhibitor should harvest rich rewards
from this film, one of M-G-M's finest
achievements. Sitting through this ace
production should provide audiences with
one of ther most satisfying experiences.
They will find "Random Harvest" a deeply-stirring dramatic document and entertainment of superlative quality. Poignant,
charged with profound emotion and carrying an undeniable human impact, the picture is absorbing diversion that holds the
interest taut despite the interminable footage. The film's grip would be still more
potent with judicious paring here and there.
Metro has poured only the best into
"Random Harvest." The- result is entertainment that will be difficult to match for
sheer quality. Acting, direction and writing are inspired. All involved have worked

"Ravaged Earth"

Crystal Pictures
68 Mins.
STARK AUTHENTIC FILM RECORD OF
JAPANESE CRUELTY IN CHINA. SHOULD
BE SEEN BY ADULTS ONLY.
Some few days ago, Admiral Halsey declared, in the wake of the great naval
battle near Guadalcanal, that he did not
want to appear blood-thirsty, but that it
was good to see the heavily laden Japanese
transports go down, — or words substantially
to that effect. After one views "Ravaged
Earth," the Admiral's slant is thoroughly
understandable, and not nearly blood-thirsty
enough.
The film, its producers say, "will make
you fighting mad." It does. The sequences,
revealing Japanese atrocities against the
helpless non-combatants of China, both

during
the brutalburn
Shanghai
"incident"
(!)
and thereafter,
themselves
indelibly
into the conscience of the most hard-shelled
audience until one wonders if ever again,
in our generation or those to come, the
name of Japan can be spoken without imparting horror and scorn.
with a unity of purpose in making "RanMark Moody shot the footage while in
dom Harvest" prime diversion.
The film is extremely fortunate in its China representing the Packard, Chrysler
casting. Practically every role is flawlessly and Curtiss-Wright organizations, and he
played by gilt-edge performers. Ronald narrates the subject matter excellently.
Colman and Greer Garson carry the burden He was in Shanghai when the ruthless hordes
of the acting with an ease and an assurance of Nippon stormed, sacked, bombed and
that are most impressive. Finer acting is fired the native sections. With his camera
rarely met with on the screen. Both reveal he obtained there and elsewhere in the
a mastery of underplaying that makes their outraged nation a first-hand record, or
work shine so much the brighter. Never more accurately, an indictment, of Japanese
have the two players given more of them- action and character to chill the souls of
selves or finer accounts of their acting civilized men. That the camerawork has
worth in motion pictures. They have been dictated by exigencies and not by
brought to many of the scenes a deep studied plan only serves to make the film
ticity.
dramatic insight that gives the film tre- more effective and bristling with authenmendous emotional uplift.
It unfolds harrowing scenes, many so
The glow cast by the acting of Colman
and Miss Garson, brilliant as it is, does not stark and horror-inciting that only adults
blind one to the merits of the rest of the with strong constitutions can look upon
players, who give one sterling performance them without shrinking from the sight. But
after another. Philip Dorn, Susan Peters, they are what adult America needs to
Henry Travers, Reginald Owen and Bram- fully awaken it to the menace facing us
well Fletcher — these cannot be ignored. from Nippon's bestial soldiery. No need
Each is superb in his own way. Minor to list the atrocity scenes and other inhuman cruelties. They run the entire scale
roles are excellently handled by Rhys Wilof crimes to crescendo in the unspeakable.
liams, Una O'Connor, Charles Waldron,
Elisabeth Risdon, Melville Cooper, Margaret Certainly this is the most virile and justly
inflamatory feature yet brought to the pubWycherly and others.
lic screen in the United States. Having
The James Hilton novel has served as
superb material for the screenplay of Clau- seen it, Americans will never forget Pearl
dine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Harbor, nor the woe which has been visited
Wimperis, whose partnership has been a upon our gallant ally, China.
most fortunate one. The three writers have
succeeded remarkably well in extracting LeRoy has excelled himself. His direction
from the Hilton book all the drama and is simple and effective and unfolds the story
emotion that made that bit of fiction so with considerable suspense. Joseph Ruttenberg has supplied photography that is
iought after.
The story is laid in England. It opens topflight. The settings are a credit to
shortly after the World War and ends some Art Director Cedric Gibbons. Herbert
dozen years later. Colman plays a British Stothart's musical score is tops.
CAST: Ronald Colman, Greer Garson,
officer who has lost his memory in the War.
He escapes from the asylum to which he Philip Dorn, Susan Peters, Henry Travers,
has been confined and meets Miss Garson, Reginald Owen, Bramwell Fletcher, Rhys
an entertainer, who helps him find hap- Williams, Una O'Connor, Charles Waldron,
piness again. They fall in love and are Elisabeth Risdon, Melville Cooper, Margaret
married. An accident away from home Wycherly, Aubrey Mather, Arthur Margaretcures his amnesia but robs his memory of son, Alan Napier, Jill Esmond, Marta Linden, Ann Richards, Norma Varden, David
the events of his immediate past. When
Miss Garson finally locates him she finds Cavendish, Ivan Simpson, Marie de Becker.
him on the verge of marrying someone
CREDITS: Producer, Sidney Franklin; Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Screenplay, Claudine
else. The marriage never comes off. Miss
Garson spares him the truth, preferring to West George Froeschel, Arthur Wimperis;
wait until the association of ideas brings Based on novel by James Hilton; Cameraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Musical Score,
back his memory of her. She and Colman
Herbert Stothart; Art Director, Cedric Gibare rejoined at the end.
bons; Film Editor, Harold F. Kress.
Sidney Franklin has produced the film
DIRECTION, Superb. PHOTOGRAPHY,
richly and astutely. The production reveals impeccable taste. As Director Mervyn Superb.

Public in St. Louis
Opposes Duals' End
(Continued from Page 1)

penses of the producers and exhibitors without any reduction in the admission prices at the theaters. Others
take the position that it is not necessary for Washington to force war
reels on the public by cutting the
second feature.
On the whole, it appears that the
public intends to resist, or at least
not take kindly, to the proposed single feature policy.

Hazen to Outline War
Plans to Trade Heads
(Continued from Page 1)

go to the Coast in about 10 days
for a similar meeting with studio
heads.
Hazen's talk will cover organization and plans of the Government,
and the War Department in particular, in the prosecution of the war.
He will also give the film heads a
detailed description of the organization and functioning of each of the
branches
of the armed
services.
Additionally, Hazen will speak on
the position of the enemy forces
throughout the world, the enemy
capabilities and the logistics and the
lines of communication problems
with which we are faced and must
overcome.
Franklin Sells Strand
San Francisco — J. J. Franklin,
long-time operator of the second-run
Strand, has sold the house to the
Golden State Theater chain, which
as transferred Fred Curtis from
the Uptown
to act as manager.
Franklin
retires.

Boost Children's Scale

New Haven — The Roger Sherman
has
children's
from upped
11 to 17
cents at admissions
all times.
This follows announcement last week
that the Loew-Poli and College would
go
up to only.
17 cents on Saturdays and
Sundays

Late Shows for War Workers
Springfield, Mass. — Special late
film shows will be given each Friday night at the Arcade Theater for
the benefit of war plant workers
who leave their jobs at 11 p.m.

Night Shopping Aids
St. Louis Attendance
St. Louis — With many of the important downtown department stores
and specialty shops keeping open on
Monday nights there has been a
noticeable shift in the Monday motion picture theater attendance in
the downtown area. While fewer
women are taking in the early morning and afternoon shows there has
been a sharp gain at night. Apparently the women shop later and
then take in the show with their
husbands.
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John
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WAYNE . Mi CARROLL * h. LEE

with PAUL

KELLY

• GORDON

JONES

* MAE

CLARKE

* BILL SHIRLEY

DAVID MILLER— Director
Screen Play by Kenneth Gamet and Barry Trivers • Original Story by Kenneth Garnet
EDMUND

GRAINGER-Associate

Producer

CAPITOL THEATRE. New York City— 2 «m
HOLLYWOOD & DOWNTOWN
THEATRES
Loj Angelas — 2 weeks each
FOX THEATRE, Atlanta, ©a.— Carry over t
CAPITOL THEATRE. Atlanta— extended r>
LOEWS STATE THEATRE. Providence, R.
Carry over to CARLTON THEATRE.
Providence — for S days
STRAND

THEATRE.

PALACE

THEATRE,

Plttsfield. Mass.

STRAND

THEATRE,

Portland. Me.

PARAMOUNT

Manchester, N. H.

THEATRE,

Springfield, Mass

,IMPERIAL
2 weeks THEATRE, Charlotte, N. C.-M
over to BROADWAY THEATRE, Charlott
RIALTO THEATRE. Champaign, III.
COLFAX THEATRE. South Bend, Ind.
LOEW'S THEATRE. Dayton, Ohio
BROAD THEATRE, Columbus, Ohio— 2
PARAMOUNT THEATRE. Toledo. OhioCarry over to PRINCESS THEATRE, Tolec
STATE THEATRE. Youngstown, Ohio
STATE THEATRE. Cleveland. Ohio-Carry
to STILLMAN THEATRE. Cleveland
MAJESTIC

THEATRE.

Houston. Texas-* da

<
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THEATRES

MftC THEATRE, San Antonio. Texas—
Eover to TEXAS THEATRE, San Antonio
^Y THEATRE.

El Paso. Texas

" rIC THEATRE,
" »C THEATRE.

Dallas, Texas
Wichita Falls. Texas

1 THEATRE, Galveston, Texas
I THEATRE. Fort Worth, Texas
THEATRE,

Colorado

Springs, Colo.—

MIDWEST
8 days

THEATRE.

ORPHEUM
VARSITY
STANTON
PALACE

FROm

THEATRE.
THEATRE,
THEATRE,

HOLLYWOOD
CAPITOL

THEATRE.

Pueblo. Colo.
Indianapolis,

Ind.

* THEATRE. Louisville. Ky.
M..H, ESQUIRE. FAIRWAY THEATRES.
£ > City. Mo. (day and date)— 8 days
louse.

City. Okfa.-

Tulsa, Okla.

Lincoln. Nebr.— 7 days
Philadelphia— 4 weeks
Bethlehem, Pa.— 9 days

EARLE and AMBASSADOR THEATRES.
Washington. D. C. (day and date)—
Moveover to METROPOLITAN THEATRE
COLONIAL THEATRE, Richmond. Va.— 2 weak*
NORVA THEATRE. Norfolk. Va.
UPTOWN

THEATRE,

Hamilton, Canada

Wilkes Barre, Pa.— 8 days

MALCO

THEATRE.

Memphis.

THEATRE.

Scranton, Pa.— 8 days

CHICAGO

THEATRE, Pittsburgh, Pa.-3 weeks
THEATRE. Altoona. Pa.

CENTURY

RESENT

THEATRE.

20th CENTURY

THEATRE,

MAYFAIR

THEATRE,

New

Castle. Pa.

Johnstown, Pa.
Portland. Ore.— 2 weeks

STRAND

+ EATRE, Phoenix, Ark.
" I STATE THEATRES. San Diego. Calif.
"'ind date)— Moveover to MISSION
C THEATRE. Bridgeport. Conn.1 ver to Lyric

ORPHEUM THEATRE, Seattle. Wash.^2 weeks.
Moveover to ROOSEVELT THEATRE— 2 weeks

R THEATRE. New Orleans. La.—
*J >ver to TUDOR THEATRE. New Orleans

ORPHEUM
MAYFAIR

THEATRE.

THEATRE.
THEATRE.

Fresno. Calif.

Spokane. Wash.
Baltimore, Md.— 3 weeks

Rochester, N. Y.

THEATRE,
THEATRE,

GOPHER

THEATRE,
THEATRE,
THEATRE.

Tenn.

Chicago, III.

PARAMOUNT & FENWAY
Boston, Mass.

UPTOWN THEATRE. Salt Lake City. Utah—
2 weeks— Carry over to RIALTO THEATRE
PARAMOUNT
THEATRE. San Francisco. Calif.
—2 weeks
WARNER

THEATRE,

PARAMOUNT

ARCADE

IEATRE, Bakersfield, CalK.rver to KERN

THEATRE.

FULTON
STRAND
CAMBRIA

Toronto, Canada— 2 weeks

PALACE

FOX THEATRE. St. Louis, Mo.— Carry over to
MISSOURI THEATRE.

IEATRE. San Bernardino, Calif.

THEATRE,

Atlantic City. N. J.

THEATRE.

THEATRE,

COMERFORD
THEATRE.

Oklahoma

THEATRE.

REPUBLIC!

Syracuse, N. Y.
Buffalo. N. Y.
THEATRES.

Jacksonville, Fla.
Minneapolis. Minn.
St. Paul. Minn.

PALM STATE THEATRE.
TENNESSEE or RIVIERA
Knoxville, Tenn,

Detroit, Mich.
THEATRE,

TIVOLI THEATRE, Chattanooga, Tenn.
CALHOUN and NOBLE THEATRES.
Anniston, Ala. (day & date)
PARAMOUNT and CLOVER THEATRES,
Montgomery, Ala. (day & date)

*<■
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$3,500 First Award
In WB Sales Drive
Branch office winning first award
in the 1943 Warners Drive of Champions, starting Dec. 20, will receive
$3,500 in War Bonds, according to
the schedule of awards worked out
by Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager, and other home office sales
executives. Grand total of prizes will
be $33,350, the highest amount ever
paid out in the annual Warner Bros,
sales Drives, and all awards will be
in War Bonds.

=
By RALPH WILK
—HOLLYWOOD
will trek to Broadway to play a top role
THE current trend among Hollywood pro- in "Broadway Blackout," planned by George
ducers and directors, drawn by the num- |Abbott. Sparks recently decided to reerous smash hits Broadway has seen during
sume acting after being out of the business
the past three seasons, is toward New for several years.
York stage production. First came the
announcement that Sam Wood, who just
HUNT STROMBERG has placed Victoria
Faust under a long-term contract and
finished "For Whom The Bell Tolls" at
Paramount, will trek to Broadway to pro- assigned her to the important role of Lolita
duce and direct a show, provided the right
in "G-String
Murders."
play can be found.
This week Producer-Director Edward H.
have
Griffith announced that he, too, is looking CAB CALLOWAY and his band
been signed by Twentieth Century-Fox
for a play which he will personally produce
and direct in Gotham.
to appear
"Thanks, Pal," which Andrew
Stone
will indirect.
=====

•

•

•

Coward

Pic

Noel Coward's "In Which We
Serve," distributed here by UA, will
be dramatized by The March of
Time radio show tomorrow night
over the entire NBC network of 120
stations. It will be the first time
that the March of Time has used
the dramatic background of a motion picture for the greater part
of its news dramatization program.

"United We Stand" Screening

Havana (By Air Mail — Passed by
Censor) — A private screening of
20th-Fox's documentary "United We
Stand" was held here for the diplomatic corps, the press and the military at the Rex Cinema. Among
those in attendance were the American ambassador. Company officials
present were Herbert A. White, head
of 20th-Fox Films of Cuba, and Enrique Lopez Porta, 20th-Fox manager.

SPEAKING-

HOLLYWOOD

Second prize for branches will be $3,000;
third, $2,500; fourth. $2,000; fifth, $1,750;
sixth, $1,500; seventh, $1,250; eighth, $1,000;
and down to $500 for the fifteenth place in
the branch standings.
JACK L. WARNER and Henry Blanke,
Division managers' prizes will be $1,500
for first place, and $1,000, $750, $500 a:w ^ producer, begin the 21st year of their
$350 for the next five positions.
association with the signing of a new conBranch bookers, besides sharing in branch
tract by Blanke in 1936, "Green Pastures,"
awards, will receive $600 for first place, $500
for second place, $400 for third place, and "Louis Pasteur," "A Midsummer Night's
down to $100 for the tenth position in the Dream," and "Anthony Adverse," on which
standings.
he was associate producer, were on THE
Salesmen also will get $350 for first prize, FILM DAILY Ten Best list.
$325 for second. $300 for third and down to
$100 for tenth prize in the contest for their
category.
JACK SCHWARZ at least is one Hollywood
In the post of ad sales managers' special •* producer who carefully studies boxcontest, prizes will run from $200 to $50.
The Canadian sales force will be covered office reports as he selects stories for his
by a separate contest, with $1,000 as first PRC-Pathe pictures. Schwarz owns nine
prize, $600 as second and $400 as third.
houses of his own in Indianapolis and other
Indiana and Kentucky towns which give
him access to the latest box-office trends.
M of T Air Show Will

Dramatize

Wednesday, November

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SEVERAL major studios are interested in
the directorial services of Arthur Dreifuss as a result of his work on "The PayOff," Jack Schwarz picture for PRC-Pathe
starring Lee Tracy. Paramount, for one,
has screened a print of the picture to get
a line on his handling of the subject.

•

•

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN has personally
taken over the direction of "The Chant
of Lourdes," the play of which he is halfowner and which he will bring to Broadway
aftre
try-outs
"in rights
the sticks."
Mamoulian
also owns
picture
on the play.

•

HARRY

•

GREY takes over the production

For example, he'll carefully watch the exhibition career of his "The Pay-Off" in
these theaters as a guide to audience tastes.

of the Roy Rogers special, "King of
the Cowboys." Rogers will do two in a
row when he returns to Republic, with

LJARRY

Joe Kane set to produce and direct "Idaho."

•

SHERMAN,

•

United Artists pro-

' ' ducer, has purchased "Hank Johnson's
Brother," a magazine short story by Samuel W. Taylor, as a vehicle for Richard
D!x.

•

•

•

DILL

VERNON,

formerly FWC

theater

" manager, joins Republic's casting de
partment.

kyjANNY SEFF and Paul Yawitz have
■"" completed an original screenplay, titled
"Lady Killer" as possible material for Red
Skelton or Bob Hope, which is now being
presented through their agent to M-G-M
and Samuel Goldwyn.

•

•

•

PRC-PATHE is looking for stories suit
able for Ric Vallin, the Gablesque new
comer who clicks in "The Lady From
Chungking" and before that, in "Secrets
of a Co-Ed." As soon as the right vehicle
is found, Vallin will be upped to status
of a star and given a national build-up.

Chicago — Fred Kleiman has been
named advertising manager of Filmack, succeeding Mel Gold, who has
gone to the West Coast.

9 p.m. Curfew for Juveniles
Wilkes-Barre. Pa. — A 9 p.m. curfew for all juveniles unaccompanied
by adults has been ordered by police
here.

Para. May Sponsor
Radio Network Show
{Continued from Page 1)

gram
is designed
hour network
show.as a weekly halfAudition program was produced
by Agnes Grew, director of the Institute and head of its prograj-rtVpartment. It was directed byfoVcchell Grayson from a script by Tom
Collins and music by Dick Ballou.
Cast includes Selena Royle, Santos
ley.
Ortega, Chester Stratton, Florence
Robinson, Lorena Scott, Randolph
Echols, Frank Butler and Jay Wes-

Republic Reissuing "Dark
Command"; Set "Ice" Date
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At the final session
yesterday
regional
sales meet, of
H. Republic's
J. Yates announced
that "Dark Command" will be reissued Jan. 15. James R. Grainger,
president,
announced
"Ice Capades Revue"
will be that
released
Dec.
24, and that at regional meetings
in Dallas, Chicago and New York,
special exploitation plans for the
picture will be set up.

"Harvest's" Tradeshow
Packs Normandie

Theater

Capacity
audience,
circuit and indie
exhibs. including
representing
more than 600 New York and New
Jersey houses, filled the Normandie
Theater yesterday afternoon for the
local premiere tradeshowing of
Metro's "Random Harvest."

Show Visiting Nurse Trailer

Approximately 200 film theaters
throughout Manhattan. Bronx and Pre
Queens will exhibit a trailer "Keep
'Em Fighting," running a minute
klUNNALLY
JOHNSON,
20th Centuryand a half, illustrating the work of
' ^ Fox producer, is negotiating with Gracie
A FTER returning to pictures in "Stage
F'elds to co-star with Monty Woolley
in ** Door Canteen," the big-budget Sol the Henry St. Visiting Nurse Service in giving nursing care on the
Lesser
production,
Ned
Sparks
probably
"Buried Alive."
home front to the parents, wives and
children
of men in the armed serBixler Leases Two Houses
Grauman Revue for Frisco
vices.

•

•

•

•

Scottdale, Pa. — The Strand and
San Francisco — Up from Hollywood to complete plans for the open- Arcade Theaters here, formerly operated by the Scottdale Theater Co.
ing of his all-vaudeville revue at
the Alcazar Theater, Sid Grauman in conjunction with the trustees of
announced the appointment of Emil the First National Bank, have just
Going on 24-Hour Schedule
Spokane, Wash. — At the request O. Bondeson as manager. Grauman been leased to John H. Bixler, who
of Harlan I. Peyton, chairman of axpects his revue to open in about has been managing these houses for
the past 20 years.
the special military conference, the five wekes.
Fox Spokane theater will maintain
24-hour operating schedule to accommodate new employes at Bay
Reel Drama Became Real Mystery to Columbia
view and other war projects.

Kleiman Succeeds Gold

25, 1942

Until AEF

Solved It All With Leap To Africa

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — When Little Ike Eisenhower and his Yank armada barged into
North Africa, the news had special significance for Columbia's Cohns, — Harry
and Jack. The American invasion fully cleared up a mystery o'er which the
company execs, had been brooding for a fortnight. They couldn't understand
the ostensibly lame excuses offered by the Office of War Information for not
wanting Columbia to make a neat story property, "Trans-Sahara," into a celluloid entertainment wow. The first section of the story was a bitter indictment
of the Vichy collaborationists in North Africa. Now the Messrs. Cohn see
perfectly the wisdom of OWI's objections.

Anti-Nazi Pix Nixed in B. A.
Buenos Aires (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — Several anti
Nazi pictures have been barred from
the screens here because of Argen
tina's neutrality and political stand
Newsreel shots that are adverse tc
Hitler also are being eliminated

Cleveland V. C. Elects Dec. 5
Cleveland — Cleveland Variety CM
will hold its annual election of of
fleers on Dec. 5. Present chiei
barker manager.
is Lester Zucker, Columbif
branch

WB Close Chi. Parking Lots
Chicago — The Warner Theater cir
cuit is closing the Rhodes and High
land Theaters parking lots owinj
to automobile trade decrease an(
coming gas rationing.

Ws?
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Blumenfeld Adds to
Holdings in Oakland
Oakland, Cal. — Joseph Blumenfeld,
operator of more than a score of
j theaters in northern California, has
purchased the 2,800-seat T & D The• ■ ; ater from Maude Syufy.
It will be
.-• rf^jjied as a first-run house, with
' " CT^nce
Laws
as manager.
Blu: menfeld's
other first-run theaters
here are the Esquire and the Roxy

TO THE
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— JAMES HEFFERNAN, former doorman of the
Penn Theater, has arrived in England with the AEF.

Beacon, East Orange,
Asks Clearance Cut

COLORS!
JOHN SERVAK, ELMER
ROBERT
DUFFEE.

BELL and

Chicago— STANLEY LEVINE of
the Stanley Theater Equipment Co.,
El Paso, Tex. — SALVADOR has been commissioned an ensign in
GUILLEN, former projectionist at the Navy and has gone on patrol
the Colon, who joined the Army last duty along the Eastern Coast.
March,
is now overseas.
Chicago— "ROCKY" RYAN of the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY McVickers theater is now in the
:= New Western Houses Open
Hollywood— JOHN KING of Mon- Army Air Force.
In War Production Towns
ogram's "Range Busters" follows
Montgomery, Ala. — CHANNING
Redding, Cal.— E. C. Boles, who DAVID SHARPE into the Army via
TRAFFORD, former doorman at
operates the Mecca Theater at the the Air Force.
site of the Shasta Dam near here,
the Empire, has enlisted in the
New Britain— Lieut. JOHN PE- Army Air Force.
has opened another theater — the Pit
RAKOS, formerly of the Palace, is
i0)j]i — on the site of a new Pacific Gas now
El Paso, Tex. — Two more emin Australia.
j and Electric Co. power development
ployes of Azteca Films Distributing
project on the Pit River.
New Haven— WILLIAM HUTCH- Co. here have entered the Army.
are JESUS ESTRADA and
Grass Valley, Cal.— The 1,600-seat INS, National Theatre Supply man- They
PEDRO RODRIGUEZ.
Del Oro Theater has been opened
ager, is now communications officer
of Flotilla 706 in the Coast Guard
here by the United California The- Auxiliary.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
aters chain. It is equipped with
Hollywood— GILBERT STANLEY
RCA sound, Simplex projectors and
Strong lamps and rectifiers.
New Haven— IRVING HILLMAN, upon finishing "Adventures of Cosmo Jones," for Monogram, reports
former assistant at the Roger Sherto Ft. MacArthur for Army inducman is at Camp Lee, Va.
Richmond, Cal.— FWC is transtion.
forming a store building here into
a small theater, soon to be opened
Rochester — JOHN
SPRINGER,
to accommodate the thousands of publicity director for the AuditorMenasha, Wis. — TRUMAN
war workers in the Henry J. Kaiser
ium and the Little, and film critic SCHROEDER, manager of the Valley theater here, has enlisted in the
shipyards and other plants here.
for the Catholic Courier, has left
Reserve.
for Army duty. Springer had U. S. Naval
Benicia, Cal. — The small Victory tried to enter the Army six times
Theater in the downtown area has before he was accepted.
Lakeland, Fla.— FRANK SPARbeen reopened by James Lemas. This
ROW, manager of the Lakeland thetown is located ten miles from the
East Pittsburgh, Pa. — Five ematers, has enlisted in the Naval Reserve and has been given a 1st class
ployes of the Terrace Theater, opMare Island Navy Yard, and is teemerated by F. Elmer Halsey, have Petty Officer's rating. He has been
ing with defense workers.
entered the Army. They are: JER- assigned to the Jacksonville Naval
RY WILSON,
THOMAS
GOGA, Air Station.
San Francisco — T & D Jr. Enterprises have opened the new Nevada
N.
J.
Allied
to
Tackle
McKay Report Shows
Theater, formerly known as the Wigwam, in Reno, Nev.
War Reel Booking Tangle Six Schine Divestments

Promotions, Transfers
In Wm. Goldman Circuit

An effort to eliminate the misunderstanding and confusion in booking the WAC short subjects will be
Philadelphia— A series of promotions and transfers in the William undertaken by Allied of New Jersey, it was decided at a meeting
Goldman Theater circuit was announced by Lyle Trenchard, general Monday in New York. It was pointed
manager for William Goldman.
out that in some instances exhibiMorris
Phillips, formerly
circuit
tors have booked a subject which
i special relief manager, was named was not delivered; then a few days
assistant to the general manager. later the print will arrive when no
Ben Zimmerman,
manager
of the allowance has been made on the program. A system will be set up by
: William Goldman 56th Street Theahere, takes over the special the unit to facilitate the handling
ief manager
situation.
Irving of the reels.
Philips covers the 56th Street vacanAt a meeting on Monday, Presicy as manager.
dent Harry Lowenstein and Irving
Dollinger reported to the membership on the recent national board
Bashetball Replaced
meeting in Columbus. The new dimout regulations also were discussed.
By Movie Programs
The South Jersey section of the
New Jersey unit is scheduled to meet
Rochester — Here's something exTuesday
at the Walt Whitman Hotel
hibs. might well look into.
in Camden.
In nearby
Castile, gasoline and
tire
rationing
has
curtailed the
school's basketball schedule this
year.
So the school has arranged a series
of film programs to replace the
basketball games.

Bill Welch to Telenews
Denver— Bill Welch, former news
editor KFEL, has moved over to the
Telenews as editor. He succeeds
Lester
Army. Allen, who has joined the

Buffalo — An independent exhibitor's option to acquire one or more
of the remaining Schine houses covered by the divestiture section of the
Federal Court's May 19 temporary
order, by which the Schine antitrust suit was postponed two years,
has been exercised only on one theater, the Scotia at Scotia. The option has now expired. This was revealed in sixth monthly report on
divestiture progress filed by Willard S. McKay, Schine counsel.
In half the period allowed by the
Court for divestment of 16 theaters,
only six have been disposed of. McKay's report noted, however, that
Schine circuit is continuing to negotiate with same indie exhib. with regard to two other houses, Opera
House and Ada Meade, both at Lexington, Ky., but no definite
ment has been reached.

Richards Replaces Erickson
San Francisco — Arvid Erickson,
manager of the Warfield Theater
since 1939, has severed his connection with FWC here. His successor
is Dave Richards, former manager
at the State, where Lou Singer,
Paramount Theater press agent, has
been moved in.

A clearance complaint against
Loew's, Paramount, Vitagraph and
20th Century-Fox has been filed in
New York by the M. J. M. Operating
Co.'s Beacon Theater, East Orange,
N. J.
Complainant charges that the
seven-day clearance granted to the
Ormont Theater, also in East Orange,
is unreasonable as to time and area
inasmuch as the two houses are not
competitive. Elimination of the
clearance or its reduction to one
day is the relief sought.

Arbitrator Dismisses
Milwaukee Run Complaint
Milwaukee — Holding that the
Menasha Theater Realty Co. did not
operate its Brin Theater within the
periods specified in the consent decree, Thomas A. Byrne, arbitrator,
dismissed the designated run complaint agains the five consenting
companies. It was found, however,
that
chargesmany
were of
basedtheon complainant's
fact but that
the time element ruled out a favorable award. An appeal is expected
to be filed by the complainant.

Puerto Rico Increasing
Admission Tax One Cent
San Juan, P. R. — The Legislature
of Puerto Rico adjourned after passing a bill increasing one cent on
admission taxes in order to provide
funds for a war relief program to
relieve the present crisis brought on
by the war. It is expected that the
Governor will sign this measure this
week.
Brent In $20,000 Suit
Suit for $20,000 damages was
filed in Federal Court yesterday by
Rudolph Brent against Agfa Raw
Film Corp., Pathe Laboratories,
Inc., and Cinema Laboratories, Inc.
Plaintiff claims that the defendants
failed to return 800 feet of film out
of a total of 7,100 feet left with
the defendants to be processed. The
film had been held by Agfa as trustee for creditors until obligations
were allegedly met by Brent.

"Warning" of Film
Is Really Big Boost
Toronto — The C.P.C. organization
(corresponding to Air Raid Precaution) uses Montreal Police teletype
system to get messages to their
Wardens. So, after the screening of
a picture for a group of Chief Wardens, C.P.C. Control Officer Charles
Barnes sent out a boost for the film.
He said it would reach 12,000
Wardens.

'We request that you do not book
this picture until you see it"

©
0 (fe have a very entertaining picture titled,
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home."
We believe in the subject just as we believed
in "Buck Privates.,,
In our opinion, it's the kind of a picture that
will entertain your patrons and send them out
with a smile.
We request that you do not book this picture until you see it.
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" will
be a good thing for you, for us and for our
business in general.

W. A. SCULLY,
Universal Pictures Co., Inc.
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

OVERALL CUT OF 25%Df RAW STOCK DUE
Name

Rodgers Chairman of WAC

Committee Appointed to
Streamline Program; Okay
Exchange Area Chairman

Government Considers Closing of Theaters
In Order to Conserve Waning Oil Supplies
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — With the fuel oil shortage said taking a turn for the worse
and a cut in allotments for home consumption in prospect, reports were current
here over the holiday that proposals for the closing of amusement places including theaters were receiving serious Government consideration.
Meanwhile the House Interstate Commerce Committee recommended on
Wednesday that gas rationing be postponed for six months in all, or at least
part, of the now unrationed area. Committee wants to see what complete
voluntary tire saving will accomplish.

William F. Rodgers, Loew's vice|prexy, Wednesday was unanimously
j elected chairman of the Distribution
I Division of
i the WAC reI placing William A. Scully, whose
two -year
i term has expired. In accepting the
I p o s t, RodgI ers lauded
Scully's efforts in setToronto — All question as to the
ting up t h e
authority of the Wartime Prices and
current WAC
W. F. RODGERS
distribution
Trade Board in governing the operation of theaters and film distributing
arrangement.
Rodgers immediately appointed a companies, as well as other busi(Continued on Page 4)
nesses, is removed with the publication of a new order covering points
contained in the regulations which
became effective Nov. 1.
Provision is now made for the
Board to prohibit the commencement, operation or transfer of any
business, including renting and exhibiting of films, and to order any

Canadian War Board 10 or 12 Features
In New Metro Block
Given Full Control

All Cities to Have
WAC Publicity Units

(Continued on Page 7)

In line with the WAC's plan to
amplify its national public rela- Para. Theater Associates
tions organization into a vast network of representatives who will Meet in Hot Springs, Ark.
cover the entire country thoroughly, Oscar A. Doob, new chairman of
A three-day meeting of Parathe WAC Public Relations Division mount's
theater associates will open
announced the completion of several in Hot Springs, Ark., on Monday
(Continued on Page 7)
with Leonard Goldenson presiding.
Problems arising from the war
emergency (Continued
will be on
discussed,
as well
Page 7)

Only "A" Gas Cards
For Omaha Salesmen

Omaha — A committee representing
film salesmen here was unsuccessful
in obtaining extra gas from the state
ration board at Lincoln. The board
said it couldn't give the salesmen
anything but "A" cards although some
travel more than 800 miles weekly
by car now.
The committee consisted of Joseph
Kinsky, Tri-States district manager;
H. J. Shumow, Metro manager; J.
H. Jacobs, Columbia manager, and
Frank Hannon, Vitagraph manager.

M-G-M's second block of new season product is expected to consist
of between 10 and 12 pictures, depending on studio deliveries. First
block was composed of 12 pictures.
Eight pictures, to be included in
the second group, have been announced for tradeshowings, and two,
and possibly
additional
features will be four,
added.
The second
block is expected to be offered to
theaters about mid-December.

Ascap Names Wash. ITO
In Declaratory Action

Distribution
Further Reduction Expected
To Be Made Effective by
The WPB on January 1
A further reduction in the
use of raw stock is expected
Jan. 1 when an overall cut of
25 per cent under the 1941 footage
will become effective. This means
that a company now operating on a
20 per cent cut will be required to
make a further cut of five per cent.
The new WPB order, which as yet
has not been written, will cover foreign prints, newsreels and all other
subjects not included in the first
limitation order.
Increase
in the
(Continued on Page 4)

Police Order Stops
Games in New York
Theater games, which have persisted in the New York area for
years despite repeated industry
moves to eliminate them by agreement, will do a fadeout by next Monday by order of Police Commissioner
Louis J. Valentine.
Valentine's order, issued on Wed(Continued on Page 6)

Jack L. Warner, Einfeld
Leave for Washington

Olympia, Wash. — Ascap has filed
suit in Superior Court here for a
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
judgment declaratory of its rights
Hollywood— J. L. Warner,
vicewith regard to its relations with a
president
of production
number of Washington companies for Warnersin charge
and Charles Einfeld,
and individuals.
(Continued on Page 4)
Defendants in the suit are Secretory of State
Velleon ■Page
Reeves,
Attor(Continued
6)

WA C Tackles Budget Dec. 7
Co-ordinating Com. Mulls $100,000 Figure
The co-ordinating committee of
MPPDA Directors Talk
the WAC is scheduled to meet in
New York on Dec. 7 to take action
Possible Economy Move
on a proposed budget for 1943. The
Budget for 1943 and possible econ- co-ordinating group consists of representatives of the production, disomy measures were discussed at a
tribution and exhibition branches of
meeting of the MPPDA board of di- the industry.
rectors on Wednesday. Approval of
The budget, reported to be in
the budget will be acted upon at a
meeting tentatively scheduled for the neighborhood of $100,000, has
(.Continued on Page 6)
Dec. 9.

Starts First Walhs
— To The First-Runs

Montgomery, Ala. — Local swains
may now walk their gals to the Sunday first-runs. As a gesture to the
gas rationing, expected to go into
effect locally Dec. 1, Alabama Theaters, Inc., will show the same feature on Sundays only at the Clover,
nabe second-run in swank Cloversdale, and at the downtown Paramount, afirst-run, at same admish.
The rest of the week, the two
houses will return to their separate
programs

and

prices.

3fe
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COminG and GOinG

Munitions Worhers' Demands for Inclusion
Perils Free Sunday Shows for Soldiers
Vol. 82, No. 103

Toronto — Confusion has been added to the move to provide Sunday free
shows in Canadian theaters for uniformed members of the armed forces in the
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WENDELL
Century-Fox

demand
JOHN

W.

of munition workers that they should also be granted privilege of admission to proposed free shows on the ground they are also serving the country
in the war cause.
The whole plan may now be dropped.
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Local 109 Would Talk
Para. Unit Contracts

"The Hangman" Interests
Two Majors and Republic

Rodgers Heading Metro
Groups Leaving for Chi.

West Coast Bureau of THE

William F. Rodgers, vice-president in charge of sales, heads the
home office delegation leaving New

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Production has been
completed
on "The
Hangman,"
which was directed
by Douglas
Sirk,
on loan from Columbia. John Carradine, Patricia Morison, Ralph Morgan and Edgar Kennedy head the
cast, while Seymour Nebenzal was
the producer for Angeles Prods. Two
major companies are reported interested in the picture, while Republic
has made a definite bid for it.

WANTED
Theater Manager
There is a 1000 seat independently owned
and operated theater in New England that
can use a COOD manager. One who understands booking pictures and vaudeville.
Good salary and bonus to right man. Box
No. 507
c/o FILM
DAILY
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

for
his

York ular
Sunday
to attend
regmid-season
meetingMetro's
of district
managers at the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, next Monday and Tuesday.
Those boarding the Twentieth
Century Limited Sunday include E.
M. Saunders, Western sales manager; E. K. O'Shea, Eastern sales
manager; Howard Dietz, vice-president in charge of advertising and
publicity; John J. Bowen, New York
district manager; E. W. Aaron, asIndustry Figures to Aid
sistant to Rodgers; A. F. Cummings,
In United Nations Week
manager of branch operations; Jay
A. Gove, sales development manA group of well known industry
ager; H. M. Richey, in charge of
figures has accepted Edward L. Al- exhibitor relations, and Lou Smith,
person's invitation to co-operate in M-G-M publicity manager.
United Nations Week, of which AlAlso, Joel Bezahler, Charles F.
person is chairman.
Deesen, Mike Simons, Harold PostThose who will assist in the drive
man, Paul Richrath, I. L. Hirsch,
and the country they will repre- William Brenner, Arthur Lacks and
sent are Laudy Lawrence, Anzacs; Irving Helfont.
David O. Selznick, China; Leo Spitz.
Czechoslovakia; Richard deRoche- Vt. Law to Restrict Juve
mont, France; George F. Rodgers,
Great Britain; George P. Skouras, Pix Attendance Proposed
Greece; Cecil B. DeMille, NetherMontpelier — Ban on admittance of
lands; Sonja Henie, Norway; A.
Julian Brylawski, Poland; E. V. juvenile film patrons, under 16 years
Richards, Russia, and Walter Wan- of age, to motion picture theaters
unless accompanied by an adult has
ger, Yugoslavia. The last four's ac- been recommended by the Vermont
ceptances had not been received late
Wednesday.
Conference of Social Work and the
Vermont Society for Mental Hygiene, and passage of a law to that
Paramount Said Without
effect will be sought during the
forthcoming
session of the LegisPlans for Network Show
lature.

Request for immediate opening of
negotiations for a labor contract for
■white-rcollar workers at the three
Paramount units where it carried
elections on Monday has been made
to the company by the Screen Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA. The
Report that Paramount was conthree units which voted in favor of
sidering a network radio show was
SOPEG as bargaining agent were denied Wednesday by Bob Gillham
the home office, maintenance depart- advertising and publicity director.
ment and the music subsidiaries,
Paramount Music Corp. and FamWB Canadian Meet Dec. 11-12
ous Music Corp.
Toronto — Meeting of Warners
Canadian sales organization has
ISB Mulls Trade Problems
been set for Dec. 11 and 12 at the
Industry problems received con- King Edward Hotel here.
Wolfe Cohen, district manager for
tinuing attention at Wednesday's
session of the Industry Service Bu- the Dominion, will preside, and
reau (the former Eastern division home office sales executives will atof the Public Relations Committee). tend.
Bob Gillham presided it the absence
of S. Barret McCormick, absent on
the Coast.

of the 20th
Wednesday.

IRVING YERCIN, Warners field rep. in Chicago is in New York for talks with Mort
Blum'enstock on plans for forthcoming
releases.

Manager
Editor

L. WILLKIE, chairman
board, was in Toronto

EDDIE SELETTE, manager of the Strand Theater, New Bedford,
Mass.,
was
in New
York
a Thanksgiving
visit with
his sister,
brother-in-law,
Lou
Walters,
operag

*

the

Latin

Quarter.

JOAN BARCLAY, arrives today from Hollywood
on her first trip East.
LESTER COWAN. Columbia producer will fly
to Washington and New York next week with
a print of his "Commandos
Strike At Dawn."
VIRGINIA GILMORE, is here from the Coasl
to consider several stage offers.
FRED
Coast.

SAMM1S,

Photoplay's editor, is on tht

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Rockefeller Center

CARY

GRANT

•

GINGER

In Leo

ROGERS

MeCarey's

'ONCE UPON A HONEYMOON'

An RKO Radio Picture
Gala Stage Revue
• Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES
CESAR ROMERO

SPttH^

ROXY

Aim of the law, the two groups
declare, is to reduce juvenile delinquency.

THE

CLIMAX

OF

A

HJ^MIHW
GINGER
ROGERS
RITA
HAYWORTH

. . . is a perfect
engraving .
expertly made and
promptly delivered.

"TALES
CRAIG

"THE

CORP.

COIumbm

5-6741

CHARLES
HENRY

BOYER
FONDA

MANHATTAN"
and
—

HAND"

JULIE

BISHOP

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
Sonja Henie & Arthur M.

STARS

■ STREET, NEW YORK

—

HIDDEN

STEVENS

A

PHOTO ENGRAVING

OF

—

CENTER
Evgi.

Musical

Wirt* present

leetravaganza
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ICE

THEA.. Rockefeller Center. CO. 3-M74
America's Only lea Theater
Sun. 8:40. Ne Monday Pertermanee

Inel.

uwes,

MES
■<± LOST HILTOTSfa
HORIZON

7A
t ..

SUREFIRE
COMPANY!
M-G-M

Does It Again!

The Industry's Next Milestone! See you at the Trade Shows Dec. 7th!

RONALD COLMAN

• GREER GARSON

in JAMES HILTON'S

"RANDOM

HARVEST"

Directed by MERVYN LeROY
• Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
with PHILIP DORN
• SUSAN
PETERS
. Henry TRAVERS • Reginald OWEN
Bramwell FLETCHER • Screen Play by Claudine West, George Froeschel and Arthur Wimperis
Based Upon the Novel by James Hilton • A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION
A METRO-GOLDMINE-MAYER PICTURE
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Overall Cut of 25%
In Raw Slock Due

Rodgers Chairman
Of WAC Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

film requirements of the Government is said to be the reason for
the new development.
The total positive and negative
footage used in 1941 in the United
States was 1,860,600.000, of which
127,600,000 was negative footage
and 1,733,000,000 was positive.
The new order's provision was
outlined to the Industry AdvisoryCommittee in Washington on Tuesday by Harold Hopper, WPB chief.

Jack L. Warner, Einfeld
Leave for Washington
(Continued from Page 1)

director of advertising and publicity,
leave today for Washington, D. C,
with be
a print
Force," which
will
shownof to"Air
Government
and
War Department officials, as well as
Washington correspondents, at special invitation screenings.
From Washington, Warner and
Einfeld plan to go to New York for
conferences with Joseph Bernhard,
Ben Kalmenson and Mort Blumenstock on the simultaneous world
premiere of "Air Force" in Washington, New York, Wichita, Seattle
and Honolulu.

Warners' "Gorilla Man'
Will be Shown Dec. 7
National tradeshowing of "The
Gorilla Man" has been scheduled by
Warner Bros, for Dec. 7, in place
of "Truck
Busters,"
originally
intended to be
shown on
that date.
Tradeshowing of "Casablanca" is
set for the same day.
Screenings will take place on Dec.
7 in all exchange centers with the
exception of Portland, Ore., where
the two screenings will be held Dec.

NOVEMBER 27
Spencer Charters
Herbert i. Ochs
Astrid
Allwyn
Madge
Hunt
John Hunter Booth
NOVEMBER
H.

28

Emerson Yorke
John
David
Miller
Melville
G. R. Keyser
Maurice
NOVEMBER

Willard
A. Shauer
McKenzie

29

Kay Johnson
Mildred
Harris
Harold
Beaudine
Rod
La Rocque
Genevieve
Tobin
Naomi
Ruth
Stevens
Busby
Berkeley
Louise
J.
Reider

What's In a Name?

—WASHINGTON

• • • IF the drafting of our manpower into various jobs of the
Government's choosing goes through, and Uncle Sam adopts a system
of alloting these jobs on the basis of names which indicate proficiency,
some of our filmland folks can be assigned as follows:
▼
T
T
• «- • WILL HAYS with the Weather Bureau
The Warners with airplane spotters
Hal Home and Harry Blair with the
U. S. Marine Band
Hermann Place with an employment agency
Bob Kane with a sugar plantation
Bud Abbott with a
monastery
Jack Level with the Highway
Dept
Vincent
Trotta with a racing stable
Col. Cole with a fuel company
Orson Welles with Harold Ickes
Herman Robbins with the Audubon Society
'Jimmy Dunn with a collection agency
A. H.
Blank with a stationery store
Barton Kreuzer with the Navy
Sam Katz with the Bide-A-Wee Home
Oscar Lam and Norma
Shearer with a sheep ranch
Burton Holmes with a housing development Dave Dreyer with a beauty shop
Gary Cooper
with a barrel company
Trem Carr with an auto manufacturer
Francis S. Harmon with the Neru York Central

V

T

T

• •
• RED KANN with a gasoline station
Pete Wood with a
carpenter shop
Major Bowes with a ribbon counter
Monty
Banks with the Federal Reserve
lack Cohn with a soda fountain
Mort Spring with an upholstery shop
Abe Dash with the
A.A.U
Martin Starr with the Planetarium
Sydney Towell
with a Turkish bath
Robert Riskin with the Commandos
Harry
Gold with the cache at Ft. Knox
Walter Green with a vegetable
stand
Loren Ryder with the cavalry
Monty Salmon with
the meatless Tuesday patriots
Sam Stern with Henry Kaiser
Charley Light and Joe Plunkett with an A A battery
Clayton Bond
with the Treasury Dept
Ben Washer with the kitchen police
Hortense Schorr with the Coast Guard
Leo Spitz with a reception committee for Hitler
Jimmy Frank with the Post Office Dept.
Oscar Neu with the F.B.I
Hedda Hopper with the Ferry
Command
Gracie Fields with the Dept. of Agriculture
Radie
Harris with the boys chasing Rommel
T
T
T
• •
• MISCHA AVER
with the Arlington Observatory
Robert Armstrong with the Military Police
Bob Steele with WPB
Fredric March, Walter Futter and Joseph Walker with the
infantry
Steve Trilling with the Metropolitan Opera
N. K.
Loder with an embarkation center
Willard Hatch with a chicken
farm
Norman Colly er with Navy supply
Ferike Boros with
a radio program
Joseph Burstyn with the Coast Artillery
George Seitz and W. C. Bullitt with the Ordnance Dept
Harry
Seed with a Victory garden
Harvey Day and George Weeks with
a calendar company
Charley Goetz with J. Edgar Hoover
Jane Withers with a veterinarian
Charles Garret with the Upper
House
Frederick Mercy with the Red Cross
William A. and
Charles Doivns with Army -Navy game officials
Sam Citron with a
fruit stand
A. P. Waxman
with Johnson's Glo-Coat
Jack
Roper with the Rodeo
Wells Root, Dorothy Tree and Ray
Branch with Forest Mfg. Corp
Rudolph Mate with the Merchant
Marine
Lionel Toll with the George Washington Bridge
June Havoc with Air Force
and George Hirliman with the Army's
jujitsu instructors
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

committee, which will assist him in
streamlining and strengthening the
Division's program. Those named
were George Dembow, Abe Montague
and Charles M. Reagan, who attended for Neil Agnew.
AT t
A manual is to be preparer I /
Rodgers, Dembow, Montague and
Reagan which will emphasize the
best experience of all exchanges to
date and standardize the procedure
for distributing the OWI "Victory
Films" and the industry-produced
"America Speaks" series.
The Division committee also approved a list of Exchange Area
Chairmen for the 31 areas. All exchange managers are members of
these committees. This list, which
will be presented to the entire WAC
at its annual meeting at the Hotel
Astor on Dec. 7, is as follows:

Boston, I. H. Rogovin; Des Moines, W.
Evidon; Los Angeles, Wayne Ball; Detroit,
F. J. Downey; Memphis, J. F. Willingham;
New Orleans, James Briant; Pittsburgh, J.
M. Maloney; Philadelphia, R. Lynch; Albany,
C. Eastman; San Francisco, H. Neal East;
Cincinnati, J. J. Oulahan; Oklahoma City, C.
M. Weaver; Denver, Chester Bell; Charlotte,
J. Dallas,
H. Dillon,
Sol also—
M. Sachs; New York, Robert
Wolff; Seattle, E. A. Lamb; Chicago, Clyde
Eckhardt; Milwaukee, J. H. Lorentz; Buffalo.
Sydney Samson; Washington, Samuel N.
Wheeler; Cleveland, James Hendel; Indianapolis, Richard Frank; Kansas City. Wm. E.
Truog; Minneapolis, L. J. Miller; Portland,
R. O. Wilson; Omaha, Frank Hannon; Salt
Lake City, W. F. Gordon; Atlanta, W. O.
Williamson; New Haven, Philip Sherman;
St. Louis, Lester Bona.

Distribution executives, in addition to those mentioned, who attended Wednesday's meeting follow;
Ned Depinet and Bob Mochrie,
RKO; Ben Kalmenson and Al
Schwalberg, Warners; George Dembow, National Screen; Walter L.
Titus, Jr., Republic; Paul N. Lazarus, representing Carl Leserman of
United Artists; Arthur Greenblatt,
PRC; and from the WAC staff,
George J. Schaefer, Francis S. Harmon, Herman Gluckman and Arthur
Mayer.

Joan Fontaine Loaned Para.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has concluded adeal with David O. Selznickl
for Joan Fontaine, to play the feminine starring role in the Technicolor]
film version of Daphne Du Maurier's best-seller, "Frenchman's!
Creek." Arturo de Cordova co-stars!

Goetz-Caesar Producing
Harry Goetz will be associate
with Irving Caesar in the Broadway
presentation of "Saratoga Chips,
derived from Damon Runyon's yarnj
"The Ever-Loving Wife of Hymie
Banjo Eyes."
A late Spring pro^
duction
is planned.

C'est let Guerre!
New Haven — Circuit operator^
who have installed coal burners
some houses,
obtain
janitors.now find it difficult

THE FORE!

i THAT SPARKS ITS ACTION, "THE

1ST RANGERS" BLAZES NEW BOXOFFICE RECORDS,

.acMURRAY
PAULETTE

GODDARD
SUSAN

FLEET'S

■'

COAST-TO-COAST . . . TOPPING "BLONDE". . . TOPPING
IN". .. MATCHING THE SENSATIONAL

'■

RISE OF ITS No. 1 SONG, "JINGLE, JANGLE,

HAYWARD
JINGLE". IT'S ANOTHER RED-HOT HIT FROM

Play by Harold Shumate

W*\>

WAC Tackles Budget
On December 7
(Continued from Page 1)

been outlined to committee members
and will await ratification, modification or rejection at the Dec. 7 sessions.
Operating expenses of the WAC
are split among the three branches
of the business, each standing onethird of the total. A quota for each
territory is set for exhibitors.

Appeal Board Modifies
Bastrop, Tex. Award

Hartford, Conn.— EDWARD KUBASEK, assistant at the Strand,
Hartford, is in the Army now.
New Britain, Conn. — BARUCH
LeWITT, operator of the Arch
Street, has joined the Merchant
Marine.
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THE FEMININE TOUCH
New Haven — Loraine Carnelli has
been promoted to the secretarial
staff at the 20th-Fox exchange,
while Eleanor Fishman has become
assistant booker, succeeding Maurice
VVeinstein.

Detroit— Associated Theaters, first
local chain to experiment with women as full managers of theaters,
is going right ahead with the policy.
Latest change is at the Center Theater, whose manager, Samuel GreisSan Francisco — Helen Wabbe, man, has left for the Army. Fruma
Brooks, a former cashier, has been
office secretary at the RKO-Golden returned as manager. Named as her
Gate Theater for the past five years,
assistant is Mrs. Ella Sears Benhas been promoted to the post of
nett, formerly cashier at the Iris.
publicity manager. She succeeds
Graham Kislingbury, who has joined
Pittsburgh
— Peggy Blatt, sister
the Army.
of the three Blatt Brothers operating 20 some theaters in Western
Memphis — Femme employes con- Pennsylvania, has been made feature and short subject booker for
tinue to forge to the front at Republic exchange. Mrs. Eleanore Wil- the entire circuit, succeeding Robert
son, office manager has resigned to B. Filson who was recently inducted into the Army.
join her husband in Oxford, Miss.,
and it caused a complete shift in
San Francisco — Femme bookers
.ne office foice. Mrs. Betty Sullivan has been promoted to booker are now employed at three local
to be succeeded by Mrs. Betty Jo exchanges. They are — Gladys
Stillions, as booker-stenographer. Brownsee and Kathryn Hachett, MMrs. Lenora Rahm, is now office G-M; Gladys Paull, Warner Bros.,
manager; Clara Brown, secretary and Connie Baker, Paramount.
co the branch manager, and Ann
Manzo is newly employed in cashier
St. Louis — F & M's Ambassador
here has an usherette training
and billing department.
cadre. Femmes are expected to be
Syracuse, N. Y. — Dorothy Brooke gradually substituted in all F & M
Kopper has been appointed assistant houses as the occasion demands.
manager at the RKO-Schine Eckel
Albany — Harry and Neil Hellman,
under
Manager
Rubin. inShe's
the first
femme Max
assistant
the father-and-son indie exhibs. who opRKO-Schine
setup locally.
erate the Royal and Paramount Theaters, Albany, Palace, Troy and an
Cleveland — Cleveland's first wo- open air theater, have gone to usherman theater manager is Anne Bachettes
due to the manpower situation.
ner. A former cashier at several
In addition, the Royal, Albany,
Warner theaters, she has been ap- now has a doorwoman, first in the
pointed
manager of Shaker
Warners'
Col- territory as far as can be learned.
ony in the
exclusive
Heights
suburb. She succeeds Lou Milder
Newport, Ark. — Mrs. Edith Evans
who has been transferred to Warhas assumed managership
She ofhasMalco's
been
ners' Hippodrome as manager, tak- two theaters here.
ing the place of Eddie Miller who employed
at the theaters for the
has asked for an extended vacation, i past eight years.

Motion picture appeal board has
modified the award of the arbitrator in the case filed by the Texas
Theater, Bastrop, Tex., which was
appealed by 20th Century-Fox. The
Texas charged that defendants had
refused to license it pictures on
terms not calculated to defeat the
purpose of the consent decree, and
asked that it be granted the same
terms as are granted to the Strand.
It further asked for clearance over
theaters then under construction.
Two other theaters subsequently
were opened and the arbitrator set
up a clearance schedule for the town
of 1,500 which sought to attract
patrons from a nearby Army camp.
A substantial part of the arbitrator's award, according to the appeal
board, exceeds the powers granted
him under the decree and therefore the award was modified.
Maximum clearance to the Strand
and Tower Theaters over the Texas
on Warner Bros, pictures "shall be
23 days after the last playdate at
one of these two theaters which
shall show the picture first and, in
the event that a picture is shown
at only one of the said two theaters, then the maximum clearance
of that theater over the Texas shall
be 14 days." Paramount and 20th
Century-Fox were directed to offer R. I., in a demand for arbitration
their pictures to the Texas on a filed in Boston.
run to be designated by them and
Complainant charges that the
upon terms not calculated to defeat
the purpose of Section VI of the Rialto is forced to play 20th Cenconsent decree. The offer is to be
tury-Fox pictures and one-half of
filed with the clerk of the Dallas the RKO program 30 days after the
tribunal. If no stipulation is filed
Bijou, a first-run house, and Loew,
within 20 days, the case will be remanded to the arbitrator for fur- Paramount, Vitagraph and one-half
of the RKO lineup 90 days after the
ther hearings.
Stadium, also a first-run theater.
Rialto, Woonsocket, R. I.,
This clearance is alleged to be
Would Reduce Clearance
unreasonable and the complainant
Reduction in clearance is sought asks that it be cut to 21 days in
by the Rialto Theater, Woonsocket, both instances.

TO THE COLORS!

DAILY

Palm Arbitration Decision
Appealed by Victor B. Thien
St. Louis — Victor B. Thien, owner
of Palm has taken an appeal from
the arbitrator's decision in the unreasonable clearance complaint
against Loew's,
Inc.,
in which
the
clearance
of Will
Rogers
Theater
over Palm was cut from seven to
four days. Union Southern Co.,
owner of the Will Rogers, has indicated that it will also appeal.

Ascap Names Wash. ITO
In Declaratory Action
(Continued from Page 1)

Police Order Stops
Games in New York
(Continued from Page 1)

nesday, represents a new move in
the City's drive against gambling
and followed by 24 hours an order
to supress all Bingo games
to police
and
gamblers.
? ,
operated by professional promotes*
affects Bm^-,
The police
Screeno,
and allorder
other games of the
film theoperated by
chance variety,
d over the
understoo
aters. It was
of exon
holiday that the dispositi
be determined
isting jackpots
es would
at conferenc
between police and
theater representatives.
Apparently the only Bingo games
to survive will be those operated by
churches in their own auditoriums
or halls.

WB Sets Extensive Radio
Plugs for YDD; Time's Free

Boston — An intensive and widespread radio campaign to flag all
New England on behalf of the forthcoming release in this territory of
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" is announced here. Plans call for broadcasts of George M. Cohan tunes each
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
morning from now until the first of
the year,
withtheWHDH
the key
station feeding
programs
to New
England
Canada networks. Its
"for free"and
time.
Periods will be devoted to music
only and a brief sign-off plug for
the attraction, and will be devoid of
any dramatizations or highlights
which
film. might detract from patron interest in physically witnessing the
Thousands of stills of James Cagney have been shipped by Warners
to WHDH for distribution among
listeners.

Mrs. Frank P. Hood Dead
Spokane, Wash. — Mrs. Alice
Maude Hood, wife of Frank P. Hood,
prominent Pacific Northwest theatrical man, and formerly a partner with E. R. York, operating
houses in Spokane and Seattle for

ney General Smith Troy, the Washington State Restaurant Association, Inc. M. L. Graham, R. M. Dale, many years, died at her home following a short illness.
the Independent Theater Owners of
Washington, North Idaho and Alas- Moray in Chi. for Huddle
ka, a corporation, J. M. Hone, B. W.
Chicago — Norman H. Moray, WarFey, Gene Smith and the Trianon
Co.
ners shorts manager and "drive
Ascap contends it has complied captain," arrives here tomorrow to
meeting of branch manwith all requirements of the State conductagers inathis
territory as a prelude
to the sales campaign. On Sunday,
Copyright
Law,thebutcompany
that the has
defendants assert
no
will conduct a similar meetright to issue licenses to perform Moray
ing in St. Louis.
publicly for profit, nor to collect
fees on any of the company's copyright compositions, for the reason
it has failed to comply with the
copyright
law.

Bonus Dispute Up Dec. 4

Wehrenberg Under Knife

St. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg, president, MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois, underwent a minor operation in St.
Anthony's Hospital here.

A second hearing on the bonus
dispute between Paramount and Wanger Turning Columnist
members
of the company's
Yorkis
Saturday Review of Literature
Screen Publicists
GuildNew
unit
shortlyumn bywill
inaugurate
scheduled for Dec. 4.
Walter
Wanger. a film col-

Friday, November

«
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"Casablanca"

All (Hies to Have
WAC Publicity Units

with Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman,
Paul Henreid
Warners
102 Mins.

Gov't Tells World
Of "Casablanca" Bow

(Continued from Page 1)

Exchange Area Committees over the
holiday.
SMASHING
MELODRAMA
OF TIMELY
Every one of the 31 exchange
IMPORT
SHOULD
CLICK
HEAVILY
AT
areas will have its Exchange Area
BOX-OFFICES
EVERYWHERE,
Publicity Chairman and Committee,
fr^sablanca!
A magic word, that.
A with local chairmen in all cities of
/ J that will open theater doors wide and 25,000 population or over. Whereas
keep them open.
For the movement
of the present WAC Public Relations
humanity
into houses where
this Warner field staff was composed of some 50
film is played will be constant and heavy. or 60 men, the new amplified field
Yes, Casablanca
is a word that piques force will include several hundred
the interest and stirs the imagination. The top-ranking theater publicists, distributor, exploitation men and others
lightning developments in the North African theater of war have brought that name representative of all branches of the
industry.
.

I vividly into the consciousness
of America.
I As a result this Warner picture should have
the impact of a bombshell on film audiences

of the country.
The film's timeliness is
[ its most priceless virtue.
It is difficult
to see how exhibitors can fail to clean
up on so screaming a subject.
The entire action of the picture transpires in the French Moroccan city which
in recent days has bulked so prominently in
the news out of Africa. The film is an exciting and suspense-laden melodrama of
Nazi intrigue. The events in the picture
are so close to fact as to give "Casablanca"
a fascination that is irresistible. Whirled
about in the maelstrom of action are Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman and Paul
Henreid. Bogart is an American with a
shady past who operates a cafe and gambling
jo'nt peopled by a strange collection of
characters.
Miss Bergman is his one-time love, now
married to Henreid, a Czech whose work as
, head
of the
European
underground
has
placed a price on his head. Bogart and Miss
Bergman take up their romance where they
left off. For a long time the man is torn
'. between love and a sense of duty. After a
: lot of romantic torture Bogart turns sacrificial and makes it possible for Miss Berg'I , man
to get safely
the moral
countryaidwith
her husband,
who out
needsof her
to
' carry on his noble work in behalf of freedom.
The story, which deals heavily with the
operation of the black market
in CasaI blanca, has been
skillfully
contrived
by
j Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein and Howard
I Koch from a play by Murray
Burnett and
Joan Alison. Their script has been directed
j by Michael
Curtiz with a fine flow of
'. movement

*
,,
.
.

and a punch that make "Casablanca" extremely gripping entertainment.
The film, a Hal Wallis
production,
has
been produced with high regard for showmanship and photographed by Arthur Edeson
in highly commendable fashion. Max Steiner's music is a definite asset to the film.
Bogart. Miss Bergman and Henreid perform capitally.
Their acting points up
beautifully the human drama of the story.
Claude Rains does a swell job as a French
officer who turns against the Nazis at the end
when he fully realizes the enormity of their

villainy.
Conrad Veidt couldn't have, been
better as the head Nazi officer.
Sydney
Sreenstreet,
Peter
Lorre,
S. Z. Sakall,
.. Madeleine LeBeau reap considerable honor
n supporting roles.

Charles A. Smakwitz, appointed chairman
of the Albany Exchange Area, has chosen
the following to cover that territory: Alex
Sayles, Albany; Sol Ullman, Schenectady;
Leo Rosen, Troy; Irving Liner, Troy; Andy
Roy, Utica;
Laddy
O'Neill, Amsterdam;
Seymour Morris,
Gloversville;
Joseph Kallet,
Rome;
William
J. Tubbert, Watertown.
Harold Martin, chairman of the Atlanta
Exchange Area, has named the following to
act as Public Relations committeemen in
that widespread territory, including several
states: T. H. Read. Ernest Rogers, Paul Jones,
Spence Pierce and Lionel H. Keene, Atlanta;
Richard M. Kennedy, Birmingham, Ala.;
Charles Amos, Nashville. Tenn.; Gene Street,
Knoxville, Tenn. ; Wm. Wolf son. Montgomery,
Ala.; John A. Cunningham, Savannah, Georgia;
J. L. Cartwright, Tampa, Fla.; Michael Wolfson, Miami, Fla.; M. C. Moore, and Guy A.
Kenimer,
Jacksonville, Fla.
In the Kansas City Exchange, chairman
Jerry Sigmon has created the following Public
Relations setup: Claude Morris, Senn Lawler,
Dick Biechle. Stanley Schwartz, John McManus, Harold Harris, Mr. Lenhart, Phil
Koury, Landon Laird, Ben Brown, Lawrence
Lehman, Allen Korf, Joe Redman, Kansas
City; Woody Barrett, Wichita, Kansas; Mel
Miller, Topeka, Kansas; Leon Robertson,
Springfield, Mo.; Arty Fryer, Joplin, Mo.;
Erving Dubinsky, St. Joseph, Mo.; Arnold
Gould, Jefferson City, Mo. ; Bernie Evans and
Bob Carney, Kansas City, Mo.
Edward J. Fisher, appointed chairman of
the Cleveland Exchange Area Public Relations
committee, has named the following to act with
him in covering that territory: Frank Henson,
Akron; Walter Kessler, Canton; Ralph Lawler, Toledo; Jack Hines, Youngstown; Grattan
Johnson, Mansfield; George Plunck, Marion;
Wallace Elliot, Lima; George Baker. Steubenville; J.Cleveland.
Knox Strachan and Charles Deardourff,
Other Committees will be announced as
they are completed.

Office of War Information's radio
report Wednesday to lands overseas
had a decided cinematic flavor, telling of the premiere ceremonies staged
at the local Hollywood Theater in
behalf of Warner Bros.' new attraction, "Casablanca." All Fighting
French organization in New York
participated, and the flag of Fighting France was raised in midtown for
the first time, following a parade of
French organizations in New York
OWI carried the happenings on short
wave because it was impractical to
broadcast direct from the Hollywood.

Para. Theater Associates
Meet in Hot Springs, Ark.
(Continued from Page 1)

Canadian War Board
Given Full Control
(Continued from Page 1)

business to be discontinued, restricted or pooled under terms and
conditions to be laid down by Prices
Board whose power over business
operations is now made complete,
with the single exception that the
Federal Minister of Finance may
overrule its decisions in writing.
Varied unofficial interpretations of
the previous order have been swept
aside by this proclamation, which
gives wartime dictatorial rights
over sales, contracts, outlets and
agencies for the duration.

PRC Playing Time Hits

as the theater operators' participa- Records, Says Greenblatt
tion in the increasingly vital war
activities of the industry. A 100
Product of Producers Releasing
per cent attendance of partners is Corp. is getting unprecedented bookings and playing time, according to
expected.
Arthur Greenblatt, vice-president in
Dave Arlen Joins Filmack
charge of sales, following a tour of
Chicago — David Arlen has re- midwest and southern exchanges.
signed as Chicago editor for Variety Additional prints have been required
ito become publicity director for for "A Yank in Libya" and "Miss
Filmack Trailer Co., according to an- V from Moscow," Greenblatt said,
nouncement of Irving Mack, sales adding that production was keeping
pace with the increased demand.
manager.

V. C. Re-elects Lightman
Memphis — The annual election of
the Variety Club put M. A. Lightman in for another term as Chief
Barker. L. V. McClintock, first assistant chief barker; Henry Krumm,
second assistant chief barker; Edwin P. Sapingsly, property master;
Robert Conway, dough guy: Directors— James Pritchard, Robert Bostick, Winfield Snelson, J. A. West,
John J. Rogers and A. M. Avery.
Charles

La Torre,

Frank

Puglia,

Dan

Sey-

CREDITS: Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Director, Michael Curtiz; Screenplay, Julius
J. and Philip G. Epstein, Howard Koch;
Based on play by Murray Burnett, Joan
Alison; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson; Film
Editor, Owen Marks; Art Director, Carl

Altec Service celebrates five years
of usefulness to the motion picture
theatres of the country
Altec Service is now regarded as
essential in 4900 U. S. theatres

CAST: Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergnan, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains, Conrad
/eidt, Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre. S.
Special
Effects,'
Lawrence
Z. Sakall, Madeleine LeBeau, Doolev Wil- Julesler,Weyl;
Willard Van
Enger;
Musical
Score, ButMax
;on Joy Page, John Qualen, Leonid Kinskey, Steiner; Musical Director, Leo F. ForbHelmut Dantine, Curt Bois, Marcel Dalio, stein; Songs, M. K. Jerome, Jack Scholl.
Zorinna Mura, Ludwig Stossel, Ilka Gruning,
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.
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SHOWMEN'S
TRADE
REVIEW

"A lusty story that will hit the revenue jack-pot in all showings!"
-BOXOFFICE
"A winner that can be sold for box-office results!"
—HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

"Should stand up strongly in
box-office competition!"
—DAILY

VARIETY

"A whirlwind of action, topping
Sherman's previous bests
by a wide margin!"
-MOTION

PICTURE

HERALD

"The Best Picture of the Week
A roaring melodrama!"

-JIMMIE FIDLER over The
Blue Network coast-to-t

'A fine picture — the best from
the Sherman workshop in years!"
-MOTION

Help Back the Second Front! SELL WAR

PICTURE

BONDS

DAILY

TO AVENGE

DEC. 7

RELEASED

THRU UNITED ARTISTS

rlimiana
V-dSUdlTieS
iiurns are Buck Jones, Scott R. Dunlap,
reen, Martin Sheridan, Fred Lieberman,
Ivlrs. Herman Rifki

111
1 lUU
I lOIOCdUbl
.
Harry 'Asher Char|e's Du'hamel, Philip Seletsky, and Grace McDermott.
Suffering from
Herman
Rifkin, Harry Thomas, Harry Converse,
Mrs. Fred Sharby, Mrs. Gross, Mrs. Phil Seletsky, Moe Grassgreen, Mrs. Moe Grass:mard
Levin, Mrs. Jean Fruitman,
Mrs. Martin Sheridan, and
Mrs. Fred Lieberman, Herman
Lieberman.
Missing include Mrs.

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Four
Years Old
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OIL SHORTAGE WONT^SHUTTER THEATERS
Exhibs. Reported Irked by OWTs
Gov't Interference With
Theater Policy Stirs Resentment, Asserts Broidy
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A rising tide of exhibitor resentment against Government interference with exhibition
policies in the wake of the OWI
blast against duals, delivered in
New York recently by Lowell Mellett, is reported by Steve Broidy,
Monogram sales chief, on his return from a swing across the country.
"Most of the exhibitors with whom
I have spoken feel strongly that
they should be permitted to conduct their business as they see fit
in such a manner that will prove
(Continued on Page 4)

Hsoliday
[GBrrososaesdw"aTeyr'rific"
il?*
Cp
vfi
IS
|£
j»"

ng
gave
holiday
The Thanksgivi
business at film housess in the Broadtor
tu
sec
that carried
an impe
way
,
over the week-end with grosses in
many instances reported as the heavIn a number of
time.
iest in some ce
takes for the holicases box-offi
d
be
ri
day wedre desc cco"as "terdrific. "
pile them in
"Roa to Moro

Stand on Duals

NAVY "DRAFTS" JOSEPH BERNHARD
Warners'

Vice-President Leaves for Washington
To Report; Granted Leave for Duration

Today

office will be shared by other
Joseph Bernhard, vice-president of home
officers.
Warner
Bros., has beeen granted
Exact
assignment which Bernhard
leave of absence for the duration to
will fill was not disclosed. It was
enable him to acsaid that it was uncertain whether
it would require his appointment as
cept a Navy as- M
a naval officer, but if that step was
signment, it was
deemed necessary, his rank would be
announced over
J?
lieutenant commander in the Rethe week-end.
j8
serve.
Bernhard, who
In Washington over the week-end
took the step with
it was reported that Bernhard might
the consent of
be ordered to duty with the Bureau
President Harry
of Aeronautics.
M. Warner and
Bernhard's entry into Government
the approval of
service will necessitate the election
of a successor as chairman of the
the WB directorate, leaves today
Theaters Division of the WAC. Bernfor Washington
hard has headed the division with
to report.
E. V. Richards as co-chairman. Post
In his absence,
will be filled by members of the division, possibly at the WAC general
JOSEPH RERNHA&D
it is understood
his executive duties at the Warner meeting on Dec. 7, it is understood.

Games' Exit Here
Fails to Hurt Biz

Salary Ceiling Fight
Up to New Congress

(Continued on Page 4)

Plans Disclaimed by U. S.
Agencies, But Exhibs. May
Get Reduced Allowances
By ANDREW
H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Use of fuel oil by
theaters, as well as by all other
establishments, is under close Government scrutiny, and some reductions in allowances may reasonably
be Those
anticipated
by exhibitors.
exhibitors
who cannot prove >■
that they have attempted to convert their heating units to coal (or
that such conversion is impossible)
will be cut off at the end of the
(Continued on Page 6)

.

Momand Trust Trial
Will Start Jan. 11
Oklahoma City — Opening date of
the A. B. Momand anti-trust su.it
scheduled for Dec. 1, has been postponed until Jan. 11, as a matter of
consideration for the wishes of Eastern attorneys. Judge Bower Bro^ddus of Federal District Court, where
the case will be heard has also
announced that Dec.
8 to 12 "the
on Page 4)
.,.„,
depositions(Continacd
taken by
attorneys , .dur-

U. S. Films Reach Troops

Voluntary ban on Bingo, Screeno Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although there is
Clark Gable Not to Act
and other games in New York City
chance that any Congressional Down Under "On Time"
theaters has had practically no ef- little
action
to nullify the salary ceilings
U. S. troops in Australia are getfect on attendance, independent and
In "This is the Army"
their film entertainment via 16
circuit operators said on Friday. will be attempted during the re- mm. ting
prints of current pix donated
mainder of the current session, SenWashington — "Published reports to The halt on games followed a parley
ate
leaders
feel
quite
confident
that
the contrary, the Army will abso
(Continued "on
on Page
2)
by the industry
schedule,"
de(Continued on Page 6)
among theater
men,on Police
(Continued
Page 5) Commis| lutely not permit
Clark Gable to
return to Hollywood
to appear in
'This is the Army,'" Col. Mason V.
20th-Fox Will Film
(Continued on Page 5)

B&K Tells Chicago
Of Circuit War Work
Chicago — Balaban & Katz's role
in the war program was brought
home to Chicagoans Friday via large
display copy placed by the circuit
in the morning dailies. Copy stressed
the chain's co-operation and the war
services of B Cr K personnel.

Raw Stock tor Argentina

Sousa Autobiography

Welles and Rockefeller Use Good Offices

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Acute
shortage of film raw stock con-,
fronting Argentina's studios has
been definitely alleviated, thanks to
Controversy over some of the the personal intervention of both
language in the Noel Coward pic- Sumner Welles, U. S. Under-Secretary of State, and Nelson Rockefelture, "In Which We Serve," has
ler, Co-Ordinator of the Office of
been settled with a few minor eliminations. Grad Sears, United Artists Inter-American Affairs, it was announced
here on the week-end by
vice-president,
said that the cuts
(Continued on Page 5)

purchased John Philip Sousa's autobiography,
Along,"
and
the film rights
to "Marching
his songs.
Picture
will be titled "Stars and Stripes Forever" and will be produced by Kenneth Macgowan and Harry Goetz,
who handled negotiations for the
deal, will be the associate producer.
Ernest Vajda will do the script.

Minor Cuts in "Serve
End Dialog Controversy

(Continued on Page 6)

Hollywood —

Twentieth-Fox has
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♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Mashenka

(Artkino

Pictures)— 2nd

week

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

Filmack Plans to Switch
From Trailers to Slides
Chicago — Filmack expects its raw
stock reserves for trailers to be
exhausted about Jan. 1 at which time
the company plans to switch to
slides and records. Filmack on the
basis of a survey just completed reports 50 per cent of exhibs. are now
equipped with slides.

Moray in New Orleans
New Orleans — Norman H. Moray
arrives here today to conduct a
meeting of Warners branch managers in this territory as a predude to
the WB sales drive.

Theater
Astor
Globe
Roxy
Music Hall
Paramount
Rivoli
Hollywood
Capitol
Strand
Criterion
Railto
Palace
Palace
New
York
New
York

♦

:\.. Music

(a)

Hall
Roxy
Rivoli
Rialto
Paramount
Capitol
Criterion
Capitol
New York
New York

Alperson to Midwest Cities
Edward L. Alperson is en route
to Denver, Omaha and Des Moines
where, in his capacity as chairman
of "United Nations Week," he will
address meetings of the local WAC,
outlining plans for the Jan. 14-20
campaign.

Rodgers Presides in Chi.
Chicago — Metro's regular mid-season meeting of district managers
gets under way today at the Blackstone Hotel. William F. Rodgers,
vice-president in charge of sales, is
presiding at the conference, which
will be concluded tomorrow.
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N. Y. C.

Coast

BONWICK, PRC-Pathe
from
the Coast.

tomorrow

treasurer, is

BEN
SIMON,
20th-Fox manager, New
Haven,
jCKMHINt,
EARL WRIGHT, salesman, and SAM GERMAINE.
booker,
spent
Friday
in Boston
for
meeting at the exchange.
in ue.wer
EDWARD
L. ALPERSON
arrives
tomorrow,
goes
to Omaha
Des Moines Thursday.

Wednesday

and

to

CARMEN MIRANDA leaves the Coast on Dec.
11 for a series of personal appearances to promote Latin-American good-will. She returns
to the Coast the early part of January.

ANN
RUTHERFORD
is in town to appear
guest star on a number of radio programs.
PHIL BAKER
is in New York.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

(Continued from Page 1)

spite enemy bombs and torpedoes,
Gen. F. H. Osborn of the War Department's Special Services Division, has advised Francis S. Harmon of the WAC.
"I'm sure," General Osborn declared, "that my friends throughout
the industry will be pleased to get
this information." Then he quoted
from a letter received from the motion picture service officer in Australia, as follows:
"All shipments of 16 mm. features are arriving as per your shipping schedule and are immediately
routed where they will do the most
good. The entire motion picture industry at home would be a thousand
times repaid if they could witness
the enjoyment these subjects bring

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller

CARY

GRANT

•

HALL

Center

GINGER

ROGERS

In Leo McCarey's

'ONCE UPON
A HONEYMOON*
An RKO Radio Picture
Gala Stage Revue
• Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved
Circle 6-4600

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES

""«»<-"»•

CESAR ROMERO

to our troops."

George W. Gould, St., Stricken
Dallas, Ore. — George Winfield
Gould, Sr., 74, operating the Majestic and Dallas Theaters here for the
past 20 years, died at his home of a
heart attack. A native of Michigan,
Gould had been operating theaters
in the Pacific Northwest for the
past 30 years.

fftT PARAMOUNT

™it

H.J.1MH4WMI
GINGER
ROGERS — CHARLES
RITA HAYWORTH —
HFNRY

"TALES
CRAIG

OF

"THE

HIDDEN

STEVENS

BOYER
FONDA

MANHATTAN"
—

HAND"

JULIE

BISHOP

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
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a* a" Performances ex-

Sonja Henie <5- Arthur M.

For civilian or military productiondirector-editor with long record of performance. Write —
Box 120

the

Follows current bill.

Motion Picture Associates
U. S. Films Reach Troops
Membership Boosted 100% Down Under "On Time"
The Motion Picture Associates on
Friday doubled its membership when
the group, at a business meeting at
the Astor, voted favorably on 163
new members. Credit for enlarging
the rolls of the organization was
given to William F. Rodgers, head of
the MPA membership drive. Because of his work in the drive the
M-G-M sales chief will be honored
at a special luncheon to be given for
him in the near future. It was announced that the nomination of officers for the new year would take
place at the next business meeting
early in December. Jack Ellis, vicepresident
meeting. of MPA, presided at the
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You Were Never Lovelier (Columbia Pictures)— Dec. 3
Life Begins
at 8:30
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Dec. 9
The
Palm
Beach Story (Paramount Pictures)— Dec. 15
Cat People
( RKO
Radio Pictures)
(c)
Star-Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
In Which We Serve
(United Artists-Noel
Coward)— Dec. 25
Who
Done
It (Universal
Pictures)— Dec. 2
Seven Days Leave
(RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
Phantom
Killer (Monogram
Pictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
Sheriff of Sage Valley (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow

67

102
101 % 102
Warner Bros.' 6s48
called
1005/g 10W8 1005/g
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
'/4 9-16
9-16—1-32
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
7%
75/8
7%
Universal
Corp. vtc
Universal Picts
29
29
29

Parade H

Picture and Distributor
For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — 6th week
One of Our Aircraft is Missing (United Artists-Korda)— 5th week
Springtime in the Rockies
(Twentieth Century-Fox)— 4th week
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio Pictures)— 3rd week
Road to Morocco
(Paramount Pictures) — 3rd week
The
Avengers
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd
week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Tictures)
White
Cars»o
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Gentleman
Jim (Warner
Brcs. Pictures)
The War
Against
Mrs. Hadley
(Metro-Goldvyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Night
Monster
(Universal
Pictures)
Tales
of Manhattan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(a-b)
Hidden Hand
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Under
Brooklyn
Bridge
(Monogram
Pictures)— Last day
(a)
Overland
to Deadwood
(Columbia
Pictures)— Last day (a)
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ICE

CENTER THEA.. Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater
rater
ter, CO. 8-3474
Evgs. Ind. Sun. 8:40. Ne Monday• 27. 28, and 29.
HOLIDAY MATINEES— November ly27 Perfermanea
Mall Orders Promptly
Filled

I
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And Roy Rogers boosted
grosses at the World's
Championship Rodeo at
Madison Square Garden
to an all-time high! He'll
score at your theatre in the
biggest musical western
ever produced!

ROY

ROGERS 1

KING £ COWBOYS
SMILEY

BURNETTE

GEORGE Gabby HAYES

«
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Broadway's Holiday
Grosses "Terrific"
(Continued from Page 1)

at the Paramount to the tune of
$26,000 for Thursday and Friday.

DUALS BLAST IRKS EXHIBS.: BR0IDY
Monogram

Sales Chief Reports Rising Tide of Resentment
Against Government Interference

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

(.Continued from Page 1) ^^^^^^^^^—^^^^^-^^

satisfactory to their audiences and
Broidy.
The Music Hall's two-day take on profitable to themselves," asserted
"Once Upon a Honeymoon" was es"They resent being told to change
timated at $34,000. "Gentleman policy they have pursued in running their houses, whether it be
Jim's" first two days at the Strand
pulled in , $15,000. "Casablanca," single feature or double — in other
which also opened on Thanksgiving words, they feel that theirs is as
much an individual enterprise as
day, chalked up over $9,000 for its any other type of business and is
first two days at the Hollywood. in the democratic spirit. They believe
in individual initiative.
"Springtime in the Rockies" did a
smash $14,000 at the Roxy on
"There is this further angle to
Thanksgiving Day, with the Friday double feature controversy," said
Broidy. "Motion picture patrons
gross estimated at $9,000. The Ri- in the past several months have
voli's two-day take on "The Aveng- been obliged to pay increased admission prices at their movie houses.
ers" was given as "practically" $10,000.
Now it is argued, if on top of increased scale they are going to get

"Morocco" Hits Peak Biz
In Thanksgiving Openings

it was said. In many cases "Morocco" opening day's receipts were
more than half that of a normal
week's business in many key situations.

In more than 85 key city Thanksgiving Day openings, Paramount's
In discussing the outstanding
"Road to Morocco" hit peak b.o.
biz, week-end reports to the Para- business on "Morocco," R. J. O'Donmount home office reveal.
nell, of Interstate, told Neil Agnew
Any comparison of receipts on over the long distance phone, after
"Morocco" against other top Para- looking over receipts he had them
mount hits would be completely out check the figures twice — they were
of line — "Morocco" ran so far ahead, so exceptional.

Bing CROSBY

less movie for their money, patron
resentment may increase to such
an extent as to affect theater attendance.
"One of the weakest arguments
yet presented by the advocates of
single features is the so-called
health slant — that the length of
a double feature show is injurious to the eyesight. If such were in
reality the case, how should 'Gone
With the Wind', admittedly the outstanding picture of all times, have
been presented? If eye strain is
the inevitable result of too much
picture gazing, 'Gone With the
Wind', I suppose, should have been
shown in two separate installments.
To me, the health argument falls
of its own weight."

John A. Nelson Dead

Momand Trust Trial
Start Jan. 11
(Continued from Page 1)

ing the last month will be checked
closely. It is estimated that the
trial will require six weeks.
The list of attorneys who will represent both sides in the $4,960,000
action under the Sherman anti-Jrij"st
laws has been announced as fofiJL ''•
Momand — George S. Ryan, j&oston, Mass., general counsel; C. Ray
Smith, Oklahoma City; Bohanon and
Adams, Oklahoma City, and Stanard,
Carey and Stanard of Shawnee, Okla.
Defendants — New York attorneys
are listed as follows: Schwartz &
Frohlich for Columbia; Charles D.
Prutzman for Universal; Dwight,
Harris, Koegel and Casky for 20th
Century-Fox; William Mallard for
RKO; Robert W. Perkins for Warner
and Vitagraph; O'Brien, Driscoll and
Rafferty for United Artists; J. Robert Rubin
Loew's;
Nizer
for for
Pathe
and Phillips
Austin and
C.

Milwaukee — John A. Nelson, 76, Keough for Paramount.
Defendants — Boston attorneys are
widely known musician who former- Nutted, McClennen & Fish.
ly played at the Alhambra and
Oklahoma attorneys for defendants
Strand Theaters here, is dead.
a: e Keaton, Wells & Johnson for the
producing and distributing companies; Everest, McKenzie and Gibbons
Prince Jean Paleologue Dead
for Regal Theaters, Inc., and for the
Miami, Fla. — Prince Jean Paleo- Griffith Amusement Co. and subsidilogue, 82, who executed many colaries, Henry Griffing and C. B. Cochored glass assignment
for early ran.

Bob HOPE • Dorothy LAMOUR in "ROAD

TO

MOROCCO

CH\lttllv
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Games' Exit Here
Fails to Hurl Biz
(Continued from Page 1)

sioner Valentine and police inspectors.
The ban does not affect giveaways
of dishes and other premiums.
Local exhibitors indicated that
v^r j^jj^e they may lose some custom.- -^the loss will be replaced by
otners who have been staying away
from theaters because of the games.
The RKO circuit eliminated games
several weeks ago and, according to
Eddie Alperson, top circuit executive,
no effect has been noted.
Harry Brandt said at the conference that approximately 400 theaters in the territory had been
spending more than $1,000,000 a year
on prizes. It was said by others
that the increased cost in operations
plus the fact that the games apparently had lost the attraction they
held a few years ago had made it
comparatively unnecessary to continue them.
Some circuits were making a
check of the out-of-tewn theaters to determine the advisability of dropping the games in
those theaters.

Mrs. Carrie Kennedy Dead
Kirksville, Mo. — Mrs. Carrie M.
Kennedy, 80, owner of two theaters
here, died of heart disease.

All Sport Bills —
But Food Is Free!
Omaha — Joe Kinsky, Tri-States
district manager, reports that the
circuit's houses which sell popcorn
are starting "Bird Feeder Clubs."
Each week every member will get
a bag of the unpoped corn left
over from the machines. This they
will take home and put out in their
yards for the birds.

Two-Minute Trailer for
"On To Victory" Week
In response to requests from many
exhibitors who want to get behind
the "Avenge Dec. 7th — On To Victory" week with everything in the
showman's catalog, a two-minute trailer is being prepared for
distribution by National Screen
Service. At a non-profit price of
$3.50, the trailer will be available
from
iately. NSS exchanges almost immed-

With priority on raw film almost
impossible to secure, the theaters'
drive was deemed of sufficient importance for the Treasury DepartIn "This is the Army"
ment to allot enough footage for
(Continued from Page 1)
4,000 prints, a limited number. Exhibitors are urged to wire National
Wright, head of the motion picture
Screen immediately, since most of
branch of the Army's bureau of the circuits will undoubtedly place
public relations, told The Film Daily
Friday. "Whatever else we might mass orders, and secure their own
do," Col. Wright went on, "we cer- "priority."
George Hamilton Combs of radio,
tainly would not let a man with
contractual abeyance at one studio will be the unnamed voice supplying
appear in a picture for another, the narration.
either for charity or commercial
but no other pix will be made even
purposes."
(Gable's contract with M-G-M is for that purpose, Col. Wright said.
under abeyance for the duration.
"This whole question of profesWarner Brothers is to make "This
sional appearances by men now in
is the Army.")
uniform has been one long headScreen and other appearances by
ache, and we're about to end it,"
talent in uniform will be very few said Col. Wright. "There are two
and far between from now on. An
good reasons why Gable won't apexception will be made for the filmpear in any pictures until the end
ing of "This is the Army," because of the war: One, he doesn't want to:
it is for Army Emergency Relief,
Two, we won't let him."

Clark Gable Not to Act

Argentine Raw Slock
Shortage Alleviated
(Continued from Page 1)

August Rodriguez Larreta upon his
return from Washington, D. C.
This means that, as a result of
negotiations growing out of Larreta's visit to the U. S. capital, Argentina will receive its proportionate share of raw stock in the United
Nations "pool." This need amounts
to between 41,000,000 and 42,000,000
feet.

STORKS!
Dave Lipton, Columbia ad-publicity chief, had a special reason
for celebrating Thanksgiving Day.
Doc stork delivered a six-pound son
and heir to Mrs. Lipton, the former Sylvia Schlang, at Medical Arts
Hospital.
Youngster has been named Alan.
Chicago— "Babe" Cobb of the B
& K managerial staff announces the
birth of a son, Gerald Mitchell, at
the Presbyterian Hospital.

4S3*
ginal Screen Play by Frank Butler and Don Hartman
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Salary Ceiling Fight
Up to New Congress

Won't
Oil Shor
er tage
Theaters
Shutt
(Continued from Page 1)
second rationing period, but it is
unlikely that theaters will be singled
out for harsher treatment than
other establishments.
OPA Friday announced that it has
revised its price regulation on parts
required for the conversion of heating units from oil to coal, the effect being to increase the cost of
conversion by approximatley six per
cent.
Any one contemplating conversion
should place his order for coal at
once, Harold L. Ickes, Solid Fuels.
Co-ordinator, warned Friday.
That is the fuel oil situation as
it shaped up at the week-end following reports that the Government
was considering closing of theaters
in order to conserve waning oil supplies. These reports from a general disclaimer from various agencies concerned with the fuel shortage.
Further Cuts Possible
It is true that supply estimates
of a month ago are thought now to
be over-optimistic — to the tune of
139,000 barrels daily for the Eastern Seaboard. Obviously some further cuts will have to be made, but
where those cuts will be no one can
say. There is no reason to believe
that theaters might be singled out
for harsher treatment than any other
industry. The armed forces come
first, and there's some question as
to who follows in order of preference.
There has also been a good deal
of general confusion regarding mileage rationing. Three or four separate congressional blocs have been
attacking the ration plan vigorously and a large section of the press
has been looking for a postponement
of nation-wide rationing. But nation-wide rationing is a "must," and
will be imposed.
Some concessions for western and
mid-western areas are to be looked
for, both because the petroleum situation is less acute there than in
the East and because greater distances make automobiles and trucks
more essential to civilian life and
also the success of the nation's huge
food production program. These
concessions
will probably
include

30, 1942

• • • MONOGRAM tossed a luncheon and cocktail party for exhibitors and the press Friday in honor of Buck Jones
Affair at the
Warwick Hotel was strictly in a western atmosphere, with bartenders
and waiters in cowboy regalia
But here's the payoff
Buck
Jones walked in wearing an ordinary business suit, even embarrassing
the waiters
But Buck has been doing a great job touring the country in the interest of the USO, the Bond drives and visiting hospitals
In Milwaukae he organized a Buck Jones Platoon of navy enlistees,
swearing in 64 sailors and pledging aid to their families in the event of
casualties
Producer Scott Dunlap is making the tour with Jones
and was the co-host of the party

▼

V

V

• •
• METRO'S "Mrs. Miniver" scores again
This time it
comes up as the winner of Redbook Magazine's annual award for 1942,
as the film contributing most during the year to the improvement of
the artistic standard of the motion picture
The award, by the
way, is a superb silver cup, presentation of which will be made on
Dec. 7 at the Hollywood studios of CBS
Proceedings will be aired
by that network from 10:00 to 10:30 p.m. that night (EWT)
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, and several other members of the pic's
cast, toill participate in a radio version of "Mrs. Miniver"
At
the play's conclusion, Thornton Delehanty, Redbook's film editor, will
introduce Gary Cooper, a '41 winner, who'll make the presentation
speech
It's appropriate that the ceremonies will be held on the
anniversary of Pearl Harbor, because, "Miniver" has done so much to
make America arid other Allied nations remember that all tyranny and
perfidy must perish from the earth

T
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AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Adwell Asks Reasonable
Clearance in Texas Case

Minor
Cuts in
"Serve"
End Dialog
Controversy

(Continued from Page 1)
such action will be taken next year,
and probably early in the year.
The strategy is to tack an amendment killing the salary dictum of
James F. Brynes, director of the
Office of Economic Stabilizatioa»ifo
"the next tax bill that comes al$. \->'
according to Senator Walter^..
George of Georgia, chairman of the
influential Senate Finance Committee.
Rep. John W. Boehne, Jr., of Indiana, who tried unsuccessfully
last week to put such an amendment
on a House bill under consideration
by the Ways and Means Committee,
expects to see some action taken
early next year. He told The Film
Daily that Senator George has
asked for a copy of his proposed
amendment, with a view to attaching it to a Boehne
tax bill.expressed
A "lame regret
duck"
legislator,
that he would probably not be able
to see the salary ceiling killed during his final month in office. He
still thinks his proposal should not
have been ruled out.
Although the tax bill does not
usually come before the Senate before the month of March, Senator
George told The Film Daily he
expects
it earlier next
year.to "If
House committee
is ready
get the
to
work," he said, "I see no reason
why we shouldn't be able to wind
up all tax legislation in the first
60 days ofthat
the we
session.
I'm a rather
confident
can pass
rider
ruling out the salary ceiling. After
all, it accomplishes no more than
is already accomplished by the tax

Other GOP leaders privately admitted that they would support any
attempt to kill the salary ceiling,
but Senator Taft of Ohio pointed out
that any specific legislation to kill
laws."
the limitation would only draw a
veto from the White House.
In the meantime, the film industry and the amusement world in
general still await the release of
"clarifying statements" and possible
concessions from the Bureau of Internal Revenue. These rulings have
been expected for two weeks now,
and the latest advice from the Treasury Department is that they should
Here After Month's Wait
be ready this week. "It is a tough
problem,"
one Treasury official told
Master
print
of
Noel
Coward's
larger basic allowances
for rural
The Film Daily, and we want to
areas.
British-made picture "In Which We have it all worked out before we
Serve" has arrived safely in New release anything. Unlike some other
Daytime Shows for Farmers
One possible solution suggested here York after a month of anxious wait- agencies," he continued, "we like to
for exhibitors in many rural areas
ing by United Artists executives, it cover the ground in the best possible
is to shift their program schedules was announced Friday by Grad manner, rather than issue an order
— offering more daytime shows in Sears, vice-president. The film was and then have to follow it up with
order to accommodate farmers when
a dozen amendments and interpretathey must be in town on essential in transit for several weeks but because of censorship its route could
business.
The number of industry represennot be revealed. It was learned that
tatives coming here to confer on the
the delay was caused by the inabil- salary rulings seems to have slackDrops Dead While Hunting
ity
to
get
space
on
a
bomber
which,
ened off. One reporter has estiReedsburg, Wis. — Oscar V. Kelly, by special
arrangement, was to bring tions." mated that more than 200 lawyers
54, owner and operator of the Bad- the print over
to the United States have been in Washington from variger nere, dropped dead while deer
hunting near Drummond in Bayfield _ "In Which We Serve" will have
ous Hollywood organizations, all tryCounty. He is survived by his wife its premiere at the Capitol Theing to win concessions and definite
ater, Broadway, on Dec. 24.
rulings on the salary issue.
tnd two sons.

(Continued from Page 1)
W. V. Adwell, operating the Roxy
Theater, San Angelo, Tex., has filed were
way. of such a minor nature that
the
picture
was not affected in any
a demand for arbitration in the Dallas tribunal, charging unreasonable
clearance.
The controversy started when the
Adwell, in his complaint, claims
MPPDA objected to certain so-called
the right of prior run and reasonable clearance over the Lyric The- "earthy expressions" in the picture,
ater and charges that the distrib- the expressions being entirely acutors have refused to license picceptable to British audiences but
tures for the Roxy. He asks reasonable clearance and availability for causing "eyebrow raising" over here.
his theater and names as defendants
the Texas, Ritz, Angles, Plaza, Royal "Serve's" Master Print
and Rex as interested parties.

FORWARD
THEATRE

MARCH!

WAR BOND DRIVE -DEC. 7 to 13

7 STEPS TO "AVENGE DEC. 7th!
ON TO VICTORY!"
DEC 7th— MORNING, NOON AND NIGHT.
11 A.M. traffic-stopping tribute in public square. Bands,
speakers, banners. Bond Luncheon at noon. "On To
Victory" Night in all theatres. (See W. A. C. Manual for
detailed instructions. Simplified stunts that get results.)
DEC 8th — FREE MOVIE DAY. One of best stunts
in September Drive and proved no strain on Box-office.
Free ticket to bond purchaser clicked with public.
DEC 9th— WAR MOTHER'S NIGHT.
Invite War
Mothers. Human interest that stimulates sales. A continuously effective idea. Build it up during this Drive.

STIRRING

DEC. lOth-MASS INDUCTION. Thrilling spectacle
that wins sympathy and bond sales. Youngsters in groups
entering service. Follow ceremony with dramatic speaker!

DEC 11th— CLUB DAY. Luncheons at Rotary,
Kiwanis, etc. Night rally of Masons, K. of C. and all fraternal groups. Minute-man speaker from each.
DEC. 12th— AMERICAN LEGION DAY.
Enlist
fighters of last war in patriotic rallies, parades, etc.
DEC. 13th--XMAS CLUB MEMBERS.
Launch
"Bonds for Xmas" drive; tie-up with banks issuing Xmas
club checks.

TRAILER

AVAILABLE!

Limited Supply! Act Fast! Price $3.50 (which is below cost!) Wire Your National Screen Branch NOW!
Use "Showman

At War Manual"! Get free accessories! Sponsored by War Activities Committee, 1501 Broadway, New York City
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QUALA
ON LOC TION
LIGHTING

on location — indoors and out — is

subject to less control than in the studio. But
under the most trying conditions, cameramen
and directors confidently depend on Eastman
Negative Films, with their demonstrated ability— each in its own field — to invest each
scene with the highest photographic quality.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLCS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when little tight is available

BACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds

EASTMAN
wm

and general exterior work
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TOLL OF BOSTON'S JI0L0CAUST MOUNTS
20fh-Fox 39 Weeks'
Earnings
Jump $5,706,839
At Least 20 Film People Lost in Night Club Disas3tt Ulrmonam

$7,256,003 Net Reported;
Increase Reflects Money
Released by British Gov't

Consolidated net profit of $7,256,003 for the 39 weeks ended Sept. 26
was reported by 20th-Fox yesterday.
Earnings, which are after estimated
Federal income and excess profits
taxes, compare with $1,549,164 for
the same period of 1941, a gain of
$5,706,839.
For the third quarter, ended Sept.
(Continued on Page 6)

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued on Page 4)

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

operators of independent theaters,
following a meeting of these exhibitors in the Hotel Lincoln.
Claiming that they had not been
invited to attend, nor were they represented at, any meeting that the
Mayor and Police Commissioner
Valentine had with the film com(Continned on Page 5)

Photographic Center
Branch on West Coast
DAILY

Hollywood— In order that Hollywood may play a bigger role in U.
S. Army's (Continued
vastly on expanded
vital
Page 6)

Fishman Houses Cut
Matinees, Save Fuel
New Haven — Dr. J. B. Fishman,
general manager of the Fishman circuit, has announced that the Fishman houses would close three matinees weekly in order to conserve
fuel. All houses have been drastically cut in oiil rationing. The Fishmans
operate the Dixwell Playhouse, Lawrence, Howard, and Lyric, New Haven,
Rivoli, West Haven, and Community,
Fairfield.
Other subsequent-run houses in
the city have not yet made announcements as to changes in program.
At the Roxy, New Britain, all
matinees have been discontinued except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.

Warner Newsreel Plans
Stand, Einfeld Asserts
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

ter; More Deaths Feared; Buck Jones' Burns Fatal;
Harry Thomas on Danger List; Scott Dunlap May Live
By FXOYD L. BELL FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sharp denial that
official Washington is "cold" to plans
for the new Warners' newsreel was
made yesterday by Charles Einfeld,
company's ad-publicity chief on his
arrival here from the Coast. Queried
concerning reports that the project
will be abandoned, Einfeld told THE
Film Daily, "No, that is not true;
(Continued on Page 7)

DAILY

Victims

As of last night, the dead and injured
in the Boston Cocoanut Grove fire Saturday night were listed as follows:
DEAD
Edwin Ansin
Mrs. Ansin
Harry Asher
Buck Jones
Phil Seletsky
Mrs. Seletsky
Paul Barron
Mrs. Barron
Charles Stern
Mrs.
Fred Herman
Sharby Rif kin
Fred Sharby, Jr.
Mary McCormack
, Mrs. Martin Sheridan

(Continued on Page 2)

Local 109 Cites Para,
and IA in NLRB Charges

(Continued on Page 6)

"Gas" Woes Beset Salesmen

(Continued on Page 5)

the night club with a toll of 483
lives according to the figures at midnight last night.
Jones, credited
with vain attempts to save several in
his party, died at 4:35 yesterday
afternoon.
Scott Dunlap,
producer
of Jones'
Monogram
westerns,
was alive
late
yesterday, despite serious burns. It
was said he had a good chance to
recover.
Dunlap
and Jones were
(Continued on Page 7)

Hold Funerals Today
For Hub Fire Victims
Boston — Funeral services for some
of the motion picture victims of the
Cocoanut Grove fire Saturday night
will be held here today, while arrangements for others were being
made yesterday.
Service for Edwin Ansin, president
(Continued on Page 4)

Hazen to Address Execs.
Today on Army Liaison

Unfair labor charges against
Paramount and the IATSE were filed
with the NLRB here yesterday by
Relationship of the U. S. Army
the Screen Office and Professional with the motion picture industry
Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA. will be explained to company presiThe SOPEG action is the outcome
dents and general counsel today by

Face New Problems in Reaching Accounts
As gas rationing becomes a
Arbitrator Denies Para.
blanket order throughout the United
States today, film salesmen in the
First-Run to Ohio House
states other than the 13 in which
Cleveland — An arbitration award
in favor of Paramount and against
the complainant, Maurice Barck, operating the Maple Heights Theater,
has been made by Howard Burns,
arbitrator.
Barck asked for the return of first-

Staff Correspondent

Boston — At least 20 motion picture people, including Buck
Jones for whom a party was being given at the Cocoanut Grove
Saturday night, are dead as the result of the fire which swept

Hub's

Banning of Screeno and other
screen games by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia brought a letter of protest
yesterday
city's
executiveto
from athe
group
of chief
some 100

Hollywood— A meeting of Class A
members of the Screen Actors Guild
has been called for Sunday night
in the Woman's Club of Hollywood
to consider problems of applying the

West

Indies Ask Hearing
On City's Game Ban

SAG Meets Sunday
On Salary Order
West

Boston — All film exchanges will be
closed today in respect to those of
the industry who died in the Cocoanut Grove fire Saturday night. Part
of the film district was under martial
law yesterday.

rationing has been in effect for some
time will face new problems in
reaching their accounts.
In Chicago, a plan is being worked
out whereby salesmen will station
themselves in a certain city for one
or two days.
Appointments
(Continued
on Page 5) by tele-

Joseph Hazen, Warner Bros, vicepresident, (Continued
who, as onliaison
Page 4)officer be-

Army

Uses Theaters;
Call Off Matinees

Miami Beach, Fla. — To permit
local film houses to be used as
classrooms by the mushrooming Army
training center, film programs will
not begin until 5 p.m. Exceptions
will be Sundays and holidays when
classes are not scheduled. This
affects all Paramount and Wometco
houses.
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Hub's Victims
Lawrence Stone
Eugene Gross
Bernard Levin
Mrs. Levin
Grace McDermott
Mrs. Lawrence Stone
O. A. St. Pierre
INJURED
Scott Dunlap
Harry Thomas
Herman Rifkin
Fred Leiberman
Mrs. Leiberman
Moe Grassgreen
Mrs. Grassgreen
Martin Sheridan
Herman Leiberman
Mrs. Eugene Gross
Mrs. Fred Sharby
Mrs. O. A. St. Pierre
Mrs. Charles Stern

Theaters Building Winter
Booths for Bond Sales
Winter and the redoubtable spirit
of the Russian people stopped
Adolph, but the cold weather won't
deter the redoubtable exhibitor from
continuing the outdoor sale of "War
Bonds and Stamps, for the "Avenge
Dec. 7th— On To Victory" Week.
For showmen all over the country,
with the exception of some locales
reporting sub-zero temperatures,
have started to build winter Bond
booths. The Rivoli Theater, in New
York and Loew's Fairmount have
already prepared their little shelters, heat supplied. Loew's Metropolitan in Brooklyn has its booth,
built by the stagehands, equipped
with a light to be flashed, signalling
that more Bonds and Stamps or
change is needed.

Loew's Managerial Shifts
Announced by J. R. Vogel

Joseph R. Vogel of Loew's yesterday announced the following
managerial shifts: Boyd Fry, Loew's
Para. B'way 3s55
Palace, Memphis, moves to Loew's
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 100% 1005/8 100%
Grand, Atlanta, succeeding Eddie
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
Pentecost, resigned. Cecil Vogel,
102
102
102
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Stillman, Cleveland, will move into
Monogram Picts
the Memphis vacancy. Al Beuhrig,
Technicolor
7%
7%
7%
Jr., Dayton, goes to the Stillman,
Trans-Lux
Universal Corp. vtc...
7%
7%
7% —
%
Cleveland. He will be succeeded by
Universal
Piers. .... 29%
29
29% +
% William Reisinger, who moves from
the Victory, Evansville. Jack Mercer, manager of the Majestic, EvansJuvenile Admission Ban
ville, will fill Reisinger's post at the
Here Modified by Moss
Victory. Asst. James Carey, Victory, Evansville. is now manager of
License Commissioner Paul Moss the Majestic.
Harry Greenman has
declared on the week-end that the been appointed manager of the
ban on theaters admitting unaccom- State, Boston, succeeding Edward
panied under-age children before 3 McBride, resigned.
p.m. or after 5 p.m. has been modified so as to be effective before 3
p.m. or after 6 p.m. The regula- Steele loins Selznick
tion enforcement is for week days.
The Commissioner asserted that As Ad-Publicity Chief
every effort will be made to prevent West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
admission of children who seek out
Hollywood— David O. Selznick has
stranger-adults and ask the latter to engaged Joseph Steele as publicity
buy their tickets on the clearly de- and advertising director, succeeding
ceptive premise that the adult, in Whitney Bolton, who resigned to
so doing, is within the law.
join Warners.
Warner Bros

NEW

YORK

6%
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MARKET

Stoopnagle 5-Minute Air
Show Bows in for Metro

COminG and G0IDG

■—•(l~n,,t;„,foA from Page T>

M-G-M appeared again last night
in a trail-blazing role, initiating
over 54 stations of the Blue Network a streamlined comedy program
which radio circles asserted to be
the first long-term air pact signed
by a motion picture company for a
regularly scheduled period.
Programs in the series are from
7:00 to 7:05 (EWT) each night,
Monday

through Friday; are produced in close collaboration with
Howard Dietz, vice-president of
Loew's, Inc.; and present Colonel
Stoopnagle as star. Donohue & Coe,
prominent advertising agency, adthe program under
Dietz's
direction.ministers Potential
audience
for
the streamlined period is estimated
at close to 50,000,000 fans.
Typical Stoopnagle-isms will be
used on each program. Last night's
amusing announcement-line was
"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer makes more
M-G-M pictures than anybody."

National Theaters Sues,
Claims Taxes Over-paid

CHARLES CHAPLIN is at the Waldorf-Astoria
From Hollywood.
He expects to be in town a
JACK

H. SK1RBALL arrives from the Coast tomorrow for conferences on his proposed stage

presentation of

Franz

Werfel's

owsky
the Colonel."
MA;. andJAMES
ROOSEVELT
on furlough.

play "Jacob-

is in Hollywood

VALENTINA, fashion creator, is on hef ) 1 %
here from the Coast to supervise the creation
of the dresses which Ginger Rogers will wear in
Paramount's "Lady in the Dark." DOROTHY
PANTER, Miss Rogers' stand-in, is accompanying
her for fittings.
NAT

WOLF,

Warner

Cleveland zone manager,

is in New York.
With himofis Warner
WALLACEhouses
"DOC"in
ELLIOTT,
city manager
Lima, Ohio.
SAM W. SMITH, KRS president, is expected
to arrive from London shortly.
BERNARD
returned
to

KRANZ, RKO branch manager, has
Cleveland
from
New York.

JOHN GARFIELD goes to Cleveland on Dec. 9
to headline the annual Press-Christmas Fund
and War Bond Show.
LOU SCHAEFER, manager of the Paramount,
New Haven, and MRS. SCHAEFER have returned from a trip to Quantico and Benning,
where they visited with their sons, Lt. Richard
Schaefer, and Robert,
both in the service.
ARTHUR SACHSON, Warner vice-president
and LOU KAUFMAN of the home office film
department, were in Albany yesterday, conferring with C. J. Latta, zone manager.

LOU COLDINC, Fabian district manager at
National Theaters Corp. yesterday Albany
and CHARLIE SMAKWITZ, Warner assistant zone manager there, have returned from
filed suit in Federal Court against
York, where they conferred with the operaJoseph P. Higgins, U. S. collector New tors
union on new contracts.
of internal revenue, to recover $67,D. H. FINKE of the Ticket Register Corp.
936 in alleged excess taxes paid to
has returned to Chicago from a business trip
the Government in 1936. The plain- by plane to New York, Philadelphia and Washtiff claims that it had failed in that ington.
year to record a loss of $4,806,025
which it suffered when 192,251 shares N. Y. Exhibs. Pledge Aid
of class A common stock of Fox
Theaters Corp. which the company To United Nations Week
had acquired in 1930, became worthless. Instead of a profit of $3,000,Exhibitors representing more than
000 for 1936 the company actually 500 theaters in and around the New
suffered a loss of $1,755,000, the
York area signed pledges yestercomplaint stated.
day assuring their co-operation in
the United Nations Week, to be
Dunn, Former WB Foreign held
January 14-20, under the WAC
banner.

Exec, In Cleveland Post

Cleveland — Harold Dunn arrived
yesterday to become affiliated with
Nat Fellman, district booker for
Warner theaters. Dunn, who was
formerly Warners' Far Eastern supervisor, returned to this country
several months ago. He is bringing
to Cleveland with him his bride, the
former
Dorothy Schwartz of New
York.

The pledges were signed in the
office of Charles Moskowitz, of
Loew's, where the meeting was held.
Those attending were Harry Brandt,
for the Brandt circuit, Max A.
Cohen, Cinema Circuit, Bill England, RKO, Manny Frisch, Frisch &
Rinzler, Al Reid, Fabian, Fred
Schwartz,
Century, and Bill White,
Skouras.
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Hold Funerals Today
For Hub Fire Victims
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SAG Meets Sunday
On Salary Order
{Continued from Page 1)

Wage Stabilization Order to motion
picture players.
"The part-time and professional
character of motion picture acting
presents wage stabilization problems
which probably are more complex
than those confronting any other
group," said Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Guild.
"There are differences of opinion
between actors and producers on
questions such as permissible salaries for free-lance players and the
rights of employer and employe under contracts with option increases.
"At the Guild's Class A membership meeting, policies and procedures
under the Stabilization Order will
be determined. The Guild's objectives are full co-operation with the
President's stabilization directive,
with maximum protection of actors'
rights so that they may be in a position to continue their outstanding
contributions to morale building and
other war activities."
Guild representatives just returned from Washington will report
to the membership on latest developments of Wage Stabilization
regulations.
A group of Class A members will
meet tonight in the Beverly-Wilshire
Hotel to arrange the program for
the Sunday night meeting of the
full Class A membership.

Hazen to Address Execs.
Today on Army Liaison
{Continued from Page 1)

tween the Army and the industry,
has just completed an instruction
course at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
The requirements of the military
services will be outlined to the company executives by Hazen who will
endeavor to impart as much inforneeds. mation as possible on the Army's
Today's luncheon-meeting will be
held at the Union League Club.

Max Greenwald 111
Elyria, 0. — Max Greenwald, general manager of a chain of local
theaters, was stricken suddenly and
is confined to his home.

Chi. Carriers Union
Owned by Members
Chicago — Film Chauffeurs and
Carriers, Local 755, AFL, which controls distribution of film in the metropolitan area, is understood to be
the only union in the country owned
by the membership. The groups,
which services more than 300 theaters, consists of 14 members, each
of whom has his own trucks. The
union has a charter directly from the
AFL. The men service theaters on a
flat weekly basis, which is said to
be proving satisfactory to all concerned.

{Continued from Page 1)
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of the Interstate circuit, will be
held at noon today at the Beacon
Street Temple in Boston. Phil Seletsky, buyer
for the
M &theP Tear*.
cir<""t,
will
be buried
from

T

• YE ASSOCIATED PRESS, via a story to all its clients, is "exposing" Oscar Doob
It all has to do with that 22 x 28 baby poster

which the Treasury Dept. made up for the theaters 'Bond and Stamp
selling effort in commemoration of Pearl Harbor, — the one with the
quizzical infant who says, "Please Give Us Little Guys a Chance, Buy
ANOTHER Bond"
That poster was Doob's idea
He saw the
picture of the baby, was floored by its charm, and, since he's the hardworking chairman of our War Activities Committee's public relations
division, he felt 'twould make a terrific poster for "Avenge Dec. 7" week
He spoke to the photographer, a ward- winning Georgia Avery,
and she was glad to waive her customary fees
Then the Treasury
Dept. okayed the copy, which, in addition to the baby's remark quoted
above, said, "make sure he grows up a free MAN!"
After the
posters were all made up and at National Screen Service exchanges, it
was discovered that if the baby were to "grow up a free MAN" it would
be a pathological miracle and an awful surprise to its parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Peterson
For the Petersons' young son is a SHE
Miss Linda Peterson is her name
The AP heard about the fraud
Doob had unwittingly perpetrated, thought it a swell yarn, and immediately sent it around the country with Linda's photo!
T
T
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HONORS

heaped on Henry Sudekum by the Nashville

(Tenn.) Fifty Years In Business Club t'other day reminds Phil M. of
how Marse Henry, a highly successful ice cream manufacturer, opened
several small shows in store buildings— thus bringing into being the
now powerful Crescent Amusement Co
But the real credit for
the mushrooming of the circuit goes to his son, Tony Sudekum
Dad passed the young project along to young Tony, and the latter
reached the point where he was making more ice cold cash than Dad
was making cold ice cream. ...
• Our coveted Order of Applause
(with two palms) goes to Joe Gerbrach, manager of the four stands
in Ames, Iowa
As a gesture of thanksgiving, he had some 1,200
candidates from the naval training school for officers, Iowa State College, as his guests on Thanksgiving Day, and on Friday and Saturday,
—the lads attending the four theaters in group with approval of the
school's officials
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• • • USING Sergeant Melvin J. Rainey (the first man from Balaban & Katz) as a symbol, John Balaban penned a Thanksgiving letter
to all the hundreds who have joined the colors from that circuit
The letter appeared in the form of paid space in the Chicago Tribune
t'other day, and is an exquisite tribute to the chain's fighting lads
We quote in part: "No matter how long you fellows are away, we'll not
forget you, nor will we forget the families you left at home
You
may be assured that those dear to you will be given every attention,
every care if emergency makes it necessary
And we'll be looking
forward to the time when you come back from the Solomons, back from
Africa, back from Tokyo, Back from Berlin
What a party it will be
when we're all together again
We are deeply thankful to God for
all the blessings of freedom which you men are fighting to maintain
God be with you and protect you. — and all men like you"
T
T
T
•

•
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Emanuel,
o'clock
this Newton,
morning. Mass., at ' ±1
Services will be held in Brookline, Mass., at noon for Eugene
Gross, Monogram salesman, and for
Harry Asher, independent distributor and a member of the board of
PRC, at 4 p.m. Services for Lawrence Stone, Monogram booker and
salesman, will be held this morning.
Bodies of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barron will be shipped to New York
for burial. Barron was Universal's
branch manager in Boston.
Funeral services for Charles
Stern, New England district manager for United Artists, will be held
in New York tomorrow. Rites will
be held at the Riverside Memorial
Chapel.

Song Price Inadequate,
Claim Writers In Suit
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
and Mills Music, Inc., were named
defendants yesterday in a suit filed
in New York Supreme Court by
Edgar Leslie and Archie Gottler,
writers. Plaintiffs claim that Mills
had unauthorizedly granted rights
to the song "America, I Love You"
to 20th-Fox for its film "Tin Pan
Alley" for the alleged inadequate
price of $5,000.
Plaintiffs cojitend that in 1915,
when they granted publication and
recording rights to the song to the
music publisher, sound-film rights
were not included. Complaint seeks
cancellation of the license to 20thFox the
and song.
the fixing of a fair price
for

Zenith Asks Tele Renewal
Chicago — Zenith has applied for
television
station
newal to the
FCC. W9XZV license re-

Yep, It's Certainly
A Very Small World
Des tainlyMoines,
la. — all
Yep,
it's cera small world,
right.
Jack Conger, of Des Moines, has
been flying for the Army in the Solomons. He is credited with bringing
down planes.
two Jap bombers and seven
Zero
According to the story told by his
friends, he decided to get acquainted
with the pilot, who ranked second in
the matter of shooting down Jap
And he discovered that years ago,
when
planes. Conger was a theater usher at
Sioux Falls, S. D. he had thrown the
other pilot out of the theater for
trying to sneak into the place.
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Lauds Trade's Part
In Conservation
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — High praise for the
part the motion picture industry has
played in making the American public conservation-conscious was ad— 3ed yesterday by Lessing J. Roy^&ald, chief of the WPB conservation division, on the occasion of
a screening for Government officials
of three shorts produced under aegis
of the WAC. Within three months
85,000,000 American movie-goers
will find out how many families can
take part in the vital national effort to salvage scrap iron, steel,
copper, aluminum, rubber, tin cans
and fats, Rosenwald pointed out after the screening of "The Aldrich
Family
Gets in the Scrap."
The conservation
chief thanked
the industry for "its excellent work
in producing, distributing and exhibiting motion pictures like the new
'Aldrich' film that brings the lessons of conservation and salvage
into
community
in America."
Alsoevery
screened
for Federal
officials
were Paramount's "Price of Victory," narrated by Henry Wallace
from the script of his famous address of last May before the Free
World Association, and "EveryFonda. body's War," narrated by Henry

E. M. Simonis, Comerford
District Manager, Dead

Indies Ask Hearing

"Gas" Woes Beset Salesmen
Face New Problems in Reaching Accounts
(.Continued from Page 1)

phone and telegraph will be made
with exhibitors in surrounding
tov/ns, the exhibitors coming to the
central town to make deals. The
salesmen then will move on to another town for the same procedure.
Buses and trains will be used to a
great extent.
Reelfellows Club committeee has
not been able to get more gas for
its members. Film delivery trucks
are working co-operatively to reduce
gasoline consumption and mileage
and will report on Dec. 17 to the rationing board on results.
Texas film men are in a particularly bad spot because of the wide
area they are accustomed to travel.
A plan similar to the one proposed
for Illinois may be adopted, although
Dallas exchange men are frankly
"up in the air."
Efforts to bring theaters in isolated Wisconsin spots up to date
have been made during the last few
weeks by Milwaukee salesmen in
order to facilitate bookings after
gas rationing goes into effect. A
number of plans to meet the situation have been proposed and are
now being studied for final adoption.
Reports from Omaha indicate that
salesmen will be able to make only
about one town a day by bus or
train unless they can "thumb" rides
on trucks or commercial vehicles.
In all exchange centers, however,
efforts to meet the restrictions in
travel are being approached in the
best way possible, all believing that

a satisfactory solution will, and can,
be reached.

Simplified Gas Rationing
System Asked by Vandenberg
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A "simplified gas
rationing system" was demanded by
Michigan Senator Arthur Vandenberg, GOP leader, who warned the
Senate yesterday that "almost unbelievable chaos" may accompany naity.
tion-wide rationing unless rationing
is operated under local responsibilKansas Senator Reed interrupted
to tell the Senate he has been assured by ODT head, Joseph Eastman, that rationing boards in each
county will say how much gasoline
each farmer and each merchant may
have under the program which goes
into effect today.

Lebanon, Pa. — Edgar M. Simonis,
50, district manager of Comerford
Theaters, died Sunday night in a
hospital here of a heart ailment
after a week's illness. A veteran
showman, he was affiliated with
CEA to Probe Complaint
Keith vaudeville circuit, Sam and Global Premiere of WB's
20th-Fox Breaches Pact
Lee Shubert and Saenger Circuit in "Air Force" Set for 6 Cities
Texas prior to joining Comerford
circuit in 1930. Before transferring Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
London (By Cable) — Rentals committee of the CEA will meet on
here he was district manager in
Washington — Six cities are definitely scheduled to participate in the Thursday to look into complaints
Scranton and Wilkes-Barre. His
widow and two children survive.
that
20th-Fox
is not abiding by its
"global premiere" of Warners' "Air
Force," scheduled for release Janu- agreement with exhibitors. The theVerne H. Porter Dies
ary 8. Plans for a colorful launchater owners charge that the comWest Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
ing in this city include the possible
pany is insisting on a percentage
Hollywood — Funeral services were appearance of several members of policy instead of fiat rentals. They
held yesterday for Verne Hardin the cast. Two Washingtonians ap- further assert that the company is
pear in the picture — Gig Young and turning down requests for one-day
Porter, 53, at one time story editor
Crago, former radio announcer bookings.
for Universal and Cosmopolitan Pro- Bill
here.
ductions, who died following brief
It is held likely that the matter
illness.
Other cities which are to partici- will go to arbitration.
inpremiere"
"global
pateclude
in the
New York,
Chicago,
Seattle,
Pearl Harbor and Melbourne, Aus- Jos. A. Haskins Named
tralia, with several other foreign NWLB Rep. in Kansas City
cities under consideration.

WEDDING

BELLS

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Garson Kanm, 30year-old former Hollywood director,
now a private in the Army, and Ruth
Gordon, 46, prominent screen and
stage actress, will be married this
week.
Chicago — Harry Klotzformer,
owner of the Famous theater, was
married to Ruth Moed of Jacksonville. He is now a Lieutenant in
the Army.

On City's Game Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

pany theaters and circuits who may
have consented to such ban, the unB & K Sees Gas Rationing
affiliated indie group, with Jesse
Not Hurting Chicago Biz
Stern, operator of the Washington
Chicago — Gasoline rationing in Theater, Washington Heights, prothis territory will not hurt theaters
tested (1) the order of the Mayor
in the opinion of John Balaban of and Police Commissioner banning
B & K.
games; (2) obvious discrimination
Balaban yesterday pointed out against them in favor of places
that the majority of theaters here where the order does not apply; (3)
are located near public transporta- deprivation of civil liberties and
tion and in a majority of cases, the rights to transact business indeauto owner can get to the nabe with ban.
pendently; and (4) the implication
very little gas.
that they voluntarily agreed to the
Decidedly less optimistic, howGroup, which expects to remain in
ever, were execs, of the indie Essaness circuit, who asserted its houses working concert at least until the
already were feeling the loss of auto
question
of games' legality is adpatronage at the Broadway Strand.
judicated, will take recourse to the
Circuit is closing the parking lot courts to defend their position. A
there.
committee was appointed, and it at
hearing.
once petitioned the Mayor for a

FILM

DAILY

"It is impossible to pay money
for, or bet money on, such games
at ourmantheaters,"
a committee spokesdeclared.
According to the indie exhibitors,
screen games are an asset to their
programs, and, therefore, they will
fight their removal.
With the contention that Special
Sessions judges might be "slightly
influenced
by the Mayor's campaign,
publicity"
in
the anti-gambling
counsel for four men accused of operating a Bingo game made a successful motion in Queens County
Court yesterday to have the case
referred to a grand jury.

Arbitrator Denies Para.
First-Run to Ohio House
(Continued from Page 1)

run Paramount product which he enjoyed for 14 years and which is now
sold to Mrs. Lena Stillwell for her
Stillwell and Bedford Theaters in
Bedford.
Jerome Friedlander, representing
the complainant, indicated that he
would file an appeal on the basis of
the Luxor-Bleeker Amusement Corp.
decision involving the Waverly Theater, New York. In that award,
the complainant's theater, qualifying under Section X of the consent
decree, automatically obtained the
relief requested.

STORKS!

Washington — Appointment of
Joseph A. Haskins, Kansas City attorney, as acting regional director
for the National War Labor Board
Cleveland — Arnold Nathanson,
Vancouver, B. C. — Lucien Roy, 38, in that city was announced yester- connected with the Warner theater
day by the NWLB. Haskins, who
Associated Screen News cameraman,
took
his
law
degree
in
Washington
department,
is the father of a new
was killed in the crash of a Royal
son, Jeffrey.
Canadian Air Force plane on the Pa- at Georgetown University, was formerly
regional
attorney
in
Kansas
cific Coast. He was covering WestWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ern Air Command activities. His City for the NLRB.
Hollywood — A son, their second,
States under his jurisdiction inwidow, three sons, a daughter, his
clude
Missouri,
Arkansas,
Kansas
was born here to Maureen O'Sullivan
mother, a sister and two brothers and Nebraska.
and
Lt. Com. John Farrow.
survive.

ASN Cameraman Killed
In Canadian Air Crash

3fe
20Ih-Fox Earnings
Advance $5,706,839
(Continued from Page 1)

26, the consolidated net profit, after
estimated Federal income and excess profits taxes, was $5,065,109,
compared with a second - quarter
profit of $1,349,333 and a profit of
$687,886 for the third quarter of
1941.
Current profits reflect the extraordinary adjustments occasioned by
the agreement of the British government to release in 1942 all sterling balances frozen up to Oct. 24,
1942. As a result of this agreement
land in accordance with the corporation's previously announced policy,
all English income frozen up to the
end of the second-quarter and therefor excluded up to that time from
the income account in a total amount
of $5,900,000 (which included $2,900,000 excluded from the income
account of 1941) has now been returned to the income account and is
included in the earnings of the
quarter ended Sept. 26, 1942. Substantially all sterling due from the
company's English business to the
end of the period included in these
accounts, has been transferred to
20th-Fox in dollars. In consequence,
no reserve exists with respect to
its English business, the company
reports. Currency restrictions in
countries other than England have
required an addition to the reserve
for foreign assets of $450,000 in the
third-quarter, and the total reserve
at Sept. 26 stands at $1,450,000. During the first 39 weeks of 1941 the
increase in the reserve for foreign
assets was $3,150,000, of which $1,650,000 was provided during the
third-quarter.
No portion of earnings of National Theaters Corp. is included in
the above figures since no dividends
were declared by that company during the first 39 weeks of either year.
The profit for the third-quarter
of 1942 equals $2.71 per share of
common stock after the usual preferred dividend and for the 39 weeks
ended Sept. 26, $3.57 per share.
The board of directors at a meeting yesterday declared a cash dividend of $.37% per share for the
fourth-quarter of 1942 on the outstaning preferred stock, payable Dec.
21 to stockholders of record at the
close of business Dec. 11.
The board also declared a cash
dividend of $1 per share on the common stock, payable Dec. 21 to stockholders of record at the close of
business Dec. 11.
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IN HOLLYWOOD
Interesting

Personalities

•

•

•

Vice-President of Paramount Pictures in charge of

studio operations, and president of Motion Picture Producers' Association,
which makes him a spokesman for the industry. Born Dec. 14, 1890, Greenville,
Ga. Worked on father's farms and in store. Attended preparatory department
of Emory College, then enrolled at Georgia Tech. Graduated in electrical engineering in 1910. President of Alumni Association for two years, member of
Board of Trustees for six years. Bought out small telephone company at Ocilla,
Ga., operated it for two-and-a-half years, sold out and took over father's
business at latter's death. March 19, 1913, married Margaret Harris of Atlanta.
When war knocked bottom out of cotton business, took
over operation of tiny Amusu Theater in Fitzgerald,
Ga., owned by father-in-law, J. H. Harris. This marked
beginning of film career. Joined S. A. Lynch in Atlanta,
distributing Paramount pictures in Southern States. In
1916, company acquired rights for Triangle Pictures and
he was placed in charge as general sales manager. Company took over national rights for Triangle and he moved
to New York to head entire system. In 1919, returned
to Atlanta and helped organize Southern Enterprises,
Inc., which operated picture theaters in 11 Southern
States. Sold out to Paramount in 1922 and entered
Florida real estate business. In January, 1933, joined

Local 109 Cites
Para, and IATSE
(Continued from Page 1)

of the white-collar collective-bargaining election which was held at
Paramount and its music subsidiaries
on
Nov.results
23. The
charges
were
ba'-'d
on the
of the
polling
at P»i
mount News and the company's exchange, two of the five units which
participated in the election. The
newsreel and the exchange were the
only units which failed to vote in
favor of the SOPEG as bargaining

The SOPEG charged violation of
agent.
the Wagner Labor Act, asserting
that intimidation and coercion had
been resorted to by both the IA and
the company. The white-collar union
was opposed by the IA in the balloting by front-of-the-office employes
at the Paramount exchange.
Paramount in New York to handle company's real estate
The
SOPEG bases its charge on
holdings. Following year, given charge of theater operations nationally. In 1936, became vice-president on
the allegation that prior to the election
Barney Balaban, president of
board of directors and in December, 1938, transferred
Paramount, circulated a letter among
to Hollywood for present post of director of studio operations. His son, Y. Frank Freeman, Jr., born, November,
the employes allegedly stating that,
1916, is now in the U. S. Navy. Stands, 5 feet, 10'/2. Eyes, light brown. Hair,
if they joined the union, they would
Sandy brown, streaked with grey.
be subject to discharge if they failed
to maintain themselves in good
standing with the union.
In the case of the IA the SOPEG
Photographic
Center
But 60% of Theaters Play
charges that the alliance bad signed
Jranch on West Coast
Gov't Shorts — Rodgers
a contract with the company cover(Continued from Page 1)
ing white-collar workers at the exChicago — William F. Rodgers, M
training film program, Maj. Gen.
change— a procedure which, Local
G-M sales chief, told Metro distric Dawson Olmstead, the Chief Signal 109 alleges, dispensed with an elecmanagers at Blackstone Hotel meet
Officer has announced activation of
tion. The contract assertedly was
Western branch of the Signal entered into before the bargaining
ing yesterday that out of 17,000 the
election at the company.
aters in the country only 60 pe; Corps Photographic Center.
cent were playing Government films
Col. Melvin E. Gillette, commandA spokesman for the SOPEG said
The M-G-M sales staff, he said
ing officer, is here to lay ground- that the action against the IA had
work for the new branch, which will resulted from a letter which Joseph
should urge all theater owners tc
start functioning immediately. The
play these shorts.
Basson, special representative for
Reduction of film footage is of th< Army will do no producing on its the alliance, had allegedly distribuown in the West. Under the new
first importance to the sales depart
ted among the white-collar workers
ment, Rodgers said, and the'ate; set-up, after its script writers and at the Paramount exchange. Acowners should be urged to spreac experts prepare scenarios, subjects
cording to the SOPEG spokesman,
will
be
made
by
various
commercial
out their dates so that fewer printt studios.
the Basson letter informed the workwill be needed.
ers that the company had signed a
Assignment of pictures to studios
belonging to the Research Council contract with the IA and pointed
of the Academy of Motion Picture out that if they voted for the alliWhitney Bolton Joins
ance they would receive the benefits
Arts and Sciences will be co-ordinated by the Western branch of of union representation immediately,
WB In Liaison Berth
whereas
if they chose the SOPEG as
the Signal Corps Photographc Center through the Research Council it- their bargaining agent they would
Whitney Bolton, for the past two
have
to
wait
for negotiations to be
self.
years with David O. Selznick ProAlso contemplated is opening of
ductions, joins Warners advertising additional photographic branches in completed and for approval of the
pay raises by the War Labor Board.
and publicity setup today as liaison Detroit and Chicago areas.
The letter, the spokesman asserted,
between Eastern and Western deCol. Paul H. Sloane is the officer
workers that such a propartments. He is due in New York in charge of the newly established told thecedure
would consume months.
this week and will probably return
to the studio after the first of the western branch. Films to be produced under his direction are deBenny's
Troupe Heading
signed to expedite training of sol
year.
For New York Next Week
diers for field and combat duties.

Hyman Maurice, Former
Publix Executive, Dead

Mae Gibson Dead

Cleveland — Mae Gibbons, for some
18 years an employe of the local
Fort Worth — Hyman Maurice, 51, Universal exchange in the book
Bergman Heads Ampa
department, is dead.
the Worth Theater's first and only keeping
Maurice Bergman, U's Eastern ad- musical director, died in a local hospublicity head, is the new president
pital. Maurice came to Fort Worth Mae West in Columbia Pic
of Ampa, succeeding Louis Pollock, from New York in 1927 to organize
Hollywood — Mae West will star in
resigned. To fill vacancies on the an orchestra for the Worth Theater.
board, Vincent Trotta and Leon He was supervisor of orchestras for "Tropicana," which Gregory Ratoff
will
produce for Columbia.
the
Publix
circuit
at
one
time.
Bamberger have been named.

Hollywood — Heading East next
week are Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone, Mr. and Mrs. Myrt Blum,
Dennis Day, Rochester, Don Wilson,
writers Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Welch, and Bert
Scott.
The Benny caravan leaves here
Monday on the Santa Fe Chief, arriving in New York on the Century
on the morning of Dec. 10.
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Film Death List
in Hub's Tragedy May WBGoNewsreel
Higher
Plans
Pic Stand Does Just About Everything But

Buck Jones Dies of Burns;
Harry Thomas on Danger
List; Dunlap May Live
(Continued from Page 1)

touring the country in the interest of
t^—jJSO and War Bond sales.
V~^
Victims Widely Known
The death list includes the names
of some of the best known film people
in New England. They are Edwin
Ansin, president of Interstate Theaters, 'aParamount affiliate, and Mrs.
Ansin; Harry Asher, PRC franchise
holder and a member of the board;
Phil Seletsky, buyer and booker for
the M & P
circuit , a
Para mount
affiliate, and
Mrs. Seletsky; Paul
Barron, Universal branch
manager, and
Mrs. Barron;
Charles
Stern, United
Artists district manager; Fred P.
BUCK JONES
S h a r b y ,
Keene, N. H.,
theater operator, #nd his son, Fred,
Jr.; Lawrence Stone, Monogram
booker and salesman and Mrs. Stone;
Eugene Gross, Monogram and pioneer film man; Bernard Levin, Columbia salesman, and Mrs. Levin; Mrs.
Herman Rifkin, wife of the Monogram franchise holder; A. 0. St.
Pierre, M & P art director. In addition to local film people, the list of
dead also includes Grace McDermott,
singer at the club and daughter of
John E. McDermott, chief accountant of Paramount Pictures in New
York; Mary McCormack, daughter
of Edward McCormack, well-known
in industry circles, and Mrs. Martin
Sheridan, wife of the author of several of Buck Jones stories and publicity representative for the cowboy
star.
On the Injured List
The injured, many of whom are
on the danger
list, include Harry

JJA Screen 'Preview'
Without a Screen
United Artists Corp., through Samuel Cohen, its foreign publicity director, gave trade press editors a
"preview" yesterday of the 10th
Anniversary Issue of its foreign house
organ, "Around the World." Issue
is a salute to company's foreign managers and their staffs, many of whom
are literally carrying on the battle
of business in the midst of the business of battle. "Around the World"
is said to be the oldest organ in
the distribution field, both domestic
and foreign.

Use Tires, Gasoline and Coffee for Giveaways
Hanover, N. H. — This Dartmouth College town's only movie theater, the
Nugget, is literally worth its weight in gold to the community. It is operated
by 20 men. Its revenue goes toward maintenance of town's beautiful trees;
buys equipment for the fire department and highway department; sponsors
skating each Winter at Occom Pond; provides a school bicycle room; helped
to determine present location of the Post Office Building; built Storrs Pond,
an artificial lake which is used chiefly by Hanover residents; and has financed
construction of many new sidewalks. This amazing theater has shown a profit
every year since founding in 1916 by Frank W. Davidson, a local merchants.

Thomas, Monogram's Eastern sales
manager; Fred Leibernran, owner of
three Boston theaters and head of
Proven Pictures; Mrs. Leiberman;
Mrs. A. 0. St. Pierre, wife of the
director of M & P art department]
Martin Sheridan, publicity representative for Jones; Moe Grassgreen,
20th-Fox branch manager, and Mrs.
Grassgreen; Mrs. Eugene Gross,
wife of the Monogram executive;
Herman Rifkin, Monogram franchise
holder; Abe Yarchin, circuit operator, Mrs. Yarchin, and Mrs. Charles
Stern.
Thomas is reported to be badly
burned on the arms, legs and eyes.
An eye specialist is endeavoring to
save his sight.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Fulton Watson Dead
DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

we have not abandoned plans for
the newsreel, and expect to go ahead

have been current that
as Reports
announced."
WPB may refuse to sanction the use
of film for the projected newsreel,
but Einfeld said he had no knowledge that any such action is conmatch ignited an artificial palm tree,
templated. At WPB, an official told
the flames spreading with incredible The Film Daily there is a possibility that use of raw stock for a
speed.
new legal enterprise such as a newsHome office executives whose per- reel might be forbidden. "This is
sonnel died or were injured in the not a prediction, however," he said.
Cocoanut Grove fire rushed to Boston
"This whole controversy about our
Sunday and yesterday. Fred Myers newsreel plans is the same as when
and Ed McEvoy of Universal arrived Warners started to use sound," commented Einfeld. Pointing out that
in Boston Sunday and will be joined
by F. J. A. McCarthy today. Harry the idea was generally considered
Einfeld remarked that
Gold and Ed Schnitzer went to Bos- impractical,
ton shortly after the news that sound is certainly here to stay, with
Charles Stern had died. They will the implication being that the Warners newsreel will be a part of the
return with Stern's body today. O. scene as scheduled and that its merit
Henry Briggs, PRC president, was will be recognized.
in Boston over the week-end and he
was joined by Arthur Greenblatt, suite
Speaking
from JackEinfeld
Warner's
at the Mayflower,
said
sales chief, who will assist in the he expects to be in Washington
funeral services for Harry Asher.
most of this week conferring with
Tren Carr, Mrs. Scott Dunlap and WPB on newsreel plans, arranging
Mrs. Jones arrived in Boston by
showings, premieres and other deplane from the Coast on Sunday.
tails in connection with "four or
five pictures important to national
Washington Saddened
and international morale" and ironBy Death of Buck Jones
ing out details
"This iswhich
the Army."
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Besides
"Air onForce"
is due
Washington — All of Washington for a private screening before high
was saddened by the news that Buck military officials later in the week,
Jones was caught in the horrible Einfeld named "Action in the North
Boston disaster. Buck won the
Atlantic," "Watch on the Rhine,"
hearts of the city while he was here "Casablanca"
and "Mission to Moslast week, giving with complete
cow." Emphasizing that WB is
selflessness all and more than he
was asked in his personal effort to merely the "fiduciary agent" of the
sell War Bonds. He went on the Army in the screening of "This is
the Army," Einfield said appearance in the film by Clark Gable or
air, went to a boys' training school
to give the kids a thrill they'll long anyone else was strictly a matter for
remember, made a personal appear- the Army to decide. The troupe
ance at the Earle, repeated at the will probably spend Christmas in
Stage Door Canteen, played grac- California, he said, and production
ious ffuest at a crowded Variety after.
get under way shortly thereClub luncheon and, in full cowboy will

Rifkin's condition last night was
said to be serious and there was
some fear that he may not survive
until morning.
The Coccanut Grove is located
on Piedmont St., in the heart of
the film exchange district. It is
owned by Barney Welansky, who also
has an interest in several theaters.
Welansky suffered a heart attack recently and is in a local hospital.
Film exchanges in the area were
converted into emergency hospitals
where as many as 125 bodies were
piled at one time. The nearby Hotel
Statler was thrown open for first
aid work and temporary morgue.
The Variety Club in the Hotel Statler
acted as a clearing house for identifying the victims.
Fred Sharby, well-known
Keene,
N. H., exhibitor, was giving a party
in honor of his son, Fred, Jr., at the
dress, sold plenty of Bonds in the
club.
Both died in the disaster.
windows ionable
of florist.
Washington's most fashState, Gov't Investigate
Anxious to do his part to aid
State and Government officials declared that an investigation of the Uncle Sam, and happy because his
fire, which also took the lives of films were once again becoming: fahundreds of service men, would be
vorites of young America, Buck refused to keep a moment to himself,
started, inasmuch as only one exit
existed for such a large place. The filling in his time between scheduled
fire is reported to have started when appearances giving interviews to
a busboy lighted a match to guide school journalists who hung on his
him in replacing a light bulb that heels for hours after their excluhad been taken from a socket. The sives.

Bill Robinson Returning

Stand, Says Einfeld

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fulton Watson, 63,
Hollywood — Bill Robinson, famous
Negro tap dancer, will return to the well-known tailor for many of the
screen, after an absence of four
film industry's stars, is dead here
years,
in screen
20th-Fox's
"Thanks,was
Pal."
His last
appearance
in from pneumonia. He came to the
Coast some 18 years ago from De20th-Fox's "Up the River" in 1938. troit.
Hy Kraft is writing the scenario.

PRC Keeps Miss Michael
Hollywood — PRC-Pathe has signed
Gertrude Michael for two more
pictures, with definite assignments
to be announced later.

Milwaukee ISabe Biz
Burt hy War Films?
Milwaukee —

Reason for spotty

neighborhood business here is blamed
by some exhibitors on the large number of war films now being shown.
These theatermen assert that the
public is growing tired of war pictures and for that reason are steeringitor
clearasserted
of the
One exhibhis movies.
house played
some
kind of a war feature picture on his
programs for three consecutive weeks.

ML3M3
The war has brought many changes to this
industry, and one of the most far-reaching
is that relating to the use of our principal
commodity — film itself.
Film has suddenly become — a very precious material.
None of us can now have all the film we
want, or for that matter, all the film that our
needs require. As we know, our government
uses a lot of film for its own purposes, and
cannot spare all the ingredients that are
needed for film manufacture.
That is why film, in its various forms, constitutes today, a most important contribution
to the war effort.
That is also why motion picture trailers have
been curtailed in quantity.
We know, however, that you and all our old
Exhibitor friends who have gone along with
us through the years, will not misunderstand us when we ask that you make every
effort to protect and prolong the life of every
trailer that passes through your hands. We

also beg to remind you that the manufacture and distribution of trailer prints is being
accomplished today under a very tight
operations schedule, and we earnestly ask
your kind cooperation in helping us maintain our schedule.
Please see that your playdates are sent
along to us in ample time. It is likewise of the
greatest importance to us, that you provide
for the return of all trailer prints to their exchanges, immediately after the completion
of the last performance wherein they are
used. And if— as is liable to happen — you
are asked to relay a trailer to another Exhibitor, please make sure that it is sent
promptly. Our endeavor to maintain a
schedule of a full showing of trailers to all
accounts, can only be effective with the
cooperation of our friends in complying with
the above-mentioned suggestions.
At National Screen, we like to feel that we
too, are doing our humble bit toward winning the war.

Won't you help us do it— WITH FILM?
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FOREIGN BRANCHES WILL SERVICE ARMY
WPB

Releases 9 Theater Fire Prevention Rules

Regulations Drafted by
Dunphy; Exhib. Co-op Assured by Boston Tragedy
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Expressing deep
concern over the fire hazard in theaters and other amusement places,
the possible loss of life, and equipment, C. J. Dunphy, chief of the
amusement section of WPA's services division, yesterday urged theater operators to observe carefully
a list of nine rules for fire prevention. Although these rules were
prepared for release last week, they
take on added significance, an official of the section told The Film
(Continued on Page 6)

Industry Mourns
Boston Fire Dead
Boston — Funeral services for industry victims of the Cocoanut
Grove fire Saturday night were held
1 here and in surrounding towns yesi terday. From the Solomon Funeral
Home in Brookline, Harry Asher's
services were held. Asher, a veteran of the industry in both the
production and distribution branches,
{Continued on Page 7)

Newark CIO Union Asks
Films for "Swing Shift"
Newark — "Swing Shift" midnight
3hows for the benefit of war plant
employes who work the four to 12
shift, will be inaugurated in this
city's downtown
theaters
if local

Huh Bans Night Spot Entertainment Pending
Inspection; Grand Jury Starts Fire Prohe
Boston — Entertainment in hotels, restaurants, taverns and night clubs will
be banned here until an inspection can be made of all night spots, the Boston
License Commissioner announced yesterday. Ban followed the fatal fire Saturday
night at the Cocoanut Grove where 449 persons, including 21 film persons, lost
their lives.
Meanwhile, a Grand Jury hearing has been ordered for today to review
the criminal responsibility for the fire. Another investigation, conducted by
Fire Commissioner William A. Reilly, has been started to determine what caused
the flames to race through the artificial palm trees of the club.

Thomas Recovering
From Fire Injuries
Boston — While the conditions of
Herman Rifkin and Scott Dunlap
were still reported critical yesterd a y, following the fire
which swept
the Cocoanut
Grove Saturday night,
Harry H.
Thomas's injur ie s are
said to be not
as serious as
first reThomas,
ported.
Eastern
HARRY
H. THOMAS
sales manager of Monogram, suffered only minor burns,
first degree on the hands and face.
His eyes, earlier reported to have
been burned severely, are now said
to be unharmed.
An eye specialist
(Continued on Page 4)

Toronto — Because of the Boston
night club disaster, Premier Gordon
Conant of Ontario has ordered a
complete check of all theaters and
public halls in this province by Government inspectors, with instructions
to bear down on all infringements
of regulations or faulty structural
arrangements.

Oppose

Toronto — Representatives of major and subsidiary chains, affiliates
and independent exhibitors gathered
in the Alexandra Room of the King
Edward Hotel yesterday for a general meeting at which the Motion
Picture Theaters Association of Ontario was organized as a central
medium for concerted action on the
part of all classes of theater operators in the Province in the consideration of present and proposed regulations of Federal wartime bureaus;
invitations(Continued
by Government
on Page 6) and other

WPB Says No Precedent
In "Unconquered" Action
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

through the picture companies'
foreign
exvchanges,
it was
said yesterday
by Joseph H.
Hazen, Warner
Bros, vice-presto ident,
thelegal
in aheads
reand port
the

JOSEPH H. HAZEN

lights
business ofatthea
luncheon in the
Union
League
club given
for

him by Will H. Hays, president of
the MPPDA.
At present,
filmson Page
made 7) available
(Continued

31 WAC Publicity
Chiefs Designated
Line-up of 31 chairmen to head
the WAC Public Relations Committees for 1943 in each exchange area
throughout
the country
was
an(Continued on Page 8)

DAILY

Washington— "Only in three or
four cases have producers been allowed to exceed the $5,000 set
limit," a WPB official told The
Film
Daily
yesterday, in refer(Continued on Page 8)

War Pix in Michigan

Schram Says Escape Pictures in Demand
Detroit — Sentiment against war
pictures appears strong among upstate Michigan exhibitors, despite
the enthusiasm of many right in Detroit itself for such films. A thorWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ough analysis of the subject, expresWashington— The Bureau of Insing the view of the smaller town
ternal Revenue has completed its
and upstate theater owner was given
governing Hol- in an interview with P. C. Schram,
regulations
special
ly wood salaries and outlining the
(Continued on Page 4)

BIR Completes Regulations
To Govern H'wood Salaries

The increasing role of the industry in the war will necessitate the
dist: ibution of films to our forces
overseas

Onl.
Ass'n
Names"Unity"
First Board

(Continued on Page 8)

Boston Fire Causes
Ont. Theater Chech

Included in Increasing
Role of Industry in War,
Hazen Informs Executives

Four "Canteen" Titles
Dropped by Studios
Four majors have withdrawn registered titles for forthcoming productions in deference to the UA-Sol
Lesser, "Stage Door Canteen." Paramount has withdrawn "Hollywood
Canteen"; RKO withdrew "Canteen
Girl"; Warners withdrew "Hollywood Canteen" and Republic recalled "Canteen Hostess."
Action was taken because "Stage
Dacr Canteen" has dedicated its
profits to the American Theater
Wing War Service, Inc., operators
of the Stage Door Canteen in New
York, on which the pic is based, as
well as to other designated war
charities.
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More exhib. huddles on United
Nations Week are being scheduled
throughout the country. Edward
L. Alperson, WAC campaign chairman, yesterday addressed a gathering at the Cosmopolitan Hotel in
Denver, and today he speaks at a
luncheon at the Hotel Fontenelle,
Omaha. Tomorrow Alperson will
be in Des Moines, Friday in Milwaukee, and next Monday, Cincinnati.
In Cleveland on Dec. 9, Francis
S. Harmon, executive vice-chairman
of WAC will address exhibitors,
and on Dec. 2§ Si Fabian, is scheduled to officiate at a United Nations Meeting in Los Angeles.

Bernhard's Headquarters
Will Be in Washington
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Joseph Bernhard,
former Warner Brothers vice-president, is now in Washington working out details of the work he will
do for the Navy. Just what that
work is cannot yet be disclosed, but
Bernhard told The Film Daily last
night that he is not yet certain
whether he will work in a civilian
capacity or as a commissioned naval
officer. His headquarters, he said,
will definitely be in Washington.

Indignant Exhibs. Com.
Enlists Dayton's Indies

Broadway-Capitol Joins
First-Runs in Detroit
Detroit — Detroit's film blockade"
problem — the general delay in release dates for films in this territory, coupled with the long-standing
complaint of subsequent-run houses
that not enough films are made available to them — approaches a new solution here this wleek with the
switching of the Broadway-Capitol
to a first-run policy.
This gives the town nine houses
on a first-run policy, including the
Cinema, which alternates between
Russian films, special exploitation
subjects, and revivals, and the Paradise, operating with slough product
and special films plus an all-colored
stage show. Without these two
houses, there ax*e seven houses using
double feature major product — a total weekly absorption potentiality of
14 films, or capacity of 728 films
annually, far in excess of available
product.
Switch of the Broadway-Capitol,
which was a first-run back a dozen
years ago, was made necessary by
the holdover policy of most local
houses on the first-run sector. The
house has been the only second-run
in the downtown district in recent
years, but gradual moving up of
film product typified by the earlier
product now available to the Colonial in a hotly competitive situation that has been the subject of
several lawsuits, made possible the
switch to first.

COminG and GOIflG
MORT BLUMENSTOCK is in Washington to
confer with Jack L. Warner and CHARLES EINFELD on plans for the international premiere
of "Air Force." He is expected back tomorrow. WARNER, EINFELD and JACOB WILK,
who have been in the capital in connection
with the filming of "This Is the Army," are
due back
in New
York
on Friday.
MANNY
REINER,
now
ith the OWL. went
to Washington
yesterday.
GUY BOLTON leaves Hollywood on Saturday for New
York.
MARY MARTIN is expected in town this
week to discuss the possibility of her appearing
in Vinton Freedley's Broadway

musical, "Danc-

ing in the HELLMAN
Streets."
LILLIAN
is scheduled to arrive
on the Coldwyn.
Coast on Dec. 12 for conferences with
Samuel
LT. MILT MARX, formerly of the Warners'
advertising art department and now a membei

ttsburgh

WILLIAM

F. RODGERS,

E. M. SAUNDERS,

E.

K. O'SHEA and E. W. AARON are due back totoday.
morrow morning from the Chicago meeting of
M-G-M district managers. LOU SMITH, the
company's

publicity manager,

is expected

back

VAN NOMIKOS, Illinois Allied exec, is due
here today from Chicago for film bookings.

State AFL to Resist
Longer Working Hours

Two Cities Films, Ltd.,
Establishes U. S. Office

Albany, N. Y.— The State Federation of Labor's legislative committee started a two-day session at the
Cincinnati — A committee of the
Because of the alleged refusal of Hotel Ten Eyck yesterday. E. D.
Indignant Exhibitors' Association,
consisting of Willis Vance, Howard Mayor LaGuardia to grant an inter- Edwards, its secretary, served noview on the banning of theater games
tice on the Republican state adminHoffert, Jonas Thomas and Ev Benistration due Jan. 1 that the AFL
nett, met yesterday at the Dayton in New York City, the unaffiliated
Variety Club with the Gem City in- independent theater owners, following a meeting yesterday, announced will "vigorously resist" legislative
dependent exhibitors to enlist their
efforts
to
lengthen working hours.
efforts in a campaign to curb ex- that they had no alternative but to
Merit rating on unemployment inbring suit against the mayor and
cessive film rentals.
surance also came in for a blast, the
Police Commissioner Valentine.
The co-operation of Dayton ex- Legal action will seek to enjoin leaders saying that the merit rating will continue to meet labor
hibs. with
Mayor LaGuardia an'd Valentine
will also
be the
urged."Allied Caravan," from
interfering in the lawful oper- opposition. Miss Frances Perkins,
Secretary
of Labor, speaks before
ation of the exhibitors' business.
The assembled exhibitors insisted the convention today.
Wall St. Expects Higher
that they must protect themselves
from losing their collective investDividends by 20th-Fox
ment totaling more than $2,500,000.
H. William Fitelson and I. J. LonMore generous 20th-Fox dividend
don, of the law firm of Fitelson &
disbursements next year as result
Mayer, were retained by the exhibiof higher earnings for the company
tors to biing immediate suit.
are anticipated in Wall Street cirA permanent committee to push
cles. This year only one 25-cent divi- the issue was appointed. Group condend was realized on the common
sists of Jesse Stern of the Washingstock. Profits for the current year
ton Theater; Manhattan; Jacob Leff,
are running at $4.50 per share as of the Acme Theater, Queens, and
# We can reproduce
against $2.04 for 1941.
Julius Charnow of the Peoples Cinema, Brooklyn.
your ad with the realism

Two Cities Films, Ltd., with offices at 1600 Broadway, chartered
under English laws with capital of
£15,000 in £1 shares, has filed a
certificate of statement and designation in Albany. This company
produced "In Which We Serve," the
Noal Coward picture being distributed by United Artists. American
office was established for tax purposes and to qualify to do business
in this country.

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor)— Export permits hereafter will be required for
the dispatch of domestic films
abroad. One of the first pix to be
denied an export permit is "Mar del
Plata Returns" on the ground that
it 'would do harm to Argentina's
prestige abroad."
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Over Barring of Games
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Argentina to Control
Export of Native Pix
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and lustre that makes
good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.

Morocco
Ifi?

ROAD

TO MOROCCO

is the biggest smash
Paramount has had in YEARS!
Bing Crosby • Bob Hope

"ROAD

* Dorothy Lamour

TO MOROCCO

Anthony Quinn • Dona Drake • Directed by David Butter
Original Screen Play by Frank Butler and Don Hartn
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Thomas Recovering
From Fire Injuries

Oppose War Pictures
In Mich. Theaters
owner

(Con
of

(Continued from Page 1)

inued from Page 1)

small circuit in Kalamazoo, and a director of Allied Theaters of Michigan.
"Producers would be smart to concentrate now on escape pictures,"
Schrani said. "People want to find
relief on the screen from their troubles and worries. Once in a while,
we can give them a serious picture
and it will go over.
"I am sure that when casualty
lists start coming in as our troops
go into more and more action, most
people will not want to see war on
the screen — only in newsreels where
it can be handled all right and is
expected.
"Younger people who have
known much about war may
such pictures thrilling — but we
fast losing our younger patrons
the draft and other reasons.

not
find
are
for

"There was only one 'Covered
Wagon,' and there is only one 'Mrs.
Miniver' — producers should not go
on repeating the formulas, especially of war pictures, of one type of
film that proved successful in one
instance.
"Propaganda pictures are all right,
if you can get people in to see them.
But I think they are somewhat like
screen advertising, which I have always opposed."

175 Theaters to Play
Christmas Seal Short
New York Tuberculosis and
Health Ass'n has produced a short
called "Silent Night, Holy Night"
to help promote its annual Christman seal sale. The film will be
shown in more than 175 theaters in
Manhattan, the Bronx and Staten
Island through the co-operation of
theater managers and the War Activities Committee, according to an
announcement by Dr. J. Burns Amberson, Jr., head of the association.
Featured in the short are Jean
Dickenson, Metropolitan Opera singer, and the Paulist Choristers, who
(contributed their services gratis.
The picture was shot in the Church
of St. Paul the Apostle.

T

T

Yes'day, Hazen made a report of his four-week schooling to film
company heads and legal solons at a luncheon in the Union League Club
'Twas a concise, factual, impressive report of the world military
situation, the obstacles to be overcome, and the requirements for: ultimate victory

T
•

•

•

HAZEN

T

T

had previously given details of his indoctrination

to Major Albert Warner
Latter -was so deeply stirred that he decided the report should be heard by all the MB executives and department heads, and, through them, to have the substance of the report
seep into the entire organization, so that everyone would be made to
realize
that it
soldier
are to

that this war is no pink tea; that a tough struggle lies ahead;
requires 10 workers behind the lines to adequately supply one
at the front; and that everyone must do his or her share if we
preserve our freedom
So Hazen gave his talk to a full

board-room of WB h.o. execs. —Major Warner, Stanleigh Friedman,
Robert Perkins, Harry Kahnine, Sam Schneider, Ben Kalmenson, Mort
Blumenslock, Roy Haines, Al Schwalberg, Stewart McDonald, Joe
Hummel, Sam E. Morris, Harry Goldberg, Clayton Bond, Howard
Levenson, Harold Bareford, Mitchell Rawson, Albert Howson, Harold
Rodner, Leonard Schlesinger , Ed Hinchy, Mike Dolid, Ralph Budd,
Harry Mayer, Phil Abrahams, Harry Kaufman, Bernard Goodman, and
many more
to think about!

▼

▼

T

• • • IT has been suggested that- Hazen be prevailed upon to
give the same talk to home office groups of all the film companies before
he journeys to the Coast to make his report to the film heads of Hollywood And we hasten to second the motion, because judging from
the accounts that reach us, this straight-from-the-shoulder talk will be
more to start people thinking and stir them to action than all the wishful spoutings of armchair strategists

▼
•
war

•

•

T

T

film industry has a tremendous role to play in this
its essential duties, keeping
up morale
at home
And instructing and entertaining the boys in the training camps
A"d bringing cheer to the fighters al the front
It's going to
take a few plain-fact talks like the one delivered yesterday by Joe Hazen
to wake up the many who still don't know what total war is
Yes, and there's another reason why Phil M. seconds the said
motion
H's more "la" the !<"< ^at Joe Hazen has the information
to
imPart
Additionally,
he has the stuff wherewith
to impart
it
This corncr viv'd,y recalls the gentleman in question
speaking
informally at a luncheon meeting down at N. Y. U.'s
erudite Faculty
Club
0ne °f the professors slyly whispered in his beard
(so to
speak): "The food's good, but that fellow is better!"
•

•

•

previously
reported
det wuay.
™ nd
they
will bewas
buried
together
It was revealed yesterday that they
were celebrating their 15th wedding anniversary at the Cocoanut
Grove Saturday night.
Rifkin, Monogram franchise holder in Boston and head of the Liberty circuit, remains on the danger
list, although there appeared to be
some hope for his recovery. Condition of Dunlap, Monogram producer, is said to be not good.
Still in critical conditions are
Moe Grassgreen, 20th Century-Fox
manager in Boston, and his wife.
Mrs. Charles Stern, wife of the
United Artists district manager, is
in a serious condition but it is
reported she has more than a fair
chance of recovery, unless complications develop. Fred Leiberman,
theater operator, and Mrs. Leiberman are recovering satisfactorily
from injuries. No change in the
conditions of other burned and injured have been reported.
"American Empire" Dec. 13
Harry Sherman's top-budgeted
"American Empire," will be released
nationally on Dec. 13 by UA.

WEDDING

BELLS

And each of them came out of the room with plenty

THE
Among

T

W. Hammons
Julian
Arthur
Ezra Stone
Alfred
Reeve
Frank
Reicher
Alfred
L. Werker
Otto Brower

T

• • • IF the folks o'er at Warners' h.o. are more keenly conscious
cf the war situation today, and if you notice around the premises of
321 West 44th St. a greater and grimmer determination to buckle down
to help in every way possible toward an early victory, you can give
chief credit to Joseph H. Hazen, the WB vice-prexy who recently was
honored by the War Dept. as one of 87 leaders of American industry
chosen for an orientation course in Army organization and procedure

was called to check on Thomas'
Mrs. 0. A. St. Pierre, wife of the
M & P art director, was added to
eyes.
the death list yesterday. She died
of injuries and burns. Her hr&Lnnd

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

T

Springfield, Mass. — Ruth May
Jurley,
formerin secretary
Poli Theater
this city at
andLoew's
PFC.
Charles centlyH.in Austin,
Harvey, Tex.
were married reCincinnati — Tech. Sergt. Roben
Libson, son of Ike Libson of RKO
Theaters, was married to Miss Gertrude Herlands of the M-G-M exchange, by Rabbi Victor Reikert.
Following a dinner and reception ert
at
the Netherland Plaza, the young
couple left for Ft. Monmouth, N. J.,
where the groom is stationed. Miss
Herlands
hails from New Haven,
Conn.
Dorothy Kanoff , secretary at Modern Theater Equipment Co., New
Haven, will be married to Sidney
Edelstein, Yale senior, on Dec. 13.
i
Sophie Prizep, secretary to Si
Seadler, was married to Lt. LeorJ
Metz, mony
USA,
was at on
City Nov.
Hall. 28. CereOmaha — Angela Donnelly, cashier
at the Capitol, Grand Island, had
married Art
Theaters,
Des Stolle
Moines. of Tri-Statesj
Chicago— Herbert Kraus, of th<a
Confection Cabinet Co. will marry]
Shirley Horwich of Filmack.

{
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this new hit made
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by the combination

who gave you "The Pied Piper.
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WPB Releases Nine
Fire Prevention Rules
{Continued from Page 1)

Daily
yesterday,
in view of the
Cocoanut Grove tragedy, which will
assure exhib. co-operation.
"There have been several fires
reported to us recently — some of
which have resulted in serious damage— that could have been avoided
if more care had been exercised in
theater operation," Dunphy said.
Emphasizing that safety of patrons
is the prime concern, Dunphy continued. "This problem is serious
enough in normal times, but today,
when every ounce of material must
be guarded, materials for rebuilding or repairing damage caused by
fire are not always available. We
are confronted with the probability
that a theater damaged by fire today will have to remain closed for
the duration — thereby depriving the
local population of an important
source of recreation and amusement."
Dunphy stressed the importance
of every motion picture theater operator, large and small, following
the suggested rules. "By this small
effort," he said, "we may prevent
irreparable damage — and at the
same time preserve one of the most
important recreational facilities for
a nation at war."
The Nine Rules
The rules, which were drafted by
Dunphy follow:
1 — Pull the main entrance switch
at the conclusion of each day's operation. One employe should be delegated to this task.
2 — Do not permit an accumulation of inflammable rubbish in store
rooms, poster rooms, boiler or furnace rooms.
3 — Appliance cords for vacuum
cleaners, work lights or other portable apparatus should be inspected
daily and, if found defective, should
be repaired immediately.
4— Smoking in a projection booth
should not be permitted under any
circumstances.
5 — At the conclusion of each day's
run, all films should be removed
from the projector magazine or rewinder and placed in the film storage cabinet. Trailers and adfilms
should never be left exposed when
not in use.
6 — The use of electric or other
types of portable heaters should be
avoided at all times while handling
films.
7 — The operation of porthole shutters should be frequently tested to
see that the shutters slide freely in
the grooves. The entire porthole
shutter system should be properly
fused to insure that shutter will
close instantaneously in case of fire.
8 — Have local fire officials make
regular inspections of the theater
from roof to the basement. Their
recommendations for fire prevention
should be followed implicitly.
9 — Faulty electrical contacts and
switch board connections are responsible for the majority of theater fires.

reviews of new mms
"Reunion"

"Andy Hardy's Double

wtih Joan Crawford, John Wayne,
Philip Dorn
with Mickey
Rooney, Lewis Stone
104 Mins.
M-G-M
92 Mijis. M-G-M
EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT FOR
STORY OF PARIS UNDER THE NAZI
THE WHOLE FAMILY IS PROVIDED BY HEEL SHOULD CLICK WITH JOAN
LATEST HARDY FILMCRAWFORD FANS.
Mickey Rooney puts on a good show as a
Again the films cry out against complacladies' man in "Andy Hardy's Double Life."
ency in "Reunion," the new Joan Crawford
His brash behavior will provide loads of vehicle.
The one chiefly guilty of the
entertainment for the entire family. The
fun never abates in this latest series of crime which contributed to France's downfall is Miss Crawford, She plays a wealthy
adventures of the Hardy character. Like Frenchwoman whose personal comforts are
its predecessors, this new chapter in his her main worry. It takes the seizure of
life is especially sterling diversion for the Paris by the Germans to awaken her to
younger generation.
reality. The transformation in her, while
Rooney has received excellent support
it comes warming
late,
thing. is a wholesome and heartfrom his surrounding cast. Lewis Stone

Life"

again is first-rate as his father. Cecilia
Parker, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherford, Sara
Haden, Esther Williams, William Lundigan,
Robert Pittard, Bobby Blake, Susan Peters
are others who lend valuable assistance to
Rooney. The Misses Rutherford, Williams

The screenplay, a skillful job by Jan
Lustig, Marvin Borowsky and Marc Connelly, who worked from an original by
Ladislas Bus-Fekete, becomes a bit confused and involved at times. It places two
men in Miss Crawford's life. One is John
and Peters are the young ladies in Rooney's Wayne, an American, a member of the
life. The Williams girl, a newcomer to Eagle Squadron, for whom the Nazis are
films, is an extremely photogenic type —
searching. The other is Philip Dorn,
sporting a stunning figure. Her talent is prominent French industrialist who is
considerable, too.
bethrothed to Miss Crawford. When Dorn
The screenplay, nicely contrived by Agnes starts hobnobbing with the Nazis when
Christine Johnston, is concerned with they take over Paris, Miss Crawford is
Rooney's college problem. His father wants drawn away from him. Bewildered and
to send him to his alma mater. The thought disillusioned at the thought that her fiance
that the school is not co-ed pains the young is a Quisling, she turns to Wayne.
buck. A lot of the action has to do with
The most exciting portion of the story
the youth's efforts to keep his father has to do with her efforts to get Wayne
from accompanying him to college. A out of France. It isn't until the film is
pleasant surprise is in store for Rooney at almost done that she learns that Dorn
the end when he discovers that the college has been pretending to be a pal of the
Nazis so as to make it easier for him to
has gone co-educational.
George B. Seitz has given the story carry on a campaign of sabotage against
smooth direction that never permits the ac- them. The fadeout finds her repentant
tion to sag. John Mescal and George and reaffirming her love for Dorn.
Folsey have contributed fine camera work.
Miss Crawford, while she isn't always
CAST: Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone,
convincing as a Frenchwoman, does manCecilia Parker, Fay Holden, Ann Rutherage to give a good account of herself in
ford, Sara Haden, William Lundigan, Rob- the leading role. Wayne and Dorn, the
ert Pittard, Bobby
Blake, Susan Peters.
latter especially, are good. Other capCREDITS: Director, George B. Seitz;
able performances come from Reginald
Screenplay, Agnes Christine Johnston; Owen, Albert Bassermann, John Carradine,
Based on characters created by Aurania Ann Ayars, J. Edward Bromberg, Moroni
Rouverol; Musical Score, Daniele Amfithea- Olsen.
trof; Cameramen, John Mescal, George FolThe film, directed capably by Jules Dassin,
sey; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Film
has been given a first-rate production by
Editor, Gene Ruggiero.
L. Mankiewicz. Robert Planck's
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Joseph
photography is of the best. The authors
Good.
have
worked many exciting incidents into
their script.

Skirball's Stage Show

Jack H. Skirball will try his wings
as a legit, producer with the Broadway presentation of Franz Werfel's
play, "Jacobowsky and the Colonel."
The show is set for a January opening. Skirball leaves the Coast for
New York today to confer with
Werfel.

"Bethune" to 20th-Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox has
purchased "Norman Bethune," story
of a Canadian doctor who founded
the blood bank, written by Ted Allen. Picture will be produced by
Kenneth Macgowan.
The entire electrical system should be
checked frequently and electrical
contacts carefully tightened to eliminate this fire hazard.

CAST: Joan Crawford, John Wayne,
Philip Dorn, Reginald Owen, Albert Bassermann, John Carradine, Ann Ayars, J.
Edward Bromberg, Moroni Olsen, Henry
Daniell, Howard Da Silva, Charles Arnt,
Morris Ankrum, Edith Evanson, Ernest
Dorian, Margaret Laurence, Odette Myrtil,
Peter Whitney.
CREDITS: Producer, Joseph L. Mankiewicz; Director, Jules Dassin; Screenplay,
Jan Lustig, Marvin Borowsky, Marc Connelly; Based on story by Ladislas BusFekete; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Musical
Score, Franz Waxman; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Special Effects, Warren Newcombe; Film Editor, Elmo Veron.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Local 802 Elects Tomorrow
Local 802, AFM, will hold its biennial election tomorrow at its headquarters.

On).
Ass'n
Names"Unify"
First Board
(Continued from Page 1)

bodies for theater co-operation in
financial and charity drives; support
of the war effort in its many phases
and for dealing with trade difficulties
and developments, influenced by the
war or otherwise, on a corr*rn
With N. A. Taylor in the chair,
ground.
members of new body elected 10 directors who will later select officers.
The board comprises Harry Alexander, Herb Allen, Samuel Fine, Harry
Freeman, Ben Geldsaler, J. Garbarino, H. M. Masters, M. A. Milligan,
Ed Warren and Taylor, comprising
both circuit and independent interests.
The adopted plan does not permit
domination by chains or any other
exhibitor group through voting
power, it was stated. The set-up
has already had the experience of
practice in other sections of the Dominion with Provincial theater bodies.
The formation of the MPTA marks
the permanent disappearance of the
Independent Theaters Association
which held its own "funeral" some
weeks ago when leading members
expressed a desire for a federation
of all branches of the film exhibiting
business in Ontario. The ITA had
functioned for upwards of 10 years
as an organization for unaffiliated
and semi-independent theater owners, some of whom were outright
chain partners or affiliates. The
new MPTA goes the whole distance,
with the precaution of balanced control as between circuits and privately owned theaters.
Taylor, head of 20th Century Theaters' circuit, was the last president
of the ITA and its executive members included theater owners associated with Odeon Theaters of Canada or Famous Players as well as
unattached exhibitors. That organization could not act for the whole
industry in important issues, however. The new association is designed toand
represent
whole that
theater field
it was the
indicated
the MPTA was starting with a membership of 300 Ontario houses.

St. Louis Area to Have
Blackout Test Dec. 14
St. Louis.— The 110 film theaters
of St. Louis and St. Louis County
will be permitted to carry on their
shows during the first blackout test
in this sector the night of Dec. 14.
The Amusement Defense Bureau
discloses
on"
decision inthisits "the-show-must-go
final instructions sent
to the owners and managers of
amusement places. Pedestrians who
happen to be in front of a theater
when the warning sirens are sounded
will be invited into the show, without paying the admission charge.
With others in audiences, they will
blackout.
be
required to remain during the
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Industry Mourns
Boston Fire Dead
(Continued from Page 1)

was a member of the board of PRC
and the holder of the New England
franchise. 0. Henry Briggs, presi-
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Hollywood— FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW has enlisted in the Army

Air Force. :
:'
•
=■'- ■-'
Lt. JOHN H. RUGGE, who was
granted leave of absepce as president, of Motion Picture Laboratory
dent Arthur Greenblatt, sales man-;
Technicians Union, , Local y,7Q2,,
■^P" and holder,
George attended
Gill, Washington
franchise
the serIATSE, .when he joined the Signal
vices.
Edward Ansin and Mrs. Ansin Corpsr has been transferred,, from
Camp Crowder, Mo., .to Ft.. Sam
were buried from the Temple Ohabai Houston,
San Antonio, Tex.
Sholem in Brookline. Ansin for
BILL LEGGIERO, who managed
many years was head of the Interstate circuit. Services for Phil Warner's Palace, Jamestown, has
Seletsky, buyer for the M & P cir- enlisted in the Army and is attendcuit, were held at the Temple Emaning Officers' Candidate School in
uel, Newton, Mass. Services for Florida.
Leggiero has been succeedLawrence Stone, Monogram booker,
ed by Ken Rockwell, formerly manwere held in Boston.
ager of the Steuben Theater, HorBody of Charles Stern, UA dis- nell, while Morris Roden is now mantrict manager, is being brought
aging the Steuben Theater.
from Boston by Harry Gold for rites
today at the Riverside Memorial BIR Completes Regulations
Chapel. A veteran of 42 years in
the industry, Stern had been with To Govern H'wood Salaries
UA for many years, starting as man(Continued from Page 1)
ager of the New Haven and Boston
procedure to be followed by film
exchanges.
Services also will be held at the companies and individuals as they
Riverside Chapel for Mr. and Mrs. attempt to comply with the salary
limitation order. These rulings were
Paul Baron. Baron was Universal's expected Monday, but there was
branch manager in Boston.
some delay in getting them ready
for release. It seems certain that
they will be made public today.
20th-Fox's Albany Manager,
Salesmen Escaped the Fire
A thorough investigation into the
Albany — Twentieth-Fox branch procedures under which contracts
manager and salesmen over in Bos- are let for Army training films is
ton for a division meeting last Sat- under way now, it was learned yesterday by The Film Daily, with
urday narrowly missed the disastrous Cocoanut Grove conflagration Major John Harlan - Amen, formerly
special
prosecutor
for the State of
in which M. N. Grassgreen, formerly 20th Century-Fox branch man- New York, examining details of the
transactions.
Amen
is working in
ager here and Mrs. Grassgreen were
both injured.
Los Angeles under orders of the Inspector General of the Army, Major
The Grassgreens invited his successor in the Albany managership, General Virgil Peterson, at the reHarry Alexander, Mrs. Alexander auest of Brigadier General Brehon
Somei-vell. director of the Army
and salesmen Ben Dare and Fred G. V.
Service of Supply.
Sliter to attend the testimonial for
Buck Jones. However, the AlAlthough the Army will say nothbanians decided to return here and
ing other than that such an investigation is in progress, it was learned
were leaving their hotel room near
the Cocoanut Grove when the fire on reliable authority that the activities of several former motion picbroke out. All four spent all night
ture executives now in uniform are
searching for the Grassgreens, who
seemed lost originally. The Grass- under scrutiny.
greens were discovered eventually
in the Massachusetts General Hospital, suffering from slight burns Calls on Yonkers Police
and injuries.
To Enforce Juvenile Ban

Toronto's Suburban
Managers Organize
Toronto — Managers of Toronto
suburban theaters have organized the
Toronto Theater Managers Association to take care of mutual community problems, with C. L. Querrie,
manager of the Palace Theater, as
chairman. Morris Doyle of the
Runnymede Theater is treasurer and
M. Margolius of the College was
elected secretary.

Yonkers — City Manager William
A. Walsh, dissatisfied with response
of some theaters here to the suggestion that they observe the law
barring children under 16 years of
age if not accompanied by an adult,
has called for police action. The
Police Department is under his supervision.
His suggestion was made to theater managers before the night club
disaster in Boston. Now he intends
to compel theaters to exclude unaccompanied juveniles who might be
tramoled on if a theater had to be
emptied quickly.

COLORS!

Foreign Branches
Will Service Army

(Continued from Page 1)
EDDIE CANELLI, former Vitagraph shipper, New Haven, is in via 16 mm. prints by the industry
Australia with the Army now.
for exclusive exhibition at Army
WALTER BLAKE of Blaine, stations abroad are being distributed by the Supply Services of the
Thompson reports to the Army at
War Department under the direcFort Dix, N. J., today.
tion of Brig. Gen. Frederick H.
Osborne.
Sergt. NAT GARTSMAN, forHazen, who was the film indusmerly of Warners publicity department in New York, was among the
try's representative in a four-week
American contingent that landed in orientation course in Army organizaand procedures at the Command
the Middle East recently for the and tion
General Staff School at Fort
campaign
to knock the Axis out of Leavenworth, Kan., indicated in his
Africa.
report that pictures would be called
New Haven— TONY MASSELLA, upon to play a bigger role in the nation's war effort. These more imformer assistant at the Loew-Poli,
portant duties, he said, would have
is at officers' Candidate School in to do with the production of films
Mt. Edison, N. J. ELWOOD RUS- for both those at home and in the
SELL, son of Robert E. Russell, service.
Loew-Poli manager, is at the same
According to Hazen, nearly all of
the representatives of other industries who attended the course with
Com. Probes Threatened
him were strongly in favor of the
post.
greater use of training films, which
Fuel Oil Cut for N. Eng.
they felt represented the speediest
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and most effective method of teachWashington — Sufficient fuel oil
ing many of the important requirefor New England theaters is very
ments of military service.
definitely a matter of interest to the
Hazen told the gathering that film
special joint committee investigating entertainment served to make army
the threatened cut in fuel oil for life bearable for many of our
New England, Representative Jos- soldiers. He said that pictures were
eph Martin of Massachusetts, House the only available diversion at most
minority leader, told The Film Daily of the camps.
A similar report will be made to
yesterday. "Although our primary
interest is in fuel for homes," said studio heads by Hazen next week.
Film executives who were guests
Martin, "other uses of oil can't
help but. benefit from the investiga- at the luncheon included: Adolph
tion. We, are very definitely inter- Zukor, Barney Balaban, Maurice B.
ested in theaters, which are an im- Benjamin, George Borthwick, Joseph
portant factor in building up public I. Breen, Carl E. Milliken, Jack Cohn,
Ned E. Depinet, Richard E. Dwight,
Ralph K. Davies and Major J. A. E. W. Hammons, Austin C. Keough,
Panton, deputy administrator and W. C. Michel, Paul O'Brien, John J.
morale."
transportation
director respectively O'Connor, Robert W. Perkins, Charles
for the Office of the Petroleum Co- D. Prutzman, Edward C. Raftery, J.
ordinator will appear today at a Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck,
hearing called by the New England Spyros Skouras, T. Kennedy Stevenson, Walter L. Brown, Loyd Wright,
group. Senator Brewster of Maine
is heading the special committee Frank T. Zinn.
which includes Senators Tobey of
New Hampshire and Walsh of Mas- Would Include Investment
sachusetts, as well as Representatimes Plumley or Vermont, Rogers Income in $25,000 Ceiling
of Massachusetts, Talbot of Connecticut, Forand of Rhode Island Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and as secretary representative
Washington — President Roosevelt
Margaret Smith of Maine. This is reported to be planning to ask
committee was chosen Monday dur- the new Congress to extend the $25,tin, ing a special meeting called by Mar- 000 salary ceiling to include income
from investments.
Senator Vandenberg (R., Mich.)
stated he was confident the PresiGiven 30 Days to Answer
dent would meet strong Congressional opposition if he recommended,
In Theater's Trust Suit

Chicago — Federal Judge Michael
Igbe ordered defendant film companies to file their answers within
30 days in the $360,000 anti-trust
damage case filed by the Jackson
Park Theater.

Defer Local 244 Hearing
Newark — Chancery Court hearing
on the application for receivership
jof Local 244, operators, has been
postponed to Dec. 7 and 9.

as he is
to do, that
the
matter
be expected
handled through
taxation
in the next revenue bill.

Otto Preminger Assigned
West

Coast
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of THE
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Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has assigned Otto Preminger to
produce and direct the film version
of Maxwell Anderson's play, "Candle in the Wind," screen rights to
which it purchased yesterday.
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31 WAC Publicity
Chiefs Designated

Omaha Blight Club Substitutes Three Film
Programs Nightly to Meet Shortage of Acts
Omaha, Neb. — Movies have entered the Omaha night clubs, with the Rosso's
night club now showing three different programs of pictures nightly. Films
were introduced as a means to overcome the shortage of securing talent and
eliminating the expense of bringing in acts.
Program for one show includes war newsreels, Technicolor cartoon and a
comedy. Pictures showed at the other two shows included sport news, oddities,
travelogues and novelties.

(Continued from Page 1)

nounced
yesterday
by
Oscar
A.
Doobi WAC Public Relations Divis.
ion chairman.
■Each area chairman is appointing
an area committee and chairmen for
every city of 25,000 population or
more.
The Exchange Area publicity
chairmen are: Albany — Charles A.
Smakwitz; Atlanta — Harold Martin;
Boston— Harry Browning; Buffalo —
Charles Taylor; Charlotte — Roy
Smart; Chicago — William K. Hollander; Cincinnati — E. V. Dinerman;
Cleveland— Ed J. Fisher; DallasPrank Starz; Denver— Harold Rice;
Des Moines— Dale McFarland; Detroit— Alice Gorham; IndianapolisWilliam Elder; Kansas City— Jerry
Sigmond; Los Angeles — Thornton
Sargent; Memphis — Howard Waugh;
Milwaukee — Don Demien; Minneapolis*—Charles Winchell; New Haven
— ^Lou Brown; New Orleans — Maurice Barr; New York — Harry Mandel; Oklahoma City— E. I. Kidwell;
Omaha— Ted Emerson; Philadelphia
— Everett Callow; PittsburghJames Totman; Portland — M. M.
Mesher; St. Louis— Les Kaufman;
Salt Lake City— Helen Garriety; San
Francisco— Phil Phillips; Seattle —
Vic Gauntlett; Washington — Frank
LaFalce.
In announcing the chairmen, it
was pointed out that all of these
top-flight publicity men and women
had done exceptionally fine. work in
1942: in behalf of the war activities
of the industry and that they would
be surrounded by committees also
composed of leading showmen eager
to do their part in the. nation's and
industry's war efforts.
List of area publicity chairmen
will be presented by Doob at the
annual WAC meetig Dec. 7, together
with the city chairmen named by
each area chairman.

Bid Invitations for 155
Training Films Are Ready
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Bid invitations for
the 155 training films to be made
for the Office of Education will
probably go out late this week, according to Dr. C. F. Klinefelter, special assistant to the Commissioner.
The invitations have left his office,
he said, to be mailed by the procurement division of the Treasury.

STORKS!

Newark CIO Union Asks
Films for
"Swing Shift"
(Continued from Page 1)
managers act favorably upon a petition of District 4, United Elecrtrical, Radio and Machine Workers
of America, CIO. Purpose is twofold: To provide recreation for defense workers and to reduce absenteeism to a minimum.
Acting for the workers, Miss Mary
Mattia, business agent and Miss
Kate Heck, chairman of UE Membership and Activities Committee,
will point out to the managers that
if the larger downtwon theaters —
RKO-Proctors, Paramount, WarnersBranford, Loew's State, Capitol and
Adams — scheduled a midnight show
one night each week, workers would
have a place to go Monday through
Saturday.
Managers approached by the committee have indicated a willingness
to co-operate if police regulations
permit.

Up No. of War Training
Reels to 1,500 or 2,000
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The number of Army
training films to be made by indust:y in 1943 will be upped to 1,500
or 2,000 reels as compared to 280
reels produced during the past year,
Colonel M. E. Gillette, commanding
officer of Signal Corps Photographic
Center, stated before a meeting of
40 industry leaders.
A committee of three will be selected to work closely with Colonel
Gillette in expediting expansion of
production of training films.

Bans Co-op. With Mags
Using Salacious Matter
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Industry's Public Relations Committee has ruled against
co-operating with publications using
suggestive, salacious and unwholesome material.

Embassy's Tea Party
As a promotional stunt the EmA son was born on Sunday afterbassy Newsreel Theater will invite
noon in New York Hospital to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Rice, it was an- listeners to the "Woman of Tomornounced yesterday. Mrs. Rice is
row" radio program, in which it is
Betty Field, screen and stage ac- a participant, to attend its newstress. The newcomer's father is a reel show and a tea for Nancy
Pulitzer Prize winner, and one of Booth Craig, who conducts the program at a special rate of two tickets
the founders of the Playwrights
for the price of one.
Company.

11 Start on Coast,
Making 49 Shooting
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — Eleven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week, making 49 shooting. The
check-up :

At Columbia: Five shooting^including "After Midnight WithTfTton
Blackie," mystery drama, starWPB Says No Precedent
ring Chester Morris, with Ann SavGeorge E. Stone, Richard Lane
In "Unconquered" Action and age,
Lloyd Corrigan. Sam White
(Continued from Page 1)
producing and Lew Landers directence to published reports that the
ing; "Riding West," western, starring Charles Starrett with Shirley
producers
had Patterson.
William Berke directing
been
allowedofto "Unconquered"
go over that figure.
Admitting the truth of the report, for producer Jack Fier.
At M-G-M : Eight shooting, including
he explained that this exception
"Bataan Patrol, heroic epic of 19 expendable
does not establish a precedent.
volunteers in the Philippines," starring
"Each situation will be treated Army
Robert Taylor with Thomas Mitchell. Tay Garnett directing and Irving Starr producing ;
separately, entirely on its individual •'Dr.
Gillespie's Prison Story," drama, with
merits," he continued, pointing out Lionel Barrvmore, Van Tohnson, Donna Reed,
that these sets will be useful for John Craven, Keye Luke. Marilyn Maxwell,
Alma Kruger and Walter Kingsford. Willis
future productions, were made with Goldbeck
directing.
a minimum of critical materials
At Monogram: Two shooting, including
and that the production itself is "You Can't Beat the Law," a prison story
of especial morale value in the war featured by actual backgrounds within San
program. This last qualification Quentin Penitentiary, with Edward Norris,
Woodbury, Jack LaRue and Dick Purhas been true in every instance Joan
cell. Phil Rosen directing for producer
where the limit was exceeded, he Lindsley Parsons.
At
Paramount: Seven shooting, including
said.
"So Proudly We Hail," drama, with Clau"Hollywood has done a fine job," dette
Colbert, Paulette Goddard and Veronica
he went on, "in learning to use Lake, and George Reeves, Sonny Tufts, Walmaterial they never used before.
ter Abel, Mary Treen, Barbara Britton, Kitty
Else Jenssen, Elliott Reid, Byron
For lininstance,
mus- Kelly,
out there they're
instead using
of burlap,
Foulger, James Flavin, Bill Goodwin, Wiland a sort of adobe mud with water instead of cement. These are
non-critical materials, and the industry is to be congratulated for
its spirit.
"We have advised all producers
to come in under a PD-200 (a
construction rating, because we
think that should simplify matters generally. We very definitely
do not want to encourage requests
to exceed

the limit."

PRC Closes 10- Year Deal
For Distribution in India
PRC has closed a deal with Ashad
Ali Haji of Bombay, India, for the
distribution of its product in India,
Burma, Ceylon, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Bhutan and Napal, it was
announced by O. Henry Briggs, president of PRC.
The contract covers the entire
product for a period of 10 years, beginning with the program of 194041 through to 1949-50, inclusive.
The deal was consummated by
Briggs and Roberto D. Socas, export
manager for PRC, following negotiations with Haji in New York.
Sherman
West

Coast

Signs Eddie Prinz
Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Prinz, dance
director, has been signed by Harry
Sherman to develop the dance rou^
tines which will be used in "Meet
John Bonniwell," the popular western producer's top budget production in which Richard Dix, Jane
Wyatt:. Albert Dekker and Victor
Jory will have the top roles. George
Archainbaud is directing. .

liam Forrest, Lorna Gray, Dorothy Adams,
Helen Lynd, Joan Tours, Lynn Walker, Jean
Willis and Jan Wiley. Mark Sandrich producing and directing;
"Lady picturization
In The Dark,"of
Technicolor
musical drama,
the Broadway stage hit. with Ginger Rogers,
Ray Milland, Warner Baxter, Macdonald
Carey, Mischa Auer and Phyllis Brooks.
Mitchell
Leisen directing.
At PRC-Pathe: One shooting, "Corregidor," drama, with Donald Woods, Otto Kruarer, Rick Vallin. Wm. Nigh directing. Dixon
R. Harwin producing with Edward Finney
as co-producer.
At RKO-Radio:
Three shooting.
At Republic: Two shooting, including
"Chatterbox,'-' co-starring Joe E. Brown and
Judy Canova, and Rosemary Lane in the
romantic lead. Joseph Santley directing for
producer Albert J. Cohen.
At 20th Century-Fox:
Three shooting.

At United
Artists:
Hunt Stromberg's
"GString
Murders,"
picturization
of the Gypsy
Rose Lee novel, story of burlesque stage
life, starring Barbara Stanwyck, with Eddie
O'Shea, Pinky Lee, Victoria Faust and J.
Edward Bromberg. William Wellman directing; Sol William
Lesser's W.
"Stage
DoorCheryl
Canteen,"
drama, with
Terry,
Walker, Marjorie Riordan, Lon McCallister, Fred
Brady, Dorothea Kent, Margaret Early, Michael Harrison, Katharine Cornell, Katharine
Hepburn, Edgar Bergen, Kay Kyser, Gertrude Lawrence "and Helen Hayes. Frank
Borzage directing ; Pressburger shooting
"Unconauered"

and Sherman, "Meet John

At Universal: Eight shooting.
At Warner
Bros.: Six shooting.
Bonniwell."

Morris Lev Promoted
Morris Lev, assistant manager
and booker, has been appointed manager of the City Newsreel Theater.

Short Short Story
Des Moines, la. — The marquee at
the Iowa Theater here, read:
"Mrs. Miniver"
Presented with Shorts
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OES ALTERS $25,000 SALARY CDLINGWCTUM
See Tightening of Fire Regulations Nationally
Boston Fire Expected to
Result in Rigid Probes
Throughout the Country
In the wake of the Boston Cocoa|nut Grove fire, in which 474 persons
died, cities throughout the country
Iare tightening their fi: e regulations.
While theaters — both legitimate and
' motion picture — are considered examples of safety, they apparently
will not be ovei'-looked in the surveys being made on orders from city
councils.
In Des Moines, the city council
has ordered the fire marshal to make
a complete report in all amusement
places, including theaters.
Clarence
{Continued on Page 3)

$1,550 RAISED FOR FIRE VICTIMS
Industry and Red Cross Collecting Funds; Total Dead
Is Now Listed at 474; Eight Unidentified
Boston — Motion picture industry stockholder of the Cocoanut Grove,
thus far has raised $1,550 for vic- is still confined to a hospital with a
tims of the Cocoanut Grove fire and heart attack, suffered two weeks
their families. The Red Cross also ago, and has not yet been told the
is conducting a campaign for funds. full details of the tragedy.
The film district, in which the
Meanwhile, the fire's toll as of yesterday stood at 474, with eight Cocoanut Grove is located, attempted
bodies still unidentified. Barney to get back to normalcy yesterday,
Welansky, theater operator and chief following funerals of its co-workers.

(Continued on Page 3)

Soundies Machines Used
To Train Defense Workers

Loew's Sets Million
Quota for Dec. 7
In a special flash bulletin to all
its theaters, Loew's declarps that
it hasinestabl'shed
of $1
000,-to
000
Bond salesa quota
for the
men
shoot at for the open'ng day of the
"Avenge Dec. 7— On To Victory"
week.

Bureau

of THE
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Screeno Sues Police
Commissioner on Ban Hardest Hit by War!
New York Supreme Court Justice It's News to Midwest
Isidor Wasservogel today will hear

guilty of negligence in the Cocoanut
Grove disaster. As 52 night clubs in
Boston were closed by order of the
Governor yesterday, the Cocoanut
Grove case was ordered to the grand
jury of Suffolk County and Attorney General Bushnell ordered an immediate convening of this body.
More than 5,000 persons, actors,

the application of Screeno Amusement Co., patent holder of Screeno,
for an injunction to restrain Police
Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine
from enforcing the ban on the game
in New York theaters. The suit in
addition seeks $25,000 damages which
Jonas S. Markstein,
owner
of the
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

AFL Leaislative Com'tee
Passes Up New Proposals

Albany — No legislative proposals
concerning the fi'm industry came
Chicago — More than 300 of its before State Federation of Labor
^,500 automatic film machines which legislative
conference
at two-day
(Continued on Page 6)
ve:e put out of use when the Government clamped down on the manuacture of such devices have been
sold or leased by Soundies to de(( antinued on Page 6)

Washington

Washington — Net salary payment
in excess of $25,000 will be permitted
by the OES to cover ordinary and
necessary expenses, which includes
agents' fees in most cases and any
other expenses normally deductible
in computing Federal income tax,
will be allowed by the director of
economic stabilization, it was announced yesterday by the Treasury
Department. A detailed outline of
the procedures
under
which
(Continucd
on Page
7) the sal-

To Press Homicide
Charges in Hub Fire

Hold Rites for Fire
Boston — Homicide charges will be
Victims Here and N. E. pressed
against those determined
Funerals for the industry victims
■>f the Boston Cocoanut Grove fire
were h*ld yesterday in New York,
Boston and Keene, N. H.
In New York, services were held
for Charles Stern, United Artists
district manager; Paul Baron, Uni/ersal branch manager in Boston,
md Mrs. Baron, and Grace McDernott, a singer at the club and the

Permits Salary Payment
In Excess of that Sum
For Necessary Expenses

Secy. Morgenthau Thinks
Drive Will be "Terrific"
With thousands of exhibitors prepared to virtually turn their theaters
into mammoth Bond booths for the
"Avenge Dec. 7 — On To Victory"
Week, Henry
Morgenthau, Jr. Secre(Continued on Page 6)

Exhibs. Spend More lor Ads
Higher Budgets Factor in Attendance Gains
Increased use of various forms of
Marre Clearance Case,
advertising, partly influenced by the
St. Louis, is Dismissed
fact that these expenditures wili conSt. Louis— Wilbur B. Jones, arbitrator, has dismissed the definite run
and ! easonable clearance complaint
of John M. Marre, Leo F. Marre,
Angelo J. Marre and Louise M. Marre, co-partners in the Marre Theater Co.,(Continued
operatingon the
ThePage Rivoli
3)

tinue to be deductible from income
tax returns, is c edited by trade circles as playing; an important part in
the current high rate of attendance
at motion picture theaters.
In addition to higher budgets for
newspaoer space, many exhibitors
are makine(Continued
greater on use
Pageof6) 24-sheets,

St. Louis — Exhibitors here are
expressing amusement over reports
that theater owners in the Midwest
are "hit hardest by war conditions"
and that they have not been able
"to share (Continued
to any extent
on Page in6) the bene-

Northwest Small Towns
Hit by Defense Centers
Portland, Ore. — The more than
100,000 who have boomed this war industry city into a population of more
(Continued on Page 3)

Their "Interests" — Helps To Pay a Debt
On short notice and on their own
time, working nights and at weekends, eight industry-ites collaborated
on
the bang-up
filmland's
"Avenge
Dec. 7"trailer
new for
Bond
Drive.
They showed that they remember
Pearl Harbor. So that posterity can
remember them, these patriots are:
Hirry Semels, Herman Robbins and
William B. Brenner of National
Screen Service; Frank Lamb, Mike
Clof'ne and Miss Fowler of News of
the Day; Si (M-G-M) Seadler;
and George Hamilton Combs of
WHN.
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Republic has signed an option to
distribute "The Hangman." The
option runs until Jan. 15, by which
time the picture will have been completed. John Carradine tops the
cast. The film is about Heinrich Heydrich, the Nazi hatchet-man.

Oil Hearing Deferred
Bureau

and CHARLES

of THE

FILM

LEON
SCHLESINGER
next
week
from
the
MRS.
SCHLESINGER.

EINFELD

York

are

today from

is due
in New
Coast,
accompanied

York
by

JOSEPH H. HAZEN, WB vice-president, left
New York last night fcr the Coast for conferences with H. M. Warner and to deliver
a war-effort
studios
there.

address

to heads

of

HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising and
publicity for Warner Theaters, was in Philadelphia yesterday for a zone
meeting.

MORT
back
in

BLUMENSTOCK
and JACOB
town
from
Washington.

ED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate department, is in Philadelphia
today.
IRVING YERGIN, WB field representative for
terday.
the Chi. territory, and TED TOD, who covers
the Prairie District, arrived in New York yesNAN WYNN, screen actress, returns to New
York today from the Coast.

industry's

WILK

an

ANTOINETTE ("TONI") SFITZER returns to
New York early next week from Hollywood.
JOSEPH I. BREEN returns to the Coast this
week.

Para. Chi. Exchange Ready
To Serve Country Theaters
Chicago — The Paramount Exchange is adding Sam Stoll to it?
country sales department, and is reducing the country territory for
each salesman, so that, despite gas
rationing, the country theaters wil!
be serviced promptly.

Washington Bureau of THE
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Washington — Reports that Whitney Bolton will take over the studio
publicity, job for Warner Brothers
replacing Alex Evelove "are absolutely untrue," Charles Einfeld, vicepresident in charge of publicity, told
The Film Daily.
"Bolton's job is a new one
us," said Einfeld. "He will se:
liaison between the East andv xne
West, that is, myself and Mort Blumenstock. He will be concerned with
e 'p'\i
distribution and all other problems
of the company, as well as studio

$:1

publicity

Berlin on filming of "This Is The Army," and
heads for Washington and New York before
returning
to Burbank.

Chicago — Hearing in the Gary
Theater, Gary, Ind., arbitration case
is now set for Dec. 15.

Opening of "Avenge Dec. 7— On
to Victory Week" will be observed
at a $100,000 War Bond luncheon to
be given at Reuben's Restaurant on
Monday by Loew's State Theater
under the auspices of the War Activities Committee.
One hundred women of stage,
screen and radio will attend, and
each will pledge the purchase of a
$1,000 Bond. Mrs. Ted Lewis is
chairman of the luncheon committee. Harry Hershfield will act as
toastmaster, and Lucy Monroe will
sing the "Star-Spangled Banner."
Among those expected are Bea
Wain, Sheila Barrett, Betty Bruce,
CaT men Amaya, Mary Burton, Mary
Brian, Diosa Costello, Laura Deane
Dutton, Blossom Seeley, Cynda
Glenn, Mitzi Green, Adrienne Ames,
Arlene Harris, Yvette, Terry Lawlor, Eleanor Whitney.

in California."

Gary Hearing Set for Dec. 15

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller
Fred

ASTAIRE

•

Chicago — Jimmy Abrose has been
appointed sales manager for the
local Warner Bros, exchange.
Ben Elrod also is among the new
members of the sales staff. He was
shifted here from the Milwaukee
branch. Florence Cohen has joined
the booking department as booker,
and Jack Clark, Benjie Goldblatt and
John K' utzler are recent departures
for military service.

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES

•-«—•««■«•»
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Washington — The meeting of New
England Congressmen to investigate
the fuel oil shortage, scheduled for
yesterday, was postponed to tomorrow because Ralph K. Davies, deputy administrator of the OPA, was
unable to appear before the special
committee.

Einfeld Denies Bolton Will
Head WB Studio Publicity

HAL B. WALLIS, Warner producer, arrived in
Cleveland yesterday from talks with Irving

"Me and My Gal" Running $100,000 Bond Luncheon to
198% of Normal Business
Launch Victory Week Here

Starting holdovers today and tomorrow in 34 key cities, M-G-M's
"For Me and My Gal" is showing
box-office power with an over-all
average of 198 per cent of normal
business for one to seven-day periods
in 62 engagements thus far reported. The Judy Garland-George Murphy-Gene Kelly film continues to top
"Mrs. Miniver" business in many situations and is running considerably
ahead of "Honky Tonk" practically
everywhere.
In the fiist small town openings
"For Me and My Gal" is showing
the same consistent appeal, with 216
per cent for four days in Johnstown,
Pa.; 174 per cent for two days in
Green Bay, Wis.; 237 per cent for
three days in York, Pa., and 214 per
cent in its opening day in Watertown, N. Y.
At the Astor, N. Y., business for
% fhe sixth week topped fourth and
fifth< week figures, and the picture
continu°s its indefinite run.
M-G-M's "White Cargo" has been
held over in all three of its first key
city openings.

Republic Acquires Option
On 'Hangman' Distribution

Washington

L. WARNER

schedu'ed to arrive in New
Washington.
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Hold Rites for Fire
Victims Here and N. E.

See Tightening Up
Of Fire Regulations
(Continued from Page 1)

Koenigsberger, public safety commissoiner, reported he had previously
asked the fire and police chiefs to
Lake steps against crowding in the~ lobbies.
^ conference of city officials in
St. Louis was held Monday when
new fire rules for theaters as well
as taverns, night clubs, etc., were
discussed. The Cocoanut Grove in
St. Louis, having similar palm de3orations as those in the ill-fated
Boston night club, has removed
them for tho: ough fireproof ing.
Reports from the field indicate
that extensive investigations of all
public gathering places will be made.

Marre Clearance Case,
St. Louis, is Dismissed
(Continued from Page 1)

=tater, St. Louis, against Paramount,
-.RKO, Vitagraph, Inc. and 20th Century-Fox, with the Lyric Theater,
and Senate Theater, named as interested parties and intervenors, and
the White Way Theater, intervenor.
In dismissing the case, the arbiter
pointed
that
the
plaintiffs
had
Drought their complaint under Sections X, VI and VIII of the consent
^decree.
During the course of the
_ .trial he held against them
under
Section X, and he now finds that they
failed to sustain their complaint as
to either Section VI or VIII or any
Dther section of the consent decree.

"Saludos Amigos" TradeShowings Set for Dec. 14
Tradeshowings of Walt Disney's
'Saludos Amigos" have been set by
RKO, the distributors, for Dec. 14
n the company's 32 exchanges, general sales manager Robert Mochrie
mnounces.
All of the showings have been
ixed for the morning of this date,
L1:00 a.m., except the Cincinnati
pranch which will hold its screening at 8:15 p.m. In addition to its
norning showing the New York
3ity branch will have a repeat
screening at 2:30 p.m. at the RKO
Projection Room, 630 Ninth Avenue.

(Continued from Page 1)
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• WORTH REPEATING:
'It has taken the second World
War to bring home to all Americans the tremendous importance of fostering
an American musical culture. — music created by Americans, performed
by Americans, for American audiences" Oohn G. Paine, Ascap's general manager in a recent letter to music editors of daily newspapers). . . .
• "Throughout the prison house of occupied Europe, wherever the
crooked cross of Nazidom casts its sombre shadow, a blight has descended
on every fountain head of the people's culture
In contrast, America,
the Soviet Union and the United Nations keep bright the flame of the
creative arts
The Soviet Union, locked in the bloodiest struggle
mankind has ever known, gives us the triumphant music of a Shostakovich; the theater, the cinema, the ballet and the fine arts find fresh nourishment in voicing the proud spirit of a people unconquerable, — unafraid
The culture of a nation is the very core of its freedom
Let
us help keep the arts alive and strong, for in so doing we add new
lustre and virility to our own culture, — our own freedom" (from the invitation to attend tonight's Arts for Russia Week Committee dinner at the
Hotel Pennsylvania in honor of Charles Chaplin, and of which J. Robert
Rubin is a vice-chairman)
• "It occurs to me that with many
parts of the Far East, and Northern Africa in particular, constantly in the
forefront of current events, it would be in the interest of the public to see
again the fine travel pictures put out in the past by various motion picture
companies
These would give the American people a graphic picture

The body of Buck Jones is en
route to California for burial.
Meanwhile, no change in the conditions of other industry victims was
reported yesterday, although Harry
Thomas is said to be on the road
to recovery. Herman Rifkin and
Scott Dunlap are on the danger list.

of those far-flung places where their fighting forces now are" (from a
letter to this lil ole trade paper from Jack Davis of Little Carnegie
Playhouse)
T
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Northwest Small Towns
Hit by Defense Centers

• •
• THIS-A AND THAT -A:
R. C. MacMullen, prexy of
the B ir K employes Club out Chi. way, announces that each employe
of the company and club member now in the armed services will receive a money order for Xmas, in the amount of $10, as a gift of the
organization
The club this year will not hold its annual Xmas
dinner party
Instead, the money which would be spent on it goes
for gifts to service men. ... • With 179 employes in the armed
forces, the Comerford Circuit, headquartering in Scranton, proudly reports in "The Comerford Salute," house organ for its lads in uniform,
that "the sun never sets on our employes in the service"
In addition to many in the U. S., Comerford employes are reported in Greenland, Hawaii, Australia, England, Ireland, and the Solomons
Circuit officials and folks in the h.o. dispatched Xmas greetings last month,

than 450,000, have formerly been residents of the smaller cities of Washington and Oregon, rather than from
Eastern centers.
While this new population for the
most part has been absorbed by the
defense industries and at double their
former income, this has meant that
their former home towns have had
a set back both in population and income. As a result a number of motion picture houses in the smaller
centers have had either to
cut to but two-days a week, or cease
operations altogether "for the dura-

to make sure the lads would get 'em in good time. ... # Ancnt
Scranton,— imagine the surprise expressed by Pvt. Earl Rozelle, former
assistant manager of the Strand Theater there, when he received a 50foot message at his station in Fort Worth, Tex
The lengthy
note, prepared by his wife and father-in-law, contained news and greetings from all his friends, relatives and co-workers. ... • Winifred
Lewis, assistant manager of the Gables Theater in Coral Gables, Fla.,
has been invited to appear on Dave Elman's "Hobby Lobby" CBS
program this comin' Saturday night
Her hobby is being a queen
While still a Powers model and before becoming associated with

Deanna Durbin
Luceil Engel
Basil
Smith

Monty Collins
Marion Shilling
He II is Kennahan

daughter of John McDermott, Paramount's chief accountant.
Home office, local exchange and
Boston exchange personnel attended
the services for the Ba: ons and Stern
at the Riverside Chapel. A large
number of Paramount home office
peop.e attended the services for Miss
McDermott at a high mass at St.
Malachy Church.
Mrs. Herman Rifkin, wife of the
Monog: am franchise holder, was
buried yesterday in Boston. Herman
Rifkin as yet has not been told of
his wife's death as he is dangerously
ill at the Beth Israel Hospital.
In Keene, N. H., services were held
for Fred Sharby, Jr. and Sr. Two
others from Keene, not associated
with the business but guests of
Sharby at the fatal party, also died
in the disaster. Sharby operated
theaters ni Keene, Groveton and
Claremont, N. H., and Island Pond,
Vt. Mrs. Sharby was injured in the
fire. A daughter', Pauline, had left
the club shortly before the fire
started.

Paramount Enterprises in Miami, La Lewis was "Queen of the Biscayne Bay Regatta"; "Beloved Queen of the Order of Eastern Star";
"Gladiola Queen"; and "Jai Alai Queen"
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AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

(Continued f.om Page 1)

War Bond Prizes for
"Hitler" Exploitation
Hal Roach, producer of "The Devil
tion."
With Hitler," announces he will
award prizes, in the form of War
Bonds, to the manager creating the
best lobby display and general allaround exploitation campaign for the
RKO managers, who will be playpicture.
ing the comedy this month, are eligible for the awards. Pic opens today at the RKO Albee and will be
shown through the Metropolitan
Circuit, playing "A" houses, beginI ning Dec. 11.

Times change
but Leo is

ROARING
LOUDER
THAN
EVER!
Strong! Dependable!
In changing times —
In war or peace—
In boom or depression
Leo's your PAL!

SUREFIRE
COMPANY!
Not for just a season,
but ALWAYS! Not up,
then down but for 18
years consistently UP!

HEADLINES OF
LEADERSHIP!
RANDOM

HARVEST" TRADE-SHOWS

GET PRESS RAVES!

"Box-office hit. Certain to be 'in the chips'. Garson's work equals 'Mrs. Miniver'. Big business." — Showmen's
Trade Review. "Superb love story. One of those rare pictures one would like to see again. When honors are
handed out at box office, this will be high on the list." — Jay Emanuel Publications. "Will win new friends
and patrons. Not only thoroughbred but it is box-office. Subsequent runs will find themselves equally
fortunate. Its fame runs before it, increasing as it goes." — Motion Picture Daily. "One of the truly fine motion
pictures of this or any year." — Hollywood Reporter. "Should command strong attention at the box-office.
Colman fine. Garson more charming and seductive than ever." — Variety (Weekly). "A beautiful job of
film-making. Unquestioned box-office natural. Mervyn LeRoy directed magnificently." — Box Office. "Producer
Sidney Franklin (Miniver Producer) has done another splendid job. Preview audience absorbed and touched.
Excellent." — Motion Picture Herald. "One of season's outstanding screen offerings." — Daily Variety. "Superb
dramatic entertainment. Should make the box-office bulge. Rich rewards from one of M-G-M's finest
achievements." — Film Daily.

FOR ME AND

MY GAL" TOPS "MINIVER" IN FIRST 19 CITIES!

Every opening sensational! Beats every M-G-M picture for years back, including "Mrs. Miniver" in Rochester,
Akron, Bridgeport, Norfolk, Reading. Tops famed "Mrs. Miniver" in first 19 spots, including Cleveland,
Louisville, Columbus, Atlanta (which equals advanced-price "Boom Town"), Memphis, Providence, Syracuse
(which equals "Rosalie" New Year's record), Richmond, Nashville, Evansville (which beats everything since 1934).
Judy Garland triumph in 7th Big Astor N. Y. Week! 3d Week Cincinnati. 33 more Hold-overs at press-time!

WHITE CARGO'

BIGGER THAN

GABLE HIT!

Imagine! You thought "Somewhere I'll Find You" (Gable's glorious grosser) was tops! "White Cargo's" opening at the Capitol, N. Y. is even bigger! Held over, of course! And at the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia,
the Hedy Lamarr- Walter Pidgeon bonanza beat every M-G-M attraction since 1938! Chicago is a BIG 228%
of normal. Get ready, Mr. Exhibitor, for what the public wants!

STAND

BY FOR ACTION" WOWS

AUDIENCE!

When the telegram came from the Hollywood sneak preview we gasped, but we've just screened it at the
Home Office and it's everything they say and more. Here's the coast wire: "Ovation of audience terrific.
They literally ate it up, reacting with cheers and applause. Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy, Charles Laughton
all brilliant. Battle scenes finest ever witnessed. Action drama on a scale never before seen, felt or heard
on screen. Patriotic theme and comedy surefire!"

Big Ones NOW—

Big Ones Coming from

W*\

To Press Homicide
Charges in Hub Fire

TO THE

PAUL S. GOLDBERG, son of
(Continued from Page 1)
performers of various types, waiters, Harry Goldberg, director of publicity
and
advertising for Warner Theorchestra men, and other employes
aters, has been inducted into the
of Boston night clubs have been at
least temporahily thrown out of Army, and reports for duty in a few
days.
.
work by the drastic order closing
all clubs. Eventually many of the
Chicago— RED WISE, Paramount
clubs will be reopened after under- Exchange booker has joined the Navy
going rigid inspection and in many and leaves for training this week.
cases complete overhauling.
The AGVA which had sent 30
Memphis— FRITZ HAMMER, poster clerk with National Screen Serpersons over from New York to aid
vice, has joined the Navy and is
the injured and care for relatives of
the dead found that it must relieve stationed at Millington Naval Trainmany of those temporarily thrown
ing Base.
out of employment. Theater business was the lowest in months for Secy. Morgenthau Thinks
the past two nights.

Soundies Machines Used
To Train Defense Workers

Drive Will be "Terrific"

WEDDING

BELLS

COLORS!

J. I., Five Boro Mgrs. Set to
Vote for Bargaining Agent

J. J. Theaters' managers will vote
for a collective bargaining representative tomo" row morning. A similar
Scranton, Pa. — Lt. James G. Gav- election will be held on Monday by
in, formerly of the Comerford Cir- theater managers of the Five Boro
cuit accounting office, and Violet circuit. Both elections were ordered
Reilly, also of the Comerford home by the State Labor Relations Board
office, were manied in Sacred Heart on petitions filed by Local 266, BuildCathedral, Tampa, Fla. Lt. Gavin is
ing Service Employes International
stationed at the Sarasota Air Base, Union, AFL. The polling will take
Fla.
place at the board offices here.

%

Chicago— GEORGE BRUCKMAN
of the B & K Granada Theater has
been called for Army service.
Cleveland— TOM BAIRD, long connected with the local theater supply
business, and recently with the
Oliver Theater Supply Company, reports today for Army duty.
Chicago— GLENCENA MAY, colored, of the Essaness circuit headquarters staff has joined the WAACS
and is now in training at Fort Des
Moines, Iowa.

Hardest Hit by the War?
It's News to the Midwest

Screeno Sues Polite
Commissioner on Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

company, claims to have suffered
to date because of "intimidation of
theater
owners."
Argument
will be made that the
police
is illegal
because Scre^.
is
not ban
a lottery
as described
in V . '
state laws. Markstein's affidavit
contends that no payments are made
by participants in the game of
Screeno and that the New York
Court of Appeals has ruled payment
to be an essential of a lottery.
Meanwhile the Rev. Elwood A.
Purick, rector of St. Leo's Catholic
Church in Corona, Queens, indicated
chat his church would not discontinue
its weekly Bingo games until asked
to do so by the proper authorities.

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

tary of the Treasury, dispatched a
message to Si Fabian, War Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
Committee War Bond chairman,
f ense plants for employment in train- which he asked to be transmitted
ing new workers. In some instances to all those involved.
the machines are being used to supThe message to the "motion picply entertainment in the recreation
ture theater men of America" folrooms and cafeterias of defense fac- lows:
tories. A number of the machines
"You are about to embark on a
have been loaned to the Government typical showman's campaign to sell
for recruiting purposes.
E' Bonds and Stamps in commemoration of the infamous Jap attack on
The company has just completed
its first patriotic film, which features Pearl Harbor. A 'typical showman's
Ginny Simms. The picture runs five campaign,' judging from your success in September, will be, to use an
minutes. It is said to have the okay
of the Red Cross and the OWL The
industry term, 'terrific'l
company is turning out its product
"The Treasury Department must
sell a tremendous amount of Bonds
in both 16 mm. and 35 mm.
and Stamps for the month of December. There is little doubt in my
Canadian Pic Pioneers
mind that the activities of the moElect a New Board
tion picture theater personnel will
do much to swell this total.
Toronto — Toronto Canadian Pic"My compliments to you as you
ture Pioneers held its annual meet- ready yourselves to fire the opening
ing with 75 veterans present from gun. I am certain that the results
all parts of Ontario. A new board of the week will match your best
was elected, comprising Harry Alex- efforts to date."
Indicative of the extent to which
ander, Ray Lewis, Clair Hague, Oscar Hanson, Walter Kennedy, Sam exhibitor aid to the war effort is
Fine, S. Sternberg, C. J. Mavety, apportioned, J. R. Springer, general
W. A. Perry, A. J. Laurie and S. B. theater manager for the Century
Taube who will elect officers at the Circuit, in a bulletin to all theater
personnel, expressed himself thus:
next executive meeting.
"Bear in mind — the war effort comes
first!
Your business comes second."
Defer
"Crime Doctor" Series
Members of the ITOA, will gather
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — On account of War- at 1:00 p.m. today at their headquarter in the Hotel Astor where
ner Baxter going into "The Lady In Harry Brandt will outline to them
The Dark," at Paramount, starting the plans and purposes of United
in two weeks, the "Crime Doctor"
series to be produced by the Ralph Nations Week to be observed in 16,Cohn Unit at the Darmour Studio 000 theaters throughout the country,
for Columbia, will be postponed un- starting Jan. 14 through 20.
til Feb. 1.
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fits of the nation's war effort, the
country's chief war factory centers
being in the East and West."
The truth of the matter is, according to industry sources here,
that attendance at local theaters
has jumped from 450,000 patrons
weekly to about 600,000 in recent
months, while similar situations have
developed in Chicago, Springfield,
Kansas City, Des Moines, Wichita,
Little Rock and other centers in the
Midwest.

AFL
Com'tee
PassesLegislative
Up New Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)

meeting which ended at the Hotel
Ten Eyck yesterday.
Delegates from theatrical trades
held a meeting of the State Association of Theatrical Crafts during
the convention. Inasmuch as no proposals on the labor end of the film
biz were introduced at the AFL state
convention in Rochester last August, there was no action to be taken
It is pointed out that St. Louis at the legislative conference this
and Chicago produce almost one- week.
Delegates to the state federation
half of the nation's munitions of
various sorts between them and that convention from theatrical trades
in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, were Thomas Murtha, president,
Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas and Okla- State Association of Theatrical
homa are the principal new concen- Crafts and president of the Central
trations ofwar plants. In St. Louis, Trades Council, New Yo:k; John
McDowell, Local 1, stage employees,
the world's largest small arms ammunition plant has been established New York; Sol Scoppa, studio mewithin the last year.
chanics, New York; Glen Humphries,
Utica, secretary state theatrical
crafts; Don Rood, stage employes,
Exhibitors Spending More Utica; Mike Mungovan, vice-president State Federation of Labor and
Coin in Advertising
Local 259 stage employees, Rochest(Continued from Page 1)
er; Harry Brooks, motion picture
banners, standees and various other operators, Troy, and Arthur Martins,
accessories. As a result, sales of all Westcheste.
motion picture machine operators,
promotion materials by film exchanges are on the upswnig. Warners, for example, has experienced Sam 'Schapps' Hochfeld is
increases of as high as 100 per cent Dead
in Portland at 56
on 24-sheets alone.
The

Internal Revenue Department's ruling makes advertising expenditures deductible so long as they
are "ordinary and necessary and
bear a reasonable relation to the
business activities in which the ente: prise is engaged." Majority of
exhibitors in the past have spent
well under a reasonable percentage
of their gross for advertising and
thus are in a position to increase
these budgets substantially.

Dietrich
in "Canteen"
Marlene Dietrich is the latest addition to the cast of "Stage Door Canteen," it was announced yesterday
by Sol Lesser, who is producing the
forthcoming film in conjunction with
the
American
Theater Wing War
Service.

Portland, Ore. — Sam "Schapps
Hochfeld, 56, one of the pioneer
members of IATSE in the Pacific
Northwest and for many years connected with the old Helig Theater in
Tacoma (now Music Box Theater),
is dead here of a heart attack. During past few years he had operated
Schapps Restaurant in Portland.

STORKS!
'
Chicago— Harry Mandell, of Warners' local sales staff, and Bob Kane
head of the contract department in
company's exchange here, have just \
become fathers for the second time.
It's a boy in each case.
i
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Alter $25,000 Salary Ceiling
New Regulations Permit Certain Expenses
(Continued f om Page 1)

ary stabilization unit of the Bureau
of Internal Eevenue will operate
alters the original salaries dictum
which provided for a $25,000 ceiling
on gross income.
-No relief for the payment of Fed•»^1 taxesunless
on 1942
will can
be
jirowed
the income
individual

as are considered deductible from the normal
Federal income tax, the new rulings do not
alter the Oct. 3 ruling in any substantial way,
although no ruling by the unit — or the Commissioner of Internal Revenue — on application of these regulations is subject to review
by the tax court of the United States or any
other court, the validity of the salary law
itself may be challenged in court.
Specific provisions in the regulations include the following : A promise by an employer that salaries will be increased in the
future even though the promise was made
prior to Oct. 3, will be ignored in determin:ng whether such increase should be approved.
Such an increase may be granted, however,
in the case of salaries below $5,000 if the
salary is below the general level for similar
work existing in the area on Sept. 15 of this

show "undue hardship" which means
generally that such payment necessitates the selling of property at a
substantial loss. A claim such as
that payment of these taxes would
lower one's standard of living is not
apt to be allowed.
Expenses Incurred by Employes
Any change in salary rate, regardless of
year.
its effective date, resulting from arbitration
The paragraph on business ex- after Oct. 3. In the case of salaries over
penses states that an amount of ^5,000. or after Oct. 27, in the case of salaries less than $5,000, is subject to the new
salary in addition to the basic al- regulations
even though the agreement order
lowance of salary will be permitted for arbitration
was made before those dates.
for any expenses paid or incurred Overtime pay, unless it has been customary,
by an employe which are ordinarily requires approval of the commissioner. (Actually, the regional officers of the salary stabiliand necessary for the performance
zation unit are authorized to handle these
of the services for which the em- matters.)
Salary Raises
ploye is compensated. No such
additional amount, however, shall
Of importance to younger professionals
particularly is the provision that no approval
be permitted for expenses which is
required for raises under the terms of a
would not be deductible in comput- .alary agreement or schedule in effect on Oct.
ing Federal income taxes.
3, or since approved by the commissioner,
when
such a raise is the result of a promoAdditional salary will be pertion, an increase within an established salmitted to cover the maintenance of
ary rate range or the operation of an estabcustomary charitable contributions,
lished plan or snlary increase based on length
insurance premiums and other fixed of service. Other permissible circumstances
be ruled legitimate in the future.
obligations. If undue hardship can mayBonuses
may be paid if they do not exceed
be shown there again these pay- bonus _ payments or other additional comments must come out of net income
pensation during the bonus year preceding
Oct.
3,
or
if they are based upon a fixed
unless they force the disposal of salary percentage.
personal assets at a substantial
As to the total amount of salary which
financial loss.
may be paid in compliance with the $25,000
ceiling ruling, without regard to the special
Such insu- ance policies must have
been in force before Oct. 3 of this additional sums for necessary expenses, chari*ies. and fixed obligations, the regulation
year, if relief is to be granted.
provides that "no salary may be paid or
There is no change in the earlier rulings
of 1942 salaries, which were ordered not
to exceed 1941 salaries unless under the
terms of a bona fide contract entered into
on or before Oct. 3.
Although certain states nermit a salary
of. say $100,000. to be credited half to the
individual and half to his wife, these regulatoins are in no way affected hv community
property law. The individual salary would be
considered to be $100,000.
Definition of Employe
Types
Twenty-one close'v typed paees are devoted 'o the regulations, most of that wordage being merely amplication of the October announcement. Definitions of various
types of emoloves are given in detail. Executive emploves. to be so considered bv
the s-larv stabilization unit, and thus fall
within that unit's jurisdiction rather than tli n ■
of the War Labor Bonrd. must "customnrilv
and regularly direct the work of other emploves" ;have authority to hire and fire, or
at least be able to recommend with these recommendations being given some weight.
must exercise discretionary powers, must be
paid not less than $30 per week and must
not be emp'oyed for more than one-fifth of
their time in work similar to that done by
emp'oyes not considered administrative, executive or professional. Exception on this
last point is an employe in sole charge of
an independent establishment or branch office
Salarv of not less than $200 per month i«
required for administrative employes as well
as more responsbiility than executive employes. Professional work must be "predominantly intellectual and varied in character,
requiring the consistent exercise of discretion
and judgment in its performance" and of such
a character that the result or product of the
work cannot be standardized.
Workers in these three categories paid under
$5,000 annually come under the jurisdiction
of the salary stabilization unit, if not represented by a labor union.
Aside from the allowing of agents' fees,
accompanists'
fees and such other expenses

authorized to be paid to, or accrued to the
account of, any employe or received by him
during the calendar year 1943. and in each
succeeding calendar year, which, after reduction by the Federal income taxes on the
amount of such salary, would exceed $25,000."
Under the present tax laws, this gross would
amount to $67,200. Should Federal income
tax_ rates be raised for the coming year, the
basic salary allowance would be allowed to
go above that figure.

Mex.
Stars Contracts
Taxable inofU.H'wood
S.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Reports that the
Federal Government may be preparing to clamp down on possible
picture contracts which Hollywood
stars might intend to fill in Mexico,
thus allegedly defeating the purposes of the salary ceiling, fail to
take into account existing Treasury
Department rulings on income earned
by U. S. citizens in foreign countries, under the present income
tax laws. Any salary paid to a
star for services in a Mexican film
would be taxable in this country,
and would be considered as part of
the ceiling income, a reliable Treasury authority opined yesterday.
PRC Biz in Chi. 60%
Chicago — PRC biz
tory is running 60 per
last year, according
George Topper.

Ahead
in this terricent ahead of
to Manager

~TmaJL
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WOMEN
AT ARMS
A dramatic two-reel feature which clearly answers
the important question millions of women are asking:

"WHAT

CAN I DO TO HELP?"
SAYS
The question
Film Dailyof : what
"Here women
is an eloquent
answerto
to the
are doing
advance the war effort of America and her allies.
Woman's contribution to the cause in the home, in
the factory, in the fields and in the service organizations has been told with fine emphasis and effect. To
what heights America's womanhood can rise in backing the men on the fighting front is distinctly brought
out in a series of well-photographed scenes. This is a
tribute to feminine America more than deserving of
time on screen programs everywhere. After a woman

Narration by MARGO

has seen the film she no longer need ask, 'Where can I
fit into the war effort?' Phil Reisman, jr., has written
an excellent narration for this inspiring short. The
narrator is Margo, who does her stint admirably."

SECOND

in the VITAL

NEW

SERIES

AMERICA
KSTuIlman.j,

Distributed by RKO

RADIO

PICTURES

,

In Today's Issue: The Equipment

News

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Section
(See Pages 7 and 8)
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WARNER REPORTS PROFIT OF $8^44,512
Actors, Producers,
Listed Miss
"Not
Essential" To Pix
Ansin Inherits
Only Technicians Actually
Reeling 'Round - -

Engaged in Making Pix to
Be Called "Essential"

WASHINGTON
By ANDREW

H. OLDERi^=

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No actors, no producers— in fact, no members of the
days is Herb Morgan, Eastern promo- motion picture industry except those
tion man for M-G-M shorts. By now Herb technicians actually engaged in the
has probably explored an awful lot of nooks physical production of pictures — will
and cranies in the mansion, since shooting be classified as "essential" for Selective Service purposes, The Film
has already started on a short featuring
Daily learned yesterday. Plans for
one of the nation's most popular stars, further listing of essential personnel
do not include anyone engaged in
FDR's Scottie, "Falla."
"theauthoritative
showing endsource
of the
industry,"
an
indicated.
DOAMING

around the White House these

WASHINGTON'S new Plymouth Theater
offers an example of how ingenuity can
overcome many of the difficulties caused by
wartime shortages. The new house is called
the Plymouth because it is, in fact, a tastefully remodeled automobile showroom and
can use the large electric sign erected there
for the auto sales house. Operator is Sam
Cummins, who also runs the Pix in downtown Washington. ...»
Caught a
glimpse of Prexy Walter Green of International Theater Supply leaving Chris Dunphy's office Monday during a one-day trip
here. We still think anyone who expects
to accomplish anything in a one-day trip
to this city is a terrific optimist. Talking

Questioned

more

specifically,

(Continued on Page 5)

Father's Holdings
Boston — Seventeen-year-old Eleanor Ansin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Ansin, who lost their lives
in the Cocoanut Grove fire, becomes
the sole heiress to her father's theater holdings in the Interstate circuit and other corporations. Miss
Ansin, however, will continue at
school and the affairs of Interstate
will be directed by Ansin's partner
and associate, E. Harold Stoneman.

Elizondo Succeeds

he

May Finalize WB
Newsreel Today

Grovas in Shake-up
By MARCO-AURELIO

GALINDO

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Mexico, D. F. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) — In an organization shake-up that came as a comPlans for the new Warner Bros.,
plete surprise, Salvador Elizondo
newsreel may be finalized at a two- was appointed general manager of
rlay meeting of Warner execs, in Grovas, S. A., Mexico's top producing and distributing
to sucChicago starting today. The news(Continued on concern,
Page 6)
reel is one of the main topics on the
agenda. Attending the meeting from
about automobile showrooms, Dunphy's New
York
will be Major
Albert N. Y. Indies Get Show
office, conveniently numbered seven-eleven,
(Continued on Page 4)
is also in an automobile showroom
garage building, of which the WPB
taken over the top four floors.

•

and
has

•

LARGELY as a result of all the noise on
on Capitol Hill, although it was bound
to come eventually, it seems that some substantial adjustments in gas rationing plans
will be announced for the West and Midwest. Larger basic allowances for farmers
seem a certainty. . . . • Washington's
annual toy matinee will be held Dec. 18
in the six suburban theaters owned by
Sidney Lust. Toys, food, or clothing for
distribution by charitable organizations are
the price of admission. ... • The Army
Motion Picture Service has been given a
' notable assignment in connection with
Lt. Col. Frank Capra's "Prelude to War."
There are 114 prints, and every man in
training must see the film within slightly
over a month. . . . • Carter Barron,

Terms on Ability to Pay,
Connors Tells the ITOA
Twentieth Century-Fox will base
its terms on the ability of the theater and the territory to pay, Tom
(Continued on Page 4)

Warner Bros, yesterday reported
a net profit, after all taxes, of $8,554,512, for the year ended Aug. 31,
1942. Federal taxes, including excess profits taxes, totalled $8,250,000. These figures compare with a
net profit last year of $5,429,302 after Federal income taxes of $1,606,000.
The operating profit is equivalent
after payment
of currentstock,
year's
dividend
on the preferred
to
$2.20 per (Continued
share onon the
Page outstanding
3)

War Cuts Pix Space
In Oklahoma Dailies
Oklahoma City — Less space in
daily newspapers, but a continuing
amount of space in Sunday editions
and weekly newspapers, has been
noted in a survey of motion picture news, publicity and reviews, as
(Continued on Page 4)

Greenley, Sharkey Head
Cause Order on Games Ban Detroit Buying Combines

Detroit — Appointment of managFiorello
on Mayor
Bingo and
other LaGuardia's
games playedban
in
ers for two of Michigan's buying
theaters met further opposition yes- combines
has been disclosed, followterday when the Unaffiliated Indeing several weeks of rumors on Film
pendent Motion Picture Theater Row.
Owners, a group organized to fight
First post goes to Lou Greenley,
(Continued on Page 4)

Raw Stock on Monthly Quota
New WPB Film Regulation Now in Effect ^p
Allocation of raw stock went on a
Elected Randel President
monthly quota basis yesterday under
Of New York Film Board
a revised regulation of the WPB.

The monthly quota plan replaces the
Henry Randel of Paramount has former system under which the
been elected president of the New companies could meet their raw
York Film Board of Trade, suc- stock cuts at their own discretion.
ceeding David Levy of Universal
At least two companies — ColumLoew's manager, returned from Georgia
Monday slightly green. It was that trouncing whose term has expired along with
bia and Universal — were affected adhis alma mater took from Georgia that did other officers. Sam Lefkowitz of
versely by the ruling, inasmuch as
United
Artists
succeeds
Clarence
they had (Continued
not consumed
share
it. "I'm a Ramblin' Wreck from Georgia
on Page their
6)
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Company's
Federal
Taxes
Total $8,250,000;
Gross
Income Hits $119,271,544

(Continued on Page 6)

Hope-Crosby Short
Ms Acquired by VA
Gradwell L. Sears, vice-president
in charge of distribution of United
Artists, announces the acquisition
for immediate distribution of a new
short
"Don'tandHook
starringsubject,
Bing Crosby
Bob Now,"
Hope.
The subject features also such topranking links champions as Sammy
Snead, Jimmy Hogan, Byron Nelson,
Jimmy Hines, Ralph Guldahl and
Jimmy
Demaret.

Ws?
Overseas Press Club to
Sponsor "Serve" Premiere
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Loew's Declares Extra
Dividend of $1.50 on Com.

The Overseas Press Club of America will sponsor the American premiere of Noel Coward's "In Which We
Serve" at the Capitol Theater,
Broadway, on Dec. 23, Lowell
Thomas, president of the club, announced yesterday.
Sponsorship of the picture represents the first effort on the part of
the membership to raise money for
a "correspondent's fund." Already
nine correspondents have been killed
and others injured and crippled in
covering the war fronts. The fund
has been incorporated to aid deserving men and women who have served
the American press, radio, newsreels
and allied American services of public information in foreign lands. The
financial help to the correspondents
or their families will be over and
above that usually provided by their
regular employers and will be available for free-lance correspondents.
Administrators of the fund include
Lowell Thomas, H. V. Kaltenborn,
George Fielding Eliot, Johannes
Steel, Wythe Williams and other
members
of the club's board of governors.
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Extensive
Capades"
Campaign "Ice
Planned
by Rep.
Republic is co-operating with exhibitors in extensive newspaper advertising campaigns in connection
with first-run showings of its ice
extravaganza, "Ice Capades Revue,"
which co-stars Ellen Drew and Richard Denning, and features the Ice
Capades troupe, headed by Vera
Hruba.
A policy of increased advertising
budgets for theater showings was
instituted in connection with "FlyTigers,"
and box-office
results
were ing
said
to have
been so excellent
that similar campaigns are now being worked out for "Ice Capades
Revue," which is set for Dec. 24
release.

JOHN GARFIELD, having completed his work
in Warners' "Air Force," leaves the Coast
over the week-end for Cleveland where he will
be the guest of honor at the annual Cleveland
Press Christmas
Charity Show on Dec. 9.
SAM LEVENE arrives in New York the latter
part of next week from the Coast.
NORMAN
H. MORAY arrives in San Fra
today
to conduct
a meeting
of Warner
Western
district
managers.

K

BOB HOrE, JERRY COLONNA, FRANCES
LANGFORD and their troupe are in Chicago for
week-end
service
centers
shows.
CLARE BOOTHE, playwright and Representative-elect from Connecticut, will arrive on the
Coast next week to consult with 20th-Fox on
a story with a Chinese background.

Navy Review Board Lauds Feldman Co. to Produce
"United Nations" for U
"Stand by for Action"

FILMforDAILY
by
Action," M-G-M drama of a U. S. destroyer defeating the Japs, was officially termed by the Navy Board
of Review, for which it was screened
yesterday, one of the finest pictures
of warfare yet produced.
The members of the Navy Board
of Review were ^reported to have
Local 306 Loses Suit
been more enthusiastic over this
Vs. Beacon Theater Corp. picture than any war film they had
viewed, holding that it clearly mirrors naval conditions, and that it is
Suit of Local 306, operators, for
because its battle scenes
an injunction and damages against prophetic
parallel
current victories over the
Beacon Theater Corp., Marcus Loew
Booking Agency, RKO Service Corp. Nipponese.
and Skouras Theaters Corp. was
dismissed yesterday after trial by Clare Boothe To Coast
New York Supreme Court Justice To Consult on 20th-Fox Pic
Dennis
Cohalan.
The court noted in its opinion West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Clare Boothe, famous
that the union had dropped its claim
that ownership of the Beacon The- playwright who was recently elected
ater had been transferred from RKO to Congress from Connecticut, will
arrive here next week to consult and
and Loew's to Skouras as part of
a "fraudulent scheme" to bring advise on a story with a Chinese
about lower wage scales for the the- background which 20th-Fox will produce, it was announced yesterday
ater's projectionists.
The plaintiff in its complaint had by William Goetz, vice-prexy in
asserted that in 1938 the transfer charge of production.
Miss Boothe receives
was made but that actually RKO willThebe money
donated by her to one of the
and Loew's controlled the policy of many charities in which she is inthe house. The court said that the
terested. Her contract with 20thchange in ownership was "for purely Fox provides that the remaining
business reasons" and that all the time before she takes up her duties
defendants had lived up to their
in the House of Representatives in
contracts with the union.
January, will be spent at the company's studios.
Another Coward Tribute

On the Air Next Sunday

COmmG and Gome

Washington
Bu.reau~~o~f
THE
Washington
— "Stand

Charles K. Feldman Group Productions, inassociation with Charles
Boyer, will produce the film, "Our
United Nations" for Universal release. Full Government co-operation has been promised Universal in
its filming.
Feldman, while in New York
recently, purchased the rights to
"Mama Mosquito," also known as
"Mother Guerrilla," by Dean Jennings, and this will be the basis of
the sequence laid in China.
Charles Boyer will appear in the
film as well as Irene Dunne and
other top-ranking
stars.

Para. Takes 12 Broadcasts
To Promote "Palm Beach"

Paramount Pictures, Inc., will
promote "Palm Beach," playing at
the Rivoli Theater, Broadway, with
12 broadcasts over Station WJZ.
The schedule includes participations
in "Breakfast in Bedlam with Ed
East," chain breaks and one-minute
announcements over an eight-day
period. Buchanan & Co. handles the
account.

THE

ANSWER

IS

Vergesslich Back at Desk

Joe Vergesslich,
Following closely the salute ac- Bros. New York
corded Noel Coward and his motion staff, returned to
picture "In Which We Serve" by the following a week's
An extra dividend of $1.50 a share March of Time on Thanksgiving
on the common stock, in addition to Day, the producer-actor-writer will
the quarterly dividend of 50 cents, be tendered another radio tribute
Broadway players on Sunday, at
was declared Wednesday by Loew's, by
Inc. Total payment for 1942 amounts 12:45 p.m.
to $3.50 a share, compared with $3
Heading the cast will be Elliott
in 1941.
Nugent, actor-author-director, who
will act as narrator. The program
will be heard on station WMCA
"U" $2 Dividend on Pfd.
Universal's board yesterday de- (New York) and its affiliated Interclared a $2 dividend on its first Citv Network. Martin Starr wrote
preferred stock, payable Jan. 1 to tion.
and will stage the radio dramatizastockholders of record Dec. 23.

of the Warner
exchange sales
work yesterday
illness.

# We can reproduce
your ad with the realism
and lustre that makes

VtA™

good engraving the final
step in the creation of
convincing advertising.
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Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

Tech" took on new significance for Carter.
IT looks as if the first major test of how
■ the Administration
will get along with
j the new Congress may come on the salary
j limitation order.
While the Administration
I goes serenely ahead working out enforce'— \ details and an organizational setup to
Ti^nister
the regulations,
GOP
forces,
joined by a number of Democrats, are laying out a campaign to pounce on the salary
ceiling early next year.
They're confident
they can kill it. . . . • Talking about
Congress, Representative-elect Clare Boothe
Luce had a rare experience last week — viewing an all-male production of "The Women"
at Camp Lee.
Scanned the pages of Time
and
this week,
but
guessBond
she for
didn't
write Life
a review.
...
• War
the
largest total in the recent scrap matinees
j in Washington theaters went to Theodore
j Lohmeyer, manager of the Avalon, in Chevy
] Chase.
His collection
of precious
junk
weighed 5,200 pounds.

•

DOB

•

HARPER, who has been assistant to

" Carlton Duffus on Treasury's War Bonds
staff, has left the public trough to become
assistant to the president of the Motion Picture Advertising Service here in Washington. ... • Army Motion Picture Service
is tabulating features that tickle the boys
in the service, and at this point it looks like
a cinch that "Song of
the honors. By some
Betty Grable appeared
ning second is "To the

•

the Islands" will win
strange coincidence,
in that opus. RunShores of Tripoli."

•

Variety Tent Elects Canvassmen
Albany — Local Variety tent has
elected these canvassmen: Max
Friedman, Joe Shure, Artie Newmann, Jerry Spandau, Clayt East| man, C. A. Smakwitz, Harry Alex^
ander, C. J. Latta, Neil Hellman,
Herman Ripps and Paul S. Krumenacker. Clowns nominated were C.
J. Latta and Herman Ripps, while
alternates are Charlie Smakwitz,
Neil Hellman and Max Friedman.

DECEMBER
4
Lloyd F. Bacon
Jack Sullivan
Murray Silverstone John Doran
Paul J. Creenhalgh
DECEMBER 5
Walt Disney
Sidney H. Algier
Virginia
Lee Corbin
Eurega Eloy David
DECEMBER 6
Jack Henley
Harry C. Lonsdale
E. Mason Hopper
Dot Farley
Elissa Landi
Sammy Cohen
Karhryn McCuire David B. Whelan

"I/" Omaha Salesman Developing Plan to Save
Gas and Still Cover Theaters in Territory
Omaha, Neb. — Iz Weiner, Universal salesman at Omaha, is working on a
plan to aid the film salesmen to save gasoline in the Omaha territory.
Weiner is trying to get some of the other salesmen to station their cars
at four strategic towns in Western Iowa. The salesmen would use the trains
to get to the towns and then make their routes in the cars, leaving the machines at the strategic points when ready to jump back to Omaha on the train.
In this way the long hops by autos would be eliminated.

American Tele Society
Urges "Live" Programs
Stressing the importance of continued television program experimentation, the American Television
Society made a strong bid for industry and governmental co-operacion, in a letter sent to the heads
of NBC, CBS, Philco, Balaban &
Katz, Don Lee Broadcasting and
other stations. Copies were sent
Co governmental authorities concerned with television.
Stating that television is regarded
as a pilot industry for post-war reconstruction, and that "both Government and business have an obligation to the boys at the fighting
fronts, to do everything possible to
be prepared for the transition"
when the crisis is over, Norman D.
Waters, president of ATS emphasized tne need for programming
to keep pace with the wartime technical progress of television.
The tendency on the part of some
of the stations to use the limited
time on the air entirely for motion
pictures is "viewed with alarm."
Declaring that only a few stations
have the courage or materials necessary to continue with live program experiments, and conceding
the shortage of equipment and manpower, Waters expressed the hope
that, in view of the needs of the
mere handful of stations as measured against their vital contributions to the development of this industry, "steps can be taken to release what will be required."
At the present time, General Electric at Schenectady and Dumont in
New York are believed to be the
only studios still transmitting live
programs, as CBS turned to motion
pictures last week, and NBC has
presented only movies or slides since
last Summer. Philco put on live
programs until several months ago,
when its studios were moved to a
new location, and have since been
engaged in testing.

New Directors Elected
By Buffalo Variety Club
Buffalo— Variety Club of Buffalo,
Tent No. 7, has elected four new
directors and re-elected seven. The
new board will meet next Monday
night to elect new officers from
among their number.
New board members are: George
Gammel of the Gammel circuit,
Marvin Atlas of the Allendale, Jack
Goldstein of National Screen Service and Max M. Yellen of the 20th
Century Theater.
Board members re-elected are:
Stanley Kozanowski, managing director of the Rivoli; Elmer F. Lux,
RKO-Radio branch manager; Irving
Fried, president of Tri-State Automatic Candy Corporation; Ralph W.
Maw, M-G-M branch manager;
Dewey Michaels, managing director
of the Palace and Mercury Theaters;
Sydney Samson, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, and Murray WhiteShop.
man, operator of Whiteman's Song
By virtue of being past chief
barkers, Robert T. Murphy, managing director of the 20th Century
Theater, and Sydney Lehman, United
Artists branch manager, are exofficio members of the board.

Detroit Variety Club
Elects New Directors

Warner Reports Net
Up To $8,544,512
(Continued from Page 1)

common stock, as compared with
$1.36 per share last year. Unpaid
dividends on the preferred amount
to $3,348,436, or $33.69 per share.
The gross income, after eliminating intercompany transactions, was
$119,271,544, as compared with
$102,293,170 for the preceding year.
In the notice to the stockholders,
it was pointed out that the net investments ofthe company in enemy
and enemy-controlled countries,
amounting to $266,364, have been
charged against the reserve for contingencies. The reserve for contingencies includes $2,158,635 in respect of the net assets in foreign
countries of subsidiaries consolidated
in the report.
The report reveals that Warners'
share of the frozen funds in England amounted to $5,245,726.
Warners' normal income tax
amounted to $4,250,000, while the
excecss profits tax totalled $4,000,000.

"Mrs. Miniver" Sets
Swedish Critics Raving
M-G-M's "Mrs. Miniver" was
hailed by Stockholm critics for "its
universal message" following the
film's Swedish premiere at the Rigoletto Theater last Tuesday night,
according to a cable received here
by the American-Swedish News Exchange.
The reviewers predicted enormous
success for the picture's showings in
Sweden, the cable stated. One paper, the Stockholm Tidningen, said:
"It jumps national barriers, stands
sky-high over run-of-the-mill propaganda films."

Detroit — Newly elected members
of the Crew (board of directors) of
Variety Club of Michigan are: John
R. McPherson, National Screen Service manager; Lew Wisper, Wisper
& Wetsman Theaters; Earl J. Hudson, president, United Detroit Theaters; J. Oliver Brooks, head booker,
Butterfield Circuit; Wade Allen and
Bernard L. Kilbride, circuit owners;
Larry Becker, American Seating Co.
manager; Charles Perry, Adams
Theater manager; David Newman,
public relations counsel, Co-OperaBenny Not Dropping Plans
tive Theaters of Michigan; and SamWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
uel Seplowin, manager, Republic PicHollywood — Representatives of tures.
Jack Benny denied a published reReport of Harry Gilbert as welfare chairman showed that the Deport that he had dropped his own
troit Tent has presented 123 shows
production plans for the duration
and said there had been no change for shut-ins and members of the
in his plans.
armed forces during the year.

Biasotti on U. S. Blacklist

Tim Whelan Pic for Capitol

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail —
Passed by Censor) — Biasotti, local
lab. filling Ufa orders, has been
placed on the new American blacklist.

"Seven Days' Leave," the Tim
Whelan musical for RKO Radio costarring Victor Mature and Lucille
Ball, will receive its Broadway premiere at the Capitol on Dec. 10.

Two More Frisco Houses
Join in Price Boosts
San Francisco— The Warfield and
St. Francis theaters have upped
their admissions to 65c, bringing to
six the total of first-run houses
which have advanced their scale in
recent months. Only first-runner
still showing at the old scale of 55c
is the United Artists.

f

STORKS

A nine-pound girl, Victoria, was
born on Tuesday, to Lieutenant (j.
g.) and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., at LeRoy Sanitarium, New York
City. The
child
is the Daphne,
Fairbanks'is
second.
Their
daughter,
2%.
Milwaukee — Durgan Beeker, booker in the Warner exchange here, is
the father of a daughter.
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War Cuts Pix Space
In Oklahoma Dailies
{Continued from Page 1)

now being published in newspapers
over the state of Oklahoma.
Biggest curtailment has been in
the amount of publicity given films
in every-day editions of the bigger
newspapers. Formerly a two- or
three-column piece of art and a review of the film was given on each
of the opening days but this is being
discontinued by the metropolitan
newspapers in the state. Reason
generally given in increased war
news, Government "must" publicity
and the pressure of news columns
due to smaller-sized papers in some
cases.
The amount of art being used in
Sunday spreads has also been curtailed by most papers, with as much
as a 50 per cent cut being noticed
in some papers.
There has also been a slight cut
in advertising appropriations by
theaters in the same newspapers.
No particular cut has been made in
opening day announcements but advertising used on the run of films
has been cut slightly. There has
also been a sharp decline in the
amount of tie-in ads and similar
promotions.

N. Y. Indies Get Show
Cause Order on Games Ban
{Continued from Page 1)

the ban, obtained a show-cause order from N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Edward L. Koch returnable on
Monday seeking an injunction
against the mayor, Police Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine and their
subordinates.
During the day Supreme Court
Justice Isidor Wasservogel reserved
decision after argument on an application of the Screeno Amusement
Co. to restrain the police commissioner from "intimidating theater
owners." The plaintiff was granted
until Monday to produce affidavits
of theater owners to the effect that
the police were attempting coercion
after the city's attorney denied the
charge. Screeno, the city claimed,
was an evasion of the lottery laws
and should be banned.
The suit filed yesterday was in
behalf of 27 individual theater operators and contended that many
theaters would be forced to close
if the Mayor's edict stood. On Nov.
24, the affidavit said, the mayor
called a meeting of representatives
of circuits, such as Brandt, RKO,
and Loew's, at which he obtained
their agreement to the ban. It
added that the mayor was told that
the circuits had wanted to stop the
practice heretofore but were prevented from doing so by competitors. None of the independents was
at the meeting, the affidavit declared, and since these independents
operate subsequent-run houses where
Bingo is necessary as an inducement, they lost the opportunity to
present their case to the mayor.

TO THE

COLORS!

%

May Finalize WB
Newsreel Today

{Continued from Page 1)
JOSE SCHORR shuts up his press
Des Moines — Mervel Lee, assistant
agent's bag of tricks at Columbia to the general manager of Central Warner, Ben Kalmenson, Sam
Schneider
and Mort Blumenstock,
States
Theater
Corp.
of
Des
Moines,
Pictures on the anniversary of r*earl
Harbor, Monday, to join the Army is now in the Army.
who left New York yesterday afteras a volunteer officer candidate.
noon. They will confer with Jack
Schorr, who left the practice of law
Chicago — JOSEPH
D'ANDREA, L. Warner and S. Charles Einfeld
^
to enter the field of public rela- formerly manager of the Essaness who are now in the Capital.
cions, has long been a writer of Byrd theater, has been commisnumorous articles and stories for a
sioned a lieutenant and is stationed come
discussion,
particularly
The up
newforWarner
product
will ' o
at Camp
Claiborne, La.
wide variety of periodicals.
the company's forthcoming aviation
HERBERT RATLEY of the cirDetroit — CHARLES FLEMION,
J. L. Warner,
who originally had
cuit has been appointed a lieuten- special,
"Air Force."
son of William Flemion, PRC branch
ant in the Army Air Force, while intended to come to New York from
manager, has enlisted as a naval BEN KLEIN and ROBERT Mc- Washington, will return to the Coast
aviation cadet. Flemion's other son, AULY have been commissioned lieu- direct from the capital over the
tenants j.g. in the Navy.
DICK FLEMION, formerly PRC
week-end.
Einfeld will accompany Major
oooker, has been upped to sergeantFort Worth — Pvt. CHARLES Warner, Kalmenson, Schneider and
instructor in the Ordnance Department.
CARDEN, former Hollywood The- Blumenstock back to New York toater skipper who now is in the Sig- tomorow.
Corps, has been transferred
Indianapolis — ARTHUR
W. from nalSacramento,
Cal., to Camp
BAKER, manager of the Circle The- Crowder, Mo.
'White Cargo' Sets Records
ater, has been commissioned a first
In First Full-Week Spots
lieutenant in the Special Service
Corps of the Army and reported for
Quantico, Va.— Lt. JACK AN"White Cargo" established new
duty at Camp Breckenridge, Ky.,
DREWS, Hollywood script writer,
iasc Tuesday.
has reported for USMC duty here. records for an M-G-M picture in its
first full weeks at the United Artists Theater, Chicago, and the AlWAC Announce Personnel Terms on Ability to Pay,
dine, Philadelphia, the company anConnors Tells the ITOA
nounced yesterday. In Chicago, the
Of More Publicity Units
Hedy Lamarr-Walter Pidgeon film
{Continued from Page 1)
did the best business in four years
Several more completed public re- Connors told the ITOA at a lun- for any M-G-M picture at the house,
lations committees in various excheon meeting yesterday. Connors recording 201 per cent of normal
change areas were announced yes- said he wanted everybody to be business for the first seven days.
terday by Oscar A. Doob, public satisfied. If a territory is flourishIn Philadelphia, "White Cargo" leads
relations chairman of the War Acing with prosperity, Connors said all M-G-M films at the Aldine since
tivities Committee. These commit- he believed the company should be 1938, with a sensational 280 per
tees, part of a network of publicity paid accordingly and on the possi- cent of normal for the first week.
representatives in every exchange
bilities. The branch manager is
Newweek
York,
"White
Cargo"
territory, will function during 1943 vested with authority to make or re- itsInfirst
at the
Capitol
toppedin
and be presented to the WAC at its
ject all deals, Connors said.
annual meeting Dec. 7.
The ITOA sent condolences to the such previous M-G-M grossers as
Eager," "Ziegfeld Girl" and
Lou Brown, publicity chairman for families of the Boston fire victims. "Johnny
"Honky Tonk."
the New Haven territory, has chosen Membership discussed the games sitthe following to serve with him:
uation, the fuel problem and the
Mat Saunders, Bridgeport; Dennis proposed city ordinance to compel Philly Women's Clubs
Rich, Bristol; E. J. Harvey, Dan- a fireman to be stationed in each Fed. Protests Movie Prices
bury; Bill Brown, Greenwich; Henry theater at the theater's expense.
Philadelphia — The Philadelphia
Needles, Hartford; Joe Samartano,
Federation of Women's Clubs, at its
Meriden; Ernest Doreau, Middletown; Joseph S. Bornstein, New "Gep" Evans Leaves Para. 20th anniversary meeting here yesterday took up the matter of prices
Britain; Walter Murphy, New Lon- To Join OWI Overseas
some theaters were charging. A
don; Ollie Hamilton, Norwalk; Joe
resolution was offered protesting
Boyle, Norwich; Sam Weiss, StamGillespie "Gep" Evans, who has
ford; John J. Scanlon, Torrington; been with Paramount for the past these prices. The resolution said the
Ed Fitzpatrick, Waterbury; Dan six years and recently handling trade movies play
vital role
in entertainment andamorale
building.
Finn, New Haven.
advertising under Robert M. Gillham,
Mrs. K. B. Brooke-Haley, chairVic Gauntlett, chairman for the Paramount publicity and advertising
man of motion pictures for the FedSeattle territory, has named the fol- chief, has been given a leave of aberation, said she thought the insence to join the Overseas Division
lowing Seattle committee and city
creased cost of production of motion
chairmen covering the state of Wash- of the Office of War Information.
pictures
might
warrant the rise in
Evans
leaves
Paramount
today.
ington: William Hartford, Everett;
prices. Dr. Hubley R. Owen, direcLynn Peterson, Bremerton; Bud
tor of public health, who visited EngMonaghan, Bellingham; Hal Murphy,
"The Good Fellow"
afew public
monthswasago,
said he didn't
Olympia; Russell Brown, Aberdeen Revive
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY think landthe
overcharged
f or
and Hoquiam; Kenneth Hughes, VanHollywood — Paramount will re- movies here. In England, he said
couver; Morris Nimmer, Wenatchee;
prices
were
much
higher.
vive the 1926 George S. Kaufman,
Fred Mercy, Jr., Tacoma and Walla
Walla; Al Baker, Spokane; Bill Con- Herman J. Mankiewicz comedy, "The RKO Buys Musical Comedy
Good Fellow," next year with Cecil
nors, Tacoma; Jim Douglas, Palmer Kellaway
in the leading role.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM <DAIL\
Theater, Seattle; Eddie Milne, RKO
Hollywood — RKO Radio yesterdaj
Pictures, Seattle; Al Lukan, Seattle. E. Austin, Charlotte; Noble Arnold,
boughth screen rights to "Higher
Roy L. Smart, Charlotte, North Durham; Norris Hadaway, Greens- and
Higher," musical comedy bj
Carolina, chairman, has set up the
boro; Carl Bamford, Asheville; C. Richard
Rodgers and Lorenz Hart
following committeemen: J. C. E. Stone, Raleigh; Hugh Smart, High which was produced on Broadway
Long, Charleston; Sam Suggs, Co- Point; Gus Grist, Wilmington; Hal in 1939. Price paid was reported at
lumbia; H. T. Lashley, Greenville; lotte.
Orr, Rocky Mount; Al Burks, Char- $15,000. Tim Whelan will produce
Robert B. Talbert, Spartanburg; J.
and direct the film.
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Actors, Producers
Not Essential to Pix

Experimental Para.
Tele Station in Chi.

(Continued from Page 1)

said that projectionists and electricians in moving
picture
theaters
• would not be classified as essential.
[ A new index of essential man: poggr in the communications field is
dvpTT> be issued to the field offices
of-^dfe U. S. Employment
Service
within the next few weeks. Whether
•~'-i this
index willService
be identical
the
one Selective
Boards with
already
; have or will include additional list: ings depends upon whether the essential activities committee of the
: WMC has an opportunity to discuss
the matter
before it goes to the
printer.
It is not likely that the
-J committee will reach any pertinent
decisions in time to revise the index.
Inclusion
of the motion
picture
i l.industry along with radio, news3tQS;creels and newspapers and other comfa munications services as essential to
the war effort is to be expected.
An
j official of the committee told The
| Film
Daily yesterday that he is
. quite certain motion pictures will be
included and that such action will
.. be taken probably within the next
i two months.
As soon as such a
I decision is reached, notification will
;igo to Selective Service Boards.
The committee has been swamped
with requests
for additional
list. ir.gs in the communications
index,
i and it is probable that some additional types of magazines will also
be included in the essential classification. Negotiations for the mol tion picture industry are believed to
I have been handled by N. Peter Rathvon, RKO president; J. Robert Rubin, vice-president of Loew's, and
|, eral
Charles
Prutzman,
Universal
gencounsel.
Army
and Navy
representatives
. |.on the essential activities commitIC^Ptee have not been pressing the matter of additional
listings for the
motion picture industry particularly.
Their main interest, The Film Daily
: was told, was in gaining
the essential
classification
for
training
■'film production
people, and these
"were covered in the educational buli*6letin issued in September.
The
"" service posed
representatives
have not
opinclusion of motion
picture
people, in fact they could probably
F»T be said to have favored it but they
have not appeared any more anxious
for such inclusion than some other
members of the five-man board.

McNutt Slated to Head
Selective Service, WMC?
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Transfer of authority over the Selective Service System to Paul V. McNutt and strengthening of McNutt's position as chairman of the War Manpower Commission were said yesterday to be a
virtual certainty.
There is little doubt that the two
agencies can best function together,
and the President is believed to have
decided that McNutt is the man to
^' run them both.

Washington

T

T

T

Exhibitor Profiles: Jack Rose
• •
• HOUSES that Jack built make an impressive toial now
There are 26 of them in the Indiana-Illinois circuit, of which he's the secretary-treasurer With Alex Manta, acquired in 1932 a block of six
Northern Indiana stands from Warners, and chain has averagsd two additions each year since
Jack has sunny disposition, laughs readily
and enjoys a good story
Folks out that way attribute his crisp and
breezy manner to the fact that he headquarters right on the Windy
City's lake front, — Michigan Ave. to be exact
T
T
T
• • • INDUSTRY'S astrologers (remember —this is a great bii
(or the stars) will doubtless find the number "26" significant in Jack's
fortune
As we have said, his theater chain totals 26 links
He himself was born in Chi. 26 years after Mrs. O'Leary's cow registered
its famous kick, which burned the community up, or down, as you
prefer.'.
Jack has five brothers and two sisters, Frere Sid being in
the pic biz, too
Attended Wendell Phillips High School, grabbed
a sheepskin, matriculated at the University of Chicago, and got another
attesting to his Ph. B. degree (1922)
Interlude in his education
was service with the Navy in World War /..... .Despite mental agility
and cultivation, decided to make career that of building bodies,—
physical director in a gym
It was right here that a film biz omen
outcropped, namely inability to come to terms for the job, and became
a stenog in distribution end of silent pix for Selznick
Left this
post, but soon returned as assistant mgr. to Eddie Silverman
Became branch manager, then tried selling in country towns where going
was plenty tough, the small outlying houses open once a week and
booked a whole year's needs at one wallop
T
T
T
• •
• WENT to work for Jimmy Coston in December, 1925, when
the Coston Booking Circuit had eight or 10 houses
Within one year
this modest number grew to about 110, seven or eight of the stands
fully owned
In 1931 the Coston enterprise sold out to the rapidly
expanding Warner ■ Bros., Jimmy becoming zone manager and Jack Rose
his assistant
Came 1932 and the latter left WB to join Alex Manta,
taking over the six stands mentioned at this blog's outset
They now
have situations principally in Chicago, South Chicago, Maywood and
Forest Park, 111.; Goshen, Michigan City, La Porte, Elkhart, Indiana Harbor. East Chicago and Whiting, Ind
T
T
T
•

•

• ON April 13, 1924, Jack's romance with Anna Kooper culminated in their marriage
They have a son, Murray, 14, and a
daughter, Suzanne, 12
The Rose flare for leadership and his
sound business judgment are, and long have been, in sharp demand
both in filmland and realms generally,. . . .He was named to the NRA
Committee and the old Film Board, serving with distinction
Is,
of course, one of the founders and now a director of Allied Theaters of
Illinois, Inc., and is prominent in Sinai Temple and the Covenant Club
Has been and remains strongly in favor of the single feature
policy, advocating a well balanced program including shorts, the latter
being particularly close to his heart if they are of an educational or
patriotic nature
That personal preference is not permitted by
him to interfere with his customers' demands is exemplified in his showing duals in a few spots
During the present war, Jack has done a
standout job for Uncle Sam, entering into any and every activity
which can possibly contribute to Victory

v

•

•

•
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Washington — An operating license
was granted yesterday by the FCC
for Paramount's new experimental
television station in Chicago. The
license, which authorizes immediate
operation, was granted to Balaban &
Katz Corp. to operate with 10 watts
power on an experimental basis.
Frequencies are 384,000, 396,000
kilocycles.
The commission records list Paramount Pictures as principal stockholders of Balaban & Katz, with Barney and John Balaban, Y. Frank
Freeman, Elmer C. Upton and Austin C. Keough listed as directors.
Barney Balaban is president of
Paramount. Freeman vice-president
and Keough
head John
of Paramount's
legal
department.
Balaban and
Upton are associated with the Balaban & Katz Theaters Corp. in Chicago.

Col. Wright Quits Post
M.P. Director of Army's BPR
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Ordered to overseas
duty of a confidential nature, Col.
Mason X. Wright will leave his post
as motion picture director for the
Army's bureau of public relations.
That he will leave soon is indicated
by the fact that he has already had
his malaria shots and the various
other injections given Army men
before leaving these shores.
There has been no final decision
yet as to who his successor will be
but temporarily at least the post
will be filled by Col. Curtis Mitchell.
Col. Wright said he deeply regrets
that duty compels him to leave his
present post and expresses sincere
gratification
for the co-operation he
dustry.
has had from the motion picture in-

City of Northampton
Going Into Theater Biz
Northampton, Mass. — The city of
Northampton is going into the motion picture business. Mayor Walter W. O'Donnell announces that the
board of trustees of the Academy of
Music, city-owned theater, will take
it over and operate it when the
present lease of Shaughnessy, Desautels and Broidy expires Jan. 5.
Mayor O'Donnell's announcement
came as a surprise as the present
lessees had been angling for a renewal of their lease and other interests had made attractive offers
for it.

Frisco Stage Door Canteen?
San Francisco — A movement
among local show people to establish a Stage Door Canteen here has
been instigated by drama editor Fred
Johnson,
Bulletin. of the San Francisco Call-

W*V

Monthly Raw Stock
Quota Now in Effect

reviews of new rums
"Life Begins at

{Continued from Page 1)

of raw stock in October and Novemwith Monty Woolley, Ida Lupino,
ber but expected to make it up in
Cornel Wilde
December.
20th-Fox
85 Mins.
Under the new setup, regardless of
EFFECTIVE BLEND OF COMEDY AND
the amount of raw stock consumed
DRAMA MAKES THIS SOCK BOX-OFFICE
in October and November, an estab- ENTERTAINMENT.
lished footage based on last year's
consumption, after the required cut,
Comedy and drama have been skillfully
will be alloted for each month in- blended in "Life Begins at Eight-Thirty,"
which should prove a resounding success at
cluding December.
Because of some objections, an- :he box-office. The film provides solid
other revision in the plan may be entertainment that should please every
forthcoming.
type of audience. In its writing, acting and

Eight-Thirty"

production the picture is superior diversion.

Greenley, Sharkey Head
Detroit Buying Combines
{Continued from Page 1)

who was a United Artists salesman
here for 10 years. He becomes
buyer and manager of the newly
formed Michigan Independent Exhibitors Association. He will open
an office in Detroit, probably in the
Fox Theater Building. This marks
the formal entry of the new organization into the buying field, after preliminary steps confined to
paper and routine work in the past
few months.
Second appointment, not officially
confirmed but understood to be set,
is that of James F. Sharkey as manager of Co-Operative Theaters of
Michigan, involving about 100 theaters, mostly in Detroit. Sharkey
has recently managed the Parkside
Theater here, and was formerly RKO
branch manager. He succeeds Carl
W. Buermele, who resigned from
Co-Op and set up a separate buying
group. General Theater Service, Inc.,
about two months ago.

Negro Pic to Hoffberg
Hoffberg Productions, Inc., has acquired New York, New Jersey and
New England rights to "Devil's
Daughter," Negro pic,- from Sack
Amusement Enterprises.

F or_
IT

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.
71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
646 N Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
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DAJLY

"Life Begins a Eight-Thirty" is another
triumph for Monty Woolley. Again the
bearded actor puts on a grand exhibition
of make-believe. Fully in his element in a
role that gives him ample opportunity to
;trut his stuff, Woolley delivers to complete satisfaction, realziing heavily on the
:omedic and dramatic potentialities of the
part. It is a flavorsome and colorful role
which he plays to the hilt.
Woolley is a former stage star reduced
to penury by his addiction to liquor. Despite all his faults, he is a lovable old
,-ascal constantly hovering between sobriety
jnd intoxication. Most of the humor and
he drama stems from the efforts of his
daughter and several well-meaning friends
,o put him back on his feet and restore his
;elf-respect. But Woolley is too rebellious
a soul and their efforts come
to naught.

"Time to Kill"
with Lloyd Nolan, Heather Angel
20th-Fox
61 Mins.
NEW
MICHAEL SHAYNE ENTRY
SHOULD DO FAIRLY WELL AS LESSER
ITEM ON DUAL BILLS.
Michael Shayne, detective, has himself
"Time to Kill," which,
anothernotfield
while
the nay
bestin of the series, manages
entertainment for the meloenough
to pack drama
addicts to make it a fair entry for
the lower half of double bills.
The private dick is kept much busier
the authors of "Time
usual
than
to
Kill"
havebecause
been extremeiy generous with
murder. In following a course from corpse
to corpse Shayne, as is to be expected,
gathers a little suspicion upon his own heao.
mis, ot course, is a difficulty out of wmch
ne lifts himself with ease.
s problem
to coin
Kill"be-is
to Snayne
soive the
thett ofina "Time
priceless
longing to a wealthy old eccentric, who
turns out to be quite a viliainess herseif.
involved in the piot is a bit of blackmail
practiced by a chap in possession of eviuence that the charming lady chucked her
husband out of an office window. The oio
woman is doubly mean because she has
her secretary to believe all along that it
was she who pushed the rich old gent to
lynis death in a tit of hysteria whicn made
her incapable of remembering details clear-

Lloyd Nolan again plays Shayne with his
customary aplomb. Heather Angel enacts
The strongest and most-touching dramatic the secretary capably. Ethel Gritties gives
moments derive from the character of the (he showiest and most effective performance in the film as the wealthy eccentric.
daughter, handicapped by a club foot caused
by her father when he dropped her as a uood work is contributed also by Doris
baby in a moment of drunkenness. The Merrick, Ralph Byrd, Richard Lane, Sheila
James
Seay.
jirl, who has led a selfless existence look- Bromley, Morris Ankrum,
Herbert I. Leeds directed from the screenng after the needs of the widowed Woolley, is prompted to rehabilitate the old man
play of Clarence Upson Young, which is
n a desperate effort to gain some happiness based on a novel by Raymond Cnandler ana
for herself as the wife of a young com- the Shayne character as created by Brett
Sol M. Wurtzel
produced.
poser. For a time she is torn between Halliday.
love and a sense of duty. She is about
CAST: Lloyd Nolan, Heather Angel,
l-o surrender to the call of duty when her Doris Merrick, Ralph Byrd, Richard Lane,
father makes what for him is the supreme Sheila Bromley, Morris Ankrum, Ethel Grif
sacrifice for the sake of her happiness —
fies, James Seay, Ted Hecht, William Paw
he accepts a proposal of marriage from ley, Syd Saylor, Lester Sharpe, Charles
a wealthy retired actress whose love for Williams, LeRoy Mason, Phyllis Kennedy,
him has persisted through the years. H
Paul Guilfoyle, Helen Flint, Bruce Wong.
noble deed leaves his daughter free to be
CREDITS: Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel; Dimarried to the composer.
rector, Herbert I. Leeds; Screenplay, ClarWoolley's support is excellent. Ida
ence Upson Young; Based on Novel by RayLupino gives anothet of her ace perform
mond Chandler and Michael Shayne Charances as the daughter. Cornel Wilde, a!
acter created by Brett Halliday; Camerathough new to the screen, makes a strong
man, Charles Clarke; Art Directors, Richard
mpression as the composer. As the re- Day, Chester Gore; Film Editor, Alfred Day;
tired actress Sara Allgood is capital. J. Musical Score, Emil Newman.
Edward Bromberg, Melville Cooper and
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
William Demarest are just a few of the Good.
lesser players who give fine enactments.
Nunnally Johnson is down as both pro- J. Edward Bromberg, William Demarest,
ducer and author of the screenplay, which
Hal K. Dawson, William Hailigan, Milton
is based on a play by Emlyn Williams. On
both counts Johnson has covered himself Parsons, Inez Palange, Charles La Torre,
James Flavin, Fay Helm, Wheaton Chamwith glory. Irving Pichel has followed his
bers, Bud Geary, Colin Campbell, Netta
Packer, Lee Phelps.
superb
directorial
job onachievement.
"The Pied Piper"
with another
sterling
His
CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson;
direction in "Life Begins at Eight-Thirty" Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay, Nunbrings out all the fun and poignancy of the
nally Johnson; Based on play by Emlyn Wilstory. Also definitely on the credit side
liams; Musical Score, Alfred Newman;
are the photography of Edward Cronjager,
Cameraman,
Edward Cronjager; Art Dithe art direction of Richard Day and Boris
rectors, Richard Day, Boris Leven; Film
Leven and the musical score of Alfred
Editor, Fred Allen.
Newman.
DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CAST: Monty Woolley, Ida Lupino, Cor- Good.
nel Wilde, Sara Allgood, Melville Cooper,

Elizondo Succeeds
Grovas in Shake-up
{Continued from Page 1)

ceed Jesus Grovas, whose resigna-l
tion was announced simultaneously.
Picked to act as general produc-l
tion manager
was Mauricio
de 1
Serna, an associate producer.
Organized late last year, Gmvas
S. A. started operations ea \
January when it launched ai. am
bitious production program calling!
for 26 pictures from eight different!
producers associated with the or
ganization. Back of the company is
the Banco Cinematografico, S. A.
of which Carlos Carriedo Galvan
is general manager. A series of
unsuccessful pictures topped by costly delays in production, brought
about differences of opinion among*

members of the company's board of ^
directors that caused Jesus Grovas| 'j
to tender
his brother
resignation.
Grovas *
who
with his
Adolfo founded
what later became the present Gro
vas, S. A. organization, disposed of
his stock in the company of thef1
Banco
Cinematografico.
Salvador Elizondo, who has taken£
the post left vacant by Grovas, to
do so resigned his position as gen
eral manager of the studios of Cine fe
matografico Latino Americana, S. A.
(CLASA).
Mauricio de la Serna. the new
general production manager for
Grovas, S. A. has proved one of the
native industry's most aggressive,
successful producers. De la Serna is
also the general manager of the
Teatro Alameda, Mexico's top de
luxer since its opening five years
While three or four of Grovas,
ago.
S. A.'s associate producers are defi
nitely known to continue with the
company, the remaining five maj
leave the concern to follow Jesus
Grovas himself, who is understood
to be planning the launching of i
new producing and distributing or
ganization of his own.

Elect Randel President
Of New York Film Board
{Continued from Page 1)

Eiseman as first vice-president,
while Joseph J. Lee of 20th Century-Fox replaces Randel as second vice-president.
Ben Abner of Loew's was reelected treasurer and Robert J. Fannon of Republic was re-elected secretary.Jacobi
Ralph Pielow
of Loew':
succeeds Leo
of Warner
Bros
as sergeant-at-arms.

Sichel Booking for Schine
Albany — Elmer Sichel, assistant
booker at the 20th Century-Fox exchange here the past four years,
reported to the Schine Circuit, Glo-!
versville, today, where he has beer,
assigned
to the
booking
staff. by
Sichel';
place here
will
be taken
Bil
Murray, who has resigned as Mon
ogram booker. Another Monogran
change results in the resignatior
of Marcel Meckelburg, who sold ir
the Syracuse-Utica
territory.
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'DIM-DOWN' DECREEDFOR PHILLY THEATERS
WPB

Presses For Solution To Theater Heating

J)unphy Questionnaire To
'rade Is Disclosed At
Yesterday's ITOA Meeting

Plain Talk About Equipment
By GEORGE

Equipment Editor of
\U Rapid national action on the prob■y.!m of theater heating and proper IT IS still too early to tell just how well
' the nation-wide drive for copper drip" juipment
thisat purpose
was rejected for
yesterday
the meeting
of
pings and strippings is going, but there is
■ rYOA in the Hotel Astor via dis- evidence that considerable headway is be_i.osure to all members that a quesing made by the nation's 18,000 theaters
■ •_ onnaire, comprising five separate to cull
and ship to depots this vitally needed
jj ueries, must be filled-in immediate- form of scrap.
Unlike most drives which have been in" "' at the request of the WPB's Chris
-;r-'unphy and returned to Si Fabian
stituted among the members of the exXl the Priorities Committee of
•'jI/AC.
is possible
for each
ber of It
ITOA
to execute
the memform
jjnd have it sent to WAC through
4 is organization, it was pointed out.
Z Questions are as follows:
ak (1^ Pow many theaters do you
per ate?
■I
■ii. (2) In how many of these theaters are you still using fuel oil
I. urners ?
-,,i (3) How much oil did you use in
(.Continued on Page 8)

Supplies Controls
o 500 Army Stands
u Minneapolis — That the U. S. Army
as become the nation's leading op■.ri rator of motion picture theaters
;rl ras cited here when John E. Haines.
jj fficial of the Minneapolis-Honeywell
legulator Co., stated that his comBj any had supplied heating and ventilating controls for more than 500
jg.ifieaters built on domestic Army
jf ases.
,-,; The theaters, Haines
said, seat
(Continued on Page 8)

Eastman Exec. Turns
Aerial Ambassador

hibition field, this particular one finds rheatermen uniquely "on their own," in contrast to close-knit, predecessor campaigns
to help the war effort. For this very reason, it plainly behooves our circuits and
individual theater owners to do their stuff,
Dr, more appropriately stated, to show their
mettle and metal.

Co., has started a "good neighbor"
mission as the first Rochester
pas.
"/j
::

new

senger to fly American
Airlines'
route through to Mexico City.

Baltzer's trip is his annual
tion swing through Central
ca, as far as Colombia,
branches and dealers.

upon

inspecAmerito call

THE FILM DAILY
Mister Exhibitor may feel that the world
is not watching him as he lopes along
somewhat passively in the matter of collecting and dispatching drab copper drippings and strippings. Not even his opposition houses are checking him on this score.
That is why we say that the theaterman
who makes it a point to send his copper
salvage to his supply dealer, and does so
with all interest and energy, is doing a grand
deed for his country, — yes, a particularly
■rrand one because there is no teammate
to slap him on the back, nor cheering section to flame his march. To give, fully
-nd unostentatiously, is the height of sacrifice. Some exhibitors will aver that the

loss of his metal to the drive won' be the
factor controlling defeat or victory in this
INDIVIt DUAL achievements are what count struggle. But that is not for him to judge.
■ in this
His country has asked him to respond.
instance, rather than the team- THAT is what matters.
work which characterized, let us say for
example, the September Bond Drive. The
'atter brought to each participant the THERE is something else, too, that mat' ters. When he has collected a quanurge primarily to win an objective via mass
tity of copper drippings and strippings, there
ind massive action, and within a given
time. This attribute the present copper is more than sending them to his supply
campaign lacks. Too, there was glitter and dealer, the package plainly marked with his
glamour surrounding, like an omnipresent theater's name, address, and weight of
halo, the said September Bond Drive. There contents. There is the disposition of the
were stars and stunts; drama and ballyhoo; revenue. In New York City, as well as in
— and all the while the rank and file of a great many other sectors, theatermen
'ilmland felt that the whole nation was are seeing to it that the War Activities
watching its spearheading efforts in behalf Committee records the shipment, and that it
does not go simply to a junk dealer, with
of the Treasury
Department.
no consequent credit to the film industry.
DUT salvaging copper from burned-down
^ carbons is a job which is something less
n aooeal than Cinderella before her Fairy
Godmother
wielded
the wand.
Besides,

Furher, th'eatermen are seeing to it that
"■heir cooDer scrap revenue goes to the
WAC's United Nations Drive, and, thereafter to the Red Cross.

Equip. Makers

Eye Future

U.S. -Canada

Pact Held Protecting Interests

Rochester

Armin
S. Baltzer,
manager
of South
American
subsidiary houses for Eastman
Kodak

H. MORRIS

WPB Okays
Plans
for L. I.Ebersons'
House
Through the efforts of John and
Drew Eberson, prominent film theater architects, plans and work
have been approved by WPB covering reconstruction work on the
Rialto Theater. Patchogue, L. I.
House is operated by Prudential
Playhouses, Inc.

Use of Lighting Equip.
Considerably Curtailed,
But Rules Not Oppressive

Film industry spokesmen, prominently including equipment manufacturers, displayed keen interest
yesterday in the possibilities presented for post-war motion picture
trade between the U. S. and Canada, following an announcement by
the State Department at mid-week
that an agreement involving the
production, exchange and consumption of goods,
as well
as 8)trade bar(Conttnued
on Page

Philadelphia — This city's theaters
learned officially yesterday that a
"dim-down" rather than a dimout
would go into effect here on Dec.
21 for the duration. Decision to begin the "dim-down" was reached at
a meeting
civilian defensebetween
officials.Army
The and
program,
which may be amended at any time,
generally follows recommendations
of the third Service Command which
embraces Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Virginia. In addition to Philadelphia it applies to all of Delaware
and most of Bucks, Montgomery and
Chester counties. The dim-down
will be in effect from half an hour
after sundown to half an hour before
sunrise between Oct. 1 and April
30, inclusive,
from
after sundown toandhalf
an an
hourhour
before
sunrise between May 1 and Sept. 30,
inclusive.
Lights that must be extinguished
entirely include all forms of advertising signs such as roof and wall
signs, billboards and all forms of

New Slide Projector
Announced by GoldE
Chicago — A new triple-purpose
film slide projects has been designed by the GoldE Mfg. Co. here
for use in war training and industrial education. The new GoldE
Filmatic is precision engineered for
(Continued on Page 8)

Great States Set
To Out-Scrap Chi.
Chicago — B & K Theaters have
collected more than 30,000 pounds
of scrap in the current drive from
their storage bins and backstage
corners. Drive continues and is being extended into the Great States
chain where, it is asserted, the
managers will at least equal the
Chicago
record.

8
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NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY compre
hensively covering the equipment field, pub
lished every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadway, New York City. John W. Alicoate.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Man
ager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cat.
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

New Slide Projector
Announced by GoldE
(Continued from Page 7)

the extra utility, efficiency and service essential today, the makers assert. It can be used in three ways:
(1) for 2 x 2 Kodachrome or black
and white slides; (2) for single
frame slide film; and (3) for double
frame slide film.
New non-rewind feature eliminates
rewinding after showing. The film
is held flat in the optical plane by
polished, hardened glass pressure
plates. This assures continuously
sharp, clear screen images. Vertical
position of image is instantly adjustable.
A new GoldE Film Reader for
Microfilm is now in preparation for
production, the company declares

Trade Pact Pleases
Equip. Manufacturers
(Continued from Page 7)

rier adjustments, has been reached
between the two countries, and that
the way is open to "all other countries which are willing to join in
this great effort."
With virtually the entire film
equipment field now in war harness,
carrying out all sorts of manufacturing for the Government, to the
exclusion of civilian needs, the pact
between the U. S. and Canada, and
tbe willingness of Washington and
Ottawa to stretch it to other nations, was hailed as an encouraging
sign that officialdom thoroughly understands the immense handicaps
American industry must overcome
after the armistice, as it attempts
in face of less-affected competition
to convert its plants from war work
back to peacetime operation.

Supplies Controls
To 500 Army Stands
(Continued from Page 7)

from 600 to 1,000 soldiers each and
are heated and ventilated with standard equipment. The automatic controls are identical to those used in
civilian theaters and other spaceheated buildings. Although orders
for the devices were received in small
groups, their dollar volume represents some of the largest business
of the air-conditioning controls division of the company in recent years,
according to Haines, who is manager of this division.
Scope program
and speed
of indicated
the Army's
theater
is best
by
the Texas
story ofwho,
the company's
in
on learningsalesman
of the
award of a contract to a local
builder, asked to bid on the automatic controls. According to this official, the contractor refused to give
the order until he had contracts for
an even dozen theaters. Two weeks
later the salesman was asked to
mip 12 complete sets of controls to
Army cantonments in Texas.

Chicago — A complete film record of the "E" Award ceremonies
recently held at the new Bell &
Howell plant here is available for
general distribution. While there
have been many celebrations of this
type, commemorating the award of
the Army-Navy "E" flag, most
people have never had a chance to
see just what such a presentation
consists of, and what productive
activities stand behind it. It's a
single-reel sound film made by
professional newsreel cameramen.

"Dim-Down" Decreed :
For Philly Stands
(Continued from Page 7)

building floodlighting except authorized protective lighting. In addi
tion no light shall be visible above
the horizontal of marquees. If
glass forms the marquee roof it

!

must be rendered opaque.
/^l"
For the ofpresent
therelights.
will ' |Mono
dimming
household
torists may drive with full headlights. Traffic signal lights will'
continue as will street lights that
are shielded at the top.
,

WPB Out To Settle

mnnwf

Theaters' Heating
(Continued from Page 7)

W n L K E R

real
PLASTIC

INequipment
TIMES LIKEin THESE
your'"1
tip-topkeeping
condition
is £
more important than ever ! Guard
against a dark house and lost boxoffice
calling Organization
on RCA's NationWide byService
for
periodic check-ups. Remember, it's
far better to prevent breakdowns
than to./?* breakdowns !

MOLDED

SCREEN

Only RCA Theatre Service
Offers You All These Advantages!

YES . . . you can
still get a new
WALKER PM SCREEN
at NATIONAL

AS
Sole Eastern Distributors, we
carry the futl and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

ROSS Inc.

Production Record
Begets Film Record

these theaters in the winter period
of 1941-42?
(4) How many conversions have
you made to coal?
(5) How many theaters have you
in which you tried to convert but
couldn't get equipment?
McArthur Org. Moves
Immediately in the wake of the
Detroit — McArthur Theater Equip- national survey, action will be taken
ment Co., one of the largest local by Washington, it was indicated, to
independent supply houses, is mov- find a suitable common demominaing to a new building they have tor so that heating of theaters can
just purchased at 454 West Colum- be carried on, and, at the same time,
bia St., across the street from the not deprive the war effort of needed
sinews.
20th-Fox Exchange.

1

CHARLES

Friday, December 4, 1942

NATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

COMPANY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequent, scheduled check-ups
Prompt emergency service
Sound and projection parts
RCA Magicote Lens Service
Laboratory, engineering and manufacturing coordination
Projection engineering service
Acoustic engineering service
Emergency portable sound system
Emergency parts stocks

?';
'

\X[
§,

TEN CENTS

HOLLYWOOD MEETS EMERGENCIES OF WAR

F

arners Would
Buy Reels
Newsreel; May Majority
Be ofPathe's
Several Established
Problems

THE WEEK US
REVIEW
Boston's Holocaust

Under Consideration, Says
WB Exec, in Washington

MALLARD JOINS
LAW FIRM

Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Former RKO General Counsel
Washington — Definite confirmato Phillips, Nizer Org.
tion of reports that Warner Bros,
TRAGEDY: The fire in Boston's seeks to purchase one of the five
]ocoanut Grove which resulted in existing newsreels was given here
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim,
he deaths of 479 left the film trade Friday by S. Charles Einfeld, viceprominent industry attorneys, have
president in charge of publicity.
announced that William Mallard,
nourning the deaths of 22 indus"Yes, we are considering the purrites and close relatives. Trade
former RKO genchase of one of the reels," Einfeld
eral counsel, has
atalities included Buck Jones, Edtold The Film Daily, "but I've
become associated
vin Ansin and wife, Harry Asher, given
my word not to say which
with them in the
(.Continued on Page 4)
-"hil Seletsky and wife, Paul Barron
md wife, Charles Stern, Mrs. Hergeneral
of law. practice
nan Rifkin, Fred Sharby and son,
Mallard is . a
Hary McCormack, Mrs. Martin
jheridan, Lawrence Stone and wife,
graduate
of the
Law School
of
Eugene Gross, Bernard Levin and
vife, Grace McDermott, O. A. St.
Columbia Univerierre and wife. Injured included
sity, where he
was a classmate
larry H. Thomas, reported recovof Louis Nizer.
:ring, Herman Rifkin, Scott Dunlap,
The motion picture industry today
Following his
rred Leiberman and wife, Moe launches its "Avenge Dec. 7" camJrassgreen and wife, Martin Sheri- naign, a Bond drive in memory of
graduation,
lan, Herman Leiberman, Mrs. Pearl Ha: bor.
lard was for MalsevWILLIAM
MALLARD
Cugene
Gross, Mrs. Fred Sharby,
Though no specific quota has been
years associated with the firm of eral
Cravath,
de
Hlfrs. Charles Stern. The holocaust -et, bv the Treasury Department for
Swaine &on Wood,
and durtarted several investigations with the theaters to shoot at, the exhibi- Gersdorff, (Continued
Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)
| hreat of homicide charges in the
iffing; caused the WPB to issue
line rules for fire prevention in Record Number of Sales
Theater Owners Organize
heaters, and the tightening of fire
egulations throughout the nation. Accounts Reported by WB Ass'n in Louisville
=

By

L

H.

MITCHELL

Washington

=;

Theaters Launching
Bond Drive Today

I

*

*

*

SALARY CEILING: The fight
igainst the $25,000 salary ceiling
vill be up to the new Congress, acording to Washington report. . . .
"he Office of Economic Stabilization
.Itered the $25,000 ceiling dictum
>y permitting salary payment in exess of $25,000 to cover necessary
xpenses, including those of emiloyes.

* *

*

FINANCIAL: Twentieth Centurypox reported a 39-week net of $7,j 56,003, a jump of $5,706,839 from
(he same period in 1941, due in part
the remittance of monies due
rom Great Britain. . . . Warner
Sros. reported a year's net of $8,44,512.

* *

*

GAMES BAN: Ban of theater
ames in New York City aroused
lany squawks against Mayor LaJuardia's dictum from indies who
sked for a hearing and obtained a
(.Continued on Page 8)

Overcome by Ingenuity
Of Production Experts

Frankfort, Ky. — A charter has
Warner Bros, now is selling "close
granted here to the Louisville
to 13,000 accounts," it was disclosed been
on Friday when the results of a Theater Owners Association, Inc.,
of Louisville.
study ords
of weretheannounced.
company's sales
recThis was
Incorporators of the non-stock
T. Switow,
Fred J.
said to be an all-time record and concern, Fred
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)

Majors Up Newspaper Ads
Increase of 15-25% is Expected in 1943
OPA Said Considering
H'wood Gasoline Relief
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The OPA is seriously considering some action to relieve
the critical gasoline situation which
has been keeping studio workers
away from employment in Hollywood, The Film Daily learned Friday. Although no promise that
such relief is forthcoming is held
(Continued on Page 4)

Major companies are increasing
their newspaper advertising in 1943
by 15-25 per cent over previous
years. Hike in the newspaper ad
budgets involves both co-operative
campaigns with theaters and individual action on the part of the
companies on specific pictures.
Reason for the boost in newspaper
space is the belief on the part of
advertising managers that they
have more top quality product to
(Continued on Page 7)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood's ingenuity
has solved the majority of the
problems created by the war and
observers believe it will be able to
cope with any new obstacles that
may arise. It has already met the
challenge of the reduction in the raw
film stock supply, loss of manpower
and the $5,000 ceiling on materials
for the construction
of sets.
Producers,
directors, writers, actors, cameramen, film editors and
every one concerned in the making
of pictures
are co-operating
whole(Continued
on Page 7)

WAC Today to Set Up
Plans for New Year
Future policies of the War Activities Committee are expected to be
determined today when the national
co-ordinating committee and the local WAC hold a joint meeting at
the Hotel Astor.
Budget for the new year is expected to be one of the important
(Continued on Page 7)

"U" to Hold Chi. Meeting
Of Div., District Mgrs.
Special sales and release plans for
all Universal product to be released
during the next four months will
bo formulated at a meeting of division and district managers in Chicago Dec. 11-12, William
Scully,
(Continued on Page 8)

Nations Committee
Heads Meet Tuesday
A. Julian Brylawski in his capacity as a member of the Nations
Committee for United Nations Week,
will hold a meeting of regional
chairman in Washington tomorrow.

&*\
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Funeral of Buck Tones
In Los Angeles Today
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

R. V. NOLAN,
Louis, is in town

(b)

Subsequent

run.

(c)

Follows

Stanley
St. Theater

current

RADIO CITY MUSIC

Roxy
Capitol
Rivoli
Paramount
Capitol
Rialto
Globe
...Music
Hall
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York

Rockefeller
Fred

ASTAIRE

•

HALL

Center

Rita HAYWORTH

-YOU WERE
NEVERPictureLOVELIER"
A Columbia

BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE
CARMEN MIRANDA • HARRY JAMES
• USIC Ml till
CESAR ROMERO

bill.

DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services for
Charles (Buck) Jones will be held
today from the Chapel of Bresee
Bros, and Gillette, Los Angeles.
Honorary pallbearers will be Johnston Carr, Charles J. Bigelow, Austin C. She man, Dr. Donald Cass,
Le~lie Sender. George Mayer, Dr
C. D. Dickey, Hugh McCollum, W.
S. Van Dyke.
The High Episcopal service will
be read.

RKO's branch
in connection

manager In St.
with important

GOMG

SKW$6

AL WILK1E, Paramount publicity manager,
returns
today
from vacation.

HAYWORTH
on RITA
Saturday.

pulled in from Hollywood

W. BEETSON, president of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, is in town
the Coast.

W'LL'AM SCULLY, WILLIAM HEINEMAN
and MAURICE BERGMAN leave Hollywood
tomorrow for Chicago.

DAVID E. WESHNER, United Artists director of advertising and publicity, departed for
Hollywood
on Friday.

JACK H. SKIRBALL, who was to have
arrived
in New York from the Coast on Saturday
has
postponed his trip for a week.

VINCENT

PRICE

t0dly 20th-Fox.
™°L regin
with

will
work

be
under

off
a

for
term

the

Jack

Richard A. Rowland Joins
20th's Production Staff
Richard A. Rowland has joined the
production staff of 20th CenturyFox and is making his headquarters
in the New York office.

Benny — Ann

"GEO.

Coast

contract

Y 50th St.

MARTIN WEISER, Western field rep. for
Warner Bros., gets into Seattle today for advance work on the premiere of "Air Force."
JUDY WESTBOY, assistant checking supervisor in the Warner Bros. Los Angeles branch,
leaves for Chicago this week to be married tr
Howard G'esener. As Mrs. Glesener she wil
make her home in Winchester, Tenn.

FRED

UMII.MIJiUtiH

ROA

HARRY M. KALMINE returns today to the
Warner Bros, home
office from Washington.
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STOCK

Dual

NEW YORK
THEATERS

♦

Life Begins
at 8:30
(Twentieth
Cenlury-Fcx) — Dec. 9
Journey
for Margaret
(Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer
Tictures) — Dec.
10
The
Palm
Beach
Story
(Paramount
Pictures) — Dec. 15
Star-Spangled Rhythm
(Paramount Pictures) — Dec. 30
In Which
We
Serve
(United
Artists-Noel
Coward)— Dec. 25
Time
to Kill (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Jacare
(United
Artists-Mayflower)
Dec.
23
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
The Navy
Comes Through
(RKO
Radio
rictures)— Dec. 10 (a-b)
You
Can't
Escape
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)— Dec. 10 (a)
Dawn on the Creat Divide (Monogram Pictures)— Opens tomorrow (a)
City of Silent Men
(Producers Releasing Corp.)— Opens tomorrow
(a)

FINANCIAL
YORK

State
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New
York
New
York

(Artkino
Pictures) — 3rd week
More Night
(Scandia
Films)

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

day by Hal Home, the company';
director of advertising and publici'
M. D. Howe, who formerly handle^
both
the departments,
exploitation and
exhibitors'
service
in the
futuH
will devote his entire time to exr
panding the latter, now said/^iinelude a steady stream of ser ]\j to
upwards of 1,000 key exhibitors.

Loew's

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, Calif. —
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St. N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

NEW

Astor
C!obe
Roxy
Paramount
Rivoli
Gaiety
Hollywood
Capitol
Strand
Music Hill
Criterion

Nightmare
(Universal
Pictures)
Cat
People
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
George
Washington
Slept Here
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a-b)
Wings and the Woman
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
Phantom
Killer (Monogram
Pictures) — Last day (a)
Sheriff of Sage Valley
(Producers
Releasing
Corp)— Last day (a)

Mashenka
Only One

Appointment of Rodney Bush a:
head of the 20th-Fox exploitatio:
department was announced on Fri

Theater

For Me and My Gal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— 7th week
One of Our Aircraft is Missing
(United Artisrs-Kordal— 6th week
Springtime
in the Rockies
(Twentieth
C3ntury-Fox)— 5th week
The Read to Morocco
(Paramount Pictures) — 4th week
The
Avengers
( Paramount
Pictures) — 3rd
week
The Ravaged
Earth (Crystal Pictures)— 3rd week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 2nd week
White Cargo
(Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer Pictures)— 2nd week
Gentleman
Jim
(Warner
Bros. Picrures)— 2nd week
Yru Were Never Lovelier (Columbia Pictures)
Who
Done
It? (Universal
Pictures)
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Holidays at 1501 Broadway. New York, N. Y.,
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J. W.
Alicoate,
Publisher;
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M.
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second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscriber should
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to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.

Rodney Bush Is Appointee
20th-Fox Exploitation Top
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In Rep/s "Victory Fleet"
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Republic has scheduled "Victory Fleet," a story in which
Henry J. Kaiser will be the central
figure based on his shipyard activities. Deal calls for Kaiser to name
the player wbo will portray him on
the screen.
M. J. Siegel, Bill Saal and Walter
Compton leave for San Francisco today to talk over final arrangements
nth Robert Pearson, publicity director for Kaiser. World premiere
n San Francisco is among the
hings planned and it will be one of
Republic's biggest pictures.

'The Perfect

Skating Show'

Mantle,

News

■>UC t0 * I ^Ucept Sat. Eves. 50c to $2. 50 1 Tax
KC\r tn <C1 ^fl

at all Performances ex-

Sonja Bertie and Arthur
A

STARS
CENTER

Musical

M.

Wirlz

Icetravaganza

ON
HERE"

IPIus

present

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater

Eves. Ind. Sun. 8:40. No Monday
Performance
Mats: Wed. & Sat. at 2:40. Sun at 3.00
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

■*M*H:IH
DIANA
MORE
BRIAN
DONLEV
ON BARRY
SCREEN
1
Y
_

"Nightmare"

»

AL
BERN|
C^^
ORCH.
/JV PERSON
DICK
ROGERS

faye

^NVAOISON SQUARE GARDEN

BOB
NOLAN
and
THE SONS OF THE PIONEERS
RUTH
TERRY
walter
c atlett
paul
harvey
edmund Mcdonald
leigh whipper
william
haade
andTHE HALL JOHNSON

CHOIR

Choral Arrangements by Hall Johnson
Associate Producer— Director JOSEPH
Original Screen Play by EARL

KANE

FELTON

Wfe
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Warners May Buy

Wm. Mallard Joins

Pathe's Newsreel

Industry Law Firm
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued fiom Page 1)

reels are interested in selling to us."
He did not deny, however, that
Pathe is "one of those under consideration." Other sources have
agreed that Pathe will almost certainly be the newsreel involved if
a sale is consummated.
"We are definitely interested in
a newsreel and we will have one,"
said Einfeld. "We will have one
either through acquisition or if necessary by developing our own. There
is no question about it. Some part
of every day some member of Warner Bros, is working on a newsreel.
We'll have it."
Purchase of an existing reel is
generally believed to be the only
way Warner Bros, will get a newsreel. It is pointed out that it would
be practically impossible for Warners or any other company to assemble the staff needed for a newsreel today because of the acute manpower shortage. In addition there
is only a slim chance that a new
enterprise demanding as much film
as a newsreel would be given raw
stock by the WPB.
That some definite announcement
concerning the expected purchase
may be ready in a few days was
indicated when Einfeld revealed that
several conferences have already
been held between Warner executives and possible sellers. He
would not say to what point these
negotiations have progressed.

Record Number of Sales
Accounts Reported by WB
(Continued from Page 1)

not far under the saturation point
of available customers.
The company reported that on
many special releases, such as "Sergeant York," "Captains of the
Clouds," "One Foot in Heaven,"
"Kings Row," and "In This Our
Life," it had chalked up from 14,000 to over 16,000 playdates.
"Jacare" Opening Here Dec. 26
United Artists will open Frank
Buck's "Jacare" at the Globe on
Dec. 26.

The First Year:

T

T

ing this period participated in many
proceedings of importance to the
motion
picture industry.
Shortly
after the formation
of
RKO in 1929, he became connected
with that organization,
which
for

T

ON this past Friday morning, there came to our desk top a
•
• •
Its initial
history-making story from the Ofiice of War Information. .
page clarioned: "HOLD FOR RELEASE in newspapers dated Sunday. December 6. 1942. and for broadcast NOT BEFORE 9 P. M.. local zone time
Saturday. December

5, 1942"

Turning to the text on the following

page. "The First Year On The Home Front" flashed as the story's title
Here was the official resume of what our civilian forces have accomplished, in close and determined concert with the Government and
themselves, from the Pearl Harbor stab-in-the-back to the first anniversary
of that black and shameful deed which has made Japan synonymous
with Shame in the mind of the civilized world
T
•

♦♦/;)

T

T

this time, of course, you know

history -making story

the contents

of the

It, or excerpts thereof, have filled the air as

well as newspaper columns during the 27 hours preceding today's an
niversary
But to the tens of thousands comprising the rank and
file alike of filmdom, there is very much of a story behind the story
And who can blame those industrious industry legions for their
feelings of flaming and justifiable pride as they contemplate an aspect
of "The First Year On The Home

T

Front"?

T

T

• • • WHAT a thrill of satisfaction must exist all the way from
our War Activities Committee down to the smallest and youngest usher
in a theater when each individual contemplates that he or she has personally helped in the building of the approximately 49.000 planes; 32,000
tanks and self-propelled artillery; 17,000 anti-aricraft guns larger than
20 mm.; and 8.200.000 tons of merchant shipping, — all of which will have
been fashioned in 1942!
Not alone have our industry-ites contributed
to this superb achievement through their investments personally in War
Bonds, but they have
caused to be purchased by the public other
tens of millions worth of this greatest of Government securities
In another vital manner has filmland aided in the fashioning of the aforementioned planes, tanks, guns and ships
By sustaining the spirit
of the 17,500,000 war workers via motion picture entertainment, and, too,
increasing their skills via instructional reels
T
•

•

•

THERE

T

T

is scarcely a paragraph among the 21 which make

up "The First Year On The Home Front" that is not linked directly
or indirectly with the motion picture industry
To filmland has
fallen the duty of itself making, or its materials, and inducted talent,
motion pictures on munitions, armaments, resources, transportation,
food, farming, management, labor, manufacturing, economics, finance,
etc. etc
And of the planes, tanks, guns and ships— countless parts
for all of these were made in 1942 in factories which catered wholly or
in considerable measure to the motion picture field, but converted
their facilities eagerly and patriotically
Y
Y
• • •
anniversary

to making war goods
Y

NO single industry in the Untied States can, on this first
of Japanese infamy, feel prouder than filmland of its 12

months of service to the cause of Freedom
By PERFORMANCE we
have proved ESSENTIAL
Well have we helped to AVENGE PEARL
HARBOR!
Frances
Cifford
Elsie Allen
\. M. Brentinger
Lee Marcus
M. i. O'Toole
Marcella
Albani
John Tyrrell

more than 10 secretary
years he serve*"vice-president,
and
jyr^sieral counsel.
Mallard is a native of New York
City, a graduate of the University of
industry.
Georgia, and is widely known in the

OPA Said Considering
H'wood Gasoline Relief
(Continued from Page 1)

out by OPA, it is known that the
matter has been receiving considerable attention, and there is reason to
believe action will be taken — probably next week.
One OPA lawyer admitted that
discussion had been held with motion picture representatives and that
a number of queries had been received from the OPA regional staff
on the coast.
Just what form this action might
take is a matter for speculation. It
will probably be a simple matter to
give preferred rations to studio
workers as soon as the War Manpower Commission takes its anticipated step— declaring the motion
picture industry one essential to the
war effort. When that happens, studio workers will be in the same category as the workers in defense
plants, who aie now granted preferred rations when it is necessary
for them to drive long distances to
and from work.

Gasoline Relief for Film
Salesmen By End of the Year?
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film salesmen who
have been forced to eliminate essential trips because of the gasoline
shortage, may expect some relief
f : om OPA before the end of the year,
it was learned Friday. A revision
of rationing instructions will provide extra gasoline for nearly a million travelling salesmen throughout
the
nation,
it was OPA
decided
after conf e: ences between
administrator
LeontorHenderson
and Rubber DirecWilliam F. Jeffers.
AAA figures show that the average traveling salesman covered about
15,000 miles a year on business trips
before the gasoline and lubber shortage. Sufficient "C" books will be
issued to allow them something over
10,000 miles, but probably not as
much mileage as they piled up in
peace time.

WtiDDTNG

BELLS

Omaha
—
Jean
Sarson, Metro
steno, was married to Lt. Don
Star, on
stationed
California. She'll
keep
workingin here.
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The 1943
Film Year Book
Motion Pictures
is now in

Intensive Preparation
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Production Branches Co-op. to Save Raw Stock
Studios Train Personnel
To Replace Men Called
To the Armed Services
(Continued from Page 1)

heartedly in the drive to save film.
S iters are concocting fewer scenes
ieach picture and directors are
i . ^airing fewer camera set-ups to
cover the action described by the
scenarists. More time is being
devoted to rehearsals and actors are
becoming more letter-perfect in their
lines.
Fewer "Takes"
Directors are co-operating in requiring fewer "takes" of scenes
than heretofore, and in instances of
"blow-ups" are salvaging the footage up to the point of the "blowup." The number of "close-ups" has
been materially reduced and a close
check is being made on the amount
of "takes' printed.
A new development is that of
cutters waiting until the "first cut"
has been arranged before requiring
"lap dissolves," and this has resulted in the saving of as much as
50 per cent of requirements. Film
"short ends" formerly disposed of
by studios at reduced prices are now
being used in making tests of players and sets.
Train Within Industry
To overcome the loss of manpower
to the Army, Government projects
and defense plants, a "training within the industry" program has been
developed. At Paramount, manuals
have been prepared on every type
of work in the studio and newcomers are required to study them.
Foremen are used as teachers, and
so that these key men can impart
their knowledge effectively, they
have been taught the art of teaching.
The sound men's union has had
three classes and is planning to establish another class for apprentices. The various studio locals
have promised the studios full cooperation in a plan to train apprentices. As yet none of the unions
has opened its books to new members, but is only issuing temporary
work permits, contending it wishes
to protect the rights of its members who will return after the war
ends.
Girls are being used as messengers in practically all the studios.
There is a shortage of sound technicians, while some plants report
a scarcity of electricians. More than
1 200 carpenters, representing 50
per cent of the studio local's mem-

IV© Profiteering Here
Zanesville, O. — It cost Ed Hiehle,
manager of the Zanesville Theaters,
$45 to have a tall electric sign
,-bove the marquee of the Imperial
Theater, weighing 800 pounds, taken
down for the Government's scrap
collection. As junk, the sign brought
$5, which he turned over to the War
Chest.

Loew's, Inc., Reports Overall Payroll
Savings Plan Reaches liy2% of Its Total
In line with the Treasury's "Top that 10. per cent" war Bond drive, Loew's,
Inc., reports that its over-all payroll savings plan, including the studios, has
reached ll'/2 per cent of payroll. The foreign department, home office, is
100 per cent enrolled. The M-G-M sales force and M-G-M accounting department are 98 per cent enrolled. The home office accounting department and
construction department are 95 per cent each. Owing to the rapid turnover of
ushers and other theater employes it is virtually impossible to reach 100 per cent
war Bond enrollment in that division.

bership, have been lost to the armed
services, war plants and government
projects. As yet no shortage has developed among the cameramen or
painters. Practically every film editor is employed.
New Filter Effect
To meet the problem imposed by
dim - out regulations prohibiting
shooting at night on outdoor sets,
Daniel B. Clark, head of 20th-Fox
camera department, has devised a
filter that gives the night effect,
although the camera work is done
in the daylight. With the Clark device as many as three filters can be
used on the same camera.
Paramount is finding papier
mache a very effective substitute
for stone, plaster and brick. It is
forced into moulds by compressed
air and can be used to simulate walls.
Canvas and cloth are being employed
in place of lumber.
Painted backdrops are doing much
to help the producers keep within
the $5,000 limit on set construction.
Since the set order went into effect,
Paramount has used no metal other
than nails. Metal has been simulated by giving hardwood a chemical
bath. The chemicals give the hardwood a resiliency and although the
wood is twisted into any desired

can be increased to 8 feet. It can
be used also for tank purposes and
will have a sky backing, 140 feet
by 170 feet.
The studios are hoping their newcomers can fill the shoes of their
former favorites who are now wearing
Uncle
Sam's
uniform.
has lost Van
Heflin,
of its M-G-M
newer
players, to the armed services, but
is expecting James Craig to come
to the front fast. Gene Kelly, of
the stage, made his screen bow hi
"For Me And My Gal," and is working in "DuBarry Was A Lady." Van
Johnson, who was in "The War
Against Mrs. Hadley," will also be
seen in "The Human Comedy" and
"Dr. Gillespie's New Assistant."
More New Faces
Warners have a good bet in Paul
Henreid, whose newest picture is
"Casablanca.' Paramount is countjing heavily on Alan Ladd and William Bendix. Macdonald Carey, re|cruited from the stage, is _inter:
rupting his film career to join the
Marines. Paramount plans to sta?
Cecil Kellaway.
jj

Dana Andrews is coming fast at
20th-Fqx, which studio has . also
signed Phil Baker and Vincent Price.
There is no shortage among the
femme aspirants to stardom. Marf
shape, it retains its hardness; '
At many studios, main portions jorie -Reynolds, seen in "Holiday
of the large sets remain undisturbed, Inn," and Betty Hutton are among
but are refurbished by changing a the Paramount newcomers, while
doorway, a window, columns, the Dona Drake, currently in "The Road
shifting of entrance and exits to To Morocco," is being given bigger
"omply with the specific script in roles. Helen Walker made an ex^
in "Lucky Jorhand. Lighting is playing an im- cellent impression
dan." Katina Paxinou, the Greek
portant part in the conservative program to evaluate moods and manners actress, is in "For Whom The Bell
in settings.
M-G-M has a flock of youngsters^
including Susan Peters, who play|?
Fewer "Locations"
Tackling gasoline rationing and the
second femme lead in "Random
Tolls,'
other transportation difficulties, pro- Harvest'; Marsha Hunt, Signe Hasso.
duction managers are greatly ex- Swedish star, who was formerly
panding their backlot western with RKO: Esther Williams, ace
streets. Westerns are usually pho- swimmer, Nancy Walker of thp
fographed on location, but hereafter
Broadway
Virginia
companies are not expected to the
dead-panstage.
comedv
singer, O'Brienhas an
spend more than four to six days important role in "DuBarry Was A
away from the studios, and only for Lady." Donna Reed is makinsr exiexcellent backgrounds.
celleht progress, as is Patricia Dane.
Samuel Goldwyn has Teresa
Foreseeing transportation difficulties, Harrv Sherman has been in- Wrjght under contract, while Universal is making big plans for Diana
creasing the ' street
size andat facilities
of
his western
his studio.
Barrymore. Universal is also ex^
M-G-M, Republic and Universal have
pecting Maria Montez to registejwestern sets.
solidly in "Arabian Nights." War^
To enable it to get scenes hereto- hers are giving Alexis Smith and
Joan
Leslie important parts, and
foreonly
.
available away from the
studio, Paramount is building a 20th-Fox is counting on Ann Baxr
ter
and
Ann Rutherford, among
moat, 135 feet by 150 feet. It will
have a depth of 4 feet, 6 inches that others.

Majors Boosting Ads
In newspapers 15-25%
(Continued from Page 1)

which they can attract extra audiences. In addition, it has been
found that the absence of national
release dates among the five consenting companies has made it necessary to increase the advertising
and publicity on product.
Advertising in fan and general
magazines also is due for a boost
on the same premise, according to
ad managers.

WAC Today Will Set Up
Its Plans for New Year
(Continued from Page 1)

subjects for discussion, while a successor to Joseph Bernhard as head
of the Theaters Division probably
will be on the agenda. As yet Bernhard has not resigned, following his
entrance into naval service.

Theater Owners Organize
Ass'n in Louisville
(Continued from Page 1)

Dolle, Sylvester H. Grove and Louis
F. Steuerle, stated that the function
of the firm would be to assist in
handling theater problems and to
aid in serving the Government and
the public.

Bennett, Brother-in-Law
Of Rosenberg, Stricken
Pittsburgh— Nathan Bennett, age
36, for the. past 15 years operator at
the Crystal Theater, Braddock, Pa.,
was stricken with a heart attack in
the booth and died instantly on Wednesday. He was a brother-in-law of
M. A. Rosenberg, prominent local exhibitor and national president of Allied. Funeral services for Bennett
were held Saturday.

Compulsory Conversion
To Coal Heat. Hinted
Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Compulsory conversion of oil heaters to coal-burning
units was predicted Friday by Ralph
K. Davies, deputy petroleum administrator, testifying on the fuel oil
shortage before a bi-partisan group
of New England Congressmen. The
program to encourage voluntary conversion has been "thoroughly disappointing," he said, adding that the
,,i:xj iias the power to force conversion.

STORKS!
Chicago — Beth Pearlman, formerly secretary of Allied Theaters of
Illinois, is the mother of a sevenpound boy born at the Michael
Reese Hospital.
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THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
Boston's Holocaust
^^^^

(Continued from Page 1 ) _^_^

show cause order on the Mayor.
Later Screeno sued Police Commissioner Valentine to prevent enforcement of the ban, asserting it would
force the closing of many independent theaters.

*

*

*

THIS AND THAT: Oil shortage
won't shutter theaters, a report
emanating from Washington stated,
but exhibs. are expected to get reduced allowances. . . . Actors and
producers were among those called
not essential to the picture industry, according to a week-end report
from Washington, only technicians
actually engaged in making pictures
to be classified as essential. ... Independent producers and exhibitors
were reported very much irked by
OWI's stand against continuance of
double bills. . . . The Navy drafted
Warners sales chief, Joseph Bernhard. . . . Raw film stock may be
obtainable on a mothly quota basis.
. . . The Momand anti-trust suit will
start Jan. 11. . . . Foreign branches
will service U. S. armed forces overseas, James H. Hazen, liaison between the Army and films stated. . .
Thirty-one WAC publicity chiefs
were designated. . . . Exhibs. reported spending more money on advertising.

"U" to Hold Chi. Meeting
Of Div., District Mgrs.
(Continued from Page 1)
the
sales chief,
announced
from
Coast on Friday.
Scully said that the main purpose
of the meeting was to give the entire sales force the benefit of the
impressions he received while attending the studio conferences, adding that the quality of the product
on the way was the best in Universale history.
Scully, William Heineman and
Maurice Bergman leave Hollywood
tomorrow for Chicago where Scully
will preside. Sessions will be attended by Heineman, F. J. A. McCarthy, E. T. Gomersall and Fred
Meyers, division managers. District managers include Dave Miller.
H. D. Graham, A. J. O'Keefe, M. M.
Gottlieb, J. E. Garrison, P. F. Rosian and Dave Levy. Others from
the home office who will attend are
Tom Murray, James Jordan and Eddie McAvoy.
At the studio conferences, John
Joseph, advertising and publicity
director, announced special advertising plans on all Universal top pictures and a special radio and newspaper campaign for "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home."
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reviews of new rums
'Pittsburgh'

with Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott,
John Wayne
Universal
90 Mins.
FORCEFUL AND TIMELY FILM PACKS
STRONG-ENOUGH WALLOP TO LAND IN
BOX-OFFICE
CLOVER.

"The Traitor Within"

with Donald M. Barry, Jean Parker
Republic
62 Mins.
DON BARRY GETS OFF HIS HORSE
TO TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT WITH
FAIR RESULTS.

Monday, December 7, 1942

Theaters Launching
Bond Drive Today
(Continued from Page 1)

tors have but one idea in mind, according to pledges received at the
War Activities Committee headquarand ters—stamp.
to sell every possible "E" Bond

Republic has unhorsed Donald M. Barry.
From all indications, tonight- - '1
That is a deed that the star's fans are not be historic in the chronology of ' j$» /
likely
appreciate. For the simple truth business, with regular business ceasspirit are what primarily give "Pittsburgh" is thatto without
a
horse
under
him
and
ts box-office standing. Without these the
ing and patriotic celebrations takfilm would be another routine retelling of a spitting six-shooter in his hand Barry is
ing place on the stages of virtually
the yarn about the ambitious chap who considerably less of a heroic figure than
every
building in which motion picclimbs to the top by ruthless methods and he is in the western pictures in which he
tures are shown. Governors and
by surrendering all the fine principles only had made a name for himself.
Mayors
have issued proclamations
to have retribution catch up with him in
"The Traitor Within" is a melodrama.
dedicating
the entire week to spethe end. Universal has taken this plot and While it has plenty of action and commocial observance and have asked their
tion, it is not the sort of stuff that shows constituents, in many instances, to
given it significance and purpose and in
so doing has evolved a solid hunk of enter- Barry to his best advantage. The violent
to their theaters and purchase
tainment that should win wide acceptance. physical action to which Barry is a party go
Bonds and Stamps.
The Pittsburgh scene supplies a strong consumes not more than one or two seIn addition to the ceremonies tomd colorful background for the romantic
quences. Most of the rough going is negoday, the other nights of the week
tiated byothers.
and business achievements of the leading
given over to various accharacters of the Story. In this setting is
Barry plays an overly ambitious truck will be tivities
designed to increase sales.
olayed an engrossing and full-flavored drama driver. Things start picking up when his
Tribute will be paid to local war
-narked by rough and lusty action. Sensibly, wife (Jean Parker) places in the hands of
the romance has been held well within a crooked politician (Bradley Page) the heroes, their mothers and their
belief.
information that the mayor of the town families. Fraternal, civic and economic organizations will be induced
The story is mostly about John Wayne.
(Ralph Morgan) owes his success to the fact
It traces his rise from coal miner to rich that he stole the credit for an act of to handle specific nights on their
industrialist in partnership with a buddy, heroism performed in the World War by own. Exhibitor personnel will leave
Randolph Scott. On the way up Wayne is her father. On threat of blackmail Page their theaters for special Bond luncheons and rallies at war plants,
attracted to Marlene Dietrich, also a prod- obtains key appointments for his stooges
uct of Pittsburgh. Once he has hit the in the town government. Barry is unaware to help swell the total of the number of subscribers to the Treasury
top he throws her over for the daughter of the vicious setup to which he owes his
if a steel tycoon. His high-handed methods change of fortune. He tries to make amends Department's payroll allotment plan.
ind his scorn for everyone and everything ing.
but only succeeds in landing in jail on susThe advertising placed by the varin his climb to success eventually leaves
picion of murdering the mayor, who actuious companies in the trade newshim friendless and hated, and his wife quits
ally is a suicide. He barely escapes lynchpapers has, for the past few weeks,
him. He breaks with Scott, who gets Miss
carried slugs boosting the drive.
Dietrich on the rebound, but at the close
The acting for the most part is routine Theater ads in the regular press,
of the film the two men are chums again. and no better than the material deserves. too, have carried notification.
Scott and Wayne handle exceptionally Appearing with Barry, Miss Parker, Morgan
A new slogan, conceived by Myron
well roles that often make considerable phy- and Page are George Cleveland, Jessica Siegel, of the Century Circuit, will
sical demands upon them. Miss Dietrich Newcombe and Dick Wessel, among others.
-teals the scenes in which she appears with Wessel gives one of the best performances appear in all that group of theater's
ads, as well as Loew's and Skouras'.
'hem. In "Pittsburgh" she had rediscovered in a vivid role which stands out.
It is, "Praise The Lord, And BUY
■he virtue of restraint, and she is so much
Frank McDonald's direction keeps the
'->etter as an actress as a result. Frank story moving at a fast clip. Armand day.
MORE
Ammunition."
The drive
will conclude on SunGraven is first-rate in the role of a research Schaefer served as associate producer on
-dentist who works on coal derivatives. the Jack Townley screenplay, which is based
on
a
story
by
Charles
G.
Booth.
\s Wayne's wife Louise Allbritton reveals
herself as an actress possessed of talents
CAST: Donald M. Barry, Jean Parker,
•vhich her work in western pictures has George Cleveland, Ralph Morgan, Jessica
•equierd her to keep under wraps. Thomas Newcombe, Bradley Page, Dick Wessel,
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Gomez acquits himself capitally as a union Emmett Vogan, Edward Keane, Eddie Acuff, Washington
Cooley.
Washington — A number of Warner
organizer. Most of the humor in the film Sam McDaniel, Eddie Johnson, Marjorie
Its timeliness, urgency

and

patriotic

Bernhard Given Luncheon
By WB Execs, in Capital

's dished out by Shemp Howard, who plays
i clothing shop owner in great fashion.
n-law. S. Hinds is fine as Wayne's fatherSamuel

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald; ScreenMay. Jack Townley; Based on story by
Robert Fellows has produced the film Charles G. Booth; Cameraman, Bud Thack"ke a true showman. The direction of ery; Film Editor, Charles Craft; Art DirecLewis Seiler always keeps ttie action alive
tor.Scott.
Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton
->nd interesting. Robert DeGrasse's camera
vork rates posies. Kenneth Garnet and
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Tom Reed working from a story by the Good.
'stter and George Owen, have woven many
exciting incidents into their screenplay John Harris 111
film.
'nd brought a social consciousness to the

Pittsburgh— John H. Harris, head
of the Harris Amusement Co. and
national president of the Variety
Clubs of America, is in Mercy Hospital here suffering from a serious
throat condition which has caused
tempora
a
ry loss of voice.
CREDITS: Producer. Robert Fellows; Di-

CAST: Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott,
lohn Wavne, Frank Craven, Louise All"^ritton, Thomas Gomez, Ludwig Stossel,
Shemo Howard, Sammv Stein, Paul Fix,
lohn Dilson, Samuel S. Hinds.

Bros, officials were present Friday
at a luncheon tendered Joseph Bernhard, former WB vice-president who
has taken leave of absence in order
to serve with the Navy. Host at
the Mayflower hotel was Col. Jack
L. Warner and among the guests
were Major Albert Warner, S.
Charles Einfeld. Ben Kalmenson,
Harry Kalmine, Sam Schneider, Mort
Blumenstock and Whitney Bolton.
Although it is not yet definite
whether Bernhard will be ranked or
will serve in a civilian capacity, it
was revealed Friday by Einfeld that
he will serve under Rear Admiral
Ben E. Morrell who is chief of the
Bureau of Yards and Docks and of
the Civil Engineering Corps. This
could not be confirmed at the Navy,
however.

Jesse Burkett Dies
rector, Lewis Seiler; Screenplay, Kenneth Musical Director, Charles Previn;
Film Ed- Wolf Goes Free Lance
Tiffan, O.— Jesse F. Burkett, 55, '«met, Tom Reed; Based on story by
itor, Paul Landers.
former motion picture operator, died Geortje Owen, Tom Rped; Additional DiJoe Wolf of the Warner Bros, adDIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY
in nearby Bettsville, 0., Nov. 28, ilotjue, John Twist; Cameraman. Robert
Good.
vertising art department has releaving his wife and a daughter.
DeGrasse;
Art Director, Jack Otterson;
signed to become a freelance artist.
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WAC SETS BUDGET AND PROGRAM FOR 1943
H'woocTs
War
Soast WAC Met First Call

Contributions Many

Exhibs. See Relief
In Draft Uniformity

Boston — The name of Mrs. Charles
Stern yesterday was added to the
ist of the industry's dead in the
]ocoanut Grove night club holocaust
lere on the night of Nov. 28. Her
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Veic Dimout Rules
Ban Shadow Boxes
New Haven — New rules in regard to dimout have been announced,
and now soft lights and shadow
boxes are definitely out as well as
marquees and uprights. Only two
40-watt bulbs in the first lobby are
permitted, and the doors of that
lobby to the outside must be curtained. Together with further street
and store darkening, dimmer auto
lights and the curtailed city limit
speed of 20 miles per hour, exhibitors
fear business is bound to suffer.

Heads Theaters Division;
Mayer Elected Treasurer

20tb-Fox Vice-Prexy Personally Shooting Front
Line Action Footage for Army Signal Corps

The Hollywood WAC has been on
luty since "one hour after the radio
imnouncement of the Jap attack on
By GAULT MacGOWAN
Special Cable to The New York Sun.
3earl Harbor," Fred Beetson, who
represented Y. Frank Freeman at
Copyright,
1942.
All
Rights
Reserved.
Reprinted by Special Permission
/esterday's joint meeting of the
With United States Aircraft SomeNAC and the co-ordinating comwhere Over Algeria, Dec. 7 — Col.
mittee, told the session. Hollywood
..upplied 150 trucks and drivers that i Darryl Zanuck, the famous motion
lay to transport men to strategic picture producer
nilitary points in case of attack, he who is now mo{Continued on Page 3)
tion picture adviser to the
Chief Signal
Corps Officer
with the United
States Army, is
traveling with
me from the
front toward a
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
new assignment
Washington — Theater operators I in the war zone.
vill be able to figure with more con- "Americans
idence the effect of the draft on their
personnel if Manpower Czar Paul woulcWbe proud,"
me, but
"if
/. McNutt carries through on his he
theytells
could
ntention to enforce "draft unifo: m- see their sons in
ty," as announced yesterday during action against
DARRYL
F. ZANUCK
;he course( Continued
of the onfirstPagepress
confer- the tough Ger2)
divisions."has been in the forCol. manZanuck

Mrs. Charles Stern Dies
Of Boston Fire Injuries

and
Varied
Harmon Renamed; Fabian

COL. ZANUCK UNDER FIRE IN AFRICA

For Assistance One Hour
After Pearl Harbor Attack

No Gasoline Relief
For Film Salesmen!
Washington

Bu< can of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although mileage
relief will be granted, thousands of
traveling salesmen under the terms
of an OPA modification announced
Saturday but still in physical pre{Continued

on

Page

2)

By AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY
Associate Editor.

ward zone for the last 10 days,
taking the first North African war
films for the Signal Corps.
"The British and the Americans
are working together beautifully,"
he goes on. "The suggestion that
they would not have turned out to
be wholly unfounded. I have huddled in ditches, shell holes and bomb
craters with British and American
officers and soldiers, and I found
each was as concerned about the
other as if they were brothers. Men
get a different footing here. National distinctions vanish in good
fellowship.
Amazed

by Teamplay

"The war is getting big-time stuff now,"
lie continues. "The early stuff was fairly
easy but now we're fighting Germany's crack
Africa Corps. There's bloody pounding day
and night. Men are wounded and dying but
there's wonderful teamwork with the British,
The way everyone plays ball just amazes me,
especially the seasoned attitude of the voung
Americans— just kids,
you
know.

cast,

upon

this

city

by the Cocoanut Grove fire with its
death toll of approximately 500 cut
deeply into theater business
here
over the week-end, with all downtown
houses reporting a drop of 50 per
{Continued on Page 6)

Assure Pix tor Troops Abroad
WPB Releases Raw Stock; Re-buy Equipment
Local 266 Loses Five Boro
The industry's pledge to supply
versions of current prodAnd J. J. Agency Elections free uct16mm.
to American soldiers in combat
Local
was

266, Building
Service Employes International Union,
AFL,
defeated
in a bargaining elec{Continued on Page 6)

areas, a pledge which could not be
completely fulfilled for unavoidable
causes, can now be carried out, it
(Continued

on Page

6)

meeting of the
WAC in a joint
session with the
national co-ordinating co mmittee yestert e 1 dayAat the
s t oHo-r.
Amongsues disposed
the isof
were:
tion of Francis
Re-elecS. (1)
Harmon
as
co-ordinator and
chairman;
(2) FRANCIS S. HARMON
executive vicesetting of a
$100,000 budget for 1943;
{Continucd

on

(3) elec-

Page i)

eels'
NewsrBasis
78.3%onofPool
Clips

Boston Biz Heavily
Cut as Fire Result
Boston — Pall

A review of the past and
plans for the future were on
the agenda of the first annual

Extent of newsreel co-operation
with official United States policy in
the prosecution of the war was explained to the War Activities Committee yesterday by Walton C.
Anient, chairman of the newsreel
division, who
told the annual meet{Continued on Page 6)

Lobby Smoking Ended
In ConnJs Theaters
New Haven — Following close on
the heels of the Boston fire, State
Police are conducting a rigid new
checkup on the already closely
watched Connecticut theaters. New
regulations have been enforced forb'dding lobby smoking, decorations
and movable furnishings. Even Bond
booths have been stripped down.
Exhibitors are trying out booth fire
shutters on their own, and checking
on extinguishers.

3fe
See No Gasoline Relief
For Film Salesmen?
(Continued from Page 1)

paration, it is doubtful that film
salesmen will be included. No decision has yet been made to that
effect, but film salesmen are not included in the announced list of those
OCNALD
M. MERSEREAU
General
Manager
to benefit, and at least one OPA offiEditor
CHESTER B. BAHN
cial active in the preparation of the
order told The Film Daily yesterPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
day he did not expect film salesmen
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York, N. Y., to be included.
Vol. 82, No. 110
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Exhibitors See Relief
In "Draft Uniformity"

ence he has held since his appointment to the manpower post. McNutt had high praise for the devotion of the local boards, but is determined that uniform handling of
selective service decisions be achieved
throughout the country. The advisability of revamping the present
appeals system is being given serious study, he said.
A new list of essential industries
Four Majors Participate
is in preparation, and should be released later this week, McNutt said.
In Texas Radio Program
Motion pictures are still expected
to be included among the various
Four film companies are now par- 2lassifications
under communications
ticipating inthe Texas-wide Sunday and educational services, although
night radio programs, Robert J. there is no assurance that this will
O'Donnell, general manager of Texas be true. A listing of essential activInterstate circuit reported yesterities within the industry is also exday. The participating companies
pected within 60 days.
are Paramount. RKO, Universal and
20th Century-Fox, and other majors
are expected to join up before Judge Goddard to Name
O'Donnell returns to Dallas on Successor to Veeder
Thursday.
Plugging of six current pictures
Successor to the late former Judge
on each program is the goal of the Van Vechten Veeder as chairman of
enterprise. Fee to each company is
the
appeals board of the motion pic$100 per picture for a minimum of
ture arbitration system will be apthree successive Sundays and not
pointed by Federal Judge Henry W.
more than six Sundays. Total cost Goddard.
of the program is $1,300 per broadFuneral services for Judge Veeder,
cast.
whose death took place Friday at
his New York home, wei*e held priwith interment
"Random Harvest" World followingvately inon Sunday,
Schenectady, his native
Premiere in Music Hall
city. Judge Veeder, who was 75, is
su:vived by his widow, a son and a
"Random Harvest" will have its daughter.
world premiere at Radio City Music Hall, following the run of "You Shock of False Dunlap
Were Never Lovelier," to be followed by a triple opening Dec. 31 Report Fatal to Taylor
in Los Angeles at the State, ChiOverland, Mo. — Funeral services
nese and Carthay Circle theaters,
it was announced yesterday by for Robert Taylor, 51, for the last
Metro.
five years Monogram branch manaMonday.
ger in St. Louis, were held here

Gas Rationing Fails to
Dent Des Moines 'Take'

Des Moines, la. — Gas rationing had
little effect on business during the
first days in Des Moines and some
surrounding territories, first reports
indicated. Locally, business was off
but this was blamed on near-blizzard
weather.

COOlinC and GOIIIC

(Continued from Page 1)

Death of Taylor, which occurred
suddenly in St. Louis Friday, was attributed to the shock resulting from
the reported death of his close friend,
Scott R. Dunlap, in the Cocoanut
Grove holocaust in Boston.
Dunlap is still in a serious condition in the Hub.

Serkowich Replaces Thoma

MPFE Guild Renames Michon
Chicago — Jack Thoma, has retired
John E. Michon was re-elected as publicity director for Columbia
president of the Motion Picture Film for this territory, owing to ill health.
Editors Guild for the third straight Jules Serkowich has succeeded him.
year. Harry Foster is the new viceMet. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 75
78
president,
succeeding Marc S. Asch.
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
64%
67%
Others re-elected were Joseph J. H.
Vadala, secretary; Morrie Roizman,
Phil Laufer to Rivoli,
treasurer; Mike Prusch, sergeant-atarms. David Cooper replaces Oscar
Champion at Para. H.O.
Canstein as assistant sergeant-atPhil Laufer, formerly of the New arms. Named to the board of trustees were James J. Molini, Max
York Strand and Loew's Criterion,
has taken over the reins at the Ri- Rothstein, Fred Ahrens.
voli, replacing Burt Champion who
is now at Paramount Pictures home Sherman Unit Fights Fire
office handling radio contacts. The
Kernville, Calif. — Harry Sherman's
change was effected when Marty troupe of more than a 100 here to
Lewis went to the Coast to take over film "Meet John Bonniwell" anthe duties for radio there, it was
swered a call for volunteers yesterannounced by Montague Salmon,
day to fight a forest fire at Johnsonmanaging director of the Rivoli.
dale, 26 miles away.

ROBERT

MOCHRIE,

general sales manager,

and NAT LEVY, Eastern division sa'es mnaager,
for RKO Radio, are on a tour of Southern exchanges. They will return to New York In
about a week.
CLARE BOOTHE left for Hollywood yesterday to do a film chore
for 20th-Fox.
VAN NOMIKOS,
Allied
and Chicago

vice-president
theater
circuit

of Illinois
pre
as

returned from New York business trip.
••• -'"
ELISSA LANDI arrived on the Coast at the
week-end to play the femme lead in PRCPathe's
"Corregidor."
f. J. A.sales
McCarthy,
Universal'*
Southern today
and
Canadian
chief, leaves
for Toronto
and from there goes to Chicago.
AL
of

BRICK, Movietone News cameraman, arrives today from the Southern Pacific theater
war.

CECRCE WEST, Monogram franchise holder
for Kansas City and Cincinnati, has arrived in
Hollywood, accompanied
by MRS. WEST.

Mrs. Charles Stern Dies
Of Boston Fire Injuries
(Continued from Page 1)

husband,
manager,
burned to
recovery.
Stern had

United
Artists
district
was
among
those who
death in the disaster. Mrs. of
been given some hope of

Mrs. Philip Seletsky, twice errone- ffl
ously reported dead, is still listed on n
the danger list at a local hospital
Herman Rifkin has not only not
yet been told of the death of Mrs
Rifkin in the Cocoanut Grove fire
but he also still does not realize that
any member of the party for which
he was host has perished. His condition isstill grave but decided hopes
are held for his recovery.
Rifkin Sunday called in a nurse
and asked her to see that everyone
in his party who was injured, in a
hospital or who otherwise needed
financial or other aid be at once
given this. Attendants at the hospital fear the effect of the shock when
he iskin told
of the death of Mrs. Rifand others.

802 Re-elects Officers
All officers of Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, have
been re-elected. Jack Rosenberg is
president; Richard McCann, vicepresident; William Feinberg, secre- f
tary; Harry A. Suber, treasurer.
The election was conducted by the
Honest Ballot Ass'n.

0 *\ DAILY
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WAC Adopts Program
And Budget for '43
(Continued from Page 1)

;ion of Si Fabian as head of the
Theaters Division; (4) election of
\rthur Mayer as treasurer to suc;ecJ-JFabian ; (5) other changes in

Harmon, Fabian, Mayer, Gluehman, Bernhard,
Scully, Greenthal, Seidelman Given Thanhs
Francis S. Harmon, Si Fabian, Arthur Mayer, Herman Gluckman, Joseph
Bernhard, William Scully, Monroe Greenthal and Joseph Seidelman were given
a vote of thanks by the WAC yesterday, the formal resolution being presented
by Barney Balaban. Balaban also proposed the re-election of Harmon as WAC
executive vice-chairman
and his re-appointment
as industry co-ordinator.
Said Balaban in presenting Harmon's name:
"It is very important that all of us build up rather than tear down our Coordinator's office, for to the extent that we work through Harmon instead of
going around him, we serve the best interests of our industry. Every time
an industry leader from New York or Hollywood, or anywhere else, goes to
Washington 'on his own' without prior clearance with the industry Co-ordinator
on matters involving a war activity, we are adding to the confusion and inviting
difficulty for the entire industry."

Vincent,
Yamins.

R.

B.

Wilby

and

Nathan

Harmon, in his report to the
committee, outlined six probable
changes to come:
(1) Rationing will have its
expected effect, but it is believed that the industry will be
able to continue service to the
armed forces and civilians; (2)
Because voluntary enlistments
SI FABIAN
ARTHUR
MAYER
have ended, "we may hope that
the value of the present ser±e WAC personnel, and (6) reports
vices of our technicians will be
of division chairmen.
weighhed against the value of
: Joseph Bernhard, who headed the
their possible contribution to
Theaters Division until his recent
the war effort elsewhere, before
entrance into the U. S. Navy, was
they are taken from us; (3)
Voted honorary chairman.
Marked strengthening of the
The $100,000 budget will be raised
War Department's Special Serfrom the distributors, producers and
vice Branch; (4) a United
theaters in equal proportion.
States War Chest, calling for
Other Personnel Changes
the terpooling
all "drives"
afthe Springof campaign
for the
Other changes in the personnel
nclude the following: Phil Reisman
Red Cross; (5) the OWI's plan
for a limited number of factual,
replaces Joseph Seidelman as an
informational films, and (6) the
ex-orncio chairman of the Foreign
belief that the industry's aid to
Managers Division. Kenneth Thomthe war effort will be even more
son, chairman of the Hollywood Vicvital and more varied in 1943
:ory Committee, has been added to
than in 1942.
the co-ordinating committee in an
ex-ofncio capacity, as we:e Spyros
In reviewing the year's activities,
Skouras, who replaces W. C. Michel, Si Fabian pointed out that on Dec.
ind Nate Blumberg.
7 of last year, 12,000 theaters had
As it now stands, the co-ordinat- pledged the showing of Government
ing committee is composed of reels, whereas the figure now has
Seorge J. Schaefer, Arthur Mayer, increased to 16,463. The various
Francis S. Harmon, Walton Anient, campaigns were described, climaxed
Y. Frank Freeman, Si Fabian, Mar- by the great September drive to
tin Quigley, W. F. Rodgers, Phil which the industry collected $199,Reisman, Adolph Zukor, Kenneth 214,000 for a grand total of $838,Thomson, Edward Arnold, Barney 000,000 in Bonds.
Balaban, Nathan Blumberg, Joseph
During the coming year, Fabian
H. Hazen, Ed Kuykendall, Abe Last- said, there will be new drives, infogel, Abram F. Myers, Robert H.
cluding the United Nations event,
Poole, Herman Robbins, Nicholas M. Jan. 14-20; the Red Cross campaign
Schenck,
Spyros
Skouras,
Walter in March and others now under
consideration.
Jack Alicoate, representing the
trade press division, told the
members
that the motion
picture industry has the finest trade
press in the country and that
the various publications
stand
ready to serve the industry's
war effort in any capacity desired, editorially and through
gratis advertising.
W. F. Rodgers, chairman of the
distributors' division, said it would
be his group's
job to get more
pledges
to play Government
pictures and to increase the circulation
Bryan Foy
Paul Cavanagh
generally of the reels.
William
S. Hart
Fred Herkowitz
Expansion of the public relations
Bob
Livingston
Wallace Wonley
branch of the WAC to operate on a

Coast-to-Coast basis was predicted
by Oscar A. Doob, who said that the
group, after the war, could work on
a permanent peacetime basis. Extension of the public relations activities in New York to the field is
part of the program, Doob said, addthe WAC's
work
woulding that
be news
more of
localized
and placed
in the hands of local field forces. A
plan proposed by Doob for a gigantic industry campaign in April was
tabled for the present. He said that
the public relations group was in
line for a "healthy share" in the new
budget, because of the importance
of its work.
Arthur Mayer in his capacity
of national salvage chairman reported to the WAC that theaters
have collected 200,000 tons of salvageable metal, through the medium, in part, of 2,958 scrap matinees for which 11,479,000 free
admissions were given out. Distribs. provided "hundreds of
thousands of dollars" worth of
free film for the shows, Mayer
added.
Mayer cited for special mention,
the work of Charles Skouras and his
associates in California. This group
of exhibitors staged 262 scrap matinees, playing host to 220,539 children, which added 6,000 tons to the
nation's scrap pile.
Phil Reisman, newly named head
of the foreign managers' division,
spoke briefly.
Yesterday's meeting, called on the
first anniversary of the Pearl Harbor attack, was opened by a minute
of silent prayer in honor of those
who died in the attack.
Among those attending the meeting were:
Lee Xewberry, Arthur Mayer. Herman
Robbins, Kus Eyssell, Phi! Reisman, Leon
Bamberger, Walton Ament, Barney Balaban,
Si Fabian, N. Peter Rathvon, George J.
Schaefer, Francis S. Harmon, W. F. Rodgers.
Max A. Cohen. Sam Morris, Nate Yamins,
Harry Brandt, Walter Vincent, Jack Alicoate,
Fred Beetson, J. J. O'Connor, Oscar Doob.
Jonas Rosenfield, Herman Gluckman, Richard Walsh, Adolph Zukor. Jack Cohn, Senator Harris, Nicholas M. Schenck, Bob Wilby,
Ed Kuykendall, Spyros Skouras, Bob O'Donnell, W. C. Michel, Leonard Goldenson, Edward Schreiber, Al Steen, William G. Formby,
Chick Lewis. Mori Krushen, Jack Harrison.
Sherwin Kane.

Melvyn Douglas, Buck Private

Hollywood's War
Contributions
Many
(Continued from Page 1)

said, and Hollywood has been on the
job ever since.
Omitting special services of a
secret nature, Beetson summarized
activities of the Hollywood division,
pointing out that up to October, 1,051 artists had made a total of 6,146
appearances on radio transcriptions,
spot shows, benefits, personal appearances, Bond drives, camp shows
in America and overseas through
the Hollywood Victory Committee.
The Research Council of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, which was co-operating
with the Signal Corps nine years
before the war, has delivered 108
training films accepted and approved
by the War Department, Beetson
said. In addition, 52 subjects are
on the way. Col. Melvin E. Gillette, he said, recently announced
that the Government would ask for
between 1,500 and 2,000 one-reel
subjects for the coming year, all of
which shall be made on a non-profit
basis.

Ninety-four films for non-theatrical release
have been made in the 26 South American
republics and good-will tours have been
made by stars, he explained. The Permanent
Charities Committee, of which Adolph Zukor
:s chairman, hrs raised $1,984,421 in the
last vear in Hollywood.'
.
With the studios contributing space and
ma'erial and the heads of the art departments
their time, camouflage and infiltrafon tactics
have contributed much of the success of the
instrucdate through
Japanese
tion givencampaign
to sever?! togroups
of officers.
Work of the Hollywood Writers Mobilization Committee has been largely of a_ confidential nature. Beetson said, but the scripters
have supplied material for radio broadcasts
ind camp shows.
Other contribut-ons to the war effort m
Hollywood since Pearl Harbor, according to
»he WAC spokesman, include demonstrations
for ihe Army for creating smoke and fog;
-ala'oguing and apportionn
studio fir
fighting appa
nerators and dynamos
some rmjor disaster; furnishing the Office of Strategic Services with
more than 250.000 feet of film from studio
libraries revealing important information on
various theaters of war; assembly of pertinent material by the research departments
for use of military intelligence, and aid of all
kinds to units of the armed forces stationed
along the West Coast:
Difficulties
in making
pictures,
due
to
nrmrities
and other factors,
also were
de-

"Silver Skates" Out Feb. 5
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

•DAILY

Hollvwcod— "Silver Skates," the
Monogram ice spectacle featuring
Kenny Baker, Patricia Morison and
Belita, and the most costly picture
ever produced by the company, will
be released on Feb. 5.

STORKS

Philadelphia — A son, who weighed
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
in at six pounds, was born Sunday at
Washington — Sworn in yesterday Mt. Sinai Hospital to Dave Barrist.
as a buck private, Melvyn Douglas,
who has been OCD art director for
PetenersSaglembeni,
booker inbecame
WarNew York exchange,
many months, beat the 18-38 enlist- the father of a girl yesterday. The
ment ban by one day. His enlistment must be approved within eight child, born in Columbus Hospital,
Manhattan, is his first.
days in order to be effective.
Washington
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Boston Biz Heavily
Cut as Fire Result
{Continued from Page 1)

cent. At that, film theaters suffered
less than legit, outlets, the latter
suffering drops up to 80 per cent.
Unquestionably, this was due in
part to the fact that the ban has
not been lifted on hotels and night
clubs, thus causing many who formerly either dined at one of these
places and then went to the theater
or reversed the process by attending the theater first, to remain at
home. Parking lots formerly jammed
were ail but bare. With night clubs
banned, there was no night life in
the hub over the week-end.
Over this week-end, subuiban theaters likewise reported a decided
slump and placed their average at
approximately 40 per cent over preceding weeks.

Zanuck Under Fire in Africa
Shoots Front Line Action for Signal Corps
saw those deadbeat boys suddenly{Continued
form a
line and make a terrific tommygun charge
like fresh troops down a long brushy slope,
to capture a German position on the Tunis
road. The fighting is going on in long
rolling valleys and from the hilltops you
can Col.see Zanuck
Tunis." has earned a great reputation
here with his staff of ninety signal corps
photographers. You can take the word of
Sergt. Robert Edwards of Ashland, Ohio, on
this.
Zanuck Under Fire
"Col. Zanuck constantly amazes us," he
said.
"He insists on going to the front

This is the second time that press dispatches from overseas have attested the gallantry of Zanuck. In mid -June, he accompanied British Commandos in their daring
raid on Boulonge, France.

Films Are Assured for
U. S. Troops Abroad

Local 266 Loses Five Boro
And J. J. Agency Elections

(Continued from Page 1)

was disclosed yesterday by George
J. Schaefer, WAC chairman, in a
report to the national co-ordinating
committee at the Hotel Astor.
Freezing of raw stock and the
Boston Theaters Safety
inability to obtain sufficient 16mm.
Measures Ahead of Law
projectors were factors which held
Boston — Floor plans and detailed up the completion of the job pledged
reports of exits and fire precautions by the industry, Schaefer said, who
that the absence of an adevoluntarily submitted by local the- added quate
distribution system also had
ate-s establish that not only are exin the way of smoother operahibs. conforming to the building and stood
tion.
fire . equirements but that they actuthe efforts of Schaefer and Francis
ally are a step ahead of the law in S. Through
Harmon who spent a great deal of time in
every case.
Washington last week in obtaining the necesMeanwhile, Attorney General
sary raw stock, the WPB has ordered the
Bushnell has let it be known that release of 500,000 feet of 16 mm. film, 300,000
to come from Eastman and 200,000 feet
there is sufficient evidence before feet
from Dupont, during the next four weeks.
his investigating committee to war- Thus, the 16mm. raw stock problem has been
rant the indictment on charges either solved at least for that period.
Manufacturers of 16mm. equipment, inof manslaughter or gross and crimcluding generators, attended the meeting in
inal
negligence ofGrove
three fire.
"higher ups" Washington last week. It was pointed out
in the Cocoanut
to them that 500 projectors were needed, but
Investigation by the committee inasmuch as manufacturing of machines has
allegedly also has disclosed the fact been halted, the makers contacted purchasers
that not an inch of the so-called fire- of such equipment and asked them to rethe machines at a fair re-sell price.
proof decorations at the doomed These turnmachines
will be re-conditioned and
night club actually was proof against delivered to Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osflames.
borne for shipment overseas.
Harry Asher, who was one of the
Exchanges or distribution points are exbe set up in all countries where
fi st to die in the fire, was the or- Americanpected totroops
are now serving. The disiginal builder of the structure which
tribution centers will be militarized and be
housed the Grove and which was serviced through a central distributing agency
in this country.
then used as a film exchange.

Blame Rochester Biz Drop
On Hub Fire, Heavy Snowfall
Rochester — A decrease in business
at houses here last week was attributed in some quarters to the reaction
from the Boston night club fire and
to the first heavy snowstorm of the
season.
At the same time, city authorities
made a thorough inspection of all
theaters and, it is reported, gave
th.eni a clean bill of health.

"Yankees" Plays Frisco
Foreign Film Houses
San Francisco — "Pride of the
Yankees'' has been booked into the
Clay International and the Larkin,
two foreign film houses here operated by Herbert Rosener, resulting
in an unexpected rush of business.
All local sceond-run circuits had refused to handle the film at the 35
cents admission ordered by Samuel
Goldwyn, until March. Combined
seating capacity of the two houses
is little more than 800.

from Page 1)
line and shooting pictures. He could tell a
lieutenant to do the job and it would have
been done, but he insists on going himself."
Col. Zanuck's outfit not only makes movies, it also photographs captured German
equipment and damaged American stuff for
the information of manufacturers who are
anxious to know how the supplies are standing the war test.

Laboratory work for the printing of the
pictures also has been ordered by the Government. Army and Navy laboratory requirements heretofore have prevented the
necessary processing and conversion from
35mm.
to 16mm. prints.

Propose 2-4:30 P.M. Show
Sundays for Service Men

(Continued from Page 1)

tion for the second time in less than
a week yesterday when managers
of the Five Boro Theater Circuit
voted against representation by the
union. The election was conducted
at the local offices of the State Labor Relations Board, which had ordered the balloting at the behest of
Local 266.
The local polled not one of the
five votes cast. Three managers
voted against the union. Two other
votes were challenged. Six persons
were eligible to vote.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing that 78.3 per cent of all newsreel
clips from Dec. 8, 1941, to Nov. 19,
1942, were produced on the basis of
co-operation.
Total output for that period "~i-B
3,958
subjects,
according News
to reL^i
submitted
by Movietone,
or cae'-»
Day, Paramount,
Pathe and
Universal. Of this number,
Ament
said,
only 860 did not in some way reflect
the present crisis. These dealt with
domestic, non-war news events.
A breakdown of p: oduct of the five
newsreels as presented by Ament
follows:
Subjects dealing with some aspects
of the fighting of the global war,

920; tion
activities
producfront, 357; onourAmerica's
armed forces
at
home, 1,083; subjects dealing with
the Treasury's war Bond and Stamp
campaign, including Minute Men,
164; clips on other Government
agencies, such as WPB's scrap campaign, BFI round-up of aliens, etc.,
416, and clips portraying some phase
of hemisphere relations, or showing
Latin-Americans, 168.
Another instance of collaboration,
Ament revealed, are the reels in
On Friday Local 266 was repudiated as Spanish and Portuguese, produced at
bargaining representative by managerial per- the rate of one a week and distribusonnel of J. J. Theaters at an election held
ted in South and Central America
at the offices of the board. Of the 15 managers and relief managers who participated and dealing exclusively with our
in the election 13 voted against Local 266. Latin neighbors.
Dist: ibution of newsreel material
fied.
One vote was challenged and another nullito other nations has been simplified
The results of yesterday's polling deepened by United Newsreels, Inc., which
the mystification created by the outcome of
the J. J. election. A spokesman for the produces approximately 15 reels in
SLRB said that the petitions of Local 266 as many languages every week.
to represent the managerial personnel of the World-wide distribution is achieved
two circuits were granted after evidence had
been presented that the union commanded a by utilizing the foreign distribution
sufficient number of membership cards. Other- facilities of M-G-M, RKO, Parawise the petitions would not have been acted
mount, Universal and 20th Centuryupon favorably, it was said. In the face
of this evidence there was no satisfactory Fox, plus aid from various Government services, Ament said.

explanation of the startling defeats suffered
by Local 266.

Rep. Bargaining Agent
Election Next Monday
Collective bargaining election for
white-collar workers at the Republic home office will be held next Monday. The balloting was ordered by
the NLRB on the petition of the
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA.
Some 70 employes are said to be involved.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Following a can- Michael J. Kearney Dead

A cable, read by Ament, from General Einsenhower shortly after the
North Africa victories said, in part:
"Motion pictures are of the utmost importance
providing
entertainment and building
up morale.
Newsreels are especially of tremendous value, providing for the
soldiers the means of keeping
up with their friends in other
theaters of war and with their
families
at home."
Ament
said
that the newsreels
"are grateful for General Eisenhower's tribute. We shall do our utmost
to see that our product will continue

Rochester — Michael J. Kearney,
pioneer motion picture theater oper- to be of service."
ator in nearby Medina, died. He
Rhythm"
opened the first film house in Me- "Star-Spangled
dina, the Scenic Theater, nearly 40 To Be Sold Separately
years ago.
Paramount will sell "Star Spangled Rhythm" separately for national release on Feb. 12, it was anNew Pearl Harbor Tornado
nounced yesterday by Neil Agnew.
on Stage of Milwaukee Theater
Pic starts a special pre-release engagement Dec. 30 at the N. Y. Paramount.

vass of commanding officers of nearby Army posts, the Junior Chamber
of Commerce has recommended that
local theaters operate from 2 to 4:30
p. m. on Sundays for the accommodation of service men.

ISavy Swears in
Squadron

reels'
NewsBasis
78.3%onofPool
Clips

Milwaukee — Fox houses here played up on their marquees and in newspaper advertising the Pear! Harbor Day War Bond Rally at the Auditorium last
night, sponsored by the B'nai B'rith. More than $12,000 in merchandise prizes
was auctioned off to war Bond buyers. The Navy's new Pearl Harbor Tornado
squadron of aviation cadets was sworn in on the stage of the circuit's Wisconsin
in connection with the observance.

Agnew
Para.'s
"Lady
Lucky,"

at the same time said that
next 5-block will include
Bodyguard," "Happy Go
"Henry Aldrich Gets Glamour," "Night Plane from Chungking" and "China." Trade screening
dates will be set shortly.
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"I think it's the greatest picture
ever put on celluloid. I came
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away dazed!"

— Quentin Reynolds
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KUYKENDALL ASKS IMMEDIATE STUDYGROUP
Film Rows Deserted Under Gas Rationing Impact
Editorial

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings

Expect Salesmen to Spend
More Time with Customers,
Make Fewer Towns Daily

While the first week of national
gas rationing has had little effect
on film salesmen in the field, —
although heavy snows and zero
weather in the Midwest have slowed
up extensive traveling — many exchange centers reported that the film
districts were practically deserted
last
week
insofar as visiting exhib"of industry accomplishments during the first
itors were concerned.
year of the war and to outline its ambitious
Reports from the field indicate
plans for even greater national service in
1943, the cables from North Africa were that under the rationing requirements, salesmen will be able to
bringing to the New York Sun Gault Mac(.Continued on Page 6)

==
By CHESTER B. BAHN
=
IN film biz, you hear plenty about timing
and its prime importance. . . . Well, Fate,
the master showman, turned a stand-out
demonstration of timing this week. . . .
While the War Activities Committee was
bin session here to report its brilliant array

Gowan's thrilling dispatch disclosing the
gallantry under fire of Col. Darryl F. Zanuck,
now at the front with a Signal Corps detachment. .. . Taken together, the stories
growing out of the WAC annual meeting

and MacGowan's cable signally point up the
industry's war-time roles, civilian and military.

First MOI Pic Here
For Major Release

Pix Salary Ceiling
Woes to Treasury
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Industry problems
stemming from the $25,000 salary
ceiling were outlined to A. D. Burford, chief of the Salary Stabilization
Division of the Treasury, here yesterday by industry representatives,
the delegation including Nicholas
M. Schenck, Spyros Skouras, Edward
Raftery,
Keough. Barney Balaban and Austin
It was understood that the industry reps, during a full canvass of the
contractual situation confronting
Hollywood next year when the $25,000 ceiling becomes effective suggested that a further Presidential
directive might be the proper solution.

Goldman Trust Suit
Names WB, Majors

First of the British pictures to
CORTUNATE, indeed, is the industry, and be supplied by the British Ministry
of
Information to American distrib•the nation no less, in its stockpile of
utors has arrived in New York. It
executive manpower. . . . There's a saying
Philadelphia — William Goldman
that the Army is no better than its gen- is "Coastal Command" and will be
eral. .. . That goes as well for this indus- released by one of the eight major yesterday filed an anti-trust suit in
try—any industry. . . . What the WAC has companies, it was announced yester- U. S. District Court against Warner
accomplished in 12 short months was made
day by George
Archibald, head of Theaters Circuit and major distribu(Continued on Page 3)
possible by leadership that led. . . . The
tors, asking triple damages of $1,350,000, and
charging
an alleged
re-election of George J. Schaefer, Francis
(Continued on Page 7)

S. Harmon and others and the designation
I of Si Fabian, Arthur Mayer et al to fill
new posts assures the continuance of that
highly efficient leadership. . . . Certainly,
they rate congratulations. ... But they
rate still more. . . . meaning the thanks
and gratitude of all in the trade . . . They're
doing not only their bit . . . they're doing
part of yours (and mine) as well.
AND while we're on the subject of the
WAC, a doff of the lid to Barney Balaban for his frank warning that "every
time an industry leader from New York or
Hollywood, or anywhere else, goes to Washington 'on his own' without prior clearance
with the Industry Co-ordinator on matters

involv'ng war activity, we are adding to
the confusion and inviting difficulty for
the entire industry."
More or less, there's been a tendency
towards that sort of thing on the part of
some film men. . . . Paramount's president put it m Idly when he said the inevitable result was confusing and difficult
for the entire industry.
The Industry Co-ordinator was appointed
at the direct suggestion of the Commander(Continued

on

Page

2)

WAC Public Relations Div.
To Have 1,000 Men in Field Kalmine Calls WB Zone
WAC's national public relations Managers Parley Friday

setup when completed
a field force of more
showmen ready to go to
special war assignment,

will include
than 1,000
work on any
it was said

(Continued on Page 3)

MPTOA Chief Again Urges
Parley to Set Standards
Without Aid of Lawyers
Efforts to reach an understanding
on so-called trade practices or business standards have failed partly
because some of the men who sat
in on the conferences were not true
representatives of the companies
and could not speak with absolute
authority, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, said yesterday in reiterating his proposal for a study of trade
"When the foundation of UMPI
problems.
was
established
in Chicago
last
(Continued on Page 7)

Wobber Plan Assures
Emergency Shipping
San Francisco — With the co-operation of exhibitors, an emergency
shipping system has been placed in
effect by
Herman
Wobber,
20th-Fox's
West
Coast
division
manager,
as a
precautionary measure against the
break-down of service to theaters
resulting from
war
conditions, it
(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox to Recognize
CEA Settlement Terms

London (By Cable) — Booking disHarry M. Kalmine, assistant genpute betweenbeen
the CEA
and for
20th-Fox
eral manager of Warner Bros. The- has finally
settled
good.
aters, will preside over a meeting of The settlement was made possible
(Continued on Page 7)
when Francis L. Harley, the company's
managing director
(Continued
on Page 6) in Great

"B" Cards for Studio Workers
Companies Must Certify Their Essentiality
Confirm Report Warners
Would Buy Pathe News

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Studios here have been
notified by the OPA that employes
who, because of gas rationing, find
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY it impossible or nearly so to travel
Hollywood — Warner representa- between their homes and the studios
tives confirmed a published report may have "B" cards, permitting them
that Warner Bros, is negotiating sufficient fuel for business needs for
for the purchase of Pathe News, but the next two months.
stated that the published report of
By that time, it is planned, hearings will have been held before local
$3,000,000 as the amount desired
by Pathe outfit is incorrect. How- rationing boards to determine whether these employes shall retain the
ever, they refused to reveal the
(Continued on Page 3)
amount involved.

J. Jrf . SchencU Again
VA Circuit's Prexy
Joseph M. Schenck has been reelected president and chairman of
the board of United Artists Theater
Circuit, Inc., and all other officers
have been re-named by the directors.
Officers of the circuit are Lee Shubert and Dennis F. O'Brien, vicepresidents; William P. Philips, vicepresident and treasurer; Bertram S.
Nayfack, secretary, and A. M. Georger, comptroller.
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^HANGING the subject, William M.
^*/ Shepherd, president of the U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce, on the basis of a
country-wide swing offers this conclusion:
. . . "The public wants war films steeped
in grim action and realism. . . . Sharing this
popularity is escapist drama with a heart
and humor but no reference to the war". . . .
Isn't that exactly what it's getting?

Advanced-Price Opening
Here for "Air Force"
A special advance-price premiere,
similar to those staged for "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" and "Sergeant York,"
is planned by Warner Bros, for "Air
Force" at the Hollywood Theater
next month. Simultaneously special
openings in six or more key cities
will follow. Plans for the world
premiere were completed yesterday
at a meeting at the home office at
which were present Major Albert
Warner, Charles Einfeld, Ben Kalmenson, Harry M. Kalmine, Mort
Blumenstock and Whitney Bolton.

'45 75
65

Boston — Still another industry
name was added to the toll of the
Cocoanut Grove night club holocaust
yesterday when Mrs. O. A. St. Pierre
succumbed to burns and injuries.
Her husband, long associated with
M & P as art director, met death
in the fire.
Condition of Herman Rifkin yesterday was reported improved, increasing his chances for recovery.

Troop Entertainment Post
Abroad for C. J. Freeman

+
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It might be well to re-

Mrs. St. Pierre Succumbs
To Boston Fire Injuries

FINANCIAL
NEW

in-Chief. ...
member that.

Dallas — Charles J. Freeman, stage
booker for Interstate Circuit, has
accepted a post with the American
Red Cross to assist in organizing
entertainment for U. S. troops in
Great Britain and Africa. Freeman
will work directly under Dwight
Deere Wiman, director of entertainment provided for soldiers and
sailors in Great Britain and Africa.

Loew's Bond Sales Lead
Here in 'On to Victory' Wk.
"Avenge Dec. 7— On to Victory"
week is expected to be a smashing
success on the basis of War Bonds
and Stamp sales reported for the
first
day bysales
circuits
here.$516,907,
Loew's
registered
totalling
with pledges for an additional $144,818. Incomplete returns from the
circuit's out-of-town houses add
$139,427 to the total.
Randforce Circuit accounted for
$52,200. At the Strand $10,500
worth of Bonds and Stamps was
sold. Sales at the Skouras houses
in the city are expected to amount
to $200,000 for the opening day of
the drive.

Theaters Must Switch to
Use of Coal by Jan. 15
Plans drafted by the Government
require theaters to convert to coal
by Jan. 15, it was revealed yesterday. Use of oil will be permitted
only in cases where theaters are
able to present evidence that they
cannot switch to coal. Under present plans only houses using 10,000
or more gallons of oil a year will
be affected.

Tab. "Forward" to Open
In Providence Dec. 25
A condensed version of the George
Abbott show, "Best Foot Forward,"
will open a tour of film houses in the
East at Providence on Dec. 25. The
musical, which will run about an
hour, will be on the road for six or
seven weeeks. Music Corp. of
America is handling the booking.
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COminG and Gome
LOUIS B. MAYER is at the Waldorf-Astoria
from the Coast. He's expected to remain here
for some
10 days.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, BARNEY BALABAN,
SPYROS SKOURAS, EDWARD RAFTERY and
AUSTIN KEOUCH were in Washington yesterday.
JACK for
L. WARNER,
in New York
qi';-»ly
angle
some stagenowproperties,
willto s(
.} J
Hot Springs on his return to the Coast.
♦"• FRANCIS S. HARMON, WAC co-ordinator,
is in Clevelnad today to address exhibs. on
United
Nations Week.
TOM J. CONNORS, 20th-Fox vice-prexy in
charge of world-wide distribution, is in Washington today and will be in Pittsburgh tomorrow where he will be joined by ANDY SMITH,
Eastern sales manager. Both will return to
New
York on Friday.
CHARLES

EINFELD

plans to

stop

off

in

Cincinnati
for another
look at Irving Berlin's
"This is the Army" on his way back to the
Coast
this week-end.
CHARLS MAYER,
rep.,
now
in the
Field,
Washington
three-day
furlough

former 20th-Fox Far Eastern
Army,
returns
to
Boiling
0.
C,
tomorrow
from
a
in New York.

At BRICK, Fox-Movietone cameraman who
was the only photographer at Pearl Harbor during the Dec. 7, 1941 sneak attack, and also a
veteran of the Midway and Coral Sea actions,
arrives in New
York
this morning.
IRVING YERCIN and TED TOD, Warner Bros,
field reps, who have been in New York for
several days conferring with Mort Blumenstock,
left last night for Chicago.
ROY HAINES, Warners'
last night for Detroit.

sales executive, left

JACK morrow
BENNY,
from the will
Coast.arrive in New

York

to-

ROBERT Z. LEONARD, director and co-producer of M-G-M's "Stand by for Action," arrives in New York this morning by train from
Hollywood. He will be here for about one
week and will see the Broadway plays.
JOHN FOGARTY, singer, goes to the Coast
to appear in westerns upon the termination
of his present tour New Year's week.
ANTOINETTE SlPITZE'R, Eastern publicity
director for Walt Disney Productions, returned
from
the
Coast
yesterday.
MEL CONHEIM. manager of the Strand, Albany, has returned from Washington, after
undergoing an eye operation.

50% of "Russian People'
Acquired by 20th-Fox

WE Defers Dividend Action

Twentieth-Fox has acquired a half
interest in the Theater Guild's "The
Russian People" for $17,500. The
play opens at the Guild Theater on
Dec. 29.

Western Electric's Board yesterday deferred consideration of a
fourth quarter dividend to a special
meeting to be called for the purpose
just prior to the end of the year.

"Colleges at War" Via Metro

Metro will handle distribution for

THE

CLIMAX

OF

the WAC of the OWI's "Colleges
at War" and two other releases.
"Colleges at War" runs 10 minutes.
Metro branches will have prints on
or before
Dec.'24.18. National release
date
is Dec.
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67</i

is a perfect
engraving
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expertly made and
promptly delivered.
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First MO! Pic Here
For Major Release
(Continued from Page

Issue "B" Gas Cards
For Studio Workers
(Continued from Page

1)

the films division of the Ministry of
Information, who this week took
ov^-his duties here. Archibald arrirzr-in the U. S. several weeks ago
but has been recuperating from an
attack of pneumonia suffered on
board ship en route from England.
Deal whereby American distributors will handle the English pictures was set by Sidney Bernstein
who recently returned to England.
It has not yet been determined
which of the major companies will
distribute the first picture. Archibald also revealed that "Next of
Kin," over which there had been
some controversy, will be released
over here under the same arrangement.
Several short subjects also will
be included in the deal. First of
these will be "We Sail at Midnight."
Another is "A Letter from Northern Ireland," which shows the daily
life of American troops stationed in
Ireland. Another short will concern
the British Eighth Army in Egypt.
Expected here shortly is a feature
titled "I Was a Fireman," which
shows the work of the fire fighters
during the blitz.
Thomas Baird, of the British Ministry, has arrived here and will serve
as an assistant to Archibald who
will assist in bringing about close
collaboration between the Ministry
and the OWL Archibald plans to
spend one day a week in Washington. The Ministry will produce pictures at the request of the OWI and
pictures will be made over here at
the request of the Ministry.

13,000 More Feet of Film
On African Invasion Arrive
An additional 13,000 feet of film
showing the invasion of North Africa arrived in New York yesterday for release to the five newsreels
under the pooling arrangement.
Footage was shot by the U. S.
Navy and brings the total footage
of the African campaign thus far to
30,000 feet.

t • B • * mf
Edward J. Dowling Mark Hamilton
ouglas
Fairbanks,
Jr. Bert Sprotte
R. M. Blumenthal
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• • • FOLLOWING announcement that "Random Harvest" will
make its New York bow at Radio City Music Hall, Metro statisticians have
hauled out the record books- with some revealing figures
The Ronald Colman-Greer Garson production will be the 20th iilm of The Friendly
Company to play the famous Hall since the first, "Young Dr. Kildare,"
in October, 1938
All-time house record is held, of course, by the
10-week guest, "Mrs. Miniver"
Two other pix of Leo the Lion,
"Woman of the Year" and "Philadelphia Story." were previously co-holders with "Rebecca" of the six-week mark which had prevailed
Metro's "Pride and Prejudice" was a four-weeker, and four other epics
of that company stayed three weeks
Some 200 weeks elapsed between the start of the "Kildare" engagement to the end of the "Miniver"
run, and Leo reports that 55 weeks of that time (or more than 25 per cent)
went to the 19 Metro pix
'Tis a handsome record, indeed, and the
Lion's denizens are confident that "Random Harvest" will add to the glory
of these figures

V
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• •
•
THAT somewhat lengthy pause in Sunday's radio program
titled "In Which We Sei~ve" was not in the Martin Starr script
'Twos due to one of those studio accidents which make broadcasting
the "any thing-might-happen"
thing some programs turn out to be
The narrator dropped his hunka copy
It was written on
one of those thin swatches of soft tissue-paper, and it floated away,
yes far away from the microphones
Not wanting to knock over
the mikes, chairs and tables, he never could catch up with the elusive
paper
Martin Starr, who was yet to be introduced, stepped up by
this time to the open mike and ad-libbed a scene-ending which took
care of that horror of living through a few seconds of "dead air"
It was a neat and clever recovery
Program was broadcast o'er the
Inter City Network, 12:45 p.m. (WMCA in New York), and a splendid
feature
Elliott Nugent headed a cast of Broadway players
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WALT DISNEY, in conjunction with The Office of the Coordinator oi Inter-American Affairs, is holding a special private preview of "Saludos Amigos," "Education For Death" and "Der Fuehrer's
Face" in the auditorium of the Museum of Modern Art tonight,
to be followed by a reception in the Museum Penthouse. ... • Our
famous Order of Applause (with two palms) to Raphael Avellar. WorldTelegram staff writer, for his highly-interesting series of articles dealing
with the U. S. Signal Corps Photographic Center o'er in Astoria, and titled
"Action, Soldier, Camera!". ... • Timely reading: "Hollywood's No.
1 Hide-Out," — article by Richard L. Neuberger on Eugene Pallette's
Oregon ranch (Satevepost, issue of Dec. 12). ... • One of the hitherto
unheralded heroes of the Cocoanut Grove disaster is Joseph Frank, resident manager of Boston's Variety Club in the Hotel Statler
A modest
and popular chap, he actually saved 20 lives from the Grove by risking
his own
It was not until firemen who had watched his work told
others that this fact became known
In his brilliant sacrificial role,
Joe lost a fine new overcoat which he had quickly thrown off and
wrapped around a woman who was found dying in the ruined night club
Somewhere en route to the hospital the coat disappeared
For more than 48 hours after the terrible fire, Joe went without sleep
Then he took a four-hour nap and went to work again aiding in arrangements for the funerals of industry men
Variety Club members are
loud in their praises for the silent hero
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•
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A VENGE PEARL HARBOR!

V
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preferred rating. Although the average daily round tiip mileage for a
studio employe is close to 18, not all
employes will be entitled to the
preference.
In order to obtain even the temporary "B" cards, it is understood, the
studios must certify the employes
as essential to the operation of the
industry. More temporary cards will
probably be issued, however, than
will be upheld by the local boards
after hearings.

WAC Public Relations Div.
To Have 1,000 Men in Field
(Continued from Page

1)

yesterday by Oscar A. Doob, chairman of the WAC Public Eelations
Division.
Amplified division comprises:
Maurice Bergman, Mort Blumenstock, Harry Brandt, George Brown,
Edward Churchill, Walter Compton,
Howard Dietz, S. Charles Einfeld,
Ernest Emerling, Alex Evelove,
Robert Gillham, Harry Goldberg,
William Hebert, Hal Home, Charles
Reed Jones, John Joseph, Lawrence
H. Lipskin, David Lipton, Howie
Mayer, Alec Moss, James Sauter,
Silas F. Seadler, Howard Strickling,
Terry Turner, Vincent Trotta, David
Weshner.
Barret McCormick, chairman of
the Eastern Industry Service Bureau
and Perry Lieber, chairman of the
Western Industry Service Bureau,
are members, ex-officio, as are 31
exchange area publicity chairmen
previously announced.

K-A-O Dividend of $1.75 on Pfd.
K-A-0 yesterday declared a finalquarter dividend of $1.75 per share
on 7 per cent cumulative convertible
preferred stock, payable Jan. 2,
1943, to holders of record Dec. 18.
The company also declared a dividend of 25 cents per share on the
common, payable Dec. 23 to holders
of record Dec. 18.

"Time's Fatal Wings
— Ever Forward
Albany — While it may

Fly"
not have

been plannedDec.
that 5 way,
Club's
screening
of Variety
the pictures,
sound effects and all, taken at the
Moe Silver testimonial, turned into
a Remember Pearl Harbor meeting.
The Silver testimonial was held Dec.
8, 1941, the day after the sneak Jap
attack, and the tenor of speeches that
night naturally had to do with America's part in the war. At the screening the other night, the full speech
of Admiral Yates Stirling, former
commandant at Pearl Harbor, as well
as the predictions of Jimmy Walker,
toastmaster, Tom Connors, et al,
brought to the audience a realization of the infruition
of America's
avengement
the intervening
year.

Just glimpse into Arabian JSJights —no

Haroun-al-Raschid, Caliph of Bagdad, and Sherazade, No. 1 glamour girl
of all time, in her harem tent, shortly before he rescues her from slavery

Following his fight with slave traders, Haroun-al-Raschid
makes a thrilling getaway at the ancient gates of Bagdad

magic carp

Haroun-al-Raschid
and Sherazade
an attempted
escape from slavery

The slave master auctions off the pretty captives broughJ
from distant Bagdad to replenish the harems of the bidders

mn*m

• .just blood, sand and romance, in

lechnicolor

r'%
The harem beauties disport themselves
in the big oriental fur-lined bathtub

M

ml ~u jb

nbad leads the attack of Haroun-al-Raschid's men on the forces of Kamar-al-Shaman

g

iJW.

,

m " '■

fll

in-al-Raschid and Kamar engage in mortal combat

>/

Dance of the Single Veil

WALTER

Ali-ben-Ali, circus acrobat and protector
of Sherazade, defies the slave - traders

WANGER'S

IN

mighty production

TECHNICOLOR

., „ JON HALL • MARIA MONTEZ • SABU
with Leif Erikson • Billy Gilbert • Edgar Barrier
Shemp Howard • Thomas Gomez • Turhan Bey
and these Bewitching Harem Queens
Elyse Knox • Acquanetta • Carmen D'Anronio
Story and Screen Play, Michael Hagan • Additional Dialogue, True Boardrtian

:oun-al-Raschid's
crucial moment

horsemen
arrive at
and join in the fray

Directed by John Rawlins

• Produced by Walter Wanger

<?fe
Wobber Plan Assures
Emergency Shipping
(Continued from Page

1)

was learned yesterday. It is said
that the Wobber system protects
every account in his area against
failure to receive bookings as contracted for.
Under the system certain theaters
in focal situations in all zones have
been designated as emergency storehouses. In such theaters are kept
prints of all the 20th-Fox releases
for the past season. The exhibitors
look after the prints subject to instructions from the branch managers
of the company's offices on the Coast.
The procedure in a case where a
miss-out is likely to occur or a booking may be late is to have the branch
manager, booker or salesman call
up the focal theater in the area and
ask the management to send a print
of the desired picture to the house
involved in the emergency.
The system is understood to have
received such high endorsement
from Coast exhibitors that Wobber
intends to extend its benefits to the
Salt Lake City and Denver territories. District managers of the
company in other parts of the country are said to be studying the system.

20th-Fox to Recognize
CEA Settlement Terms
(Continued from Page

1)

Britain, agreed to recognize all the
provisions of the settlement which
was announced on Oct. 27 but which
later collapsed. The "war" between
the CEA and 20th-Fox broke out in
September when the company revised its British sales plans.
The agreement gives exhibitors
complete status quo. It has restored one-day Sunday films. The
policy which caused the dispute had
specified that each film was to be
sold individually, whether on percentage or fiat rental, and that certain productions were to be in the
percentage classification. The settlement again makes it possible for
exhibitors to book films on flat
rentals.

Memphis Paper's Ads
All Plug Bond Sales
For the first time in its newspaper
life, the Memphis Commercial Appeal appeared on the newsstands
Monday, the opening day of "Avenge
Dec. 7— On To Victory" Week,
without a single commercial advertisement on its pages. The entire
advertising lineage was devoted to
promoting the sale of War Bonds and
Stamps.
This unusual feat of patriotic
ballyhoo was the work of a committee including Maurice Druker,
who with Howard Waugh is WAC
co-chairman of Public Relations in
Memphis.

REVIEWS
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Sam Wheeler New Prexy
Of Wash'n Variety Club
Washington Bureau of THE

with

'China Girl1

Gene
Tierney, George
Montgomery,
Lynn Bari, Victor McLaglen
20rh-Fox
95 Mins.
WAR DRAMA PLAYED AGAINST CHINESE BACKGROUND STACKS UP AS FAIR
BOX-OFFICE
ENTERTAINMENT.
A more honest approach to the subject
would have made "China Girl" smashing
entertainment and something of which
20th-Fox could genuinely have been proud.
The ingredients are there in abundance,
but they have been handled cheaply and
obviously. A China torn by war, a China
where the drama of life and death is too
painfully real, hardly would seem to be
the proper background for the romantic
didoes of a shallow and conceited smart
aleck of an American whose instincts are
on the wolfish side. The romantic convolutions of the story somehow detract
from the dramatic content of the production. As the film has been produced, played
and written, it lacks the importance that
such a theme should have given it. The
picture simply doesn't ring true. Much of
the action is implausible and childish and
strangely undramatic at times.
It is difficult to believe that Ben Hecht
had a hand in the fashioning of "China
Girl," which is based on a yarn by Melville
Grossman. Hecht, who doubled as producer
and screenplaywright, can do much better.
Here and there flashes of the real Hecht
are evident, but they are not many. He
hasn't helped matters any by dragging the
film out to such length. Cutting would be
a boon to the picture.
The American around whom the action
revolves is a newsreel cameraman. The
story relates his experience with the Japs
and two Americans in their pay just before
the Pearl Harbor incident. The villains try
to trick the cameraman into taking pictures
of the Burma Road which they hope to
use to destroy that vital traffic artery. He
manages to cross up the Japs after being
tipped off to the treacherous character of
the two Americans. The close of the film
finds him mortally wounded in a sally with
Jap bombers during a raid on a Chinese
town.
Our hero's romantic activities involve
two women. The first is one of the two
traitorous Americans. This is a minor affair.
The fellow's real heart throb is a Chinese
girl whose father is a teacher. It is in
defense of the girl that he is wounded by
the Japs. The finale has the dying chap
and the Chinese miss reaffirming their love.
Definitely on the credit side are the exciting pace of the story and the heavy
emphasis placed on action. The bombing
scenes bring the film to a resounding
climax. Most of the credit for the nicer
things about the film goes to the director, Henry Hathaway, and the cameraman,
Lee Garmes.
George Montgomery enacts the newsreel
cameraman. The Chinese girl has been
left to the mercy of Gene Tierney, who is
never convincing in the part. Lynn Bari
plays the other woman in Montgomery's
life. She's just about the best player in the
film. Victor McLaglen appears as her
partner in treachery. Some of the other
players are Alan Baxter, Sig Rumann, Myron
McCormick, Bobby Blake, Ann Pennington,
PhiliD Ahn.
CAST: Gene Tierney, George Montgomery, Lynn Bari, Victor McLaglen, Alan
Baxter. Sig Rumann, Myron McCormick,
Bobby Blake, Ann Pennington, Philip Ahn,
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Washington — New chief barker
for Variety Club's Tent No. 11,
Washington, is Sam Wheeler of
Twentieth Century-Fox. Wheeler
was elected to succeed Vincent
Dougherty of Paramount, who takes
his place on the board of governors.
First assistant barker is John Allen, M-G-M, who is succeeded as
second assistant by Fred Kogod,
local theater operator. The only
new member of the board is Jake
Flax, local manager for Republic.
Sam Galanty of Columbia continues
as treasurer.
Other members of the board of
governors include Carter Barron,
Rudolf Berger, John J. Payette, Nathan Golden, Ed Fontaine, Hardie
Meakin, Abe Lichtman, Sidney Lust,
Julian Brylawski and George Crouch
— the last the only new member.

Film Rows Deserted
Under Gas Rationing
(Continued from Page

1)

spend more time with exhibtiors on
deals rather than trying to make as
day.
many
towns as possible in a Q
single
Most salesmen
ritories
as usual covered
the first theiKT->rweek of
rationing, but from now on it appears that they will use trains and
buses more extensively. In Minneapolis, salesmen and managers received "B" cards, while in Los Angeles the salesmen and managers
were
given "A"
cards. reported fewMilwaukee
salesmen
er towns covered last week but the
number of deals closed showed an
increase over the previous week. The
same
City. situation held true in Kansas

Monogram's Chicago exchange has
solved its rationing problem by directing salesmen to leave their cars
in the center of their respective territories. Salesmen travel from this
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — A huge new labora- city to their "bases" by train weekly.
In some quarters, it was believed
tory to be staffed with over 700 people will soon be opened here by the that neighborhood business will be
Navy. All pictorial work by that improved by the rationing, inasmuch
patrons will not use their cars to
service will be centered in this lab- reach
the downtown districts. It is
oratory, which will contain training
generally, however, that the
schools as well as facilities for cam- believed
era checking and the developing of situation will adjust itself rapidly
all types of film. It is expected as it affects both patrons and salesthat women will do a good deal of
the work there. The present plans
call for more than 200 WAVES Harry C. Arthur, Jr. Here
and 20 female officers to be stationed there.
On Duals' Elimination

Navy to Open Huge Film
Laboratory in Washington

Canadian Picture Pioneers
Elect Clair Hague Prexy

Harry C. Arthur, Jr., managing
director of Fanchon & Marco, is
carrying his campaign for the voluntary elimination of duals to the
powers that be in the industry here,
it was learned yesterday with the
disclosure that he was in town from
St. Louis. The showman said he
would sound out distributors and the
MPPDA tomorrow and Friday. He
expects to return home over the
week-end.

Toronto — Executives of Canadian
Picture Pioneers met here to elect
new officers. Clair Hague was named
president succeeding Oscar Hanson;
Syd Taube was elected vice-president, and Ray Lewis secretary.
A committee comprising Arcie
Laurie, Ben Cronk and Charles Mavety was appointed to organize a
The distributors hold the solution
big patriotic function early in the to the duals problem, Arthur said.
new year.
"That's where the matter eventually
will have to wind up," he asserted,
WB Appoints Goodman
adding that double bills would go if
Charlotte Booking Head
distributors prohibited their accounts from playing them.
Manny Goodman, formerly of the
Warner Bros, home office sales department and more recently connected with the Atlanta branch, has
Used
To Kot
"Blow-ups"
— But
This Kind
been promoted to supervisor of
bookings in the Charlotte exchange.

Texas V. C. Honors Ezell
Dallas — Claude Ezell is the new
chief barker of the Variety Club of
Tom Neal, Chester Gan, Allen Jung, Paul
Fung, Lai Chand Mehra, Beal Wong, Oie
Chan, Kam Tong.
CREDITS: Producer. Ben Hecht; Director,
Henry Hathaway; Screenplay, Ben Hecht;
Based on story by Melville Grossman; Music,
A'fred Newman; Cameraman, Lee Garmes;
Art Drectors, Richard Day, Wiard B. Ihnen;
Film Editor. James B. Clark;
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

United Press cable from Allied

Headquarters in North Africa released yesterday declared that Colonel
Darryl Zanuck, who has been supervising shooting of footage for the
Army in Tunisia, came closer to getting killed in bed than in the front
lines, where he was under fire. He
had gone to a hotel in a north
coast town where he had formerly
stayed, and went to bed although
the hostelry was deserted. The
next morning he was informed by a
policeman that two delayed action
bombs were inside the building.
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I Study Group Urged
g By Ed Kuykendall
(Continued from Page
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year," Kuykendall said, "it was
a igreed that the basis for the solu-i :ion to problems would be solely in
A ;he Jiands of the top active exscuv s.- Instead, the lawyers were
■;feorr^st into it and the company
t leads were absent."
Wants No "Mouthpieces"
Dwelling on the same subject in
.in organization bulletin also issued
/esterday, Kuykendall urged that a
'study committee" should not be
selected to represent particular
groups and interests, or as the
'mouthpieces" for organizations or
'actions
an out
axe for.
to grind and a
let
idea with
to hold
"They should
be competent,
well
nformed
distribution
executives
.'not lawyers) and actual theater
>wners or managers with long ex)erience in the business who thormghly know the business of disribution and exhibition," Kuykenlall wrote. "They are not expected
o commit their company nor their
jrganization to anything nor to
)e the spokesmen for anybody but
;hemselves, nor to negotiate any
leals or agreements.
"Thus," he continued, "they will
>e free to examine each problem
:arefully and impartially, find out
vhether it is fancied or real, impor;ant or insignificant, and consider
low it could be solved, or what ought
:o be done about it. What is done
ibout it would then be up to the
•esponsible leaders and organizations
n the industry, but not to the study
:ommittee, who must be free from
,he obligation of executing any
agreements or enforcing any plan,
n order to do the preliminary job
"airly and impartially."
Would End "Headaches"
Because of the many "headaches'
n the business, Kuykendall urged
igain that the important and responsible factors in the industry
:onsider the establishment of such
i "study" council or "research"
:ommittee to undertake the impor;ant job of making an "earnest, imlartial study of our trade problems"
ind lay the foundation for their soution.
"In this way," he said, "a definite
md generally accepted set of busiless standards
for the improved

WEDDING

BELLS

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Joseph Kearns,
issistant manager of the Comerford
Theater, now in the Navy, was marked to Annette O'Malia in St. There's Church.
Scranton, Pa. — Rita Rosemary
3mith of the home office of the
Jome:ford Circuit, and Norman H.
Schroeder were married in St. Peter's
Cathedral here.

3fe
Bearded Monty Woolley' s Popularity Makes
Tough Sledding For Prestige of Santa Claus
Monty Woolley, — in town for the local premiere of his new 20th-Fox hit
today at the Roxy — , beneficently appeared from 11 a.m. to noon yesterday
as Santa Claus in Macy's, and his performance was literally a near-riot as
thousands of kiddies gathered with their elders about the Grand Throne. The
Hollywood star was traditionally costumed, but needed a minimum of makeup
because of his natural beard, which he merely combed out to accent its
luxuriance.

Goldman Trust Suit
Names WB, Majors
(Continued from Page

1)

monopoly of all first-run situations
in the city. Defendants include
Metro, Paramount, 20th CenturySo close-packed became the awed and enthusiastic crowd that the Woolley
Fox, Columbia, Warners, Universal
countenance was bathed in perspiration despite the crisp outdoor temperature.
and UA.
Dick Condon, aide to 20th-Fox's Hal Home, was the "reindeer" charged with
The action is the result of Golddelivering Woolley to his personal appearance, along with a battery of Movietone News cameramen. Typical of the sophisticated rising generation, which
man's inability to secure first-run
is thoroughly movie-minded, one kid, en route to the Grand Throne, protestingly
product for his recently-acquired
and loudly wept: "I don't wanna see Santa Claus, I wanna see Monty Woolley!"
Erlanger, having leased the house
in November, 1940, for a term of 10
years at a minimum rental of $12,U. S. Instructional Film
Still Wide-Open Bidding
000 a year. In the bill, it is alleged
Bids Returnable Dec. 14
that the defendants refused GoldFor "Life with Father"
man permission to exhibit any fustReports circulated yesterday to run pictures
whatsoever, allegedly
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the effect that the spirited bidding
Washington — Invitation to in- by film companies for the screen because of "said illegal combination
and
conspiracy
to monopolize the
structional film companies to bid on rights to the Howard Lindsay-Rusentire motion picture industry, parthe approximately 140 productions sel Crouse sensational legit comedy,
ticularly in the Philadelphia disscheduled for 1943 by the Office of "Life With Father," has narrowed
down to bids made to Producei
Education are returnable Dec. 14.
Goldman contends that he has been
Oscar Serlin by Warners and Sam- deprived of access to a free and open
The document covering the indiuel Goldwyn were denied yesterday
vidual bids comprises 42 pages and the Serlin offices contending that market to buy pictures and has been
specifies that each unit will consist
relegated to an "inferior position
bidding is "still wide open" to where he may obtain product only
of (1) a sound film; (2) a slide the
the studios which have sought the trict."
on the last run no matter how fine
dim, sound or silent; and an achis theater is, and no matter how
companying instructional manual in property.
Latter, it is asserted, comprise much he would be willing to pay
the number of 5,000 copies. The Warners;
Samuel Goldwyn; Mary
Office of Education has specified var- Pickford, for United Artists; David tor pictures in a free and open marious amounts per unit which the bidket." It is further alleged that the
der can select, and these amounts O. Selznick; and Columbia, and, on defendants conspired to monopolize
range from $4,000 to $8,000, rising a different basis, 20th-Fox, RKO che entire film industry in the PhilRadio, and Paramount.
adelphia district by agreeing among
from the first-named figure to the
without exception, each
last in progression of $500. For is Virtually
that all the motion picwilling, it is added, to chemselves
tures produced by the defendants
che selected amount, the bidder must meetclearly
the financial terms, declared
tell the Office of Education just
should be exhibited "on desirable
what it will receive for the amount to be a minimum of $500,000. Howonly by the defendants."
ever, Serlin has listed certain con- runs
chosen.
In a supplementary statement by
ditions, which have become known
Any bidder who has made at least 10
William A. Gray, attorney for Goldsound motion pictures in the past two years in the negotiations as his "ten comman, he explained that the sigis eligible to bid, and, further, must furnish
mandments," governing the making
nificance of this case has not only
the information as to for whom the pictures of the property into a feature film.
were made and include reference.
to do with restraint of trade, violaWhat
these
conditions
are
is
not
Films planned by the Office of Information
tion of ethical business practices,
cover machine shop, shipbuilding, aviation revealed, but Serlin himself discloses his insistence that he and his and legal statutes as alleged in the
work, plus possible blocks of farm machinery, engineering, and other allied critical
oill of complaint, "but it likewise
war training areas.
associates have a definite "say-so" results in many gross injustices to
in
how
the play is translated to the movie audiences in the Philadelphia
Stipulation is made that if the producing
organization employs technicians and other screen, and, if this takes place, the
area." It is charged that the latelabor to work on the pictures on such days conditions will have to be met.
ness in the exhibition of pictures to
as New Year's, Fourth of July, Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, or Christmas Day, no
the Philadelphia public is due to
Zone
premium wage or extra compensation except Kalmine Calls WB
the fact that "Warner Bros, has a
time-and-a-half wage for said work will be
backlog of unplayed pictures.
Managers' Parley Friday great
By reason of the monopolistic over(.Continued from Page 1)
all control of all theaters and film
conduct of our industry can be all Warner zone managers starting
in this city, they release pictures to
worked out and defined, one that we Friday morning at the home office.
can all respect and defend as fair
Joseph Bernhard, who recently the public when it suits their parand just. No such standards of took leave of absence for service
ticular pattern."organization is also
The Warner
right and wrong, or definition of
Navy, is expected to parti- charged with regulating admission
fair competitive practices, even in the cipate
in the sessions.
exist today. How can we deterthe theaters
Zone managers attending will in- priceoutpolicy
the areaof because
of itsthroughalleged
mine ethical business conduct withclude James Coston, Chicago; Nat
out it, let alone plan effective or- Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New control of product. Goldman operates a circuit of houses here and in
Haven;
Don
Jacocks,
Newark;
C.
J.
ganized self-regulation?"
various towns in Eastern PennsylKuykendall warned against con- Latta, Albany; Ted Schlanger, vania.
fusing self-regulation of trade prac- Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittstices with the bargaining and tradburgh; John J. Payette, Washinging over film prices. To drag in
ton; Louis J. Halper, Hollywood; and
that issue, he asserted, would wreck Howard Waugh, Memphis.
Among the home office executives
any plan for self-regulation, as it
did UMPI. "Must we wait again?" participating will be Clayton Bond,
he asked, "until we are on the brink Harry Goldberg, Leonard SchlesNew Haven — Sidney Kleper, manof disaster before we try to regu- inger, Frank N. Phelps, Sam E. Morlate our own business methods or
ager of the Bijou here, and M: s.
ris, Abel Vigard, W. Stewart Mcuntil the Government forces action
Donald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis Kleper are parents of a seven-pound
on us so the attempt will again be Kaufman, Frank Marshall, Herman baby girl, Bonnie Eileen, born at
Maier and Martin F. Bennett.
I St. Francis Hospital, Hartford.
hasty, reluctant and insincere?"

STORKS

"I think it's the greatest
picture ever put on
celluloid. I came away
dazed!"
"It will make Noel
Coward one of the
cinema's

big shots!"

"If I have seen five great movies
r. in my time.. .IN WHICH
* SERVE is one of them!"
-Alexander

WE
Woollcott

"The very greatest picture yet
to be made about -Elsa
this Maxwell
war!'
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INDUSTRY ESSENTIAMWT BENEFITJLIGHT
Amusement
U. S. Collections in "Hot
Weather" Mos. This Year
Topped 1941's Fall-Winter

Federal amusement taxes since
the nine-cent exemption became effective on Oct. 1, 1941, totalling
$140,962,414, reflect an almost continuous increase in attendance up to
the end of September of this year.
Tax collections made in October for
September receipts were $14,694,997, an increase of approximately
41 per cent over the tax on receipts
for October, 1941, when the collections amounted to $10,411,197.
That there was no so-called "Summer slump"
this year
is revealed
by
(Continued
on Page
7)

Set 32 Chairmen for
United Nations Week

Taxes Reflect Attendance
Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

==By

ANDREW

H. OLDEH=
—WASHINGTON

I^ON'T let anyone kid you about the
*"^ value of the copper drippings exhibitors are collecting. They contain 90 per
cent or better copper, according to experts such as E. Allan Williford of National
Carbon, and we don't have to tell you
how valuable copper is these days. . .
© Let's take space for another reminder
about converting that oil heater to coal —
especially if you're in the northeastern
area. And don't forget, if you can't get
a stoker you'll be expected to arrange for
hand firing if at all possible. And don't
be skeptical about reports that you'll be
cut off if you don't try to convert. Even
if you can prove attempt to convert, you're
likely to have a plenty tough time convincing your local rationing board that
fuel's essential for your theater— especially
if the gentlemen on that board have to
go home to a cold house.

Leon J. Bamberger, campaign director, yesterday completed his lineup of 32 exchange area chairmen
who will function on United Nations
VA/HICH reminds us that there's a story
' » that should some day be told, but
Week, Jan. 14-20. The list includes
many who, non-members of the it's too early now. Plenty of exhibitors
WAC, are key exhibitors aligned for may not know it, but their future supply

•

(Continued on Page 6)

NSS, SOPEG Sign Pact
For White-Collar Help
A contract covering some 150
white-collar workers at the National
Screen Service home office and exchange was signed yesterday between the company and the Screen
(Continued on Page 6)

FPC Declares Extra
Dividend of 25 Cents
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian
yesterday announced a dividend of
50 cents payable Dec. 31 to shareholders of record Dec. 19. This was
double the amount usually paid at
that time.
The company stated the dividend
was in reality the usual 25 cents and
25 cents extra and was not to be
taken as establishing any standard
for future dividends. No reason for
the extra was given.

•

of oil, if it comes through, will be avail(Continued on Page 6)

Burrows Leaves Guaranty
Trust to Join Mono.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — George D. Burrows,
for 27 years with Guaranty Trust
Company in New York, has resigned
and will join Monogram in a financial capacity the first of the year.

Eleven Production Groups Affected by the WMC
Decision; Urge Use of Women for Distribution and
Exhibition, Freeing Men for Shifting to War Work
Washington

Bureau

of THE

DAILY

11 categories in production, with exhibition and distribution facing the
substitution of women for male personnel who either voluntarily or
otherwise will be shifted to industries deemed essential to the war
program. This was learned yesterday
Nine appeal cases were on file by The Film Daily.
The 11 classifications in prowith the appeal board of the indus(Continued on Page 7)
try's arbitration system at the time
Judge Van Vechten Veeder, chairman of the appeal panel, died last
Friday. No decision on any of these
appeals can be made until a third
man is appointed to the board to
fill the vacancy left by Judge Veeder.
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
has not yet indicated whom he will
Preliminary reports issued yesappoint to the post.
terday by the War Activities ComAppeal cases currently are pendmittee on the industry's nation-wicfe
ing on awards made in Chicago, New
To Victory" Week war Bond
York. St. Louis, Milwaukee, Albany "On
drive indicated the momentum atand Los Angeles.
tained in various sectors, and pointed
to the achievement of a large total.
Storm Lake, la., Exhib.
RKO theaters, said Harry Mandel,
Wins Complaint on Runs department chief, obtained $177,935

Nine Appeals Await
Naming of Chairman

"Victory" Bond Sales
Gather Momentum

(Continued on Page 4)

Des Moines — An award by the
Des Moines arbitration tribunal has
directed Vitagraph to offer its major product to E. M. Tracy, operaLake.tor of the Tracy theater at Storm
Tracy has filed a complaint that
the distributor offered only secondrun pictures
and that the first-run
(Continued on Page 6)

Get Full Clearance for Shipments to London
Eastern Canadian Houses Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Full clearance for
Cut Power Consumption
shipment of newsreels to London

(Continued on Page 4)

FILM

Washington — While the War Manpower Commission has
reached a decision classifying the motion picture industry: as
essential to the war effort the decision apparently affects only

Priority Rating tor Newsreels

St. John, N. B. — Theater owners
of the Eastern provinces have been
co-operating with the power conservation authorities by reducing amperage. Although there has been
talk of banning theater operations

Rise

was granted yesterday upon presentation of letters from the State Department and the OWI overseas
film division to Capt. A. P. Werner,
of the air priorities division of the
Army's Air Transport Command.
The letters were arranged for by
(Continued on Page 4)

Schaefer to Coast for
WAC Program Parleys
George J. Schaefer, chairman of
the WAC co-ordinating committee,
and Fred Beetson leave for Holly(Continued on Page 6)

$3,500,000 In Bonds
Bought by Eastman
Rochester — Eastman Kodak yesterday helped Uncle Sam's Victory Loan
drive for $9,000,000,000 by purchasing $3,500,000 worth of Victory
Bonds. Kodak thus became the largest single investor in Rochester in
the drive. With this check, Kodak
"appreciably increased its already
large holdings
of taxB.savings
according
to Marion
Folsom, notes,"
Kodak
treasurer.
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His Majesty's, Montreal,
Adopts British Pic Policy
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WALTER BRANSON, RKO's Western division
sales manager, left yesterday for Chicago and
Midwest exchanges, returning in a week.
MAX

KRAVETZ

has returned to the Coast.

ALEX HALPERIN, buyer and booker for Warner Theaters in the Chicago territory, returned
to the Windy City last night following h.o.
conferences.

HARRY FEINSTEIN, Warner Theaters buyer
last the Pittsburgh zone, returned to that city
ght from New York.
LILLIAN HELLMAN arrives en the Coast today with the completed treatment of her first
original
screen
story for Samuel
Coldwyn.
LEON FROMKESS, production chieftain of
PRC-Fathe, will leave Hollywood Dec. 15 for
New York to confer with O. Henry Briggs, and
Arthur
Creenblatt.
SI

FABIAN

"Serve's" Salty Adjectives
Before House of Commons

New economic developments created by the President's wage stabilization decree have spurred the
Screen Publicists Guild of New York,
Local 114, UOPWA, to prepare itself for the reopening of contract
negotiations far in advance of the
May deadline for the taking of such
action under its agreement with the
film companies. According to the
terms of the Guild's two-year pacts
with the employers, which terminate in May, 1944, negotiations on
the question of wag-es can be reopened at the expiration of the first
vear of the agreements. The rising
cost of living is given as the reason for the Guild's early action.
A research and contract committee is being lined up to work out
wage demands in the light of recent
developments.
Contract reopening will be discussed by the membership for the
first time tonight at a meeting at
the Hotel Piccadilly.
Also on the agenda tonight is the
nomination of officers for the coming year. Election is scheduled for
the January meeting.

Objections by the American code
authority to two "salty adjectives"
in "In Which We Serve" reached
the House of Commons in London
yesterday, according to an Associated Press London cable. Brendan
Bracken, Information Minister, was
quoted as having said that Hollywood censors were just too "old
maiden aunt-like" to appreciate the
controversial words in the picture.

Ed Warren Heads Can.
Independent M. P. Ass'n

75
65

productions. Henry Moss is r onager. <-\

NEW YORK
THEATERS

this week.

SPG Preparing to Reopen
Contract Negotiations

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller
Fred

ASTAIRE

Monty WOOLLEY- Ida LUPINOir

Conveys
Aussie's
Thanks
To U. S. Film
Industry

*
PLUS BIG STAGE SHOW
*
BUY A WAR QAVV
7th Ave. & 50th St.
BOND at the IfUAI
Poors Open 10:30 A. M,

*

EIGHT- THJKTf

The Australian Government's gratitude to the American motion picture industry was expressed informally yesterday by David W. Bailey,
chief of the New York office of the
Australian Info:mation Bureau, at
a meeting of the International Film
Relations Committee. He said thanks
were due for the help of 12 screen
personalities now participating in
the austerity campaign through films
and the radio.
Bailey thanked Albert Deane of
Paramount who acted as liaison for
the committee in preparing trailers
and transcriptions for the programs.

Toronto — First executive meeting
Tuesday of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association elected Ed War- Jack Rappaport Leaves
ren of Aurora, Ont., president; H. Paramount to Join OWI
Freedman of Toronto, vice-president; M. A. Milligan of Hamilton,
Jack Rappaport, formerly ParaLreasurer; Joe Garbarino of Toronto,
secretary. S. B. Taube was ap- mount's manager in Cuba and Panama, has resigned to join the OWI
pointed permanent executive secrewill be stationed temporarily in
'^ry-teasurer. Warren is a small- and
Washington.
town theater owner.
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M-G-M will stage simultaneous
world premieres of "Stand By for
Action" in the seven U. S. Naval
Base cities on New Year's Eve. The
production will open in Boston, Providence, Washington, Chicago, San
Diego, Norfolk and San Francisco.
Some of the cities will hold special
advance premiere showings on the
evening of Dec. 30,

Rita HAYWORTH

"YOU WERE
NEVERPictureLOVELIER"
A Columbia

A

7-Fold "Action" Premiere

•

HALL

Center

Code authority sources in New
York still insisted that the words
in question would not be heard when
the picture has its Broadway premiere on Dec. 23.

SECURITIES

Met. Playhouse, Inc. 2nd deb. '45
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

leaves for Hollywood

Montreal — Consolidated Theaters,
Ltd., will inaugurate a new policy on
New Year's Day when they will
start showing British films at His
Majesty's, commencing with the Esquire pic, "One of Our Aircraft is
Missing." His Majesty's has been
alternating special films and stage

CENTER

Musical

Icetravaganza

ON

ICE

THEA., Rockefeller Center, CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater

Eves. Ind. Sun. 8:40. No Monday Performance
Mats: Wed. & Sat. at 2:40, Sun at 3.00
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

F. F. F.
Interesting — Isn't it?

Judy Garland's joyous musical held over in 34
early engagements, tops famed "Miniver" in
many spots, ahead of hearty "Honky Tonk"
practically everywhere. 9th Week, Astor, N.Y.

New M-G-M records in Chicago (best at U. A.
Theatre in 4 years!) and Philadelphia (best at
Aldine since 1938) for the Hedy Lamarr -Walter
Pidgeon smash romance. New York Capitol
tops "Honky Tonk." Held-over 100%!

Wherever you go they're saying: "M-G-M has
done it again!" Ronald Colman-Greer Garson
in a film headed for the Hall of Fame. Press
reviews, exhibitor praise prophesy another
world-famed "Miniver" hit!

Watch trade press reviews! Greatest triumph of
naval action since "Mutiny On Bounty." Robert
Taylor, Brian Donlevy, Charles Laughton, Walter
Brennan are superb! A dramatic spectacle with
patriotic punch that lifts you to the skies!

FIRST LION OF DEFENSE!

W^V
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Priority Rating
Granted Newsreels

"Victory" Bond Sales
Gather Momentum

(Continued f om Page
(Continued from Page
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the first day, the amount being in
actual money and not in maturity
value.
In the Buffalo territory, 70 cooperating theaters, supported by
Mayor Joseph
officialbefore
proclamation andJ.hisKelly's
addresses
theater crowds on the drive's opening night in several stands, together
with strong aid from the pi ess, radio
stations, the Bill Posters' Union
which posted gratis 24-sheets on 35
salient billboards, speakers provided
by civic organizations, and announcements by the clergy from pulpits,
a:e piling up Bond sales. A flying
promotional sta: t, prior to the Pearl
Haibor anniversary, helped attain
results.
In Bridgeport, more than $15,000
worth of Bonds and Stamps were sold
by theaters on opening night. As
a sales booster the Loew-Poli and
the Majestic announced a year pass
to buyers of $5,000 Bonds. In Carlsbad, N. M., Frank Maxey, theater
manager, used his R. E. G: iffith circuit house's stage to award wings to
flying cadets of the nearby bombardier school and theieby stimulated
Bond sales. Loew-Poli Palace in
Meriden, Conn., rolled up $7,850 on
drive's first night, while from Iowa
and Nebraska the houses of TriStates and Central States used the
pass-for-Bond with fine effect.
In Los Angeles and other Southern
California sections, theaters are
augmenting their full campaigns via
a special record made by Bette
Davis. Stands in this part of the
State are pledged to vend $1,000,000
in Bonds during the seven-day span,
Co-Chairmen Charles Skouras, Dave
Bershon and Hugh Bruen declare.
Another high-gear campaign is
being waged in Kansas City, Mo.,
spear-headed in large measure by the
Griffith Circuit.
Robert Leonard Stricken
Watertown, N. Y. — Robert Leonard, local projectionist, is dead here
after having been admitted for a
day to a hospital here. He was
business agent of Local 338 IA and
very active in affairs of the Tenth
District. He was one of the founders
of Watertown Central Trades Assembly and its past president.
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» O 9 WHEN the bells ring out this waning year, and ring in thl
new. Warners can look back upon a 1942 job well done, and forward
to a policy which will continue to pile up prestige and proftis in 1943
We mean the character of the company's advertising campaigns, an outstanding feature of which is the manner in which the trade name has
been sold to the trade
Solid showmanship forms the foundation for
results which have been achieved and will continue to be manifested
The principle is that the brand is the thing
In driving home
the Warner name, outlets have learned more than ever to appreciate
the fact that who makes the product is a guarantee of quality clearly
surpassing such divergent factors as pictures' titles, stories and stars
There is, in addition to commercial justification for this, a mathematical axiom to support the Warner wisdom, namely, that the whole
is greater than the part, and is equal to the sum of all the parts
For certainly all that is done in any given span of time by Warners IS
Warners
The most coveted position any organization can reach in
manufacturing and marketing is to create customer desire to purchase
because of the source's reputation
Warners enjoys currently more
than ever that enviable and raTe situation
Too, there is something
important which the theatermen of the nation enjoy in turn, — confidence.

©
©
©
WELL, Station WNEW's Bill Berns has donned our Army's
khaki and is off to the wars
One of the last acts of this popular
pic commentator whose friends are legion i?i both the celluloid and
ether kingdoms was to appear Tuesday night on the stage of the local
Strand Theater to sell war Bonds
It was a real thrill for Bill,
for he received his early publicity training o'er at Warners, but never
expected to bask behind that org's Main Stem footlights. ... © Emanuel Frisch and Sam Rinzler are setting a swift-paced example for other
circuits in the manner in which they and their Randforce cohorts are
turning in copper drippings and shippings to the W AC drive. . . .
© Essaness theater circuit has just contributed $2,500 to the Chicago
Community Fund. ... © From all indications those entertainmentgenie gents of the Press Photographers Ass'n of New York will surpass
all their Bamumesque showmanship at their Wth annual entertainment
and dance in the Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 5
The event this time
will benefit USO, and because of the patriotic angle the lens solons are
going all-out in plans
Joe Heppner, who showed at the recent
Motion Picture Pioneers' dinner that he can literally dish it out, is
sparkplugging the publicity committee. ... © All exhibs. who play
lite five .■.Itoits which Metro is making as its contribution to the industry's "America Speaks" series will receive a handsome scroll as a token
of appreciation for their co-operation
More than 12,000 stands
have already played the first two subjects in the series, "The Magic
Alphabet" and "Mr. Blabbermouth," indicating that the American
Red Cross will receive a contribution in excess of $150,000
Other
reels in production are "Plan For Destruction," "Inflation" and "Logistics". ... © Last night's special preview, jointly held by Walt
ney and The Office of the Co-Ordinator of Inter-American AffairsDisin
the Museum of Modern Art, was a brilliant affair with "Saludos
Amigos," "Education for Death" and "Der Fuehrer's Face" being
received with vast enthusiasm
The pix are Disney at his very best
© Wolfe Cohen, WB district manager for the Canadian territory,
has
jour brothers in the American armed forces: Harvey, Louis, Mike' and

▼

▼

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.

I)

Claude Collins, newsreel co-ordinator here.
This clearance comes at the °nd
of an anxious
six weeks
d - j
which
four newsreel
compan\«:»—
j Pathe does not ship to London —
j were faced with the prospect that
weekly overseas shipment might be
stopped.
Several months ago Assistant Postmaster General Ironsides
j informed
Movietone News, Univer[ sal,
Metro of andsending
Paramount
the
practice
two that
editions
I weekly by each company — eight in
| all — would
have
to be foregone.
Since that date the practice has been
|to send one duping print each week
I for all four companies — with the
J companies pooling their material, or
I sending film in turn.
Dupe negaJtives are made in London.
| Six weeks
ago the reels were
notified that they would have to get
a priority rating before they could
ship film to London, and were faced
with the prospect
of losing this
market.
Collins was informed late
yeste:day,
however,
that the necessary priority rating has now been
granted and shipment will continue
as it has during the past several
months.

Eastern Canadian Houses
Cut Power Consumption
(Continued from Page

1)

between 5 and 7 p.m., daily, the
peak load period, a comparatively
low volume of the theaters in these
provinces function between those
hours. The majority of the houses
suspend activities for at least one
hour, and most of them for two
hours, at suppertime, except on Satvail.
urdays, when continuous shows preThe power problem has been an
acute one. There is a record peak
load from 11 to 12, noon. Theaters
which had offered morning Saturday shows for children have eliminated these. Theaters also are cutting the use of the current for light
and projection to the bone.

Awards Banquet in Feb. or March
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood
— The M
Academy's
board
of governors
has P decided
that
the awa: ds banquet be held the last
of February or first of March.

"Air Force" Standing
Warners $3,000,000
Reason J. L. Warner and Charlie
Einfeld are devoting so much personal
attention to the forthcoming launching of "Air Warners
Force" is
because
understood
have
close it's
to
three million invested in this important negative, which is expected
to deliver a big wallop in behalf
of the war effort.

f

VICTOR
ALAN BAXTER
BOBBY BLAKE

Directed bv HENRY
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• SIG RUMANN • MYRON McCORMICK
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Set 32 Chairmen for
United Nations Week
(Continued from

Page
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this special activity. Listed alphabetically according to the key city
of the exchange territory, chairmen
are:
Albany, Lou Golding; Atlanta,
William *K. Jenkins and Oscar Lam;
Boston, Sam Pinanski; Buffalo,
Charles Hayman; Charlotte, North
Carolina, H. F. Kincey; Chicago,
John Balaban; Cincinnati, Ike Libson; Cleveland, William Skirball;
Denver, Rick Ricketson; Des Moines,
Emil Franke; Detroit, E. C. Beatty
and Carl Buermele; Indianapolis,
Marc Wolf; Kansas City, Elmer
Rhoden; Los Angeles, Charles Skouras and Robert H. Poole; Memphis,
M. A. Lightman; Milwaukee, Harold
Fitzgerald; Minneapolis, E. R. Ruben; New Haven, I. J. Hoffman;
New Jersey, Harry Lowenstein and
Don Jacocks; New Orleans, E. V.
Richards; New York, Fred Schwartz
and Sam Rinzler; Omaha, Joe Kinsky; Philadelphia, David Barrist;
Pittsburgh, M. A. Silver; Portland,
Oregon, 0. J. Miller and Albert J.
Finke; St. Louis, Harry Arthur;
Salt Lake City, Tracy Barham and
John Rugar; San Francisco, D. J.
McNerney; Seattle, Frank Newman;
and Washington, D. C, A. Julian
Brylawski.

Storm Lake, la., Exhib.
Wins Complaint on Runs
(Continued from Page
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pictures were being offered to the
Lake theater at Storm Lake.
The award, made by Arbitrator
Clyde H. Doolittle, stated as follows: Distributor Vitagraph is directed to offer major product for
license to E. M. Tracy, complain
ant for exhibition in Tracy theater,
on a run to be designated by said
distributor upon terms and conditions fixed by distributor which are
not calculated to defeat purpose of
Section VI of consent decree.

Schaefer to Coast for
WAC Program Parleys
(Continued from Page

1)

wood tomorrow to confer with Y.
Frank Freeman, chairman of the
Producers Division, on next year's
WAC program. Beetson came to
New York to attend the WAC meeting on Monday.

DAILY

reviews of n€iu mms
"Stand
forBrianAction"
with Robertby
Taylor,
Donlevy,
Charles
Laughton
M-G-M
109 Mins.
STIRRING AND
PATRIOTIC
FILM
OF
NAVAL HEROICS IS SOLID BOX-OFFICE
ENTERTAINMENT
The cause of patriotism is more than
nobly served
by "Stand
which
is a stout
tribute by
to for
the Action,"
men of
our Navy who guard with their lives the
procession of precious cargoes that supply
the vital needs of fighting men and civilians across the oceans. The film is a recounting of deeds of valor and unselfish
devotion to duty that cannot but strongly
appeal to Americans of every stripe.
Like all films dealing with the activities
of service men and red-blooded and thump-

imbued with the real spirit of the Navy.
The young officer is assigned to the recommissioned destroyer, which is under
the command of a veteran of the service
(Brian Donlevy) who is hard-boiled and
steeped in the tradition of the Navy.
Laughton feels that if anyone can knock
Taylor off his perch Donlevy can. The
expected happens. Taylor's character alters to the complete satisfaction of everyone. His supreme test comes when Donlevy is wounded and he takes over command
and destroys the Jap battleship.
The going in "Stand by for Action"
isn't all heavy. A boatload of children
rescued from the sea serves to supply the

picture's chief comedy relief. Most of
the laughs stem from scenes showing Taylor and the tough members of the destroyer crew acting as nurses to the kids.
The picture is filled with first-rate acting heroics, "Stand by for Action" levels
ing. Taylor, Donlevy and Laughton carry
its sights with greatest effect on the male
population. Romance has little place in the top roles with distinction. Walter
the serious make-believe that faces those Brennan is right on their heels in the role
of an old-timer. His is the most affecting
who man the cast of this M-G-M boxoffice hit. Romance be damned! Here is performance in the production. Also dea production that can stand its ground and
serving of praise are Henry O'Neill, Chill
win its public without becoming a slave Wills, Douglass Dumbrille, Richard Quine,
William Tannen, Douglas Fowley, Tim Ryan,
to boy-meets-girl formula.
Hobart
Cavanaugh,
Byron Foulger and sevIt isn't often that a war film rings so
eral others.
true as does "Stand by for Action." The
Robert Z. Leonard has given the film
action in the picture is believable and
smacks of reality. Consequently, its
impact is so much the more powerful.
The presence of Lieut. Com. H. D. Smith,
USN, during the filming in the capacity
of technical advisor made it possible for
fiction not to deviate too far from truth.
Its authenticity is one of the most impressive things about the production.
George Bruce, John L. Balderston and
Herman J. Mankiewicz wrote the screenplay from a story by Captain Harvey Haislip, USN, and R. C. Sherriff which was

superb direction. He doubled as producer in collaboration with Orville 0. Dull.
Charles Rosher, director of photography,
and Arnold Gillespie and Don Jahraus, special-effects men, are chiefly responsible for
making "Stand by for Action" the technical triumph that it is.
CAST: Robert Taylor, Brian Donlevy,
Charles Laughton, Walter Brennan, Marilyn
Maxwell, Henry O'Neill, Marta Linden,
Chill Wills, Douglass Dumbrille, Richard

Quine, William Tannen, Douglas Fowley, Tim Ryan, Dick Simmons, Byron Foulger, Hobart Cavanaugh, Inez Cooper, Ben
Welden,
Harry Fjeischman.
CREDITS: Producers, Robert Z. Leonard,
Orville 0. Dull; Director, Robert Z. Leonard; Screenplay, George Bruce, John L.
Balderston, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Based
made "Stand by for Action" a tremend- on story by Capt. Harvey Haislip, R. C.
ously thrilling and exciting film packed
to the gunwales with entertainment of a Sherriff; Suggested by story by Laurence
superior brand. They have strung together Kirk; Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Musical
a succession of incidents that make the Score, Lennie Hayton; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Special Effects, Arnold Gillespie,
pulse pound and guarantee a fervid response from all who see their handiwork. Don Jahraus; Film Editor, George Boemler.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAMost of the action in "Stand by for
PHY, Excellent.
Action" — in fact, virtually all of it—
takes place on the high seas. The rousing
deeds that give the film its smashing
tempo are performed aboard a recommissioned destroyer which in the blasting
(Continued from Page 1)
climax of the picture saves the convoy to
which it is attached by destroying a Jap Office and Professional Employes
battleship vastly more powerful than it- Guild, Local 109, UOPWA.
self. The engagement between the two
The two-year pact is retroactive
men-of-war has been managed with a to Sept. 1 and provides for reopenstartling realism and a dramatic punch
ing of negotiations at the end of a
that shove you to the edge of your seat. year, maintenance of membership,

suggested by a tale called "A Cargo of
Innocents," authored by Laurence Kirk.
A more happy collaborative effort could
scarcely have been conceived. The result
of this unity of writing talents is something to cheer about. The authors have

NSS, SOPEG Sign Pact
For White-Collar Help

Carroll Named to Board
Boston — Edward J. Carroll, owner
of the Stuart here and the Park-In
Theater, Agawan, has been elected It's one of the best things of its kind, if two-day notice of dismissal, arbitrafor a three-year term as director of not the best, ever attempted on the screen.
tion of disputes and one-week sevWhile the story follows a somewhat
the National Association of Amuseerance pay for each year up to a
familiar pattern, it has been told with much maximum of 12 weeks. The agreement Parks, Pools and Beaches.
ment sets a minimum wage of $20,
freshness and with a fine grasp of draWashburn Funeral Held
matic details. It relates the story of an with a $3 increase on earnings up to
St. Louis — Funeral services were egotistic and cynical naval lieutenant (Rob- $30 per week. Increases on wages
held here for Franklin Bryant
ert Taylor) who is taken off desk duty by over $30 will be adjusted individualWashburn, 74, father of Bryant the rear admiral (Charles Laughton) to
ly. No discrimination because of
Washburn, and Herbert Washburn, whose staff he is assigned and ordered to race, creed or color is permitted under the pact.
latter manager of the St. Louis active service so that he may be tumbled
branch of National Screen Service.
Yesterday the union opened negofrom
his high-and-mighty
attitude
and

Reeling 'Round - -

i

WASHINGTON

(Continued from Page 1)
able largely because of the efforts of Chris j
Dunphy, who's been in there scrapping foi jj
them every minute. . . • Drew Pearson
Newsweek and others have been tellng the nation of the fine team of Short
and
in theit Navy
Se<-':on—
what Sweet
a pleasure
is to Press
get th
, srt
sweet and efficient service thos«~*uoy!
hand out. The Short part of the team is
Lt. Paul Short, who used to be Southern
Division Manager for National Screen Set
vice and was before that with Bob Con
nolly's Interstate Circuit, in Dallas. Foi
a few months before going into the Navy
Paul was assistant to Chris Dunphy at WPB

•

•

IT against
looks Washington
as if Warner as Brothers
a site fordecided}"
their
executive offices — and after only a week
trial. Maybe papers got lost between the
Carlton and the Mayflower.
At any rate
they left vee-pee
Joe Bernhard
at the
Mayflower,
already hard at work for the
Navy.
And after the plaudits they tossed
him at that Mayflower
luncheon,
Bern- 0,
hard's not likely to return to his peacetime |
desk before the last shot is fired.

ARMY
Air Force picture people herejK
don't know anything about Clark Gabletjj
doing a morale for that branch.
They sayL
there was some discussion of it while he j|
was still at the school, but are doubtful tha
it was made. . . • Newsreel Co-ordina
tor Claude Collins back in town all steamed
up after Monday's WAC
meeting.
Says
he wishes some of the Government agen
cies could take the war as seriously and
operate as efficiently as the WAC.

•

•

EYES here still hurt from the flash of
so much gold braid, all rounded up
by
Barron,
Loew's Monday
district night
managerof
for Carter
his smash
preview
"Stand By for Action." Looked like home
coming at Annapolis, with at least 10
admirals and dozens of other top-rankers
crowding the attractive little projection
room at the National Archives. And all
mighty pleased with the job M-G-M has
done on the Navy. . . • Incidentally
credit for the naming of the picture goes^
to Carter. The Navy didn't care for the
original title, "Cargo of Innocents," where
upon Carter suggested the present monicker

Fill "Bernadette

Lead

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI Li

Hollywood — Twentieth CenturyFox has ended its search for an actress to fill the title role in Franz
Werfel's "The Song of Bernadette'
by signing Jennifer Jones, an un
known discovered by David 0. Selz
nick, who in the future will share
her services with the company. The
girl is the daughter of an Okla
homa theater circuit operator.

Mrs. Ruth Gaby Dead
Canton, O. — Mrs. Ruth Alma
Gaby, 34, for many years cashier
at the Ohio theater here, died in
Akron.
tiations for white-collar workers at
three Paramount units — home office
maintenance
and the
company's Music
music subsidiaries,
Paramount
Co. and Famous Music Co. The ne
week.
gotiations will be continued next

N
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iVMC Wants Women
Vould Replace Men in 2
■ "ields Allowing Shifting
«j i Males to War Work
1

ti,(1

{Continued from Page

1)

duction understood to be cov| _ by the WMC order, yet to
E fficially announced, are: animators, equipment maintenance
technicians, production set technicians, illuminating technicians,
process effect technicians, cameramen, cutters and sound engineers.
j Women can and must be trained
3 take over jobs now filled by men
;i the distributing
and exhibiting
nds of the motion picture industry,
high man-power official said.
He
;dded that intensification of efforts
o transfer workers from the indusry to "more essential" war work
Is definitely in the cards for the
$ ear future.
Transfer is not now on a compulp:y basis, and is not likely to be
or some
months,
but there is a
istinct possibility that it will beome necessary if the system of inuring voluntary transfer through
W ffices of the United States Employment Service does not stimulate
k=i nough movement of personnel into
11!var production.
IT
USES offices have been trying to convince
workers
they
F should transfer for some time
,:1. now, but have in many
cases
' II been
stymied
because
their employers
will not
let workers
re1 tain seniority rights.
If these
If efforts continue to be balked by
W employers,
or for any reason
■I' don't succeed, a labor draft will
>f- receive serious consideration.
"*£ While
the motion
industry has finally
been picture
named among
w:'.he essential industries, — the decision having been reached last week
1: — as late as yesterday afternoon an
"'official of the Essential
Activities
">;'3ommitteehad wasbeen denying
that
the
fMecision
made.
He said
^.hat pressure from the industry —
^laming- Claude A. Collins, Newsreel
* Do-ordinator and WAC
representaive here — had been so great that
he decision would have to be made
I"
,
"
l-r
:i~

»h

>

a-

vithinCollins
the next
week. Later
yesterlay
Stocking,
chairman
of
;he committee,
confirmed
reports
.hat the industry has been designated

RKO's Ranh and File
To Be Fingerprinted
Alt personnel of RKO Radio today
and tomorrow will join the drive to
obtain a complete fingerprint record
of the nation's citizens. Executives
who will lead off in the thumbmarking parade are N. Peter Rathvon, president of RKO Corp.; Ned
Depinet, president of RKO Radio Pictures, and Malcolm Kingsberg, vicepresident of RKO Theaters. Guy
Kibbee and Joan Barclay, current
visitors, also will be finger-printed.

in Distribution, Exhibition

ADMISSION TAX "TAKES"
FEDERAL
Trend of amusement attendance in the last 11 months can be seen in
the tax figures below — the 9 cent exemption became effective Oct. 1, 1941.
While the figures represent all forms of taxable entertainment, it is estimated that slightly more than 90 per cent came from theaters.
TAX
1941
1942

COLLECTION
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

TAX

ON

RECEIPTS

FOR

October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
TOTAL

as essential, but said he was reluctant to have it announced and
that the official who had denied it
was acting in accordance with his
instructions.
Essentiality to Affect But Few
Declaring the industry essential to the war
effort will actually affect only a small number of studio employes and no one outside
of the actual production processes. The
status of exchange and theater workers is
in no way changed, so far as draft boards
and the USES are concerned. Any estimates
as to how many workers might be affected
are "a joke," according to another member
of the committee, who said that the listing
of occupations is not necessarily binding upon
the draft boards. Deferments, when granted,
will be only for a six-month period.
The 11 studio job classifications, trimmed
down from an original list of 75 submitted
by the studios, will be listed as essential
in the new index to go to the USES within
a month. Some of these workers are already covered by the preferred status given
newsreel and training film production workers.
McSherry Recalled to Active Duty
Brigiadier-General Frank J. McSherry,
who has been WMC director of operations,
was originally expected to supervise the
transfer of workers to war production, but
his recall to active Army service was announced late yesterday by Manpower Chairman Paul V. McNutt. No replacement was
named.
Although it is expected that a system of
labor priorities even among the designated
essential industries will become increasingly
important in the operations of the USES, General McSherry is believed to have felt that
certain highly skilled technicians could not
without severe damage to motion picture
production efficiency be transferred to war
production, and it is believed he would have
opposed any move to force this sort of shift.
A second member of the essential activities
committee, who prefers to remain unnamed,
revealed that the committee found it very
difficult to reach a decision upon the essentiality of the industry.
"We are still badly worried about it," he
said, pointing out that many light and inconsequential films put out by Hollywood
studios raise grave doubts in the minds of
committee members about the standing which
should be accorded to the industry. "This
classification is only for the time being," he
said,constant
"and all
industries
listed are
to
review.
A serious
cut subject
in the
film allotment by the WPB, for instance,
might call for revision, or anyway, reconsideration of the committee's
decision."
Urge Developing Manning Table
The committee urges that producers develop
Tables"
their
own use "theinManning
estimating
their approach
personnel forfuture.
He said also the inclusion of the industry
as essential makes studios eligible to file
Manning Tables with the regional offices
of the WMC.
(Manpower officials are hesitant to discuss
compulsory drafting of labor, since they are
anxious not to cause the unwise shifting of
workers. They are anxious to discourage
theater workers, for instance, in a small
town from leaving their positions to go to

AMOUNT
$10,411,197
11,412,678
1 1 ,355,639
9,769,398
10,592,455
10,788,453
11,803,922
11,550,144
12,484,881
12,436,304
13,662,336
14,694,997
$140,962,414

crowded production centers to seek war work.
These transfers should be handled by the
USES. There is no assurance that there
will be a labor draft — it depends upon the
success of attempts to induce voluntary transfer and also upon whether or not the Army
estimate that it w' ' need 3,800,000 men next
year is upheld. ilcNutt is even now going
over the whole matter of men needed for
the armed forces with the Army and Navy
general staffs).

WB Bowlers Suspend
Chicago — Warner Bros, bowling
league has suspended for the duration.

Amuse. Taxes Reflect
Attendance Rise
{Continued from Page

1)

the tax collections for the hot
weather months. Tax collections on
June and July receipts totalled more
than $12,000,000 each, while August
admissions yielded $13,662,336 in
taxes. The "hot weather" months
exceeded the 1941 Fall and Winter
months in attendance, the tax figures
show. November and December produced slightly less than $11,500,000
in taxes, while January dropped to
$9,769,398. The climb in attendance,
as evidenced by the taxes, started
in February, when collections
amounted
to $10,592,455.
November tax collections, that is,
taxes on October receipts, have not
yet been reported. Theaters, it is
estimated, contribute more than 90
per cent of the totals.

Semels Open New Offices
Al and Lou Semels, for the past
25 years art creators for the screen
and the manufacturers of slides,
have opened new quarters at 71 W.
45th St. Max Herschmann, is general sales manager.

Altec Service celebrates five years
of usefulness to the motion picture
theatres of the country
Altec Service is now regarded as
essential in 5000 U. S. theatres

"I rniriK ii s ine greatest
picture ever put on
celluloid. I came away
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Impressive and moving to the

big shots!"

last degree. My family and
"If I have seen five
great movies in my time,
IN WHICH WE SERVE

it!'
discussing
myself are still-Mary
Roberts Rinehart

is one of them!"

"The very greatest picture yet to be made
about

this war!"

It made
me

a greater appeal to

personally

than

any

moving picture that has so far
come out of the war. -H.
It is
tops!"
V. Kaltenhorn
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CIRCUITS MAY TRAINPERSONNEL ATN.Y.U.
N.Y.Editorial
Court Rules Games With Prizes Lotteries
Scratch-Pad
jottings
—
Br CHESTER B. BAHN
—
ED KUYKENDALL, the Sage of Columbus,
Miss., in his latest MPTOA presidential
bulletin calling for immediate consideration
of the trade's "fundamental problems and
abuses," warns that in film biz as in the
nation's foreign affairs it is imperative that
"we must not only win the war FIRST, but
we also must be PREPARED to win the peace
afterwards." . . . Adds MPTOA's prexy. . . .
"Such a vital consideration of fundamentals
will not interfere in any way with our allout war efforts, and may well be the only
way to prevent disaster if the 'peace' comes
unexpectedly, or the Government lands on
us again with anti-trust suits, peremptory
orders and directives, or drastic regulation."

•

"THERE'S a helluva lot of truth in what Ed
' says . . . And for a wealth of reasons.
. . . This industry, when the country, vic' torious, changes back to peace-time economy is going to confront perplexing and
grave economic problems. . . . Problems that,
if they are to be solved satisfactorily, will
require concentration of effort. ... If the
industry is to be called upon to face a new
I flood of Government-instigated litigation
and if it is to be worried by drastic Federal
regulation after the war, that concentration of effort will be well nigh impossible.

Supreme Court Justice
Carew Denies Application
Of 27 Indie Exhibitors

Bingo, Screeno and all other theater games in which patrons receive
prizes were ruled lotteries in a decision of New York Supreme Court
Justice John Carew yesterday in
denying an application of 27 independent theater operators for a
temporary injunction against Mayor
Fiorello H. LaGuardia and Police
Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine.
The court made its ruling from the
bench after hearing argument.
According to Justice Carew, the
theater games had all the elements
of a lottery, including the disputed
(Continued on Page 7)

Manpower Shortage May
Be Met by N.Y.U. Course
For Femme Employes

Raw Stock Monthly
Basis Plan Dropped
Allocation of raw stock on a
monthly basis has been dropped and
the conservation program will continue on the original quarterly plan,
it was learned yesterday.
While the raw stock situation continues to become more critical, WPB
spokesmen declared that the 25 per
cent cut to the companies, which
becomes effective Jan. 1, would not
be changed for some time and that
the order was expected to stand. It
was pointed out that the shortage
was due to the fact that the manufacturers were supplying film to all
of the Unitted Nations as well as to
our own military agencies, thus cre-

A plan whereby circuits in the
Metropolitan area might send both
male and feminine employes to the
motion picture department of New
York University for training in theater management is in the preliminary stages of development, and it is
likely that the project will be given
impetus by the War Manpower
Commission's opinion that women
can and must take over jobs now;
held by men in the distribution and
exhibition branches.
It is reported that Michael Zala,,
instructor in the motion picture
course at (Continued
N. Y. U.,on already
Page 3) has dis-

ating a gigantic "bottleneck."

Warner-Pathe Deal
Still in Talk Stage

Women Engaged May

First Buying Co-op
Asks Arbitration

Equal Men Shifted

Deal for Warners' acquisition of
Pathe News was described by a WarFor the first time since the start Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The number of workner top exec, here yesterday as con- of the present arbitration system, a
ers to be transferred from the mo^
tinuing in the "discussion stage."
booking
organization has filed a
Meanwhile, reports current in the
tion
picture industry to war protrade here indicate that Pathe has complaint on behalf of a client. Affiliduction is largely dependent upon
ated
Theaters
Corp.
of
Boston
has
placed a purchase price of $3 500,000
the
number
of women who are indocketed
a demand for arbitration
duced
to
take jobs, a War Manpower
(Continued on Page 7)
on the company, with Warners understood to have countered with an
Commission
official told The Film
I . . The time to put the trade's house in
(Continued on Page 6)
order is NOW.
(Continued on Page 6)

^-^THER spheres of business are thinking
^^ along those lines. . . . Henry J. Kaiser
, spoke out before the National Association

Bernhard to Present 17
Mgrs. With WB Awards

War Injecting New Life
Into Film Laboratories

BIR Expected to Clarify
Salary Ceiling Today

The war has injected new life into
"■ of Manufacturers, urging that industrialists
Joseph Bernhard will take time off the majority of film laboratories in Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
generally think about the future if they from his new Naval duties tonight the East, it was learned yesterday
Washington — Further clarification
jj want to keep industry in private hands. . . .
as the result
of figures
avail- of the salary ceiling and freeze
Warners'
merit
(Continued
on Page made
6)
Certainly, it is not too early to do that. . . . to present(Continued
on Page
7) awards
order is looked for today, when the
To quote Ray Clapper of Scripps-Howard
Bureau of(Continued
Internalon Revenue
is exPage 7)
jt who wrote this week. . . . "Republicans are
preparing for the Presidential election which
is two years away. . . . Why should not
industry begin preparing for a day that may

be no further away?" . . . Let industry,
including film biz, fail to prepare and you
can kiss good-bye to the era when private
enterprise is permitted to travel under its
own steam.
j CURE, it's a man-sized job. . . . And the
*^ fact that UMPI and, before that, the
trade practice code received the D of J's
"kiss of death" establishes the handicapped
faced. ... But it can be done. ... IT
(.Continued on Page 2)

YOU RIVE

ONLY

Asserts UA Will Show "'Serve

rr

Cut of Few Words Does Not Affect Contract
Time Prexy Protests
"Marines" Elimination
In a telegram to Will Hays, Roy
E. Larsen, president of Time, Inc.,
protested the Hays office action in
ordering the removal from March of
Time feature-length picture "We
Are the Marines"
the words
hell,
(Continued of
on Page
3)

THREE

MORE

DAYS

TO SEND

Despite threats from London to
the effect that "In Which We Serve"
would be withheld from exhibition
in the U. S. unless it was shown
without cuts, Ed Raftery, president
of United Artists, declared yesterday that the picture would open
here Dec. 23. Controversy arose
over the utterance of a word or two
by sailor characters
in the picture —
(Continued on Page 6)

THE

"ON TO VICTORY"

Distribs. to Draw
for "Next of Kin"
Representative of the major companies today will draw lots to decide
which of the distributors will handle
"Next of Kin," the British Ministry
of Information feature. Under the
arrangement between the MOI and
the American companies, each of the
distributing organizations will handle
one or more of the British pictures.
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MUST be done. ... If it isn't, the trade
will have no choice (as it has had) between
Government

control and interference on one

hand and self-regulation and organized selfdiscipline on the other. . . . Government
will call the tune and the industry will dance
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escape Government

only way

control tomorrow

to

is by

avoiding the need for it today. . . . Ignoring
those "fundamental problems and
definitely is NOT the solution.

abuses"

ness reported by the Charles K.
Feldman
"Pittsburgh"
six
EasternGroup's
industrial
centers wherein
it was set for test runs, Universal
is increasing the intensity of its
selling campaign preliminary to the
picture's general release over the
holidays. Box-office returns are said
to be topping by 25 per cent the
figures
registered ofby the
"Thethree
Spoilers,"
most successful
previous Feldman features in Portland, Me., Scranton, Wilkes-Barre,
Youngstown,
Canton and Lawrence,
Mass.

MP Associates Nominate
Ellis and Levy for Prexy

Although "Pittsburgh" already
has been given an extensive campaign through billboards and cooperative newspaper space, all
Motion Picture Associates nomi- types of promotion will be increased
nated officers for next year at the before the nation-wide release gets
under
way.
Hotel Astor yesterday. The slate:
Jack Ellis, David A. Levy, for president; Moe Sanders, Louis Goldberg, Rosenfield Renominated
first vice-presidents; Matthew Cahan, Louis Kutinsky, second vice- For N. Y. SPG President
president; Saul Trauner, treasurer;
President Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., of
Charles Penzer, financial secretary;
20th-Fox and Treasurer Charles L.
Harold Klein, Morris Fraum, recordWright,
freelance artist, were nomiing secretary; Harry Furst, sernated for re-election without oppogeant-at-arms. The elections will be
sition at the regular membership
held Wednesday.
meeting of the SPG of New York,
Local 114, UOPWA, CIO, at the HoFrisco United Artists
tel Piccadilly last night.
Nominations for other offices are:
Joins in Scale Boost
First viee-prexy, Lawrence Lipskin,
San Francisco — All of the seven incumbent, Christy Wilbert and
downtown theaters are now charg- Harry Hochfeld, both of 20th-Fox;
ing full evening admission of 65 Second vice-prexy, Hochfeld, Lipcents throughout the entire day skin and Sam Geison of Columbia;
on Sundays and holidays. The United Secretary, Gertrude Gelbin of M-GArtists, which held out for two M and Fred Hodgson of Paramount.
Guild members in the armed forces
months when other first-runs raised
their scale, upped to 65 cents for will vote by mail. The election will
the opening of "You Were Never take place in January.
Lovelier" and is expected to mainCounsel 111, Hearing Oil
tain the new price scale.
Illness of Hyman N. Glickstein.
Aid United Nations Week, counsel
for the New York SPG, has
Kalmenson Asks Branches forced postponement until next week
of further hearings on the bonus
A letter urging full co-operation dispute involving members of the
in United Nations Week, the next Paramount unit of the guild. Representatives for both sides were to
big effort of the WAC Theater Divihave met today.
sion was sent to all Warners' branch
managers yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager.
Hal Wallis to Cincinnati
Hal B. Wallis. Warner producer
who has been in the East since completing "Air Force," left New York
yesterday for Cincinnati to talk further with Irving Berlin on the filming
of "This Is the Army." Wallis returns to the Coast over the weekend.

MACDONALD CAREY is in town from the
Coast for a last fling as a civilian. He goes
into the Marine Corps
next Thursday.
LEIGH WH1PPER. colored player, arrives from
the Coast today, having completed his role as
Haile Selassie in Warners' "Mission to Mosr
N. C. WRISLEY,
indie premium
Connecticut,
is spending a week

distribu
in Pittsbu.^n.

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of Trans
Lux Theaters, is in Boston today and returns
to New York on the week-end.
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER got into town
yesterday for a number of chores, among them
the discussion of film offers for the book
"Our Hearts Were
co-authored.

Young

and Gay," which she

Einfeld Returns West;
Due East Early in '43

Charles Einfeld, Warner director
of advertising and publicity, leaves
today for the Coast following two
weeks of conferences in Washington
and New York. Einfeld will be accompanied West by Mitchell Rawson,
Eastern publicity director, on one
of his periodical visits to the Burbank studios to discuss publicity
plans on forthcoming product, and
Whitney Bolton, new liaison man between the company's Eastern and
Western advertising and publicity
departments.
Einfeld expects to come to New
York again about Jan. 4 for the
"Air Force" world premiere next
month and will spend about a month
here.

UOPEG Locals Ask
Seniority Rights Clause
Locals of the United Office and
Professional Employes Guild yesterday asked all employers with
whom they have written agreements
to insert
a specific
manpower-guarantee clause
in the pacts.
The UOPWA acted on the President's appeal to employers in civilian
industries to extend seniority rights
to workers who enter war work.

NOTICE OF TRADE SHOWING
20th Century-Fox's

"QUIET PLEASE,

78
67'/2

Schwartz, Mirisch Returning
Sol A. Schwartz, RKO zone manager, and Harold Mirisch, RKO booking exec, having completed their
business in Hollywood, Los Angeles
and San Francisco, will spend the
week-end at Palm Springs. On their
way East, Schwartz and Mirisch will
stop off in cities in which RKO theaters operate.

COmmC and comG

"Pittsburgh"
on volume
Campaign
Because of the
of busi-

1)

at the
20th

Century-Fox

Exchange,
345
West
New York, N. Y.

MURDER"

44th

Street

2:30 P. M., TUESDAY, DEC. 15th.
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Circuits May Train
Personnel at N.Y.U.

"Victory" Bond Sales
Here Hit $1,500,000
On the basis of available reports,
it is estimated that theaters in the
New York exchange area will total
sales of approximately $1,500,000
f the first three days of "On To
tory" Week, which began on
Monday. This figure represents the
maturity value of the bonds and includes pledges as well as actual cash
on hand.
While only sketching figures are
available from locations beyond
the Hudson, extensive newspaper
"breaks" relating to activities planned for the week by WAC chairmen
in outlying districts, indicate that in
proportion, the final result will not
be unlike September.
The drive will continue through
Sunday. One of the most productive
of the special nights is still to come
— "club night" when local organizations will compete with each other
to bring the most and the best Bond
buying prospects to their own neighborhood houses.
Barbara Ann Clark of Flint. Mich.,
the war plant worker chosen "Miss
Victory" in a national competition
sponsored by the Hearst chain of
newspapers, will visit several New
York and Staten Island theaters
over the week-end in conjunction
with the industry's campaign to sell
War Bonds and Stamps in memory
of Pearl Harbor.

(Continued from Page 1)

A Great Picture — A Great Campaign
•
•
• A GREAT picture deserves a great campaign
United
Artists has just such a property, and is giving it just such a promotional send-oif
Properly is Noel Coward's "In Which We Serve."
which makes its public bow on Xmas Eve at the local Capitol, and
marches into general release approximately
Feb. 1
Under the
generalship of Dave ("Skip") Weshner, the UA forces are loudly and
justifiably shouting the merits of the opus to trade and public
Core of the campaign is: "The More You Tell 'Em, The More You Sell
'Em"
Properly, the pic's primary promotion is leveled at the
exhibition field, so's Mister Exhibitor will fully appreciate the value
and importance of this feature, — for it is on his collective screen that
this feature must enjoy a long and rugged life
An example of
this "repetition builds reputation" is the daily campaign currently appsaring on the back page of this trade paper, and then to appear in
other trade publications next week
UA thereby is driving home to
the nation's showmen that the Noel Coward production is "the greatest
picture to come out of this war,"
NOTE:
At this point, exercising the editorial
ogi
rEDITOR'S
prt'eisnt er he, we're interrupting Phil M's train o' thought to reipr p /irom THE FILM DAILY of Oct. 16,- we feel you'll agree
-1
pertinent:

"In NoelWhich
We
Serve"
Coward,
John
Mills,
Bernard

with

20-FoxStar
May Anna
Buy 'Leningrad'
And
Sten

Miles, Celia Johnson, Kay Walsh
UA-Twin Cities
115 Mins.
SHOULD BE ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING GROSSERS OF THE WAR YEARS;

West Coast Bureau of THE

I
PLACING IN DTHE
ALL COUNTS.
E

FILM

1

'DAILY

Hollywood — It is reliably reported
that 20th-Fox is negotiating for
"The Girl from Leningrad" which
Gregor Rabinovitch and Dr. Eugen
Frenke had planned to produce. If
the deal is closed Anna Sten, who
is in 20th's "Chetniks" and who is
working in same company's" School
for Sabotage" would be starred.

«gf#
DECEMBER
Sally Eilcrs
DECEMBER
Harry M. Warner
Karen Morley
Edward C. Robinson
J. ). Felder

11
Gilbert- Roland
12

Edna Marion
Rube Jackter
Herb Crooker
Ceorge M. Lepschultz

DECEMBER
13
Norman Foster
William R. Fraser
Burnet Hershey
L. H. Mitchell
Richard Schayer

"BEST"

NICHE

ON

[

If "In Which We Serve" isn't the finest
example of cinematic craftsmanship to
come across the boiling Atlantic from that
gallant and tight little isle called England,
you name its better.
And if Noel Coward's brilliantly told story
of a ship — HMS Torrin, a destroyer — and
its heroic ship's company doesn't score, on
this side and elsewhere, as one of the outstanding grossers of the war years, this reviewer, who has been watching shadows
flicker on screens, man and boy, since the
nickelodeon days is ripe for retirement as a
greybeard.
On all counts, "In Which We
places in the "best" niche, etc.

Serve"

and bolsters this sincere conviction with the sponsorship statements by professional appraisers of entertainment and other personages
whose opinions showmen respect
On side of the public, the promotional barrage is also noteworthy, as exemplified by the excellence and
power of the "In Which We Serve" radio programs, and the national magazine publicity campaign (which is really something!)
Not only have
the movie mag editors been brought to recognize the quality of the
Coward powerhouse,
but virtually every national publication on the
stands will feature the film in some editorial way
First of the
big breaks engineered by Tess Michaels have just appeared on said
stands in the shape of two-page layouts in the new Harper's Bazaai
and Town & Country, — with more en route
Weshner's cohorts are
serving well "In Which We Serve"
T
T
T
•

•

•

A VENGE PEARL HARBOR!

cussed the plan at the MPPDA, the
conferences having been halted temporarily by the illness of Zala.
Shortage in manpower has created
an acute situation in some New
York theaters, and the complete
course offered by N. Y. U. is regarded as a short cut to turning out
efficient managers or other theater
personnel, especially women. N. Y.
U. is said to be the first large university to offer such instruction on
an accredited basis.
Some circuits already have been
approached on the proposal and reaction is reported to have been favorable.

Time Prexy Protests
"Marines" Elimination
(Continued from Page 1)

damn and bastards which are spoken
by actual Marines playing parts in
the film.
At the same time it was announced that March of Time had
taken an appeal from the ruling of
the Production Code Administration
of the MPPDA to the board of di" ectors of that organization. The
appeal is to be heard Dec. 17.
Meanwhile the sound track of the
film "We Are the Marines" which
opens its New York run at the Globe
tomorrow will be painted out in
order to keep the words in question
from being heard.

Blast Hurts Kill Alleman
Detroit — Leon Alleman, 40, traveling manager of Film Truck Service, is dead as the result of injuries received in an explosion in
the company's garage. He is survived by his widow and two children.

Si Fabian Swaddling
Closes an Incident
Apparently assuaged is any potential grudge which two-year-old Linda
Peterson, the little Bronx lady, might
have against filmland as the result
of our War Activities Committee
having accompanied her likeness on
the "Avenge Dec. 7" poster with
Yesterday,
Si that
Fabian,
of
copy
implying
she chairman
was a "he."
WAC's Theater Division, sent Linda
a note of apology along with a nice
War Bond, as a "peace offering."
Yarn of her "male impersonation
act" was one of the most widely
syndicated stories ever to emerge
from filmland. Fabian penned as his
apology
note's climax:
motion picture
industry"The
may entire
have
been misinformed as to your sex,
but
not asPress
to covered
your charm."
Associated
the sceneThe
of
Linda receiving the bond and sent
out country.
a wirephoto of the event across
the
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"Over My Dead Body
"Overland to

"We Are the Marines"

20Hi-Fox— M of T
65 Mins.
STORY OF THE MAKING OF THE
U. S. MARINE SIZES UP AS GREAT PATRIOTIC BOOKING.
Here is the story of the United States
Marines as it has been crying to be told.
March of Time has told it so well that
again it has scored a bull's-eye in its second venture in the field of the full-length
film. "We Are the Marines" is the proud
record of the most famous of the nation's
services. It is a document of enormous
popular appeal — something that every patriotic American will want to see. When
the Marines have landed on his screen
the exhibitor may be certain that his boxoffice situation is well in hand. The average theater man needs little effort to put
this film over. The heroic and imagination-stirring deeds which our Marines have
been performing in this war will practically
sell the picture for him.
"We

Are the Marines," which was produced with the co-operation of the Marine
Corps, is a masterpiece of simple eloquence. Ithews close to the factual, never
attempting to glamorize the subject. This
treatment adds heavily to the effectiveness
of the picture.
March of Time makes it clear to audi
ences that what they are seeing is the
real McCoy by pointing out at the opening
of the film that "We Are the Marines" is
"the leathernecks' own story." The authenticity has been carried to the point
where the voices of Marines are used in
certain stretches of the narration, relieving
Westbrook Van Voorhis. March of Time
strikes an emotional note in emphasizing
the fact that no actors were used in making the film when it informs the public
that "most of the Marines in this picture
have already seen battle action — many are
already bravely dead."
The making of the American Marine has
been negotiated with signal success. Absorbingly the picture follows his course
from his entry into the corps to his emergence as a demon fighting man, ever ready
to safeguard the interests of his country
wherever the need arises. Every celluloid
foot of that course is filled with interest
and brings the audience nearer to the
climactic scenes taken under fire at Guadalcanal. These scenes, bringing to a close
a rousing and often gripping narrative, is
a fitting tribute to the valiant worth of the
personnel of our Marine Corps.
This film would have been worth the
making if it did no more than give us a
better understanding of the corps. Never
before have we been allowed such an
intimate insight into the work of this
branch of the nation's armed service. "We
Are the Marines" covers the ground comprehensively, overlooking no phase of the
devil dog's life. Seen at work or at play,
the Marine never ceases to make an attention-holding subject in "We Are the
Marines."
As producer and director Louis de Rochemont has acquitted himself commendably.
To ease his job he had Major E. R. Hagenah,
USMC, as his technical advisor. The ma
jor's connection with the film is a guar
antee that every detail is in order.
The film represents a superlative editing
job.
Lavish praise for this goes to John
' Dullaghan

and

Morris

Roizman.

In

less

"American Empire"

th Charles Starrett, Russell Hayden
Columbia
59 Mins.
PACKS MORE THAN ENOUGH ACTION
AND EXCITEMENT TO PLEASE LOVERS
OF WESTERN FILMS.

Deadwood"

with Richard D.x, Leo Carrillo, Preston
Foster, Frances G.fford
82 MinsUA-Sherman
ROUSING SAGA OF THE SOUTHWEST
WILL SCORE
WHH BRISTLING CLIMAX.
WITH ADVENTURE FANS.
Pioneer development of the vast eastern
areas ot Texas by the cattle barons; the

Although the ingredients in "Overland to
Deadwood" are old as can be, they have
been stirred together excitingly — which is DUilding of herds from stray and commerabout all that a western fan cares for.
cially acquired stock; and tne fierce battle
Again Charles Starrett is the hero. In waged by tne original strong-arm rancners
this instance he is the representative of a against ruthiess ra.oers upon the herds are
railroad who has been assigned to the
me story fundamentals ot this red-blooded
job of finding out which of two competing and exciting feature which is profl.gately
stagecoach lines is deserving of a franchise spiked witn action on a true saga scaie.
from the road. The two stagecoach outfits
hew prairie pix have come out of Hollyfight it out tooth and nail, with one of them
wood w.tn such rousing climaxes as "Amerusing every foul trick in the book to gain
ican Empire " possesses. Wnen the horseits goal. The accidents that plague the
men bands, led respectively by the inflexhonest company get Starrett to thinking. iDly-wilied Preston Fosier, partner and
To get to the bottom of things he hires Drother-in-law of Richard Dix, and his
himself out as a stage coach driver for the nemesis opponent, the evil Leo Carrillo,
square-shooting outfit, which is run by a ga tangle in a decisive night fight for supreand her ma. That is equivalent to saying I macy, it is stuff clearly calculated to lift
that he gets into plenty of trouble with the adventure fans to the very edges of their
dishonest company, and he has to resort to theater chairs,— and it does. Such followers of outdoor films will get a potent premuch gunplay and fisticuffing before he is
through with his investigation.
ets.
mium for the price of their admission tickStarrett gets stalwart assistance from
Foster and Dix get the idea of trading in
Russell Hayden and Cliff Edwards in the
task of tripping up the villains. Edwards cattle from a tiff with Carrillo while they
is good for many laughs. All three are are operating a boat on the Sabine River,
first-rate. Standing out in the surrounding the waterway marking a portion of the
cast are Leslie Brooks, Norman Willis, Mat boundary between Texas and Louisiana.
Willis.
Carrillo's justly-deserved treatment at their
William Berke's direction never lets the hands make him their arch enemy. After
action down for a second. Paul Franklin
Foster's marriage to Dix's sister, Frances
did the screenplay. Jack Fier served as G.fford, the partners commence acquiring
land and livestock, and the holdings grow
producer.
CAST: Charles Starrett, Russell Hayden, unt.l whole counties are under their hold.
Leslie Brooks, Cliff Edwards, Norman Wil- But Foster's wife and Dix come to a
lis, Mat Willis, Francis Walker, Lynton dangerous parting of the ways due to FostBrent, June Pickrell, Gordon DeMain.
er's lack of humane dealings, but a reconciliation ieffected
s
when he faces death
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director,
William Berke; Screenplay, Paul Franklin; and destruction by Carrillo and his raiders.
The last two reels bristle with happenFilm Editor, Mel Thorsen; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Art Director, Lionel Banks.
ings, and,are
at the
finale, Foster's
and
attitude
justified.
There actions
are many
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
handsome backgrounds in the picture, as
Good.
is the custom of Producer Harry Sherman to

Ticket Register Expands

provide. William McGann's direction is
tip-top as is the photography by Russell
Harlan. Cast does well, but technical histrionics are not important, so actionful
is the story. Carrillo, in particular, shines
brightly via his performance.
CAST: Richard Dix, Leo Carrillo, Preston Foster, Frances Gifford, Robert H. Barrat, Jack LaRue, Guinn Williams, Cliff Edwards, Merrill Guy Rodin, Chris-Pin Martin, Richard Webb, William Farnum, Etta
competent hands the film would not have McDaniel, Hal Taliaferro, Tom London.
been the smoothly-moving achievement that
CREDITS: Producer, Harry ShermaH; Diit is. Richard W. Maedler, John Geisel
rector, William McGann; Screenplay, J.
and Sgt. Arthur Steckler, USMC, did a
Robert Bren, Gladys Atwater, Ben Grauman
grand photographic job.
Kohn;
Film
Editor, Sherman A. Rose; Art
CREDITS: Producer, Louis de Rochemont;
Director, Ralph Berger; Cameraman, Russell
Director, Louis de Rochemont; Associate Harlan.
Directors, Jack Glenn, Lothar Wolff; TechDIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRAPHY,
nical Advisor, Major E. R. Hagenah, USMC; Ditto.
Cameramen, Richard W. Maedler, John
Geisel, Sgt. Arthur Steckler, USMC; Film
Editors, John Dullaghan, Morris Roizman; Para. Sets Trade Screenings
Script, James L. Shute, J. T. Everitt, J. S.
Tiade screenings on Paramount's
Martin, Lieut. John Monks, Jr., USMC; fourth
five-block and "Star Spangled
Commentator, Westbrook Van Voorhis;
Rhythm" which will be sold sepaMusical Score, Jack Shaindlin, Frederik
rately, will be held in key city cenBlock.
ters on Dec. 28 and 29 and March
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
19, Neil Agnew, sales chief, anExcellent.
nounced yesterday.

Chicago— D. H. Finke of the Ticket Register Corp. has returned from
the Eastern territory and reports
the company has taken increased
space and added more men to their
service staff, to take care of the exritory. panding business of the Eastern ter-

with Milton Berle, Mary Beth Hughes
20th -Fox
68 Mins.
NONSENSICAL COMEDY SHOULD SUPPLY PASSABLE ENTERTAINMENT FOR
FAMILY PATRONAGE.
The fate of "Over My Dead Body' ..I
have to depend upon whatever drawing
jower the Milton Berle name may possess
in any given spot. The picture, which
hasn't too much to offer beyond the Berle
pulling strength, stands its best chance in
the smaller neighborhood theaters catering
to the family trade.
The film is a weak and inconsequential
affair that is kept from falling apart by the
presence of Berle in the cast. Even so,
the comedian has to work like a beaver to
inject life and laughter into the script.
"Over My Dead Body" does little for
Berle. It wastes the better part of his
talent, supplying him with material that is
pretty
and
Berle's routine
credit that
up any hilarity at
Edward James

far film
from isfresh.
the
able toIt's
workto
all.
has contrived from the

novel of James O'Hanlon one of those nonsensical screenplays in which everything
goes. Berle is an embryonic writer of
mystery fiction. He considers it a lucky
stroke when the plot of one of his stories
is duplicated in real life. In trying to live
out the finish of the story, he finds himself charged with murder in the slaying of
the head of a brokerage firm that faces
investigation by the authorities. Berle is
able to clear himself and names the real
killer by a clever bit of head work.
The cast does the best it can under the
circumstances. Mary Beth Hughes plays
Berle's wife, with Reginald Denny appearing as the murderer. Among the other
players are Frank Orth, William Davidson,
Wonderful Smith (who does an excellent bit
=>s a colored elevator operator), J. Patrick
0 Malley, George M. Carleton, John HamIton, Jill Warren, Milton Parsons, Leon
Belasco, Charles Trowbridge.
Peppy direction, has been supplied by
Malcolm St. Clair. The producer is Walter
Morosco.
CAST: Milton Berle. Mary Beth Hughes,
Reginald Denny, Frank Orth, William Davidson, Wonderful Smith, J. Patrick O'Malley,
George M. Carleton, John Hamilton, Jill
Warren, Milton Parsons, Leon Belasco,
Charles Trowbridge, Bud McCallister, Cyril
Ring, Edwin August, Emory Parnell, Ed Gargan, Don Dillaway, George Riley, George
Andre Beranger, Frances Morris, Joseph J.
Weston.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Morsoco; Director, Malcolm St. Clair; Screenplay, Edward James; Based on Novel by James
O'Hanlon; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Art
D rectors, Richard Day, Lewis Creber; Film
Editor,Newman.
J. Watson Webb; Musical Score,
Emil
Good.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Kaufman Names Rackow
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Harry A. Kaufman,
general manager of Monogram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., has appointed
Victor Rackow as the new manager
of the company's recently opened
exchange in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
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ft R6VICUIS'Mashenka'
Of TH6 II cW f ILfllS ik •&

The
Gorilla Man"
with John Loder, Paul Cavanagh

Warner
64 Mins.
FAIR MELODRAMA ABOUT FOREIGN
AGENTS SHOULD SQUEEZE THROUGH
IN 'HE SMALLER SPOTS.
<
air contribution to the list of war
Films, from
"The the
Gorilla
which its
getsmain
its
title
ease Man,"
with which
character, a commando, climbs obstacles and
disposes of his enemies, is fare for the
smaller houses. It needs much bolstering
to get anywhere in the bigger spots.
' D. Ross Lederman has given swift direction to the Anthony Coldeway screenplay,
which has some exciting and suspenseful
moments. The foreign agents in "The
Gorilla Man," which is set in England, try
to gain their ends by discrediting certain
vital information which the commando has
brought back with him from a raid on the
continent. They make it appear that the
commando has been so mentally shaken up
by his experience that what he has to say

Artkino
67 Mins.
RUSSIAN FILM MAKES SOME CONCESSIONS IN THE INTERESTS OF ENTERTAINMENT; TECHNICALLY POOR.

Our Russian allies relax a bit in "Mashlatest product
the result
Sovietis studios
to reachenka,"these
shores. ofThe
a film
that comes closer to the definition of entertainment than most pictures turned out
by Russia. But its appeal is limited chiefly
by the film's technical shortcomings. The
most glaring technical fault is the poor
photography. The film has been so badly
lighted that the scenes appear faded.
The indifferent camera work accounts for
the failure of the pic to realize the full potentialities ofthe talents of the members
of the cast, notably the star of the production, Valentina Karavayeva. Almost as
woeful as the photography is the recording,

adifference
fault which
perhaps
doesn'taudiences
make much
where
American
are
concerned since failure to understand the
'isn't to be taken seriously. Their job is language makes one less conscious of the
made easier by the fact that the head of poor sound.
the villains is a doctor who has a reputable
"Mashenka" tells a story of love tempered
standing. His efforts to have the hero de- in the heat of war. It is a simple little
clared nuts almost succeed. The help he romance of two nobodies who suddenly
gets from unexpected quarters saves the find the course of their love menaced by
day for him. At the end his vindication certain realities, of which the most imporis complete and the villains are in custody:
tant is the outbreak of war between RusThe commando is very well played by
sia and Finland. Events part the lovers,
John Loder. It is a bit of a shock to find who are fated to meet again on the bat^
Paul Cavanagh in the loathsome role of the tlefield, he as a soldier and she as a nurse.
villainous doctor. Cavanagh does excellently Their new responsibilities, acquired in the
in the part. Appearing with Loder and Cav- service of their country, bring them a
anagh are such capable performers as Ruth more enduring
love.
Ford, Marian Hall, Richard Fraser, Lumsden
The story contains a lot of extraneous
Hare, John Abbott, Mary Field, Rex Wil- matter that slows up the pace of the ro7
liams.
mance. The routine yarn picks up toward
The film has good photography by James the end when effectively done battle scenes
Van Trees and first-rate art direction by revive the interest. This part of the film
Stanley Fleischer.
is infinitely superior to the rest of the
CAST: John Loder, Ruth Ford, Marian production, which was directed by Yuri
Hall, Richard Fraser, Paul Cavanagh, Lums- Raisman with a loose hand. E. Gavrilovitch
den Hare, John Abbott, Mary Field, Rex did the screenplay. The English titles are
Williams, Joan Wanfield, Charles Irwin, by Charles Clement. Miss Karavayeva is
Peggy Carson, Walter Tetley, Art Foster, supported by a fair cast. The boy friend
Creighton Hale, Frank Mayo.
is played by Mikhail Kuznetzov.
CAST: Valentina Karavayeva, Mikhail
CREDITS: Director, D. Ross Lederman;
Screenplay, Anthony Coldeway; Cameraman, Kuznetzov, D. Pankratova, B. Altaiskaya,
James Van Trees; Film Editor, James Gib- G. Svetlani.
CREDITS: Director, Yuri Raisman;
bon; Art Director, Stanley Fleischer.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good. Screenplay, E. Gavrilovitch; Cameramen, E.
Andrikanis, G. Pishkov; Music, A. K. Glazunov, B. Volsky; English Titles, Charles
New Pacts to Pine-Thomas
Clement.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Bad.

* SHORTS
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"Dover"
OWI-WAC
9 mins.
Excellent
No words can pay higher tribute
to the indomitable courage of the
residents of Dover than is meted
out in these vivid and informal
scenes of life in the British seaside
town which has known the full
wrath of the Nazi air might. As
this British Ministry of Information production reveals, Dover today stands unbowed amid its rubble
and hurling defiance at the Nazis.
The town stands armed to the teeth
in readiness for any invasion that
the Germans may hurl at the British
Isles. There are many scenes of the
womenfolk manning the guns and
otherwise participating in the defense of the town. The film, which
has a commentary spoken dispassionately yet effectively by Ed Murrow, noted radio commentator, has
many exciting action shots. It should
make an ace booking.
"Arsenal of Might"
(Victory Featurette)
Universal
10 mins.
First-Rate
The story from
of American
industry's
conversion
a peacetime
to a
wartime basis is told extremely well
in a reel which can be recommended
without reservation. The production of the nation's instruments of
war is shown in a finely edited and
highly effective succession of scenes
shot in some of our leading defense
plants, including the Ford factory
at Willow Run. The film traces the
manufacture of war implements
from the scrap heap to the finishing
line.

the Fio Rito strains are a number
of performers, among whom are
Candy Candido, Fifi D'Orsay, the
King's Men, the Stapletons and Margery Daye. The Stapletons and
Miss Daye dance while the others
warble. The featured tune is "No,
No, Nora." "It's the Law"
(No. 1)
Telenews
Good

6 mins.

This marks the birth of a new
cartoon series to be released under
the
general
Law."
If the
first title
issueofis"It's
any the
criterion,
the series stands to gain much applause for itself. The idea is a little
different, and while the cartoons are
not animated, they succeed exceptionally well in holding the interest
and arousing amusement. The cartoons are based on Dick Hyman's
King Features subject dealing with
screwy laws. The drawings are by
Otto Soglow, Aonenarrator
of the nation's
cartoonists.
is used. aceS.
R. Kunkis is the producer. The
first short in the series is being
distributed by Telenews Theaters
and Embassy newsreel theater chain.

"Boogie
Woogie
Sioux"
(Swing
Symphony)
Amusing
Universal
7 mins.
Plenty of hilarity is packed into
this Technicolor cartoon about an
Indian chief desperate for rain.
When his rainmaker fails him, a
jive band comes upon the scene and
gives out with hot rhythm. And
the clouds give out with rain in
torrents. That saves the crops and
restores the chief to the favor of
his tribe.
This music.
short cleverly combines fun and

"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 4, Series 22)
"Malice In Slumberland"
Columbia
10 mina.
(Phantasy Cartoon)
Ace Music Reel
Columbia
6'/2 mins.
Amusing Stuff
Columbia calls a temporary halt
This bit of appealing nonsense to the showing via "Screen Snapconcerns a tired air raid warden who
shots" of pic personalities at work
Hollywood — Paramount has signed
a new contract with Producers Wilfinds it impossible to get to sleep and at play to bring to America's
liam Pine and William Thomas for
because of a leaking faucet in the theaters, through this series, the
General Theater Service
downstairs sector of his house. The magnificent Seventh Symphony com1943-1944.
posed by Shostakovich, serving with
to prevent the monotLines Up 15 Mich. Houses more heonous,tries
irritating dripping, the worse the Red Army in the Leningrad secRoy Cooper Recuperating
tor; rendered by the 100 piece symthe leak becomes and the more seriDetroit
—
General
Theater
Service,
San Francisco — Roy Cooper, genphony orchestra under the baton of
ous the consequences to his essayed
eral manager of the Golden State Inc., new booking and buying comLeopold Stokowski; and played for
bine organized two months ago by slumbers and the house's contents. the
Theaters, has been ill for some time
soldiers stationed at Camp Grant,
Ray
Patterson
has
done
amusing
Carl
W.
Ruermele
when
he
resigned
but is now recuperating and expects
Dave Fleischer produced in the California desert. Here is
to return to work shortly.
as general manager of Co-Operative animation.
Theaters of Michigan, includes 15 and Alec Geiss directed. The music more than an ace music reel of
theaters, Buermele disclosed in the by Ed Kilfeather is lively and in- strong general appeal. Additionally,
Tucker Rites on Coast
teresting as it punctuates the action. it presents, as the symphony's inWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY first public statement of the actual
troducer, Mme. Maxim Litvinov, the
Hollywood — Funeral services were GTS membership. Group includes
gracious and popular wife of the
one
local
chain
—
the
Kilbride
Circuit.
held here for Richard
Tucker, 59,
"Chasin' the Blues"
Soviet Ambassador to the U. S.
Member houses are — Alhambra,
character actor.
(Name Band Musical)
Filmland's Edward G. Robinson also
Beverly, Casino, Cameo, Dawn, Universal
15 mins. says a few words of an introductory
Great Lakes, Hazel Park, Lincoln
Passable
Albert Kahn Dead
nature, although this is in the form,
Park, Mercury, Nortown, Strand,
With Ted Fio Rito and his band for all practical purposes, of comDetroit— Albert Kahn, 73, archi- Stratford, of Detroit; the Century of
the
prime
attraction,
this
is
stuff
tect who designed the Fisher Thea- Dowagiac; Clawson Theater, Clawedy relief. Playing of the U.S.S.R.'s
ter and numerous other theaters in son, and the St. Clair, St. Clair, which appeals strongest to the national anthem, in part, is also a
Mich.
younger element.
Carrying on to highlight of the footage.
Michigan and elsewhere, died here.

0*\

Women Engaged May
Equal Men Shifted
(.Continued from

I

Page

1)

Daily yesterday. A survey of the
industry's personnel needs and problems is now under way, covering all
branches of the industry, it was
revealed by Calvin Core, formerly
a member of the Pennsylvania board
of censors, who has been assigned
I
j
i
j
j

It is probable that final consideration of the new communications job listing will take
place next week.
Because the
committee has a small staff and
could not handle a large flood
of suggestions
for inclusion,
THE tonFILM
Bureau DAILY'S
has been Washingasked to

"edit" any last minute suggestions that members of the inj dustry may wish to have considj ered.
He has been asked to
I solicit suggestions from the industry and turn them over to
the Commission next Monday.
If there are any further sug, gestions, send them to A. H.
| Older, FILM DAILY, 520 Third
Street, TS.W., Washington, D. C,
| and they will be passed along
to the committee.
by the Manpower Commission to
work out a plan for the orderly
withdrawal of workers from the film
industry as they are needed in more
essential industries.
Core pointed out that there is no
cause for immediate alarm because
there is still a large reservoir of
women available for industry jobs.
The Commission, he said, has not
yet decided definitely what it will
do once men in non-essential jobs
are transfe:red from the film industry, but he would not deny that there
may be no relaxation of efforts to
continue inducing film workers —
even the women who replace the
men transferred — to shift to war
industries. He said, that the only
workers whom he would not try to
nersuade to shift their jobs were
those named as essential by the
Essential Activities Committee.
"The motion picture industry,"
paid Co: e, "is a vital part of our
American way of life, and is tremendously important in our South
American relationships," He said the
. Government will do nothing to balk

Police Ban Smoking
in Newark Theaters
Newark — With their fingers
crossed and their eyes on box-office
reaction, theater managers here, acting on orders from the police department, have placed a ban on smoking.
Aftermath of the recent Cocoanut
Grove fire in Boston, smoking in the
larger downtown houses was only
permitted in the loges and boxes for
which top prices are charged. The
privilege of smoking, some exhibitors
believe, was the only incentive for
the higher priced seat.
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Albany— C. R. ROSEBERRY, mo- ; Wilmington,
Del. — HENRY
L.
tion picture editor of the Knicker- SHOLLY, former Wilmington coroocker News for the past five years, j
respondent of The Film Daily
has been commissioned a lieutenant, and one-time film critic of the Wilsenior grade, in the U. S. Navy
mington Sunday Star, has been proRoseberiy reports Dec. 15. No sucmoted to the grade of sergeant techcessor has been named.
nician at the Ordnance Replacement
Training Center, Aberdeen Proving
New Haven — PAUL J. MEAD, Ground, Md., where he is in the Personnel section.
former assistant manager of the
Warner Capitol, Ansonia, and weekMilwaukee— LOUIS W. ORLOVE,
end manager of the Tremont, Ansonia, is now in the service, and Ed- exploiteer for M-G-M ni Wisconsin
ward Agello, former chief usher at and Upper Michigan and former local theater manager, leaves for the
the Commodore Hull, Derby, succeeds
him.
A. my on Dec. 18.

Warner Bros.-Pathe Deal
Said Still in Talk Stage
(Continued from Page 1)

offer that was approximately a million less. In any event, it is said
that the deal at the present time
certainly is not to be regarded as
dead.

War Injecting New Life
into Film Laboratories
(Continued from Page 1)

able by the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702,
1ATSE. The reason given for the
business improvement chalked up by
the laboratories is the emergence of
While there remains a distinct the screen as a medium for teaching our men the arts of war.
possibility that, in lieu of purchasThe discovery of the Government
ing an existing reel, Warners may
launch their own, according to well- that pictures are more potent than
founded reports reaching here yes- lectures and simplify the work of
terday from Washington. Govern- training the nation's armed forces
ment agency reaction to the plan has worked to the advantage of the
recently has been far from encour- laboratories. Most of the East's
aging. That is said particularly to labs, are said to be busy turning out
apply to the WPB. Initially, how- training films for every branch of
ever, the plan was said to have been the service. A spokesman for Local
well received in some quarters.
702 expressed the belief that evenThe Warner position in the mat- work. tually all labs, will be handling such
ter is said to remain as it was in
DeLuxe and Consolidated handle
the beginning — that its newsreel the bulk of the Government work.
venture was conceived as a public
and exhibitor service, with the company convinced that a reel utilizing Dunphy Sees Conversion
the format devised would mesh perSaving 2,000,000 Gals, of Oil
fectly with the war effort.
With full realization that the
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
newsreel could not be expected to
Washington — Figures compiled
return a quick profit, Warners on
by
the
amusements
section
of
those grounds was said prepared
nevertheless to make the investment WPB's service branch reveal that
conversion of 96 theaters in the
on the long-range basis. It was 15 Eastern seaboard states will
pointed out that such a policy was
mean a saving of 1,572,000 gallons
not exactly new on the company's of fuel oil during the course of the
winter. The study has not yet been
completed, and C. J. Dunphy, chief
part.
the industry's efforts on behalf of of the section, estimates that addipublic morale and the furtherance
tional conversions which did not reof the war effort.
quire priority assistance will swell
Any effort to transfer workers — the total of the saving to more than
he will not admit the possibility of two million gallons.
a labor draft — will be made through
Again urging theaters to do whathe offices of the United States Emever is possible toward conversion
ployment Service, which seems des- before Jan. 20, when fuel rations
tined to play an increasingly im- will be refused operators who canportant role in our wartime economy.
not prove that they have made every
Core said that whatever plan he reasonable attempt to convert, Dunmight develop, it would certainly
phy estimated that each conversion
allow the industry time to recruit in a motion picture theater would
and train replacements.
result in a saving from 9,000 to
In the meantime, it was made in- winter.
13,000 gallons of oil during the
creasingly obvious to The Film
Daily that the Essential Activities
Committee of the War Manpower Saef Back in Old Spot
Commission is thinking along comBoston— Jack Saef becomes the
munications lines when it considers
occupations to be listed as essential publicity director of the Paramount
and
Fenway Theaters, returning to a
in _ the communications bulletin,
post he held several years ago.
which includes motion pictures.

Raftery Asserts UA
Will Show "Serve"
(Continued from Page 1)

words deemed objectionable by the
Code Authority but not injurious tcijfo'
the picture by their deletion.
In a cable to the producers, paftery
them that UA'
n |
tract reminded
gave the distributors
the * .ght
to re-edit or make desirable cuts
He told them such words as "bloody,'
"Hell," "damn," "damned" and "God'
were remaining in the picture, and
that the only cuts of any conse
quence were the use of the word
"bastard" and reference to the Ital
ians which the U. S. Government
officials requested to be deleted in
international interest.
Raftery said UA would stand
strictly on its contract and de
manded that the producers accept
the "final payment of guarantee as
made without
any conditions."
Reports from London
said that Two
Cities Films, the producers, had refused to cash the check for $90,000
which UA had posted as a minimum
guarantee. Raftery further asked
that the
producers
"desist immediately from
issuing statements
and
publicity which are most harmful
to exhibition of the picture in territories in which we are distributing
and thus harmful to both you and
us and may affect receipts of pic
ture because you are creating false
impression that picture has been

PC
A Member Defends
mutilated."
Deletion
of 2 Words
"Serve"
West Coast Bureau
of THE in
FILM
(DAILY

Hollywood — In commenting on
British Information Minister Brendan Bracken's statement that American censors are "too old maiden
aunt-like" because they deleted certain
words in
We Serve,"
a member
of "In
the Which
Production
Code

Authority said "if we permitted
those words to get by in one film
we would have to go a step farther
next time. There are a lot of people
in this country who do not like
vulgarity, particularly on the screen.
Morally, we are obligated to protect
youngsters who attend our pictures.
Seventy per cent of American audiences are between the ages of 16 and
24. Do we want to scandalize them ?"
40 Runs Set for Short
"Colleges at War," first of three
Government shorts to be distributed
byy M-G-M, will have 50 day-anddate first-runs in the Metropolitan
29.
territory between Dec. 23 and Dec.

Would Tighten N. H.
Fire Safety Laws
Concord, N. H. — A movement has
been started here to tighten this
state's fire safety laws at the coming session of the Legislature, as a
result ofin the
Cocoanut Grove fire
disaster
Boston.

J* a
=5::riday, December 1 1, 1942

First Buying Co-op
Hsks Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

Strange Case of the Ambulance Call Which
Saved The Lives of Two Healthy Film Folks
Boston— Harold Stoneham, — partner of Herman Rifkin who still lies critically burned in a local hospital — , has presented a fully-equipped ambulance to the
American Red Cross here. Genesis of the gift is that Mr. and Mrs. Stoneham
had intended joining the Buck Jones party at the Cocoanut Grove, hosted by
Rifkin and at which more than 20 film folks including the guest of honor lost
their lives. Mrs. Stoneham, a member of the Boston Red Cross, received a
telephone call just before the party to report for an emergency case. She
suggested her husband go to the Grove without her. However he joined a
bridge game at the home of a film inddustry friend. The emergency call saved
their lives, they believe, and so, in gratitude, the Red Cross receives the new
ambulance.

'or the Weldon Theater, St. Albans,
It., naming Pai amount as the only
-• -lif^-'butor defendant and the Era>i .nd Bellevue Theaters, St. Al>aiio, as interested parties.
Complaint charges that Paramount
lad sold its product to the Weldon
'or several years but now has recused to license
it unless
\ffiliated
makes pictures
deals forto the
other
.heaters which the booking organi- Bemhard to Present 17
sation serves.
Complainant asks that the arbi- Mgrs. With WB Awards
;rator direct Paramount to license
(Continued from Page 1)
Dictures to the Weldon on a run and
17 of the circuit's managers at a
I-.erms not calculated to defeat the to
jurpose of Section VI of the consent dinner in Toots Shor's. The WB
vice-prexy comes on from Washing'fiecree.
ton for the event. Recipients will be:
j Affiliated is headed by Arthur
George N. Fayette, Maryland TheTHoward, former business manager
ater, Hagerstown; Rodney Collier,
I jf New England Allied.
Stanley, Baltimore; Harry Schlinker,
San Pedro Theater, San Pedro, Cal.;
Harold Wiedenhorn, Branford, New-Postpone Hearing Dates
ark; Arthur Manfredonia, Fabian,
Hoboken; Al Reh, Mastbaum, PhilaJJfn Two Buffalo Cases
delphia; John Roach, Ardmore, Arda ) Buffalo — Two first hearings in ar-libitration cases have been postponed. more, Pa.; Joe Sergin, Stanley, Chester; Marlowe Conner, Capitol, Madim Clearance complaint of Colonial,
son; Ted Turrell, Beverly, Chicago;
ritSkaneateles, against the "Big Five,"
-i.' naming three Schine theaters in Wallace J. Elliott, Ohio, Lima; Murray Lafayette, Haven, Olean; RichAuburn as interested parties, is now
aid England, Virginian, Charleston;
r set for Tuesday.
Jan. 7 is the new date for first Henry Rastetter, Warner, Erie; Robert Neilson, State, Johnstown; Jack
hearing of complaint of Webster
ITheater, Rochester, charging RKO Sanson, State, Manchester, Conn.;
John Hesse, Roger Sherman, New
[ Radio Pictures, Inc., with withhold- Haven.
nig prints and thereby favoring
The dinner also will be attended
three competing Schine houses in
Rochester. Nathan Rovner has been by the following zone managers:
James Coston, Chicago; Nat Wolf,
designated arbitrator.
First complaint filed with Buffalo Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman, New
tribunal under Section IX of the Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark; C. J.
current decree, it asks $1,000 dam- Latta, Albany; Ted Schlanger, Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh;
ages for complainant, though decree
makes no provision for compensa- John J. Payette, Washington; Louis
J.
Halper,
Hollywood, and Howard
tory damages, and asks that RKO
be directed to discontinue its alleged Waugh, Memphis.
Home office executives who will
discrimination.
attend include Clayton Bond, Harry Goldberg, Leonard Schlesinger,
Stipulate 60 Witnesses
Frank N. Phelps, Sam E. Morris,
Newark — Stipulation of testimony Abel Vigard, W. Stewart McDonald,
of 60 witnesses for the union has Harrv Rosenquest. Louis Kaufman,
been ordered taken by Chancery Frank Marshall, Herman Maier and
Martin F. Bennett.
Court in the hearing on the application for a receiver for Local 244,
operators. Should counsel for the Met. Opera in Hub in March
complainants refuse to sign the
Boston — The Metropolitan Opera
stipulation, the matter will be placed Company will plav the Metropolitan
Theater in late March.
in the hands of a special master.

F. F. F.

Rules Games With
Prizes Lotteries
(Continued from Page 1)

one of a consideration to the operators, since, the
court
games induced
a lot
of said,
people"the
to
come into the theater lobby to play
them." The court was trenchant in
its criticism of the games, stating
"theater games must be stopped
some day and this is as good a time

In response to a request by Jack
London, attorney for the operators,
as
for any."
an injunction, Justice Carew ex"Why, you
may as
well
ask the claimed:
district
attorney
to stop
(Continued from Page 1)
prosecuting an indictment for murLondon asserted that "just
pected to release three pages of because der."
the mayor declares Screeno
material to explain its 21-page set
of regulations made public last week. contended
a lottery doesn't
make
so." was
He
that since
the itpublic
This explanatory material was
required to come into the theexpected yesterday afternoon, but not
lottery.
ater to play the game, there was no
it was finally decided to hold it until
today.

BIR Expected to Clarify
Salary Ceiling Today

M. H. Holiday Show Thursday
To Show "Air Force" Jan. 11
National tradeshowing of "Air
Force," Warners aviation special
which will have its world premiere
at advanced prices on Jan. 12 at the
Hollywood here, will be nationally
tradeshown on Jan. 11. "Truck
Busters" also will be nationally
screened by Warners on that date.

A two-part holiday stage production again will be the policy at Radio City Music Hall starting Thursday. Program, in addition to the
premiere of "Random Harvest," will
include "The Nativity," the famous
pageant and "Hat's Off," the musical and dancing portion of the pro-

gram.

HOT OFF THE
FRONT PAGES!
Columbia Special
One Reel Subject

OUR SECOND FRONT

f

ALGIERS
MOROCCO
TUNIS

Including scenes of
our Yanks in action !
. . . With running,
rapid-fire narrative
by the celebrated WarCorrespondent and
Radio Commentator

JOHN VANDERCOOK

Now Booking- COLUMBIA EXCHANGES
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"It will make Noel
Coward one of the
cinema's

Surely the greatest of them
all— an epic of the Second

big shots!"

"If I have seen five
great movies in my time,
IN WHICH WE SERVE

World

War!"

i

-iowe// r/iomas (

is one of them!"

'The very greatest picture yet to be made
about

this war!"

"Impressive and moving to the last degree.
My family and myself
still discussing it!"

It made

a greater

appeal to me personally
than any moving picture
that has so far come out

I-

Noel Coward proves again
he is the Number One Man
of the spellbinders !"-£c/5u//;van

of the war. It is tops!"

NOEL
COWARD'S

v/£ mi
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MAY DE-FREEZE COINJN AUSSIE, N.Z^INDIA
Allied Wants
Exhibitor Group Holds
His Influence Can Solve
Many Industry Problems
l Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

j Washington — National Allied on
Friday called upon Lowell Mellett,
' 3WI film chief, to take a hand in
i ;he consent-decree dispute in an endeavor to promote harmony in the
, ndustry. The organization held that
Mellett's prestige might go a long
ivay toward solution of the problem.
Declaring that one of the chief
problems plaguing the industry is
'the matter
of settling
(Continued
on Page the
10) Govern-

Mellett Help on Consent Decree
Schaefer Departure for West Coast Stirs
Reports of Active Re-entry Into Film Biz
While it was announced that George J. Schaefer left for the Coast Friday
for the purpose of discussing WAC affairs with Y. Frank Freeman, it was reported reliably that his Westward trip has to do with personal business relative
to his active re-entry into the picture business. Since his retirement from
the RKO
presidency, Schaefer has been devoting all his time to the industry's
war
activities.

Film Dough Seen
For Slock Companies

IA Talks Manpower
Problem with McNult

Negotiations Said to Be
Under Way for Release of
Blocked American Money
Negotiations are reported to be
under way with British treasury officials for the de-freezing of American film companies' blocked funds
in Australia, New Zealand and India. Foreign department managers
huddled on the issue Friday when
figures showing the amount of
blocked money in those countries
were released.

Approximately $7,000,000 is frozen
in the three countries.
American
companies have in the neighborhood
Richard
F.
Walsh,
president
of
the
Existence of a "very good chance"
of
$5,000,000
in
Australia,
$1,500,(Continued
on
Page
3)
that late this or early next season IATSE, and Louis Krouse, general
will see the establishment of "sev- secretary-treasurer of the alliance,
eral circuits of rotary stock com- were reported on Friday to have
panies set up with motion picture been in conference with War Manpower Czar Paul V. McNutt regardmoney" was revealed on Friday by
ing the status of employes in the
Paul Dullzell, executive secretarytreasurer of Actors Equity Associa- jobs covered by the IA membership.
With an ease born of long extion, at the organization's last quar- Both were understood to have been
terly meeting of the year. The dis- summoned to Washington by Mc- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
perience, the nation's exhibs. today
closure was made by Dullzell in
Nutt, who last week announced that
will put "On To Victory" Week behind them and swing immediately answer to a question on what was workers in the exhibition and disWashington — It became increasingly evident here on Friday that
into a WAC campaign to persuade
tribution fields would not be considbeing
done
on
Equity's
suggestion
the
new Congress will see a knockpatrons to give Bonds as Christmas that the film industry co-operate
ered as essential workers in any ladown
battle to kill the salary ceilgifts.
(Continued on Page 8)
with the actors' union in the creaings as another member predicted
Exhibs.
will attempt
to divert
(Continued on Page 8)
that a rider nullifying the entire
(Continued on Page 10)
Universal Field Force
salary order would be attached to
Clearing House System
the new tax bill. Although he said
To Stress Conservation
Order Philly Theaters

Bonds as Yule Gifts,
Newest Exhib. Drive

To Convert by Jan. 20

Move lo Kill Wage
Freeze Gains Ground

(Continued on Page 8)

For Gov't Reels Mulled

Chicago — Universale field force
Plans to set up a clearing house will initiate an educational program South American Editors
Philadelphia — An undisclosed for Government shorts in certain so that exhibitors will be able to Hail Pix Cultural Role
number of theaters are included territories have been proposed by
understand clearly the responsibilamong the more than 500 local build- the WAC in order to get quicker
ity they must share in the conserDeclaring that the North Amerings which have been ordered by the
vation and proper handling of film,
of the reels. A paid secU. S. to convert from oil to coal liquidation
ican motion picture is the "most
retary to handle the details is being it was announced here Friday by
(Continued on Page 8)
considered in some spots where the William A. Scully at a meeting of powerful and effective cultural medium in the world today," two South
play-off on the shorts has been con- district and division sales manag- American newspaper editors paid
sidered slow.
(Ccmtinued on Page 3)
tribute to(Continued
the industry
at an inon Page 10)

Fourth of V. S. Will
Blackout Tonight

Omaha — Approximately one-fourth
of the U. S. will be blacked out
tonight in the most extensive test
ever undertaken in this country. The
area embraces Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Iowa, Missouri, Wyoming and Colorado—total of712,000 square miles.
Blackout will be in effect for 20
minutes, starting at 10 p.m. Theaters
will continue to operate.

WPB Won't Slap Ban on Duals

No Intention of Issuing Order, Says Hopper
Sid Young of 20th-Fox
Named Local 109 Prexy

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The double-feature
controversy is still raging here but
the possibility of Government action
Election of Sidney Young of 20th- appears to be more remote than ever.
only basis upon which WPB
Fox as president of the Screen Of- The
fice and Professional Employes could ban bills would be that such
Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, was an- a move would result in a saving of
officials of the Board are
nounced on Friday. It was the first film, but (Continued
on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 8)

Enter 15 Depositions
fit Montana" Trust Suit
Oklahoma City — Depositions by 15
New York City and Boston industry
executives have been introduced as
evidence in the Momand $5,000,000
anti-trust action and allowed by Federal Judge Bower Broaddus in whose
court the case will be heard. The
case will come to trial Jan. 11.
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♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

(a)
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Low

NEW

YORK

BOND

Para.
B'way
3s55.. 66i/4
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56.100%
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
103%
NEW
Monogram
Picts.
Radio-Keith
cvs
Sonotone
Corp
Technicolor

YORK
...

Playhouse,
Inc.
Thea.
Bldg. 4s

12?8
103/g
!4
73/4
145
—

1/4
i/8

3i/2

6%
78

+

%
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+1

66 V4
66i/4
lOOVi 100%

+

103

+

103%

CURB

MARKET
7%

%
5-32
2
7%

*U
5-32

2nd
1st

3/4

14i/2 +
46!/8 +
163/4

25

•M

%
5-32
2
7%

2

deb.
'57

...
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bill,

(b)

Subsequent run.

(c)

SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
'45.

Stanley
St. Theater

48th

Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Hollywood
Rialto
Criterion
Capitol
Roxy
Music
Hall
Palace
Palace
New York
New York
St. Theater

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Fred

HARRY M. WARNER, accompanied by JOSEPH H. HAZEN, Warners vice-president, will
in New York today from the Coast.
New
York
ARTHUR
SCHWARTZ,
due
on Wednesday.
New
York
CHARLES

R.

ROGERS,

arrives

in

New

76
65

79
67%

The new 75 cent to 90 cent LUNCHEON
under the new policy and new management of—

•

HALL

Center

Rita HAYWORTH

Monty W00LLEY- Ida LUPIN0.»

»» EI6BT THTKiy

•
PLUS BIG STAGE SHOW
*
BUY A WAR D AY
V 7th Ave. & 50th St.
BONDatthe IfUAT
Doors 0>e« 10:30 A. H,

JAMES COSTON, Warner zone manager has
returned to Chicago from a trip to the West
Coast.
W. A.
here from

STEFFES and
Minneapolis.

BENNIE

BERGER

are

HARRY C. ARTHUR, JR., managing director
of
Fanchon & Marco, returned to St. Louis
on Friday.

York
LOUELLA
wood.

CARMEN MIRANDA arrives from the Coast on
Wednesday for a vacation before she does a personal appearance at the Roxy at the opening of
"The Black Swan" Christmas week.
ROBERT BENJAMIN of Col. M. E. Gillette's
staff, and formerly of the law firm of Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin and Krims, and vice-president
and general counsel of Pathe Laboratories, is
in Hollywood on Government
business.

PARSONS

has departed for Holly-

WILLIAM PERLBERG, 20th-Fox
rived from the Coast on Friday.
CABIN
on JEAN
Saturday.

producer

ar-

PALACE

pulled into town from Hollywood

JOHN BRAHM, 20th-Fox director, gets in today from Hollywood.
to

the

PAT

O'BRIEN

"NAVY

—

CEORCE

COMES

MURPHY

THROUGH"

Coast

"YOU

Stohl with Pathe Lab.

F. W. Shaver Stricken

Hollywood— Marvin B. Stahl has
joined Pathe Laboratories in connection with its contact and sales
activities.

Kewanee, 111.— F. W. Shaver, 65,
veteran theater owner, died at the
home of his son, Bissell Shaver, from
a heart attack.

CANT

GEORGE

ESCAPE

BRENT— BRENDA

FOREVERMARSHALL

"The Perfect Skating Show'— Mantle, News
3UC TO $ 1 .3U,.ept sjt. Eves. SOe to $2. 50| Tax
Sf\r f« $1

«;n

at all Performances ex- (Plus

THEA.,

Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474

Sonja Benie and Arthur M. Wirt* present
A Musical leetravagaiua

F. F. F.

TAVERN

Lahiffs)

The Industry's
MEETINC
and
EATINC
place
158 West 48th St.
CHickering 4-4200

ASTAIRE

"YOU WERE
NEVERPictureLOVELIER"
A Columbia

Follows current bill.

7

IT'S A TREAT—

DUFFY'S

Dual

arrive

MARKET

Trans-Lux
'\3/a
Universal
Corp. vtc.
7%
Universal Picts
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
Met.
Roxy

Net
Chg.

Close

Am.
Seat
12%
123,4
Col. Piers, vtc. (2!/2%) 103/s
103/8
Columbia Picts. pfd
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Vi
Vi
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd..
73^
75/8
East. Kodak
14514 145
do pfd
Gen.
Prec.
Eq
14'/2
14y4
Loews,
Inc
463/8
46
Paramount
16%
165/8
Para.
1st pfd
RKO
35/8
3i/2
RKO
$6
pfd
20th
Century-Fox
. 14
13%
20rh Century-Fox pfd. 25
25
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner Bros
7
6%
do
pfd
78
78

♦

48th

cominG mid Goino

(December 11)
STOCK

NEW YORK
THEATERS
Rockefeller

FINANCIAL
YORK

♦

In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel Cowardl^Dec. 23
Star-Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount Picturesl^Dec.
30
Flying
Fortress
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — Dec.
18
Air Force
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)— Jan. 12
Quiet
Please, Murder
(20th
Century-Fox)
(c)
Journey Through
Fear (RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
Journey
for Margaret
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
(c)
The Black Swan (20th Century-Fox)— Dec. 23
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) — Dec.
17
Now.
Voyager
(Warner
Bros.)— Dec. 17 (a-b)
The
Great
Cildersleeve — Dec.
17
(a)
Pride of the Army
(Monogram
Pictures) — Dec. 15 (a)
Little Joe, the Wrangler (Universal Pictures)— Dec. 15 (a)
Skanov-Falstenbo
(Scandia
Films) — Dec. 26

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 520 Third St N.W., Phone District 1253.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film
Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I. PARIS—
P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Virtudes
214. HONOLULU — Eileen O'Brien.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929. MEXICO CITY—
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

NEW

Astor
Paramount
t;;.etZ
Hollywood
•.Srr:?nd
Music
Hall
Criterion
Roxy
Capitol
Rivoli
Globe
Rialto
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Mashenka
(Artkino
Pictures)— 4th
week
Only One Wore Night (Scandia Films)— 2nd week

Cleveland — Victory films will be
shorter in length and better in qual
ity, Francis S. Harmon, executiv.
vice-chairman of the WAC, told s
meeting of northern Ohio exhibi
tors here last week. Harmon spoke
in the interest of the coming United
Nations Week.

Theater

For Me and My Gal (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— 8th week
The
Road
to Morocco
(Paramount
Pictures)— 5th week
The Ravaged Earth (Crystal Pictures)— 4th week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)— 3rd
week
Gentleman Jim (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 3rd week
You Were Never Lovelier
(Columbia
Pictures)— 2nd week
Who
Done It (Universal
Pictures)— 2nd weelT.
Life Begins at Eight-Thirty
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Seven
Days Leave
(RKO Radio
Pictures)
The Palm
Beach Story (Paramount
Pictures)
Jacare
(United
Artists-Mayflower)
Cat
People
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)— 2nd
week
The Navy Comes Through
(RKO Radio Pictures)
(a-b)
You
Can't
Escape
Forever
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
(a)
Dawn on the Great Divide (Monogram
Pictures) — Last day (a)
City of Silent iMen
(Producers
Releasing Corp.)— 'Last day (a)

Publisher

ALICOATE

DONALD

Shorter Victory Films
Coming, Asserts Harmon

It really u very importan

STARS
CENTER

ON

ICE

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. Incl. Sun. 8:40. Mats: Wed., Sat. & Sun.
No Monday Perf.
Holiday Mat. Dec. 25
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

■WW I; IH 1
ON SCREEN
'FLYING TIGERS"
ANNA WAYNE
LEE
JOHN
JOHN
CARROLL

DUNN
IN

PERSON

CROSS &
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MINEVITCH'S
RASCALS
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Wall SI. Expects WB
^jfo Keep Profit Level

May De-Freeze Coin
In Bril. Countries
(Continued from Page 1)

iriiJij: All signs point to the continuation
;;. jj)f Warner Bros, profits on the same
evel as the past year, when the
•ompany earned $8,554,512 as against
55,429,302 for 1941, it is asserted by
**^11 St. sources which have been
=-,ying the firm's performances
....ing 1942.
Another healthy cut in the comDany's funded debt is predicted as remit of the improved financial show.ng. The funded debt was slashed
—"ay some $8,000,000 since the close of
~~hhe last fiscal year on Aug. 31, 1941,
,L |when the figure stood at $57,000,000.
lit is significant that the funded debt,
X !notes included, was more than $110,, 000,000 10 years ago. Financial cirI cles place more than $13,000,000 at
the disposal of the company
currently for use in the payment
of
_J!debt.

~1 Warner
Stockho
Slated
to Board
Fivelders
To Rename
j Five members of Warners board
whose terms expire this year are
I expected to be re-elected today at
the stockholders' annual meeting in
; Wilmington. Del.
Quintet embraces
I Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles S. Guggenheim er, JosJ eph H. Hazen and Morris Wolf.
J. Other members of the WB board
\ are Harry M., Jack L. and Maj. Albert Warner, Joseph Bernhard, WadJ dill Catchings and Robert W. Perkins, whose present terms do not expire until the end of 1943.
Among officers of the company who
will go to Wilmington for today's
meeting
will be Samuel
Carlisle,
I Robert W. Perkins. Harold S. BareI ford, W. Stewart McDonald. Thomas
- J. Martin and Edward K. Hessberg.

PRC-Pathe Closes Deal
For African Distribution
PRC-Pathe has closed a deal with
the Premium Merchandising Corp.
for the distribution of its pictures
in South Africa, Kenya, Uganda,
Belgian Congo and Mauritus. Contract is on a long term basis with
options and stars with the 1941-42
programs. Deal was closed by Roberto D. Socas, PRC export manager, and V. Moldt, representing the
African distributors.

000

T
•

14
Frank Campeau
Ray Foster

▼

• IN no single year of its existence has the Amusement Division of The Federation of Jewish Charities, of which the incumbent cochairmen are David Bernstein and Maj. Albert Warner, faced such a
tremendous task as it does currently
But there is a silver lining in
this war-year's cloud which points to the successful attainment of the
largest financial goal yet set for the Division by Federation
Not
only is this quota of unprecedented size, and would in any circumstances be a rugged task to meet, but the channels through which contributions would ordinarily come have been sharply curtailed, due to
a number of factors, among them that many donors within the amusement industry have left civilian life to serve with the armed forces, or
in posts taken under the Government with attendant slash in customary
income
Too, there are not infrequent examples of economic burdens But the silver lining of which we speak above is the tremendous
determination of the Amusement Division officials and committeemen to
reach their assigned objective, — and the rank and file of people in our
industry, and its related industries, will not be slow to recognize the
nature of this year's critical humanitarian call
▼
T
T
• •
• IT is this spirit which was so encouragingly apparent at
the Amusement Division's luncheon in the Hotel Astor on Friday
Despite unsettled and uncertain conditions, members of the industry
are increasing their gifts to Federation from 15 to 50 per cent, and it
was announced that more than one-third of the $150,000 total raised
last year for the 116 affiliated Federation hospitals, orphanages, homes
for the aged, and other charities was already in
But only through
the most unflagging efforts, from this point on, will the at least $1,000,000 more from those who gave last year to Federation become a
reality
At the luncheon, Barney Balaban and Major Warner were
named as a committee to make arrangements for the artists luncheon
which annually serves as the highlight of the Amusement Division
effort for Federation

New Zealand
and approximately $500,000 in India.
Extent of the negotiations is not
known, but it is believed by some
shortly.
that the money may be released

Universal Field Force
To Stress Conservation
{Continued from Page 1)

ers. The Universal general sales
manager said that the reduction in
positive film was a matter of vital
concern to exhibitors as well as to
producers and distributors.
"We believe," Scully said, "that
our sales organization can clarify
for exhibitors many of the problems involved and it is for this reason that we will make a concentrated
effort through our entire sales organization to get the best information available on the subject to our
Scully said that after screening
Universal's top pictures he was
accounts."
convinced that their extended playing time possibilities will greatly
obviate some of the normal inconveniences that might have arisen
under the present limitation.
Special advertising and exploitation budgets have been established
on the top pictures to guarantee the
best possible pre-selling campaigns,
Scully said. He announced that
"Arabian Nights" would be released
Dec. 25, "When Johnny Comes
Marching Home" on Jan. 1. "Shadow of a Doubt" on Jan. 15, the
next Deanna Durbin picture on Feb.
5 and "It Ain't Hay" on Feb. 19.
Release Never
date ofBeen
Walter
Wanger's
"We've
Licked"
was
set

tentatively

for

March

5.

Henie at Garden Jan. 18
• •
• IN addition to the Messrs. Bernstein, Warner and Balaban,
the following were present at the luncheon:
Jack Cohn, Oscar Doob,
Marvin Schenck, Malcolm Kingsberg, Phil M. Daly pinch-hitting for Jack
Alicoate; Max Blackman, Harry Brandt, Jack Bloom. Leo Brecher, Louis
Frisch, Leon Goldberg, Milton Green, Toby Gruen, Arthur Israel, Jr.,
Jesse Kaye, William Klein, Bert Lebhar, Jr., Samuel Macknovitch, Ben
Moss, Eugene Picker, Ralph L Poucher, Hyman Rachmil, Sam Rinzler,
Isroy Norr, Jack Robbins, Harold Rodner, Edward N. Rugoff, Abe
Schneider, Sam Schneider, Walter L. Titus, Jr., David Weinstock, and
Max Wolf
T
T
T
•

DECEMBER
Jack C. Raymond
James W. Home

T

•

in

•

• STUFF:
A swell article on Abbott and Costello, Universal stars now appearing in "Who Done It?," is featured in the January issue of The American Magazine, just out on the noozestands. . . .

• George Harvey of Paramount's press book department and his
daughter Jackie will do their dancing act in a benefit show for the
AWVA at the Riverside Plaza Hotel next Tuesday evening
The
show is a musical revue produced and directed by Jimmy Payne, wellknown dance instructor. ... • Sergeant Joe Shea signed up recruits
for the \2th Regiment, New York Guard, Second Battalion, in its
armory at 120 West 62nd St. on Thursday night
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Sonja
Henie's
Revue of 1943
starts Hollywood
at Madison Ice
Square
Garden Jan. 18.

WEDDING
West Coast Bureau of THE

BELLS
FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Julius Stern, veteran
producer, and his bride, the former
Edith Steiner, are honeymooning on
the Coast. The bride is a graduate
of Skidmore College and is well
known in New York social circles.
They were married Nov. 30 in New
York.
Evanston, 111. — Marriage of
Thomas G. Arthur, son of Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., of St. Louis, and Nancy
Currie will take place here next
Friday. Bridegroom-to-be recently
enlisted in the Army Air Force.
Cleveland — Ray Allison, manager
of the Shaker Theater, an Associated
Circuit house, was married Friday
to Edith Gordon, formerly of Chicago.
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The world-famous heroes . . . in
a magnificently stirring epic
of gallant love and adventure!
Every character. . .every scene
a never-to-be-forgotten thrill!

\
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STARRING
ANNA LEE •LILUAN GISH • SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • ROBEI

.

Based on the C. S. Forester Cosmopolitan Magazine Story # A LESTER COWAN PRODUCTION
A COLUMBIA PICTURE
Screen play by Irwin Shaw • Directed by JOHN FARROW

SELL 'EM THE GREATEST
CHRISTMAS GIFT OF ALL
...U.S. WAR BONDS!

BOB NOLAN and THE SONS OF THE PIONEER
RUTH TERRY. walter catlett-paul harvey-edmun
Mcdonald . leigh whipper . william haade on
THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR • Choral Arrangements by Hall Johnso
Original Screen Ploy by EARL

*

*

FELTON

Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH

buv us. urn r snuincs Bonos
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tEADUNES!
The sensational publicity which backed
the personal appearance of Roy Rogers

H at

the Worlds Championship Rodeo at

Madison Square Garden - and boosted
the returns to an all-time high- will be
reflected in the boxoffice returns on the
biggest musical western ever made!
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Night Shopping Hours
Boost Newark Gates
Newark — Motion picture theater
attendance in the laiger downtown
first-run houses, has catapulted to
SRO proportions on Wednesday
nights here, the result of a new
9 o'clock closing hour schedule adopted several weeks ago, by department
store and other outlet owners in the
Greater Newark shopping area. The
sharp attendance gains have been
particularly noticeable at those theaters which schedule a "complete
last show at 9:30."
The late shopping curfew, theater managers point out, enables
women f : om the suburban districts
to plan ahead for group-shopping
tours and a late Wednesday night
show.
Sponsored by the Broad Street
Merchants' Association, leading merchants here are all for considering
a 9 o'clock closing for Monday nights
as well, so great have been the
crowds on Wednesday. This, however, would be after New Year's
Day inasmuch as beginning next
Monday, stores will be open every
night until 9 to Christmas.

Film Dough Seen
For Stock Companies

He Calculated That He Could Calculate On
A Machine, But Bond Sales Were Too Brish!
C. B
Buffalo— When a publicity man underestimates,— that's news. helped
Taylor WAC public relations chairman for the Buffalo exchange area,
as
make arrangements for a War Bond iuncheon sponsored by the Rotanans,
enough sugar room
part of "On To Victory" Week. Food was fine, there was
$100,000.
to
up
count
could
that
machine
adding
an
was
there
and
filled
was
apple-pie. But 'twasn't so. The adding maeverythingandwas
thought $100,000
Taylor chine
sales rocketed to an astronomical $500,000! We
went to

(Continued from Page l)

tion of stock companies on a
tional basis to train talent to re- 1
place that which has gone into the
armed forces.
Dullzell said that Equity had been

did our addition on the tablecloth," said Taylor.

assured
assistance
one film whole-hearted
company and that
a sec( v '
company had indicated considerabTe
interest in the proposal. He expressed himself as strongly optimistic on the progress being made by
(Continued from Page 1)
Skouras Theaters Corp. filed suit
Equity
in selling the idea to the
industry.
in New York Supreme Court on Fri- regular election of officers to be film
day for an injunction to restrain held by the membership. David GolThe
Equity
official said that the
den
has
been
acting
as
president
of
Scouras Theater Holding Corp. and
John Scouras from using the closely the union since its organization a film industry was becoming increasingly
aware
of
the value of the
year
ago.
He
was
appointed
by
the
similar name. The plaintiff alleges
executive board. Anne Mathews,
that the corporate defendants' name
"The motion pictures find it inwas filed in May, 1942, and that it Columbia, was named vice-president; proposal.
creasingly difficult to do their casthas publicly announced its intention Wesley Wyckoff, 20th-Fox, secreing and they can no longer turn to
tary-treasurer; Grace Walsh, RKO,
of operating competing theaters in
the metropolitan area in the near recording secretary; Luke Stager, the theater for trained actors to fill
future.
20th-Fox, sergeant-at-arms. Ellen those gaps because we've lost them
Davidson and Golden were elected

Skouras Theaters Would
Restrain Use of Scouras

Sid Young of 20th-Fox
Named Local 109 Prexy

Slott Writing Original
Story for Coast Guard

organizers.
Named to the executive board
Campaign to Kill Wage
were Sylvia Goldstein, Louis Edelman, Golden, William Piehl, Char- Freezing Gains Ground
Harry Slott, Hollywood assistant
lotte Peterson, Ruth MacDonald,
(Continued from Page 1 )
director, now in the Coast Guard, is Arthur Gynt, Beatrice Lustig, Alice
in New York on assignment to the Goodman, Leo Lerner, Henny Levey, he himself would not introduce the
Order Philly Theaters
photographic unit to write an orig- Harry Boriskin. Gertrude Stut- rider, representative Wesley E. DisTo Convert by Ian. 20
ney, Oklahoma Democrat, told the
inal covering the Coast Guard's ac- man, Edith Schmall, Sally Goldwood
tivities grouped as port security and Molly Grill were chosen for the presstoo."
he was certain some action
(Continued from Page 1)
service.
trial board.
would be taken by the new Conheating by Jan. 20, after which date
Formerly
with
The
Film
Daily
The
new
officers
will
be
inducted
gress. Similar action has already
they will get no more fuel oil, it on the Coast, Slott enlisted in the
at the January 18 meeting of the been predicted by Senator Walter
was learned Friday. Officials of the Coast Guard in Washington where membership.
OPA for War here said that the
E. George, Georgia Democrat and
recently he had held down a civil
chairman of the powerful Senate
order was "only the beginning." service post in the War Department. IATSE Talks Manpower
Finance Committee, and several
other members of both houses.

Denying Oil to N. E. Spots
Not Predicted by Ickes
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Petroleum chief
Harold L. Ickes did not predict any
cutting off of fuel oil supplies to
theaters in New England Thursday,
close study of the transcript of his
press conference reveals. When
questioned, he merely spoke of the
visit of Massachusetts' Gov. Leverett
Saltonstall and admitted that Sal
tonstall spoke of denying fuel oil
to theaters as "something that
might be necessary." The Bay State
executive did not actually suggest
that such action be taken.

Exh it*. "Dons" Gloves
To Sell War Bonds
If there's any place where people
congregate that an exhib. hasn't
moved right in and sold 'em War
Bonds, the WAC would like to know
it.
Latest patriotic "invasion" was
led by Bob Ungerfield, manager of
Skouras' Jamaica Theater, who between bouts at the Arena there put
on a show that netted Bond and
Stamp sales of $62,250. This arena,
(other homes of fistiana take note!)
;s the on'v one in the U. S. that
puts on Bond rallies.

Al Sherman Appointed
Norwegian Consultant
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Al Sherman, Columbia's publicity rep. in Washington,
has been appointed publicity consultant to the Royal Norwegian Information Service, it is announced
by Hans Olav, counselor for the
Royal Norwegian Embassy. Sherman will act in an advisory capacity to the photographic division.

War Prisoners Aid Drive Set

Problem With McNutt

Klein Joins WPB on Leave

(Continued from Page 1)

Chicago— A. E. Klein, for 13 years
associated with the RCA sound department as district sales manager,
Walsh and Krouse were reported- has taken a leave of absence and
ly closeted with McNutt for some
WPB and will be stationed
the
joined
time. A third party, believed to be at the Chicago
headquarters. Klein s
Rep. William Shulte of Indiana, was RCA duties will be handled by James
with them. No statement concerning Ware, service manager.
the meeting was issued.
bor draft
effect.

that

might

be

put

into

Named to Ascap Legal Post

Donald Campbell, Export
Veteran, Dead in London

Rochester — Test campaign to ben
efit War Prisoners' Aid will be held
here from Jan. 25 to Jan. 31, it is
announced by Jay Golden, city man
ager for the RKO-Paramount-Com
erford pool and chairman for the
drive.

London (By Cable) — Donald
Campbell, 69, exporter of American
pictures, is dead here after a brief
illness. Born in England, he came
to America in 1912 to enter the motion picture business. He engaged
in the exportation of films to Europe, Asia and South America. SurTwo other cities will hold test
viving are his wife, a son and a
campaigns before the final decision daughter.
is made. These are New Haven and
Pittsburgh, with Harry Shaw and
National Theater Execs.
M. A. Silver the respective chairmen
Arnold Wins Trust Suit Move
Chicago — Judge John Barnes has
granted Thurman Arnold an appeal
from an order dismissing the antitrust suit filed against James Petrillo and other AFM officials. Suit will
now go to Supreme Court.

Continuing Huddle Here
Meeting of National Theaters executives will be continued here today. Presiding is Charles P. Skouras, president of the chain. Here
from the Coast with him are Charles
Buckley and Tom Page.

John G. Paine, general manager
of Ascap announced Friday the appointment of Herman Finkelstein as
resident attorney for the society.

Not the Chimpanzee
Who's "l/p a Tree"!

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — James F. Byrnes,
Economic Stabilization Director, has
refused to decide if Chita, the Tarzan chimpanzee of the movies, is
an actor. Problem was poised when
Sol Lesser wouldn't give Chita a
raise on the ground that actors' salhad beenthat,
frozen.
ownersariescontend
since Chita's
chimp is
an
animal and not an actor, the regulation dosen't apply. Byrnes put the
decision right in the laps of the Los
Angeles salary stabilization office,
because they should know an actor
when they see one out there.

OPENING DAY! N.Y. ROXY!
IN A RAGING SNOW STORM!
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Mellell Aid Sought
On Consent Decree

TO THE

COLORS!

WPB Won't Slap
Ban on Dual Bills
(Continued from Page 1)

CHARLES TOMASINO of the
White Way and Victory, New Haven,
reports for duty as an air cadet Dec
19, bound for Scott Field, 111.

PAUL J. MEAD, former assistant
at the Warner, Capitol, Ansonia, known to believe that restriction of
merit's anti-trust suit against the
Conn., and simultaneously manager the time a show may run is the only
'big eight' by substituting a proper
of the week-end Tremont, Ansonia, way the need for films could be reand effective decree for the present
is now in the Aimy, and is succeeded
duced. They are not considering
make-shift consent decree when it
JOHN SILVERWATCH, manager by Edward Agello, former chief taking any such steps.
expires next year," Allied suggested of the Strand and Globe, Clinton, is usher at the Commodore Hull, Derby.
Harold Hopper, chief of the Wf
that "as a preliminary to this task, in the service and Thomas Kilcoyne,
motion pictures branch, told Tke
if he sees fit to undertake it, Mel- former assistant at the Warner,
Film Daily at the week-end that
lett might read the criticisms of Worcester, moves to the Strand and
Eugene, Ore. — JIMMY O'CON- any orders banning double bills would
NELL,
manager
of
the
two
Hamrickthe decree contained in the reports Globe. Also R. Mangandis succeeds Evergreen
Army.
houses, goes into the have to come from his office, and he
of the Temporary National Economic Kilcoyne in Worcester.
has no intention of issuing them.
Committee."
South American Editors
"We believe," added Allied, "we Gov't Reveals Stand on
Bonds as Xmas Gifts,
are safe in saying that the indepenHail Pix Cultural Role
dent exhibitors would welcome it if Holiday Bonus Payments
Newest Exhibitor Drive
Mr. Mellett would widen his contacts
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
among them, make a survey of their Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Information on what dustry luncheon in their honor at much of the buying power ordinarproblems, including that of ever-inthe
Harvard
Club
on
Friday.
The
ily used to purchase luxury gifts.
creasing film rentals, and under- Christmas and year-end bonuses can
take to make their lot a happier be paid employes making over $5,- editors were Dr. Angel Bohigas,
Two posters, prepared by the
000 yearly or executive, administra- managing editor of La Nacion, Bue- Treasury will shortly be in the
one."
nos Aires, and Dr. Alberto Las- hands of the roster of WAC showtive and professional employes makIt was suggested also that Melforeign editor of El Dia,
men. One has Santa Claus on
ing less than that but not repre- places,
lett might well bring his influence
sented by a labor union was released Montevideo.
it, distributing War Bonds, called
and prestige to bear in solving the
Former Gov. Carl E. Milliken,
here
Friday
by
Guy
T.
Helvering,
dual-bills problem in those areas commissioner of Internal Revenue.
secretary and foreign manager of "The Present With a Future." The
where a majority of exhibitors opThe commissioner stated that his the MPPDA, presided at the lun- other shows a pleasant-faced doughpose duals but are helpless because
peering through a porthole,
cheon, which was attended by the with boy,
approval
of
bonuses
to
be
paid
in
his hand outstretched. The
of competition.
following:
While Allied concluded that Mel- 1942 to salaried employes within his
legend
reads:
"'Till We Meet
jurisdiction is not required where
Joseph A. McConville, Arnold
lett's views could not be taken as
— Buy War Bonds." Both of
1 — The amount to be paid in Picker, Columbia; Leslie Whelan, Again
any official dictum, it said that his
these posters
come in one-sheet and
40x60
sizes.
20th-Fox
Corp.;
M.
A.
Spring,
personal influence in government and 1942 is not greater than the amount
industry circles might be put to good paid to the same employe or an em- Metro; John W. Hicks, Jr., George
Fact that the pix theaters of this
ploye occupying the same position Weltner, Paramount; Philip R. country are purveyors of Bonds
use in, for instance, the Chicago
in 1941.
Reisman, R. K. Hawkinson, Michael
area. It named "a circuit affiliated
and Stamps is being announced to
Hoffay.
RKO
Radio;
Walter
Gould,
the nation regularly by Treasury
2— Before October 3, 1942, the
with one of the major producer-disLeonard Daly, United Artists; J. H.
tributors"— obviously B & K — as the employer had entered into an en- Seidelman, C. A. Kirby, Universal; broadcasts. This will continue, ac"recalcitrant" there.
foi*ceable contract with the employe L. F. Samuels, William B. Levy,
cording: to the Treasury, in one
"In this case." asserted the ex- to pay him, in 1942, a bonus of a Walt Disney Prods.; Joseph S. Hum- out of every two or three spot
amount or a bonus calcuhibitor group, "the interests that specified
announcements,
as well as in the somel,
Warners;
Robert
Socas,
New
lated in a specified manner, the
are blocking the elimination of duals
York correspondent of La Nacion called "Women's" announcements
should be glad to co-operate with amount of which was determinable and PRC foreign manager; Morris and other specials.
on or before October 3, 1942.
Exhib. spokesmen for the WAC
a man of Mellett's standing and
3— It has been the settled policy of Goodman, Republic; H. A. Mestanza
prestige in clearing up a condition
that has been festering for several the employer over a period of at Monogram; Harold L. Smith, Joel feel certain that these announceSwensen, MPPDA.
ments would have an appreciable efyears. Intervention in this situa- least two years to pay bonuses calfect on the theaters' newest promoculated on a fixed percentage of the
tion would, we believe, make a fine
tion.
impression of the industry as a salary of each of the employes of
whole, and, if successful, would re- any group, provided the fixed per- Avey Leaves Metro Post
Paramount Common Tops
centage isnot increased in 1942. An In Atlanta to Join L & J
sult in generations of Chicago exShort List on Exchange
increase in the amount of any emhibitors calling Mellett blessed."
ploye's bonus due to an increase in
Atlanta — Roy M. Avey, M-G-M
his salary during 1942, without any branch manager here since 1935, has
Paramount's common moved into
change in the percentage, will not resigned to join the Lucas & Jenkins the spotlight at the week-end by
Circulation Records for
be in violation of this rule.
circuit. He will be in charge of the topping the list of stocks that have
4 — The bonus or other additional circuit's suburban theaters. No suc- short interests on the New York
"Colleges" Seen by Metro compensation
is based on a fixed
cessor has been appointed as yet.
Stock Exchange. It has _ reached
position gradually, moving from
Circulation records are expected percentage of an employe's individAvey has been in the picture busi- this
5.010 shares at the end of June to
ual sales, provided the rate of such
by M-G-M for "Colleges at War,"
ness
since
1922,
starting
with
the
first of three Government shorts to nayment was fixed before October 3, Griffith interests in Texas. He sub- 46.256 at the end of November.
be released by the company. Branch 1942.
secmentlv served with Educational
The reason has been a combinamanagers have been informed by
tion arbitrage-hedge operation with
and Tiffany, managing the latter's
H. M. Richey, in charge of exhibitor Basil Dean Stresses Aid
branch in St. Louis until the com- Paramount $6 preferred stock, acrelations, that they are to go after
cording to the N. Y. Times. The
pany dissolved.
common shares now pay $1.20 a
first-run day-and-date engagements Of Pic Shows to Morale
and to reserve playing time for the
year. Each share of preferred is
other subjects.
convertible into seven common
Influence of entei-tainment on the Tracy to Brina Greetings
morale of troops was emphasized by To Troops in Britain
shares. On this basis each preBasil Dean, head of the British enferred share is worth about 117%
Lord Suing De Luxe
tertainment project, at a press in- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and can yield potentially in comterview Friday. Dean explained that
Suit of Phillips H. Lord for $61,mon dividends $8.40. Preferred
Washington — Spencer Tracy will
654 damages against DeLuxe Lab- 3.750 shows were given weekly in a-o to England to entertain troops prices are at about this level so
oratories, Inc., for loss of a nega- England, of which one-third was mo- there and carry the Christmas mes- that there is no arbitrage between
tive was disclosed in New York Sution pictures. He said that entersage from this country, it was an- the two issues at present. Traders,
tainment raised the morale of both
preme Court on Friday. Plaintiff,
nounced Friday by the OWI after a however, are buying the preferred
as assignee of Vagabond Enterprises, the factory workers and the troops White House conference among and selling the common short on
Inc., contends that the film "Obeah," in the field and that diversion was Tracy, the President and OWI Over- the theory that conditions may reallegedly turned over to DeLuxe in one of the keynotes in keeping up
sult in lower Paramount earnings,
seas Director Robert E. Sherwood.
1934, was negligently lost in a fire. the spirits of the fighters.
in which case they will have a
Tracy will return in January.
(Continued from Page

1)

profit.
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TOGETHER!
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"These are the times that try men's souls" . . . and demand their best in team work .-. . Gone
are the days when any producer could buy all the film he wanted . . . anytime . . . anywhere . . .
For a grand old battle-wagon over in the Solomons

is massaging

Japs beautifully with a

lot of the stuff that formerly went into film . . . and the boy in the back room, and the operator
in the booth, and the shipper, and the kid salesmen and the cutters and all of them that kept
the industry going... Ah, those boys, God bless 'em! A lot of 'em are keeping things going right
now — in Africa ... so until the fight is over, it's up to us to cooperate . . . We
because somebody's Service "ain't what she used to be" . . . We

mustn't sound off

must remember

that a lot of

this war-time help is green . . . and a lot of this help, just isn't . . . Then let's all pull together
...that we may keep on giving
the finest amusement-buying
class in the world, the kind of
entertainment they like best...
AND

THE

THAT

GOES

KIND
WITH

OF

SERVICE^

IT'
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BRBY OF THt IHOUSIRV

Bing sings! Hope clowns! In a
divot-digging
howl that will
keep happy crowds merry from
the tee-off to the 19th hole!
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National Monday dosing Asked in Philadelphia
(Sve-Colwmns 2-3 Below}

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Years
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BRITISHTHEATERS FACE PRODUCT SHORTAGE
IA Ready to Meet Manpower
Editorial

Scr,
Scratch-Pad

Alliance's President Dubious About Use of Femmes
In Booth as General Policy

jottings

That the IATSE stands ready to
By CHESTER B. BAHN =
meet any manpower shortage that
Bv
a "draft" of labor may create in deIF YOU'RE good at puzzles, suppose you
partments ofthe film industry where
tackle the one that Allied States Asso- the union exercises jurisdiction over
ciation has neatly wrapped up in the guise workers was disclosed yesterday by
of the suggestion that Lowell Mellett, Richard F. Walsh, president of the
alliance. Walsh said that, while
OWI's film chief, scrutinize the New York the IA was taking measures to meet
consent decree with a view to its rethe problem, it was mapping no defivamping next year when it expires. . . .
nite program of action until the

'

Whether the Government war-time official
accepts the suggestion or whether he does
not, the potentialities of Allied's move
most certainly are not to be ignored. . . .
A LLIED suggests that Mellett, for a
** starter, read what the Temporary National Economic Committee had to say about
the industry. . . . Which was plenty, and,
to a degree, hardly complimentary. . . .

(Continued on Page 4)

going any further, it might be

" well to concede that the consent decree is scarcely 100 per cent satisfactory,
either to exhibs. or distribs. . . . And
the rental issue, too, is one about which
you hear plenty from both sides of the
fence. ... But rentals, however, are not
the concern of the decree and, like admissions, are not subject to the Federal price
control statute. . . .

SO just how the OWI might be expected
to assume jurisdictoin over rentals plus
the trade reforms embodied in the decree
is not clear. . . . Nevertheless, Mellett
already has manifested a lively interest in
exhibition — there was, notably, his recent
blast against double features, with its
sharp reminder, "We cannot grow by sitting
on our physical or metaphysical fannies". . . .
And it might be just as well to remember
that, in all probability, we still shall be at
war next year when the consent decree
will expire. ... In war-time, the Government's powers are sweeping. . . . And its
controls do not necessarily have to be exercised via a court decree or legislative
(Continued

on Page 2)

Re-election of President Harry M.
Warner and all other officers of
Warner Bros, is scheduled at a directors' meeting late in the week,
following the annual stockholders
session yesterday in Wilmington,
Del., at which Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles S. Guggenheimer, Joseph H. Hazen and Morris
Wolf were renamed to the board.
Stockholders okayed an amendment to the by-laws permitting indemnification of directors, officers
and employer for all costs and expenses resulting from lawsuits to
which they might be a party in the
discharge of company duties.

Rep. Signs Elliott
For New Westerns

Republic has signed Wild Bill Elliott to a five-year termer covering
eight westerns a year. Elliott will
Having
done
that,
Allied
would
have
OWI's
be
co-starred
with George "Gabby"
film chief widen his contacts among indie
Hayes,
the Roy who
Rogers'
series, andseen
Anne inJeffreys,
has been
exhibs., "make a survey of their problems,
including that of ever-increasing film rent- seen in several Republic features.
als, and undertake to make their lot a
First picture, titled "Calling Wild
happier one". . . .
Bill Elliott,"
will go into work on
(Continued on Page 6)
DEFORE

Shortage-Walsh

Warner Board Will
Rename All Officers

Rigid Fire Safety
Rules in Alabama
Montgomery, Ala. — To safeguard
Alabamans against any such holocaust as the Cocoanut Grove fire in
Boston, State Superintendent of Insurance Frank N. Julian issued a
rigid safety order to all Alabama
(Continued on Page 4)

WB Plan to Launch Own
New Newsreel Said Off

WMC Adds Film Editors
To Essential Men List

Wilmington, Del. — Warners plan
to launch its own new newsreel is Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Films editors have
off, for the time being, at least, the
annual stockholders meeting here been added to the list of essential
to be supplied to local
yesterday was informed by Harold classifications
(Continued on Page 4)
{Continued on Page 6)

Recommend

Monday Closing

Philly Indies Call for National Adoption
Philadelphia — Resolutions recomT
mending that all film theaters in the
U. S. close on Mondays of each week
for the duration "to conserve fuel,
Local 306, operators, yesterday manpower, essential services and
held a War Labor Board approval critical materials," were adopted by
of a 10 per cent wage increase for 80 indie exhibs. controlling upwards
projectionists employed in studio, of 200 theaters at a closed session
home-office and newsreel screening here yesterday.
The resolutions recalled that this
rooms here. The raise was called
IS
for in new contracts signed with would parallel action taken"I Jby the( Continued on Page 4)
.

WLB
Okays10%Local
Pact With
Raise306's

Dave Rose Says English
Theaters Using Up Too
Many Pix to Fit Supply
Unless British exhibition interests
change to a single feature policy or
institute extended runs, theaters in
England are going to face a serious
product shortage, according to David
Rose, Paramount's managing director in London, who has just arrived
from overseas. The danger of the
shortage already is in sight, he said.
Under the present system, the
three major(Continued
circuitson— Page
Gaumont-Brit6)

Newsreels Weigh
Uniform Changes
Sales managers and editors of the
five newsreel operating companies
will meet today to consider uniform
changes in existing operational and
distributing setups forced by the
recently imposed WPB cuts of 20 to
(Continued on Page 5)

Boston Biz Still Down;
See Hope for Recovery
Boston — The shadow of Cocoanut
Grove's tragedy still hung over the
week-end
and this, added
to the
(Continued on Page 5)

Loew's

Will Encore

Bonus

Given in '42

The same holiday bonus as was
given last year was announced for
1942 by Loew's, Inc., yesterday.
Employes whose salaries do not exceed $40 per week and who have
been continuously employed since
prior to Jan. 1, 1942, will receive
a bonus of two weeks' salary, not
exceeding $50. Those employed between Jan. 1 and July 1, 1942, will
included.
rceeive
bonus
week's sal3 of one
A $25.
ary and anot
exceeding
N
Employes of the Loew-M-G-M
home offices, branch offices, theaters and WHN radio station are

(Continued on Page 6)
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. . . jottings

Bricker-Ruby to Script
"Guadalcanal Diary"
West

(Continued from Page 1)
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Local 109 Wins Republic
"White Collar" Election
Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA,
yesterday was chosen as bargaining agent in an election held by
white collarites at the Republic home
office. The union won by a vote of
47 to three. There were 67 eligible
to vote, but the draft had cut this
figure down. The guild pressed for
immediate opening of negotiations.

mandate. . . . There are other ways, witness the $25,000 salary ceiling. . . .
ALL

of which,

of course, has

nothing

to do with the OWI film chief's acknowledged "standing and prestige". . . .
Or with the need for ending the trade's
"fundamental problems and abuses". . . .
The issue is simply the advisability of the
approach suggested. . . . Legally, if not
actually, this may be a long war. . . .
Meaning that a prolonged armistice may
precede the signing of peace treaties. . . .
And if that's the case, the OWI may be
around for a considerable time to come. . . .
And it's conceivable that it finally might
be reorganized as the Office of Peace Information. . . . The implications, in the
light of Allied's
pretty
obvious.

suggestion,

should

be

AFM Elects Cluesmann
As National Secretary
Executive board of the American
Federation of Musicians has elected
Leo Cluesmann, national secretary
of the union, to fill the unexpired
term of the late Fred W. Birnbach,
it was learned yesterday. Cluesmann has been assistant to James
C. Petrillo, president of the AFM.
Eddie B. Love, secretary of Local
6, San Francisco, suceeeds Cluesmann.

See Forced Conversions
For New England Houses
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The probability that
New England theaters will receive
a "convert to coal, or else" order
was heightened yesterday as the
group of New England Congressmen which has been investigating
the fuel oil situation in that area
reported that they can see only
slight hope for substantial relief.
Oil shipments are said to be onethird under the area needs.

$530,000 War Bond Sale
By 67 Skouras Houses
A total sale of $530,000 in "E" War
Bonds and Stamps was made in the
67 Skouras theaters in and around
the New York area in Bond rallies
staged during the "Avenge Dec. 7 —
On to Victory" week, William White,
general manager, announced yesterday.
Edward
Washington

H. Keller Dead
Bureau

of

THE

FILM
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Washington — Edward H. Keller,
50, treasurer of the National Theater since 1937, died Sunday after
a two-week illness. He was formerly treasurer of the Apollo, Atlantic
City and of Fords Theater, BaltiWillkie, Luncheon Guest
Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of
the board of 20th-Fox, will be guest
of honor tomorrow at a luncheon to
be griven by the National Conference
of Christians and Jews at the Hotel
Astor.

Coast

Bureau

of
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COminG and come
DAILY

Hollywood — George Bricker and
Herman Ruby draw the scripting
plum on the newly-purchased "Guadalcanal Diary" at Twentieth-Fox.
The Richard Tregaskis Book-of-theMonth selection for February next
is scheduled for a super budget and
probably will be made in Technicolor.
The writing team, previously
scripting an untitled original marine story with a Solomon Islands
locale, will combine their yarn with
the factual background of the INS
reporter's stark diary and the picture will go before the cameras
early in January with Bryan Foy
producing.

"Gentleman Jim" Best
Camp Draw in November
Warners' "Gentleman Jim" packed
the biggest box-office punch in November in Army motion picture theaters, R. B. Murray, director of the
U. S. Army Motion Picture Service,
reported yesterday in his monthly
summary.
Paramount's "The Forest Rangers" finished second, "Springtime in
the Rockies" (20th-Fox), third;
"Who Done Lt?" (Universal),
fourth; "Seven Days Leave" (RKO),
fifth, and "You Were Never Lovelier" (Columbia), sixth.

Signal Corps Films Bids
Opened to All Producers
West
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Bureau
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DAILY

BERNARD C. SCHOENFELD, OPA pix chief,
leaves Washington tomorrow night for a trip*
to Hollywood where he will supervise the pro^
duction
of a film to explain
rationing.
HARRY
foreign
a

six

B.

ALLINSMITH,

assistant

general!

manager
of the Western
Electric
Export Corp.. has returned
to New
York
afl
week's
stay in Brazil.
y

OLIVER WALLACE, composer of "Derfl^*
Face," left the Coast last night for NevF-York
CAPT.
COLIN
KEITH-JOHNSTON
returns
England
within
the
next
month
to
become
an entertainment officer in the British arm
BEN
manager,
ARTHUR
returned

KALMENSON,
Warners'
general
sa
accompanied
by
ROY
HAINES
SACHSON,
home
office
sales execs.,
to New York yesterday from Toronto.

NORMAN
cross-country
sales drive,

H. MORAY,
who
has been
on
tour in connection
with Warners
returned
to New
York
over
Hie]

week-end.
PAUL J. RICHRATH, M-G-M home office
sales rep., is spending some time in the Cleve
land
office.

THOMAS BROPHY, quartermaster third class,
USN, who was at Casablanca with the first
Americans to land there, is here on leave. He
was formerly employed at the RKO exchange
in New
York.
STANTONcommittee,
GRIFFIS, ischariman
Paramount's
executive
due backoffrom
England
before Jan. 1. Criffis has been on a special
mission to England and Sweden.
MAJ.
ALEXANDER
DE
SEVERSKY
left thi
Coast last night for New York after confei
with
Walt
Disney
on
the screen
version
of
"Victory Through

Air Power."

JOSEPH
FRIEDMAN,
Columbia's managing d
rector of Great
Britain, arrived
in New
York
over the week-end
by plane from (England
for
home
office
conferences.

JACK SAGAL, Columbia's assistant foreign
manager, has returned from Caracas where he

Hollywood — At a meeting attended opened a Venezuelan branch.
by members of Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association and Merchants Buy Out Houses
Society of Motion Picture Producer, Col. Melvin E. Gillette, of the In Four Loew-Poli Spots
Signal Corps Photographic Center,
said all active producers would be
At the Palace Meriden, Poli, Wapermitted to bid on various Signal terbury, Hartford and Springfield,
Corps films and that contracts for
production would be direct between Loew-Poli
have soldweek
out '
their housesmanagers
during Christmas
the Corps and individual producers. for special ticket giveaway shows
of Western and shorts. Local merXmas Gifts for Service Men
chants purchased all tickets and
Chicago — The 20th-Century-Fox gave them to customers.
Employes Club will hold its annual
holiday party at the Morrison Ho- Lowell MeUett Sick
tel Friday. The club has sent $5
as Christmas gift to each of the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY;,
Washington— Lowell Mellett, chief
employes,
who are in the armed
services.
of the Motion Picture Division of the
OWI is ill.

F. F. F.
Everybody

wants to know —

fijkieh me wiM <4m /t<tve Meifi
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY' / CASABLANCA' / GEO. WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE7
GENTLEMAN JIM'/ FLYING FORTRESS' / NOW, VOYAGER'/ YOU CANT ESCAPE
FOREVER' /'DESPERATE JOURNEY' ACROSS THE PACIFIC'/ *)«£> AIR FORCE'/
Jack L.Warner,

Executive Producer

Tuesday, December
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Schaefer Asks War
Effort Integration

Rigid Fire Safety
Rules in Alabama

West

(Continued from Page 1)

theaters. Principal provisions are:
(1) The practice of selling standing room or overflow tickets must be
stopped; (2) All aisles and vestibules during performance must be
kept clear and in no instance must
front vestibules be crowded by selling tickets to await the close of
the schedule; (3) Exits are important and every exit must be inspected daily to see that panic bolts
are working and that access to the
exits are clear; (4) Lighting facilities in use during the performance
must be kept in order and sufficient
light from the audience to make their
way to and from seats must be
installed; (5) If possible, fluorescent rugs in aisles and entrance
vestibules must be used (this regulation conditioned on ability to secure this equipment) ; (6) Where balconies are in use and extending to
the second floor, exits and fire escapes must be provided on the second floor level; (7) Smoking during
performances is prohibited and any
theater that permits smoking inside
the theater during a performance
will be closed and not permitted to
continue as an amusement house.
Deputy fire marshals will be active in enforcing these rules and
making regular inspections for fire
hazards.

Survey Finds Pa. Theaters
Complying with Fire Laws

15, 1942

• • • AS predicted, on the very strong premise of the project's
alert and powerful sponsorship, the Variety Club Temporary Canteen
in Pittsburgh is going great guns, and early in 1943 this grand activity
of the club will be carried on in the big new railroad terminal building which is currently under construction
Johnny Doughboy
and
lack Tar, and their uniformed companions-in-arms, have in the Canteen
a grand oasis for their well-being whenever they are in the Smoky City
lust wait until the new quarters are launched! ...... Plans connected therewith are typical of the leave-no-stone-unturned attitude of
the club in whatever it undertakes
At this writing, John H. Harris
and Moe Silver are the co-chairmen
Tickets for theaters, sporting
events, etc., are under Chairman Harry Feinstein, Art Rooney, Chester
Smith, Harry Keck, John P. McFarlane, and Al Abrams
Marty Burnett is chairman of Building Maintenance, assisted by Mike Gallagher,
while publicity is handled by Jimmy Totman, Karl Krug, Harold Cohen,
Charlie Danver, Ken Hoel, Kaspar Monahan, Dick Fortune, and Bill Lewis
Entertainment chairman is Joe Hiller and aides comprise Brian McDonald, Clair Meeder, Jim Rock and Nat Nazarro
Al Weiblinger
is Canteen secretary; C. C. Kellenberg American Legion Representative; and Chaplains are Dr. Herman Hailperin, Father James Garahan,
and Dr. Homer A. Flint. .....
T
T
▼
•

•

•

INAUGURAL

Luncheon

of the Foreign Language

Press

Film Critics' Circle will be held on Dec. 29 at 1 o'clock in the Blue
Room of the Hotel Brevoort
this big event tomorrow

T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

Phil M. will have more to say 'bout

V

T
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Hollywood — Here for conferences
regarding the War Activities Committee, Chairman George J. Schaefer yesterday urged an even closer
integration of effoits of vario^kndustry branches in helping thd^f vernment and armed forces to win 'the
war.
Schaefer, who came West with
Fred Beetson of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers, will discuss with Chaiiman Y. Frank Freeman of the Hollywood division, the
possibility of setting up a vicechairman here to assist in handling
the committee's
expanding
activities. Their discussions
also will
be
aimed at simplification of committee's efforts and elimination of duplication in industry activities with
respect
to New York and Washington.
Schaefer said provision of adequate screen entertainment for men
on all fighting fronts will depend
largely upon rounding up of 1,000
16 mm. sound projectors and 600
electrical generators. Since their
manufacture has stopped due to
shortages of critical material, it
will be necessaiy for hundreds of
individual owners of projection
equipment either to donate it or
sell it back to dealers so that it
may be reconditioned and turned
over to the Special Services Branch
of the War toDept.
distribution
troops.for world-wide

HARBOR!

Harrisburg, Pa. — An inspection of
Pennsylvania movie houses follow- IA Ready to Meet Any
ing the recent Boston night club Manpower Shortage
fire has brought an announcemet
(Continued from Page 1)
from the State Department of Labor and Industry that theaters in tainty.
"drafting" of labor became a certhis state are in "very good shape"
so far as strict compliance with the
"We will meet the problem when
Fire and Panic Law is concerned.
it arises," he said, indicating that
the alliance had no idea of crossing
bridges until it came to them. "We
Alperson and Brandt
are not gettng panicky," he added.
At New Haven Meeting
Walsh voiced the opinion of many
A United Nations Week meeting persons in the industry that the
of exhibs. and theater managers of "drafting" of labor was too much
the New Haven exchange area has up in the air right now to draw up
any definite plans of counteracting
been arranged for today by I. J. its
effects when he said that he saw
Hoffman, local chairman, at the Taft
Hotel in New Haven. Speakers will "nothing in the making for months
to come."
include Edward L. Alperson and andThemonths
IA prexy asserted that the maHarry Brandt.
jority of IA members who weren't already in the armed forces were
"too old for work in war plants."
The IA has lost most of its younger
men to the service.
It was hinted by Walsh that a
labor "draft" would create a problem not apparent to the proponents
of the proposal. He pointed out
that it takes from six months to a
year to train a person properly to
operate a projection machine, for
example. Walsh was dubious about
the use of women projectionists as
a general policy. For one thing, he
said, women are terribly fearful of
fire, a danger which always exists
in a projection booth.

|National Monday Closing
Recommended in Philly
(Continued from Page 1)

WMC Adds Film Editors
To Essential Men List
(Continued from Page 1)

selective service boards, it was announced yesterday by the War Manpower Commission. Commission also
formally announced the inclusion of
the motion picture industry in a
list of 35 industries essential to the
war effort.
It is understood that attendance
industy."
Listing of the editors brings the
was
restricted to Allied members
and those who have contributed to list of essential film workers to 12.
Others are animators, cameramen,
the Allied Caravan fund.
cutters, equipment maintenance
technicians, illuminating techniTaylor Heads Monogram
cians, process and effect technicians,
production architects, production set
Vancouver Exchange
technicians, production supervisors,
writers. engineers and technical
Toronto — P. S. Taylor has been sound
appointed manager of the newly
opened Vancouver exchange of Mon- Herman Leases Another
ogram Pictures of Canada, Ltd., according to announcement by Harry
La Porte City, la. — Harry Herman
A. Kaufman, general manager.
of New Hampton, has leased the
Mars Theater at La Porte City and
Loew-Poli Holiday Bills
will manage it along with the Firemen's Theater at New Hampton.
New Haven — "Black Swan" will
be the Loew-Poli Christmas opener
over the circuit, and "Stand Up for
Action," New Year's Eve midnight.

aters in World War I, and said that
the indies represented at the meeting here regarded such a move as
"another patriotic contribution to the
war effort by the motion picture

WEDDING

BELLS

Fuel Shortage Ends Matinees
Because of curtailment in business
owing to fuel rationing, the Forum ' West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— Eleanor Powell will
Theater in Metuchen, N. J., will dis- jwedHollywood
Glenn Ford,
the Marine
Corps. who has enlisted in
continue its week-day matinees.
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Newsreels Weigh
Uniform Changes

Chaplin Marked By
Japs for Death in '32

(Continued from, Page 1)

30 per cent in raw stock, effective
Ji Jan. 1.
toet . Top company executives have been
a in Washington on several occasions
' ■ -lat=£ to plead for modification of
' that
:ho Mandatory
pointing
out
unless relief cuts,
is given
the value
of the newsreel as a war aid will be
; seriously impaired.
; They have pointed out that ap:. proximately 20 per cent of newsreel
r» content now is in the "must" catei gory at the behest of the OWI, it is
:•■ understood.
j Changes proposed in newsreels to
■ meet the situation range from cutX ting 100 feet from each issue; re:.:• :ducing the number of prints ; restrict• ing issues to one weekly, with length
4 fixed at 1,500 feet; "freezing" of
.- prints at the present number; consolidation ofall five reels, with two
. issues weekly.
Companies are not in agreement
; on any one of these, it is said, with
the consolidation proposal reported
nixed by all. Reduction in number
of prints is opposed on the ground
that time is of the essence in news■ reel service, and, further, loss of ac:'! counts would
seriously affect the
l : companies.
At the present time, the newsreels
.. use 2,000,000 feet of negative and
240,000,000 feet of positive annually. The mulled 100 foot cut, it was
! pointed out, would hardly meet the
20-30 per cent raw stock cut ordered
by the WPB.

W est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills — In an interview
here, Charles Chaplin revealed that
he was marked for assassination by
the Japanese military clique during
his 1932 visit to Tokyo. He declared the belief that he owed his
escape to the fact that he happened
to be attending a wrestling match
with the son of Premier Inukai on the
night that the Black Dragon Society
henchmen entered the Premier's home
and shot him. After Chaplin's
hurried departure from the city in
the wake of this event, his own
name was found on the terrorists'
lists. By slaying the film comedian,
the terrorists hoped to precipitate
war with the U. S.

Boston Biz Still Down;
See Hope for Recovery
(.Continued from Page 1)

drastic regulations of the dimout
and the obvious fear of patrons that
the state-wide blackout announced
as a surprise might come at any
moment, accounted for another terrific drop in business and the once
White Way of Boston was desolate.
Theater men believe that within
another week or so the sting of the
Grove disaster will have passed and
there will be some recovery from
the 60 per cent drop in biz since the
holocaust.

Martin J. Mullins, head of M &
P, arrived home from Hot Springs
over the week-end and went into
immediate action to assure that
there was no financial worry on the
part of any of the Grove victims or
OWI to Supply Newsreels
their relatives.
With More Special Clips
Barney Welansky, owner of the
Washington Bureau, of THE
FILM
DAILY
ill-fated night club and owner also
Washington — The excellent treat- of the Globe, Washington and Beament given OWI lushes on holiday
con theaters, has been permitted to
travel by the newsreels has con- return to his home from the hosvinced OWI of the wisdom of shootpital where he was confined with a
ing feature subjects and furnishing heart attack. He will be either
rushes to the newsreels, Harold summoned as a witness before the
Jacobs, newsreel chief, said yester- State investigating committee or his
day. A letter has gone to each of deposition
taken.
the five newsreel editors expressing
OWI's appreciation for the fine Kaiser's Short Cuts In Pix
treatment given the rushes in curHenry Kaiser's short cuts in mass
rent reels.
production will be presented in some
The handling of the holiday travel of the training motion pictures being
story was strictly experimental, made by the Office of Education for
Jacobs said, but the results make it use by British shipbuilders. Proprobable that additional stories for
posal was submitted by Herbert S.
newsreels will be shot by OWI Houston, chairman of the Institute
crews. He emphasized, however, his for the Advancement of Visual Edudetermination that no news stories cation.
will be shot by the Government
crews.
Eiseman Succeeds Brandt
Cleveland — Walter J. Brandt, with
Warners and First National as salesman for the past 20 years, has resigned. He is succeeded by Clarence
Eiseman, former UA branch manager in New York.
Harry Takiff, assistant to Jack
Cohn, executive vice-president of Co- First for Pacific Films
lumbia, and his wife, the former
Hollywood — Production has started
Vivienne Crafts, are celebrating the on "Corregidor," initial offering of
birth of their first child, a seven- Pacific Films, newly organized compound, one ounce son, who arrived
pany headed by producers Dixon
at the Lenox Hill Hospital on Sat- Harwin and Edward Finney. William
urday night.
Nj^h is directing.
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"Saludos
Amigos"
with Donald Duck, Goofy, Pedro,
Jose Carioca
RKO Radio-Disney
43 Mins.
GRAND TRAVELOGUE-CARTOON FEATURE, HUGHLY ENTERTAINING AND
LAUGH-PACKED.
ITS DISNEY AT HIS
BEST.
Among the glittering assets of Walt Disney's latest full-length feature must be
cited initially its power to delightfully entertain and to draw still closer the bonds
of mutual understanding between the United
States and her sister lands of the Americas.
In effecting the former, Disney transported his staff of ace artists and technicians to South America, turned the lenses
of Technicolor cameras upon the life and
scenic wonderlands there, and then, with
sketch material collected on the trip,

repajbuc
It's a

BIG

SPECTACLE

ifS^^BA

evolved "Saludos Amigos" ("Hello, Friends")
which magnificently and uniquely combines
realistic beauty with superbly conceived and
executed animation.
On the mutual understanding aspect, Disney has chosen the universal languages of
music and humor as the media for a closer
meeting of the collective mind of the
Americas. His good-will and histrionic
ambassadors are Donald Duck and Goofy
on the one hand, and two delightful new
characters of Latin origin, — "Pedro," the
brave and lovable little mail plane, and the
dashing Brazilian parrot, "Jose Carioca."
The picture, — inspiring, eye-filling, and
teeming with laughs — , is fundamentally a
combination of travelogue and cartoon subject. The trip is made by air, the first
stop being Lake Titicaca on the PeruBolivia border, with the raucous Donald Duck
as the tourist. Then on to Chile, where
Disney introduces "Pedro" the mail plane,
via whose flight is depicted the difficulties
attendant upon flying the mail over the
Andes, with menacing Mount Aconcagua,
the villain to be overcome.
These and the ensuing sequences in
glamourous Buenos Aires and rural Argentina are decided highlights, with guffaws galore springing from the satirical
scenes of Goofy as the virile gaucho. Showman Disney, however, has saved up for the
finale what to this reviewer is not only
the climax to "Saludos Amigos" as a picture, but a fresh highwater mark of his
own artistic genius and originality. It
will come to be known as his "Brazil sequence." Therein is introduced both Jose
Carioca and the flowing brush technique
which must be seen to be appreciated,—
and that it will be by film audiences everywhere is as sure as sunrise. Theater patrons embracing all types and ages will revel in these 43 minutes of Disney delights,
and it is a triumph for all who participated

. DENNING

loeupcww
Featuring the Ice-Capades Company

in its making. It is a "must" for every screen,
nationally and internationally.
CREDITS: Producer, Walt Disney; Production Supervisor, Norman Ferguson; Musical Director, Charles Wolcott; Story Research, Ted Sears, William Cottrell, Webb
Smith; Art Supervisors, Mary Blair, Herb
Ryman, Lee Blair, Jim Borero; Backgrounds
"El Gaucho Goofy" inspired by F. Molina
Campos; Music, Ed Plumb, Paul Smith;
Story, Homer Brightman, Ralph Wright, Roy
Williams. Harry Reeves, Dick Huemer, Joe
Grant; Foreign Supervisor, Jack Cutting;
Associates. Gilbert Soufo, Alberto Soria,
Edmundo Santos; "Saludos Amigos1' Lyric,
Ned Washington; Music, Charles Wolcott;
Narration. Aloysio Oliveira.
DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY, Top
Flight.

Ropes,
Gertrude
Purcoll.
Based onT.
an original
story
by Robert
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British Theaters
Face Pix Shortage

R

(Continued from Page 1)

ish, Odeon and Associated British —
each requires two new pictures every
week for the London area. Approximately 400 theaters are involved in the three circuits, about
half of which are in North London
and half in South London. Pictures
play day and date in the North one
week and then move to the South
on the same basis.
Rose said British circuit operators
are not convinced that there will
be fewer pictures from Hollywood
this season and there appears to be
no inclination on their part to
change the policies. Rose said he
sought some plan to meet the shortage which he was certain was coming. A change to single features
or the playing of product longer
than one week apparently is the only
solution in sight, he contended.
"When the present flow of pictures is sharply reduced, then
what?" Rose asked, adding that all
indications point to fewer pictures
from American studios.
Rose said that available studio
space in England was booked solid
well into 1944. He said Paramount
had planned to start "The Old Lady
Shows Her Medals" in January, but
that casting problems would prevent it. He said he hoped to put
"The Admirable Crichton," already
postponed several times, before the
cameras early in June.
"Escapist" pictures are the most
popular in England, Rose said, because the people want to laugh. Horror pictures are refused certificates
by the British censors. Rose said
that less than 10 per cent of the
theaters in England were closed due
to war causes.
Arriving with Rose from England
were Sam Smith of British Lion and
Joe Friedman of Columbia. Rose
leaves Friday for the Coast.

TO THE

ROBERT COLLYER, OWI newsreel man formerly with Paramount
and Universal and before that with
the Canadian Government Motion
Picture Bureau, has been commissioned a lieutenant in the U. S.
Army. Collyer will report Thursday
to the Motion Picture Center, in
Astoria. He was the first picture
man in the OEM Division of Information, coming to Washington in
June, 1940.
ED SULLIVAN, who has been
with Paramount Pictures for the
past 16 years and chief of the Home
Office photographic staff, will be inducted into the Army today.
Frank Gebman, associated with
Acme for the past 10 years, succeeds Sullivan at the home office.
SIDNEY SALKOW, Columbia director, has been sworn in as First
Lieutenant in the Marine Corps and
will report at Quantico, Va., on
Jan. 1.

WLB With
Okays10%Local
306's
Pact
Raise
{Continued from Page 1)

the companies on Oct. 23 after a
year's disagreement. Approximately 100 operators will benefit.
The board also approved a clause
in the contracts providing for retroactive pay — which at the time the
agreements were signed covered a
period of eight months, with payments said to amount to about $250
per man. Exactly what the figure
is at the moment could not be
learned.
The ruling, announced by Arthur
J. White, regional director of the
WLB, was based on the fact that
the wage increase had been agreed
upon before Oct. 27 of this year.
The board's ruling also was influHelen Westley Dead
enced by the fact that the wages
Middlebush, N. J. — Funeral ar- specified in the contracts fell within
rangements were being completed the requirement that 15 per cent
yesterday for Helen Westley, 63, constitutes a maximum to take care
who died at her home here Saturday of the higher cost of living. The
after a long illness. The actress pacts had to be submitted to the
was one of the founders of the The- board for an okay in accordance with
ater Guild. Surviving are a daughter the President's economic stabilization order.
and a brother.

Population Is Weah —
But Spirit's Willing
De Graff, O. — Thar it's not
size of the dog in the scrap,
the size of the scrap in the
was roundly demonstrated in
small down in connection with

the
but
dog,
this
the

Roxy Theater's recent scrap matinee.
Some 390 people turned out for the
event, — more than half the community's population. They brought over
36 tons, one of the largest per
capita yields registered across the
country. The scrap was sold for
$316.15. which was turned over to
charity.

WB Plan to Launch Own
New Newsreel Said Off
(Continued from Page

1)

S. Bareford, assistant secretary of
the company. Bareford explained
that in view of current conditions
the project had been found impractical.
Alexander L. Nichols of this city
presided at the meeting in the absence of his associate, former Judge
Hugh M. Morris. Session was brief,
with business virtually restricted to
re-election of five directors and adoplaws. tion of an amendment to the by-

COLORS!

fe

Cleveland— LOUIS SWEA, manager of the Knickerbocker Theater for
the past 15 years who was inducted
into the Army, is now stationed at
Camp Blanding.
Indianapolis — CHARLES E.
SPARGUR, 20th-Fox assistant shipper, will be inducted into the Army
tomorrow.
Leroy Lewellin succeeds.
LLOYD MENDOZA of the playdate department at the Warner
Bros, home office will be inducted
into the Army on Saturday.

15, 1942;

Rep. Signs Elliott
For New Westerns
(Continued from Page 1)

Feb. 1. The second and third pictures to be produced will be "Wagon
Tracks West" and "Bordertown Gun
Fighter," suggested from stork^by
Zane Grey. Other titles in tr^T
ies are: "Mojave Firebrand," 'Wverland Mail Robbery," "Death Valley
Man Hunt," "Man From Thundei
River," and "Six Gun Law."
The Elliott pix have been budgeted
at $110,000 per subject, and Republic expects to spend $65,000 on a
special publicity campaign for the
trio. The Elliott releases will not

Yourigstown, O. — JOSEPH
SLOAN,
former
manager
of Loew's
Broad here,
has been
graduated
with
a 92 per cent average from non-commissioned officers' school at Camp
Wolters, Texas,
goes
to officers'
candidate
school and
at Ft.
Benning,
Ga.

replace
Republic's
announcedto
westerns,anybutof will
be in addition
the Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Don
"Red" Barry, and Three Mesquiteers
Series.

Milwaukee-^TAMES C. ERLING,
shipping clerk for the MonogramMidwest exchange here, has been
inducted into the Army.

Harrisburg, Pa. — Dimitrio Nicholas Gekas, builder of the Broad St.
Theater here, died at his home near
Newberrytown.

Gekas, Theater Builder, Dead
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RAW STOCK CUT IS SON REMAININGAT 25%
Filmland Plans Large Xmas Bonus Distribution
Personnel of the Major
Companies Will Benefit;
Service Men Remembered
All branches of the motion picture
industry are expected to hand out
between $500,000 and $1,000,000 in
bonuses to employes and Christmas
gifts to former employes now in the
armed services.
Paramount and Warner Bros, were
among the major distributors announcing Christmas bonuses yesterday.
Warners, which distributed a midyear bonus to employes last July,
(.Continued on Page 4)

Gloria, Brooklyn,
Files Trust Action

STARS' WAR AID IS OUTSTANDING
Hollywood Victory Committee's Report Highlights
Notable Contributions by Players
Service Bureau said they have travWest Coast
DAILY
elled on land, on the seas and by
Hollywood — Reporting on the first air; and in numbers they stand ready
year of its existence, the Hollywood to travel by submarine, if necessary,
Victory Committee, whose talent to carry entertainment to the napool lists as volunteers every ention's far-flung fighting fronts.
tertainment personality in HollyThe report discloses that while the
wood, yesterday disclosed that in Victory Committee is concerned
the 12 months elapsing since Pearl primarily with the allocation of entertainment for men of the armed
Harbor it has provided 1,141 stars
of screen, stage and radio to aid forces, its players also have rendAmerica's
war effort.
ered extensive service to the TreasFulfilling assignments at home,
ury, OWI,(Continued
WPB, the
OEM,5) the Coon Page
offshore and abroad, the Industry
By RALPH WH.K
Bureau of THE FILM

9-State Blackout
Cuts Biz 5-20 P.C.

Anti-trust suit charging violation
of both the New York penal code
and general business law was filed
Nine-state test blackout in the
yesterday in the New York Supreme
Court by 395 Amusement Corp., Mid-Western and Northwestern territories made a box-office business
owner of the Gloria Theater, Brooklyn, against 20th Century-Fox, dent that averaged 10 per cent, according
to reports received by The
RKO, Warner, Paramount, Big "U"
Film Exchange, Randforce Amuse- Film Daily yesterday. Blackout
(Continued on Page 6)
Monday
night started at 10 p.m.
(Continued on Page 6)

Texas Exhib. Asks Change
In Weatherford Clearance "Subject Matter" Films
C. H. Jones, operating the Plaza To Solve Talent's Loss

Theater, Weatherford, Tex., has
Hollywood's "aspirin" for the profiled a demand for arbitration in
duction headache caused by the wartime talent loss may take the form
Dallas, claiming prior run for his
theater over the Texan Theater, op- of so-called "subject matter" features— pictures whose audience aperated by Willard
Sadler.
RKO,
(Continued on Page 5)
peal stems from their themes and
(Continued on Page 6)

I . .S. Companies Plan
30 British Features
London (By Air Mail) — American
companies have approximately 30
features slated for British production and in all probability will stick
to their respective programs despite
the recent relaxation of quota requirements, checkup establishes.
Possible stumbling blocks are shortage of needed studio space and nonavailability oftalent.

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — With the film allocation order for the next quarter scheduled to appear Friday there is little
chance that allotments to commercial producers will be cut below
the 25 per cent figure announced last
month. This figure represents a relatively small drop in raw stock total
from the 20 per cent of 1941 footage
now allowed producers.
Although it has been feared that
the huge quantities of film requested
(Continued on Page 4)

Strike Puts $50,000

Canadian War Board
Radio's Coffers
Okays Theater Deals Into
More than $50,000 will be the gross
Toronto — The Wartime Prices and
Trade Board has issued two permits for transfer of theaters under
the Government control rules. One
is the Lonsdale at Vancouver which
is acquired by the Odeon chain and
second is Orpheus at Halifax which
goes to Famous Players.
The development indicates the de(Continued on Page 6)

WMC's Job-Freezing Plan
Originated by WB's Budd

accruing
New picture
York's advertising
radio stations for to
motion
this week as the result of the current
strike by the drivers for newspaper
delivery services, with M-G-M, Paramount and Warner Bros, reported
spending most
among the film com(Continued on Page 5)

F & M Suit Over Stock
Under Court Advisement

St. Louis — Circuit Judge Robert
L. Aronson late yesterday took under advisement the suit of Fanchon
Formula for wartime job-freezing
& Marco Enterprises, Inc., against
put into effect last week in connection with some 660,000 workers in Thomas N. Dysart and Frederick W.
(Continued on Page 4)
the Detroit area, and soon to be ap(Continued on Page 6)

Convict Hirsch of Perjury
Charge Stemmed

WPB's Aim Is Equitable
Distribution For Users,
Commercial and Military

from Browne-Bioff Case

Martin A. Hirsch was found
yesterday by a Federal
Duals' End By New Year's guilty
jury of committing perjury in
Expected in St. Louis
the course of his testimony beSt. Louis — Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
fore the Federal Grand Jury inhead of Fanchon & Marco theaters
vestigating racketeering and extorand advocate of the elimination in the film industry. Federal
tion of duals effective June 1 Judge Alfred C. Coxe fixed Dec. 28
1942, indicated yesterday
that the as the date of sentencing after As(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)

Zanuck Back in V. S.
From African Front
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck arrived
yesterday from North Africa where
he was reported recently to have
been at the front to photograph battle action for the Signal Corps.
Zanuck left immediately for Washington. It is understood that the
former 20th Century-Fox production chief brought back considerable
film footage of the invasion.
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N. Z. to Unfreeze U. S. Coin
New Zealand has agreed to release
all frozen funds of American film
companies up to Dec. 31 of this
year, it was learned yesterday. A
new agreement will be worked out
for future revenue after Jan. 1. Negotiations for the de-freezing were
handled by foreign department managers, their representatives in Auckland, N. Z., and with help by the
State Department. Approximately
$1,500,000 was frozen in New Zealand.

MPTOA members were urged yesterday in a special bulletin not to
wait until the last minute to send
in their pledges of co-operation in
the United Nations Week campaign
which will be conducted Jan. 14-20.
Ed Kuykendall, president, pointed
out that the men who are giving
their time to organize the drive are
working without compensation and
that they were entitled to a prompt
response from every exhibitor.
Every theater will be asked by
the field chairmen in each territory
to co-operate by making audience
collections for all United Nations
relief organizations as a group,
showing the special film made for
the occasion and decorating the theater to the best of every exhibitor's
ability. Funds collected are to go
to relief organizations serving Australia, China, Czechoslovakia, Fighting French, Great Britain, Greece,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Russia, Poland and Yugoslavia.

Fabian's Bernie Brooks
Heads N. Y. Bookers Club

St. Louis — Six small downtown
film theaters which for many years
have featured the privilege of
smoking in the balcony have advised
Director of Public Safety Harry D.
McBride that they will voluntarily
stop this privilege for their customers in the interest of greater
public safety until such time as the
board of aldermen can pass and
Mayor William Dee Becker signs a
city ordinance against smoking in
theaters.
The motion picture theater owners of St. Louis representing about
70 per cent of the local houses has
appointed a committee to co-operate
with director McBride and fire chief
Joseph W. Morgan in obtaining the
co-operation of all motion picture
theater owners and managers in
eliminating any fire or safety hazhouses.ards that may be found in their

20th-Fox to Throw Xmas
Party for All Personnel

Twentieth Century-Fox will throw
a party for executives and employes
Bernard Brooks of the Fabian of home-office, Movietone News and
exchange staffs on Dec. 24 at the
circuit has been re-elected president Hotel
Astor. Among the company
of the Motion Picture Bookers Club
of New York. Dan Ponticelle has officials who will greet the personnel will be Spyros Skouras, Tom
been succeeded as vice-president by Connors, W. C. Michel, Hermann G.
Harold Klein. Beverly Marmour
was named secretary. Louis Solkoff Place. Similar parties will be held
centers. Arand Harry Margolis were re-elected in other exchange
rangements for the party here are
financial secretary and treasurer, respectively. Phillip Horowitz was being handled by William C. Kuprter, William C. Gehring and Jack
chosen sergeant-at-arms. Named
trustees were Joe Ingber and Archie Sichelman. Jack Partington is setting the entertainment program.
Berish. The following comprise the
new board of directors: Alex Arnswalder, Max Fried, Louis Fischler, Coe's Tour of Key Spots
Etta Segall, Edward Seider.
Said in Embryonic Stage
The date of the installation ceremonies will be set at the next meetProposed tour of Charles Francis
ing of the organization, scheduled Coe, vice-president and general
for the Lincoln Hotel on Dec. 28.
counsel of the MPPDA, to key cities for the purpose of discussing
industry problems and intensifying
MP Research Bureau
the war effort is in an embryonic
In 14 Metro Surveys
stage. Coe, who returned yesterday
from the Coast, said that the tour
Motion Picture Research Bureau was under consideration but that
has made 14 separate surveys for no schedule had been arranged.
M-G-M, ranging from critical analyses of public reaction to individual Pix on Rubber Shown
pictures to continuous publicity
studies of advertising campaigns, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Advertising men
film titles and trade marks. Bureau, headed by Dr. Leo Handel, is and top executives of the nation's
working under the supervision of rubber companies were shown a
Howard Dietz.
number of films dealing with rubher last night, and will view others
One closed
of that
thethebureau's
dis- tonight, as part of a twoLeo thesurveys
Lion trade
mark was known to a much larger day conference on the rubber drive
WPB. Rubber Czar Wilpercentage of persons than that of with liamthe
L. Jeffers is host at the screenany other company. Figures on at- ings.
tendance, special appeals of different advertising media, likes and dis- Ahlert Proposal Passes
likes of patrons are the subjects of
other studies now being conducted
Proposal by Fred E. Ahlert. calling for an annual classification of
or recently completed.
Ascap membership instead of the
nresent quarterlv one, has been
Good-bye, Boys
massed, but the "Seniority of Works
Washington Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
fund" amendment failed of passage,
Washington
■— Seventy - seventh H,
Society.
was announced yesterday by the
Congress is slated to adjourn today.
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COmmG and GOIflG
FRANCIS S. HARMON
this morning.

arrives in Washingtoi

AL O. BONDY, film distributor for General
Electric, has returned to his New York headquarters following a business trip to New England.
LEONARD
5CHLESINGER,
Warner
executive,
returns
today
from
a busiiinT^
to the
Philadelphia
territory.
CHARLES
FRANCIS
"SOCKER"
COE
turned
to MPPDA
headquarters yesterday
the Coast.

rip

from

MAURICE BERGMAN, Universal's .Eastern adpublicity chief, has returned from the Coast
via a Chicago
stopover.
WALTER SLEZAK arrives from the Coast today for the holidays.
JOSEPH
REYNOLDS,
formerly of the Warner
Theater
department
contact division,
New
Haven,
is in New
Haven
on furlough
from
his Miami
Beach
station.
DAN
visiting

NOLAN,
the New

RKO
Haven

traveling auditor, is
exchange.

No Concrete Action as
Newsreel Execs. Confer
Nothing of a concrete nature resulted in yesterday's meeting of
sales managers and newsreel editors, called for the purpose of considering uniform changes in newsreel operations required by the raw
stock cuts. Changes were reported
to have been discussed but the nature of the changes were not revealed and no action was taken.
Further meetings on the subject are
in prospect.

Goldberg to Conduct
United Nations Meet
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner
Theaters, goes to Albany on Monday to address a joint meeting of
exhibitors and distributors in that
territory in connection with United
Nations Week.
Goldberg delivered a similar talk
yesterday in New Haven.

"Reunion in France"
Release Is Expedited
M-G-M has advanced the release
date of "Reunion in France" and
will open
as cities.
a Christmas attraction in 19 itkey

DECEMBER 16
J. M. Kerrigan
Clyde Cook
Barbara Kent

■

4iMf#&iMj
CHINESE

EPIGRAM:

WHEN
EATING
SPROUTS
REMEMBER
^THE MAN
WHO
PLANTED THEM!
American Translation:

"Healthy box-offices
enjoy a steady diet
of Vitamin M-G-M!"

HEADLINES
LEADERSHIP!
• "REUNION

IN FRANCE"

NEW

M-G-M

SCOOP!

Perfect timing for a breath-taking drama of the underground movement in France!
Showmanship brings you France in revolt! (Joan Crawford, John Wayne, Philip . Dorn) .

STAND

BY FOR ACTION" TERRIFIC SEND-OFF!

Variety says: "Robert Taylor, Charles Laughton, Brian Donlevy, marquee brilliance. Will
smack theatre box-offices for heavy grosses and hold-overs." Showmen's Trade Review
says: "For entire family. A natural. Stand by for box-office action." Hollywood Reporter
says : "Box-office depth bomb. Has everything for top grosses." Film Daily says : "Stirring,
patriotic, solid box-office entertainment."

• "KEEPER OF THE FLAME" PREVIEW

SENSATION!

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn return to your box-office with an even greater hit
than "Woman of the Year." That was the consensus of opinion of this week's preview
audience that sat enthralled and tense at this best-seller on the screen!

• "RANDOM

HARVEST" STARTS MUSIC

HALL CAREER!

Preceded by the biggest promotion campaign within industry memory Ronald Colman —
Greer Garson in "Random Harvest" captures show world attention at famed Radio City
Music Hall. (The unique magazine campaign is the talk of the industry!)
GIVE BONDS
FOR A
RED, WHITE
AND BLUE
XMAS!

*"FOR

ME AND

MY

GAL" • "WHITE CARGO"

SRO

HITS!

Continuing their record-breaking pace in big cities, small towns, they're hold-over delights
because they're what the public wants!

Metro- GOLDMINE-Mayer
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Raw Stock Cut Seen
Set At Present 25%

Industry Plans Big
Bonus Distribution
(Continued from Page 1)

handed out Christmas checks yesterday. The Yuletide bonus amounted to as much as a week's salary
for employes receiving up to $50 a
week. Those in higher salary brackets were given $50. Former Warner
employes now in the armed services
will receive $10, contributed equally
by .the company and the Warner
Club, in addition to useful gifts from
the club.
Paramount will give a week's salary to employes earning up to $50
a week. Paramount's theater affiliates are planning to give cash
ranging from $10 up to a week's salary to former employes now in the
services. Other major circuits are
preparing to make similar gifts to
former and present employes.
Twentieth Century-Fox this week
dispatched final shipments of Christmas packages to former employes in
Army, Navy and Marine posts.
Overseas shipments were made a
month ago. Of the total shipment
of 609 packages, 83 went to Africa,
Australia and Solomon Islands.
President Spyros Skouras, in addition, sent each soldier, sailor and
Marine a personal letter and a $10
money order. A fitted leather kit,
including cigarettes, peanuts and
candy, went to the service men.
The 20th-Fox unit of the SPG also
sent a gift package to each member of the advertising and publicity
staffs in the service.
Universal is giving a week's salary to those earning up to $40 a
week. M-G-M-Loew's is giving two
weeks' salary to those whose salaries do not exceed $40 a week, the
total not to exceed $50, for those
employed since prior to Jan. 1, 1942.
A week's salary and not exceeding
$25 will go to those employed between Jan. 1 and July 1.
Other companies may announce
similar bonuses.

Reopening Cohoes Rialto
Albany— Morse & Rothenberg, indie ops with headquarters in Boston, will reopen the Rialto Theater,
Cohoes, Christmas Day. The Rialto
was formerly operated by Fabian,
but the latter opened a new house,
the Cohoes, last Summer, and also
operate the Regent in that city.

Muhe "Army" Gross
Biggest, WB's Goal
Under its setup for special handling
of "This is the Army," Warners is
shooting for the biggest gross in
film history on the screen version
of the Irving Berlin all-soldier revue.
Charles Einfeld believes it possible
to top even GWTW because of "This
is the Army's" unprecedented audience potential, the big marquee
names — including a reading femme
star — and the fact that all profits
will go to the Army Emergency Relief Fund.

(Continued from Page 1)
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▼

by Government agencies particularly
the Army and the Navy would force
a cut in the film allotted to the industry, there is no evidence yet that

▼

• • • AMONG the real gifts which filmland will enjoy
season is scheduled for formal delivery at 1 p.m. on Dec. 29,
being the Blue Room of the local Hotel Brevoort
We
luncheon which will signalize the inauguration of the Foreign

this Xmas
the venue
mean the
Language

Press Film Critics' Circle, an organization paralleling that excellent
functional body formed some few years ago by the pic appraisers of
our metropolitan press, and now known far and wide as the New York

such will be the case. Fridav^kto'der will go through as schedulel*Lnd
WPB authorities see no reason yet
to expect a drop in the allotment
for the next quarter.
While the Army's request for film
Washington Bur., THE FILM

DAILY

Language Press Film Critics' Circle is to our trade can be gleaned
first-off by citing that the daily and weely newspapers published in

Washington — Sources close to
the Government said last night
that a raw stock cut would probably be ordered for still and motion picture camera use by amateurs amounting to 50 per cent
reduction below '41 level; also
24 perture ofcent
belowfor'41allin uses;
manufac35 mm.
and

languages other than English, right in Pa Knickerbocker's borders, have
more than 1,000,000 subscribers
.Of this 1,000,000, you can wager
your bottom dollar that the vast majority, like their fellow Americans.
are film fans, — for that is the American way in diversion-seeking
If the announcement were suddenly to outcrop to the effect that a single
new newspaper with a readership of over a million New Yorkers was
dedicating itself to promotion of motion pictures, the trade would be
understandably electrified
Well, that is precisely the significance

24 per cent below '41 in other film
for professional uses.
is admittedly large, it is doubtful
that the total request was nearly as
great as rumor has had it. Considerable scaling down of all film requests has been done by WPB in
order to insure equitable distribution
to all users.

of the news that the Foreign Language Press Film Critics' Circle is
coming into being, officially via the luncheon on Dec. 29
Accordingly, you can look for the presence of important representatives of both
the administrative and promotional branches of filmland thereat
We of this little ole trade paper are honored by the notification that
the new Circle has listed on its agenda of early business the casting
of its ballots in the famed FILM DAILY Ten Best Pictures Poll now in
process for 1942

Seven separate general allocations
will be announced Friday with film
going to the Army, the Navy, LendLease, the Maritime Commission, the
Canadian Government, the Board of
Economic Warfare and to civilian
users, including the Federal Government, the motion picture industry,sional
and users
allofamateur
and profesfilm.

Film Critics' Circle
Aim of the new group is, like its model, to
further the interests of motion picture entertainment, and to encourage
high standards in film fare
How important the advent of the Foreign

V

▼

V

• •
•
THINGS We Like Dept
The spirit manifested in the
season's greetings with which the Embassy Newsreel Theater accompanies its 1943 season pass
It parallels perfectly the "always welcome" inscription on the pass itself
Who was it who said, "The
gift without the giver is bare"? ... • Walter Wanger's thoughtful discourse, "Hollywood and the Intellectuals," in the Christmas number
of the Saturday Review of Literature
W anger is eminently correct
in stressing the necessity for closing the gap between intellectuals and
Hollywood
And as correct when he pens
"The American
motion picture is the medium through which the relationship of goodwill among men can be established
The intellectual should orient

F & M Suit Over Stock
Under Court Advisement
(Continued from Page 1)

Straus, as members of the Central
Properties first mortgage bondholders, the Ambassador Investment
Corp., and the Ambassador Building
Corp. Committee, to compel specific
performance under an option claimed
to have been given in July, 1936,
under which F & M could have purchased an additional 52 per cent of
the stock in the St. Louis Amusement Co., consisting of 12,431 shares
Class
B. C and 13,929 shares of
of Class

himself to that fact". ... * Further in the literary side Paul Hunter's
corking editorial, "The Movies in Wartime," in the Dec. 19 issue of
Liberty Magazine
An impressive summary of the industry's war
program, Hunter's tagline packs this wallop
"Yes! There are many
less essential activities, even in Washington itself, than the motion picture industry". ... • The retort courteous provided by the Motion
Picture Research Bureau's report on Metro's "Journey for Margaret"
to those critics challenging the value of audience research to film biz
• The cheery greeting that always results when your path crosses that
of Irving Chidnoff whose Chidnoff Studio has been visited by so many
of the film's leaders
Little wonder that Chidnoff is synonymous
with "Portraiture to the Industry"

Harry C. Arthur, head of F & M
in the local area was the chief plaintiff witness, and for the defense
Dysart; C. M. Turley, secretary of
St. Louis Amusement Co.; and
Thomas L. Farrington and William
T. Nardin, the latter's dh-ectors.

•

premiere showing of M-G-M's "Stand
By For Action" the night of DeLoew's Palace
Theater, it cember
was30, atannounced
yesterday.

▼

•

•

AVENGE

T

PEARL HARBOR!

T

Navy
Sponsors
The League
Navy League
of the"Action"
United
States will sponsor the Washington

W
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talent Makes Notable Contribution to War Effort
Hollywood Victory Committee Provides 1,141 Stars
In First Year of Conflict
(Continued from Page 1)

irdinator of Inter-American Affairs,
)th^r Governmental agencies, the
J — .Red Cross, Community Chest,
Etu^Sm War Relief, China War Reief, Army and Navy War Relief
ind other charities.
Highlights of Report
The committee's 12-month report
s highlighted by the following:
Players from the talent pool have
presented 352 USO shows at Army,
Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard
:amps along the Pacific Coast and
in the desert areas of California,
Arizona and New Mexico, all of
which are listed on its records as
'spot" shows because they have
i been set up for single performances
j at specific bases, at the request of
the War Department.
They have headlined USO-Camp
Tour Shows in 273 large camps
throughout the U. S., giving several
performances at each of many
larger camps.
Nine players have flown to England and Ireland to entertain troops.
Fourteen have flown to offshore
bases, such as Alaska, the Aleutians, Newfoundland, Panama Canal Zone and the Caribbeans.
A total of 474 players has participated in 222 "live" radio broadcasts and 507 have taken part in
the recording of 111 radio transcriptions, of which 56 were for the War
Department.
For the Treasury, selling War
Bonds, which activity was highlighted by the "Stars Over America" tours in the September War
Bond drive, led by the film indus270 players and
madeother
2,773agencies,
p.a.'s.
Fortry, charities
338 players appeared at 150 separate events, including the spectacular
Victory Caravan, in which 41 stars
visited 13 cities in behalf of Army
and Navy Relief.
6,828 Individual Appearances
The grand total of individual appearances for the year was 6,828.
The most conservative estimate of
the mileage amassed by these players in the 12 months is well in excess of one million, or almost 40
times around the world.
Plans for the coming year call for
even more expansive operations by
the Victory Committee's talent pool.
Following
a series of conferences

WEDDING

BELLS

Indianapolis — Don Hammer and
Leota Berath, were married here.
Hammer is a member of the Universal sales staff.
Indianapolis — Margaret Emmert,
accountant at Universal exchange,
and Clyde Tate, were married.

A

TO THE

Syracuse— CHESTER B. BAHN,
JR., Syracuse University sophomore and son of the editor of The
Film Daily, was sworn in here yesterday as an Army Air Force aviation cadet. His brother, GILBERT
SCHUYLER BAHN, preceded him in
August and will report for active
service sometime following his graduation from Columbia University's
Engineering School next month.
Chicago— JAMES LAVAN of B &
K Nortown, has joined the Navy.

Duals'
EndinBySt.New
Expected
LouisYear's
(Continued from Page 1)

plan may be accepted 100 per cent
in St. Louis and St. Louis county.
Several exhibitors who have not
signed the voluntary agreement have
indicated they will come in if others
will and since the key exhibitor to
this situation has stated he plans to
sign up in the next few days the
present indications are it may be
unanimous
by New Year's Day or
earlier.
St. Louis exhibitors in the meantime have indicated that they do not
look with favor on the movieless
Mondays movement launched in
Philadelphia by that branch of allied independent theater owners of
Eastern Pennsylvania. Local men
say there is no necessity for such a
step in the middle West and that it
would deprive the people of recreation needed to keep up their war
morale.

Texas Exhib. Asks Change
In Weatherford Clearance
(Continued from Page 1)

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and
M-G-M are named in the complaint.
Jones claims that subsequent-run
product is now withheld several
months after first-run. He asks that
the distributors offer their pictures
for subsequent-run not later than
60 days after playing the first-run
Palace Theater and that the Plaza
have priority over the Texan on
subsequent-run, on the basis that
the Texan was opened several
months after the Plaza started operating.
with Lt. Col. Marvin Young of the
Special Service Division of the War
Department, announcement has been
made that players will be sent to
700 Army camps throughout the
nation within the next few months.
More than 100 personalities will be
sent to fighting areas overseas,
wherever American troops are stationed. And calls from other governmental agencies will be met to
the fullest extent of the available
talent.

COLORS!

Strike Puts $50,000
Info Radio Coffers

Chicago— JOHN
W. MOYER
of
the Field Museum film division has
(Continued from Page 1)
joined the Navy as chief specialist.
panies, a checkup yesterday, — the
strike's second day — , disclosed, with
Philadelphia — Army has taken distribution of the Bronx Home
FRANK POWELL from his job as
News, Brooklyn Eagle and PM exceptions in the situation.
night shipper at the 20th-Fox exchange.
Buchanan & Company Inc., reported
yesterday to The Film Daily that
Scranton, Pa. — EDWARD PIT- for its two theaters, the Paramount
CAVAGE of the Comerford Circuit
and Rivoli, spending is approximateArt Shop is with the Aimy Photoly $8,500 this week, through Sunday,
graphic Laboratory at Boiling Field,
via spot announcements on 7 staWashington, D. C.
tions—WJZ, WOR, WQXR, WNEW,
WMCA, WHN and WABC. Schedule
"Mrs. Miniver" Tops Pix
started early Monday evening with
six different announcements, and
Lists of Young Reviewers
built up to 30 yesterday. Pace will
continue throughout the week.
While the nation's film critics, reviewers, columnists and commenta- Agency account executives, Nat
Bob Gillham, of Parators are voting in The Film Daily's Strom, and
mount, were alert to conditions in
21st annual "Ten Best" Contest, the
National Board of Review yesterday the morning, Monday, and recognizannounced the results of its yearly
ing the problem, called in a staff of
poll of the Young Reviewers and the performers, engaged World Broadcasting studios, and began producnation-wide 4-Star Clubs, the Board's
ing half minute and one minute
junior field groups.
Thhe youngsters, spanning the transcriptions which went on the
eighth to 18 age groups, named these air by 6 p.m. Coincidently with this
Paramount had in10 pix in the order given: "Mrs. emergency drive,
augurated a new spot campaign,
Miniver" (Metro); "Pride of the
for the Paramount Theater,
Yankees" (Goldwyn-RKO) ; "Wake Monday,
calling for 80 spots this week on
Island" (Para.); "Kings Row" (War- five stations.
ners); "The Pied Piper" (20th-Fox);
Mario Lewis, radio director at
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" (Warners);
Blaine Thompson Co., estimated
"Reap the Wild Wind" (Para- that for three days, today, tomorrow
mount); "This Above All" (20th- and Friday, Warner Bros, will spend
Fox); "The Major and the Minor" about $15,000, for whatever they can
(Para.) and "Talk of the Town"
get on stations, to plug two the(Col.).
aters, the Hollywood and the Strand.
Analysis of the voting shows that
Schedules were still being made up
while "Mrs. Miniver" was favored last night.
by girls in both the 8-13 and 14-18
In addition to Paramount and
age groups, the boys in the former
rated "Pride of the Yankees" first Warners, Loew's, Inc., Radio City
and those in the latter gave the Music Hall, Capitol, and Center Theater, through Donahue & Coe, are
palm to "Wake Island."
averaging $4,000 a day during the
strike, for radio advertising. Moneys
$16,500 to Buy Milk
spent by these three large advertisFor Babies in Russia
ers, supplemented by RKO, Twentieth Century-Fox (Roxy) and
000.
A check for $16,500, representing others will add up to well over $50,contributions made by the patrons
of the Globe Theater, Broadway,
was delivered yesterday for the pur- PRC Sale Pace Maintained
Circuit deals for PRC-Pathe prodpose of buying powdered milk for
babies in Russia, the Brandt circuit
uct during the first two weeks of
announced yesterday. The Russian December have kept pace with the
government has assured the Brandts November business which set a new
that special protection will be used company record, Arthur Greenblatt,
seas trip. the shipment on its over- sales chief, announced yesterday.
to guard
Among deals closed since Dec. 1
include nine important circuits in
the Cleveland territory and others
Heavy Music Hall Advance
Advance ticket sales for the in Indianapalis, Fort Wayne, Cincinnati and Dayton.
"Random Harvest" holiday engagement at Radio City Music Hall is
the largest in the history of the
theater. Advance sales are made
only for the reserved section which
has 950 seats. This section is sold
out for tomorrow through next
Memphis — Ed Williamson, Warner
Tuesday and the management is
looking to the biggest Christmas exchange salesman, has adopted a
business in years.
baby girl, named Frankie Ann,

STORKS
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-REVIEWS*
"Tennessee
Johnson"
with Van Heflin, Lionel Barrymore,

Ruth Hussey
M-G-M
103 Mins.
BIOGRAPHICAL FILM RATES TOPS IN
EVERY DEPARTMENT; SHOULD RAKE IN
PLENTY OF COIN.
Andrew Johnson is the latest man of
history to have his life placed on celluloid
by M-G-M, which has managed the transference with surprising success. The studio has taken a few liberties with the
facts as the historians have set them down,
but on the whole the picture follows
pretty faithfully the lines of the stormy
career of the man who succeeded to the
presidency when Lincoln was assassinated.
Metro has done a most creditable job of
resurrection. It is to be heartily congratulated for having made history so
palatable. Audiences should have little
difficulty in being entertained and instructed via "Tennessee Johnson."
The film takes much time and care in
establishing the motivation for Andrew
Johnson's being. It is a task which it
executes absorbingly. As result of all
this preliminary groundwork to explain the
character of Johnson audiences will have
no trouble understanding his conduct on
his attaining the presidency. The pattern
cf his life is so well set by the authors
that every act of his rings with plausibility.
Little inconsistency is noticeable in the
character as it is created on the screen.
The picture opens dramatically with Johnson's escape from the tailor to whom he is
indentured. His political rise is traced
in a series of excellently conceived episodes which reach their crescendo with
his appearance on the Washington scene.
The film gains tremendously in dramatic
o tch when fate places Johnson in the presidential chair. From that moment on the
picture becomes a tense and exciting struggle between Johnson and his enemies, with
the action mounting until it attains a smashing climax in the sequence where he stands
up to Thaddeus Stevens and his other tormentors in the Senate and pleads his case
with a simple eloquence that is both moving
and heroic. This portion of the film is
extremely fascinating and gripping. When
the battle is over and Johnson is victorious
one cannot but help feeling a sense of
relief, for the suspense in these scenes
is at times painful.
"Tennessee Johnson" makes much of the
social consciousness of Lincoln's successor.
He takes an early stand on the injustice
of denying the vote to those possessing no
material goods and never deviates from his
determination to end the evil practice. It
is this abull-dog
attitude of
that
causes
break between
himJohnson's
and Stevens.
The film clearly shows what a man must
expect for clinging to his ideals.
The film has wisely skirted the Negro
problem which was at the bottom of the
struggle between Johnson and his opponents in the government. To have gone
extensively into this phase of the dispute
would have led to needless controversy
and might have had an adverse bearing
on the box-office showing of the film.
It is the film's good fortune to have a
superb cast. Fine acting distinguishes
almost every role. With Van Heflin enacting Andrew Johnson, there can be no
question about the quality of the film's
top performance. Acting could hardly be
more sincere. Lionel Barrymore does a
whale of a job as Stevens.
He drives Hef-

Gloria, Brooklyn,
Files Trust Action
(.Continued from Page 1)

merit Corp., Samuel Rinzler, Louis
Frisch and William Yost. Conspiracy on the part of the defendants
unlawfully to favor Yost's new Clinton Theater in fixing runs for films
and alleged intention to drive independents out of business in that
Brooklyn
area are charged in the
suit.
According to the complaint, Randforce, booking for the Clinton, has
exercised its "vast buying power"
to prevent the Gloria, formerly a
first-run house, from competing freely in the securing of films from the
five major companies named. Since
the Clinton was completed in December, 1939, the suit alleges, the
Gloria's gross income has dropped
$200 weekly. An injunction to restrain the defendants from continuing the alleged monopoly and unspecified damages are sought.

9-State Blackout Cuts
Theat. Biz 5-20 Percent
(Continued from Page 1)

EWT and lasted 20 minutes. Range
of business off at the b.o. was
from 5 to 20 per cent. Theaters cooperated fully, it was indicated.

Mrs. Huber Glidden Dead

Show Nip's Sub to
Boost Bond Sales
A two-man Jap sub, which was
washed ashore on the Island of
Oahu, opposite Pearl Harbor, the
day after the Jap attack, is being
exhibited across the country by
the Treasury to boost War Bond
and Stamp sales. One sales plan is
to place sub in front of a film
theater and "sell" tickets — Bond
and Stamps only — to see the craft
inside. Other stunt is to give a

(Continued from Page 1)

sistant U. S. Attorney Boris Kostelanetz stated that he had reason
to believe Hirsch could be of aid to
the Government in its attempt to

m

hind William
Bioff"higher-ups'"
and GeorA?
identify
gangster

than
Browne$1,000,000.
in their extortion of"
In the course of the trial Mathew
G. Ely, foreman of the Grand Jury,
stated that it had been seeking
"what happened to the million dollars which the racketeers obtained
In approximately 40 days of touring, sales have totalled over $1,from the industry." "The trail ap000000.
peared to lead to a criminal organization in Chicago familiarly known
as 'The Syndicate,' " Ely added.
During the two-day trial Nick
WMC's Job-Freezing Plan Circella,
serving sentence on charges
leading out of the Browne-Bioff
Originated
by WB's Budd Trial, testified that he did not know
(Continued from Page 1)
Hirsch and had no knowledge of
plied on a wide scale by Paul V. where the $25,000 bail posted by
Hirsch for Circella had come from.
McNutt's War Manpower Commis- Indictment of Hirsch had followed
sion, was originated in the World
War I by Ralph W. Budd, at that his explanation as to the disposition of the Circella bail, which he
time superintendent of the U. S. had supplied. After announcement
Employment Service for the Water- of the jury's verdict Hirsch was
bury district, and now director of continued on $5,000 bail.
personnel for Warners.
The plan was credited with re- Theater Deals Get Okay
ducing labor turnover by 200 per
From Canadian War Board
cent in 1918. Budd submitted depeek at sub's workings, plus two
tickets to any performance at the
theater, to nomination
purchaser
of largest deBond.

Weston, Mass. — Mrs. Alice C.
tails of his system to McNutt's ofGlidden, 42, wife of Huber Glidden,
fice last July and shortly thereafter
M & P's head auditor, died in Mas- was informed the plan was being
sachusetts General Hospital, Boston.
studied and very likely would be put
into effect. The procedure just
20th-Fox Signs Auster
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY adopted in Detroit follows the idenHollywood
—
Islin Auster
has
tical lines of Budd's Waterbury Plan.
signed with 20th-Fox as producer.
In carrying out the job-freezing
plan, Budd originated a series of
lin hard for the acting honors. Ruth reports, records and cards to be
Hussey rises nobly to the occasion as Mrs.
used by the U. S. Employment SerJohnson. There are other sterling performvice, as well as by employers and
ances by Marjorie Main, Regis Toomey, J.
employes. He is now working out
Edward Bromberg, Grant Withers, Charles procedures applicable to the film inDingle, Carl Benton Reid, Montagu Love
dustry for use when, as and if reand many others.
William Dieterle's direction is wellpaced and highlights the dramatic content
of the story. First-rate is the word for
the John L. Balderston-Wells Root screenplay. The late J. Walter Ruben gave
"Tennessee Johnson" a superb production.
It is a fitting valedictory. Praise must
also be accorded the photography of Harold Rosson, the musical score of Herbert
Stothart and the art direction of Cedric
Gibbons.
CAST: Van Heflin, Lionel Barrymore,
Ruth Hussey, Marjorie Main, Regis Toomey,
J. Edward Bromberg, Grant Withers, Alec
Craig, Charles Dingle, Carl Benton Reid,
Russell Hicks, Noah Beery, Sr., Robert Warwick, Montagu Love, Lloyd Corrigan, William Farnum, Charles Trowbridge, Lynne
Carver, Russell Simpson, Morris Ankrum.
CREDITS: Producer, J. Walter Ruben;
Director, William Dieterle; Screenplay, John
L. Balderston, Wells Root; Cameraman,
Harold Rosson; Musical Score, Herbert
Stothart; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Special Effects, Warren Newcombe; Film
Editor Robert J. Kern.
DIRECTION, Aces. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Aces.

Find Hirsch Guilty
On Perjury Charge

quired.

"Subject Matter" Films
To Solve
Talent's Loss
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

sire of the Board to co-operate with
the industry when legitimate
grounds are apparent.
The board has halted delivery of
film to two other undisclosed theaters for alleged infraction of regulations.
A meeting of the board with the
Advisory Council of the industry
called for next week to review cases
and also hear arguments from independents for revision of product
groupings for this season by major
exchanges. The indies contend
there are too many pictures in top
brackets for higher rentals. The
board approved the submitted film
groupings
some weeks ago.

George Klimt Dead

plots — it was said yesterday by
Chicago — George Klimt, 72, veteran his
theaterhome.
manager and producer,
Maurice Bergman, Universale East- died at
his
ern ad-publicit
Coast. following
from they chief,
return
Bergman
Universal's production reported
hitting a steady
pace, with
the fulfillment of its program for
1942-43 anticipated. Remarking
tht it was impossible to say what
the
would
the "U"
exec,next
saidyear
that
the bring,
company was
sanguine as to its own position.
While on the Coast, Bergman saw
"Arabian Nights," the new Walter
Wanger
"Shadow
a Doubt,"
the new pic;
Abbott
and of
Costello
and
Deanna Durbin features, 65,000 feet
of documentary footage which will
be drawn upon for its corvette story
and two hours of shooting for "We've
Never Been Licked."

If Santa Wouldn't
— Well, Pete Wood!
Columbus — ITO of Ohio isn't depending upon Ole Kris Kringle to fill
the stockings of many of the lads
in Uncle Sam's fighting forces. So,
the organziation has empowered its
secretary, Pete Wood, to tie-in with
this city's radio stations and newspapers to collect Xmas gifts for the
armed services. ITO member theaters will act as depositories for the
gifts which will be picked up at
intervals between now and Dec. 21.

^

QUALITY
ON LOCATION
LIGHTING

on location — indoors and out — is

subject to less control than in the studio. But
under the most trying conditions, cameramen
and directors confidently depend on Eastman
Negative Films, with their demonstrated ability— each in its own field — to invest each
scene with the highest photographic quality.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SCPER-XX
when little light is available

RACKGROUXD-X
for backgrounds

EASTMAN

and general exterior work
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HE FABULOUS COMMANDOS
..AT LAST ON THE SCREEN!
Thrill to the gallant
love and adventure

u

drama of the War's
world-famous heroes!
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TEN CENTS

IPECIALFILM ALLOTMENTS FOR NEWSREELS
Nabes
Slow to Bid for New Population Patronage
Editorial
Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings
=—

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=

I IF YOUR memo pad doesn't show anything
special to worry about today, you might
give a thought or two to some phases of
the manpower problem shaping up. . . .
First, you're hearing much — and you'll hear
still more in the months immediately ahead
I — about the drafting of labor from nonessential fields to fill the urgent needs in
those fields deemed essential or more essential tc the war effort. ... It is pointed
out in some quarters that Paul V. McNutt's
Commission thus far has no power to draft
labor. . . . That is true .... But don't
forget that his control of hiring exercised
v'a the U. S. Employment Service plus his
jut'nority over Selective Service make the
kbor-draft question virtually academic. . . .
A S YOU

first read in your favorite trade

**

newspaper, the WMC thus far is restricting the essentiality accolade to production occupational classifications. . . .
In late October, seven technical groups in
the newsreel field were given the nod. . . .
List week, THE FILM DAILY disclosed that
11 categories in production had been added.
. . . This week, the list was increased by
one, the addition being film editors. . . .
The original list of proposed exemptions
formulated by the studios spanned 75
ckss'fications
XA/ILL

it is understood.

the WMC

. . .

subsequently find groups

Operating Policies in Detroit Subsequents Found
In Pre-Pearl Harbor Stage

HONOR WILLKIE
FOR SERVICE

By H. F. REVES
Rubin Makes NCCJ PresentaFILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
tion at MP Division Luncheon
Detroit — This city's widelyreported huge population increase
because of war production has not
been evenly distributed among local
"For distinguished service to
theaters in box-office receipts, largely American unity and earnest efforts
due to the fact that comparatively in the promotion of universal
few neighborhood exhibitors have brotherhood and good-will," Wendell
made any serious attempt to draw
this new population of tens of thousands into their houses. Thus, the
added profits have been concentrated
generally in the downtown houses.
Operating
policieson in
( Continued
Pagemost
5) neigh-

AEF Troops to See
"Rhythm" Christmas
Washington

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Wendell

L.

Willkie

J.

Robert

Rubin

Canadian
EssentialityFilm
Up Industry's
Monday

Major Southern Circuits
Take First 3 RKO Blocks

Toronto — Behind closed doors, the
Industry's Advisory Council will
meet here Monday with the adminisRKO's first three 1942-43 blocks
trators of the Wartime Prices and
totalling 15 features have been set Trade Board. High on the agenda,
with five major southern circuits, it it is understood, is the Canadian inextent?. . . . Well, the Commission hasn't
sad ... But the Commission has in- was announced yesterday by Robert
dustry's essentiality status.
(Continued on Page 5)

~ ' in distribution and exhibition essential? . . . The odds heavily are against
that. . . . The Commission is said to feel
that femmes should be widely employed
in both of those industry spheres. . . . The

dicated that in 1943 it will be necessary
to provide war industries with 5,000,000
nfw workers ... Of the latter, some 2,000 000 will be femmes, it is expected. . . .
That would mean a total of 6,000,000 women
employed in war industries. . •. .

DEARING upon this situation, it is inU teresting to recall that after the last
war, a majority of women who had found
nlates in business — the total was about
7 000 000— retained them. . . . Will that
hold true at the end of World War II? . . .
There is one s:zeable hurdle for the
femmes. . . . Selective Service men who
return have a legal claim to their old
nued on Page 2>

JJ

Big" Pix tor Holidays Ott

Numerically Fewer This Year, Bookers Say
$541,000 In Bond Sales
Shortage of so-called "big"
tures for the holiday period is
Reported by RKO Houses
vailing, according to several

picprecircuit bookers. There appears to be
The RKO theater circuit has sold plenty of quality in the available
pictures but the quantity is lacking
$541,000 in "E" Bonds and the ma- this
year, they say.
turity value will bring the figure to
It is contended by some bookers
almost $750,000, Harry Mandel rethat
the distributors apparently are
ported yesterday as sales were reported from all part of the country holding back their bigger pictures
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although it may not
appear in the film limitation order due this week-end, The Film
Daily learned yesterday that film
for newsreels will be specially earmarked for use by the newsreels,
and that producers will not be allowed to use this stock for other
purposes. (Continued
Althoughon Page
newsreels
have
8)

"Gas"
Ask Extra
men on
, Sales
Told
Merit
Because each gasoline rationing
board is empowered to make its own

Washington — A Christmas gift
from the motion picture industry to L. Willkie, at yesterday's luncheon
in the Hotel Astor, sponsored by the
America's fighting men was deliv- Motion
Picture Division of The Naered yesterday to Gen. Frederick H.
tional Conference of Christians and
(Continued on Page 6)
Osborne, Chief of the Army's Special Services Division, by Francis
S. Harmon, executive vice-chairman
of the WAC.
The gift consisted of
(Continued on Page 5)

Producers Will Not Be
Allowed to Use This
Film for Other Purposes

(Continued on Page 8)

or "C" on
cards,
film salesmen
decision
the issuance
of "A," have
"B"
been informed
by their companies
(Continued on Page 6)

Benny May Start First
For UA in Next 3 Months
Jack Benny's first feature via
Jack Benny Prod, for UA probably
will go into
work on the Coast in
(Continued on Page 5)

Expect
To Labor
Retain Move
Ceiling
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Strong labor pressure upon Congress for the retention of the $25,000 salary ceilings
was looked for by observers here
after the announcement that the
CIO United Automobile Workers has
resolved that if the limitation is
killed it will no longer consider itself
bound by its no-strike pact.
The UAW position is that if there
no longer exists enough of an emergency to make the ceilings necessary, there is no longer enough of
an emergency to make a no-strike
pact necessary.
Washington circles have been
wondering how long it would be before some union group would take
such a stand.
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"Zippy" Goldman Heads
PRC Exchange in Boston
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FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, Dec.
NEW

YORK

STOCK

has returned to the studios.

CCL. DARRYL F. ZANUCK is in Washington
conferring with the Army Motion Picture
Service.
WALTER SLEZAK left for his farm in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania, yesterday shortly after
his arrival from the Coast, to which he will
return
in mid-January.
BEN SPITZEN,
the New Haven
weeks.

Metro traveling auditor, is in
exchange district for a few

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of Trans
Lux, will be in Philadelphia and Washington
today
and
tomorrow.

Scratch-Pad
. . . jottings
(Continued from Page 1)

berths and seniority rights. . . . And the
President the other day called on employers to save their old jobs for war workers who switch to more essential war
work. . . . There's no statutory obligation
as yet, of course. ... But if and when a
labor draft measure is enacted, some such
provision might be embodied. . . . With
it or without it, there's the making of a
real headache for film biz if theaters, exchanges and home offices are called upon
to supply manpower for war plants. . . .

DAVE

ROSE

leaves

tomorrow

for

the

Coast.

LEON FROMKESS, PRC vice-president in charge
of production, arrives tomorrow for home office
confabs.
FRANCIS
terday.

HARMON

was

Washington

yes-

JACK SKIRBALL gets in from the Coast on
Monday. After a few days in town he will
leave for Cleveland to pass the holidays with his
SAMUEL SPEWACK, OWI production chief,
was in Washington yesterday from New York,
conferring with Lowell Mellett, head of the
OWI
motion
picture
bureau.

Newspaper Strike to WLB;
Strikers Return Ordered
Strike of the Newspaper and Mail
Deliverers Union which has forced
New York City theaters to turn to
the radio this week to put over their
ad messages was certified yesterday
to the War Labor Board, which immediately ordered the strikers to return to their jobs. The WLB designated Fred Croxton of the U. S.
Conciliation Service and Arthur S.
Meyer, chairman of the State Mediation Board, as a two-man arbitration
board. They were given final powers insofar as they might overstep
the WLB's position on wages.

AND while there's some balm in the 38** year-old Selective Service "ceiling,"
it should be remembered that those above

16)
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-

Since the newspaper delivery
men's strike started on Monday,
WMCA's
"Mr. Hollywood" program,
that age, unless in one of the WMC's essential groups, are still eligible for any sponsored by RKO, has been plugfuture labor draft.
ging PM's movie guide. The copy,
prepared by Harry Mandel, calls attention to the guide as a means of
answering consumer needs on daily
Ontario Indies Council
schedules in all nabe houses.

Leon Schlesinger, producer of the
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes" for Warners, is completing
arrangements in Washington for the
production of animated cartoons for
use in boosting War Bond sales.
Schlesinger, who has been in the
East since last week, is due in New
York on Monday for a short stay
before returning West.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Rockefeller Center
Ronald Colman
• Greer Garson
In James HARVEST"
Hilton's
"RANDOM
AN M-G-M
PICTURE

M.nlyWOOLLEY-ldaLUr'INU.n

^ElGHT-IHWrir

• PLUS BIG STAGE SHOW
•
BUY
7th Ave5°tnA.M,
stBOND A atWAR
the DAW
n\M A I Doors
Open &10:30

Elects Friedman Prexy

Toronto — Reorganization meeting
of the Ontario Council of Independent Exhibitors saw defeat of B. E.
Laxer of Toronto in the elections
by members representing 42 theaters. B. Friedman of Long Branch
was the choice for president, succeeding Laxer, while Barney Goldhar of Toronto was elected vicepresident. Harry Romberg continues as secretary and Max Starkman
is treasurer.
Laxer is a business associate of
Henry Falk, who is president of the
Canadian Council of Independent Exhibitors of which the Ontario Council is a branch.

-

Schlesinger Completing
War Bond Cartoon Deal

Harry "Zippy" Goldman has been
named manager of the PRC branch
in Boston, succeeding Harry Asher
who died in the Cocoanut Grove
fire. The New England franchise
of PRC remains with the Asher estate under the terms of Asher's will.

MP Associates Elect
Jack Ellis President
Jack Ellis was elected president
of the Motion Picture Associates
yesterday at the annual election held
in the Hotel Astor. Others voted to
office include Morris Sanders, vicepresident; Matthew Cahan, second
vice-president, Moe Fraum, secretary; Saul Trauner, treasurer;
Charles Penzer, financial secretary;
Harry Furst, seargeant-at-arms and
Charles Berliner, chaplain. Seymour Schussel and Jerry Wilson
were elected trustees.

Eastman Little Affected
By WPB's Film Cut Order
Rochester — A 24 per cent cut in
output of film for professional use,
including motion pictures, will have
little or no effect on Eastman Kodak production, a company spokesman said yesterday. "For many
months," the Kodak spokesman said,
"our film production has been at
capacity and there is every reason to
believe it will continue to be so.
The need for the order arises from
the increased film demands of the
armed forces and essential indusMore than two months ago, the
company began to ration civilian
film to dealers in order to divert
tries."
more production to military needs.
In effect, the WPB order codifies
that voluntary rationing.

35mm to 16mm

HJJM-IWMI
Bette Davis —

'NOW
The

Paul Henreid

V 0 U
and

6 E R '

with Harold
Peary
GREAT
GILDERSLEEVE"

'The Perfect Skating Show' — Mantle, News
->UC t0:P'-->UceptSat. Eves. 50c to $2. 50| Tax
^IV t« <C1 ^0 at all Performances ex- IPIu»
Sonja Benie and Arthur M. Wirlz present
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Icetravaganza
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THEA.. Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater
Evgs. Ind. Sun. 8:40. Mats: Wed., Sat. & Sun.
No Monday Pert.
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Mat. Doc. 25
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

FOR SALE"
Reduction
Printer
35mm Contact Printer
Film slitter to 35mm and 16mm
16mm Perforator

PEERLESS CAMERA
STORES
128 E. 44th St.
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Fred MacMurray
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Lew Kibbee
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Ciro Rima
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with
oeorge Murpky • Gene Kelly
Marta Eggertk • Ben Blue
Screen Play Ly Rickard
Skerman, Fred Finklekoffe
and Sid Silvers • Original
Story Ly Howard Emmett
Rogers • Directed Ly BUSBY
BERKELEY • Produced Ly
ARTHUR FREED -A MetroGoldmine-Mayer Picture
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That Tops

The

Hit

Parade!

The Dox-ollice tells the story ol another surefire Al-G-M. smash!
Held over by acclaim nationwide (3rd iiig JVLonth, Astor, N. Y.)
Beating even lamed -Miniver in many spots. Another reason ( vVhite
Cargo is still another!) why the trade is saying about M.~G~-ML: Not
for just a day, not lor just a season, but AL VVAYiS!

»,

Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer
Surefire Company!
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Slow to Bid for New
Population Patronage
{Continued from Page 1)

jorhoods are still in the pre-Pearl
Harbor stage — double features with
the usual scrong-and-weak combination, possibly one more disn night,
and piacticaliy no change in exploi, tation^etups. The only major cnange
j has /S& in the all-out co-operation
* vvith-s«A' activities, which has indeed
helped to make neighborhoods more
conscious of their local exhibitor's
business.
Influx from Mid-South
Available checks of incoming population show that the largest percentages come from the Mid-Southern states of Tennessee, Kentucky,
and West
Virginia
typically, and
mostly fiom middle-sized cities the
country
over.
The pictures they
have been seeing in their home towns
have generally
been more
in the
field of action films, and far less on
sophisticated pictures than customi.ary in metropolitan
Detroit — the
I.same difference that is observed by
I/bookers in local exchanges in hanIdling numbers of prints required of
particular films of these types for
Detroit and for upstate
Michigan
service.
However, roughly one-third of the
newcomeis to Detroit have been in
industrial cities before, where generally similar entertainment policies
have prevailed.
A survey undertaken by THE
FILM DAILY of a large percentage of independent exhibitors
and bookers in the Detroit area
showed practically no theaters
making any serious move to go
out for the new patronage, aside
from the move toward later
shows in some locations, which
reflects industrial shift conditions rather than new population.
Typical exhibitors have been unable to determine that their houses
had any large area of new population, except in obvious directions
such as the Garden City Theater, in
the region of the Willow Run
Bomber Plant. In established houses,
however, such as Virginia in midtown Detroit, managers like Anthony Forest here have found strange
new faces coming into their theater,
and few old customers coming back,
4as they have moved away or been
taken into service.
This moving out is common in all
rental sections of the city, despite
the tightness of rental conditions
here. Newcomers have generally
been spread out all over the city
fairly evenly, aside from the obvious
concentration in the cheap rooming
house and hotel section surrounding
downtown, and the tar-paper shack
and trailer clusters on the edges of
jtown, so that all houses have an
approximately even break here.
Influx of Negroes has been very
slight here, with a high percentage
of those here still on relief, so that
the many colored houses in town have
noted no possibility of increasing

<7K. DAILY

JVo Further Changes
In Film Censorship
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — No additional
changes in the film censorship regulations are in prospect now, Lt. Ted
Koop, special assistant to Byron Price,
chief of the Office of Censorship,
told THE FILM DAILY yesterday.
Although the OOC is reported

AEF Troops to See
"Rhythm" Christmas
(.Continued from Page

\)

20 prints of Para.'s "Star Spangled
Rhythm," to be flown to our expeditionary forces and foreign garrisons for screening on Christmas.
Showing of this feature will copreparing "sweeping new regulaincide with its release in this countions" for approval by the new Congress, these will consist mainly of
try. The 20 prints are Nos. 1772
new rulings concerning mail between
to 1792 of the 4,700 prints which
this country and its territories.
the WAC has promised the Army
The slight revisions in the Film
for screenings for service men. All
are in 16 mm. film.
Code announced last week brought
the code fully into line with what
At the presentation ceremonies
the OOC wants, Koop said, and he
were Joseph Friedman, chairman of
does not look for any further changes
the
London branch of the WAC, here
in the immediate
future.
for conferences with Special Services officers regarding the distribution of film in Great Britain, Capt.
H. M. Warner. All Other
Hampton W. Howard, head of Overseas Motion Picture Service for the
WB Officers Re-elected
Army, and other officials of the War
Department.
Presidet Harry M. Warner and
Within a few minutes after preall other Warner Bros, officers were
senting the tins of film, Lt. George
re-elected at yesterday's organiza- D. Sweier, Jr., started the gigantic
tional meeting of the directors fol- task of delivering them to such
lowing the stockholders' annual meet- places where America has men staing Monday in Wilmington, Del.
tioned as London, Iceland, Alaska,
pationage from this source, as re- Hawaii, Chungking, Australia, etc.
The
shipment
is one of the fastest
ported by Arthur Robinson, owner
and most difficult ever undertaken
of a small chain of colored houses.
for global distribution of a feature
Program Pix Do Well
film and will involve virtually every
Average run of program pictures means of transportation from clipappears to be doing good business, per to dogsled.
if they can be played clear in the
typical neighborhood. Such, for instance, is the experience of John
Golden of the Irving Theater, who Benny May Start First
reports a drop in patronage with A For UA in Next 3 Months
pictures — probably because the pos(Continued from Page 1)
session of more loose cash in the
working class suburb where his February or March, it was learned
house is located has meant more yesterday. Shooting is said contingent upon several factors — acof it flowing to prior run houses at
quisition of the right story, for one,
bigger admissions.
Downtown houses have not needed and Benny's obligations to Warners
and 20th-Fox on previous player
to do much to exploit their bills, be- deals.
yond the usual, profiting just by
There has been some discussion
their location. One house which has
had to use successful exploitation about Benny's appearance in Warbecause it has never built up a steady
ners' proposed re-make of "A Connecticut Yankee," which Jesse L.
following is the side-street Cinema,
small house that has run the policy Lasky will produce. Nothing concrete has developed, although the
gamut, sometimes in succeeding
weeks, from ultra-highbrow art story is deemed glove-fitting for the
comedian.
films to sensational sex stuff.
Benny, now East for a period of
Exploitation Films Draw
weeks during which he will make
The Cinema is settling down to a Army and Navy post appearances,
policy of frequent exploitation films, heads for New England
dates towhich, according to Manager Warren Carmer's guess, have not been
common in the smaller cities whence
a large bulk of the newcomers orig- Major Southern Circuits
inate. Typical of recent fare have Take First 3 RKO Blocks
been "She Devil Island," "Lure of
the Islands," "Ecstasy," and "Port
(Continued from Page 1)
of Missing Girls" — all sensationally Mochrie, general sales manager, who
exploited. Russian films are also
returned to New York Tuesday from
used occasionally now.
This policy already successfully a tour of the company's southern
drawing a good average attendance branches.
Deals, handled for RKO Radio by
to the Cinema — mostly new faces,
and a large percentage of them, Nat Levy, Eastern division sales
from their conversation, obviously manager, and David Prince, Southeastern district manager, are with
strangers in the city. This is the
only outstanding example uncovered the following circuits: Wilby-Kincey,
Lucas
and Jenkins, M. A. Lighthere to date of a theater adapting Wilby.
its exploitation and program to hit man, Paramount Enterprises, and
the newcomers in town.

Ifsa

BIG SPECTACLE
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RICHARD DENNING • ELLEN DREW

wHk Jerry Cotonna • Barbara III Altai
(Vera Vapie) • Harold Huber • Marilyn Hare • Bill Shirley

[?tfti

Featuring the Ice-Capades Company
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Honor Willkie for
Service to Unity
(Continued from Page 1)
Jews, received from Chairman J.
Robert Rubin, Loew's vice-president
and general counsel, a silver platter with the foregoing inscription.
In his brief, eloquent acceptance
speech, Willkie, 20th-Fox board
chairman, characterized the entertainment field as "the noblest profession on earth in peace or war,"
and declared his gladness in receiving the testimonial from filmland
as an increment of that field which
is so essential to the prosecution of
the current conflict, both in its service to the military and civilian
arms.
He called, as the central theme of
his address, for the continuation of
the cultural arts, "basic in the things
for which we are struggling," and
expressed the view that the arts in
general, and films in particular,
must be sustained now and in the
days when peace returns.
His own credo, fighting for the
freedom of men of all races, colors
and creeds, Willkie declared to be
paralleled by that of the world of
entertainment here in the United
States and among the allied countries where liberty is cherished.
Confessing that he is one who
believes in "these bright slogans"
dealing with the ideal of human
brotherhood, Willkie asserted that
during his recent trip to Egypt,
Russia and China, that he found
that there, and everywhere he visited, that the people to whom he
talked also believed in these same
bright slogans. "I will never forget
a dinner I attended in Russia (Moscow) with dramatists, — writers and
actors. They expressed themselves
without reserve, and I wish I could
take this group to America for a
program
likeAmerican
'Information
so that the
peoplePlease'
could
ask questions." If this were possible, he asserted, we in this country would realize that the same
ideals and the war's objectives prevail here as there.

Philly Dimout Deferred
Philadelphia — The dim-out scheduled in this city and adjoining counties to begin next Monday has been
postponed until after Jan. 1.

Ask
"Gas" on
Merit,Extra
Salesmen
Told

• • • HOW responsive are the heartbeats of this industry to basic
human needs and relationships was impressively demonstrated by the
great outpouring of film leaders and their aids yesterday to attend
the luncheon given by the Motion Picture Division of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, with Wendell L. Willkie as the honor
guest and recipient of a testimonial silver platter, attesting his service
to the essential brotherhood of man ....-■ There were some 200 at this
luncheon at which the Motion Picture Division's chairman, J. Robert
Rubin, presided
On the dais with him were Barney Balaban, Spyros
Skouras, Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph M. Schenck, Jules Brulatour,
Martin Quigley, Jack Cohn, Louis B. Mayer, Austin Keough, N. Peter
Rathvon Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, Dr. Andrew W. Gottschall, and Dr.
Frank Kingdon, plus, of course Mr. Willkie
T
T
T
• • • INTRODUCING Willkie, Chairman Rubin delivered a
glittering speech characterizing the honor guest as a great lover of,
and fighter for, Freedom
Other oratorical highlights were furnished byDr. Clinchy, Dr. Gottschall and Dr. Kingdon
Financial
gifts to the fund at the luncheon ran well over $10,000
Among
those present were, in addition to the dais personages, Ned E. Depinet,
Walter Vincent, Charles Francis Coe, Arthur Mayer, Emerson Yorke,
Andy Smith, John J. O'Conner, Tom Connors, Rutgers Neilson, Al O.
Bondy, Hal Home, Phil Reisman, Joel Swenson, Maurice Bergman,
Herman Robbins, Harry Brandt, Sam Rinzler, Malcolm Kingsberg,
David Bernstein, Jack Alicoate, Nate Spingold, Abe Montague, Barret McCormick, Red Kann, Arthur Israel, Abe Schneider, Walter
Trumbull, Herman Brooks, Harold Auten, Irving Caesar, Howard
Dietz, Chester B. Bahn, Gus Eyssell, Leopold Friedman, Louis Frisch,
Leonard Goldenson, Morris Goodman, Orion Hicks, Eddie Hyman,
Arthur Hopkins, Laudy Lawrence, Si Seadler, Bert Lytell, Bob Mochrie,
Gilbert Miller, Richard C. Patterson, Jr., Joe McConville, Sam Rosen,
Arthur Rapf, Ben Shlyen, Joe Seidelman, James S. Andrews, Harold
Bernstein, Walter Gould, John Golden, Leon Jaffe, Max Jordan. M.
C. Gaines, Edward Choate, etc., etc.
T
T
T
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Changing Political Tides
Cause Shifts In Films

Zanuck Confers in Capital
With Col. Kirk L. Lawton

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Changing political
tides in the world setup are causing producers to re-make various
sequences in pictures dealing with
the war.
Paramount plans extensive retakes for "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" to eliminate scenes which
might be interpreted as favoring
Franco. At Warners, similar treatment is planned for "The Desert
Song" to cut out story elements
which show the Arabs as pro-Nazi.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Col. Darryl F. Zanuck arrived here yesterday morning and spent the day in consultation with Col. Kirk L. Lawton, chief
of the Army Motion Picture Service. Reports that Zanuck showed
film taken under his direction on
the African front could not be verified, but the Army would not deny
it. It is expected that the former
production head of 20th Century-Fox
will remain here for several days.

Dunlap, Fire Victim,

(.Continued from Page 1)
that classifications cannot be declared on an over-all company basis.
It has been pointed out that in some
exchange centers, salesmen have
been issued "C" cards upon the
own local boards.
\*j
proper presentation of facts tojr" 4
Salesmen are being urged to pr<
sent their cases on the merits of1
their own positions, giving a full
outline of their duties. In this connection, itis recommended that film
men explain that they not only
service theaters, but the Army, U. S.
hospitals and other Government institutions and that they perform
vital functions in the distribution of
pictures made for and by the Government.
One major has reported that wherever cases have been prepared properly and in full detail, the salesmen
tion.
have been accorded every considera-

$541,000 In Bond Sales
Reported by RKO Houses

(Continued from Page 1)
during
the Pearl Harbor
Memory
drive.
Reports to WAC headquart- |
ers
indicate
that
the
campaign
has [
met with success.
Arthur Lehman, Mississippi chairman, announced sales amounting to
$1,300,000 in his state. From New
Mexico, George L. Tucker reported
that $500,000 had been collected.
Chairman I. J. Hoffman reporting
from Connecticut and Massachusetts j
said sales would be slightly less than
$100,000. Tony Sudekum announced
that
sales in
Nashville netted $10,650 actual
value.
Latest figures from theaters in
and around the New York area predict a good take. Randforce circuit
reported sales of $163,800, maturity
value. The Paramount hit $12,638.95
for the week; the Strand, $11,418.75,
and the Roxy, $31,175.
The Bond and Stamp drive in the
state of Washington will be held
over another week, Chairman Frank
L. Newman announced. The Washington drive started Dec. 1, but
when the figure showed a boost of
$1,250,000 above any previous six
days, it was decided that the drive
be continued. Figures may exceed
those of the September drive.
James Gordon

Dead

Springfield, Mass. — James Gor-'
The Film
is dead. here for'
don,
staff Daily,
correspondent

Leaves for Coast Dec. 21
The Sign Award to YDD
Jerry Cotter, motion picture editor of The Sign, national Catholic West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— Scott R. Dunlap who
review, announces that the Warners "Yankee Doodle Dandy," has was seriously burned in the CocoaJOSEPH PRIORE of the Boxofreceived the publication's first an- nut Grove fire, leaves Boston Dec. fice editorial staff has been inducted
nual award for the Best Picture of Mrs.
21 forDunlap.
Hollywood, accompanied by into the Army. He reports at Camp
Dix next week.
the Year.
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Dulce et Decorum
Est Pro Patria Mori

Th<

CRITICS
of
the nation are
now voting for

The

Ten Best
PICTURES

OF 1942

and

F ILMDOM'S
F AMOUS
F IVES
In the Annual Poll conducted by

The Film Daily

Northampton, Mass. — First film
industryite here to be killed in action in World War II is William
^
X

sistant manager of the local
Plaza. Puchalski, who was
inducted into the Army asin
former
March,
died inPuchalski,
action in the Pacific
PW.
on Nov. 21, the War Dept. has
advised his parents.

Holiday "Big" Pix
Short, Circuits Find
(Continued from Page 1)

for release after the holidays or
later in the new year. It may be,
the bookers say, that the distribs.
anticipate a product shortage in
general and that they want to have
sufficient top pictures on hand when
they are needed most.
Cut in raw stock plus the possible
curtailment of production due to
ramifications of the wage ceiling are
expected to be factors holding down
the overall program of the eight major companies to a maximum of 250
pictures next year.

Rathvon Named Chairman
Of Red Cross Fund Drive
N. Peter Eathvon, president of
EKO Corp., has been appointed
chairman of the motion picture industry division for the 1943 Red
Cross War Fund of New York City,
which will begin operations on
March 1.
This appointment was made by
Eugene W. Stetson, chairman of the
Commerce and Industry Committee
of Red Cross War Fund.

De Gaulle Asks Screening
Of 'Casablanca' in London
A cabled request for a special
London showing of "Casablanca"
was received yesterday by Warners
from Gen. Charles De Gaulle, leader
of the Fighting French Forces who
are interested in co-operating in
wide distribution of the picture
throughout unoccupied French possessions.

N. J. Allied Luncheon Monday

Special Allotments
Of Film for Reels
(Continued from Page 1)

not suffered heavily thus far, there
has been some fear that the further
cut in stock to producers might mean
a curtailment in either the number
of newsreel prints, newsreel coverage or the reel length.
Harold Hopper, chief of WJ
motion picture branch, told THE
Film Daily it is quite likely that
T^E
the OWI and other Government
agencies are extremely anxious that
there be no curtailment in newsreel service.
Hopper indicated that the order
due this week-end would not make
specific provision for newsreels, but
hinted that producers have been
asked to agree to earmark the film.
Hopper said also that the cut in
film production announced yesterday is not likely to have any great
effect upon future allotments to the
industry. Others in Washington
fear that increasing Government
demands for film will force further
cuts in the industry allotments,
pointing out that the industry cut
for the coming quarter is 25 per
cent, while the production cut announced yesterday for 35 mm. film is
24 per cent. They are certain that
increasing Government demands
from this decreased production will
necessitate
a further cut in commercial allotments.
On the other hand, one official
pointed out that since the production cut announced yesterday was
on the basis of 1941 production its
effect will be slight because production was already down. The WPB
claims that amateurs — using both
still and motion picture cameras —
will be most affected, and that the
supply fected
of only
35slightly.
mm. film Newspapers,
will be afmagazines and studio photographers will be most heavily hit among
the professionals.

WLB

Okays Pay Tilt

For Earle Theater's Line
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An increase of $7.50
per week was allowed the Earle
Theater Roxyettes, F & M troupe
appearing at the Earle all yearround, the War Labor Board announced. The increase, bringing the
weekly salary to $42.50, was requested several weeks ago by Fan-chon & Marco and the Earle Theater, since the working hours for
the girls have risen about 30 perj
cent in recent months.

A Christmas buffet luncheon meeting of New Jersey Allied members
is scheduled for Monday at the organization's headquarters in the
Sardi Bldg. Topics for discussion Van Dyke Joins CIAA Staff
include national Allied's caravan ac- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILYl
tivities, the United Nations camWashington — Willard Van Dyke,
paign, carbon conservation, product prominent documentary producer,
survey, fuel and Victory shorts.
has joined the staff of the co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs, with j
Harry Cohn Hit by Auto
headquarters at the Museum of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Modern Art, in New York. Van
Hollywood — President Harry Cohn Dyke has already made one film for
of Columbia suffered slight shock
and bruises when struck by an auto- in
CIAA,
Silent
Southproducing
America "The
to show
the War"
fight
mobile on Hollywood Boulevard.
against yellow fever.

SCORING

VICTORIES

with \ /ictory fjirbons
The manner in which the motion picture industry
has accepted and so quickly adapted itself to the
use of the new Victory High Intensity projector
carbons is worthy of the highest praise.
This efFective cooperation on the part of theatre
owners, projectionists, lamp manufacturers and
distributors has shown what unified patriotic
effort can do in scoring victories. A large quantity

vast motion picture audience.
Refer to the following table if you have not
yet used the new Victory Carbons. It will help
you select the proper size and type of carbons for
use in your equipment.
The new Victory Carbons are identified by the

of copper has been conserved for the nation's war
effort, economies have been made in power and

rent is also stamped on each carbon. It is important that this current limitation be observed.

carbon consumption and, at the same time, a general high standard of screen illumination has been

A complete bulletin giving details of the application ofthe new Victory High Intensity Carbon
is available on request.

preserved to the great satisfaction of the nation's

"National" trade-mark imprinted in white instead
of the familiar blue . Maximum allowable arc cur-

The words "National," "Suprex" and "Orotip" are trade-marks of National Carbon Company, Inc.

•

•••**••
NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CARBON
GENERAL

SALES DIVISION: CLEVELAND,

OFFICES: 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BRANCH

OHIO

SALES OFFICES: New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

/fflA$rn THE SCREEN!
THE FIRST GREAT STORY
OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS
COMMANDOS!

As Columbia says it in

LIFEc

tf'^^

JL1J

m*
*$r

BUY U. S.
War Bonds
and Stamps!

Vised on the fc S. Forest
lav bv Irwin Sim

STARRING

PAUL MUNI
his most dynamic

role

m ANNA LEE • LILLIAN GISH • SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • ROBERT COOTE
Directed by JOHN FARROW • A LESTER COWAN PRODUCTION • A COLUMBIA PICTURE

In Today's Issues The Equipment News Section

{See Pages 9 and 10)

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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NEWSREEL FOOTAGEJND PRINTS JIMITED
Operating Income Seen Maintaining High Levels
Standard & Poor's Predicts
Higher Rentals, Return to
Attendance Peak of 1930

Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

!L_"

Indications are that film company
operating income will hold around
—WASHINGTON
the present high levels, according to
/*^WI reports an encouraging reception Standard & Poor's current survey
^*' for the first of its "Victory Newsreels," of the motion picture and amusenow out to distributors for nearly three
ment industries.
weeks. . . . Five hundred 16 mm. prints
"With integrated companies in
went out for non-theatrical showing, con- the industry favorably situated taxsisting of seven magazine rushes totalling wise, the profits outlook continues
775 feet. . . . The first reel — monthly rebright," Standard & Poor's says,
lease is planned — includes subjects titled
adding, "However, levels reached
Women at War, War Rules for Fuel Saving during
1942 may not be maintained,
By ANDREW

H.

OLDER=

(from the WAC short), A New Flag for the
President. Malta Fights On, Keep the Coal
Coming, War in the Pacific and Wartime
Harvest. ... No special shooting is planned
for this feature — the entire reel being made
up of clips from commercial, foreign or
OWI productions, mainly the last. . . .
The OWI library of film on World War I
*»J the present war is coming along nicely
now. ... It will be set up in New York,
at the request of the Army and Navy, and
will be available to the industry for reference purposes. ... An announcement of
its functions
is due shortl.

(Continued on Page 7)

Warns of Scrutiny
Of Manpower Waste

Length to Be Cut to 750
Feet; 400 Fewer Prints
Per Issue; Okayed by WPB

Order Extra Exit
For Salem's Rialto
Boston — Building inspectors ordered the Rialto Theater in Salem
closed until alterations, including the
opening of another exit, can be made
to protect against fire.
Moses Alpers, president of the
Salem Rialto Theater Co., said the
installation of another exit would
cost approximately $10,000. The
order followed a close checkup following the Cocoanut Grove fire.

Length of all newsreels will be
limited to 750 feet and the raw stock
allotted to each reel will be reduced
by 12% per cent under the 1941 consumption, under an agreement
reached by the five newsreel organizations with the WPB. The new
arrangement also calls for a reduction of 400 prints per issue. As the
weekly print distribution now is
about 5,300, the twice-a-week serweekly.
vices will be reduced to 4,500 prints

"Marines" Appeal
Under Advisement

Lowell

Major companies drew by lot
yesterday to determine which ordone with I'ghtning speed by using the most
ganizations will distribute two Britdirect route, would blow up under the
ish features and two British shorts
Washington
red tape.
in the United States.
"Coastal Command" was drawn

•

•

CLMER DAVIS did a rousing job on a
*~ certain columnist whose irresponsible
utterances concerning the motion picture
industry and industry personalities have
hardly been in the interest of better public relations. . . . The OWI chief directed
some beautiful sarcasm at said gentleman
during a recent press conference. . . .
• Walter Green of National Theatre Supoly writes us, and Allen Smith of Chris
Dunphv's office also assures us. that he is
invariably able to take care of his business
here in a very few hours. . . Which, aside
from proving that Green knows how to get
things done, is further evidence that the motion picture industry is a lot more fortunate
than manv other industries in the men it has
representing it down

Med

here.

. . . They're

<» Pnue 2)

a

Financing through the Guaranty
Trust Co. has been completed by
Samuel Bronson who will produce
"The Life of Jack London" for
United
Artists
release.
Bronson
(Continued on Page 8)

1,973 Contracts in Week
Set New Para. Sales Mark

(Continued on Page 8)

RKO and "U" to Distribute
Two British Features Here

(Continued on Page 8)

"Harvest" Does "Miniver"
Biz at Music Hall Debut

A new sales record was made by
Paramount's sales force last week
Metro's "Random Harvest" played when 1,973 contracts were turned in
(Continued on Page 8)
to "Mrs. Miniver" business in its
world premiere at the Radio City
Music Hall yesterday, Gus Eyssell.
Business Pichs Up
the Hall's managing director said
last night.
Crowds, disregarding a

In Hub's Theaters

(Continued on Page 7)

Boston — Business began to pick up
a bit yesterday in Boston theaters
and the exhibs. are hopeful that this
means a return to something like

'C Cards to Midwest Salesmen
See Some Hope for Normal Sales Travel
Studio Employes Answer
'Gas' Questionnaire Today
West

Cast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Today will be test day
in all Hollywood studios, with employes asked to fill out questionnaires on their use of gasoline. The
purpose is to supply the studios with
an accurate check on the average
{Continued on Page 8)

film chief of the

Guaranty Trust Co.
Coin Backs Bronson

The MPPDA board of directors
yesterday took under advisement an
appeal by March of Time for a code
Boston — Cautioning that "the new seal for its feature length producmanpower survey is going to watch
tion, "We Are the Marines." Seal
you closely and bear down on the had been withheld because of certain
places where nine operators are in language used by the Marine chara booth which three could operate,
acters in the picture, words which
or a place where there are no stage ^re said to be in violation of the
VA/ARNERS' Charles Einfeld is not go- shows but the rules require stage- motion picture code.
' * ing to take a Government post, alThe board will review the picture
hands, (Continued
as always," on Page
Harry7) Brandt,
though there were more than overtures

to that effect. . . . Seems that, after
several conferences down here, it was decided that, like Jack L. Warner, Einfeld
can do a much more valuable job for the
country in his present capacity. . . . Another factor might be the fact that a whirlwind worker like Einfeld, who gets things

Mellett,

(Continued on Page 8)

theThe
days dimout
of mid-Fall.
has unquestionably
kept thousands of persons at home
and now the Gasless Sunday edict
has hit downtown theaters in that it

A large number of film salesmen
in
the for
Midwest
are and
being
issued
"C"
cards
gasoline
there
appears
to be some hope that travel will be
continued on a normal basis, according to repoi-ts from the field. Some
salesmen in the Chicago exchange
are working from a central point in
their territories and are not driving
into or out of Chicago.
In Cincinnati last week it was re-

keeps many who formerly drove into
• the Hub for a Sunday visit from doing
so and also keeps thousands of Bostonians within the precincts of their
own neighborhoods-. iOf • f^urse, by
the same tokeTi, nabe theaters ex-

LXJ

(Continued on Page 8)
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fine hard-working crew, and the thanks
of both the industry and the Government
are due them.

•

Manager

80
673,4

"Red" Silverstein Leaves
20th-Fox Home Office Post
Maurice "Red" Silverstein has resigned from 20th Century-Fox as
home office rep. for Chile, Peru,
Ecuador, Colombia, Panama, Central
America and Cuba, it was learned
yesterday.
Silverstein joined 20th-Fox this
year after a long period with Metro,
both in Colombia and the Far East.
His future plans will be announced
shortly.

•

A LTHOUGH Lowell Mellett won't say so,
** nearly everyone else here will tell you
that next August, when the industry has
completed all the "Victory" shorts now in
progress, the job of producing these shorts
will fail to OWI alone. . . . Worry about
film supply is advanced as one of the reasons, but not the only one. ...
• Moe
Glucksman, producer of the new Ail-American Newsreel, for Negro theaters, reports
that he's booked in 250 of the 451
houses.
Not bad for nine weeks.

Negro

THE

Disney

•

Russian

•

Department:

Walt

' is rushing a print of "Education for
Death" to OWI, for shipment to Stalin.
The request followed a special showing here
for OWI officials. . . . • Caught the
opening of the play "The Russian People,"
adapted by Clifford Odets from the Russian of Konstantin Simonov. . . . Twentieth
Century-Fox

Theaters Not Affected by
New Fuel Oil Measures

is reported to have the screen

rights. . . . They'll have to do an awful
lot more to it than Odets has, but we'll
bet they can get a good picture out of it.

Schine Circuit Expects
Bigger Grosses in 1943
Rochester — Expectations that the
box-office will show further improvement after the first of the
year was expressed at a regional
meeting of Schine theater managers
at Hotel Seneca here. Sixteen managers attended the all-day session
at which plans for the holiday season were discussed, as well as the
pictures lined up for Schine houses,
beginning with "Yankee Doodle
Gus W. Lampe, from the Schine
Dandy."
home office in Gloversville, was here
for the meeting, as were Leon
Schufer and Harry Yette of the
Schine Buffalo office. Bud Silverman, Schine City manager, was in
charge of arrangements.

RKO Out-of-Town Theaters
Will Be Booked by Lamont
Appointment of Jack Lamont to
handle RKO out-of-town theater
bookings, effective Jan. 4, was announced yesterday by Harold J.
Mirisch, chief buyer and booker for
the RKO circuit. Robert Sherman
has been named special assistant to
Mirisch. Max Fellerman will continue as booker for the RKO houses
in the Metropolitan New York area.

Pittsburgh Managerial
School Started by WB
Pittsburgh — Local Warner Theater Circuit has inaugurated a
school of training for both men and
women as assistant theater managers as a means of developing managerial material to meet the loss of
its men to the services.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

COfllinG and Gome

DAILY

Washington — Theaters will not be
affected by any emergency fuel oil
measures, it was learned late last
night, following conference yesterday afternoon and evening by Petroleum Administrator Ickes with
his staff, with the OPA ration board
standing by for word from his office. Announcement of emergency
today.
measures agreed upon is expected
All "A" fuel oil coupons, it was
learned, will be rescinded on the
Eastern coast. This may relieve the
acute situation in the New York and
Philadelphia areas to some extent.
OPA is understood to have ready
for execution several emergency orders to alleviate the situation insofar as is possible, but there was no
disclosure of what these measures
might involve.

Set United Nations Week
Plans for N. Y. on Tuesday

ROBERT Z. LEONARD is in Chicago today.
LOUIS B. MAYER, SPENCER TRACY and HOWARD STR1CKLING are due
there
tomorrow.
ALEXANDER
KORDA
and
SCHENCK
will arrive in Chicago

JOSEPH
tomorrow.

111

AUBREY SCHENCK is away from his 20thFox desk on a brief vacation. He will return:
to the job on Monday.
IRVING

RAPTER,

cently
completed
of Mark Twain,"
a

Warners
work
on
has arrived

director,

visit.

holiday

wk

"The
AriiJt 7
in New ''^j

re -J
-vi

~

SCOTT R. DUNLAP who was seriously burned
in the Cocoanut Grove fire, leaves Boston
Monday for Hollywood, accompanied by MRS.
DUNLAP.
LEON FROMKESS, vice-president in charge
of production for PRC, will arrive in New York
today
from
Hollywood.

WPB Empowers Regional
Offices to Pass on Bonuses
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — To speed approval
or rejection of bonus payments, the
War Labor Board yesterday announced that its regional offices are
empowered to pass on the granting
of such bonuses in cases where
board approval is called for. This
decision, while obviously dictated
because of the closeness of the holi-

Plans for the observance of United
Nations Week, Jan. 14-20 in Metropolitan New York will be discussed
at a meeting of showmen reprethis area at
at 9:30
Loew's
feld next senting
Tuesday
a.m. ZiegSam Rinzler of the Randforce
Circuit, and Fred Schwartz of the
day, is innounced
lineintention
with gradually
the board's
Century Circuit, co-chairmen of the
to aninNew York Exchange area for
crease the power of these boards.
United Nations Week, have ar- WLB authority extends only to those
ranged this meeting which will be employes making less than $5,000
attended by circuit heads, indie ex- with the sole exception of executive,
hibs., theater managers, publicists administrative and professional
and film exchange execs.
workers not represented by a union.
No approval is required for the
payment of bonuses which do not
Daughter of Al. Rosen,
exceed last year's bonus payments.
Similarly, if they are computed on
Loew's State Mgr., Dies
a percentage basis, the method and
Avis Rosen, 16, daughter of Al- rate of computation may not be
changed unless the resulting yield
bert Rosen, manager of Loew's
State Theater, Broadway, died yes- is no more than it was last year.
terday at the Jewish Hospital, No approval is required in the event
Brooklyn, after a short illness. Born that actual bonus payments are
in St. Paul, Miss Rosen attended higher than last year, provided the
Calhoun High School in New York rate of computation is the same.
and was in her senior year.
Only in cases where "non-payment
Funeral services will be held Sun- would
be grossly inequitable and
day at the Riverside Memorial Cha- would result in a manifest injuspel, 76th Street and Amsterdam
tice" are regional directors authorAvenue.
ized to approve payments which do
not meet these conditions.
The board also announced an
"Conguer
the Clock'
amendment to its bonus order, perGets
HeavybyPrint
Order
mitting payment of bonuses without
to employes entering the
RKO-Pathe is understood to be approval
Armed
Forces.
turning far in excess of the usual
number of prints on its first VicM-G-M Chi. Exchange Signs Pact
tory short for the Government, "Conquer by the Clock." The company
Chicago — The M-G-M exchange
is reported working day and night
turning out the huge print order.
has
signed
with thetoFilm
Union,
retroactive
Oct. Employes'
19.

WANTED
Publicity exploitation man for Theater
circuit. Please give full particulars,
age, previous experience. Knowledge
of theater advertising important. Write
Box 130— Film Daily, 1501 Broadway,
New York City.

YOUNG WOMAN
WISHES POSITION.
SECRETARY. UNIVERSITY
BACKGROUND, INITIATIVE, ABILITY STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE. NINE YEARS'
EXPERIENCE TWO LARGE FILM COMPANIES; SECRETARY AND
OFFICE
MANAGER.
EXCELLENT
REFERENCES.
1501

Box
125, The
Film
Daily
Broadway
New York City

SKlBawyfflswEig

ROAD TO
MOROCCO"

''•DICES
THE TRADE SHOWING ON
DECEMBER 29TH OF ITS
TOP MUSICAL COMEDY
WITH 43 STARS AND
BOX-OFFICE PERSONALITIES
LOUISIANA
PURCHASE"

READ ABOUT IT
ON THE NEXT PAGE

with^U°m

DCnd\x * Jerry Colonna * Macdona/d Care
7Dona Drake * Lynne Overman * Gary C,0«b,

^V.Mhur

Treacher * Walter Carter, * sterling
tftfle * P^s«on Sturaes * R°/ph Murphy

7
&
F
W

SBY * BOB HOPE * FRED MacMURRAY
DT TONE * RAY MILLAND * VICTOR MOORE
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Warns of Scrutiny

Operating Income
Seen af High Levels

Of Manpower Waste
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

both
from
and
will
from

because of non-recurring income
Britain credited to the period,
because fiscal year companies
be subject to higher tax rates
now on."

.^Jandard & Poor's forecasts highei rentals, "enabling producers to
maintain profit margins, especially
I since control over costs is being
| aided by the necessity to conserve
supplies and the $5,000 limit on new
sets."
The survey points out that production of shorts and morale pix for
the Government "on virtually a gratuitous basis" will moderately jump
expenses, but stresses "the good will
factor is an important consideration
here."
On the exhibition side, Standard
& Poor's sees "no serious effect on
operations likely for some time" despite personnel and material shortages, plus the anti-duals agitation.
Average weekly attendance this
year "may approach the peak of
110,000,000 set in 1930," it is declared.
"The year-to-year gain in boxoffice receipts will be even larger,
reflecting advanced admission prices,
which are not subject to the general
price freezing order," the survey
continues.
"These favorable factors are expected to continue in 1943, although
fuel oil shortages in theaters not
converted to the use of coal and the
threatened loss of air conditioning
equipment next summer may prove
depressing factors. Further advances in admission prices, which
have thus far served to offset rising
labor and film rental costs with no
appreciable effect on attendance, are
likely to be moderate from now on
in an effort to avoid consumer resistance when new income taxes begin
to be felt, as well as to avoid any
possible Government move to control prices."

"Hope! Thou Wurse
Of Young Desire!"
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Interrupting his tour
of Army camps, Bob Hope has arrived here for the shooting on the
Goldwyn

lot of what

may

be a pro-

phetic scene for "They Got Me Covered,"— the sequence depicting Mussolini's flight from Italy, being made
with OWI
blessing. Joe Devlin,
New York-born character actor who
looks like Benito's twin brother, will
enact the role of the fleeing dictator. Film circles here are unusually
interested in the scene's possible
consequences because shortly after
Hope made "Road to Morocco" and
"Casablanca," events mighty favorable to the United Nations happened
swiftly in those

locales.

• • • ALTHOUGH the autumn of '42 will not end officially until
Monday, Austin Titus, of MPPDA's public relations squad, is casting a
proud and anticipating eye toward the autumn of '43, and certain
pigskin proceedings scheduled for that span, provided Old Mars doesn't
interfere
Reason is that Austin's son, George, has been elected
captain of the Holy Cross gridders, who, you will recall, buried the
allegedly invincible machine of Boston College under an avalanche of
touchdowns to climax their past season
The name of Titus is not
new to Crusader teams, George's brother Si having distinguished himself in moleskins for the Purple, subsequently joining the National
Football League as a member of the Brooklyn Dodgers
Daddy
Austin must have bequeathed, via the mysteries of genetics, some of
his own penchant for the pigskin pastime to his offsprings, for he
starred sometime back on a good team representing our local Erasmus
Hall
Both George and Si are understandingly uncanny at diagnosing plays of the opposition with attendant deception and hocuspocus
This is patently part and parcel of both inheritance and
environment 'cause Daddy Austin, prior to joining MPPDA was chief
investigator for the so-called Rackets Bureau and was secretary to the
New York Police Dept. under Grover Whalen and Ed Mulrooney, — days
when underworld hocus-pocus was voluminous indeed
By-the-by,
the uncle of George and Si (and brother-in-law of Daddy Austin) is
none other than Ed Raftery, prexy of UA, renowned for his ability to
lug the leather executively in the film game. . . • Howard Dietz,
M-G-M vice-prexy in charge of advertising and publicity, yesterday
accepted on behalf of that compary plaques presented by Parents'
Magazine to "Random Harvest" and "Journey for Margaret". . . • First
of the planned periodic awards to be made by Freedom House goes to
Noel Coward for his "In Which We Serve," and presentation will take
place there on Dec. 21, two days before his powerhouse pic opens at
the local Capitol
T
T
T
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
•
•

Montreal — Canada Copyright Appeal Board yesterday heard objections to a rate schedule proposed by
the Canadian Performing Rights
Society, Ltd., and BMI Canada, Ltd.,
covering collection of fees for the
use of copyright music during 1943.
Objection was expressed on only
two sections of the tariff, one dealing with a license on 16 mm. sound
film containing music and the other
dealing with a proposed annual fee
of $10 on coin-operated phonographs.
Decision on the objections was reserved.

Wheaton Replaces Barton
H. H. Wheaton is the new
the Washington arbitration
replacing H. B. Barton who
to
join the Department
merce.

clerk of
tribunal,
resigned
of Com-

Wayne Succeeds Hanna
Pittsburgh — Joseph B. Hanna,
booker and city salesman for Monogram, has resigned and has been
succeeded by Leo Wayne.

in New England.
Edward L. Alperson, general manager of RKO theaters and United
Nations Week drive head, also was
^n honor guest at the meeting held
at the Hotel Statler. Alperson told
of the work done over the entire
country by the industry in aiding the
war effort and stressed that the in'ustry offered the greatest possible
means of publicizing quickly to the
world what is happening today with
r>nr armies abroad and with our
Allies.

"Harvest" Does "Miniver"
Biz at Music Hall Debut
(Continued from Page 1)

temperature
zero, jammed
before ticket
than
an hour
started.

of 12 degrees above
the lobby 30 minutes
sales began, and more
before the first show

Eyssell also stated that "Random
Harvest" was attracting the largest
advance sale in the 10-year history
of the house, with mezzanine seats
sold out for more than a week in
advance.

Carroll Asks Racing Meet

Boston — The State Racing Commission has received the application
of Edward J. Carroll, owner of
Stuart here and Park-In Theater,
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY Agawam, for a 30-day meet at his
Washington — Cuts in travel by Barrington Fairgrounds, Great Barmembers of the motion picture in- rington.
dustry may eventually be enforced
by a system of priorities extended
from plane to train and bus travel,
if current attempts by the ODT to
discourage unnecessary travel do not
succeed. The holiday travel campaign featured in newsreels this
week is only a part of the broader
campaign to relieve the strain on
passenger,
express and baggage facilities.
The ODT yesterday called for the
cancellation of trade shows and
sales meetings involving intercity
transportation. This statement was
DECEMBER
18
Edwin H. Morris
by way of an interpretation of the
John Hi
Arthur Metcalfe
George Coope
request earlier in the week by Director Joseph B. Eastman that meetRutgers Neilson
ings and conventions not contribDECEMBER
19
None
uting "in ah important way" to the
winning of the war be called off.
DECEMBER
20
Irene Dunne
William C Hyer
Eastman's office yesterday added
that this included sales gatherings
Dennis Morgan
M. L. Isaacs
and tradeshows.

May Extend Priorities
To Travel by Film Workers

Hear Objections to
CPRS Rate Schedule

New York circuit operator, told members of the WAC, meeting here yesterday, that they must revise their
whole method of operation.
"You have done a grand job — I
have no hesitancy in saying that if
very organization and every industry had done as efficient a job as
have the picture men, this war would
come to an end earlier than we now
expect," declared Brandt in address;ng the rally called to set plans for
observance of United Nations week
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"Marines" Appeal
Under Advisement

ft TO THE

DAILY

COLORS!

ARTHUR
WEINBERG,
son of
Lou Weinberg, Columbia circuit sales
executive, leaves New York Sunday
to report to Parris Island, S. C,
for Marine Corps induction. Young
Weinberg, who took his B. A. at
Yale, has been a student at Harvard
Law School.

Newsreel Footage
And Prints Limited
(Continued from Page 1)

%3

Wilkes - Barre, Pa. — DAISY
OWI, has agreed to assist the newsMILAS, nurse at the Capitol Thea- reels
in their raw stock problem by
ter, has been ordered to report for
500 feet per issue from the
active duty at the new WAAC train- releasing
ing center at Daytona Beach, Fla., OWI allotment to the newsreels
on Dec. 28. She is the first femme This means that each company will
employe of the Comerford Circuit use 700 feet of its own stock and 50
to enter the armed forces.
from the OWI, thus bringing
annual raw stock cut down to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Camp Lee, Va. — E. ERNEST
lxk per cent.
Hollywood — JACKIE COOPER
GOLDSTEIN, son of Nathan E.
Goldstein of Western Massachusetts has been sworn in in the U. S.
Naval
Reserve
and
will
train
for
a
RKO and "U" to Distribute
The matter of precedent was re- Theaters, who recently enlisted in commission as ensign.
Two British Features Here
ported to have been the point of the Signal Corps in Washington, is
a gument, the opinion being that if stationed here.
(Continued from Page 1)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
"damn" and "hell" are approved,
Hollywood — MAURICE KING, by RKO, while Universal drew
then other words of a similar cateLondon (By Cable) — Commission"Next
to
Kin," release of which in
ed a major in the U. S. Army Air Monogram producer, has joined the
gory would eventually have comthe U. S. had been in dispute for
mon usage in pictures. The code, Force, BEN LYON goes on active Marine Corps.
however, permits some profanity service here immediately.
some time. "We Sail at Midnight,"
Indianapolis — Local exchanges, be- a two-reeler, goes to Warner Bros,
under ceitain prescribed conditions.
cause of the shortage of manpower, and "Merchant Seamen" will be disWILLIAM WEISNET, who is
tributed by Paramount.
engaging feminine bookers. Mrs.
Studio Employes Answer graduating today from Officers are
Majors will handle product of the
Training School at Camp Davis, N. Josephine Bahn, PRC; Hazel Patrick,
20th
Century-Fox,
and
Sally
Dahn,
'Gas' Questionnaire Today C, leaves for Camp Edwards, BosBritish Ministry of Information unat Paramount, are recent appointder a deal set by Sidney Bernstein,
(Continued from Page 1 )
ment. ton, Mass., for a permanent assign- ments.
former head of the films division of
daily mileage of studio employes.
the MOI.
This test day was called by the studios, in co-operation with the South"Kid Brother" Will Be
ern California State Office of the
OP A, in Los Angeles.
Distributed by Major Co.
It was found necessary by the
studio committee, headed by Fred
Major company release is being
(Continued from Page 1)
Pelton, in order to supply OPA with
(Continued from Page 1)
negotiated for "Kid Brother," first
accurate information needed in or- ported that the film district had alproduction of the Volunteer Land
der to determine what measures
most as many visiting exhibitors as said yesterday the picture would Corps Film Corp. which Victor Stoshould be taken to alleviate the seri- it did in normal times, after an al- start production in March and, while loff is directing in Vermont. AddiLondon died in 1916, later events of
ous studio travel situation. Altional subjects are being lined up for
most "deserted village" during the an international nature would be
though "B" cards were issued to a first week of rationing. Salesmen
shooting. New company, with ofnumber of employes earlier this in the Portland, Ore., exchanges woven into the story. Material for
fices at 115 Broadway, is headed by
month, they are apparently not suf- were able to get sufficient gaso- the story will be based on London's Henry E. Lester, prexy; Dorothy
ficient. They were granted only
line last week and prospects were biography written by his widow, Thompson, vice-president; Edgar
Charmain London. The picture will Loew, treasurer, and Louis R. Teig,
temporarily, anyway, and some per- good for more allotments.
secretary.
manent arrangement will have to
in excess of $1,000,000, BronSmall towns in the Minneapolis cost son
said. Jack Moffett wrote the
be reached before the end of Janu- territory were said to be suffering treatment.
ary. Average daily essential mileage by the gas rationing. Business was
3-Alarm Cambridge Fire
for a studio employe has been esti- reported off, due mainly to travel
Sends Audience to Street
mated at 18.8, but today's check is restrictions although severe weather 1,973 Contracts in Week
to provide a more authen- was a factor. Salesmen in the Min- Set New Para. Sales Mark
expected
Boston — Several hundred persons
tic figure.
neapolis area are said to be going
(Continued from Page 1)
were evacuated without confusion
In addition to listing the mileage after Saturday and Sunday dates
from the Porter Theater in Camthey travel, employes will be asked for percentage pictures as business
on the company's first three blocks
to outline their attempts to pool drops off for the rest of the week.
bridge, thanks to quick thinking by
of pictures, Neil Agnew, general
The full impact of gas rationing sales manager, announced yesterday. Assistant Manager Samuel Markle
cars, use public transportation faa three-alarm fire next door
cilities or in any other way elimi- has not yet been felt and some This record was chalked up despite when
nate the necessity for preferred gas sources believe another month will the extension of gas rationing na- ater.
sent smoke pouring into the therations.
have to pass before its effect can be son.
tionally and the pre-Christmas seadetermined on sales and patronage.
With the Cocoanut Grove disaster fresh in mind, the civilian deLastfogel, USO-Camp
Total sales to date on Paramount's
three blocks for the 1942-43 season
fense moved quickly to send ambuShows, Back from U. K.
lances, auxiliary, Red Cross and
are running more than 100 per cent
Gov't Again Asks for
ahead of the corresponding period medical units to the scene.
Photos
of
Foreign
Scenes
Abe Lastfogel, president of USOlast
year,
Agnew
said.
Contracts
Detecting
smoke entering the theCamps Shows, Inc., yesterday was
ater, Markle sent ushers throughout
back from England, where he con- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY received on the current season's the audience to whisper quietly to
product
total
12,697
while
last
seaWashington — Because of the valuferred on plans to expand the oreach patron or group of patrons adable information already revealed
son's figures amounted to 6,233.
ganization's entertainment service
vising them there was trouble next
Paramount's fourth block for the
for our men in the armed forces by snapshots, films, postcards and
there. Away since Oct. 30, he went other pictorial representations of current season will be tradeshown door and that there was no danger
abroad with the all-femme troupe scenes in Europe, Africa, Asia and nationally on Dec. 28 and 29 and in the theater. Then Markle rushed
upon the screen a chart of the
consisting of Kay Francis, Martha the Far East, the Office of Strategic March 19.
exits which, by this time, had been
Raye, Carole Landis and Mitzi May- Services asked yesterday that anythrown
open. Finally, he mounted
one
in
possession
of
such
matter
Kilgore's
Texan
Burns
fair which was sent across by USOKilgore, Tex. — Fire of undeter- the stage and quietly directed the
Camps Shows to entertain our make it available for study by the
mined origin destroyed the Texan evacuation. Within four minutes
troops.
OSS. Assurance is given that they
will be returned tin the same condi- Theater, with a loss of approxi- the theater was completely emptied.
mately $75,000. The theater was Almost directly after this, the entire
tion in which they are submitted.
Roy Cooper Recovers
San Francisco — General Manager
A questionnaire should be ob- only recently overhauled at a cost theater filled with smoke.
tained from Col. L. E. Norris, Strate- of $25,000. It is the property of
Deputy Fire Chief Charles F.
Ray Cooper of the Golden State
East Texas Theaters, Inc., headed
Theater chain, has returned to his
O'Conner
Photos,City.
Box 46, Station "G,"
kle for hispublicly
coolness.commended Mari New gic
York
desk after a two-week illness.
by E. N. Crim.
(Continued from Page 1)

in its original form and hold another meeting on Monday to make
an official decision.
Louis de Rochemont and counsel
argued before the board in favor of
approval of the feature without cuts
01 dialogue, while Charles Francis
Coe, general counsel of the MPPDA,
urged the retention of the code provisions.

"(" Cards Issued
Guaranty Trust Co.
To Midwest Salesmen Coin Backs Bronson
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5£ATINGJ>LANT CONVERSION FACILITATED
Government
Sees Visual* Education's FilmRole
Vital
Houses No Longer
Camera, Projector Mfrs.
"Blow,

I

ire Aiding In Slashing
10% From Training Time
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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Page
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[ineSimplex Given
army-Navy "E" Flag
Syracuse — Coveted Army-Navy
'E" award for excellence in proluction of vital war materials was
Dresented to CineSimplex Corp. of
;his city, at a week-end ceremony
n the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Syracuse on Dec. 12. CineSimplex
Corp. is a subsidiary of General
Precision Equipment Corp.
Commander George K. Fraser, U.
3. N., of the Bureau of Ordnance,
Washington, D. C, made the p:esen;ation of the Army-Navy "E" penlant to Arthur J. Palmer, president
(Continued

on

Page

bugles of battle, the marches
of peace; East. West,
Noith and South let the

DAILY

Washington — High praise for the
;ar contributions of Chicago camera
nd projector manufacturers is conained in the curient issue of Dolestic Commerce Weekly, publicaion of the U. S. Department of
Commerce. "This is the hour of
estiny for the visual equipment
nanufacturing industry," writes
Valter A. Foy regional business conusant of the Department's Chicago
,:ea. "Certain activities of the Army
md the Navy, the industrial war
iroduction program, as well as civiian defense, health and nutrition
irograms, agriiultoral production
tnd other essentials, not excluding

10)

New Wood-Link Mat
Introduced to Trade
Toledo — American Mat Corp. here
announces development of a new
flexible wood-link type of matting
for film theaters and other public
buildings. The mats are light in
weight and can be rolled up for easy
handling and cleaning. Ends are
beveled to reduce the danger of
tripping. The company has a special service department for the theater trade.

Required To Look Solely
To Washington for Ratings
Washington Bureau of THE

long good
quarrel
That
- will cease"
among men
may come again to a war-torn
world is the wish of wishes this
Christmastide. But among good men of
will there will never be peace until the
forces of evil which stalk the world are utterly
and irrevocably destroyed. And legion are these
good men of will. We find them today in our industry's equipment ranks dedicating themselves and all their
resources, unselfishly and without stint, to the only end
whereby the spirit exemplified by Christmas may dwell once
more, and universally, among us, — the spirit of love, not hate
— of freedom and not slavery — of faith and not despair. To
these good men of will, we of FILM DAILY extend our
best wishes for Christmas and throughout the New
Year, that their hearts and hands may continue
strong in the noble quest of Victory. For then, and
then alone, can this
generation and those
to come see the permanent light of Lib-

(Continued

high"!

From the Staff of
»o Film Daily Equipment News

(Continued

WE War Work Volume Huge
Personnel Total Currently Set At 75,000

Atlanta — The Lucas & Jenkins
Paramount Theater, closed since
May 10 of this year, has been completely renovated and will
open
(Continued

on

Page

10)

Production of war materials is
up more than seven times over 1941,
C. G. Stoll, president of Western
Electric, discloses as the current
status of that organization. Addition of 20,000 women workers brings
total personnel to 75,000, of which
43,000 are men and 32,000 are wo(Continued

on

Page

on

Page

10)

Indianapolis — C. N. Reifsteck, assistant works manager of the RCA
Mfg. Co. plant here for the last two
years, ager.
hasHe succeeds
been promoted
manHarry E.toLeRoy,
who has been transferred to the
Camden (N. J.) plant as its manager. The announcement was made
by John M. Smith, vice-president in
charge of production engineering and
manufacturing and former manager
of the Indianapolis plant.
LeRoy, who came to this city seven

sky
. . . of"with
its
trillions
tapers

L & J's Paramount Will
Reopen Christmas Day

DAILY

Reifsfeck Is Named
Plant Mgr. by RCA

erty, liketree,God's
Christmas
in the

blazing

FILM

Washington — Pressure resulting
from the heretofore prescribed regulation that film theater owners,
anxious to obtain the material needed
to
convert
plants from their
oil to stands'
coal, do heating
so by
making their needs known directly
to WPB authorities here, has been
jased via new procedure. Under
the new setup, motion picture house
opeiators can get preference ratings from WPB offices in New York,
Philadelphia and Boston without recourse exclusively to the Board's
headquarters in the nation's capital.
Although no specific reason for the
shift to the new dictum has been
advanced, two factors are considered

10)

on

Page

10)

Navy
Gets- Ebersons9
Structural
Engineer
Norfolk — James Ruderman, wellknown in film construction ranks,
reported for duty here early this
week with the rank of Lieutenant
Commander in the U. S. Navy. Before going into the armed forces,
Ruderman was Structural Engineer
for the firm of John and Drew Eberson film theater architects of New
York, and was identified with more
than 100 theater construction jobs.

10
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NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week except holidays,
by Wid's Films and Film Folks, Inc., 1501
Broadwajf, New York City. John W. Alicoate,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B. Bahn, Editor; George H.
Morris, Equipment Editor; West Coast Bureau,
6425 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.,
Ralph Wilk, Bureau Chief.

Gov't Praises Aid
By Equip. Makers
(Continued

from

Page

9)

Theater Decorations
Eyed As Fire Hazard
New Haven — Connecticut State
Police, under whose authority comes
the prevention of fires in motion picture houses, are reported here to be
looking suspiciously at theater wall
decorations, probably induced by the
recent Cocoanut Grove disaster in
Boston. Local equipment men assert
that any attempt to spray or treat
exising wall fabrics would cause
shrinkage and also be detrimental
to the appearance of the fabrics.

public moiale, depend upon the film
as the primary educational medium."
Foy quotes Col. Melvin E. Gillette,
chief of the Army's Training Film
Production, to the effect that training officers report the time required
for training has in some instances
been cut down as much as 40 per
cent by the intelligent use of training films. And time, says Col. Gillette, "is a military asset that must
be rationed as carefully as steel or Vast War Production Is
copper or rubber. Time, unlike other
military commodities, cannot be
(Continued
from Page 9)
stretched out and there is no substi- Revealed by WE's Prexy
months ago to succeed Smith on the
(.Continued from Page 9)
tute for it. There is never enough
latter's promotion, will assume of it in wartime, because trained men. This represents a growth from
charge of all operations of the Cam- men are always needed immediate60,000
of
a year ago despite the fact
den plant, largest of the RCA orthat 13,000 Western men are now
ganization. LeRoy was in charge
Four of the six leading manufac- in the armed
of the Indianapolis plant for a short
forces.
turers of 16 mm. projectors are in
time when it was first opened sev- Chicago, and several leading makers
In addition to producing an exeral years ago and then was made
division manager in the Camden of 35 mm. sound projectors, Foy
tensive list of special combat equipwrites — all long since converted 100
plant.
ment ranging from radio telephones
Reifsteck has been with the RCA per cent
to
war
production.
In
adairplanes, tanks, land stations
ly."
dition to substituting steel for alum- for
since 1930. From 1925 to 1930 he
inum, which required considerable and ships to specialized electronic
was associated with Westinghouse. retooling, several of these Chicago equipment enshrouded in wartime
Between June, 1930, and February
dants are engaged in production of secrecy, Weste: n Elecrtic has
1931, he was with the company in bomb sights and other secret military equipped more than 2,000 military
Boston, Mass. and from 1931 to 1936 weapons entirely new to them. En- camps, depots, airfields and arsenals
he was in charge of sound equipgineering laboratories which once with standard telephone apparatus,
cable and wire while continuing to
ment design in the Camden plant.
time developing improveHe came to Indianapolis as chief spent their
ments in projectors are now working supply the essential needs of the
engineer when the local plant was 60 and 70 hours weekly to develop Bell System.
opened in October, 1936. He was new weapons for the fighting forces.
promoted to assistant works manager in 1940.

Reifsteck Is Named
Plant Mgr. by RCA

Oil-To-Coal Change
Is Smoothed by WPB
(Continued

from

Page

consequently
the granting
off^/jV
quests for preference
rating*
'Vic
ratings were subject to delay without prior examination of the merits
of the requests which now will be
tudied first by the three branch of
fices. Secondly, the advance of Win
'er makes immediately imperative
as many conversions as possible in
rder to effect fuel savings for the
war's prosecution, and the New
York, Boston and Philadelphia offices of WPB can expedite matters
o a large degree.

RCA's Chi. Office to
Widen Its Territory
Chicago — A. P. Ware is now in
charge of theater service for the
Chicago offices of RCA. It is expected that the Chicago headquarters will soon be taking care of serfor 12 central states, within a
short vicetime.
Edward Butler is now in charge
of the Chicago headquarters research
department.

CineSimplex Is Awarded

L & J's Paramount Will
Reopen Christmas Day
(.Continued

from

Page

9)

Christmas Day with first-run pictures and a musical stock company
of 60 players under the direction of
A. B. Maicus. Sam Kane will be
manager.
A historic house, the Paramount
was built in 1921 and was known as
the Howard Theater until 1930. It
came under L & J operation in 1934.
From the modernized marquee,
with its new Wagner silhouette plastic letters, to the roof where the
cooling towers have been rebuilt, the
Paramount is restored to the grandeur established in its early days.
The theater proper has been done in
cinammon, beige and soft green.

Jlufktintf &<jfUifLMe*H

The Army-Navy
(Continued

from

"E" Flag
Page

9)

of CineSimplex Corp., who accepted
on behalf of the entire organization.
Captain Royal S. Copeland, U. S.
A., presented Army-Navy "E" pins
to Ralph J. Harris and Mrs. Geraldine Turek, representing the employes. Folowing the ceremony,
all ofand
the scrolls.
employes were given "E"
pins

F or_

FLAGSBANNERS—
VALANCES—

L-carry the full and complete line of
equipment manufactured by: —

MOLE-RICHARDSON CO.
Hollywood, California
Incomparable Lighting Equipment
Estimates Cheerfully Given

CHARLES

ROSS

Inc.

333 W. 52nd St., New York City
Telephones: Circle 6-5470-5471

LIEBERMAN
Flag and Valance Co.

'Ta&§fcr^

71 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

IT*

9)

by sources close to the situation a
contributing factors. First is that
the high concentration of motion
picture houses in the three afore
mentioned territories brought an
understandably large number of re

646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
8954 Gibson Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

The 25th Edition Now in Preparation

3*!te
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ft ft R€VI€IUS Of TH€ H6UJ flLfflS
ft ft
"Ridin' Down the
'Commandos Strike
with at
Paul Dawn"
Muni, Anna
Lee

olumbia

100 Mins.

!] NAZI
CONQUEST
OF NORWAY
SUPJ 'LIES MATERIAL FOR SMASH DRAMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT.
j-^r^nmandos Strike at Dawn" hurls a
dr. ..ic bombshell into the box-offices
of the nation. One of the most compelling
war films to come out of the Hollywood
studios, it should have no trouble at all
drawing an enthusiastic response from
audiences everywhere. The film has all
the elements of first-rate drama and a
tautness that impels one to follow the
progress of the action with the closest
interest. The box-office strength of the
film has been aided by the injection of
some romance into the story. This in no
way detracts from the power of the production.
This pulsating entertainment has the
virtue of timeliness. It takes up with fine
nobility the cause of the conquered nations of Europe. In speaking for the imprisoned people of Norway, it speaks for all
people who have been robbed of their

"Silent
Witness"
Frank Albertson, Maris Wrixon

with

(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
62 Mins.
RACKET MELODRAMA PACKS PUNCH,
THANKS TO GOOD ACTING AND DIRECTION.
This is a satisfactory entry in the modest
budget field. It has been given good production by Max King, and capable direction by Jean Yarbrough. Martin Mooney
wrote the story and screenplay.
The large cast, which does good work,
is headed by Frank Albertson, Maris Wrixon, Bradley Page and Milburn
Stone.
Jimmy Eagle, a henchman of Milburn
Stone and Anthony Warde, Black Market
silk gangsters is slain when he is about
to tip off Bradley Page, District Attorney,
on a big silk robbery committed by StoneWarde gang. He is followed in death by
Page, with the same alliance doing the

"The
Powers
Girl"
George
Murphy, Anne Shirley,

with

Carole
UA

Landis
93 Mins.

OVERABUNDANCE OF GLAMOR, ROMANCE, MUSIC AND FUN MAKES THIS
A BIG DOUGH-GRABBER.
Film audiences will be thankful for the

fact that "The Powers Girl" serves solely
the cause of entertainment — and serves it
nobly. This Charles R. Rogers production
will spread a warm glow over them and
will enable them completely to forget the
harsh realities of the world. There is fun
in every foot of the film and a deep sense
of the joy of living.
"The Powers Girl" is one of those films
that strike home equally with men and
women. The reason is simple: the picture
ceals heavily in glamor. The allure for the
males is the strong display of pulchritude
inspired by the nature of the story. The
attraction for the women — and a potent
Page aide, Maris Wrixon takes over attraction it is— is the lavish fashion disthe
job. case and all evidence points to the
play put on by the gals in the picture, not
fact that Frank Albertson, a criminal to speak of the presence of George Murphy,
who turns on the charm all the way in this
lawyer,
2nd
Page's
rival
for
Maris
love,
is
the murderer.
sturdy box-office picture, which simplifies
Maris, who is certain Frank is guiltless, the exhibitor's exploitation problem by
freedom by the Nazis. The film's value as locates "Ace" a dog, grappling with the identifying itself with the John Robert
a morale builder is undeniable.
-eal murderer at the scene of the crime. Powers who turns out the world's most famous models.
The action takes place in 1939 and A confession is forced from the Stone1940. The picture shows how refusal to Warde killer and Frank is set free.
The production mixes a heavy dose of
CAST: Frank Albertson, Maris Wrixon, romance with the froth and the fun. The
face facts brought about the downfall of
Norway. It also shows how the spirit of Bradley Page, John Sheehan, Milburn Stone, lovelorn business is transacted by Murphy
the people refused to be broken and how Anthony Warde, Kenneth Harlan, Paul and Anne Shirley. The lively and often
sabotage was used by Norwegian patriots Bryar. Jack Mulhall, Evelyn Brent, Caro- brilliant screenplay of E. Edwin Moran and
line Burke, Henry Hall, John Ince, Herbert Harry Segall, based on a story by William
as a weapon against the Nazis.
The leader of these patriots is Paul Muni, Rawlinson, Edwin Parker, Jean Ames, James A. Pierce and Melvin Wald, depicts Murphy as a brash and irresponsible photog for
in love with the daughter of a British Eagles, Harry Harvey, Lucien Littlefield,
admiral. The superb screenplay of Irwin Joe Eggenton, Lynton Brent, Olaf Hytton, a pic magazine. Boy meets girl when the
Shaw, based on a story by C. S. Forester, Sam McDaniel, Virginia Carroll, Margaret latter's sister (Carole Landis), a glamor
is centered primarily on the work carried Armstrong, Maurice Hugo, Charles Jordan, gal dying to be a model, threatens to sue
the mag over a picture of Miss Shirley run
on by Muni against the conquerors. De- Buzzy Henry, Patsy Nash.
CREDITS: Producer, Max M- King; Di- without approval. Miss Landis offers to
fying the efforts of the Germans to caprector, Jean Yarbrough; Author, Martin forget it if Murphy keeps his promise to
ture him, he escapes to England to warn
Mooney; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, get her an interview with Powers, who is
of an attempt to invade the British Isles.
From this point on the film, which is Mack Stengler; Musical Score, Edward olayed by Alan Mowbray. Through clever
somewhat slow in getting under way, is in Kay; Editor, Carl Pierson; Art Director, strategy the photog manages to sell her
Dave Milton.
to Powers. Miss Landis becomes the top
full steam, maintaining a blistering pace to
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Powers model. Her attempt to take Murthe finale. The sequences dealing with the
Good.
British Commando raid which destroys a
phy away from her sister causes a misunderstanding between him and Miss Shirley.
strategic air field and drives the Nazis
At the film's end everything has been
from Muni's village are done with such $31,285 Welles Tax Lien
straightened out and Murphy, married to
realism that they seem like the real thing.
DAILY
It is a terrific climax. The death of Muni West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
M'ss Shirley, is on his way to camp as an
fficer in the Army Air Force photographic
Hollywood — Orson Welles was
in the engagement ends the film on a sad
division.
note. There is exaltation at the end, too, named in a $31,285.92 Federal income tax lien for 1941, filed by
Murphy breezes through his role with
as Muni's little daughter and his friends Collector of Revenue Nat Rogan.
a world of bounce, revealing himself as a
are on the way to England aboard the
cruiser which carried the Commando force
surprisingly good comedian. The Misses
to Norway.
Louis Gruenberg has supplied an outstand- Shirley and Landis are in fine form. Alan
ng score. Producer Lester Cowan has Mowbray, Dennis Day, Jean Ames, Mary
Muni leads a parade of superior acting
talents. He goes through his role effort- turned out a film which gives him every Treen, Raphael Storm, Helen MacKellar are
others who contribute excellent work.
lessly to gain new laurels for himself. risht to burst his buttons.
With Day and Benny Goodman and his
CAST: Paul Muni, Anna Lee, Lillian Gish,
Portraying the girl he is in love with,
Anna Lee gives further evidence of her Sr Cedric Hardwicke, Robert Coote, Ray orchestra on tap. one can surmise that
Collins, Rosemary DeCamp, Alexander Knox, "The Powers Girl" is loaded with music
sterl'ng qualities as an actress. Old-timers
will rejoice at the sight of Lillian Gish. Elizabeth Fraser, Richard Derr, Eville Aider- of the popular sort. The musical content
The silent picture star returns to the screen son, Barbara Everest, Rod Cameron, Louis should guarantee a heavy turnout of young
after a long absence in a small role which
lean Heydt, George Macready, Arthur
Monroe Shaff and John W. Rogers served
Margetson, Ann Carter, Elsa Janssen, Fer- people.
she handles
superbly.
As Muni's
Ann
Carter reveals
herself
as an daughter,
excellent
as associate producers. They helped throw
dinand Munier. John Arthur Stockton.
CREDITS: Producer, Lester Cowan; Di- together a bright and extravagant show.
little actress. The child is extremely aprector, John Farrow; Screenplay, Irwin The direction of Norman Z. McLeod is toppealing as well as highly talented. Top
performances are contributed also by Sir Shaw; Based on story by C. S. Forester; notch. Adrian conceived some glamorous
gowns.
Stanley Cortez photographed the
Cedric Hardwicke, Robert Coote, Ray Col- Cameraman, William C. Mellor; Film Ed- film
excitingly.
lins. Rosemary DeCamp, Alexander Knox
itor, Anne Bauchens; Art Director, Edward
Erville Alderson, Louis Jean Heydt, Arthur lewell; Muscial Score, Louis Gruenberg;
CAST: George Murphy, Anne Shirley,
Margetson.
M.-sical Director, M. W. Stoloff.
Carole Landis, Dennis Day, Alan Mowbray,
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Jean Ames, Mary Treen, Raphael Storm,
John Farrow's direction rates aces, as Fine.
does the photography of William C. Mellor.
Helen MacKellar, Harry Shannon, Roseanna

with Roy Rogers, George "Gabby"55Hayes
Republic
Mins.
ROGERS OVERCOMES POOR MATERIAL
TO SAVE THIS WESTERN FOR HIS FANS.
Republic should give Roy Rogers better
material than has been placed at his dis-

Canyon"

posal in this
film.Autry
The can
star'shardly
build-up
as
successor
to Gene
benefit
from stories so devoid of freshness as that
which Albert DeMond has put together
from an original by Robert Williams and
Norman Houston. Rogers is too valuable
a property to be thrown around in films
which have to depend primarily on musical
content to make a hit with his following.
Fortunately "Ridin' Down the Canyon"
has enough harmony to make it possible
to forget the story. No less than seven
song numbers are sprinkled through the
film. The tunes are "Ridin' Down the
Canyon," "In a Little Spanish Town,"
"My Little Buckaroo," "Who Am I?" "Blue
Prairie," "Sagebrush Symphony," "Curley
Joe."
All are nicely rendered.
Fortunately, too, "Ridin' Down the Canyon" has superb photography that points
up all the outdoor beauty of the production, which was made under the banner
of Harry Grey. Noticeable about the
Rogers films is how they keep improving
photographically. Jack Marta did the
camera work.
He deserves a bow or two.
The film uses the oldest of western
plots — the one about rustling. The chief
complaint is not the age of the plot but
the fact that it is presented straight without any trimmings to make it easier to
accept. There is absolutely nothing new
about the story. The rustling involves wild
horses. Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers
make it their business to get the rustlers
— something which they do with considerable action and violence.
Rogers is assisted nicely by George
"Gabby" Hayes, Dee (Buzzy) Henry, Linda
Hayes, Addison Richards, Lorna Gray. The
film has swift direction by Joseph Kane.
CAST:DeeRoy
Rogers,
George
Hayes,
(Buzzy)
Henry,
Linda"Gabby"
Hayes,
Addison Richards, Lorna Gray, Olin Howlin, James Seay, Hal Taliaferro, Forrest
Taylor,
Pioneers. Roy Barcroft, Bob Nolan, Sons of
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry
^rey; Director, Joseph Kane; Screenplay,
Albert DeMond; Based on story by Robert
Williams, Norman Houston; Cameraman,
Jack Marta; Film Editor, Edward Mann;
star's very substantial following.
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton Scott.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.
Murray, Benny Goodman and Orchestra,
Powers American Beauties (Jayne Hazard,
Lillian Eggers, Linda Stirling, Evelyn Frey,
Eloise Hart, Patricia Mace, Barbara Slater,
Rosemary
Coleman.)
CREDITS: Producer, Charles R. Rogers;
Associate Producers, Monroe Shaff, John W.
Rogers; Director, Norman Z. McLeod;
Screenplay, E. Edwin Moran, Harry Segall;
Based on story by William A. Pierce, Malvin
Wald; Cameraman, Stanley Cortez; Music,
'•ile Styne; Lyrics, Kim Gannon; Gowns,
Mrian; Film Editor, George Arthur; Art
Director, Bernard Herzbrun; Musical Director, Louis Silvers; Dance Director, Jack
Donohue.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

MsHenei the first great screen story
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STARRING
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CONTINUE FILM DELIVERIES UNDER 'GAS' BAN
20th-Fox to Finance Jed Harris Play Company
THE WEEK HV
REVIEW
Newsreels Limited

Harris and Harry Goetz
To Head Organization;
First is "Dark Eyes"

Twentieth Century-Fox has formed
a company for the purpose of financing the legitimate plays of Jed Harris. The investment is reported to
LENGTH,
PRINTS
CUT:
The
War Production Board has okayed be substantial and will give Harris
unlimited
financing for his play
cutting length of newsreels to 750
feet and i educing the number of productions.
Harris
will
be president of the
prints by 400. Special allotments
of film will be earmarked for news- subsidized organization, while Harry
Goetz
will
hold
an important exreels with producers not permitted
ecutive post and be in charge of
to use it for any other purpose.
Newsreels are weighing uniform business matters. Deal was negotiated by Spyros Skouras, Joseph
changes in their operation and dis- M. Schenck and Joseph Moskowitz.
tribution setup.
While 20th-Fox will have control
organization, the pro'GAS" SHORTAGE: With sales- of the Harris
( Continued on Page 3)
men in the Midwest being granted
"C" cards, almost complete curtailment marked new crisis in the East's
shortage. At the mid-week salesmen were told to ask for ext! a gasoline en merit.
By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

APPEAL TO MELLETT: Allied
States Ass'n wants Lowell Mellett,
film chief of OWI, to help in the
consent decree dispute in an effort
to promote harmony in the industry.
Allied believes Mellett's influence
can solve many of the industry's
problems.
*
*
*
NEWS GRAB-BAG: Move to kill
the $25,000 salary ceiling "freeze"
seen gaining ground in the capital.
. . . Prexy Richard F. Walsh stated
that the IA was ready to meet any
manpower shortage. . . . The WPB
has no intention of slapping a ban
on double features, Harold Hopper
stated. . . . Paul Dullzell, executive
secretary of Actors' Equity, indi| cated that film money would back
the Equity-proposed legit, stock
companies. . . . Philly indie exhibs.
proposed that theaters be closed on
Mondays nationally as conservation
measure. . . . Raw stock cut seen
remaining at 24 per cent. . . . Ninestate blackout in Midwest cut film
biz five to 20 per cent. . . . "Big"
pictures for holiday showing to be
fewer this year due to fewer "big"
films being made. . . Guaranty Trust
money was said backing Samuel
Bronston's productions for UA release. . , . Standard & Poor's saw
operating income for the new season
maintaining high 'levels, with higher
rentals, and return to the attendance
peak of 1930.

Technician Shortage
Worries Hollywood

FED. DIVISION
HONORS BENNY

Film Transit Trucks Use
"T" Coupons; Nabes May
Benefit by OPA Order

Luncheon Jan. 5 to Climax
Charities Campaign

Theaters in the 17 states affected
by the OPA order cutting off the
sale of gasoline until further notice
are not expected to be harmed insofar as film deliveries are concerned.

David Bernstein and Maj. Albert
Warner, co-chairmen of the Amusement Division of Federation, announced Friday that the
Division will
tender to
Jack Benny
its annual
luncheon i n
the Hotel As| tor on Jan. 5.
Barney Balaban isman chairof t h e
committee on
arrangements
for the

Stanley Co. Reports 1942
Net Profit of $2,953,127
Net profit of $2,953,127 after Federal income taxes was reported en
Friday by Stanley Co. of America
and subsidiaries for the year ended
Aug. 31. (Continncd
Taxes oil
amounted
to $2,Page 8)

Extend Present Film
Order to Dec. 31
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film order L-178
has been extended to Dec. 31 in
order to prevent non-quota buying
in the interim between Friday of
last week, when the order was to expire, and Tuesday or Wednesday of
this week, when the new allocation
{Continued on Page 8)

Get More Battlefront Shots
Army and Navy Give Newsreels Better Co-op
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Expect 1,000 to Attend
Washington — Much better coN. Y. United Nations Meet
operation bythe Army and the Navy
was credited for the increasing battlefront shots being seen in newsSylwin Strakacz, Consul General
for Poland, will be among the speak- reels within the past few months
R.here. Collins, newsreel coers at Loew's Ziegfeld tomorrow by Claude ordinator
morning, when, at 9:30 o'clock, a
"Our men have been on the scene
United Nations Week meeting will
{Continued on Page 8)
{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 5)

Ned Depinet Drive
Will Start Feb. 5

BARNEY
BALABAN
luncheon
w h i c h will
With 22 per cent of the technic- climax the Division's efforts on be{Continued on Page 4)
ians in the armed forces, Hollywood
studios are finding the shortage of
crews a greater problem than the
shortage of players, according to
Leon Fromkess, vice-president in
charge of production for Producers
Releasing Corp.
Fromkess arrived
{Continued on Page 4)

Film transit
"T"
coupons,
whichtrucks
permitoperate
gasolineon sales
to commercial vehicles.
Effect on theaters which depend
largely on automobile trade is expected to be disastrous, but neighborhood theaters drawing upon localized patronage probably will benefit inasmuch as pleasure driving of

RKO Radio's annual Ned Depinet
Drive for billings will get under
way on Feb. 5 and continue until
May 20, a period of 15 weeks. Bob
Wolff, metropolitan district manager, will captain the drive and will
start his first swing around the
branches on Jan. 4, accompanied by
Harry Gittleson,
{Continued assistant
on Page 4) to Wal-

Mellett Asks All Scenarios
Be Submitted to the OWI
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because dialogue and
subject matter of some motion pictures are said unintentionally to
have hindered the war effort, Lowell
Mellett film head of the Office of
War Information,
hasPage
asked
all stu(Continuedon
2)

Philly-Camden
Dimout Starts Jan. 4
Philadelphia — The dimout of the
Philadlephia and Camden territory
goes into effect on Jan. 4. Lights
of the area, it is said, provide a
beacon to airplanes over the sea.
Elimination of this beacon would
delay the fastest bombing plane as
much as two minutes.
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"Totally Inaccurate" — Korda

Published report in another trade
paper that Sir Alexander Korda was
seeking control of Gaumont British
was described by Korda Friday as
being "totally inaccurate and has
no foundation whatsoever."

(c)

Follows

current

Bureau

of THE

FILM

RADIO CITY MUSIC

Stanley

Rockefeller

Ronald Colman
Paramount
Capitol
Criterion
Roxy
Clobe
Strand
Music
Hall
(a).... New York
New York
Palace
Palace
Stanley
Central
48th
St. Theater
48th St. Theater

•

HALL

Center

Greer Garson

In James Hilton's

"RANDOM
HARVEST"
AN M-G-M PICTURE
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved

Circle 6-4600

* • eight -ram

MMryWOOLLEY-ldaLUPINOi,

bill.
*
PLUS BIG STAGE SHOW
*
BUY A WAR DAVV
7th Ave. & 50th St.
BOND at the IfUAI
Doors Open 10:30 ».M,

(Continued from Page 1)

dios to submit to the OWI, before
starting production, the scenarios
of all productions, it was stated
here Friday by Nelson Poynter, head
of the Coast OWI office.
Poynter further stated that the
plan is but a further extension of
the present practice and does not
constitute censorship. Previously
studios submitted scenarios only
when they definitely concerned the
war effort. Attitude of studio heads
to the Mellett request was not known
at the week-end.

THE

CLIMAX

OF

Stewart Kaplan Reported
Killed on Fighting Front

B tfil T m\ I Bffltt
Bette Davis —

"NOW
"The

A

Paul Henreid

VOYA
and

G E R"

GREAT
GILDERSLEEVE"
with Harold
Peary

"The TO
Perfect
Skatingsat.Show'— Mantle, News
3UC
q> I -3Ueept
Eves. 50c t0 $2.50| Tax
Sr\r f»» tl <^n

Sonja

Stewart Kaplan, 19, son of Nat B.
Kaplan, PRC branch manager in
Cincinnati, has been reported killed
in action on one of the fighting
fronts.

at »" Performances ex- IPIus

Henie and Arthur M. Wirt* present
A Musical Icetravananza

STARS
. . . is a perfect
engraving .
expertly made and
promptly delivered.

DAILY

Washington — Warner circuit here
has booked Republic's 15-chapter serial, "G-Men Vs. The Black Dragon,"
over the entire chain, including local
de luxe houses which have up to
now never used chapter- plays,

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Mellett Asks All Scenarios
Be Submitted to the OWI

Serial in WB Capital Houses
Washington

James J. Mage has taken a longterm lease on the Gaiety Theater,
which he will reopen with a policy
similar to that in effect at his Laffmovie on West 42nd St. The house
set.
will be booked by the Brandt Theaters. No opening date has been

♦

♦

Star-Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures)— Dec.
23
In Which We Serve (United Artists-Noel Coward)— Dec. 24
Journey Through Fear (RKO Radio Pictures-Orson Welles)
(a)
The
Black
Swan
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Dec.
23
Jacare
(United
Artists-Mayflower)— Dec.
26
Yankee iDoodle Dandy
(Warner Bros. Pictures) — Dec. 25 (b)
They Got Me Covered
(RKO Radio Pictures)
(c)
The Yanks Are Coming (Producers Releasing Corp.) — Opens tomorrow
Shadow on the Sage (Republic Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
(a)
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio
Pictures)-^Dec. 24 (a-b)
Time
to Kill
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Dec.
24
(a)
Fortress
on the Volga
(Artkino
Pictures) — Dec.
24
Over
My
Dead
Body
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — Dec. 25
Skanor
Falsterbo
(Scandia
Films)— Dec. 26 (a-b)
We Two
(Scandia
Films)— Dec. 28 (a)

United Artists and the Guaranty
Trust Co. were the hosts at two separate cocktail parties for George D.
Burrows Friday on the eve of his
departure to take up new duties as
treasurer of Monogram Pictures.
Burrows, financial expert of the
Guaranty, was closely associated
-+ %% with UA during his years with the
banking institution. UA presented
+ 2% Burrows with a cigarette case at
the 21 Club. The Guaranty party
was at the Yale Club.
Attending the UA party were Edward C. Raftery, Arthur Kelly, Carl
Leserman, Harry Buckley, Trem
Carr, Steve Broidy, Samuel Bronston, Ben Jennings and several of
Burrows'
associates at Guaranty
Trust.

003/4 100% 100%
03 102% 102Vi
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Pictures)— 5th

UA and Guaranty Trust
Fete George D. Burrows

(•December 18)
NEW

(Artkino

®

Theater
Astor
Paramount
Hollywood
Criterion
Roxy
Rivoli
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Globe
Rialto
Caiety
Caiety
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Mashenka

(a)

FINANCIAL

Parade

Picture and 'Distributor
For Me
and
My
Gal
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— 9th week
Road
to Morocco
(Paramount
Pictures) — 6th week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Pictures) — 4th week
Who
Done
It? (Universal
Pictures)— 3rd week
Life Begins
at Eight-Thirty
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)— 2nd
week
The
Palm
Beach Story
(Paramount
Pictures) — 2nd week
Random
Harvest
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Journey
for Margaret
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
Flying
Fortress
(Warner
Bros. Pictures)
We Are the Marines
(20th Century-Fox-March
of Time)
Quiet
Please,
Murder
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
The
Human
Monster
(Monogram
Pictures)
(a)
Chamber
of Horrors
(Principal
Pictures)
(a)
Now,
Voyager
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
(a-b)
The Great Gildersleeve
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(a)
Pride of the Army
(Monogram Pictures) — Last day (a)
Little Joe, the Wrangler
(Universal
Pictures)— 'Last day (a)

Brandt to Book Gaiety
When J. J. Mage Reopens

I CORP
w

PHOTO

ENGRAVING

250 WEST

54th STREET". NEW

YORK

CENTER

THEA.,

ON

ICE

Rockefeller Center. CO. S-5474

America's Only Ice Theater

Evgs. I net. Sun. 8:40.
Holiday
Mats.:
Dee. 25.

No Monday Pert.
26, 27, 28, 29 & 30

Mail Orders Promptly Filled
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20th-Fox Financing
Plays of Jed Harris

p| TO THE

(Continued from Page 1)

duction company will be required
to bid for the film rights to the plays.
The company also will be free to
finance other producers in the presentation of plays. Goetz will cont;vue to be associated with Gregory
■■/'off in the production of two more
pictures for Columbia release.
First Fox-financed play is "Dark
Eyes" which opens in Baltimore on
Christas Eve. Four other properties are said to be on the 20th-Fox
list. They are the new Cole PorterMike Todd musical, the Guild production "Russian People," "Flare
Path" and "Highland Fling."
Full details of the Harris-Fox deal
are now being worked out.

Theater Man on Censor Board
Portland, Ore.— Kenneth W. Cockerline, owner of the Moreland Theater, has been appointed by Mayor
Ea: 1 Riley as a member of the Portland Board of Review.

GREAT

COmmG and GOIRG

COLORS!

Chciago— LEO HANEY, manager
of the Indiana-Illinois' Elco Theater
at Elkhart, has joined the Army.
"Chick" Tomkins, distiict manager,
takes over the house management.
Portsmouth, N. H.— EVERETT J.
DUBE, projectionist at the Olympia
Theater, who has enlisted in the
Navy, was given a farewell party
by employes of the Olympia and
Colonial Theaters. Fiank Hollis,
manager of the Colonial, presented
a marine watch to Dube.
Seattle— FRED W. CONRAD, operating the Monte Theater, Montesano,
has entered
Candidate
School. an Aimy Officer's
JACK ALBERT BENSON, of the
Universal home office, is second son
of William Benson, Universal New
Haven salesman, to enter the U. S.
service. Russell has been in the
Navy for two years, and Jack enters
Naval Aviation.

GERMAINE, Vitagraph assistant shipper, New Haven, and
son of Sam Germaine, 20th-Fox
booking manager, has enlisted in the
Signal Corps at Ft. Monmouth.

is at the
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Hollywood— DON KERR, driver
with the Harry Sherman company
for thelistedpast
seven years, has ' enBattalion. in the Navy's Construction
Cleveland —
local premium
has graduated
School at Fort
ond lieutenant.

Astor from

HANS Doer
PETERS,
art director
for in
Solfrom
Lesser's
"Stage
Canteen,"
is getting
the
Coast to arrange for the shooting of the picture

RICHARD MILLER,
rep. before enlisting,
from Officers Cadets
Knox, Ky., as a sec-

Wilkes - Barre, Pa. — DAVE
THOMAS and EDWARD CURTIS,
doormen at the Orpheum Theater,
enlisted in the Navy.

ELISSA

LANDI

is on her way

here from the

Coast to take a role in Max Gordon's Broadway
revival of "The Women."
BEN KALMENSON, Warners' general sales
manager, left over the week-end for a tour
of the Midwest and Southern territories.
ROBERT SCHLESS, general foreign manager for
Warners, accompanied by C. R. KEYSER, in charge
of foreign publicity, will return to New York
on

Wednesday
from' Mexico City.
MORT 'BLUMENSTOCK of Warners

goes to

Washington today to present a print of "Sergeant York" to Dr. Wei Tao-Ming, Chinese
Ambassador, who will receive it on behalf of
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek.

Shift Tradeshow Date
"Three Hearts For Julia," previously announced for an earlier date,
Portsmouth, N. H.— ROBERT L. and "Presenting Lily Mars" will be
BECHARD, usher at the Colonial, tradeshown by M-G-M on Jan. 5 in
centers.
has enlisted in the Army Air Force. exchange

SCENE

Ellen DREW . Richard DENNING
Jerry COLONN A* Barbara Jo ALLEN vS
Directed by Bernard
Vorhaus
• Screen play by Bradford Ropes and Gertrude
Purcell
• Based on on original story by Robert T. Shannon and Mauri Grashin

*

BUY

U. I

FEATURING

THE

ICE

CAPADES COMPANY
FAMOUS
SKATING

WITH
THE
STARS

INTERNATIONALLY

Vera HRUBA
Megan TAYLOR

S/%V1J%IGS

BONDS

• Lois DWORSHAK

*

And Five Hundred Others

L
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Technician Shortage
Worries Hollywood

Federation Division
Honors Jack Benny
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

half of the New York and Brooklyn Federation of Jewish Charities.
Balaban, together with Jack Cohn,
Nate J. Blumberg and Malcolm
Kingsberg, is a vice-president of the
Division. William Klein, a number
of the executive committee of Federation, and Leopold Friedman, a
trustee of Federation, are also members of the arrangements committee.

here Friday for a two-week stay
during which the budget and raw
stock situation will be discussed with
home office officials.
PRC, Fromkess said, is now signing up technicians
and cameraj^n
on term
deals in order
to be^^j
sured of manpower.
Because of the possible print
shortage, the company will seek to
obtain a larger number of bookings
for
each print as a conservation
measure.

Other members of the arrangements committee are: Nicholas Schenck, Lee Shubert,
J. Robert Rubin, John Golden, Joseph Hagen,
B. S. Moss, Marcus Heiman, Henry Jaffe,
Jules C. Stein, William Morris, Charles Miller, Marvin Schenck, Nat Lefkowitz, Milton
Krasny, Jesse Kaye, Bert Lebhar, Jr., Harry
Levine, George Heller, Harry Mayer, Harry
Kalcheim; Morris Schrier, Bob Weitman,
Willard Alexander and A. P. Waxman.
Group chairmen of the Amusement Industry are: Columbia, Abe Schneider, Nate J.
Spingold
Max Seligman;
Loew's,
Friedman,andCharles
C. Moskowitz
and Leopold
Joseph
R. Vogel; National Screen Service, Herman
Robbins and Toby Gruen; Paramount, Arthur
H. Israel, Jr., Leonard Goldenson, and Joseph
H. Cooper; RKO, Leon Goldberg, Harry
Michaelson and Phil Reisman; Republic, Ralph
I. Poucher and Walter L. Titus, Jr.; 20thFox, Dan Michalove, Aubrey Schenck and
Jack Bloom; United Artists, Paul N. Lazarus,
Harry Gold and Samuel Cohen; Universal,
Joseph Seidelman and Samuel Machnovitch;
Warner's, Samuel Schneider, Max Blackman
and Harold Rodner; Independent Producers,
Budd Rogers; Film Exchanges, Harry Buxbaum; Music Publishers, Jack Robbins, Louis
Bernstein and Jack Mills; Independent Exhibitors, Harry Brandt, Samuel Rinzler, Leo
Brecher, Max A. Cohen, Walter Reade and
David Weinstock; Laboratories, Alan Freedman, Jack Goetz, J. W. Coffman and Jules
Brulatour; Attorneys, Louis Nizer, Julian T.
Abeles, Louis Frohlich and Louis Phillips; Accessories, Sam Rosen and George Feinberg;
Publications, Jack Alicoate, Maurice D. Kann,
Martin Quigley, Sam Shain and Sid Silver-

RKO's
Is
Set toNedStartDepinet
Feb. 5Drive
(.Continued from Page 1)

ter Branson, Western district sales
chief.
Drive includes all of the 38 RKO
branch offices in the U. S. and Canada. Awards will be made to the
winners in the various classifications.

Chi. Union Parley Deferred
Chicago — Parley between the local
operators' union officials and Jack
Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy, for
contract renewal was again postponed awaiting word from the Washington authorities.

*S®#
Lucien

George
Pat Hartigan
Hubbard
William J. Cowen
Blanche Schneider

•

•

•

PHIL M. avers, on the basis of reports by his grapevine,

that Paramount's "Star Spangled Rhythm" will sure hit the spot with
American soldiers, sailors and marines throughout the fighting zones. —
for we're told that in this package of celluloid cheer that each lad in
all our uniformed services will see and hear at least one or more of
his favorite male or female stars, — for the entire roster of Para, players
can be. found in this musical
To mention the names would require
more space here than can be spared
Immediately following presentation of the prints to Mai. Gen. Federick Osborne, the Army Air
Service via Lieut. George D. Sweier, Jr., started the gigantic task of
delivering these tins of film to England, Iceland. Alaska, Hawaii, China,
Africa, India, Australia, and other remote parts of the globe in time
for a Christmas Day premiere
Said shipment is one of the
fastest and most difficult ever undertaken for global distribution of a
feature, pic. and involves every means of transportation from clipper
to dog-sled

T

▼

T

• • • ANOTHER channel of cheer-spreading this Xmastide is
the holly-wreathed
issue of The Warner
Club Bulletin edited by
Madeline Goldberg
We like its warmhearted contents which forge
a firm and friendly link between the civilian lads and gals of the
House of Warner and its sons now in service
We like, too, the
front-page poem by Harry Lee, and the back-page letter to fellow
members by Ruth Weisberg, chairman of the Club's Girls Service
Unit. . . 9 And anent WB, our little nooze hound, Snooper, slips
ns the info that the parents of Publicist Len Sptnrad, formerly of the
org., were disappointed when he went into the Army instead of the
Navy
"/ wanted," Ten's dad is said to have declared, "to call him
Spinrad, the Sailor"
Paul V. McNutt should look into such an
injustice as this. . . e Our industry-ites who take a lively and understandable interest in the local Dexter Fellows Tent of the Circus Saints
and Sinners have a field day ahead of them on Wednesday
Reason: Tex O'Rourke, most regal of ribbers, will be the "Fall Guy"
this time!

• •
• NATION'S film critics are now voting on Filmdom's Famous
Fives, under the auspices of THE FILM DAILY
Christy Wilbert and
Lou Frick have sent off the last of the gift boxes the 20th-Fox unit of
the Screen Publicists Guild has shipped to former members of the advertising and publicity department now in service
This in addition
to the service packages dispatched by the company itself. . . • Universale Bernie Kreisler has a rough idea, personally and reluctantly
asserted, as to why Uncle Sam classified him as 4-B: (1) baldness; (2)
bifocals; (3) bay-window, and (4) bunions. . . • Nearly a score of pic
names are in the Times Sq. "division" of the New York Guard's Twelfth
Regiment, among them Lou Brandt of the Brandt circuit, and Joe Cohn,
son of Columbia's Jack Cohn
Will Yolen of Mort Blumenstock's
staff at Warners won the top award of the Regiment as general allaround soldier, received a handsome wrist watch from the hands of
Col. Louis E. Jallade, and commended for bringing many WB employes
into the organization. . . • "Jacare." the new Frank Buck opus made
in the Amazon jungle, in which the murderous "black Cayman" ("Jacare"
in Portuguese) of Brazil makes its movie debut will open simultaneously
next Sat'day in five cities, — New York, Boston, Providence, Detroit and
Los Angeles

▼

•

•

•
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A program of 42 pictures, consisting of 24 features and 18 westerns,
is planned for the 1943-44 season,
depending, of course, on conditions,
Fromkess said. Stories will be of
a topical nature and will include one
or more musicals and one picture with
an all-feminine cast. For the current season, PRC announced 42 pictures and delivered 44, the extra pair
being "Follies Girl" and "Corregidor." By Feb. 1 the entire 1942-43
program will have been completed
and new season production will start
immediately.
A national tie-up with the American Red Cross has been made on
"Corregidor" which will be released
in March simultaneously with the
Red Cross fund drive. All chapters
of the Red Cross will participate in
the plugging of the picture, Fromkess said. This production, he asserted, exceeded the usual budget
by 150 per cent.
Fromkess said that PRC would
contribute its part in the production
of Government shorts and that 16
mm. versions of its pictures were
being sent to the armed forces along
with those of the maj'or companies.
Six producers are now contributing to the PRC program and others
may be added, depending on what
they have to offer, Fromkess said.

Expect 1,000 to Attend
N. Y. United Nations Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

be held by the showmen of the New
York Metropolitan area.
More than a thousand — circuit
heads, leading independent exhibitors, theater managers, publicists
and exchange officials — are expected
to attend this, the first United Nations Week meeting in New York,
which has been arranged by CoChairmen Sam Rinzler of the Randforce Circuit and Fred Schwartz of
the Century Circuit.

More Warner Tinting
Coincident with the opening of
"Flying Fortress" at the New York
Strand last Friday, the front page
of The New York Times had "flying the
fortresses"
in twolead
of story
its headlines—
5-column
and
one other.
Could be coincidence.
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Continue Deliveries
Under Gasoline Ban
(Continued from Page 1)

any kind will be eliminated until
the fuel supply can be replenished.
Delivery truck operators believe
they can continue to serve theaters
with prints for the time being, but
they were unable to say at the weeks'}., ow long the supply would last.

"Gas" Rations for Necessary
Driving May Be Available
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Albany — Governor Poletti Friday
directed state police authorities to
re-examine every place of public
amusement in New York in order to
enforce every provision of the state
laws relating to safety and elimination of fire hazards.
A similar request that they enforce vigorously every provision of
relating to the safety of guests
elimination of fire hazards will
sent to municipal police chiefs
other law-enforcement agencies.

law
and
be
and

DAILY

Washington — With Washington
newsmen — and Government officials
—on tender-hooks all week-end
iwaiting further moves to alleviate
the critical Eastern states petroleum
situation, it was not expected that
my clear picture could be drawn before today or tomorrow. As things
stood at the week-end, however, it
ippeared that gas rations for necessary driving will be made available.
Just what will be considered necessary driving was not, at a late hour
Sunday, made absolutely clear.
Drders went out for emergency radons for defense workers Friday,
md later for doctors and nurses.
Mewsreel crews, which also hold "C"
:ards, were expected to be included,
3ut several were thought to be havng difficulty over the week-end. Two
:rews were known to be stranded in
Boston and Atlanta. Numerous salesnen, including film salesmen, were
stranded in towns along the seaward over the week-end.
The effect of the cancellation of
\, B-, and C cards on local exhibits will not be apparent for some
;ime. It may be very slight, dependng upon how much gasoline the OPA
inally decides to allow drivers of
passenger cars. Even if A cards
emain cancelled, or cut below the
;hree gallons in effect before Frilay, it will be about a month before
iny accurate story can be told of
;he effect— particularly on rural exlibitors.
The week before Christmas is
lotoriously bad in theaters, so that
'ailing off toin the
attendance
cannot The
be
tttributed
gas shortage.
story will begin to appear during
;he three weeks after Christmas,
isually excellent weeks for local
ixhibitors.
Abram F. Myers, counsel and
>oard chairman for National Allied,
;aid he did not expect to have any

STORKS

Fire Hazard Check
By Police Ordered

Chi. Patrons Complain
Of Theater Heating Cut
Chicago — Local film theaters,
struggling with the fuel shortage
and temperature restriction problems, report a stream of patron complaints when the house thermometer
registers under 70 degrees.
The city in normal times requires
a minimum of 68 degrees and theater men acknowledge that this is
not comfortable for patrons. They
point out that people seated for a
period of several hours feel the
lower tmeperature quickly.
The Warner circuit here has converted its heating plants at the
Ogden and Jeffrey from oil to coal;
other similar changeovers are contingent upon securing the necessary
grates, etc.

Loew-Poli Houses Convert
To Coal-Burning Equipment
New Haven — To meet the oil
shortage, all Loew-Poli houses have
now completed conversion to coalburning equipment from oil, Harry
F. Shaw, Loew-Poli division manager announces.
Irving C. Jacocks, Jr., operator of
the Branford Theater, has closed
Tuesday and Wednesday of each
week entirely to conserve fuel. Jack
Schwartz, at the West End, Bridgeport, and other exhibs. have closed
one or more matinees a week.
clear picture of the effect for some
time. Eastern membership in Allied is predominantly urban anyhow
he said, and pointed out that relatively few Eastern exhibitors were
far from large centers of population. "What we, have discovered
LV>vough the past few months," said
Myers, "is that the downtown theaters, which we thought would be
affected most by gas rationing, have
actually been hurt the least because
they are so well served by bus and
trollev lines. They have fared better than the neighborhood houses."

Pittsburgh — Mr. and Mrs. Irving
rlarcus are the parents of a baby
laughter, their first child, born at
he Montefiore Hospital. Father is
■ffice manager for National Screen Ross Signs Hathaway .
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Service here.
Hollywood — Henry Hathaway,
A seven-pound son was born on long rated one of Hollywood's top
Vednesday, last, in Schenectady, to directors, has been signed by Frank
ir. and Mrs. K. F. Abeel. Father Ross Productions, Inc., to direct
i the chairman of the motion pic- "Free for All," starring Jean Arure section of General Electric.
thur and John Wayne, for RKO.
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"Ice-Capades Revue"

with Ellen Drew, Richard Denning
Republic
79 Mins.
COMEDY, MUSIC, ROMANCE AND
SPECTACLE COMBINED IN FILM PERFECT FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
A show nicely fashioned to the popular

"Mountain Rhythm"

with Weaver Brothers, Elviry
Republic
70 Mins.
HEAVY
DISPLAY OF HOKUM
MAKES
THIS ACCEPTABLE
BOOKING
FOR THE
SMALLER SITUATIONS.

Corn is the commodity which "Mountain
Rhythm" has to offer. This immediately
earmarks the film for the smaller towns
and the neighborhood houses catering to
family patronage. To show it in areas
"Ice-Capades." The production, a lavish where tastes are sophisticated will be
affair supervised by Robert North, combines sheer suicide. In story, acting and spirit
romance, melody and spectacle to provide the picture is directed at the sentiments
a feast for eye and ear. Those who thrill of simple souls.
to the sight of flashing skates will be
The film makes some sort of a contribufascinated by the film, which should prove
tion to the war effort by preaching the
nothing less than a knockout with family need of promoting the growth of crops. It
auidences.
develops its message through the medium
The Ice-Capades Company, whose work of a struggle between a farm family and
on the ice has excited audiences up and the students and headmaster of a snooty
down the land, does an encore in the pic- private school. The students, taught to
ture. Its stuff shows up to better advant- disdain anything smacking of common labor
age than it did in the 1941 film. Perhaps play hob with the efforts of the family
the reason is that in "Ice-Capades Revue" to get in the crops, but finally are prevailed
the talents of the blade artists are used upon to lend a hand in harvesting the land
far more freely than they were in the so that the crops may be prevented from
earlier production. Many of the routines rotting. The miracle is accomplished by
are spectacular. Vera Hruba, Megan Taylor,
appealing to the boys' patriotic instinct.
Lois Dworshak, Donna Atwood, "Red" Mc- Toward the end of the film it is brought
Carthy, Phil Taylor, Joe Jackson, Jr., Jack- out that the headmaster is a Nazi agent
son & Lynam, Robin Lee, Dench & Stewart, assigned to the job of spreading disunity
the Benoits, Eric Waite and Babs Savage by teaching class distinctions. The conare the featured artists.
version of the students to the cause of
Republic hasn't bothered much with the patriotism is managed with a good show of
story, which merely serves as an excuse action, much of it interesting and effecfor staging the ice routines. The yarn is tive.
the old one about the show in need of
Associate Producer Armand Schaefer has
an angel. The ice show is left to Ellen geared the film well to the tastes of the
Drew by her father. The girl has a tough audience for which it is intended. The
time bucking the competition of a rival screenplay of Dorrel and Stuart McGowan
outfit set on keeping the performers out based on a story by Ray Harris, has the
of circulation. The day is saved by Richard benefit of lively direction by Frank McDenning, a member of the rival gang who Donald.
does a turnabout and takes up the cudgels
Leon Weaver plays the head of the famfor the gal.
ily that migrates to the West Coast to
The film is strong in comedy, thanks to take over a farm formerly belonging to
the presence of Jerry Colonna and Barbara Japanese. Elviry (June Weaver) plays his
Jo Allen (Vera Vague). Miss Drew and wife. Appearing with them are Frank
Denning handle the romantic assignment Weaver, Lynn Merrick, Frank M. Thomas,
well. Among the other players are Harold Sally Payne, Dickie Jones, Joseph Allen,
Huber, Marilyn Hare, Bill Shirley, Pierre Jr., Billy Boy. There is a romance beWatkin, Si Jenks, Sam Bernard.
tween Allen and Miss Merrick. The
Bernard Vorhaus' direction keeps the film Weaver Brothers and Elviry have a number
stepping at a lively pace. The Bradford of songs to sing.
Ropes-Gertrude Purcell screenplay, which
CAST: Leon Weaver, Frank Weaver,
derives from a yarn by Robert T. Shannon June Weaver (Elviry), Lynn Merrick, Frank
and Mauri Grashin, is strictly formula but M. Thomas, Sally Payne, Dickie Jones,
serves the purpose well. John Alton has Joseph Allen, Jr., Billy Boy, Earle S. Dewey,
shot the ice stuff superbly.
Sam Flint, Ben Erway.
CAST: Ellen Drew, Richard Denning,
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
Jerry Colonna. Barbara Jo Allen (Vera Schaefer; Director, Frank MacDonald;
Vague), Harold Huber, Marilyn Hare, Bill Screenplay, Dorrel and Stuart McGowan;
Shirley, Pierre Watkin, Si Jenks, Sam Ber- Based on story by Ray Harris; Cameraman,
nard. George Byron, Ice-Capades Company. Ernest Miller; Film Editor, Richard Van
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert Enger; Art Director, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, Morton Scott.
North; Director, Bernard Vorhaus; ScreenDlay, Bradford Ropes, Gertrude Purcell;
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Based on story by Robert T. Shannon Mauri Good.
Grashin; Cameraman, John Alton; Film Editor, Thomas Richards; Art Director, Rus- Record Col. Contract List
sell Kimball; Musical Director, Walter
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Scharf.
Hollywood — Despite the loss of
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
four male stars — William Holden,
Good.

taste — that's Republic's "Ice-Capades Revue." Stuffed with entertainment, the film
is even beter than the studio's ice extravaganza of 1941, which was known merely as

w.th Ritz Bros., Carol Bruce,
Universal

Dick Foran
60 Mins.

RITZ BROTHERS' CRAZY ANTICS
SHOVE THb RIGHT IN THE GROOVE
FOR
FAMILY
AUDIENCES.
The Ritz Brothers are practically the
whole show in "Behind the Eight Ball."
Iney have made the film a slapstick binge.
Wnen they aren't around the proceedings
are much too sober to rate any better than
mild attention. Universal has wisely seen
to it that the boys are away as little as
possible. The production, turned out under
the supervision of Howard Benedict, is
strictly in the groove for family audiences.
The story keeps the Ritz lads romping
madly all over the place with their screwy
antics. Their bouncing around is more
than justified by the fact that they have
to keep out of the way of a guy who bumps
off guest stars of a barn show. The authors
try to g.ve the tale a timely touch by
making the murderer a member of a spy
ring using the farm as its headquarters.

Ball"

with Ralph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers
Universal
72 Mins ^
CONFUSING SPY MELODRAMA TOC
IMPLAUSIBLE; MAY STAND A CHANCI
IN SMALLER
SPOTS.
4fc

Impersonation'

Universal has made the impersVj.ioi
trick doubly hard for itself in this film
To have an audience accept a star's play
.ng two characters physically alike is tougl
enough. But to ask an audience also ti
believe that those two characters havi
identical voices is going a little too far
And that is exactly what "The Great Im
personation" does. The result is one o
incredulity, not to say confusion. Audience
will be driven into cerebral contortions try
ing to straighten out the puzzle in thi

Paul
Malvern
production.
prospects
should
be best inThe
the picture'
smalle
neighborhood houses, where the patron
don't ask too many questions.
The story, whcih has to do with Naz
spying, has been told with a certain amour
of suspense and excitement. The mail
The purpose of the ring's terrorism is to character (Ralph Bellamy) is an Englisl
scare the owners of the place into abandoning the premises. Most of the action has to gentleman who looks enough like a Germs
do with the efforts of the owners of the agent to be his twin brother. The twi
meet in Africa, where the Englishman kill li:
property to keep the R.tzes from quitting
the show. The film winds up with the the Nazi in a fight and thereby frustrate
murderer in custody. Before the guy is a plot to have the Hitlerite go to Englani
and obtain valuable information by posin
hooked there is the usual parade of susas the hero. The Englishman returns ti
Plenty of music has been injected into England and pretends he's the German sp'
the plot. The burden of the singing is so he can get information on Nazi spy ac
pects.
carried by the R.tz Brothers and Carol tivities. The situation is badly complicatei
Bruce, who is the co-owner of the farm for him because he has a wife back home t,
with Dick Foran, her sweetheart. The tunes whom he still loves despite their estrange
ment. When the hero is required to appea
include "Keep 'Em Laughing," "River Boat
as himself and as the villainous double, he'
Jamboree," "Golden Wedding Day," "Wasn't very
much like the chameleon that foun
It Wonderful," "Bravest of the Brave," itself on a vari-colored cloth. Finally ou
"Atlas," "Mr. Five by Five," and "When
hero comes through after a lot of straining
My Baby Smiles at Me," all by Don Raye
and Gene de Paul, except the last, which helping to put the spies in their place an
making his peace with his wife (Evely
is credited to Andrew B. Sterling and Bill Ankers).
Monroe. Sonny Dunham and his orchestra
Bellamy does well under the circum
provide good accompaniment.
The Ritzes are surrounded by a pleasant stances. So does Miss Ankers. The bes
group of performers, outstanding among of the surrounding cast are Kaaren Verne
whom are Miss Bruce, Foran, Grace Mc- Edward Norris, Charles Coleman, Henr
Mather,
Mary
Forbes.
Donald, William Demarest, Johnny Downs. Daniell, Aubrey
Paul Malvern functioned as associat
Edward F. Cline gave the film whirlwind
direction, working from a script by Stanley producer. John Rawlins directed passabl
Roberts and Mel Ronson, based on an or- well. The screenplay of W. Scott Darlinj
is based on the novel of E. Phillips Oppen
iginal by Roberts.
CAST: Harry Ritz, Al Ritz, Jimmy Ritz, heim. The film has been nicely photo
Carol Bruce, Dick Foran, Grace McDonald,
Johnny Downs, William Demarest, Richard Davies, Sonny Dunham and orchestra.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Howard
Benedict; Director, Edward F. Cline; Screenplay, Stanley Roberts, Mel Ronson; Based
on story by Stanley Roberts; Cameraman,
George Robinson; Art Director, Jack Otterson; General Musical Director, Charles
Previn; Musical Director, Sonny Dunham;
Dance
Director, Eddie Prinz.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Warner Club Party Tomorrow
More than 2,350 Christmas gifts,
Melvyn Douglas, Freddie BartholoFemme Manager Resigns
mew and Russell Hayden — and many including 1,150 toys and 1.200 boxes
Carnegie, Pa. — Mrs. Anthony Vin- writers to the nation's armed forces, of candy, will be distributed tomorcent has resigned as manager of Dr. Columbia's current contract list is
row by the Warner Club at its annual Christmas party, which is beC. E. Herman's five theaters here the largest in the studio's history,
ing held this year in the Brooklyn
and has been succeeded by W. H. with 60 players, 22 writers and 13
Strand Theater.
directors under contract.
Fox, formerly Herman's accountant.

graphed by George Robinson.
CAST: Ralph Bellamy, Evelyn Ankers
Aubrey Mather, Edward Norris, Kaarei
Verne, Henry Daniell, Ludwig Stossel, Mar
Forbes, Rex Evans, Charles Coleman, Robei
O Davis Charles Irwin, Fred Vogeding
Victor Zimmerman.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Paul Mai
vern; Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay
W. Scott Darling; Based on novel by E
Phillips Oppenheim; Cameraman, Georg
Robinson; Art Director, Jack Otterson
Musical Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Fair.

PHOTOGRAI

WB Tradeshowings Set Back
Date of the national tradeshow
ings of
Busters,"
for Jan.
Monday,

"Air Force" and "Trucl*
originally set by Warner
11, has been changed
Jan. 18.
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reviews of new films
"Keeper of the Flame'

with Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn
M-G-M
100 Mins.
POWERFUL MELODRAMA, PACKED
WITH SUSPENSE AND SKILLED ACTING.
HAS B. O. AND AUDIENCE PUNCH.
Equipped with a unique and consequential
srorv.
ana blessed
oiessea with
wirn excellent
exceuenr acting
a
storv. and
P' ]•• ed by two resounding stars and
cJ7L-e
support, "Keeper
of the Fl
takes its place among the absorbing screen
offerings of the season.
Essentially it is
Flame"
a melodrama, — eerie and crowded with suspense, carrying also a worth-while
lesson
to the American people on the subject of
demagoguery of the most misplaced sort.
The forces of Leo the Lion have given
ithe piece rousing production
values, and
^assigned to the making of such skills as are
possessed
by Director George
Cukor
and
(Screenplay
Writer
Donald
Ogden
Stewart
(in lavish degree.
Cedric Gibbons has given
tit splendid and impressive
settings, while
William Daniels' photography
So delicate yet important is
the story that any reviewer
science hesitates to tip the

is absorbing.
the kernel of
with a conhand of the

i yarn's

climax, because
the full appreciation of the picture by the trade, and the
'impact it will make upon the public deI'pends largely upon the element of surprise.
• But the following will convey to some exptent the nature of the story.
V Spencer Tracy, a renowned
newspaperIman and foreign correspondent, returns to
'the U. S. at the time funeral services are
being conducted for an American political
leader of wealth and station whose hold
kg)
the sees
people's
is fanatical.
But
Tracy
that hearts
something
sinister lurks
•back of the deceased's recent career and
'family life, and seeks the truth from the
'virtually unapproachable young widow,
'Katharine Hepburn.
j- She unsuccessfully withholds fact from
t Tracy when he embarks upon the project
lof writing an authentic biography of her
|citizen.
husband's But
career,
a leaderfinally
and private
the as
journalist
ferrets
"out the electrifying and subsequently ademitted evidence that Hepburn murdered
'her spouse, — but the act had singular jusn tification for the reason that the dead
man was a leader, not in the interests of
the people's liberty, but to enslave them.
"Keeper of the Flame" will prove to be
a much-discussed film, and a potent b. o.
drawing card throughout its release life.
CAST: Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Richard Whorf, Margaret Wycherly,
Forrest Tucker, Frank Craven Horace McNally, Percy Kilbrde. Audrey Christie,
Darryl Hickman. Donald Meek, Howard da
Silva. Wlliam Newell.
CREDITS: Producer, Victor Saville; Associate Producer. Leon Gordon; Director,
I George Cukor; Screenplay, Donald Ogden
iStewart: Author, I. A. R. Wvlie; Camera: man. Wi'liam Daniels; Muscal Score,
Bronislau Kaper; Recording Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Wallis;
Film Editor. James E. Newcom.
DIRECTION, Expert. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Kaufman Names Levitt

"London Blackout
with John Abbott.
Mary
McLeod
Republic
58 Mins.
TITLE AND ACTING ARE CHIEF ASSETS ON WHICH THIS MELODRAMA
MUST MAKE
ITS BID.

Murders"

"London Blackout Murders" must lean
chiefly on its title for a break at the boxoffice. The film is a routine affair that
will scare no one out of his wits. So
lightweight a melodrama will be lucky if
it proves acceptable even to the most
rabid
murder-mystery
fanatics.
Singularly unexciting at times, the production has a number of ideas which have
not been capably exploited by those associated in the making of it. Because of
the failure to develop the material properly, the suspense
is no more than mild.
For the central character of his screenplay, which is laid in England, Curt Siodmak
has created a former doctor who has taken
upon himself the mission of destroying those
who are enemies of his country. His instrument of vengeance is a hypodermic
needle with which he jabs his victims.
Until the chap is apprehended the audience is kept in doubt about him. His
motive is learned in the course of his
trial. Although the needler's purpose is
commendable from an emotional point of
view, the law can make no distinction;
so the fellow is presumably bound for the
gallows when the film ends.
John Abbott does a swell job with the
role of the needle wielder. His acting lends
plausibility to the character. Mary McLeod plays a girl befriended by Abbott
after the death of her parents in a bomb•ng. Louis Borell is her soldier sweetheart.
Others importantly cast are Lloyd Corrigan,
Lester Matthews, Anita Bolster, Billy Bevan, Lumsden Hare. All the performances
are better than the film deserves.
George Sherman did double duty as associate producer and director. There is
considerable
tautness
about his direction.
CAST: John Abbott, Mary McLeod. Lloyd
Corrigan, Lester Matthews. Anita Bolster,
Louis Borell. Billy Bevan, Lumsden Hare
Frederic Worlock. Carl Harbord, Keith
Hitchcock.
Tom
Stevenson.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, George
Sherman; Director, George Sherman; Screenplay, Curt Siodmak: Cameraman. Jack
Marta; Film Editor, Charles Craft; Art DiMorton rector,
S'ott.Russell Kimball; Musical D'rector,
DIRECTION. Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Republic Lists Seven For
Release Through Feb. 25
Steady flow of Republic's topproduct continues with "Ice Canades Revue" to be released Dec. 24,
followed by the following pictures:
"Johnnv Doughboy." Dec. 31: "Mountain Rhythm." Jan. 8; "London
Blackout Murders." Jan. 15: "Thundering Trails," Jan. 25; "Fighting
Devil Does." Jan 29: and "Dead
Man's Gulch," Feb. 25.

Toronto — Harry A. Kaufman, gen- New Soviet Pic to Bow
eral manager of Monogram distribution in Canada, has appointed
"Fortress on the Volga," latest
John Levitt manager of the com- -'mpnrtation from Russia, will have
its
American premiere at the StanMontreal.pany's newly opened exchange in
ley Theater on Wednesday.

TrV

CRITICS
of
the nation
are
now voting for

The

Ten Best
PICTURES

OF 1942

and

F ILMDOM'S
F AMOUS
F IVES
In the Annual Poll conducted by

The Film Daily
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Appoint Grady, Levi
Loew District Heads
Appointment of two new district
managers and a number of shifts in
various districts of the New York
City Loew circuit were announced
Friday by C. C. Moskowitz. James
Grady, for a number of years manager of Loew's New Roehelle theater has been made district manager
for New Roehelle, Mt. Vernon, Yonkers, White Plains and the Post Road
and American theaters in the East
Bronx.
Salli Levi, veteran manager of
Loew's 46th St. theater in Brooklyn,
was promoted to manager of the
circuit including the 46th Street,
Coney Island, Boro Park, Oriental,
Alpine, and Bay Ridge theaters in
Brooklyn.
Larry Beatus, district manager
for Westchester, has been given supervision of the west-Manhattan
group of 11 theaters, plus the Capitol and Astor Theaters.
Maurice Seidlitz, Eugene Myers,
William Downs and S. H. Meinhold continue as division heads, completing the supervisory staff for the
75 Loew houses in the metropolitan
area.
Seymour Mayer, district manager,
left Saturday to become a Lieutenant
in the Army. Dominic Barrecca, district manager, resigned several
weeks ago. These vacancies were
filled with the appointments made
by Moskowitz.

Stanley Co. Reports 1942
Net Profit of $2,953,127
(Continued from Page 1)

540,000, divided as follows: normal
income tax, $1,340,000; excess profits
tax, $1,200,000. Earned surplus
stood at $5,106,410 on Aug. 31, with
capital surplus listed as $33,044,850.
The financial statement for the fiscal
year reveals funded and other longterm debt of $18,143,920.
In a letter accompanying the
financial report Price, Waterhouse &
Co., accountants, stated: "While
provision has been made for the estimated Federal income and excess
profits tax liabilities of the companies, the adequacy of the reserve for
income taxes is, of course, dependent
upon the acceptance of the returns
of the companies by the tax authorities."

Columbia Pictures Reports
$312,000 Net for 13 Weeks
Columbia Pictures showed a net
profit of $312,000 after Federal
taxes for the 13 weeks ended Sept.
26. During the same period of 1941
the company had net earnings of
$262,000. Estimated provision for
taxes was $677,000 for the thirdquarter of 1942 as against $109,000
last year.

Raguse Joins Altec Lansing
Los Angeles — Elmer Raguse,
sound enginere, formerly director of
the Hal Roach studios, has joined the
war production engineering staff of
Altec Lansing Corp.

RCV1EWS Of SHORT SURJCCTS
"Prelude to Victory"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
18 mins.
Topnotch
In the face of developments in
North Africa this latest March of
Time release is a booking of tremendous interest. With the aid of
superb camera work "Prelude to
Victory" throws light on the strategy behind America's establishment
of a secondterranean
front
shores. on Africa's MediClearly showing the strategic value
of North Africa as a jumping off
place for an invasion of Europe,
the picture devotes much time to
military maneuvers of the native
troops and glimpses of the important
military bases, not forgetting the
political activity which was going
on full blast before the Allied assault was launched. The film, one
of the most colorful turned out by
March of Time, helps to explain
many of the secret moves of those
who set the stage for the invasion.
The knowledge
that our boys are

Gov't's Present Film
Order Extended to Dec. 31
(Continued from Page 1)

order is expected to be announced.
The new order is understood to be already signed and ready, but for some
• eason it has been held up. It was
originally scheduled for Friday release.
The new order will outline specific
amounts of film for Government and
commercial consumers of motion
oicture film. There will be no specific allotment to newsreels, but it is
expected that some sort of agreement will be reached to assure newsreels of their auota. Lowell Mellett,
"hief of the OWI bureau of motion
oictures, has been fighting- for news-eel film, and it is believed that
Army officials are more sympathetic
to newsreels than was formerly
thought. Reports that Mellett has
offered to take less film for OWI
Deductions in order to assure foot•>o-o foi- newsreels were not confirmed by his office.

Alperson and Goldberg
At United Nations Meets
Today with a meeting at the Nicollett Hotel in Minneapolis, Edward
L. Alperson. national campaign
chairman, begins a series of United
Nations Week addresses that will
take him to the West Coast. Tomorrow he talks to an assemblage
in the office of John Balaban in the
Chicago Theater Building-, Chicago.
Harry Goldberg, assistant to cochairman Harry Kalmine, will be the
principal United Nations Week
"Decker todav at the Variety Club
in the Hotel Ten Evck, Albany. Lou
folding- arranged this meeting. On
Wednesday, Goldberg will be in
Pittsburgh to talk at the Warner
Club in th« Clark Building. Moe
Silver is the Pittsburgh exchange
area chairman.
Albany — Local

Variety

Club,

"Hands of Women"
Paramount
11 Mins.
Very Interesting
Third of the "Hands" series to be
produced by E. W. Hammons for the
Headliners is an absorbing subject,
covering a survey by Dr. Josef Ranald, noted hand analyst, of the hands
of noted women in war activities.
While it deals exclusively with women, the short should appeal to men
as well for it has to do with a subject that interests everybody whether

More Baltleiront Shots
Now Reach Newsreels
(Continued from Page 1)

all along trying to get the goods,'
said Coilins, "but although they've
had the sympathy of the Arcny and
Navy officers heie, they have not
had the necessary co-operation from
officers in the field."
4fe
In recent weeks
Col. W. J%?Jri
Wright, chief of the motion picture
office for the Army's Bureau of Public Relations, and other officers of

knowntheto Army
have been
active
ob
the"obserVeV"belTeves"in"hands""as"~alboth
and the
Navyin are
character trait or not. "Hands of taining a better break for news
Women" weaves a simple story cameramen. As a result, the men
around the hands of Gertrude Lawrare beginning to get into the front
ence, Dorothy Lamour, Ruth Mitchell, Gloria Callen, Mrs. Bernard F. lines to shoot the action the American public has been demanding to
Gimbel, Ruth Nichols and Mrs. Oveta
be shown, and military officers have
Culpeach
Hobby.
Ranald'sinteresting
analysis been co-operating with them. Exof
makesDr. highly
cellent rushes are beginning to come
entertainment.
through now and the outlook for the
xuture is very encouraging.
now battling on the very scene adds
Much good material is expected to
to the drawing power of "Prelude come in from Africa soon. Aside
from the material made by the
Army under Col. Darryl F. Zanuck,
to Victory."
Benton,
Ark., Theater
the newsreel pool has had three men
in Africa shooting fairly constantly.
Complaint Is Dismissed
Captain Jack Levien, formerly of
Pathe, has been named by the Army
Complaint filed by C. M. Jenkins,
operating the New Theater, Benton, liaison officer there, operating beArmy officials and the newsArk., involving clearance, some-run reel andtweenwar
department men. Jack
and designated run, has been dis- Barnett of Movietone, Irving Smith
missed by the arbitrator in Mem- of Universal and Howard Winner of
phis. Jenkins claimed that after
Pathe have all gone to Africa from
opening the New Theater, the dis- the British Islands.
tributor defendants refused to liAl Brick of Movietone, badly
cense the house product for second- wounded in the first Guadalcanal
run at any price because the Victory action, is home now, but the pool has
Theater in the same competitive area
at present 12 men registered with
was favored.
the military on duty on fighting
Arbitrator found that the defen- fronts. They include the following:
dants, 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Norman Alley, News of the Day, in
Warner Bros, and RKO, had not ar- Brisbane, Australia; Jack Barnett in
bitrarily refused to make deals and
that he had no jurisdiction to rule Oran,' Irving Smith in Casablanca
and Howard Winner in Algeria; Maron the points in question concerntin Barnett, Paramount, in Ausing clearance and designated-run.
tralia; Fred Bayliss, Paramount, in
Cairo; John Bockhorst, News of the
Day,
in
Honolulu; Earle Crotchett,
Philly Clearance Award
Universal, in Port Moresby; W. F.
Upheld by Appeal Board
Gerecke, Paramount, in Panama;
Motion picture appeal board has Charles Perryman, News of the Day,
affirmed the award of an arbitrator in Fan banks, Alaska; Len Roos,
who ruled that the seven-day clear- Pathe in Honolulu; and Newsreeler
ance granted to the Benn Theater Wong, News of the Day, with General Stillwell in China.
over the Ambassador, West Philadelphia, was reasonable. The complainant sought to have the clearance reduced to one day.
Newsreels
to Troops
Get Gov't
Clip of U. S.
Singing

Sioux City House Asks
Reasonable Clearance

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — As a special Christmas feature, the Army's Bureau of
A clearance complaint has been Public Relations has released to the
filed in the Omaha tribunal by the newsreels special film made in six
Esquire Theater, Sioux City, la,, separate theaters of war showing
American soldiers singing "Come
aeainst
20th Century-Fox,
Warner Bros,
and Paramount.Loew's, All Ye Faithful" for Wednesday release. These sequences were made
in New Caledonia, Iceland, Africa,
sponsoring today's luncheon in con- Panama, Australia and Alaska at
nection with next month's United the instance of Col. W. Mason
Nations Week observance.
Wright,tures retiring
head of motion picfor the bureau.
C. J. Latta, zone manager for
Warner Theaters, will be introduced
One record of the song will be
as the new chief barker at today's presented, with groups of singing
luncheon. Louis R. Golding, Fabian soldiers in the six locations cut in
divisional chief, is the retiring chief during the singing, the lips of each
barker.
group
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1942 FILMDOM'S 1 FAMOUS FIVES
AMPP

to Act on OWI

Request for Script Scrutiny
Critics of Nation Confer

3oard Meeting This Week;
Mellett Aide Says Studios
Should Have No Objections
ll'est

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reaction of the stuilios to the request of the OWI that
ihey submit
all screen treatments
and completed
scripts for Government scrutiny and advice is expected
a crystalize at a meeting- of the
Association of Motion Picture Prolucers' board this week.
With some industry concern ex)ressed over the censorship implications in the OWI move, a Hollywood
spokesman
of the
Federal
war
i

{.Continued on Page 4)

Honors on Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen

tlLMDOM'S

Famous

In the first case carried through
to completion in which the appeal
board remanded a case to the arbitrator, an award
against the distributors has been issued.
Complaint invokes the Lakev:.ew
The(Continued

on

Pane

10)

Bausch & Lomb Pay
Xmas Wage Dividend
Rochester — A wage dividend was
paid employes of the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co.
Employes with a year
or more
service
received
checks
equivalent
a week's
those
hired to
between
Jan. 1pay,
and while
June
30 received a half week's pay.

in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
"Mrs.
Miniver,"
the selections topping
The Film Daily's second national
poll of newspaper, magazine, syndicate, news service and radio critics
(Continued on Page 9)

* IVES

(Continued on Page 10)

Remanded Hearing Brings
Award Against Distribs.

Nineteen forty - two's best
performances on the American
screen were those of Gary
Cooper in "The Pride of the Yankees," Samuel Goldwyn's production
for RKO Radio, and Greer Garson

Balaban is Chairman
Of Red Cross Drive
Barney Balaban, Paramount president, has accepted
the national
chairmanship
of the WAC's
Red
Cross drive to be conducted April
L-6. Collections for the Red Cross
will be held in theaters throughout
the nation during that period.
Balabfn immediately will appoint
a staff that will include a committee

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor of The Film Daily

THE FILM DAILY today presents Filmdom's Famous Fives
of 1942, the outstanding stars, supporting players, juvenile
actors and actresses, directors, screenplays and Hollywood
"finds" of the year, as voted by representative critics and
reviewers of leading newspapers, magazines, wire services
and syndicates and radio's film commentators in a nationwide poll. This survey of critical opinion, another unique
industry "first," forms Part One of the 21st "Ten Best
Pictures" symposium.

For complete tabulation of Filmdom's Famous Fives,
turn to Page 8; See also Along the Rialto, Page 4.

Unaffiliated Exhibs.
To Huddle Tomorrow
First official meetings of the
recently-formed Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors, Inc., will be held
tomorrow at 1 o'clock at the Lincoln
Hotel.
Known
man's
(Continuedas onthe
Page "little
10)

Boston Theater Biz Dips
To New Low for Week-end
Boston — Biz in the Hub's theaters dipped to a new low at the
week-end.
the coldest weather
in
(Continued on Page 10)

Chertoh In Capital
On WB 'Peace' Film
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Wash'ngton — Jack Chertok, assigned by Jack L. Warner, to produce WB's "The Liberator" which
will be the first picture to hit the
screen telling the story of peace
after the war, arrived here over
the week-end for conferences with
Washington officials in connection
with the production. Script is being
prepared
by William
Faulkner.
While here, Chertok also will
confer on future Latin-American
good-will films, a number of which
he has already produced.
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In Chicago Feb. 19-20
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Plainfield Rites Today
For Harry Lee of Warners

FINANCIAL
(Mini Jay, 'Dec. 21
NEW

YORK

STOCK

While less elaborate than in former years, the Variety Clubs of
America will hold their annual convention at the Blackstone Hotel,
Chicago, on Feb. 19-21. This was
announced yesterday by John H.
Harris, national chief barker, along
with news that the Chicago Tent is
now complete and will be inducted
at the banquet on Feb. 20. Johnny
Jones, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
is the new tent's first chief barker.
Those who will officially attend the
Chicago convention include the chief
barkers of 1942, the newly elected
chief barkers for 1943, national canvassmen elected at the Atlantic City
convention, national officers, crew
members and two delegates from
each tent, a total of about 200.
Others will make the trip if transportation facilities permit.
National officers are Harris, national chief barker; Bob O'Donnell,
first assistant chief barker; Harry
Kalmine, second assistant chief
barker; E. R. Reuben, national property master; James G. Balmer, national dough guy, and "Chick"
Lewis, national publicity director.
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j Plainfield, N. J. — Funeral services
Jvill be held this morning at the
Memorial Home Funeral Chapel for
Harry Lee, 68, copy writer at Warners home offices for the past 20
tears, who died Saturday at his
home here. In his long service with
tjie company, Lee had done various
tiypes of writing, including scripts,
syndicated features and fictionizafions, and for the past several years
Was a member of the press book department. He also was the author
of several books, including "Sketches
df World War One," "The Little
Poor Man," "High Company," "The
Life Drama of St. Francis of AsfSisi," which won a Poetry Society
Of America prize, and "More Day
tio Dawn," the life of Thoreau.
; His widow, a son and a daughter

survive.

RKO Announces Trade
Shows for Two Pictures

National trade-screenings of Samuel Goldwyn's "They Got Me Covered" and for "Hitler's Children" in
New York and Los Angeles were announced yesterday by RKO.
Conn. Allied Meets Today
New Haven — Connecticut Allied
The Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
will meet today at the Hofbrau Haus picture will be screened on Dec. 29
Restaurant, with Dr. J. B. Fishman at 11 a.m. with the following exceptions: Albany and St. Louis, Dec.
presiding. Dr. Fishman reports the
information bureau started by the 30; Cincinnati, Dec. 29 at 8:15 p.m.
Allied Caravan is "functioning at In New York, the picture will be
shown at 11 a.m., 2 and 4 p.m.
every meeting satisfactorily."
The New York trade-showing of
Aaron Jones, Sr., Ill
"Hitler's Children" will be held at
Chicago — Aaron Jones, Sr., presi- 11 a.m., 2 and 4 p.m., on Dec. 28.
dent of the Jones, Linick & Schaefer In Los Angeles it will be tradeshown at 11 a.m. National tradecircuit,
seriously ill' at his winter shows will be announced later.
home inisFlorida.
Met.
Roxy

Playhouse,
Inc. 2nd deb. '45..
Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57

78
65 Vi

81
68

Republic Will Re-issue
Eight Gene Autry Films
Republic yesterday set eight Gene
Autry pix for re-issue in 1943.
First, "Boots and Saddles," will go
out Jan. 15. Others and their release dates follow:
"The Old Barn Dance," March 1;
"Mexicali Rose," April 15; "In Old
Monterey," June 1; "South Of The
Border," July 15; "Gaucho Serenade," Sept. 1; "Ride, Tenderfoot,
Ride," Oct. 15; and "Tumbling Tumbleweeds," Dec. 1.
New prints, posters, and advertising accessories will be available.
Republic has announced eight
Autry subjects for its 1942-43 program, and the eight reissues will not
preclude the probability that new
Autry productions will be available.

SPG-Para. Arbitration
Hearings are Concluded
Arbitration hearings on the SPGParamount bonus controversy were
completed yesterday and a decision
is expected within 30 days. Disover the
SPG's
contentionputethatarose
members
of the
Paramount

COminG and GOING
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LAWRENCE,
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SKIBBIN,

Metro's
City on

Army

Chicago
leave.

Air Force, foi
exchange,

DAVID A. LIPTON, director of advertising
publicity and exploitation for Columbia, anc
FRANK
P. ROSENBERC, exploitation manager arc
in
Pittsburgh.
JOSEPH

R. VOCEL

and OSCAR

A. DOOB

will

attend the world premiere of "Stand by foi
Action" at the Loew's Valentine Theater in
Toledo
tomorrow.

Local 244, Operators,
Re-elects Seven to Board

unit should receive the cost-of-living
Newark — Seven of nine members
bonus given to other employes.
Paramount took the position that of the executive board of Local 244,
the increase granted to Guild mem- Operators' were re-elected. They
bers absorbed the bonus.
are Andrew Gehring, Vincent SchauParamount was represented at ler, George Reilly, Ivan Hoag, Augthe hearings by Austin Keough,
ust Benner, John Torton and AnArthur Israel and George Barry.
Hermanthony
HutterCoccio.
and Harry
Albert Shocket,
Schultz were
Hy Glickstein
and
Sidney
Cohn
represented the Guild.
re-elected trustees. Isador Bindor
remains as sergeant-at-arms.
Election came in the aftermath of

M-G-M and Loew's Offer
Newspaper Mat Service
Because of the war-time shortage
of copper and zinc, M-G-M and
Loew's have instituted a new mat
service for motion picture editors
of newspapers throughout the coun-.
try. Developed by Ernest Emerling,
the service, comprising three, four
and five column scene and publicity
mats, will supplement regular photo
mailings. Initial issues will be devoted to "Random Harvest," "Keeper
of the Flame" and "Andy Hardv's
Double

Life."

"Hitler's Children" Will
Have Cincinnati Premiere
Eddie Golden, president of University Films, and producer of the
feature "Hitler's Children," left yesterday for Cincinnati where he will
screen the pic. for Gregor Ziemer,
author of the book, "Education for
Death," from which the picture was
taken, and to arrange for the world
premiere in that city. Picture is
being released by RKO.

Staffs Combine for Party
New

Haven — First combined exchange Christmas party in this territory was held yesterday at the
Film Building, with all exchange
staffs except Paramount participatof its ing.
own.Paramount is planning a party

Vice Chancellor Bigelow's decision
to postpone indefinitely suit of an
insurgent group of union members
who sought
a receiver for the appointment
local and theofousting
of Louis Kaufman as business agent.
Two defeated candidates for reelection, Charles Strong and William
Nugent, surgent
hadgroup.the support of the in-

Goldberg to Pittsburgh
On United Nations Week
Following his talk on United Natiois Week in Albany yesterday,
Harry Goldberg, director of advertising and publicity for Warner Theaters, left for Pittsburgh, where he
delivers a similar address for theater managers in that zone tomor-

Publicity director, Public Relations counsel, motion picture
trained with initiative, exploitation and promotion ideas.
Over 25 years successful service in newspaper work, entertainment and publicity fields.
Soon available full or part time.
Box 133
1501
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B'way
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Boston Fire Victims
Show Improvement

AMPP to Ad on
Script Scrutiny

Boston — Surviving industry victims of the Cocoanut Grove fire appear to be improving, although Scott
Dunlap is still officially on the danger list. Herman Rifkin was told
for the first time on Friday that
Mrs. Rifkin, as well as some others
in his party, had died. Despite shock
and momentary collapse, the Monogram franchise holder has a good
chance to recover.
Mrs. Philip Seletsky, twice erroneously reported dead, has regained complete consciousness and
is expected to recover, although as
yet she has not been informed of the j
death of her husband who was chief J
booker and buyer for the M & P
circuit.
Moe Grassgreen, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager, has been removed
f ' om the danger list. Harry Thomas,
Eastern sales chief for Monogram,
has improved sufficeintly to receive
visitors. Mrs. Gross is still regarded
as critically ill.
William Powell is heading the
Monogram office to fill in for Rifkin,
as Rifkin's son had to return to his
army camp.
Eleanor Ansin. 16-year-old daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Ansin, who lost their lives in the
night club disaster, will have Jacob
Ansin and Elizabeth Rudnick as
guardians. Ansin, head of the Interstate circuit, left an estate in
excess of $^0,000 and reliable rethat insurance benefits
say
po:ts
were
five'Ansin
times was
that said
amount.
of Mvs.
to beEstate
more
than $30,000 and will be administered by Morris Rudnick and Jacob
Ansin. 'toThe
daughterof her
is the
sole
heiress
the estates
parents.

Ban Popcorn Machines
From Seattle's Lobbies

Seattle— As an aftermath of the
Boston fire, Seattle fire inspectors
art now making all theaters remove
centerpieces, and popcorn machines
from the lobby, while warnings have
been given about Coca bars in the
foyer.
Hubbard

Stays with Rep.

West

Bureau

Coast

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has signed
John Hubbard for two more pictures.

{Continued from Page 1)

agency pointed out yesterday that
Lowell Mellett's letter was phrased
simply as a request and was in no
wayTheanOWI
order.
rep. pointed out that ^

The Experts Have Spohen
9

9

9

THE

experts. — professional

film

critics

throughout

1942's screen performances and accomplishments in film production, but
their opinions represent the BEST channels capable of passing on such
merits
Their business is appraisement of screen entertainment, just
as the business
of fashioning
that entertainment
is the province
of
producers, directors, players, technicians, et al
To these hundreds
of critics who devoted their time and talent to the great nation-wide poll.
this trade paper extends its expressions of deep appreciation

T

T

▼

• • • ANALYSIS of the poll's results, for one thing, discloses
again, and supports, the thesis that the stronger the components of a
feature, the stronger is that feature
One gets via the balloting a
true and vivid impression that, just as the play is the thing, so also
are

the

players

The

greatness,

for

exam file,

of

" Pride

Local Film Row bigwigs receiving
an official looking envelope and enclosed document from the so-called
Draft Department imagined yesterday that Manpower Czar had decided to call 'em up,— regardless!
But closer examination disclosed
that the induction would only be as
"soldiers of joy" at Oscar F. (Neumade Products) Neu's annual holiday party tomorrow afternoon. The
document was all "official-ed up"
with seal and ribbon.

of

the

Yankees" is reflected by Gary Cooper's capture of top spot among
performances by male stars, and Teresa Wright's presence among the
best performances of femme stars
In the instance of -Mrs. Miniver." Walter Pidgeon is voted third slot in best male performances;
Greer Carson, top femme stai performance; Teresa Wright top performance bysupporting actresses; Richard Ney among the best performances byjuvenile actors: and then you'll find that William Wylei
copped the palm for best direction via the Opus, while laurels for
outstanding screenplays rest on the brows of Arthur Wimperis. George
Froeschel, fames Hilton and Claudine West
Thus "Mrs. Miniveris an example of what strength in many departments can accomplish.

T

• 9
record

9

NO
We

T

▼

less impressive is the "How Green
find it as the vehicle
embodying

Was My Valley"
these
triumphs:

Walter Pidgeon's runner-up best male performance; Donald Crisp's first
place as best supporting actor performance; Sara Allgood's runner-up
designation for best performances by supporting actresses; Roddy
McDowall's winning best performance by juvenile actor; John Ford's
capture of second place for best direction; Philip Dunne's runner-up
achievement among outstanding
screenplays;
and Arthur Miller's win
for outstanding photography
Young Mr. McDowall,
by the way,
got first AND second place in the juvenile actor bracket, — the latter for
his work in "The Pied Piper"
Make
grabbed second AND third for best male

note,
star

boys are good, they're doubly good
T
T

▼

«

•

©

ANOTHER

conclusion from

too,

the FFF

that Mr. Pidgeon
Clearly, when the

results which

inescapable appears to be that the stars and players named

Deferred Pic Guys
Get a False ShocU

the

nation, — have spoken
Their selections of Filmdom's Famous Fives
in behalf of THE FILM DAILY not only represent patently the best of

is

in the

national
balloting
are not merely
"tops" specifically, but generally
Those selected and above-mentioned .-plus Monty Woolley. Fredric Much, loan Fontaine. Belle Davis. Katharine Hepburn. Frank
Morgan. Van Heflin, William liendix. Laird Ciegar. Alan Ladd, Betty
Field. Dame May Whitty, Agues Moorehead, Mickey Rooney, Diana
Lynn. Virginia Weidler. Judy Garland. Shirley Temple. Gloria Warren. Janet Blair and Paul Henreid—wear deservedly as royal raiments
as exist in many-faceted filmdom
4nd the same is true of the
directors, writes and cinematographers, chosen in the poll
FFF.
through the good offices oj the critics, has again succeeded in concentrating the spotlight on m<, lion picture genius and aristocracy-throughperformance
// is of such stuff as dream pix are made of

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

T

also applied to Mellett's request tiQ^
the
agency's
local office
allowed
to view
all pictures
in thebe long
cut,
making it possible for OWI to recommend deletion of any material
which may be harmful to the War
effort.
It was also stated that although
some scripts may not contain war
material they could give a distorted
view of the American way of life.
In this connection, it was asserted
two recently released pictures whose
scripts had not been submitted to
OWI, have done much damage and
one particularly had hurt diplomatic
relations with a foreign country.
OWI's representative said he assumed producers are zealous in their
efforts to help win the war and accordingly they should have no objection to submitting all scripts on
a voluntary basis to OWI, which
seeks to aid producers.
In his letter, Mellett said in part,
"Question involving relations and
policies with foreign governments
should be cleared through the Holly- 1
wood office. OWI is in contact with I
a representative of every friendly
neutral government and is in a position to give athoritative advice regarding both our own attitude and
that of foreign governments. Where
technical advice is needed, this office will undertake to find a representative of a foreign government
who is qualified to render such asGoldberg at Albany Meet
sistance."
Albany — The United Nations drive
leaped into high gear in the local ]
territory at a luncheon meeting attended by 75 exhibs. and distributors
in the Ten Eyck Hotel here yesterday. Louis R. Golding, chairman of
the Albany exchange te: rit.ory drive
and divisional manager of the Fabian
ciicuit, presided. Guest speaker
was Harry Goldberg, of New York.
Pineyro's Mother Dead
Havana (By Air Mfil)— Mrs. Jorge |
Pineyro, mother of Jorge Pineyro,
manager of Laboratories Pineyro, is
dead.

REACHING
At press time!

TO THE SKIES!

Despite sub-zero

cold, first 4 days top "Mrs. Miniver "I

3fe
Upstate Mich. Hit
By "Gas" Rationing
Detroit — Upstate Michigan, probably the largest user of cars in the
entire country, has been especially
hurt by gasoline rationing — perhaps
more, in proportion, than any other
state, reports from the trickle of
exhibitors able to get into the exchange centers by train and salesmen, who have gone out by bus in
many instances, indicate. Business
is off, to such an extent, that over
50 per cent of the business in smaller towns is definitely folding up for
the duration.
Typical is the plan of Bruce
Freeman, owner of the theater at
Roscommon, in the heart of Michigan's lumbering industry, who is
planning to close up except for weekend shows. Other operators are
entertaining similar plans, but have
not definitely committed themselves.
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>: "LittREVIEWS
Of THE IlbUJ flLfllS^
le
Joe, the

with

Johnny

Mack

Brown,

Fuzzy Knight
Wran
gler"
Universal

Tex

Ritter,

61 Mins.
GENEROUS DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS
LAYS THIS RIGHT ON THE LINE FOR
WESTERN
FANS.
In "Little Joe, the Wrangler" Oliver
Drake has added another swell Mttle item
to the list of westerns turned out by him.
Lots of humor and a pinch of music lend a
bit of spice to the action, of which there
is a heavy serving in this latest film starring
Johnny Mack
Brown.
Brown plays the vice-president of a
smelter company who sets out to investigate why the mines are showing a loss.
Right off he gets into trouble with the law
on suspicion of being the head of the
gang that is stealing the rich gold ore and
terrorizing the miners. With the aid of
the sheriff (Tex Ritter), who finally is
convinced of his innocence, Brown goes
about the business of getting the guilty
parties. The audience is treated to an
exciting time as Brown traces the villainy
to the foreman of the mine.
Good performances are given by Brown
and Ritter. Their teamwork should get
the kids plenty excited. Fuzzy Knight

*

SHORTS

*

"Education for Death"
Radio-Disney
9 mins.
Eye-Opening Stuff
Disney's ability to put the stark
and sinister into celluloid via dramatic delineation plus color is
strongly exemplified by "Education
For Death." Here he portrays how
the Nazis take German youngsters
and inculcate into them at tender
ages the poisonous precepts of that
nation's evil philosophy embracing
absolute slavery to the State, the
destruction of individual freedom,
and the utilization of boys and men
as cannon fodder to force the Nazi
RKO

ideology
the the
wor-ld.
The reelupon
traces
kind and character of the "education," — making
deities of Hitler and his ilk. An impressive climax in awesome tempo
is provided by showing the mass
Nashville, Tenn. — Gas rationing
goose-stepping of German soldiery,
to date has cost theaters in the
like mechanical men — without souls,
Crescent and affiliated groups at
when their schooling is completed.
least 25 per cent in attendance, acThis is an eloquent and important
cording to an official of the Crescent Amusement Co. Suburban and again supplies the comedy rel:ef as Brown's short subject, because from it adults
small town houses are harder hit side-kick. Others in prominent roles are and youth in the lands where Freedom lives can appreciate the horthan uptown theaters which have Jennifer Holt, Florine McKenney, James
rors of the Nazi cult in contrast to
Craven, Hal Taliaferro, Glen Strange. The
the benefit of bus sei'vice.
Jimmy Wakely Trio lift their voices in the precious way of life under Deseveral nicely done western numbers.
mocracy. The animation is splenThe direction of Lewis D. Collins emdidly carried out. Put it down as
Anti-Smoking Ordinance
phasizes action all the way. The screen- eye-opening stuff, and only as DisProposed for Baltimore
play was concocted by Sherman Lowe and
ney can do it.

Crescent's Business Down
25% Due to Gas Rationing

whittling are good, the highlight of
he subject is footage given to the
Dionne quintuplets. Now lestored
lo their parents by the Canadian
Government, the five little girls
appear to be enjoying life with their
.hers and sisters and pare;
All in all, it's a bright addition

prog: am.
"King
of the 49ers"
(Person-Oddities)
Interesting
Universal
9 mins.
A number of extremely interesting subjects conspire to make this
short a first-rate booking. Interest centers chiefly in the clips having to do with that fabulous character of the roaring days of San
Francisco who calls himself Norton
I, emperor of the United States. The
film shows the influence he exerted
on the San Francisco of his day.
Charles Atlas, the professional
strong man; a woodcarver, a chap
who operates a miniature railroad
and a creator of lifelike masks take
up the remainder of the footage.
"Me Musical Nephews"
Paramount
6'/2 Mins.
Riotous
One of the best Popeye shorts to
hit the screen in years. Popeye's
young nephews keep their uncle
awake by their practicing on musical
instruments and the grief they cause
him is the central theme for some
hila:ious fun. This one deserves
prominent billing.

Elizabeth Beecher from a yarn by the

Baltimore — A sweeping ban on former. William Sickner got some excellent camera shots.
smoking in all indoor gathering
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Tex Ritter,
places, including motion picture theaters, night clubs, department stores, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, Florine McKenney, James Craven, Hal Taliaferro, Glen
etc., would be imposed by an ordinance now being drafted by the Bal- Strange, Jimmy Wakely Trio.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Oliver
timore Fire Department, soon to be
presented to the City Council. The Drake; Director, Lewis D. Collins; ScreenBoston catastrophe is said to have
play, Sherman Lowe, Elizabeth Beecher;
Based on story by Sherman Lowe; Cameraprompted the proposal.
man, William Sickner; Art Director, Jack
Violation of the ban would be punishable by a fine or a jail sentence. Otterson; Film Editor, Russell Schoengart;
It is expected that the ordinance Musical Director, H. J. Salter.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
will be introduced in the City Coun- Good.
cil for action in January following
the Christmas recess of that body.

'Wo Smoking"
Ordinance
Presented
in Paterson
Paterson, N. J. — Most drastic of
all the "no smoking bans" action
taken by city officials throughout
North Jersey, direct result of the
Boston Cocoanut Grove fire, is incorporated in an ordinance given
first reading here and applicable
to theaters and other public buildings. The ordinance provides a
$200 fine or 90-day jail sentence for
violators.
In Orange, a complete inspection
of exits in theaters, night clubs and
public buildings, has been ordered
by Commissioner Ralph Giordano.
Where exits are found to be too
cramped, they will be ordered widened or heightened as the case may
be.

Lack of Quorum Delaying
Action on M of T Appeal

"Fighting
(World inFreighters"
Action)
UA-Warwick
20 Mins.
Excellent
That unsung hero of the war, the
merchant seaman, comes into his
own in the newest World in Action
issue produced by the National Film
Board of Canada. The film pays
unstinted honor to the men who
man the ships without which this
global . war could never be won.
These men serve in silence the cause
of demoe: acy, but "Fighting Freighters" breaks that silence and reveals
them to the world for the heroes
that they are.
There is scene after scene giving
irrefutable p: oof of the risks they
run in the routine but vital business of supplying the food and the
tools of war needed by the United
Nations. This film tells us that
their task is hard and their courage
beyond question. The footage contains some superb shots of men and
ships in action. It has been capitally edited by Stuart Lee-<r. who also
did the commenta' y. which is spoken
dramatically by Lome Greene.

Lack of a quorum yesterday prevented the MPPDA board of directors to take final action on the
March of Time's appeal agains the
Production Code Administration's
refusal of a seal for "We Are the
Marines" in its original form. Picture currently is playing the Globe,
Broadway, with a seal with deletion
of certain language.
The board may convene later in
the week or the session may be post"Unusual Occupations"
Para.
10 Vi Mins.
poned until next week.
Diverting
Jack Sogg's Mother Dead
Cleveland— Mrs. Sarah Soglovitz,
mother of Jack Sogg, Local M-G-M
branch manager, died following a
long illness,

An interesting reel about neople
whn?e jobs are out of the ordinary.
Whil» shots of the circus trainer,
the femmp "ice iian." the collector
of tin foil and the man who cured
himself
of a nervous
ailment
by

"Conquer
by the
Clock"
(Victory
Flim)
RKO-Pathe
10 Mins.
Effective
RKO-Pathe has done a sterling
job with its fi: st Victory short for
the Government. The film, which
packs a terrific wallop, fires a salvo
at the
clock-gazer
in theappeal
nation'sto
war
plants.
In a direct
the country's labor "Conquer by the
Clock" calls for the bending of eve: y
effort in the cause of victory.
The
ootage graphically illustrates what
cab happen when a defense worker
hirks his duty even for a moment.
The film stresses in vigorous language that often the life of a fighting
man can be forfeited by negligence
and thoughlessness on the production line. The subject has been
powerfully presented under the
supervision of Frederic Ullman, Jr.
Slavko Vorkapich contributed good
direction.
"Speaking of Animals" 9 Mins.
Paramount
A Howl
This series which, through trick
photography and animation, causes
animals to make smart cracks to
the audience, is good for laughs on
any program and the latest reaches
new heights. The climax to this reel
is the scene showing dancing bears
singing "I'll Be Down to Get You
in a Taxi, Honey." If your audience
doesn't ishowl
humor
dead. at this, then sense of

.

RKO

RADIO

TRADE
SAMUEL

PICTURES, Inc.

SHOWINGS

GOLDWYN'S

Production

THEY GOT ME COVERED

TIME
BRANCH
Albany

PLACE

ADDRESS

OF SHOWING

Fox Projection Rm.

1052 Broadway

Tue.

Atlanta

RKO

Projection Rm.

191 Walton

Boston

RKO

Projection Rm.

122 Arlington St.

St.
Tue.
Tue.

Buffalo

Fox Projection Rm.

290 Franklin St.

Charlotte

Fox Projection Rm.

308 So. Church St.

Chicago

RKO

1300 So. Wabash

Cincinnati

RKO Theatre Proj. Rm.

1 2 E. 6th St.

Cleveland

Fox Projection Rm.

2219 Payne Ave.

Projection Rm.

DAY AND DATE
Wed
12/30

Tue.
Tue.
Ave.

Fox Projection Rm.

1803 Wood

Denver

Fox Projection Rm.

2101 Champa

St.

Des Moines

Fox Projection Rm.

1300 High St.

Detroit

Max

2310 Cass Ave.

Indianapolis

Fox Projection Rm.

Kansas City

Fox Projection Rm.

1720Wyandote

Los Angeles

RKO

1980 So. Vermont

Memphis

Fox Projection Rm.

Milwaukee

Warner

Minneapolis

Fox Projection Rm.

1015 Currie Ave.

New

Haven

Fox Projection Rm.

40 Whiting St.

New

Orleans

Fox Projection Rm.

200 So. Liberty St.

New

York

RKO

630 Ninth Ave.

Proj. Rm.

Projection Rm.

Projection Rm.

Projection Rm.

Ave.

12/29

1 1 :00 A.M.

Philadelphia

RKO

Projection Rm.

250 No. 13th St.

Pittsburgh

RKO

Projection Rm.

1623 Blvd. of Allies

Portland

Star Preview Rm.

925 N.W.

S'Renco Projection Rm.

3143 Olive St.

Salt Lake City

Fox Projection Rm.

216 E. 1st St. So.

San Francisco

RKO

Projection Rm.

251 Hyde St.

Seattle

Jewel Box Projection Rm.

2318-2ndAve.

Sioux Falls

Hollywood

212 No. Philips Ave.

Washington

Fox Projection Rm.

St. Louis

Theatre

11:00 A.M.

Tue.

12/29

1 1 :00 A.M.

Tue.

12/29

932 New

Tue.

Tue.

Tue.

1502 Davenport

St.

19th St.

Jersey Ave.

11:00A.M.

11:00 A.M.

Tue.

Fox Projection Rm.

11:00 A.M.

12/29

12/29

Tue.

10 No. Lee St.

City

Omaha

12/29

12/29

Tue.

Fox Projection Rm.

Oklahoma

8:15 P.M.

Tue.

212 W.Wisconsin

1 1 :00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

Tue.
Tue.

151 Vance Ave.

11:00 A.M.

12/29

326 No. Illinois Ave.

Ave.

12/29

Tue.

Tue.
Blumenthal

12/29

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

12/29

Tue.

St.

12/29
12/29

Tue.

Tue.

Dallas

12/29

11:00 A.M.
1 1 :00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

12/29

1 1 :00 A.M.

12/29
12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

1 1 :00 A.M.-2:00 P.M. &
4:00 P.M

12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

Tue.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

Tue.
Wed.

12/29
12/30

Tue.
Tue.

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

Tue.
Tue.
Tue.
Tue.
Tue.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.

12/29

11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

12/29
12/29

11:00 A.M.
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Filmdom's Famous Fives: Sereen^s Greatest
Fleeted by the Reviewers of the Nation
Filmdom's Famous Five Players, Directors, Screen Writers, Cameramen
and "Finds" of 1942 Chosen on the Basis of Top Performances and
Achievements in a Coast-to-Coast Symposium of the Press and Radio

Five Top Juvenile
Actresses

Five Top Male Stars
Gary Cooper in "The Pride of the Yankees" (RKO-Samuel Goldwyn).
Walter Pidgeon in "How Green Was My Valley" (20th Century-Fox).
Walter Pidgeon in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
Monty Woolley in "The Man Who Came to Dinner" (Warner Bros.).
Fredric March in "One Foot in Heaven" (Warner Bros.).

Five Top Feminine Stars
Greer Garson in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
Joan Fontaine in "Suspicion" (RKO Radio).
Bette Davis in "Now, Voyager" (Warner Bros.).
Katharine Hepburn in "Woman of the Year" (M-G-M).
Teresa Wright in "The Pride of the Yankees" (RKO-Samuel

i

Diana Lynn in "The Major and the Minor" (Paramount).
Virginia Weidler in "Babes on Broadway" (M-G-M).
Judy Garland in "Babes on Broadway" (M-G-M).
Shirley Temple in "Miss Annie Rooney" (U. A. -Edward Small).
Gloria Warren in "Always in My Heart" (Warner Bros.).

Five Top Directors
Goldwyn).

Five Top Supporting
Aetors
Donald Crisp in "How Green Was My Valley" (20th Century-Fox).
Frank Morgan in "Tortilla Flat" (M-G-M).
Van Heflin in "Johnny Eager" (M-G-M).
William Bendix in "Wake Island" (Paramount).

Tie: (Laird Cregar in "I Wake Up Screaming" (20th Century-Fox).
'Alan Ladd in "This Gun for Hire" (Paramount).

Five Top Supporting
Actresses
Teresa Wright in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
Sara Allgood in "How Green Was My Valley" (20th Century-Fox).
Betty Field in "Kings Row" (Warner Bros.).
Dame May Whitty in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
Agnes Moorehead in "The Magnificent Ambersons" (RKO-Orson Welles).

Five Top Juvenile
Actors
Roddy McDowall in "How Green Was My Valley" (20th Century-Fox).
Roddy McDowall in "The Pied Piper" (20th Century-Fox).
Mickey Rooney in "Babes on Broadway" (M-G-M).
).
(RichardNey in "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M
Mickey Rooney in "A Yank at Eton" (M-G-M).
Mickey Rooney in "The Courtship of Andy Hardy" (M-G-M).

William Wyler for "Mrs. Miniver" (M-G-M).
John Ford for "How Green Was My Valley" (20th Century-Fox).
Cecil B. DeMille for "Reap the Wild Wind" (Paramount-DeMille).
Sam Wood for "Kings Row" (Warner Bros.).
Orson Welles for "The Magnificent Ambersons" (RKO-Welles).

Five Top Screenplays
'Mrs.

Miniver"

Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel,
James Hilton, Claudine West.

'How Green Was My Valley"
Philip Dunne
'Kings Row"
Casey Robinson
'Tales of Manhattan"
Ben Hecht, Ferenc Molnar, Donald
Ogden Stewart, Samuel Hoffenstein, Alan Campbell, Ladislas
Fodor, L. Vadnai, L. Georog, Lamar Trotti, Henry Blankfort.
'Woman

of the Year"

Ring Lardner, Jr., Michael Kanin

Five Top Cameramen
How Green Was My Valley"
'The Magnificent Ambersons"
Reap the Wild Wind" (Technicolor)
'Wake Island"
'Fantasia" (Technicolor).

Arthur Miller
Stanley Cortez
Victor Milner
Theodor Sparkuhl

Five "Finds39 of the Year
Teresa Wright
Alan
Ladd
Janet
Blair
Van
Heflin
Paul Henreid

Samuel

Goldwyn
Paramount
Columbia
M-G-M
Warner Bros.
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'"Faiiioiis Fives" Awards

to Cooper and Garson

Crisp, H t-igfif . McDawall, Lynn and Wyler Also Acclaimed by U. S. Film Critics
(Continued from Page 1)

and reviewers
to establish Filmdom's Famous Fives.
I
It was the second
victory for
j; Cooper
whose
performance
in the
title role of "Sergeant York" won
! n the palm in last year's first
TTF.F. poll. Cooper's delineation
of baseball's late, great Lou Gehrig
scored virtually a seven to five lead
I over his nearest rival, Walter Pidf geon.
The most decisive victory of all
in the second F.F.F. poll was that
of Miss Garson who outdistanced
the field for the best performance by
feminine stars. In only one other
division, that for best performance
by juvenile actor, was there such a
landslide of critical opinion.
Walter Pidgeon, in the runner-up
position for best performance
by
I male stars, received the identical
number of ballots for his characterization in both 20th CenturyFox's fine production of "How Green

Greer Garson and Gary Cooper Win Reno's
Radio Poll Patterned After FILM DAILY
nlm

FFF

Reno, Nev. — Voting in a Film Favorite contest conducted by Rex Regent,
commentator of Station KOH here radio listeners in this territory chose

Greer Garson and Gary Cooper
tively.
of their performances in "Mrs.

as the year's outstanding players on the basis
Miniver" and "Pride of the Yankees," respec-

KOH's
Famous
Fives.poll was

after that of THE

patterned

Was My Valley" and Metro's "Mrs.
Miniver." Fredric March in "One
Foot in Heaven" and Monty Woolley
in "The Man Who Came to Dinner,"
both Warner Bros, productions, were
selected in that order to complete
Filmdom's Famous Fives male stars.
To round out the best performance by feminine stars, the critics
and reviewers chose Joan Fontaine
in RKO's "Suspicion," Bette Davis
in Warner Bos.' "Now, Voyager,"
"Katharine
Hepburn
in
Metro's

Ellen DREW • Richard DENNING
Jerry COLONN A* Barbara Jo ALLEN vS,
Directed by Bernard
Vorhaus
• Screen play by Bradford Ropes and Gertrude
Purcell
• Based on on original story by Robert T. Shannon and Mauri Grashin

* B1Y

■ J- ».
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Filmdom's

"Woman of the Year," and Teresa
Wright in "The Pride of the Yankees." The 1941 poll placed Miss
Davis second, Miss Hepburn third,
and Miss Garson fourth. Top honors last year went to Vivien Leigh
in "Gone With the Wind."

Supporting Performance
Honors Go to Donald Crisp
The palm for the best performance by a supporting actor in 1942
went to Donald Crisp on the basis

FEATURING

THE

ICE

of his brilliant work in "How Green
Was
had Frank
better
than My
a twoValley."
to one Crisp
lead over
Morgan, hailed by the critics for his
work in Metro's "Tortilla Flat."
Morgan finished only slightly ahead
of Van Heflin, chosen for his performance inMetro's "Johnny Eager."
William Bendix's characterization in
Paramount's "Wake Island" placed
him fourth in the supporting actor
group. Laird Cregar, seen in 20th
Century-Fox's "I Wake Up Screaming," and Alan Ladd, in Paramount's
"This Gun For Hire," tied for the
fifth place. A single vote separated
Bendix and Cregar and Ladd.

Teresa Supporting
Wright's "Miniver"
Takes
Laurels
Filmdom's Famous Fives supporting actresses are topped by Teresa
Wrightforwho
thesensitive
critics'
votes
her received
extremely
performance(Continued
in on"Mrs.
Page 10) Miniver."

CAPADES COMPANY
FAMOUS
SKATING

WITH
THE
STARS

INTERNATIONALLY

Vera HRUBA
Megan TAYLOR

*»/%%'MI%l«i«» BOWDi

■ Lois DWORSHAK

*

And Five Hundred Others
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'Miniver*
IH r«kH ion and Screenplay Honored
miller's Camera Work tor "Hot© Green Was My Valley" Hailed as Outstanding
(Continued from Page 9)

Pi TO THE

COLORS!

%

Balaban is Chairman
Of Red Cross Drive

Sara Allgood in "How Green Was
My Valley" finished second, while
Betty Field in Warner's "Kings
Row" placed third. Dame May
Whitty honored on the basis of her
finely etched role in "Mrs. Miniver"
and Agnes Moorehead so impressive
in the RKO-Orson Welles production
of "The Magnificent Ambersons,"
complete the quintet.
It is interesting to note that in
the instance of best performances by
supporting actors and actresses the
1942 selections represent no encores.

Seattle— LEONARD RAATZ, 20th
Century-Fox salesman, has been accepted by the Navy, and has been
sent to a Naval Air training base
on Puget Sound.

San Francisco — Manager Fred
(Continued from Page 1)
^
Curtis of the Strand is taking over
managership of the 1,900-seat El of co-chairmen, treasurer, studio
Rey, succeeding BILL CROSBY, who chairman, exchange chairmen, home
has been inducted into the Marines. office and public relations chairmen.

Omaha — CHARLES
sign painter at Fepco,
the Navy.

Bridgeport, Conn. — MIKE PECCERELLO, Globe Theater assistant,
is off for Army service.

McDowall Doubly Hailed
For Juvenile Delineations

Boston Theater Biz Dips
To New Low for Week-End

Roddy McDowall scored a walkaway to lead best performances by
juvenile actors in 1942. He might
be said to be his own closest rival.
His performance in "How Green
Was My Valley" brought him the
accolade, while his work in 20th
Century-Fox's "The Pied Piper"
yielded him the runner-up position.
The ratio of votes, incidentally, was
better than five to one. Mickey
Rooney, who last year also took the
number one and number two positions this year placed third and tied
himself with Richard Ney for the
fifth place. Rooney's role in Metro's
"Babes on Broadway" placed him
third. Ney was selected for his sympathetic portrayal in "Mrs. Miniver." Rooney's work in Metro's
"A Yank at Eton" and in the same
company's "The Courtship of Andy
Hardy" won
for him
the instances
identical
number
of votes
in both
which were cast for Ney. In the first
F.F.F. poll McDowall placed third.

"Major and Minor" Wins
Award for Diana Lynn
As the best performance of 1942
by a juvenile actress, the critics
gave a substantial lead to Diana
Lynn on the strength of her delineation in Paramount's "The Major and
the Minor." Virginia Weidler, who
was the number one choice last year,
placed second in the current poll on
the strength of her work in Metro's
"Babes on Broadway." Competition
in this group was close indeed; witness the fact that only three votes
separated Miss Weidler from Judy
Garland who placed third, with the
same margin noted in the results
for fourth and fifth places. Miss
Garland was chosen also on the basis of her work in "Babes on Broadway." Shirley Temple who placed
fourth, was selected for her performance in the United Artists-Edward
Small picture "Miss Annie Rooney"
and Gloria Warren, the number five
selection, scored in Warner's "Always in My Heart."
Jolson as "Canteen" Emcee
Latest star to be added to the
cast of "Stage Door Canteen" is Al
Jolson, who will act as emcee and,
sing a new Al Dubin and Jimmy
Monaco song, "American Boy," written especially for him.

SVAGERA,
is entering

(Continued from Page 1)

more than a decade adding to theater operators' holiday grief. In
the downtown area, drops up to
80 per cent were reported.
Even compared with holiday
weeks of other years, business is
setting a new low and this is
startling comparison with new high
records established in weeks prior
to Grove fire. Theater men accepted
the drop philosophically and are inclined to believe that business will
return to normal or thereabouts after the first of the year.
Parking spaces around the nabes
were almost bare Sunday in contrast with the crowded appearance
of other weeks. The temperature
was at 10 below and the oil shortage, combined with the drastic gas
rationing, kept thousands within
their homes.

No Gas and Severe Cold
Cuts Albany "Takes" 50%

Albany — The combination of no
retail gas sales and below zero
weather cut attendance in this territory at least 50 per cent over the
week-end. Downtown houses, subsequent-runs and rural territory theaters were hit alike.

Mercury's Dip and Gas
Shortage Hit Philly Biz
Philadelphia — With the mercury
way down and the gas shortage cutting use of autos, business here at
the week-end took a nose-dive.
Exhibs. however expect big holiday week-ends as many stores will
remain closed on Saturdays.

Sub-Zero Weather Dents
Attendance in Rochester
Rochester — Sub-zero weather and
the halt of gasoline sales did a double brody for theater business here
over the week-end.

Metropolis, III., Theater Burns
St. Louis — Fire of undetermined
origin early yesterday destroyed the
535-seat Illinois theater at Metropolis, 111., owned by O. F. Lessing
of St. Louis and managed by Russell Spore.

Barney Balaban Heads
Para.'s Blood Donors

Paramount employes have formed
a committee to sign groups within
the company as volunteer blood donors for the Red Cross. The blood
bank contributions will be made
(Continued from Page 1)
shortly after the first of the year.
President Barney Balaban, first
ater, New Orleans, and named Paramount, RKO and Vitagraph.
volunteer on the list, states that the
The appeal board remanded the employes will be permitted time off
case with instructions to the defen- to report to Red Cross Headquarters
dants to submit offers of runs to en masse for the purpose.
the complainant together with terms
and conditions for determination by First Session Tomorrow
the arbitrator whether or not the
terms and conditions were calculated Of Unaffiliated Exhibs.
to defeat the purposes of Section
(Continued from Page 1)
VI of the consent decree.
All three defendants showed that
they had offered and are continuing organization," the UIE calls attention to the fact tomo: row's meeting
to offer product to the complainant "is intended
for the small operator
for second-run in the area subse- and not for the circuits and by that
quent to a first-run in favor of the we mean anyone that owns or books
Beacon Theater. But, according to
for more than 10 theaters."
the arbitrator, the distributors' ofThe ban on theater games is exfers "are clearly calculated to depected to be one of the important
feat the intent and purposes of Sec- subjects on the agenda. Organizing
committee includes Jacob Leff, Jul"Intion my
ius Charnow and Jesse L. Stern.
VI." opinion," the arbitrator
wrote,
"the offering
a second-run
is tantamount
to no of
offer
at all and
if justified by a strict interpretation Blaze Destroys Theater
of the consent decree, will stifle com- In Maiden, Near Boston
petition, destroy initiative and further a monopoly. In fact, the deBoston — Boston's fourth big fire
cree conceived in equity will appear
in recent weeks Friday night deludicrous in application."
stroyed the Maplewood Theater in
The arbitrator directed the de- Maiden, a suburb, causing estimated
fendants to offer complainant pic- loss of $60,000. Fire was discovered
tures for license on runs and cona few moments after the theditions which will not defeat the only ater
had been emptied of a capacity
intent and purposes of Section VI. crowd. Frank Pinnette, an employe,
Costs were ordered equally against was injured.
the defendants.
Theater, built five years ago of
steel, cement, concrete and wood conEddy Handling Coast Canteen
stiuction,
owned
dlesexwas
Amusement
Co. hv the MidWest Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY

Remanded Hearing Brings
Award Against Distribs.

Hollywood— The Arthur Eddy publicity office has been named to represent the Hollywood Guild's Canteen, which has played host to nearly 10,000 service men since its inception on May 15.

WB's Three for January
Warners' three releases for Januarya. y will embrace "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," which goes out on the 2nd;
"The Gorilla Man," set for the 16th,
and "Casablanca," ready the 23rd.

Gordon Co. Dissolves
Albany— Max
Gordon
Plays and
Pictures Corp. has been dissolved and
its certificate of authority to do business in New York State has been
surrendered.

WEDDING

BELLS

Rochester — Mary K. Belisle of
Eastman Kodak and Frederick A.
here.
Byrne riedofat Blessed
the U. S.Sacrament
Navy, wereChurch
marPortland, Me.— Otis M. Graham,
J: ., assistant manager of the State
until his recent enlistment
in the
Navy, was married at. Jacksonville:
Fla., to Florence I. Lupien, a member of the State's executive
staff,
vice school.
Graham
is attending aviation ser-'

|
,
f
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Signal Corps Photo

Making a training film at the Army Photosraphii Center, operdteo by the Signal Corps.

To end the war— sooner!
FROM the simplest rudiments of military drill to
the most complex procedures in handling big
guns . . . from the best methods of destroying their
enemies to the best methods of protecting themselves .. . American boys in the armed forces are
learning faster and better through the medium of
talking pictures.
The whole-hearted cooperation of producers with
the government agencies responsible for the preparation of training films has been of tremendous aid

to our armed forces in the making of many of these
special films.
We at Western Electric . . . who gave the screen
its voice in 1926 . . . are glad that our continuing
contributions to the art of talking pictures are helping now to speed the day of Victory!

Electrical ResearchOF Products Division
Western
Electrk * Company
195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

*******^******
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Richard DIX
Leo CARRILLO
Preston FOSTER

*
*
*

Wlth Frances Gifford - Guinn Williams

*
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e
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Directed by William McGann ■ screenplay by j. Robert Bren, Giady$ Atwater and Ben Grauman Kohn ■

•

*

*

*

A Harry Sherman Production • Released thru United Artists ^
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Asks Exhibs. to Relieve Copper Shortage
(See Column 3 Below)
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NO FILM CENSORSHIP, SAYSOWI
Dominion's
Film Biz in No-Priority Labor Class
Femmes in Theaters Made
An Exception; Status of
Projectionist Uncertain
Toronto — The Canadian
film industry is in the no-priority
labor
class in! the official list of job cateJigories
which
is
the
guide
of
the
1 tional Selective Service boards Nain
I dealing with the transfer of workers from dispensable
civilian em,. ployment to essential wartime occupations. Up to the present, such
transfers
have been voluntary
on
the part of workers but notice has
been given that Government grad1,1 ing of occupations is being broad(Continued on Page 5)

United Nations Aid
Pledged by Exhibs.

STUDIOS WANT
CLARIFICATION

Will Accede to OWI
Only if AMPP

Charge "Inspired by Some One Definitely Unfriendly
To Industry", Declares Lowell Mellett; Elmer Davis
Says "Excited People" Have Wrong Slant on OWI Move

Request

Directs

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Although the industry
v/as heartened by the statement in
Washington by Elmer Davis, director of OWI, "that there was no compulsion intended" Hollywood is still
awaiting a clarification of Lowell
Mellett's letter which requested that
all scripts be submitted to the local
OWI office.
No date has been set for meeting
of Association of Motion Picture
Producers at which action is to be
taken on the letter. No studio is
expected to comply with request un(Continued on Page 5)

More than 1,000 theater men of
the New York Metropolitan area
pledged their support to the United
Nations Week at a meeting yesterday morning in the Ziegfeld Theater. Session, which started at 9:30
(Continued on Page 6)

112 WB and 35 Skouras
Houses Change to Coal
Warner Bros. Theater Management Corp. has converted 112 theaters1f om oil to coal heat at a cost
| of $80,000, ( Continued
it was onreported
yesterPage 5)

Everyone Will Lich
It — But The Axis!
Coincident with the observance of
"United Nations Week" in more
than 16,000 theaters throughout the
nation, Jan. 14-20 inclusive, the
U. S. Post Office Department will
issue a new 2c "United Nations"
stamp which will go on sale the
first day of the campaign in Washington, D. C. The new stamp will
be red, of the regular size, and arranged vertically. It will replace
the present 2c Defense Stamp.

New Film Allocation
Order Said Signed
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Amusement

ANDREW

H.

OLDER

Washington

"Copper Matinees"
To Relieve Shortage
Terming the Government's need
for copper "immediate and dire,"
Chris Dunphy, of the WPB yesteraskedthethebreach
nation's
to
step day
into
and exhibitors
aid the war
effort by putting on a concerted
drive for copper scrap.
It is expected that the "scrap
matinees," staged by theaters once
a month to gather general salvageable metal, will be turned into "copper matinees," to which admission
will be free to patrons bearing con(Continued on Page 5)

Modernization
Ohio's
Building Code of
Sought

DAILY

Washington — Although there is
some doubt now that the new film
allocation order will be out before
Christmas, the order has already
been signed, and there is no reason
to believe that it will differ from
what the industry has expected. Although there is not believed to be
(Continued on Page 4)

By

Toledo, O.— The Ohio Legislature
will be asked to appoint a commission
to revise and modernize Ohio's building code, which was written in 1911
and called inadequate to meet modern conditions and requirements.
The move, initiated by the Toledo
chapter
of the American
Institute
(Continued on Page 4)

Taxes In Decline

Nov. Take, $11,310,821, Lowest Since April
Washington
Bureau, of THE
FILM
DAILY
Riant, Conshohocken, Pa.
Washington — A sharp drop in NoFiles Clearance Squawk
vember amusement tax collections —

on October receipts — was reported
Claiming unreasonable clearance, today by the Bureau of Internal
Harry Fried, operating the Riant Revenue. November collections nationally were the lowest since April,
Theater, Conshohocken, Pa., has
filed a complaint against the five falling off by more than three million
dollars
from October collections.
consenting companies in the PhilaCollections in the third New York
delphia tribunal. Fried charges that
district (the Broadway
the 14-day clearance granted to the collection (Continued
on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The censorship bogey raised in the wake of the
OWI's request that it be permitted to scrutinize Hollywood's
screen treatments and scripts was "inspired by some one defiunfriendlyofto Lowell
the industry,"
in the nitely
opinion
Mellett,
chief of the OWI's motion picture
bureau, with whom the request originated.
Mellett's disclaimer of censorship
was coupled with a similar reassuring statement from his chief, Elmer
Davis, director of the OWI. Queried
concerning (Continued
the
current
reports,
on Page 8)

Gas Shortage Effect
Still Undetermined
Full effect of gasoline rationing
on theater grosses and film sales is
not expected to be determined before Feb. 1, according to field sales
forces. They point out that the present period is ordinarily dull for. both
(Continued on Page 6)

■
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Schine Divestiture Report
Shows 1 Deal Completed
Buffalo — Completion of deal for
one Schine house and pending negotiation for two others are revealed
by Willard, S. McKay in his seventh
monthly
report
Schine6) divesti(Continuedonon Page

Noon Hour Closings
For H.O.'s Tomorrow
Home offices generally will close
early tomorrow to permit employes
to get an early start on the observance of the Christmas holiday. Paramount and 20th-Fox will shutter
at 12:30, RKO Radio, Universal,
Warners, Columbia and Metro at
1 p.m. UA may close at noon but
decision had not been reached last
night. Republic's closing hour also
had not been determined.
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War Bond Premiere Will
Reopen Toledo Valentine

Capital
Ass'n
Forgives Bar
Hollywood
Washington Bureau of THE
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Toledo— With a War Bond preWashington — Washington lawyers
miere of "Stand By for Action," expected to roll up a total sale of
are ready to forgive and forget
harsh Hollywood characterizations $550,000, Loew's will reopen the remodeled Valentine here today. Valof members of the legal profession,
entine has been closed for the last
according to a notice sent to local seven months to permit extensive
drama desks by the Bar Associa- changes
by the Libbey Estate, owntion of the District of Columbia. The ers.
Ted Teschner will manage the reoccasion is the presentation by the
juvenated house, while Harry Klotz
association of ambulances to the will manage the Esquire, which
Army and the Navy, covered by Loew's will continue to operate. In
news of the day.
Toledo for the opening will be JosThe lawyers called attention of
eph R. Vogel, Oscar A. Doob, Edlocal reviewers to the newsreel
ward C. Dowden, and Harry Moskofrom the New York Loew ofshots adding that "the screen has witz fice
and Charles Raymond, district
not always been kind in its characterization of lawyers, but a step manager, of Cleveland.
Naval Reserve Training School
towards correcting false impressions may have been created when here will send its glee club and color
to participate
in the preMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer made a news- guard
reel recording of the ceremonies
where the bar association of the
district of Columbia presented two Embassy Newsreel Theater
ambulances to the Army and to the

Inaugurates Xmas

Navy."
Essentiality

Notification
En Route to Coast Studios
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Copies of an official
letter from Collins Stocking, head
of the Essential Activities Committee of the WMC, are now on their
way to the Coast, carrying the first
official notification to Hollywood
studios that the motion picture industry has been declared essential.
Without such notification, producers
have had no protection from labor
raids for essential war activities,
nor have they been able to obtain
many selective service deferments
for men in the 12 jobs listed by the
committee as essential.
This notification should also prove
of value in dealing with the OPA
regional office, in attempts to obtain
C gas cards for studio workers. It
puts_ studio workers on the same
footing as workers in war production plants.

+

20th-Fox Winds Up Year
With 35 Pix Completed

+

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twentieth-Fox is further ahead with its shooting schedule than at the close of any previous year. Of the 30 pictures whose
'U' Promotes John J. Scully titles were announced and definitely
promised for release at the start
To Be Boston Manager
of the 1942-43 season, 25 have been
Buffalo — John J. Scully, Universal released or are in the branch offices.
branch manager here for the past Ten productions v are in the cutting
four years, has been promoted to rooms, three pictures are now before
manager at Boston. He leaves here the cameras and four are scheduled
Jan. 2.
to start during January.
Abe Weiner, special representative
Vice-president William Goetz who
at Boston, succeeds him here.
is in charge of production, has
writers working on 48 properties
and from this list will be selected
"In Which We Serve" Opens
Noel Coward's "In Which We the shooting schedule for the first
Serve," will have its American pre- three months of 1943, so that most
miere tonight at the Capitol Theater of the pictures in work during the
as a benefit performance in aid of first three months of the new year
the Overseas Press Club's newly- will be produced for the 1943-44
founded Correspondents' Fund.
.

+
+
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Parties

In celebration of the Christmas
season, the Embassy Newsreel Theater, under the aegis of W. French
Githens, held a cocktail reception
vesterday afternoon in the Pine
Room of the Hotel Warwick.
Function was largely attended by
newsreel executives, members of
their staff, representatives of Government departments and trade press
editors and writers.

Holiday Interlude Sees
Only 3 Start on Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Only three new pix
get the gun this week as studios
generally observe the holiday season's rapid approach; the added
starters will bring the total shooting to 48. Week's new ones are
Monogram's "The Ape Man" (Katzman-Dietz) and "Robbers Roost"
(George W. Weeks) and Republic's
"The Blocked Trail."

Erlanger Warehouse to WB
The seven-story structure at 44749 West 49th St., formerly the Erlanger Warehouse, has been acquired
by Warner Bros, for storage purposes. Ben Wirth of the company
handled the real estate details.
Miles H. Alben appeared as attorney for the firm.

RKO

RADIO

CRADWELL
Chicago where
officials.
A.

W.

L. SEARS has returned frot
he conferred with UA exchang

SCHWALBERG

of

Warner

Bros

back from a tour of the company's exchange!
LEON SCHLESINCER, producer of animate!
cartoon shorts for Warners, is in New Yor
conferring with Norman H. Moray, short sub
jects sales
manager.
CHARLES
SMAKWITZ.
in the Albany r\
ager for Warner Theaters assistant
/#* ■
talks with
with zone
HarryVH
tory, is in New York for talks
Harry
mine and Clayton Bond.
iRetuns to Albany to
night.
SAM WOOD, who will next direct "Sara tog
Trunk" for Warners, has arrived in New Yorl
to spend
the holidays with his family.
LEONARD SCHLESINCER, Warner Theater!
executive,
was
in Philadelphia
yesterday.
LOUIS HYMAN, vice-president of Sol Lesse|
Productions, has returned to the Coast froni
New
York.
WESLEY RUGCLES. is in New York on a brie
vacation
from
Metro's
Culver City studios
MORT SINGER left Chicago yesterday foi
the Coast.

20th-Fox Will Dedicate
604-Star Service Flag
Dedication of a service flag ir
honor of the 604 employes of various
branches of Twentieth-Fox nov
serving with the Army, Navy oi
Marine Corps, will be one feature
of the Christmas party to be heir,
tomorrow afternoon, at the Hotel
Astor for all employes of the home
office, Fox-Movietone News and New
York Exchange. Between 800 and
1,000 members of the various units
of Twentieth Century-Fox will meet
at the hotel at 1 p.m. for luncheon
ment.
preceding the party and entertain
Twentieth-Fox Family Clubs have
been formed by employes of 24
branch offices and the majority of
these clubs are starting off their
activities by celebrating with Christmas or New Year's parties.

Alperson to Detroit
For UNW Drive Meet
Detroit — Carl Buermele, Detroit
United Nations Week chairman, has
arranged a meeting of local exhibitors for today at the Variety Club,
Book-Cadillac Hotel in the motor
city. Edward L. Alperson, National
Campaign chairman will be the
principal speaker.

PICTURES,

Inc.

TRADE SHOWING

"HITLER'S "CHILDREN"

Monday, Dec. 28, at 11 A.M., 2 P.M. and 4 P.M.
RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York
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/\LL NOW
YANKEE DOODLE DANDY CASABLANCA GEO. WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE/
GENTLEMAN JIM /FLYING FORTRESS NOW, VOYAGER/ YOU CAN'T ESCAPE
FOREVER DESPERATE JOURNEY ACROSS THE PACIFIC'/ (J^'AIR FORCE'/
On To Victory}
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Para. Cartoon Plant
Starts Here Jan. 2

Shipping Situation
Worries Newsreels
Newsreels which have encountered
considerable delivery difficulties during the last several months because
of the shipping situation and gas
shortage found their transportation
problem aggravated yesterday when
approximately 75 per cent of their
shipments were reported stymied by
the holiday express and freight pressure. Last night, the companies
we.re attempting to dispatch outof-town shipments by air express.
Exhibs. in the hinterlands have
been receiving prints two or three
days late for a period of weeks, it
is said, with sales departments facing demands for rental reductions as
a result.
To meet the situation, it is reported editors are mulling the advisability of moving back make-up
day for two days. If adopted, prints
which usually go out Tuesday would
go out Sunday.

New Film Allocation
Order Has Been Signed
(Continued from Page 1)

any specific provision for newsreels,
an industry agreement has been
reached concerning length and number of prints.
Details of the proposed agreement
were revealed last week in The Film
Daily, and these details were reviewed here yesterday by Harold
Hopper, chief of the motion picture
branch of WPB's Consumers Durable
Goods Section, and Tom Connors and
Edmund Reek, of Twentieth Century-Fox and Movietone respectively. It is believed that the proposed
formula was pretty generally accepted, although there was some
question as to whether the number
of prints would be cut as much as it
was first feared.
Hopper told The Film Daily
that he does not feel WPB- is actually cutting newsreels — it's really
standardizing them, and on the 1941
basis. Since 1941 the newsreel print
order has taken a sharp rise, he said.
"WPB feels," Hopper said, "that
newsreels are very essential these
days. They're very necessary and
we're anxious to do all we can for
them."
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Studio:

• •
•
SPIRIT that's helping win the war:
Will of the people
of the tiny isles of St. Pierre and Miquelon. off the Canadian coast, as so
vividly portrayed in Warners' new and exquisite two-reeler, "Little Isles
of Freedom". . . • And coming back from that screening, seeing in
the sub-zero weather the truckmen of the Liberty Fast Freight Co. of Pat-

Riant, Conshohocken, Pa.
Files Clearance Squawk

T

T

▼

The Winning Spirit

.ft

erson, N. J., painting on the wide bumper of their big van: "Buy More Wot
Bonds and Stamps". ... • And then hearing in a huddle of Broadwayites on Sardi's curbstone that Mrs. Si Seadler, wife of Metro's advertising
manager, stood first in her class of Nurse's Aides at Flower-Fifth Ave.
Hospital and received from the Bed Cross the token presentation of the
Florence Nightingale lamp as proxy for her classmates in the graduation
ceremonies
And subsequently find out from one of Si's work companions that he, pridefully beaming, had sat in the very first row at the
ceremonies, — one of his rare absences from the lair of Leo the Lion. . . .
• And then seeing the Xmas card (virile exhibit!) sent out by Staff Sergeant Victor W. Frank (former Syracuse theater manager) from his camp
down South. ... • And being informed by John Bennett, chairman of
the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, that, at the organization's War Bond
sales luncheon at the week's outset in the Hotel St. George, Margo was
credited with having so'.d $6,205, 575-worth of the "Security for Freedom"!
T
•

•

•

AND

T

T

the spirit which is making this second War Christ-

mas what it is and should be:
Illinois' Governor Dwight Green,
and his wife, inviting the kiddies of Springfield to their annual party to
be held tomorrow
morning at the Orpheum
and Strand
Theaters
there

A

Santa

will

distribute

candy,

apples

and

other

palate-

pleasers, and Nancy and Gloria
Green— the "First Children
of the
State,"— will greet the youngster-guests and aid in gift distribution
Thousands of Springfield kids are set to be present to enjoy, too, the
motion pictures, songs, band music and vaude acts at both houses
Appreciation has been officially and deeply
expressed
by the
Governor to the respective managements, and he has already thanked
the members of the Motion Picture Operators and Stage Hands Union,
as well as the Musicians Union, for giving their time without compensation to help make the party a success. ... # The Fryebur<r
Theater, Fryeburg, Me., also shoius the proper spirit this morning by
staging a free show for everybody
In announcing the event the
management proclaimed: "It has been very gratifying the way the
people of Fryeburg and vicinity have attended the pictures. To show
our appreciation -we are putting on a double feature show entirely
without
charge
and
everybody
is cordially
invited
A Merry
Christmas to All". . . . % And distinctly deserving of mention is
the Annual Clyde Quimby Memorial Party held in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
this past week-end in that city's Emboyd
Theater
Recipients of
the lavishly -extended Xmas joy were 1,500 underprivileged youngsters,
including many orphans, and they are still talking about the event
out that-a-way. ...

«

Coincident with the aforementioned were the

grand doin's in Ohio's Akron and Summit Counties
A group
of 26 downtown Akron stands and other outlets in the territory put
on a memorable kids' party, with a vast turnout
In other years
this affair has been admission free, but because of the war, the management asked that each young guest tote for his or her ticket two properly
processed tin cans to aid the Scrap Drive

John Cromwell
James Roosevelt
P. D. Cochrane

branch

Miami, which
produces
cartoon
subjects,
will beParamount';opened ir
New York at 25 W. 45th St. on Jan
2. When subjects now in work ai
the Florida plan are completed, &Y.
operations will be transferred tc
New York.
It is understood that a branclfpT
the armed
services will take 6
the Miami studio.

•

•

•

AVENGE

▼
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PEARL

HARBOR!

▼

(Continued from Page 1)

Norris, Grand and Garrick Theaters
in Norristown over the Riant is unjustified and asks that all clearance
be eliminated.

Flint, Mich., Theater
Withdraws Complaint
The Michigan Theater, Flint.
Mich., has withdrawn its clearance
dants.
complaint against distributor defen-

Modernization
Ohio's
Building
Code of
Sought
(Continued from Page 1)

of Architects after the Boston Cc~
coanut Grove disaster, has the support of the Architects Society of
Ohio and the Ohio chapter of the
American Institute of Architects.
New types of construction are not
covered by the present state code, it
is claimed. Many of its restrictions
are
regulations rather
than department
actual.

Danziger
Named
Home's
Assistant at
20th-Fox
In an expansion and realignment
of the three divisions of the Twentieth-Fox advertising, publicity and
exploitation department, Hal Home
has appointed William Danziger his
assistant and elevated M. E. Youngstein to complete charge of business
administration and budget control
over all sub-departments. Change
will become
effective Jan. 4.
The three departmental divisions
will operate as heretofore with
Charles Schlaifer as advertising,
Rodney Bush as exploitation manlicity
ager
and manager.
Richard Condon as pub-

Two Chicago Circuit
Employes Are Cited
Chicago — Two former employes of
local theater circuits have been
ittt,-.
cited
bravery
in action
PK&
in theforSouth
Seas.
The
bert, formerly an usher at
|^^
citedPrincess
Arthur inH. Alton
Prothe
GreatNavy
States'
while the Marine Corps cited Will
Wallin, formerly at B fir K's Uptown.
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Dominion's Film Biz
In No Priority Class

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

"Little Isles of Freedom"
(Broadway Brevities)
Warners
20 mins.
(Continued from Page 1)
Excellent Two-Reeler
ened to the compulsory military service draft, consolidation of less esUnder the aegis of the House of
sential occupations and the diverting Warner, the current 1942-43 season
of employes to war work.
has brought forth a number of meNational Selective Service officials
morable shorts. This two-reeler is
are withholding employment trans- most emphatically one of these. It
fer permits in the case of those who is far more than a motion picture.
' ^ave quit high priority work for the It's a screen document which will
■ jrpose of taking positions which live, long after hostilities of World
have been classed as non-essential.
War II, as an inspiring document
Employment generally has been revealing and perpetuating for all
placed in four gradings from "A" time the love for freedom among the
top priority to "D" no priority. In people of St. Pierre and Miquelon —
the official list of "Services" is mo- the tiny French islands which lie
tion picture entertainment which has off the Eastern coast of Canada.
Under the heel of Nazi-dominated
been placed in the no priority class
for male workers but, strange to Vichy, these isles suffered the curtailment of their liberties and unrelate, women employed by theaters
derwent the pangs of living under
are listed under "Top A Priority." tyranny alien to their consciences
Males without priority also include
those employed in dance halls, night and to their heritage of liberty,
But they
clubs, sport arenas and other rec- equality and fraternity.
reational services.
112WBand35Skouras
Applicable to head offices of theater chains and to film exchanges Houses Change to Coal
is
the "No
Priority"
for
(.Continued from Page 1)
clerical
office D workers
and ruling
salesmen
in the case of male employes and
"Low
C Priority" for women workers.
According to this grading, women
employed in theaters proper are considered essential while those in offices are in the third rating, or next
to the no-priority group. Men employed in any branch of the theater business have no priority at
all.
No specific mention is made of
projectionists in the official list but
among those classed in "High B
Priority" are those engaged in electric light and power, telegraph,
cable and telephone services and the
operation of radio stations. It is
possible that film operators will be
considered as part of this group but
no official ruling has yet been made.
This information has not yet been
released to the newspapers in the
Dominion.

Demand of Canadian Indies
On Advisory Board Rejected

day. Conversion is expected to effect
an annual saving of 2,150,000 gallons
of oil.
The Skouras circuit has converted
35 oil-burning theaters to coal heat,
thus bringing the entire group of
67 theaters to coal consumption.
Other • circuits are reported to be
converting as fast as possible.

rebelled,
placingthemselves
and
their
beloved
soil under
the banner
of General Charles De Gaulle. The
story of this liberating coup is recounted with thrilling power and
drama, plus superb sensitivity imloff.
parted to it by Director Victor StoHow the dark yoke of Vichy was
lifted through the determination and
perseverance of the people is splendidly delineated visually, and
through the pulsating narration
penned by Dorothy Thompson and
delivered with emotional impact by
Charles Boyer. The name of Miss
Thompson and those of the Messrs.
Stoloff and Boyer present showmen
everywhere with promotional ammunition. The film, therefore, in addition to its pictorial subject matter
of highest merit, has box-office magnetism. Stoloff's handling of the
footage has much the quality possessed by the memorable "How
Green Was My Valley."

Studios Want Clarification
Of OWI Scenario Request
(Continued from Page 1)

less instructed by the association.
It was pointed out that, with the
country at war, the industry is anxious to co-operate with the Government in every way but that the Mellett epistle seems to be an entering
wedge for censorship.

"Copper
To
RelieveMatinees"
Shortage
(Continued from Page 1)

tributions

of the

Toronto — Demands of independent
exhibitor representatives on the Ad- space.
Nabe managers look for a sharp
visory Council here this week fell
on deaf ears. The meeting was held improvement, as patrons accustom
behind closed doors but information themselves to go to the local show.
is the board administrators rejected
The Motor Inn, on the Seattle-Taproposals for enlargement of the coma highway which opened early
scope of the Advisory Council and last Summer, has closed.
of the board itself to deal with matters of a purely trade nature, and
San Francisco — First results of
not the concern of the Government
gas rationing on neighborhood busiunder control regulations.
ness have shown a slight uptrend,
It is understood no action was
and district exhibitors expect intaken to shuffle groupings of 1942creasing business as people's gas
43 product because the board had tanks become
increasingly empty.
already compared special and Class
A pictures with releases of the past
two years and had approved the curChicago — Gas rationing has cut
rent season list as submitted by ma- the number of autos at the South
jor distributors.
Town parking lots 50 per cent. TheMatters for arbitration were not
aters are starting to reduce parking
dealt with at the meeting as being lot employes, shifting them to other
duties.
subjects for trade consideration.

rw

^Jo

the

critical copper
deficiency, * requesting that showmen hold "copper matinees" in as many theaters
as possible within
the next few
weeks.
The wire also stressed the
necessity
of turning
the collected
copper over to registered junk dealers without delay, to be channeled to
the proper authorities.

Col. Renews Bill Stern Pact
Columbia has renewed its pact
with sports announcer, Bill Stern, for
the third year. He will do not more
than 13 and not less than 10 sports
shorts. His present contract does
not end until May 31, 1943.

Ljratitudt

J he

"precious

"Copper branch War Production Board greatly in need of
motion picture help. Additional
supply copper scrap imperative.
Collection
by theaters
NOW
would be one of the greatest
contributions of the entire war."
The Theater Division of the WAC
immediately wired all Exhibitor Exchange chairmen informing them of

Gas Rationing Aids
Nabe Biz on Coast
Seattle — As Seattle entered its
third week of gas rationing, theater business is slightly off throughout the downtown area, and gradually improving in the neighborhoods. The metropolitan houses
have dropped not much more than
five per cent, while the nabes have
shot up to an increase of 25 per
cent on the week-ends and held
their own in the middle of the week.
In an effort to build up its nabe
biz, Sterling, with a group of 11
houses, has doubled its newspaper

newest

The Government's plea for quick
action was incorporated in a message from Dunphy to Arthur Mayer,
WAC's said:
National Salvage Chairman,
which
metal."

(^ritiLC5
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United Nations Aid
Pledged by Exhibs.
{Continued from Page 1)

o'clock, brought out top executives
of all branches of the industry.
Harry Mandel, national publicity
director of the campaign, urged the
use of at least one-tenth of the
stunts suggested in the press book
prepared for the drive, especially
the children's parade of pennies,
which, he said, would make the drive
a big success.
Sam Rinzler, exhibitor co-chairman of the New York area, presided
at the meetnig at which he read telegrams of enthusiasm from Edward
L. Alperson, Walter Wanger and
David 0. Selznick.
Among the speakers was the Honorable Sylwin Strakacz, consul general of Poland, who represented all
the United Nations. Other speakers
were Harry Brandt, Fred Schwartz,
Leonard Goldenson and Francis S.
Harmon. Among those present were
Vera Zorina, William F. Rodgers,
Richard de Rochemont, George
Skouras, Charles Moses, Julius Joelson, William White, Si Fabian, Max
A. Cohen, Arthur Mayer and Joseph
Seider.
Harmon told of the Annapolis midshipmen who in one sentence on an
examination paper explained the defeat of the Spanish armada by the
lack of three ships — leadership, seamanship and marksmanship. The
industry has those ships, Harmon
said.

Schools MP Committee
In National Board Tieup
Affiliation of the Schools Motion
Picture Committee of New York
City with the National Board of
Review of Motion Pictures after the
New Year is announced by James
Shelley Hamilton, executive director
of the latter. The committee, while
continuing to operate as an individual group, will issue its recommendations through the board. Mrs.
Alonzo Klaw will continue as chairman of the committee.

USO-Camp Shows Giving
Gala Christmas Programs
USO-Camp Shows has completed
a program of gala Christmas performances for American service
men at home and abroad who will
not be able to spend the holidays
with their folks. Included in the
program are extra shows to be
given in hospitals, mess halls, service clubs and elsewhere. The 33
companies on the regular USO circuit will put on two performances
Christmas night.
A new USO-Camp Shows unit has
arrived in Bermuda. The troupe
consists of Russ Brown, Gypsy
Markoff, Jack Powell, Iris Wayne,
Terry Lawlor.

«

REVIEWS
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"Arabian Nights"

with Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu
Universal-Wanger
86 Mins.
BIG GROSSES ARE IN. STORE FOR THIS
TECHNICOLOR SPECTACLE; TREMENDOUS TREAT FOR THE YOUNG.
At last "The Arabian Nights" has been
brought to the screen in all the rich coloring with which it has been associated in
our minds. Walter Wanger will be handsomely rewarded for having made a youthful dream come true. This venture in the
realm of pure escapism will find a most
grateful public response. The enthusiasm
will be shared by the children with their
elders, for there is smashing entertainment
in this grand exercise in make-believe.
The film captures with tremendous sue
cess all the riotous color and excitement
of Araby of the story books. Breathless
diversion all the way, "Arabian Nights"
is a spectacle of vast proportions. Wanger
has spared nothing in his determination
to make his transcription of the famous
tale of Haroun-al-Raschid and Scheherazade
a cause for public rejoicing. He must
have spent a fortune in costumes and sets
and has dressed the whole production in a
show of color that has never been equalled
on the screen. It is not only color; it is
color that is so clear and true that every
scene is something to make the eyes dance
with delight. The superb screenplay is
credited to Michael Hogan.
The story of "Arabian Nights" is of no
importance. What matters is that the film
is pageantry of a rare kind. Of course,
not to be overlooked where the men are
concerned is the fact that the film is

Schine Divestiture Report
Shows 1 Deal Completed
(Continued from Page 1)

ture progress, filed in Federal Court
here. It covers the period from Nov.
20 to Dec. 19.
The leasehold, equipment and good
will of the Scotia Theater, Scotia,
has been transferred to the new
owner, previously described as an
independent exhibitor, report said.
Tentative arrangements hav.e been
made to dispose of the leasehold of
Opera House, Lexington, Ky., and
the Plaza Theater, Malone, it added.
McKay said he expects the deal to
be completed next month.
An agreement reached with an
indie exhib. to transfer the lease of
the Memoria theater, Mt. Vernon,
0., was stymied by refusal of the
ouilding's owners to consent to assignment of the lease, McKay reported.
The court's temporary order of
last May 19 postponing the Schine
anti-trust suit two years, requires
che circuit to divest itself of 16
cheaters within a year. The monthly reports show six have been disposed of to Dec. 19.

Gas Shortage Effect
Still Undetermined
{Continued from Page 1)

branches of the business and whether
it is due to rationing, severe weather
or just the usual slump is a question
that can't
reports
say.be clarified at this time,
Film exchanges in the Northwest
report business above normal for
this time of year, despite "gas" r(^
tioning.
For itsexample,
Seattle
branch had
biggest RKO's
sales activity
during the week ending Dec. 19.
The Des Moines, Milwaukee and
Minneapolis territories appear to be
the hardest hit by the rationing
order, insofar as sales of pictures
are concerned.

No Pre-Christmas Slump
At Washington Box Offices
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Traditionally the
theater's slowest period, the preChristmas business here is showing

no noticeable drop. Washington's
swollen population, much too large in
normal weeks for the number of
theaters in the city, is keeping the
local box-offices just as busy as
To Assign
New
Photo
Units Navy's
in Month
ever.
The Theater Guild's "Russian
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY People" has taken in $16,000 in its
Washington — It is expected that first eight performances, and "We
the first of the Navy's new combat Are the Marines," at the Columbia,
photo units will be assigned to fleet is attracting 20 per cent better than
units, shore stations or air bases average business for this house.
within about a month, it was re- "You Were Never Lovelier" at
vealed here yesterday. These units, Warner's Earle, reached $21,000 in
which consist of an officer — usually its first week and seems to be every
a qualified still photographer — and bit as strong in its second.
three enlisted men, two motion picture cameramen and one still pho- RKO-Oriental Not Negotiating
Chicago — The management of the
tographer, will be sent to all points
Oriental Theater denies any further
of naval action to better the Navy's
battle coverage. After security ex- negotiations for RKO to take over
amination by naval officers, all the the Oriental are under way. The
is said to be doing a satisNavy's film will be made available Oriental factory
business.
to newsreels and the press.

crowded wth beautiful girls. It's one of
the finest displays of pulchritude put on
the screen. Leading the parade of lovely
ladies, all revealing their curves felicitously, is Maria Montez, the Scheherazade of
the story.
She makes a gorgeous eyeful.
The film tells of Haroun-al-Raschid's
love for the dancing girl and his struggle
with his enemies led by his brother, Kamaral-Shaman. When the caliph of Baghdad
is ousted by his treacherous brother, he
finds refuge with a troupe of entertainers
The officers for the first 10 units
of whom Scheherazade is one. With the
girl he falls into the hands of slave trad- have been in training for nearly
ers. They escape and are hunted by Kamar- two months now. They began at the
al-Shaman, who now rules as caliph and Navy photographic school in Pensawants the dancing girl for his harem. They cola, then spent two weeks in New
York, going out with newsreel crews
are captured by the new caliph's men but
escape with the assistance of Ali-Ben-Ali, and studying newsreel makeup, editing, scoring, cutting and other points
a young acrobat with the troupe. The
brother and his cohorts are destroyed in a of technic. After that the group
spent four weeks with March of Time
dramatic finale throbbing with excitement.
Jon Hall is cast as Haroun-al-Raschid. crews, studying the documentary
technic.
Ali-Ben-Ali is played by Sabu. Leif Erikson appears as Kamar-al-Shaman. The
three give Miss Montez superb support.
Billy Gilbert and Shemp Howard show to
fine advantage in comedy roles. They are
good for a load of laughs. Other players
who do excellent work are Edgar Barrier,
A 12-page campaign book, in
Turhan Bey, John Qualen, Thomas Gomez. color, on United Nations Week,
A great asset is the fine direction of which will be staged the week of
John Rawlins which keeps the film moving Jan. 14-20, has been prepared and
at a feverish pace. Milton Krasner's work is now on its way to the 16,463 theaters on the WAC roster. An unwith the camera is superlative. The imusual feature of the book is the
aginative settings are a credit to the
cover which can be used as a lobby
artistry of Jack Otterson.
CAST: Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu,
Leif Erikson, Billy Gilbert, Shemp Howard! poster.
Edgar Barrier, Turhan Bey, John Qualen, man; Cameraman, Milton Krasner; SuperThomas Gomez.
vising Art Director, Jack Otterson; Film
Editor, Philip Cahn.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wanger;
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Director, John Rawlins; Screenplay, Michael
Great.
Hogan;
Additional
Dialogue, True Board-

Theaters Get United
Nations Press Book

WEDDING

BELLS

Marriage of Richard Paul Morgan,
son of Oscar Morgan, Para, shorts
sales chief, and Constance Sullivan
daughter of Mrs. John L. Sullivan
and of the late Rep. John L. SulIvian of Massachusetts, will take
place Dec. 29 at 4:30 p.m. at the
residence of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
L. McKee, 449 E. 57th St. Groom-tobe is in Paramount's legal department;
Sullivan is also a ParamountMissemployee.
Nashville, Tenn. — Marriage
of
Miss Norma Bernice Mousson,
daughter of Dewey Mousson, manager of Knickerbocker Theater, to
Lt. John David Shaw, Ft. Knox, Ky.,
is scheduled for Dec. 26.
Buffalo — Miss Jane Griffin, secretary in was
the office
of the
BasilRose
Bros.'
circuit,
married
in St.
of
Lima Church, to Corp. Edward C.
Wheeler of the Army Signal Corps,
stationed at Camp Edwards, Mass.

N The 1942 FILM
®

YEAR

BOOK

published by The Film Daily early this
year cognizance

was taken of the

Industry's Activities in the War.
In August The Film Daily published
that most interesting- and inspiring issue
devoted exclusively to THE INDUSTRY
AT WAR.
The 1943 FILM

YEAR

BOOK

now

in the course of intensive preparation will
review and carry on from there, bringing
this important record up to date.

It's Compelling — It's Dynamic —
It's Informative — It's Inspiring.
This will be one of the most outstanding
features of THE YEAR BOOK which
will be ready for distribution shortly
after the first of the year to all subscribers of
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No Film Censorship, Declare Davis and Mellett
Charge Inspired by Enemy
Of Industry, Says Chief
Of Motion Picture Bureau
(.Continued from Page 1)

which stirred "viewing-with-alarm"
editorials in both the local Post and
Star, Davis told The Film Daily:
"I am fully informed
as to
what Mellett is doing and means
to do, which is not what excited people in Hollywood and
elsewhere
seem
to think he
means to do.
Mellett's statement regarding the purpose of
his proposal seems to me to be
perfectly clear."
Meanwhile, Mellett himself _ is
something more than just surprised
over the censorship accusations that
have come his way. Only a few
days previous to the revelation that
he is planning to "clear all pictures," Mellett had discussed at
length with The Film Daily the
clearance service his office has maintained for some months, describing
the operations of the division with
particular stress upon the fact that
there is nothing to compel producers to submit their scripts for OWI
perusal and nothing to compel them
to make any changes which might
be suggested by OWI.
The former newspaper editor yesterday declared that he could not
understand the "misconception"
which has been aired in the press
and part of the industry, saying
with conviction that "the Government has no power to interfere with
the making of any picture."
Charges that he was trying
to interfere with the free American screen, he said, "seem to
me to be inspired by some one —
definitely unfriendly to the motion picture industry. We think
what we're doing here is a genuine service to the motion picture
industry, and it's my opinion
that most producers feel the
same way. They were skeptical
a few months ago, but they
seem to like our operation now."
Earlier, when he first heard of
the Hollywood charges, Mellett told
The Film Daily that "the only thing

"Give and It Shall
Be Given Unto You"
Jackson, Miss. — Mississippi's century-old blue laws, — prohibiting
staging of such things on the Sabbath as farces, bullfights and bear
baiting — , has been apparently circumvented here by an indie theater
against which the laws apply, prohibiting Sunday movies. The manager has instituted Sabbath shows
on a "donation basis," and City Attorney W. E. Morse thinks he's in
the clear. Incidentally, the "donation" system on its inaugural brought
bigger receipts than any day except
Saturday!

ft TO THE
LT. PROCTOR JONES, fomer advertising rep. in the Cleveland office of Warner Theaters, is now in
North Africa, according to a letter
received from him yesterday by
Harry Goldberg, the circuit's advertising and publicity director.
that has happened is nothing. The
studios have had the same contact
with our office for months — all part
of a volntary operation. The only
new thing in the letter I sent out
there was that we have made arrangements with the Army and the
Navy to clear with them for the
producers whatever scripts come to
us and require Army or Navy clearance. We've been doing that with
other Government agencies, and felt
that doing the same thing with the
Army and Navy would make matters simpler for producers."
Although there was considerable doubt in some Washington
circles concerning what OWI
might do if producers failed to
avail themselves of these "voluntary services," Mellett replied only: "What could I do?"
He pointed out that film allocations were the province of the
WPB.
The OWI chief did not hesitate to
give The Film Daily a copy of the
letter which went to Hollywood producers. Questioned concerning the
failure of the letter to mention that
submission of scripts and compliance
with other OWI requests, he said
that he thought all producers understood completely that there was nothing to force them to comply.
He does feel, however,
that
OWI
can often aid producers
by suggesting
deletions which
might offend their foreign markets or even the American public. "When we do that we're
helping them, and I think they
all know it," he said.
"It was
no friend of the business who is
responsible for this story."
Along with his letter to the studios, Mellett gave The Film Daily
a letter mailed over the signature
of Nelson
Poynter, assistant chief
of the OWI bureau, Friday.
Here
again the wording was perhaps unfortunate in that, when mentioning
training films it did not specify "for
Government agencies."
(OWI has,
by the executive
order setting up
the OWI power to clear all film accies). tivities of civilian Government agenIt might be misunderstood by a
casual reader but, says Mellett, the
studios must certainly have understood it.
Controversial portions of the Mellett letter to the studios, and the
whole of Poynter's letter follow:
Text of Mellett's Letter
"Considerable confusion seems to
exist among motion picture produc-

COLORS!
B. D. LION, RKO's division manager for the United Kingdom and the
Far East, yesterday
left for the
Army, having been commissioned a
captain.
Chicago — Evelyn Dubin has been
named a B & K booker.

Amusement Taxes
Show a Decline
(Continued from Page 1)

area) were only about half those for
November
1941,
and
more
tha|»
$700,000
less than those for Octob(^
of this year.

Whereas
October's total
was
$14,694,996.93
the collection
Federal '
"take" during November was only
$11,310,821.36— less than a million
dollars better than the $10,411,197.95
collected during November, 1941.
Collections from the Broadwayarea were only $1,317,362.23, as
compared with $2,600,829.42 for the
get copies.
"All contracts with any Govern- same month in 1941. Theater adment agency (including the armed
missions brought in less than half
forces) regarding motion pictures what they did last year— $1,193,should be cleared through this bu- 457.80 as against $2,501,017.69. October collections for this year in
reau. This bureau maintains an office in Hollywood, 616 Taft Build- the Broadway area were $2,060,ing, Telephone: Hempstead 3211.
325.08 of which $1,915,841.01 was
"This office can render many de- in taxes on theater admissions.
cisions immediately. When a quesCollections on brokers' sales accounted for only $8,773.96, more
tion has to be referred to Washington this office will undertake to than a thousand dollars less than
clear it in the least possible time.
the $9,875.19 they brought in last
and three thousand less than
"For the benefit of both your stu- year,
dio and the Office of War Informa- the October collections of $11,732.62.
Admissions
to roof gardens and
tion it would be advisable to establish a routine procedure whereby our cabarets brought in more than last
year—
$115,170.47
as against $88,Hollywood office would receive copies of studio treatments or synopses 692.20— but less than the $132,751.45
of all stories which you contemplate collection from the same source in
producing and of the finished scripts. October of this year.
This will enable us to make suggestions as to the war content of mo- Composer Jean Gilbert Dead
tion pictures at a stage when it is
Buenos
Aires (By Cable) — Jean
easy and inexpensive to make any Gilbert, operetta composer, is dead.
changes which might be recommended. We should like also to set some of those receiving Mr. Melletts
up as a routine procedure an ar- letter of December 9, as to whether
rangement whereby our Hollywood the making of training films is included among the matters to be
office might view all pictures in the
through the Office of War
Information.
long cut. While this is rather late cleared
in the operation to introduce any
"Mr. Mellett has asked me to exnew matter it would make it possible for us to recommend deletion
plain that, while the authority to
of any material which might be require this does rest in OWI, it
harmful to the war effort.
has been specifically waived in the
"Question involving relations and case of technical training films in
policies with foreign Governments instances where such pictures may
should be cleared through the Hol- also be intended for presentation
lywood office also. The OWI is in to the general public.
contact with every friendly and
"NELSON P. POYNTER, Assisneutral foreign government, and is
tant Chief, Bureau of Motion Picin a position to give authoritative
advice regarding both our own attitude and that of the foreign government. Where technical advice is
Cleric Urges Sunday
needed, this office will undertake to
find a representative of a foreign tures." Films for Soldiers
"P. S.
government
who is qualified to renKnoxville, Tenn. — The Rev. John
der such assistance. . . .
T. Thomas, member of the Church
"LOWELL MELLETT,
ers regarding Government channels.
This letter is an effort to clear up
this confusion. I shall appreciate
it if you will see that all in your
studio with Government contracts

"Chief, Bureau of Motion Pictures,
Office of War Information.
"I shall appreciate it if you will
notify the Hollywood office if you
have pictures, not yet released,
about which you have consulted
foreign governments, but not this
Text of Poynter's letter follows:
"To the heads of studios:
The question has been raised by
office."

and Camp Committee, Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A., told a large audience at Ft. Sanders Presbyterian
Church here that "to be forbid Sun-

day movies in army centers is tragic."
He said in part: "The Sabbath is
not kept 'holier' when recreation is
impossible. I am convinced there
are many civilians who have yet to
learn that there is nothing unholy
in play, recreation, and entertain-

ment."
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DAVIS TAKES OWI PIX STAND RESPONSIBILITY
Distribs. Get Half of Frozen Funds in Australia
Fourth Quarter Payment
Also Received; New Pact
Sets $3,100,000 Figure
American companies yesterday received $575,000 from Australia as
the fourth quarter payment under
the monetary agreement and onehalf the accumulated frozen funds,
amounting to a little more than $3,000,000. A meeting is expected to
be held in June with Australian officials in regard to the release of
the balance of the frozen money.
The
new
monetary
agreement
(Continued on Page 4)
* A Merry Christmas •
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Because Jack Benny will be out
of town doing a show for the boys
in the armed forces on Tuesday,
Jan. 5, the annual luncheon of the
Amusement Division of Federation
has been changed from that day to
Thursday, Jan. 7, at 12:30 p.m., in
the Hotel Astor, it is announced by
Luncheon Chairmen Barney Balaban
and Maj. Albert Warner.

Any Bricks to be Shied by the Industry Should
Be Thrown at Him, Davis Says; He Denies OWI Has
Any Power of Compulsion Over the Film Companies
By

DAILY

ANDREW

H.

OLDER

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Full and complete support for Lowell Mellett in
his dealings with Hollywood was affirmed yesterday by Office
of War Information Director Elmer Davis.

OWI Objective Said

If there are any bricks to be
thrown they can throw them at me
and
at' Mellett,"
Davis told
his
pressnotconference,
referring
to the
excitement in the industry aroused
by Mellett's letter to producers published yesterday in The Film Daily.
Davis said(Continued
"that ison aPage
story
6) the im-

Pre-Chrisfmas B. 0. End of "Distortion"
Hollywood — OWI's objective in requesting studios to submit all screen
and scripts for scrutiny
Slump Found Lighter treatments
is the end of dangerous distortion in Briskin's Option Up
Pre-Christmas box-office slump non-war nix. according to Nelson
this year is the lightest in _ many Poynter, Hollywood rep. of Lowell At Columbia Meeting
Mellett's OWI motion picture buvears, according to a sampling of reau.
West

Award Rule Change
Unfair, Says Selznick
i
West

Shift In Date For
Federation Luncheon

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

if A Merry Christmas if

"takes" during the last two weeks
Hollywood — That action taken by in representative large and small
the Academy board of governors cities
and towns across the country.
Dec. 7 in making Dec. 31 the final
Dip in many situations thus far
exhibition date for pictures to be
has been only about half that noted
eligible for Academy Awards is un(Continued on Page 4)
last year and while this week naturally isexpected to see a further tapif A Merry Christmas *
ering off,(Continned
theater onoperators
generPage 8)

Questioned specifically about
OWI's interest in non-war films,
Povnter declared:
"Non-war films that carry a distorted picture of America
abroad

Mrs. William L. Paternostro, operating the Delta
Theater,
Lake

Releasing Corp. will meet Tuesday
to fill two vacancies on the board.
A Government attorney on Monday is expected to make a motion
One director will be named to succeed the late Harry Asher who died before Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
for the
appointment
in the Cocoanut Grove fire in Bos(ConthiHcd
on Page 4)of a memton. Another will be elected to fill
the spot left
vacanton by
Ben(Continued
Page Robert
4)

(Continued on Page 6)
if A Merrv Chrstmas if

Annual meeting
of 11Columbia's
stockholders
on Jan.
will be
called upon to approve, ratify and
confirm the issuance to Sam Briskin
of an option for 13,133 shares of
common stock of the corporation,
according (Continued
to the proxy
submitted to
on Page 7)

PRC Board Will Fill
Lake Charles, La., Theater
if A Merry Christmas if
if A Merry Christmas -k
Files Clearance Complaint New York
U. S. to Move for Naming
and New Jersey Two Vacancies Tuesday
Board of directors of Producers Of Successor to Veeder
Group in Expansion
Claiming unreasonable clearance, WAC
(Continued on Page 4)

Bamberger Fathered
United Nations Stamp
Issuance of a United Nations
-ostage stamp by the Post Office
Department on Jan. 14 stems from
an idea suggested by Leon J. Bamt-°'?er. sales promotion manager of
RKO Radio and currently campaign
Erector of the United Nations Week.
Bamberger, a philatelist of note,
hH:eved such a stamp had a definite
place in the forthcoming project and
he passed on the suggestion to
George J. Schaefer who carried it
to Washington where it was promptly adopted by Postmaster General
Frank Walker.

New York and New Jersey WAC
has expanded in anticipation of increased operations for the coming
year. In line with the policy of
closer co-operation between exhibitor and distributor groups, on an
(Continued on Page 8)

New British Division lor OWE
Speed up Flow of Information About U. S.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Indies to Play Screeno
Washington — Motion pictures will
In Theater Lobbies Free
take an even more prominent place
Approximately 100 members of
the recently organized Unaffiliated
Motion Picture Theater Owners'
Ass'n attending a meeting at the
Hotel Lincoln yesterday voted to
conduct Screeno in their houses and
(Continued on Page 6)

in the fostering of good relations
between this country and others,
if plans announced yesterday by the
OWI are carried through, A new
British division was announced by
Elmer Davis, director, to be headed
by Ferdinand
Kuhn, Jr., based in
(Continued on Page 8)

"In Which We Serve"
Opens Sensationally
UA's

magnificent Noel Coward

production,
"In WhichlastWenight
Serve,"
scored
sensationally
via
its American premiere at the local
Capitol Theater. Audience consensus places it among the very greatest films yet made. For review of
the attraction, see Oct. 16 issue of
THE FILM DAILY. For color story
of last night's premiere turn
to the
—MORRIS
"Along the Rialto" column,
Page 4
of today's issue.
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SAG Opens
"B" 18
Members
Ranks
to Actors,
to 25
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ADELAIDE BRUNS, former aide to David 0.
Selznick in New Ycrk who recently became a
lieutenant in the WAAC, is in town on leave
for the holiday.
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OSCAR A. DOOB of Loew's ad department
will spend the Christmas holidays with his sister
in Chicago.
Staff Sergt. GEORGE STRAUSS, formerly of
the Warner contact office, New Haven, now at

Show Films in Capital
For Away-from-Homers
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Spence
Field,
on furlough.

Moultrie,

Ga.,

is

in

West
New

Haven

JOSEfH R. VOGEL will return to New York
today from Toledo, where he attended the
opening
of Loew's
new
Valentine
Theater.
JACQUES MERSEREAU of the M-C-M studios is in town from the Coast for the
holidays.

$750,000 Theater Deals
Closed on West Coast
DAILY

Washington — For the benefit of
citizens of the United Nations stationed here, for servicemen who cannot get home for Christmas and
Government workers who will not
be able to travel, films will be shown
in the auditorium of the National
Archives every night from Friday
through Tuesday. The festival is
jointly sponsored by the United Nations Club and the National Archives.
WAACS, WAVES, SPARS and their
Canadian, South African and Australian counterparts in Washington
will serve as usherettes.
The films to be shown include
"Journey to Jerusalem," "Ruggles
of Red Gap," "Lost Horizon," "The
Life of Emile Zola" and Walt Disney's new "Saludos, Amigos."

San Francisco — Theater deals "agclose to R.
$750,000"
are reported gregating
by John
Saul, theater
broker of this city. The Strand here
has been transferred from J. J.
Franklin to Roy Cooper. The Laurel, Oakland, has been acquired from
Abe Karsky by Dimond Theater Co.,
which has also taken over the Hopkins and Allendale Theaters. Freda
Stokes has sold the Eastmont Theater to the Foothill Boulevard
Amusement Co. El Rey, Tulare, has
been taken over from the Tulare Theater Co. by Walter Cree. Robert
Lippert has taken the Lake, Corcoran, from Tulare Theater Co.
ic A Merry Christmas -jr

'Change Sells 22,292 Shares
Of 20-Fox Stock in 23 Mins.

■A- A 'Merry Christmas -fr

Under a special offering rule of
Stock Exchange yesRio Houses Play Revivals; the New terday York
a block of 22,292 shares of
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Twentieth Century-Fox stock was
New Product Piling Up
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Brazilian Co. Shoots
Anti-Nazi Feature
Rio de Jeneiro (Bv Air Mail —
Passed by Censor)— The first antiNazi film to be made in Brazil is
under production by the newly organized film company, Rex. The
film is called "The Brazilian Joao de
Souza."

"HITLER'S CHILDREN"

wn Theater
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
RKO
Projection Room
Fox Projection Room
12 East 6th Street
2219 Payne Avenue
Monday, Dec. 28—8:15 P. M. Monday, Dec. 28—11 A.
M.
INDIANAPOLIS

Fox Projection Room
326 N. Illinois Ave. — Monday, Dec. 28

11 A. M.
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Hollywood — Heavy loss of extra
and bit players to the armed services and war industries has compelled the Screen Actors Guild to
throw its "B" membership ranks
open to young men between 18 and
25. Initiation fee for these recruits
will be $10 instead of $50 but they
will be dropped by the Guild after
the war.
xoi

Lloyd

UPON

A

Gary
GRANT

HONEYMOON"

— and —
"Time to Kill"

Nolan— Heather

Angel

"The Perfect Skating Show'
Mantle, News
at all Performances ex- IPIus
ept Sat. Eves. 50c to $2. 5o| Tax
Sonja Henie and Arthur M. Wirtz present
A Musical Icetravaganza

STARS

ON

ICE

CENTER

THEA., Rockefeller Center. CO. 5-5474
America's Only Ice Theater
Evgs. Incl. Sun. 8:40.
Midnight Perf. Dec. 31.
Matinees: Dec. 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, Jan. I, 2.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

KttW.ir:m
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"MY SISTER
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Brian Aherne
Janet Blair
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1
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Award Rule Change

Half Frozen Funds
From Aussie Paid

Unfair, Says Selznlck

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

calls for the withdrawal by American companies of $3,100,000 of
earned revenue from Australia. The
1942 agreement permitted the withdrawal of $2,300,000.
The fourth quarter payment yesterday was made in advance of the
due date.

fair to producers of independent
pictures, is the contention of David
O. Selznick. Selznick charges that
change in the award rule was made
on such short notice that pict/*°«
which had previously been coi^%*
ered eligible by producers ^nd
artists connected with them are no
longer so because of distribution
and booking policies which are controlled by larger companies.
Selznick says it is unfair to suggest that distributors should sacrifice independent pictures by rushing
them into second-run houses with
insufficient time for booking arrangements and exploitation. In his
telegram to President Walter Wanger of the Academy, Selznick said he
had presumed award consideration
involved creators and not corporations and that there was "no academy
penalties for working in or on an

if A Merry Christmas if

U. S. to Move for Naming
Of Successor to Veeder
(.Continued from Page 1)

ber of the motion picture appeal
board to succeed the late chairman,
Judge Van Vechten Veeder. Judge
Goddard is empowered to make the
appointment under the terms of the
consent decree and he may make a
temporary appointment in order to
clear up cases now on appeal.
A temporary appointee also would
permit the holding of a meeting at
which the arbitration budget for the
new year may be acted upon. The
other two members of the appeal
board are George W. Alger and Albert W. Putnam.

"Oh, Eternal Lord God, Who alone spreadest out the
heavens, and rulest the raging of the sea; Who has
compassed the waters with bounds until day and night
come to an end; Be pleased to receive into Thy
Almighty and most gracious protection the persons
of us thy servants and the Fleet in which we serve.
Preserve us from the dangers of the sea and from the
violence of the enemy. . ."

4

from the lips of the Torrin's captain is a war Christmas in England,
when the gallant ship had put into a British port, and her crew given
shore leave to be with their loved ones at home and hearth

*€

if A Merry Christmas if

Lake Charles, La., Theater
Files Clearance Complaint
(Continued from Page 1)

Charles, La., has filed a demand for
arbitration in the New Orleans tribunal. Complainant contends that
the clearance granted to competitive theaters by Paramount and RKO
should be reduced and that the runs
offered to the Delta are inconsistent
with the spirit of the consent decree. She asks for all the relief possible under Section VI and VIII.

** **

•
•
• THUS
was the beginning of the
prayer which the Captain of H.M.S. Torrin, — Noel
Coward — , offers in a dramatic sequence of "In
Which We Serve" — the magnificent and memorable feature picture which had its American premiere last night in
the Capitol Theater
Not only is it fitting to quote this portion of
the prayer for the reason that it represented to the vast and distinguished
gathering a symbolic exhortation which lives this Christmastide in the
hearts of all free peoples, but the scene in which it is lifted on high

**

m

• • • TOO, last night's thrill and emotion-packed debut was
a fitting climax to the war year of 1942 —a night triumphant for the
film industry, for "In Which We Serve" represents all that is great in
motion pictures as entertainment and as a living art, in which WE
serve, meaning every person in filmdom
Seldom in industry annals has an audience been so enthralled in a celluloid drama as was
last night's
And for the very obvious reason that the Coward
opus is very, veiy great both as an entity and as a collection of components representing the acme of ace acting, direction and photography.

this kaleidoscopic
picture, per se

yesterday was a standout date in the history of
business
It was not all on the side of the
But what happened in a promotional way bespoke

the promotional genius of the shadow drama
In last evening's
newspapers appeared full page agency ads, remarkable in their power
and appeal
Additionally, there was a veritable radio cavalcade,
paying tribute to the picture and its producer-star-et-al, in the form of
nine important programs, heard by millions of listeners -in
All
this will have a beneficent effect on box offices throughout the land,
evoking not alone glory but gold for the thousands of theaters which
will inevitably and MUST play "In Which We Serve"
It was the
climax to a wonderful, result-getting campaign
engineered by David
"Skip" Weshner and his cohorts

m . he

DECEMBER 24
J. W.
Alicoate
Ted Toddy
Michael
Curtiz
Carl
Brisson
Howard
Hughes
Evelyn
Hall
Ruth
Chatterton
Wilfred
Noy
Eulalie Jensen
DECEMBER 25
Joseph M. Schenck
Beulah
Marie
Dix
Charles
Cruze
Margaret Churchill
Helen Twelvetrees
Charles
Curran
A. P. Waxman
George
Brent
Earle Foxe
Joe Rock

Joe

Marlene
John

Bonomo

DECEMBER 27
Dietrich
Sam
Coslow
Bowers
Maria Alba
Edward L. Klein

m

• • • AMONG those attending last night's premiere were Edward C. Raftery, Gradwell Sears, Carl Leserman, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
W. Kelly, Roy Howard, Ned E. Depinet, Moss Hart, Gertrude Lawrence, Major and Mrs. Arthur Loew, David Sarnoff, Major Thompson,
C. C. Moskowitz; John Hertz, Jr. and his wife, Myrna Loy; Walter
Reade, Commissioner Paul Moss, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buck, Messmore
Kendall, Mr. and Mrs. David Weshner, Major Edward Bowes, Dr.
Walter Damrosch, Mr. and Airs. Quenlin Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Ruggles; Lowell Thomas (who introduced the picture from
the stage)
The festivities made this Christmas, if not white, certainly bright!
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

«S

<*

Selznick made
it clear that his
independent
picture."
fight for independent producers was
not restricted to "In Which We
Serve," but it also dealt with eligibil"Shadowin of
a Doubt"
otherity ofpictures
which
he has and
no
personal

or

financial

interest.

Academy to Give Award
To Best Foreign Film
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Academy rules committee established a new award for
the best foreign-made feature shown
in the United States during the
calendar year regardless of whether
it was exhibited in Los Angeles. A
protest in behalf of "In Which We
Serve" was registered. The committee's action in creating a new award
will be passed upon shortly by the
Academy's board of governors.
Foreign features which comply
with the committee's action of Dec.
7 setting Dec. 31 as the last day for
the start of a week's run of a picture, will
be eligible for Academy's
general
awards.
if A Merry Christmas if

PRC Board Will Fill
Two Vacancies Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)

U.
S. Army.
jamin
who resigned to enter the
Plans for the new season and the
fixing of budgets are expected to be
other items of business on the
agenda.

"Semper
Miami — Growing

Fidelis"
honor roll of film

industry men killed in their country's service has a further addition
ta^-

in the name

of Thomas

J.

U
** the
staffs
of the
Pj§>
Brandon
of this
city. Tower
Brantpta^ don, formerly connected with
and

Capitol

theaters,

was

slain

fighting w'th the Marines in the
nounced.Pacific, it is officially anSouth
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# ■< Reviews of the new nuns :< :<
"When Johnny Comes
March
"
ing
with Allan
Jones, Home
Gloria Jean
Universal
GREAT LITTLE MUSICAL

74 Mins.
CARRIES

GR-^ YOUTHFUL APPEAL; SHOULD
Gl^oOOD ACCOUNT OF ITSELF.
Laying emphasis on fun and music, "When
Johnny Comes Marching Home" makes the
exhibitor a gift of a buoyant, lively and
fast-stepping piece of entertainment, the
youthful appeal of which is powerful enough
to bring those of tender years trooping
to the box-office.
Film-goers of maturer years will find
tiemendous joy in the sight of young people
enjoying themselves so wholeheartedly in
this bit of jollity. Youth not only carries on
with abandon but does it so well that
"When Johnny Comes Marching Home"
becomes swell diversion of its type. The
film offers such attractive young talent
as Gloria Jean, Donald O'Connor, Peggy
Ryan and Jane Frazee, each of whom is
a gem of a performer. The older members
of the cast are topped by Allan Jones,
who is the Johnny of the title.
The production, on which Bernard W.
Burton served as associate producer, is
prodigal with its music, which is of the
kind dear to the hearts of today's youngsters. The singing burden is shared by
Jones and Miss Jean with O'Connor and
the Misses Frazee and Ryan carrying off
lesser honors. Among the tunes are "My
Little Dream Girl." "You and the Night
and the Music," "Romance," "Say It With
Dancing," "This Is It," "Green Eyes,"
"One of Us Has Gotta Go," "This Is Worth
Fighting For," "We Must Be Vigilant,"
"Red Sarafin," "Jazz Etude" and "The
Yanks Are Coming." Much of the singing
is done to the accompaniment of the Phil
Spitalny all-girl orchestra, a swell aggregation. Miss Jean sings several duets with
Jones. Their singing is something to gladden the ears.
Jones plays the role of a war hero home
on furlough. Immediately Miss Jean gets
a crush on him. The girl is prettv miserable when Jones falls in love with her
sister, Miss Frazee. Jones' appearance in
civvies creates the impression that he is a
deserter. The rest of the film is devoted
to his getting himself back into the good
graces of everybody.
The screenplay of Oscar Brodney and
Dorothy Bennett was directed at a fast
tempo by Charles Lamont. Charles Previn's
mus'cal direction is fine.
CAST: Allan Jones, Gloria Jean, Donald
3'Connor, Jane Frazee, Peggy Ryan, Richard Davies, Clyde Fillmore, Maria Shelton,
Dlin Howland, Emma Dunn, Four Step
Brothers, Phil Soitalny and his Hour of
Zharm All-Girl Orchestra.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bernard
(V. Burton; Director, Charles Lamont;
icreenplay Oscar Brodney, Dorothy Benlett; Cameraman, George Robinson; Art
J'rector, John Goodman; Musical Director,
Zharles Previn; Dance Director, Louis Da
'ron.
I DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
i jood.

'Quiet, Pleas*

"Johnny
Doughboy"
with Jane
Withers
Republic
63 Mins.
SWELL BOOKING FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD TKADE IS LOADED WITH FUN
AND POPULAR MUSIC.
Youthful talent has a field day in this
Republic musical, turning in results that
should please immensely those who patron.ze the neighborhood houses. The film
represents a clever combination of music
and comedy that should bring an especially
favorable reaction from our jiviiT population. For the most part "Johnny Doughboy" is a fast and furious entertainment
rich in production values, for which thanks
no little to John H. Auer, who acted as

with
with

George
Sanders, Gail Patrick,
Richard Denning
20rh-Fox
70 Mins.
NOVELTY Oi- SETTING HELPS TO GAIN
THIS MELODRAMA RATINo AS FAIR ENItRrAINMtNT.
The novelty of murder in a library is the
only thing that will draw more than passing

Murder"

attention to "Quiet, Please — Murder." This
setting may be different, but the proceedings are the same. This is not to say that
a melodrama addict will not be intrigued

by all the rushing about among the bookshelves. One thing must be said for the
action; there is rarely any dearth of it and
associate producer as well as director. Auer's
lively direction helps to keep the film a it allows plenty of guess. ng as to the guiit
most interesting exhibit throughout its or innocence of the characters cluttering
length.
up the plot.
The film has to do with the activity of
The picture is graced with a first-class
cast. Jane Withers carries most of the load a criminal who specializes in swiping priceless old books from the library and making
like a real trouper. The script calls upon
her to do many things and she does all of forgeries which he sells at fancy prices.
them well. Her supporting players are Several persons are involved in his dirty
of the best. Among them are Henry Wil- business, among them a lovely lady who
coxon, Patrick Brook, William Demarest, attempts to strike up a romance with a
private dick working on the case. The lady,
Ruth Donnelly, Etta McDaniel.
Republic has pumped plenty of solid along with several other individuals, is a
popular music into the screenplay, which corpse before the footage has been exhausted. The private sleuth, hired to solve
is a skillful job by Lawrence Kimble, who
worked from an original by Frederick Kohn- the theft of a rare book, works out hte
solution of this melodramatic puzzle and
er. The musical score consists of "Johnny
saves a girl he is in love with from joining
Doughboy Found a Rose in Ireland," "Victory the gallery of corpses.
Caravan," "It Takes a Guy Like I," "All
The talents of George Sanders, who plays
Done, All Through," "Give the Kids a
the book racketeer, seem terribly wasted
Chance,"
"Baby's a Big Girl Now."
The story is the one about the kids try- on the sort of entertainment that "Quiet,
ing to put on a show. The youngsters,
Please — Murder" purveys. Gail Patrick plays
former topliners in pictures, are anxious the lady who tries her wiles on the private
to prove to the world that they're not all dick, who is enacted by Richard Denning.
washed up. Most of the action has to do Both do no more than fill their roles.
with their attempt to get Miss Withers, Lynne Roberts is the girl the dick is in
a movie star, to appear with the show so love with. Sidney Blackmer, Kurt Katch,
that its success will be assured. What Margaret Brayton, Charles Tannen, Byron
makes their task tougher is that Miss Foulger are a few of the players who figure
W. triers, rebelling at the life she has to in the plot in smaller roles.
lead as a film luminary, does a disappearing
Produced by Ralph Dietrich, the film
act. She is ferreted out by a resemblance- has capable direction by John Larkin, who
contest winner who has been covering up also is credited with the screenplay, which
for the star. It is the double who pre- man.
stems from a yarn by Lawrence G. Blochvails upon the star to help out the kids.
The show put on by the kids supplies the
CAST: George Sanders, Gail Patrick,
finale of the film. Among the youngsters Richard Denning, Lynne Roberts, Sidney
Blackmer, Kurt Katch, Margaret Brayton,
are Bobby Breen, Baby Sandy, "Alfalfa"
Switzer, "Spanky" McFarland, Cora Sue Charles Tannen, Byron Foulger, Arthur
Collins.
Space, George Wolcott, Chick Collins, Bud
CAST: Jane Withers, Henry Wilcoxon, McCallister, Bud Geart, Harold R. GoodPatrick Brook, William Demarest, Ruth Donwin, James Farley, Jack Cheatham, Minerva
nelly, Etta McDaniel, Joline Westbrook, Urecal, Bert Roach, Paul Porcasi, Theodore
von Eltz.
Bobby Breen, Baby Sandy, "Alfalfa" SwitzCREDITS: Producer, Ralph Dietrich; Dier, "Spanky" McFarland, Butch and Buddy,
Cora Sue Collins, Robert Coogan, Grace
rector, John Larkni; Screenplay, John
Costello, Karl Kiffe, Falkner Orchestra.
Larkin; Based on story by Lawrence G.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, John H. Blochman; Cameraman, Joseph MacDonald;
Auer; Director, John H. Auer; Screenplay, Art Directors, Richard Day, Joseph C.
Lawrence Kimble; Based on story by Fred- Wright; Film Editor, Louis Loeffler.
erick Kohner; Cameraman, John Alton;
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Film Editor; Wallace Grissell; Art Direc- Good.
tor, Russell Kimball; Musical Director, WalUlmer Directing Own Story
ter Scharf; Dance Director. Nick Castle.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Good.

Hollywood — Edgar Ulmer is now
directing the first of five features
to be made before next July by
! Mrminqham Theater Fire
Buffalo — First hearing of the Atlantis Pictures for PRC release.
| Birmingham,
Ala. — Five Points clearance complaint of Ruben C. "My Son, The Hero," is the title of
• ;heater, nabe house on the South- Canter's Colonial Theater, Skanea- the original Ulmer story made into
ride, was heavily damaged by fire, teles, against the "Big Five," has screen play form by Doris Malloy
laid to be from defective wiring on again been postponed, this time to and Ulmer. Release of the comedy
is set for February.
Jan. 5.
;he balcony.

Canter Hearing Jan. 5

"Rhythm
N.T.G. (N.ls T. Parade"
Granlund)
and

The
Florentine Gardens Revue
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
68 Mins.
SWELL ARRAY OF TALENT IN ENTERTAINING MUSICAL, WITH CANDY
CAND1DO SCORING.
Candy Candido, of the former team of
Candy and Coco, is the outstanding performer in this offering, his brand of comedy
scoring solidly with the prev.ew audience.
Double-talking Cliff Nazarro, Chick Chandler and Sylvia McKay are among the other
funmakers in the cast.
N.T.G. (Nils T. Granlund) and his Hollywood Boulevard Florentine Gardens revue
are featured. Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra, who perform at the Gardens, appear to advantage, as do the dusky Mills
Brothers, Peppy Sugar Geise, Jean Forman,
tap dancer, Sylvia McKay and Julie Milton
among the revue principals.
Gale Storm does good work as a singer
at the Garden, who is taking care of her
sister's baby. Cliff Nazarro, who plans
to produce a New York musical show, with
the backing of his sister, Margaret Dumont,
is interested in signing Gale, but believes
she is married. Robert Lowery, a musical
comedy star, is romantically interested in
Gale, but also believes she is married.
Matters are finally straightened out, with
Nazarro signing Gale and Lowery proposing
to her.
Sydney M. Williams, making his bow as
a producer, has given the picture excellent
duction values. Howard Bretherton and
")ave Gould directed, Dave Oppenheim and
Roy Ingraham fashioned three song numbers and Edward Kay and Edward Cherkose
wrote
"Tootin'
Own T.
Horn."
CAST:
N.T.G.My (Nils
Granlund) and
the Florentine Gardens Revue, Gale Storm,
Robert Lowery, Margaret Dumont, the Mills
Brothers, Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra,
Candy Candido, Chick Chandler, Cliff Nazarro, Jan Wiley, Sugar Geise, Jean Forman, Sylvia McKay, Julie Milton.
CREDITS: Producer, Sydney M. Williams;
Directors, Howard Bretherton, Dave Gould;
Authors, Carl Foreman, Charles Marion;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Production Manager, William Strohback; Editor, Carl Pierson; Musical Director, Edward Kay; Lyrics and Music, Dave
Oppenheim, Roy Ingraham; Florentine GarBruni. dens Revue by arrangement with Frank R.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

PRC Entering 1943 With
Record Backlog of 11
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— PRC will enter 1943
with 11 pictures in its cutting rooms,
representing the biggest backlog of
product in its history at this season
of the year. Leon Fromkess has in
preparation a total of 12 features
scheduled for production in January and February.
•k A Merry Christmas ■*•

Rep. Exercises Options
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has taken up
the option of Weaver Bros. & Elviry
for another pic, and also the option
on Jack English, director.
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Davis Takes OWI Film
Stand Responsibility
West

(Continued from Page 1)

plications of which have been greatly
exaggerated by some excitable persons in Hollywood and perhaps in
other parts of the country. It is
basically just a continuation of service which the motion picture industry itself has been glad to have
us provide."
Again stressing his support for
Mellett, Davis said, "In view of certain publications in Hollywood I
might say that Mike Cowles, OWI
director of domestic operations, and
I have been aware from the beginning of what Lowell Mellett was
doing in this enterprise and we thoroughly approve of it."
Senate Probe Seen Unlikely
There is no strong prospect of a
Senate investigation into the alleged attempt at control, according
to Senator Frederick Van Nuys, Indiana Democrat and chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee. Speaking from his home in Vienna, Va.,
Senator Van Nuys told The Film
Daily the matter of film censorship
by OWI has not yet come to his attention. "I don't know anything
about it," he said, "but of course if
there is enough of a demand for an
investigation, we'll look into it."
Van Nuys revealed that he has
received a number of protests from
producers' representatives concerning treatment by the Office of Censorship of film for export. "They've
sent in scripts with some very trivial alterations in them, a word here
and a word there. Sometimes just
a phase. I've looked them over and
I didn't
he
said. see much wrong with them,"
Davis stated that Hollywood has
been anxious to "co-operate with the
Government and this letter is largely a means of making sure that we
get the co-operation about ideas in
the films relating to the war before
too much time and effort and money
has been spent on them."
"We have no compulsion over
the picture companies, no right
or power of compulsion over the
picture companies as such. We
can make suggestions as to
what we think would be a useful
treatment and if a man does not

Army Adopts Policy
Of "Show Must Go On"
Camp Davis, N. C. — The Army
has adopted that old tradition of
the theater — "the show

must

ft TO THE

go

Notified by the transportation
on."
service that it would be impossible
for them to deliver prints of the
Astaire-Hayworth vehicle, "You Were
Never Lovelier," in time for the
evening performance. Capt. C. W.
Armstrong, theater officer, contacted
the Army Air Base in Charlotte, N. C.
The prints reached the camp in
time for the regular showing.
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Los Angeles — TONY
MARTIN,
inducted into the Army, will report
to Fort MacArthur Saturday.

COLORS!

ft

Pittsburgh— EUGENE R. WINTNER, booker for the local Columbia
exchange, has resigned to take over
a job for Uncle Sam.

GEORGE SOMMA, former RepubIthaca, N. Y.— JOHN HOWARD
lic shipper, New Haven, is now a
has
reported
for acourse
five weeks'
Navy
corporal at Camp Kentura, Calif.
officers
training
at Cornell
University.

OWI Objective Said
End of "Distortion"
(Continued from Page 1)

and tend to verify the bold lies and
half-truths the enemy tells about
America short-circuit the affirmative
effort of the overseas Bureau of

OWI which is trying to conva0^n
honest
out thepicture
world. of America thr?^- fl"Non-war films that give a disJACK WILLIAMS, assistant shiptorted picture of our allies and the
Toronto — HERBERT NELSON,
per at 20th-Fox, New Haven, is
now in the Army Air Force.
manager of a theater at Timmins, minority groups we depend upon to 10
in Northern Ontario, has arrived in help win the war throw sand in the
LEON JAKUBSON, booker at Toronto to join the Canadian Army. gears of the United Nations' war
Metro, New Haven, is slated for He is the son of Jack Nelson, man- activity. Such unfortunate incidents
and characters can be eliminated in
Coast Guard service.
ager of the Capitol Theater, North
scripts more economically than the
Bay, for many years.
Memphis— JAMES CARTER, shipfinished
ping clerk at. Republic exchange has
Denver— ROBERT HAMEL, 20thPoynterfilm."
also said, "We have no
joined the Army. He has been suc- Fox poster clerk, is now a store- authority or censorship and want
none over the film industry. Mr. Melkeeper petty officer in the Navy.
ceded by Paul McElyea.
lett
made
this clear a year ago
JAMES O'BRIEN, chief manager
Army.
Cleveland— BUD BARACH, son of at
Colorado Springs, has joined the when he was appointed co-ordinator
NSS branch manager Nat Barach,
of Government films by the Presihas enlisted in the Coast Guard.
dent. Nothing in the record can
RICHARD DEKKAR, recently
manager of the Victory, has joined challenge the validity or sincerity
the
Navy.
Chicago— CARL BRAUN of the
of these often reiterated state20th-Fox exchange has joined the
CLAUDE NEWELL, Metro exir A Merry Christmas if
Army and MARIAN GLICKMAN
change checking supervisor, has
goes into the WAVES.
passed his aviation cadet exams and Indies to Play Screeno
is awaiting call.
Miami — Sworn in as a volunteer
In Theater Lobbies Free
ments."
at Camp Blanding, BRUCE CABOT
JACK BRASSIL, formerly adver(Continued from Page 1)
trains here for the Army Air Force.
tising man at the Poli, New Haven,
invite the public to participate in
is at Camp Crowder, Mo.
MURRAY BRAGER, formerly of
the games free, and thus presumWarners home office, has been com- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ably meet the ban by Mayor Lamis ioned a second lieutenant in the
Hollywood— HERB WESTRATE, Guardia on games.
Under the plan to be followed, any
of Republic's still department,
Army's Quartermaster Corps, fol- head
has enlisted in thhe Army Air Force. person may play the game fiee in
lowing completion of his officer's Ambrose Barker replaces him.
the lobbies, without purchasing a
training course at Governor's Island.
ticket, at the same time that paying
Cincinnati — Columbia's shipper, customers are playing it.
Tulsa, Okla. — LEE DUNHAM, CHARLES SPONAUGLE, left this
Jacob Leff, owner of the Acme
house manager of the new Pines week for Army induction.
Theater, Glendale, Queens, was acTheater here and formerly manager
quitted in Queen's Felony Court yesterday on a charge of conducting a
of the Will Rogers and Tower thePittsburgh— BERNARD ALDERlottery. Screeno was played there
aters, has passed all of his examiMAN,
youngest
son
of
Peter
J.
Alnations for the Army Air Force.
derman, the theater supply dealer last Saturday night, the police being
notified in advance for the purpose
Tulsa, Okla. — EDWARD LEE, and former exhibitor, has enlisted of developing a test case,
in
the
Navy.
An older brother remanager of the State and Lyric thecently enlisted in the Air Force.
aters here, has received notice of
•jfc A Merry Christmas -*
Ask Assessment
Slashes
his induction and will leave Dec. 26
HARRY MAGUIRE of the RKO
Rochester — Demands for
for Army duty.
Radio publicity department reported ment reductions have been made
Omaha — CLARENCE "Slim" for duty yesterday with the Seabees here by B. F. Keith Corp., owner,
FRAZIER, exhibitor at Havelock, of the Coast Guard. Maguire is the and Moore-Wiggins Company, Ltd.,
Neb., is now in the Army. He's fifteenth from RKO Radio's tenth lessee of the Temple Theater Buildstationed at Las Vegas, Nev.
floor to don a fighting uniform.
ing for a $119,700 cut in its $469,early initial stages as to what we think would 700 assessment, and by the Rocheswant to follow these suggester Palace Corp., owner of the RKO
conform to the national interest," he went
tions, why that is his lookout.
on, "and if they don't agree with us, they Palace Theater building for a $316,There is nothing we can do about
don't have to do it— that is, for private ment.
608 reduction in its $828,000
it. We merely advise him that
films," he added, mentioning the OWI power
granted by the President when the Office
we thing such and such would
of War Information was set up to review,
be desirable and he may accept
clear and approve all Government-sponsored
radio and motion picture productions.
these suggestions or not, as he
"The
motion picture obviously," Davis said,
chooses."
"can be the most powerful instrument of
propaganda in the world, whether it tries
to be or not ; that is to say, the content
of motion pictures. The better they are the
more powerfully this works. The content
of a motion picture gives the peoples of all
countries in the world their impressions not
only of certain other countries but of certain angles of public feeling, situations in
the way and so on, and it is highly important in the national interest, I believe, to see
that motion picture references to the war
and to other nations and to other delicate
topics should insofar as possible conform to
the national interest."
Make
Suggestions
Early
"We
propose to make suggestions in the

"There seems to be a few people in
Hollywood
who
think
that when
the
President said 'all' in that order, he meant
only some.
In our opinion, he meant
all; we have talked it over with the
other departments and agencies.
It seems
thoroughly understood here.
I trust that
it will be understood in Hollywood.
"We
have no idea of exerting a censorship. We do control the output of Government films in the sense that we must review, approve and clear them.
We propose
to do that.
We will offer suggestions, as
many people in the industry have often desired us to do, about war angles in other
films, and we want to offer them at the
earliest stage so that not too much money
will be spent on something
that they wish
they hadn't done after they had done it."

Old, But Hot Seats
. . . For Our Enemies

Detroit — Three tons of scrap steel
have just been donated to the local
scrap drive by Sam Mintr, owner
of the Monroe Theater, one of the
smallest of Detroit stands. He found
a quantity of old theater chairs,
stored some 20 years ago, in a room
atop the theater. They had been
removed in the pre-talkie era and
forgotten.
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Jriskin's Option Up
U Columbia Meeting

TO THE

COLORS!

BOOK REVIEWS

San Francisco— JOHN
HOBART,
motion picture critic of the Daily
Chronicle, has left for the Army's
Officers Candidate School. His assistant, Dwight Whitney, has taken
over the paper's drama desk.

Pittsburgh— F. D. MOORE, JR.,
son offor"Dinty"
Moore,exchange
branch man4000 YEARS OF TELEVISION:
The
amer
the Warner
here,
has entered the Navy Training Story of Seeing at a Distance; by Richard
Hubbell. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
School at Columbia University. MIL- W.
LARD GREEN, son of David Green York. 256 Pages. Price, $2.25.
who owns and operates the Beacon
With television off at war, Richard
Theater
in this city, has joined the W. Hubbell has taken hold of the
Pittsburgh — JACK WILLIAMS,
veteran marine who sehved in World Navy. IRVING BERNEY, son of opportunity to acquaint the public
War I, has resigned as manager of Ike Berney, of the Pastime Theater, with the life history, as well as potentialities, of this offspring of
the Gerard Theater in West View, Lewiston, has joined the A; my quartermaster corps at New Cumberland, Science which is still in swaddling
Pa., operated by the Alpine Circuit,
Pa.
to re-enter the service.
clothes, although, as the author
points out, its evolutionary stages
Cincinnati — Service stars in the
Milwaukee— JOHN J. DRISCOLL, have their sources deep in past ages.
Highland theater, operated by Wes former manager of the Milwaukee Perhaps the term swaddling clothes
Huss, Associated Theaters, bear the theater here, has been inducted into should be changed to military uniform, for when comparatively young
names of six employes in service. the Army.
television comes marching home at
The Highland is a smaller suburban
the conclusion of the current war,
house. Those in service include
Rice Lake, Wis.— LEO MINER,
Corp. BYRON HASSON, Pvt. son of George Miner, head of the its stature and maturity will astonish
FRANK MERRICK, Pvt. PHIL Miner Amusement Co. here, has those who have not watched its
HERMANN, Pvt. RAY PICCOLO, been commissioned an ensign in the p: ogress at the hands of its guidengineers, working in concert
Sergt. BILL OTT and recently in- U. S. Naval Reserve and will at- with ingUncle
Sam and behind the
ducted BILL BARDO. All were
tend the Lewis Aeronautic school
ight-shut
doors of laboratories.
former managers.
near Joliet, 111. Miner had been
Because there is a lull in televimanaging the El Lago and Majestic
theaters here.
sion's public application, — and this
San Francisco — Two more local
will continue until hostilities cease — ,
theater managers have joined the
Hubbell feels, and rightly, that proarmed forces and are awaiting their
Indianapolis — With her husband
gressive, far-seeing folks will benefit
calls to dutv as Marines. They are and father both in the Army, MARY
ALBERT LEVIN of the Alexandria HAGENSICK, stenographer at the by acquainting themselves now with
tele theory and practice, and, furthand BILL CROSBY of the El Rey.
RKO Radio branch, decided to make
er, make plans so that they can fit
it a triple threat and has joined the themselves commercially into the
Enid, Okla.— DWAIN HAMM and WAAC. Mrs. Hagensick's husband, promising pattern of the science in
LeROY KEILLER, operators at the ROY, is a private attached to the -he post-war world. With admirable
Royal and Mecca theaters, have re- U. S. Army Air Signal Corps "some- clarity, and completely devoid of the
signed to join the Navy. Former
where in the Pacific." Her father, heavy and fettering weight which a
chief operator DONALD GRITZ has EARL CHANDLER, is a private in reader is called upon to carry if he
Anti-Aircraft Division at Camp or she decides to essay a scientific
returned from war work in Cali- the
fornia and also enlisted in the Navy. Davis, N. C.
book-path, "4000 Years of Television" gives one much more than a
Fort Monmouth, N. J. — Sergt. bowing acquaintance with television.
Chicago— SI. JACOBSON, booker
Tndeed it provides an excellent and
for the Indiana-Illinois circuit, has MELVIN RAINEY, former B & K broad
background.
joined the Army and has been suc- employe to enlist, is now attending
Officer Candidate School here.
In addition to being instructionalceeded by Nat Slepyar.
V valuable (and on a very palatable
under which 7,880 shares are issu- cipal underwriter of the outstanding olane), the book has much of the
able to him upon the exercise of the shares of $2.75 preferred convert- thrilling qualities of a first-rate adventure yarn. There are excellent
option prior to Aug. 10, 1943, at
ible stock. Barbano, assistant treasurer and assistant secretary, owns
approximately
$13 a share.
It pro- no stock.
chapters
the science's
genesis
vides for an increase
in the number
and
on onitsboth
remarkable
expansion
of shares issuable to him and for
Aggregate amount paid during: the during the past score of years. These
a reduction in the price at which fiscal year ended June 27 to direc- "hapte- s are spiked with numerous,
tors pnd officers for services in all
they are issuable
fascinating "human interest" angles
Giannini owned 200 sh?res of com- capacities was $625,616.13, not in- ^plating
situdes. both to triumphs and vicismon on Nov. 15, while Spingold
cluding $21,700, being the share beowned 10,278 shares. Blancke owns
fore expense deductions of Charles
Without in any way pulling aside
no stock, but is a member of the Schwartz in fees for legal service the veil of secrecy, masking at presfirm of Hemphill, Noyes & Co., prin- paid to Schwartz & Frohlich.
ent the form and features of television-at-war, Hubbell gives the reader a better than fair insight into
Herman Schleier, advertising manwhat our own scientists and those
Former S. D. Usher Shoots Down 10 Japanese
ager of the Independent, is a grandof other countries, — friends as well
pop. Santa, disguised as Doc Stork,
Planes in Dog~Fights Over Guadalcanal Isle
as foes — , have been doing to get
left twins at the Bronx Hospital
i-plevision in shape as a war weapon.
Tuesday night for Mr. and Mrs.
Des Moines, la. — Lf. Jack Conger, 21, former theater usher in a South
This is among the most intriguing
Stanton Singer. Mother is the forDakota movie house, returned to his home here after being credited with shooting
portions of the book, because of its
mer Jean Schleier who before her
down 10 JaD planes in dog-fights over Guadalcanal.
timeliness and consequence.
marriage was en employe of sev"Give the squadrons the credit, thev're the ones who did it," Conger,
G. H. M.
eral film companies.
(Continued from Page 1)

tockholders. The stockholders also
rill be asked to take action on a
>roposal to Emend the by-laws by
he addition of a new article indemdfying directors and officers.
Option to Briskin for the comn^^stock was granted on July 3,
Us— /at $7,625 per share.
The
narket
price was $7%
when
the
option was granted
and is about
|10% at the present time.
Briskin
signed a six-year contract on June
10 at the same salary of $2,000 a
ijweek as provided
in his previous
Contract, the salary to be reduced
i to $300 a week during military service not exceeding five years.
The proposal to indemnify directors and officers resulted from
claims of various kinds in recent
•years having been made against
ithem. Purpose of the amendment
•is to protect the officers and directors against expenses rising from
law suits to which "they have been
and may be made a party by reason
of their having been a director or
officer, except as to matters in which
they shall be adjudged to be liable
for negligence or misconduct in the
performance of their duties."
The present seven members of
the board of directors are expected
to be re-elected at the Jan. 11 meeting. They are Harry Cohn, Jack
Cohn, A. Schneider, A. H. Giannini,
Leo M. Blancke, Nathan B. Spingold and Louis J. Barbano.
The proxy shows that Harry
Cohn on Nov. 15 owned 75,349
shares of common stock and 100
shares of $2.75 preferred convertible
stock of the corporation. For the
fiscal year ended June 27, 1942, he
received a salary of $130,000 and
an expense allowance of $15,600.
Jack Cohn owned 31,876 shares of
common on Nov. 15 and 7,506 shares
in his name as trustee of trusts for
the benefit of certain persons, but
as to such shares he had no beneficial interest. Abe Schneider owned
1,914 shares of common and an option granted to him June 10, 1938,

STORKS

Sidney Levine, Vitagraph booker,
New Haven, is father of a second
boy, Robert Charles, 7% pounds,
born at New Haven Hospital.
Omaha — Mr. and Mrs. Vic Mortenson are parents of a boy. He's an
operator at the Muse here.

Marine flyer, told reporters. "Don't use T any more than you have to," he
cautioned. "There are lots of pilots out there who can flv better than I can
and there are lots of them who can shoot better," he said.
He Dointed out Capt. Joseph Foss, whose 11 -plane record makes him top
ace in the PaciFc.
Foss and Jack knew each other once before in Siuth Dakota, where Conner
tossed the six-footer out of his theater. Foss had thought it would be fun
to attend the theater without paving. They recognized each other recently
in Guadalcanal and recalled the incident.

Simon
"Tahiti
Honey"
West Coastin Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Republic has signed
Rimone Simon for the feminin° lead
In "Tahiti Honey," opposite Dennis
O'Keefe. Picture e-oes into production Jan. 4. with John A. Auer producing and directing.

Thursday, December 24, 1942!

'On
to Certain
Victory'
Week Sells $17,000,000 in Bonds
Final Returns
to
WEDDING

Swell Total; Result Reflects Exhibitor Effort
Special promotional effort to
boost the sale of War Bonds and
Stamps in commemoration of Pearl
Harbor has already reached a total
of $17,000,000, with more to come,
according to reports received from
the field by the WAC.
An idea of the amount of effort
exhibitors put behind "On To Victory" week can be gained by glancing at the total registered for October, the biggest month in the
Bond-selling year with the exception of September. For the 31 days
of October the theaters, without any
organized campaign, sold $12,000,000 worth of Bonds and Stamps. And
in seven days, with the Treasury
Department limiting purchasers to
"E" Bonds
theaters nettedand
salesStamps,
severalthe
million

Eve Miller and Bette Phillips of
the M-G-M publicity department
both announce extra-special Christmas cheer. Eve is being married
tonight to Henry Sharpe, non-pro,
at jthe Old Roumanian restaurant,
and Bette has become engaged to
Aviation Cadet Kenneth M. Levy,
who
Fla. is stationed at Marianna Field,
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Marriage of Lt. Dan
Dailey, Jr., Signal Corps, former
Metro actor, to Elizabeth Jane Hofert, will take place tomorrow.
Indianapolis — Kenneth Collins,
manager of the Indiana and Circle
theaters and Doris McGee were married in the parsonage of the Broadway Methodist Church here.

dollars in excess of this figure.
The results of this drive attest
at once to the potency of the "speCarbondale,
Pa. — Rita Margaret
cial promotional effort," decided up- Farrell, daughter of Luke A. Faron at a recent meeting of the Theaters Division, End the smooth func- Pre-Christmas Box-office
tioning of the WAC field staff in
co-operation with local authorities Slump Found Lighter
and the Treasury Department branch
(Continued from Page 1)
organizations.
ally are confident of a jam-up holi•k A Merry Christmas ■*■
day business.
New York and Mew Jersey Only in the Corn Belt and in some
England situations, notably
WAC Group in Expansion New
Boston, does it appear that theater
(Continued from T ge 1)
business is about one-third below
exchange area basis, the roster of normal,
sideration.taking- all factors into conWAC "workers" out of the New
As a result of fast action by its
York exchange area has been augsales department this year, Warmented considerably.
ners apparently has grabbed off a
For New York, Sam Rinzler and
Fred Schwartz will continue as co- lion's share of choice first-run playchairmen representing the exhibi- dates for the holiday season, a key
tors, while Bob Wolf and Henry Ran- city survey reveals. Many of the
dell divide the chair for the distri- deals were set before Thanksgiving
bution end.
Day, it was learned.
Big grosser for the holidays on
Ben Abner and David A. Levy
were named for Jersey, for the dis- the Warner list is YDD, set for
tributors, while Don Jacocks and openings in about 200 first-runs beHarry Lowenstein, with the added
tween tomorrow and New Year's.
On Broadway, Warners look for
assistance of Bob Paskow, renewed
their tenure on behalf of the exhibi- record business with YDD opening
Christmas Day at the Strand and
tors.
A Field Committee has been set "Casablanca" continuing at the Holup, of personnel active in both the lywood.
distribution and exhibition ends,
prepared to function in every zone "Harvest" Sets Pre-Xmas
Record for Music Hall
and county in both states.
M-G-M's "Random Harvest" starts
its second week at the Radio City
Music Hall today after breaking all
Fruits, Nuts Subbed
pre-Christmas records in the 10On Candy Counters
year history of the house during its
initial stanza.
San Francisco — Theater candy
counters and vending machines here
will not be empty, but there will be
less as a result of Government orders
taking a large part of the sweets'
supply for the armed forces. This
was revealed in a checkup of theater men and vendors, after reports
that some theaters were planning to
discard their candy sales. Numerous
suitable substitutes have been found,
including fruit and nut concoctions.

OWI Announces New
British Division

BELLS

rell, managing director of the Irving
(Continued from Page 1)
and Majestic, will wed Thomas J,
Burke during the holidays.
Washington. London representative
will be retiring Congressman Throws
Portland, Ore.— Ned Edris, Ta
V™fti
coma theater executive, and Mrs. H. Eliot of Massachusetts.
The functions of this new office,
Florence C. Winfree of Seattle were
married at Beverly Hills, Cal.
which will operate as a part of
OWI's overseas branch, under playwright Robert E. Sherwood, will be
Havana (By Air Mail) — Ricardo
Vinalet, operator of the Principal "to quicken and improve the flow of
Theater here, married Angelita Rod- information about the United States
riguez Cainas.
to the tion
people
Great Britain."
Mopictures,of according
to Davis,
Phoenix, Ariz. — Erskine Caldwell
was married here to June Johnson, will likely be the most valuable medium in accomplishing this purpose.
University of Arizona co-ed.
Queried during yesterday's press
Edwardsville, Pa. — Pauline Dukas, conference as to whether this new
who is affiliated with her father, OWI move would call for an expansion of motion picture production
James Dukas, in the Grand Theater
here, was married to David Roberts designed for England, Davis said
of the State Motor Police in St. he was not fully acquainted yet with
Stephen's Episcopal Church in all details, but that it will be largeWilkes-Barre.
ly a matter of selection from what
material is produced. Asked whether
Final Move to Set up 10
he meant selection by OWI, he re-

"Little War Labor Boards"
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The final move to
place authority in regional offices,
thereby setting up 10 almost autonomous "little War Labor Boards"
was announced last night by acting
WLB chairman, George W. Taylor.
Decisions on all labor disputes and
on about two-thirds of all voluntary
wage and salary adjustment cases
will be made in regional offices, with
the 12-man War Labor Board in
Washington becoming, in effect, a
"supreme court" to hear appeals
from regional ruling. The board retains the right to review any decision rendered by the regional offices,
however.
Wage and salary adjustment cases
for most exchanges and theaters will
fall within the authority of the regional boards hereafter, since all decisions involving employers of not
ity.
more than 100 workers are now
within the scope of regional author-

"By and
OWI.
Britfind We
out talk
what with
theirthepeople
plied:ishto
want
know and see what we can
send them. A great deal more can
be done in the way of documentary
films to show the British what this
country is like. They have had perhaps, somewhat one-sided impressions of it from the sort of regular
feature films they have been getting
in recent years, and we can do a
great deal by way of documentaries
to give them a much more rounded
Asked whether that statement
meant more production by OWI, or
the stimulation of Hollywood to propicture."
duce documentaries, Davis said, "It
is done both ways, as it is now. The
Government makes some pictures,
and the industry makes some pic-

Davis said he thinks the British
have been doing well by us in the
matter of motion pictures produced
there and sent to us, and thinks the
tures."
British Ministry of Information will
continue to send pictures which they
Detailed plans are now being think will give us an idea of what
worked out, the board announced, to Britain is at present.
establish panels composed of public,
management and labor representatives in the major cities of the
She "I Succeeds
Hubby
country to which will be referred
J
all disputes which cannot be settled
As Exhib. and Solon
by the U. S. Conciliation Service.
Hennessey, Okla. — When J. E.
Regional offices are located in BosMelvin H. Pennell Dead
Ortman, local exhibitor, went nito
ton, New York, Philadelphia. Atwar work his wife took over manageColumbus, O. — Melvin H. Pennell,
lanta, Dallas, Kansas City, Clevement of the Ortman Theater and
35, manager of the Cleve theater
land, Chicago, Denver and San FranOrtman resigned from his post as
here until last July is dead after a cisco.
mayor. Now the city council has
lingering illness.

Mother of Alex Halperin Dies

•k A Merry Christmas ■*•

Yergin Transferred to N. Y.

Chicago — Mary Halperin, mother
Chicago — Irving
of Alex Halperin, Warner theater Chicago publicity
film booker, is dead. Four sons and transferred to New
one daughter survive. Burial will be
ers. Ted Tod from
ceeds him.
at Western Star Cemetery.

Yergin, Warners'
head, has been
York headquartKansas City suc-

voted to give Mrs. Ortman her husband's place on the Town Board to
add to her theater duties. Ortman
is working as a supervisor in engineering and tooling with the new
plant in Oklahoma City.
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THEATERS SLOW IN JSKING WMCJtULING
Full Speed Ahead,

Trade's Contributions to
Nation's Effort in First War
Year Win Wide Acclaim
By JACK

ALICOATE

Publisher of THE FILM DAILY

"Damn the torpedoes — full
speed ahead!"
In the spirit so eloquently

Industry's
War-Time Credo
No Essentiality Request Thus Far Entered on Behalf

12-MONTH GROSS,
$1,281,476,491

Of Exchange Employes, War Manpower Commission
Official Declares; USES Seeking to Shift Pix Workers

Figure Based on Federal Taxes
—90%
Went to Theaters

Washington — There has been no attempt thus far on the part
of film exchange or exhibitor representatives to attempt to win
from the War Manpower Commission essential classifications

The American public spent $1,caught by those six words — the bat- 281,476,491
for amusements during
tle command of an American admiral in another war — the film in- the 12 months ended Sept. 30, 1942,
dustry during the last 12 months based on Federal admission taxes
has met and largely solved the paid during that period. On the
myriad perplexing problems arising premise that theater admissions represent approximately 90 per cent of
from a world engaged in mortal
the total, film fans and legitimate
combat.
And, it is safe to say, there will theater-goers paid $1,153,328,841
(Continued on Page 8)
during the 12 months, exclusive of
taxes.
The tremendous rise in theater
attendance during the last year is
evidenced by the fact that the estimated total gross in U. S. film
theaters in 1941, including Federal
and state admissions taxes, was $1,113,840,000, according to the last
M-G-M is ready to assist exhibi- edition of The Film Daily YEAR
tor and will make adjustments BOOK which based its figures
whenever proof can be given that on Government and independent
business has suffered, William F. sources.
Rodgers, general sales manager, said
Thursday. Rodgers affirmed a state- Charges Distribs. Have
ment by Sam
A. Shirley, district

M-G-M Ready to Make
Exhib. Adjustments

(Continued

on Page

5)

Violated Arbit'n Award

9.000 Pounds of Copper
Salvaged by Exhibitors

St. Louis — Charging that the distributors have not complied with the
terms of an award entered in November, 1941, Mildred Rauth, operaAlmost 9,000 pounds of copper or of the Ritz Theater, Rolla, Mo.,
drippings and strippings have been has filed another arbitration comsalvaged by exhibitors, according to
plaint. She claims that the distributors have refused to offer pictures
('Continued on Page 5)
on terms and conditions not calcu( Continued on

Page S)

Washington

Bureau

Announce Promotions
In "U" Sales Dept.

(Continued on Page 5)

6 Studios in Pool to Buy
Western Costume Co.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

United Nations Week
Rally On Coast Today

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros., Universal, 20th-Fox, Columbia, Republic
and RKO are forming a pool to purchase the Western Costume company
from Joseph Schnitzer. One report
is that the amount involved would
be $500,000.

Camp Davis, N. C— So at last it
has come to this! Bingo, bank
nights, etc., have been inaugurated
in Army theaters. Capt. C. W.
Armstrong, theater officer, has an-

Project Must Meet That of Other Industries

Noel Coward's "In Which We
Serve" is rated the best film of the
year by the Committee on Exceptional Photoplays of the National
Board of Review. Committee, whose
1942 selections
were announced Sat{Continucd on Page 7)

DAILY

The Essential Activities Committee of the WMC has listed 12 jobs
in motion picture production as essential, but it has not — and almost
Minneapolis — Exhibitors in the certainly will not — list any jobs in
Northwest are buying pictures in the distributing or exhibiting ends
of
the
industry.
blocks of 10 to 20, and in some cases
in groups as large as 26, it was reQueried
as toonhow
com(Coniinued
Page the
6)
vealed in a survey conducted by the
Central States Exhibitors Conference. While all the questionnaires
'-ave not been returned, Fred Strom,
executive secretary of Northwest
Allied, said that approximately 200
-xbibitors had replied.
Most of the exhibitors appear to
be satisfied with the present block
HppIs of distributors, Strom said,
Charges and promotions within
-dding that the larger blocks are the Universal sales force were announced by William A. Scully, genmore v. early like the system of coneral sales manager, over the holiday.
t acting for
an entire
season's
prod- Scully pointed out in a letter to the
(Continued
on Page
7)

Myers Asks Rental Ceiling

nounced a set-up in the camp's
four pic houses, with cash prizes
and cigarettes as the booty. One
night each week a drawing is held
from a pot of ticket stubs. First
prize is $5, and second and third
prizes are cartons of cigs.

FILM

for any of the skilled workers in
those branches of the industry, THE
Film Daily was reliably informed
Saturday.

Blocks of 10 to 26
Sold in Northwest

Army's Learning To
Be Quick On "Draw"

Nat'l Board of Review
Picks 'In Which We Serve'

of THE

West

Coast

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Plan Ad Activities
for VN Week Here
Advertising activities for the
United Nations Week, Jan. 14 to
20, will be discussed tomorrow by
the publicity committee for this
area. The meeting was called by
Harry Mandel, national publicity
chairman for the United Nations
Week. In addition to the publicity
representatives of the New York
theaters the representatives of the
foreign nations participating in the
drive will attend. DAN

The motion picture industry needs
a "practical, self-imposed ceiling on
film rentals that will keep it in
line with the industries that are subject to Government-imposed price
ceilings," in the opinion of Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
who sets forth his views in"I aA cur- J.
rent organization bulletin. In combatting(Continued
high film rentals,
Myers conon Pane ft)

-s;
S

N (IS

Bureau

Hollywood — One of the most important United Nations Week meetings takes
place today
(Continued
on Page at2) the Am-
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For Me
and My
Gal (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)— 10th week
Road
to Morocco
(Paramount
Pictures) — 7th
week
Casablanca
(Warner
Bros. Picture;)— 5th week
Who
Done
It (Universal
Pictures)— 4th
week
Quiet,
Please,
Murder
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd
week
We Are the Marines
(20th Century-Fox-March
of Time) — 2nd week
Random
Harvest
(Merro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd
week
In Which
We
Serve
(United
Artists-Noel
Coward)
Yankee Doodle Dandy (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(b)
The
Black Swan
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Arabian
Nights
(Universal
Pictures)
Once Upon a Honeymoon
(RKO Radio
Pictures)
(a-b)
Time
to Kill (Twentieth
Cenrury-Fcx)
(a)
Over
My
Dead
Body
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
The
Yanks
Are Coming
(Producers
Releasing
Corp.) — Last day
(a)
Shadow on the Stage (Rpeublic Pictures)— Last day (a)

Pictures)
(a-b)

♦ FUTURE OPENINGS

Dual

bill,

(b)

Subsequent

Cagney-Ann Sothern Star
In United Nations Film
United Nations Week
Rally on Coast Today
James Cagney and Ann Sothern,

run.

(c)

Follows

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Howard Hawks, it is
reported, may get rights to the life
story of Eddie Rickenbacker. If he
obtains film rights, it is stated that
Gary Cooper will play the Rickenbacker role, with 20th Century-Fox
producing.

RICHARD E. BECK, managing director^^^ne J
Today Newsreel Theaters, is in New York City!
from Chicago on a booking deal.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

♦

current

Paramount
Criterion
Music
Hall
Capitol
Roxy
Rialto
Central
Central
Palace
Palace
New York
New
York
Globe

bill.

Plan Biggest Campaign
On 'Commandos' Opening

(Continued from Page 1)

"GIVE ME

criminating advertisers who appreciate
fine craftsmanship.

PHOTO ENGRAVING

250 WEST

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN has arrived in Eng-|
land to Kingdom.
assume his duties as director of en-l]
United
tertainment for the American Red Cross ptive
ifl_^thel

Stanley
St. Theater
St. Theater

Pittsburgh — Most extensive advertising and publicity campaign ever
bassador Hotel here, bringing toto a picture in Pittsburgh will
gether leading personalities from given
be used in advance of the world
every branch of the industry. Co- premiere of Lester Cowan's Columchairman Charles Skouras and Robbia picture "Commandos Strike at
ert H. Poole arranged the gathering, Dawn" which opens Dec. 30 at the
J.
P.
Harris Theater. First perand the guests in addition to Edformance of the production will take
ward L. Alperson, national cam- place at midnight Dec. 29 with all
paign chairman, and Si Fabian, proceeds going to the Pittsburgh
chairman of the theaters division of Variety Club Canteen, newly opened
the WAC, who made the trip espe- recreation center for service men.
Advance campaign was set by Dacially to attend, will include:
vid A. Lipton, Columbia advertising
Joseph MacCaughtry, chairman
WPB Los Angeles; Dr. A. H. Gian- and publicity chief, and Frank P.
nini — USO head in Los Angeles; Rosenberg, exploitation manager.
Paul Yost, chairman Red Cross
Drive; Fletcher Bowron, Mayor of
Fox West Coast Starts
City of Los Angeles; D. D. Durr,
director Los Angeles Newspaper
A Retirement Fund
Publishers Association; Harry MaizWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY lish, Station KFWB; Kenneth Thomson and Paul Price, Hollywood VicHollywood — A retirement plan
tory Committee; Edward Mannix,
has been established by Fox West
Coast circuit under which executives Carey Wilson, Mervyn LeRoy, Joseph Cohen; Y. Frank Freeman,
and employes may retire at 65 atfer
Pick up your phone
having paid a weekly percentage of George J. Schaefer, Fred Beetson,
salary, which the company matches Cecil B. DeMille; David O. Selznick,
and
express the
Walter
Wanger
and
Leo
Spitz.
by a ratio of two-thirds to onethird. For every dollar contributed
preference of disby the employes, the company gives
two dollars.

Gary Cooper as Rickenbacker?

ALFRED HITCHCOCK is expected in town to-l
day from the Coast.
Y. FRANK FREEMAN arrived yesterday forj
his semi-annual conference with Paramount*
executives.

♦

48th
48th

Star-Spangled
Rhythm
(Paramount
Pictures)— Dsc. 30
Journey Through
Fear (RKO iRadio-Orson Welles)
(c)
They Got Me Covered
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Sam
Coldwyn)
(c)
Reunion
in France
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
(c)
China
Girl
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
The
Secret
Weapon
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Miss V. from
Moscow
(Producers
Releasing Corp.)
(a-c)
Under
Cover
Man
(United
Artists
Pictures)
(a-c)
Springtime in the Rockies
(Twentieth Century-Fox) — Dec. 31 (a-b)
Secret
Enemy
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures) — Dec.
31
(a)
iMiss V. from Moscow
(Producers Releasing Corp.) — Dec. 29 (a)
Undercover
Man
(United
Artists)— Dec. 29 (a)
Jacare
(United
Artists-Mayflower)
(a)

supported by 5-year old Margaret
O'Brien, will co-star in "You, John
Jones," a special 8-minute film produced by Metro to salute the efforts
of the United Nations.
This is one of the regularly scheduled WAC releases for January and,
while its content will undoubtedly
be of major importance to United
Nations Week, it will be booked and
played in the theaters after the
"Week" has run its course.
"You, John Jones" was directed
by Mervyn LeRoy from a script by
Carey Wilson, and was filmed by
M-G-M for gratis distribution.

Astor
Paramount
Hollywood
Criterion
Rialto
Globe
Music
Hall
Capitol
Strand
Roxy
Rivoli
Palace
Palace
Central
New
York
New York

♦ FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

Fortress
on the Volga
(Artkino
Skanor Falsterbo
(Scandia
Films)
We
Two
(Scandia
Films)
(a-b)

COmiflG and GOinG

Theater

54th STREET. NEW

CORP
YORK

RADIO CITY MUSIC
Rockefeller
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Above: Capitol, N. Y.'s seeing campaign. Definitely a Hold-Over! Be prepared!
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At press time! "White Cargo's" first 23 engagements beat famed "Honky Tonk"!

TONDE-LEO
SHAKES
RECORDS LOOSE!

,—

y\'-y

The industry headlines are glowing with M-G-M box-office successes.
"For Me And My Gal" sweeps the nation. "Random Harvest" has
its sensational World Premiere at Radio City Music Hall. "Stand
By For Action" is the Talk of the Trade! "White Cargo" is the
phenom of the day, fascinating, enthralling — and record-breaking!
(Best in 4 years in Chicago and Philly and Held Over 100% in first engagements!) Tonde-Leo gives the folks what they want. That's why
the industry says: "Not for just a day, not for just a season — but
ALWAYS!" The Sure-fire Company!
Metro -GOLDMINE.
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M-G-M Ready to Make
Exhib. Adjustments
[Continued from Page 1)

manager in the Minneapolis territoziL, who said that the company
}, r< -^granted relief when needed to
e *'^y "distressed"
or "stranded"
situation where the individual
theater
| had permitted the company to audit
the records or assisted in the satisI factory verification of the complaint.
Shirley said that tens of thausands of dollars had been returned
by M-G-M to exhibitors during 1942,
either in refunds or ci edits. He emphasized and Rodgers affirmed it
that adjustments were made individually and on the merit of each
claim, declaring that each theater
must be dealt with on an individual
basis.
Both Shirley and Rodgers warned
against "phoney" complaints, adding
that neither M-G-M nor any other
company wanted to be a sucker.
Where the complaint is legitimate
and proof is given that grosses have
been hurt by conditions beyond his
control, an exhibitor will get just
and fair treatment, Rodgers said.
This always has been the company's
policy and it will continue, he added.

Charges Distribs. Have
Violated Arbit'n Award
(.Continued from Page 1)

lated to defeat the purposes of Section VI of the consent decree.
Petition asks for relief under Section VI and for a definite and reasonable clearance for prior runs. The
five consenting companies are defendants.

S chine Affiliate Seeks
Clearance Relief in Lima
Cleveland — Belpick Theater Corp.,
a Schine affiliate, in behalf of the
Van Wert Theater in Van Wert, 0.,
has filed an arbitration case naming
as defendant Loew's, RKO and Paramount. Complainant seeks to eliminate the current 14-day clearance
enjoyed by the Warner Ohio and
Warner Sigma theaters in Lima.
Complainant asks that pictures become available on territorial release
date, without regard to the first-run
situation in Lima. The case is filed
under Section X of the consent decree. Van Wert is approximately
30 miles distant from Lima.

Announce Promotions
In "U" Sales Dept.

ALONGvi-

Frank
Butler
Lewis
Ayres
Lee
Bowman
Arch Reeve
Maris
Wrixon
John
LeRoy
Johnston
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OWI Hits the "Bull's-Eife"
•

•

•

AS 1942 wanes, and the birth of the New

it is fitting to take stock of how uncannily the OWI

Year approaches,

Film Unit has been

hitting the proverbial
"bull's-eye"
via its pic releases
We
say
"uncannily" because it appears, on the basis of the '42 record, that there
is the element
of clairvoyancy
associated
with said releases
F'rinstance, "Salvage" came out in October when the newspaper publishers were conducting a national campaign to collect scrap-....
"Manpower" emerged on Oct. 29 following an important address by
President Roosevelt in which he first declared that manpower
would
have to be more strongly mobilized
You will recall, the President
mentioned
that women,
Negroes,
old men
and even
cripples would
find employment
opportunity
in war
plants
The picture, made
before our Chief Executive delivered his speech, stated exactly that
Well, on Christmas Eve OWI

put out its newest

short, "Colleges At

War," and is extremely timely in view of the fact that the conversion
of colleges to all-out war work has been a national news story for the
past 10 days or so. ... . .Actually, Phil M. saw this picture in the OWI's
screening room long before the story broke nationally
Now it's not
that the OWI Film Unit is having events-in-the-making poured into ears
by Uncle Sam far in advance
The fact is that the Film Unit is,
as the saying goes, "on the beam"

From its administrators

to the last employee, there's initiative, — and brains
look in 1943 for more hits on the target

T

T

And

down

you can

T

Ed Heiber, 15 years with the company and now Detroit manager, will
succeed Rose in Chicago. Ted Mendelssohn, who joined the Universal
Indianapolis branch as a salesman
after many years with M-G-M and
Warner Bros, will manage the Detroit branch. John J. Scully, Buffalo
manager for five years, will head the
Boston office, succeeding the late
Paul Baron, who died in the Cocoanut Grove fire.
Abe Weiner, former United Artists sales representative and who
joined Universal early this year as
a special representative out of the
Boston exchange, will take over the
Buffalo branch. Edward L. McEvoy,
former RKO sales executive who has
been with Universal since 1941, was
appointed assistant Eastern division
manager under Fred Myers.

9,000 Pounds of Copper
Salvaged by Exhibitors
(Continued from Page 1)

Mandel has fashioned ammunition of punch and power,— resultgetting, streamlined stuff
Two
documents of note preface
the

collections made by the National
Theatre Supply and Joe Hornstein,
Inc., companies collecting for the
nation
and the New York area, respectively.
It is certain that this figure would
have been even higher, except that
some exhibitors have turned over
their drippings and strippings to
local junk dealers, rather than the
officially designated companies.

book, namely, Cecil B. De Mille's telegram (as co-chairman for the
Netherlands) to Edward L. Alperson, Chairman of United Nations

William M. Brandt Dead

•

• ANOTHER example of being "on the beam" has just outcropped in the co?iception and execution of the graiid campaign book
which was prepared by Harry (RKO) Mandel and his aides for United
Nations Week which filmland is staging from Jan. 14 through Jan. 20,
under the banner of the War Activities Committee
The campaign

•

book is full of practical, showmanship-studded ideas which theaters
large and small can profitably use to crown the drive with success

week, and the latter's personal message to every exhibitor in the U. S.
Reflected in the Alperson
message is that same strength
and
fervor which this corner saw him physically and heartily display when
he pushed the erstwhile Bond mobile all the way from the Battery to
City Hall

•

ws&ym*

(Continued from Page 1)

branches that the promotions again
indicated Universal's policy of giving its employes every chance to
progress with the company.
Barney Rose has been promoted
from Chicago branch manager to
district manager with supervision
over the Boston, New Haven, Philadelphia and Washington branches.
Rose has been with the company for
20 years.

•

T

T

▼

• AMID an accumulated avalanche of greeting cards, decorations, and gifts (including bonuses in many instances), local Film Row

made merry on Xmas Eve
Virtually all home offices, from the noon
hour onward, were gay with private parties, while some had welcome
on the mat for guests generally
Producers Releasing
Corp. held
"open house," featuring all manner of refreshments
20th-Fox moved
over to the Hotel Astor to fete its personnel
The Fawcett Publications made the raiters ring with merriment, and, Wednesday night
and much of the afternoon, Oscar Neu turned the hospitality on full
with his annual shindig de luxe, held in the precincts of his Neumade
Products
Paramount Pep Club threw its party Thursday afternoon.

T
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St. Louis— William M. Brandt, 74,
who served as co-receiver for Local
143, operators, in the successful
fight to wrest control of the union
from John P. Nick, then IA viceprexy, and Clyde P. Weston, business manager, is dead.

WEDDING

BELLS

St. Louis — Nick Stuart, 38, former
film star and who is appearing with
his band at Hotel Jefferson here,
was married to Martha Burnett of
Biloxi, Miss.
Bill office
Schneider,
of Paramount's
home
advertising
department,
was married last Saturday to Iris
Murphy, who is associated with the
Buchanan Agency. They are spending their honeymoon upstate.
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Trade Slow in Asking
WMC for Essentiality

reviews of new fums
"Dawn on the Great

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee could sensibly hold the
. production of motion pictures
essential, but not the showing of
them, an official of the committee admitted that the question
had "a good deal of logic," but
pointed out that the committee
has as a matter of policy disregarded the distribution of goods
in making its indices of essential jobs. This policy, he said,
has been followed because no
great skill is required for the
majority of the distributive
jobs.
He admitted that the story was
different when it conies to projectionists, cutters and handlers in
film exchanges, but repeated that
the committee had not been approached, nor had any WMC official,
to his knowledge. He did not feel
that the chances were bright that
the committee would list any of
these jobs, since policy is against
it, but would not deny that there
is the possibility that some exceptions might be made.
This slight possibility looms much
larger in the face of growing sentiment for a national service act,
which would empower the United
States Employment Service — as a
part of the WMC— to force the
shifting of -workers from jobs not
listed as essential to war industries.
The WMC has not been talking too
freely of such legislation, but it is
known that many on Capitol Hill
are thinking about it. U. S. Employment Service representatives
have been in Hollywood studios already, trying to persuade the workers to transfer to war production.
The studios have been powerless to
prevent this in the absence of official notification that the industry
has been declared essential. Such
notification is now believed to be
on the way to the Coast.
It could not be confirmed here,
but it is believed that USES
representatives have also been
in theaters
and exchanges
to
try, to induce employes to leave
for direct war work.
These efforts will be intensified, rather
than
relaxed,
unless
these
branches of the business should
be declared essential.
Even in that event, only a few
workers in each establishment would
not be approached.
Without such a
declaration from the WMC, all workers in exchanges and theaters will
be open game for new job lures,
and will be liable to the provisions
of the proposed national service act
— on labor draft.
The same is true for film laboratory workers, although it is
reliably reported that three laboratory jobs have been declared
essential. WMC would not confirm this, but The Film Daily
has it on good authority that
timers, developers and technical
engineers have been listed as
essential.

with Buck Jones, Rex Bell, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
63 Mins.

Divide"

JONES' LAST FILM SHOULD DRIVE
HIS ARMY OF FANS TO THEATERS FOR
HNAL LOOK AT STAR.
"Dawn on the Great Divide" will remind
western fans of the loss of one of their
greatest heroes — Buck Jones. The thought
that the star is dead, a victim of the Boston
Cocoanut Grove tragedy, will rob them of
full enjoyment of the picture, the last one
to be made by Jones. Yet they should
troop to see the film since it provides them
with their final look at a performer who has
contributed
so much to their entertainment.
In "Dawn on the Great Divide" Jones is
the same reliable western performer whose
popularity catapulted him to a high-ranking
place among stars of boots and saddle. He
may not go all-out for action as in his
other pictures, but he retains all the effectiveness of his past performances.
The action involves villainy perpetrated
upon pioneers traveling to Oregon to lay
the tracks for the new railroads. Suspicion falls upon the Indians, but Jones, a
Government man assigned to investigate
the situation, takes a job as a wagon-train
guide to get at the truth. He soon finds
out that a gang of white cutthroats are
at the bottom of the dirty work and that
the Injuns are innocent. Jones swings
into action and in due time has the villains
where
they belong.

"Sherlock Holmes and
the Secret Weapon"

with Basil Rathbone, Nigel bruce
Universal
68 Mins.
LAitif HOLMES ADVENTUkE HAS
SUFFICIENT iUSKENSE TO SET IT WELL
o.« UUUtiLE BILLS.
tnemy agents again occupy Sherlock
Hoimes attention in "Sherlock Holmes and
.ne Secret Weapon," a film which should
.j nicely on the lower half of double bills
respite its mildness. Howard Benedict,
me producer, has slanted the film well for
audineces in the smaller spots. The big
drawing card is still Basil Rathbone, who
does another one of his smooth jobs in
.ne role of the sleuth.
This time all the fuss is over a bombsight invented by a Swiss. The Germans
want the gadget at any cost because
through its use the British, to whom the
inventor (William Post, Jr.) has made his
Drain child available, can blast the Nazis to
smithereens. The fellow who carries out'
the Nazis' dirty work is a treacherous
englishman (Lionel Atwill), a notorious
.riminal. In spite of every effort to
safeguard the inventor the man falls into
Atwill's hands. Atwill puts him to some
fancy tortures in trying to get hold of
.i£ bombsighr. In solving the case Sherlock is brought to grips with Atwill. In
.he suspenseful climax the detective is in
the power of the Nazi stooge, who tries
an extremely devilish means of disposing
of his prisoner. Sherlock is saved just in
the nick of time by Doctor Watson (Nigel
Bruce) and Scotland Yard.
Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott Darling and
Edmund L. Hartmann did a pretty good job
with the screenplay, which is based on an
adaptation by the first two. The source

Myers Asks Ceiling
On Film Rentals
(Continued from Page 1)

tinued, the information suuplied by
the Allied Caravan will play a^rvjor part. He added that suppov^^Jt
the program should intensify and
spread through 1943.
Myers
asserted
exhibitor associations
havethat
theirthework
cut
out for them, particularly because
of transportation conditions which
are growing more acute. They
should take up with the exchanges
the matter of insuring against missouts, he said. He recommended that
a limited number of emergency
films be located at strategic points
so as to be available in case a
booked film is not received.

Taking
note ofMyers
the terrible
caust in Boston,
said thatholothe
organizations should work out with
and for the members adequate safety measures for all emergencies. It
is regrettable, he continued, that
the OCD booklet was devised with
the advice of a volunteer group of
large theater operators and consequently is not very helpful for those
theaters having less than 10 employes on duty at all times.
Continuing, Myers said:
"Most important of all, exhibitors
should strengthen their associations
so that they can muster their maxiJames Oliver Curwood's "Wheels of
mum strength, best brain power and
Fate" supplied the idea for the Jess Bowers
influence in resisting demands for
screenplay, which represents the skillful
exorbitant film rentals, in combathandling of a routine theme. Howard
ing the increasing tendency towards
Bretherton's direction keeps the film movcensorship and bureaucraing steadily to its goal. The picture was of the script is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's political
tic domination, and in preserving in
produced by Scott R. Dunlap, who was story, "The Dancing Men." The direction business the independent exhibitors
Roy William Neill sustains the mood of
severely injured in the nightclub fire which by
the story capably.
despite a wartime economy which
took Jones' life.
to favor big business as against
Good acting does much to put the film tends
Jones is surrounded by a capable group
little business.

of players, among them Rex Bell, Raymond
Hatton, Mona Barrie, Robert Lowery, Harry
Woods, Dennis Moore, Betty Blythe.
CAST: Buck Jones, Rex Bell, Raymond
Hatton, Mona Barrie, Robert Lowery, Harry
Woods, Christine Maclntyre, Betty Blythe,
Robert Frazer, Tristram Coffin, Jan Wiley,
Dennis Moore.
CREDITS: Producer, Scott R. Dunlap;
Director, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,
Jess Bowers; Musical Director, Edward Kay;
Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Film Editor,
Carl Pierson.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Lesser Names Margolies
On "Canteen" Campaign
Sol Lesser has appointed Al Margolies to plan, supervise and coordinate the New York publicity
campaign on "Stage Door Canteen."
He will work with Jerry Dale, Lesser's publicity chief, and David
"Skip" Weshner, director of publicity and advertising for United
Artists, distributors of the picture.
Margolies will continue to function
as press representative for Jack
Skirball and the latter's forthcoming Alfred Hitchcock production,
"Shadow of a Doubt."

over for the type of audience for which
it is intended. Players appearing with Rathbone, Bruce, Atwill and Post include
Kaaren Verne, Dennis Hoey, Holmes Herbert, Mary Gordon.
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Lionel
Atwill, Kaaren Verne, William Post, Jr.,
Dennis Hoey, Holmes Herbert, Mary Gordon.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Howard
Benedict; Director, Roy William Neill;
Screenplay, Edward T. Lowe, W. Scott
Darling, Edmund L. Hartmann; Adaptation,
W. Scott Darling, Edward T. Lowe; Based
on story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; Cameraman, Les White; Art Director, Jack Otterson; Musical
Director, Charles
Previn.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Fred Bellin Joins Astor
As Assistant to Savini

"This is a tough assignment but
no one. who has studied the history
of the motion picture business and
knows the amazing versatility and
resourcefulness of the exhibitors can
doubt that the job will be done.
They would no sooner think of giving up their fight for a place in the
sun — for the right to carry on their
operations as independent business
men — than they would think of surrendering to Hitler. The next holiday season will find them doing
business at the old stand, not, perhaps, 'as usual,' maybe with their
belts drawn a little tighter, but supplying the basic entertainment of
the American people which is even
more necessary in war than in

Myers paid special tribute for the
organizational contribution of Allied leaders, including President M.
Fred Bellin has joined Astor Pic- A. Rosenberg, Col. H. A. Cole, Sid
tures Corp. as assistant to the pres- Samuelson, Jack Kirsch, Martin
ident. In addition to serving as
Roy Harrold, Maxwell Alderpeace."
right hand man to President Bob Smith,
man, Joe Reed, Harry Lowenstem,
Savini, Bellin will take over the
executive duties of William J. Lee Newbury, Joe Conway, Frank
Horning,Pete
Meyer
RajFiguero, treasurer, who is now with Branch,
Wood,Leventhal,
Don Rossiter.
the U. S. Marine Corps. Bellin for- Fred Herrington, the Walkers and
merly was an executive of Tiffany Beedles, Bill Ainsworth, Harry
and Spectrum and has been in the Perlewitz, Ernie Peaslee, Fred
industry for many years.
Strom and many others.
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Mat'! Board Picks
in Which We Serve'

New WB Ads In Dailies
Jump Readership 80%

Tele Seen as Great
Post-War Industry

Since adoption of its new policy
in newspaper advertising, involving
closer co-operation with exhibitors
and augmented space, Warners ads
irday, picked "Moscow Strikes
in daily papers have taken the spotlight on the amusement pages and
3?^^' as the best documentary film,
increased their readership by more
k .\' Jaonovahle mention to "Native
than 80 per cent, according to an
Land" and the "World in Action"
independent national survey disseries.
closed over the week-end by Mort
Blumenstock, in charge of Warner
Committee's 10 best films, in oradvertising and publicity in the East.
ler of preference, are:
-The increase was determined by
"In Which We Serve," "One of
comparison with a previous survey,
Dur Aircraft Is Missing," "Mrs.
made before the new advertising policy was put into effect.
Miniver," "Journey for Margaret,"
Surveys were conducted among
industry."
'Wake Island," "The Male Animal,"
readers of amusement pages in rep'The Major and the Minor," "Sul- Street Sees $7 Per Share
resentative localities, including
Memphis, Hartford, Charleston, W.
livan's Travels," "The Moon and SixVa.,
Los
Angeles,
Washington and
pence," "The Pied Piper."
other key spots, and were on the
Second list of "most popular films" Earnings for Loew's
smbraces:
basis
of
the
ads
which
caught and
Per share earnings of Loew's, Inc.,
"Mrs. Miniver," "The Pied Piper," for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31 held attention most effectively, as
'Wake Island," "The Woman of the may show around $7 a share, ac- well as being remembered longest,
cording to Wall Street predictions, regardless of size of the space used.
Year," "Pride of the Yankees,' "Yan- while Paramount
will show at least
A similar survey is now in progkee Doodle Dandy," "Bambi," "The
$3.50
a
share
for 1942 against $3.41
ress with respect to Warner adverMajor and the Minor," "Talk of the
for 1941, reports say.
tising in national magazines.
Town," "Holiday Inn."
(.Continued from Page 1)

THE VICTORY

Energence of television as "a
great post-war industry" is forecast by Col. David Sarnoff, RCA
president, in his annual year-end review of radio and television, made
public today.
Says Sarnoff:
"Television, operated by NBC in
New York, has played an important
role in air raid instructions and civilian defense. Its laboratory status is
a war secret, but those confident of
the success that marks wartime developments, expect television to
emerge from this war in such form
as to make possible a great post-war

SPECTACLE
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• Based on an original story by Robert T. Shannon and Mauri Grashin
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uct
than
recently.

anything

they

have

had

"That evidently shows conclusive/ that few exhibitors, if any, care
for the blocks-of-five arrangement
which was provided in the consent
decree," Strom said. "As to dealings with salesmen, about which we
also inquired, only two out of 200
exhibitors to report said they were
not satisfied with results of such
dealings. All agree that prices are
higher now than last season and
most complain because there are too
many percentage films.
Meeting the Central States board
heduled for this month has been
postponed until early in January
when a more accurate report on the
urvey will be available.

Chi. Operator Parley Jan. 12

■~ »

Chicago — Wage negotiations bethe operators'
atertweenowners
is set forunion
Jan. and
12. the-
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Ellen DREW

Blocks of 10 to 26
Sold in Northwest

FEATURING

THE ICE CAPADES COMPANY WITH THE INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS SKATING STARS

Vera HRUBA
Megan TAYLOR

• Lois DWORSHAK

And Five Hundred Others
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Studios
to Spend $175,000,000 on '43 Since
Production
Dec. 7 More Than
$10,000,000 Drop Reflects
Curtailment of Programs
To Meet Wartime Situation

THE INDUSTRY POINTS WITH PRIDE

(Continued from Page 1)

be no diminution of that spirit motivating the trade until, as assuredly it must, peace crowns the armed
might of the United Nations.
The story of the industry on this
side, and in those democracies where
it continues to function as a great
morale force, is essentially a war
story. Production, distribution and
exhibition alike are solidly enlisted
in the war effort's innumerable
phases, and the record of their respective accomplishments will provide future historians with brilliant
chapters.

'"THE Victory Committee's report for the year is one in which the film industry takes
" pardonable pride. Consider the record: 1,141 stars were drawn from the free
talent pool to help the war effort; grand total of individual appearances for the 12
months was 6,828; mileage massed by the players in their travels is estimated at more
than a million; 474 players participated in 222 live broadcasts, 507 took part in the
recording of 1 1 1 radio transcriptions, 56 of which were for the War Department.
"Plans for 1943 call for even more expansive operations by the Victory Committee's
talent pool. Following a series of conferences with Lt. Col. Marvin Young of the Special
Service Division of the War Department, announcement has been made that players
will be sent to 700 Army camps throughout the nation within the next few months.
More than 100 personalities will be sent to fighting areas overseas, wherever American
troops are stationed, and calls from other Federal agencies will be met to the fullest
extent of the available talent."— JACK ALICOATE.

There were
2,773 appearances
by
270 players.
The Bond drive gave the Victory
The worth of the industry's contri- Committee by far its busiest month,
butions is attested by high ranking
officials in both the Government and but its activities were by no means
the armed forces with increasing confined to work for the Treasury
frequency. Among those who most Department, for the committee's
recently have commended the film in- September report showed also that
68 players were featured in special
dustry's efforts are Secretary of the radio programs and transcriptions
Treasury Henry W. Morgenthau, for
the armed forces in combat
Jr.; Lowell Mellett, Chief, Motion
Picture Division, Office of War In- zones, 16 players headlined traveling
USO Camp Show units, 184 made
formation; Donald M. Nelson, chairman of the War Production Board; personal appearances and took part
Capt. Leland P. Lovette, U. S. Navy, in USO "Spot" shows in the Pacific Coast Area, three went to the
Director of Public Relations; Col.
W. Mason Wright, Jr., Pictorial Aleutians and Alaska, and five flew
the
Atlantic
to entertain American
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations
of the War Department, and Lt. Col. service men in England and Ireland.
That represents an average month's
Edward Kirby, head of the War De- activities.
partment Public Relations Bureau's
radio activities.
The Victory Committee's report for the year is one in which
Generals
Stress Essentiality
the film industry takes pardonable pride. Consider the recAnd from the commanding genord: 1,141 stars were drawn
erals of American expeditionary
from the free talent pool to
forces have come other acknowledghelp the war effort; grand total
ments of the motion picture's esof individual appearances
for
sentiality. Typical of these "citathe 12 months was 6,828; miletions" of the industry for distinguished battlefront service is this
age massed by the players in
their travels is estimated
at
cabled message sent from North
more than a million; 474 players
Africa by. Lt. Gen. Dwight Eisenhower:
participated in 222 live broadcasts, 507 took part in the re"Motion pictures are of the
cording of 111 radio transcriputmost importance to provide
tions, 56 of which were for the
entertainment and build up the
War
Department.
morale. Newsreels are especialPlans for 1943 call for even more
ly of tremendous value, providing for the soldiers the means
expansive operations by the Victory
of keeping up with their friends
Committee's talent pool.
Following
in other theaters of war and
a series of conferences with Lt. Col.
with their families at home. The
Marvin Young of the Special Serstories and the sets in the feavice Division of the War Department, announcement has been made
ture productions bring their
home country vividly to their
that players will be sent to 700
Army
camps throughout the nation
memories. Let's have more mowithin the next few months.
More
tion pictures."
than 100 personalities will be sent
Secretary Morgenthau's commen- to fighting areas overseas, wherever
dation followed announcement of official sales figures in the industry- American troops are stationed, and
agencies
led September War Bond drive, which calls from other Federal
topped by approximately $100,000,- will be met to the fullest extent of
000 the maturity value quota of one the available talent.
billion dollars. His statement Training Pix of "Incalculable Value"
Captain Lovette went on record reexpressing special thanks "to all
cently with the statement that trainin the motion picture industry"
stressed the stimulus to Bond sales
ing films, produced at cost by Holresulting from the efforts of the
lywood, "have proven to be of incalculable value in the training and
screen personalities sent out by the
Hollywood Victory Committee on development of both Navy and Army
"Stars Over America" tours to more recruits,"
added
"actually,
than 300 American cities and towns. every phase andof this
industry's war

3,000 Studio Employes
Have Joined Armed Forces

Obviously, if ever an industitivppended upon skilled techniciaS»^Ait
is Hollywood. Since Dec. 7, more
than 3,000 employes — camera men,
electricians, craftsmen of all types
— have joined the Military services.
This is one out of 10 workers from
the production end, the significance
of that is emphasized when it is remembered the industry always has
women.
employed a large percentage of

Many studios are working three
six-hour shifts a day, out of which
they net 15 hours of production. If
contribution is worthy of commenda- the unions would agree to an eighthour day and two shifts industry
Colonel Wright re-emphasized the executives say, they could release a
increasing influence and assistance third of their trained workers for
of the industry in war activity. Af- war production. Whether this will
tion."ter viewing 15 productions, all ser- materialize is uncertain.
vice pictures, in various stages of
In addition to coping with its own
editing, he commented that co-op- problem in the matter of camera
eration between the industry and the
personnel, through the Research
armed forces had been "cemented Council of the Academy of Motion
tightly." And Lt. Col. Kirby, in Picture Arts and Sciences the induscharge of radio, said that the industry is training photographers and
try had co-operated 100 per cent in laboratory workers for six complete
their primary purpose — that of con- units of the Signal Corps. Thus far.
veying the greatest possible amount 94 motion picture cameramen have
of information to the greatest pos- been turned out and 56 are in trainsible number of people.
ing; 90 still photographers have
On the threshold of 1943, sevbeen gi'aduated and 86 are in traineral major problems still face
ing. The courses are conducted withthe industry. No. one, obout expense to the Government or
viously, is that of manpower.
to the student, except for living exAlready the number of men in
the services is well in excess of
The most disturbing facet of the
penses.
10,000 and there have been
manpower problem, needless to say,
hundreds of other withdrawals,
concerns the loss of established
both of men and women, to fill
"names" — talent, producers, direcurgent needs of war factories.
tors, writers — to the armed services.
It is estimated that between 20
On the player side, Clark Gable,
James Stewart, Tyrone Power and
and 25 per has
cent entered
of production's
manpower
military
service.
Gene Autry are representative. On
production side, Col. Darryl F.
Nine hundred members of the the
Screen Actors Guild have answered Zanuck, Maj. Hal Roach, Maj. Sam
Briskin and Capt. John Hay Whitwar calls, while the Screen Direcney may be cited. The roster of ditors Guild has contributed 104, inrectors includes Lt. Col. Frank Cacluding assistants and unit managpra and Com. John Ford, while writers. The Screen Writers Guild's
ers contributed to the services inwithdrawals total 104. Top exclude Col. Tristam Tupper and Maj.
ecutives and producers to the num- Robert Pressnell and Capt. Jerome
ber of 40 have departed from the Ohodorov.
studios to take war posts.
Solution to Stars' Loss
3,000 Technicians in Services
While Hollywood still has a backGuilds and unions representing
log of male actor talent, and new
essential crafts already have started names
are being constantly added
training replacement personnel, in to the list of stars, further losses
some cases with and in others with- to the armed forces may be expected
out studio equipment, and have ar- in the months immediately ahead.
ranged to provide those who qualify How will that be met? There are
with work permits for the duration.
Trainees are being drawn, for the several approaches already well-defined: By framing leading roles for
most part, from more advanced age older actors, by greater emphasis
groups and from the ranks of those upon feminine stars, by resort to
who, because of physical handicaps
and dependents, are not likely to be so-called "subject matter" pictures alin which the story has
subject to call in the draft. The —thepictures
maximum mass appeal.
sound men's local has taken the lead
Under
the new War Manin this and has three classes in sespower Commission program, the
sion. As yet none of the unions have
industry's
status remains to be
opened their books to new members,
fully clarified. Thus far only 12
but are only issuing temporary work
studio occupations — all technical
permits, contending they wish to
—have been classified as essenprotect the rights of their members
tial.
Previously,
the 9)Commiswho will return after the war ends.
(Continued
on Page
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Studios Conserve Millions of Feet of Raw Stock
[Features Now Largely
Idited Before Rather Than
After Shooting is Finished
(Continued from Page 8)

sion had so classified technicians in the newsreel field. For
^7-j
distribuy.lsft 14,300
and theemployed
145,600 in
engaged
in
exhibition, it now appears there
will be no Selective Service exemption on essentiality ground,
and the Commission may call
upon both fields for civilian war
workers. Thus far, distribution
and theaters together have lost
more than 6,000 to the armed
forces.
While actual figures are lacking,
)est sources of information indicate
hat picture costs have been inxeased somewhat because of prioriies on essential war materials, due
nostly to delays in production.
But
;hat there has been no lessening of
quality is best eyidenced in features
low reaching the screen, which give
imple proof of studio technicians'
ngenuity in meeting the challenge
lot only of substitute materials, but
also the $5,000 limitation on new set
naterials in any single production.
The estimated
production
expenditure for the 1943 calendar
year is $175,000,000. That would
be a $10,000,000 drop over this
year's estimate, and reflects curtailment of production
programs.
Materials needed in production
provide many studio headaches.
Major shortages are in lumber, cement, steel, nails and aluminum.
More than 100 substitutes for critical materials have been found. Old
sets stacked on the back of unused
lots are proving veritable gold mines
of lumber, nails, props and gadgets
that can be salvaged for re-use.
Only the major studios, however,
have any appreciable quantity of
Did material to rework. Independent
producers are hard hit.
Studios Conserving Raw Stock
As an example of what is being
accomplished by major studios, 20thPox reports the saving of more than
35 per cent in stock by limiting
"takes" on scenes, using a standard
method of starting and stopping
cameras and employing an automatic camera slate device. Some
studios have effected a savings of
15 per cent of stock per picture. The
plants inaugurated the stock-saving
devices as early as March.
To cope with the set problem, art
directors replaced certain unavailable materials, such as metals, with
plywoods, fiber boards and wood
by-products. Main portions of the
large sets remain undisturbed, but
are refurnished by changing a doorway, a window, columns; the shifting of entrances and exits to comply with the specific script in hand.
Lighting is playing an important
part in the conservative program to
evaluate moods and manners in motion picture settings. Aluminum
paint — the studios were well stocked
with this now scarce commodity —

THE CURTAILMENT OF RAW STOCK

Three Foreign Stars Among
New Talent in Hollywood;
Boyer Turns Producer

succeeding Joseph I. Breen, who resigned to resume his code administration duties with the Hays' office.
With Sam Briskin entering the Signal. Corps, Sidney Buchman moved
up to share producing duties with
will not resort to a ban on duals — suggested by the OWI's Lowell Mellert — as a means Harry Cohn at Columbia.
of conserving raw stock.
Leon Fromkess moved to Holly"It should not be forgotten that millions of feet of negative and positive already have
wood to take over the chief producbeen saved by eliminating extravagant use of materials when pictures are being filmed.
tion spot at PRC. Jack Schwarz, a
PicturesALICOATE.
virtually may be said to be largely edited before, rather than after, shooting." —
JACK
veteran exhibitor, became an independent producer at PRC, as did
Lester Cutler, whose home is in
over plywood is made to represent tez, also Latin-American, is in Pittsburgh. Max King, formerly a
a lot of strategic material for the "Seven Days Leave." Jean Pierre real estate man, and Martin Moocamera.
Aumont, a French actor, is under ney, a scenarist, teamed up to make
pictures for Monogram release,
Well to the fore among major
contract to M-G-M.
Former European producers who while Attorney Sydney M. Williams
industry problems is that of raw
are now active in Hollywood include also started producing for Monostock curtailment.
A 25 per
cent cut already is in effect by
I. Goldsmith who is preparing "WoWar Production Board order. It
men at War," at Columbia. S. P.
Dave Chatkin, prominent in the
exhibiting field, became active as a
may or may not be increased.
Eagle co-produced
"Tales ofRichard
Man- gram.
hattan" with Boris Morros.
Recently
the
five
newsreels
producer at Columbia, as- did Sam
Oswald, who directed the American White, former director.
entered into an agreement with
the WPB which limits length of
and European versions of "The CapPasternak Joins Metro
issues to 750 feet, cuts raw
tain Of Koepenick," produced for
Joe Pasternak left Universal to
Monogram.
stock allocations by 12'/2 per
Arnold Pressburger, who produced join M-G-M, while Benjamin Glazer
cent and trims prints per issue
"Shanghai Gesture," is making moved from Universal to Warner
by 400. The WPB has indicated,
"Unconquered" with Director Fritz Brothers. Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
however, that it will not resort
switched from Paramount to M-G-M,
Lang as associate producer.
to a ban on duals — suggested by
and Kenneth Macgowan, who has
The independent field was considthe OWI's
Lowell
Mellett— as
a means of conserving raw stock.
erably bolstered when Hunt Strom- been with the Office of Inter-American Affairs, rejoined 20th-Fox.
berg, long with M-G-M, joined the
It should not be forgotten that United
Artists fold. Jack Benny also
Damon Runyon, who made his bow
millions of feet of negative
and signed a contract to produce and
positive already have been saved by star for UA, while the Cagney as producer on "Big Street," at RKO,
eliminating
extravagant
use
of brothers, James and William, also is now on the 20th-Fox producer
materials when pictures are being affiliated with the same company. roster. Walter MacEwan left Warners to produce for Paramount,
filmed.
Pictures virtually may be Still another addition to the UA
Kohlmar came to Parasaid to be largely edited before, fold is Jules Levey, who formerly while Fred
mount from 20th-Fox. Robert Sisk,
rather than after, shooting.
released through Universal.
formerly with RKO and Paramount,
Sol Lesser is producing pictures is now with M-G-M.
The rising tide of box-office receipts is a prime factor in a nation- for RKO and UA release, while
wide trend towards extended runs.
Deal of the year in production's
It is estimated that holdover time Charles R. Rogers made "The Pow- realm was that which saw the sale
ers Girl," for UA. Edward A. Gol- to 20th-Fox of important David O.
in key cities is up 100 per cent. InSelznick story and play properties,
den
made
"Hitler's
Children,"
for
cidentally, this trend is by no means RKO. Gregory Ratoff, in associawith the loan of stars, dition with Harry Goetz, is producing together rectors
restricted to the keys — even in smaland technicians. Coupled
ler towns pictures are getting longer at Columbia.
with it was the announcement that
playing time. The advantages all
Selznick planned a new type of film
Boyer
Turns
Producer
around are apparent.
Charles Boyer entered the produc- dealing with the war effort.
Among leading men not yet in
Production's Highlights
ing field by co-producing "Flesh and uniform
who have been getting
for Universal. His assoNow for a review of the year's Fantasy,"
ciate is Director Julien Duvivier.
breaks
ai-e RKO's Robert Ryan,
highlights in production, with emSeymour Nebenzal, who produced Walter Reed and James Craig; Parphasis upon personalities. Jean GaAlan Ladd, and Twentiethbin, Michele Morgan and Paul Hen- in Europe, is making "The Hang- amount's
Fox's James
Ellison.
reid headed the foreign talent
man," independently. After directComparative
newcomers who made
brought to the California studios.
ing and co-producing "The Moon
a
decided
impression
during 1942
Gabin Michele
appeared
in "Moon
Tide," and Sixpence" with David Loew,
while
Morgan
and Henreid
Albert Lewin rejoined M-G-M. Wil- are Alan Ladd, Betty Hutton, Macliam H. Pine and William C. Thomas Donald Carey, Marjorie Reynolds,
attracted favorable attention in
"Joan of Paris." Henreid was bor- are continuing their producing deal Cecil Kellaway, Cass Daley, Parawith Paramount.
mount; Van Heflin, Red Skelton,
rowed to play the romantic lead opHarry Sherman, for several years Gene Kelly, Donna Reed, Van Johnposite Bette Davis in "Now, Voyson, M-G-M; Anne Baxter, George
ager." Katina Paxinou, a Gre- ac Paramount, switched over to UA.
cian actress, plays an important role Walter Wanger, a veteran United Montgomery, Dana Andrews, Roddy
in "For Whom The Bell Tolls." Artists producer, moved to Univer- McDowall, 20th-Fox; Diana BarrySigne Hasso, a Swedish actress, who
sal while Jack H. Skirball, formerly more, Jane Frazee, Grace McDonald,
was not given an assignment during associated with Frank Lloyd, re Robert Stack, Universal; Joan Leslie, Irene Manning, Nancy Coleman,
her stay at RKO Radio, has already mained at Universal, and made
Alexis Smith, Warner Brothers;
worked in "Journey For Margaret" "Shadow Of A Doubt," with Alfred Teresa Wright, Goldwyn; Janet
Hitchcock
directing.
and "Assignment in Brittany," at
M-G-M.
The annual Hollywood changes Blair, Columbia; William Bendix,
under contract to Roach and ParaMaria Montez, from South Amer- found Charles W. Koerner deserting
mount; Mapy Cortez, Marcy Mcica, is very importantly cast in the exhibiting field and assuming
the
chief
production
post
at
RKO,
Guire, RKO.
"Arabian Nights," while Mapy CorWELL to the fore among major industry problems is that of raw stock curtailment.
A 25 per cent cut already is in effect by War Production Board order. It may
or may not be increased. Recently the five newsreels entered into an agreement with
the WPB which limits length of issues to 750 feet, cuts raw stock allocations by 12'/2
per cent and trims prints per issue by 400. The WPB has indicated, however, that it

MMM^^HM

The wise Exhibitor today, is the one who
checks closely, the materials and equipment that are keeping him in business.
When projection equipment starts to
break down from lack of proper replacement parts, that booth is one place that
will bear constant watching.
But if the contrivance that delivers the
performance warrants constant inspection —how about the show itself!
The chemicals that go into the making
of film are SO valuable to this nation —
or any nation at war— that film must be
husbanded and treasured as any other
part of your operation, even though it is
not your physical property. Fight the
clock with it. Stretch it. Nurse it. Make
it last.
The war won't last forever, and some day
when Peace comes -you'll still be in business. Your equipment a little rickety
perhaps; maybe the film a little scratchy,
and the lobby ads perhaps showing a
little wear. But everything still functioning. And you, with the
satisfying knowledge
that you've licked Time
— Time— the Saboteur!
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INDUSTRY -OWI CO-OR STAYS VOLUNTARY
Holiday
Biz Was
15-40%
Ahead of '41Schenck
in 60Releases
Cities
Mellett
Subsequent-Runs Off in
LOWELL
MELLETT
Some Spots; Broadway
Chalks Up New Records

A check of 60 representative cities
throughout the country yesterday
disclosed that theater business over
the Christmas week-end was from
15 to 40 per cent ahead of the holiday period last year. Better quality
product plus the fact that the public has more money to spend were
the reasons given for the boost in
It was the first-run theaters, both
in New York and other cities, that
appeared (Continued
to get the
lion's
on Page
7) share of

We Are Suggesting..
Text of Lowell Mellett's letter of confirmation stressing the voluntary aspect
of the industry's co-operation with the OWVs Bureau of Motion Pictures, as made
public here yesterday by Nicholas M. Schenck, follows:

The 10-day clearance of Wilmington, Del., first-runs over theaters in
several surrounding towns was reduced to seven days in an award
(Continued on Page 3)

Winniny of the War
Is the Attraction
Detroit — Eddie Hohler, manager
of the Civic Theater in the suburb
of Farmington for Associated Theaters, isstarting to figure his grosses
out in terms of War Bonds instead
of just the ordinary type of box
office biz. He set some kind of
a record the other night when he
took in $30 at the b.o. for admissions,—and $2,800 for Bonds.

in
future
on theexactly
the same voluntary basis
acterized the
relationship
as
has charin t h e past,

"I am happy to have had the talk yesterday with Messrs. Balaban, Rathvon, Hazen
and yourself.
As I told you, there never was any need for misunderstanding concerning
relations between the Office of War
Information
and the motion picture industry, and I know there never has been any such
misunderstanding so far as you gentlemen
are concerned.
"Put on paper, the pertinent part of my statement to you
is that our office is not asking the producers of pictures to submit such pictures to us at any stage of production — original story,
shooting script, long cut or finished picture. We are suggesting,
however, that the purpose of the motion picture industry to cooperate as fully as possible in the war effort will be best served
if pictures or proposed pictures are brought to our attention at
each of these stages of production. Our aim is to simplify the
procedures that now prevail. The nearer a picture approaches
completion, the more difficult- and expensive becomes the making of any alterations that in our mutual judgment may seem
nceessary.
"As you are aware, the process suggested already has become
a pretty general practice.
My letter of December 9 was infen(jed mere)y fo describe this process for the benefit of all who
"Chief,
might
desire
to
participate
fully
in
the
motion
picture
industry's voluntary co-operation
with the Government.
LOWELL

MELLETT

"My best wishes for the Christmas Season,
"Sincerely
"(signed)

yours,
LOWELL

MELLETT,

(Continued on Page 7)

Wilmington Clearance
Reduced to Seven Days

The film industry's co-operation withPictures
the OWI's
Motion
willBureau
continueof

"Dear Mr. Schenck:

Public Safely Talks
Ordered In Theaters
A brief talk on public safety will
be delivered to audiences in New
York City theaters several times
each day starting Jan. 1, under a
special order issued by Patrick
Walsh, fire commissioner.
A copy of the message will be
given to the managei-s or owners of
motion picture theaters where the
talk must be delivered before each
complete
show.
Detailed
firemen

Letter of 'Confirmation
And Statement on Parley

"Bureau

of

Motion

Pictures."

Obscenity Jury Must |Argument Waived On
See Show, Says Judge jVeeder's Successor

New York Supreme Court Jus- i Appointment of a new chairman
tice J. Sidney Bernstein yesterday of the appeals board of the motion
ruled that it was mandatory for a picture arbitration system to fill the
(.Continued on Page 3)

NICHOLAS

M. SCHENCK

LPrexy,
o e wsaid
' s
yesterday
a
f o rim ain1
statement.
Release
of

ment was(Continued
accompanied
by thestatetext
the
on Page 3)

Money Games Back;
Mayor in Warning
New York City exhibitors are reinstating money games in their theaters, even though Mayor LaGuardia has warned that a strict interpretation of the law required everybody, a ticket buyer or not, to be
(Continued on Page 7)

Joe Engel Will Head
Rep.'s Philly Branch
Philadelphia — Joe Engel, until recently on Columbia's sales force
and (Coutinued
formerly on aPagebranch
man3)

here,

(Continued on Page 2)

Bonanza Biz in Portland, Ore.
Year's Business Gain Estimated at 25 P. C.
Alperson and Fabian
Frisco Rally Speakers

Nicholas
Schenck,M.

By GEORGE

FILM

DAILY

H. HOLMES

Staff Correspondent

Portland, Ore. — With the city's
San Francisco— This city today is
the scene of the second important population raised by tens of thousands, exhibitors here estimate that
United
Nations
Week
meeting
on
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)

Headline Review of
1942 Starts Today
Nineteen forty-two passes in review, via FILM DAILY headlines,
in an exclusive year-end feature
which starts today on Page 6. First
installment of the year's deaths in
the amusement
field also is published today.

3fe
Four Eastman Executives
Advanced to New Berths
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Rochester — Promotion of two Kodak Park men and two in the camera works was announced here
Thursday by the Eastman Kodak Co.
Ivar N. Hutman becomes asistant
general manager of the Kodak Park
works. He was general superintendent of film manufacturing. Harry
R. Darling, production superintendent of the camera works for 34
years, was named general superintendent of the camera works. Otto
W. Cook, assistant general superintendent of film manufacturing for
nine years, succeeds Hutman as
general superintendent of film manufacturing at Kodak Park. Fordyce
E. Tuttle becomes superintendent of
the special products division of the
camera works. In his new position,
Tuttle joins Charles W. Barkley,
who is already assistant general
manager of Kodak Park.

Hold Rites for Holtz,
Slain Metro Employe
Funeral services were held at
Riverside Memorial Chapel yesterday for Herbert Holtz, a member
of the New York M-G-M cashier's
department, who was shot mysteriously early Sunday morning. Holtz,
who was 34, was killed by two .45
caliber bullets at the entrance to
Central Park on West 61st Street.
Shooting is still unexplained, although has
t
been suggested that his
assassin mistook him for somebody
else.

Army Assignment for
Hicks of Gutlohn, Inc.
Orton H. Hicks, chairman of the
board of Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., has
been commissioned a major in the
Special Service branch of the U. S.
Army and will handle motion picture distribution for overseas exhibition. He will be stationed in
New York. Hicks' temporary leave
of fbsence from Gutlohn was announced yesterday by President
Harry A. Kapit.
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Argument is Waived
On Veeder's Successor

COminG and come

{Continued from Page 1)

vacancy caused by the death of
Judge Van Vechten Veeder will be
made in "a day or so," Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard announced
yesterday from the bench.
The court made this statement after attorneys representing the five
majories tocompanies
that decree
are signatorthe consent
waived
any argument on the appointment
and left the matter to the discretion
of Judge Goddard. The hearing was
called after the Government made
a formal application to have the post
filled.
Immediately following the hearing Judge Goddard called into conference George W. Alger and Albert W. Putnam, the two remaining
judges of the appeals board.

RKO Albee, Providence,
Staff Fetes Geo. French
Providence — George E. French,
manager of the RKO-Albee Theater
the past three years and who enters
officers' candidate school in the U. S.
Coast A:tillery Dec. 30, was honored by fellow theater managers,
theater union officials and the press
at a luncheon at the ProvidenceBiltmore Hotel.
Edward M. Fay presented him with
gold ring on behalf of the 40 men
present and Judge James E. Dooley
made the presentation speech in
riving him a framed flag engraving
bearing autographs of the group.
French is succeeded at the Albee by
David Levin, formerly manager of
RKO-State, New Brunswick.

Pressburger Authorized
To Pay Donlevy $20,000
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Vl

kvL.

after the world premiere of "Air Fcrce" at the
Hollywood Theater
next
month.
(XCHLLLE HUDSON leaves Hollywood today
for a personal appearance at the screening
of TRC's "Queen of Broadway" for the 335fh
Bombardment Squadron at Ephrata. Wa:
HARPO
MARX
army
camps
and
Shows
at Camp
JACK

starts
a two-week
naval stations
for ulSea
Crant,
Chicago,
on Jan.

©ENNY,

MARY

LIVINGSTONE,

ROCHESTER,
DENNIS
DAY,band
"SCHLEPPERMAN"
and
ABE LYMAN
and his
appeared at the
Lakehurst
last
night. Naval Air Station. Lakehurst, N. J.,
HANS PETERS, art director for Sol Lesser's
forthcoming "Stage Door Canteen," arrived in
New York from Hollywood yesterday.
LIEUT.-COM. ARTHUR A. SCHMIDT, formerly M-G-M publicity manager, returned yesterday to Chapel Hill, N. C, following a
leave.

Christmas

TONY MASSELLA, former assistant at the
Loew-Poli, New Haven, is home on furlough
from Officer's Candidate Schoo" Ft. Monmouth,
N. J., sporting a marksmanship
medal.
GEORGE D. BURROWS, former vice-president
of the Guaranty Trust Co. in New York, in
charge of the bank's motion picture accounts,
has arrived in Hollywood to join Monogram in
a financial
capacity.

Loew's Rochester Will
Inaugurate Owl Shows
Rochester —

War worker shows

will be inaugurated at Loew's Rochester here tonight, Loew's becoming the first downtown house to
run an all-night show. The Lincoln, a nabe located near Eastman
Kodak plants, started midnight
shows for defense workers sometime

Warners Signing Hart
As Director and Writer

DAILY

Hollywood — Economic Director
Byrnes has authorized Arnold Pressburger Productions to pay Bryan
—
y4
Donlevy $20,000 for his appearance
—
Vl
in "Unconquered." Contract with
the actor was negotiated prior to
Para.
B'way
3s55
Para. Picts. deb. 4s56. 1003/4 1003/4 1003/4
Oct. 3 but the agreement was not
Warner Bros.' dbs. 6s48
actually signed until Oct. 12.
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Louis
Israel,
Cleveland
M-G-M has been authorized to
Monogram
Picts
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...3-16
3-16
3-16
renew option of Laraine Day.
Pioneer Exhib., is Dead
Technicolor
7%
6%
7% +
%
Agreement
was signed prior to Oct.
Trans-Lux
13/8
13/8
l3/8
3 and the raise provided for in the
Cleveland — Louis Israel, 58, pio- ing.
Universal Corp. vtc. . . 10%
103,4
10% +
Vs
Universal
Picts
46]/2
46y2
46l/2 + 2%
neer theater owner here, died in his option would not make her total
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER
SECURITIES
sleep Sunday night. Although he earnings exceed the net income ceilBid
Asked
had never been ill, death was reMet. Playhouse
Inc. 2nd deb. '45.. 78
81
ported to have been caused by a
Roxy Thea.
Bldg. 4s 1st '57
661/4
683/8
heart attack. His wife and two married daughters survive. Israel op- Prominent
Officials forGov't,
Film Navy
Debut
"Arsenic and Old Lace"
erated the Center and Mayfield TheAs WB Mid-Summer Pic?
aters in Cleveland and the Ellet in
Akron.
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — The premiere toWarner is understood to have set
morrow night at Loew's Palace of
back the release of "Arsenic and Old Todd Bids for Basic
M-G-M's "Stand By for Action"
Lace" to mid-Summer.
bids fair to be one of the outIdea of Roxy's Show
standing premieres in capital hisZcmft Heads Lyons Office
A. J. Balaban, managing director
tory, judging from the list of those
A. & S. Lyons, Hollywood agency, of the Roxy, is reported in receipt who have already promised to be
has completely reorganized its New of an offer from Michael Todd for on hand. The showing will be sponYork and Chicago offices. Major the idea upon which is based the
sored by the Navy League of the
John Zanft heads the New York Carmen Miranda - Nicholas Bros. United States and a number of
office, with Arthur Ashley in charge stage show currently at the theater. prominent Government and naval
of radio. James Park has been ap- Balaban is assertedly asking $50,- officials have signified their intenpointed chief Chicago representative. 000.
tion to be present.
—

JACK L. WARNER, WB executive producer,
who arrived in New York yesterday from the
Coast, is expected to remain in the East until

Moss Hart is on the verge of closing a deal with Warner Bros, callwriter.
ing for his services as director and

Hibbard Funeral Today
Funeral services for Edna Bryant
Hibbard, 47, comedienne, will be
held at noon today at the Walter B.
Cooke Funeral Home, 117 W. 72d
St. Miss Hibbard, who died Saturday in Mother Cabrini Hospital, is
survived by her husband, Lester
Bryant.

William German
John T. Neville
Lou
Irwin
George E. Marshall
Tad
Alexander
Max
Graf
Harry Gold
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Obscenity Jury Must
See Show, Says Judge

Induslry-OWl Co-op.
Stays Voluntary
(Continued from Page 1)

of a letter addressed to Schenck by
Lowell Mellett, chief of the OWI's
bureau, both letter and statement
resulting from a conference here
las - jek attended by Schenck, MelletpVarney Balabah, N. Peter Rathvon and Joseph Hazen.
The conference followed charges
of attempted Government censorship
made in the wake of an earlier letter sent Dec. 9 by Mellett to Hollywood studios, the letter reading in
part, "For the benefit of both your
studio and the Office of War Information it would be advisable to establish a routine procedure whereby
our Hollywood office would receive
copies of studio treatments or synopses of all stories which you contemplate producing and of the finished
scripts. This will enable us to make
suggestions as to the war content of
motion pictures at a stage when it
is easy and inexpensive to make any
changes which might be recommended."
Mellett's Explanatory
Statement
Mellett in his letter of confirmation to Schenck, written on Dec. 24,
emphasized that "our office is not
asking the producers of pictures to
submit such pictures to us at any
stage of production — original story,
shooting script, long cut or finished
pictures."
"We are suggesting, however,"
Mellett continued, "that the purpose
of the motion picture industry to
co-operate as fully as possible in the
war effort will be best served if pictures or proposed pictures are
brought to our attention at each of
these stages of production. Our aim
is to simplify the procedures that
now prevail. The nearer a picture
approaches completion, the more difficult and expensive becomes the
making of any alterations that in
our mutual judgment may seem necessary.
Mellett asserted further that the
process suggested "already has become a pretty general practice" and
added that his Dec. 9 letter "was
intended merely to describe this
process for the benefit of all who
might desire to participate fully in
the motion picture's voluntary cooperation with the Government."
Statement by Schenck
In his statement covering the Mellett conference here last week,
Schenck said:

•

•

• LOCAL Film Row will turn out in force today ior the Inaugural Luncheon oi the Foreign Press Film Critics Circle in the Hotel

Brevoort at one o'clock
Representing the City of New York will be
Mayor Fiorello H. La Guardia in role of honor guest of the 27 foreign
language newspapers, all of whose film and drama chiefs will be at the
festive board
Film companies foreign department chieftains and
MPPDA will be represented in the person of Carl E. Milliken. and news
service solons aTe also set to put on their bibs at the event
On the
agenda, headed by the rendition of the National Anthem by Miss Beal
Hober, of the New York Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony, is the
balloting by the members of the new Circle on 1942's Ten Best Pictures
as their selections in THE FILM DAILY'S annual poll
Leo Mishkin,
of the New York Film Critics Circle, will represent that organization,
which provided the pattern for the new group founded by the Foreign
Press
Inaugural festivities today far transcend a mere feedbag
session and transaction of business
Actually the get-together has
a fine patriotic significance, namely, the outward sign of a deep and
abiding unity among Americans of all ages, races and creeds, for the
successful prosecution of the war, as well as the solidarity which must
and will help to win a peoples' peace
T
T
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Joe Engel Will Head
Rep.'s Philly Branch
(.Continued from Page

1)

ager for Universal, will take over
the post of local branch head for
Republic on Jan. 4, it was learned
here yesterday.
Maxwell Gillis, whom Engel succeeds, hes received a promotion by
Republic and will have special duties at the home office where he will
headquarter.
Mrs. Edith Howell Dead
Fort Worth, Tex.— Mrs. Edith Fay
Howell, wife of R. L. Howell, chief
projectionist for the Parkway, died
at
ness.her home after a prolonged ill-

operation made available to the industry by the Bureau of Motion
Pictures of the OWI. We took the
occasion and
to express
the industry's
thanks
appreciation
for the
helpful and constructive assistance
us by Mr. Mellett in deal"The purpose of the meeting was givening to
with the many new and novel
to review the product produced by
problems with which the industry
the industry during the past 12 had
to
contend
since Pearl Harbor.
months relating to the war effort
the industry's co-operation
and to discuss the assistance and co- and"Both
the services of the Bureau of
Motion Pictures have been on a purely voluntary basis. The element of
voluntary co-operation which has
characterized our relationships in
the past will continue in the future.
"The year 1943 will find us a War
industry and we undoubtedly will
West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Beverly Hills — Ann Rutherford avail ourselves of many services
was married here to David May, de- which the Bureau of Motion Pictures
partment store exec.
is qualified to render to us."

WEDDING

BELLS

judge and jury to attend a performance of a play or motion picture when a question of obscenity
was involved. The ruling was made
in granting a certificate of reasonable doubt to Isidore H. Herk, convicted producer of "Wine, Women
and"Whether
Song." a play is decent or indecent may depend upon the inaction of the person who sees the play
in the surroundings in which it is
exhibited," the court stated. "There
may be a vast difference between a
bad description in words of what
has been said or done upon the
stage and an actual view of the performance." In continuing his discussion of the lav/ Judge Bernstein
stated "if there were a prosecution
for the exhibition of an obscene
motion picture, the best evidence
would be furnished by a showing of
the picture rather than by its oral
The trial judge had refused to
description."
permit
theformance ofjury
to attend a perthe show.

Wilmington Clearance
Reduced To Seven Days

Bonanza Theater Business
Reported in Portland, Ore.
(Continued from Page 1)

theater business as the year ends
reflects a 25 per cent gain.
Already in the downtown firstruns the daily "takes" are showing
jumps of $500 and $600. Lines are
the rule from the opening to the
close of box-offices. The increase
in admissions downtown to 65c top,

(Continued from Page 1)

made by an arbitrator in the complaint filed in Philadelphia by the
Sidney Theater Corp., operating the
Plaza Theater, Milford, Del.
The arbitrator ruled that the
maximum clearance in favor of the
Warner, Queens and Rialto Theaters
in Wilmington over the Plaza in
Milford, the Capital and Temple in
Dover and the Reese in Harrington
shall be limited to seven days. Complainant had asked for the complete
elimination of the clearance.

William H. Osborne Dead
William Hamilton Osborne, 69,
Downtown subsequents rre shar- author, lawyer and expert on copyright legislation, died Christmas
ing in the new war-time prosperity,
with Blue House again raising prices Day at his Newark, N. J., home after a month's illness. Osborne wrote
to 25-35c. Suburban operators, however, in many cases have not yet the film serial, "Neal of the Navy."
reached capacity business. Vanport, between Portland and Vancouver, Wash., has now additional
10,000 population, and expects to
reach
40,000 is
by definitely
March '43.back, with
Vaudeville
the Capitol and Bagdad theaters,
A son was born to Robert and
using three and four acts to sup- Marion Boehnel, Sunday night at
plement screen fare. There are also the Mt. Kisco hospital, Mt. Kisco.
three "girl" shows at Nu-Gaiety, Child, their first, weighed 7 lbs., 13
Star and Third Avenue, these houses
oz. Father is a publicist at RKO
adding
the "flesh" to two features Radio home office.
rnd shorts.
Some wise exhibitors have taken
New Haven — Therese Speratore
their increased earnings and put
forbooker
many
United ofAr-a
them, as far as possible, into equip- Carlo, tists
here,years
is mother
ment and house furnishings.
All houses prior to the holidays baby boy, born at New Haven Hosdid excellent business in popcorn,
candy bars and drinks, but they find West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
themselves now practically sold out. pital.
Hollywood — It's a son, named
A heavy shipment of boxes of cur- Mickey, for the Joe Pasternaks.
rants and raisins saved their lives, Mother is the former Dorothy Darrell.
and also half-orders filled on colas.
brought
no let-down in attendance,
incidentally.
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Major News

Events of Film Industry Year

Auto and Tire Rationing, Theater
-JANUARY-

in iWemortam — 1942

2 — Dave Fleischer resigns as director general of
Fleischer Studios, Inc.
Sidney ofR. New
Kent York
opposes
resortdecree.
to "escape"
clause
consent
Warner
Studio
completes
first air shelters
in industry.
5 — Auto
and
forces.

tire

rationing

hits

film

Francis L. Harley, of 20th-Fox, reports
English
business
at all-time
high.
Sen. D. Worth Clark announces formal
Funeral

sales

sus-

calls
in-

8 — Senate
votes
price control
exemption
for
films,
placing
the
industry
on
par with
press and radio.
Canadian IM/EA asks government regulation
of film industry.
12 — OPM warns theater men
J. Arthur Rank succeeds

of shortages.
late Oscar Deutsch

as chairman of British Odeon's Board.
William
T. Powers
elected
board
chairman
of Hoyt's circuit in Australia.
13 — Hal B. Wallis signs new Warners
produce four pictures annually.

pact to

14— "Cone With the Wind" captures the 1941
FILM DAILY Ten Best poll, with "Sergeant
York" placing second.
15 — Astoria
Army Signal
studios.Corps purchases Paramount's
W. G. Van
Schmus,
managing
director
of
Radio
City Music
Hall, dies.
Herman
Wobber signs five-year contract as
20th-Fox
Western
division
and
Western
district manager.
Lowell Mellett tells Hollywood its greatest
war
service
is making
pictures.
16 — Theater construction
ban already
in effect,
says A. Julian Brylawski
of OPM.
Honolulu
Theaters
doing
excellent
daytime
business
despite
war
restrictions.
19— Truman H. Tally, Vice President of Fox
Movietone
News,
dies.
Carole Lombard killed in plane crash on
return from War Bond
Rally in Indiana.
20— MPIDA reports $100,000,000 jump in 1941
BO.
gross.
Congressional
conference
price control exemption.

committee

As 1942 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay a final
tribute to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the
12-month period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to
pass are given with place of death and date obituary was published in THE
FILM DAILY.
2-10.

1941

pension of Senateheld industry
services
for Otis "witch
Skinner.hunt."

7 — Office
of
Production
Management
conference
on theater
needs.
Pathe
Laboratory
acquires
controlling
terest in PRC.

Construction Ban Early Year Headaches

O.K.'s

Gus Eyssell named
Radio City Music Hall's
managing director.
21— War-time daylight saving set to begin
Feb. 9.
Schine Anti-trust suit trial set for April 28.
Producers and 10 IATSE studio locals agree
on new contracts.
The FILM DAILY announces "filmdom's
famous
fives" for 1941.
22 — Motion Picture Industry Conference Committee aproves three points of unity plan;
William F. Rodgers, elected permanent
chairman.
Donald
M. Nelson
places film industry
under "war porduction
board"
jurisdiction.
Universal^
1941
net up $281,477
to $2,673,249.
23 — Divorcement
still
a
potentiality
Department of Justice declares.
Abram
F. Myers in annual to Allied Board
calls consent decree a failure.
Howard Dietz recommends
research
projects
for industry.
26 — Y. Frank Freeman sees Hollywood production
costs up 10 per cent to 15 per cent.
Barney Balaban asserts New York consent
decree doubles production time.
M. A. Rosenberg of Pittsburgh, elected
president of National Allied, succeeding
Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas.
27 — 20th-Fox
takes
lead
in rationing
supplies
and equipment
for distribution.
Film
rentals
exempted
from
any
price
control
as House
accepts
Senate
amendment.
28 — State
Department
moves
through
Swiss
to
ascertain
fate of Far Eastern
film executives trapped by war.
ICC
okays
cardboard
containers
for films.
29 — Independent Motion Picture Producers, Inc.
organized on Coast.
Year's arbitration edge to exhibitors, checkup reveals.
OCD devise blackouts and air raid alarms for
guidance of theaters.
30 — New York consent decree change vital,
says Ed Kuykendall.
Indianapolis exchange workers walkout
ruled outlaw by IATSE.

OTIS SKINNER, stage and screen star, New
York
City.
FD:
1-6.
BODIL
ROSING,
actress
Hollywood.
FD: 1-6.
WILL SOHM, veteran theater owner, Quincy,
III.
FD: 1-7.
FRANK BORCHERT, theater manager, Milwaukee. FD: 1-9.
SIR OSWALD STOLL, stage and film producer,
head of theater circuit. Putney, Eng.
FD:
1-12.
JULE 1-13.
RACHMAN, exhibitor, Omaha, Neb. FD:
W.

H. VAN SHMUS, managing director of the
Radio City Music Hall. New York City.
FD: 1-15.
FRED FISHER music publisher and composer,
New
York.
FD: 1-15.
ALBERT B. FULLER, researcher at Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
FD: 1-15.
TRUMAN TALLY, vice-president of Movietone
News,
New
York
City.
FD:
1-19.
EDWARD G. COOKE, advance agent and theatrical producer, New York City.
FD: 1-19.
CAROLE LOMBARD, film star, killed in airplane crash. FD. 1-20.
EUGENE L. CONNELLY, theater owner and
publicist,
Pittsburgh.
FD: 1-21.
STACY WOODWARD, film producer and photographer, New York City.
FD: 1-28.
THOMAS W. STEVENS, dramatist, Tucson, Ariz.
FD: 2-2.
LOUIS C. WISWELL veteran theatrical producer, Hollywood.
FD: 2-2.
MAURICE M. DAVIS, supervisor United Amusement Corp., Montreal.
FD: 2-3.
MARION SAYLE TAYLOR, radio's Voice of Experience, Hollywood.
FD: 2-3.
PERCIVAL LEE WATERS, film producer, president of Triangle Film Co. New York City.
FD: 2-3.
HARRY HOLLIDAY, veteran actor, Amityville, L.
I. FD: 2-4.
ABE STEINBERC, president. Theater Supply
Co., Pittsburgh.
FD: 2-5.
OSCAR F. COULD theater operator, Ft. Worth,
Tex.
FD: 2-5.
HUGH D. MclNTOSH, Australian theater owner, London.
FD: 2-6.
EDWARD MASSEY, playwright and stage director, New York
City.
FD: 2-10.
DOUGLAS C. CHURCHILL, Hollywood correspondent for the New York Times, Hollywood.
FD: 2-10.

JAMES

HANLEY

A. PARTELLO, former theater operator, Mansfield, O.
FD: 2-11.
RON KELLY, theater manager of Seattle. Killed
in battle.
FD: 2-11.
F. RAOUL CLEAVER oldtime theater manager,
Saginaw,
Mich. ' FD:former
2-11. theater operaJAMES
S. WARNER,
O.
FD: 2-11.
2-13. tor. New Philadelphia,
ED MYERS,
exhibitor,
Detroit.
FD: 2-13.
JOE CABEL. former exhibitor Detroit. FD:
WILLIAM

KELLER, theater owner and manager, Bridgeville, Del.
FD: 2-17.
ALLEN L. McCORMICK, president of Cinecolor, Hollywood.
FD: 2-17.
EDWIN MILTON ROYLE, playwright New
New York.
FD: 2-17.
C. ERNEST WALKER, veteran exhibitor, Digby,
S. C.
FD: 2-17.
GROVER LaTARTE, M & P theater manager,
Ft. Fairfield, Me.
FD: 2-17.
DOUGLAS
2-19. COOPER, of General Films, Canada;
pioneer
film
man,
Toronto.
FD:
2-18.
FRANK L. PACKARD, novelist, Montreal. FD:
ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE. author, Pompton
Lakes,
N. J.
FD: 2-19.
LESLIE J. CASEY, producer playwright. New
York City.
FD: 2-20.
HARRY PARRANTE, manager Boyd Theater,
Philadelphia.
FD: 2-25.
MAX GOOSMANN, salesman, division manager,
Paramount, Universal etc., New York City.
FD: 2-26.
ENSLEY BARBOUR, former circuit head. Joplin, Mo.
FD: 2-26.
THOMAS W. LAMB, architect of theaters, etc.,
New
York.
FD: 2-27.
JOHN A. GROVES. Paramount manager Singapore. Killed in Japanese raid.
FD: 3-2.
M. J. JOYCE, former theater operator. Wilmington, Del. FD: 3-3.
PALMER HALL STILSON. ex-Paramount traffic
secretary,
Yonkers,
N. Y.
FD: 3-4.
CLAUDE SAUNDERS veteran publicity and exploitation manager, Hollywood.
FD: 3-5.
FRANK
FOSTER,
operator,
Detroit.
FD: 3-5.
ALBERT C. NOLAN, in theater field Denver.
FD: 3-5.

(.Continued on Page

Joseph
R. Vogel
named
new
Loew's
vicepresidents.
$1,571,276 bonus shared by 12 Loew executives in 1941.
5— Film industry see outside angy

anti-trust

suit
Rebirth"truce."
of showmanship
boosting
grosses,
H. M
Richy reports.
6 — Treasury
to scrutinize
export
prints.
New
industry
public
relations
set up
to
function
on both Coasts.
C. C. Pettijohn
resigns as MPPDA
general
counsel.
9 — Government
releases
films on essential
industry in certain
instances.
No "War Time Strike" pledge reaffirmed by

10)

Corp. film security holdings
closed as $7,273,344.

dis-

Industry
Advisory
Council
Canada's wartime Prices
and Trade
Boardto appointed.
13— IATSE drafts 10-point theater conservation
Five cent admission ended by new Cuban
program.
trade code provision.
16 — War priorities found restricting theater premium lines.
Harry Thomas
division chief.

named

Valley" captures five Academy ''Oscars."
Let's begin to strike, let's begin ^pEnin."
credo of Wendell L. Willkie's Aca^.. lad000.
dress.
Paramount
estimates 1941 net at ^*
$10,125,-

York City. FD:

WILLIAM

11— Atlas
2 — New York consent decree signatories pledge
forced
shorts selling relief.
Department of Justice considers filing more
divorcement suits.
—""
Deanna
Durbin
differences
with
RUARY
—FEBsettles
Universal.
U. S. divorcement
petition
hits Paramount
and 20th-Fox;
action
involves
36 theaters.
3 — Warners
to
boost
production
budget
to
$8,000,000,
Joseph
Bernhard
declares.
B. R. McDonough
and Sol Lesser as RKO
executive producers.
Arbitration average cost to exhibitors found
below
$60.
President
Roosevelt
calls on Variety
Clubs
to continue help to the under-privileged.
4— National
Allied
submits
three
substitute
block-of-five selling plans.
Howard
Dietz,
Charles
C. Moskowitz
and

composer, New

25 — Government report pinning "cure-all" hopes
on UMPI.
26— MPPDA
grants
leave
of absence
for the
duration to Lt. Col. Frederick L. Harron.
598
features
released
in U. S. in 1941,
FILM
DAILY check-up shows.
27— 20th Century-Fox "How Green Was My

Monogram

Eastern

Roy Haines, Arthur Sachson and A. W.
Schwalberg named new Vitagraph vicepresidents.
17 — New
Canadian Order confers authority to
fix rentals.
Japanese reporting operating American
tribution offices there.

dis-

18 — Foregin film imports show drop in nearly
50 per cent in 1941.
19 — New York consent decree "escape" clause
operative Sept. 1 as Judge Henry W. Goddard refuses Government application to limit
"Little Three" trial to block-booking and
blind-selling.
Canada's
Wartime
Prices and Trade
Board
forbids changes
in runs.
Edmund
Reek
named
vice-president
and
producer of Movietone News.
20 — American companies ask full remittances by
Australia,
New
Zealand
and India.
Sen.
Claude
Pepper,
in Detroit
address,
lauds films for war contribution.
dates.
24 — Wartime
print cut may bring staggered
WPB studies raw stock cut: will meet with
industry executives.
John B. Bryson named MFPDA legislative
rep. in Washington.

RCA $10,192,716 net for 1941 reflects jump
of $1,795,560.
Thomas W. Lamb, theater architect, dies.
Theater
blackout
regulations
set by OCD.

—MARCH—
2— Paul V. McNutt

lauds service policy of film

operators.
UMPI Trade
Practice sub-committee
agrees
on substitute for 5-block sales plan.
3 — UMPI proposes selling in blocks of 12, with
5 in each block to be tradeshown and not
subject to cancellation.
20th
Century-Fox
sets $30,000,000
budget
for next year.
4— Federal

tax on admissions
to stand, Treasury's program reveals.
UMPI-substitute
sales plan calls for quirterly selling.

5 — 1942 attendance jumps, exceeding 1 941 's by
10 per cent.
Army
theaters
reduce
admission
top to 16
cents.
6 — First four exhibitor
units okay
new
sales
United
States
and
British television
interests seen in post-war competition.
9 — Committee
to set air raid policy for New
York theaters named.
10 — Compulsory
trade
shows
reported
costing
plan.
distributors $15,000 a year each.
Maj. Gen.
Dawson
Olmstead,
Army's
Chief
Signal Officer,
lauds films' Victory
aid at
Hollywood
luncheon.
11 — Films needed to maintain a proper balance
and thus promote over-all efficiency, President Roosevelt asserts at press conference.
Film matinees shrink as femmes take war
12 — Eastman Kodak reports $21,588,790 annual
profit,taxgain
of $1,512,051 despite 300 per
cent
jump.
13 — jobs.
New England Allied unit submits own sales
formula as substitute.
16 — Maj. Frank Capra assigned
to produce
news
and documentary films for Army.
Both coasts gain as war shifts U. S. population.
Technicolor annual profit rises to $942,912.
17 — Distribs. attack Minnesota anti-five law on
eight grounds.
18 — No
block-booking

bills

in

Congress

this

Larry Darmour, producer, dies in Hollywood.
19 — Sidney R. Kent, president of 20th-Fox, dies
from
a heart attack.
MPTOA
raps admission
price increases.
year.
Industry's
gift of 16mm.
prints of current
films
to Army
for overseas
exhibition
is
without
parallel.
20 — All industry mours passing of Sidney R.
Kent.
23 — No draft deferment for theater maintenance
veals.
workers. Selective Service headquarters re24 — Kent.
Industry pays final tribute to Sidney R.
Japanese capture 180 unreleased U. S. films
as Singapore falls.
25 — First Nassau County blackout slashes grosses
50 per cent.
Canadian Government order prevents industry from
17 and
45. engaging new employes between
26— New exchange contracts with IATSE 80 per
cent sealed, says Richard F. Walsh.
Paramount buys site for $300,000 post-war
Honolulu
theater.
27 — Theater Owners of North and South Carolina
cree.
ask D. of J. to kill or modify consent deFilms are war efforts standard bearer, de'clares Cecil B. DeMille at Ampa
luncheon.
30 — Operating theater in U. S. up 378 to
17,919.
31 — Charles
Francis
"Socker"
Coe
named
aide
to Will H. Hays.
War cuts industry world revenue 27 per
cent, with 31 closed markets accounting for
10 per cent of the loss.

(.Continued on Page 10)
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Holiday Biz Rises
15-40% in 60 Cities
(Continued from Page 1)

the holiday business.
Reports
on
subsequent-run
suburban
theaters
j indicated that patronage was averI age in most
instances, and even
! slightly below in some spots.
But
; ta1T~all theaters
as a whole,
grOV s were highly gratifying and
there were few complaints.
Boston was one of the rare places
I where theater business was definiI tely off, estimated to have been 50
I per cent below the 1941 holiday attendance figures. Theaters
which
formerly
did big
Christmas
Eve
: business were about one-third filled
j,last Thursday night and Christmas
i day was not much better.
The recent Cocoanut Grove tragic fire and
j'the dim-out regulations were given
; as possible reasons for the slump.
The scene was different in the
Broadway
sector
where
records
were shattered along the main stem.
The Roxy, with 20 policemen
on
duty from 8 a.m. to midnight daily
; from Thursday to Sunday to handle the crowds, player to 93,637 paid
admissions
for "The Black Swan"
and a big stage show. Peak holiday
attendance was recorded on Saturday when the program was offered
to 25,903 persons.
The four-day
business
topped all figures in the
history of the house.
The Music Hall with "Random
Harvest" and the usual spectacular
holiday stage show, grossed $75,000
in the first four days of its second
week, Thursday to Sunday. It is
estimated conservatively that the
house will take in between $123,000
and $125,000 for the current week.
Business was reported to be the
biggest week of the year and well
1 ahead of the Christmas week of
1941.
An all-time week-end house rec; ord was established
at the Astor
; where "For Me and My Gal" is in
its 10th week and goes into its 11th
tomorrow.
The Strand broke all attendance
and gross records with "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" in its first popular
price showing. A $70,000 week is
expected, reported to be without
precedent for the theater.
In its fifth week at the Hollywood, "Casablanca" set a new house
record, topping its opening week-end
(Thanksgiving), the previous record, by a wide margin. A gross of
more than $4,300 was recorded on
Saturday, while Sunday's take was
more than $6,200. The full fifth
week's figure is estimated by the
Warner theater department at
| around $38,000.
A five-year record at the Capitol
j for the premiere and first week-end
j of a new picture was surpassed by
Noel Coward's "In Which We Serve"
which opened there Wednesday night.
j It was SRO at all performances,
1 with lines stretching along BroadI way and the side streets to 8th Avej nue.
"Jacare"
at the Globe went into

Gov't Ohays PRC's
Bonus to Employes
The industry's youngest company
paid a bonus to its employes Thursday when Producers Releasing Corp.
handed out an extra week's salary
to each employe of six months' service and two weeks' salary to each
who had been with the company for
more than one year. The company
received a Government okay to hand
out the bonuses shortly before the
Christmas party held in the home
office Thursday afternoon.

Money Games Bade;
Mayor in Warning
(Continued from Page 1)

eligible to awards. Exhibitors who
planned to operate the games in
their lobbies were warned further
on fire regulations governing the
over-crowding of such space.
Theater men pointed out that in
the past they had refused to permit minors to participate in the
games, but the mayor declared that
theaters "must provide facilities
(for Bank Night) so that everybody
who comes there, all the children in
the neighborhood, anybody in the
block, anybody in the city who registered will have exactly the same
right as those who enter the the-

Alperson and Fabian
Frisco Rally Speakers
(Continued from Page

1)

the West Coast. As in Los Angeles
yesterday Edward L. Alperson, national campaign chairman, and Si
Fabian, chairman Theaters Division,
WAC, will be guest speakers.
D. J. McNerney, chairman of the
San Francisco Area, arranged the
meeting at the St. Francis Hotel,
and among those scheduled to attend are B. V. Sturdivant, FWC;

"Stand
By Toledo
for Action"
Scores at
Debut
M-G-M's "Stand By for Action"
business at its world premiere and
reportedly played to outstanding
first four days of the regular run at
Loew's Valentine, Toledo, where it
topped all M-G-M regular price attractions, with one exception, in
more than three years. At the
War Bond premiere Wednesday
night, more than $400,000 in Bonds
were sold.
Billy Church Dead
Columbus, O.— Billy Church, 50,
long featured with Al G. Fields
Minstrels, died here.

(Continued from Page 1)

will read the message in legitimate
theaters. Order is the result of a
Boston. of the Cocoanut Grove fire in
study

The message which will be read
is as follows:
"Ladies and gentlemen: It is our
experience that in times of unusual
excitement, people within a building will attempt to leave hurriedly
Joe Blumenfeld, C. L. Laws, Blu- by way of the entrance through
menfeld Theaters; George Mann, which they came.
William David, Redwood Theaters;
"Fire Commissioner and Chief of
Bob McNeill, Gene Emmick, Mike
Patrick Walsh has diNaify, Golden State and T & D Jr.; Department
rected me to invite your attention to
George and Jimmy Nasser of Nasser the presence of emergency exits at
Brothers Theaters; Sam Levin, San the sides and rear of the auditorFrancisco Theaters, Inc.; John
ium and balconies. By means of the
Peters, Rotus Harvey, President In'Exit'
dependent Exhibitors Northern Cali- doorways,
signs, this clearly
buildingindicated
can be byemptied
fornia; and Hulda McGinn, Califor- quickly. Please note the exit nearnia Theaters Association.
est your seat. If you must leave
quickly, use that exit. Walk, do not
Other meetings on United Nations run. Do not attempt to reach the
Week are being held today in Wash- cloak room for your clothing. Thank
ington and in Salt Lake City. In
Washington, exhibitors will hear
Harry Brandt, ITOA president and
Jacobs in St. Johns Pos*
Francis S. Harmon, WAC Co-ordi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry A. Kaufman,
nator. A. Julian Brylawski is local chairman.
of Monogram PicTracy Barham and John Rugar, generaltures ofmanager
Canada, Ltd., has appointed
co-chairmen of the Salt Lake City Sam Jacobs manager of the comexchange, will have Rick Ricketson
pany's newly opened exchange in
as principal speaker.
St. Johns, N. B.

In the case of Screeno, the mayor
said, anyone who comes to the theater."ater must be given a card. When
a number is called, it must be heard
in the lobby or all over the neighborhood so that anybody who asked
for a card can hear the number. It
was emphasized that there must be
no consideration, such as buying a
ticket, in order to be eligible to
participate.
the hit class after its premiere on
Saturday, exceeding the attendance
and gross of most of the recent
Globe attractions.
Up and down the street, every theater played to standing room
throughout the holiday period, with
attendance keeping its pace yesterday at the Music Hall, Roxy and the
Paramount where "Road to Morocco"
continues to pack them in at the
latter house.

Public Safety Talks
Ordered In Theaters

you."
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1943

Film Year

Book now in preparation
will contain a wealth
of valuable information.

Ready for distribution early next year!

BEN SHLYEN. Publisher
MAURICE KANN, Editor

Western Star

Records is published annually by
Associated Publications at Ninth and Van
Brunt Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. Hollywood
Ol/ice- 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Ivan Spear,
Manager. New York Of lice: 9 Rockefeller
Plaza, Raymond Levy, Manager. Published
October 1942. Price One Dollar Per Copy.

RECORDS

1* e^TOPS
Republic HAS 71%
OF ALL|
TOP WESTERNS RATING 110%

RECORDS

OR OVER

Republic LEADS IN HAVING
69% OF ALL WESTERNS RATING 100% OR OVER AT THE
BOX OFFICE. ±
STARDUST ON THE SAGE
HOME IN WYOMIN'
HEART OF THE RIO GRANDE
SIERRA SUE
_
,
BELLS OF CAPISTRANO, THE
COWBOY
SERENADE
CALL OF THE CANYON
j
I
J
I
I
■iM
M

SUNSET ON THE DESERT
APACHE KID, THE
RED RIVER VALLEY
SOUTH OF SANTA FE._„
JESSE JAMES AT BAY
MAN FROM CHEYENNE, THE
ROMANCE ON THE RANGE
SONS OF THE PIONEERS
,_....
SUNSET SERENADE
PHANTOM PLAINSMEN
JESSE JAMES JR
_
DEATH VALLEY OUTLAWS

OFFICE.

•
Pet. I
STARDUST

ON

THE SAGE

.....150 1

HOME
IN WYOMIN'
COWBOY SERENADE

150
130
125
125
125
125
123

,...130
— 125 I

HEART OF THE RIO GRANDE

.......125

SIERRA SUE....;..

125

CALL OF THE CANYON
SUNSET ON

117
116
.,111
111
Ill
110
...110
107
100
100
100

AT THE BOX

_

THE DESERT.

117

APACHE
KID, THE.
JESSE JAMES AT BAY.

„

i RIVER
OF VALLEY
SANTA FE..
ROM
1
1
1
1

CHEYENNE,

123
—116
Ill
Ill
Ill '

THE

1101

Republic
HAS
THE
4 TO
WESTERN
STARS
AND
HERI
RATING.
*
IS THEIR
UNPRECEDENTE

GENE AUTRY

Pet.
130

SMILEY BURNETTE .130
ROY ROGERS
,,111
GEORGE
HAYES "GABBY" ,111

•
He's Climbing Fast
BARRY
DON "RED"

100

1 r1 i\v/

°

RECORDS

WeHern Writer
RECORDS

Western director

Republic LEADS WITH THE TOP
WESTERN WRITER RECORDS,

RECORDS

lAJeftern Producer
RECORDS

AND

[Republic LEADS WITH THE TOP
WESTERN DIRECTORS AND
IHERE'S THEIR RATING.

Republic LEADS WITH
WESTERN

Tift TOF

PRODUCERS

HERE'S THEIR

ANI

•RATING.

HARRY

GREY

i:
•

•

WILLIAM

p«t.

MORGAN

131

JOSEPH

123

SANTLEY *
•

IJOSEPH

IKANE

JOSEPH

KANE

..11
•

•

GEORGE

SHERMAN

Ill

HERE'S

THEIR

•

RATING.

DORRELL and STUART MtGOWAN
STUART PALMER
NSWLIN B. WILDES
EARL
FELTON
JULIAN
ZIMET
OLIVE COOPER
MAURICE RAPF..
ELIOT
GIBBONS
MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN
HARRISON
JACOBS
JAMES
WEBB
GERALD GERAGHTY
MAURI
GRASHIN
ROBERT T. SHANNON
RICHARD MURPHY
WINSTON MILLER
„
ROBERT YOST.

150
130
125
1 25
125
1 24
123
1 16
Ill
11 1
111
109
109
109
105
104

Republic LEADS WITH THE TOPI
WESTERN
SCREEN PLAY
WRITERS,
RATING.

AND

HERE'S THEIR|

ROBERT
TASKER •
EARL FELTON
LILLIE HAYWARD
JULIAN ZIMET
OLIVE COOPER
BETTY BURBRIDGE
M. COATES WEBSTER
ELIOT
GIBBONS
MALCOLM STUART BOYLAN
WINSTON
MILLER
JAMES WEBB
MAURI
GRASHIN
ROBERT T. SHANNON
EARL
FELTON
GERALD GERAGHTY
RICHARD MURPHY
FRED MYTON
BERNARD McCONVILLE
TAYLOR
CAVEN
ROBERT YOST

I130 I
125
125
125
124
121 I
120|
1 16 1
Ill
111
Ill I
109 |
1(
107 I
107
105 |
104
101
100
100 I

101

GEORGE

SHERMAN

m
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Tuesday, December 29, 1942

Headlines Trace Year^ History of Industry
Knell

of

Minnesota

Anti-5

Law,

$25,000

Salary

Ceiling

Trade

Highlights
— JUNE—

(Continued from Page 6)

3n ifflemoriam— 1942

—APRIL—
1 — Industry's
advisory
committee
named
by
WPB
with Barney
Balaban
as chairman.
2 — UMPI Trade
Fractice sub-committee
agrees
on new 8-point selling plan.
Spyros
Skouras
or Hermann
G. Place seen
as new
20th-Fox
president.
Argentine
producers
hit
by
raw
stock
shortage.
3 — Col. H. A. Cole warns
trade of a "Pearl
Harbor";
urges
long-range
thinking
on a
"whole
industry" basis.
6— AFM convention to tackle dubbing issue.
Honolulu
industry
aids war;
theater
men
in armed services, war jobs.
7 — Majors

renew

fight

on

Minnesota

anti-five

20rh-Fox profit for 1941 soars to $4,921,926.
Walt Disney renews RKO releasing contract.
8 — Government permits Canadian Summer houses
to open.
15,000
theaters
to participate
actively
in
War
Stamp
sales.
9— WPB orders theater construction halted.
Chase National Bank wants Darryl F. Zanuck
to
take
20th-Fox
presidency;
war
duty
seen s bar.
10 — Spyros P. Skouras elected 20th-Fox president; Tom Connors, vice-president and
Wendell L. Willkie, board chairman; Darryl
F. Zanuck and Harry Goetz elected directors.
157 companies join in Ascap anti-trust suit.
13— Walter
J.
Hutchinson,
20th-Fox
foreign
head,
dies.
Samuel Goldwyn signs RKO distribution pact.
14 — Industry priorities meeting called for Washington, April 21.
Hollywood to make 26 Victory shorts; offer
accepted by Government after conference
with Lowell >Mellett.
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers attacks UMPI
sales plan.
___
15 — Minnesota
anti-five
law
knocked
out
by
court decision.
Clen
secretary
of industry's
EasternAlivine
Fublic named
Relations
Committee.
16 — Minnesota
forecast.

appeal

in

five-block

17 — Landslide
approval
by exhibitor
UMPI sales plan indicated.
Louis B. Mayer named
national
man for USO drive.

for

vice-chair-

20 — Theater blackout regulations issued by OCD.
21 — Trade goes "all out" for Army and Navy
relief; Nicholas M. Schenck heads campaign.
30-Year AFM and IATSE agreement ends
following breakdown of parleys for renewal
of mutual assistance pact.
Hunt Stromberg deal with UA calls for 15
features.
22 — WPB
asks industry
to conserve
material.
B & K reports annual net of $1,588,230.
Spyros Skouras
puts war task first; asserts
morale
building
vital.
23 — Talent
priority
for
Government;
30 stars
to sell war bonds in 120 cities.
Walter J. Rich, first president of Vitaphone
Corp., dies, funeral
rites in Camden,
Me.
24 — Allied eyes Canadian
freezing
plan.
Charles
Skouras
named
National
Theaters
president.
Deems Taylor succeeds Cene Buck as A:cap
prexy.
27 — Jack Cohn appointed coordinator of the
entertainment and sports division of the
New York USO war campaign.
Chris Dunphy assumes duties as head of the
amusement section of the WPB services
branch.
Maurice Bergman selected to succeed Lou
Pollock as Universal's Eastern adv. manager.
Five U. S. newsreel companies plan United
Newsreel for export.
28— F.D.R. asks $25,000
net income
limit, low
profits.
Leon Fromkess heads
PRC
production.
Equipment workers shortage
grows; Theater
Equipment
Dealers
Protective
Association
urged to train women and older men to fill
gaps.
29 — OPA
sets

price

ceiling

for

theater

equip-

20th-Fox pays $300,000 for film rights to
"The Moon Is Down."
Army
theaters
to play films within
month
after release under
new
distribution
agreed—Only 10 demands for arbitration
film tribunals in April,

As 1942 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay a final
tribute to those affiliates in all branches -whose deaths were recorded in the
12-month period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to
pass are given with vlace of death and date obituary was published in THE
FILM DAILY.
(.Continued from Page 6)
TONY3-10.
SARG, artist, cartoonist, Cincinnati.

FD:

NELLIE SAUNDERS, former actress, Detroit. FD: 3-11.
R. W.
3-12.WOSKIE, exhibitor, Colby, Wis. FD:

filed

with

OTTO J. AARON, theater owner, Newark, N. J.
4-2.
FD: 4-2.
NAT ROSEN, theater operator, Pittsburgh. FD:

MRS.

ED

SULLIVAN, connected with New York and
Dallas theaters — originator of military style
of ushering,
Dallas.
FD: 2-13.
FERDINAND TROTHMAN, pioneer showman,
Mi.waukee.
FD: 3-16.
RACHEL FIELD, novelist, Beverly Hills, Calif.
FD: 3-17.
JOHN E. STAHL, theater owner, Pittsburgh.
FD: 3-17.
ALBIN ALBERT, pioneer exhibitor. La Crosse,
Wis.
FD: 3-17.
LARRY DARMOUR, film producer, Hollywood.
FD: 3-18.
SIDNEY R. KENT, president Twentieth Century-Fox Films, New York City.
FD: 3-19.
LEE
BERGER,
exhibitor,
Cleveland.
FD: 3-20.
VERNON F. SCOTT, head of Scott circuit, Johnstown, Pa. FD: 3-24.
RALPH M. DUNBAR, founder of drive-in theaters; ran first Butterfield theater, Memphis. FD: 3-24.
ROY TILSON, manager Temple Theater, Saginaw,
Mich.
FD: 3-25.
RICHARD H. REYNOLD, exhibitor Crand Rapids,
Mich.
FD: 3-25.
CHARLES A. TAYLOR, theatrical producer, South
Hadley,
Mass.
FD: 3-25.
ADOLPH M. EISNER, B & K theater manager,
Chicago.
FD: 3-26.
HARRY BENRIMO, playwright New York City.
FD: 3-27.
HOWARD
IRVING ("BUDDY") MANSFIELD,
3-31.
Universal branch manager, Atlanta. FD:

decision
groups

1942.
1—10,000,000

JULIUS LEWIS, West Coast editor, Showman's
Trade
Review,
Hollywood.
FD: 3-31.
SERGEANT PILOT JOHN MOSEY, of Associated Theaters Toronto.
FD: 3-31.

EDWARD B. MORTON, for 20 years manager
of National Theater Supply, West Elizabeth,
Pa.
FD: 4-2.

— MAY-UM?I
plan
gets Allied okay
meeting
in Chicago.
242.
Paramount's

ELLIS, producer cf educational pictures, Palmdale, Calif.
FD: 4-9.
4-13. J.
WALTER
HUTCHINSON, foreign head for
20th Century-Fox, New York City, FD:
BOYD P. JOY, 15 years in theater equipment
field, Milwaukee.
FD: 4-14.
CHARLES WEIS, television engineer at Bell
Laboratory.
FD: 4-15.
VICTOR BOUCHER, French film director, Cannes,
France.
FD: 4-17.
WALTER J. RICH first Vitaphone president,
Camden,
N. J.
FD: 4-23.
HAROLD FROST, former manager for Paramount in Denmark, Copenhagen.
FD: 4-23.
ALBERT DAVIS, theatrical sign painter, Brooklyn. FD: 4-23.
L. M. MONTGOMERY
4-28.
novelist, Toronto.
REUBEN CREENBERG,
in Hudson Tube

(Mrs. Ewan MacDonald),
FD: 4-27:
Irvington exhibitor, killed
accident, Newark. FD:

GEORGE

RKO

at directors'

annual profit soars to $9,206,-

per cent.
1— warns.
High rentals menacing unity, national A iied
Warner Brothers re-establishes own film
checkers.
$5,000,000 war bond premiere set for
"Yankee
Doodle
Dandy."
> — Skouras names Hal Home 20th-Fox advert'sing and publicity director.
5— 20th-Fox sets $28,000,000 production budget for 1942-1943.
WPB
clarifies set-building
$5,000
ceiling
kept, studios
can use inventory.
SYork.
x majors sign two-year SPG pact in New
up films with war
slants.
Arthur
Greenblatt
sales vice-

president.
3— Joseph I. Breen returns to PCA with Charles
W. Koerner succeeding as general manager
in charge of production for RKO.
1— Record Republic $15,000,000 budget for
1942-1943.
I— Edward W. Alperson named general manager cf RKO Theaters.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck in London to coordinate Army training films of United
States, Creat Britain and Soviet Russia.
3— Republic gross receipts 20 per cent ahead of
1941, Herbert J. Yates reveals.
4 — MPTOA asks arbitration procedure changes.
UMPI hits snag over conciliation proposals,
'aramcunt sits 1942-1943 production budget
between
$25,000,000
and $27,000 000.

MITCHELL,

theater exploitation

man. Cleveland.
FD: 4-28.
BURR MclNTOSH, veteran actor, photographer
and editor, Hollywood.
FD: 4-29.
BENI RAFUL, theater owner, Akron, O. FD:
5-1.
MURRAY PHILLI.'S, theater producer and castting director
New York.
FD: 5-4.
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, SR., editor and critic,
Asbury Park, N. |. FD: 5-7.
A. J. VINCENT, circuit manager

Carnegie, Pa.

FD: 5-8.
JOE WEBER, stage and screen star, Hollywood.
FD: 5-12.
GRAHAM
McNAMEE, radio announcer, New
York
City.
FD: 5-12,
SIDNEY A. SEARLES, Tri-State theater operator Des Moines,
la.
FD: 5-12.
FRANK S. RIVERS, veteran showman, Chicago.
FD: 5-12.
FRANK CHURCHILL, composer, Walt Disney productions, Hollywood. FD: 5-15.
JOE JACKSON, veteran comedian and clown.
New York.
FD: 5-15.

(To

15 — U.

Broadway biz good in first test blackout;
nabe theaters suffer slumps of 15 to 30

7— Studios
play
PRC
names

CARLYLE

be Continued)

jump

forecast

for

executive assistant

by Tom Connors.
United
Newsreel organized with Ned Buddy
as editor and general manager.
2 — WPB
sets up emergency
prioriti
for breakdowns.
Jchn
Barrymore
funeral
services
on West
Coast.
Hal
Home
names
Charlie
Schlaifer
20thFox advertising manager.
RKO.
3 — Three
groups
reported
seeking
control
of
RKO
tion.
Maj.

theaters
Arthur

adopt
Loew

zone system
called

to

of opera-

active

Army

4— Paramount
announces
a $1 a day Victory
shorts rental plan.
5 — Francis
Alstock
succeeds
Jock Whitney
as
head of the motion picture division of the
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.Connors
Tom
and Felix A.
to 20th-Fox board.
8 — Richard
F. Walsh and slate
at IATSE election.
Universal

sets

production

Jenkins

elected

in clean
budget

sweep

at

$20,-

000,000 for 1942-1943.
9 — Restricted film deliveries to hit trade July 1.
B. G. De Sylva signs new contract as Paramount's executive producer.
WB
sets
monthly
conservation
meetings
with industry
advisory
committee.
Syracuse
University
confers
an
honorary
doctorate of law upon
J. Robert Rubin.
10 — for
Nation-wide
relations
program
plan
industry. public
AFM wants its seal on all films.
11 — Charles Francis "Socker" Coe named first
vice-president and general counsel of
MPPDA.
Army-Navy relief drive receipts set alltime
high for theater
collections.
12 — Latin-American film shipments become industry problem.
15 — Col.
Darryl
F.
Zanuck
in
Commando attack
on Boulogne.
RKO re-alignment calls for
George ]. Schaefer confirms
retirement
as president.
16 — State
askssuit.
new
five trial
ODT

Board cut;
forthcoming

trial of Minnesota's

anti-

ruling to bring new booking and ship-

ping plan.
Government
expected
in a war effort.

to step-up film use

17 — Newsreels assured full war footage by OWI.
50 per cent cut in raw stock use said
Government's objective.
18 — Columbia sets big production budget at

forces see "Tarzan's
New
York
Adventure" as trade's
gift
in first
world
premiere staged
in Iceland.
18— New
England
quits Allied because
of latters approval of UMPI
plan.
Basic change
in rental system
proposed.
Department of Justice
gets UMPI
plan for
consideration.
19 — New
York
theaters
find gas rationing
tilts

$18,000,000.
George
J. Schaefer
steps
down
at
RKO
Radio
prexy; board
reduced.
Cuba
faces raw stock crisis; producers ask
Government assistance.
19 — Mandatory
conservation
orders
issued
at
studios on West Coast.

Leo
Justin,
general
manager
of
Walter
grosses.
Reade
circuit, dies.
New
blackout regulations hit all New York
houses;
Army
order
limits light to undermarquee dims.
Schine
anti-trust
suit trial postponed
two
years; circuit agrees
to divest itself of 16
houses
and not ao acquire
more
theaters.
Co'st studios
consider
set-pooling
plan.
RKO
theater
profit offsets
film
company
loss; parent company
earns $538,692.
Victory shorts profits to go to war charities.
UMPI sales plan favored by 85 per cent of
U. S. theaters,
asserts Ed Kuykendall.
Television
service
in New
York
curtailed
for the duration.

22— J. Noble Braden elected vice-president of
the American
Arbitration
Association.
1942-1943.
23— PKO
sets $12,500,000 production budget for

20 —
21 —
22—
25 —

S.

attendance

William J. Kupper named

25— WPB
establishesHopper.
film
industry's
section
under Harold
Laudy
Lawrence
resigns from
UA
to head
20th-Fox
foreign
distribution.
27 — Studios
turn
to originals
to meet
script
needs.
Irving Maas named aide to Laudy Lawrence
at 20th
-Fox.
28— Chris Dunphy of WPB warns theaters to salvage equipment.
Harry M. Warner promulgates a "Keep-thetheater-doors-open"
sales policy.
29—15,000
U. S. theaters launch War Bond and
S.-an
Louis B. Mayer again ranks as America's
highest paid executive with an income of
$704,425.60,
SEC reports.

Industry ance;getsspecific
credits
stars' air appearstudio for acknowledgements
waived.

WPB
names
committee.
24 — M.

A.

theater

Rosenberg,

equipment

Allied

prexy,

advisory
calls

end
"nuisance
ailments."
WPB ofplans
drive for
copper scrap.
Industry
can
solve
conservation

for

program,

Harold
Hopper
of WPB
tells trade representatives at first monthly
conference.
25 — 20 per cent Canadian amusement tax to
stand.
26— N. Peter Rathvon
head RKO
Corp.; Ned
E.
Depinet,
RKO
Radio
head;
Charles
W.
Kcerner,
RKO
Radio
vice-president.
vice-president.
Leonard
H. Goldenson
elected
Paramount's
Sidney
L. Bernstein asks Hollywood end
resic
phony
war
films; calls for pictures
with
29 — Court rules Browne-Bioff payoff is "extortion"; Paramount minority stockholders lose
test action.
Newsreels conservation plan to save 10,000,000 feet of raw stock annually.
30— CIO challenges
IATSE
in exchange
field.
New salesmen.
gas ration
plan to hit theaters
and
film
A.

W.

"Andy"
{To

post.

Smith
be

resigns

Continued)

RKO

sales

QUALITY
ON LOCATION
LIGHTING

on location — indoors and out — is

subject to less control than in the studio. But
under the most trying conditions, cameramen
and directors confidently depend on Eastman
Negative Films, with their demonstrated ability— each in its own field — to invest each
scene with the highest photographic quality.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

PLUS-X
for general studio use

Hollywood

SUPER-XX
when tittle light is available

RACKGROUND-X
for backgrounds

EASTMAN

and general exterior work
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For the "Show Me Showman," ask
Col. Arthur Frudenfeld about the
'Johnny" engagement at the Albee,
Cincinnati the week before Xmas...
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SALARY WILING CONFERENCE GETS NOWHERE
Canadian War Short Scrap to Reach Parliament
Alleged U. S. Requests for
Production Expected to be
One Angle of the Inquiry
Toronto — Although Chairman 0.
J. Silverthorne of the Ontario Board
of Censors announced yesterday
that the Federal film board picture,
"Inside Fighting Canada" will be
released to Ontario theaters despite
"falsehoods and political content,"
the situation will be made the subject of a parliamentary inquiry, it
was learned last night.
Questions to be placed on the legislative order paper will concern the
activities of John Grierson of London as chairman of Canada's Film
Board.
Production
of figures on

Sanctions to Compel Shifting of Workers
To War Industries to be Enforced bg WMC
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sanctions to compel the shifting of workers to war industries
in about 40 production centers where the manpower situation is acute will be
enforced by the WMC, it was announced yesterday by Chairman Paul V. McNutt.
Detroit, Seattle, Portland, Baltimore and Buffalo are among the tight areas,
and theater owners in those areas may look for a heightening of efforts by
representatives of the U. S. Employment Service to transfer some of their
workers to war production.
Should an employer refuse to release a worker, sanctions can be invoked
against him — which might mean the cutting off of necessary supplies. Employes might be faced with military service or trouble with their rationing
boards.
Centralizing of all hiring through the USES is definitely on the agenda, it
appeared yesterday — with the Government thus assuming the right to say who
may be hired and by whom. Lawrence A. Appley, former vice-president of the
Vick Chemical Company, has been named WMC placement chief.

{Continued on Page 6)

Industry Reps. Meet With
Best Gov't Legal and
Tax Brains in Capital
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington
Bureau of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — As the year
wanes and the temporary relief
from the OES salary dictum
offered last month by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue ceases to be effective, representatives of the producers, actors, directors, managers and
writers are locked in conference here
trying to work out with high Government officials a modus operandi for
the industry. Yesterday saw the
group
meet(Continued
for about
two hours,
on Page 6)

OWI Literature Will
Back Pix UNW Drive

FLFC Circle Votes
"Miniver" as Best

N. Y. Film Critics Vote Heineman at Helm
Of "U" Scully Drive
Coward's Pic Best

San Francisco — The industry's
United Nations Week campaign will
be backed by the OWI to the extent
of between five and six million pieces
of literature which will be supplied
free to exhibs. for exploitation and
promotion (Continued
of the drive,
Edward Alon Page 6)

New York's Foreign Language
Film Critics Circle, newly organized
to vote in The Film Daily's 21st
annual "Ten Best" contest, yesterday "elected"
Metro's feature
"Mrs. Miniver"
as the
outstanding
of 1942.
With the rules of the national poll
prevailing, "Mrs. Miniver" was
named on all the ballots cast, a dis-

Noel Coward's "In Which We
Universal's W. A. Scully Sales
Serve," distributed here by UA, was
voted the best 1942 motion picture Drive will run 21 weeks, terminating on May 8, it was announced yesby the New York Film Critics yesterday. William J. Heineman, assisterday. Other awards in the critics'
tant general sales manager, has
eighth annual selections went to
James Cagney for his portrayal of been named drive chairman.
The drive
departs
from2) usual in(Continued
on Page
George M.(Continued
Cohan inon "Yankee
Doodle
Page 2)

Studio Unions Discuss
Voluntary 48-Hour Week
West

Cast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At a meeting of studio union heads and Pat Casey, studio labor contact, a possible volun(Continued on Page 2)

Salvage 1,388 Lbs.
Of Copper in Week
With the Government's plea for
copper still fresh in their minds, exhibitors last week turned into the
designated collection points, 1,388
pounds of copper, establishing a
record high for a seven-day
period.
Figure, however, does not represent the maximum possible collection, and the WAC in announcing it,
added the urgent request that all
theaters turn in their copper salvage
to official industry sources, rather
than local junk dealers.

(Continued on Page 2)

Schine Subsidiary Asks
Clearance Elimination
Cleveland — Belpik Theater Corp.,
a Schine subsidiary, in behalf of the
Van Wert Theater in Van Wert, has
submitted
a case for arbitration
{Continued on Page 6)

Tightening of Fire Laws
Before the City Council
Recommendations of a departmental board for .tighter fire laws will
be acted upon by the City Council
at its first 1943 meeting next week.
Here are some of the recommenda(Continucd on Page 2)

Alger Heads Appeals Board
Former Justice Marsh to Fill Veeder Term
Designation of George W. Alger
PRC Circuit Deals Show
as chairman of the Appeal Board of
50% Gain, Says Greenblatt the motion picture arbitration sysWith circuit deals up 50 per cent
and volume of bookings in excess
of 100 per cent over a corresponding period of last year, PRC sales
the first three months of the selling
season on the 1942-43 program are
{Continued on Page 2)

tem on which he has served since
Nov. 21, 1940 to succeed the late
former Judge Van Vechten Veeder
and appointment of former Supreme
Court, Justice Robert McCurdy
^r^h

to fill Judge Veeder's unexpired term
on theon board
(Cnntinued
Page 2) were an-

Guttman Quits NW Allied
Board In Policy Dispute
Minneapolis — Intimating a conflict with policies of Allied Theater
Owners of the Northwest, Don Gutt(Continued on Page 2)

1/JVW Demonstrations
fit Met. Area Jan. 14
Edward Dowden, New

York City

publicity chariman for United Nations Weeks, presided at a meeting
yesterday of publicity reps from theaters in the entire Met. area, called
by Harry Mandel, national director
of publicity for the campaign.
Among, the plans resulting was a
United Nations demonstration to be
held in Times Square on Jan. 14,
with s'milar presentations in all five
boroughs of New York, as well as in
Westchester and New Jersey.
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PRC Circuit Deals
Alger Named Arbitration
50% Gain, Says Greenblatt
Appeal(Continued
Board's
Head
(Continued from Page 1)
from Page
1)
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Technicolor Omits Dividend
"Uncertainties and diminished
earnings" have compelled Technicolor, Inc., to omit payment of a
dividend. In March, 1942, the company paid _ 25 cents, one-fourth of
the 1941 disbursement. This year's
earnings after all charges and taxes
are estimated at 40 cents a share as
compared with $1.05 in 1941. Despite its adverse showing for the
year, the company did the largest
volume of business in its history,
according to President Herbert T.
Kalmus.

headed for a record business on the
current product, Arthur Greenblatt,
sales chief, said yesterday.
"There has been a steady increase
in important circuit bookings since
the beginning of the selling season,"
Greenblatt declared, attributing it
to the quality of the higher-budgeted
pictures which are now coming
through on schedule.
In line with its policy of inserting story elements in certain of its
productions in order to insure their
special appeal for foreign audiences,
PRC is surveying patron tastes in
the Latin-American countries.
Production program and budget
for the 1942-43 season were discussed yesterday at the PRC board
meeting. Present were O. Henry
Briggs, Leon Fromkess, George
Bonwick, George Gill.
It was announced that the company would continue its policy of
"tailoring the budget to fit the
story" and would extend the shooting time on scripts in its effort to
gain heavier playing time for its
product.

eominc and coinG

nounced yesterday by Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard.
Alger, a member of the law firm
of Alger, Peck, Andrew & Rohlfs,
will serve as chairman beginning
Nov. 20, 1943; salary is fixed at

York this week to resume work in M-G-M's
"Private
Miss Jones."
DONALD M. MERSEREAU, general manager
of THE FILM DAILY and RADIO DAILY, arrives in Washington
today.

Justice Marsh, who will serve until Nov.

JACQUES MERSEREAU left last night for the
Coast via a Washington stopover.

member of the law firm of Delafield, Marsh,
Porter and Hope. He graduated from Harvard and received his law degree from Columbia. He served in the N. Y. State Legislature in 1916-17, leaving for Army service.
In 1922, he was appointed to the Supreme
Court to fill a vacancy. Justice Marsh is a
former president of the New York County
Lawyers Association and a member of the
State and American
Bar Associations.

JACK BENNY will do his NBC broadcafa •»
Sunday from Bangor, Me., where he is^ g
Dow
Field.
to entertain
the pilots and ground crew a*

$20,000.
20, 1943 at an annual salary of $17,500, is a

New York Film Critics
Vote Coward's Pic Best

JOSE

ITURBI

rteurns to the Coast from New

MITCHELL RAWSON, Warners Eastern publicity manager, leaves the Coast this week-end
on his return to New York. He will be accompanied by ALEX EVELOVE, in charge of
publicity at the studios.

Studio Unions Discuss
Voluntary 48-Hour Week
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

tary adoption of a 48-hour week in
Dandy" and Agnes Moorehead for the picture industry as a wartime
her work in "The Magnificent Am- manpower conservation measure
Best direction vote went to Lt. was discussed. The conference was
called after William Hopkins, regbersons."
Com. John Farrow for "Wake Isional director of War Manpower
land" while a special award was Commission, had conferred with
given to "Moscow Strikes Back," Casey and other studio and union
Artkino's
newsreel
documentary.
Awards will be announced in a ra- heads.
FLFC Circle Votes
The proposal discussed would prodio program over WJZ 4:30 to five
vide that unionists would be paid
p.m. Sunday, followed by a buffet
"Miniver" Year's Best
party at the Barberry Room. Plans straight time for 40 hours of work
per
week
and time and a half for the
for
these
events
have
not
been
com(Continued from Page 1)
additional 8 hours of work. They
tinction accorded no other feature
pleted. ,
would
also
be guaranteed 48 hours
figuring in the voting.
Guttman Quits NW Allied work per week.
This step would reResults of the "election" were Board in Policy Dispute
lease a substantial number of skilled
formally announced by Dr. David
workers to war defense plants.
Krinkin, temporary chairman, at the
(Continued from Page 1)
Labor leaders were informed that
new Circle's inaugural luncheon yes- man, member of the board of di- the Government is planning officialterday at the Hotel Brevoort. Affair
rectors of that organization, subly to proclaim the motion picture
at which Mayor La Guardia was the
mitted his resignation over the holi- business as an essential war indusprincipal speaker was widely at- day.
tended by trade reps., editors of the
try which would automatically im"It is apparent a conflict in opinpose a 48-hour work week on studio
foreign language press and others.
ion over policy exists, and this move craftsmen.
(See Along the Rialto, Page 6).
is in the interest of harmony and

A series of ties in the voting- saw the "Ten
Best" actually increased to 13; in addition
one or more ballots were cast for 15 features.
Runners up to "Mrs. Miniver" were 20thFnx's "How Green Was My Valley" and
"The Pied Piper." tied. Separated by a single
vote in each instance, these pix finished in
the order (riven: "Wake Island" ( Paramount)"Tales of Manhattan" (20th-Fox); "The
Pr.de of the Yankees" (RKO-Goldwyn) and
"Moscow Strikes Back" (Artkino). Next came
these three, also tied: "The Talk of the Town"
(Columbia). "Suspicion" (RKO) and the reissue of "The Gold Rush" (UA-Chaplin)
There were ties as well for "The Man Who
Came to Dinner" (WB), "Fantasia" (RKODisney)
completed and
the "Now,
roster. Voyager" (WB) which

Heineman is at Helm
In "U's" Scully Drive
(Continued from Paae 1)

ter-branch competition in that the
offices were regrouped into three
main divisions, each division containing offices of comparative equal
selling strength. The top five offices in each of these groups will be
the prize winners, with the branch
managers, bookers, salesmen, front
office employes, accessory managers,
shippers and inspectresses sharing
in the prizes. Tbe prizes range
from three weeks salary for the winning: grouos to one week fo»- the fifth
place offices. Additional money
prizes have been set aside for the
winning district and division managers.

the
welfare
his letter
said.of Northwest Allied,"
The resignation was announced
by Fred Strom, executive secretary
of the organization. Neither Strom
nor Guttman would discuss the matter further.

Para. Newsreel Ad Stunt
Stirs Trade Attention
Paramount's use of 600-line display copy in New York morning
dailies last week to call public attention to American and Russian
battle action sequences released by
OWI and included in Paramount
News
tention.has stirred unusual trade atIt marked the first move by a
newsreel in some time to so spotlight an issue and probably was the
first time that a company ever heavily advertised subjects that were
not exclusive. Ad copy mentioned
that the sequences had been incorporated in other reels. A further
departure was a reference in the
copy to a feature of another company, the ad saying that the shots
"carry with them that emotional
element which made 'Mrs. Miniver'
a great picture, namely, an intelligent portrayal of how people like
ourselves act and react under war's
stress."

Tightening of Fire Laws
Before the City Council
(Continued from Page 1)

tions: Elimination of combustible
drapes and decorations, conspicuous
postingsonsof accommodsted
maximum number
of persafely, placing
of exit lights on a separate circuit,
equipping of dressing rooms with
sprinklers, visibilitv of all exit lights
at a distance of 75 feet, sufficient
number of exits.

"Arabian Nights" Sets
New Records at Rivoli
Playing to 54,174 patrons from
opening to Monday night, Walter
Wanger's
"Arabian Nights" crashed
terday.
through to establish new records at
the Rivoli, the management said yes'The to
Perfect
Skatingg,tShow'
News
DUC
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FRIENDLY FACTS FROM
I THE FRIENDLY COMPANY!
Sweet Music from
B

Radio City Music Hall!

RANDOM HARVEST
10 -YEAR RECORD!

Biggest holiday week-end ever ! Long run begins ! Tops 'Miniver'!

And from the World
Premiere in Toledo, Ohio!

STAND BY FOR
ACTION NEW HIGH!
Sets new all-time attendance record at Valentine Theatre!
•

And another M-G-M
Hit makes its bow!

TIMELY!
FRANCE

REUNION
IN
BOX-OFFICE!

First twenty engagements Big! France in revolt! Exciting!

Metro-GOLDMINE-Mayer
READY!
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Salary Ceiling Talk
Gets No Result

Canada's War Short
Scrap to Parliament
(Continued from Page 1)

expenditures and revenue of the
Federal Board will be asked before
the Dominion Parliament, it is announced while Grierson will be required to submit all correspondence
and documents on the alleged requests of the United States government for making of this picture for
distribution in American theaters to
show Canada's war effort.
It is also understood the scope of
questions will include data on employes of Grierson's board who are
of military age and physically fit for
armed service.
The intimation is made Premier
Mackenzie King is preparing for
Federal elections and the Film Board
situation looms as a political football once more.

OWI Literature Will
Back Film's UNW Drive
(.Continued from Page 1)

person, national campaign chairman,
told an exhibitor rally here yesterday.
Si Fabian, chairman of the WAC's
Theaters Division, who also spoke,
urged exhibs. to co-operate fully on
all drives and to play every Government and industry short relating
to the war program.
Calling upon indie exhibs. to pay
their share of the cost of operation
of the Theaters Division, Fabian said
that the indies already have contributed more than 50 per cent.
To date, Alperson has covered
8,360 miles of his 10,985-mile tour.
His next stops will be Oklahoma
City on Jan. 5 and St. Louis on
Jan. 6.

Schine Subsidiary Asks
Clearance Elimination
(Continued from Page 1)

naming as defendants Loew's, RKO
Radio and Paramount. The petition
asks for elimination of the present
14-day clearance granted to Warners' Ohio and Sigma theaters in
Lima, so that pictures shall be
available to the complainant theater
on territorial release date. Complaint sets forth that Lima is 30
miles distant from Van Wert. Case
was filed under Section X.

«&

$

(Continued from Page 1)

and it is doubtful that the problem
will be worked out today.

• • • ELSEWHERE in today's issue of this trade paper, you'll find
disclosed the list oi the Ten Best Pictures of 1942 as selected by the
Foreign Language Film Critics Circle, comprising the editors and critics oi
some 27 newspapers published in foreign tongues
These choices
were announced officially yesterday at the Circle's inaugural luncheon
in the Hotel Brevoort
And an inspiring event it was
Mayor
Fiorello H. LaGuardia was the principal honor guest, and with him on
the dais were Carl E. Milliken, representing MPPDA and the foreign
managers of member companies; Dr. David Krinkin, group's temporary
chairman and publisher of the Russky Golos, leading Russian-American
newspaper; Louis Nizer, prominent film attorney and author; Jack Alicoate.
president and publisher of THE FILM DAILY; Victor Stoloff, motion picture producer-director whose splendid two-reeler, "little Isles of Freedom," is about to be released by Warner Bros.; Sigmund Gottlober,
director of the American Foreign Language Press Service, and founder
of the Circle; Harry Hershfield, internationally-known humorist; and Dr.
William Edlln, of The Day
V
▼
▼
• • • NEW YORK'S MAYOR delivered a fighting, wisdompacked and memorable address, paying tribute to films as a universal
language; the foreign press as an immensely important instrumentality for gaining and then perpetuating a proper peace; and to the new
Circle for its will to fulfill the potentialities of its mission
He declared that there should be no armistice as long as Hitler and Mussolini
has anything to say in his respective country; people in the occupied
countries will select their own forms of government for themselves;
post-war economic justice must be achieved, because the Four Freedoms can't be enjoyed on an empty stomach; the men who frame the
peace will have to take credit in heaven and history for withstanding
the pressure of misguided pressure groups; there should be provided
a great many wastepaper baskets at the Peace Conference so that all
old ideas can be thrown into them; we should catalog our war ideas
and apply them to the peace; a new system must be devised for the
oppressed peoples of Europe and the Far East

T

T

▼

• • • LOUIS NIZER gave a glittering and inspiring talk delineating
the invaluable functions of the motion picture now and in the days of
peace to come, and said that films must be used for education and for
de-education, — the latter to rehabilitate the mental, moral and material
processes of the Axis nations

V
• • • ATTENDING
and leading independent
news services; staff writers
representing the New York
to films as entertainment

T

V

the luncheon were delegates of all major
film companies; members of the nation's
from the New York dailies; Leo Mishkin,
Film Critics Circle whose constructive aid
and art furnished the inspiration for the

Foreign Language Film Critics Circle's foundation; and the following
solons of the foreign language press— N. Buchwald, Jewish Daily
Freiheit; S. Cantelmo, Corriere D'Amerique; Dr. Vladimir Constantinides, Atlantas; Dr. Italo Falbo, 11 Progresso; Dr. Manfred George,
The Aufbau; Solomon Judson, Morning Journal; Michael Kniazewitz,
Ukrainian Daily News; Karel Leitner, Listy; B. Levitan, The Forward;
Dr. Charles Mau, Chinese Republic News; Roy Mizara, Laisve; Mr.
Moi, China Daily News; S. A. Mokarzel, Al Hoda; Mark Morawski,
Polish Morning World; Paul Nadanyi, Nepszava; Mme. G. Tabouis,
Pour La Victoire; Victor Shimkin, Russkoye Slovo; Mr. Tanaskovich,
Svijet; John- Tercek, Glas Naroda; Andrew Valusek, Dennik; Basil
Vlavianos, National Herald; and Mark Weinbaum, Russkoye Slovo

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

T

The industry people are meetingwith
of the
Government's
top
legal some
and tax
brains,
including Ben
Cohen, long a presidential adviser
and nowJames
generalByrnes;
counsel Randolr
to OES^tf-£.
rector
Paul; Treasury general counsel. Ass. ■ an
Secretary of the Treasury John L. Sullivan :
Xorman Cann, assistant to Commissioner of
Internal Revenue Guy F. Helvering; Charles
Russell of Cohen's staff, Stanley Surrey.
Treasury tax legislative counsel, and A. T.
Burford, chief of the Salary Stabilizatior.
Unit of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Producer Representatives Present
Representing the producers were Barne\
Balaban, Austin C. Keough and Y. FrankFreeman, president, general counsel and vicepresident of Paramount, respectively. Free-1
man also represented the Association of Mo
tion Picture Producers, and Keough the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association. Nicholas
M. Schenck,
Loew's
president ; Spyros
Skouras,
president of
20th
Century-Fox; Ed Raftery, United Artists
president; Joseph P. Hazen, Warner vicepresident, and Maurice Benjamin of the
MPPDA were also present.
Kenneth Thomson and William Berger.
executive secretary and counsel respectively
of the Screen Actors Guild, were at the conference, as was Adrian McCallman, repre
senting the Artist Managers Guild. J. P.
McGowan and William Montgomery Smith
of the Screen Directors Guild rounded out
the group
at yesterday's
meeting,
since
the
plane
of Mary
McCall, Screen
Writers
Guild.
was grounded at Dallas and she was unable
to reach Washington in time.
No Conclusion Approached
The general feeling of the conferees was
that no conclusions were even approached
yesterday's
session. problems
The industry
faces
aat variety
of operating
occasioned
by the salary limitation, not the least of
which is the question of how to treat contracts now in force which call for salary
raises or sums greater than that employers
are allowed to pay under the new regulation.
Almost as soon as the ceiling was announced
last October, several stars refused to work
for the rest of the year, threatening a tie-up
of major proportions on productions already
before the cameras and a virtual stoppage
of new productions. A month later, cognizant
of the danger to the entire amusement industry enue
and other
businesses,
the Internal
Bureau, which
is responsible
for Revthe
administration of the salary order, announced
that bona fide contracts entered into before
Oct. 4 might be recognized even though they
would call for earnings greater than those
in 1941 or well above the $67,200 gross which
should be scaled down to a $25,000 minimum.
But this recognition extended only to Dec.
31 of this year — which is tomorrow.
The conferences in Washington are designed to determine, among other things,
what happens
to these
after will
tomorrow. As things
nowcontracts
stand, they
simply not be effective, since the producers
will not be allowed to meet the terms. It is
hoped that some arrangement may be worked
out whereby both parties to the contracts may
be satisfied.
Congress May Kill the Ceiling
As the salary regulations take effect Friday, and the full impact begins to be felt
throughout this industry and others, it is
apparent that the few measures of relief
offered by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
earlier this month — extra income to care
for "necessary and customary" expenses,
including agent fees, etc. — will not stave off
the Congressional drive to kill the ceiling
entirely. This drive is gathering momentum
constantly, and the new Congress is expected
to add such a measure to the first tax bill it
gets, thus forcing the President either to
veto the tax bill in order to veto the rider
killing the limitation order, or to kill the
limitation order with his signature on the
vital tax bill. The rumblings of labor
against the voiding of the salary ceilings,
unless they become far more constant and
insistent than they now are, cannot be expected to block the course of the new Con-

gress.

oWtLL picture... realistic and inspiring."
— N. Y, Journal- American
The REAL thing . . .
something you ought
-N. Y. Post
VOL to see/1
^Brisk . ,
ir'V-lyr'su;
DRAMAT
"Pulls
no punches . . .
STIRRING film.— N.Y. Herald Tribune

"Absorbi„g..EXCI
-N. Y.TING
Times:
"Marines
have the
BOXOFFICE situation
well in hand."
-N.y.

Daily News

k

ROUSING tribute to
the greatest fighting
men on earth."
-N. Y. World-Telegram

>

1
A FULL-LENGTH
Fighting FEATURE
Produced by THE

MARCH

OF

in cooperation with the U. S. MARINE

TIME
CORPS

Send in your Pledge today ! UNITED NATIONS WEEK, Jan

1 4-20

I

THERE'S FUN IN EVERY FOOT!
— says The Film Daily

"Extraordinary— bright, light and sparkling. Full of youth, beauty,
charm, humor, names, tunes and kindred ingredients. In the
groove

of public fancy !"

- Motion Picture Daily

"Exploitation possibilities almost endless. Good, solid
entertainment for everybody, especially the younger
^k
set because of the dances, songs and glamor of
the Powers girl theme."

wk
"'%

-Showmen's Trade Review

"Should lure the cash customers. Comedy
Carries off the honors. "-Motion Picture Herald

VLL YOU'VE EVER DREAMED OF
N Q0 GREAT SHOW

RHEAStD THRU
UNITID ARTISTS

Jf lap a #tctortoufi $eace J^latee
1943 a happier r TL.iL
J^ctoVvr|9car!
___^_
T
DO
Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Trade Status Under Salary Ceiling Not Yet Clear
Conferees Adjourn 2-Day
Capital Meeting; More Discussions inN. Y. Likely
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Canadian Exhibs. Offer
Re-assurance, Based on
Experience in Dominion

1942 News Highlights
i

DAILY

Washington — So far as could be
learned from questioning several
tight-lipped conferees, the ways in
which the motor, picture industry
will work under the new salary regulations which take full effect tomorrow are still by no means clarified. A group of leaders representing the various branches of the industry have just concluded a two-

UMPI:
The unity program
for
advanced so hopefully by the United
William F. Rodgers was rejected by
had been earlier, the projected Trade

Fuel Oil List Held
For Future Release

EXIT, "BLOCKS OF FIVE": Failure of the Government to successfully prosecute its
New York anti-trust suit against the "Little Three" within the time period specified
in the consent decree signed by the "Big Five" freed the latter companies from mandatory selling in blocks of five and compulsory tradeshows. Earlier, Minnesota's antifive statute had been held invalid by a State court which heard the contesting suit of
distributors.

(Continued on Page 3)
•k Happy New Year! -fr

THE WAR: Through the instrumentality of the industry's all-embracing War Activities Committee, under the chairmanship of George J. Schaefer and the direction of
Francis S. Harmon as executive vice-chairman and co-ordinator, the forces of production,
distribution and exhibition established a distinguished record of national service, performed
both abroad and at home.
trade reforms
and industry "peace-in-our-time"
Motion Picture Industry under the leadership of
II
the Department
of Justice, thus dooming it, as
Practice Code.
Ill

Toronto — After more than three
years of warfare, exhibitors in Canada are inclined to the belief that,
no matter what happens in the way
Editor's Note : American exhibs.
are asking themselves what effect
the new 5 per cent Victory withholding tax, effective tomorrow,
plus higher income levies will
have upon the box-office. Canadian
experience provides the answer
given

herein.

of Government restriction or taxation or shortage, something always
takes the place of something else.
Which is another way of saying
that the Canucks have become inured
(Continued on Page 8)

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although it was reported here late
yesterday
that
\ places of amusement, including thej aters, were definitely not included
on the list of 12 consumer groups
! entitled to fuel oil preference believed to have been drawn up by
{Continued on Page 2)
* Happy New Year! •

"Hitler's Children" Set
For Special UNW Benefits
"Hitler's Children" has been made
I available
to the
United
Nations
Week
committee
for special pre(Continued on Page 8)

Distribs. Donate Film
For Copper Matinees
Taking cognizance of the need
for augmenting the nation's copper
supply, Wm. F. Rodgers, chairman
of the WACs Distributors Division,
announced yesterday that free pix
for "copper matinees" will be made
available to exhibs. by all distribs.
Repeating the appeal from Chris
Dunphy, Chief of the WPB's Amusement Section, requesting exhibitor
aid in alleviating the shortage of
copper, Rodgers then stressed the
importance of the industry's response to this appeal "with as little delay as possible."

ANTI-TRUST

LITIGATION:

Status quo prevailed insofar as prosecution of the

IV

New York equity action against the "Little Three" and the Government's suit against
the Griffith circuit and "Little Three" was concerned. Trial of the Government's suit
against the Schine circuit, et al., by agreement was deferred for two years. The
decision in the Government's suit against the Crescent circuit, et al., was still awaited;
after the lapse of more than a year from the close of the trial.
V
TRAGEDY:

Twenty-two

Edward Ansin,

Harry Asher,

industryites,
Paul

Bureau

of THE

FILM

them

Buck
met

Jones,

Charles

a tragic death

Stern,

in Boston's

WPB Film Allocation
Order Out Today!

OWI Pix Program
Still Indefinite
Washington

among

Baron, Philon Seletsky,
{Continued
Page 2)

DAILY

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

•k Happy New Year! ■*•

See Longer Runs
In Subsequent:, Too

DAILY

Following the lead of first-runs,
where length of playing time this
season is up from 25 to 200 per cent,
a definite trend toward longer engagements of its product
(Continued
on Page 3) in subse* Happy New Year! •

Ice and Sleet Storm
Hits W. Mass. Houses

Washington — Although there has
Washington— The WPB film alMass. — The Majestic,
location order, signed and sealed at in Springfield,
yet been no definite decision as to
Easthampton was forced to cut
how many — if any — feature pictures least a week ago but somehow de- short its program Tuesday night as
OWI will make next year, reports
layed in release, is definitely ex- the worst ice and sleet storm to hit
pected today. Rumors that it has
(Continued on Page 2)
that the agency plans "five or six"
definitely were declared untrue yes- been held up in order that it may be
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 3)

Floods dose 7 Pitts. Houses

B.O. Tilt Tonight
For B'way Houses

River Towns in Pa., W. Va., Ohio Threatened
Pittsburgh — Once again, after 10
Record 1,200 Print Order
days of practically continuous heavy
for UNW Week Short
rains, the Golden Triangle and

Higher prices will be the rule at
the Broadway film houses tonight.
The Strand and Hollywood will go

downtown theater section of this
Record number of 1,200 prints of city is under water and threatened
the special United Nations Week with its second worst flood in history. Not(Continued
only Pittsburgh
short, "You,
John onJones,"
on Page 8) but prac(Continued
Page 3) made by

to $2.20 top. The Paramount will
charge from $1.25 to $2.20; Rivoli,
99 cents; Capitol, $1.10 and $1.65;
Music Hall, $1.10. At the Roxy
week-end scale of $1.10 will prevail.
The Astor will stay put at $1.10.
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MARKET
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13 Vi
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Columbia
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30 V2
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Technicolor
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Universal
Picts
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* Happy New Year! *

deeds, had contributed much to the motion picture's progress. High on the roll of
those mourned were the names of Sidney R. Kent, Walter J. Hutchinson, Truman H.
Talley, W. G. Van Schmus, John Barrymore, George M. Cohan, Carole Lombard,
May Robson, Edna May Oliver, Thomas W. VII
Lamb, James Cruze, J. Walter Ruben.

4—

34
Vs

+

V4

—

Vss

—

Vs

+

+
—
+
+

1/4

Vi
Vi
Vi
1 Vi

Eann to Direct Quigley
Operations on West Coast

WESLEY RUCGLES returned yesterday to Hollywood and the M-G-M studio, following a two
weeks' stay in New York.
JOE
cut a
Cross.
S.

distributors' frozen sterling balances and eased the quota requirements. Under the
new quota order, American companies need make only one British feature annually,
meeting the remainder of the quota by purchasing the American rights to other
British product.
— BAHN.

Fuel Oil Preference
List for Future Release

C. J. Dunphy,
amusement
section, head
told of
The WPB's
Film
Daily last night that he had not
been consulted on the matter, and
could make no statement about it.
Gov't Notables at D. C.
He said he had been promised that
before any such decision was reached,
Premiere of "Action"
it would be given a hearing. DunWashington — A distinguished audphy said that in view of the seriousience, including high-ranking Navy
ness of the fuel oil situation, howofficials, Congressmen and other
ever, that such a decision would no
Government dignitaries and nation- longer surprise him. He is known
ally known correspondents and ra- to have been fighting such a move
dio commentators, witnessed the lo- for some time.
cal snecial premiere of M-G-M's na"A severe January will mean
val drama, "Stand By For Action," great embarrassment, to say the
at Loew's Palace Theater last night. least, for those operators who have
Showing was sponsored by the Navy
League. In a stage ceremony, Sam- not attempted to convert their facilities to coal," said Dunphy,
uel E. 1VL Crocker, league's executive reached last night at the local Stage
vice-president, presented a trophy to Door Canteen, where he is houseM-G-M which was pecepted by Orville O. Dull, co-nroducer with Rob- manager every Wednesday night.
"You might remind them that our
ert Z. Leonard of the film.
office has been urging conversion
•k Happy New Year! -fr
ever since last May, when we became aware of the growing serious20th-Fox to Use 5-Min.
ness of the fuel oil situation," he
Transcriptions by Stars
added.
•k Happy New Year! ir

Home Offices Close at 1 p.m.
Eprly closing will prevail today
in all home offices. As a prelude
to New Year's 7ve celebrations, activity will be suspended at 1 p..m

in

town

ROCKEFELLER
COLMAN
•
In

James

HALL

CENTER
GREER GARSON

Hilton's

"RANDOM HARVEST"

™BiackSwan
POWER • Q'HARA
.m»»A.w
IN TECHNICOLOR!
• PLUS BIG STAGE SHOW
*
BUY
BOND AWARBrtYV
at the K WV
I

(Continued from Page 1)

the PAW, complete confirmation of
the report could not be established.
This list is known to be in readiness for release at some future
date, depending upon the available
stocks of fuel oil within the next
month or two. A cold January will
require that it be issued within a
short time.

is back

RADIO CITY MUSIC

Paramount

"STAR

7,hAvliOih ST.
In

presents

SPANGLED

Person

BENNY
GOODMAN
his orchestra

and

with

EXTRA

Frank

43 STARS
PARAMOUNT
RHYTHM"

•

Sinatra

Times

Square

MAiMHttfW

• Happy New Year! *

Red Kann on Monday assumes his
new duties as vice-president of the
Quigley Publishing Company and
will leave for the Coast shortly to
take complete charge of Hollywood
operations, Mertin Quigley, president of the publishing company, announced Wednesday.
Chicago — Five-minute transcriptions of interviews with 20th-Fox
Kann, long-time trade paper editor, will write by-lined columns reg- stars will be made available to exularly for the papers in the group,
hibitors next year, it was revealed
including Motion Picture Herald and by Bob Montgomery, the company's
Motion Picture Daily.
radio director, during a visit here.

BEH'RMAN

RONALD

DUAL'S DOOM?: Lowell Mellett, chief, Motion Picture Bureau, Office of War
Information, calls for voluntary war-time elimination of double feature programs,
warning "WE — cannot grow by sitting on our physical or metaphysical fannies." It was
the first intimation of the Government's attitude towards the extremely controversial
industry issue.
X
U. K. REMITTANCE AND QUOTAS: The British Government released American

(Continued from Page 1)

N.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

IX

this section since 1941 took down
electric light wires throughout a
broad area in Western Massachusetts. Other theaters were threatened with suspension of programs
last night as other wires went down
beneath the weight of ice in Palmer,
Ware, Northampton and other towns.
In Springfield itself, box-office
receipts took a beating as patrons
stayed home in droves.

WEIL
i
16 mm.

ERIC VON STROHEIM will step out of
"Arsenic and Old Lace" on Monday for a trip to
the Coast to do a role in a Paramount film.

NEW ADMINISTRATIONS: At 20th-Fox, Spyros Skouras succeeded the late Sidney
R. Kent as president; Wendell L. Willkie joined the company as board chairman; Tom
Connors was elected vice-president in charge of sales
N. Peter Rathvon became
the president of RKO Corp. and Ned E. Depinet of RKO Radio, with Charles W. Koerner,
production chief, elected vice-president of the latter.
VIII
$25,000 SALARY CEILING: Action of the Office of Economic Stabilization in
establishing a $25,000 salary ceiling confronted the industry with an exceedingly
grave problem — a problem whose full weight will not be felt until 1943. In question
especially
are long-estabished industry contractual practices and compensatory arrangements.

Ice and Sleet Storm
Hits W. Mass. Houses

30)

do' pfd
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20th Century-Fox
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8
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T*k
do
pfd
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET

night club holocaust on the night of Nov. 28; the full toll of the nation's worst conflagration inyears was approximately 500 lives.
VI
MOURNED: As it must to all, Death also came to men and women who, by their
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Trade Salary Ceiling
Status Not Yet Clear

See Longer Runs
In Subsequent;, Too
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

querd^un houses is reported by War- er - p.
Ti. a additional playing time at
present is running about 25 per cent
oyer last year, with strong indications that the tendency will be further extended as product conservation is intensified in the months
ahead.

day meeting v/ith OES and Treasury officials, and it is believed that
further discussions will be held in
New York,
probably among the industry leaders.

Warner playdate records reveal
that pictures like "Sergeant York,"
"Gay Sisters," "Desperate Journey,"
"Kings Row," "In This Our Life,"
"Wings for the Eagle," "Now, Voyager' and others that played much
longer than usual engagements in
their first-runs are also going into
additional time in many of the subsequent-runs.
Explaining the trend, Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager for
Warners, said it is due not only to
higher drawing qualities of product
but to a substantially increased potential audience and to more frequent attendance by patrons. As a
result, Kalmenson stated, first-runs
do not "milk" a situation so thoroughly despite long runs, but on the
contrary create a larger number of
customers for the later showings.
An outstanding case is the booking of "Yankee Doodle Dandy" in
Philadelphia. During its engagement
the advanced scale of $1.10 at the
Boyd, it played to 200,000 paid admissions or 10 per cent of the local
population. On its return at popular
prices at the Mastbaum, it is chalking up over $32,000 for its first week.
On Broadway, where "Dandy" played
20 weeks and two days at roadshow
prices, it has broken all records in
the 28-year history of the Strand,
with a $70,000 first week.

Tell 'Em and You Sell 'Em
• • • IT'S reassuring to contemplate on this New Year's Eve
that we're still in a business where fine promotion and star-drawingpower count heavily
It portends a happy 1943 for the showmen
whose credo it is
Happy and profitable
Events of the holiday
season have handsomely indicated how much the factor of advertising
can mean to the box office when that weapon is wielded with power and
confidence in behalf of a screen property
The formula might be
stated this wise: The public WILL see stars if only the promotional
"blow" is heavy
Without promotion, they won't to any appreciable
degree of the true potential
What can be accomplished via a
strong advertising campaign is exemplified by Paramount in the instance of "Star Spangled Rhythm"
The entire trade is acutely conscious of this attraction's golden assets, because a real job to that end
has been done to date
Furthermore, the full page ads in the metropolitan dailies yesterday, along with other socko copy, produced amazing lines of fans for the entertainment feast
They well knew
what that feast was going to be because Bob Gillham gave them the
"menu" in
sult,— John
early as 6
the crowds

blazing and impressive style via the newspapers
ReQ. Public began arriving at the Broadway Paramount
as
a.m.!
It was raining, and, the harder it did, the bigger
got
It was a triumph of ad power supporting star-

drawing-power
Incidentally, and importantly, Gillham's national
merchandising campaign via press, magazines and radio is aimed to
reach 100,000,000 people
And as importantly. Para, plans a trade
press ad campaign along similar lines
T
▼
T
• •
• NOW this is the second instance of full-page newspaper
ads this Xmastide blasting paths to a Broadway box office
UA did
it for "In Which We Serve"
That's coining money, just as is
"Star Spangled Rhythm"
These two profitable —indeed ultraprofitable—, campaigns are not just trends
They herald, Phil M.
believes, a new era in the creation of audiences
Too, they represent a new consciousness that money thus expended comes back, and
with big dividends

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

▼

WPB to Release Its Film
Allocation Order Today?
(Continued from Page 1)

DECEMBER 31
William
J. Fadiman
Hortense
Schorr
Gaston
Class
Frank
Richardson
Gep
Evans
JANUARY
1
Boris Morros
Al Martin
William
Fox
William
Haines
Charles Bickford
J. Don
Alexander
William
Koenig
Jay
Rescher
JANUARY 2
W. Ray Johnston
Walter
Moe Silver
JANUARY

A.

Futter

3

Ben
Kalmenson
Dorothy
Arzner
George
B. Seitz
Paul
Benjamin
Eddie Gribbon
Marion
Davies
Anna May Wong

revised to stipulate more drastic
cuts in raw stock allotments, cutting studios substantially below the
25 per cent of 1941 announced earlier
this month, are absolutely untrue,
according to an official of the motion picture section.
Although he would not discuss the
details of the order, this official did
tell The Film Daily yesterday that
there is no noteworthy change from
what has already been announced
about the order. He said he has no
reason to expect any further cuts
during the first quarter.
■* Happy New Year! *

"Commandos"

T

HARBOR!

Released Jan. 7

Columbia is releasing "Commandos Strike at Dawn" on Jan. 7.

Record 1,200 Print Order
For UN Week Short
(Continued from Page 1)

Several company officials who
were on hand for the Tuesday session were not present yesterday —
including Nicholas M. Schenck and
Spyros Skouras, it is believed. There
was considerable doubt on the part
of all concerned, including studio
executives and SAG, SDG, and AMG
officials. Mary McCall, Jr. of the
SWG, whose plane was forced down
at Dallas, was unable to attend
either Tuesday or yesterday.
Full effect of the order will begin to be felt this week-end, with
a strong possibility that broadcasters will be especially hard hit by
almost immediate cessation of guest
appearances on the air by a number
of film stars.
It appeared that there has been
considerable disagreement among
the various industry branches as to
just what is desired from the Treasury. Disagreement seems to center
mainly upon the studios' desire for
an order to compel stars to make as
many pictures as they contracted for,
even though they cannot be paid in
full. This measure is believed to
have been advanced after assurance
that the Government will not backtrack in its determination not to
recognize after tomorrow the provisions of outstanding contracts
which call for more salary than the
ceiling. Artists are believed to be
opposing any such measure bitterly.
• Happy New Year! *

Duke Hickey with MPPDA
For Public Relations
Duke Hickey, formerly with Universal here and in Chicago and later
with National Screen Service in the
latter city, has joined the public relations setup of the MPPDA. Hickey
is slated for special assignments.

STORKS

Metro, will be distributed throughout the country to the 16,000 pix
Norman Elson, general manager
theaters that are taking part in the
observancenouncedofyesterday.
this week, it was an- of Trans-Lux Theaters, became the
father of a daughter on Dec. 24.
Methods of distribution, such as This is the second child — there is a
bicycling, which have long been boy, Peter, three years old. Mrs.
taboo, are being revived to assure a Elson is at St. Clare's Hospital.
maximum number of showings. One
Scranton, Pa. — A son was born to
print, which Government officials
and film executives feel will bring Mr. and Mrs. John Davis in Mercy
home to the American public the Hospital. Father is assistant manpoignant sufferings of the peoples
ager of the Roosevelt Theater.
of the Allied Nations now under the
Scranton, Pa. — A daughter, CathAxis heel, as nothing else can, will
be made to do the work of 10.
erine, was born to Jack Mahon, manager of the West Side Theater.
Special screenings of the short
was held yesterday in Washington.
Scranton, Pa. — Edward McGovern,
Lowell Mellett, of the OWI and
Harrymon Brandt
and Francis S. Har- manager of the Rialto Theater, has
spoke.
a new daughter, Margaret.
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HISTORY
LATE FLASHi "RANDOM HARVEST" BREAKS 10-YEAR RECORD
AT MUSIC HALL! TOPS ALL HOLIDAY WEEK-END BUSINESS!

"It took a
'Random Harvest'

to
top like
'Miniver'!
Looks
1943
is another

M^MYear!"
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REPEATS!

"But

LATE FLASH! "RANDOM HARVEST" CROWDS CIRCLE ENTIRE
BLOCK!
TO HANDLE MOBS, THEATRE OPENS DOORS DAILY
AT 7:45 A. M. THE EARLIEST IN ITS HISTORY!

'Not for just a day
Not for just a Season

ALWA

YS!"

h
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RANDOM
MGM's
HARVEST
New Year Prize'
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Ready! United
Nations Week
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Headline Review of '42 in the Film Industry
Raw Stock "Frozen"; B of J Kills UMPI Plan; Trade Sells $888,250,000 War Bonds
—JULY—
1— Film exchange representatives and carriers
confer on 25 per cent cut for film delivery
mileage.
2— A. W. "Andy" Smith, Jr., joins 20th-Fcx
in sales realignment.
3 — Art

directors' ingenuity solves set constructive restrictions.
8— British trade backs de-freezing of U. S.
coin, says David Rose.
20th-Fox
gives
new
10-year
contract
to
William Goetz.
7_Frederic Ullman, Jr., named president of
RKO Pathe News, and N. Peter Rathvon,
board chairman.
8 — Film carriers in New York area drop Monday deliveries and Sunday night call-backs.
9— Theater biz nationally ahead 20 per cent of
1941.
Office
of Censorship
nixes 1 per cent of
newsreel footage.
0_Wendell L. Willkie, 20th-Fox board chairman, to visit war fronts.
3— Backlog of 117 features completed for
1942-1943.
Lowell
Mellett
named
chief of Bureau
of
Motion
Pictures
in OWI
re-organization.
New
trial blocked
in Minnesota
anti-five
law case.
4—723

players make war effort personnel appearances in first six months of hostilities;
Victory
Committee
to
extend

Hollywood

15 — Consider
stopping
duals,
Ed
Kuykendall
jrges.
MPTCA
doubts
trade practice
inity, holds
conflict of interests
inevitable nabes,
16— Increased
youth
earnings
hits
downtown
houses benefiting.
17— UMPI
plan sets new
rules for operation;
provides
four-point
identification
formula
and rules for cancellation.
Advisory council of Canadian industry seeks
equitable distribution plan.
20 — Ed Kuykendall views conciliation as key to
UMPI success.
21— Sam Coldwyn calls for cut in production but
not in prints.
Trade mourns for William R. Boehnel, New
York World-Telegram's
film critic.
F & M in court
battle
for 34 St. Louis
theaters.
22 — Buying
combines
increased
in U. S.
Moe
Annenberg,
fan magazine
and
newspaper publisher, dies.
23— Charles E. McCarthy appointed assistant to
Francis Alstock in motion picture division of
the office
of the Co-ordinator
of InterAmerican Affairs.
24 — Industry

takes
War
Bond
drive helm;
assumes over-all responsibility
for "Saluteto-Our-Heroes"
campaign
in September.
UMPI future clouded by William F. Rodgers'
resignation as chairman.

27— William
F. Rodgers'
contract
with
Loew's,
Ince., extended for term of years.
28— Raw
stock
shortage
before
WPB-industry

meet.

29 — 1941 raw stock consumption to be industry s
guide, says Harold Hopper of WPB,
Jack Chertok heads Coast production for
motion picture division of the Office of the
Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Thurman Arnold tells THE FILM DAILY
0 of I may not submit UMPI plan to
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard.
30 — "Big Five" to continue with blocks-of-f
Ascap's 10-year theater "take" disclosed at
$10,200,000.
31 — Industry offers sliding scale of voluntary raw
stock cuts based on 1941 consumption to
WPB.
Greater
war
effort
rule for film industry
foreseen
by Lowell
Mellett of OWI.

—AUGUST—
3— Monroe
Creenthal
assumes
WPB
post.
Charles Einfeld named field director of War
Bond drive rallies.
4 — Vichy

5—
6—
7—
10 —

Government
orders American companies to leave Unoccupied
France.
Metro's
"Mrs.
Miniver"
seen
rolling
up
million-dollar gross in record-breaking
10weeks' run at 'Radio City Music Hall.
David E. "Skip" Weshner succeeds Monroe
Greenthal at UA.
Production execs, split on UMPI
plan.
Central States Conference of Motion Picture
Exhibitors organized.
Armed
forces
call actors;
more
than
75
"name"
players in service.
Dimout order hits entire West Coast.
Mike
Poller
named
assistant
to
Robert
Mochrie,
RKO
general
sales manager.
WPB reported planning to freeze raw stock.
Jack Benny signs production deal with UA.

in Jflemortam— 1942

As 1942 draws to a close, the amusement industry pauses to pay a\ final
tribute to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the
12-month period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to
pass are given with place of death and date obituary was published in THE
FILM DAILY.
LEO

JUSTIN
general
manager of Walter
circuit, New York.
FD: 5-19.
MORRIS
CEST,
theatrical
producer,
New

FD:

Reade
York.

5-19.

FLOYD
C. HANKS,
North Carolina film pioneer,
Lenoir, N. C.
FD: 5-20.
HALE
HAMILTON,
actor of stage
and screen,
Hollywood.
FD: 5-20.
LORENZO
RIDER,
Western
Electric
executive,
Chicago.
FD: 5-21.
WILLIAM
MOGUL, Ruby Camera Exchange, New
York City.
FD: 5-21.
JOSEPH
KEITH,
vice-president
Leblang-Gray
Ticket
Agency,
Jersey City.
FD: 5-27.
SOLLY WARD, comedian, Hollywood.
FD: 5-27.
WALTER
HALBERT.
veteran
theater
manager,
Canton, O.
FD: 6-1.
JOHN
BARRYMORE,
stage
and
screen
star,
Hollywood.
LIEUT.
KARL

FD: 6-2.
H. ROHS,
theater
owner,
Cincinnati. FD: 6-3.
JOSEPH
SHEA,
veteran
Broadway
theatrical
producer,
Stamford,
Conn.
FD: 6-9.
MRS.
CHARLES JACOBS, child film star, known
as Virginia
Lee Corbin,
Chicago.
FD: 6-9.
JAMES
FD:
6-9.E. LYNCH, theater manager, Toronto.
J.

Lyle
president
Carrier Corp., Syracuse, N. Y. FD: 6-9.
MAX
WINSLOW,
vice-president,
Berlin
Music
Co., Hollywood.
FD: 6-10.
CHARLES
MARQUA,
veteran
film theater
operator, Cincinnati. FD: 6-11.
CHARLES
DALTON,
actor,
Stamford,
Conn.
FD: 6-12.
J. A. HARVEY,
circuit president, San Francisco.
FD: 6-15.
MARGARET
TURNBULL,
scenarist
and
playwright.Yarmouthport,
Mass.
FD: 6-15.
GEORGE
E. QU1GLEY,
former
executive
with
Warner
Bros.,
First
National,
Erpi,
and
Keller-Dorian board chairman.
RICHARD CARLYLE, actor, Hollywood.
FD: 6-16.
RUDOLPH BES1ER, dramatist, London.
FD: 6-17.
ALEXANDER
MOORE,
pioneer western
Pennsylvania exhibitor, Pittsburgh.
FD: 6-18.
ROBERT
A. HARPER,
veteran
theater
owner,
Oklahoma City. FD: 6-19.
ARTHUR PRYOR, band leader, West Long Beach,
N. J. FD: 6-19.
ANNt
SUTHERLAND,
actress, Brentwood.
L. i.
FD: 6-24.
HARRY ROBINS, theater owner, Youngstown, O.
FD: 6-24.
6-25.
NANETTE
COMSTOCK,
actress
New York. FD:

WILLIAM

BOEHNEL, film critic, World-Telegram, New York City.
FD: 7-21.
WAGNER, pioneer film director and writer,
Hollywood.
FD: 7-21.
MOSE L. ANNENBERG, publisher, New York
Telegraph,
etc.. New
York.
FD: 7-22.
WALTER L. FENNEY, theater manager, Portland,
ROB

Ore.
FD: 7-22.
.AMES D. CLEMMER, pioneer West Coast ex7-28.
hibitor, Seattle. FD: 7-22.
JAMES C. O'KEEFE, head of 20th Century-Fox
music department, Colorado Springs. FD:
MS.

CAROLINE BARRETT, United Artists receptionist, New York. FD: 7-28.
ROTHE, circuit operator, Morristown,
J.
FD: 8-4.
CRUZE, pioneer film director, Hollywood. FD: 8-5.
VILLIAM HAMILTON, veteran RKO film editor,

I. A.
N.
AMbS

Hollywood.
FD: 8-5.
NNIS
J. REARDON,
theater owner,
Holyoke,
Mass.
FD: 8-5.
GEORGE SCHWARTZ owner of four theaters,
Wilmington,
, NKV MVERS,

Del.
FD: 8-7.
executive of American

Grand Rapids.
FD: 8-10.
8-11.
LESLIE
GREGORY, Hamilton,
Toronto.
FD: 8-11.
.HAKLtS
E. FORD,
producer,

Seating,

Ont.. 'Exhibitor,
Hollywood.

FD:

IRVINE

/HOMAS
BURKE, local 1ATSE executive, Dover,
N. H. FD:.6-26.
WILLIAM McCURDY, theater manager, Portland,
Ore.
FD: 6-30.
JOHN
S1LLIMAN,
pioneer
Wisconsin
exhibitor,
Milwaukee.
FD: 6-30.
AMtS
W.
HORNE,
film director,
Hollywood.
FD: 6-30.
NAT
FELTMAN,
president
of Daily
Film
Delivery, New York.
FD: 7-7.
ROBERT
A. COLDEN,
Metro assistant director,
Hollywood.
FD: 7-9.
.ihrfT
T. SMITH,
Warner
branch
manager.
Milwaukee.
FD: 7-10.
PATRICK
W.
MULDERRY,
veteran
exchange
owner, Albany,
N. Y.
FD: 7-13.
GEORGE
P. ENDERT,
pioneer
theater operator,
Seattle.
FD: 7-17.
11 — National
Allied
charges
pocket
veto
of
UMPI
plan.
12 — March
of Time
switches
distribution
from
RKO to 20th-Fox.
New
Zealand
remits
$787,200
to
major
companies.
13 — Thurman
Arnold
denies
UMPI
plan pocket
veto.
Paramount and UA Theaters in term agreement for joint operations
of
Broadway's
Rivoli.
14 — M-G-M
to start
1942-1943
season
with
blocks
of eight.
17 — Distributors
ready to add to their blocks.
18 — Department
of Justice
turns
down
UMPI
plan; claims proposal would slow competition
and allow blind sales.
19 — "Big
Five"
tradeshows.

to

continue

block

sales

and

JJStLL

FHELPS
veteran publicty man,
Hollywood. FD: 8-17.
HILLIPS HOLMES,
actor, killed in plane crash
in Ontario.
FD: 8-17.
JLLIE EDWARDS, manager Poli Theater, New
Haven.
FD: 8-18.
WILLIAM KELLY, former Boston manager for
United Artists.
FD: 8-19.
HATTIE WILLIAMS, former stage star. New
York. FD: 8-19.
J. C. LAVENE, theater owner.
FD: 8-19.
RAFAELA OTTIANO, actress, Boston.
FD: 8-19.
JESSE W. DENMAN, circuit executive, Des
Moines.
FD: 8-20.
FRED8-20.
C. ROSS, retired actor, Amityville, L. I.
MAX

FD: 8-20.
HIRSCHFIELD,

composer, New

York.

FD:

ALLAN
D. SEARS, actor, Hollywood.
FD: 8-24.
J. PARKER READ, former film producer, Hollywood. FD: 8-25.
JUDGE W. A. KINNEY, theater operator, Louisville. FD: 8-26.
JOHN WILLARD, actor, playwright, Hollywood.
9-1.
NED FD:WAYBURN,

actor,

dance

director,

New

York.
FD: 9-4.
WILL JAMES
author,
Hollywood.
FD: 9-4.
HARRISON
GREY FISKE, former theatrical
producer and author
and
publisher,
New
York.
JOHNFD:C.9-4.MOSHER, film critic on the New
Yorker, New York.
FD: 9-4.
HARRY C. DOYLE, former theater operator,
Columbus, O. FD: 9-8.
WILLIAM J. BLACK, theater owner, East LiverFD: 9-8.producer for MCM, HollyJ. WALTERpool, O.RUBEN,
wood. FD: 9-9.
BERNARD HYMAN, producer for MCM, Hollywood. FD: 9-9.
WILLIAM C. SMITH, NTS circuit contact man,
New York.
FD: 9-9.
A. M. SIECEL, Ansell Simplex Ticket, executive,
Chicago. (Continued
FD: 9-11. on Page 7)
National Allied assails UMPI
by Government.
coin.
British
Government
releases

rejection plans
RKO's

frozen

20 — Raw stock "freeze" in effect; WPB issues
order preventing producers from using more
film than they did in 1941; stock for commercial advertising pictures
banned.
21 — Widening

of UMPI

arbitration scope pro-

WAC organizes branch in London, Joe Friedman of Columbia
named chairman.
posed.
24 — Twenty
theaters join in move to eliminate
games in New York City.
25 — WPB to offer conservation plan.
58 Michigan
theaters
affiliate
with
new
Michigan Independent Exhibitors Association.
26 — Newsreels escape WPB raw stock freeze.

Associated
British Cinemas
per cent dividend.
27— MPTOA
to poll members
on UMPI
stand
28— THE
FILM
DAILY
publishes
t' pays
Industr,
at
ie trad
in War,"
wartime.comprehensive review^
THE

FILM

DAILY

1942

Critics

rorum

i

Permanency
published.

for extended playing time fore
cast by Joseph Bernhard.
31 — Capital
"Premiere"
launches
industry
drive
to sell a billion in War Bonds and Stam
United Artists reported purchasing group
Paramount

features.

—SEPTEMBER—
1 — Industry launches
and Stamp drive.
Industry organized
freezing
order.

nation-wide

War

to fight WPB

Bond

raw stock

Col.
Darryl
F. Zanuck
granted
20th-Fox
leave of absence
for active Army
service.
2— Industry
sells $100,000,000
in War
Bonds
in drive's first day.
William
Goetz
reported
succeeding
Darryl
F. Zanuck at 20th-Fox.
3— Trade
manpower
problem
intensified
by
competition in hiring.
over" plan. green light to Sponable "change4— WPB gives
8 — 1942

box-office

receipts

estimated

9 — $1,300,000,000
ODT takes truckby control.
Standard

&

at

Poor's.

10— British CEA votes 20th-Fox
"boycott."
11 — Reopen
Russian
market to U. S. films.
Indies win battle for raw stock allotments.
14 — Summer closings fewer since 1930; checkup
shews drop up to 50 per cent; theaters long
dark again placed in operation.
15 — Equity asks film company co-operation in
stock plan revival.
Federal income tax payments cut into industry's War Bond drive.
16 — Print quotes reported reduced to 20-25
per
cent. War
Industry's
Bond drive may hit Treasury's $775,000,000 quota.
support cut to three companies.

17 — UMPI

halfway mark. in War Bond sales at
$345,606,000
18 — WPB cuts raw stock quotas 10
Metrocent.
boosts first block for new
per
12 features.
duties.
Joseph

M.

Schenck

resumes

drive's
to 24

season

old

to

20th-Fox

21 — Dominion Government tightens film control.
Mervyn LeRoy appointed directorial supervisor of Coast production for the Office of
the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
raw stock drops
cuts. six features to meet WPB's
20th-Fox
22 — James

Cagney

elected

president

of

SAG.

limit. modification of WFB's
23 — construction
Industry proposes
Allied bows out of UMPI; sees perpetuation
move "doomed to failure."
24 — Exchanges ease tire and gas situation; salesmen adopt share-a-ride plan; others move
to town and territories.
Donald M. Nelson, WPB chief, appeals to
industry in scrap drive.
Mort Blumenstock names Gil Golden WB
advertising manager.
25 — United Artists and Paramount
deal for 21 features.

in continuing

28 — War Manpower Commission to exempt newsreel men from service.
Vaudeville
playing
time
in film
theaters
ized.30 per cent.
up
29— UA-Paramount deal for 22 features finalducer.
Harry Sherman
30 — warns.
Avoid

hasty

joins

UA

as

equipment

Hunt Stromberg
tures yearly for to
UA.make

exclusive
changes,

proSMPE

five to seven fea-

—OCTOBER—
1 — Secretary of Treasury Morgenthau reports
Bond drive.
$775,000,000 quota met in industry's War
New York film circuits convert plants for
coal heat.
2 — September

War

Bond

drive

total

hits

$338,250,000.
Single bills favored
is survey of 12 states
by Illinois Allied.
David O. Selznick reported selling interest
in CWTW to Jock Whitney for $900,000.
5— Labor
"pinch"
tilts production
costs.
6— Col. H. A. Cole fears Government regulation of film industry.
Fa Ik.
Canadian
unity
plan
proposed
by Henry

(Continued on Page 7)

hursday, December 31, 1942

MoiimhUohs

Events of Film Industry's Year

fGas" Rationing, Stringent Dimouts, Manpower
(Continued

from Page

Kv.
7— cui
Ferr " Y,anaSers

9 — War manpower measure raises industry's
essentiality issue.
Theaters must conserve or go out of business, Chris Dunphy, WPB executive tells
industry.
3 — Distributors maintain release pace despite
talk of product curtailment.
4— American Marketing Association hears Howard Dietz on film's war role.
IATSE
sets "front-of-the-house"
drive
in
New York City.
N. Y. censor laud's industry's aid in annual
report.
15 — Trade practice conferences are out for the
duration, says Ed Kuykendall.
16 — Walter' Wanger re-elected president of the
Academy for a fourth term.
19 — Canadian
dim-out swells film "takes"
night attendance jumps.
No educational
production censorship,
1
Lowell Mellett of OWI.

and
says

20 — U. S. loses divorcement plea of 20fh-Fox
and Paramount; Federal Judge Henry W.
Coddard rules companies are not engaged
in program of general expansion in violation
of consent decree.
National Allied calls "scuttling" of UMPI
as "inside job."
War Manpower Commission rules seven technical divisions within the newsreel industry as essential.
21 — Keep supply needs in reasonable limits,
urges Walter E. Green, National Theatre
Supply president.
May Robson dies in Hollywood.

drafting
more
stringent
Eastern seaboard.

26 — War changes distribution percentages; sales
expectancies
move
with
population
shifts;
Washington gain is highest.
Joseph
liaison.

H.

Hazen

to

be

industry's

Army

27— Wendell
L. Willkie praises film's good-will
role on return from world
tour.
Warners reported starting own newsreel.
Isadore Zevin, former secretary of Geoge E.
Browne,
and
Martin
A. Hirsch.
tax consultant, indicted for perjury.
28 — Majors to distribute
British war films.
Herbert Griffin elected SMPE president.
British CEA
and 20th-Fox
in peace
pact.
29 — Tax accountants see $67,000 gross salary to
comply with
new $25,000 allowable net.
'Extended
runs
bring
advertising
policy
change
national
campaigns
staggered
over
a period from two to three months.
30 — British Treasury releases frozen U. S. funds.
Richard F. Walsh,
IATSE president, honored
at Brooklyn
dinner.
Film shortage looms, Samuel Goldwyn warns.

—NOVEMBER2 — Abram F. Myers charges the New York
consent decree defies Sherman anti-trust
law.
Film coin backs Broadway shows; all majors
seek good play properties.
4— New Canadian
business.

(Continued from Page 6)

on|y "if necessary" cir-

war

order "freezes"

film

5— Fred Birnbach. international secretary of
the American Federation of Musicians, dies.
6 — George M. Cohan
dies.
9 — Office
of Economic
Stabilization's
amendment to the wage and salary regulation enables film industry to meet "top bracket"
salary commitments
to Dec. 31.
Industry's
must
be kept strong and virile,
says Donald
M. Nelson.
10 — Government
asks
immediate
shipment
of
American films to North Africa in the wake
of U. S. invasion.
12 — British eases quota
for American
distributers; U. S. companies required to make six
pictures annually in U. K.
13— Lowell
Mellett,
OWI
film chief, calls for
elimination of duals for the duration.
Essential
classification
seen for more
film
groups.
Army chiefs attest films essential on war
fronti.

CHARLES A. LLWIS, assistant publicity director,
General Motors, New York.
FD: 9-14.
GEORGE
T. HOOD,
widely
known
theater
executive, Seattle. FD: 9-16.
BARTLETT
CORMACK,
scenarist,
Hollywood.
FD: 9-21.
HUBERT
LABADIE,
early
film
producer,
Detroit. FD: 9-22.
WILLIAM
SENNETT,
20th-Fox requisition
chief,
New York.
FD: 9-23.
HERMAN
F. LUTZ
ace
newsreel
cameraman,
New York.
FD: 9-23.
HARRY
NORTMAN,
veteran
theater
owner,
Chicago.
FD: 9-23.
-EW GELLER, Warner Bros., Winnipeg manager,
Winnipeg.
FD: 9-25.
AARON
GOLDBERG,
nickelodeon
founder
and
theater owner, San Francisco.
FD: 9-28.
WILLIAM
TURNER,
veteran actor, Philadelphia.
FD: 9-29.
MYRON
E. SMITH, former theater owner, Skowhegan,
Me.
FD: 9-29.
ELI
SHIRE,
retired
theater
operator,
Lincoln,
Neb.
FD: 10-2.
ARTHUR
J. COOPER,
former
theater
manager,
Milwaukee.
FD: 10-6.
-EON
BROWN,
veteran
stage
director,
New
York.
FD: 10-7.
WILLIAM
J. HUMPHREY
former
actor
and
director,
Hollywood.
FD: 10-9.
CAPT.
DON
E. BROWN,
son of Joe E. Brown,
in plane crash, Long Beach, Calif. FD: 10.13.
EFFIE
ELLSLER,
veteran
stage
actress,
Los
Angeles.
FD: 10-13.
NATE
WOLF,
veteran
exhibitor
and ATOI
director, Chicago. FD: 10-14.
COSMO
HAMILTON,
novelist,
playwright
London. FD: 10-15.
FRANK
NOLAN,
former theater manager, Oberlin, O.
FD: 10-16.
MARIE
TEMPEST,
famous
British
comedienne,
London.
FD: 10-16.
ISAAC
MARCUS,
veteran
film
theater
owner,
Harrisburg,
Pa.
FD: 10-16.
C. E. ANDERSON,
western
manager
for National Carbon, Chicago.
FD: 10-19.
,'AY
J. ALLEN,
pioneer
Canadian
exhibitor,
Toronto.
FD: 10-20.
WILLARD
HART
theater owner, Akron, O.
FD:
10-20.
'AY

ROBSON,
star of stage and screen, Hollywood. FD: 10-21.
JULIUS
SINGER,
film veteran,
New
York.
FD:
10-27.
3RANT
W.
("POP")
ANSON,
Staten
Island
theater
owner,
New York.
FD: 10-27.
CHERRY,
of the vaudeville
team
of the
Cherry S:sters, Cedar Rapids, la. FD: 10-27.
HARRY COODWIN, actor of Avon Comedy Four,
New York.
FD: 10-27.
ADDIE

"IALPH
RAINCER,
song writer for films, Hollywood. FD: 10-27.
BRENDA
FOWLER
actress,
Hollywood.
FD:
10-30.
RALPH
WETTSTEIN,
B & K theater
manager,
Chicago.
FD: 11-4.
FRfD
BIRNBACK,
secretary
of the AFM,
New
York.
FD: 11-5.
FRED
l. QUERNER.
pioneer
exhibitor,
Pittsburgh. FD: 11-5.
~~0»GE
M.
COHAN
actor,
New
York.
FD:
11-6.
DNA
MAY
OLIVER,
actress,
Hollywood.
FD:
11-10.
ARTHUR
CAPLAN,
head of Metropolitan
M. P.
Co., Detroit.
FD: 11-12.
/10LET VANBRUCH. actress, London.
FD: 11-12.
AU"A
HCTE CREWS
star of stage and screen,
New York.
FD: 11-16.
VILWAM
CUTTS.
pioneer
exhibitor,
Portland,
Ore. FD: 11-17.
HARRY
ROSENTHAL,
veteran
exhibitor,
Lewiston, Me.
FD: 11-17.
SIDNEY
FOX, actress, Hollywood.
FD. 11-17.
16 — 20th-Fcx acquires David O. Selznick's story
and play properties, together with loan of
outstanding talent.
17— NLRB blocks lATSE's move to blanket field
of
vote.exchange workers without formality of

PAUL11-18.
WARD,

1 — salesmen.
National

theater owner,

Cleveland.

FD:

DR.

J. ROBERT PAULINE, vaudeville performer, Rochester.
FD:
11-17.
LOUIS M. RUBENS, president, Joliet Theater
Co., Chicago.
FD: 11-23.
-25.
'.EM 1 1WARD,
stage director, New York. FD:
MATTHEW

J. KAVANAUGH,

Minneapolis.
FD:
VORGE
W.
COULD,

pioneer exhibitor,

11-25.
SR.,

theater

operator,

Dallas, Ore.
FD: 11-30.
CARRIE
M.
KENNEDY,
theater
owner,
Kirksville, Mo.
FD: 11-30.
DWIN
ANSIN,
president,
Interstate
Theaters,

4RS.

and
wife,
victims
of
Boston's
Cocoanut
Grove fire. FD: 12-1.
HARRY ASHER. PRC franchise holder and board
member, and wife in Boston fire. FD: 12-1.
BUCK JONES, film star of westerns, Boston fire
victim.
FD: 12-1.
PHIL SELETSKY, buyer-booker for the M & f
Circuit,
and wife. Boston
fire.
FD: 12-1.
PAUL BARRON, Universal branch manager,
killed in Boston fire.
FD: 12-1.
CHARLES STERN, United Artists district manager, Boston fire victim.
FD: 12-1.
FRED SHARBY theater operator of Keene,
N. H., and son, Fred, Jr., killed in Boston
fire.
FD: 12-1.
MARY
McCORMACK
entertainer,
daughter
of
Edward
McCormack
of Paramount,
died in
Boston fire.
FD: 12-1.
AWRENCE STONE, Monogram booker, and wife,
died in Boston
fire.
FD: 12-1.
EUGENE CROSS of Monogram, pioneer film man.
Victim of Boston fire. FD: 12-1.
BFNARD LEVIN, Columbia salesman, and wife.
Boston fire victims.
FD: 12-1.
GRACE McDERMOTT. night club singer. Died
in Boston fire.
FD: 12-1.
O. A. ST. PIERRE, M & P director. Died in
Boston fire. (His wife later died of burns.)
FD: 12-1.
"DCAR M. SIMONIS, Comerford district manager, Lebanon Pa.
FD: 12-1.
VERNE H. PORTER, storv editor for Universal,
Cosmopolitan,
etc., Hollywood.
FD:
12-1.
•1YMAN MAURICE, theater music director, Ft.
Worth
Tex.
FD: 12-1.
SAM "SCHAPPS" HOCHFELD veteran IA man,
Portland,
Ore.
FD: 12-3.
JESS 12-7.
BURKETT, ex-film operator, Tiffan, O. FD:
".OBFRT TAYLOR, Monogram branch manager in
St. Louis
Overland, Mo.
FD: 12-8.
LEON ALLEMAN, traveling manager, Film
Truck Service, Detroit.
FD: 12-11.
"I^HARD TUCKER, actor, Hollywood.
FD: 12-11.
"0NALD CAMPBELL, exnorter of American pictures, London. FD: 12-14.
EDWARD H. KELLER. National Theater treasurer, Washington. FD: 12-15.
GEORGE KLIMT, pioneer theater manager and
producer,
Chicago.
FD: 12-16.
WILLIAM W. PUCHALSKI, assistant manager
Plaza. Northampton, Mass. Killed in action in the Pacific.
FD: 12-17.
HARRY LEE of the Warner pub'icify department,
Plainfield.
N. J.
FD: 12-22.
JEAN12-23.
GILBERT, composer Buenos Aires. FD:
THOMAS J. BRANDON of Miami. Killed in
action.
FD: 12-24.
MELVIN H. PENNELL. theater manager, Oklahoma, O. FD: 12-24.
WILLIAM M. BRANDT co-receiver for Local
143. St. Louis, St. Louis.
FD: 12-28.
EDNA12-29.
HIBBARD, actress, New York City. FD:
WILLIAM

HAMILTON OSBORNE, author, lawyer, expert on copyright. New York. FD:
12-29.
BILLY CHURCH, member of Al Fields Minstrels,
Columbus,
Los

Angeles

0.

FD:
branch

12-29.
of

the

Federal

Reserve

25 — Army-Navy
conferences
agree
to ban furSystem.
loughs for commercial films.
Armv-Nivy
relief
drive
fund
soars
to

20 — 1 ,000 service theaters is Army's goal says
R. B. Murray.

$2,120,216; stands as trade's most successful
drive.
27— Over-all cut of 25 per cent in raw stock
due Jan. 1.
Wi'lhm
F. Rodgers
named
chairman
of
WAC's
distribution division.
Canadian War Time Prices and Trade Board
given
full industry
control.

23 — WPB plans no drastic cut in raw
assures
Harold
Hopper.

30 — 22 Film industry people among
Boston night club fire.

18— MPTOA urges drafting of business standards for film industry.
Ed Kuykendall calls for WPB order to abolish duals.
19 — Allied board deadlocked on double bill policy.

24 — Y.

Frank

Freeman

named

director

stock,
of

the

Joseph
"drafted"Bernhard,
by Navy. Warners'

Year-End Ills
-DECEMBER—

In Jfflemoriam— 1942

plant

8— Bri.p.i studios
producing
45 features
this
year, says Teddy
Carr.
M-C-M
starts audience survey;
M. P. Research Bureau to conduct study.

23 — War
Department
dim-out rules for

Shortage Among

6)

Columbia's year net at $1,611,659.
Switching
of
Paramount's
cartoon
from
Miami
to New York reported.

500 dead in

vice-president,

gas

rationing woes

beset

film

Boston
film exchanges close in respect to
industry's dead in Cocoanut Grove fire.
2 — Industry's
foreign
branches
will
service
Army, Joseph H. Hazen disclosed.
WPB
releases
nine theater fire prevention
rules.
3 — OES
after $25,000
salary ceiling;
permits
payment in excess of that some for necessary expenses.
4— Warner Bros, report net profit of $8,544,512
for 1942.
War Manpower Commission will not list
actors or producers as essential, THE FILM
DAILY forecasts.
7 — Hollywood meets emergencies of war; majority of problems arising in first year of
hostilities overcome by ingenuity of production experts, THE FILM DAILY finds.
8— WAC sets $100,000 bndget and expanded
program
for 1943.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck reported under fire
unit.
in Africa with Signal Corps Photographic
WPB releases 16mm. raw stock to assure
films for troops abroad.
9 — Ed Kuykendall asks immediate study group
to evolve business standards for industry.
William Goldman files $1,350,000 antitrust suit in Philadelphia against Warner
Circuit and majors.
10 — War

Manpower
Commission
rules 11 production groups essential;
use
of women
for distribution,
exhibition
urged.
Newsreels
get priority rating for shipment
to London.

11 — Circuits' manpower shortage may be met by
New York University course for femme
employes.
New York court rules theater games with
prizes are lotteries.
14— Negotiations under way for release of
blocked American film money in Aussie,
New Zealand and India.
National Allied wants Mellett's help on refiling of New York consent decree.
Harold
on
duals.Hopper says WPB won't slap ban
15 — British theaters face product shortage, says
David Rose.
National Monday closing asked by Philadelphia independents.
16 — WPB's raw stock cut seen remaining at
25 per cent.
Martin A. Hirsch convicted of perjury in
Browne-Bioff
case aftermath.
17 — Special raw stock allotments for newsreels
Wendell
planned. L. Willkie honored by National
Conference of Christians and Jews "for
distinguished service to American unity
and earnest efforts in the promotion of unibrotherhood and
18 — Newsreel versal footage
and good-will."
prints
limited
by
agreement
with
WFB.
Standard & Poor's sees film company operating income maintaining
high levels.
21 — Lowell
Mellett
asks
scripts
and
screen
treatments be submitted
to OWI.
20th-Fox
to finance Jed Harris play comTechnician
shortage
worries
Hollywood.
pany. FILM
22— THE
Filmdom's
Famous
Fives DAILY
of 1942. announces
scrutiny.
AMPP
to act on OWI
request
for script
23 — and
No film
censorship,
Lowell
Mellett. says OWI's

Elmer Davis

WPB asks exhibs. to relieve copper shortage.
Federal amusement tax receipts in November hit decline, fall to lowest since April.
Dominion's film biz in no-priority labor
class.
24— Elmer

Davis
takes
OWI
pix
stand
responsibility; denies OWI
has any power of
compulsion
over film companies.
Distribs.
get
half
of
frozen
funds
in
Australia.
ruling.
28 — Theaters
and exchanges slow in asking
War Manpower Commission essentiality
Abram F. Myers, Allied board chairman,
urges
self-imposed
ceiling
on rentals.
29 — Industry-OWl co-operation stays voluntary.
Holiday business runs 15-40 per cent ahead
of 1941 in 60 cities.
30 — Ceorge W. Alger named chairman of motion picture arbitration system appeal
board; ex-Justice Robert McC. Marsh appointed to fill board's
Foreign Language
Film vacancy.
Critics Circle picks
"Mrs. Miniver" as year's best film; New
York Film Critics vote "In Which We
outstanding.

Serve"

I
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"Star Spangled
Rhythm"

with all-star cast
Paramount

Collier's Calls Upon Government to Send
Stars Back to Resume Making of Pictures
Collier's magazine, via a feature article by associate editor Kyle Crichton
in this week's issue, out today, calls upon Washington to take the lead in returning actors now in the service to Hollywood by proclaiming the movies an

99

Mins.

MUSICAL STAR-SPANGLED WITH
NAMES IS TERRIFIC SHOW; SHOULD
PROVE ONE OF BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE
PIX.
Paramount has let its hair down longer
than its Veronica Lake's and really gone
to town on "Star Spangled Rhythm," a musical colossal that easily tops anything of
the sort ever attempted by the studio.
Clearly the company has outdone itself in
putting together this ambitious enterprise.
The film merits heavy booking time, for

essential industry, "exactly as necessary as steel and coal and ships and farms."
Asserting that "the movies are one of our lines of defense," Crichton urges,
"Let actors be brought back from the services before it is too late. . . . They
can be returned to civil'an life or they can remain military men who have
been delegated to special duty, with the proviso that their usual salaries will
be turned over to the Red Cross or USO. . . . Putting the problem in its simplest
form, Clark Gable shouldn't be ALLOWED to be a soldier. ... He has a duty
and Hollywood has a duty and they should be made to stick to it."

"Hitler's Children" Set
For Special UNW Benefits
(Continued from Page 1)

views in a number of spots by Ned
E. Depinet, RKO Radio prexy.
Presentation will be for one performance only at reserved seat road
In creating this whale of a show Paramount has utilized practically everything show prices, with the entire receipts going to the United Nations
and everyone on the lot. Prodigal beyond
belief, the studio has given lavishly of its Fund. Cities already scheduled include Boston, Rochester, Syracuse,
purse to place before the public the most
satisfying exhibition of its kind to issue Chicago, Cleveland, Kansas City,
from Hollywood in many moons. The cast New Orleans Lowell, Providence,
is of terrific wattage. Sharing starring Trenton and Washington. Other
credit are Bing Crosby, Ray Milland, Vera dates are now being lined up.
diversion of such sure-fire quality doesn't
come along every day. The drawing power
is immeasurable.

Zorina, Eddie Bracken, Bob Hope, Victor
Moore, Mary Martin, Veronica Lake, Fred
MacMurray, Dorothy Lamour, Dick Powell,
Alan Ladd, Franchot Tone, Paulette Goddard, Betty Hutton, Rochester. The supporting players are much too numerous to
mention. Suffice it to say that they make
up an aggregation no less impressive than
the stars of the show. Even Cecil B. DeMille, Preston Sturges and Ralph Murphy,
directors all, have been pressed into service in acting capacities.

The situation is one ripe for comedy, and
Paramount has realized on it with stunning
results. Moore is hopelessly involved when
he has to make good a promise to put on
a show for his son's buddies with Paramount
talent. And that's where the cast's brightest names come in. This show serves as
a receptacle for Paramount's highest-budgeted talent. The success of the show
wins Moore forgiveness and the promise of
a better job.

"Star Spangled Rhythm" has everything —
The cast has hardly a weak spot.. It has
music, comedy, romance — and in staggering entered into the spirit of the thing and
abundance. With such a cast little
helped
to make the film the mad and buoyelse could be expected. Several of the
ant entertainment that it is. The picture,
performers heap new glory upon themfor
which
Harry Tugend did the walloping
selves. Especially worthy of being singled
out is Miss Hutton, whose progress as a screenplay, is a tribute to the showmanship
of Associate Producer Joseph Sistrom. Fast
comedienne is sensational. Thrown among
and furious all the way is the direction
an army of seasoned veterans she performs
of George Marshall. Great work too, has
in a manner to leave no grounds for apology. been contributed by Art Directors Hans
Audiences will revel in the musical Dreier and Ernst Fegte and Cameraman Leo
lavishness of the film. For this they will Tover.
have to thank Robert Emmett Dolan and
CAST: Bing Crosby, Ray Milland, Vera
Johnny Mercer and Harold Arlen. Dolan
hjs enriched the film with a score of great Zorina, Eddie Bracken, Bob Hope, Victor
merit. The contribution of the Mercer- Moore, Mary Martin, Veronica Lake, Fred
Arlen songwriting team are seven tunes MacMurray, Dorothy Lamour, Dick Powell,
Alan Ladd, Franchot Tone, Paulette Godthat should draw strong popular response.
dard, Betty Hutton, Rochester, William BenThe songs are "That Old Bleak Magic," dix, Susan Hayward, Lynne Overman, Cass
"Let's Hit the Road to Dreamland," "Sharp Daley, Walter Catlett, Jerry Colonna, Maras a Tack," "Old Glory," "A Sweater, a iorie Reynolds, Gary Crosby, Ernest Truex,
Sarong and a Peek-a-Boo Bang," "I'm Do- Sterling Holloway, Macdonald Carey, Betty
ing It for Defense" and "On the Swing Rhodes. Johnnie Johnston, Katherine DunShift."
ham, Walter Abel, Dona Drake, Gil Lamb,
Most of the action transpires in a moArthur Treacher, Cecil B. DeMille, Preston
tion picture studio, which, logically, has
been named Paramount. This setting offers Sturges, Ralph Murphy, Anne Revere, Edward Fielding, Edgar Dearing, William
a wealth of opportunities for a lot of sly
references to certain film practices and Haade, Maynard Holmes, James Millican.
idiosyncrasies which lend themselves to com- Eddie Johnson, Slim and Sam, Walter Dare
edy treatment. The story has Victor Moore Wahl and Company, Golden Gate Quartette.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Joseph
as a studio gatekeeper and Betty Hutton
as a telephone operator at the same place. Sistrom; Director, George Marshall; ScreenEddie Bracken, a gob, has been led to be- olay, Harry Tugend; Musical Score, Robert
lieve that his pop, Moore, is in charge of Emmett Dolan; Film Editor, Arthur Schmidt;
the studio. A problem is created when the Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Ernst Fegte;
lad comes home on leave. Miss Hutton, Cameraman, Leo Tover; Songs, Johnny Mercer, Harold Arlen.
who is nuts about Bracken, conceives the
DIRECTION, Tops. PHOTOGRAPHY,
idea of having Moore pose as Walter Abel, Tops.
the guy who really is running the studio. |

Victory Tax Won't
(Continued from Page 1)

Cut U.S. "Take"

to what happens in wartime and thi
is applicable to the compulsory sav

ings measure
the Domi^'pn
thorities
under of which
th(
lf2parau
ment of Finance takes a g^.'.juat*
part of most
everybody's
regula
salary to pay for planes, tanks and
big guns and ammunition, the mor.ey
to be returned with small interest
some day after the last shot.
In compulsory savings and othi
No Decision on Number
matters, Canadian exhibitors
Of Pix OWI Will Make
become veterans in comparison wi
their brothers in the U. S. and
(Continued from Page 1)
the latter the message is: So
terday by Gardner Cowles, Jr., director of domestic operations and people may be hurt by the Ame
Lowell Mellett, motion picture chief. can 5 per cent Victory withhold
These reports began to circulate af- tax, effective tomorrow, but films t
ter a brief talk Monday by Cowles continue to be the popular form
before a meeting of consultants to entertainment.
the OWI radio bureau, during which
It was pointed out to The Fi
the erstwhile Iowa publisher and Daily that more Canadians are
broadcaster was heard to remark
taxed, out of their wages fro
that several OWI features were ing
week to week and at the end of t
planned for the coming year.
fiscal year; there are more forms
Cowles told The Film Daily yes- taxation and the levies are high
terday that if he made such a stateever before but — unemploymi
ment— which he doubts — he merely than
relief has disappeared, more peop
chose his words poorly. He said he
are employed than ever before a
How many features — or shorts — industrial turnover has reached
OWI turns out is entirely depenThe cost-of-livi
dent upon what the motion picture all-time peak.
bonus to wage-earners, based on
industry produces, Cowles said, add- index
figure for everyday neces
ing that he personally would prefer
that OWI not find it necessary to ties, must be paid by employers
workers
according
to Governm
engage in any production.
schedule and this bonus has helpe
to offset the compulsory saving pis
• Happy New Year! •*•
Floods Close Houses
The latter, in itself, is very co
plicated in its graded scale and
In Pittsburgh and W. Va.
just as confusing to the layman
(Continued from Page 1)
the increasingly involved and high
tically all river towns in Western income tax schedules, with the
Pennsylvania and West Virginia are suit that none but the financial e
affected. All theaters in the lower pert really knows or cares how mu<
part of Wheeling closed because of he is handing over to the Govern
flood conditions by noon yesterday. ment coffers.
Impossible to get film shipments in
in the high-income brae
or out of town and surrounding etsPersons
have been hard hit by taxatio
points with exceptions of outlying generally speaking. This is par
situations, causing many dark houses
due either to high water or delayed cularly true of those who car
make money out of munitions
shipments.
incomes have been stabilize
In Pittsburgh three theaters in whose
for some time. Formerly, these
the lower part of downtown sections
sons thought nothing of operas, b
and Shea's Fulton, Loew's Penn, and dinners and handsome commodity
J. P. Harris closed yesterday afterbut they have been forced down
noon, and began removing seats, and more
moderate ways.
all possible furniture and equipment
Thus, those who
formerly
pa
to avoid serious damage or complete destruction. Warners closed
or $4.50
evening's
the Stanley at 6 p.m. Tuesday. The- $3.30
tainment,
now forgeta much
for ent<
the
aters in Etna, Millvale, Sharpsburg, money by attending a film show
McKees Rocks and many others out- 60c per seat.
Likewise, people
side city limit were forced to close. the dole now have every member
Number of war plants, steel mills the family in a nice little job a:
and other industries had to shut have more money, less taxes, thi
down before noon yesterday,
some they ever had before. They can af
department stores in downtown areas
also closed having put on flood gates. ways.
ford
the moviesgetregularly
and sobot'
film theaters
better crowds
Ringhamton.l^L-With electric
•k
Happy
New
Year!
•
oower interrupted, southern New
Record $114,000 Roxy Gross
York last night faced a serious
threat, with both the Chenango flood
The Roxy reported late last nigh
and
Susquehanna Rivers overflowing
that the first week of "The Bla<
their banks and rising at the rate
Swan" had set an attendance reco:
of for
the house, 163,750 persons having
six inches an hour. Cities report
ord
ed seen the show. A gross of $114,000,
hit byed the
failure
includ
Glovers
ville.of power plants the highest ever recorded by a film
at the Roxy under its present policy, was claimed for the picture.
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